# Nebraska - Civil War, Grand Army of the Republic

## Members Index A-D
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Suggested search procedure:
1. Search for a surname in the data files, considering that there may be variations.
2. When the name is found, make note of the Post number, if any.
3. Go to the [GAR Post index](#) to determine city and county location.

This index is not complete. It's a partial extract of some records. The index shows last name, first name, unit and GAR Post if available.

Most of the listings without Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) Post numbers were taken from the [1890 U.S. Census for Nebraska of Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil War](#). Most of those with GAR Post numbers were taken from [Grand Army of the Republic, Department of Nebraska, Series Ten, Roster of Soldiers, Department of Nebraska](#).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Details</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABDEY, WALLACE W.</td>
<td>96TH IL INF, CAPT, 123RD U</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBEY, FRANK</td>
<td>38TH WI INF, 86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBINK, GERRET</td>
<td>9TH WI INF, 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBINK, GERHARD</td>
<td>22ND WI INF, 3RD WI INF</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOATT, FRANCIS M.</td>
<td>13TH KS INF</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT, BENJAMIN</td>
<td>6TH CA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT, EDWIN S.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT, C.N.</td>
<td>46TH IA INF, 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT, WARREN D.</td>
<td>1ST NY ART.</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT, JACOB W.</td>
<td>19TH IA INF, 158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABEL, PERRY E.</td>
<td>70TH IN INF, 163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABELL, O.N.</td>
<td>193RD NY INF, 176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABERNATHY, JOHN</td>
<td>78TH IN INF, 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABERNETHY, WILLIAM J.</td>
<td>21ST IA INF</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABERNETHY, GEORGE</td>
<td>1ST NE INF, 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS, CASSIUS M.C.</td>
<td>38TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS, THERON A.</td>
<td>15TH NY ENGINEERS</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS, WILLIAM J.</td>
<td>79TH IN INF, 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKERMAN, PETER</td>
<td>9TH MI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKERMAN, EDWIN</td>
<td>2ND IA INF, 203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKLEY, OREN G.</td>
<td>31ST IA INF, 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACOARN, THOMAS R., 68TH IL INF, 105
ADAM, VALENTINE, 48TH NY INF, 117TH NY INF,
ADAM, SEGER, 22ND WI CAV, 11
ADAMS, JOSEPH W., 135TH PA,
ADAMS, AUGUSTUS, 5TH KS CAV, 180
ADAMS, ALEXANDER S., 1ST CA CAV, 40
ADAMS, E.J., 1ST CA CAV, 63
ADAMS, A.S., 1ST CA INF(ERROR), 40
ADAMS, EMMANUEL J., 1ST CA CAV, 63
ADAMS, GEORGE W., 22ND IL INF, 187
ADAMS, HENRY L., 27TH IL INF, 9
ADAMS, SILAS, 32ND IL INF,
ADAMS, WILLIAM, 64TH IL INF, 27
ADAMS, JOHN, 80TH IL INF, 73
ADAMS, JOHN D., 151ST IL INF, 289
ADAMS, F.D., 18TH IA INF, 177
ADAMS, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, 40
ADAMS, ELMER E., 9TH IN INF, 205
ADAMS, SAMUEL E., 70TH IN INF, 205
ADAMS, JAMES M., 33RD KY INF,
ADAMS, CHARLES, 19TH MI INF, 8
ADAMS, WILLIAM M., 15TH NY ART, DIED 21APR19,
ADAMS, HENRY H., 6TH IA INF, 108
ADAMS, HENRY H., 18TH IA INF, 108
ADAMS, TIMOTHY G., 27TH IA INF, 10
ADAMS, NICHOLAS, 5TH IA CAV, 112
ADAMS, WILLIAM, 3RD IA ART., 8, 2
ADAMS, N., 2ND NE CAV, 100
ADAMS, JOHN Q., 27TH IN INF, 157
ADAMS, JOHN E., 30TH IN INF, 81,
ADAMS, ALLEN O., 58TH IN INF, 226
ADAMS, CLARENDON E., 5TH WI ART., 63
ADAMSKY, SIMON, 7TH CT INF, 110
ADAMSON, A.M., 1ST NE CAV, 62ND US COLOR, 77
ADAMSON, JOHN B., 36TH IA INF, 15
ADAMSON, ROBERTSON, 46TH IN INF, 211
ADDINGTON, NATHAN, 142ND IN INF,
ADDIS, AARON DEAN, 77TH IL INF, 25
ADELL, HOWELL G., 19TH IA INF, 90
ADKINS, DAVID L.,
ADKINS, MARTIN, 15TH IA INF,
ADKINS, WILLIAM H. H, 10TH IN INF,
ADNEY, JONATHAN W., 31ST WI INF, 11
AGEE, C.J., 24TH IN ART.(ERROR), 44
AGER, JAMES H., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 40
AGEY, JOHN S., 14TH IA INF, 25
AGLER, JOSEPH W., 75TH IL INF, 5
AGLER, JOSEPH W., 75TH IL INF, 5
AGNEW, FRANKLIN, 23RD IL INF,
AHL, MICHAEL, 1ST IN ART., 127
AHRENS, CHRIST, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., 12
AIKEN, THOMAS, 2ND CA CAV, 119
AIKEN, DAVID, 80TH IN INF, 47
AIKMAN, SILAS, 43RD IN INF, 43
AILES, FLETCHER W., 37TH IN INF, 80
AILES, FLETCHER W., 39TH IN INF(ERROR), 80
AINSWORTH, GEORGE W, 32ND WI INF,
AIRD, HUGH, 1ST MO INF MILITIA, 330
AITKEN, A.E., 2ND IA INF, 2
AKIN, LEWIS D., 16TH PA CAV,
AKINS, ALVA D., 46TH IL INF, 354
ALBERT, PETER.,
ALBERTS, HENRY W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 32,
ALBIN, SAMUEL, 11TH IA INF, 7, 2
ALBRIGHT, FRED, 6TH IA CAV, 160
ALBRO, JOHN H., 115TH IL INF,
ALBRO, WILLIAM B., 6TH OH INF, 9
ALCORN, JOHN J., 8TH KY INF,
ALDEN, CLINTON H., 3RD OH INF, 21ST WI INF, 55
ALDEN, CLINTON H., 21ST WI INF, 3RD WI INF,
ALDEN, C.H., 21ST WI INF, 55
ALDERMAN, ISAAC N., 32ND IA INF, 30
ALDRICH, ASA, 27TH MO INF, 11,
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 39TH IN INF, 3RD IN CAV, 4, 11
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 54TH IN INF, 12TH IN CAV, 23
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 3RD IN CAV, 8TH IN CAV, 39, 11
ALEXANDER, S.J., 1ST CO CAV, 214
ALEXANDER, S.J., 1ST CO CAV, 25,
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL A., 156TH IL INF,
ALEXANDER, S.M.T., 2ND ME INF,
ALEXANDER, W.D., 3RD NM INF,
ALEXANDER, AUSTIN, 9TH IA INF, 118
ALEXANDER, CURTIS L., 48TH IA INF, 13
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, 13
ALEXANDER, FRANCIS M., 26TH IN INF, 13
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, 11TH WI INF, 82
ALEXANDER, CHARLES D., 19TH WI INF, 139
ALEXANDER, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, 122
ALEXANDER, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, 122
ALFORD, STEPHEN, 126TH OH INF,
ALGER, HIRAM, 43RD NY INF, 42,
ALHIRE, JOSEPH, 47TH IA INF, 16,
ALLBOUGH, JAMES D., 20TH WI INF, 80
ALLEE, ALBERT E., 11TH IA INF,
ALLEN, ANDREW M, 57TH IL INF,
ALLEN, JOSEPH J ,
ALLEN, GEORGE W, 211TH PA INF,
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 4TH IL INF,
ALLEN, J.K., 39TH IL INF, 215
ALLEN, ROBERT C., 54TH IL INF, 34,
ALLEN, HENRY, 138TH IL INF, 42
ALLEN, JAMES T., 138TH IL INF, 32
ALLEN, HERBERT W., 142ND IL INF, 4
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 4TH IL CAV, CORP, CO. I, 12, 5, 1
ALLEN, WILLIAM H., 4TH IL CAV, CO. K , 12TH, 5
ALLEN, H.B., 34TH IA INF, 17
ALLEN, LEVI J., 46TH IA INF,
ALLEN, CHARLES W., 30TH IN INF, 110
ALLEN, GEORGE, 7TH IN CAV, 60
ALLEN, N.J., 7TH KS CAV, PVT, CO. F, 9TH, 285
ALLEN, JOSEPH, 30TH NY INF,
ALLEN, GEORGE W., 110TH NY INF, 8
ALLEN, SIMPSON, 143RD NY INF,
ALLEN, NATHAN A., 2ND NY CAV, 74
ALLEN, NATHAN A., 15TH NY CAV,
ALLEN, AMBROSE, 92ND OH INF, CO. H, 31ST O, 14
ALLEN, SILAS D., 13TH IA INF, 243
ALLEN, DAVID C., 32ND IA INF, 29,
ALLEN, WILLIAM VINC, b.MIDWAY, MADISON CO, OH;3, 143
ALLEN, AUGUSTUS, 38TH IA INF, 186
ALLEN, JAMES C., 1ST IA CAV, 63
ALLEN, WILLIAM C., 87TH IN INF, 83
ALLEN, FRANCIS L., 146TH IN INF, 60
ALLEN, THOMAS C., 147TH IN INF, 76,
ALLEN, A. HADLEY, 149TH IN INF, 144
ALLEN, HIRAM, 8TH WI INF, 169
ALLEN, ROLLIN B., 33RD WI INF, 66,
ALLEN, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, 157
ALLEY, FREDERICK, 40TH WI INF, 285
ALLINGTON, JEFFERSON, 124TH IL INF, 256
ALLISON, WALTER S., 22ND IN INF, 28
ALLISON, LOUIS, 2ND MO INF, 2
ALLISON, FRANK, 9TH IN INF, 99TH IN INF, 306
ALLISON, FRANK, 99TH IN INF, 9TH IN INF, 306
ALLOWAY, LAFAYETTE, 17TH IN ART., 108
ALLVORD, GEORGE, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 184
ALLY, JAMES A., 5TH IL CAV, 318
ALTHAUS, ANTON C., 1ST NE INF,
ALTHOUSE, GEORGE H., 2ND MI CAV, 285
ALVEY, FRANK, 8TH KY CAV,
ALWORTH, ROBERT, 3RD MN ART., 39
AMACK, JAMES, 123RD IN INF, 80
AMBLER, EDWIN P., 22ND WI INF, 158
AMERINE, DAVIDSON, 29TH IA INF, 70
AMES, GEORGE R., 8TH WI INF, 44
AMICH, WILLIAM C., 79TH IN INF,
AMICH, ISAAC, 79TH IN INF.
AMMAN, EDWARD, 10TH MN INF, 8, 3
AMMON, RUFUS, 1ST CA CAV,
AMMON, EDWARD, 10TH MN INF, 30
AMOS, A.H., YATES SHARPSHOOTERS, 221
AMY, CHANNCEY W., 2ND CO CAV,
ANDERSON, WASHINGTON, 120TH IN INF,
ANDERSON, JOHN M., 37TH IL INF, 140
ANDERSON, DAVID A, 81ST IL INF, 43,
ANDERSON, JOHN F., 119TH IL INF, 25
ANDERSON, JOSEPH P., 11TH IA INF, 31
ANDERSON, DAVID, 6TH IN CAV, 1
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 4TH KY INF,
ANDERSON, WILLIAM S., 13TH MI INF, 2, 2
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 11TH MN INF, 224
ANDERSON, J.T., 69TH MO INF, 42
ANDERSON, DAVID, 31ST NJ INF, 80
ANDERSON, CHARLES G., 25TH IA INF, 264
ANDERSON, JOHN V., 45TH IA INF, 204
ANDERSON, JOHN M., 1ST IA CAV, 94
ANDERSON, CHARLES, 11TH IN INF, 32
ANDERSON, JOHN H., 2ND WI INF, 102
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 11TH WI INF(ERROR), 224
ANDERSON, JAMES H., 31ST WI INF, 93
ANDERSON, JESSE W., 50TH WI INF, 21
ANDERSON, WILLIAM C., ARTIFICER, 1ST WI HEAVY A, 21,
ANDERSON, J.H., 2ND WI ART.(ERROR), 102
ANDERTON, BENJAMIN W., 32ND IL INF, 16
ANDREWS, G.T., 27TH CT INF, 20
ANDREWS, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, 2
ANDREWS, BEZALIEL BEL., 16TH IL CAV, 53
ANDREWS, JOHN A., 18TH IA INF, 177
ANDREWS, H.C., 8TH IA CAV, 1
ANDREWS, WILLIAM H., PARNELL'S MD CAV LEGION, 195
ANDREWS, WILLIAM H., PARNELL'S LEGION, 195
ANDREWS, JOHN M., 7TH MO INF, SERG, CO. H, 44, 122
ANDREWS, JOHN W., 4TH IA CAV, POSTS 253, 306, 32,
ANDREWS, ROBERT D., WAGONMASTER, 71ST IN INF, 79
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANDREWS, J.H.</td>
<td>76TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREWS, ROBERT D.</td>
<td>6TH IN CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREY, JOHN</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDRUS, HERMAN E.</td>
<td>50TH NY ENGINEERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGLE, BYRON D.</td>
<td>9TH NY CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNESS, JOHN A.</td>
<td>18TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNESS, JOHN A.</td>
<td>18TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSEN, ALBERT</td>
<td>29TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSON, ALBERT</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSON, OLIVER</td>
<td>16TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSON, ALBERT</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSTINE, JOHN G.</td>
<td>28TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHONY, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>54TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHONY, JAMES A.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHONY, LEVI</td>
<td>1ST NE INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHONY, LEVI</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTLES, H.H.</td>
<td>22ND IN INF</td>
<td>CO. C</td>
<td></td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTRIM, MORGAN</td>
<td>11TH IL INF</td>
<td>CO. D</td>
<td></td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYAN, WILLIAM</td>
<td>1ST WI HEAVY ART.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEBY, SILAS</td>
<td>142ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGARTH, REUBEN.</td>
<td>11TH MN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGARTH, W.H.</td>
<td>11TH MN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGATE, HENRY</td>
<td>8TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGATE, JOHN M.</td>
<td>33RD IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGATE, HENRY</td>
<td>8TH IN CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLEGATE, JOHN</td>
<td>10TH IN CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHARD, JAMES B.</td>
<td>13TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHER, WILLIAM G.</td>
<td>22ND IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHER, ELIJAH</td>
<td>29TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHER, CHARLES</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGABRIGHT, JOHN H.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>PVT, CO. G</td>
<td>12T,</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMAN, HENRY</td>
<td>56TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMELL, J.L.</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMENTROUT, JOSEPH B.</td>
<td>PVT, 47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMOUR, WILLIAM W.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, THOMAS</td>
<td>15TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, JOHN H.</td>
<td>146TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, J.E.</td>
<td>8TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, W.H.</td>
<td>SERG, 9TH MA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, ALBERT</td>
<td>7TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, RICHARD.</td>
<td>180TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, HENRY</td>
<td>3RD IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, JAMES L.</td>
<td>11TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, JOHN V.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARMSTRONG, CHARLES W., 26TH IN INF, 301
ARMSTRONG, MARTIN E., 49TH WI INF, 17
ARNDT, DANIEL, 8TH WI INF, 52
ARNEAL, T.A., 160TH OH INF, 172
ARNETT, SETH J., 35TH IA INF, 109
ARNOLD, EDWARD, 3RD IN INF, 9
ARNOLD, JACOB, 26TH MO INF, 84
ARNOLD, NORMAN H., 118TH NY INF, 289
ARNOLD, JACOB H., 35TH WI INF, 26
ARNOLD, WILLIAM, 43RD WI INF, 54
ARNOLD, NUMA, 2ND WI CAV, 171
ARRANTS, JOHN J., 86TH OH INF, 138
ARTER, JASON R, 31ST OH,
ARTHAND, CHRIST, 25TH IA INF, 8
ARTHERTON, JONATHAN, 107TH IL INF, 48
ARTLEY, CHARLES A., 46TH IL INF, 303
ARVES, SAMUEL, 7TH IA CAV, 24
ASH, J.B., 5TH KS CAV, 262
ASH, ADAM C., 151ST IN INF, 98
ASH, JESSE M., 3RD IN ART., 195
ASH, PATRICK, 13TH WI INF, 175
ASHBAUGH, WILLIAM H.H., 30TH IL INF,
ASHBAUGH(ALI, GEORGE, SEE ROWE, H.P.,
ASHBROOK, OSCAR A., 11TH US VETERAN RESERVE, 17
ASHBUM, G.W., GENERAL ROSECRANS STAFF, 146
ASHBURN, BARNET, 17TH IA INF, 150
ASHER, CHARLES, 20TH IA INF,
ASHLEY, A.O., 1ST CO CAV, 61
ASHLEY, A.F., 13TH MO INF, 18
ASHLEY, BENEDICT J., 8TH IL CAV, 155
ASHLEY, J.H., 1ST MI ART, 5
ASHLEY, CHARLES E., 1ST WI INF, 16,
ASHLEY, BYRON R., 19TH WI INF, 91,
ASHPOUGH, WILLIAM, 86TH IN,
ASHPOLE, FREDERICK, 26TH IA INF, 87,
ASHTON, WILLIAM B., 16TH IL INF,
ASHTON, SAMUEL J., 13TH IL CAV,
ASHTON, SAMUEL, 1ST IL ART, PVT, CO.A, 13TH, 3
ATENSEL, JOHN W, 153RD OH,
ATHHEY, JOHN A., 116TH OH INF,
ATKINSON, THOMAS M., 2ND IL CAV,
ATKINSON, I.N., ORDERLY SERG, 7TH MO INF, 15,
ATKINSON, J.H., 43RD MO INF, 76
ATKINSON, JASPER L., 26TH IN INF, 205
ATKINSON, SAMUEL, 72ND OH INF, CORP, CO. G, 7, 205
ATKINSON, ALBERT G., 2ND IA ART., 25,
ATKISON, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV,
ATWATER, EHAN, 8TH KS INF, 137
ATWATER, W.B., 9TH MN INF, 119
ATWOOD, ISAAC V., 38TH IL INF, 138
ATWOOD, HIRAM, 74TH IL INF, 338
ATWOOD, COLIN H., 7TH IA CAV,
AUCH-MOODY, SILAS S., 120TH NY INF, 110
AUFDERHEIDE, JOHN H. F., 33RD WI INF,
AUGHE, JAMES E., 1ST NE INF, 2, 3
AUKERMAN, WILLIAM, 12TH IN INF,
AULT, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, 37
AUMAN, EDWARD, 146TH IL INF, 101
AUPPERLE, JOHN F., 35TH IA INF,
AUPPERLE, JOHN, 35TH IN INF, 115
AUSPACH, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, 127
AUSTIN, DAVID, 16TH WI INF,
AUSTIN, WARREN J., 11TH KS CAV, 76
AUSTIN, EUGENE B., 4TH IL CAV, 303
AUSTIN, JOHN W., 89TH IN INF, 83,
AUSTIN, EMERSON A., 188TH NY INF, 109
AUSTON, WILLIAM, 12TH WI ART., 116
AVERY, SAMUEL, 34TH IL INF, 91,
AVERY, S.D., 5TH MH INF, 42
AVERY, ELI, 7TH IA CAV, 189
AVERY, WILLIAM H., 115TH IN INF, 25,
AXEN, AGGE, 60TH IL INF, CO. E, 82ND I,
AXEN, AGGE, 82ND IL INF, CO. E, 60TH I, 190
AXTELL, JOHN E., 9TH IL CAV, 163
AXTELL, SAMUEL, 44TH NY INF, 36
AXTELL, ABRAM, 101ST NY INF, 179TH NY IN, 36
AYARS, THOMAS H., GENERAL STAFF, 1
AYERS, ROBINSON, 132ND IL INF, 187
AYERS, JOHN R., 142ND IL INF, 208
AYERS, BENJAMIN F., 48TH IN INF, 1
AYERS, FRANCIS H., 4TH IA CAV, 170

Index of Members - B

BABBINGTON, ED, 16TH IA INF, 11
BABBIT, F.E., 1ST NE INF, 7
BABBITT, FRANK E., 1ST NE INF, 7, 1
BABCOCK, WILLIAM H., 95TH IL INF, 97,
BABCOCK, JOHN H., 8TH IA INF,
BABCOCK, HEMAN A., 37TH WI INF, 40,
BACKHAUS, HENRY, 51ST WI INF, 39
BACON, JOHN, 1ST CO,
BACON, RUBAN S., 22ND MO INF,
BACON, IRA, 48TH MO INF, 269
BACON, MARSHALL, 10TH IA INF, 95
BACON, WILLIAM A., 2ND IA CAV, 61
BACON, CAHRSLES D., 1ST WI CAV, 25
BACON, LEONARD C., 1ST WI CAV, 10,
BACON, HENRY S., 3RD WI ART, 23RD WI INF, 136
BACON, HENRY S., 23RD WI INF, 3RD WI ART., , 136
BADALEY, DAVID W, 117TH IL INF,
BADER, JAMIES E., 28TH OH INF,
BADER, BEJAMIN L., 16TH WI INF,
BADER, THOMAS J., 3RD MO CAV, 111
BADGER, THRONTON, 42ND IA INF(ERRO), 7
BADGER, THORNTON T., 42ND IN INF, 7
BADLEY, RICHARD, 12TH IL CAV, 79
BAETTEY, JONATHAN J., 5TH KS CAV, 115
BAGLEY, ORLANDO H., 29TH IA INF,
BAHER, MILTON, 142ND IN INF, 25
BAIGHMAN, JONATHAN, 138TH IN INF, 118
BAILEY, ADDISON, 12TH NY CAV,
BAILEY, IRA M., 11TH IL CAV, 49
BAILEY, AUSTIN L., 17TH IL CAV,
BAILEY, ABRAHAM S., 35TH OH INF, PVT, CO. C, 18, 81
BAILEY, C.A., 38TH OH INF, 171
BAILEY, W.L., 136TH OH INF, 222
BAILEY, ABE, 6TH IA INF(ERRO), 67
BAILEY, JEFFERSON P., 7TH IA INF, 39
BAILEY, SIMON, 9TH IA INF, 94
BAILEY, CHARLES S., 10TH IA INF, 28
BAILEY, ABEL, 6TH IA CAV, 67
BAILEY, CHARLES B., 1ST NE INF, 89
BAILEY, GEORGE M., 3RD IN CAV, 174
BAILEY, CHARLES W., 5TH WI INF, 307
BAILEY, JOHN J., 16TH WI INF, 307
BAILEY, BERZELIA, 16TH WI INF, 307
BAILEY, JEROME A., 33RD WI INF, 138
BAILEY, JEROME A., 33RD WI INF, 9, 1
BAILEY, DANIEL C., 37TH WI INF, 40
BAILEY, NATHAN, 46TH WI INF, 52
BAILDOR, WILLIAM A., 29TH IL INF,
BAILDOR, WILLIAM A., 156TH OH INF,
BAINTER, JAMES, 1ST MO CAV, 43
BAIRD, JOHN J., 16TH PA INF,
BAIRD, EDWIN E., 200TH PA INF,
BAIRD, OLIVER S., 8TH MO INF, 25
BAIRD, JOSEPH C., 93RD IL INF,
BAIRD, JAMES M., 112TH IL INF, 177
BAIRD, JAMES T., 40TH KY INF,
BAKELY, JOHN C., MO CAV,
BAKEMAN, AUGUSTUS, 58TH IL INF, 96,
BAKER, BENJIMAN E.,
BAKER, CORNELIUS, 169TH PA INF,
BAKER, CALVIN M., 47TH OH CAV,
BAKER, EDWARD P., 141ST OH INF,
BAKER, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, 79
BAKER, JOSEPH, 69TH IL INF, 84,
BAKER, JAMES, 113TH IL INF, CO. K, 120TH, 349
BAKER, AMELIUS E., 127TH IL INF, 95
BAKER, C.D., 2ND IA INF, 48
BAKER, THEODORE S., 22ND IA INF,
BAKER, JAMES H., 33RD IN INF, 190
BAKER, DANIEL W.,
BAKER, CHESLEY W., 8TH IN INF,
BAKER, W.P., 8TH MO INF, 15
BAKER, WILLIAM L., 130TH OH INF, 122
BAKER, WESLEY H., 16TH IA INF, 262
BAKER, JOSEPH, 18TH IA INF, 81
BAKER, JOSEPH W., 21ST IA INF, 113
BAKER, BRITTON R., 29TH IA INF, 70
BAKER, CHESLEY W., 32ND IA INF, CO. E, 8TH IA, 107
BAKER, RICHARD, 39TH IA INF, 4
BAKER, JOHN, 33RD IN INF, 98
BAKER, THEADORE, 87TH IN INF, 40,
BAKER, WILLIAM R., 138TH IN INF, 39
BAKER, JOHN A., 1ST WI CAV, 76,
BALAS, JOHN C., 13TH WI INF, 114
BALBY, WILLIAM H., 22ND IN INF, 59
Baldwin, Lindley, 66TH OH ART. NATL. GUARD,
Baldwin, John S., 2ND IA INF, 32
Baldwin, Idaac, 20TH IA INF, 138TH IL INF, 183
Baldwin, John S., 21ST IA INF(ERRO), 32
Bailes, Thomas H., 57TH IN INF,
Bailes, David, 7TH IA INF, 25
Bailes, Robert T., 13TH IA INF, 16
Balfour, A.J., 15TH IL INF, 24
Ball, John, 11TH OH CAV,
Ball, John C, 1ST OH CAV,
Ball, Simeon, 4TH WI CAV,
Ball, Samuel, 6TH KS CAV, 15
BALL, JOHN D., 2ND MO CAV, 81
BALL, JACOB F., 148TH IL INF, 1, 2
BALL, AARON, 87TH IN INF, 96
BALL, GEORGE W., 128TH IN INF, 80
BALL, C.C., 8TH IN INF, 144
BALL, MERRILL W., 6TH MI HEAVY ART., 155
BALL, W.S., 20TH OH INF, 1
BALL, BASIL R., 3RD IA INF, 262
BALL, THOMAS A., 8TH IA INF, CO. K, 32ND I, 63
BALL, CAGGET C., 8TH IA INF, 144
BALL, JAMES W., 10TH IA INF, POST 120, 233
BALL, THOMAS A., 32ND IA INF, CO. E, 8TH IA, 63
BALL, DAN R., 36TH IA INF, 15
BALL, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, 15
BALL, HARRISON, 11TH IN INF, 24
BALL, CALVIN, 26TH IN INF, 81
BALL, D.R., 46TH IN INF, 81
BALL, WILLIAM J., 87TH IN INF, 11
BALL, AARON M., 87TH IN INF, 23
BALL, SIMEON N., 4TH WI CAV, 32
BALLARD, IRA, 5TH MO CAV, 203
BALLARD, ELIAS, 6TH IL CAV,
BALLenger, JAMES L., 54TH IL INF,
BALLOW, E.F., 40TH NY INF, 22
BALLOW, JOHN C., 2ND IA INF, 34
BALSEY, CHARLES, 48TH WI INF, 74
BALTZBY, O.W., 2ND NE CAV, 75
BAME, GEORGE, 29TH OH INF, 34
BANCE, HENRY P., 41ST WI INF, 170
BANE, CALVIN H., 22ND IA INF, 22,
BANEY, ISAAC, 26TH IL INF, 48
BANGS, JOHN C., 1ST ME CAV, 354
BANKHART, HENRY C., 52ND OH INF, 105
BANKS, RESEN, 37TH IA INF, 84
BANKS, JAMES, 54TH IN INF, 150
BANKS, HENNIS, 6TH KY CAV, 150
BANKS, E.B., 30TH IN INF(ERROR), 11
BANKS, WILLIAM W., 35TH WI INF, 112
BANNISTER, WILLIAM, 16TH IA INF,
BANsFIELD, J.C., 2ND KS ART.(ERROR), 103
BARAGAR, CHARLES K, 3RD WI,
BARBEE, WILLIAM S., 13TH IN INF, SERG, CO. D, 4, 222
BARBER, LAWRENCE E, 38TH IA INF,
BARBER, EMERY, 4TH KS INF(ERROR), 185
BARBER, GEORGE C., 141ST IL INF, 140
BARBER, SAMUEL W., WAGONER, 96TH IL INF, 14
BARBER, AUSTIN S., 22ND IA INF,
BARBER, AUSTIN M., 48TH IA INF, 230
BARBER, ROMAN W., 48TH NY INF, 230
BARBER, JOSEPH, 151ST NY INF, 303
BARBER, MARION F., 20TH IN INF, 59
BARBER, MILO R., 26TH IN INF, 59,
BARBER, CHARLES, 49TH WI INF, 123
BARBER, THOMAS J., 13TH WI ART., 25,
BARBOUR, WILLIAM, 84TH IL INF, 61
BARCHEREER, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, 25
BARDUE, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, 72
BARE, JONATHAN, 18TH IA INF, 119
BARGER, CLAYTON, 74TH OH INF, 31
BARGER, WILLIAM J., 15TH IA INF, 17,
BARGER, E.M., 1ST NE INF, 65
BARGER, WINSLOW H., 1ST WI CAV, 17
BARINGER, ANDREW, 1NE CAV,
BARKER, CHARLES E., 1ST IA INF, 118
BARKER, JOHN W., 116TH IN INF,
BARKER, ALGERNON S., 22ND IA INF, 43
BARKER, JOSEPH H., 2ND NE CAV, 175
BARKER, HANAH J., 2ND NE CAV, 175
BARKHURST, JOSEPH, 44TH IA INF,
BARLEY, WELLINGTON, 28TH IA INF,
BARLOW, JOEL M., 135TH IL INF,
BARLOW, STEPHEN C., 4TH IA INF, 164
BARMERHUGON, LEWIS, 15TH NY ART., 12
BARNABY, WILLIAM, 31ST CO CAV,
BARNARD, JAMES W., 24TH IA INF,
BARNARD, JAMES U., 24TH IA INF, 120
BARNARD, JOHN F., 1ST MN INF, 214
BARNED, JOHN, 20TH IL INF, 1
BARNEBY, WILLIAM, 7TH IN CAV,
BARNES, WILLIAM H., 52ND IL INF,
BARNES, CHARLES W., 8TH IL INF, 40
BARNES, THOMAS J., 42ND IL INF, 354
BARNES, ASA L., 137TH IL INF, CO. L, 7TH I, 3
BARNES, B.R., 3RD IA INF, SERG, 3RD US H, 65
BARNES, SILAS R., 4TH IA LIGHT ART., 303
BARNES, C.S., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 34
BARNES, E.A., 9TH IA INF (ERROR), 11
BARNES, WILLIAM, 18TH IA INF, 55
BARNES, ELI A., 9TH IA CAV, 11
BARNES, NELSON, 8TH IN INF, 5TH IN CAV, 23
BARNES, GILBERT M., 116TH IN INF, 6TH MO INF, 47
BARNES, NELSON, 5TH IN CAV, 8TH IN INF, 23
BARNES, HARVEY S., 11TH WI INF, 24
BARNET, JAMES H, 28TH IA INF,
BARNETT, WILLIAM R., NY,
BARNETT, MICHAEL J., 33RD IL INF, 4
BARNETT, WILLIAM, 89TH IN INF, 71
BARNETT, A., 2ND IA INF (ERROR), 120
BARNEY, JOHN, 69TH IL INF, PVT, CO. H, 9T, 171
BARNEY, R. EDGAR, 108TH IL INF, 1, 9
BARNEY, CALVIN E., 108TH IL INF, 178
BARNEY, CHESTER, 20TH IA INF, 7
BARNEY, ALLEN B., 26TH IA INF, 21
BARNHART, THOMPSON, 69TH OH INF, 32
BARNHART, BARRON B., 10TH IN INF, 22ND IN ART., 25
BARNHART, BARRON B., 22ND IN ART., 10TH IN INF, 25
BARNES, JAMES, 19TH IA INF, 224
BARNUM, HERMAN SIZER, 5TH IA CAV, 37
BAROTHY, CHARLES KA, 1ST NE CAV, 262
BAROTHY, CHARLES, 1ST NE INF, 4, 2
BARR, WILLIAM, 96TH IL INF, CO. H, 21ST I,
BARR, GEORGE W., 11TH IA INF, 13
BARR, JAMES A., 175TH OH INF, 18
BARR, PERRYANDER, 4TH IA INF, CO. B, 25TH IA, 183
BARRA, JOHN F, 7TH KY CAV,
BARRAGER, CHARLES R., 3RD WI INF, 75
BARRATT, THOMAS, 2ND US DRAGOONS, 2
BARRELL, HENRY, 15TH IA INF, 26
BARRET, WILLIAM, 12TH KS INF, 242
BARRETT, CHARLES H., 4TH MI INF, 207
BARRETT, S.L., 96TH OH INF, 9
BARRETT, JAMES, 116TH OH ILNF, 17
BARRETT, WILLIAM H., 11TH IA INF, 114
BARRETT, JOSEPH C., 14TH IA INF, 195
BARRETT, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 89
BARRETT, JOHN, 7TH IN CAV, 92
BARRETT, JOHN, 9TH IN CAV, 79,
BARRETT, ABRAHAM, 11TH WI INF, 28
BARRETTE, WILLIAM B., 1ST CO CAV, 3
BARRIGHT, AUGUSTUS D., 2ND WI INF, 69
BARRON, BEN, 9TH MO CAV, CO. A, 13TH MO, 12
BARROW, CHARLES N., 175TH OH INF, 352
BARRY, PATRICK, 39TH MA INF, 267
BARRY, NELSON, 29TH MI INF, 243
BARSBY, JONATHAN, 6TH MO INF, 18
BARTHOLOMEW, WILLIAM C., 7TH IA INF, 10,
BARTHOLOMEW, JOHN, 24TH IA INF,
BARTHOLOMEW, EZRA, 15TH IA INF, 274
BARTLETT, HIRAM E., 1ST WI CAV,
BARTLETT, GAIN M., 101ST IL INFD, 301
BARTLETT, GEORGE S., 14TH NH INF, 8
BARTLETT, SAMUEL M., 3RD WI CAV,
BARTLETT, EDWIN G., 4TH US CAV, 227
BARTLETT, JAMES W., 78TH IL INF,
BARTLETT, JOB, 112TH IL INF, 6, 8
BARTLETT, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF, PVT, CO. B, 41, 115
BARTLETT, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF,
BARTLETT, ELIJAH H., 1ST IA CAV, 13
BARTLETT, MAURICE S., 133RD IN INF, 197
BARTLETT, F.C., 31ST WI INF, 38
BARTLETTE, EDMUND P., 31ST WI INF, 7
BARTLEY, ALLEN, 5TH IL CAV, 154
BARTON, SILAS R., 156TH IL INF, 70
BARTON, MARTIN V., 14TH IA INF,
BARTON, ALVA H., 1ST MO ART., 45,
BARTON, BARNEY, 208TH PA INF, 91,
BARTON, LEWIS, 5TH US, 91
BARTON, THOMAS G., 36TH IL INF, 28
BARTON, JAMES, 42ND IL INF, 63
BARTON, ELI B., 98TH OH INF, 44
BARTON, ALVA H., 12TH IA INF, 1ST MO ART., 45,
BARTON, ALPHONZO, 26TH IA INF, 218
BARTS, CLINTON H., 1ST IA CAV, 323
BASAKER, JOHN, 110TH OH INF,
BASCOM, JOHN, 7TH WI INF,
BASCUE, JAMES M., 101ST IL INF, 216
BASH, JACOB F., 104TH OH INF, 94
BASH, MARTIN G., 99TH IN INF, 169
BASLER, LUIE, 27TH PA,
BASS, JOHN, 23RD WI INF, 72
BASET, CHARLES H., 16TH WI INF, 22
BASSETT, SAM M., 26TH MO INF, 52
BASYE, JOSEPH S., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 81,
BATEMAN, THOMAS, 1ST WI CAV, 69
BATES, N.B., 2 AST. ENGINEER, US NAVY, 73
BATES, WALKER, 14TH VT INF, 61
BATES, ALEXANDER, 7TH IA CAV, 102
BATES, STEPHEN H., 42ND IL INF, PVT, CO. C, 10, 95
BATES, GEORGE W., 14TH IA INF,
BATES, FRANKLIN, 3RD NY ART., 91
BATES, MILFORD A., DRUM MAJOR, 95TH OH INF,
BATES, EDWARD G., 123RD OH INF, 274
BATES, JULIUS, 17TH IA INF,
BATES, WILLIAM H, 3RD IA INF,
BATES, JACOB H., 7TH KS CAV, 32
BATES, CHARLES, 18TH WI INF, 102
BATES, OLIVER D., 39TH IL INF, 170
BATES, ORIN, 21ST ME INF, 95
BATES, ISRAEL F., 1ST NE INF, 28,
BATES, JULIUS, 17TH IA INF, 45
BATES, WILLIAM P., 35TH IA INF, 63
BATES, OLIVE D., 39TH IA INF, 170
BATES, CHARLES H., 1ST NE INF, 45,
BATES, SILAS, 21ST IN INF, 62
BATES, JOEL B., 3RD WI ART., 26,
BATMAN, THOMAS J., 18TH WI INF, 186
BATSON, HENDON, 9TH IA CAV, 24
BATTE, RINALDO A., 82ND IN INF, 191
BATTE, THOMAS H., 145TH IN INF, 109
BATTERSHALL, JOHN W., 136TH IL INF, 227
BATTIN, SOLOMON, 2ND MN CAV, 305
BATTLES, JOHN H., 99TH IL INF, 6
BATTOPF, THOMAS W., 130TH IN INF, 262
BATTY, SAMUEL, 30TH PA INF, 1ST PA INF R, 27
BATTY, ROBERT A., 33RD IL INF, 13
BAUER, JAMES, 4TH KY CAV,
BAUER, CHARLES F., 34TH WI INF, 268
BAUM, ADAM P., 20TH IN INF, 227
BAUM, ADAM, 116TH IN INF, 227
BAUMAN, JACOB, 1ST MI INF, 79
BAUMAN, JONAS, 1ST MO INF, 7
BAUMAN, JOHN, 83RD IN INF, 24
BAUMASTER, FREDRAIC G., 1ST OH ART.,
BAUMER, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF,
BAUMGARDNER, NATHAN, 32ND IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 8T, 341
BAUMGARDNER, S.G., 165TH PA INF, PVT, CO. C, , 321
BAUMGARDNER, SAMUEL, 87TH PA INF,
BAURDICK, AMOS K., 13TH WI INF, 57
BAURNETTE, CHARLES H., 64TH IL INF, 22
BAUSCH, LAWRENCE, 20TH IL INF, 1
BAX, ADAM, 40TH MO INF, PVT, CO. H, 7T, 25
BAXTER, DANIEL (COLOR, 40TH US COLORED INF, 180
BAXTER, THOMAS J., 3RD MO CAV, 111
BAXTER, B.P., 11TH MO CAV, 347
BAXTER, RICHARD E., 17TH OH INF, 262
BAY, WINSLOW L., 63RD OH INF,
BAY, JAMES M., 33RD IL INF, POST 237, 133
BAYER, JOSEPH, 16TH PA CAV, 273
BAYLES, R.W., 4TH IA CAV, 60
BAYLES, STEPHEN, 35TH MO INF, 80
BAYLESS, D. F., 8TH MO INF, 282
BAYLESS, J.G., 30TH IA INF, 3
BAYLESS, PLATTE, 11TH IN CAV, 25,
BAYNE, LEE, 4TH OH CAV, 314
BAYNE, SAMUEL H., 96TH IL INF, 48
BEACH, THOMAS H.B., 9TH OH CAV, 196
BEACH, JARED, 15TH IA INF,
BEACH, I, E., 8TH MO INF, 14,
BEACH, A.H., 14TH IA INF, 88
BEACH, JAMES THOMAS, 10TH IN INF, 58TH IN INF, 25
BEACH, BENJAMIN F., 13TH NY CAV, 20
BEACH, THOMAS B., 14TH OH INF, 25
BEACH, ALFRED A., PRINCIPAL MUSICIAN, 14TH, 151
BEACH, GEORGE M., 4TH IA ART., 25,
BEACH, WILLIAM, 10TH IN INF, 25
BEACHAM, ROBERT K., 2ND WI INF, 23RD US COLOR, 68
BEACHER, MILES D., 12TH IL INF, 20
BEACHLEY, NATHANIEL J., AST. SURGEON, 22ND IN INF, 25
BEACHLEY, NATHANIEL J., 26TH IN INF, 25
BEACOM, MICHAEL, 2ND CO CAV,
BEADEL, ELISHA K., 23RD IL INF, 1, 1
BEADLESTON, ALONZO W, 37TH IL,
BEAER, DAVID, 146TH IN INF, 32
BEAL, J.P., 3RD IA CAV, 102
BEAL, CURTIS, 50TH IL INF, 135
BEALS, SILAS, 8TH IA CAV,
BEALS, AUSTIN, 2ND NE CAV,
BEALS, CHARLES, 11TH IL INF,
BEALS, A.J., 44TH IA INF, 22
BEALS, ELIZA J., 11TH MO INF, 2
BEALS, CHESTER G., 5TH IA INF, 67
BEALY, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, 82,
BEAM, SAMUEL W., 122ND PA INF, PVT, CO. D, 2, 201
BEAM, SAMUEL W., 209TH PA INF,
BEAM, JAMES, 11TH IN INF,
BEAMAN, WILLIAM C., 3RD IA CAV, 330
BEAMAN, ALONZO, 3RD IA CAV, 154
BEAMER, ISAAC M., 36TH IA INF, 172
BEAN, HENRY, 9TH US INF, CORP, CO.H, 12T, 9
BEAN, WALTER T., 46TH WI INF, 198
BEAN, WILLIAM M., 33RD WI INF, 118
BEAN, BENJAMIN L., 33RD WI INF, 118
BEAN, S.K., 29TH IA INF, 77
BEAN, JOHN J., 37TH WI INF, 25,
BEANBLOSSOM, GEORGE W., 152ND IL INF, 88
BEAR, JOHN, 30TH IA INF, 131
BEARD, JESSE, 72ND IN MOUNTED INF, 190
BEARD, JOHN C., 89TH IN INF, 66
BEARD, G.W., 3RD IN CAV, 321
BEARDSLEY, J.M., 1ST NE CAV, 61
BEARDSLEY, W.H., 7TH IL CAV(ERROR), 77
BEARDSLEY, JOSEPH H.M., 1ST NE INF, 61
BEARDSLEY, JOHN S., 13TH IA INF24DEC1863,
BEARNES, GEORGE W., 28TH IA INF, 22,
BEARSE, JAMES M., 12TH WI INF, 160
BEARSS, SYLVESTER, 12TH WI INF, 1
BEASLEY, GEORGE W., 40TH IN INF, 21,
BEASON, JAMES, 3RD CO INF,
BEATLE, DAVID, 32ND IA INF,
BEATTY, SAMUEL, 32ND PA INF, 110
BEATTY, JOSEPH T., 45TH IA INF, 262
BEATY, SAMUEL F., 9TH IN INF, 95
BEAUCHAMP, THOMAS J., 12TH MO CAV, 84,
BEAUMEISTER, FREDERICK W., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 45
BEAUMONT, GEORGE, 44TH WI INF, 1
BEAUPRE, WILLIAM H., 43RD IN INF, 17,
BEAVER, R.A., 1ST NE CAV, 136
BEAVER, CHRISTIAN C., 18TH IN ART., 95
BEAVERS, SAMUEL, 50TH IN INF, 86,
BEAVERS, W.J., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 40,
BEAY, THOMAS N., 23RD WI INF, 7
BEBER, HENRY C., 1ST NE CAV, 262
BECHTHOLD, LOUIS, 13TH IN INF, 124
BECK, WILLIAM H., 186TH OH INF, 221
BECK, JOHN, 75TH PA INF, 36
BECK, HARRISON W., 124TH IL INF, 329
BECK, HENRY W., 124TH IL INF, 33RD IL INF, 243
BECK, HENRY S., 43RD OH INF, 191
BECK, HENRY S., 43RD OH INF, 191
BECK, GEORGE A., 13TH IL CAV,
BECK, CHARLES, 21ST IL INF, 19
BECK, CHRISTOPHER, 21ST IL INF, 88
BECK, HENRY W., 33RD IL INF, 124TH IL INF, 136
BECK, SYLVESTER, 2ND IN CAV,
BECK, ANDREW, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 150
BECK, PRESTON, 92ND OH INF, 57
BECK, JAMES, 100TH IN INF, 129
BECK, RICHARD, 142ND IN INF, 331
BECK, S.J., 8TH IN CAV, 25
BECKENBAUGH, GEORGE, 1ST IL CAV, 4
BECKER, GEORGE, 47TH IN INF, 106
BECKER, HERMAN, 3RD WI INF, 11
BECKERMANN, EDWARD, 2ND IA INF,
BECKLAM, WILLIAM, 105TH IL INF, 9, 1
BECKMAN, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, 38
BECKWITH, WILLIAM, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, 265
BEDE, JAMES W, 15TH OH ART.,
BEDFORD, JEFF W., 3RD CO INF, 262
BEDIENT, GEORGE W., 33RD WI INF,
BEEBE, HENRY, 8TH IA INF,
BEEBE, DAVID, 75TH NY INF, 188
BEEBE, GUY, 73RD OH INF, 26
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 1ST US MARING ART., 187
BEEBE, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 190
BEEBE, FAUSTUS, 73RD OH INF, 29
BEEBE, JOHN, 4TH IN INF, 113
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 138TH IN INF, 91,
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 151ST IN INF, 91
BEECHAM, HENRY, 7TH WI INF,
BEECHAM, HENRY, 4TH US ART, 7TH WI INF,
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 7TH WI CAV, 24
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 1ST WI CAV, 24
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 7TH WI INF(ERROR), 24
BEEDEY, ELDREDGE K., 46TH IL INF, 111
BEEMER, LEVI S., 2ND IA CAV,
BEEMER, S. W., 28TH IA INF, 318
BEEMER, ALPHUS H., 156TH IL INF,
BEEMER, DANIEL R, 7TH IA,
BEEMER, D., 7TH IA CAV, 4
BEEMER, LEVI S., 7TH IN INF, PVT, CO. A, 2ND, 4
BEEMER, JACOB R., 2ND IA CAV, 4
BEENS, HARRISON, 8TH KS INF, 261
BEERMAN, AUGUST, 6TH MN INF,
BEERS, ELON G., 3RD WI INF, 22,
BEERS, ELON G., 3RD KY MTD. INF, 2 LIEUT, , 2
BEERS, ELISHA B., 16TH WI INF, 51
BEERS, CHARLES H., 14TH WI INF, 51
BEERS, EILSHA B., 52ND WI INF, 51
BEESON, SMITH H., US NAVY, GUNBOAT 'BENTON',
BEESON, ALBERT W., 44TH IA INF, 116
BEESON, SMITH H., 8TH IA CAV, 45
BEESON, SMITH H., DRUMMER, PVT, 11TH IA INF,
BEESON, SAMUEL H., 8TH IA CAV, 25,
BEESON, EPHRIAM L., 8TH IA CAV, 25
BEETEM, CHARLES F., 6TH IA CAV, 54
BEETLEY, EDWIN W., 50TH IL INF, 266
BEEZILY, JAMES F., 50TH IN INF, CO. D, 52ND I, 262
BEEZLEY, FRANCIS M., 78TH IL INF, PVT, CO. G, 34,
BEEZLEY, PAUL, 103RD IL INF, 172
BEEZLEY, JAMES F., 52ND IN INF, 50TH IN INF,
BEHTOL, ELIAS W., 137TH IL INF, 111
BEHM, JOHN F., BUGLER, DRUMMER, 1ST NE I, 7
BEHM, JOHN G., 58TH IN INF, 106
BEHUKA, WILLIAM, 1ST WI INF, 321
BEIGHTEL, DAVID, 145TH IN INF, 255
BEITLER, ELIJAH NEWTO, 8TH OH INF, 4TH OH INF,
BEITLER, ELIJAH NEWTO, 85TH OH INF,
BELAND, EUGENE, 9TH US VETERAN CORP, 25
BELAND, EUGENE, 25TH IL INF, 11,
BELCHER, WILLIAM, 86TH NY INF, 4TH NY HEAVY, 32,
BELDEN, HIRAM S., 15TH IL LINF, 66,
BELDING, GEORGE T., 22ND WI INF, 95
BELDING, ARTHUR, 46TH IL INF, 2, 3
BELDON, IRA T., 22ND WI INF, 3RD WI INF, 77,
BELKNAP, IRVING M., 15TH IL INF, 13
BELL, DANIEL, 9TH OH CAV, 4
BELL, ALEXANDER, 125TH PA INF, 245
BELL, LEONARD B., 12TH IA INF, 250
BELL, SILAS, 59TH IN INF, 8
BELL, WILLIAM J., 78TH IN INF,
BELL, JAMES, 6TH MI INF,
BELL, JAMES, 10TH MI CAV, 265
BELL, LLEWELLYN, 33RD OH INF, BLACKSMITH, 1, 269
BELL, ROBERT, SEE ROBERT ANDERSON,
BELL, JOHN, 4TH IN ART.,
BELL, WILLIAM N., 2ND IL LIGHT ART.,
BELL, GEORGE A., 2ND IA INF, 32
BELL, GEORGE H., 25TH IA INF, 159
BELL, ALFRED H., 46TH IN INF,
BELL, HENRY S., 1ST IN CAV, 1
BELL, JAMES M., 10TH MO CAV, COM.SERG, CO., 107
BELL, W.A., 2ND NE CAV, SERG, CO. D, 5T, 46
BELL, JAMES M., 10TH OH INF, COM.SERG, CO., 285
BELL, JOHN T., 2ND IA INF, 110
BELL, GEORGE H., 24TH IA INF(ERROR), 159
BELL, LEONARD K., 31ST IA INF, 31
BELL, WILLIAM A., 5TH IA CAV, 46,
BELL, WILLIAM A., 2ND NE CAV, 46,
BELL, GEORGE W., 58TH IN INF, 10TH IN CAV, 25
BELL, JAMES M., 81ST IN INF, 11
BELL, ORTHA C., 10TH IN CAV, 25
BELL, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV, 58TH IN INF, 25
BELL, H.W.W., 7TH MN INF, 75
BELL, LUTHER, 9TH MN INF, 130
BELL, WILLIAM H., 2ND WI CAV, 10TH OH CAV, 130
BELL, SAMUEL, 1ST WI ART., 70,
BELLER, BRANSON H., 28TH IA INF, 116
BELLER, ELIJAH, 28TH IA INF, 116
BELLEWAG, CHARLES, 23RD IN INF, 39
BELLINGER, MARQUIS L, 13TH OH ART.,
BELLMORE, WILLIAM, 66TH IL INF, 36
BELLOWS, WILLIAM S., 65TH IL INF,
BELLOWS, CURTIS, 7TH OH INF,
BELLOWS, DANIEL W., 15TH IL CAV, 39
BELLVILLE, JOSEPH, 2ND IA INF, 158
BELMER, ALEXANDER, 7TH MI INF, 316
BELMER, ALEXANDER, 7TH NY INF, 68
BELT, JOHN, 12TH US INF, 119
BELTS, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, 7
BELTZER, JOHN A., 1ST IA INF,
BELTZER, JOHN A., 18TH IA INF, 217
BELTZER, JACOB E., 33RD OH INF, 120
BELTZER, LEWIS A., 18TH IA INF, 26
BELVEAL, SETH, 51ST IN INF,
BENCE, HERMAN F., 7TH IA INF, 26
BENCH, WILLIAM, 19TH IA INF, 209
BENDER, PHILLIP, 25TH MO INF, 325
BENDER, E., 57TH OH INF, 59
BENDER, CHRISTIAN, 93RD IL INF,
BENDER, JAMES F., 77TH IL INF, 4
BENDLER, FRIEDRICH J., 9TH WI INF, 108
BENEDICT, J.A., 196TH OH INF, 67,
BENEDICT, JAMES E., 7TH IN INF, 321
BENEDICT, GEORGE W., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., 50
BENEDICT, JAMES E., 74TH IN INF, 22,
BENEDICT, WILLIAM C., 12TH IA INF, 5TH WI INF, 87
BENEDICT, JOHN W., 12TH IA INF, 112
BENEDICT, WILLIAM C., 5TH WI INF, 12TH IA INF, 87
BENEWAY, GEORGE C., 26TH MI INF, 60
BENEWAY, GEORGE C., 26TH WI INF, 60
BENJAMAN, GEORGE B., 128TH IN INF, 173
BENJAMAN, JOHN A., 29TH IA INF, 7
BENJAMIN, GEORGE W., 128TH IN INF, 207
BENJAMIN, A.R., 6TH NY ART., 253
BENJAMIN, W.J., US NAVY, 278
BENJAMIN, JAMES A., 4TH IL CAV, LPVT, CO. I, 12, 4
BENNER, PHILLIP, 15TH IA INF, 278
BENNET, JAMES, 156TH IL INF, 172
BENNETT, E.W., 7TH IA CAV, 338
BENNETT, JAMES H., 106TH IL INF, 192
BENNETT, JACOB A., 119TH IL INF, 41
BENNETT, THOMAS C., 93RD IL INF, 223
BENNETT, JOHN M., MUSICIAN, 29TH IA INF, 192
BENNETT, LLOYD D., 39TH IA INF, 45
BENNETT, MONROE F., 13TH IN INF,
BENNETT, DANIEL, 69TH NY INF, 261
BENNETT, PAUL, 69TH NY INF, 220
BENNETT, ALEXANDER, 163RD OH INF, 315
BENNETT, PALATIAH F., 1ST WI CAV, 125
BENNETT, THOMAS, 4TH CA CAV, 207
BENNETT, JAMES, 105TH IL INF, 9, 1
BENNETT, IRA, 2ND IL CAV, 166
BENNETT, JOSIAH, 15TH IL CAV, CO. H, 12TH I, 19
BENNETT, JACOB, 18TH IA INF, 318
BENNETT, DANIEL D., 23RD IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 7T, 354
BENNETT, CHARLES H., 47TH IA INF, 328
BENNETT, NATHAN, 34TH KY INF,
BENNETT, GEORGE D., 8TH ART., 39
BENNETT, LEVI, 26TH NY CAV, 338
BENNETT, JOHN, WAGONER, 75TH OH INF, 201
BENNETT, MALCOLM O., 3RD IA INF, 15
BENNETT, JESSE, 3RD IA INF, 94
BENNETT, JESSE, 3RD IA INF, 94
BENNETT, GILBERT P., 27TH IA INF, 147
BENNETT, ROLAND M., 3RD IA CAV, 65
BENNETT, HIRAM M., 73RD IN INF, 70
BENNETT, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, 7
BENNETT, DAVID O., 100TH IN INF, 51,
BENNETT, JONATHAN, 2ND WI INF, 185
BENNETT, WILLIAM A., 8TH WI INF, 204
BENNETT, MORRILL, 49TH WI INF, 17
BENNER, RUDOLPH, 63RD PA INF,
BENSON, JOHN B., 8TH MO INF, 198
BENSON, DANIEL, 96TH IL INF, 36
BENSON, HENRY H., 1ST IA INF, , 110
BENSON, HENRY H., 8TH IN INF,
BENSON, JOHN, 21ST NY ART., 34
BENSON, ELIJAH M., 44TH OH INF, CO. G, 8TH OH, 150
BENSON, JOHN V., 163RD OH INF, 29
BENT, ISAAC A., 24TH ME INF, 156
BENTLER, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, 66
BENTLEY, PHILETUS P., 93RD NY INF, 94
BENTLEY, WILLIAM H., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., 28
BENTLEY, WILLIAM H., 10TH NY ART.(ERROR), 28
BENTON, LEDYARD E., 1ST US MARINE ART, PVT, CO. 260
BENTON, ELLIOTT H., 10TH WI INF, 84
BENTON, ELLIOTT H., 4TH WI INF, 84
BENZ, JOSEPH, 72ND NY INF, 288
BENZ, JOSEPH C., 44TH US INF, 288
BERBERICK, BERT, 2ND MO INF, 179
BERCKHEIMER, FREDERICK, 104TH OH INF,
BERGEM, CHRISTOVER C, 10TH MN INF,
BERGEN, JOHN E., 2ND US COLORED TROOPS, 10,
BERGEN, C.C., 10TH MN INF, 147
BERGER, ABRAHAM, 3RD IA CAV,
BERGER, E.M., 1ST NE INF, 65
BERIGHT, CHARLES W., 32ND IA INF, CO. H, 8TH IA, 81
BERINGTON, FRANK A., 12TH IN CAV,
BERKEL, GEORGE M., 7TH WI INF, 12
BERKEY, T. A., 63RD IN INF, 25
BERKLEY, ALFRED, 3RD WI CAV, 162
BERLEW, AARON E., 12TH PA CAV, 76
BERNEY, JAMES, 57TH IL INF, 153
BERNHARD, JACOB, 48TH IL INF, 28
BERRY, J.B., 7TH IL CAV, 286
BERRY, EDWIN N., 15TH NH INF,
BERRY, FRANK, 93RD IL INF,
BERRY, JOSEPH V, 5TH MO, 43RD MO INF,
BERRY, JOHN W., 10TH MO INF,
BERRY, MYRON H., 112TH IL INF,
BERRY, DAVID R., 4TH KS INF, 84
BERRY, FRANCIS M., 6TH IA INF, 26
BERRY, WILLIAM S., 32ND IA INF, 186
BERRY, CHARLES W., 129TH IN INF, 79
BESACK, JOSEPH, 17TH IN INF, 17,
BESSEY, GEORGE H., 8TH IL CAV, 178
BESSEY, WILLIAM, 3RD IA INF, 99
BESSEY, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, 23,
BESSOR, PHILLIP, 6TH PA INF, 1 LIEUT, CO. K, 1
BESST, M.J., 8TH IA CAV, 119
BESST, JESSE, 21ST IA INF, 119
BESST, A.J., 8TH MN INF, 119
BEST, E.S., 94TH IL INF(ERROR), 68
BEST, E.S., 94TH NY INF, 68
BESWICK, JAMES C., 17TH IL INF, CO. B, 162ND, 1
BESWICK, WILLIAM R., 17TH IL INF, 14TH IL INF, 109
BETHARD, GEORGE H., 46TH OH INF, 94
BETTEYS, F.M., 12TH MO CAV, 95
BETTINGER, W.H., 14TH NY INF, 1, 2
BETTS, J.B., 3RD MO INF,
BETTS, JAMES C., 47TH WI INF, 262
BETZ, C.A., US NAVY, GUNBOAT 'FAIRY', 167
BETZ, JOHN, 106TH IL INF,
BEVELLE, B.T., 23RD MO INF, 94
BEVERIDGE, JOHN R., 65TH IL INF, 112TH IL INF, 32
BEVINGTON, HENRY A., 12TH IN CAV, 17
BEVRIDGE, G.B., 3RD MO CAV, CO. D, 6TH US,
BEYMER, JAMES W., 10TH MN INF, 11
BIBLE, WILLIAM C., 48TH IL INF,
BICE, LEVI M., 91ST NY INF, 95
BICK, JOHN, 5TH MO CAV, 32
BICK, JOHN, 1ST IA INF, 5TH MO CAV, 32
BICK, WILLIAM, 1ST IA INF, 13
BICKELL, JOHN D., 8TH IN CAV,
BICKELL, RICHARD, 8TH IN CAV, 186
BICKERT, JOSEPH, 8TH NY INF, 95
BICKLE, RICHARD, 36TH IN INF(ERROR), 186
BICKNELL, BYRON H., CHICAGO ART. BATTERY, 1
BIDDLE, JOHN, 122TH KY COLORED TROOPS,
BIDWELL, LEWIS N., 144TH IL INF, 112
BIEBER, GEORGE, 33RD LIGHT ART., 187
BIEBER, GEORGE, 33RD NY ART., 187
BIEGHLER, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, 144
BIEHLE, FREDERICK, 32ND WI INF, 190
BIEKELL, JOHN D., 8TH IN CAV, 115
BIER, JOSIAH, 140TH OH NATL GUARD,
BIERBOWER, JONATHAN, 39TH IL INF,
BIGELOW, JOHN J., 16TH MI INF, 268
BIGELOW, J.A., 44TH MO INF, 152
BIGGER, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, 318
BIGGERSTAFF, ELISHA, 25TH OH INF,
BIGLER, JACOB, 3RD MO INF, 5, 2
BIGLER, JACOB, 3RD MO INF, 51,
BILL, HENRY G., 24TH IA INF, 138
BILL, EDWIN J., 9TH NY CAV, 14
BILLIG, DAVID, 15TH IL INF,
BILLING, JOHN, 3RD WI INF, 21ST WI INF,
BILLINGMYER, CHRIS, 57TH IL INF, 46
BILLINGS, JOHN, 105TH IL INF, 154
BILLINGS, DANIEL W., 153rd IL INF, 131
BILLINGS, CHARLES J., 1st IL ART.
BILLINGS, ISAAC F., 1st MN INF, 192
BILLINGS, ISAAC F., 1st MN CAV, 192
BILLINGS, SIMEON, 105th IL INF, 207
BILLINGS, A., 4th IA INF, 147
BILLINGS, ABRAHAM, 12th IA INF, 354
BILLINGS, JOSEPH, 12th IN ART., 68
BILLINGS, JOHN, 1st WI INF, 21st WI INF, 262
BILLINGS, JOHN, 21st WI INF, 1st & 3rd WI,
BILLINGS, LORENZO W., 7th IN INF, CO. C, 44th US, 25
BILLINGTON, ISRAEL C., 13th IA INF, 306
BILLS, EDWIN J., 7th WI INF, 14
BILLS, C.C., 24th IA INF, 25
BILYEN, SIMEON W., 130th IL INF, CO. G, 77th, 2, 3
BILYEN, JESSE W., 130th IL INF, CO. G, 77th, 36
BING, JONATHAN R., 29th MO INF, U.S. NAVY, 25
BINGAMAN, ELI, 2nd MO CAV, 75
BINGHAM, CHARLES V, 64th NY INF,
BINGHAM, ISAAC, 52nd OH INF, 105
BINGMAN, OSCAR D., 13th IA INF, 11
BIRCHMAN, A.F., 9th MO CAV, 17
BIRCKS, JOHN, 186th NY INF,
BIRD, W.D., 1st MI CAV, 111
BIRD, FRANKLIN M., 58th PA INF, 261
BIRD, EDWARD E., 45th IA INF, 87
BIRKEN, WILLIAM, 12th WI INF, 273
BIRKINS, WILLIAM J, 12th WI INF,
BIRMINGHAM, THOMAS, 33rd MO INF, 50
BIRMINGTHAM, F.J.M., 1st NY ENGINEERS,
BIRRETT, JAMES H., 38th IA INF, 28
BIRTWISTLE, JAMES, US NAVY, SHIPS 'MINNESOTA, 198
BISCHOFF, JONATHAN M., 1st NE CAV, 24
BISE, W.R., 6th IN ART., 50
BISHELL, G.W., 14th PA CAV, 1
BISHER, LEWIS, 1st OH CAV, 96
BISHOP, OSCAR E., 39th WI INF, 37
BISHOP, ELIJAH W., 139th IL INF, 74
BISHOP, ELIJAH W., 9th IL CAV, 74
BISHOP, MILTON B., 33rd IN INF, 70th IN INF,
BISHOP, CHARLES H., 32nd MO INF, 1
BISHOP, THOMAS H., 33rd WI INF, 56
BISHOP, CURTIS W.,
BISHOP, JOAB F.,
BISHOP, JAMES, 113th IL INF, 17
BISHOP, AARON, 34th IA INF, PVT, CO. D, 2N, 39
BISHOP, RICHARD R., 45TH IA INF,
BISHOP, MILTON B., 70TH IN INF, CO. C, 33RD I,
BISHOP, GEORGE W., 51ST MO INF, 179
BISHOP, PETER, 42ND NY INF, 95
BISHOP, JAMES F., 57TH IN INF, 25
BISHOP, WILLIAM, 48TH WI INF, 32
BISHOP, G.W., 51ST WI INF (ERROR), 179
BISPHEM, MASKEL, 7TH OH INF,
BISSACK, LEMUEL P., 12TH OH LIGHT ART., 273
BISSON, EVAN R., 45TH IL ILNF, 9
BITNEY, ELI, 8TH WI INF, 68
BITNEY, LEWIS, 12TH WI INF, 68
BITNEY, FRANK, 23RD WI INF, 39
BIVEN, WILLIAM A., 7TH IL CAV, 76,
BIVENS, SAMUEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 35
BIVENS, JAMES, 9TH NY HEAVY ART.,
BIVENS, SAMUEL, 117TH OH INF, 35
BIXBY, ISAAC, 50TH WI INF, 11
BIXBY, BENJAMIN B., 12TH IL CAV, 184
BIXLER, JOHN W., 30TH IN INF, 69
BLACK, WILLIAM, 62ND PA INF, 16
BLACK, SAMUEL, 14TH IL INF, 215
BLACK, RICHARD S., 137TH IL INF,
BLACK, JOSEPH, 55TH IL INF, 1
BLACK, DAVID B., 126TH IL INF, 22
BLACK, WILLIAM H.H., 42ND IN INF, 35,
BLACK, TULIVER P., 42ND IN INF, 201
BLACK, ABRAM M., 36TH IN INF, 18
BLACK, JAMES, 21ST WI INF, 40
BLACKBURN, JOHN, 74TH IL INF, 253
BLACKBURN, BENJAMIN T., 7TH KY CAV,
BLACKBURN, JULIUS K., 9TH MI INF, PVT, CO. D, 15T, 156
BLACKBURN, ISAAC, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 91
BLACKBURN, J.M., 1ST MI ART., 156
BLACKBURN, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV,
BLACKBURN, JOSEPH D., 11TH IL INF, 8TH IL INF, 3
BLACKBURN, JOHN T., 2ND KY CAV,
BLACKBURN, THOMAS, 11TH MI CAV, CORP, CO. A, 8, 215
BLACKBURN, DAVID L., 1ST MI ART., 156
BLACKENBILLE, GEORGE, 4TH US ART.,
BLACKMAN, T.L., 197TH OH INF, 4
BLACKMAN, EDWARD, 23RD WI INF, 127
BLACKMAN, HENRY R., 4TH IA INF, 8, 3
BLACKMOM, JOHN, 3 MO INF,
BLACKWELL, JOSIAH D, 2ND WI INF,
BLACKWOOD, PERRY, 4TH IA CAV,
BLACKWOOD, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF,
BLAIN, J.F.,
BLAIN, J.F., US MARINES, 22
BLAIN, FRANCIS M., 26TH IL INF, 262
BLAIN, BARTLEY, 1ST MN INF MOUNTED RANGE, 193
BLAIR, S.F., 1ST OH INF, 105
BLAIR, ALFRED, 149TH PA INF, 96,
BLAIR, WILLIAM, 4TH US CAV, VUGLER, CO. M., 31
BLAIR, NICHOLAS, 29TH IL INF, 220
BLAIR, ALBERT J., 67TH IL INF,
BLAIR, JOHN F., 83RD IL INF, 296
BLAIR, JONATHAN, 59TH IN INF,
BLAIR, MITCHEL, ,
BLAIR, JAMES W., 44TH MO INF, 11,
BLAIR, JONATHAN, 66TH IN INF, 59TH IN INF, 64
BLAIR, R.H., 1ST NE INF, 63
BLAISPPELL, FREDERICK, 12TH IL CAV,
BLAKE, JOSEPH S., 2ND WI CAV, 110
BLAKE, HENRY N., 44TH MA INF,
BLAKE, CYRUS, 23RD MO INF, 154
BLAKE, THEODORE WIL, 8TH IA CAV, 102
BLAKE, JOHN, 145TH IN INF, 75
BLAKE, MADISON, 6TH IN CAV, 25
BLAKENY, JACOB M., 83RD NY INF, 9TH NY INF, 259
BLAKESLEE, GEORGE H., 129TH IL INF, 112
BLAKESLEE, CHARLES H., 103RD IL LINF, 110
BLAKESLEY, ABRAHAM, 3RD IA CAV, 65,
BLAKESLEY, PETER F., 50TH WI INF,
BLAKLEY, NELSON D., 9TH IA INF, 154
BLAKLY, R.G.W., 99TH IN INF, 60
BLANCHARD, RANDALL H., 60TH OH INF, 227
BLANCHARD, MARTIN V., 7TH KS CAV, 38
BLANCHARD, GEORGE F., 14TH NH INF, 12
BLANCHARD, EDWARD L., 3RD WI INF, 137
BLANDIG, LOYSON, 12TH WI INF, 207
BLANDIN, JOHN F., 9TH IA CAV, 209
BLANK, JOHN M., 27TH IA INF, 70
BLANKENBILL, GEORGE, 116TH PA INF,
BLANKENSHIP, G.W., 62ND MO INF, 7, 2
BLANTON, THOMAS, 7TH KY INF,
BLATNER, ISAAC, 24TH IA INF,
BLATNER, ISAAC, 24TH IA INF, 34,
BLAUVELT, S.L., 3RD MI CAV, 346
BLEEKMAN, ORLANDO J., 189TH NY INF, 205
BLEEKMAN, JEROME, 189TH NY INF,
BLEEZER, JAMES R., 122ND MI INF,
BLEICK, ADOLPH, 2ND CO CAV, 110
BLESH, DAVID, 11TH PA INF,
BLESSING, CHARLES, 50TH PA INF, 149
BLESSUIG, JONATHAN, 2ND NE CAV, 170
BLEY, LOUIS G., WAGONMASTER, 89TH IN INF, 143
BLIGH, C.H., 27TH MA INF,
BLINES, CHARLES W., 21ST MO INF, 55
BLISS, JOHN H., 2ND PA LIGHT ART., 28,
BLISS, D.C., 2ND WI CAV, 91
BLISS, NATHAN P, 37TH IA INF,
BLISS, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, 262
BLITZKIE, CHARLES, 18TH WI INF, 241
BLIVEN, JAMES H., 5TH WI INF, 308
BLIVENES, GAINS, 30TH KY INF,
BLIVIN, R.C., 3RD OH INF, 190
BLOCKINGER, ANTONY, 1ST IA INF, SERG, CO. E, 21, 50
BLODGETT, SILAS, 1ST ME INF, 266
BLODGETT, JARED O., 96TH IL INF, 9
BLOIS, SAMUEL R., 50TH NY INF, 1
BLOIS, S.R., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, 28
BLOOD, JOHN, 89TH IN INF, 91
BLOOD, ADORNO A., 105TH OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 3, 261
BLOOD, JOHN, 89TH IN INF, 91,
BLOODGOOD, JASON F., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, 91,
BLOODRICK, HUBBARD B., 12TH IA INF, 142
BLOOM, LINDLY D., 4TH IA INF, 115
BLOOM, WILLAIM S., 31ST WI INF, 63
BLOOMER, SAMUEL, 1ST MN INF, 4
BLOOMINGDALE, GARRET, 12TH IN CAV, 23
BLOWERS, LYMAN J., 44TH IN INF, 10,
BLOWVELT, SELVESTER L., 3RD MI INF, 127
BLUE, DAVID T., 35TH IN INF, 134
BLUE, JACOB S., 26TH NJ INF, 220
BLUE, DANIEL, IL ART.,
BLUFER, JAMES R, 122 OH INF,
BLUM, CHRISTIAN, 102ND IL INF, 54
BLUM, RANDOLPH, 9TH WI INF, 136
BLY, JACOB, 2ND KS CAV, 17
BLY, DANIEL, 89TH NY INF, 286
BLY, EUGENE H., 65TH IL INF,
BLY, JAMES M., 44TH NY INF, 28,
BLYNN, LEWIS, 49TH WI INF, 326
BLYSTONE, W.J., 40TH IN INF, 25,
BLYTHE, THOMAS A., 23RD KY INF,
BNENIGHT, CHARLES W., 8TH IN INF, CO. C, 32ND IA,
BOAR, JOHN T., 14TH VT INF,
BOARD, AMAZIA, 16TH IN INF,
BOARD, SYLVESTER, 99TH IN INF, 120
BOARDMAN, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, 323
BOARDMAN, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF, 140
BOATEN, A.S., 26TH IA INF (ERROR), 196
BOATMAN, LORENZO D., 27TH MO INF, 6
BOATWRIGHT, JOHN J., 24TH OH INF, 299
BOBBITS, EUGENE J., 125TH PA INF, 98
BOBBITT, GEORGE W. S., 85TH IL INF,
BOBBITT, FRANK, 77TH IL INF, 164
BOBST, SAMUEL, 2ND NE CAV, 66
BOCHSHECKER, HENRY, 16TH MI INF, 9
BOCK, HENRY, 1ST CT INF, 2
BOCKES, EPHRAIM, ,
BOCKLE, A. WERNER, 4TH MO INF, 7
BODES, CONRAD, 2ND VA INF, 312
BODES, CONRAD, 2ND MD INF, 312
BODIEN, THEODORE, 27TH WI INF, 131
BODINE, JOSEPH D., 16TH OH INF, 114TH OH LIN, 77
BODEL, W.S., 48TH IN INF, 153
BODY, JOHN, 8TH MN INF, 23
BOESTETTER, JOHN, 37TH IA INF, 15
BOETTGER, HERMAN, 1ST NY ART., 112
BOGART, ANDREW J., 14TH OH INF, 344
BOGENREIF, DAVID, 93RD IL INF, POST 301, 194
BOGENREIF, SAMUEL, 146TH IL INF, 123
BOGENRIEF, GEORGE W., 141ST IL INF,
BOGENRIEF, JAMES W., 95TH IL INF, 80
BOGGS, HUGH, 14TH KY INF,
BOGGS, OLIVER S., 2ND IL CAV, 100
BOGGS, O.C., 2ND IL INF, 100
BOGGS, JAMES O., 18TH IN INF, 77
BOGLE, JAMES H., 17TH OH INF,
BOHANAN, SAMUEL, 21ST IA INF, 40
BOHART, CORNELIUS W., 129TH IN INF, 235
BOHLIVER, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, 7
BOHNER, ANDREW, 5TH OH INF, 88
BOICE, JOSEPH W.C., DRUMMER, 59TH IN INF, 25
BOICOURT, EDWARD, 33RD IL INF, 91
BOKEE, WILLIAM O., 41ST WI INF, 7
BOLBER, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, 26TH IA INF, 37
BOLDEN, JAMES B., 2ND IA CAV,
BOLDING, J.L., 1ST IA CAV, 28
BOLDING, WILLIAM R., 1ST IA CAV, 20,
BOLEN, GILBERT, 4TH OH CAV, 106
BOLENBAUGH, SYLVESTER, 4TH MO INF, 166
BOLES, JULIAN, 13TH NY INF,
BOLSBY, WILLIAM H., 22ND IN INF, 59
BOLTON, GEORGE M., 24TH IA INF, 230
BOLTON, ALEXANDER H., 84TH IN INF, 1
BOLTON, CYRUS S., 21TH OH INF, SERG, US SIGN, 88
BOLTZ, L.L., 27TH PA INF, 110
BOMING, THADEUS S., 129TH IN INF,
BON, DAVID B, 25TH WI INF,
BONAM, JAMES, ,
BONAPARTE, JOHN, OMAHA NE SCOUTS,
BOND, BENJAMIN N., 27TH MO INF, 22ND IL INF, 55
BOND, HENRY L., 4TH IA CAV, 26
BOND, RICHARD, 11TH WI INF, 33RD WI INF, 36
BOND, ROBERT, 12TH WI INF, 154
BOND, RICHARD, 33RD WI INF, 11TH WI INF, 36
BONDARANT, JOHN M., 51ST MO INF, 109
BONDOLL, MICHAEL, 7TH IA INF,
BONES, JOHN, 33RD IA INF, 116
BONHAM, LEANDER L., 22ND IA INF, 7
BONHAM, MELVIN J., 1ST IA CAV, 112
BONNEAN, EDMOND, 15TH NY CAV, CO. E, 2ND NY, 315
BONNELL, JOHN C., 19TH IA INF, 25
BONNER, LEWIS C., 4TH WI CAV,
BONNER, J.D., 18TH MI INF, 73
BONNER, GEORGE C., 7TH IA CAV, 7, 2
BONNER, LEWIS C., 42ND WI INF, 301
BONNEY, TADDEUS S., 129TH IN INF, 278
BONSALL, W.C., 7TH IA INF, 35,
BONSER, W.A., 1ST CO CAV, 208
BONSER, WILLIAM, 12TH IL INF, 350
BONTA, C.B., 3RD NY ART., 282
BONTON, SMITH, US NAVY, USS CINCINNATI, 83
BONWELL, GEORGE W., 11TH KS CAV, 7, 6
BOOKER, E.E., 125TH OH INF, 342
BOOKER, FREDERICK, 57TH IL INF, 18
BOON, HIRAM, 102ND IL IINF, 25,
BOON, ELI T., 1ST OR INF, 165
BOOSINGER, AUGUST, 44TH OH INF, 112
BOOT, THOMAS, 16TH WI INF, CO. C, 32ND W, 140
BOOT, THOMAS, 32ND WI INF, 16TH WI INF, 140
BOOTH, FRANK A., 1ST OH LIGHT ART, 264
BOOTH, ISAIAH, 139TH IL LINF, 25
BOOTH, CHARLES W., 136TH NY INF, 98
BOOTH, OWEN K., CORP, 10TH IL INF, 352
BOOTH, WILLIAM W., 3RD IL LIGHT ART., 3
BOOTH, CLARK B., 7TH IN CAV, 81
BOOTH, JOSEPH G., 7TH MI INF, 34
BOOTH, TRUMAN, MUSICIAN, 4TH MN INF, 155
BOOTH, JAMES, 18TH MO INF, 100
BOOTH, OSCAR, 1ST NH HEAVY ART., 23
BOOTH, FRANK A., 87TH OH INF, 264
BOOTH, C.B., 7TH IN CAV, 81
BOOTH, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF, 3RD IN CAV, 204
BOOTH, W.H., 3RD IN CAV, 9TH IN INF, 204
BOOTH, JAMES L., 6TH IN CAV, 25
BOOTON, JOHN W., 18TH IA INF, 10
BOOZE, CHARLES, 118TH IN INF, 91
BOOZE, CHARLES, 118TH IL INF, 1, 2
BORCHERDING, CHRIS, 1ST MO INF, 133
BORCHERS, EDWARD, 4TH MO CAV, 104
BORDEN, ALONZO, 187TH PA INF, 156
BORDEN, ORSAMUS P., 42ND PA INF, 192
BORDEN, ORSAMUS P., 190TH PA INF, 192
BORDEN, O.P., 1ST PA RESERVE CORPS, 192
BORDEN, SNIFIN R., 88TH IL INF, 152
BORDEN, GEORGE D., 10TH IN INF, 94
BORDEN, GEORGE D., 100TH IN INF, 94
BORDERS, E.W., 26TH IN INF, 9
BORGESON, ANDREW, 154TH IN INF,
BORGMAN, GEORGE, 43RD IL INF, 215
BORGQUIST, CARL E., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 1ST US, 12
BORNT, LYMAN, 71ST NY INF,
BORNT, LYMAN, 120TH NY INF, 71ST NY INF, 196
BORTON, WALTER C., 13TH KS INF, 19,
BOSKEN, HENRY, 83RD PA INF,
BOSLEY, EMANUEL A., 1ST WV CAV, 163
BOSLEY, JOHN W., 83ND OH INF,
BOSTEDER, D.C., ARTIFICER, 1ST US ENGR, 1S, 5
BOSTIC, WILLIAM H., 17TH WI INF, 310
BOSTOCK, F.H., AST. SURGEON, 65TH IL INF, 146
BOSTON, JAMES, 53RD IL INF, 95
BOSTON, JOHN A., 75TH IL INF,
BOSTON, MONROE T., 149TH PA INF, 341
BOSWORTH, IRA W., 52ND WI INF,
BOTHWELL, WILLIAM, 5TH PA CAV, 12
BOTHWELL, DAVID E., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 147
BOTSFORD, GEORGE S., 2ND IA INF, 288
BOTSFORD, GEORGE S., 3RD IA INF, 288
BOTSFORD, A., 14TH MI INF,
BOTSFORD, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA CAV, 54
BOTT, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, 50
BOTTORFF, ISAAC W., 13TH IA INF, 51
BOUDINETT, CHARLES F., 11TH IN INF, SERG. MAJ., 8, 110
BOUERMAN, HENRY, 4TH WI INF, 4
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 58TH PA INF, CORP, 4TH US, 27
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 4TH US ART., 27
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 6TH IN INF (ERROR), 27
BOUGHTON, AUGUSTUS S., 49TH WI INF, 154
BOUKER, JOHN, 109TH NY INF, PVT, CO. D, 5, 27
BOULSON, EDWARD, 9TH KS CAV, 4
BOURNONVILLE, CHARLES, 91ST PA INF, 227
BOUSCHE, LAWRENCE, 20TH IL INF, 231
BOUSHELD, JOHN C., 2ND KS CAV, 103
BOUTON, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, 170
BOUTWELL, H.W., 1ST NY ART., 27
BOUVRAY, LOUIS, 2ND NE CAV, 52
BOUVRAY, OLIVER, 2ND NE CAV, 52
BOVEE, J.W., 7TH IL INF, 109
BOVELL, ALFRED, TX CAV,
BOWDEN, R.E., 3RD MN INF, 251
BOWDER, JONAS, 4TH IA INF, 185
BOWDISH, GEORGE W., 1ST IN CAV, 186
BOWEN, JEREMIAH, 44TH IL INF, 79
BOWEN, MARCELLAS, 1ST VT CAV,
BOWEN, SILAS L., 4TH MO CAV,
BOWEN, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, 25,
BOWEN, DAVID, 28TH IA INF, 51
BOWEN, WILLIAM R., 1ST NE INF, 46
BOWEN, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, 46
BOWEN, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, 46
BOWEN, AURELIUS, 2ND NE CAV, 24
BOWEN, BENTON, 73RD IN INF, 189
BOWEN, ED F., 24TH WI INF, 13TH US CAV, 55,
BOWER, H., 15TH OH LIGHT ART., 1
BOWER, J.M., 36TH WI INF, 9
BOWER, LENARD, 11TH IL INF,
BOWER, SAMUEL, 1ST IN CAV, 171
BOWERS, J.D., 12TH WV INF, 34
BOWERS, HENRY P., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., 9
BOWERS, ISAAC, 36TH OH INF, 84
BOWERS, JETHRO T., 139TH IL INF, 217
BOWERS, LEONARD, 11TH IL CAV, 310
BOWERS, SAMUEL L., 1ST MD CAV, 259
BOWERS, JACOB, 1ST MD INF,
BOWERS, GEORGE, 33RD WI INF,
BOWERS, SAMUEL J., 33RD IN INF, 176
BOWERS, SAMUEL, POTOMAC HOME BRIGADE CAV, 115
BOWERS, CHARLES, 60TH IN INF, 52
BOWERS, ARTHUR E., 5TH IN CAV, 6TH IN CAV,
BOWLBY, WILLIAM, 74TH IN INF, PVT, CO. B, 22, 96
BOWLBY, SAMUEL, 118TH IN INF,
BOWLES, SILAS S., 13TH US INF, 130
BOWLING, ISAAC W., 45TH KY INF, 25
BOWLING, ISAAC W., 10TH KY CAV,
BOWMAN, W.C.H., 2ND MO CAV, 96
BOWMAN, NEWTON, 50TH IL INF,
BOWMAN, LEVI, 118TH IN INF, 279
BOWMAN, JAMES P, 168TH PA INF,
BOWMAN, THOMAS H., 95TH IL INF, 179
BOWMAN, TALHERT W., 9TH IL CAV, 17
BOWMAN, HENRY E., 118TH OH INF, 1, 9
BOWMAN, JOHN J., 7TH IA INF, 61
BOWMAN, W.H., 1ST MN CAV, 1ST MN INF, 147
BOWMAN, W.H., 1ST MN INF, 147
BOWMAN, CALVIN, 3RD WI CAV, 114
BOWMAN, JACOB, 9TH IA INF, 163
BOWYEAR, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, 84
BOYCE, GILBERT C., 34TH IA INF, 93
BOYCE, S.R., 128TH OH INF, 80
BOYCE, WILLIAM S., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 98
BOYD, C.F., 15TH IA INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 171
BOYD, PHILIP, 12TH IL CAV, 249
BOYD, JOSEPH A., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 268
BOYD, J.S., 7TH WI INF, 84
BOYD, JAMES A., 81ST OH INF,
BOYD, CHARLES, 59TH IL LINF, 207
BOYD, J.S., 142ND OH INF, 48
BOYD, WILLIAM, 2ND IN CAV, 254
BOYDEN, DAVID F., 34TH IN INF, 52
BOYER, JACOB F., 8TH IA INF, 198
BOYER, LANDERS, 60TH IN INF, PVT, CO. H, 51, 261
BOYER, JACOB J., 3RD MI INF, 330
BOYER, WILLIAM H.H., 61ST OH INF, CO. H, 82ND O, 25
BOYER, FRANKLIN, 76TH PA INF, 304
BOYER, JOSEPH, 194TH PA INF, 273
BOYER, JAMES J., 101ST IL INF, 303
BOYER, JOHN, 130TH IL INF,
BOYER, GEORGE W., 5TH IA INF, 205
BOYER, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, 71
BOYER, LOUIS J., 1ST NE INF, 4
BOYER, GEORGE W., 124TH IN INF, 89
BOYER, GEORGE, 26TH WI INF, 197
BOYES, GEORGE W., 2ND IA CAV, 3
BOYINGTON, FRANCIS A., 7TH WI INF, 32
BOYLE, JOHN, 63RD PA INF, PVT, CO. D, 10, 1
BOYLE, JOHN H., 10TH WI INF, CORP, CO. I, 4, 17
BOYLE, JOHN, 63RD PA INF, 1
BOYLE, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, 185
BOYLES, E. HUTCHMAN, KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR, 323
BOYLES, ALFRED L., 6TH IA INF, 32
BOYLES, SAMUEL A., 18TH IN INF, 179
BOYNTON, O.J., 33RD MA INF, 247
BRAASCH, C.W., 26TH WI INF, 109
BRAAZELTON, JOHN B., 134TH IN INF, 18
BRABEE, JOHN, 3RD WI,
BRACELIN, THOMAS, 2ND KS CAV, 66
BRACHEN, MORDECAR B., 32ND IA INF,
BRACKEN, ISAAC, 1ST CO CAV,
BRACKEN, ISAAC, 2ND IN CAV,
BRADEN, ROBERT, 9TH US INF, 91
BRADDOCK, JOHN, 4TH PA CAV, 8
BRADEN, HARRY, ,
BRADFORD, DEWITT A., 36TH WI INF, 91,
BRADFORD, W.H., ,
BRADLEY, C.F., 189TH OH INF, 8
BRADLEY, JASPER M., 18TH IL INF, 272
BRADLEY, ORIN S., 10TH MA INF, 258
BRADLEY, M., US NAVY, SOUTH GULF, 282
BRADLEY, JOHN L., 122ND IL INF,
BRADLEY, AMOS, 5TH MO CAV, 114
BRADLEY, JOHN, 43RD IN INF, 1ST MI CAV, 7
BRADLY, O.S., 10TH MA INF, 228
BRADSHAW, FIELDING, 7TH IL INF, 272
BRADSHAW, CALVIN, 23RD IA INF, POST 45, 85,
BRADSHAW, CAL, 23RD IA INF, 206
BRADT, AARON V., 13TH WI INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 40
BRADT, WILLIAM H., 2ND IL ART., 245
BRADT, A.V., 48TH WI INF, 13TH WI INF,
BRADWAY, HERMAN, 18TH WI INF,
BRADY, WILLIAM, 123RD NY INF,
BRADY, THOMAS, ,
BRADY, THOMAS, ,
BRADY, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, 79,
BRAGG, ELIHU N., 18TH IL INF, 1, 2
BRAGGS, THOMAS, 18TH IL INF, 149
BRAINARD, J.A., 24TH IA INF, 240
BRAINARD, JOHN, 43RD NY INF, 91
BRAINARD, JOHN, 19TH PA CAV,
BRAINARD, L.V., 5TH IA CAV, 82
BRAINARD, H.H., 186TH NY INF, 4
BRAKEY, JOHN M., IL INF,
BRALEY, ANDREW J., 23RD WI INF,
BRAMAN, LUSIUS WEBST, 88TH IL INF, 74
BRAMAN, LUCIUS WEBST, 1ST IL CAV, 74
BRAMHALL, ISAAC N., 17TH IA INF,
BRAND, JASPER, US FRONTIER CAV, 180
BRAND, JASPER H., 26TH NY CAV,
BRANDE, A.G., 11TH ME INF,
BRANDE, A.G., 2ND ME CAV,
BRANDON, J.O., 66TH OH INF, 46
BRANDT, MICHAEL, 3RD PA HEAVY ART., GUARD, 25,
BRANDT, WILLIAM, 155TH IL INF, 152
BRANDT, KEINHOLD, 1ST KS INF, 9
BRANDY, A., 2ND MO INF, 117
BRANNIN, MICHAEL, 5TH MO CAV, 6
BRANNON, MICHAEL, 10TH KS INF, 279
BRANNON, WILLIAM, 110TH NY INF,
BRANSON, E., 3RD PA RESERVE CORP, CO., 121
BRANSON, JONATHAN, 51ST IN INF, 198
BRANSTITRE, JACOB, 106TH IL INF, 16
BRANT, VOLNEY, 13TH WI INF, 139
BRANT, THOMAS J., 4TH IA INF, 139
BRANT, J.H., 34TH IA INF, 245
BRANT, VOLNEY, 13TH WI INF, 139
BRAWN, HARVEY A., 49TH WI INF, 104
BRAY, SOLOMAN, 21ST IN INF, 262
BRAY, JOHN, 152ND IN INF, 79
BRAY, NORRIS M., 18TH WI INF, 87
BRAYMAN, MILTON, 44TH WI INF, 15
BRAYTON, J.H., 4TH WI CAV, 277
BRAYTON, GEORGE F., 44TH NY INF,
BRECKENBRIDG, SMAUEL M., 2ND NE CAV, 106
BREED, ALONZO, 20TH IA INF, 9
BREEDING, WILLIAM J., 47TH IN INF,
BREEN, PETER J., 53RD PA INF, 227
BREEN, PETER J., 95TH PA INF, 227
BREESE, S.W., 18TH IA INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 35,
BREITHAUST, CHARLES, 13TH IA INF, 108
BREMER, JOHN, 86TH IL INF,
BRENGMAN, THOMAS H., 53RD IN INF, 66
BRENNAN, MICHAEL, 3RD PA CAV, 227
BRENTON, HENRY, 58TH IN INF, 305
BREON, JONATHAN, 16TH WI INF, 265
BRETT, JOSEPH, 5TH MO CAV, 8TH IA CAV, 43
BRESTLE, WILLIAM, 8TJ WO OMF, 206
BREWER, C.M., 16TH US ART., 196
BREWER, IRA E., 28TH IA INF,
BREWER, STEPHEN N, 126TH IN CAV,
BREWER, HOWARD, 43RD OH INF,
BREWER, ELIAS, 24TH IA INF, 25,
BREWER, WILLIAM W., 9TH IA INF, 262
BREWER, JAMES H., 25TH IA INF, 120
BREWER, JOHN W., 48TH IN INF, 195
BREWSTER, E.C., 27TH MA INF, 70
BREWSTER, A., 15TH NY CAV, 35
BREWSTER, ELISHER, 20TH NY CAV,
BREWSTER, ALMON, 2ND NE CAV, 52
BRIAN, JAMES O., 10TH IL CAV, 95
BRIAR, HENRY B, 8TH IA CAV,
BRICK, HENRY, WI,
BRIDE, EDWARD, 3RD WI CAV, 262
BRIDENBAUGH, PHILIP W., 55TH PA INF, 308
BRIDENBAUGH, J.H., 55TH PA INF, 170
BRIDGowell, JOHN, 122TH US CAV, 36
BRIDGE, ROBERT, 13TH WI INF, 4
BRIDGEFORD, WASHINGTON, 39TH IN INF,
BRIDGES, HENRY, 18TH MO INF, 273
BRIDGES, HENRY C., 8TH NY CAV,
BRIDGES, HENRY, 18TH MI INF,
BRIDGES, REZIN, 45TH IA INF,
BRIDGES, JAMES J., 47TH IA INF, 25/
BRIDGET, JOHN C., 4TH IN CAV, 59
BRIDGEWATER, JAMES H., 28TH IL INF,
BRIGGS, A.J., 3RD IA CAV, 63
BRIGGS, DAVIS H., 70TH NY INF, 330
BRIGGS, DALLAS, 129TH OH INF, 5
BRIGGS, SAMUEL, 133RD PA INF, 154
BRIGGS, JOHN C., 29TH IA INF,
BRIGGS, JOSEPH W, 35TH IA INF,
BRIGGS, B.R., 100TH NY INF, 34
BRIGGS, D.H., 70TH NY INF, 210
BRIGGS, MARTIN, 23RD WI INF, 136
BRIGHT, EZEKIEL A., 68TH IN INF, 31
BRIGHT, JAMES E.M., 85TH IN INF, 92
BRIGHT, SAMUEL, 8TH WI INF, 80
BRILEY, SAMUEL, 81ST IL INF, 1
BRINGER, PETER, 15TH IL INF, 321
BRINK, ALFRED, 3RD WI LIGHT ART., 204
BRINK, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, 58
BRINK, HENRY E., 11TH WI INF, 58
BRINKER, JAMES N., 48TH IN INF, 84
BRINTON, J.A., 124TH PA INF, 207
BRINTON, J.A., 25TH IA INF, 207
BRION, DAVID, 171ST PA INF, 192
BRISBANE, B.L., 31ST WI INF, CHAPLAIN, 2ND, 264
BRISBERE, HIRAM A., 1ST WI CAV, 56
BRISCO, A., 1ST NY INF(INTERNAL), 8
BRISCO, ABIAH, ARTIFICER, 1ST NY ENGINEE, 8
BRISCOE, ABIAH, 144TH NY INF, 1ST NY ENGI, 8
BRISTOL, CICERO L., 46TH IA INF, 7
BRITTON, JOHN, 2ND MO INF, 187
BRITTON, LEROY F., 29TH IA INF, 13.
BRITTAIN, JOHN, 156TH IL INF, 266
BRITTELL, AUGUST G., 133RD IN INF, 20
BRITTELL, ALMON G., 138TH IN INF, 42
BRITTENHAM, NOAH, 14TH IA INF, 22,
BRITTINGHAM, JEREMIAH, 135TH IL INF, 250
BRITTON, NATHAN T., 107TH IL INF, 134
BRITTON, JOHN C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 45
BRITTON, DEGRASSE W.,
BRITTON, WILLIAM B., 60TH OH INF,
BRITTON, ANDREW, 148TH IL INF, 12
BRITTON, GEORGE, 33RD IN INF, 216
BROAD, A., 1ST MN INF, 116
BROADY, THOMAS J., 89TH IL INF, 66
BROCK, JOHN R., 10TH PA INF, 9
BROCK, J.R., 195TH PA INF, 9
BROCK, ISAAC, 2ND IA CAV, 95
BROCK, M.H., 11TH IL CAV, 250
BROCK, J.N., 33RD WI INF, 71
BROCK, CHARLES A., 34TH IL INF, 35
BROCK, ROBERT, 24TH IA INF, 77
BROCK, PHILIP H., 23RD IA INF, 256
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, 66
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, 66
BROCKWAY, HORACE A., 27TH MI INF, 12,
BRODOCK, HENRY W., 6TH IL CAV,
BROMLEY, ALONZO, 25TH WI INF, CO. A, 12TH W, 12,
BRONHARD, JAMES H., 18TH IA INF, 163
BRONSON, F.M., 27TH IA INF, 6
BROOKE, EDWARD, 92ND IL INF, 22
BROOKHART, DANIEL, 11TH IA INF, 15
BROOKHEART, JOHN W., 35TH IA INF, 12,
BROOKING, CHARLES, 21ST ME INF,
BROOKS, JESSE, 68TH IL INF, 79
BROOKS, JOHN W., 51ST IN INF, 25,
BROOKS, GEORGE M., 5TH NH INF, 226
BROOKS, THOMAS E., 140TH NY INF, 52
BROOKS, SOCRATUS C., 55TH OH INF, 118
BROOKS, WILLIAM H., US NAVY, MS SQUADRON, 299
BROOKS, WILLIAM S., 14TH IL CAV,
BROOKS, THOMAS, 23RD IL INF, 34
BROOKS, THOMAS J., 40TH IL INF, 105
BROOKS, ALMON D., 68TH IL INF,
BROOKS, ALMON D., 145TH IL INF,
BROOKS, ORON, 7TH IL CAV, 64
BROOKS, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, 32
BROOKS, O.S., 4TH IA INF, 197
BROOKS, PETER, 34TH IA INF, 204
BROOKS, DANIEL, 8TH KS INF, 48,
BROOKS, W.C., 36TH OH INF, 148
BROOKS, R.C., 96TH OH INF, 115
BROOKS, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, 101
BROOMHALL, THOMAS, 9TH IA CAV, 147
BROON, JOSHUA, 1ST MO INF RESERVES, 187
BROSSARD, PETER, 2ND IA CAV,
BROT, O.V., 15TH WI INF, 40
BROTHER, FRED, 8TH MO CAV, 35
BROTT, JAMES MARTIN, 5TH IA CAV, 36
BROWAND, DAVID C., 88TH IN INF, 129
BROWER, WILLIAM, ARTIFICER, 11TH OH CAV,
BROWER, G.B., 4TH MI CAV, 235
BROWMAN, HENRY, 1ST MO ART., 32
BROWN, DARIUS, 2ND OH CAV, 88
BROWN, D.I., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 178
BROWN, JOHN H., 12TH PA INF, 285
BROWN, JOHN M., 14TH PA INF, 127
BROWN, SAMUEL, 19TH PA INF, PVT, CO. A, 19, 127
BROWN, WILLIAM, 104TH PA INF, PVT, CO. G, 1, 328
BROWN, URIAH K., 148TH PA INF, CO. G, 53RD, 233
BROWN, MORRIS J., AST. SURGEON, US ARMY, 110
BROWN, ALLEN, US NAVY, 190
BROWN, CHARLES H., 23RD WI INF, 127
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, 43,
BROWN, ERASTUS, 7TH MO CAV, 262
BROWN, M.B., 7TH MO CAV, 207
BROWN, EDWARD J., 1ST IA CAV, 110
BROWN, JESSE, 43RD MO INF, 17
BROWN, HENRY, 10TH IL INF, 91
BROWN, PETER, 28TH IL INF, 104
BROWN, HIRAM W., 52ND IL INF,
BROWN, HIRAM W., 69TH IL INF,
BROWN, ISISAH, 74TH IL INF, 310
BROWN, CHARLES H., 104TH IL INF, 215
BROWN, THOMAS H., 114TH IL INF, 112
BROWN, GEORGE A., 140TH IL INF, 329
BROWN, JOSEPHUS, 21ST IL INF, 56
BROWN, WESTON, 1ST IL ART., CO. G, 19TH I, 65
BROWN, WILLIAM, 13TH IA INF, 182
BROWN, JAMES M., 28TH IA INF, 154
BROWN, JOSEPHUS, 36TH IA INF, 50
BROWN, MARQUIS, 41ST IA INF, PVT, CO. M, 7T, 116
BROWN, OSCAR N., 8TH IA CAV, 118
BROWN, GEORGE, 48TH IN INF, 32
BROWN, HUGH C., 100TH US COLORED INF,
BROWN, M. DELAFAYET, 1ST KS INF, 13TH KS INF, 104
BROWN, M. DELAFAYET, 13TH KS INF, 104
BROWN, JAMES W., PVT, 2ND KS CAV, 196
BROWN, JOSEPH, 9TH MI INF, 227
BROWN, C.L., 11TH MI INF, 198
BROWN, E.D., 6TH MI CAV,
BROWN, CARLTON L., 11TH MI CAV,
BROWN, SILAS S., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 58
BROWN, S.H., 43RD MO INF,
BROWN, S.H., 50TH MO INF, 231
BROWN, MARION B., 7TH MO CAV, 154
BROWN, WARREN E., 22ND NY INF,
BROWN, W.H., 91ST NY INF, 83
BROWN, E.G., 2ND NY CAV,
BROWN, SAMUEL S., 36TH OH INF,
BROWN, JOHN, 38TH OH INF,
BROWN, JOHN, 38TH OH INF,
BROWN, JAMES, 62ND OH INF, 219
BROWN, BENJAMIN A., 62ND OH INF, 301
BROWN, GEORGE W., 69TH OH INF, CO. C, 121ST, 74
BROWN, GEORGE W., 121ST OH INF, CO. F, 69TH, 74
BROWN, P.F., 52ND PA INF, 267
BROWN, GEORGE S., 61ST PA INF, 274
BROWN, J.H., 103RD PA INF, 168
BROWN, JOHN M., 14TH PA CAV,
BROWN, WESLEY A., 1ST US INF SHARPSHOOTERS, 8
BROWN, T.B., 7TH WV INF, 45
BROWN, E.R., 16TH WI INF, 56
BROWN, JOSEPH H., 50TH WI INF, 91
BROWN, CRAWFORD, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 336
BROWN, SILAS S., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 58
BROWN, JAMES I., 2ND WI CAV,
BROWN, JAMES H, 14TH NY HEAVY ART.,
BROWN, MICHEAL, 11TH MO INF,
BROWN, BENJAMINE F, 126TH IL INF,
BROWN, IASIAH, 74TH IL INF,
BROWN, SPENCER, 23RD,
BROWN, JAMES B, 10TH IA INF,
BROWN, DeWITT C., 80TH IN INF,
BROWN, THOMAS, 1ST CO CAV, 15
BROWN, IRA, 5TH KS CAV, 31,
BROWN, OSCAR F., 13TH MO INF, 23
BROWN, SAMUEL S., 3RD CA INF, 32
BROWN, JAMES H., 7TH IL INF,
BROWN, ROBERT, 10TH IL INF, 13
BROWN, ALPHEUS D., 23RD IL INF, 80
BROWN, MOSES, 26TH IL INF, 180
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 30TH IL INF,
BROWN, FRANCIS H., 34TH IL INF, 25
BROWN, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF,
BROWN, GEORGE H., 65TH IL INF, 80
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 66TH IL INF, 285
BROWN, JOSIAH L., 70TH IL INF, CORP, CO. C, 3, 1
BROWN, ELBRIDGE, 74TH IL INF, 180
BROWN, A.H., 77TH IL INF, 13
BROWN, JOSEPH, 84TH IL INF, 95
BROWN, GEORGE W., 47TH IL INF, 61
BROWN, JAMES L., PVT, 4TH IL CAV, 262
BROWN, HENRY D., 12TH IL CAV, 180
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 17TH IL CAV, 18
BROWN, DANIEL, 2ND IA INF, 32
BROWN, JOHN B., 6TH IA INF, 155
BROWN, JAMES H., 13TH IA INF, 13TH IA CAV, 1
BROWN, ROBERT N., 13TH IA INF, 43
BROWN, G.J., 45TH IA INF, 42
BROWN, FRANCIS MARI, 14TH IN INF, 19
BROWN, BENJAMIN F., 54TH IN INF, 26
BROWN, HENRY C., 87TH IN INF, 31
BROWN, JEREMIAH JE, 35TH IN INF, 255
BROWN, JAMES W., 46TH IN INF, 89
BROWN, GEORGE W., 53RD IN INF, 151
BROWN, LYMAN, 75TH IN INF, 301
BROWN, A.D., 132ND IN INF, 196
BROWN, M.R., 136TH IN INF, 254
BROWN, NATHAN R., 8TH MN INF, 43
BROWN, WILLIAM P., 5TH WI INF, 7
BROWN, GEORGE L., 7TH WI INF, 10
BROWN, SAMUEL L., 7TH WI INF, 10
BROWN, HENRY S., 11TH WI INF, 146
BROWN, GEORGE, 12TH WI INF, 224
BROWN, JOHN F., 42ND WI INF, 60
BROWN, WILLIAM C., 3RD WI INF, 114
BROWNELL, GEORGE W., CO INDEPENDENT BATTERY, 101
BROWNING, HESEKIAH, 8TH IA,
BROWNING, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF, 32,
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CANNON, FERGUS, 13TH VT INF, 17TH VT INF,
CANNON, JOHN H., 16TH IL INF,
CANNON, MOSES W., 52ND IL INF, 153
CANNON, C.C., 1ST MA LIGHT ART., 34
CANNON, ISRAEL, 2ND MO MILITIA INF,
CANNON, SAMUEL L., 2ND NE CAV, 180
CANTONWISE, DAVID, 5TH IA CAV, 196
CARBERRY, PATRICK, 29TH IA INF, 109
CARD, AMOS P.,
CARD, FRANKLIN M., 15TH MI INF, 287
CARDWELL, JOHN A., 2ND MO INF, 91,
CARDWELL, JOHN A., 11TH MO CAV, 131
CAREY, LYMAN E., 58TH PA INF,
CAREY, WILLIAM H., WAGONER, 1ST WI INF, 12
CAREY, PETER, 2ND IL CAV, 302
CAREY, JOHN S., 106TH NY INF, 4
CAREY, E.G., 2ND MN INF, 23
CARGILL, GEORGE B., 29TH MI INF, 8
CARIDDL, CLEMENT L., 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
CARISLER, ANSLUM S., 34TH IL INF, 165
CARITSLER, LEWIS W., 150TH IN INF, 207
CARK, JAMES, 7TH KS CAV, 203
CARLETON, WILLIAM G, 36TH MA INF,
CARLETON, WILLIAM R., 67TH IN INF, 144
CARLILE, JAMES A., 1ST MO CAV, 114
CARLILE, JAMES M., 28TH WI INF, 171
CARLIN, ELZY, 20TH IN INF, 7
CARLIN, WILLIAM C., 44TH IN INF, 209
CARLOCK, JAMES A., 3RD IL CAV, 165
CARLOCK, HENRY, 35TH MO,
CARLSON, JOHN F., US NAVY, USS OHIO, USS SEB, 70
CARLTON, P.C., 104TH NY INF, 59
CARLTON, LPERRY E., 8TH NY HEAVY ART, CO. G, 4, 354
CARLTON, WILLIAM, 67TH IN INF, 144
CARMAN, H.C., 5TH MO CAV, 104
CARMAN, LEMUEL, 2ND WI CAV, 24,
CARMICHAEL, JOHN J., 46TH IL INF, 35
CARMICHAEL, J.W., 97TH IN INF, 95
CARMICHAEL, ARTHUR W., 2ND IA CAV, 89
CARMODY, JAMES, 15TH KS CAV, 235
CARNAHAN, J.S., 7TH KS CAV, 212
CARNES, JOSEPHUS V., 29TH IA INF, 149
CARNEY, JAMES, 1ST BATTERY, 15TH US INF, 117
CARNEY, JOHN, 37TH WI INF, 84
CARNEY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV,
CARNEY, SIMEON P., 25TH IA INF, 122
CARNEY, S. W., 2ND IA ART., 47
CARNES, GODFREY S., 31ST IA INF, 82,
CAROCKER, ROBERT B., 30TH IL INF, 10
CAROFOOT, JOHN M., 12TH WI INF, 29TH WI INF, 151
CAROFOOT, JOHN M., 12TH MO CAV, 29TH WI INF, 151
CARONE, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF, 63
CARPENTER, A.M., 4TH WI ART., 219
CARPENTER, FRANCIS, 51ST IL INF, 66
CARPENTER, HENRY, 64TH IL INF, 248
CARPENTER, PAUL, 1ST IA INF, SERG, CO. A, 20, 144
CARPENTER, ELHANAN W., 11TH IA INF, 227
CARPENTER, FREDERICK N., 16TH NY INF, PVT, CO. K, 7T,
CARPENTER, E.N., 124TH NY INF,
CARPENTER, FREDERICK N., 7TH NY HEAVY ART.,
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, 309
CARPENTER, WILLIAM, 39TH OH INF, 315
CARPENTER, WILLIAM, 39TH OH INF, 315
CARPENTER, JASPER N., 73RD OH INF,
CARPENTER, JOHN, 11TH WI INF,
CARPENTER, HENRY, 39TH IA INF,
CARPENTER, WILLIAM J., 7TH KS CAV, 212
CARPENTER, MYRON D., 126TH IL INF, 68
CARPENTER, EDWIN O., 132ND IL INF, 178
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL INF, 84,
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL INF, 166
CARPENTER, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, 144
CARPENTER, PAUL, 20TH IA INF, 9
CARPENTER, PAUL, 1ST IA INF, 144
CARPENTER, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, 144
CARPENTER, PAUL, 28TH IA INF (ERROR), 144
CARPENTER, JOHN C., 30TH IA INF, 63
CARPENTER, D.L., 6TH WI INF (ERROR),
CARPENTER, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, 38
CARPENTER, DAVID L., 6TH WI ART., 55
CARR, G.W., 75TH IL INF, 59
CARR, NICHOLAS, 10TH IA INF, 316
CARR, WILLIAM P., 2ND KS CAV, 94
CARR, JAMES H., 77TH NY INF, 296
CARR, GEORGE E., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 98
CARR, ROBERT S., 17TH IL INF, 8TH IL INF,
CARR, THOMAS, BD., 10TH MO INF, CO. H, 2ND US, 3
CARR, DOMINCK, 17TH IA INF, 262
CARR, WILLIAM H., 34TH IA INF, 55
CARR, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, 11,
CARR, LAFAYETTE, 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 24
CARRIGAN, SAMUEL R., 12TH PA CAV, 45
CARRIGAN, JOHN, 66TH IL,
CARRIKER, JACOB W., 126TH IL INF, 60,
CARRINGTON, GEORGE, 2 LIEUT, 11TH IL LINF,
CARROLL, ROGER A., 35TH WI INF, 219
CARROLL, J.J., 1ST CO CAV, 282
CARROLL, NATHAN A., 1ST IA CAV, 253
CARROLLN, JAMES M., 25TH WI ART., 25TH MA INF, 262
CARROTHERS, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, 114
CARRUTHERS, JAMES, 3RD OH LIGHT ART., 119
CARSON, JOSEPH, 11TH VT INF, 174
CARSON, JAMES W., 2ND KS CAV, 331
CARSON, WILLIAM G., 140TH OH INF,
CART, RICHARD, 153RD NY INF, 322
CART, JACOB, 151ST NY INF, 81,
CARTER, JACOB A., 1ST VT LIGHT ART, 27
CARTER, J.P., 34TH IL INF, 122
CARTER, THOMAS, 156TH IL INF,
CARTER, THOMAS J., 22ND IN INF, 111
CARTER, JOSEPH W., 123RD IN INF, 227
CARTER, W.J., 8TH KS INF, 172
CARTER, SAMUEL, 27TH MI INF,
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, 45,
CARTER, ABEL A., 52ND PA INF, 91
CARTER, ALBERT H., 40TH WI INF, 349
CARTER, A.H., 40TH WI, 5
CARTER, FLEMING TURN, 173RD OH INF,
CARTER, WILLIAM A., 126TH IL INF, 170
CARTER, JOSEPH, 11TH IL CAV, 275
CARTER, JOHN M., 16TH IA INF,
CARTER, GEORGE W., 14TH MI INF,
CARTER, GEORGE W., 21ST MI INF,
CARTER, NATHANIEL, 27TH MI INF,
CARTER, FRANK, 102ND US COLORED TROOPS, 35
CARTER, FREDERICK, 2ND MO CAV, 69
CARTER, H.C., 54TH OH INF, 95
CARTER, WILLIAM H., 14TH IA INF, 7TH IA CAV, 143
CARTER, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA CAV, 14TH IA INF, 143
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, 45,
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, 52
CARTER, JAMES R., 11TH IN INF, 143
CARTER, WILLIAM F., 101ST IN INF, 15
CARTER, F.T., 173RD IN INF(ERROR), 197
CARTER, OSCAR W., 47TH WI INF, 94
CARLEGE, E.J., 38TH, 25
CARTWRIGHT, PETER, 2ND MO CAV, 217
CARTWRIGHT, NEIL C., 9TH IN INF, 153
CARTWRIGHT, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, 89
CARY, GEORGE, 34TH IL INF,
CARY, FREEMAN, 78TH IL INF, 36
CARY, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, 32
CARY, GEORGE H., 1ST IA CAV, 172
CASAD, ANDREW S., 147TH IN INF,
CASAD, SIMEON D., 149TH OH INF, 110
CASE, J.M., 4TH IA CAV, 119
CASE, WILLIAM T., 2ND IA CAV, 278
CASE, B.B., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, 111
CASE, D.M., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, 111
CASE, MERITT B., 1ST MN INF, CO. A, 23RD US, 70,
CASE, EDWIN, 9TH NY ART.,
CASE, D.W., 2ND NE CAV, 52
CASE, JOSEPH E., 75TH IL INF,
CASE, HENRY, 21ST IA INF, 5
CASE, T.H., 36TH IA INF, 34
CASE, JACOB, 23RD IN INF, 19
CASE, THOMAS D., 5TH IN CAV,
CASE, EDWIN, 9TH NY INF(UNKNOWN),
CASE, JOHN F., 12TH NY INF, 1
CASE, FRANK O., 163RD OH INF,
CASE, WILLIAM F., 1ST NE INF, 61,
CASE, WILLIAM H., 1ST NE CAV, 61
CASE, THOMAS D., 6TH IN CAV(UNKNOWN), 44
CASELTON, JOSEPH, VT CAV,
CASEY, JOSEPH, 9TH KY CAV,
CASEY, CHARLES W., 36TH IL INF, 193
CASEY, JAMES S., 16TH IL CAV, 42
CASEY, JAMES M., 28TH IA INF, 25
CASFORD, HENRY F., 151ST IL INF, 49
CASH, REUBEN, 4TH IN ART.,
CASHELON, URBIN, 1ST MO ART., 52
CASLER, NUMAN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 164
CASLICK, NICHOLAS, 37TH IL INF, 108
Casper, C.D., 22ND US INF,
CASSAVANT, JAMES JERO, 10TH VT INF, 116
CASSEDY, PETER, 69TH NY INF, 86
CASSELL, CALVIN C., 20TH IL INF, 14
CASSELL, EPHRAIM, 20TH IL INF,
CASSELMAN, JOHN E., 5TH IA CAV, 24
CASSIDY, L.E., 28TH IA INF, 262
CASSMAN, WILLIAM, 36TH WI INF,
CASTEEL, J.W., 15TH VA INF, 1
CASTEEL, J.H., 7TH VA ART., PVT, CO. E, 6T, 28
CASTEEL, JOHN H., 7TH WV INF, 1
CASTEEL, JAMES A., 25TH IA INF, 70,
CASTELLO, WILLIAM, 17TH IL INF,
CASTELLLOW, JOHN F., 11TH MN INF, 237
CASTETLER, D.S., 30TH IA INF, 32
CASTLE, LEWIS G., 4TH WI CAV, 3
CASTLE, LEMUEL M., 58TH IL INF, 3
CASTLE, SAMUEL, 128TH IN INF, 25
CASTOR, WILLIAM V., 18TH IA INF, 262
CASTOR, ROBERT, 68TH IN INF, 244
CASWELL, DAVID J., 27TH IA INF, 274
CASWELL, WARREN, 7TH IA INF, 1
CASWELL, GEORGE H., 59TH IN INF, 23,
CATHCART, JOSEPH M., 37TH IL INF, 104
CATHEY, JAMES R., 140TH OH INF,
CATLETT, ISAAC C., 29TH IA INF,
CATLIN, M.M., 150TH PA INF, 30
CATLIN, M.M., 150TH PA INF,
CATLIN, WOODFORD, 18TH IA INF,
CATLIN, LEWIS L., 13TH IA INF, 77,
CATT, THOMAS H., 10TH IN CAV, 95
CATTERN, JAMES, 8TH IA INF, 111
CATTERTON, DAVIS, 5TH PA ART., 196
CAUGER, JAMES A., 138TH IN INF, 25
CAUGHEY, HOBART, 112TH IL INF,
CAUKINS, ASA A, 143RD NY INF,
CAUKLIN, GILBERT, 9TH NY ART.,
CAVANAUGH, JOHN, 2ND KS CAV, 11,
CAVANAUGH, BERNARD, 2ND NE CAV, 116
CAVE, DENNIS W., 145TH IN INF, 94
CAVE, D.W., 147TH IN INF(ERROR), 94
CAVENAUGH, JOHN, 7TH WI INF, 38
CAVENDER, GREEN,
CAVIN, WILLIAM E., 34TH IA INF,
CAYWOOD, JOHN E., 7TH IN INF, 20TH IN INF, 11
CAYWOOD, JOHN E., 20TH IN INF, 7TH IN INF, 52
CEDER, EUGENE, 83RD PA INF, 244
CELMER, THEODORE, 29TH IA INF, 52
CHADA, MATT, 1ST WI INF, 17TH WI INF, 75
CHADD, J.W., 2ND IA INF, 2
CHADD, WESLEY, 2ND IA INF, 2, 2
CHADEE, MATT, 17TH WI INF, 1ST WI INF, 75
CHADWICK, CHARLES, 10TH MN INF,
CHADWICK, HERBERT L., 13TH US VETERAN VOL. INF, 110
CHADWICK, CHARLES, 10TH MN INF, 8
CHAFFEE, HTMAR S, 11TH WI INF,
CHAFFIN, JOHN M., 40TH IN INF,
CHAFFIN, DANIEL V., 7TH KS CAV,
CHAFFIN, DANIEL V., 2ND NE CAV, 66
CHALFAUT, WILLIAM, 1ST NE, 45
CHALK, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, 304
CHALPELL, JESSE, 82ND IN INF, 25,
CHALPELL, ARTHUR T., 4TH ME ART., 89TH OH INF, 5
CHAMABERS, WILLIAM B., 7TH KS CAV, 77
CHAMBERLAIN, THOMAS C., 34TH IL INF, 231
CHAMBERLAIN, A.B., 4TH MO INF, 25
CHAMBERLAIN, CHARLES K., 177TH PA INF, 196
CHAMBERLAIN, ALVA, 2ND CO CAV,
CHAMBERLAIN, CHARLES J., 34TH IL INF, 11
CHAMBERLAIN, W.L.B., 81ST MO INF, 237
CHAMBERLAIN, W.L.B., 18TH MO CAV, 57
CHAMBERLIN, JOHN G, 97TH US, 75TH NY INF,
CHAMBERLIN, LIMEON C., 26TH MI INF,
CHAMBERLIN, ANDRE C., PVT, 23RD IA INF, 190
CHAMBERLIN, CRAVEN, 38TH IN INF, 7
CHAMBERS, PETER, 1ST IA CAV, 7
CHAMBERS, LOUIS D., 86TH OH INF, 34
CHAMBERS, EMERY J., 94TH OH INF,
CHAMBERS, GEORGE N., 48TH IN INF, 20
CHANCELLOR, W.H., 6TH IN INF, 14
CHANDER, CURTIS, 7TH WI ART.(ERROR), 114
CHANDLER, THOMAS, 28TH WI INF, 19
CHANDLER, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, 31,
CHANDLER, CHARLES, 78TH IL INF, 258
CHANDLER, JAMES V., 45TH IA INF,
CHANDLER, C.B., 1ST NJ CAV, PVT, CO. D, 6TH, 321
CHANDLER, EVAN R., 98TH OH INF, 187
CHANDLER, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, 45
CHANDLER, ANDREW H., 4TH MO CAV, 8, 9
CHANDLER, JOHN R., 70TH IL INF, 180
CHANDLER, ALEXANDER B., 170TH NY INF, 16,
CHANDLER, CURTIS, 7TH WI INF, 114
CHANDLER, ANDREW, 47TH WI INF, 25
CHANeyJ, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, 283
CHANeyJ, WILLIAM R., 133RD IL INF, 100
CHANeyJ, WILLIAM, 68TH OH INF, 221
CHANeyJ, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, 71,
CHANNEL, THOMAS, 74TH OH INF, 1, 2
CHANER, THOMAS J., 5TH IA CAV, 34,
CHAPIN, STEPHEN M., 3RD WI ART., 139
CHAPIN, CYRUS, 7TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. E, 10T, 3
CHAPIN, LUTHER, 2ND NE CAV, 147
CHAPIN, STEPHEN M., 3RD WI CAV, 139
CHAPLIN, JEREMIAH B., 94TH IL INF,
CHAPLIN, C.C., 49TH MA INF, 136
CHAPLMAN, WILLIAM, 91ST OH INF,
CHAPMAN, ORSON G., 2ND FL CAV, 82
CHAPMAN, GEORGE C., 52ND IL INF,
CHAPMAN, JOHN W., 71ST IL INF, 79
CHAPMAN, LEVI, 4TH IL CAV, 341
CHAPMAN, SAMUEL M., 1ST IA INF,
CHAPMAN, SAMUEL M., 14TH IA INF, 45
CHAPMAN, LEONARD, 13TH IN INF, 199
CHAPMAN, F.E., 10TH MI INF, 111
CHAPMAN, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF,
CHAPMAN, HORACE M.,
CHAPMAN, MILBURN, 6TH KS CAV, 15
CHAPMAN, SIMON F., PVT, 108TH IL INF, 115
CHAPMAN, W.A., 4TH IA CAV, SERG, CO. A, 46, 13
CHAPMAN, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, 118
CHAPMAN, SOLMON B., 13TH IA INF, 44
CHAPMAN, H.C., 21ST IN INF(ERROR), 11
CHAPMAN, HENRY C., 21ST IN ART., 11
CHAPMAN, JOSEPH, 49TH WI INF, 40
CHAPMAN, JEFF T., 43RD WI INF, 82
CHAPPELL, MOSES L., 58TH IN INF,
CHARLES, JAMES, 1ST CA CAV, 2, 7
CHARLES, ALBERT, 83RD IL INF, 31,
CHARLES, JOHN F., 70TH NY INF, 260
CHARPENING, SAMUEL A., 19TH US INF, 205
CHARREY, GEORGE R., 3RD IA CAV, 80
CHARTER, SAMUEL, 8TH VT INF, 79
CHASE, CHAMPION S., PAYMASTER, US ARMY, 110
CHASE, O.G., 9TH WV INF, 1
CHASE, JAMES W., 36TH WI INF, 262
CHASE, HENRY A., 37TH WI INF, 57
CHASE, WILLIAM, 4TH MI CAV, 118
CHASE, JUSTUS, 3RD MN INF, 355
CHASE, WILLIAM E., 9TH NY CAV, 118
CHASE, EMERY A., 177TH OH INF, 192
CHASE, ALBERT, 141ST PA INF,
CHASE, DAVID, 32ND WI INF, 26
CHASE, LEMUEL M., 8TH IL CAV, 33
CHASE, JUSTUS, 4TH IA INF, 230
CHASE, HARLOW, 69TH NY INF, 110
CHASE, GEORGE B., 37TH IA INF, 92
CHASE, HENRY A., COMMISARY, 37TH WI INF, 57
CHASE(COLORE, C.H., 54TH MA INF, BORN BARBADO,
CHASTEEN, JOSEPH, ARTIFICER, 25TH WI INF, 119
CHATTERTON, SAMUEL F., 113TH IL INF, 247
CHILSON, NEWTON W., 16TH WI INF, 37
CHILVERS, WILLIAM B., 95TH IL INF, 191
CHIPPS, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, 124
CHISHOLM, ALEX, 43RD MA INF, 105
CHITTENDEN, BASIL S., 97TH IN INF, CAPT, 56TH US, 164
CHRISLER, BERNARD, 6TH WI INF, 216
CHRISTELY, CHARLES, 20TH MA INF, 34
CHRISTENSEN, CHRIS, 4TH MO INF, 4
CHRISTENSEN, ANDREW, 1ST NE INF, 308
CHRISTIAN, WARREN P., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, 3
CHRISTIE, WILLIAM H., 75TH IL INF, 110
CHRISTIE, ISAAC D., 4TH IA ART., 14,
CHRISTMAN, LEWIS C., 184TH PA INF, 174
CHRISTOPHER, SAMUEL, 23RD IN INF, 118
CHRISTY, HENRY C., PVT, 17TH & 61ST IL INF, 1, 6
CHRISTY, HENRY E., 40TH IA INF, 51
CHRONE, PEETER, WIDOW 48TH NY,
CHURCH, JOSEPH F., 5TH OH CAV, 34
CHURCH, P., 12TH IA INF, 253
CHURCH, RANSOM E., 89TH NY INF,
CHURCH, GEORGE W., 5TH OH CAV, 273
CHURCH, LEONIDAS M., 5TH OH CAV,
CHURCH, ORGALLUS, 18TH OH INF,
CHURCH, WILLIAM, 33RD WI INF, 5
CHURCH, IRA A., 33RD WI INF, 182
CHURCH, GEORGE W, 5TH OH INF,
CHURCH, W.S., 2ND NE CAV, 129
CHURCH, PHILANDER, 12TH IA INF, 32
CHURCH, BAYARD H., 50TH ON INF, 34
CHURCH, MILTON H., 5TH IA INF, 120
CHURCH, E.L., 6TH IN INF(ERROR), 27
CHURCH, ELI E., 21ST IN INF, 1ST IN HEAVY, 27
CHURCH, Enoch L., 6TH IN CAV, 27
CHURCH, E.E., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 21ST I, 27
CHURCH, JONATHAN M., 11TH WI INF, 170
CHURCH, JOSEPH, 23RD WI INF, 66
CHURCHILL, T.J., 3RD MO CAV, 45
CHURCHILL, HENRY, 8TH IN INF, 31
CHURCHILL, EDWARD R., 10TH KS INF, PVT, CO. H, 1S, 1
CHURCHILL, GEORGE W., 12TH WI INF, 239
CHURCHILL, ARTHUR S., 22ND WI INF, 262
CILMER, BENJAMIN, 58TH PA INF, 247
CIPHERS, LEWIS G., 3RD IA CAV, 6, 3
CIPHERS, LEWIS G., 3RD IA CAV, 6, 3
CLABOUGH, HENRY, 8TH IA CAV, 301
CLAIR, AUGUST, 4TH US ART., 68,
CLAIR, AUGUST, 4TH US ART., 316
CLAMPITT, JOHN R., 2ND IA CAV, 216
CLAPP, A.S., 1ST VT CAV, 105
CLAPP, HAMMOND, 129TH OH INF,
CLAPP, HAMMOND, 2ND OH CAV,
CLAPP, CYRUS R., 3RD IA CAV, 1
CLAPP, WILLIAM H., 71ST NY INF, 110
CLAPP, JOHN F., 4TH IA INF, 25
CLAPP, SAMUEL B., 22ND IA INF, 37,
CLAPP, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, 31
CLAPPER, FRANK, 40TH WI INF, 257
CLARK, JOEL A., 6TH OH CAV,
CLARK, AVERY A., 42ND OH INF, 159
CLARK, OSCAR W., 150TH PA INF, 163
CLARK, JAMES, 213TH PA INF, 2
CLARK, EDWARD, 8TH PA RESERVE CORP, 9
CLARK, ISAAC, 1ST PA ART., 57
CLARK, JAMES R., 19TH WI INF, 34
CLARK, JULIUS W., 24TH WI INF, 110
CLARK, C.F., 33RD WI INF, 352
CLARK, ELIJAH L., 3RD IA CAV, 37
CLARK, BARTON, 2ND IA CAV, 63
CLARK, WILSON, 1ST IA CAV, 77
CLARK, JOHN W., 2ND MO CAV, 275
CLARK, THOMAS C., 8TH IA CAV, 25,
CLARK, WILLIAM H., 146TH IL INF, 205
CLARK, AMBROSE H., 83RD IL INF, 342
CLARK, ROBERT A., 86TH IL INF, 97
CLARK, AMOS, 129TH IL INF, 173
CLARK, JOHN, 145TH IL INF, 299
CLARK, JESSE, 36TH IA INF, 233
CLARK, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF,
CLARK, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA CAV, CO. G, 5TH IA, 89
CLARK, WILLIAM, 13TH IA CAV,
CLARK, MICHAEL J., 42ND IN INF, 167
CLARK, ROBERT, 68TH IN INF, 328
CLARK, SAMUEL T., 115TH IN INF, 66
CLARK, C.E., 39TH KY INF, 50
CLARK, ENOCH, 2ND KS CAV, 223
CLARK, H.A., 9TH MI INF, 91
CLARK, DARUIN G., HENSHAW'S IL ART., 322
CLARK, HIRAM W., 2ND MN INF,
CLARK, AMBROSE, 97TH NY INF, 131
CLARK, THOMAS H., 15TH OH INF, CORP, CO. F, 1, 154
CLARK, THOMAS, 21ST OH INF, 296
CLARK, THOMAS M., 44TH OH INF, CO. G, 8TH OH, 13
CLARK, HENRY A., 98TH OH INF,
CLARK, JOHN L., 104TH OH INF,
CLARK, ANDREW R., 129TH OH INF, DIED 14JAN1, 274
CLARK, DAVID, WAGONER, CO. K, 103RD OH I,
CLARK, THOMAS M., 8TH OH CAV,
CLARK, JOHN L., 4TH US CAV, 125
CLARK, ALEXANDER, 30TH WI INF, 265
CLARK, FRANKLIN W., 12TH IL INF, CO. D, 4TH IL, 32
CLARK, WILLIAM, 10TH IN,
CLARK, WILLIAM, ,
CLARK, RALPH W., 71ST IL INF,
CLARK, EDWIN R., 13TH MI LIGHT ART.,
CLARK, CHESTER H., OH INF,
CLARK, MARY E., 40TH OH INF,
CLARK, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, 69
CLARK, ISAAC N., 25TH IL INF, 19
CLARK, AUGUSTUS W., 53RD IL INF, 9
CLARK, CHARLES R., 145TH IL INF, PVT, CO.B, 32, 29
CLARK, THOMAS J., 146TH IL INF, 201
CLARK, DARWIN J., HANSHAWS IL INDEPENDENT, 9
CLARK, JESSE, 36TH IA INF, 219
CLARK, DAVID M., 66TH IN INF, 154
CLARK, JUDEDIAH, 13TH IN INF, 14
CLARK, JAMES W., 9TH IN CAV, 17
CLARK, H.W., 2ND MN INF, 190
CLARK, W.S., 2ND MN CAV, 33
CLARK, MARTIN V.B., 7TH OH INF, 8TH OH LIGHT, 19
CLARK, GEORGE, 40TH OH INF, 51ST OH INF, 163
CLARK, ALMERNON, 70TH OH INF NATIONAL GUARD, 9
CLARK, A.F., 170TH OH INF, SERG, CO. E., , 34
CLARK, BYRON C., 171ST OH INF,
CLARK, WILLIAM H., 5TH IA INF, CO. I, 5TH IA, 89
CLARK, BEN, 6TH IA INF, 67
CLARK, THOMAS C., 8TH IA INF(UNKNOWN), 25
CLARK, MORRIS W., 11TH IA INF, 7
CLARK, JUDSON, 12TH IA INF, 16
CLARK, JOHN C., 15TH IA INF, 43
CLARK, M.O., 22ND IA INF, 179
CLARK, HORACE D., 24TH IA INF, 77
CLARK, HORACE D., 24TH IA INF, 77
CLARK, JUDSON, 27TH IA INF, CO. F, 12TH I, 16
CLARK, CHARLES A., 32ND IA INF, 77
CLARK, JUDEDIAH, 44TH IA INF, 14
CLARK, BYRON T., 44TH IA INF, 25
CLARK, WILLIAM H.H., 3RD IA ART., 39
CLARK, ELIAS H., 2ND NE CAV, 154
CLARK, JAMES W., 9TH IN INF, 48
CLARK, MATHIAS M., 19TH IN INF, 44
CLARK, THOMAS J., 36TH IN INF, 147TH IN INF, 90
CLARK, JOHN G., 37TH IN INF, 4TH US CAV, 230
CLARK, A.W., 53RD IN INF(ERROR), 9
CLARK, ELIHUE M., 129TH IN INF, 253
CLARK, THOMAS J., 147TH IN INF, 36TH IN INF, 90
CLARK, ALBERT J., 7TH MN INF, 183
CLARK, WILLIAM, 2ND MN CAV, 129
CLARK, WILLIAM A., 7TH WI INF, 25
CLARK, ALBERT L., 49TH WI INF, 57
CLARK, THOMAS M., 8TH WI INF(ERROR), 13
CLARKE, THOMAS F., 111TH PA INF, CORP, CO. A., 96
CLARKE, J.F., 101ST PA INF, 96
CLARKE, THOMAS, 34TH IL INF,
CLARKE, WILLIAM J., 100TH NY INF, 150
CLARKSON, THADDEUS S., 1ST IL LIGHT ART, MAJOR, 3, 34,
CLARNS, VALENTINE, 3RD WI INF, 11,
CLARY, WILLIAM C., 13TH KS INF, 24
CLASON, CYRUS S., 35TH WI INF, 25
CLAUSEN, SAMUEL, 2ND KY CAV,
CLAUSON, ASA N., 129TH IN INF, 90
CLAVER, JOHN H., 13TH IA CAV, 226
CLAXTON, SANFORD, 8TH WI INF, 293
CLAY, W.H., 5TH WV INF, 180
CLAY, CHARLES H., 13TH NH INF,
CLAY, FRANK FRANC, 3RD OH CAV, 41,
CLAY, ALAMANZO M., 97TH IN INF, 81
CLAYBAUGH, MATTHEW S., 50TH IL INF, 174
CLAYPOOLE, J.M., 3RD MO CAV, 104
CLAYPOOLE, JAMES M., 143RD IL INF,
CLAYTON, JOSEPH, 1ST OH CAV, 220
CLAYTON, R.H., 7TH US INF, 8
CLAYTON, T.P., 16TH IL CAV, 253
CLAYTON, JAMES H., 4TH MO CAV, 309
CLAYTON, JOSEPH, 1ST OH CAV, CO. C, 1ST MO, 220
CLAYTON, ISAAC R., 151ST IL INF, 115
CLAYTON, JAMES A., 148TH OH INF, 153
CLEAR, EDWARD, 18TH MO INF, 147
CLEARLAND, HENRY C., 2ND IA CAV,
CLEARWATER, REUBEN, 40TH IA INF, 7
CLEARY, JAMES, 14TH VA CAV,
CLEARY, PATRICK, 6TH VT,
CLEAVER, JOHN LAWNON, 26TH WI INF, 84
CLEAVER, JOHN L., 26TH WI INF, 114
CLELAND, ROBERT, 194TH NY INF,
CLEMANS, C.L., 42ND NY INF, 111
CLEMENT, DAVID, 10TH IA INF, 108
CLEMENTS, JAMES B., 50TH IL INF, 223
CLEMENTS, GEORGE W., 175TH NY INF, 319
CLEMENTS, DAN A., 9TH KS CAV,
CLEMENTS, DANIEL A., 9TH KS CAV, 148
CLEMENTS, JOHN, 50TH WI INF, 58
CLEMONS, DANIEL, 1ST NE CAV,
CLEMONS, WILLIAM, MUSICIAN, 1ST NE INF, 3
CLEMONS, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, 45
CLEMONDS, CHARLES L.B., 49TH NY INF,
CLEMONS, A.F., 8TH US INF, 17
CLENDENING, THOMAS C., 146TH IL INF, 147
CLEVELAND, ERIN, 1ST MI CAV, 186
CLEVELAND, JOSEPH, 14TH IL INF,
CLEVELAND, WILLIAM, 8TH NY HEVY ART.,
CLEVELAND, JONATHAN C., 12TH WI ART., 317
CLEVELAND, SYLVESTER J., 153RD IL INF, 9, 1
CLEVELAND, ERIN, 1ST MI CAV, 110
CLEVELAND, WILLIAM, 129TH NY INF, PVT, CO. G, ., 28
CLEVELAND, BRADFORD F., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., 192
CLEVENGER, WILLIAM, 8TH TN CAV,
CLEVENGER, DAVID C., 6TH MO CAV, 177
CLEFTERISH, WILLIAM, 9TH IL CAV, 86
CLEWELL, FRANK A., 119TH PA INF, 19
CLEWETT, CHESTER, 49TH WI INF,
CLEWETT, CHESTER C., 11TH WI INF, SERG, CO. B., , 155
CLICK, JOHN S., 69TH IL INF,
CLICK, P.W., 138TH IN INF,
CLIFFORD, S.S., 2ND WV CAV, 159
CLIFFORD, LEVI, 12TH PA CAV, 131
CLIFTON, JOHN D., 45TH IL INF, 302
CLIFTON, FRANK, 57TH IL INF,
CLINE, JOHN L., 1ST OH HEAVY ART.,
CLINE, WILLIAM H.H., 26TH IL INF, 98
CLINE, ALFRED G., 1ST NE VETERAN VOL., 175
CLINE, WILLIAM, 2ND MO INF, 21,
CLINE, PRESLAY, 57TH IL INF, 96
CLINE, HENRY, 116TH IL INF, 9
CLINE, JONATHAN H., 38TH IN INF, 84
CLINE, JOHN L., 12TH OH INF, 109
CLINE, JESSIE W., 39TH IA INF, CO. G, 7TH IA, 10,
CLINGER, ALFRED B., 128TH IN INF, 91
CLINKENBEARD, ENSLEY, 18TH IA INF, 282
CLINKENBEARD, JOHN, 18TH IA INF, 315
CLOPINE, GEORGE A., 53RD OH INF, 184
CLOSE, JOHN A., 2ND PA RESERVE CORPS, 4
CLOSE, W.E., 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, 135
CLOSS, ORVILLE M., 103RD OH INF, 70
CLOSSON, JOHN G., 6TH MN INF, 192
CLOSSON, AARON E., 101ST IN INF,
CLOTHIER, SOLOMON, 2ND IL ART.,
CLOTHIER, ASH J., 115TH NY INF, 354
CLOTHIER, DANIEL, 1ST NE INF, 9, 1
CLOTHIER, THURLOW, 17TH IA INF, 142
CLOTHIER, THURLOW, 31ST IA INF, CO. F, 17TH I,
CLOTHIER, THERLOW, 17TH IA INF, 142
CLOUD, ENOS, 101ST IN INF, 73
CLOUGH, MARION M., 3RD WI CAV, 184
CLOUGH, CALEB G., 77TH IL INF, CO. B, 130TH, 32,
CLOUGH, GEORGE P., 29TH IA INF, 205
CLOW, EDWARD C., 37TH IL INF, 140
CLOYD, W.W., 72ND IN INF, 272
CLUSTER, DANIEL, 27TH MO CAV, 299
CLUTE, CHARLES W., 132ND IL INF, 338
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, 104
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 21ST IN INF,
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 21ST OH INF,
COAN, HENRY D., 3RD IL CAV, 9
COARD, JOHN J., 118TH IL INF, 95
COATES, WILLIAM L., 6TH KS CAV,
COATES, CHARLES N, 53RD US COLORED INF,
COATES, CHARLES C, 25TH WI INF,
COATES, STEPHEN, 12TH KS INF, 262
COATNEY, J.J., 14TH IA INF, 201
COATS, JOSIAH G., 8TH IA INF,
COATS, JOHN, 28TH IA INF,
COATS, JEFFERSON, 7TH WI INF,
COATS, JOHN, 28TH IA INF, 116
COATS, F.J., 7TH WI INF, 107
COATS, HAMILTON J., 5TH WI ART, 107
COBB, C.C., 28TH WI INF,
COBB, OLIVER H., 47TH IA INF, 15
COBB, AMASA, 5TH WI INF, 43RD WI INF, 25
COBB, AMASA, 43RD WI INF, 5TH WI INF, 25
COBBEY, JOSEPH E. SR, 75TH IL INF,
COBLER, ELI, 12TH MI CAV, 316
COBURN, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV, 41ST IA INF, 110
COBURN, WILLIAM, 3RD US INF, 110
COBURN, S. GEORGE, 97TH IN INF, 97
COBURN, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF, 41ST IA INF, 7, 1
COCHRAN, WILLIAM O., 1ST VT INF,
COCHRAN, T.P., 2ND MO CAV, 136
COCHRAN, J.F., 2ND MO CAV, 299
COCHRAN, JAMES, 59TH OH INF, 309
COCHRAN, ISAAC, 148TH PA INF,
COCHRAN, JAMES R.S., 13TH IA INF, 25
COCHRAN, JONATHAN, 80TH IN INF, 25
COCHRANE, THEODORE M., 29TH OH INF, 220
COCHRANE, HENRY C., 164TH OH INF, 220
COCKERAL, FRANK M., 10TH IA INF,
COCKLIN, ABRAM S., 13TH IA INF, 342
COCKRELL, GEORGE C., 97TH IL INF, 110
CODER, FRANCIS M., 1ST OH LIGHT ART.,
CODER, ELLIS, 106TH PA INF,
CODY, ASHLEY S., 40TH IA INF,
CODY, WILLIAM F., US SCOUT,
CODY, PHILANDER H., 12TH WI ART., 47,
COE, CHRISTOPHER, 47TH IN INF, 131
COE, WILLIAM O., 12TH IN CAV, 94
COE, GEORGE, 63RD OH INF, 70,
COE, DAVID V., 9TH IA INF, 68
COEN, EDWARD, 18TH US INF, 19
COEN, WILLIAM G., 1ST MN INF, 195
COEN, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, 226
COFFEE, EZRA D., 13TH IA INF, 227
COFFEE, WORTHINGTON, 63RD OH INF, 168
COFFELT, FRANCIS M., 2ND IA CAV, 233
COFFEY, ANDREW N., 50TH IN INF, 52ND IN INF, 47
COFFEY, ANDREW N., 52ND IN INF, 50TH IN INF, 47
COFFIN, STEPHEN E., 43RD WI INF, 50
COFFMAN, JONAS, 75TH IN INF, 218
COFFMAN, GEORGE, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, 50
COFFMAN, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, 45
COFFMAN, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV,
COFFMAN, HIRAM T., 8TH IA INF, 73RD IL INF, 237
COFFMAN, VICTOR H., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 262
COFFMAN, JONAS, 75TH IN INF, 218
COFFMAN, EZRA, 135TH IN INF, 41,
COHAGAN, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA,
COKELY, SAMUEL, 6TH IA CAV, 109
COLBERT, JOHN F., 62ND OH INF,
COLBURN, L.A., 10TH NY CAV, 231
COLBY, C.T., 13TH WI INF, 37
COLBY, DAVID, 10TH IA INF, 269
COLBY, A.H., 5TH IA CAV, 269
COLBY, DAVID, 9TH IA INF, 269
COLBY, HENRY S, 8TH NY ART.,
COLBY, GEORGE, 24TH IL INF, PVT, CO. B, 18, 327
COLBY, WILLIAM, 38TH IN INF, 20
COLBY, HAMILTON N., 7TH WI INF, 26,
COLDREN, LEMUEL T., 18TH IA INF, 171
COLDREN, L.T., 99TH OH INF, 171
COLE, JOSHUA M., 197TH OH INF,
COLE, O.W., 68TH IL INF, 59
COLE, HORACE, 9TH IL CAV, 51
COLE, DAVID, 17TH MA INF, 112
COLE, HORACE, 253
COLE, WILLIAM T., 88TH OH INF, 45
COLE, GILBERT, 193RD OH INF, 309
COLE, WILLIAM, 3RD OH CAV, 247
COLE, GEORGE F., 53RD PA INF, 257
COLE, GILBERT L., 124TH US COLORED INF, 35
COLE, G.E., 21ST IL INF, 95
COLE, JAMES W., 32ND IL INF,
COLE, SAMUEL W., 47TH IL INF, 25
COLE, HALVOR W., 29TH IA INF, 285
COLE, GILBERT L., 29TH IA INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 35
COLE, ARZA, 23RD IN INF, 29
COLE, DAVID P., 73RD IN INF, 237
COLE, SEYMOUR, 100TH IN INF, 136
COLE, LIBE, 12TH ME INF, 241
COLE, WILLIAM A., 10TH MI INF, 20
COLE, STEPHEN C., 123RD OH INF, 37
COLE, JAMES M., 155TH OH INF, 318
COLE, HORACE W., 5TH IA INF, 51
COLE, FONES, 20TH IA INF, 33
COLE, DANIEL, 27TH IA INF, 147
COLE, GILBERT L., 29TH IA INF, CO. A, 124TH, 35
COLE, JOHN F., 18TH MN INF, 27
COLE, ALBERT S., 2ND WI INF, 24
COLE, ALBERT S., 22ND WI INF, 24
COLEMAN, CLINTON J., 209TH PA INF,
COLEMAN, ALEXANDER, 3RD IA CAV, 44
COLEMAN, THOMAS, 5TH CT INF,
COLEMAN, ALLEN, 1ST CO CAV,
COLEMAN, JAMES C., 81ST IL INF, 45
COLEMAN, J.S., 114TH IL INF, 156
COLEMAN, WILLIAM H., 156TH IL INF,
COLEMAN, ELIC C., 17TH IA INF,
COLEMAN, CHARLES H., 24TH IA INF,
COLEMAN, T.R., 10TH KS INF,
COLEMAN, JOHN B., 24TH OH INF, CO. F, 18TH O, 299
COLEMAN, MICHAEL, 2ND WI INF, 241
COLEMAN, MICHAEL, 2ND WI INF,
COLEMAN, ANSON D, 12TH IA INF,
COLEMAN, ASA, 2ND NE CAV, 61
COLEMAN, JAMES M., 24TH IA INF, 68
COLEMAN, GEORGE W., 5TH WI INF, 40
COLEMAN, ISAAC A., 10TH WI INF, 5, 2
COLES, THEODORE, 48TH PA INF, 34,
COLES, E.W., U.S. SIGNAL CORP,
COLES, H.F., 84TH NY INF, 269
COLESTOCK, A.D., 7TH MI CAV, 309
COLLETT, JAMES W., 130TH IN INF, 208
COLLETTE, WILLIAM J., 6TH IA INF, 13,
COLLIER, JOSEPH H., 6TH MI INF, 282
COLLIER, JAMES H., 105TH IL INF, 352
COLLIER, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, 120
COLLING, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, 154
COLLINS, ELISHA, 23RD IA INF, 182
COLLINS, DANIEL C., 11TH IA INF, 262
COLLINS, LEONARD A., 2ND NE CAV,
COLLINS, JONATHAN, 16TH WI INF,
COLLINS, WILLIAM A, 8TH IN INF,
COLLINS, CHARLES, 7TH MO INF, 81
COLLINS, ALBERT, 36TH IL INF, 171
COLLINS, CHARLES G., 4TH IL CAV, 110
COLLINS, ALBERT, 10TH IL CAV, 57
COLLINS, HARVEY W., 11TH IL CAV, 21
COLLINS, ERASTUS M.G., 84TH IN INF, 191
COLLINS, JEROME H., 142ND NY INF, 4
COLLINS, MOSES, 11TH NY CAV,
COLLINS, ROBERT, 156TH OH INF, 95
COLLINS, D.C., 11TH IN INF(ERROR), 262
COLLINS, JONATHAN H., 16TH WI INF, 40
COLMAN, SAMUEL, MO ART., 8
COLMAN, WILLIAM H., 209TH PA INF, 97
COLMAN, ADAM D., 150TH IN INF, 17
COLMAN, AMOS, 1ST NE INF, 3
COLONY, O.P., 9TH KS CAV, 95
COLT, A.R., 10TH MO INF, CO. K, 49TH, 6
COLT, PETER H.K., 73RD IL INF, 25
COLTON, JAMES T., 8TH CT INF, 192
COLTON, JOHN C., 65TH IL INF, CO. G, 92ND I,
COLTON, JOHN C., 92ND IN INF, 65TH IL INF,
COLTON, ELI J., 13TH IN INF, 235
COLUM, CHRISTOPHER, 5TH IL CAV,
COLVERT, ALEXANDER, 60TH IN INF, 25
COLWELL, ROSS, 47TH IL INF, 76
COLWELL, F.N., 8TH OH INF, 1
COLYER, B.S., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, PVT, CO, 56
COMAR, O.S., 4TH WI INF, 58
COMBES, J.D., 13TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, 66, 1
COMBES, JOHN D., 66TH IL SHARPSHOOTERS, 1
COMBOY, CHARLES, 16TH IA INF, 3
COMBS, JAMES, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., 342
COMBS, WILLIAM H., 86TH IL INF, 189
COMBS, S.C., 9TH MO CAV, 84
COMBS, MUNROE J., 2ND NE CAV, 284
COMBS, NEWELL E., 22ND WI INF, 188
COMFORT, S.F., 197TH PA INF,
COMMINGS, WILLIAM, 149TH IN INF, 163
COMPTON, F.J., 122ND IL INF, 46
COMPTON, DANIEL H., 33RD IL INF,
COMPTON, ELIAS M., 2ND IA CAV, 61
COMSTOCK, GEORGE B., 88TH IL INF, 110
COMSTOCK, ELIHU B., 100TH IL INF,
COMSTOCK, FRANCIS A., 2ND MN CAV, 350
COMSTOCK, W.H., 1ST MN INF, 2ND MN CAV, 180
COMSTOCK, W.H., 2ND MN CAV, 1ST MN INF, 180
CONANT, JOHN, 11TH IL CAV, 303
CONANT, EDWIN R., 9TH IN INF, 4TH IN CAV, 77, 60
CONANT, EDWARD R., 77TH IN INF, 4TH & 9TH IN, 60
CONANT, EDWIN R., 4TH IN CAV, 9TH & 77TH IN, 60
CONARD, JONATHAN, 123RD IN INF, 159
CONDON, THOMAS, 5TH US INF, 2
CONDON, JOHN T., 20TH OH INF, 95
CONDON, CLINTON B., 18TH WI INF, 87
CONDRON, DAVID, 2ND IA CAV, 2
CONE, EDGAR W., 7TH KS CAV, 111
CONGER, BENJAMIN C., 146TH IL INF, 201
CONGER, ELIAS G., 8TH IA CAV, 23
CONGER, JAMES A., 14TH IN ART., 25
CONGROVE, SYLVESTER, 186TH OH INF,
CONE, ALFRED, 27TH OH INF,
CONKLIN, DYER A., 2ND CO CAV, 125
CONKLIN, JOHN R., ADJUTANT, 20TH IL INF,
CONKLIN, MOSES, 8TH IA INF, 250
CONKLIN, WILLIAM H., 35TH KY INF,
CONKLIN, THOMAS J.,
CONKLIN, ELIJAH, 33RD OH INF, 25
CONLEY, WILLIAM B., 142ND IL INF,
CONLEY, JOHN, 4TH OH CAV, 105
CONLEY, JOHN H., US NAVY, 354
CONLEY, JAMES, 4TH WI CAV, 37
CONLEY, EZRA, 29TH IA INF, 149
CONLEY, JOHN, 9TH IN INF, 182
CONLEY, JOHN C., LANDSMAN, US NAVY, 111
CONLEY, FRANCIS B., 10TH IL CAV, 318
CONLEY, SYLVESTER, 29TH IA INF, 42,
CONLEY, DAVID C., 24TH IN INF, 3
CONLEY, JOHN, 17TH WI INF, 126
CONLEY, DAVID R., 49TH WI INF, 136
CONLIN, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF, PVT, CO. E, 11T, 2
CONLY, PATRICK, 37TH IL INF,
CONN, ANDREW J., 142ND IN INF, 212
CONNEFF, MICHAEL, 13TH OH CAV, 4
CONNELL, JOHN, 51ST MO INF, 302
CONNELL, JONATHAN, 51ST MO INF, 52,
CONNELLY, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, 88,
CONNER, SAMUEL P., 175TH PA INF,
CONNER, CLAUD, US NAVY,
CONNER, FRANCIS M., 34TH IA INF, 173
CONNER, FRANCIS M., 3RD IA CAV, 173
CONNER, GEORGE, 101ST NY INF, 37TH NY INF, 271
CONNER, GEORGE, 37TH NY INF,
CONNER, GEORGE, 2ND NY ART.,
CONNER, JOHN, 33RD WI INF, 298
CONNER, WILLIAM, 53RD IN INF,
CONNER, BENJAMIN F, 21ST MO INF,
CONNER, PHILLIP, ,
CONNER, SAMUEL B., 20TH IA INF, 150
CONNER, JOHN, 37TH IA INF, 184
CONNER, CHARLES, 10TH NH INF, US NAVY, USS, 110
CONNER, WILSON W., 10TH IA INF, 52
CONNER, JOHN H.D., 73RD IN INF, 23
CONNER, JAMES, 9TH IN CAV, 262
CONNERLY, KINGAN, 61ST IL INF,
CONNERS, H., 11TH PA INF, 120
CONNOR, A.W., 4TH IA CAV, 63,
CONNOR, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, 230
CONNOR, EDWARD P., 44TH IA INF, 267
CONNOR, BENJAMIN F., 21ST MO INF, 93
CONNOR, JAMES O., US MARINE CORP, 2
CONNOR, SAMUEL, 12TH IA INF, 305
CONNOR, WILLIAM T., 38TH IA INF, 23
CONOLLY, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, 88
CONOVER, BENJAMIN, 1ST CO CAV,
CONQUEST, RICH, 1ST CO CAV, 13
CONRAD, GEORGE R., 2ND MN CAV, 116
CONRAD, JUSTIN M., 64TH NY INF, 46
CONRAD, ELIAS H., 86TH IL INF,
CONRAD, J.M., 85TH NY INF(ERROR), 46
CONRAD, JOHN, 42ND IN INF, 124
CONSTANT, ANDREW J., 23RD MO INF, 263
CONTAL, BENJAMIN, 9TH IA INF(ERROR), 189
CONTAL, BENJAMIN, 9TH IA CAV, 189
CONVERSE, SAMUEL W., 3RD WI INF, 115
CONVERSE, ELBAR A., 33RD IL INF, 355
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 20TH IN INF,
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 40TH NY INF,
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 7TH IN INF, 36
CONWELL, McKENZIE, 148TH IL INF, 22
CONWELL, W.M., 118TH IN INF, 68
CONWELL, W.F., 17TH IN ART., 118TH IN IN, 82
CONWELL, WILLIAM F., 118TH IN INF, 17TH IN ART, 82,
CONWELL, WILLIAM F., 17TH IN ART., 18TH IN INF, 82
CONYERS, JAMES W., 114TH IL INF, 155
CONYERS, J.W., 144TH IL INF, 155
COOK, SILAS, 140TH PA INF, 17
COOK, GEORGE L., 22ND PA CAV,
COOK, JOHN, US NAVY, MISSOURI FLEET, 318
COOK, DANIEL, 23RD WI INF, 287
COOK, DARIUS, 77TH IL INF, 130TH IL INF,
COOK, DARIUS J., 130TH IL INF, CO. A, 77TH,
COOK, SYLVESTER, 12TH IA INF, 116
COOK, ELISHA M., 24TH IA INF, 227
COOK, GEORGE F., 100TH IN INF,
COOK, EDWIN, 22ND KY INF,
COOK, JOHN M., 7TH KY CAV,
COOK, JACOB, 33RD MO INF, 166
COOK, JOHN, US NAVY, MISSISSIPPI RIVE, 318
COOK, ANTHONY R., 23RD WI INF, 125
COOK, DANIEL E., 25TH WI INF, 250
COOK, WILLIAM, 49TH WI INF,
COOK, FRANKLIN, 123 NY INF,
COOK, WESLEY, 22ND KY INF, 125TH NY INF,
COOK, HIRAM T., 32ND WI INF, 91,
COOK, ALMON L., 104TH IL INF,
COOK, JOHN G., 153RD IL INF, 163
COOK, HOWARD, 4TH IL CAV, CAPT, CO.E, 3RD, 110
COOK, GEORGE, 100TH IN INF, 73,
COOK, HENRY, 129TH IN INF,
COOK, GILBERT L., 125TH OH INF,
COOK, JAMES P., 12TH IA INF, 116
COOK, WILLIAM, 35TH IA INF, 112
COOK, MILES, 36TH IA INF, 77
COOK, JEROME M., 39TH IA INF, 15
COOK, JOHN L., 11TH IN INF, 131
COOK, ANDREW J., 37TH IN INF, 262
COOK, DANIEL C., 44TH IN INF, 72ND IN INF, 25
COOK, DANIEL C., 72ND IN INF, CO. K, 44TH I, 25
COOK, DAVID, 3RD WI INF(ERROR), 224
COOK, DAVID, 3RD WI INF, 224
COOKLUS, JOSEPH S., 24TH IA INF, 75
COOL, RICHARD, 36TH IL INF, 316
COOL, DAVID L., 5TH IN ART., 1
COOLEY, R.S., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 207
COOLEY, EARL A., LANDSMAN, US NAVY, USS GAL, 25
COOLEY, SAMUEL H., 42ND IL INF, 111
COOLEY, GEORGE, 124TH OH INF,
COOLEY, RULE, 112TH IL INF,
COOLEY, LEWIS, 86TH NY INF, 25
COOLEY, GEORGE, 124TH OH INF, 42
COOLEY, RUFUS, 39TH WI INF, 85
COOLEY, RUFUS, 47TH WI INF, 25
COOLIDGE, CHARLES L., 12TH IA INF,
COOLIDGE, H.P., 8TH IA CAV, 9
COOLIDGE, TIMOTHY W., 46TH IA INF, 69
COOMBS, JOSIAH, 4TH IA INF, 82
COON, SAMUEL H., 11TH PA INF,
COON, E.M., 14TH IL INF, 84
COON, WILLIAM, 153RD IL INF, 61
COON, WILLIAM J., 4TH IA INF, 205
COON, GEORGE, 16TH IA INF, 22,
COON, C.M., 3RD MO CAV, 26
COON, EZRA, 76TH NY INF, 147TH NY INF,
COON, EZRA, 147TH NY INF, 76TH NY INF,
COON, ALONZO E., 20TH IA INF, 137
COONEY, CLARK, 1ST MO INF HOME GURADS, 147
COONS, WILLIAM H., 103RD IL INF, 98
COONS, MICHAEL H., 125TH IL INF, 260
COONS, ALONZO J., 154TH IL INF, 260
COONS, MONTEVILLE, 39TH IL INF,
COOP, W.M., 2ND IA INF, 37
COOPER, G.M., 23RD WI INF, 22
COOPER, EDWARD, SADDLER, 2ND IA CAV, 3
COOPER, I.N., 5TH MO CAV, 53
COOPER, JAMES, 8TH IA CAV, 201
COOPER, HENRY C., 11TH IL CAV, 118
COOPER, DAVID, 6TH IA INF, 96
COOPER, HENRY, 23RD IA INF, 45
COOPER, WILLIAM E., 10TH MN INF, 116
COOPER, CHARLES S., 11TH MO CAV, 274
COOPER, GEORGE W., 7TH OH INF,
COOPER, STEARNESES F., 2ND NE CAV,
COOPER, W.E., 10TH MO INF, 179
COOPER, ROBERT F., 46TH IL INF, 3
COOPER, JOSEPH, 62ND IL INF, 219
COOPER, GEORGE H., 15TH IA INF, 35
COOPER, J., 15TH IA LIGHT ART.,
COOPER, DAVID, 6TH IN INF(ERROR), 96
COOPER, H.T., SURGEON, 122ND OH INF, 91,
COOPER, CLARKSON W., 6TH IA INF, 10,
COOPER, HENRY B., 8TH IA INF,
COOPER, EPHRAIM, 2ND NE CAV, 30,
COOPER, ISAAC C., 6TH IN INF, 79
COOPER, ISAAC C., 6TH IN INF, 13
COOPER, C.D., 6TH MN INF, 21
COOTE, JOSIAH, 110TH NY INF, 7, 1
COOVER, FRANKLIN M., 46TH IA INF, 13
COPE, JAMES A., 12TH WI INF, 95
COPE, CHARLES H., 36TH WI INF, 250
COPE, MAYLON E., 171ST OH NATL. GUARD,
COPE, CHARLES, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 110
COPELAND, DAVID W., 187TH PA INFD, 37
COPELAND, ESCOL, 8TH MI INF, 196
COPELAND, WILLIAM S., 16TH IL INF, 60TH IL INF, 233
COPELAND, LLOYD T., 146TH IN INF,
COPELAND, WILLIAM E., 44TH MA INF, 110
COPELAND, THOMAS, 21ST IN ART., 14,
COPPER, HENRY H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 257
COPPER, ALVA, 51ST IN INF, 112
COPPER, C.S., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 90
COPP, C.S., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 40
COPP, MILTON D., 1ST IA CAV, 90
COPP, CURTIS M., 1ST IA CAV, 90
COPPER, HENRY H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 257
COPPER, ALVA, 51ST IN INF, 112
COPPERS, A.B., 21ST MO INF, 154
COPPOC, JOSEPH L., 47TH US COLORED INF, CO., 247
COPPOCK, WESSLY, 86TH OH INF, 110
COPSEY, GEORGE, 6TH WI INF, 180
COPSEY, EDWARD D., 8TH WI INF, CO. F, 2ND US, 19,
COPSEY, WILLIAM, 3RD WI CAV,
COQUILLETTE, JAMES W., 8TH IL CAV, 158
CORBETT, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, 56
CORBIN, JAMES, 42ND MO INF, 13
CORBIN, NATHANIEL, 7TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. I, 1ST, 13,
CORBIN, ALEXANDER, 15TH IA INF, 163
CORBIN, JOHN J., CAPT. STUBBS CO. OF INDI, 245
CORBIN, ASAHEL M., 31ST WI INF, 43
CORBY, NATHANIEL, 1ST WI INF, 68
CORBY, LEONARD, 1ST NY CAV, 258
CORBY, BARNEY, 9TH IA CAV, 179
COREY, A.A., 10TH WI INF, 19
COREY, ALBERT G., 30TH WI INF, 207
COREY, W.H., 68TH NY INF,
COREY, JOHN R, 3RD WI INF,
COREY, STEPHEN T., 44TH WI INF, 75
COREY, ALFRED G., 44TH WI INF, 32
CORSISS, A. W., 2ND RI CAV, CAPT, 8TH US I, 261
CORNAN, S.C.S., 21ST NY INF, 265
CORNELL, GEORGE D., 10TH PA INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 110
CORNELL, H.P., 112TH NY INF, 318
CORNELL, JAMES H., 128TH OH INF, 84
CORNELL, JAMES, 22ND IA INF, 47
CORNELL, DANIEL, 3RD WI INF ERROR, 40
CORNISH, EBINEZER W., 155TH PA INF, 118
CORNISH, ALBERT L., 5TH IA INF, 63
CORNISH, ISAAC V., 2ND NE CAV, 106
CORNWELL, BYRON, 30TH WI INF, 40,
CORNWELL, BENJAMIN C., 3RD WI ART., 37
CORNWELL, DANIEL, 3RD WI LIGHT ART., 40
CORVIN, MARTIN P., 2ND IA CAV, 175
CORRAN, FRANK, 31ST OH INF, 8
CORRELL, JOHN F., 21ST MO INF, 77
CORRELL, CHARLES C., 11TH IA INF, 44TH IA INF, 147
CORRIELL, CHARLES O., 44TH IA INF, 11TH IA INF, 147
CORVIN, PATRICK F., 31ST OH INF, 8
CORROLL, DENNIS M., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., 106
CORWATH, CHARLES H., 14TH MO CAV, 163
CORY, HARVEY W., 10TH IA INF, 45
CORY, JOHN L., 31ST MA INF, 217
CORY, DANIEL W., 11TH IN INF, 98,
CORYELL, W.F., 10TH NY CAV, 259
COSGROVE, TIMOTHY, 4TH NY INF,
COSLER, WILLIAM A., 27TH IA INF, 195
COSNER, ADAM, 8TH KS INF, 27
COST, ANTHONY S., 87TH OH INF, PVT, CO. D, 7T, 110
COSTLEY, JOSEPH D., 10TH WI INF, 120
COTHIER, CHARLES, 34TH IL INF, 316
COTTERMAN, BENTON, 2ND OH CAV, 42,
COTTLE, HENRY A., 47TH MA INF,
COTTMAN, HENRY A., 5TH OH CAV,
COTTON, GEORGE, 72ND IN INF,
COTTRELL, G.W., 15TH IA INF, CO. D, 47TH W, 352
COTTRELL, A.J., 9TH IA CAV, 26
COTTRELL, T.J., 103RD OH INF, 105
COTTRELL, NATHAN, 9TH IA CAV, POST 282, 2, 1
COTTY, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA CAV, 73
COTY, JOSEPH, 44TH WI INF, 187
COUAN, BAZELL D., 72ND IL INF,
COUCH, WILLIAM C., 5TH US INF, 12
COUCH, W.H., 37TH MA INF, 70
COUCHEY, EDWARD J., 10TH IA INF, 9
COUCHMAN, DAVID S., 151ST IN INF, 154
COUFFER, DANIEL, 34TH IN INF, 35,
COUFFER, GEORGE M., 136TH PA INF, PVT, CO. H, 3, 56
COULTER, D.J., 72ND OH INF, 298
COULTER, ROBERT, 104TH OH INF, 35
COUNANT, WILLIAM W., 61ST IL INF, 45
COUNTRYMAN, ELIAS, 14TH WI INF, 11,
COURSEY, S.M., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., 112
COURTRIGHT, JACKSON, 35TH MO INF, 316
COURTWRIGHT, G.A., 15TH IL INF, 23
COURY, W.P., 33RD IA INF,
Cousins, Levi B., 38TH OH INF,
Cousins, Levi B., 41ST OH INF, DOORKEEPER H,
Cousins, Levi B., 38TH OH INF,
Cousins, Levi B., 41ST OH INF,
Cousins, Levi B., 87TH OH INF,
Cousins, Levi B., 105TH OH INF, 38TH OH,
Cousins, James, 2ND IA INF, 35
Couvias, John D., 15TH MI INF,
COVAULT, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, 79
COVEN, JOHN, 10TH NY HEAVY ART, 286
COVER, JACOB, 21ST PA CAV, 237
COVER, ALFRED, 17TH PA CAV, CO. A, 2ND PA, 91
COVERT, WILLIAM H., 32ND IL INF,
COVERT, JAMES W., 151ST IN INF, 112
COVEY, KINGSBURY B., 99TH IL INF, 111
COVLEY, JOSEPH, IL INF,
COWAN, ROBERT W., 1ST MN MOUNTED INF, 300
COWDEN, NATHAN P., 5TH IL CAV, 354
COWGER, JOHN T., 17TH IA INF, 212
COWGILL, JOSEPH E., 14TH IA INF, 46TH IA INF, 110
COWGILL, JOSEPH E., 46TH IA INF, 14TH IA INF, 110
COWLES, W.W., 14TH IL CAV, 98
COWLES, ELIJAH F., 7TH IA INF, 187
COWLES, HORACE A., 40TH IA INF, 102
COWLES, CYRUS, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 296
COWLEY, CHARLES, 1ST MN ART., 259
COWLIN, MATHEW, 76TH NY INF, 223
COWPERTHWAIT, S.J., 5TH MO CAV,
COX, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF,
COX, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF, 67,
COX, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF,
COX, WILLIAM E., 34TH IL INF, 13,
COX, WILLIAMSON, 9TH IL CAV, 228
COX, JOHN R., 34TH IN INF,
COX, JOHN R., 153RD IN INF,
COX, T.B., 12TH MO CAV, 192
COX, HARRISON, 89TH OH INF,
COX, DAVID S., 7TH WV INF, 261
COX, GILBERT H., 35TH IA INF, 74
COX, WILLIAM, 78TH IL,
COX, CHARLES W., 9TH IL INF, 22
COX, WILLIAM D., 28TH IL INF,
COX, CHRISTOPHER, 78TH IL INF, PVT, CO. H, 34, 80
COX, HIRAM S., 11TH IL CAV, 95,
COX, JOHN R., 6TH IN INF, 110
COX, HOSEA I., 130TH IN INF, 157
COX, JOSEPH M., 11TH IN CAV, 64
COX, JOHN L., 50TH MO INF, 74
COX, JAMES H., 121ST NY INF, 1
COX, ALFRED, 4TH IA INF, 189
COX, MILTON, 5TH IA INF, 89
COY, CHANNY C., 123RD NY INF, 174
COYKENDALL, CYRUS W., 83RD IL INF, 303
COYLE, PETER, 40TH INF, 5
COYLE, PETER, 10TH WI INF, 5, 1
COZAD, FRANK, 24TH OH LIGHT ART.,
COZAD, HENRY, 83RD IL INF, 80
CRABB, BENTLY, 6TH IN INF, 112
CRABB, JOHN M., 114TH OH INF, 120TH OH IN, 18
CRABB, JOHN M., 120TH OH INF, CO. H, 114TH, 18
CRABB, BENJAMIN, 7TH IA INF, 19TH IA INF, 25
CRABLE, D.P., 76TH K. ZUAVS, 1
CRABLE, JOHN J., 47TH IA INF, 24
CRABTREE, J.K., 6TH OH LIGHT ART., 193
CRABTREE, THOMAS, 173RD OH INF,
CRABTREE, J.K., INDEPENDENT ART., 191
CRABTREE, HENRY, 23RD IA INF, 154
CRACKEN, JACOB E., 124TH IN INF, 62ND IL INF, 52
CRAFFORD, JOHN C., 18TH KS CAV,
CRAFT, JOHN, 34TH IA INF,
CRAIG, H.R., 7TH OH CAV, 73
CRAIG, HENRY, PVT, 39TH IL INF, 192
CRAIG, JOHN S., 21ST IA INF,
CRAIG, WILLIAM W., 72ND IN INF, 272
CRAIG, LEWIS A.N., 69TH OH INF, CO. A, 121ST,
CRAIG, ANDREW S., 13TH OH CAV, 302
CRAIG, ANDREW S., 13TH OH CAV,
CRAIG, ALEXANDER, 103RD PA INF,
CRAIG, LEAVET H, 14TH IL INF,
CRAIG, ARTHUR D., 8TH KS INF,
CRAIG, JOSEPH, 6TH CA INF, 194
CRAIG, ARTHUR D., 8TH KS INF, 25
CRAIG, THOMAS, 5TH MO CAV, 89
CRAIG, JOHN R., 10TH IL INF, 35
CRAIG, H.S., 30TH IL INF, 25,
CRAIG, JOHN A., 135TH IL INF,
CRAIG, SETH H., 4TH IA INF, 115
CRAIG, LEWIS A.N., 121ST OH INF, CO. E, 69TH, 205
CRAIG, LEWIS, 7TH IA CAV, 157
CRAIG, JAMES JR., 2ND NE CAV, 82
CRAIG, HENRY M., 2ND NE CAV, 25
CRAIG, HENRY M., 2ND NE CAV, 25
CRAINE, DESMOND, 49TH NY INF, 50
CRAM, WILLIAM W., 27TH IA INF, 186
Cramer, Cassimer, 12TH PA CAV, 119
Cramer, William, 12TH PA CAV, 16
Cramer, Josiah E., 135TH IL INF, 110
Cramer, Benjamin W., 29TH IN INF, 44
Cramer, C.D., 16TH WI INF(ERROR), 154
Cramer, Irving W., 30TH WI INF, 13
Cramer, Charles D., 36TH WI INF, 154
Cramwell, F.C., 12TH IN INF, 91
Crandall, William W., 77TH IL INF, 173
CRANDALL, KNEEDHAM N., 27TH IA INF, 116
CRANDALL, L., 110TH NY INF,
CRANDALL, JAMES F., 38TH IN INF, 84
CRANDALL, JAMES R., 2ND NE CAV, 7
CRANDALL, CLARK C., 138TH IN INF, 162
CRANDALL, EDWIN, 18TH WI INF, 171
CRANDELL, ALBERT A., 9TH IL CAV, 171
CRANE, SMITH R., BUGLER, 4TH IA CAV, 24
CRANE, JOSEPH, 6TH MI CAV, 116
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 7TH KS CAV, CO. D, 19TH OH, 31
CRANE, GEORGE, 9TH IA INF, 96
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CRANE, JAMES, 6TH MI CAV, 4
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CRANE, CALVIN, DRUM MAJOR, 29TH OH INF, 31
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 29TH OH INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 31
CRANE, MORGAN, 9TH IA INF, 14,
CRANFORD, J., 4TH US INF, 10
CRARNOR, SOLOMON L, 4TH IL CAV,
CRAVATH, AUSTIN, 2ND MN INF, 2
CRAVEN, WILLIAM M., 14TH IN INF, 228
CRAVER, SANDY H., 101ST IL INF, 8
CRAVIN, MATHEW, 21ST PA INF, 217
CRAVIN, MATHEW, 98TH PA INF, 217
CRAW, C.C., 15TH NY ART., 219
CRAW, MARSDEN J., 21ST WI INF, 82
CRAW, FRANK W., 35TH WI INF, 25
CRAWFORD, GEORGE, 6TH US INF, 119
CRAWFORD, E.O, 13TH VT INF, 223
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV,
CRAWFORD, BENJAMIN, 15TH IA INF, 72
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV,
CRAWFORD, DANIEL S, 30TH PA, 47TH PA INF,
CRAWFORD, EDWARD L, 111TH NY INF,
CRAWFORD, W.A., 3RD CO CAV, 2
CRAWFORD, WHITFIELD S., 12TH IL INF, 22
CRAWFORD, O.D., 9TH IA INF, 29
CRAWFORD, JOHN J.B., 10TH IA INF,
CRAWFORD, ROBERT N., 149TH IN INF, 95
CRAWFORD, N.J., 1ST IN LIGHT ART., 180
CRAWFORD, AUGUST, 9TH KY CAV, 84
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 4TH OH INF, 1
CRAWFORD, JAMES C., 2ND NE CAV, 129
CRAWFORD, HARRISON, 52ND IN INF, 195
CRAWFORD, CHARLES T., 55TH IN INF, 7
CRAWLEY, SAMUEL W., 7TH IA CAV, 172
CRAWLEY, J, 57TH IL INF, 326
CREAMER, HARRISON W., 7TH IA CAV,
CREAMER, HARRISON W., 4TH IA CAV, 1 LIEUT, CO. C,
CREECH, WILLIAM J., 1ST TN LIGHT ART., 8
CREECH, COLUMBUS C., 97TH IN INF, 290
CREIGHTON, HENRY, 134TH NY INF, 3
CRESS, GEORGE J., 59TH IN INF, 183
CRIDER, CHARLES V., 8TH IN CAV, 199
CRIGHTON, JOHN, 34TH IL INF, 24
CRIGLER, WESLEY, 112TH IL INF, 15
CRILEY, JEHU M., 86TH OH INF,
CRINKLAW, ROBERT, 95TH IL INF, 14
CRINSIN, J., 14TH CT INF, 1
Crippen, Worthy, 174TH OH INF, 347
Crippen, Edwin G., 2ND KS ART.,
Crisler, Owen T., 154TH IL INF, 165
Crisman, Francis A., 24TH IA INF, 273
Crisman, Sanford A., 24TH IA INF,
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CRISP, WILLIAM H., 10TH VT INF, 1
CRISS, SIMPSON, 35TH IN INF, 124
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CRITCHFIELD, WILLIAM J., 59TH IN INF, 131
CRITCHFIELD, JACOB, 12TH IN CAV,
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CRITCHFIELD, HENRY, 40TH IL INF, 84
CRITCHFIELD, DAVID, 57TH IA INF, 86
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CROCKER, THOMAS H., 47TH IA INF, 70
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Crockett, Charles F., 5TH NH INF,
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CROCKETT, JOHN, 68TH OH INF, 240
CROCKETT, HUGH T., 46TH IN INF, 69
CROFOOT, JONATHAN M., 23RD MO INF, 32
CROFT, JOHN C., 5TH IA CAV, 262
CROLEY, ISAAC, 121ST IN INF, 131
CROLEY, JOHN B., 16TH IN INF, 35
CROLEY, ISAAC, 9TH IN CAV, 131
Crombie, Moses, 7TH IL CAV, 116
Cromwell, Francis C., 12TH IA INF, 91
Cromwell, Henry C., 124TH IN INF, 22
CRONE, JOHN, 1ST DC INF, 259
CRONE, HENRY W., 13TH IN INF, 81
CRONIN, TIMOTHY C., 23RD WI INF, CO. B, 35TH W,
CRONIN, TIMOTHY C., 35TH WI INF, CO. K, 23RD,
CRONK, C., 11TH IA INF, 349
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CRONK, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, 255
CRONK, ALBERT B., 7TH WI INF, 55
CRONK, ALBERT B., 3RD WI INF, 90
CRONK, A.B., 7TH WI INF, 55
CRONNAN, WILLIAM, MUSICIAN, 35TH IA INF, 259
CROOK, W.T., 43RD WI INF, 4
CROOK, JOHN, 12TH WI INF, 182
CROOK, THOMAS, 2ND WI CAV, 291
CROOK, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 48
CROOK, JOSEPH B., 11TH WI INF, 182
CROOKHAM, W.E., 76TH PA INF, 19
CROOKS, DAVID B., 49TH WI INF, 1, 2
CROOKS, JAMES M., 42ND IN INF, 298
CROSBY, THOMAS, 2ND WI INF, 11
CROSBY, WILLIAM, 83RD IL INF, 73
CROSBY, JAMES M., 12TH IA INF, 34
CROSBY, ALONZO E., 23RD IA INF, 204
CROSBY, THOMAS, 2ND WI CAVERROR, 11
CROSIER, JOHN B., 207TH PA INF, 153
CROSS, JOHN B., 7TH IA INF, 324
CROSS, LEVI, 11TH IA INF, 324
CROSS, GEORGE F., 44TH IA INF, 98
CROSS, BENJAMIN S., 3RD WI CAV, 70
CROSS, HENRY, 9TH IA INF,
CROSS, LEMUEL, 2ND IA INF,
CROSS, JOSEPH W., 39TH IA INF,
CROSS, HENRY, 9TH IA INF,
CROSS, GEORGE F., 44TH IA INF, 96,
CROSS, JOHN H.H., 31ST IA INF, 32,
CROSS, PERRY, 35TH IA INF, 77
CROSS, JOHN B., 35TH IA INF, 77
CROSS, PERRY, 35TH IA INF, 77
CROSS, GEORGE, 1ST WI ART., 77
CROSS, GEORGE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 77
CROSSCUP, SAMUEL, 176TH OH INF, 1
CROSSER, JAMES A., 87TH OH INF, PVT, CO. D, 18, 321
CROSSETT, ELISHA, 2ND WI CAV, 131
CROSSELL, WILLIAM A., 11TH MO INF, 305
CROSSLEY, THORNTON S., 21ST IA INF, 237
CROSSLEY, GEN H., 21ST IA INF, 23
CROSSLEY, GENERAL H., 21ST IA INF, 23
CROSTON, THOMAS H, 2ND MD INF,
CROUCH, LEVI B., 2ND IA INF, 95
CROUCH, THOMAS A., 3RD IL CAV,
CROUSE, WALTER, 46TH WI INF, 229
CROUSE, ELA H., 11TH IL CAV,
CROUSE, GEORGE W., 12TH OH CAV, 216
CROUSE, ELA H., 11TH IL CAV, CO. D, 132ND, 31
CROUSE, DAVID W., 11TH IL CAV, 3
CROW, WAYMAN J., 1ST CA INF, 70
CROW, JAMES K., 77TH IL INF,
CROW, ROBERT, BLACKSMITH, 3RD MO CAV, 66,
CROW, H.W., 13TH WI INF, 310
CROW, WILLIAM Y., 9TH KS CAV, 73
CROW, WILLIAM, 4TH MI CAV, 8
CROW, WILLIAM S., 148TH OH INF,
CROW, CONRAD E., 148TH OH INF,
CROW, OLIVER H., 40TH WI INF, 147
CROWDER, OLIVER, 47TH IL INF, 76
CROWDER, JOHN H., 17TH IN INF, 323
CROWELL, DANIEL A., 137TH PA INF, 1
CROWELL, H.W., 139TH IN INF, 120
CROWFOOT, JAMES, 18TH MO INF, 218
CROWFOOT, JOHN, 29TH WI INF, 12TH MO CAV, 151
CROWFORD, ADAM, 86TH IL INF, 3
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CROXTON, JOHN, 40TH KY INF,
CROZIER, WARREN, 4TH VT INF, 354
CROZIER, WILLIAM J., 3RD NY ART., 8
CRUBB, BENJAMIN, 19TH IA INF, 7TH IA INF, 25
CRUM, GEORGE E., 34TH IL INF, 33
CRUM, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, 316
CRUMB, CHARLES S., Pvt, 9TH IA CAV,
CRUMMINS, ANDREW O., 10TH IL CAV, 36,
CRUMRINE, GEORGE, 16TH IA INF,
CRUSE, CHARLES, 3RD IN CAV,
CRUTCHFIELD, D.M., 70TH IN INF, 95
CRUTZ, JOHN, 31ST NJ INF, 146
CRYSTAL, JOHN, 23RD IA INF, 220
CUDDINGTON, MINER, 1ST NY MARINE ART., 23
CUER, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, 7, 2
CUER, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, 262
CULBERTSON, ARCHA P., 7TH IA CAV,
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CULBERTSON, JOSEPH, 12TH IL CAV, 88
CULBERTSON, WILLIAM N., 30TH IN INF, 11
CULBY, HENRY A., 51ST IL INF,
CULLEN, JOSEPH W., 20TH IN INF, 203
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, 5
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, 5
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, 5
CULP, GEORGE W., 50TH IL INF, 53
CULP, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, 25,
CULTON, JAMES H., 86TH IL INF, 262
CULVER, ADELBERT, 4TH MI INF, 104
CULVER, DELANEY L., 49TH WI INF,
CULVER, ORRIN, 11TH IA INF, 137
CULVER, SHERWOOD, 27TH NJ INF, 239
CULVER, JASPER, 1ST WI INF, 21ST WI INF, 33,
CULVER, JACOB H., COLOR BEARER, 1ST WI INF, 56
CULVER, JASPER, 1ST WI INF, 21ST WI INF, 306
CULVER, JASPER, 21ST WI INF, 1ST WI INF, 33,
CUMBERLAND, EDWIN L., 59TH OH INF,
CUMMINGS, JOHN, 8TH IL INF, 299
CUMMINGS, JEROME B., 36TH IA INF, 220
CUMMINGS, EBENEZER, 23RD IA INF,
CUMMINGS, DAVID, 11TH NY INF, 1, 2
CUMMINGS, W.B., 2ND WI INF(ERROR), 32
CUMMINS, JOSHUA W., 196TH OH INF,
CUMMINS, DAVID, 11TH IA INF, 228
CUMMINS, DAVID, 15TH OH INF, 265
CUMMINS, DAVID T., 64TH OH INF, 265
CUMMINS, CHARLES, 104TH PA INF, 2
CUMMINS, JAMES, 25TH WI INF, CO. K, 12TH W,
CUMMINS, JACOB C., 20TH IA INF,
CUMMINS, W.H., 8TH IN CAV, 46
CUMMINS, JAMES, 12TH WI INF, CO. E , 25TH, 7
CUMMINS, GEORGE W., 49TH WI INF, 177
CUNNING, WILLIAMSON, 115TH NY INF, 19
CUNNINGHAM, A.M., 134TH PA INF, 95
CUNNINGHAM, DAVID, 202ND PA INF, 5
CUNNINGHAM, ALEXANDER, 47TH IL INF,
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN, 7TH IL CAV, 122
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN B., 33RD IL INF, 310
CUNNINGHAM, T.C., 7TH KS CAV, 351
CUNNINGHAM, T.C., 12TH MO CAV,
CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE, 1ST IL CAV, CO. E, 94TH IL, 37
CUNNINGHAM, J.G., 5TH IA INF,
CUNNINGHAM, LYMAN BEACHE, 3RD IA CAV, 1, 2
CUNNINGHAM, BURLINGTON, 19TH IN INF, 5, 2
Cunningham, C., 1st NE Inf,
Cunningham, Alonzo, 4th IA Cav, 164
Cunningham, W., 2nd NE Cav, 52
Cupernell, Neale, NY,
Curas, Thomas L., 44th IA Inf, 109
Curatis, N.M., 150th PA Inf, 89
Curby, Solomon, 69th IL,
Cure, Augustus, 45th IA Inf, 72
Cure, John P., 13th IA Inf, 262
Curfreuter, David H, 108th Ill Inf,
Curly, James, 5th US Cav, 98
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Currie, John, 70th NY Inf,
Currie, John, 71st NY Inf, 66
Curry, George O, 19th VA Cav,
Curry, George W., 9th IL Cav, 4, 2
Curry, Eliasha W., 27th IA Inf, 10
Curry, Andrew J., 30th IA Inf, 25
Curtis, John W., 8th OH Cav, 44th OH Inf, 6
Curtis, Wilber F., 31st IL Inf, 134
Curtis, Thomas B., 83rd IL Inf, 25
Curtis, John H., 139th IL Inf,
Curtis, James, 20th IA Inf, 58
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Curtis, Joel B., 20th IN Inf,
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Curtis, J.W., 1st MN Rangers, 4
Curtis, Jerome B., 21st MO Inf, 9
Curtis, Denison S., 21st WI Inf,
Curtis, Alfred, 48th IN Inf,
Curtis, Theodore, 1st CO Inf,
Curtis, F.E., 4th MO Inf, 40
Curtis, L.C., 20th CT Inf,
Curtis, Samuel S., 3rd CO Inf, 110
Curtis, D.C., 33rd IL Inf, 262
Curtis, J.H., 50th IL Inf, 79
Curtis, Orlando, 70th IL Inf, PVT, CO. B, 1, 207
CURTIS, LOUIS O., 129TH NY INF, 354
CURTIS, AMOS, 36TH IA INF (ERROR), 93
CURTIS, AMOS, 46TH IA INF, 44
CURTIS, JOEL B., 19TH IN INF, 67
CURTIS, F.E., 4TH MN INF, 40
CURTIS, THOMAS J., 10TH MN INF, 25
CURTIS, SAMUEL J., 10TH MN INF, 75
CURTIS, GEORGE S.A., 2ND MN CAV, 87
CURTIS, ALONZO B., 1ST WI CAV, 32,
CURTISS, ROBERT B., 10TH KS INF, 24
CURTISS, GEORGE W., 1ST MI INF, 237
CURTISS, WILLIAM H.H., 1ST KS CAV, 14
CUSHMAN, JOSEPH B., 37TH IL INF, 158
CUSHMAN, JOSEPH B., 89TH IL INF,
CUSHMAN, J.L., 5TH NY HEAVY ART., 34
CUSTER, CALVIN C., 7TH IN CAV, 32
CUSTICE, A.B., 3RD WI CAV (ERROR), 32
CUTLER, ROBERT E., 163RD OH INF, 32
CUTLER, JAMES G., 4TH WI CAV, 192
CUTLER, MARTIN B, 1ST NE CAV,
CUTLER, MARTIN B., 2ND NE CAV, 1 LIEUT, CO. A, 45
CUTRELL, ANDERSON T., US NAVY, SHIP 'CONESTOGA', 53
CUTRELL, C.W., 31ST IL INF, 88
CUTTER, WILLIAM H.H., 8TH WI INF, 13
CUTTING, H.P., 6TH IA INF, 59
CUTTING, DEWITT C., 128TH OH INF,
CYPHERE, ABRAHAM, 36TH PA STATE MILITA INF, 306
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DAILEY, JAMES O., 84TH IL INF, 180
DAILEY, RUFUS K., 4TH IL CAV, 135
DAILEY, JOSEPH T., 11TH IA INF, 95
DAILY, H.B., 15TH IA INF, 155
DAILY, LEANDER A., 83RD IL INF, 19,
DAILY, CHARLES H., 26TH NY INF, 338
DAKE, ORRIN L., 2ND VT INF, 136
DAKE, C.W., 29TH IA INF, 1
DAKE, JOHATHAN, 7TH IA ART. (ERROR), 142
DALAMETER, JACOB, 37TH IA INF, 243
DALBY, FRANK, 2ND OH INF, 13
DALBY, FRANK, 18TH OH INF, 2ND OH INF, 13
DALES, CHARLES, 132ND OH INF, 182
DALEY, PATRICK, 75TH IL INF,
DALEY, JAMES C., 4TH MO INF, 11
DALEY, JAMES C., 12TH IA INF, 1, 4
DALEY, JAMES C., 12TH IN INF, 299
DALGREEN, CHARLES, 7TH NY INF, 208
DALLING, JOHN, 157TH NY INF, 73
DALLY, M.M., VET. RESERVE CORP, 267
DALRYMPLE, JAMES E., 16TH KY INF,
DALRYMPLE, E.P., 1ST NY DRAGOONS CAV, 1
DALTON, DAVID W., 8TH OH CAV, 44TH OH INF,
DALY, JAMES C., 4TH MO CAV, 11
DAMAN, FREDERICK A., 24TH IL INF,
DAMANVILLE, JOHN W., 32ND NY INF, 182
DAME, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, 195
DAMERO, JOHN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 241
DAMEWOOD, FRANCIS A., 4TH IA CAV, 24,
DAMIERS, CALVIN H., 1ST OH INF,
DAMMANN, FREDERICK A., 82ND IL INF,
DAMON, SOLO W., 105TH IL INF, 323
DAMON, HIRAM, 3RD VT INF, 182
DAMON, JOHN G., 1ST VT HEAVY ART., 182
DAMON, JOHN, 40TH MA,
DAMON, ABRAM R., 2ND CO CAV, 195
DAMON, OLIVER, 8TH IN INF, 57
DANCE, MICHAEL, 1ST KS INF, 7
DANFORTH, GEORGE H., 35TH MA INF,
DANFORTH, CLARENCE A., 19TH IN INF, 163
DANFORTH, CHARLES A., 43RD WI INF, 243
DANGAN, QUINTON A., 1ST PA ART.,
DANHANER, JOHN E., 115TH IN INF,
DANIEL, MATHEW L, 41ST IL INF,
DANIEL, D. CAREY, 60TH OH INF, 17
DANIELS, W.B., 13TH US INF, 42,
DANIELS, STEPHEN O., 14TH WI INF, 262
DANIELS, JAMES M., 4TH CA INF, 261
DANIELS, WILLIAM, 126TH IL INF, 220
DANIELS, LEMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, 298
DANIELS, WILLIAM H., PVT, 9TH IA CAV, 25
DANIELS, ELIAS, 5TH PA INF, 283
DANIELS, JAMES H., PA ART.,
DANIELS, J., 4TH MO INF MILITIA, 52
DANIELS, COLWELL T., 3RD MO CAV, 307
DANIELS, THOMAS T., 2ND IL CAV, 180
DANIELS, JONATHAN, 8TH IA INF, 136
DANIELS, JOHN M., 18TH IN INF, 146
DANIELS, GEORGE, 44TH OH INF, PVT, CO. A, 8T, 37
DANIELS, JOHN F., 63RD OH INF, 140
DANIELS, W.H., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), 25
DANIELS, J.D., 7TH MN INF, 23
DANIELSON, J.F., 4TH IA CAV, 318
DANIELSON, JOHN A, 15TH IA INF,
DANKS, JOHN, 87TH PA INF, 67,
DANKS, JOHN, 1ST PA LIGHT ART., 227
DANLEY, ANDREW OR JA, 65TH IL INF,
DANLY, GEORGE, 10TH NY INF,
DARBATH, JOSEPH, 16TH IA INF, 91
DARBY, JOHN M., 25TH IN INF, 113
DARE, JAMES, 7TH IA INF,
DARLING, WILLIAM, 7TH IL CAV, 97
DARLING, NATHAN, 23RD IL INF, 19
DARLING, PHILO S., 146TH IL INF, 115
DARLING, C. EDWARD, 19TH IA INF,
DARLING, A.M., 31ST IA INF, 9
DARLINGTON, GEORGE B., 7TH IA CAV, CO. K, 5TH IA, 102
DARLINGTON, CHARLES E., 31ST OH INF, 110
DARLINGTON, GEORGE B., 2ND IA CAV, 7TH IA INF, 102
DARLINGTON, G.B., 2ND IA CAV, 102
DARNELL, G.A., 1ST CO LINF,
DARNELL, VAL M., 7TH IL INF, SERG, MAJ, 26T, 91
DARNELL, JAMES, 83RD IL INF, CO. G, 61ST I,
DARNELL, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF, 70
DARNELL, S.M., 25TH WI INF, 121
DARNELL, VALENTINE M., 26TH IL INF, 248
DARNELL, JAMES, 61ST IL INF, 73
DARR, F.D., 101ST PA INF, 245
DARR, JOHN T., 12TH IL CAV, 251
DARROUGH, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV,
DARROW, JUSTUS D., 117TH IL INF, 59,
DARROW, GEORGE G., 11TH IN INF, CAPT, CO. A, 1, 12
DARRS, JOHN, 18TH IN INF, PVT, CO. K, 96, 9
DART, JOHN F., 4TH MI CAV, 180
DASHIELL, HENRY C., 4TH IL CAV, 150
DAUGHERTY, E., 3RD IA CAV, 272
DAUGHERTY, FRANCIS M., 15TH KY INF,
DAUKEN, JOHN G., 5TH WI INF, 15
DAUPHIN, CHARLES D., 1ST KS INF, 8TH US INF, 82
DAVENPORT, JOEL H., 7TH IA CAV, 229
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM, 148TH IL INF, 301
DAVENPORT, J.R., 111TH PA INF, 227
DAVENPORT, ASA A., 74TH IL INF, 1
DAVENPORT, MILTON, 1ST NE INF, 95
DAVENPORT, E.J., 2ND NE CAV, 95
DAVENPORT, ANDREW G., 12TH IA INF, 63
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM F., 39TH IA INF, 70
DAVENPORT, MILTON, 2ND NE CAV, 95
DAVENPORT, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, 25
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM S., 5TH WI ART., 262
DAVEY, GEORGE R., 2ND MI LIGHT HORSE CAV, 19
DAVID, DAVID W., 51ST IL INF, 235
DAVID, JAMES A., 57TH IN INF, 260
DAVID, MARCUS B., 12TH WI INF, 342
DAVID, W.P., 25TH WI INF, 342
DAVID, MARQUIS P., 25TH WI INF, CO. I, 12TH W,
DAVIDSON, JAMES H., 4TH IA CAV, 56
DAVIDSON, J.H., OH, 336
DAVIDSON, JOHN H., 12TH IL CAV, CO. D, 32ND I, 136
DAVIDSON, WILLIAM, 2ND WI CAV,
DAVIDSON, ROBERT W., 108TH IL INF, 165
DAVIDSON, JOSEPH, 80TH IN INF,
DAVIDSON, GEORGE B., 136TH IN INF, 115
DAVIDSON, J.W., 32ND MO INF, 108
DAVIDSON, JAMES, 122ND NY INF, 2
DAVIDSON, JAMES, 83RD OH INF, 12
DAVIDSON, OWEN E., 149TH IN INF, 86
DAVIDSON, JAMES H., 26TH IN LIGHT ART., 52
DAVIE, C.R., 3RD RI HEAVY ART., 327
DAVIS, HENRY J., 48TH PA INF, 237
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, 14
DAVIS, S.F., 1ST TN INF, 84
DAVIS, HENRY, 1ST VT CAV, PVT, CO. B, 15T, 54
DAVIS, G.M., 21ST WI INF, 208
DAVIS, E.C., 22ND WI INF, PVT, CO. K, 1S, 33
DAVIS, JOHN, 3RD WI CAV, 6
DAVIS, CHILLIAN H., 3RD IA CAV, 110
DAVIS, H.C., 1ST IA CAV, 109
DAVIS, JOHN, 3RD MO CAV, 84
DAVIS, JESSE, 28TH IA INF, 61
DAVIS, JOHN W., 59TH IL INF, CO. G, 89TH I, 8, 1
DAVIS, PHILIP, 78TH IL INF, 309
DAVIS, ISAAC, 133RD IL INF, 154
DAVIS, AMBROSE D., 3RD IA INF, 165
DAVIS, MARRICK, 4TH IA INF, 131
DAVIS, C.C., 20TH IA INF,
DAVIS, MOSES, 22ND IA INF, 309
DAVIS, JAMES H., 29TH IA INF, 131
DAVIS, WILLIAM R., 34TH IA INF, 118
DAVIS, JAMES R., 34TH IA INF, PVT, CO. E, 38, 118
DAVIS, WASHINGTON L., 5TH IA CAV, 292
DAVIS, EBEN, 11TH IN INF, 33
DAVIS, ISAAC V., 7TH KS CAV, 31
DAVIS, J.M., 28TH MI INF, 74
DAVIS, MARION, 2ND MI CAV, 116
DAVIS, WILLIAM, 1ST MI ART., 195
DAVIS, REUBEN M., 5TH MN INF, 57
DAVIS, ROYAL M., 184TH NY INF,
DAVIS, CLEMENT J., 73RD OH INF, 227
DAVIS, JOSEPH G., 161ST OH INF, 53
DAVIS, LEANDER S., 50TH OH INF, CO. C, 99TH O, 57
DAVIS, J.L., 15TH PA INF, 120
DAVIS, HIRAM, 3RD VT INF, PVT, CO. I, 8TH,
DAVIS, HIRAM, 8TH VT INF, PVT, CO. I, 3RD,
DAVIS, GEORGE E., 12TH VT INF, 277
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, 14
DAVIS, ALEXANDER, 3RD IL CAV,
DAVIS, SAMUEL, 8TH IL CAV,
DAVIS, WILLIAM S, 138TH NY INF,
DAVIS, JAMES, 31ST MA INF,
DAVIS, MALCOLM, 17TH IL CAV,
DAVIS, EDMUND C., 22ND WI INF,
DAVIS, WILLIAM H., 13TH MO INF, 147
DAVIS, JAMES M., 8TH KS INF, 139
DAVIS, WILLIAM, 31ST IL INF,
DAVIS, GREEUP P., 32ND IL INF,
DAVIS, THOMAS M., 51ST IL INF, 17
DAVIS, WILLIS, 57TH IL INF, 22
DAVIS, WILLIAM P., 59TH IL INF, 207
DAVIS, NATHANIEL E., 92ND IL INF, 77
DAVIS, JOSEPH, 97TH IL INF, 37TH IL INF, 35,
DAVIS, PERRY, 18TH IA INF, 26
DAVIS, JOHN A., 29TH IA INF,
DAVIS, HENRY G., 59TH IN INF, 29
DAVIS, ALBERT H., 8TH IN INF, 57
DAVIS, R.B., 4TH KY INF, 31
DAVIS, GEORGE W., 16TH KS CAV, 48
DAVIS, CHARLES P., 60TH NY INF, 12
DAVIS, WILLIAM, 16TH NY ART., 12
DAVIS, WILLIAM R., 1ST NE ART., 3
DAVIS, JAMES M., 13TH OH INF, 352
DAVIS, G.W., 81ST OH INF, 219
DAVIS, CULVER, 134TH OH INF,
DAVIS, AMOS, 175TH OH INF, 163
DAVIS, REDFORD, 2ND IA INF, 25
DAVIS, JAMES R., 13TH IA INF, 118
DAVIS, WILLIAM D., 13TH IA INF, 11,
DAVIS, STEPHEN M., 15TH IA INF, 85
DAVIS, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, 313
DAVIS, STEPHEN M., 15TH IA INF, 209
DAVIS, VINSON P., 18TH IA INF, 26
DAVIS, JACOB, 22ND IA INF, 108
DAVIS, JOHN A., 25TH IA INF, 15
DAVIS, JESSE, 28TH IA INF, 61
DAVIS, JOHN A., 28TH IA INF, 61
DAVIS, THOMAS G., 29TH IA INF, 62
DAVIS, JOHN N., 36TH IA INF, 32
DAVIS, BENJAMIN, 38TH IA INF, 81
DAVIS, MOSS C., 45TH IA INF, 66
DAVIS, DANIEL W., 47TH IA INF, 17,
DAVIS, THOMAS H., 2ND IA CAV, 18,
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, 14
DAVIS, STEPHEN A., 2ND NE CAV, 189
DAVIS, CHARISTOPHER, 9TH IN INF, 54,
DAVIS, CURTIS, 19TH IN INF, 10
DAVIS, MORGAN W., 23RD IN INF, 69
DAVIS, WILLIAM E., 27TH IN INF, 67,
DAVIS, GILFORD D., 37TH IN INF, 180
DAVIS, JOSEPH N., 58TH IN INF, 90
DAVIS, JOHN A., 65TH IN INF, 207
DAVIS, JOEL H., 87TH IN INF, 25
DAVIS, FRANCIS M., 10TH MN INF, 40
DAVIS, O.G., 1ST MN ART., 27
DAVIS, O.G., 1ST MN INF, 37
DAVIS, HENRY S., 22ND WI INF, 57
DAVIS, WILLARD H., 31ST WI INF, 48,
DAVIS, JAMES A., 36TH WI INF, 19,
DAVIS, EDWARD C., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 33
DAVISON, JOHN S., 9TH IA CAV, 262
DAVLIN, HUGH, 1ST IL ART.,
DAVYE, MALCOMB, 17TH IL CAV, 70
DAWLEY, CHARLES F., 154TH IL INF, 3
DAWSON, THOMAS B., 101ST PA INF, 96
DAWSON, JOHN H., 66TH IL INF, 173
DAWSON, WILLIAM, 2ND IA INF,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, David</td>
<td>112th IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, Daniel</td>
<td>16th OH Light Art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, John</td>
<td>112th IL INF, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, John M.</td>
<td>7th IL Cav, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, John I.</td>
<td>65th OH INF, 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, Elisha C.</td>
<td>46th IA INF, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson, D.</td>
<td>16th IN ART (ERROR), 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, H.G.</td>
<td>16th VT INF, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, J.W.</td>
<td>1st WI Independent Art., 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Thomas</td>
<td>14th KY Cav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, James H.</td>
<td>2nd CO INF, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Enoch F.</td>
<td>91st IL INF, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, William B.</td>
<td>124th IL INF, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Aaron</td>
<td>18th IA INF, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Thomas</td>
<td>14th KY INF, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Sylvester</td>
<td>Parnell's MD Cav Legion, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, A.N.</td>
<td>27th OH INF, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, William H.</td>
<td>15th IA INF, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Charles F.</td>
<td>42nd IA INF, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Charles F.</td>
<td>4th IA Cav, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Alden E.</td>
<td>87th IN INF, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayle, M.F.B.</td>
<td>Co Independent Inf, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daymude, William B.</td>
<td>8th IA INF, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deakin, Robert</td>
<td>6th IN Cav, 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deal, Elijah E.</td>
<td>3rd MO Cav, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deal, Edward O.</td>
<td>17th WI INF, 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, William M.</td>
<td>23rd IA INF, 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Denis W.</td>
<td>1st IA Art., 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Stephen A.</td>
<td>93rd IL INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Joseph</td>
<td>39th IL INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Beverly A.</td>
<td>53rd IN INF, 9, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, L.H.</td>
<td>12th OH INF, PVT, CO. H, 94, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Charles W.</td>
<td>42nd WI INF, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deane, Lawrence</td>
<td>97th NY INF, 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, James K.</td>
<td>11th IL INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deans, George</td>
<td>72nd IN INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dearborn, Frederick R.</td>
<td>7th WI INF, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deason, Nathan</td>
<td>81st IL INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deatherage, James S.</td>
<td>101st IL INF, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaver, Samuel S.</td>
<td>66th IN INF, 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaver, Charles C.</td>
<td>OH INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBarnes, Daniel</td>
<td>6th IN Cav, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBenderfer, Henry</td>
<td>50th PA INF, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBoer, John</td>
<td>31st IL INF, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBord, George J.</td>
<td>8th IA, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBord, G.W.</td>
<td>51st IN INF, PVT, CO. K, 9T, 150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DeBRULER, ALFRED, 10TH IN CAV, 231
DECAMP, M.A., 7TH IA CAV, 222
DeCAMP, AUGUSTUS, 1ST US MARINE ART., 161
DECH, WILLIAM H., 54TH PA INF, 31,
DECH, JOSIAH J., 34TH IL INF, 31
DECH, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF RIFLES, 31
DECK, JOHN W., 1ST IL ART., 316
DECKER, JOHN B., 9TH IL CAV, 165
DECKER, THOMAS, 86TH IN INF, 272
DECKER, SIMEON, TEAMSTER, 3RD IA CAV,
DECKER, GEORGE, 2ND CT INF, 35
DECKER, GEORGE, 80TH IN INF,
DECKER, JAMES M., 136TH NY INF, 17,
DECKER, BENJAMIN G., 1ST NE INF, 28,
DECKER, JOHN, 83RD IN INF, 24
DeCLARK, ABRAHAM, 103RD PA INF, 12
DeCONDRES, LOUIS C., 1ST WI INF, CORP, CO. G &, 95
DeCONDRESS, LOUIS C., 1ST WI INF, 16TH WI INF, 305
DeCONDRESS, LOUIS C., 16TH WI INF, 269
DEDMORE, ELIAS, 10TH IA INF, 18
DEEFFENBAUGH, PHILLIP, 1ST MI CAV, 29
DEEM, MELVIN H., 8TH IA INF, 263
DEEM, MELVIN H., 8TH IA INF, 1
DEERAING, NATHANIEL W., 13TH WI INF, 39
DEEFFENBAUGH, A.W., 88TH IN INF, 295
DEEFFENBAUGH, WILLIAM, 89TH IN INF, 227
DEFORD, HENRY, HENSHAWS IL ART., 83
DEFORREST, AUGUSTUS, 7TH NJ INF, 273
DeFRANCE, ABNER, 73RD OH INF,
DEGRAFF, CHARLES H, 20TH IN INF,
DEGRAFF, CHARLES A., 20TH IN INF, 60
DeGROFF, RICHARD L., 1ST WI INF, 261
DeGROFFT, AMASA L., 72ND IL INF, 242
DEICH, VALENTINE, 49TH IN INF, 253
DEIHL, ANDREW, ,
DEILKS, JONATHAN JO, 89TH OH INF, 8
DEITCH, STEPHEN, 25TH IN ART., 30
DEITZ, SANFORD, 2ND IL LIGHT ART.,
DEITZ, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, 101
DEIVEY, PERRY C., 21ST IA INF, 338
DeJAY, JUDSON, 26TH NY INF, CO. B & F, 3R, 80
DEJOHN, JOSEPH, 6TH IL CAV, 301
DeKALB, THOMAS J., 2ND PA CAV, 266
DeLaBARRE, REAMOR R., 9TH IA CAV, 228
DELAMATER, JACOB, 37TH IA INF, 249
DELANG, E., 48TH MO INF, 88
DELANO, J.H., 8TH MI CAV, 321
DELAWARE, JAMES T., 33RD WI INF, 84
DELAWARE, JAMES T., 33RD WI INF, 84,
DELBIDGE, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV, 120
DELMYER, HENRY, 13TH IA INF, 50
DELONA, ZAVIER, 14TH KS CAV, 16
DELONG, THOMAS D., 1ST CA CAV,
DeLONG, HENRY, 129TH IN INF, 260
DELONG, BERNARD A., 11TH IA INF,
DeLONG, FRANCIS M., 11TH IL INF, 150
DeLONG, OLIVER P., 11TH IL INF, 80
DELONG, THOMAS E., 33RD IA INF, 349
DEMARAY, DANFORTH, 1ST MI CAV,
DEMAREE, JOHN M., 10TH IN CAV, 25
DEMARY, CHRISTOPHER, 6TH NH INF, 8
DEMONEY, B.A., 57TH PA INF, 153
DEMORANVILLE, SETH L., 15TH NY CAV, PVT, CO. G, 1S, 182
DEMOSS, PETER, 12TH IN CAV, 24
DeMOTTE, McKENDREE, 145TH IL ILNF, 99,
DEMPEY, ISAAC H., 40TH IA INF, 347
DEMPSEY, JOHN, 5TH IA INF, 82
DENEEN, JOHN, 15TH US INF, 9
DENG, PHRBE A, 3 WIVET,
DENHAM, HUGH L., 25TH IA INF, 91
DENHAM, HUGH L, 25TH IA INF,
DENHAM, HUGH, ,
DENISE, JACOB C., 27TH OH INF,
DENISON, JAMES, 189TH NY INF, 116
DENISTON, WILLIAM R., 4TH WI CAV, 56
DENNEY, JAMES, 49TH IN INF, 52
DENNING, ALVIN, 12TH OH CAV, 309
DENNIS, LEWIS, 27TH IL INF,
DENNIS, J.H., 16TH IA INF,
DENNIS, JOHN W., 26TH MO INF, 237
DENNIS, THOMAS W., 10TH NY ART., 316
DENNIS, E.G., 151ST OH INF, 272
DENNIS, OLIVER P., 11TH IA INF, 18
DENNIS, JAMES W., 123RD IN INF,
DENNIS, GEORGE L., 21ST NY NATIONAL GUARD I, 110
DENNIS, REDFORD, 29TH IA INF(ERROR), 25
DENNIS, O.P., 11TH IA INF, 18
DENNIS, BENJAMIN A., 51ST IN INF, 146
DENNIS, JOHN B., 6TH MN INF, 262
DENNISEW, B.F., 8TH MO INF, 25
DENNISON, FRANKLIN, 12TH MI INF, 32
DENSMORE, NEIDLHAM, 92ND IL INF, 115
DENTON, ISAAC V., 5TH PA RESERVE CORP, 108
DENTON, J.B., 136TH PA INF, 321
DEOS, HENRY, 3RD VT INF,
DEPREZIN, HUGO, 119TH NY INF, 12
DePUY, ISAAC, 67TH IL INF, 106
DePUYE, WILLIAM B., 25TH OH LIGHT ART, CO. L, , 86
DePUYE, WILLIAM, 2ND OH CAV, 25TH IN ART., 86
DEQUAZIE, JAMES O., 139TH IN INF, 39
DERANY, LACHNEY, 9TH MO LINF, 9
DERBY, DANIEL C., 44TH WI INF, 50
DeREMUS, HARRY E., 2ND CO INF(ERROR), 13
DeREMUS, HARRY E., 2ND CO CAV, 13
DERRICK, EDWIN W, 106TH NY INF,
DERRYBERRY, JOHN H., 10TH TN INF, 228
DERSTINE, BENJAMIN M., 7TH OH CAV, 6, 3
DESCH, MARCUS, 64TH IL INF, 32
DESCH, MARCUS, 4TH US VETERAN VOL., 32
DESCHERNER, JACOBA, 1ST IL ART., 84
Desh, M., 69TH IL INF, 32
DESMAR, HENRY F., 5TH NY INF,
DESMAR, HENRY F., 6TH NY CAV, PVT, CO. M, 2ND, 158
DESMOND, DANIEL, 8TH NY CAV, 109
DESO, CHARLES H., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 92
DESON, WILLIAM H., 18TH WI INF, 212
DETTRICK, HOYT M., 4TH IA CAV, 32
DETTRICK, CHARLES, 15TH US INF, CO. F, 2ND US,
DEUEL, WILBERT, 17TH IL CAV, 182
DEUEL, JAMES P., 3RD MI CAV, 265
DEVALL, AARON, 6TH WI,
DEVANEY, LACKEY, 8TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. F, 9TH, 9, 8
DEVAUL, C.H., 9TH OH CAV, 198
DEVIENNY, EZEKIEL J., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP,
DEVINE, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, 91,
DeVOE, EDWIN F., 20TH WI INF, 25,
DeVOE, EDWIN F., 21ST WI INF(ERROR), 25
DEVORE, JAMES, 76TH IL INF,
DeVRIES, JELLE, 9TH MI CAV, 312
DEW, ROBERT, 8TH IL INF, CO. I, 17TH IL, 47
DEWEES, THOMAS, 1ST IL ART., 41
DEWEES, JOEL W., 23RD IA INF, 214
DEWEY, JOHN C., 139TH IL INF, 130
DEWEY, N. WRIGHT, 157TH IL,
DEWEY, ISSACHER B., 86TH IL INF, 245
DEWEY, EDWARD A., 17TH IA INF, 31ST IA INF, 82
DEWEY, EDWARD A., 31ST IA INF, 68,
DEWITT, DIXON, US NAVY, GUNBOAT 'HASTING, 122
DEWITT, WILLIAM R., 62ND IL INF, 249
DEWITT, JAMES P., 2ND IA INF, 65
DEWITT, CHARLES H., 66TH IN INF, 226
DEWOLF, JOHN A., 52ND IL INF, 182
DeWOLF, GEORGE W., 120TH IL INF, CO. K, 113TH, 22
DEWOLF, JAMES K., 1ST NY INF DRAGOONS,
DeWOLF, GEORGE W., 43RD IL INF, CORP, CO. K, 1, 22
DEXTER, HARVEY H., 51ST PA INF, 4
DEXTER, RODNEY, 100TH NY INF,
DEXTER, BENJAMIN, 17TH KY INF, 233
DEXTER, RODNEY, 3RD NY CAV, 31
DEXTER, CHARLES A., 14TH IA INF, 7
DEY, JOHN B., 8TH IA CAV, 59,
DEY, JOHN B., 8TH IA CAV, 59
DEYS, ABRAHAM, 2ND NE CAV,
DIBBLE, JOHN, 145TH PA INF,
DIBBLE, BENJAMIN FRA, 38TH IA INF, 25,
DIBLE, JOHN H., 95TH IL INF, 104
DICKASON, ALEXANDER, 7TH OH CAV,
DICKERSON, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, 343
DICKERSON, ALBERT, 2ND NE CAV, 231
DICKERSON, JOHN W., 77TH IN INF, 15,
DICKEY, JAMES W., 22ND MI INF, 130
DICKEY, JOHN H., 5TH OH CAV,
DICKEY, MAXWELL, 16TH IL INF, 33
DICKEY, JAMES, 98TH NY INF,
DICKINSON, W.C., 2ND US, 329
DICKINSON, NATHANIEL P., 1ST VT CAV,
DICKINSON, SOLOMON, 6TH NY CAV,
DICKINSON, DAVID M., 21ST IN INF, 1ST IN HEAVY, 77
DICKINSON, JOHN W., 43RD WI INF, 38
DICKSON, ROBERT M., 12TH IL INF,
DICKSON, WILLIAM, 6TH PA CAV,
DICUS, JAMES, 28TH IA INF, 193
DIEFFENBAUGH, PHILLIP, 1ST WI CAV, 9
DIEHL, CHARISTIAN, 10TH IL INF,
DIEHL, WILLIAM A., 44TH IN INF, 63,
DIETER, JOHN, 51ST IL INF, CO. C, 100TH,
DIETER, JOHN, 100TH IL INF, CO. B, 51ST,
DIETER, CONRAD, 9TH IL CAV, 143
DIFFENDAFFER, WILLIAM, 20TH IA INF, 25
DIFFER, ABLE, 15TH IA INF, 122
DIGBEY, JOHN, 26TH IA INF, 354
DILINGHAM, JAMES, 100TH IN INF, 158
DILKS, JOHN, 89TH IL INF, 8
DILL, BENJAMIN F., 8TH IN CAV, DIED 9JAN1929,
DILL, ROBERT S., 155TH IN INF, 62
DILLENBACK, JOHN S., 20TH NY CAV, 56
DILLER, W.H., 1ST PA INF, 245
DILLER, SAMUEL W., 3RD BATTERY, 18TH US INF, 245
DILLEY, JAMES, 98TH IL INF, 120
DILLION, C.A., 3RD WI INF, 69
DILLON, HOSEA R., 29TH IA INF, 91
DILLON, SAMUEL P., 35TH OH INF, 231
DILLON, JOHN S., 148TH OH INF, 269
DILLON, NATHEN, 97TH OH INF,
DILLON, GEORGE W., 25TH IA INF, 207
DILLON, PATON D., 29TH IA INF, 112
DILLON, F.M., 1ST IL INF(ERROR), 32
DILLON, FRANCIS M., 1ST IA ART., 32
DILLON, F.M., 29TH IA ART.(ERROR), 32
DILLS, GEORGE W., 44TH IN INF,
DILTS, LEVI, 46TH IA INF,
DILTZ, JOHN, 46TH IA INF, 82
DIMICK, JOSEPH O., 8TH IA INF, 298
DIMICK, WILLIAM H., 19TH IN INF, 38,
DIMMITT, JAMES, 155TH IN INF, 231
DINGLE, DAVID, 1ST NE INF, 80
DINGMAN, WILSON S., 194TH OH INF,
DINGMAN, JOHN S., 11TH MI INF, 171
DINGMAN, JOHN L., 16TH WI INF, 13,
DINNELL, JOHN C., 11TH IA INF,
DINNELL, WILLIAM, 51ST MO INF, 320
DINSMORE, JOHN B., 9TH NY CAV, 19
DINSMORE, SAMUEL P., 116TH OH INF, 151
DISBRO, RUEL L., 1ST OH HEAVY ART.,
DISBROW, W.H., 34TH IA INF, 15
DISBROW, WILLIAM H., 18TH IN INF, 15
DISBROW, WILLIAM H., 5TH WI INF, 60
DISHAW, LEWIS, 4TH NY ART., 267
DISNEY, GROVE, WAGONMASTER, 126TH IL INF, 121
DITCH, JOHN, 208TH PA INF, 258
DITMORE, JOHN, 23RD IN INF, 60
DITTO, DANIEL, 59TH IL INF,
DITTO, CLARK M., 2ND OH CAV, 210
DITZLER, SAMUEL, 200TH PA INF, 310
DIXON, DEWITT, US NAVY, GUNBOAT HASTINGS,
DIXON, J.P., 2ND CO INF, 37
DIXON, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, 191
DIXON, GEORGE F., 7TH IL CAV, 19
DIXON, WILLIAM E., 17TH IA INF, POST 318, 52,
DIXON, JOSEPH H., 18TH IA INF, 51
DIXON, ASA C., 22ND IA INF, 52
DIXON, JAMES B., 2ND NE CAV, 37
DIXON, WILLIAM, 33RD IN INF, 88
DOAK, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, 142
DOAN, LEMUEL, 140TH IN INF, 105
DOANE, JAMES E., 156TH IL INF, 16
DOBBINS, JAMES A., 26TH OH INF, 172
DOBBINS, JAMES, 91ST IL INF,
DOBBINS, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, 1
DOBBS, JOHN, 33RD MO LINF, 115
DOBNER, HENRY, 39TH IL INF,
DOBSON, ABRAM H., 74TH IL INF, 70
DOBSON, DAVID, 66TH IN INF, 11
DOBSON, WILLIAM H., 23RD WI INF, 25
DOBSON, STODDARD J., 46TH WI INF, 25
DODD, OREN C., 53RD OH INF, 217
DODD, JEREMIAH M., 52ND IL INF, 147
DODD, WILLIAM H., 14TH IA INF, 144
DODD, CALVIN R., 27TH IA INF, 94,
DODD, JOSEPH R., 41ST IA INF, 7TH IA CAV,
DODD, JOHN W., 7TH IN INF, 77
DODD, CALVIN R., 27TH IN INF, 284
DODDS, WILLIAM F., 11TH PA RESERVE CAV, 9
DODDS, J.R., 7TH IA INF(ERROR), 115
DODDS, JOSEPH R., 14IH IA INF, 7TH IA CAV, 4, 115
DODDS, JOSEPH R., 7TH IA CAV, 14TH & 17TH I, 115
DODGE, GEORGE O., 7TH VT INF, 4, 1
DODGE, N.P., 16TH VT INF, 105
DODGE, FRANK G., 11TH NH INF,
DODGE, J.H., 2ND KS ART., 184
DODGE, SIDNEY, 18TH MI INF, 207
DODGE, PHINEUS, 28TH MI INF, 20
DODGE, JOSEPH D., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 17
DODSON, E.W., 10TH IL INF, 180
DOHARSH, EDWARD P., 186TH OH INF, 154
DOHERTY, JOSEPH, 11TH OH CAV, 110
DOING, HIRAM, 4TH IN ART., 218
DOLAN, JAMES W., 18TH IA INF, 154
DOLAN, J.W., 17TH IA INF(ERROR), 154
DOLAN, WILLIAM A.J., 1ST NE CAV, 7
DOLE, ALBERT G., 1ST OH INF, POST 318, 207
DOLL, FRANKLIN A., 70TH IL INF, 217
DOLL, FRANKLIN A., 146TH IL INF, 217
DOLL, GEORGE, 55TH OH INF,
DOLLARHIDE, JOHN S., 8TH IA INF, 8
DOLLE, CHARLES A., 92ND IL INF, 76
DOLPH, E.M., 3RD IA ART., 276
DOLPH, D.A., 50TH NY INF,
DOLPHIN, JOHN, 30TH WI INF, 230
DOLSON, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, 69
DONAHOE, JAMES T., 30TH IN INF, 16
DONAHUE, JAMES T., 12TH IN CAV, 30TH IN INF, 16
DONAHUE, JAMES, 18TH IL INF, 112
DONAHUE, JAMES T., 30TH IN INF, 12TH IN CAV, 15
DONALD, THOMAS P., 16TH IL INF, 13,
DONALDSEN, MADISON MAT, 54TH IN INF, 12TH IN CAV, 23
DONALDSON, SAMUEL S., 33RD WI INF, 6
DONALDSON, A.B., 3RD MN INF, 192
DONALDSON, DANIEL S., 3RD WI INF,
DONALDSON, THOMAS, 28TH WI INF,
DONALDSON, JAMES M., 29TH IN INF, 53RD IN INF, 289
DONALDSON, JAMES M., 53RD IN INF, 29TH IN INF, 289
DONALDSON, MADISON MAT, 12TH IN CAV, 23
DONEHOWER, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, 69
DONER, DARIUS T., 7TH IL INF,
DONERY, JAMES, 32ND WI INF, 140
DONERY, JAMES, 36TH WI INF, 32ND WI INF, 140
DONNALSON, JAMES T., 3RD IA CAV, 278
DONNELLY, JAMES, 102ND IL INF, 19
DONOHER, PETER, 2ND WI CAV, 208
DONOVAN, EDWARD, CORP, 1ST NE, 45
DONOVAN, DENNIS, 46TH IL INF, 110
DONOVAN, L., 2ND IA INF, 35
DOOLEY, JAMES, 1ST IL ART., 98
DOOLEY, ANDREW J., 8TH MN INF, 265
DOOLEY, S.B., 14TH IL INF, 35
DOOLEY, JOHN B., 32ND IA INF, 7
DOOLEY, PATRICK, 2ND MI CAV, 28
DOOLEY, THOMAS E., 32ND IA INF, 77,
DOOLITTLE, L.L., 24TH NY INF(ERROR), 8
DOOLITTLE, LELAND L., 24TH NY CAV, 8
DOOLY, PATRICK, 33RD NJ INF, 12
DOOLY, JOHN K., 30TH IN INF, 13,
DOOM, JAMES E., 2ND NE CAV, 51
DOPPS, AMOS, 3RD MI CAV, 220
DORAM, JOHN, 53RD IL INF, 205
DORAN, ALFRED, 9TH IL INF, 147
DORAN, RICHARD E., 1ST KS ART., 4
DORAN, EDMOND, PVT, 60TH NY INF, 12
DORATHY, C.H., 1ST MN INF, 76,
DOREMUS, HARRY EDWARD, 2ND CA CAV,
DOREMUS, CHRAISTOPHER, 87TH IN INF, 59
DORMAN, ELLIOTT L., 22ND CT INF,
DORN, D.H., 1ST US CAV, 34TH IL INF, 35
DORN, PETER, 2ND WI INF, 84
DORNING, JOSEPH, 2ND WI CAV, 101
DORNING, JONATHAN A., 2ND WI CAV, 101
DORRANCE, JAMES H., 4TH IA INF, 18
DORREY, CHARLES W., BENTON CADETS, 253
DORRIS, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, 98
DORSETT, EDWARD H., 9TH VT INF, 5
DORSETT, EDWARD, 35TH OH INF, 5
DORSEY, NICHOLAS H., 50TH IL INF, 341
DORSEY, THOMAS, 27TH IN INF, 300
DORSEY, JOHN L., 147TH OH INF, 253
DORSEY, CHARLES W., 147TH OH INF, 253
DORSEY, SAMUEL, 17TH WV INF, 315
DORSEY, DANIEL A., 33RD OH INF, 1
DORSEY, JOHNATHAN E., 2ND NE CAV, 105
DORSTE, AUGUST, 4TH MO CAV, 166
DORSTRESS, G., 129TH IL INF,
DOTY, FRANK, 2ND OH CAV(ERROR), 354
DOTY, JOHN J., 134TH IL INF, 340
DOTY, GEORGE W., 6TH IA CAV,
DOTY, FRANK, 46TH OH INF,
DOTY, R., 124TH NY INF, 193
DOTY, FRANK, 2ND OH CAV, 354
DOTY, JOSEPHUS, 46TH WI INF, 195
DOUD, ELIAS B., IL INF,
DOUDNA, H.H., 161ST OH INF, 31
DOUDNER, WILLIAM F., 89TH IN INF, 127
DOUGHERTY, LOUIS, 15TH IA INF, 65
DOUGHERTY, OWEN, 14TH IA INF, 104
DOUGLAS, FREDERICK, 12TH WI ART., 230
DOUGLAS, JOHN H., 36TH OH INF, 34TH OH INF,
DOUGLAS, CHARLES H., 66TH IL INF, 131
DOUGLAS, SANFORD V., 146TH IL INF, 131
DOUGLAS, LEVI H., CATTLE SUPT., GENERAL O.O,
DOUGLAS, JOHN B., 4TH MN INF, 146
DOUGLAS, DEWIN A., 38TH IL INF, 80
DOUGLAS, CYRUS, 1ST IA INF, 285
DOUGLAS, JOHN, 150TH IN INF, 264
DOUGLAS, ABENER L., 1ST ME CAV, 25
DOUGLAS, F.M., 6TH MI HEAVY ART., 5
DOUGLAS, CLINTON, 18TH MO INF, SERG, CO. E, 6, 42
DOUGLAS, JOHN, 98TH OH INF, 264
DOUGLAS, LEROY, 11TH IA INF, 75
DOUGLAS, THOMAS B., 27TH IA INF, 23
DOUGLAS, SEBASTIAN E., 11TH IN INF, 136TH IN INF, 226
DOUGLAS, LEVI H., 12TH IN INF, 1, 9
DOUGLAS, SEBASTIAN E., 136TH IN INF, 11TH IN INF, 226
DOUGLAS, GEORGE M., 25TH WI INF, 289
DOUGLAS, LINEUR M., 51ST WI INF, 13
DOUGLASS, JOHN H., 36TH OH INF, 93
DOUGLASS, JACOB J., 8TH IN INF, 93
DOUGLASS, JACOB, 8TH IN INF,
DOUGLASS, JOHN, 18TH IL INF, 247
DOUGLASS, JAMES H., 22ND IA INF, 285
DOUGLASS, F.M., 6TH MI INF,
DOUGLASS, JONATHAN E., 5TH IN ART., 143
DOURTE, JOHN, 6TH IA INF, 226
DOUSE, LEWIS R., 60TH MA INF, 274
DOVEY, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, 101
DOW, E.E., FIREMAN, US NAVY, IRONCLAD, 56
DOW, CHARLES, 29TH IA INF, 27
DOW, CHARLES H., 59TH IN INF, 113
DOWD, ALEXANDER, 10TH IL INF,
DOWD, PHILANDER, 12TH IL INF,
DOWD, DAVID, 14TH IA INF, 25
DOWD, THOMAS J., 3RD WI INF, 13
DOWES, JONATHAN, 106TH IL INF, 22
DOWHOWER, FRED, 31ST IA INF, 40
DOWLING, DANIEL, 2ND IA CAV, 70
DOWNER, JONATHAN, WAGONER, 104TH OH INF,
DOWNING, E.L., 4TH IA CAV, 15
DOWNING, CHARLES A., 8TH IA INF, 227
DOWNING, JAMES M., 48TH IN INF, 91
DOWNING, WILLIAM C.,
DOWNING, A.R., 2ND IA CAV, 15
DOWNING, GEORGE K., 7TH OH INF, 132
DOWNING, JACOB R., 4TH IA CAV, 163
DOWNS, OLIVER R., 4TH WI CAV, 4TH WI INF, 80
DOWNS, J.G., 29TH IA INF, 278
DOWNS, CHARLES H., 17TH MI INF,
DOWNS, HENRY F., 5TH IA INF,
DOWNS, WILL, 7TH IN INF, 94
DOWNS, OLIVER R., 4TH WI CAV, 80
DOWTY, HIRAM, 182ND OH INF, 34
DOYLE, ELI, 184TH OH INF,
DOYLE, FRANCIS, US MARINE CORP, 2
DOYLE, EDWARD, 34TH IL INF, 231
DOYLE, JAMES, 71ST NYINF, 120TH NY INF, 258
DOYLE, JAMES, 120TH NY INF, 71ST NY INF,
DOYLE, JAMES, 88TH PA,
DOYLE, JOSEPH, 23RD MO INF,
DOYLE, THOMAS H., 1ST MO LIGHT ART., 7
DOYLE, JAMES, 12TH IA INF, 127
DOYLE, J.E., 59TH IN INF, 35,
DRAGOO, JOHN C., 24TH OH INF, 301
DRAIN, THOMAS M., 4TH CA INF,
DRAIN, JAMES F., 9TH IA CAV, 53
DRAKE, GEORGE W., 6TH US CAV,
DRAKE, WILLIAM P., 137TH IL INF,
DRAKE, JAMES, 47TH KY INF, 231
DRAKE, PHILIP, 122ND NY INF,
DRAKE, SILAS, 4TH PA LIGHT ART., 314
DRAKE, N.S., 2ND NJ INF, 2
DRAKE, MOSES WASHIN, 83RD OH INF, 84
DRAKE, COMFORT D., 16TH IA INF, 176
DRAKE, HENRY E., 30TH IN INF, 81
DRAKE, BENJAMIN F., 16TH IN ART., 47
DRAKE, G.M., 3RD MN INF, 113
DRAKE, IRA H., 27TH WI INF, 129
DRECHER, DAVID, 10TH IA INF(ERROR), 32
DRECHER, DAVID, 11TH IA INF, 32
DRAPE, WILLIAM L., 4TH IA CAV, 37
DRAPE, J.W., 11TH IN INF, 137
DRAPE, JOHN R, 16TH IA INF,
DRAPE, HIRAM, 95TH IL INF,
DRAPE, HENRY, 122ND IL INF, 42
DRAPE, TOLBERT, 3RD IA CAV, 11
DRAPE, TOLBOT, 3RD IA INF(ERROR), 40
DRAPE, CHARLES R., 45TH IA INF, 120
DRAPE, SOLOMON, HOSPITAL STEWARD, 130TH I, 125
DRAUCHER, ARTHUR M., 20TH IA INF, CO. H, 29TH I,
DRAUCKER, LEVI M., 84TH PA INF, 104
DRAUCKER, ARTHUR M., 29TH IA INF, CO. C, 20TH I,
DRAUCKER, ARTHUR M., 2ND IA INF, 32
DRAUSE, CHARLES E., 150TH IL INF,
DRAWBAUGH, LOUIS, 147TH OH INF,
DRAWBRIDGE, JOSEPH W., 23RD IL INF, 36,
DREDGE, JOSEPH H., 102ND IL INF, PVT, CO. C, 1, 182
DRENNE, J. PERRY, 136TH PA INF, 172
DRESBACK, ALFRED, 42ND WI INF, 87
DRESSER, ALBERT, 1ST WI INF, CORP, CO. D, 38, 42
DREW, GEORGE H., 15TH VT INF, 4
DREW, HENRY, 98TH NY INF, 205
DRINKWALLER, LEVI S, 1ST IA CAV,
DRINKWALTER, LEVI S., 1ST IA CAV, 122
DRINKWATER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, 25
DRISKELL, E.E., 14TH IA INF, DRISKELL, ELSHA, 1ST NE INF, 145
DRISKELL, LEWIS W., 2ND NE CAV, 106
DRISKILL, JOHN, 19TH IA INF, 303
DRUM, JACOB C., 35TH IA INF, 133
DRUMMOND, FRANK, 2ND IL ART., 131
DRUMMOND, R.W., 18TH OH INF, 122
DRUMMOND, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, 285
DRUMMIONS, THOMAS, 5TH US CAV,
DRURY, WALTER E, 96TH IL INF, 9TH IL CAV,
DRY, DANIEL, 4TH MO CAV, 144
DUBOIS, HIRAM, 33RD OH INF,
DUCK, WILLIAM, 88TH IN INF, 231
DUCKWORTH, THOMAS S, 98TH IL INF,
DUCKWORTH, JOHN A., 2ND IA INF,
DUDGEON, JOSEPH A., US NAVY, USS PEQUOT, 348
DUDRIT, WILLIAM, 2ND OH CAV, 216
DUDLEY, NOAH, 29TH IA INF, 290
DUDLEY, IRA L., 16TH NY ART., 330
DUDLEY, GEORGE, 7TH IN CAV, 109
DUFFEY, JOHN S., 145TH IN INF, 343
DUFFIELD, GEORGE S., 16TH IL INF, 111
DUFFORD, CHARLES, 1ST OR CAV, 65
DUFFY, JAMES H., 95TH IL INF, CO. H, 47TH I, 138
DUFEO, EDWARD, 74TH IL INF, 74
DUGAL, JOHN, 12TH WI INF,
DUGGAN, LAWRENCE, 3RD IA CAV, 7
DUGGER, WILLIAM A., 7TH IL CAV, 350
DUIMBY, GEORGE W., 32ND WI INF, 128TH US COL, 70
DUKE, CHARLES, 116TH NY INF, 316
DUKE, JOHN S., 2ND WV CAV, 45
DULIN, THOMAS, 2ND IA CAV, 223
DUMDI, CHRISTOPHER, 44TH MO INF, 17
DUNBAR, H.K., 1ST OH LIGHT ART.,
DUNBAR, HENRY, 11TH IL CAV, 96
DUNBAR, GABRIEL, 17TH IL CAV, 1, 2
DUNCAN, THOMAS, 112TH IL INF, 216
DUNCAN, ELIAS, 11TH IL CAV., 50
DUNCAN, J.M., 19TH MI INF, 259
DUNCAN, J.W., 11TH IL INF, PVT, CO. B, 14, 176
DUNCAN, JAMES A., 3RD IA CAV, 10,
DUNCAN, J.G., 7TH WI INF(EBERR), 15
DUNGAN, JOHN R., 124TH IL INF, QM SERG, 16T, 1
DUNGAN, WILLIAM W., 5TH IA INF, 49TH US COLOR, 13
DUNHAM, GEORGE H., STEWARD, US NAVY, GUNBOAT, 34
DUNHAM, ALFRED G., 7TH IA INF, CORP, CO. A, 2N, 77
DUNHAM, JHON S., 31ST IA INF, 27
DUNIGAN, MICHAEL, 64TH IL INF
DUNKER, CHARLES, 43RD IL INF, 252
DUNKER, FREDERICK, 43RD IL INF, 86
DUNKERSON, WILLIAM D., 2ND KY CAV, 91
DUNKERSON, JOHN L., 25TH IN INF, 91
DUNKLE, WALTER, 46TH IN INF, 274
DUNKLS, DAVID, 13TH IA INF, 262
DUNLAP, CHARLES, 48TH IN INF, 120
DUNLAP, J.T., 1ST CO MOUNTED INF,
DUNLAP, WILLIAM D., 147TH IL INF, 20,
DUNLAP, JOHN, 16TH IA INF, 116
DUNN, CHARLES, 15TH PA INF, 3
DUNN, PAYSON, 37TH WI INF, 35
DUNN, FRANCIS J., 50TH IL INF, 91
DUNN, CHARLES F., 9TH IA CAV, 7
DUNN, DAVID, 85TH IN INF, 79
DUNN, GIBSON, 27TH NY INF,
DUNN, JAMES W., 43RD OH INF, 191
DUNN, MICHAEL, 82ND OH INF, 223
DUNN, GEORGE W., 135TH OH INF, 227
DUNN, JOHN, ,
DUNN, WILLIAM H., 58TH IL INF, 262
DUNN, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, 262
DUNN, JOHN H., 8TH IA INF, 63,
DUNN, N.T., 145TH OH INF, 219
DUNN, VAN R., 12TH IA INF, 89
DUNN, WILLIAM JAME, 1ST NE ING, 89
DUNN, LEWIS, 83RD IN INF, 24
DUNN, ROBERT S., 13TH WI INF, 77
DUNN, ALBERT, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 287
DUNN, JAMES B., 5TH WI ART., 264
DUNNING, SAMUEL N., 8TH IL CAV, 98
DUNNING, CHARLES, 29TH WI INF, 14TH WI INF, 19,
DUNSTAN, WILLIAM W., 50TH WI INF, 45
DUNTIN, WINFIELD S., 9TH IN CAV, 56
DUNTON, ALEXANDER B., 9TH IN CAV,
DUNVOHS, WILLIAM, 41ST IL INF, 354
DUNWOODY, EUGENIUS R., 72ND IN INF,
DUNZA, JOHN, 8TH IL INF, 25
DURANT, AUGUSTUS F., 18TH IA INF, 111
DURBIN, ROBERT M., 62ND OH INF, 99,
DURBIN, HOSIER H., 18TH IN ART., 7
DURFEE, C.J., 27TH NY INF, 8
DURFLINGER, J.R., 51ST IL INF, 50
DURHAM, GENIO A., 4TH WI CAV,
DURHAM, GEORGE W., 33RD NY,
DURHAM, LEWIS S., 6TH IA INF,
DURHAM, WALLACE W., 30TH WI INF, 154
DURISCH, FLORY S., 8TH IA INF, 25,
DURKEE, F.J., 1ST CO CAV,
DURLEY, JAMES M., 47TH IL INF, 299
DURYEA, SYLVANUS M., 2ND NE CAV,
DURYEA, SOCRATES C., 2ND NE CAV,
DUSENBERRY, GEORGE, 9TH OH CAV, 162
DUSENBURY, JAMES, 9TH IA CAV, 59
DUSSELL, A., 9TH IA CAV, 9
DUSTIN, DALLAS, HATCHES MN CAV,
DUTCHER, AARON, 150TH NY INF, 154
DUTCHER, THEODORE, 148TH IL INF, 8
DUTCHER, CHARLES E., 9TH IA CAV, 77
DUTTER, JAMES H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART.,
DUTTON, SERENO, 7TH IA INF, 45
DUTTON, JOHN L., 29TH WI INF, 120
DUTTON, SAMUEL L. S., 3RD IA CAV,
DUTTON, SILAS M., 2ND CA INF, 12
DUTTON, GEORGE C., 99TH IN INF, 205
DUTTON, SAMUEL D., 36TH MA INF, 3
DUTTON, ANDREW W., 65TH NY INF, 120
DUVALL, DEWITT C., 30TH KY INF,
DUVALL, JAMES J., 12TH KY INF,
Dwire, Lemuel G., 6TH IA CAV, 66
Dwyer, Chester L., 1ST VT CAV, 259
Dwyer, Edward, 1ST MI CAV, 140
Dwyer, John, 2ND NE CAV, 170
Dwyer, John, 1ST NE INF, 170
Dwyer, Edward, 1ST WI CAV, 140
Dye, Jasper, 1ST NE, 280
Dye, Nathan, 187TH OH INF, 321
Dye, George E., Musician, 28TH WI INF,
Dye, Wesley W., 6TH IN INF, 1
Dye, William C., 134TH IN INF, 94
Dye, Ruel, 1ST WI INF, 118
Dye, Ruel, 1ST WI CAV, 118
Dyer, Andrew J., Merriles Horse MO CAV,
Dyer, William W., 21ST IL INF, 3
Dyer, E.G., 15TH ME INF, 152
Dyer, Daniel, 70TH OH INF, 17
Dyke, Jeremiah, 17TH IL CAV, 252
DyKeman, James N., 109TH NY INF, 338
Dymond, William, 168TH OH INF, Pvt, Co. B, 1,
DYR, WILSON, 48TH IN INF, 25
DYSON, THOMAS, 36TH IA INF,
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EADS, THEODORE, 54TH IL,
EAGER, ALVIN, 2ND WI INF,
EAGER, AMOS S., 7TH WI INF, 25
EAGLEBURGER, ALBERT, 133RD OH INF, 72
EAGY, SAMUEL, 40TH OH INF, 217
EAGY, SAMUEL, 40TH OH INF, 217
EAGY, SAMUEL, 139TH IN INF, 217
EAKIN, JAMES L., 32ND IA INF, 125
EAKINS, JAMES L., 23RD IA INF, 125
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FARRIS, WILLIAM J., 62ND OH INF, CO. D, 67TH O, 267
FAUQUIER, EPHRIAM, 3RD IA CAV,
FAUVER, MARQUIS D.L., 5TH MN INF, 125
FAUVER, SAMUEL, 5TH MN INF, 125
FAWCETT, JACOB, 16TH WI INF, 110
FAWCETT, LEVI H., 38TH IN INF, 147
FAWN, EDMUND F, 6TH WI INF,
FAWN, EDMUND T., 6TH WI INF, 80
FEANTO, NELSON, 2ND NE CAV, 185
FEANTS, NELSON, 1ST NE INF, 185
FEARN, EDMUND F, 6TH WI INF,
FEARN, EDMUND T., 6TH WI INF, 80
FEARS, JAMES(COLORE, 14TH US COLORED INF, 180
FEASELL, T.J., 7TH IA CAV, 66
FEATHER, BENJAMIN F., 25TH MI INF, 5
FEATHERS, PETER W., 22ND WI INF, 100
FEATHERSTON, THOMAS, 22ND IA INF, 51
FEDERER, DOMINICK, 5TH WI INF, 11
FEE, JAMES H., 10TH IA INF, 147
FEENAN, MARTIN J., 6TH IA CAV, 7
FEGLES, SEYMOUR, 4TH IA CAV, 241
FEHLSNAN, ROBERT, 29TH IN INF, 129
FEHRER, HENRY F., 2ND IA CAV, 54
FELCH, GEORGE P., 4TH VT INF,
FELDMAYER, WILLIAM, 46TH OH INF, 220
FELIX, DAVID, 6TH MN INF, 125
FELL, WALTER A., 124TH IL INF, PVT, CO. B, 325
FELLERS, T.R., 2ND TN INF,
FELLOWS, ADIN, 10TH NY INF, 8TH NY ART.,
FELLOWS, ADIN, 8TH NY HEAVY ART., CO. K, 91
FELLOWS, OLIVER, 1ST MN HEAVY ART.,
FELLOWS, ALBERT, 39TH IL INF, 1
FELLOWS, JOSEPH B., 53RD IL INF, 114
FELLOWS, WILLIAM W., 2ND NY MOUNTED RIFLES, 22
FELT, MYRON H., 7TH KS CAV, 22,
FELT, M.H., 16TH KS CAV, 48
FELTER, JOSHUA, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, 118
FELTER, C.W., 16TH IA INF, 289
FELTHANSER, MICHAEL, 1ST NE CAV, 24,
FENDERSON, AUGUSTUS C., 15TH IA INF, 121
FENIMORE, A.J., 15TH US VETERAN RESERVE, 150
FENN, ANDREW J., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., I, 2
FENELL, ABEL S., 8TH WI INF, 278
FENELL, ANDREW J., OH HEAVY ART.,
FENELL, JOHN, 1ST MA CAV, 318
FENELL, JOHN, 4TH MA CAV,
FENNER, ROSWELL, 44TH IL INF,
FENNER, ROSELL, 55TH IL INF, CORP, CO. C, 4, 319
FENSTER, CHARLES, 12TH WI INF, 44
FENTON, S.L., 83RD PA INF, 31
FENTON, EDVIN, SURGEON'S STEWARD, US NAV, 12
FENTON, GEORGE A., 6TH CT INF,
FENTON, S.L., 83RD PA INF, PVT, CO. F, 27, 31
FENTON, DOLORE, 74TH IL INF,
FENTON, JOHN B., 3RD MD CAV, 172
FERBER, ERNEST, 2ND NE CAV, 179
FERGUSON, HENRY, 78TH IL INF,
FERGUSON, ALEXANDER M., 151ST IN INF, 13,
FERGUSON, J.M., 141ST PA INF, 67
FERGUSON, JOSEPH E., 16TH IL INF, 314
FERGUSON, SMITH C., 35TH MO INF, 223
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 94TH NY INF,
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 18TH NY CAV,
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 94TH NY INF,
FERGUSON, BENJAMIN F., 2ND NE CAV, 66
FERGUSON, JOHN H., 11TH OH INF, 316
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 62ND PA INF, PVT, CO. B, 67, 251
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 67TH PA INF, PVT, CO. B, 62, 251
FERGUSON, FREDERICK J., 12TH IL CAV, CO. E, 4TH IL, 13
FERGUSON, ANDREW JACKS, 40TH IA INF, 5
FERGUSON, A.J., 8TH IA CAV, 5
FERGUSON, DANIEL, 1ST MI ART.,
FERGUSON, FINLEY C., 11TH IL CAV, 235
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 40TH IA INF, 5
FERGUSON, FRANKLIN, 7TH IN CAV, 37
FERGUSON, JOHN M., 2ND NY HEAVY ART, 9TH NY, 1
FERGUSON, JOHN N., 2ND IA INF, 37
FERGUSON, RUSAELL G., 9TH IA CAV, 33RD IA INF, 151
FERGUSON, JESSE J., 10TH IN INF, 21,
FERGUSON, HENRY C., 23RD IN INF, 144TH IN INF, 24
FERGUSON, HENRY C., 144TH IN INF, 23RD IN INF, 24
FERMAN, JAMES H., 1ST IA CAV, 80,
FERMAN, DANIEL H., 1ST IA CAV, 51
FERNAN, JOHN H., 29TH WI INF, 171
FERNAN, JOHN H., 45TH WI INF, 171
FERRING, FRED C., 153RD IL INF, 96
FERRIS, CHARLES E., 18TH IN ART., 75,
FERRIS, CHARLES E., 18TH IN ART., 25,
FERRY, L.W., 1ST NE INF, 24
FERST, GEORGE, 52ND IN INF,
FESENDEN, CHARLES B., 78TH IL INF,
FETHERSTON, THOMAS, 27TH IA INF(ERROR),
FETROM, WILLIAM, 2ND KS CAV(EMAIL), 51
FETROW, WILLIAM, 2ND IA CAV, 51
FETTERLY, JOSH, 19TH MI INF, 12
FETTERS, WILLIAM H., 30TH IN INF,
FETZ, DAVID, 16TH PA CAV, 318
FETZER, HEINRICH HE, 9TH WI INF, 62
FICHTER, J.H., 39TH NJ INF,
FICKELS, SOLOMON, 50TH OH INF, 91
FICKENCHER, GEORGE W., 36TH IL LINF, 91
FIEBIG, HERMAN, 32ND IN INF, 124
FIELD, SAMUEL A., 22ND US INF, 1
FIELD, JESSE, 2ND WI CAV, 182
FIELDER, WILLIAM, 72ND IL INF, 35
FIELDS, WILLIAM B., 59TH IL INF, CO. C, 89TH I,
FIELDS, FRANK P., 114TH NY INF, 9
FIELDS, JOSEPH, 124TH OH INF, 20
FIELDS, THOMAS J., 15TH IA INF, 46
FIFER, JOHN, 7TH MO CAV, 25
FIFER, WILLIAM, 100TH IN INF, 54,
FIGARD, D.H., 133RD PA INF, 3
FIGHTMASTER, JAMES A., 115TH IN INF, 253
FIKE, JAMES I., 21ST US INF, 45
FIKE, ABRAHAM N., 69TH OH INF, 354
FILBERT, JACOB S., 74TH OH INF, 303
FILER, GEORGE F., 6TH IA CAV,
FILES, PETER J., 40TH IL INF, 74
FILES, JACOB, 82ND OH INF, 228
FILKINS, B.F., 136TH NY INF, 76
FILKINS, B.F., 186TH NY INF, 76
FILKINS, LLEWLLYN, 52ND IL INF, 17
FILLEBROWN, J.M., 5TH WI LIGHT ART., 22
FILLMORE, GEORGE, 27TH IA INF, 201
FILLMORE, JOHN, 53RD NY INF, 132ND NY INF,
FILLMORE, WILLIAM M., 16TH WI INF, 37
FINCH, ROLANDO J., 6TH IA CAV, 120
FINCH, JOHN D, 4TH IA INF,
FINDLAY, JAMES D., 22ND IN INF, 195
FINDLEY, FRANK A., 3RD MD INF,
FINDY, JOHN H., 13TH IL CAV, 17
FINECY, JOSHUA, 133RD PA INF, PVT, CO. I, 5,
FINK, JOHN, 5TH PA INF, PVT, CO. C, 53R, 46
FINK, C.H., 36TH WI INF, PVT, CO. C, 12, 20
FINK, JAMES H., 40TH IA INF, 68,
FINK, URIAH, 1ST PA CAV, 142
FINK, W.D., 185TH NY INF,
FINKENKOLLER, ANDREW, 1ST IA CAV, 262
FINKLE, ROBERT R., 15TH IL INF,
FINLEY, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF, 205
FINLEY, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF, 136
FINLEY, DAVID, 3RD IA CAV, 17,
FINN, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV, 25
FINNEY, LOUIS A., 3RD IN CAV, 7
FINSEY, J., 106TH IL INF, 29
FIREBAUGH, ELIAS, 2ND NE CAV, 84
FISCHKE, HENRY, 27TH WI INF, 261
FISCHER, DANIEL, 27TH PA INF,
FISCHER, JACOB, ,
FISH, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, 150
FISH, HENRY, 20TH WI INF, 150
FISH, WALKER J., 21ST WI INF, 95
FISH, ASA P., 1ST WI CAV, 36
FISH, CHARLES H., 52ND IL ILNF, 36,
FISH, WARREN, 64TH IL INF, 147
FISH, CHARLES E., 6TH MI INF, 79
FISH, LOUIS M., 18TH WI INF, 15
FISHBURN, DAVID A., 15TH IA INF, 158
FISHER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, 148
FISHER, JOHN, 18TH IN INF,
FISHER, GEORGE E., 29TH IN INF, 58
FISHER, JAMES A., 37TH IN INF, 149
FISHER, GEORGE, 85TH PA INF, 97,
FISHER, LABAN, 33RD WI INF, 253
FISHER, EDGAR A., 2ND WI CAV, 116
FISHER, JOHN J., 1ST US, 23
FISHER, JOHN E, 24TH IA,
FISHER, ELLIS, 93RD IL INF,
FISHER, JOHN S, 15TH IA INF,
FISHER, D.F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 43
FISHER, LUKE, 47TH IL INF, 6
FISHER, IRA, 9TH IA INF, 110
FISHER, ABRAM C., 9TH IA CAV, 19,
FISHER, L.T., 11TH IN INF, ORD.SERG, CO., 22
FISHER, LEWIS, 97TH IN INF, 101
FISHER, FREDERICK, 128TH IN INF, 115
FISHER, J.W., 135TH IN INF, 95
FISHER, WILLIAM, 8TH IN INF,
FISHER, RASWELL, 16TH ME INF, 84
FISHER, CHARLES, 7TH MN INF, 176
FISHER, C.G., 8TH MO INF, 88
FISHER, JOSEPH, 91ST NY INF, 42
FISHER, CHARLES, 57TH OH INF,
FISHER, THOMAS, 79TH OH INF, 1
FISHER, JACOB B., 96TH OH INF,
FISHER, D.F., 1ST IA INF, 117
FISHER, JEFFERSON K., 4TH IA INF, 66
FISHER, JOHN S., 15TH IA INF, 141
FISHER, DANIAL F., 1ST IA ENGINEERS, 117
FISHER, JAMES, 44TH IN INF, 209
FISHER, JOHN J., 76TH IN INF, 1ST US INF, 23
FISHER, LOWELL P., 27TH WI INF, 25
FISHER, LABAN, 33RD WI INF, 17
FISK, PHILIP, 42ND WI INF, 176
FISK, PERRY G., 1ST WI CAV, 142
FISKE, SAMUEL A., 34TH IL INF, CO. E, 104TH, 198
FITCH, ALVIN L., 14TH OH LIGHT ART., 1, 2
FITCH, GILBERT G., 31ST WI INF, 228
FITCH, JAMES E., 14TH KY INF, 242
FITCH, GILES H., 13TH NY INF, PVT, CO. K, 15, 7
FITCH, JOHN T., 17TH IA INF, 116
FITCH, JAMES F., 17TH IN INF, POST 315, 118
FITCH, E.J., 2ND MN INF, 86
FITCH, E.A., 2ND MN CAV, 86
FITCHETT, GEORGE H., 128TH NY INF, 110
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FITCHPATRICK, JOHN M.</td>
<td>8TH IA INF ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITCHPLATRIC, JOHN M.</td>
<td>8TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITERINGTON, CHARLES</td>
<td>9TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITTHEN, R.</td>
<td>59TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITHIAN, PETER M.</td>
<td>1ST MO INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITSGERALD, D.B.</td>
<td>4TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZER, MOSES C.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF CO E</td>
<td></td>
<td>95TH I</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, B.B.</td>
<td>4TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, JONATHAN</td>
<td>43RD WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, J.H.</td>
<td>26TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, HENRY C.H.</td>
<td>BLACK HORSE KY CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, HENRY C.H.</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZGERALD, THOMAS S.</td>
<td>14TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZHUGH, R.H.</td>
<td>1ST NY ART LT COL.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5TH</td>
<td></td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZPATRICK, BERNARD</td>
<td>11TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZPATRICK, W.H.</td>
<td>US NAVY USS STR</td>
<td></td>
<td>HATTERA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITZPATRICK, EDWARD</td>
<td>41ST OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLACK, HENRY J.</td>
<td>93RD IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAINSBERG, JOSEPH</td>
<td>139TH IL LINF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLANAGAN, THOMAS</td>
<td>9TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLANDER, ORRIN J.</td>
<td>78TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLANEY, SHELTON F.</td>
<td>1ST NE INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLANIGAN, THOMAS</td>
<td>21ST NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEENER, MARCELLUS</td>
<td>19TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEISCHER, JOHN</td>
<td>4TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEISHOUR, EDWARD</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, FRANK</td>
<td>31ST WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, ANDREW J.</td>
<td>52ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>34TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, FRANK</td>
<td>75TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM</td>
<td>130TH IL INF CO F</td>
<td></td>
<td>77TH</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM H. S.</td>
<td>152ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM B.</td>
<td>15TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, JOHN A.</td>
<td>2ND IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM</td>
<td>5TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMING, WILLIAM</td>
<td>5TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMMING, THOMAS C.</td>
<td>44TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMMING, ABRAHAM</td>
<td>34TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEMMING, ANDREW</td>
<td>151ST IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLESHER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>10TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, E.A.</td>
<td>2ND MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, JAMES C.</td>
<td>96TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, J.C.</td>
<td>2ND IA INF ERROR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, W.</td>
<td>60TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, AMOS W.</td>
<td>13TH KS INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCHER, AMASA S.</td>
<td>92ND OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FLETCHER, DENNIS, 75TH IL INF, 171
FLETCHER, JONATHAN N., 103RD NY INF, 25
FLETCHER, J.N., 1ST NY CAV, 25,
FLETCHER, FRANCIS W., 121ST OH INF, 115
FLETCHER, CHRISTOPHER, 142ND OH INF, 115
FLETCHER, JOSEPH C., 3RD IA CAV, 35
FLETCHER, JAMES, 44TH IA CAV, 85
FLETCHER, JAMES M., 36TH IN INF, 3
FLINKEN, JOHN B., 12TH IA INF, 72,
FLINT, ALLI F., 25TH OH LIGHT ART., 23
FLINT, JOHN B., 142ND IL LINF, 231
FLINT, ABRAM R., 14TH NY INF, 111
FLINT, JONATHAN L., 27TH MO INF, 107
FLINT, LARKIN S., 43RD MO INF, 4
FLINT, JOHN L., 27TH MO INF, 15
FLINT, CHARLES E., 22ND IA INF, 242
FLINT, GEORGE W., 22ND IA INF, 43
FLINT, ALFRED S., 30TH WI INF, 75
FLOCK, AMOS, 13TH PA CAV, 262
FLOCK, GEORGE E., 2ND IA ART.,
FLOCK, GEORGE E., 6TH IA INF, 32
FLOCK, MORRIS, 36TH IA INF, 32,
FLOOD, EDWARD A., 153RD IL INF, 17
FLOOD, PHILLIP, 6TH IN INF, 354
FLORI, JACOB, 48TH IN INF, 299
FLOROM, WILLIAM, 15TH IL CAV, 343
FLOTTMAN, AUGUST, 1ST MO LIGHT ART., 11
FLOWER, ABRON S., 74TH IN INF,
FLOWER, C.A., 10TH MO CAV, 14
FLOWER, CHARLES E., 11TH NH INF, 272
FLOWER, ABRAM L., 74TH IN INF, 149
FLOWER, ABRAM L., MUSICIAN, 74TH IN INF, 25
FLOYD, THOMAS J., 12TH OH CAV, 203
FLOYD, ISAAC N., 36TH OH INF, 34TH OH INF, 63
FLOYD, ISAAC, 34TH OH INF, 63
FLUCARD, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, 25,
FLUENT, J.F., 9TH IA CAV, 28
FLUSKY, BELA H., 1ST IL ART., 250
FLYNT, HORATIO H., 40TH WI INF,
FODGE, JAMES M., 1ST IA CAV, 44,
FOELLMER, KARL, 9TH MD INF, 7
FOHLINGER, JOSEPH, 74TH PA INF, 84
FOLDEN, R.R., 193RD OH INF, 122
FOLDEN, ORSON B., 91ST OH INF, 22
FOLDEN, WARNER, 2ND NE CAV, 127
FOLEY, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, 97
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, 84
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CO CAV, 159
FOLEY, J.W., 10TH MO INF, 262
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, 52
FOLKS, ANDREW J., 44TH IL INF, 208
FOLLETT, JOHN M., 33RD IL INF, 25,
FOLSTEDT, ULRICH, 5TH US VETERAN RESERVES, 110
FOLTS, C.M., 157TH NY INF, 228
FOLTS, GEORGE, 40TH WI INF, 32
FONT, JOHN M., 8TH IN INF, 115
FOOT, ALFRED H., 5TH IA CAV, 25
FOOT, M.B., 115TH NY INF, 152
FOOT, JOHN B., 169TH NY INF, 105
FOOT, CHARLES, 1ST WI INF, 98,
FORBES, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF, 13
FORBES, SHERMAN, 49TH NY INF, DIED 11MAR193, 25
FORBES, JEROME B., 157TH NY INF, 216
FORBES, ANDREW, 18TH OH LINF, 170
FORBES, WILLIAM, 37TH IA,
FORBES, HENRY, 4TH PA INF,
FORBES, JOHN A., 42ND IL INF, 42
FORBES, REUBEN, 1ST IA INF, 11TH IA INF, 7, 1
FORBES, REUBEN, 11TH IA INF, 1ST IA INF, 7, 1
FORBS, FRANCIS H., 23RD IA INF, 40
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI CAV, 198
FORCE, FRANKLIN, 11TH IA INF, 1 LIEUT, 50TH, 118
FORCE, JEFFERSON, 45TH IA INF, 292
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI INF(ERROR), 198
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 198
FORCSUTT, MARK H., 3RD CA INF, 24
FORD, HARVEY, 6TH IA INF, 50
FORD, ABSALOM, 3RD IN CAV, 262
FORD, BENJAMIN, 8TH IN CAV, 262
FORD, JOHN M., 128TH IN INF, 198
FORD, JOSEPH, 3RD MD INF, 50,
FORD, JOSEPH, 1ST TN LIGHT ART., 227
FORD, PHIL, 31ST WI INF, 316
FORD, WILLIAM W., 1ST KS INF, 262
FORD, JEROME C., 36TH IL INF, 3, 2
FORD, CORNEIUS R., 16TH IL CAV, 1
FORD, JOHN R., 1ST KY ART., 29,
FORD, HERVEY, 143RD OH INF,
FORD, ABSALOM, 3RD IN INF(ERROR), 262
FORD, BENJAMIN T., 3RD IN CAV, 8TH IN CAV, 262
FORD, DANIEL, 24TH WI INF, 267
FORDING, DAVID F., 18TH IA INF, 13
Fordyee, Henry D., 6th WI Inf, 62
Forehand, Lloyd D., 5th NH Inf, 1
Foreman, J., 17th OH Inf, Pvt, CO. G, 17, 316
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GARVER, WILLIAM F., 18TH IN ART., 66
GARVEY, JOHNSON, 31ST IA INF(ERROR), 40
GARVIN, W.J., 3RD IA CAV, CO. K, US COL, 16
GARVIN, WILLIAM, 26TH KY INF,
GARVIS, DAVID, 55TH IL INF,
GARWELL, BAZEL, 3RD IA CAV, 157
GARWOOD, CYRUS, 8TH IA CAV, 210
GARWOOD, ISAIAH, 3RD IA INF,
GARWOOD, ISAIH, 13TH IA INF, 4
GARWOOD, CYRUS, 8TH IA CAV, 4, 3
GARY, H.W., 2ND NY CAV, 112
GARZEE, H.E., 13TH US INF, 42,
GASHILL, BENJAMIN, 148TH IN INF, 205
GASKILL, JAMES, 1ST US ART., 2
GASSER, GEORGE WILLI, IL,
GASTINEAU, HENRY, 97TH IN INF, 97
GATCH, CHARLES H, 153RD OH NATL GUARD,
GATES, JOHN M., 133RD PA INF, CORP, CO. M, , 303
GATES, HENRY H., 67TH IL INF, 118
GATES, MILO L., 2ND IL ART., 98
GATES, MELVIN M., 12TH OH INF, 91
GATES, CHARLES, 33RD OH INF, 191
GATES, JONATHAN F., 27TH IA INF, 17
GATES, WILLIAM, 10TH OH INF, 95
GATES, AUSTIN H., 2ND NE CAV, 118
GATES, JACOB H., 40TH WI INF, 81
GATEWOOD, JAMES T., 51ST IN INF, 55
GATEWOOD, JOEL, 51ST IN INF, 149
GATEWOOD, JOEL, 51ST IN INF, 119
GATREL, OBAMON, 7TH MO CAV, 47
GATTEN, ROBERT, 2ND VA CAV, 37
GAUGHAN, DENNIS, 4TH MO CAV, 7
GAULT, JOHN T., 40TH IA INF,
GAUNT, WILLIAM A., 13TH IL INF, 17
GAVOT, RICHARD, 193RD OH INF, 296
GAY, PETER GEORGE, 128TH IN INF, 217
GAY, JOSEPH, 51ST IN INF, 115
GAYLORD, JOHN H., 149TH IN INF, 223
GAYLORD, THOMAS C., 32ND OH INF,
GAYTER, TRAVIS (COLO, 1ST SPONGER, US NAVY, USS, 262
GEAR, JONATHAN M., 151ST IN INF, 245
GEBBERS, C., 21ST MO INF, 97
GEBHART, JOHN, 143RD IN INF, 8
GEDDES, CHARLES, 16TH IA INF, 35
GEE, HERBERT G., 6TH PA CAV, 53
GEE, ISACC, 24TH IA INF, 16
GEER, SIDNEY A., 3RD IL CAV, 334
GEHRKE, AUGUST, 45TH WI INF,
GEIST, GEORGE W., 1ST PA INF, 19
GELFORD, EDWARD, 45TH WI INF, 211
GELWICK, PHILIP, 34TH IA INF, 127
GENTRY, I.J., 55TH IL INF, 324
GENTRY, JACOB M., 6TH TN INF, 91
GEORGE, J.R., 11TH US INF, SERG, CO. E, 3, 28
GEORGE, L.A., 2ND VT INF,
GEORGE, SAMUEL M., 103RD IL INF, 243
GEORGE, JOHN C, 130TH IN INF,
GEORGE, CHRISTIE, 64TH IL INF, 73
GEORGE, JESSE N., 89TH IL INF, 190
GEORGE, WILLIAM H., 64TH OH INF, 308
GEORGE, CHARLES G., 23RD IA INF, 163
GEORGE, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, 76
GEORGE, DANIEL, 46TH WI INF, 306
GEPR, JAMES H., 9TH IA INF, 94
GERAMLIN, PETER, 128TH IN INF, 91
GERBER, FREDERICK A., 186TH OH INF, 276
GERBER, ANTON, 3RD CA CAV, 13
GERBER, FREDERICK, 52ND IL INF, 9
GERE, C.H., 10TH IN INF (ERROR), 25
GERE, C.H., 11TH IN INF, 11TH MD INF, 25
GEREEKE, HERMAN, 7TH IA CAV, 47
GEREEKET, HERMAN, 16TH IA INF, 109
GERKE, HERMAN, 7TH IA CAV, 109
GERMAN, SAMUEL C., 32ND IA INF, 66
GERRY, BENJAMIN F., 3RD WI INF, 192
GESSELL, JOHN, 22ND IN INF,
GETCHELL, CHARLES O., 1ST WI ART., 136
GETTER, MARCUS E., 129TH IN INF, 40,
GEULES, BYRON M., 2ND NY CAV, 1
GEURAUX, EDDRAS, 4TH MA HEAVY ART., 79
GER, SAMUEL, 100TH IN INF, 190
GHOLKIE, WILLIAM, 1ST WI ART., 235
GIAQUE, ALFRED T., 5TH IA INF, 27,
GIBBERSON, L.W., 3RD CO CAV, 61
GIBBON, CHARLES H., 59TH IL INF, CO. E, 89TH I,
GIBBON, ANDREW, 129TH IN INF, 243
GIBBON, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, 299
GIBBONS, MICHAEL, 65TH NY INF, 274
GIBBONS, ENOCH, 11TH IL INF,
GIBBONS, GEORGE, 4TH IL CAV, 150
GIBBS, JAMES B., 129TH IL INF, PVT, CO. A, 1, 272
GIBBS, JAMES T., 2ND IL CAV, 137
GIBBS, LYMAN, 12TH IL CAV,
GIBBS, WAREHAM T., 134TH IL INF,
GIBBSON, SIMEON B, 150TH IA INF,
GIBSON, ALEXANDER P., 1ST PA LIGHT ART., 34
GIBSON, J.W., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., 250
GIBSON, JOHN, 46TH,
GIBSON, ALBERT, DAKOTA CAV,
GIBSON, WILLIAM J, 31ST WI INF,
GIBSON, THOMAS, 61ST IL INF,
GIBSON, ARTHUR, 3RD CO CAV, 4
GIBSON, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF, 96,
GIBSON, JAMES, 4TH IA INF, 29
GIBSON, JOHN A., 47TH IA INF, 1, 9
GIBSON, ALBERT B., 9TH NH INF,
GIBSON, JAMES S., 2ND NE CAV, 110
GIBSON, SILAS D., 31ST IA INF, 40,
GIBSON, ANDREW, 4TH IA CAV, 10TH MA INF, 43
GIBSON, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, 24
GIBSON, NORMAN E., 29TH IN INF, 81
GIBSON, PEMBROOK E., 12TH WI INF, 25
GIDDINGS, JOSEPH M., 11TH WI INF, 180
GIDDINGS, JOSEPH M., 11TH WI INF, 263
GIERENS, THEODORE, 14TH IL INF, 111
GIERENS, THEODORE, US INF, 111
GIERSDORF, JOSEPH, 27TH WI INF,
GIFFIN, WILLIAM, 13TH US INF, 121
GIFFIN, HUGH F., 152ND IL INF, 64
GIFFIN, M. BELLEVILL, 7TH IL INF, 64,
GIFFORD, JAMES E., 2ND NY CAV, 20
GIFFORD, A.M., 2ND NE CAV, 48
GIFFORD, WILLIAM M., 89TH IN INF, 25,
GIFFORD, FRANK M., 14TH WI INF, 24
GIFT, AARON K., 74TH PA INF, 112
GIFT, A.K., 130TH PA INF, SERG, CO. D, , 112
GIFT, DANIEL, 2ND CO CAV, 55
GILBERT, JOSEPH C., 4TH IA INF, 111
GILBERT, JOSEPH C., 10TH IA INF, CO. B, 4TH IA, 111
GILBERT, SAMUEL T., 22ND KY INF,
GILBERT, STEPHEN, 19TH MI INF, 53
GILBERT, ANDREW, 44TH MO INF, 217
GILBERT, ALEXANDER N., 9TH NY CAV,
GILBERT, BENT, 2ND NE CAV, 118
GILBERT, CHARLES LAF, 8TH WI INF, BORN 15JUN184, 354
GILBERT, OLE, 10TH WI INF, 223
GILBERT, ALBERT G., 3RD IL CAV, 58
GILBERT, JASON D., 21ST IA INF, 1, 2
GILBERT, JOHN A., 21ST IA INF, 124
GILBERT, JOSEPH F., 38TH IA INF, 177
GILBERT, LEW, 2ND NE CAV, 52,
GILBERT, CLARK S., 11TH WI INF, 32
GILBERT, GEORGE E., 13TH WI ART., 32
GILE, H.E., 30TH WI INF, 67
GILE, H.E., 30TH MO INF, 67
GILES, WILLIAM G., 36TH OH INF, 285
GILES, ANSON, 12TH IL INF, 153
GILES, GEORGE W., 6TH WI ART., 4, 2
GILESPIE, JOHN A., 2ND IA CAV, 7
GILKERSON, MILO J., 44TH IA INF,
GILKERSON, CARLOS, 2ND IA CAV, 115
GILKISON, THOMAS, 43RD MO INF, 32,
GILKISON, JAMES, ,
GILL, JOSEPH, 43RD MO INF, 118
GILL, JAMES, 40TH IL INF, 95
GILL, JAMES M., 23RD IA INF, 3
GILLALAND, JAMES P., 7TH IN INF, 227
GILLAM, J.N., 7TH WI INF, 38,
GILLEFELLOW, HENRY, 12TH IL INF,
GILLELAND, HENRY C., 7TH IA INF, 63
GILLESPIE, SILVARRER R., 5TH MO INF, 266
GILLESPIE, JAMES S., 16TH IA INF, 1
GILLESPIE, J.E., 1ST KY CAV, 1
GILLESPIE, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, 214
GILLESPIE, JOHN A., 25TH IA INF (ERROR), 7
GILLESPIE, WILLIAM M., 1ST NE INF, 25
GILLETTE, A.D., 15TH OH LIGHT ART., CORP, 1, 354
GILLET, E.P., 1ST IA CAV, 155
GILLET, LEVI, 43RD OH INF, 228
GILLET, JOHN A., 23RD IL INF, 20
GILLET, HARVEY, 21ST IN INF, 1ST IN HEAVY, 11
GILLETTE, H.J., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 21ST I, 11
GILHAM, JOHN, 25TH WI INF (ERROR), 38
GILLIAM, JOSIAH, 43RD MO INF, 173
GILHAM, THOMAS, 25TH IN INF,
GILLITT, NATHANIEL N., 5TH VT INF, 70
GILLMAN, W.R., 4TH MN INF, 25
GILLINGHAM, GEORGE, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., 1
GILMAN, BYRON, 20TH WI INF, 12,
GILMAN, STEPHEN, 13TH ME INF,
GILMAN, PLATT J., 39TH WI INF, 69
GILMORE, R.G., 83RD PA INF, 35,
GILMORE, JOHN R., CAPT, 53RD IL INF, 174
GILMORE, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, 45
GILMORE, JOHN P, 59TH IL INF,
GILMORE, WILLIAM M., 3RD IL LIGHT ART., 77
GILMORE, SAMUEL, 5TH MO CAV, 24
GILMORE, CHARLES C., 133RD IN INF, 35
GILMORE, JAMES I., 18TH IN ART., 163
GILPIN, JOHN A., 143RD IN INF, 77
GILRON, J.C., ,
GILROY, THOMAS, 1ST MN INF, 76
GILROY, G.W., 10TH IA INF, 177
GILROY, ROBERT, 44TH IA INF, 84
GILSON, GEORGE N., 4TH MN INF, 31
GILSON, PHILO D., COGSWELL'S IL LIGHT ART., 338
GILSON, JOHN W., 54TH IN INF, 308
GILSTRAP, JAMES R., 23RD MO INF, 285
GILTNER, CONRAD, 15TH IL INF, 118
GILTNER, SAMUEL A., 3RD IA CAV, 192
GINBERG, THOMAS, 34TH IA INF, 39
GINGRY, JOHN C., 46TH IA INF, 45
GION, FRANK, 35TH WI INF, 142
GIPPIE, FREDERICK, 2ND CO CAV, 104
GIRKIN, WILLIAM H., 17TH IN INF, 174
GESEKE, HERMAN, 25TH MO INF, 7
GISH, JOHN, 29TH IA INF,
GITCHELL, DAVID L., 39TH IL INF, 73
GIVEN, SAMUEL, 1ST IL ART., 111
GIVENS, THOMAS J., 42ND IN INF, 354
GLADWISH, JOHN W., 3RD MO INF, 3
GLANCY, JAMES D., 59TH IN INF,
GLANNER, B.F., 32ND MO INF, 135
GLANUER, B.F., 22ND MO INF, 135
GLASE, WILLIAM A., 11TH IL CAV, 261
GLASGOW, JOHN M., 7TH IA INF, 2, 1
GLASS, JOHN, PVT, 6TH US CAV, 8
GLASS, WILLIAM H., 47TH IL INF, CO. E, 95TH I, 5
GLASS, REUBEN E., 24TH MI INF, 98
GLASS, WILLIAM R., 16TH US INF, PVT, CO. B, 25, 154
GLASS, THOMAS E., 123RD IN INF, 25
GLASS, LOUIS, 5TH KY INF, 354
GLASS, GEORGE E., 18TH IA INF, 43
GLASS, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, 209
GLASS, MARTIN V., 22ND WI INF, 24
GLASSCOCK, JOHN R., 33RD OH INF, 72
GLASSFORD, WILLIAM, 2ND IN CAV, 108
GLAZIER, N. NEWTON, 11TH VT INF,
GLEASON, CHARLES A., 5TH OH CAV, PVT, CO. B, 13T,
GLEASON, ANSIL S., 1ST WI CAV, 139
GLEASON, J.S., 28TH IL INF, 50
GLEASON, SAMUEL N., 18TH WI INF, 139
GLEASON, WILLIAM, 115TH IL INF, 180
GLEASON, F.H., 51ST MA INF, 191
GLEASON, JACOB, 11TH MN INF, 147
GLENDENNING, ADAM D., 65TH IL INF,
GLENN, JESSE V., 15TH IA INF,
GLENN, THOMAS W., 126TH IL INF, 206
GLENN, SAMUEL H., 45TH IA INF,
GLENN, JAMES, BLACKSMITH, 21ST PA CAV, 326
GLENN, WILLIAM, 4TH WV INF, 252
GLENN, JESSE V., 3RD IA CAV, 115
GLENN, JAMES, 7TH MO INF, 198
GLENN, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF, PVT, CO. B, 8TH,
GLENN, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF, 8TH IA CAV, 115
GLENN, JESSE V., 15TH IA INF, 115
GLENN, JOHN P., 8TH IA CAV, 4TH IA INF, 115
GLENN, JAMES, CAPT HENDERSON'S IN BATT, 77
GLICK, NATHAN, 17TH IA INF, 150
GLICK, NATHAN, 116TH IN LINF,
GLINES, EDWARD P., 3RD WI INF, 84
GLINES, EDWARD P., 3RD WI INF, 84
GLOSSER, HENRY H., 115TH OH INF, 291
GLOVER, WILLIAM P., 14TH MI INF,
GLOVER, JAMES R., 84TH IL INF, 95
GLOVER, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, 354
GLOVER, SAMUEL G., 1ST IN CAV, 52
GOAR, ROBERT, 54TH IL INF,
GOBLE, HIRAM W., 34TH IA INF, 138
GOBLE, DRURY, 45TH KY INF, 227
GOBLE, ENOS H., 21 MI INF,
GOBLE, AYRES, 34TH IL INF, 152
GOBLE, JAMES, 23RD IN INF, 32
GOCA, MICHAEL D., 1ST WI INF,
GOCHENOUR, ISAAC N., 1ST NE, 45
GODARD, ARCHIBALD, PVT, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 1
GODDARD, LEVI W., 45TH IL INF, CORP, CO. C, 9, 208
GODDARD, JOHN, 65TH IL INF, CO. C, 92ND I, 192
GODDARD, JOHN, 92ND IL INF, CO. C, 65TH I, 192
GODDARD, JOSEPH V., 7TH IA INF,
GODDARD, ABEL, 25TH MI INF, 111
GODDARD, WILLIAM H., 13TH MO CAV,
GODDARD, WILLIAM H., 6TH MO INF, 301
GODDARD, FRANCIS H., 140TH IL INF, 262
GODDARD, HARRISON R., 30TH IN INF, 171
GODDARD, ALLAN, 30TH IN INF, 354
GODDARD, S.R., 151ST NY INF, 230
GODDING, JOHN T., PVT, 10TH WI INF, 77,
GODFREY, JOEL B., 59TH IL INF, 229
GODFREY, EMMONS J., 177TH OH INF, 112
GODFREY, ANDREW J., 17TH IN INF, 155
GODFREY, DAVID, 30TH IN INF, 155
GODFREY, WALTER, 35TH IA INF, 96
GODFREY, ALPHONSO S., 21ST WI INF, 25
GODLEY, JOHN C., 2ND MI CAV,
GODON, AUSTIN W., 98TH IL INF,
GODSILL, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, 25
GOEDERT, NICHOLAS, 2ND IA INF, 81
GOETZ, SIMON, 137TH OH INF, 110
GOFF, ADONIRAM J., 100TH IL INF, 110
GOFF, J.R., 3RD MN INF, 40
GOHEEN, SAMUEL G., 117TH IL INF, 207
GOHRMAN, HENRY, 7TH CA INF,
GOIN, J.K., 1ST TH LIGHT ART., 159
GOIN, WILLIAM B., 20TH MD INF, 318
GOING, W.H., 4TH MN INF, 58
GOLAY, MARION F., 137TH IN INF, 154
GOLD, PETER, 153RD PA INF, 165
GOLDER, WILLIAM L., 1ST KS ART., 4, 3
GOLDING, ELI, 118TH IN INF, 154TH IN IN, 139
GOLDING, ELI, 154TH IN INF, 118TH IN IN, 60
GOLDSBERG, LEVI S., 11TH IA INF, 331
GOLDSBURY, ADAMSON W., 35TH IA INF, 13
GOLDSMITH, G. DAVID, 7TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, 155, 31
GOLDSMITH, GEORGE H., 14TH IL INF, 3
GOLDSMITH, J.S., 18TH IN INF, 1
GOLDSMITH, JOEL S., 18TH IN INF, 1, 2
GONDEN, LOUIS N., 2ND MD INF, 110
GONFF, JOHN N., 17TH IL INF,
GOOD, CHARLES, 2ND OH LIGHT ART., 84
GOOD, VICTOR, 3RD VT INF, 237
GOOD, THOMAS, 150TH PA,
GOODALE, SIMON, 115TH IL INF, 95
GOODALL, WALLACE B., 9TH IA CAV, 110
GOODELL, HENRY, 105TH IL INF,
GOODELL, JOSEPH C., 51ST IL INF, 1
GOODELL, BENJAMIN H., 10TH IL INF, 1
GOODENOW, MELVILLE B., 12TH IA INF, 40,
GOODFELLOW, JAMES K.P., 13TH MO INF,
GOODHEART, CALVIN C., 25TH OH LIGHT ART., 89
GOODIN, JAMES W., 36TH IA INF, 52
GOODIN, ISAAC, 34TH IN INF, 75
GOODIN, WILLIAM F., 142ND IN INF, 44
GOODMAN, DANIEL, 49TH PA INF, 100
GOODMAN, W., 26TH OH INF, 217
GOODMAN, DANIEL, 87TH OH INF, 70
GOODMAN, CHARLES F., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 67TH NY, 110
GOODMAN, THOMAS, 6TH WI ART., 47
GOODRICH, WARD, 147TH IL INF, 182
GOODSELL, LEWIS, 1ST US CAV, PVT, CO. I, 1ST, 317
GOODSEN, T.C., 54TH MO INF(ERROR), 69
GOODSEN, T.C., 54TH MA INF, 69,
GOODURN, BENJAMIN F., 74TH IL INF, PVT, CO. B, 7T, 185
GOODWIN, THOMAS, 3RD IA CAV, 4
GOODWIN, RALPH, 2ND NE CAV,
GOODWIN, JESSE O., 15TH IN INF, 23RD KY INF, 75
GOODWIN, ALEXANDER H., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 157
GOODWIN, ALEXANDER H., 8TH IN CAV, 39TH IN INF, 157
GOOKINS, ELISHA, 6TH IN CAV, 264
GOOLSBY, JAMES M., 7TH KS CAV, 84
GOOLSBY, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, 203
GORDEN, NATHAN, 1ST IA CAV, 2
GORDON, JACOB, 93RD PA INF, 235
GORDON, SMITH, 12TH US INF, 207
GORDON, JOHN C., 37TH IL INF, 132
GORDON, SYLVESTER, 12TH IN CAV, 187
GORDON, SYLVESTER, 9TH IN CAV, 187
GORDON, GEORGE,,
GORDON, JOHN,,
GORDON, JOHN F., 23RD MO INF, 61
GORDON, OLIVER S., 60TH OH INF, 2
GORDON, WARREN L., 5TH IA CAV, 61
GORDON, ROSWELL G., 2ND NE CAV, 61
GORDON, JOHN A., 15TH WI INF, 7
GORE, ROBERT S., 48TH IL INF, 297
GORE, FRANCIS FRA, 11TH IN INF, 25
GORMAN, PATRICK J., 21ST IN ART., 110
GORRELL, JOHN B, 151ST IL INF,
GORSUCH, THOMAS R,,
GORTON, WILLIAM L., 12TH WI ART., 25
GOSCH, HENRY C., 8TH IA INF, 89,
GOSNELL, THOMAS N., 3RD IA CAV, 23
GOSNELL, BENJAMIN, 48TH MO INF, 226
GOSS, ABRAM L., 139TH IL INF, 3
GOSS, JOHN Q., 2ND NE CAV, 55
GOSSARD, WILLIS, 23RD IA INF, 154
GOSSARD, AMZI G, 7TH IL,
GOSSARD, JEFFERSON H, 7TH IL INF,
GOSSINGS, JOHN, 8TH MI INF, 156
GOUDIE, JOHN A.H., 37TH IN INF, 114
GOULD, LEANDER, 11TH MI CAV, DIED 22JUL19,
GOULD, ALFRED H., 86TH NY INF, 94,
GOULD, J.H., 24TH IA INF, 10
GOULD, JOSEPH, 86TH NY INF, 67
GOULD, CHARLES H., 151ST IN INF, 96TH WI INF, 25
GOULD, HORACE N., 9TH MN INF, 183
GOULD, CHARLES H., 16TH WI INF, 151ST IN INF, 25
GOULD, FRITZ T., 39TH WI INF, 116
GOULDSMITH, J.B., 2ND CO CAV, 145
GOW, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF MILITIA, 2
GOWDY, ROBERT M., 34TH IA INF, 277
GOWIN, ENOCH W., 54TH IL INF, 231
GOWIN, JAMES M., 54TH IL INF, 231
GRACE, HENRY M., US NAVY, 208
GRACE, HENRY, 2ND IA CAV,
GRACE, ALEXANDER J., 12TH WI INF, 331
GRAFF, JOSEPH, 1ST MO CAV, 101
GRAFTON, DANIEL S., 3RD IA CAV, 112
GRAGG, JOHN A., 8TH MI CAV, 154
GRAHAM, J. HARPER, 197TH OH INF,
GRAHAM, AMOS, 67TH PA INF, 1
GRAHAM, EDWARD T., 42ND WI INF, 9
GRAHAM, IRA G., 83RD IL INF, 25
GRAHAM, SAMUEL S., 40TH IA INF, 298
GRAHAM, HARRISON, 1ST KY CAV, 97
GRAHAM, ISAIAH, 8TH KY CAV, 299
GRAHAM, GEORGE W., 7TH KS CAV, 290
GRAHAM, E., 144TH NY INF, 299
GRAHAM, ALEXANDER, 45TH OH INF, 35
GRAHAM, T.E., 3RD WI INF, 233
GRAHAM, ROBERT F, 72ND OH INF,
GRAHAM, ORSON, 137TH PA INF,
GRAHAM, FLEMING M., 119TH IL INF,
GRAHAM, F.M., 40TH IL INF, 87
GRAHAM, ANDREW J., 45TH IL INF, 48
GRAHAM, EDWARD, 96TH IL INF, 6, 2
GRAHAM, REUBEN, 98TH IL INF, 67
GRAHAM, WILLIAM D., 102ND IL INF,
GRAHAM, SAMUEL L., 138TH IL INF, 39,
GRAHAM, JOHN G., 144TH IL INF, 16
GRAHAM, WILLIAM H., 1ST NY CAV, 4
GRAHAM, FRANCIS M., 2ND NE CAV, 37
GRAHAM, NATHANIEL, 27TH OH INF, 239
GRAHAM, DAVIS H., 114TH OH INF, 166
GRAHAM, BENJAMIN F., 23RD IA INF, 90
GRAHAM, JAMES M., 24TH IA INF, 14
GRAHAM, JAMES C., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 2, 3
GRAHAM, FRANCIS M., 40TH IA INF, 87,
GRAHAM, ANDREW M., 3RD IA CAV, 98
GRAHAM, ROBERT W., 9TH IN INF, 142
GRAHAM, GEORGE W., 11TH IN INF, 224
GRAHAM, ROBERT W., 38TH IN INF, 142
GRAHAM, GEORGE, 43RD IN INF, 224
GRAHAM, HENRY C., 46TH IN INF, 16TH OH ART., 255
GRAHAM, WILLIAM T., 140TH IN INF, 81
GRAHAM, JONATHAN, 6TH IN CAV, 26,
GRANDON, ISAAC N., 32ND IA INF, 208
GRANDSTAFF, JOSEPH L., 29TH IA INF, 79
GRANDY, LEVI, 31ST WI INF, 141
GRANGER, CHARLES A., 151ST IN INF, 274
GRANGER, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, 234
GRANGER, H.H., 19TH MI INF,
GRANGER, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, 31,
GRANGER, ELON, 20TH IA INF, 32
GRANGER, ELON, 28TH IA INF, 32
GRANNEMAN, AUGUST, 2ND CO CAV, 12
GRANT, WALDO K., 1ST IA CAV,
GRANT, ALBERT, 9TH IN CAV,
GRANT, WILLIAM, 4TH US COLORED ART., 249
GRANT, JOHN, 6TH MI CAV, 125
GRANT, JOHN, 29TH NJ INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 110
GRANT, ALEXANDER, 2ND NE CAV, 84
GRANT, JAMES A., 2ND NE CAV, 89
GRASER, FERDINAND, 8TH WI INF, 58
GRASS, NICHOLAS, 28TH WI INF, 333
GRASSER, FERDINAND, 8TH WI INF, 58
GRAUL, LEVI J., 21ST PA INF, 3
GRAVER, REUBEN, 93RD IL LINF, 302
GRAVES, GEORGE, 26TH NY INF(ERROR),
GRAVES, GEORGE A., 26TH NY CAV,
GRAVES, O., 166TH OH INF,
GRAVES, VIRGIL W., 76TH OH INF,
GRAVES, NOBLE W., 13TH IL CAV,
GRAVES, DELOS W., 8TH IL INF,
GRAVES, HARLEY, 6TH IA CAV, 352
GRAVES, JOSEPH C., 20TH NY CAV, 14
GRAVES, V.W., 76TH OH INF, 34
GRAVES, CINCINATUS F., 17TH IA INF, 98,
GRAY, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, 262
GRAY, JOHN M., 50TH IL INF, 259
GRAY, JACOB S., 21ST IN INF, 97
GRAY, JOHN B., 14TH MA INF, PVT, CO. E, 1S, 257
GRAY, ALVIN, 123RD NY INF,
GRAY, SABIN, 1ST NY CAV, 154
GRAY, CHARLES A., 17TH WI INF, 182
GRAY, ALEXANDER H., 33RD WI INF, 231
GRAY, THOMAS, 2ND CO CAV,
GRAY, GEORGE H., 12TH IN INF,
GRAY, FRANK F., 7TH MO INF, 23,
GRAY, FRANK F., QUARTERMASTER, 7TH MO INF, 23
GRAY, JAMES N., 48TH MO INF, 96
GRAY, JAMES, 25TH IL INF, PVT, CO. K, 15, 285
GRAY, T. A., 8TH IA INF, 1
GRAY, L.D., 15TH IA INF, 35
GRAY, JAMES, 74TH IN INF, 115
GRAY, LANDER D., 13TH IN INF,
GRAY, JOHN E., 17TH IN ART., 180
GRAY, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV,
GRAY, RICHARD, AST. SURGEON, 21ST OH INF, 31
GRAY, HOSEA W., 6TH IA INF, 19
GRAY, J.A., 45TH IA INF(ERROR), 169
GRAY, JAMES A., 4TH IA CAV, 169
GREELEY, STEPHEN L., 47TH IA INF, 146
GREELEY, PETER, 1ST WI INF, 39,
GREEN, JOHN J., 2ND RI INF, 53
GREEN, J.A., 21ST VA INF,
GREEN, D.J., 5TH WI INF, 24
GREEN, JULIUS M., 78TH IL INF, CO. E, 34TH I, 59
GREEN, JOHN A., 21ST IA INF,
GREEN, JAMES, 23RD OH INF, 70
GREEN, THOMAS J., 29TH OH INF, 8
GREEN, DAVID, 45TH OH INF,
GREEN, WILLIAM, 1ST OH CAV, 300
GREEN, HANFORD, 14TH WI INF, 223
GREEN, WILLET H., 1ST WI CAV, 344
GREEN, CHARLES R., 1ST WI CAV, 182
GREEN, PERLEY G., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 98
GREEN, PERRY O., 45TH IA INF,
GREEN, JAMES R., 2ND WI CAV,
GREEN, ERZRA, 52ND PA,
GREEN, WILLIAM, 14TH NY HEAVY ART.,
GREEN, H.C., 1ST DE INF, 228
GREEN, GEORGE H., 18TH IL INF, 316
GREEN, GEORGE W., 66TH IL INF,
GREEN, JOHN A., 16TH IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 21, 109
GREEN, WILLIAM, 34TH IA INF, 109
GREEN, LUTHER TUCKE, 39TH IA INF, 59
GREEN, RICHARD, 10TH IN INF, 338
GREEN, A.J., 138TH IN INF, 138
GREEN, GEORGE F., 32ND MA INF, 262
GREEN, F., 7TH MI INF,
GREEN, FRANK C., 15TH NH INF,
GREEN, CALVIN W., 114TH OH INF, 45,
GREEN, LUTHER T., 15TH IA INF, 59
GREEN, JOHN A., 16TH IA INF, 25
GREEN, WILLIAM, 21ST IA INF, POST 338, 186
GREEN, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, 59
GREEN, WILLIAM H., 13TH IN CAV, 7, 1
GREEN, ROBERT, 3RD WI INF, 7
GREEN, MAXSON W., 1ST WI CAV, 57
GREENE, WAARREN E., 25TH MI INF, 110
GREENERWALT, HENRY A., 112TH IL INF, 76
GREENFIELD, DANIEL W., 7TH WI INF, 36
GREENFIELD, CALEB, 37TH WI INF, 31
GREENFIELD, JAMES, ,
GREENLAND, GEORGE T., 81ST PA INF, 226
GREENLEE, H.H., 28TH IA INF, 187
GREENMAN, E.E., 19TH MI INF, 34
GREENOUGH, GEORGE W., 2ND IA INF, 278
GREENS, LAYTON W., 3RD IA CAV, 52
GREENWOOD, HORACE A., 8TH IL CAV, 115
GREENWOOD, JOSEPH W., 11TH IL CAV, 163
GREER, JAMES W., 55TH IL INF, 257
GREEVES, DANIEL, 116TH NY INF, PVT, CO. G, 7, 110
GREG, JEFFERSON, 4TH MO CAV,
GREGG, GEORGE D., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 45,
GREGG, D.M., 2ND IA CAV, 131
GREGG, FINLEY S., 23RD IA INF,
GREGG, FINLEY S., 23RD IA INF, 29TH IA INF, 84
GREGG, ROBERT W., 25TH IA INF, 153
GREGG, RUFUS G., 48TH WI INF, 60
GREGGS, F.D., 103RD IN INF, 26
GREGORY, URIAH, 43RD WI INF, 109
GREGORY, JOSEPH, 128TH IN INF,
GREGORY, WILLIAM H., 40TH IA INF, 17
GREIG, GEORGE, 2ND NY HEAVY ART., 79
GREINER, ABRAHAM, 52ND PA INF, 95,
GREUL, PAUL, 44TH IL INF, 11
GREVES, WILLIAM C, 11TH MI CAV,
GREWELL, DANIEL L., 8TH IA CAV, 216
GREWELL, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, 75
GREWELL, HENRY C., 22ND IA INF, 75
GREY, JOSEPH, 5TH PA RESERVE CORP, 1
GREY, JACOB S., 1ST IN ART., 32
GRIBBLE, BARNABUS S., 2ND NE CAV,
GRIBBLE, WILLSON A., 14TH WV INF,
GRICE, DANIEL G., 37TH IL INF, CO. I, 76TH I, 262
GRICE, DAVID O., 2ND IA INF, 65
GRICE, ANDREW J., 12TH IA INF, 65
GRICE, ANDREW J., 27TH IA INF, 12TH IA INF, 65
GRIDER, JOHN M., 46TH IN INF, 88
GRIDER, JACOB H., 14TH IA INF, 17
GRIER, GEORGE P., 198TH OH INF, 20
GRIER, JAMES S., 16TH OH INF, PVT, CO. K, 10, 20
GRIFFETH, BALDWIN G, 4TH IN CAV,
GRIFFEY, DAVID W., CHIEF BUGLER, 1ST CO CAV,
GRIFFEY, JOHN A., 118TH IL INF, 9, 2
GRIFFEY, THOMAS L., 2ND NE CAV, 170
GRIFFIN, E.P., 8TH WI INF, 24
GRIFFIN, THOMAS, 83RD PA INF,
GRIFFIN, WILLIAM G.,
GRIFFIN, WINFIELD A., 83RD IL INF,
GRIFFIN, JOHN F., 3RD IA INF, 140
GRIFFIN, WILLIAM, 23RD WI INF, 246
GRIFFIS, LYMAN, 2ND VT INF, PVT, 5TH IL AR, 244
GRIFFIS, JOSEPH R., 36TH IA INF, 39
GRIFFITH, ABNER T., 1ST PA INF, 205
GRIFFITH, B.F., 105TH PA INF, 36
GRIFFITH, DAVID, 17TH WI INF,
GRIFFITH, BENJAMIN F., 1ST IA CAV, 262
GRIFFITH, S.J., 12TH MI INF, 247
GRIFFITH, FRANKLIN, 105TH PA INF,
GRIFFITH, ABNER T., 1ST PA ART., 405
GRIFFITH, JOSIAH, 9TH KS CAV, 14
GRIFFITH, JOSEPH, 90TH IL INF, 193
GRIFFITH, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, 262
GRIFFITH, DAVID, 21ST IA INF, 1
GRIFFITH, W.T., 35TH IA INF, 36
GRIFFITH, J.F., 26TH IN INF, 95
GRIFFITH, A.D., 152ND IN INF, 352
GRIFFITH, L.A., 6TH MI CAV, 4
GRIFFITH, ISAAC, 21ST IA INF, 7
GRIFFITH, LEVI J., 8TH IN INF, 61
GRIFFITH, H. COOK, 34TH IN INF, 94,
GRIFFITH, EDWARD, 46TH WI INF, 60
GRIFFITHS, HENRY H., 49TH WI INF, 48
GRIFFITHS, JOHN D., 31ST WI INF, 48,
GRIGGS, J.O., 31ST NJ INF, 108
GRIGGS, THOMAS J., 10TH IN INF, 159
GRIGGS, LOUIS, 11TH IN CAV, 35
GRIGSBY, SAMUEL, 46TH IL INF, 44
GRIGSBY, WILLIAM L., 17TH IA INF, 17
GRIM, JOHN J., 25TH IA INF, 44
GRIMES, JOHN L., 53RD OH INF, 98
GRIMES, GEORGE W. JR, 62ND OH INF, CO. F, 67TH O, 99
GRIMES, FRANCIS M., 160TH OH INF, 123
GRIMES, GEORGE W. SR, 160TH OH INF,
GRIMES, RALPH M., 12TH IA INF, 1
GRIMES, R.M., 12TH IA INF, 264
GRIMES, GEORGE W., 67TH OH INF, 99
GRIMM, GEORGE, 1ST CO CAV, 331
GRIMSLEY, JOHN G., 10TH KY INF, 5
GRIMSLEY, JOHN, 10TH KY INF, 5
GRIMSLEY, G.J., 10TH KY CAV,
GRIMSLY, JOHN, 10TH KY, 5
GRINNELL, ADELBERT, 14TH NY ART., 55,
GRINSTED, JOHN P., 9TH KY INF, 48,
GRISSELL, H.L., 75TH IN INF, 13
GRISSOM, SQUIRE, 46TH IA INF,
GRISWOLD, CHARLES A., 9TH PA CAV, 329
GRISWOLD, IRA P., 103RD OH INF, 112
GRISWOLD, CHARLES A., 9TH PA CAV, 91
GRISWOLD, JOHN, 19TH IN INF, 248
GRITMAN, WILLIAM R. R, 185TN NY,
GROAT, J.H., 31ST IA, 5
GROAT, D.L., 15TH IL INF, 80,
GROAT, T.P., 9TH IA INF, 352
GROAT, J.H., 31ST IA INF, 352
GROBE, HENRY, 15TH IL INF, 32
GROGAN, TIMOTHY, SHIPS GREAT WESTERN, FORE, 245
GROGAN, I.C., 1ST NE CAV, 129
GROGAN, I.C., 1ST MO CAV, 129
GROOMS, CHARLES A., 47TH IL INF, 165
GROOMS, ALFRED E., 6TH WI INF, 82
GROSS, WENDELL, 127TH PA INF, 265
GROSS, WENDALL, 127TH PA INF, 265
GROSS, WENDELL, 201ST PA INF, 265
GROSS, WESLY, 81ST IN INF, 80,
GROSSMAN, WILLIAM, 3RD IL CAV,
GROSVENOR, HORACE H., 22ND IA INF, 116
GROSVENOR, RUFUS L., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 21ST IA, 308
GROTT, J.B., 18TH MO INF, 245
GROUT, ENOS, 11TH WI INF, 58
GROUT, ARNOLD W., 7TH MN INF, 115
GROVE, JOSEPH, ,
GROVE, WILLIAM H., WAGONER, 19TH IL INF, 354
GROVER, JOHN B., 4TH MN INF,
GROVER, MILES C., 130TH NY INF, SERG, CO. G, , 33
GROVES, JAMES, 70TH IN INF, 135
GROVES, LYMAN, 74TH IN INF, 60
GROVES, JOHN C., 86TH IN INF, 135
GROW, DAVID A., 10TH WI INF, 62
GROWEOX, ROBERT, 152ND IN INF, 174
GRUBB, PRESTON, 50TH WI INF,
GRUBBS, RICHARD A., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 222
GRUNER, ROBERT, US NAVY, USS 'BENTON', 2
GUE, PETER L., 86TH IN INF, 47
GUE, FRANCIS A., 86TH IN INF, 47
GUE, F.A., 82ND IN INF(ERROR), 47
GUE, P.L., 82ND IN INF, 47
GUENIN, AUGUST, 9TH IL INF, 218
GUERNSEY, CYRUS G., 1ST WI CAV, 222
GUILES, HENRY, 21ST IA INF, 140
GUILFORD, GEORGE W., 10TH IA INF, 80
GUINAN, PATRICK, US MARINE, SHIP 'PENSECOL',
GUINN, THOMAS A., 14TH KS CAV,
GUION, CHARLES H., 2ND OH INF,
GUKPTIL, SIMON J., 3RD VT LIGHT ART.,
GULDIN, GEORGE W., 56TH PA INF,
GULLION, JEREMIAH, 7TH IA INF,
GULLION, JERRY, 7TH IA CAV (ERROR), 25
GULMYER, JOHN, 182ND OH INF,
GUMMERE, CURRENCY A., 6TH IA INF, 71
GUNDER, CHARLES O., 193RD OH INF, 250
GUNDER, FRANCIS, 26TH IN INF, 89
GUNN, WILLIAM A., 14TH IL INF,
GUNN, JOHN W., 14TH IL INF, 16
GUNNER, CALVIN T., 36TH IA INF, 192
GURNEY, CHARLES W., 3RD IA INF, 176
GURNEY, ENOCH H., 153RD NY INF, 110
GURNSEY, PHINEAS B., 17TH IL CAV, 47,
GUSHARD, P.D., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 84
GUSS, FRED, 19TH WI INF, 124
GUSTIN, GEORGE W., 115TH IN INF, 11
GUTCHES, IRVIN, 9TH IL CAV,
GUTCHESS, IRVIN J., 134TH IL INF, 22
GUTHERAGE, ALBERT J., 9TH IN INF, 25
GUTHERAGE, ALBERT J., 48TH IN INF,
GUTHMANN, CHARLES, 3RD MO INF, CO. F, 3RD MO, 25
GUTHRIE, THOMAS H., 21ST IA INF, 223
GUTHRIE, WILLIAM P., 34TH IA INF, 195
GUTHRIE, SAMUEL, 1ST NE, 336
GUTTERY, JESSE, BLACKSMITH, CO. C, 7TH IA, 64
GUTZMER, DANIEL, 3RD NJ CAV, 66
GUY, RULIN W., 31ST IN INF, 91
GUYER, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, 94
GUYRE, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV,
GUYTON, J.W., 21ST MO INF, 249
GWARTNEY, ANTHONY, 35TH IN INF,
GWINNER, CHRISTIAN, 11TH IL CAV, 334
GWYNN, THOMAS, 7TH IL INF, 116
GWYNN, GRANVILL, 47TH IN INF, 24
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HAACKER, JOHN, 1ST NE, 111
HAAG, AUGUSTUS, 51ST IN INF, 28
HAAS, JACOB, 46TH WI INF, 176
HACKER, DAVID S., 70TH IN INF, 173
HACKER, L.E., 150TH OH INF,
HACKETT, JAMES R., 15TH IA INF, 68,
HACKETT, DAVID L., 156TH OH INF,
HACKNEY, WILLIAM L., 25TH WI INF, 31
HACKNEY, C.B., 25TH WI INF, 31
HACKNEY, CHARLES B., 25TH WI INF, 31
HACKWORTH, ALEXANDER, 31ST WI INF,
HADDEN, WILLIAM H., 73RD IL INF, 106
HADDEN, JOHN C., 27TH IN INF, 115
HADDEN, ISAAC, 27TH IN INF,
HADDOCK, WALTER, 6TH IA INF, 53
HADLEY, ALBERT, 16TH MA INF, 321
HADLEY, HARLAN, 9TH IA CAV, 245
HADLEY, HORATIO B., 30TH ME INF, 4
HADS, H.J., 11TH PA CAV, 327
HADSELL, CHARLES, 2ND PA ART., 318
HADSELL, MARSHALL D., 44TH IN INF, 123
HADSELL, MARSHALL D., 152ND IN INF, 123
HAGADORN, MELVIN K., 97TH PA INF, 156
HAGADORN, M.K., 97TH PA INF, 98
HAGARTY, JOHN H., 9TH IA CAV, 7
HAGEMAN, GARRETT V., 103RD IL INF, 56
HAGEN, NORMAN F., 50TH IL INF, 12
HAGENBUCK, ELI T., 25TH IA INF, 33
HAGER, O.P., 6TH PA HEAVY ART., 32,
HAGER, JACOB, 36TH IA INF, 239
HAGER, JACOB, 36TH IA CAV,
HAGER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 37
HAGERMAN, JAMES, 13TH IL CAV, 260
HAGERMAN, GADDIS P., 20TH OH INF, 37,
HAGERTY, JOHN, 2ND MO ART.,
HAGERTY, JOHN H., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), 7
HAGERTY, PATRICK, 1ST MN CAV, 86
HAGEY, WILLIAM H.H., 13TH IL INF, 109
HAGGARD, C.P., 3RD MO CAV, 32
HAGGERTY, J. PATRICK, 3RD WI CAV, 25
HAGIN, DANIEL, 109TH NY INF, 180
HAGLE, JAMES, 73RD IL INF, 4
HAGNEBIN, H.F., 7TH MO CAV, 173
HAGON, GEORGE W., 10TH IA INF, 138
HAGON, EDWARD L., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 138
HAGOODE, J.M.F., 1ST NE, 45
HAHN, CHARLES, 51ST OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 56, 260
HAHN, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV, 55
HAHN, WILLIAM J., 25TH MO INF, 262
HAHN, GEORGE, 8TH IA INF, 10
HAIGHT, H.B., 1ST MO INF, 243
HAIGHT, BENJAMIN, 9TH WI ART., 10
HAINES, B., 5TH PA INF, PVT, CO. H, 17T, 289
HAINES, JOHN H., 46TH IL INF,
HAINES, SIMEON S., 33RD IN INF, 316
HAINES, ALBERT, OH INF,
HAINES, A.W., 23RD IA INF, 180
HAINES, WILLIAM S., 29TH IN INF, 180
HAINES, ROBERT, 128TH OH INF, 1, 2
HAINLINE, NATHAN T., 16TH IL INF, 144
HAINLINE, WILLIAM, 106TH IL INF,
HAINLINE, L.H., 3RD IL CAV, 8
HAIR, FRANCIS C., 68TH IN INF, 29
HAIR, WASHINGTON, 160TH OH INF,
HAIRGROVE, FRANCIS M., 10TH IL INF,
HAITEN, HENRY, 28TH NY INF,
HAIK, JESSE H., 11TH IA INF, 5
HALDERMAN, WILLIAM J., 11TH PA INF, 95
HALDERMAN, W.J., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP, 172
HALDERMAN, H.R., 1ST IA CAV, 1, 2
HALDERNESS, A., 1ST WI CAV, 147
HALE, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV,
HALE, HENRY A., 27TH IL INF, 299
HALE, JEHIEL G., 2ND OH HEAVY ART.,
HALE, ROBERT B., 77TH WI INF,
HALE, CHARLES A., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 94TH IL, 91,
HALE, JERRY M., 151ST IN INF, 307
HALE, ORREN, 22ND WI INF, 170
HALE, ROBERT B., 47TH WI INF, 43
HALEMPEY, ISAAC, 40TH IA INF, 120
Hales, H.T.V., 70TH OH INF, 166
HALES, GEORGE, 1ST WI CAV, 158
HALEY, H.S., 123RD OH INF,
HALKYARD, JAMES, 36TH IL INF, 95
HALL, CHARLES L., 1ST VT CAV,
HALL, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, 247
HALL, JOHN F., 3RD CO CAV,
HALL, GEORGE, 41ST IL INF,
HALL, WILLIAM S., 21ST IA INF, 265
HALL, JAMES C., 34TH IA INF, PVT, CO. A, 38, 158
HALL, SIDNEY E., 9TH IA CAV,
HALL, JAMES A., 11TH MI INF, 229
HALL, JOHN W., 29TH MI INF, 322
HALL, JOHN R., 5TH MO CAV,
HALL, ISAAC A., 40TH NY INF, 37TH NY INF,
HALL, WILSON, 88TH PA INF, 191
HALL, REUBEN T., 152ND PA INF, PVT, CO. H, 3, 317
HALL, JOHN W., 15TH PA CAV, 110
HALL, REUBEN T., 3RD PA LIGHT ART., 192
HALL, ALPHONSE, 3RD PA INF, 259
HALL, ALONZO, 8TH IL CAV, DIED 11FEB189, 25
HALL, HENRY, 48TH WI INF,
HALL, JOHN, 3RD IA INF,
HALL, ALBERT N., 52ND IL INF, 152
HALL, THOMAS P., 120TH IL INF, CO. D, 113TH,
HALL, JAMES, 2ND IA INF, 123
HALL, WILLIAM F., 25TH IA INF, 354
HALL, T.S., 29TH IA INF,
HALL, NATHANIEL, 13TH MI LIGHT ART., 34
HALL, BIRD P., 44TH MO INF, 233
HALL, S.L., 3RD MO CAV, 7TH MO CAV, 15
HALL, FRANK T., 22ND NY CAV, 35
HALL, L.G., 2ND NE CAV, 49
HALL, ELISHA, 10TH OH INF, 53
HALL, CALVIN N., 74TH OH INF, 115
HALL, JOEL, 22ND IA INF, 224
HALL, ADAM, 28TH IA INF, 10
HALL, THOMAS T., 35TH IA INF, 72
HALL, WILLIAM A.M., 1ST NE INF, 101
HALL, GEORGE P., 2ND NE CAV, 118
HALL, GEORGE V., 2ND NE CAV, 25
HALL, JAMES M., 27TH IN INF, 15
HALL, JOHN G., 72ND IN INF, 25
HALL, ECLES, 10TH MN INF, 11
HALL, TITUS E., 3RD WI INF, 58
HALL, GEORGE C., 16TH WI INF, 24
HALL, JOSEPH, 4TH WI CAV, 118
HALLAM, ABSALOM, 83RD IL INF, 110
HALLER, FREDERICK J., 101ST OH INF,
HALLER, SAMUEL G., 9TH WI ART., 52
HALLER, THEODORE, 9TH WI ART., 52
HALLETT, SAMUEL, 6TH IA CAV, 179
HALLEY, ALBERT, 77TH IN INF, 167
HALLGARTH, AARON, 22ND IN INF,
HALLIDAY, JOHN H., 5TH WI INF, 35
HALLOCK, H.K., 10TH MI CAV,
HALLOWELL, DAVID J., 7TH IA INF, 72
HALLSTEAD, ISAIAH, 83RD IL INF, BORN SUSQUEH, 227
HALSEY, JOHN F., 123RD OH INF, 195
HALLSTEAD, OTIS, 4TH IL CAV, 228
HALSTEAD, J.I., 4TH IA CAV, 210
HALSTEAD, ORANGE B., 64TH OH INF,
HALSTED, SAMUEL W., 3RD MI CAV, 317
HALSTED, DANIEL V., 18TH IA INF,
HALVERSON, PETER, 4TH WI ART., 81
HALVERSON, PETER, 4TH WI ART., 81
HALZWORTH, GOTTLIEB H, 12TH IN CAV,
HAM, JONATHAN, 18TH IL INF, 166
HAM, MOSES, 8TH NH INF,
HAMANT, ROBERT W., 32ND IA INF, 116
HAMBLIN, SPENCER A., 14TH WI INF, CORP, CO. C, 4, 278
HAMER, GEORGE, VET. SURGEON, 2ND NE CAV, 89
HAMER, GEORGE A., 2ND NE CAV, 35
HAMILTON, OSCAR F., 10TH OH CAV, CO. H, 27TH U, 1, 2
HAMILTON, WILLIAM L., 4TH IA CAV, 115
HAMILTON, JAMES K., 145TH IL INF, 220
HAMILTON, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF, CORP, CO. I, 1, 260
HAMILTON, T.D., 2ND KY INF, 118
HAMILTON, W.S., 21ST MO INF, 207
HAMILTON, W.T., 1ST MO CAV, 154
HAMILTON, NORMAN A., 136TH NY INF,
HAMILTON, WILLIAM, 1ST MO CAV,
HAMILTON, ROBERT ANDER, 2ND IA INF,
HAMILTON, NATHAN B., 33RD IL INF, 7
HAMILTON, WILLIAM B., 53RD IL INF, 81,
HAMILTON, THOMAS M., 113TH IL INF, CO. G, 120TH, 1
HAMILTON, THOMAS M., 120TH IL INF, CO. K, 113TH,
HAMILTON, SAMUEL A., 2ND IA INF, 11
HAMILTON, GEORGE, 34TH IN INF, 80
HAMILTON, F.H., 26TH ME INF, PVT, 7TH ME A, 34
HAMILTON, J.D., 18TH MO INF, 22
HAMILTON, GEORGE W., 38TH OH INF, 159
HAMILTON, WILLIAM F., 17TH IA INF, 59
HAMILTON, JAMES H., 17TH IA INF, 32
HAMILTON, ROBERT T., 44TH WI INF, 125
HAMLET, JAMES H, 17TH IA INF,
HAMLIN, W.A., 12TH IA INF, 261
HAMLIN, HARTWELL C., 14TH WI INF,
HAMLIN, JOSEPH J., 86TH IL INF,
HAMLIN, ALVY A., 97TH IN INF, 34,
HAMLIN, JOHN, 19TH IA INF, 147
HAMMER, JACOB, 47TH IN INF, 81,
HAMMON, JAMES, 14TH WI INF, 17
HAMMOND, H., 44TH WI INF, 193
HAMMOND, DANIEL C., CO INDEPENDENT ART., 24
HAMMOND, JAMES Q., 10TH IA INF,
HAMMOND, WILLIAM P., 10TH IA INF, 274
HAMMOND, JOHN, 1ST MN INF, 9
HAMMOND, EUBERT, 11TH MN INF, 278
HAMMOND, JOHN, 102ND OH INF, 26,
HAMMOND, ABRAM, 4TH TN INF, MAJOR, 1ST EAS, 298
HAMMOND, CHARLES, 2ND VT INF, 216
HAMMOND, W., 16TH WI INF, 187
HAMMOND, WRIGHT B., 38TH WI INF, 332
HAMMOND, MARTIN, 65TH IL INF, CO. D, 112TH, 172
HAMMOND, THOMAS, 12TN NY,
HAMMOND, MOSES, 45TH IA INF,
HAMMOND, HIRAM H., 83RD IL INF,
HAMMOND, WILLIAM H., 5TH IA INF, 13
HAMMOND, ANDREW, 15TH IA INF, 70
HAMMOND, JAMES, 17TH IA INF, 38
HAMMOND, HENRY, 38TH IN INF, 76
HAMMOND, ANDREW B., 86TH IN INF, 112
HAMMOND, DANIEL C., 2ND IN ART.(ERROR), 24
HAMOLD, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV,
HAMPHILL, ROBERT F., 3RD MO CAV, SERG, CO. F, 13, 69
HAMPTON, E.P., 9TH MI CAV, 76
HAMPTON, WILLIAM R., 40TH IA INF, 305
HAMPTON, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, 306
HAMPTON, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, 32
HANCHETT, ENOS J., 2ND NY CAV, 81
HANCOCK, GARRETT, 4TH WI CAV, 163
HANCOCK, JAMES J., 46TH IA INF, 227
HANCOCK, J.K., 149TH PA INF,
HANCOCK, BENJAMIN F., 5TH IA CAV, 133
HANCOCK, OWEN C., 70TH IN INF, 28
HANCOCK, BENJIE F., 5TH IA CAV, 52,
HANCOCK, ALBERT A., 36TH IA INF, 43
HANCOCK, MARION A., 36TH IA INF, 25,
HANCOCK, B.F., 5TH IA INF,
HANCOCK, SAMUEL, 97TH IN INF, 124
HANCOCK, JOHNATHAN P., 130TH IN INF, 183
HANCOCK, GARRETT V., 4TH WI INF, 163
HAND, GILES F., 55TH IL INF, 219
HAND, HESEKILSH, 23RD IA INF, 209
HANDEL, ISAAC I, 2ND IL CAV,
HANDELN, JOHN M., 134TH IN INF, 205
HANDY, LEANDER W., 5TH WI INF, 60
HANEGAN, GEORGE L., 155TH PA INF, 238
HANER, GEORGE W., 15TH IA INF, 32,
HANER, ISAAC, 15TH IA INF,
HANEY, HEBER FRANK, 28TH MI INF, 25,
HANEY, JOHN H., 50TH OH INF, 32,
HANEY, JOHN F., 31ST IA INF,
HANEY, J.F., 31ST IA INF, 3
HANEY, EDWIN, 39TH MO INF, 110
HANGER, EZRA P., 143RD IL INF,
HANGER, JACOB L., 30TH OH INF, PVT, CO. F, 2N, 154
HANKINS, W.C., 14TH OH INF, SERG, CO. H, 1, 95
HANKINS, GILBERT M., 53RD OH INF, 220
HANKINS, HENRY S., 33RD IL INF, 25
HANKINS, JAMES, 16TH IA INF,
HANKS, PETER, 7TH IA CAV, 217
HANKS, PETER, 4TH IA CAV, 217
HANKS, JOSEPH, 37TH OH INF, 105
HANKS, JAMES, 44TH IA INF, 262
HANLON, JAMES P., 188TH OH INF,
HANLON, E.T., 52ND OH INF, 17
HANLON, JAMES, 140TH OH INF,
HANN, JOHN, 72ND IN INF, 125
HANN, JOHN, 43RD IN INF,
HANNA, J.S., 3RD IL ART., 91
HANNA, J.S., US NAVY, 3RD SEA ART., 91
HANNA, ALEXANDER J., 53RD IL INF,
HANNA, ANDREW, 47TH IA INF,
HANNA, ELIAS, 5TH MO CAV, 270
HANNA, RUDOLPH, 2ND NE CAV, 84
HANNA, H.O., AST. SURGEON, 2ND NE CAV, 84
HANNAFORD, R.S., 2ND NE CAV, 103
HANNAH, GEORGE A., 48TH WI INF,
HANNAH, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, 191
HANNER, G.W., 1ST IA INF(FAILURE), 93
HANNIBAL, LARS, 15TH WI INF, 8
HANNON, GEORGE W., 24TH OH INF, 50
HANNON, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, 69,
HANNON, DENNIS B., 1ST WI CAV, 60
HANRAHAN, PETER, 24TH PA INF, PVT, CO. D, 2N, 45
HANS, FREDICK H, 12TH IL CAV,
HANSBARY, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, 37,
HANSELL, GEORGE A., 113TH IL INF, 66
HANSEN, MARK, 1ST NE INF, 7, 1
HANSEN, PAUL, 28TH WI INF, 134
HANSEN, WILLIAM K., 4TH WI ART., 131
HANSER, JAMES M., 29TH IA INF, 13
HANSHAW, JOHN W., 29TH IN INF, 348
HANSHAW, JOHN H., 133RD IL INF, 13
HANSHAW, AMBROSE, 15TH IN INF, 4TH US CAV, 204
HANSHAW, JOHN W., 29TH IN INF, 120
HANSHEW, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV, 102
HANSON, JEHU, 184TH OH INF,
HANSON, LEWIS P., 137TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, , 41
HANSON, CHAUNCEY N., 23RD OH INF, 50
HANSON, JOHN B., 12TH US INF, 45
HANSON, C.R., 15TH WI INF, 187
HANSON, OLE K, 15TH WI INF,
HANSON, NICHOLAS, 26TH IL,
HARBAUGH, JOHN H., 72ND IN INF, 251
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 3RD WV INF, 111
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 6TH WV CAV, 111
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 3RD WI INF, 111
HARBAUGH, HOWARD C., 1ST IN CAV, 228
HARBAUGH, JOHN W., 81ST IN INF, 1, 2
HARBOUGH, SOLOMON, 114TH OH INF, 22
HARBOUR, ELBERT, 1ST KY CAV,
HARDEN, CHARLES, 137TH IL INF, 37
HARDEN, JOHN H., 35TH IA INF, 69
HARDENBURGH, TUNIS, 67TH PA INF, 5
HARDER, CHARLES, 6TH WI INF,
HARDICK, GEORGE W., TEAMSTER, 1ST NE, 45
HARDIN, EVAN T., 29TH IA INF, 187
HARDIN, EVAN S, 29TH IA INF,
HARDIN, ROBERT C., 30TH IL INF, 159
HARDIN, WILLIAM C., 139TH IL INF,
HARDIN, SIMEON W., 1ST IA CAV, 84
HARDING, JOSEPH, 28TH WI INF, 13
HARDING, JAMES E., 31ST IA INF, 86,
HARDING, WILLIA A., 24TH NY INF, 58
HARDING, ANDERSON S., 20TH IA INF,
HARDING, A.S., 20TH IA INF, 16
HARDING, HENRY S., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., 1
HARDING, ANDREW S., 20TH IA INF, 16
HARDING, HIRAM, 9TH IA CAV, 2, 1
HARDING, JOSEPH W., 9TH IN INF, 155TH IN INF, 112
HARDING, JAMES W., 155TH IN INF, 112
HARDING, JAMES A., 8TH WI ART., 65
HARDMAN, PETER, 3RD VA INF,
HARDWICK, GEORGE W., 43RD IN INF,
HARDY, WASHINGTON, 198TH OH INF, 273
HARDY, GEORGE, 36TH WI INF,
HARDY, EBEN, 66TH IL INF, 288
HARDY, GILDEROY M., 147TH IN INF, 310
HARDY, S. WASHINGTON, 160TH OH,
HARDY, ALBERT, 100TH IL INF,
HARDY, WASHINGTON, 160TH OH INF, 34
HARE, A.N., 8TH US INF, PVT, CO. D, 1ST, 95
HARE, SAMUEL, 196TH OH INF,
HARE, JOHN, 94TH NY INF, 42
HARE, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, 95
HARE, CHARLES H., 13TH WI INF, 95
HARGER, WILSON P., 149TH IN INF, 111
HARGROVE, FRANCIS M., 2ND IL ART., 2
HARIS, JAMES H., 13TH KS INF, 141
HARKINS, EDWARD, 22ND WI INF,
HARKINS, JOHN W., 53RD OH INF, 8, 8
HARLAN, JESSE J., 23RD KY INF, 329
HARLAN, A.C., 14TH IA INF, 207
HARLAN, NOAH, 39TH IA INF, CO. G, 7TH IA,
HARLAN, NOAH, 7TH IA CAV, CO. D, 39TH IA,
HARLESS, NATHANIEL, 8TH IA CAV, 331
HARLEY, HEZEKIAH, 9TH IN INF, 274
HARLOCKER, WILLIAM, 20TH WI INF, 13
HARLOCKER, CAHRLES W., 20TH WI INF, 118
HARLOW, GEORGE, 10TH IA INF, 131
HARMAN, J.M., 1ST PA ART., 28
HARMAN, J.L., 51ST MO INF,
HARMAN, JOHN E., 7TH WV,
HARMES, ANNO, 43RD IL INF, 75
HARMON, ELLIS, 3RD IA CAV, 32
HARMON, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF, 5
HARMON, JAMES E, 46TH IL INF, 5
HARMON, MORTIMER, , 5
HARMON, DAVID, 1ST IL LIGHT ART.,
HARMON, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF, 5
HARMON, GEORGE O., 167TH OH INF, 61
HARMON, HOWARD T., 6TH IA CAV, 60
HARMON, LYMAN A., WAGONMASTER, 2ND NE CAV, 4
HARMON, JAMES, 22ND IN INF, 23
HARMON, DAVID, 37TH IN INF, 23
HARMONEY, GEORGE W., 21ST PA CAV, 227
HARNEY, JOHN, 12TH OH CAV, 2
HAROLD, EDWARD D., 7TH TN INF, 12
HAROLD, HENDERSON, 120TH IN INF, 323
HARP, J.T., 2ND MO CAV,
HARPER, JOHN, 8TH OH CAV, 44TH OH INF,
HARPER, L.P., 13TH WI INF, 185
HARPER, E.C., 44TH NY INF, 134
HARPER, HENRY A., 13TH WI INF,
HARPER, JAMES L., 9TH IA INF,
HARPER, JOHN H., IN,
HARPER, ALLEN, 122ND IL INF,
HARPER, SIMEON C., 62ND OH INF, 1
HARPER, NATHAN W., 13TH WI INF, 96
HARPSTER, CHARLES L., 1ST OH CAV, 213
HARRIER, CHARLES, 2ND IN CAV, 174
HARRIGAN, BARNARD, 16TH OH INF, 17
HARRINGTON, ENOS H., WAGONER, 14TH VT INF,
HARRINGTON, ROBERT B., 111TH NY INF,
HARRINGTON, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, 32
HARRINGTON, THADEUS B.F., 1ST IN CAV,
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 1ST WI INF, 262
HARRIS, C. O., 16TH WI INF, 25
HARRIS, BENJAMIN F., 18TH WI INF, 125
HARRIS, HIRAM, 8TH IA CAV, 212
HARRIS, SEPHUS C., 15TH IA INF,
HARRIS, EDGAR V., 1ST CA INF, PVT, CO. K, 2ND, 118
HARRIS, PERRY, 103RD IL INF, 355
HARRIS, FRANK H., 113TH IL INF, 99
HARRIS, W.R., 33RD KY INF,
HARRIS, C.S., BRADY’S SHARPSHOOTERS, 45
HARRIS, GEORGE, 4TH NM INF, 142
HARRIS, GEORGE, 49TH OH INF, 166
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 11TH WI INF, 74
HARRIS, AARON M, 40TH IN INF,
HARRIS, WILLIAM, 32ND IL INF,
HARRIS, JAMES W., 50TH IL INF, 12
HARRIS, WILLIAM H., 85TH IL INF, 248
HARRIS, HIRAM, 1ST IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 8TH, 7
HARRIS, JOHN P., 85TH IN INF,
HARRIS, JOSIAH A., 123RD IN INF, 95,
HARRIS, L.D., 10TH NJ INF, 262
HARRIS, JOHN, 79TH OH INF, 235
HARRIS, AARON, 9TH IA INF, 179
HARRIS, JOHN, 14TH IA INF, 15
HARRIS, JAMES F., 15TH IA INF, 138
HARRIS, SAMUEL E., 40TH IA INF, 24
HARRIS, STEPHEN B., 1ST IA CAV, 20,
HARRIS, STEPHEN B., 1ST IA CAV, 20
HARRIS, GEORGE M., 9TH IN INF, 40
HARRIS, BENJAMIN F., 10TH IN INF, 24
HARRIS, WALTER J., 13TH IN INF, 25
HARRIS, ALEX, 86TH IN INF, 52
HARRIS, JOSIAH H., 123RD IN INF, 11,
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 1ST WI INF, 262
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 74TH PA INF, 20
HARRISON, E.W., 14TH IL CAV, 91
HARRISON, ALFRED M., 31ST IN INF,
HARRISON, W.H., 3RD MI INF, 315
HARRISON, D.C., 92ND OH INF, 192
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 3RD MO INF, 118
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 15TH MO INF, 7
HARRISON, THOMAS B., 50TH IL INF, 86,
HARRISON, THOMAS E., 151ST IL INF, 57
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 22ND IA INF, 318
HARRISON, WALES F., 2ND IA INF, 20
HARRISON, PERRY C., 19TH IA INF, 44
HARRITT, MAHLON A., 64TH IL INF, 94
HARRITT, JOSHUA C., 147TH OH INF,
HARRITT, JOHN D., 64TH IL INF, 139
HARROD, SANFORD, 132ND OH NATL. GUARD,
HARROLD, EDWARD R., 84TH IN INF, 266
HARROLD, WILLIAM, 1ST NY CAV, 22
HARROM, C.O, 1ST DAKOTA CAV,
HARROW, JOHN, 10TH MO CAV, 118
HARRYMAN, JAMES C., 123RD IN INF, 75
HARSCH, WILLIAM F., 78TH OH INF, 150
HARSH, JACOB, 1ST IA CAV, 56
HARSHBERGER, SAMUEL, 92ND IL INF, 66
HART, DAVID E., 3RD OH CAV, 68,
HART, DAVID, 13TH WI INF, 205
HART, ALEXANDER, PVT, 14TH IL ILNF, 172
HART, JAMES P., 156TH IL INF, 91
HART, JOSEPH W., 4TH IL CAV, 91
HART, B.R., 34TH IA INF, 80
HART, JAMES B., 103RD OH INF,
HART, DAVID, 15TH WI INF, 342
HART, JAMES M., 38TH WI INF, 259
HART, CHARLEY A., 3RD WI INF,
HART, JAMES,
HART, ROBERT, 2ND CA CAV, 4TH OH INF, 71
HART, OWEN A., 91ST IL INF, 69
HART, GERRARD R., 104TH IL INF, 22
HART, CORYDON, 43RD MO INF, 284
HART, R.C., 105TH NY INF, 9
HART, C.B., 3RD NY CAV, 354
HART, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, 53
HART, JOHN H., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 44TH IN, 123
HART, ISASAC, 88TH IN INF, 134
HART, HUBBARD, 3RD WI INF, 58
HART, RILEY S., 10TH WI INF, 58
HART, JAMES D., 16TH WI INF, 58
HART, ALEXIS C., 46TH WI INF, 136
HARTER, THOMAS J., 41ST IL INF, 109
HARTFORD, COLONEL S., 12TH IN CAV,
HARTGRAVE, JOHN P., 28TH IA INF, POST 257, 161
HARTLEY, NER, 27TH IL INF, 98
HARTLEY, JACKSON, 148TH PA INF, 269
HARTLEY, MARSHALL A., 7TH IL CAV, 124
HARTLEY, M.A. IL, 7TH IL CAV, 124
HARTLEY, J.W., 13TH IA INF, 10
HARTMAN, FREDERICK C., 2ND IA CAV,
HARTMAN, ALFRED, 4TH IA CAV, 154
HARTMAN, M A. IL, 7TH IL CAV, 124
HARTMAN, CHARLES E, 73RD IL INF,
HARTMAN, CHRIS, 1ST NE CAV, 262
HARTMAN, JOHN P., 114TH US COLORED TROOPS, 1
HARTMAN, JOHN, 2ND IA ART., 26
HARTMAN, ALFRED, 4TH IN INF ERROR, 154
HARTS, JEREMIAH C., 49TH OH INF, 312
HARTSELL, SOLOMON, 9TH MN INF, 227
HARTWELL, S.A., 28TH WI INF, 95
HARTWELL, RICHARD B., 28TH IA INF, 35
HARTZEL, ISRAEL F., 47TH PA INF, 173
HARTZELL, SAMUEL, 93RD IL INF,
HARVEY, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, 201
HARVEY, GEORGE W., 7TH IA CAV, 32
HARVEY, WILLIAM, 8TH IL INF, CO. D, 17TH IL, 4
HARVEY, JAMES H., 9TH IA CAV, 96
HARVEY, FRANKLIN B., 19TH WI INF, 273
HARVEY, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV, 80
HARVEY, WILLIAM H., 8TH IL INF, 212
HARVEY, THOMAS M. D., 2ND IA INF, 110
HARVEY, J.L., 8TH IA INF, 52
HARVEY, WILLIAM, 46TH IA INF, 191
HARVEY, ANDREW S., 161ST OH INF,
HARVEY, JAMES H., 9TH IA CAV, 96
HARVEY, WAYMIRE, 54TH IN INF, 12TH IN CAV, 51
HARVEY, ROBERT, 74TH IN INF, 8
HARVEY, RUBUS D., 13TH WI INF, 139
HARWOOD, RICHARD, 110TH PA INF, 32
HARWOOD, FREDRICK L., 1ST MN LIGHT ART.,
HARWOOD, NATHAN S., 9TH IA INF, 46TH IA INF, 25
HARWOOD, NATHAN S., 46TH IA INF, 25
HASELOP, FRED, 15TH MO INF, 60
HASHBERGER, COFFINBERRY, 133RD OH INF,
HASKELL, BYRON A., 169TH NY INF, 40
HASKELL, ANDREW J., 10TH KS INF, 12
HASKETT, ISAAC, 7TH IA INF, 119
HASKETT, GEORGE L., 31ST IA INF, 51
HASKIN, EDMOND R., 11TH WI INF,
HASKINS, A.H., 44TH WI INF, 171
HASKINS, CHARLES, 2ND NY HEAVY ART.,
HASKINS, WILLIAM, 7TH KS CAV,
HASKINS, GEORGE, 12TH IA INF, 53
HASKINS, AMASA, 5TH WI INF, 41ST & 46TH W, 61
HASKINS, AMASSA, 41ST WI INF, 5TH & 46TH W, 61
HASKINS, AMASA, 46TH WI INF, 5TH & 41ST W, 61
HASS, DAVID S., 83RD IL INF, 262
HASSAN, B.F., 141ST IL INF, 1
HASSELL, JAMES W., 151ST IL INF, 149
HASSLER, A.E., 12TH PA INF, COM.SERG, CO., 95
HASSON, DAVID W., 92ND IL INF, SERG, CO. G, 6, 116
HASTINGS, DELOS A., 111TH OH INF, 183RD OH IN, 253
HASTINGS, DELOS A., 183RD OH INF, CO. F, 111TH,
HASTINGS, LOREN W., 6TH IA INF, US NAVY, 44
HASTINGS, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, 37
HASTINGS, ALFRED G., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 31ST IA, 25
HASTY, MILES, 30TH IA INF, 141
HATAWAY, CHARLES A., 25TH PA INF, SERG, CO. B, 1, 68,
HATAWAY, BYRON T., 2ND MN CAV, 317
HATAWAY, JEREMIAH, 1ST IL INF,
HATCH, MARSHALL T., 3RD VT INF, 191
HATCH, T.C., 73RD IL INF,
HATCH, THOMAS C., 73RD IL INF, 25,
HATCH, EDWARD, 2ND IA CAV, 261
HATCH, LEVI S., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 4TH US, 147
HATCHER, WILLIAM B., 28TH IL INF, 258
HATFIELD, J.D., 53RD IL INF, 68
HATFIELD, ISAAC B., 33RD IL INF, 72ND IL INF, 111
HATFIELD, ISAAC B., 72ND IL INF, 33RD IL INF, 111
HATFIELD, EDWARD,,
HATFIELD, CHARLES, 10TH NY INF,
HATFIELD, THOMAS W., 17TH IA INF, 80
HATFIELD, DANIEL, 47TH IN INF, 62
HATH, J.B., 4TH MI CAV, 27
HATHAWAY, JAMES B., 46TH IL INF,
HATHAWAY, LUTHER, 19TH WI INF, 267
HATHON, OSCAR, 64TH IL INF, 30
HATHORN, JOHN E., 1ST ME HEAVY ART., 296
HATTAN, MARK, 47TH IL INF, 16
HATTEN, WILLIAM S., 35TH IA INF, 208
HAUCK, JOSEPH, 117TH NY INF, 237
HAUER, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, 77
HAUK, WILLIAM, 42ND WI INF,
HAUSBERRY, ALBERT, 48TH MO INF, 172
HAUSER, H.B., 90TH PA INF, 68,
HAVEN, ROMANZO M., 9TH IA INF, 4
HAVENS, ISAAC C., 44TH IN INF, 91
HAVENS, GEORGE R., 9TH IA INF, 11
HAVENS, GEORGE R., 9TH IA INF,
HAVERLY, DAVID M., 8TH IA INF, 110
HAVERSTADT, J.H., 15TH OH INF, 264
HAWES, JOSEPH N., 12TH WI INF, 12
HAWES, WILLIS A., 3RD WI CAV, 114
HAWK, ISAAC C., 52ND IN INF, 91ST IN INF, 25,
HAWK, ISAAC C., 91ST IN INF, 52ND IN INF, 25,
HAWKINS, MADISON, 191ST OH INF, 71
HAWKINS, SAMUEL T., 133RD IL INF, 77,
HAWKINS, ALFRED, 8TH KS INF, 54,
HAWKINS, FRANCIS M., 47TH IL INF, 8
HAWKINS, JAMES, 15TH IA INF, 63
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 14TH IN INF, CORP, 19TH IN, 163
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 19TH IN INF, 20TH IN INF,
HAWKINS, WILLIAM H., AST. SURGEON, 25TH IN INF, 124
HAWKINS, JOSEPH, 12TH MI INF, 1, 9
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), 163
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 20TH IN INF, 19TH IN INF, 163
HAWKINS, W.H., 113TH IL INF, 124
HAWKS, WILLIAM D., 8TH IN INF,
HAWKSWORTH, DAVID H., MACHINEST, US NAVY, MS SQU, 45
HAWLEY, SAMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, 144
HAWLEY, RICHARD A., 33RD WI INF, PVT, CO. F, 11, 19
HAWLEY, RILEY, 44TH WI INF, 230
HAWLEY, G.H., 14TH CT INF, 32
HAWLEY, LEVI P., 14TH IA INF,
HAWLEY, JOHN W., 48TH WI INF, 261
HAWLEY, WILLIAM E., 144TH NY INF, 1-
HAWLEY, SYLVANUS, 115TH IN INF, 6TH MO INF, 45,
HAWLEY, RICHARD A., 33RD WI INF,
HAWTHORN, B.M., 16TH PA INF, 235
HAWTHORN, R.A., 19TH IA INF, 242
HAY, W.H., 4TH NY HEAVY ART.,
HAY, JOSEPH, 133RD IN INF, 43
HAYDEN, W.E., 4TH IA CAV, 23,
HAYDEN, HENRY, 2ND MO INF, 64
HAYDEN, LEWIS S., 9TH MO CAV, 207
HAYDEN, HENRY S., MUSICIAN, 112TH IL INF, 212
HAYDEN, HENRY, 70TH IN INF, 16
HAYDEN, E.D., 11TH NY CAV, 244
HAYES, THOMAS R., 31ST IA INF, 80
HAYES, BENNETT, 9TH IN CAV, 50
HAYES, WILLIAM, 22ND PA CAV, 3RD PA PROVI, 292
HAYES, LEVI, 34TH IL INF, 285
HAYES, JAMES M., 122ND IL INF, 16
HAYES, SALVADOR, 10TH IA INF, 136
HAYES, DAVID, 105TH OH INF, 6, 2
HAYES, CHRISTOPHER, 6TH IN INF, 59
HAYES, J.A., 78TH IN INF, 69
HAYNES, GREENBERRY D, 26TH IL INF, 333
HAYNES, S.H., 18TH MO INF, 94
HAYNES, WILLIAM C., 22ND IA INF, 25
HAYNES, GEORGE W., 23RD IA INF, 86
HAYNIE, GEORGE W., 120TH IL INF, 131
HAYS, PLINY G., 33RD IL INF, CO. C, 124TH, 16
HAYS, JAMES K.P., 23RD IA INF, 216
HAYS, ALEXANDER Y., 110TH PA INF,
HAYS, WARREN M., 48TH OH INF, 190
HAYWARD, SENNITH, 6TH MO CAV, 130
HAYWARD, EDWARD, 88TH IL INF, 339
HAYWOOD, GEORGE W., 65TH IL INF, 302
HAYWOOD, DAVID T, 75TH NY INF,
HAYWORTH, GEORGE, 135TH IN INF,
HAYZLETT, J.G., 24TH IA INF, 2
HAYZLETTE, JOHN G., 24TH IA INF, 155
HAZARD, MELVIN D., 11TH MI INF, 86,
HAZELBAKER, JOHN, 36TH IN INF, 44
HAZELWOOD, RANDOLF, WEAVERS MO INF,
HAZELWOOD, ROBERT, 134TH IL INF,
HAZEN, S.K., 12TH MI INF,
HAZLETT, R.M., 206TH PA INF, 22
HAZLETT, JACOB, MISSISSIPPI RIVER SQUADR, 43
HAZLETT, JAMES H., 9TH IL CAV, 16
HAZZARD, JOHN W., 147TH IN INF, 13
HAZZARD, WILLIAM H., 1ST MN CAV, 110
HEAD, JAMES D, 26TH PA INF,
HEAD, CHARLES B., 41ST IA INF, 37
HEAD, DEXTER P., 24TH IN INF, 69TH IN INF, 105
HEAD, DEXATER P., 69TH IN INF, 24TH IN INF, 105
HEADINGTON, S., 65TH OH INF, 193
HEADLEY, JAMES M., 13TH IN ART., 250
HEADLEY, THOMAS, 7TH NY ART., 250
HEADLEY, THOMAS J., 13TH IN INF, 7TH NY LIGHT, 250
HEADLEY, DAVID, 31ST OH INF, 43
HEAGY, HARRY W., 51ST IL INF, 13
HEALD, ARTEMUS, 38TH IA INF, 104
HEALEY, THOMAS A., 1ST WI CAV, 56
HEALEY, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF, 56
HEALEY, FRANK M., 31ST WI INF, 4
HEALY, CORNELIUS, 8TH NH INF, 187
HEALY, ED, 1ST IA INF (ERROR), 75
HEARDMAN, W.H., 64TH OH INF, 172
HEARL, DANIEL, 126TH IL INF, 67
HEARNE, JOHN P., 128TH IN INF, 77
HEARNES, OSCAR A., 13TH VT,
HEASLEY, JOHN, 61ST IL INF, CO. D, 83RD I, 2
HEATH, NATHAN A., 2ND WI INF, 17
HEATH, JAMES D., 72ND IL INF, 25
HEATH, OSBORN S., 18TH WI INF, 32
HEATH, MILES, 112TH NY INF, 17
HEATH, JAMES, 129TH OH INF, 22
HEATHERINGTON, JOHN H., 45TH IA INF, 28
HEATHMAN, E., 1ST NE CAV, 262
HEATON, JAMES L., 33RD IA INF, 141
HEATON, JAMES, 135TH IN INF, 25
HEBARD, CHARLES C.,
HEBBARD, CHARLES A., 113TH IL INF, CO. I, 120TH, 8
HEBBERT, JAMES S., 3RD IL CAV,
HEBERT, PETER, 11TH WI INF, 12
HECK, DAVID, 36TH OH INF, 312
HECKER, EDWARD W., 32ND IN INF,
HECKER, E.W., 22ND IN INF, 101
HECKER, W.C., 2ND IA INF, 133
HECKMAN, SAMUEL, 2ND NH INF, 182
HECTOR, PETER, 12TH IA INF, 27TH IA INF,
HECTOR, PETER, 27TH IA INF, CO. B, 12TH I,
HEDEN, JOHN J., 5TH IL CAV, 28,
HEDGECOCK, ALBERT G., 46TH IA INF, 321
HEDGES, TIMOTHY, 2ND NY CAV, 163
HEDGES, A. DAYTON, 6TH WI INF, 14,
HEDGES, CELA G., 42ND WI INF, 77
HEDGLIN, JOHN D., 9TH IL CAV, 124
HEDGLIN, ELIAS L., 142ND IL INF,
HEDMAN, C.A.,
HEDRICK, NATHANIEL, 2ND IA CAV, 171
HEDRICK, S.L., 11TH VET. RESERVE CORP, 165
HEENAN, JOHN, 6TH KY INF, 86
HEESE, GUSTAVUS, 1ST NE CAV, 69
HEFFBURN, WILLIAM B., CT, 227
HEFFLER, CYRUS D., 142ND PA INF, 110
HEFFNER, ADAM, 34TH IN INF, 82
HEFNER, MARION, 4TH WI CAV, 334
HEGEMAN, TIMOTHY C., 38TH NY INF, CO. A, 40TH N, 207
HEGLEMRE, THOMAS F., 23RD MO INF, 69,
HEGWOOD, WILLIAM G., 40TH IA INF,
HEIGES, DAVID, 30TH IN INF, 212
HEIKES, JACOB, 101ST PA INF, 176
HEIM, NICHOLAS B., 12TH PA RESERVE CORP, 7
HEIN, JOHN, 86TH IL INF,
HEINBERGHE, GEORGE, 40TH IA INF, 75
HEINEMYER, CHARLES H., 133RD PA INF, 27
HEINZMAN, JAMES B., 17TH OH INF, 111
HEIRMEIR, JOHN, 14TH US CAV, 12
HEISELMANN, SAMUEL, 74TH PA INF,
HEISER, GEORGE, 17TH CT INF,
HELLENBEIN, JOHN, 4TH MO CAV, 84
HELLER, DAVID, 10TH KS INF, 195
HELLER, FREDERICK, 116TH NY INF, 354
HELM, JOHN F., 16TH IN INF, PVT, CO. C, 13, 154
HELME, JAMES, 7TH KS CAV, 109
HELMERICK, FREDERICK, 111TH PA INF, US NAVY, 190
HELT, HENRY, 120TH IN INF, 197
HELTON, JAMES H., 7TH IN INF, 43
HELTON, JOSHUA S., 79TH IN INF, 135
HELVEY, HENRY W., 5TH MO CAV,
HELVIS, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, 265
HELVIS, HENRY, 1ST MO CAV, 265
HEMELRIGHT, T.J., 20TH IN INF, 339
HEMPHILL, SAMUEL, 87TH IN INF, 31,
HEMPHILL, SAMUEL, 87TH IN INF, 11,
HEMPE, BENJAMIN, 1ST NE, 45
HEMSWORTH, EDGAR A., 63RD IN INF, 214
HENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, 62
HENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, 62
HENDEE, GEORGE W., 151ST IN INF, 62
HENDERSHOTT, THOMAS H., 12TH IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 38, 70
HENDERSHOTT, GEORGE W., 19TH IN ART., 30
HENDERSON, ISAAC D., 117TH PA INF, 274
HENDERSON, ISAAC D., 211TH PA INF, 5, 2
HENDERSON, WILLIAM, 4TH MO CAV, 166
HENDERSON, JOSEPH, 43RD MO INF, 173
HENDERSON, NOEL, 41ST IL INF,
HENDERSON, WILLIAM J., 45TH IL INF, 299
HENDERSON, FRANCIS A., 21ST IA INF, 125
HENDERSON, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, 50
HENDERSON, GEORGE, 23RD IN ART., 116
HENDERSON, CHARLES F., 3RD MO CAV,
HENDERSON, A.J., 9TH MO CAV, 11
HENDERSON, JOHN, 8TH KS INF, 6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit/Regiment</th>
<th>Company/Section</th>
<th>Other Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, ANDREW J.</td>
<td>9TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>8, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, SAMUEL J.</td>
<td>81ST IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, JOHN M.</td>
<td>127TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, STEPHEN H.</td>
<td>24TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, JOHNSON</td>
<td>5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, JOSEPH</td>
<td>31ST NJ INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, NELSON W.</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, WILLIAM P.</td>
<td>4TH IA ART.,</td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, JOHN</td>
<td>124TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, EDWARD</td>
<td>4TH WI CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON, JOHN W.</td>
<td>47TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDEYE, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>4TH IA ART.,</td>
<td></td>
<td>8TH IA INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICK, NATHAN</td>
<td>70TH IL INF</td>
<td>PVT, CO. E</td>
<td>66, 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICK, DANIEL</td>
<td>36TH IA INF(ERROR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>1ST IA CAV,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, SAMUEL M.</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, GEORGE B.</td>
<td>1ST NE</td>
<td></td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, GEORGE</td>
<td>86TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, HENRY O.</td>
<td>182ND OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, JACOB</td>
<td>36TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, ALBERT E.</td>
<td>2ND MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, WILLIAM F.</td>
<td>57TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, DANIEL</td>
<td>26TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, C.R.</td>
<td>5TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKS, S.P.</td>
<td>182ND OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKSON, AARON</td>
<td>62ND IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKSON, MARCUS</td>
<td>2ND NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKSON, JOHN</td>
<td>44TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRICKSON, CLESON</td>
<td>28TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRIX, GEORGE B.</td>
<td>50TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDRYX, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>8TH IA INF, PVT, 4TH IA AR,</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENEMAN, CHRISTY</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENKLE, SYLVESTER</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENLBRINT, F.G.</td>
<td>22ND NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENMAN, WILLIAM</td>
<td>22ND WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, AARON</td>
<td>203RD PA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, AARON</td>
<td>103RD PA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, B.F.</td>
<td>207TH PA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, ROBERT H.</td>
<td>11TH WI INF, 2 LIEUT, CO.,</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, FRITZ HEINRI</td>
<td>59TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, GOIT</td>
<td>66TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, LUCAS</td>
<td>94TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, ABSALOM</td>
<td>6TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, ABSALOM</td>
<td>6TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, E.D.</td>
<td>16TH NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, JACOB</td>
<td>65ATH NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HENRY, DAVID P., 11TH MO INF, 47
HENRY, E.G., 66TH IL INF, 68
HENRY, WILLIAM, ARTIFICER, 40TH IN INF, CO, 12
HENRY, WILLIAM A., 47TH IA INF, 25
HENRY, JOHN A., 5TH IA CAV, 7
HENRY, ISAAC, 12TH WI INF, 25,
HENRYS, JACOB W., 86TH IL INF, 245
HENSHEL, WILLIAM S., 66TH IN INF, 338
HENSINGER, CHARLES, 4TH MO INF,
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, QM SERG, CO., 25
HENSLEY, W.N., 9TH KY CAV, 9
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENSLEY, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, 7
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 8TH IN CAV, 39TH IN INF, 25
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENRY, JOHN A., 5TH IA CAV, 7
HENRY, ISAAC, 12TH WI INF, 25.
HENRYS, JACOB W., 86TH IL INF, 245
HENSHEL, WILLIAM S., 66TH IN INF, 338
HENSINGER, CHARLES, 4TH MO INF,
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, QM SERG, CO., 25
HENSLEY, W.N., 9TH KY CAV, 9
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENSLEY, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, 7
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 8TH IN CAV, 39TH IN INF, 25
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENMY, JOHN A., 5TH IA CAV, 7
HENRY, ISAAC, 12TH WI INF, 25,
HENRYS, JACOB W., 86TH IL INF, 245
HENSHEL, WILLIAM S., 66TH IN INF, 338
HENSINGER, CHARLES, 4TH MO INF,
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, QM SERG, CO., 25
HENSLEY, W.N., 9TH KY CAV, 9
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENSLEY, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, 7
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 8TH IN CAV, 39TH IN INF, 25
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF, 8TH IN CAV, 25
HENMY, JOHN A., 5TH IA CAV, 7
HENRY, ISAAC, 12TH WI INF, 25,
HENRYS, JACOB W., 86TH IL INF, 245
HENSHEL, WILLIAM S., 66TH IN INF, 338
HENSINGER, CHARLES, 4TH MO INF,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HERRINGTON, GEORGE B.</td>
<td>64TH IL INF</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRINGTON, SAMUEL P.</td>
<td>8TH IN INF</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, JAMES H.</td>
<td>6TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, GEORGE</td>
<td>3ARD CO CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, J.H.</td>
<td>6TH IA INF</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, JOHN R.</td>
<td>9TH IA CAV</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERRON, NATHANIEL</td>
<td>72ND IN INF</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERSHEY, J.L.</td>
<td>8TH MI INF, PVT, CO. B</td>
<td>4TH, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERSHISER, H.J.</td>
<td>54TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESCOATT, ISAAC</td>
<td>7TH IA INF</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESKETT, THOMAS E.</td>
<td>82ND IN INF</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESS, DAVID</td>
<td>147TH IL INF</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESS, W.P.</td>
<td>13TH KS INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESS, JOHN</td>
<td>1ST NE INF</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESS, AMMACY P.</td>
<td>101ST IN INF</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESTER, JAMES W.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESTON, JOHN R.</td>
<td>103RD IL INF</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETRICK, WILLIAM</td>
<td>58TH PA INF</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETRICK, ELI</td>
<td>57TH PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETRICK, SAMUEL</td>
<td>13TH PA CAV</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETTINGER, P.F.</td>
<td>27TH IA INF</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETZLER, JEFFERSON</td>
<td>71ST OH INF</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEUSMAN, JOSEPH</td>
<td>5TH IA CAV</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, MERRITT</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, JOSEPH M.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF, CO. E</td>
<td>19TH I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, SAMUEL</td>
<td>8TH IL CAV</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, HENRY</td>
<td>4TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, HARVEY W.</td>
<td>21ST IL INF</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, JOSEPH M.</td>
<td>19TH IA INF, CO. D</td>
<td>29TH I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, OBADIAH B.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEWITT, O.B.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, ENOS</td>
<td>13TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>HALLS GAP KY INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, S.A.</td>
<td>118TH IN INF</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, STEPHEN A.</td>
<td>153RD IN INF</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, JOHN W.</td>
<td>40TH IA INF</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>34TH IN INF</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, JESSE M.</td>
<td>147TH IN INF</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIATT, JOHN W.</td>
<td>153RD IN INF</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBARD, JAMES E.</td>
<td>8TH KS INF</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBARD, RICHARD</td>
<td>147TH IL INF</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBARD, JAMES E.</td>
<td>8TH KS INF</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBARD, LAWRENCE</td>
<td>18TH WI INF</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBERT, THOMAS E.</td>
<td>2ND PA ART</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBLER, BENJAMIN H.</td>
<td>3RD IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIBLER, B.F., 3RD IA CAV, 26
HICHCOCK, JAMES, 31ST IA INF, 46
HICKEN, THOMAS, 5TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. F, 60T, 131
HICKMAN, ANDREW J., 7TH IA INF, 39TH IA INF,
HICKMAN, ANDREW J., 39TH IA INF, CO. G, 7TH IA,
HICKMAN, ANDY J., 10TH IA INF, 142
HICKMAN, HENRY W., 39TH IA INF, POST 93, 25,
HICKMAN, H.W., 39TH IA INF, 289
HICKOCK, CAROLUS G., 176TH OH INF, 9
HICKOK, FRANCIS M., 11TH IA INF, 8
HICKOX, CHARLES W., 5TH WI INF, 101
HICKS, JACOB, 51ST IL INF, SERG, CO. G, 5, 176
HICKS, ISAAC M., 18TH MO INF, 192
HICKS, HORATIS G., 10TH NY CAV, 244
HICKS, J.W., 10TH NY CAV,
HICKS, JOHN ALEXAND, 16TH WI INF, 187
HICKS, HENRY,
HICKS, HIRAM, 5TH IN CAV, 80
HICKS, HENRY M., 4TH NH INF, 13
HICKS, LANDER C., 60TH OH INF,
HICKS, THOMAS B., 9TH IN INF, 72ND IN INF, 62,
HICKS, THOMAS B., 72ND IN INF, 9TH IN INF, 176
HICKSON, JAMES W., 16TH PA CAV, 45
HICKSON, J.W., 16TH PA CAV, 45
HIDERMAN, HERMAN, 95TH IL INF, 352
HIEST, P, 62ND OH INF,
HIGBY, ENOCH, 7TH IL INF,
HIGBY, EDWIN, 28TH WI INF, 119
HIGGENS, MELVIN, 120TH IN INF, 155
HIGGINS, M.L., 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, 37,
HIGGINS, SIDNEY B., 6TH NH INF,
HIGGINS, JAMES M., 18TH IA INF, 123
HIGGS, SAMUEL, 83RD IN INF,
HIGH, SOLOMAN M., 3RD CO CAV, 97
HIGH, S.R., 15TH IL INF, 32
HIGHLEY, W.H., 58TH OH INF, 180
HIGHNOTE, ALEXANDER, 3RD IA CAV, 228
HIGLER, JOHN, 5TH IA CAV,
HIGLIN, JACOB, 34TH IL INF, 150
HILBERT, SPENCER M., 16TH WI INF, 66
HILBRETH, FRANK, 1ST US INF, 12
HILDEBRAND, WILLIAM H., 147TH OH INF,
HILDERBRAND, SAMUEL, 53RD IL INF,
HILDRETH, C.O., 28TH WI INF,
HILDRETH, JOHN W., 20TH IA INF, 70
HILEMAN, ELIJAH, 18TH WI INF, 19,
HILFICKER, HENRY, 47TH IL INF, 95TH IL INF, 265
HILFLICHER, HENRY, 95TH IL INF, CO. A, 47TH, 265
HILL, JEREMIAH, 13TH OH LIGHT ART., 225
HILL, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, 34
HILL, NORMAN, 16TH WI INF,
HILL, LESTER B., MUSICIAN, 44TH WI INF, 130, 339
HILL, ALEXANDER, 30TH WI INF, 185
HILL, LESTER B., MUSICIAN, 44TH WI INF,
HILL, CHARLES E., 5TH CT INF,
HILL, R.D., 1ST CO CAV,
HILL, JUSTUS E., 1ST CO CAV, 230
HILL, JOHN, 137TH IL INF, 334
HILL, JOHN, 18TH IA INF, 120
HILL, WILLIAM F., 23RD IA INF, 216
HILL, NATHAN O., 9TH IN CAV, 348
HILL, SANFORD, 35TH MO INF, 344
HILL, MARVIN, 1ST NY LIGHT ART.,
HILL, RUSSELL, 2ND NE CAV, 66
HILL, MARION, 53RD OH INF, 111
HILL, WILLIAM H., 103RD OH INF, 8
HILL, STEPHEN H., 4TH US COLORED INF, PVT, C, 238
HILL, ISAAC A., 43RD WI INF, 91
HILL, JOHN G., 43RD WI INF, 91
HILL, ELBRIDGE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 235
HILL, WILLIAM,
HILL, GEORGE S., 1ST WI ART.,
HILL, JOHN, OMAHA NE SCOUTS CAV,
HILL, HUGH, 123RD NY INF,
HILL, FRANK P, 1ST IL CAV,
HILL, JOHN, 9TH OH CAV,
HILL, J.H., 1ST CO INF(ERROR), 62
HILL, J.H., 1ST CO CAV, 62
HILL, EDGAR S., 4TH CA INF, 154
HILL, JOHN L., 1ST CO INF, 109
HILL, JAMES A., 16TH IL INF, CO. F, 102ND, 84
HILL, MARTILEOUS, 21ST IL INF, 88
HILL, JOHN, 41ST IL INF, 16
HILL, SINCLAIR, 100TH IL INF, 233
HILL, EMMET C., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 117TH I, 31
HILL, CHARLES, 8TH IN INF, 32
HILL, ISRAEL M., 14TH KS CAV, 101
HILL, L.D., 3RD ME ART., 110
HILL, STEPHEN, 102ND US COLORED TROOPS, 34
HILL, L.B., 30TH NY INF, 237
HILL, TRUMAN T., 142ND NY INF, 22,
HILL, LEWIS, 2ND NE CAV, 84
HILL, WALTER F., 178TH OH INF, 8
HILL, JAMES M., 23RD IA INF, 18
HILL, CHARLES, 26TH IA INF, 32
HILL, CYRUS T., 48TH IA INF, 23
HILL, ABEL, 1ST NE INF, 10
HILL, LEWIS, 2ND NE CAV, 103
HILL, WILLIAM H., 33RD IN INF, 54
HILL, JAMES H., 155TH IN INF, 114
HILL, DAVID J., 14TH WI INF, 124
HILL, ALGIE S., 3RD WI INF, 13
HILL, JACOB M., 1ST WI HEAVY ART, POST 21, 110
HILLARD, J.R., 13TH TN CAV, 9, 2
HILLARD, SILAS R., 10TH MI INF, 275
HILLEGRASS, JAMES, 97TH IN INF, 142
HILLEKY, JOSEPH, 1ST WV CAV, 354
HILLER, ALFRED, 3RD MA INF, CORP, 19TH MA, 56
HILLIARD, JOSEPH L., 131ST PA INF,
HILLIGAS, WILLIAM, 36TH OH INF,
HILLIGAS, THOMAS, 23RD IN INF, 205
HILLIGAS, SAMUEL, 97TH IN INF, 23,
HILLIGOSS, FRANCIS M., 11TH IN INF, 142
HILLYER, J.N., 29TH IA INF, 73
HILTON, JOHN M., 29TH WI INF, 192
HILTON, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF, 265
HIMES, B.S., 8TH NY ART., 230
HINCHMAN, JOSEPH V., 9TH IN CAV, 17,
HINDEE, HOMER N., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., 42
HINDES, FRANCIS G., 48TH WI INF, 62
HINDMAN, WILLIAM M., 13TH MO CAV, 29TH IA INF, 298
HINDMAN, WILLIAM M., 29TH IA INF, 298
HINDMAN, SAMUEL, 10TH IN INF, 100TH IN INF, 11
HINDMAN, SAMUEL, 100TH IN INF, 10TH IN INF, 11
HINDS, EDWIN B., 1ST IA CAV, 115
HINDS, SEAATH, 8TH MI CAV, 34
HINE, THOMAS, 39TH OH INF,
HINE, THOMAS, 39TH OH INF,
HINE, COLLIN E., 8TH WI CAV, 25,
HINE, LORENZO, 43RD WI INF, 112
HINER, JESSE, 33RD IA INF, 45
HINES, JOHN F., 19TH KY INF,
HINES, JESSE, 33RD IN INF, 28
HINES, JARVIS M., 4TH IA CAV, 195
HINEZE, FREDERIK, 27TH IA INF,
HINKLE, H.M., 3RD CO CAV, 106
HINLINE, WILLIAM C., 198TH OH INF,
HINMAN, GUSTAVE, 2ND MN INF, 313
HINMAN, LANSON E., 124TH IL INF, 242
HINSDALE, AUGUSTUS M., 28TH IA INF, 2
HINSON, THOMAS N., 70TH IN INF, PVT, CO. A, 35, 163
HINTON, JOHN W., 31ST MO INF, 309
HIPPLE, LEONIDAS, 110TH OH INF,
HIRPOLSHEIME, HENRY, 3RD IN CAV,
HIRSCH, P.O., 9TH PA INF, PVT, CO. G, 3RD, 109
HIRSH, OTTO, 9TH PA INF, 282
HISEY, SAMUEL, 8TH MO INF, 131
HISKY, JOHN M., 48TH IA INF, 18
HISLOP, MATHEW L., 38TH IA INF, 34TH IA INF, 231
HISLOP, MATTHEW, 38TH IA INF, CO. I, 34TH I, 231
HISLOP, ALEXANDER, 44TH WI INF, 125
HISS, PHILLIP, 9TH IL CAV, 35
HITCH, CHARLES J., 4TH IL CAV, 108
HITCHCOCK, LEVI J., 5TH MO CAV, 84
HITCHCOCK, CHARLES S., 47TH IL INF, 227
HITCHCOCK, GEORGE J., 52ND IL INF, 19
HITCHCOCK, CHARLES P., 83RD IL INF, 61ST IL INF, 201
HITCHCOCK, JOHN NELSON, 8TH IA CAV, 6
HITCHCOCK, E.A., 2ND MN INF, 3
HITCHCOCK, NICHOLAS F., 90TH OH INF, 99
HITE, JAMES N., 4TH IA CAV,
HITZEMANN, HENRY, 4TH MO CAV,
HIVELY, JOHN, 176TH OH INF,
HOAG, JESSE L., 42ND IL INF, 318
HOAGLAND, H.H., 1ST NY CAV, 193
HOAGLAND, ALEX, 10TH IN INF, 25
HOBART, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF, 110
HOBBS, BERRY, 73RD IL INF,
HOBBS, WILLIAM H., 29TH IA INF,
HOBBS, GEORGE M., 7TH KS CAV, 157
HOBBS, JAMES C.H., 13TH TN CAV, CO. A, 12TH, 95,
HOBBS, JOHN L., 1ST NE CAV, 110
HOBBS, JOHN WILLIAM, 2ND IA CAV, 71
HOBBS, JOSHUA, 1ST IA ART., 44
HOBEN, JOHN M., 156TH IL INF, 91,
HOBER, HIRAM A., 86TH NY INF,
HOBER, HIRAM A., 12TH NY ART.,
HOBSO, JOHN, 16TH IA INF, 72
HOBSO, W.A., 30TH IL INF, 30TH ME INF, 40
HOCKER, PHILLIP A., 8TH IN ART., 25,
HOCKMAN, NOAH, 17TH IA INF, 107
HODEON, ZACHARIAH L., 19TH IA INF, 206
HODGE, A.J., 6TH IL INF, 261
HODGE, WILLIAM D., 2ND IA CAV,
HODGE, GEORGE, 49TH WI,
HODGES, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, 95,
HODGES, JOSIAH, 14TH OH INF, 13
HODGES, WILLIAM F., 2ND AR, 1, 2
HODGES, JOHN S., 42ND IL INF, 28
HODGES, JAMES G., 46TH IL INF, 130
HODGES, JOHN T., 5TH IL CAV, 64
HODGES, PERRY, 30TH IN INF, 155
HODGES, FRANK, 1ST IN ART., 147
HODGES, JOHN A., 15TH IA INF,
HODKINS, H.G., 13TH MA INF, 251
HODKINS, GEORGE, 5TH MO INF, 53
HODSON, THOMAS, 22ND IN INF, 108
HODSON, HENRY, 133RD OH INF, 5
HODSON, THOMAS S, 3RD VT INF,
HODSON, HENRY, 133RD OH INF, 5
HOENSHELL, DAVID, 142ND PA INF, 149
HOEY, JOHN M., 1ST NE INF, 7
HOFFLAND, ALEXANDER, 43RD IL INF, 321
HOFFMAN, C.J., 7TH KS CAV, 45
HOFFMAN, HENRY, 52ND OH INF, 142
HOFFMAN, HENRY, 129TH OH INF,
HOFFMAN, CORNELIUS A, 52ND WI INF, 1ST WI INF,
HOFFMAN, ERNST H., 11TH MO INF, 7
HOFFMAN, HIRAM T., 73RD IL INF, 237
HOGABOOOM, GEORGE B., 6TH MI INF,
HOGE, JOHN, 6TH WV INF, 1
HOGG, ALEXANDER, 67TH NY INF, 111
HOGABOOOM, J.C., 95TH IL INF, 56
HOGUE, WILLIAM, 83RD PA INF, 323
HOGUE, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF,
HOGUE, JOHN N., 83RD IL INF, 95,
HOGUE, JOHN T., 8TH WI INF, 11
HOHLFELT, CARL, 9TH WI INF, 81
HOHMAN, OTTO, 21ST MO INF, 134
HOHUE, JOHN, 11TH MN INF, 7
HOIG, J.W., 93RD IL INF, 95
HOIT, STEPHEN, 
HOKE, WILLIAM H., PVT, 165TH PA INF,
HOLBACK, WILLIAM K, 57TH IN INF,
HOLBROOK, STEPHEN F., 52ND IL INF,
HOLBROOK, CALVIN B., 11TH OH CAV, 117
HOLCOM, RICHARD, 3RD IA CAV, 247
HOLCOMB, WILLIAM H., 1ST IL CAV, CO. G, 76TH US, 110
HOLCOMB, HARMON, 30TH IN INF, 80
HOLCOMB, LEROY, 12TH IN CAV, 20
HOLCOMB, RICHARD, 84TH OH INF,
HOLCOMB, SOLOMON, 15TH IA INF, 209
HOLCOMB, JOHN J., 10TH WI INF, 17
HOLCOMB, JOHN J., 13TH WI ART., 17
HOLDEN, JOHN M., 33RD WI INF,
HOLDEN, CHARLES A., 95TH IL INF, 150
HOLDEN, W.C., 2ND IA INF, 1
HOLDEN, S.C., 17TH MN INF, 31
HOLDEN, JAMES G., 13TH WI INF, 23
HOLDERMAN, UPTON C., 22ND IA INF, 13
HOLDERNESS, SAMUEL., 10TH IA INF, 209
HOLDRIDGE, W.G., 16TH NY CAV, 13TH NY CAV, 4
HOLDRIDGE, D. CYRUS, 2ND WI INF, 23RD WI INF, 61,
HOLDRIDGE, C. CYRUS, 23RD WI INF, 2ND WI INF, 61
HOLEMAN, SOLEMAN M.,
HOLEMAN, SOLOMAN, 20TH IN INF, 155
HOLES, GEORGE, 9TH IA INF,
HOLES, GEORGE, 7TH IA CAV, 17
HOLIDAY, GEORGE W., 31ST IN INF, 305
HOLISTER, WILLIAM B., 42ND OH INF,
HOLISTER, JESTINE, 12TH IL HEAVY ART.,
HOLLAND, JOHN H., 15TH IL INF, 351
HOLLAND, JOHN, 7TH US INF, 91
HOLLAND, JAMES, 10TH WI INF, 75
HOLLENBACK, C.B., 36TH IL INF, 131
HOLLENBECK, JOHN T., 16TH IA INF, 91
HOLLENBECK, A.P., 61ST MA INF,
HOLLENBECK, J.H., 1ST MN INF, 125
HOLLEY, REUBEN, 6TH OH CAV,
HOLLIDAY, THOMAS, 95TH IL INF, PVT, CO. E, 47,
HOLLIDAY, NATHANIEL M., 31ST IN INF, 118
HOLLIDAY, CORNELIUS T., 39TH MO INF, 98,
HOLLIDAY, SAMUEL, 17TH OH INF,
HOLLIDAY, SAMUEL, 39TH IA INF, 179
HOLLIDAY, JOHN N., 9TH IN INF, 17
HOLLIDAY, H.B., 173RD OH INF, 35
HOLLIE, JAMES, 40TH MO INF, 25
HOLLIEAN, JOHN, 140TH IL INF,
HOLLINBAUGH, EDWARD, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 8, 3
HOLLINGSHEAD, WILLIAM, 3RD WI INF, 9, 2
HOLLINGSHEAD, WESLEY, 1ST CA INF, 11
HOLLINGWORT, MARTIN, 40TH IA INF, 314
HOLLINGWORT, WILLIAM F., 11TH IN INF, 31
HOLLINGWORT, JOHN, 66TH OH INF,
HOLLINGWORTH, ROBERT, US NAVY,
HOLLISTER, ALMOND, 69TH OH INF,
HOLLISTER, JOHN, 10TH CT INF, 25
HOLLISTER, DAVID H., 5TH WI INF, 69
HOLLISTER, BRADFORD H., 13TH WI INF, 25
HOLLMANN, FRED, 82ND IN INF, 75
HOLLORON, THOMAS,
HOLLOWAY, SAMUEL P., 47TH IA INF, 45
HOLLOWAY, S.P., 47TH, 45
HOLLOWAY, JAMES C., 11TH KS CAV, 89
HOLLOWAY, JONATHAN D., 84TH IN INF, 21
HOLLOWELL, JOSEPH F., 150TH IN INF, 11,
HOLLY, M.B., 3RD MI INF, 65
HOLLY, W.E., 58TH OH INF, 6
HOLMAN, ISAAC N., 9TH IA INF, 119
HOLMAN, I.N., 7TH IA INF, 119
HOLMES, THOMAS, 37TH NY INF, PVT, CO. H, 40, 45
HOLMES, RANSALER M., 2ND OH CAV,
HOLMES, J.A., US NAVY, GUNBOAT YONKERS,
HOLMES, HORACE, 30TH WI INF, 70
HOLMES, DAVID H, 2ND MO CAV,
HOLMES, HENRY B, 1ST VA CAV,
HOLMES, EDWARD F., 5TH KS CAV, 7
HOLMES, ROBERT A., 16TH KS CAV, 301
HOLMES, JAMES M., 174TH OH INF,
HOLMES, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, 63
HOLMES, CHARLES A., 29TH WI INF, 47
HOLMGRAIN, AUGUSTUS W., 1ST IA INF,
HOLMGRAIN, AUGUSTUS W., 20TH IA INF, 80
HOLMS, GEORGE F., 6TH IA INF, 59
HOLMS, GEORGE F., 46TH IA INF, 59
HOLMSHEAD, WILLIAM, 3RD MI INF, 153
HOLROYD, JEROME B., 15TH IL INF, 20
HOLSTINE, D., 5TH MO CAV, 311
HOLT, ISAAC J., 4TH IA CAV, 228
HOLT, FRANK H., 2ND ME INF,
HOLT, J.B., 6TH HEAVY ART., 195
HOLT, DEWITT, 31ST IN INF, 152
HOLT, HIRAM E., 86TH NY INF, 259
HOLTORF, JOHN C., 29TH IN INF, 110
HOLYCROSS, HENRY, 88TH IN INF,
HOLYCROSS, HENRY, 88TH OH INF, 79
HOMAN, FRANCIS P., 40TH IA INF, 246
HOMAN, DAVID E., 40TH IA INF, 227
HOMERICK, CHARLES F., 1ST MD INF, 24
HOMERICK, CHARLES F., 1ST IN INF(ERROR), 24
HOMERY, HENRY, 173RD OH INF, 312
HONCHIN, JAMES, 33RD IL INF,
HONDERSHELDT, JOHN D., 17TH IA INF, 102
HONESS, JAMES, 24STH IA INF, 59
HONEY, A.J., 20TH MI INF,
HONEYCUTT, JOHN, 1ST TN CAV, 115
HONEYCUTT, DANIEL, 50TH IN INF, PVT, CO. B, 52, 27
HONEYCUTT, MOSES, 31ST IN INF, 57
HONEYCUTT, DANIEL, 52ND IN INF, 27
HONEYSETT, GEORGE W., 13TH WI INF, 182
HONEYSETT, GEORGE W, 13TH WI INF,
HONTZ, GEORGE W., 50TH IL INF, 339
HONZA, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, 7
HOOD, AARON, 2ND CA CAV,
HOOD, SAMUEL, 14TH PA CAV, 216
HOOD, DAVID T., 94TH IL INF, 1, 1
HOOD, JAMES S., 11TH IA INF, 159
HOOGHKIRK, CHARLES H., 102ND NY INF, 192
HOOGHKIRK, C.H., 149TH NY INF, PVT, CO. B, 1, 333
HOOKER, E.W., 37TH MA INF,
HOOKER, AMBROSE E, 9TH CA CAV,
HOOKER, ODOM, 9TH IA INF, 190
HOOKSTRA, TENNIS, 40TH IA INF, 10
HOOPER, ANDREW, 12TH KS INF, 166
HOOPER, WILLIAM S, 1ST WI CAV,
HOOPS, A.C., 194TH OH INF, 108
HOOTON, JOHN A., 139TH IN INF, 39,
HOOVER, URIAH, 33RD WI INF, 205
HOOVER, CHARLES W., 140TH IL INF, 50
HOOVER, S.A., 1ST IL ART., 95
HOOVER, JOHN, 8TH MO INF, 146
HOOVER, JOSEPH, 90TH OH INF, 216
HOPKINS, GEORGE N., 42ND IL INF, 9
HOPKINS, NEWELL H., 31ST WI INF, 98
HOPKINS, J.W., 49TH WI INF, 341
HOPKINS, J.G., 35TH MO INF, 7
HOPKINS, MORTIMER G., 72ND IL INF, 119
HOPKINS, G.H., 72ND IL INF, 208
HOPKINS, PATRICK, 90TH IL INF, 91,
HOPKINS, GEORGE N., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 275
HOPKINS, O.R., 8TH NY CAV, 140
HOPKINS, JEPHER, 26TH IA INF(ERROR), 82
HOPKINS, DAVID W., 40TH IA INF, 51
HOPKINS, DAVID W., 40TH IA INF, 89
HOPKINS, MILES A., 29TH IA INF, 52
HOPKINS, JEPHA, 33RD WI INF, 82
HOPPE, FREDERICK, 5TH IA CAV,
HOPPE, W.J., 2ND NE CAV, 84
HOPPE, HERMAN A., 5TH IA CAV, 77
HOPPER, J. FRANCIS, 4TH IA CAV, 262
HOPPER, ROBERT W., 41ST IL INF, 318
HOPPER, SAMUEL, 145TH IN INF, 118
HOPPER, S.D., 62ND OH INF (ERROR), 1
HOPPES, JOSIAH C., 16TH KS CAV, 234
HOPPES, JOSIAH, 11TH MO CAV, 164
HOPT, CHARLES, 15TH NY HEAVY ART., 187
HOPTON, WILLIAM, 60TH OH INF, 250
HOPWOOD, JAMES M., 22ND IA INF, 1
HORAN, MARTIN, 18TH IL INF, CO. A, 149TH, 34
HORAN, HENRY, 2ND IN CAV, 262
HORBY, GEORGE C., 57TH IL INF, 229
HORMEL, JOHN, 22ND IA INF,
HORN, ALBERT, 15TH IA INF, 138
HORN, JOHN W., 5TH MO CAV, 104
HORN, HENRY L., 48TH WI INF, 76
HORN, E.H., 15TH IL INF, 3
HORN, THOMAS R., 47TH IA INF, 138
HORN, JULIUS R., 13TH WI INF, 79
HORNADAY, WILLIAM A., 75TH OH LINF, 12
HORNBACK, DAVID J.J., 14TH IL INF, 286
HORNBECK, JUDD J., 8TH IA INF, CO. E, 32ND IA,
HORNBECK, JUDD D., 32ND IA INF, CO. C, 8TH IA,
HORNBECK, MORGAN V., 25TH WI INF, 39,
HORNER, JOHN H., 82ND OH INF, 228
HORNER, W.S., 22ND PA CAV,
HORNER, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, 112
HORNER, DAVID G., 12TH IL CAV, 154
HORSCH, JACOB, 158TH PA INF,
HORTEN, C.C., 24TH IA INF, 153
HORTH, C.H., 72ND NY INF, 28
HORTON, L.J., 4TH IA CAV, 190
HORTON, HENRY C., 1ST IA CAV, 38
HORTON, BENJAMIN, 46TH IL INF, 165
HORTON, THOMAS C., 95TH IL INF, 296
HORTON, TRUMAN B., 7TH IA INF, 70
HORTON, LEWIS P., 32ND WI INF, 123
HORTON, CHARLES B., 2ND CO CAV, 110
HORTON, GEORGE, 112TH IL INF, 191
HORTON, WARREN H., 34TH IA INF, 262
HORTON, HAMPTON, 120TH IN INF, 154
HOSACH, JAMES A., 16TH IL INF, CO. H, 129TH, 22
HOSFORD, HOADLEY G., 146TH NY INF, 44TH NY INF,
HOSFORD, CHARLES J., 20TH NY LIGHT ART., 66
HOSFORD, W.A., 2ND CT HEAVY ART., 42,
HOSFORD, HODALY F., 44TH NY INF, CO. G, 146TH, 3
HOSHAW, ELI H., 40TH IA INF, 333
HOSIC, ALLEN T., 1ST WV CAV, DIED 19SEP191,
HOSKINS, ROBERT, 6TH IA INF, 53
HOSKINS, THOMAS D., 32ND IA INF, 354
HOSS, GEORGE W., 104TH IL INF, 91,
HOSTERMAN, WILLIAM, 101ST IN INF,
HOSTETTER, DAVID C., 26TH PA INF, 299
HOSTETTER, JOHN B., 11TH IN INF, 54
HOSTETTER, CRIS, 48TH IN INF, 23
HOTCHKISS, JOHN A., 56TH WI INF,
HOTCHKISS, HARRY S., 6TH IA CAV, 25
HOTTES, JOHN, 47TH WI INF, 4
HOTZ, ELISHA A., 146TH IN INF, 323
HOTZE, C.A., 54TH KY INF, 154
HOUCH, THOMAS F., 141ST OH INF,
HOCHIN, ALEXANDER, 11TH KY INF,
HOCHIN, FRANCIS, 11TH KY INF, CAPT, CO. A, , 80
HOCHIN, G.W., 52ND IN INF, 138
HOUGH, NELSON, 35TH NY,
HOUGH, EDGAR G., 9TH IA INF, 42,
HOUGH, NELSON, 35TH NY INF, SERG, CO. I, 3, 2
HOUGH, MILTON T., 66TH IN INF, 77
HOUGHTALING, HIRAM E., 10TH WI INF, 13
HOUGHTON, SAMUEL N., 8TH IL CAV, 326
HOUGHTON, CHARLES L., 3RD MI CAV, 8, 2
HOUK, JOSEPH, 93RD PA INF, 45
HOULET, HENRY, 20TH IA INF, 252
HOULET, SAMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, 144
HOULET, GEORGE, ,
HOULT, HENRY, 1ST WI CAV, 63
HOUSE, JOHN C., 31ST IN INF, PVT, CO. M, 12, 212
HOUSE, THEODORE M., 177TH NY NATIONAL GUARD, 110
HOUSE, WILLIAM, 159TH OH INF, 219
HOUSE, MARSHAL M., 9TH IA INF, 17,
HOUSEHOLDER, JOHN M., 5TH DE INF, 91
HOUSEL, CHARLES C., 4TH IA CAV,
HOUSEL, JOSIAH, 13TH IA INF, 10,
HOUSEMAN, JOHN F., 4TH IA CAV, 97
HOUSEMAN, DAVID, 4TH IA INF, 262
HOUSEMAN, HARRY H., 5TH OH INF SHARPSHOOTERS, 115
HOUSEMAN, HENRY H., 5TH OH INDEPENDENT SHARP, 115
HOUSER, HENRY, 53RD IN INF,
HOUSER, ALFRED L., 66TH IL INF, 109
HOUSER, GEORGE L., 44TH IA INF, 13,
HOUSH, JAMES D., 86TH IL INF,
HOUSTON, WILLIAM, 110TH IL INF, 302
HOUSTON, WILLIAM R., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 153RD I, 67
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 20TH NY INF,
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 80TH NY INF,
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 88TH NY INF,
HOUSTON, HENRY A, 1ST AL COLORED INF,
HOUSTON, JOSEPH N., 21ST IA INF, 193
HOUTS, PETER, 31ST OH INF, 119
HOVENDICK, HENRY H., 43RD IL INF, 52
HOVEY, OSBORN, 16TH IL INF, 91
HOVEY, J.W., 2ND MN ART., 1
HOVEY, A.A., 1ST MN INF, 228
HOW, CHARLES, 38TH IA INF, 65
HOWARD, H.A., 42ND OH INF, 80
HOWARD, MUNROE, 13TH WI INF, 95
HOWARD, H.C., 46TH WI INF, 225
HOWARD, CHARLES W., 79TH IL INF, 120
HOWARD, ALONZO V., 33RD IL INF, 124TH IL INF, 47
HOWARD, AMOS W., 45TH IA INF,
HOWARD, JOHN F., 3RD IA CAV, 304
HOWARD, CHALRES E., 151ST IN INF, 58
HOWARD, HENRY H., 2ND KY INF, 111
HOWARD, JAMES G., 5TH MI CAV, 56
HOWARD, ALBERT W, 77TH IL INF,
HOWARD, H.A., 7TH CO CAV, 75
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 27
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 27
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 27
HOWARD, SAMUEL T., 47TH IL INF, 17,
HOWARD, BENJAMIN A., 1ST ME INF,
HOWARD, HENRY, 7TH OH INF,
HOWARD, THOMAS F., 63RD OH INF, 9
HOWARD, WILLIAM A., 23RD IA INF, 66
HOWARD, JAMES N., 32ND IA INF, 169
HOWARD, H.L., 2ND NE CAV, 133
HOWARD, LEWIS M., 2ND MN CAV, 179
HOWARD, THOMAS, 7TH WI INF, 71
HOWARD, HENRY C., 46TH WI INF, 225
HOWDER, J.W., 39TH MO INF, 42,
HOWDERSLELDT, J.D., 17TH IN INF(ERROR), 102
HOWE, CHARLES, 33RD IL LINF, MISSOURI M, 2
HOWE, ZIMRI H., 2ND IA INF, 31M
HOWE, ASA, 1ST MI CAV, 196
HOWE, TRUMAN, 9TH MI CAV, 250
HOWE, E.O., 51ST OH INF, 316
HOWE, GEORGE W., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 228
HOWE, ROBERT H., 140TH PA INF, 269
HOWE, CHARLES, 1ST MS MARINE BRIGADE, 337
HOWE, ALDEN A., 14TH WI INF, 192
HOWE, ASA, 1ST MI CAV,
HOWE, BYRON A, 95TH IL INF,
HOWE, GEORGE, 5TH MO INF MILITIA, 4
HOWE, PATRICK H., 65TH IL INF,
HOWE, E.E., 10TH IA INF, 36
HOWE, CHURCH, 6TH MA INF, 104
HOWE, GOERGE C., 60TH MA INF, CO. I, 61ST M, 11,
HOWE, ASA, 6TH MI CAV, PVT, CO. G, 1ST, 196
HOWE, CALVIN B., 23RD WI INF, 38
HOWE, BENJAMIN, 30TH WI INF, 60
HOWE, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF(ERROR), 2
HOWE, BENJAMIN, 30TH WI INF, 32
HOWELL, I.W., 17TH IL INF, 316
HOWELL, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, 31
HOWELL, JOHN W., 77TH IL INF,
HOWELL, DANIEL W., 29TH IA INF, CO. C, 20TH I,
HOWELL, HOMAR M, 5TH TN CAV,
HOWELL, JOHN, 12TH IN INF, 1ST NY ART.,
HOWELL, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, 8, 8
HOWELL, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, 163
HOWELL, DANIEL W., 20TH IA INF, CO. H, 29TH I,
HOWELL, HORACE M., 5TH KY CAV, 237
HOWELL, THOMAS G., 4TH KS INF, 110
HOWELL, GEORGE, 39TH OH INF, 207
HOWELL, SAMUEL, 150TH IN INF, 17
HOWELL, E.D., 2ND MN INF, 2ND ME INF, 24,
HOWELL, E.D., 2ND ME INF, 219
HOWELT, RICHARD B., 108TH IL INF, 208
HOWENSTEIN, GEORGE W., 9TH PA RESERVE CORP, CO., 171
HOWER, CHARLES S., 7TH PA CAV, 12
HOWERTON, SAMUEL W., 70TH IL INF, 153
HOWESTON, A.C., 1ST MO CAV, 228
HOWLAND, J.E., US NAVY, SHIPS 'RICHMOND', 29
HOWLAND, WARREN A., 75TH IL INF,
HOWSER, A.L.,
HOWSER, S.W., 10TH NY INF, 153
HOWSMAN, WILLIAM, 96TH OH INF, 8
HOXHERST, J.P., 1ST US INF, 1 LIEUT, CO. H, 67
HOXIE, W.H., US NAVY, 42,
HOXIE, WILLIAM H., MASTER'S MATE, US NAVY, US, 249
HOXSIE, N.I., 10TH MN INF, 86
HOY, LEWIS, 106TH IL INF, 152
HOYE, WILLIAM, 51ST IL INF,
HOYLE, EDWARD, 75TH IL INF, 30
HOYLE, WILLIAM B., 1ST IN INF, 2
HOYT, JOSEPH K., 45ATH IL INF, 111
HOYT, GEORGE, 144TH NY INF, 355
HOYT, J.M., 7TH WI INF, 67
HOYT, EPHRAIM N., 1ST CA INF,
HOYT, WILLIAM, 7TH IA INF, 73,
HOYT, GEORGE W., 20TH MI INF, 141
HOYT, JAMES L., 9TH NY ART. 2ND NY ART.,
HOYT, WILLIAM H., 16TH IA INF, 262
HOYTE, H.E., 190TH PA INF, 173
HUBACKER, BENJAMIN F., 2N IA CAV, 46,
HUBBARD, ROBERT T., 15TH US ART., 48
HUBBARD, EDMOND W, 22 NY INF,
HUBBARD, ELISHA C, 74TH IN INF,
HUBBARD, DANIEL, 9TH IL INF, 354
HUBBARD, WINTHROP, 12TH MO INF, 29
HUBBARD, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, 61
HUBBARD, NATHAN D., 11TH IN CAV, 35
HUBBARD, DELOS W., 4TH WI CAV, 91
HUBBLE, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL CAV, 319
HUBBY, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, 251
HUBBY, MARRIEDY, 44TH IA INF, 251
HUBBY, JOHN, 44TH IA INF, 251
HUBER, JACOB, 183RD OH INF, 131
HUBER, SAMUEL, 13TH IL INF,
HUBLITZ, PHILLIP C, 70TH IL CAV,
HUBORTT, WILLIAM, 14TH IN ART., 69
HUDDLESON, DAVID C., 101TH IL INF, 301
HUDDLESON, CHARLES, 119TH IL INF, 301
HUDDLESON, SAMUEL D., 66TH IN INF, 52
HUDNALL, WILLIAM SR., 7TH WV CAV,
HUDNALL, WILLIAM C., 85TH IL INF, 110
HUDNILL, WILLIAM, 7TH VA CAV, 158
HUDSON, J.C., 2ND US INF, 12
HUDSON, WILLIAM H., 130TH IN INF, 269
HUDSON, JAMES, 1ST MO CAV, 91
HUDSON, JOSEPH C, 1 IL CAV,
HUDSON, MARY E, 18TH OH,
HUDSON, WILLIAM, 104TH OH INF,
HUDSON, EDWARD L., 33RD WI INF, 147
HUDSON, G.W., 17TH IA INF, 163
HUDSON, WILLIAM TN, 1ST NE INF, 245
HUDSON, THOMAS, 25TH IA INF, 86
HUDSON, THOMAS, 2ST WI INF, CO. E, 63RD MO, 86,
HUFF, SILAS, 53RD IL INF, 95
HUFF, JOHN H., 74TH IN INF,
HUFF, R.W., 18TH IA INF, 225
HUFF, TOWNSEND B., 45TH IA INF, 108
HUFF, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, 4
HUFF, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV(ERROR), 24
HUFFAGER, THOMAS, 18TH MO INF, 232
HUFFMAN, HUGH B., 185TH OH INF,
HUFFMAN, JOHN, 78TH PA INF, 177
HUFFMAN, JACOB, 26TH IN INF, 222
HUFFMAN, WILLIAM, 61ST IL INF, 80
HUFFMAN, PETER, 77TH IL INF, 88
HUFFMAN, GEORGE, 107TH IL INF, 31
HUFFMAN, ALEXANDER, 1ST IL ART. BATTERY, 32
HUFFMAN, DANIEL, 46TH WI INF, 82
HUFFNALL, SAMUEL, 24TH US VETERAN RESERVE, 166
HUGH, W., 9TH MI INF, 8
HUGH, JAMES M., 3RD MO INF, 79
HUGHES, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, 324
HUGHES, EDWIN, 2ND US, 8
HUGHES, PATRICK, 35TH WI INF, 36TH WI INF, 282
HUGHES, JOHN, 100TH IL INF,
HUGHES, JOHN, 2ND KS CAV,
HUGHES, JOHN W., 17TH IL CAV, 18
HUGHES, J.M., 35TH IA INF, 190
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KINGSLAND, REUBEN G., 2ND US COLORED ART., 234
KINGSLEY, ALBERT A., 1ST VT CAV, 190
KINGSLEY, HIRAM, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 112
KINGSLEY, FAYETTE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
KINKADE, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, 204
KINKAID, CYRUS L., 1ST IA CAV, 13,
KINCALE, S.W., 14TH IA INF, 8, 1
KINKEAD, BENTON, 77TH OH INF, 45
KINMONT, WILLIAM F., 129TH IN INF, 40
KINNAN, LEONIDAS R., 26TH IN INF, 30
KINNEAR, J.A., 2ND CA CAV, 16
KINNED, MILTON H., 100TH IN INF, 190
KINNEMAN, JOHN W., 35TH WI INF, 157
KINNEMAN, AMBROSE M., 35TH WI INF, 77
KINNER, STEPHEN R., 11TH IN CAV, 60
KINNEY, WILLIAM, 23RD IN ART.,
KINNEY, JOHN, 24TH KY INF,
KINNEY, CHARLES, 108TH NY INF, 276
KINNEY, JESSE, 1ST NJ INF, 240
KINNEY, H.W., 15TH NJ INF, 299
KINNEY, JOHN, 73RD OH INF, 250
KINNEY, CHARLES H., 96TH OH INF, 30,
KINNEY, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV,
KINNEY, HERMAN, 7TH IN INF,
KINNEY, JESSE L., 73RD IL INF, 34,
KINNEY, GEORGE B., 86TH IL ILNF, 53
KINNEY, ALEXANDER, 26TH OH INF, 189
KINNEY, WILLIAM, 23RD IN HEAVY ART.(ERROR, 15
KINNICH, RICHARD R., 7TH IA INF, 207
KINNIE, CHARLES, 37TH OH INF, 30
KINNIE, CHARLES, 37TH OH INF, 30
KINNISON, JOHN W., 1ST CO CAV, 15
KINSEY, JOHN A., 7TH IA CAV,
KINSEY, BENJAMIN L., 7TH IA INF, 25
KINSEY, DAVID, 5TH KS CAV, 19
KINSEY, JOSHUA, 2ND NE CAV, 84
KINSEY, BENJAMIN L., 4TH IA INF(ERROR), 25
KINZER, HUGH, 50TH OH INF, 42
KINZER, HUGH, 15TH OH INF(ERROR), 42
KIPER, JEFFERSON, 48TH KY INF,
KIPP, THEODORE, 128TH NY INF, 118
KIPPLING, WILLIAM N., 99TH IN IN, 90
KIRBY, JOHN N., 118TH IL INF, 250
KIRBY, HENRY H., 8TH MO INF, 7, 1
KIRK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, 31,
KIRK, JOSEPH S., 6TH MI ART., PVT, CO. B, 16, 249
KIRK, ZEDEKIAH, 1ST NE INF,
KIRK, THOMAS J., 14TH IN INF, 157
KIRK, THOMAS, 37TH IN INF, 113
KIRK, ENOS H., 80TH IN INF, 15
KIRKENFALL, ROBERT, 4TH WI CAV, 37
KIRKENFALL, JOHN S., 114TH IL INF, 296
KIRKLAND, R.M.C., 2ND IA CAV, 63
KIRKLAND, W., 13TH VT INF, PVT, 3RD VT A, 178
KIRKPATRICK, C.A., 118TH IL INF, 86,
KIRKPATRICK, JOHN N., 38TH IA INF, CO. K, 34TH I,
KIRKPATRICK, GEORGE W., 138TH IN INF,
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES, 156TH OH INF, 94
KIRKPATRICK, SAMUEL H, 4TH IA CAV,
KIRKPATRICK, E.A., 1ST NE CAV, 61
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES, 80TH IL INF,
KIRKPATRICK, THOMAS W., 94TH IL INF, 43
KIRKPATRICK, WILLIAM, 150TH IL INF, 96
KIRKPATRICK, GEORGE W., 81ST OH INF, 256
KIRKPATRICK, ELIAS T., 3RD IA INF, 112
KIRST, JOHN, 12TH IL INF,
KIRSTEAD, JAMES H., 73RD IN INF, 82,
KIRTHLEY, BENJAMIN F., 4TH KY INF, PVT, CO. D, 134, 131
KIRTLEY, BENJAMIND F., 134TH IN INF, CO. C, 4TH K,
KIRTLEY, THOMAS, 139TH IN INF, 216
KISER, SAMUEL B., 16TH US INF, 80,
KISER, GEORGE, 11TH IA INF,
KISER, JOSIAH, 50TH IN INF, 330
KISER, LORENZO B., 17TH US INF, 56
KISER, WILLIAM B., 95TH OH INF,
KISER, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, 100
KISLER, W.H., 8TH MI INF, 284
KISLER, HENRY, 118TH IN INF, 59
KITCHEN, JACOB B., 51ST IN INF, 66,
KITSON, JOHN, 188TH PA INF, 237
KITT, SAMUEL, 55TH IL INF, CO. C, 116TH, 17
KITT, SAMUEL, 68TH IL INF, 17
KITT, SAMUEL, 116TH IL INF, CO. F, 55TH, 17
KITT, JOSEPH, 1ST NE INF, 84
KITT, JOSEPH, 1ST NE INF, 56
KITTLE, DAVID, 14TH VA INF, 139
KITTLE, DAVID, 14TH WV INF,
KIZER, JOSIAH, 99TH OH INF, PVT, CO. C, 50, 171
KLASSY, THOMAS, 31ST WI INF, 26,
KLEBER, JOHN A., 14TH IA INF, 342
KLECKNER, HENRY, 202ND PA INF, 190
KLECKNER, HENRY C., 13TH IL CAV,
KLEINHENDLER, J.F., 1ST US INF,
KLEISE, AUGUST F., 22ND WI INF, 17TH US COLO, 147
KLEPSER, ANDREW J., 72ND IN INF, 24
KLEVIN, JOHN E., 3RD WI,
KLFFMAN, SAMUEL, 47TH IL INF, POST 329, 91,
KLINK, JACOB, 83RD OH INF, 180
KLINE, H.H., 1ST OH INF, 14
KLINE, EMANUEL, 14TH MI ART., PVT, 18TH MI, 45
KLINE, WILLIAM, 2ND MO CAV, 47,
KLINE, NICHOLAS, 54TH NY INF, 2, 1
KLINGERMAN, CHARLES, 30TH IN INF, 16
KLINGER, JOSEPH M., 40TH IA INF, 8, 4
KLOPPING, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, 179
KLOSS, ADAM, 10TH IA INF,
KLUMB, THOMAS C., 46TH WI INF, 44
KNAPP, HENRY H., 138TH IL INF, 317
KNAPP, HENRY H., 7TH IL CAV, 192
KNAPP, GEORGE R., 31ST IA INF, 340
KNAPP, MILES W., 1ST MI INF SHARPSHOOTERS, 286
KNAPP, GEORGE E., 1ST OR INF, 91
KNAPP, JAMES, 26TH MO INF, 130
KNAPP, A.W., 30TH IN INF, 289
KNAPP, MILES W., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, 155
KNAPPEN, DANIEL W., 23RD WI INF, 7
KNAUSE, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, 115
KNEE, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, 99
KNEPER, JACOB, 17TH IA INF, 26,
KNEFF, WILLIS, 118TH IL INF, 34
KNEPPER, JAMES S., 148TH IN INF,
KNIGHT, M.V.B., 18TH US INF, 321
KNIGHT, HENRY H., 9TH WI CAV,
KNIGHT, GEORGE, 3RD IA INF,
KNIGHT, JESSE, 2ND CO CAV, 3
KNIGHT, EVAN T., 64TH IL INF,
KNIGHT, JOHN W., 30TH IA INF, 297
KNIGHT, JOHNSON, 27TH ME INF, 31
KNIGHT, JESSE B., 1ST MA CAV, 84
KNIGHT, JOSEPH, 6TH MI INF, 169
KNIGHT, HINKLEY G., 32ND IA INF, 13,
KNIGHT, JONATHAN W., 40TH IA INF (ERROR), 101
KNIGHT, G.W., 1ST MN INF, 80
KNIGHT, HENRY H., 3RD WI CAV, 224
KNIGHTS, JAMES H., 3RD IN CAV, 13
KNIGHTS, CHARLES W., 12TH NH INF,
KNOBBS, JOHN, 107TH IL INF, 3
KNOLES, WILLIAM, 152ND IL INF,
KNOLL, THOMAS, 146TH IL INF,
KNORR, JACOB, 143RD PA INF, 264
KNOTT, ALBION H., 31ST WI INF, 191
KNOTTS, W.M., 1ST IN ART., 262
KNOWBER, JACOB, 77TH & 4TH IN CAV,
KNOWLES, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF,
KNOWLES, WILLIAM B., 44TH IN INF, 67
KNOWLIN, GEORGE L., 7TH NY CAV, PVT, CO. I, 193, 58
KNOWLTON, ALVIA B., 65TH IL INF, CO. B, 92ND I,
KNOWLTON, WILLIAM, 12TH MO CAV,
KNOWLTON, ALVIA B., 92ND IL INF, CO. G, 65TH I, 4
KNOWLTON, ORSON V., 17TH IL CAV, 16
KNOX, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV, 46
KNOX, NELSON N., 45TH IA INF,
KNOX, WILLIAM E., 14TH KY CAV, 299
KNOX, JOHN N., 18TH MO INF, 187
KNOX, HENRY, 126TH OH INF, 6
KOCH, ALLEN, DRUMMER, 48TH PA INF, 110
KOCH, ADOLPH, 33RD IL INF,
KOCH, DAVID, 23RD MO INF, 13
KOCHER, WILLIAM H., 46TH WI INF, 111
KOCK, VICTOR, 1ST NE CAV, 262
KOENEKE, GEORGE B., 117TH IL INF, 66
KOENIGSTEIN, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, 109
KOEPKA, WILLIAM, 6TH WI INF, 25
KOERBER, JONATHAN, 2ND CA CAV, 23RD WI INF, 39
KOERBER, JONATHAN, 23RD WI INF, 2ND WI CAV, 39
KOHLER, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, 56,
KOHLER, MORANT, 82ND IL INF, 342
KOHLER, G.D., 2ND MO ART., 112
KOLE, HENRY F., 17TH IL INF, 77
KOLLER, JOHN, 2ND OH INF,
KONDRIGHT, JOHN B., 155TH IN INF, 81,
KONKRIGHT, GEORGE, 155TH IN INF, 91
KONNTZ, WILLIAM, 75TH IN INF, 24
KOON, JUSTUS, 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
KOONTZ, ALFRED J., 152ND IN INF, 25
KOONTZ, J.N., 53RD OH INF, 166
KOONTZ, FRANCIS S., 96TH IL INF, 312
KOOPS, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, 7
KOOPS, JOHN, 20TH IA INF, 7
KOOZER, FRED M., 47TH IL INF, 22
KOPISCHE, HEINRICH, 9TH IL CAV, 326
KOPLIN, PHILLIP, 25TH IN INF, 11
KOPPLE, THOMAS M., 8TH IN CAV, 34
KORBEL, MICHAEL, 17TH IL CAV, 25
KORN, LEWIS B., 18TH MO INF, 7TH IA CAV, 154
KORN, LEWIS B., 7TH IA CAV, 18TH MO INF, 154
KORTMAN, LOUIS, 3RD MO INF, 2
KORTZ, WILLIAM H., 1ST IA CAV,
KORTZ, JOHN M, 7TH IA INF, 75,
KOSIER, DAVID, 182ND OH INF, 14
KOSMEYER, F.A., 136TH IN INF, 25
KRACHT, FREDERICK, 4TH MO CAV, 7
KRAFT, JOHN, 10TH OH CAV,
KARGER, WILLIAM, 35TH WI INF, CO. H, 20TH, 311
KRAHL, JOHN, 31ST IA INF, 10
KRAMER, THEODORE, 7TH IA CAV, 354
KRAMER, ANDREW G., 38TH IA INF, 24
KRAUS, FRANK, 27TH WI INF, 105
KRAUSE, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, 100
KRAUSE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, 151
KRECKER, CHARLES F., 7TH US INF, 84
KREETS, ANDREW, 191ST OH INF, 153
KREIGHBAUM, ISAAC, 44TH IN INF, US MARINES, 69
KRER, CHARLES W, 10TH NJ INF,
KRESS, MORTIMER N., 1ST PA CAV, 13,
KRESS, MORTIMER, 1ST PA CAV, 13
KRIDER, GEORGE, 1ST MN ART., 37
KRIEBEL, CARL, 1ST WI INF, 133
KRIEBLE, KARL, 10TH WI INF, 133
KRIEGER, FRANK, 2ND WI CAV, 109
KRIPSBACH, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, 102
KRIS, W.H., 75TH IN INF(ERROR), 100
KRISE, P.J., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., 316
KRISHBAUM, DAVID, 58TH OH INF,
KRISHBAUM, JOHN, 58TH OH INF, 312
KRONKRIGHT, HORACE D., 155TH IN INF, 276
KROPF, FRITZ, 11TH WI INF, 34
KROUSE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, 151
KRUGER, HENRY, 10TH IL INF,
KRUGER, JULIUS, 2ND WI INF, 9, 1
KRUM, THATCHER M., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 190
KRUMWEDA, WILLIAM, 155TH IL INF, 56
KRUSE, ERNEST, 12TH MO INF, 12
KRUTTS, ALVIN H., 31ST WI INF, 191
KUEBLER, DAVID, 41ST PA INF, 41
KUHN, JOHN, 2ND US CAV, PVT, CO. I, 3RD, 166
KUHN, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, 212
KUHN, JAMES B., 128TH IN INF, 10
KUIKADE, JAMES W., 8TH IA CAV, 7
KULTZ, E. S., 23RD MO INF, 51
KUMP, ZACHRIAH, 2ND WI CAV, 229
KUNTZ, WILLIAM, 74TH PA INF, 124
KUNTZ, JASPER N., ARTIFICER, 5TH IN LIGHT A, 25,
KUNZ, CHRISTIAN D., 1ST MO CAV, 123
KURTZ, JOHN H., 150TH IL INF, 341
KURTZ, ADAM, 27TH WI INF, 45
KUSHMAN, EDWIN S., 92ND IN INF,
KUYPERS, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, 11
KYLE, LEWIS A., 3RD CO CAV, 110
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LABART, MICHAEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 1
LABDEL, C., 3RD WI CAV, 83
LABORE, EDWIN L., 38TH WI INF,
LACEY, FRANCIS H., 31ST IA INF,
LACEY, TURNER, 6TH IN CAV, 18
LACKNEY, WILLIAM, 63RD IL INF, 146
LACKNEY, S.W., 42ND MA INF, 190
LACY, GEORGE W., 48TH IA INF, 44
LADHOFF, FREDERICK, 8TH IA INF, 91,
LADOFF, F., 8TH IA CAV(ERROR), 191
LADREW, NORMAN J., 12TH IL CAV, CO. D, 4TH IL, 32
LAFFERTY, A.B., 12TH IL INF, 94
LAFFERTY, WILLIAM D., 25TH WI INF, 344
LAFONTAINE, ROBERT, 12TH NY CAV, 1
LAGEL, BENJAMIN F., 12TH IN LIGHT ARTILLERY, 318
LAGUE, JAMES H., 87TH IN INF, 25
LAIRD, HOMER, IL INF,
LAING, CHARLES G., 2ND NE CAV, 106
LAIRD, HOMER, IL INF,
LAKE, B.F., 10TH WV INF, 131
LAKE, BAYLIS E., 1ST IA CAV,
LAKE, JAMES, 95TH OH INF,
LAKE, EPHRIAM E., 15TH IL INF, 16,
LAKIN, WILLIAM M., 48TH IN INF, 44
LAKIN, SETH H., 31ST WI INF, 65
LAMASON, JOHN, 86TH IL,
LAMB, B.F., 1ST MO CAV, 9, 2
LAMB, W.S., 36TH IL INF,
LAMB, WILLIAM H., 52ND IL INF, 35
LAMB, JOHN B., 47TH IA INF, 298
LAMB, ANDREW, IL,
LAMB, ABRAHAM, 2ND CO CAV, 12
LAMB, WILLIAM P., 64TH IL INF, 220
LAMB, JOSEPH, 139TH OH INF,
LAMB, JOSIAH W., 42ND WI INF, 2
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, 267
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, 267
LAMBERT, WILLIAM C., 10TH KY CAV, 37
LAMBERT, W.C., 10TH KS INF,
LAMBERCHT, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF, 34
LAMER, WILLIS, 2ND MO INF, 40
LAMMA, CHITTICK, 152ND PA INF, 112
LAMMORE, ROBERT P., 45TH IL INF, 12
LAMPHEAR, M.H., 2ND MN CAV, 98,
LAMPHEAR, EZRA, 16TH WI INF, 180
LAMPREY, WARREN, 1ST NH CAV, 350
LAMPMAN, THOMAS C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 195
LAMPMAN, B.W., 24TH NY INF, 146
LAMPMAN, BARGILIA W., 24TH NY CAV, 207
LAMPREY, WARREN, 8TH NH INF, 350
LAMPSON, JAMES F., 4TH IA INF, 112
LAMSON, T., 76TH OH INF, 68,
LANCASTER, WILLIAM H. D, 130TH IL INF, CO. E, 77TH, 81,
LAND, CHARLES, 4TH WI CAV,
LAND, JOSEPH, 3RD WI INF, 142
LAND, SIDNEY, 38TH WI INF, 25
LANDEN, SAMUEL F., ARTIFICER, 6TH WI LIGHT A, 319
LANDER, PETER O., 1ST IL INF, 91
LANDER, PETER O, 1ST IL CAV,
LANDERFELDT, JUSTIN, 1ST NY INF, 326
LANDERS, TIMOTHY E, 74TH IL INF,
LANDERS, FRANKLIN, 143RD IL INF,
LANDES, SIMON, 60TH IL INF, 1
LANDON, FREDERICK A., 17TH IL INF, 205
LANDON, WILLIAM, 133RD OH INF,
LANDON, JASPER N., 154TH IN INF, 262
LANDON, SAMUEL F., ARTIFICER, 6TH WI ART., 112
LANDRETH, J.W., 32ND IA INF, 8TH IA INF, 352
LANE, THOMAS D., 4TH IA INF,
LANE, R. THOMPSON, 9TH IA CAV, 15
LANE, MARTIN V., 12TH IL CAV, 9, 2
LANE, LEANDER, 45TH IA INF, 2
LANE, MARTIN, 28TH NY INF, 28
LANE, JAMES K., 1ST NE INF, 107
LANG, LOUIS, 43RD IL INF, 50
LANG, A.V., 2ND US ART., 259
LANG, ABRAM V., ARTIFICER, 2ND IL ART., 42
LANGDON, JOHN, 43RD WI INF, 11
LANE, HARVEY, 87TH IN INF,
LANE, PHILLIP, 1ST IA INF, 144TH IL INF, 262
LANGEHEIM, HENRY, 107TH PA INF,
LANGLEY, MOSES, 14TH IL INF, 21
LANGLEY, A.B., 16TH MA INF, 20
LANGWORTHY, SELAH B., 5TH WI INF, 144
LANING, HENRY, 7TH MN INF, 179
LANSING, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, 193
LANTERMAN, DANIEL W., 68TH IL INF,
LANTIS, CALVIN, 44TH IA INF, 125
LANTIS, WILLIAM C., MERRILL'S MO HORSE,
LANTIS, WILLIAM C., 2ND MO CAV, 131
LANTZ, HENRY, 6TH WV INF, 37,
LANTZ, HENRY, 107TH PA INF, 299
LAPHAM, W.B., 4TH MN INF, 42
LARCOM, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA INF(ERROR), 23
LARCOM, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA CAV, 23
LAREY, MOSES, WAGONMASTER, 47TH WI INF, 182
LARIMER, JAMES R., 8TH IL INF, 1
LARIMER, JOHN A., 33RD IL INF, 1, 2
LARIMER, JAMES R., 66TH IL INF,
LARIMORE, JOHN, 9TH IA INF, 299
LARISON, GEORGE W., 10TH KS INF,
LARKIN, DANIEL A., 44TH IL INF, 112
LARKIN, JOHN A., 6TH IA INF, 29,
LARKIN, CARLOS W., 34TH IAINF, 32
LARKIN, JOHN, 40TH IA INF, 13
LARKIN, GEORGE W., 19TH WI INF, 57
LARKINS, THOMAS B., 11TH IL INF, 247
LARMEN, JOHN A., 123RD NY INF, 72
LARMEN, JOHN, 143RD NY INF(ERROR), 72
LARMON, JOHN S., 55TH PA INF, 205
LARMON, WILLIAM S., 55TH PA INF, 205
LARMON, JOHN A., 123RD NY INF,
LARMORE, W.M., 11TH IN ART., 219
LARNBY, JOHN, 118TH NY INF,
LARNE, B.F., 14TH IA INF, 339
LARRIMORE, WASHINGTON M, 11TH IN INF, 219
LARSON, JOHN, 21ST IL INF, 3
LARSON, JOHN M., 43RD IL INF,
LaRUE, V.B., 3RD WV CAV, 34
LARUE, SAMPSON C., 15TH IL CAV, 111
LARUE, L.A., 54TH OH INF, 74
LARUE, ALEXANDER G., 83RD OH INF, 96
LARUE, WILLIAM H., 6TH WI INF, 187
LASELLE, HENRY A., 114TH NY INF, 35
LASH, SIMON P., 87TH IN INF, SERG, CO. L, 1, 35
LASHELL, JACKSON JOH, 54TH PA INF, CO. I, 3RD PA, 33
LASURE, WILLIAM, 23RD IL INF, 18
LATCH, JOHN B., PVT, 3RD US INF,
LATHAM, N.W., 196TH OH INF, 57
LATHAM, JOEL P., 13TH MO,
LATHAM, THOMAS W, 6TH KY INF,
LATHAM, FREDRICK T., 23RD KY INF,
LATHAM, M.L., 41ST OH INF, 36
LATHAN, FRANK B, IA INF,
LATHROP, W.C., 55TH IL INF, 296
LATHROP, GEORGE B., 27TH IA INF, 86
LATHROP, GEORGE, 25TH WI INF, 8
LATIMER, HORACE, 46TH OH INF,
LATTA, SILAS, 30TH IN INF, 111
LATTA, JONATHAN W., 24TH IA INF, 118
LATTA, W.S., AST. SURGEON, 2ND NE CAV, 25
LATTILMER, JAMES M., 112TH IL INF, 201
LATTIMER, F.J., 11TH MN INF, 17
LAUB, FREDERICK, 148TH IL INF, 158
LAUDER, GEORGE, HOSPITAL STEWARD, U.S. AR, 2
LAUER, JOHN, 19TH WI INF, 238
LAUER, LUAMMI, 35TH IA INF, 323
LAUGHLIN, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF,
LAUGHLIN, THOMAS B., 9TH IN CAV, 120
LAUGHTON, ALEXANDER, 150TH IL INF, 1
LAUMAN, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, 70
LAUNSBERRY, JOSEPH M., 48TH IN INF, 354
LAURANT, CERIL J., 8TH IN INF, 198
LAUVEN, JACOB, 5TH US CAV,
LAUVER, CHARLES, 49TH PA INF, 20
LAUVER, EPHRAIM, 202ND PA INF,
LAUX, HENRY, 2ND MO ART.,
LAW, WILLIAM, 146TH IN INF, 309
LAWDER, JAMES M., 30TH IA INF, 71
LAWLER, JOHN, 19TH IN INF, 156
LAWLER, JOHN, 25TH IL INF, 161
LAWLESS, THOMAS J., 11TH IL CAV,
LAWRENCE, JAMES J., 4TH IN CAV, 198
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 5TH ME INF, 332
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 5TH MI INF, 332
LAWRENCE, GEORGE, 74TH NY INF, 131
LAWRENCE, ROBERT P, IA INF,
LAWRENCE, PETER J, 3RD IL CAV,
LAWRENCE, PETER J., 3RD IL CAV,
LAWRENCE, PETER J., 3RD IL INF, 9
LAWRENCE, ALBERT K., 91ST IL INF,
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM, 3RD IL CAV, 9, 2
LAWRENCE, SAMUEL H., 2ND IL ART., 233
LAWRENCE, JOHN, 151ST IN INF, 240
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 8TH MI INF,
LAWRENCE, FRANK B., 99TH NY INF, 110
LAWRENCE, P.R., 4TH NY ART., 84
LAWRENCE, P.R., 4TH NY ART(ERROR),
LAWRENCE, FRANK P., 22ND WI INF, 39TH WI INF, 4
LAWRENCE, EDWARD O.C., 22ND WI INF, 49TH WI INF, 214
LAWRENCE, FRANCIS M., 24TH WI INF, 24
LAWRENCE, FRANK P., 39TH WI INF, 22ND WI INF, 4
LAWRENCE, EDWARD O.C., 49TH WI INF, 22ND WI INF, 214
LAWS, GILBERT L., 5TH WI INF, 25,
LAWSHA, JACOB, 12TH WI INF, 3
LAWSON, ANDREW, 11TH RI INF, 17,
LAWSON, WILLIAM J., 42ND MO INF, 112
LAWSON, W. T. B., 119TH IL INF, 180
LAWTON, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, 64
LAWTON, GEORGE, 1ST WI INF, 90
LAY, GEORGE R., 19TH KY INF,
LAYMAN, JOHN H., 118TH IL INF, 95,
LAYMAN, JACOB T., 118TH IL INF, 95
LAYMON, JACOB F., 118TH IN INF(ERROR), 95
LAYNE, JAMES H., 25TH WI INF, 229
LAYTON, W. D., 31ST WI INF, 45
LAYTON, GEORGE F., 35TH IL INF,
LAYTON, SAMUEL A., 94TH IL INF, 35
LAYTON, IRVIN R., 86TH IN INF, 129
LAZENBY, GEORGE W., 7TH IA INF, 56
LEACH, WILLIAM T., 1ST IA CAV, 110
LEACH, THOMAS H., 10TH MO CAV, 45
LEACH, WILLIAM D., 29TH IA INF,
LEACH, LUCIUS D, 2ND OH CAV,
LEACH, MATTHIAS, 7TH IL CAV, 147
LEACH, M.G., 3RD MA INF, SERG, CO. H, 18, 17
LEACH, ROBERT E., 32ND WI INF, CO. C, 16TH, 32
LEADBETTER, JABEZ, 149TH IL INF, 96
LEAK, THOMAS M., 18TH IA INF, 63
LEAKE, WALTER S., 1ST OH CAV,
LEAKE, CYREL A., 22ND WI INF, 2 LIEUT, CO.,
LEAKE, C.A., 46TH WI INF, 255
LEARNING, WILLIAM J., 2ND IA ART., 23
LEARNING, SILAS T., 2ND NE CAV, 119
LEARY, PATRICK J., 16TH IL INF, 36
LEASE, R.R., 1ST MI ART., 230
LEATHERMAN, JOSEPH, 1ST MN ART., 210
LEAVITT, JEREMIAH S., 1ST NH CAV,
LEAVITT, EDWARD P., 26TH IA INF, 95
LEB, GEORGE, 7TH IA CAV, 278
LEBARON, LAWRENCE, 11TH IL INF, 110
LEBOURVEAUX, GEORGE W., 7TH IA CAV, 278
LECHLEITER, J. PETER, 37TH OH INF,
LECHLEITER, J. PETER, 37TH OH INF,
LECKENBY, ALBERT J., 2ND MO INF, 11
LECKLITER, JOHN W., 9TH OH CAV, 25
LECLAIRE, LEWIS, 12TH MA ART.(ALIAS PARKE,
LeCOUNt, S. NELSON, 3RD WI INF, 32
LEDDELL, JAMES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 207
LEDFORD, WILLIAM, 135TH OH INF,
LEDGER, JOHN, 7TH WI ART., 280
LEE, DAVID, 12TH OH CAV, 22
LEE, WILLIAM P., 57TH IL INF,
LEE, HIRAM, 46TH IA INF,
LEE, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF, 291
LEE, WILLIAM G., 6TH KS CAV, 111
LEE, MENZO C., 166TH OH INF,
LEE, WILLIAM G, 113TH IL INF,
LEE, JOHN C., 99TH NY INF,
LEE, OSCAR, 39TH IA INF,
LEE, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV,
LEE, THOMAS J., 39TH IL INF, 229
LEE, THOMAS M., 10TH IA INF, 69
LEE, JESSE, 17TH IA INF, 17
LEE, WILLIAM E., 2ND NE CAV, 1 LIEUT, CO. B, 4
LEE, HARRISON A., 171ST OH INF, 28
LEE, FURMAN D., 3RD IA INF,
LEE, FURMAN D., 18TH IA INF, 108
LEE, JOSIAH, 40TH IA INF, 13
LEE, LEWIS, 4TH IA CAV, 255
LEE, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, 151
LEE, THOMAS, 30TH IN INF, 7
LEE, JOSEPH, 34TH IN INF, 226
LEE, JOHN J., 7TH WI INF, 4TH US ART., 94
LEE, RICHARD FRAN, 44TH WI INF, 1, 8
LEE, JOHN J., 2ND WI CAV, 135
LEE, GEORGE W., 2ND WI CAV, 124
LEECH, ELIJAH A., 109TH PA INF, 227
LEECKENBY, A.J., 2ND MO CAV, 11
LEECEVH, JAMES T., 32ND IA INF, 248
LEEDEM, JACOB B., 83RD PA INF, 42
LEELAND, D.M., 24TH IA INF, 13
LEENOX, ROBERT, 42ND IL INF, 136
LEEER, JOHN M., 26TH IA INF, 82
LEESE, WILLIAM, 2ND US ART., 3
LEFBUGLK, , 93RD IL INF,
LEFER, AMOS, 6TH WI INF, 76
LEFEVER, D.W., 7TH MI CAV, 217
LEFINGWELL, JULIUS, 65TH OH INF, 153
LEFLER, JAMES H., 14TH IA INF, 32
LEFLER, JAMES H., 14TH IA INF, 32
LEFTWICH, GEORGE W., 15TH US INF, 8
LEGATE, EDMOND K., 144TH IL INF, 115
LEGG, JOHN W., 17TH IL CAV, 4
LEGG, DANIEL B., 1ST MN INF, 4
LEGGE, AMBROSE B., 38TH IA INF,
LEGLER, DAVID, 9TH WI INF, 34
LEGRAND, JOAL G., 21ST MO INF,
LEGRANT, LEONARD B., 42ND WI INF, 60
LEHEW, J.S., 15TH OH INF, 19,
LEHMAN, JESSE, 41ST PA INF, PVT, CO. E, 20, 176
LEHMAN, GEORGE, 129TH OH INF, 9
LEHOWTZ, , 37TH WI INF,
LEIBERT, ANDREW, 153RD IL INF, 195
LEIBHART, HENRY M., 46TH IL INF, 137
LEIHSNENRING, CHARLES, 11TH OH CAV,
LEIGH, WILLIAM H., 147TH IL INF, 72
LEIGH, MOSES H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 218
LEIGHTON, JACOB, 57TH PA INF,
LEIGHTON, CHARLES M., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 16TH W, 25
LEINING, FREDERICK, 1ST NE, 45
LEINNGTON, JOSIAH B, 92ND OH INF,
LEISE, J.A., US MARINE, 289
LEISMAN, MICHAEL, 49TH IN INF,
LEISTER, W.W., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 292
LEITCH, ROBERT, 21ST IA INF, 196
LELL, WILLIAM, 7TH KS CAV, 247
LEMASTER, W.W., 19TH US INF, 296
LEMIST, HAZWELL T., 2ND NY INF, 110
LEMMING, DANIEL, 2ND KS CAV, 95
LEMMON, EDWARD, 22ND IN INF, 74TH IN INF,
LEMMON, EDWARD O., 74TH IN INF, 22ND IN INF, 22
LEMMON, JOHN S., 5TH IA CAV, 58
LEMON, CHARLES, 67TH IN INF, 342
LEMON, PETER, 2ND NE CAV, QM SERG, CO. A, 118
LEMON, JAMES, 42ND IN INF, 35,
LEMON, JAMES, 42ND IN INF, 20
LEMON, DAVID M., 12TH IN CAV, 183
LEMON, JAMES, 35TH WI INF, 32
LEMOYNE, JACOB, 9TH VA INF,
LEONARD, ORLANDO, 16TH IL INF, 265
LEONARD, B.F., 6TH IA CAV, 80
LEONARD, VELOSOCO V., 50TH PA INF,
LEONARD, GEORGE, 17TH WI INF, 227
LEONARD, DANIEL, 19TH WI INF, 120
LEONARDO, JAMES S., 29TH IA INF, 265
LEONARD, THOMAS, 83RD IN INF,
LEONARD, ANDREW, 4TH IL CAV, 150
LEONARD, DEWAYNE, 21ST MI INF, 80
LEONARD, JOSHUA, 70TH NY INF, CORP, CO. K, 1, 185
LEONARD, FRANKLIN B., 6TH IA CAV, 80
LEONARD, ISAAC N., 9TH IN INF, 30
LEONARD, JAMES, 57TH IN INF, 40,
LEONARDSON, ABRAM, ,
LEONARDT, SAMUEL, 6TH WV INF, 25
LEONARDT, FREDERICK W., 43RD MO INF, 17,
LEPER, JACOB J., 16TH IA INF, 267
LEPLEY, R.R., 12TH PA CAV, 95
LEROY, HENRY L., 29TH IA INF, 223
LESCHER, JOSEPH, 87TH IL INF, 35
LESLIE, B.F., 23RD MO INF, 53
LESLIE, THOMAS H., 16TH WI INF, 262
LESLIE, JAMES R., 68TH IL INF, 152
LESLIE, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, 17
LESLIE, JOHN, 129TH IN INF, 253
LESLIE, THOMAS H., 10TH WI INF(ERROR), 262
LESSIG, WILLIAM, 64TH PA INF,
LESSIG, WILLIAM, 2ND PA HEAVY ART.,
LESTER, STAUNTON P., 155TH IN INF, 76
LESTER, MILTON, 22ND CT INF, 80
LESTER, SHERMAN P., 127TH IL INF,
LESTER, DAVID, 117TH IN INF, 107
LETCHER, WILLIAM E., 29TH IA INF(ERROR), 23
LETCHER, WILLIAM E., 29TH IN INF, 23
LETSON, WILLIAM, 12TH NY INF,
LETT, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, 25,
LEUETHWEIS, JOSEPH, 10TH IA INF, PVT, CO. I, 23, 45
LEUGER, HENRY, 10TH MO INF, 5TH MO CAV, 77
LEUTHERBURG, STEPHEN, 22ND IN INF, 26
LEVALLEY, FRANCIS, 7TH PA CAV, 12
LEVEE, GEORGE L., 4TH IA CAV, 167
LEVELL, JAMES M., 19TH IN INF, PVT, CO. E, 20, 86
LEVI, THOMAS, 3RD IN CAV, 26
LEVICK, LEWIS H., 134TH OH INF,
LEWALD, GUSTAVE, 68TH NY INF, 2, 3
LEWELLEN, WILLIAM A., US NAVY, USS VES JUDGE TO, 173
LEWELLEN, JOSEPH, 2ND KS CAV, 68
LEWELLING, HENRY C., 133RD IN INF, 209
LEWIS, WILBUR L., 171ST PA INF, 256
LEWIS, BARNEY, 10TH WV INF, 207
LEWIS, CLINTON R., 51ST WI INF, 57
LEWIS, WILLIAM R., 5TH WI ART., 80
LEWIS, RICHARD N., 9TH CT INF, 79
LEWIS, CHARLES, 124TH IL INF, 67
LEWIS, DAVID W., 10TH IL CAV, 120
LEWIS, JAMES P.A., 40TH IA INF, 231
LEWIS, DANIEL, 6TH IA CAV, 98
LEWIS, O.K., 14TH IN INF, 14TH IA INF, 46
LEWIS, JOHN, 15TH IN INF, 330
LEWIS, O.B., 38TH IN INF,
LEWIS, MOSES, COGSWELL'S ART., 98
LEWIS, JOHN T., 8TH MO CAV, 278
LEWIS, GEORGE B., 1ST NE, 309
LEWIS, HENRY, 4TH OH CAV, 231
LEWIS, CHARLES E., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 340
LEWIS, JAMES, 12TH WI INF, CO. B, 25TH W, 36
LEWIS, JAMES, 25TH WI INF, CO. I, 12TH W, 36
LEWIS, CHARLES E., 2ND US CAV,
LEWIS, AMI, ,
LEWIS, EGBERT, 8TH IA INF,
LEWIS, JOHN, ,
LEWIS, THOMAS N., 11TH IL INF,
LEWIS, CLINTON R., 27TH NY INF, 51ST WI INF,
LEWIS, WILLIAM H., 10TH IA,
LEWIS, JAMES T., ,
LEWIS, JAMES K., 1ST NE CAV, 77
LEWIS, WESLEY, 2ND MO INF, 88
LEWIS, CHARLES J., 20TH IL INF,
LEWIS, HIRAM, 57TH IL INF, 153
LEWIS, JAMES, 59TH IL ILNF, PVT, CO. I, 1, 36
LEWIS, WILLIAM H., 10TH IA,
LEWIS, OSCAR K., 14TH IA INF, 46
LEWIS, JAMES, 59TH IL INF, PVT, CO. I, 36
LEWIS, OSCAR K., 14TH IA INF, 46
LEWIS, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, 120
LEWIS, THEODORE F., AST. SURGEON, 5TH IA CAV, 7, 1
LEWIS, JAMES, 59TH IL INF, PVT, CO. I, 36
LEWIS, OSCAR K., 14TH IA INF, 46
LEWIS, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, 120
LEWIS, THEODORE F., AST. SURGEON, 5TH IA CAV, 7, 1
LEWIS, THOMAS N., 11TH IL INF,
LEWIS, CLINTON R., 27TH NY INF, 51ST WI INF,
LEWIS, WILLIAM H., 10TH IA,
LIGHTNER, ISAIAH, 7TH MD INF, 153
LIKENS, JEREMIAH D., 30TH IN INF, 291
LIKENS, SAMUEL H., 5TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. F, 13T, 291
LIKES, R.B., 33RD IA INF, PVT, CO. D, 34, 146
LILEY, PHILIP J., 24TH IN INF, 284
LILLIAN, JACOB, 14TH IL INF, 332
LILLIE, JUSTICE, 57TH IL INF,
LILLIE, HIRAM O., 99TH IL INF, 247
LILLY, WILLS S., 19TH MI INF, 277
LILLY, GUILFORD, 2ND NE CAV, 53
LINBACKER, GEORGE W., 3RD WI INF, 60
LINCECUM, WILLIAM, 66TH OH INF, 178
LINCH, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, 149
LINCOLN, D.B., 44TH IA INF, 22,
LINCOLN, ASA, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 206
LINDEN, HENRY B., 2ND MO LIGHT ART.,
LINDENMEYER, JACOB, 150TH IN INF, 262
LINDER, FREDERICK, 186TH OH INF, 289
LINDER, JOHN, BUGLER, 9TH WI INF, 19
LINDERMAN, JOHN, 8TH IN CAV, 91
LINDERMAN, THEODORE, 35TH WI INF, 56
LINDLEY, JAMES A., 77TH IL INF, 125
LINDLEY, JAMES, 31ST IA INF, CO. G, 17TH I,
LINDLEY, JAMES, 17TH IA INF,
LINDLEY, RICHARD, 1ST NE INF,
LINDLEY, AARON, 2ND IA INF, 76
LINDLEY, WILLIAM L., 19TH IA INF, 7, 3
LINDNER, GODFRIED, ARTIFICER, 1ST MO ENGINEE, 25
LINDON, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, 76
LINDSAY, GEORGE A., 132ND IL INF, 70
LINDSAY, JOHN, 16TH KS CAV, 84
LINDSAY, JOHN H., 3RD WI INF, 45
LINDSAY, ARCHIBALD, 71ST IL INF, 5
LINDSAY, ARCHIBALD, 71ST IL INF, 5
LINDSEY, BAXTON, 116TH US COLORED, 3
LINDSEY, ARNETT, 29TH IN INF, 302
LINDSEY, DENNIS, 48TH WI INF,
LINDSLEY, ALMON W., 1ST NY INF DRAGOONS,
LINE, DENNIS B., 68TH IN INF, PVT, CO. A, 19, 1
LINES, T.T., 31ST IA INF, 68
LINGENFELTER, CHRISTOPHER, 56TH OH INF,
LINGO, HENRY H, 77TH OH INF,
LINK, SAMUEL N., 17TH IA INF, 18,
LINK, WILLIAM, 32ND IN INF, 208
LINN, J.L., 6TH IA INF, 66
LINSACUM, GEORGE, 9TH IN CAV,
LINTON, JOHN, 20TH OH INF, PVT, CO. B, 8, 199
LINTON, LEANDER, 5TH KS CAV,
LINTON, HARVEY B., 6TH IA INF, 102
LINTON, H.B., 6TH IA CAV(ERROR), 102
LINTON, H.B., 6TH IA ART.(ERROR), 102
LINTON, GEORGE W., 20TH WI INF, 8, 1
LINVILLE, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, 139
LINVILLE, JOHN W., 11TH IN INF(ERROR), 139
LIPE, WILEY A., 140TH IL INF,
LIPPOLD, JOACHAIN, 1ST NE, 351
LIPPS, J.A., 4TH IN CAV, 207
LIPTON, GEORGE M, 30TH IN INF,
LISLE, JAMES, 3RD IA ART., 195
LITCHFIELD, JOSEPH, 102ND IL INF, 231
LITCHFIELD, GAYLORD, 7TH MA INF, 227
LITTEL, A.C., 12TH VT INF, 207
LITTELLE, GEORGE W., 9TH IA INF, 191
LITTELLE, GEORGE, 4TH IN CAV, 198
LITREN, JESSE, 122ND IN INF, 1
LITTLE, WILLIAM, 7TH VA CAV, PVT, CO. D, 8TH, 264
LITTLE, JOHN W., 8TH IN INF,
LITTLE, JOHN, 13TH MA INF, BORN PRINCE, 112
LITTLE, LIVI T, 7TH OH CAV,
LITTLE, LEWIS, 27TH IL INF, 153
LITTLE, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF, 3, 9
LITTLE, E.H., 32ND IA INF, 95
LITTLE, JOHN R., 139TH IN INF,
LITTLEFIELD, ELISHA W., 10TH WI INF, 33
LITTON, MICHAEL L., 143RD IN INF, 23
LITTRELL, DANIEL L., 2ND IN CAV,
LIVELY, THEODORE, 53RD IN INF, 179
LIVERINGHOUS, LEWIS, 152ND IN INF, 25
LIVERINGHOUS, PETER, 1ST MO ART., 133
LIVERINGHOUS, JACOB W., 30TH IN INF, CAPT, CO. E, 1, 8, 1
LIVERINGHOUS, JACOB W., 152ND IN INF, CO. K, 30TH, 11
LIVERMORE, E. EDWARD, US NAVY, USS MINNESOTA, US, 344
LIVINGSTON, HIRAM, 77TH IL INF, 299
LIVINGSTON, MOSES, 20TH IN INF,
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT R., 1ST NE, 45
LIVINGSTON, JOHN T., 62ND OH INF, CO. I, 67TH O,
LIVINGSTON, JOHN T., 67TH OH INF, CO. E, 62ND O,
LIVINGSTON, OSCAR, 21ST WI INF,
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT A., 1ST NE INF,
LIVINGSTON, JOHN, 65TH OH INF,
LIVINGSTON, MOSES, 7TH IN CAV, 152
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM H., 94TH NY INF, 68
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM H., 9TH IA INF, 82.
LIVINGSTON, HARTFORD, 99TH IN INF, 13
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM J., 4TH WI CAV, 25
LLOYD, WINDSLOW, 172ND PA INF, 34
LLOYD, L., 9TH IL CAV(ERROR), 226
LLOYD, L., BRACKET'S MN CAV, 226
LLOYD, JOHN T., 21ST IN INF, 114
LLOYD, ROBERT, 43RD IN INF, 188
LLOYD, GEORGE D., 443RD IN INF, 77
LOBDELL, CALEB, 3RD WI CAV, 83
LOBDILL, O.S., 3RD IL ART.,
LOCHARD, JOHN, 43RD OH INF, 29
LOCHARD, THOMAS, 3RD IA INF(ERROR), 102
LOCK, HENRY, 118TH IL INF, 110
LOCK, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV, 303
LOCKARD, JOHN H., 40TH IA INF,
LOCKER, GEORGE W., 15TH IA INF,
LOCKER, DAVID W., 24TH IN ART., 36
LOCKETT, THOMAS, 7TH MO INF, 227
LOCKETT, THOMAS, 11TH MO INF, 227
LOCKHART, GEORGE G., 65TH IL INF, 319
LOCKHART, THOMAS, 80TH OH,
LOCKHART, ALEXANDER, 45TH IA INF, 21
LOCKRIDGE, SAMUEL B., 7TH MO INF, 25
LOCKWOOD, ROBERT, 65TH IL INF, 92ND IL INF, 34
LOCKWOOD, CHARLES U., 22ND IA INF, 250
LOCKWOOD, J.T., 31ST IA INF, 118
LOCKWOOD, FRANK G., 13TH IA INF, 11
LOCKWOOD, JOSEPH, 13TH IN ART., 79
LODGE, G.M.,
LODGE, GEORGE M., 137TH IN INF, 5
LOENNIG, FREDERICK A., 2ND IA CAV, 66
LOER, GEORGE W., 33RD IN INF, 91
LOFTUS, JAMES H., 1ST IL CAV, 318
LOGAN, LEWIS, 13TH OH CAV, 1
LOGAN, ALBERT C., 87TH IN INF, 70
LOGAN, D.M., 179TH OH INF, 347
LOGAN, JAMES H., 3RD WI CAV, CO. F, 54TH US, 116
LOGAN, DANIEL S, PA INF,
LOGAN, PETER A.,
LOGAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH MO INF, 7
LOGAN, DAVID E., 155TH IL INF, 42
LOGES, PETER, 144TH IL INF, 46
LOGHRY, ALVIN L., 53RD IL INF, 22
LOGHRY, JOSEPH B, 86TH NY INF,
LOGHRY, JAMES F., 152ND IN INF, 22
LOHMeyer, John H., 94th NY INF,
LOHMeyer, Henry, 28th OH INF, Corp, Co. B, 9, 56
LOHR, Andrew, 31st NY INF, Pvt, Co. K, 45, 34
LOIBLE, John, 37th WI INF, 115
LOMAX, John H., 7th CO INF, 122
LOMAX, John H., 7th CA INF, 204
LONDER, William, 11th WI INF, 34,
LONDON, John P., 2nd CA CAV, 245
LONEY, Henry, 26th IN INF, 193
LONEY, Wyatt, 26th IN INF, 50,
LONG, Samuel, 35th WI INF, Co. I, 20th WI,
LONG, Daniel W., 37th IL INF, Co. F, 76th I, 142
LONG, Daniel W., 76th IL INF, Co. C, 37th I, 142
LONG, Otis, 12th IL CAV, 251
LONG, William, 180th OH INF, 76
LONG, Jacob M., 139th PA INF, 299
LONG, Martin, US Navy, USS Gunboat MARI, 86
LONG, William D., 3rd IA CAV,
LONG, Henry, 40th IA INF,
LONG, John J, 36th IA INF,
LONG, Fifield, 5th ME INF,
LONG, Levi M, 150th OH INF,
LONG, Alonzo, 29th CT INF, 110
LONG, John W., 45th IL INF,
LONG, William, 45th IL INF, 101
LONG, John J., 64th IL INF, 262
LONG, William J., 73rd IL INF, 168
LONG, Charles, 15th IA INF, 109
LONG, George T., 23rd IA INF, 37
LONG, S.R., 31st IA INF, 109
LONG, James, 29th IA INF, 222
LONG, Noah S., 44th IN INF, 23
LONG, William, 12th IN CAV, 32
LONG, Joseph S., 2nd IA CAV, 15
LONG, N.S., 44th IN INF, 162
LONG, Jeremiah B., 70th IN INF, 143
LONG, Jeremiah K., 73rd IN INF, 23
LONG, Wright, 87th IN INF, 11
LONG, Samuel, 20th WI INF, 35th WI INF, 13,
LONG, Uriah T., 25th WI INF, 38,
LONGBOTTOM, William, 25th WI INF, 135
LONGENHAGEN, GEORGE H., 47TH PA INF, 45
LONGSTREET, JOEL, 7TH IA INF, 19
LONGSTRETH, F.B., 28TH IA INF,
LONGSTRETH, THOMAS, 28TH IA INF, 16
LONGWELL, J. DeLANCY, 12TH OH CAV,
LONGYEAR, SAMUEL J., 6TH WI INF, 136
LONX, EPHRAM K, 9TH IN INF,
LOOMIS, BENJAMIN, 43RD WI INF, 67,
LOOMIS, ELLIOTT, 2ND IA CAV, 113
LOOMIS, ALBERT, 11TH IN CAV, 50
LOOMIS, RUSSELL F., 9TH MI INF, 154
LOOMIS, THERON, 43RD WI INF,
LOOMIS, EDWIN, 10TH IA INF, 260
LOOMIS, NAPOLEON B., 24TH IA INF, 52
LOOMIS, JAMES H., 193RD NY INF, 308
LOOMIS, THEODORE J., 45TH IA INF, 43
LOOMIS, ALBERT P., 11TH IN CAV, 51
LOOP, MOSES W., 13TH NY HEAVY ART., 330
LOPER, WILLIAM L., 33RD IN INF, 54
LORAIN, LEWIS J., 4TH WV CAV, 91
LORD, GEORGE W., 153RD IL INF, 74
LORING, FREDERICK, 56TH NY INF, 171
LORRIS, JULIUS, 7TH IL INF, 96
LORTZ, CHARLES, 1ST NY ART., 139
LOSEY, EZRA B., 3RD IA CAV, 216
LOTT, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, 77
LOTT, PETER J., 123RD OH INF, 20
LOUCKS, GEORGE, 14TH IA INF, 120
LOUCKS, GEORGE, 2ND WI CAV,
LOUCOMER, GEORGE, 195TH PA INF, 244
LOUDEN, STEPHEN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 140
LOUDEN, JAMES, 58TH IN INF, 226
LOURANCE, JONAS, 125TH IL INF,
LOUTZENHISER, J.A., 6TH ME INF, 193
LOUTZINHISER, JAMES, 6TH MN INF, 193
LOVE, JAMES C., 66TH OH INF,
LOVE, M.A., 22ND OH INF, 17
LOVE, WILLIAM M., 81ST IN INF, 32,
LOVELET, WILLIAM F., 139TH IL INF, 70
LOVELL, PATRICK, 28TH IA INF, 62
LOW, NATHANIEL H., 45TH IA INF,
LOW, MARTIN, 35TH MO INF, 84
LOWE, GARRISON A., 2ND WI CAV, 98,
LOWE, WILLIAM, 3RD MA ART., 305
LOWE, WILLIAM, 23RD MO INF, 272
LOWE, WILLIAM, 9TH NY ART., 272
LOWE, HENRY, 89TH IL INF, 20
LOWE, NATHAN J., 132ND IN INF, 299
LOWE, RICHARD, 8TH OH INF, 14
LOWE, E.M., 155TH IA INF, 86
LOWE, ELIAS M., 1ST NE INF, 155TH IN INF, 86
LOWE, ELIAS M., 155TH IN INF, 1ST NE INF, 86,
LOWELL, CHARLES W., 15TH IL INF,
LOWELL, ROYAL, 47TH IA INF, 70
LOWELL, PAT, 28TH IA INF, 62
LOWER, GEORGE W., 44TH PA INF, 110
LOWERY, PHILIP, 3RD MO CAV, 103
LOWERY, WILLIAM C., 94TH IL INF,
LOWERY, MATTHEW, 21ST IA INF, 181
LOWERY, MELVIN, 1ST MN ART., 180
LOWLEY, GEORGE W., 11TH IN INF, 3
LOWREY, CHARLES H., 2ND CO CAV, 264
LOWRY, WILLIAM CONL.,
LOWRY, R.M., 1ST CO INF, 190
LOWRY, LEWIS, 1ST NE INF, 7
LOY, GEORGE T., 23RD IA INF,
LOY, WILLIAM L., 147TH IN INF, 247
LOZIER, LEVI, 14TH IL INF, 215
LUCAS, WINDFIELD S., DRUMMER, 105TH PA INF, 1, 2
LUCAS, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF,
LUCAS, JONAS E., 1ST PA CAV,
LUCAS, JOHN T., 13TH IA INF, 110
LUCAS, DEHART C., 24TH IA INF, 109
LUCAS, GEORGE WILLI, 29TH IA INF, 43
LUCE, WILLIAM C., 19TH IL INF, 98
LUCE, HIRAM M., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 9TH IA,
LUCE, HIRAM M., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 9TH IA,
LUCE, ALDEN S., 7TH KS CAV, 50
LUCE, H.M., 4TH MN INF, HOSPITAL STEW, 32
LUCE, WORTHY, 28TH WI INF, 47
LUCE, LEONARD P., 3RD WI CAV, 17,
LUCHSINGER, FRIDOLIN, 2ND WI INF, 9
LUCIAN, L., 11TH IL CAV, 47TH IL INF, 310
LUCKE, WILLIAM, 106TH PA INF, 4
LUCKERT, JOHN C., 146TH NY INF,
LUCORE, ALONZO B., 20TH IA INF, 19
LUCORE, ALBERT H., 20TH IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 29, 100
LUCY, EDWARD W., 7TH PA CAV, 352
LUCY, JOHYN, 1ST NE INF, 110
LUDDEN, FRANK W.L, 51ST WI INF, 73
LUDDINGTON, HORACE, 100TH PA INF,
LUDDINGTON, J.W., 15TH IA INF, 289
LUDLOW, SYLVESTER V., 31ST IA INF, 80
LUDLOW, O.C., 122ND US COLORED TROOPS, 7
LUDWICK, JONATHAN, 11TH IN INF, 317
LUDWICK, JACOB E., 156TH IN INF, 322
LUDWICK, J.C., 106TH IN INF, 9
LUDWIG, JACOB B., 89TH NY INF, 34
LUESCHEN, HENRY G., 3RD WI INF, 9
LUISY, JOHN H, 106TH PA INF,
LUIT, ISAAC, 47TH WI INF, 25
LUKE, COMFORT D., 8TH IA INF, 176
LUKE, JOSIAH H., 14TH IA INF, 25,
LUKENS, ELI B., 18TH OH INF, 96
LUKHART, JAMES, 9TH IA INF, 111
LUKINS, LEVI C., 14TH IL INF, 155
LUMBARD, AUGUSTUS, 10TH NY INF,
LUMM, CHARLES W., 129TH OH INF,
LUNBECK, LEEMUEL F., 5TH CA,
LUND, ALBERT M., 67TH IL ILNF,
LUND, STILLMAN G., 91ST NY INF, 110
LUNDBURG, PETER, 3RD MN INF, 5
LUNEBURG, HENRY, 11TH WI INF, 34
LUNENBERG, HENRY, 11TH WI INF,
LUNKLEY, CHARLES, 7TH IA CAV, 111
LUNN, CHARLES, 45TH IL INF,
LUNN, D.N., 9TH MI INF, 95
LUNNEY, JOHN L., 1ST IL CAV, 56
LUNT, EDWARD D., 15TH IA INF, 39,
LUPTON, J.R., 3RD KS INF, 12
LURPIN, THOMAS JEFFE, 9TH PA CAV,
LURSH, NAPOLEON B., AST. SURGEON, 1ST NE INF, 24
LURUE, MOSES, 8TH VT INF,
LUSE, D.O., 8TH KS INF, 98
LUSH, EBENEZER, 148TH IL INF, 212
LUSHBROOK, ROYAL, 14TH IA INF, 18,
LUSK, ABSALOM A., 124TH IL INF,
LUSK, CHESTER, 2ND NE CAV,
LUSK, PETER C., 24TH WI INF, 7
LUTES, E., 7TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. I, 15T, 184
LUTES, WILLIAM H., 10TH IA INF, 115
LUTH, ALBERT, 2ND NJ CAV, 9
LUTHER, MARTIN, 2ND WI CAV, 4, 1
LUTZ, JOHN JACOB, 4TH MO CAV,
LUTZ, GEORGE, 69TH IN INF,
LUTZ, JACOB, 4TH MO CAV, 55
LUTZ, WILLIAM N., 10TH IA INF,
LUTZ, DAVID, 2ND IA CAV, 80
LUX, JOHN K., 10TH IA INF, 28
LYBARGER, GEORGE, 1ST KS INF, 26
LYBERGER, LEWIS F., 2ND MO STATE MILITIA INF, 299
LYBERGER, LEWIS F., 1ST MO CAV GUARDS, 299
LYDICK, DALLAS M., 165TH IA INF,
LYDICK, DALLAS M., 45TH IA INF, 118
LYDICK, HIRAM C., 2ND NE CAV, 118
LYLE, E. EWING, 1ST MN INF, 90
LYNCH, JOHN F., 1ST IA CAV, 223
LYNCH, JOHN B., 53RD IN INF, 299
LYNCH, JOHN M., 86TH IN INF, 66
LYNCH, JOHN F, 1ST OH CAV,
LYNCH, DENNIS C, 2ND TX INF,
LYNCH, EMORY W., 122ND IL INF, 277
LYNDON, ELBRIDGE G., 13TH MI INF, 87,
LYNN, DAVID, ,
LYON, JUSTUS H., 44TH WI INF, 1
LYON, F.W., 3RD WI CAV, 350
LYON, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV, 17
LYON, WILLIAM D., 23RD IA INF, 344
LYON, FRANK W., 3RD WI INF, 350
LYON, ALBERT P., 9TH IA INF, 126
LYON, AMOS A, 9TH IN INF,
LYON, CHARLES A., 3RD IA INF, 18TH IA INF, 126
LYON, ALBERT P., 18TH IA INF, 126
LYON, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV, 18TH IA INF, 17,
LYON, AMOS A., 9TH IN INF, 65
LYON, DENNIS, 4TH IN CAV, 86
LYON, WALDO H., 1ST WI INF, 58
LYONS, A.E., US NAVY, SHIP 'ST. GUARD', 12
LYONS, MARTIN C., 2ND IA CAV, 257
LYONS, ACELL, 13TH KS INF, 31
LYONS, WILLIAM T., 18TH WI INF, 110
LYONS, CHARLES L., 17TH IL CAV, 3
LYONS, WILLIAM W., 21ST IA INF, 13,
LYONS, JAMES M., 40TH IA INF, 25
LYTHLE, SAMUEL, 28TH MI INF,
LYTLE, ROBERT M., 2ND IA INF,
LYTLE, LUKE, 11TH IN INF,
LYTLE, ROBERT M., 20TH IA INF, 2ND IA INF, 32

Index of Members - MA

MA CHU PA, , 1ST NE CAV,
MABERY, GEORGE W., 8TH IL INF,
MABON, JOHN P., 156TH IL INF,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MABRY, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACEY, CYRUS</td>
<td>6TH WI INF, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACEY, JOHN W.</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV, 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHEN, W.H.</td>
<td>34TH IA INF, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACK, ALONZO W.</td>
<td>76TH IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACK, CHARLES D.</td>
<td>4TH IN CAV, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACK, PETER B.</td>
<td>29TH IN INF, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACK, HENRY</td>
<td>100TH IN INF, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDEN, ROBERT</td>
<td>23RD WI INF, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDEN, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>50TH MO INF, 354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDOCK, JACOB R.</td>
<td>9TH IA INF, PVT, CO. E, 7TH, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADOX, CASSEL</td>
<td>7TH KY CAV, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEE, JOHN L.</td>
<td>3RD IA CAV, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEE, ASHFORD H.</td>
<td>77TH IL INF, 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEE, J.D.</td>
<td>17TH MI INF, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGEE, J.D.</td>
<td>17TH WI INF (ERROR), 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGILL, HENRY H.</td>
<td>47TH WI INF, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGILL, HENRY H.</td>
<td>4TH WI CAV, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGILL, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>21ST NY CAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGUE, J.E.</td>
<td>23RD MO INF, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGOON, H.C.</td>
<td>1ST MN INF, 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAFEY, S.A.</td>
<td>17TH KS INF, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAFEY, ISAAC N.W.</td>
<td>32ND IA INF, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAFEY, JONAS L.</td>
<td>153RD IL INF, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAN, JAMES C.</td>
<td>59TH IN INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAN, JOHN M.</td>
<td>14TH NY HEAVY ART., 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHAN, LOREN E.</td>
<td>82ND OH INF, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAHAN, WILLIAM A., 31ST IN INF, 25,
MAHAN, JOSEPH, 1ST WI INF (ERROR), 43
MAHAR, ARTHUR A., 158TH NY INF, 2
MAHER, PATRICK, 5TH MI INF, 187
MAHER, MICAEL, 113TH IL INF, CO. C, 120TH, 25,
MAHIN, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, 82,
MAHLE, GOTTLIEB, 1ST NE INF, 309
MAHLER, JOHN G., 26TH IN INF, 81
MAHOLM, JAMES W.,
MAHOLM, JAMES W., 132ND IN INF, 5, 3
MAIKEN, WILLIAM H., 36TH IA INF, 288
MAILEY, J.H., 21ST OH INF, 321
MAIN, THOMAS, 30TH IA INF, 186
MAINE, LORENZO J., PVT, 23RD WI INF, 114
MAJOR, ROBERT, 5TH OH CAV, 110
MAJOR, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, 72
MAJOR, JAMES S., 36TH IA INF,
MAJOR, ROBERT, 5TH OH CAV,
MAJORS, WILSON E., 1ST NE INF, 302
MAJORS, THOMAS J., 1ST NE INF, 25,
MAJORY, GEORGE C., 8TH WI INF, 118
MALCOM, GEORGE, 150TH NY INF,
MALCOM, GEORGE T., 122ND IL INF, 116
MALCOME, JOHN, 5TH WI INF, CO. A, IN ART., 268
MALES, SOLOMEN, 6TH MO INF, 25
MALIN, ROBERT, 92ND IL INF,
MALLERY, J.H., 3RD MA CAV, 234
MALLISON, JOSEPH, 94TH NY INF,
MALLISON, JOSEPH, 105TH NY INF, CAPT, CO. D., 110
MALLORY, WILLIAM W., US NAVY, STEAMER 'SPRINGF., 16
MALLORY, JOHN, 29TH MI INF, 322
MALLORY, CHARLES W., 9TH IA INF,
MALLORY, FRANK, 36TH IL INF, 46,
MALLORY, RUSSELL H., 95TH IL INF, PVT, CO. A, 47, 51,
MALLORY, ROBERT S., 144TH IN INF, 16,
MALLOY, WILLIAM, 24TH PA INF, PVT, CO. G, 82, 9
MALLOY, STEPHEN, 9TH US INF, 2
MALON, ROBERT J., 92ND IL INF, PVT, CO. C, 65, 220
MALONE, THOMAS A., 46TH IN INF,
MALONE, THOMAS, 7TH MO INF, LIEUT, CO. I, 5, 333
MALONE, HORACE A., 11TH MO INF, 15
MALONEY, RICHARD A., 1ST MO ENGINEERS,
MALOSH, JOHN D, 1ST OH CAV,
MALOY, DAVID, 75TH IL INF, 9, 2
MALOY, JAMES S., 19TH WI INF, 10,
MALSON, JOSEPH, 9TH IL CAV,
MALTBY, FRANK, 152ND IL LINF, 252
MANAHAN, JOSEPH, 14TH OH INF, 140
MANAHAN, THOMAS, 149TH NY INF,
MANALT, IRVING J., 46TH IA INF, 214
MANANAN, THOMAS H., 102ND NY INF, 336
MANCEAR, WALENTINE, 113TH IL INF, 156
MANDEL, THEODORE, 27TH WI INF, 326
MANNESVILLE, GEORGE, 41ST IL,
MANFUL, DELMA C., 15TH OH INF,
MANGOLD, JOHN, 100TH NY INF, 8
MANGUS, DANIEL, 22ND IA INF, 296
MANLEY, MARTIN V.B., 51ST IN INF, 346
MANLEY, ABRAM F., 83RD IN INF, 159
MANN, JACOB, 5TH CO INF,
MANN, JAMES M., 83RD IL INF, LIEUT, 3RD MO, 94
MANN, ARCHIBALD, 29TH IA INF, 154
MANN, JAMES M., 3RD MO INF, 94
MANN, JAMES M., 63RD US CAV, 154
MANN, JOHN H, 2ND NE CAV,
MANN, WILLIAM B., 40TH IA INF,
MANN, J.C., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., 42
MANN, WILLIAM W., 12TH IA INF, 11,
MANN, WILLIAM W., 12TH IA INF, 11,
MANN, JOHN H., 2ND NE CAV, 170
MANN, ROBERT M., 57TH IN INF, 66
MANNEN, FRANCIS, 28TH IA INF, 63
MANNERS, JOSEPH, 11TH IA INF,
MANNING, R.S., 2ND ART., 195
MANNING, JOHN G, 8TH MO CAV,
MANNING, JOHN, 88TH IN INF, 308
MANNING, E., 4TH MS INF, SERG, CO. K.13, 166
MANNING, CHRISTOPHER, 7TH MI ENGINEERS, 21
MANNING, JOHN W., 169TH OH INF, 245
MANNINGTON, WALLACE W., 71ST PA INF, 9, 2
MANNOX, W.W., 3RD, 1
MANSFIELD, EZRA H., 7TH IA CAV, 74
MANSFIELD, WILLIAM P, 18TH MO INF,
MANSFIELD, JOHN R., 166TH OH INF, 129
MANSFIELD, R.C., 23RD IN INF, 7
MANSO, G.M., 151ST IL INF, 131
MANUEL, BENJAMIN F., 3RD IA CAV,
MANWARREN, ANDREW C., 63RD IL INF, 146
MAPES, FRANK, 57TH IL INF,
MAPES, CHAUNCEY S., 36TH WI INF, 4
MAPES, ALBERT, 2ND WI CAV, 11
MAPLE, WILLIAM, 3RD VT RESERVE INF CORP, 45
MAPLE, WILLIAM, 20TH IA INF, 61
MAPLE, BENJAMIN F., 87TH IN INF, 163
MARA, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, 38
MARAK, FRANZ JR., 13TH KS INF, 52
MARBEL, EPHRIAM, 38TH WI INF,
MARBLE, CHARLES F., 24TH MI INF, 28
MARBLE, MINOR S., 73RD IN INF, 121
MARCELLUS, CHARLES O., 104TH IL INF, SERG, CO. I, , 250
MARCH, DANIEL S., 3RD IA CAV, 25
MARCH, W.T., 3RD IA CAV, 25
MARCH, DAVID A., 3RD IA CAV, 25
MARCH, THEODORE T., 2ND OH LIGHT ART., 302
MARCH, THEODORE T., KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR, 302
MARCH, WILLIAM T., 3RD IA CAV, 64
MARCO, FLAVIUS, 146TH IL INF,
MARCH, S.S., 138TH IL INF,
MARCH, ORIN J., 153RD IL INF, 223
MARCH, STEPHEN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 110
MARDIS, WILLIAM W., 13TH KY INF, 302
MARESCH, WINCHAEL, 48TH WI,
MARGERUM, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, 29TH IA INF,
MARGRAVE, T.E., 20TH IL INF, 31
MARINER, WILLIAM H., 42ND IN INF, 90
MARING, ALEXANDER, WAGONER, 6TH IA INF, 86
MARK, EDWARD H., 8TH IA INF,
MARKLAND, EDWARD C., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 4TH MO, 265
MARKLEY, BENJAMIN, 22ND IA INF, 82
MARKLEY, WILLIAM H.R., 16TH KY INF, 1
MARKS, JONAS, 17TH PA CAV, 32
MARKS, NELSON W., 8TH IA INF,
MARKS, JOHN A., 12TH PA RESERVE CORP,
MARKS, DAVID L., 10TH IA INF, 157
MARLENEE, WILLIAM A., 29TH IA INF, 15
MARLEY, JACOB, 29TH IA INF,
MARLEY, JOSEPH K., US CAV, 214
MARLIN, SELABER, 25TH NJ,
MARLOTT, PERRY C., 63RD IN INF, 328
MARLOTT, JAMES B., 39TH OH INF, 112
MARLOTT, JAMES B., 39TH OH INF, 112
MARMADUKE, JOHN A, 65T H MA LINF,
MARONEY, JOHN, 1ST US ART.,
MARQUARD, ANTON, 2ND WI CAV, DIED 19OCT189,
MARQUERUM, WILLIAM, 29TH IA INF, CO. F, 23RD I, 7
MARQUETTE, T.M., 1ST NE CAV, 214
MARQUISSEE, PELEMAN O., 47TH IA INF, 269
MARQUISSE, PALEMAN O., 47TH IA INF, 11,
MARQUETTE, DAVID, 86TH OH INF, 318
MARR, LORENZO, 46TH PA INF,
MARR, JAMES B., 142ND PA INF, 121
MARRAY, JAMES H., 40TH IA INF, 174
MARREL, M., 6TH US CAV, 56
MARROW, CHARLES W., 25TH IN ART.,
MARRS, JOSEPH, 83RD IL INF,
MARRS, JAMES B., 139TH IN INF, 51,
MARSH, A.K., 18TH WI INF, 19
MARSH, W.F., 2ND WI CAV, 1
MARSH, JAMES N., 1ST WI CAV, 262
MARSH, EMORY, 17TH IA INF, 111
MARSH, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF, PVT, CO. B, 59, 131
MARSH, WILLIAM S., 48TH MO INF,
MARSH, GEORGE P, 142ND NY INF,
MARSH, DANIEL, 186TH NY INF,
MARSH, ELIJAH S., 5TH MO INF, 203
MARSH, JAMES S., 48TH MO INF, 6, 2
MARSH, A.C., 30TH IA INF, 207
MARSH, CLARK, 11TH MI INF, 20
MARSH, WILLIAM S., 5TH MO CAV, SERG, CO. K, 48, 6
MARSH, JAMES, 24TH NY INF, SERG, CO. I, 1, 37
MARSH, GEORGE W., 60TH NY INF, 239
MARSH, CLARK, 11TH IN INF(_ERROR), 20
MARSH, JAMES N., 1ST WI INF(_ERROR), 262
MARSH, CARROLL M., 4TH WI INF, 301
MARSH, LAFAYETTE Y., 11TH WI INF, 65
MARSH, WILLIAM H., 23RD WI INF, 11
MARSH, BRADFORD A., 23RD WI INF, 65
MARSH, CARROLL M., 4TH WI CAV, 65
MARSHELL, L.B., 135TH IN INF,
MARSHELL, CHARLES L., 47TH PA INF, 275
MARSHELL, JOHN, 7TH MO CAV, SERG, CO. I, 1S, 152
MARSHELL, GEORGE W., 5TH IA CAV, 64
MARSHELL, FRANCIS M., 64TH IL INF, 104
MARSHELL, JACOB L., 152ND IL INF, 310
MARSHELL, HENRY, 26TH NY INF, 298
MARSHELL, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, 45
MARSHELL, HENRY, 151ST IN INF,
MARSHELL, HENRY H., 32ND IL INF, 25
MARSHELL, THOMAS, 34TH IL INF,
MARSHELL, GEORGE, 96TH IL INF, 110
MARSHELL, W.F., 36TH IA INF, 9
MARSHELL, CLAYTON L., 39TH IA INF, 25
MARSHELL, G.W., 1ST NE INF, 64
MARSHELT, HENRY, 56TH NY INF, 298
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Regiment/Company</th>
<th>Company/Unit</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARSHMAN, ALEXANDER</td>
<td>24TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSTERS, PAUL</td>
<td>22ND IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MART, MARIAN J.</td>
<td>15TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTI, FREDERICK</td>
<td>4TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, CHRISTIAN</td>
<td>192ND OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>52ND PA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, LEWIS</td>
<td>17TH TN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN H.</td>
<td>7th IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, KELLY</td>
<td>2ND CT INF, CORP</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JAMES</td>
<td>39TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN</td>
<td>39TH IL LINF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOEL T.</td>
<td>86TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WESLEY J.</td>
<td>106TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ANDREW</td>
<td>147TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JACOB C.</td>
<td>5TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JACOB G.</td>
<td>5TH IA INF, CO I</td>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, J.W.</td>
<td>33RD IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ROBERT E.</td>
<td>34TH IA INF, 38TH</td>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JACOB G.</td>
<td>5TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JACOB C.</td>
<td>5TH IA CAV, CORP</td>
<td></td>
<td>5TH IA I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JAMES M.</td>
<td>8TH MI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>51ST OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>22ND OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ANTHONY</td>
<td>51ST OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>6TH US CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WILLIAM</td>
<td>33RD WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, PRESLEY</td>
<td>33RD WI INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN N.</td>
<td>33RD WI INF, CO B</td>
<td></td>
<td>11TH W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>6TH US CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOSEPH W.</td>
<td>33RD IN INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ANDREW J.</td>
<td>67TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ALEX</td>
<td>12TH KS INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, HENRY C.</td>
<td>3RD CO CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, CHARLES</td>
<td>64TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ANDREW J.</td>
<td>67TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WILLIAM A.</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WALLACE</td>
<td>8TH KS INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, DAVID S.</td>
<td>9TH KS CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, DANIEL</td>
<td>18TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>308</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, LOUIS</td>
<td>187TH NY INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JAMES M.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>2ND OH INF, PVT,</td>
<td></td>
<td>5TH</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, ROBERT</td>
<td>99TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, CHRISTIAN</td>
<td>133RD OH INF, PVT</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN W.</td>
<td>22ND IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN W.</td>
<td>35TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARTIN, ENOS L., 2ND NE CAV, 2, 3
MARTIN, SAMUEL P., 2ND NE CAV, 55
MARTIN, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, 55
MARTIN, URIAH, 54TH IN INF, 23
MARTIN, THOMAS M., 72ND IN INF, 37
MARTIN, JEREMIAH, 6TH US CAV, 32
MARTIN, LESTER B., 6TH WI INF, 75
MARTIN, JOHN N., 11TH WI INF, 33RD WI INF, 31
MARTIN, J.N., 33RD WI INF, 30
MARTIN, GEORGE P., 35TH WI INF, 191
MARTINDALE, E.L., 2ND MN CAV, 76
MARTY, GODFREY, 98TH OH INF, 110
MARTYN, DAVID T., 146TH IL INF, 9
MARVEL, ROBERT, 103RD IL INF, 76
MARVEL, GEORGE, 2ND IL CAV, 167
MARVIN, J.J., 25TH MO INF, 84
MARVIN, HENRY P., 5TH IA INF, 24
MARVIS, F.A., 3RD WI INF, 197
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MASTIN, HIRAM, 150TH NY INF, 27,
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MATHENY, THOMAS J., 62ND OH INF, 208
MATHER, STEPHEN P., PVT, 100TH IL INF, 237
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MATTHEWS, THOMAS, 134TH IN INF, 118
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MAWDY, MARTIN V., 54TH IN INF, 153
MAWE, JOHN D., 1ST US MARINE ART., 267
MAXFIELD, J.K., 133RD PA INF, 83
MAXFIELD, LUCAS G., 13TH IN INF, 5, 1
MAXIM, LEANDER E., 15TH ME INF, 91,
MAXON, JOHN R., 45TH IA INF, 1, 9
MAXSON, A.C., CO INDEPENDENT ART., 234
MAXWELL, JACKSON, 2ND IA INF,
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MAXWELL, MORDECAI C., 19TH IN INF,
MAXWELL, JACKSON, 36TH IA INF, 159
MAXWELL, WILLIAM W., 3RD IA CAV, 102
MAXWELL, ABNER B., 3RD IA CAV, 1, 9
MAXWELL, WILLIAM C., 9TH IN INF, 52
MAY, THOMAS, 7TH IL INF, 227
MAY, JAMES H., 27TH IA INF, 268
MAY, HOLLIS K., 6TH NH INF,
MAY, JOHN D., 141ST OH INF, 142
MAY, HENRY, 141ST OH INF,
MAY, STANFORD, 34TH IA INF,
MAY, WILLIAM M., 1ST NE CAV, 157
MAY, LEONARD M., 47TH IL INF, 84
MAY, EZRA, 36TH IN INF, 172
MAY, MILTON, 89TH OH INF, 105
MAY, JOHN R., 36TH IA INF, 15
MAYBORN, THOMAS, 14TH NY INF, 35
MAYEWSKE, ANDREW, 2ND OH INF, SERG, 4TH OH A, 2
MAYFIELD, GEORGE, 8TH KS INF, 261
MAYFIELD, JOHN J., 1ST NE INF, 16
MAYNARD, HUBBARD H., 145TH PA INF, 110
MAYNARD, W. JOHN W., 45TH PA INF,
MAYNARD, GEORGE, 17TH IL CAV, 9
MAYO, JOHN K., 6TH MO CAV, 163
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McCленеhan, Ransom, 37TH WI INF,
McCленеhan, R., 32ND WI INF(ERROR), 262
McCленток, Hugh M., 46TH WI INF, 74
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McCлintock, M.V., 71ST PA INF, 174
McCлintock, Thomas H., 7TH IA CAV, 231
McCлintock, Thomas H., 123RD OH INF, 231
McCloskey, Joseph, 5TH IA INF, 45
McCloskey, James, 13TH KS INF, 323
McCлоуд, Martin H., 3RD IN CAV, 11,
McCлоughan, George W., 6TH NY INF(ERROR), 8
McCлоughан, George W., 6TH NJ INF, 8
McCLUNG, JAMES, 112TH IL INF, 154
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McCOLLOUGH, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, 4, 2
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McCOURT, FRANCIS, 2ND US Cav, 45
McCOWIN, WILLIAM H., 3RD IA INF, 250
McCOWN, WILLIAM L., 18TH IN INF, 22
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McCoy, JOSHUA W., 77TH IL INF, 67
McCoy, THOMAS, 133RD IL INF,
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McCoy, WILLIAM W., 18TH IA INF, 301
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McCoy, JOHN, 35TH IA INF, 267
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McCoy, G.W., 24TH IA INF, 262
McCoy, WILLIAM W., 28TH IA INF, 44
McCoy, JAMES F., 72ND IN INF, 73
McCoy, STEPHEN A., 132ND IN INF, 156
McCoy, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, 63
McCoy, SAMUEL L., 19TH IA INF, 29TH IA INF, 9, 2
McCoy, JOSEPH C., 4TH IA Cav, 163
McCoy, PATRICK, 14TH WI INF, 86
McCracken, JOSEPH W., 15TH IA INF, 80
McCracken, J.R., 77TH IL INF, 95
McCracken, THOMAS E., 41ST IN INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 207
McCracken, CHARLES, 10TH MI Cav, 246
McCracken, JOHN W., 38TH WI INF, 81
McCrary, SAMUEL, 19TH IA INF,
McCrea, ROBERT, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., 11,
McCready, ROBERT J., 10TH PA Reserve Corp,
McCready, JAMES, 100TH PA INF, 28
McCright, GEORGE, 177TH OH INF,
McCrosson, ROBERT, 149TH IL INF, 3
McCrystal, THOMAS A., 50TH WI INF, 205
McCulley, WILLIAM R., 5TH IA INF,
McCulley, WILLIAM, 4TH PA Cav, 45
McCullin, R., 13TH WI INF, 65
McCulloch, JAMES O, 42ND WI INF,
McCulloch, JOHN M., 4TH IA Cav,
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM, 34TH IA INF, 19
McCULLOUGH, JONATHAN N., 2ND IA INF, 132
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM, 9TH IA INF, 63
McCUMBER, JOHN B., US SIGNAL CORPS, 138
McCUNBER, EDWIN R., 7TH KS CAV, 26
McCUNE, JOHN W., 145TH IN INF, 110
McCUNE, DAVID, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 276
McCUNE, HENRY, PVT, 11TH IN CAV,
McCUNE, CALMER, 1ST IN CAV(ERROR), 10
McCUNE ROBER, , 21ST,
McCURRY, J.F.A., 1ST TN INF, 95
McCUTCHEN, WILLIAM A., 21ST IA INF, 42,
McCUTCHEN, JAMES H., 21ST IA INF, 140
McCUTCHEN, REUBEN P., 42ND IN INF, 11,
McCUTCHEON, JAMES H., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 140
McDADE, JAMES, 48TH IA INF, 63
McDANIEL, FRANK, 12TH IL INF, CORP, CO. D, 1, 79,
McDANIEL, FRANK, 13TH IL INF, 79
McDANIEL, C.H., 3RD US INF, 259
McDANIEL, C.H., 3RD MI INF,
McDANIEL, JAMES, 20TH IA INF, 118
McDANIEL, WILLIAM A., 36TH IA INF, 32
McDANIELS, JOHN, 50TH IL INF, 12
McDANIELS, D.A., 24TH IA INF, 42
McDERBY, DAVID, 6TH MI HEAVY ART., 64
McDERMOTT, JAMES, 11TH MN INF, 52
McDEVITT, GEORGE, 8TH IA INF, 22
McDILL, DAVID H., 84TH IL INF, 95
McDOLE, A., 2ND IA INF, 318
McDONALD, C.P., 9TH PA CAV, 352
McDONALD, WILLIAM, 30TH WI INF, 308
McDONALD, W.H., 45TH WI INF, 109
McDONALD, RICHARD, 9TH CT INF, 172
McDONALD, FIELDING, 32ND IL INF, 111
McDONALD, JOHN H., 7TH IL CAV,
McDONALD, E.C., 11TH MI INF, SERG, CO. B, 8, 83
McDONALD, E.C., 8TH MI CAV, 83
McDONALD, JOHN B., 7TH MO INF, 33
McDONALD, EDWARD, 1ST CA CAV,
McDONALD, ALEXANDER, 6TH IA INF, 26
McDONALD, THOMAS J., 46TH IA INF, 8
McDONALD, J.R., 13TH IN INF,
McDONALD, JAMES H., 4TH IA INF, 127
McDONALD, LEMUELL A., 29TH IA INF, 69,
McDONALD, MARION, 36TH WI INF, 163
McDONNELL, JOHN, 40TH WI INF, 141
McDONNOUGH, JOHN W., 16TH IL INF,
McDONNOUGH, CHARLES, 50TH IL INF, 70
McDOUGAL, JAMES, 83RD IL INF, CO. D, 61ST I, 50
McDOUGAL, BENJAMIN, 19TH WI INF, 334
McDOUGALL, JACOB A., 4TH IA ART., 66
McDOUGALL, JACOB A., 4TH IA ART., 66
McDOWELL, JAMES, 59TH IL LINF, 84
McDUFFY, DAVID, 2ND MI CAV, 9
McEACHRON, JOHN H., 1ST NY LIGHT ART., 25
McEELHANEY, SAMUEL B., 16TH OH INF, 8
McELDERY, JAMES L., 30TH IA INF,
McELHOES, JESSE S., 14TH PA CAV,
McELHOSE, ROBERT, 100TH IL INF, 95
McELISTEER, GEORGE M, 5TH IA CAV,
McELLIOTT, FREDERICK, 14TH OH INF, 42
McELRAVY, FRANK W., 50TH OH INF, 20
McELROY, STEPHEN C., 1ST CA INF, 48
McELROY, S.C., 1ST CO INF, 48
McELROY, JOHN L., 14TH KS CAV, 48
McELROY, JOHN W., 54TH IL INF,
McELROY, ISAIAH, 13TH IA INF, 51
McELROY, WILLIAM G., 29TH IA INF, 52
McELVAIG, MOSES E., 11TH IN INF, 24
McELWAINE, MARSHALL, 2ND NE CAV, SERG, CO. B, 1S, 45
McELWAINE, MARSHALL, 2ND NE CAV,
McELWOOD, FREDERICK M., 1ST NE INF, 201
McEVOY, THOMAS E., 41ST MO INF, 12
McEWEN, LORENZA, 14TH WI INF,
McEWEN, LORENZO, 14TH WI INF, 143
McFADDEN, JOHN, 100TH PA INF, 110
McFADDEN, WILLIAM M., 44TH IL INF, 32
McFADDEN, JOHN M., 2ND IL CAV, 239
McFADDEN, LEANDER W., 17TH IA INF, 25
McFADDEN, LEANDER W., 31ST IA INF, CO. G, 17TH I, 25
McFADDEN, JOHN B., 79TH IN INF, 26
McFARLAND, JOSIAH, 57TH PA INF, 9
McFARLAND, WILLIAM, 5TH IA CAV,
McFARLAND, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, 91
McFARLAND, CYRUS, 117TH IL INF, 22,
McFARLAND, JAMES W., 155TH IL INF, 79,
McFARLAND, PETER, 11TH IL CAV, 22,
McFARLAND, SAMUEL, 46TH IA INF, 70
McFARLAND, WILLIAM F., 10TH IN INF, 190
McFARLEN, JOHN A., 15TH IA INF, 50
McGAFFEE, WILLIAM, 107TH IL INF,
McGARY, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, 262
McGEE, JOHN H., 2ND IA INF,
McGEE, J.L., 58TH MO INF, 103
McGEE, DANIEL, 17TH WI INF, 69
McGILL, PHILIP H., 149TH IN INF, 64
McGINLEY, CHARLES, 2ND NY INF,
McGINLEY, JOHN, 78TH PA INF, 86
McGINLEY, JAMES W., 17TH WI INF,
McGINNIS, N.R., 20TH OH INF, 253
McGINNIS, PATRICK, 5TH US ART., 79
McGINNIS, C.D., 11TH MO INF, 37
McGINNIS, JOSHUA, 3RD IA INF,
McGINNIS, JOHN, INDEPENDNT ORDER OF US S, 87,
McGIVERN, JOHN, 15TH NY HEAVY ART., 56
McGLASSEN, GEORGE B., 36TH IA INF, 134
McGLASSON, JOSEPH S., 36TH IA INF, 134
McGONIGIL, ALVI, 27TH IA INF, 14
McGOODEN, SAMUEL, 129TH IL INF, 260
McGOWAN, PATRICK, 2ND MO CAV,
McGOWAN, GEORGE, 11TH MN INF, 251
McGOWAN, WILLIAM S., 176TH OH INF, 279
McGOWEN, J.C., 1ST IA INF, 23RD IA INF, 224
McGOWEN, JOHN C., 23RD IA INF, 224
McGRAVE, GEORGE W., 84TH IN INF,
McGRAVE, JAMES, 14TH IN ART., 98
McGREW, B.D., 6TH US CAV,
McGREW, S.L., 2ND CO INF, 45,
McGREW, EDGAR, 10TH MO CAV, 35
McGREW, JOSEPH, 146TH IN INF, 5TH OH ART., 60
McGUIRE, DUDLEY T., 7TH IA CAV, 51
McGUIRE, JOHN, 36TH NY INF,
McGUIRE, WILLIAM, 3RD NY CAV, 249
McGUIRE, ELISHA, 2ND NE CAV, 118
McGUIRE, MARCELLAS, 8TH IA INF, POST 156, 80,
McGUNN, EDWARD, 59TH IL INF, 187
McGURE, DUDLEY T., 18TH IA INF,
McGURIE, JOHN, 14TH IN INF, 95
McHENRY, JOHN N., 32ND IA INF, 259
McHENRY, SAMUEL V., 43RD MO INF, 163
McHERNON, H.C., 3RD CO INF(UNKNOWN), 119
McHERRON, HENRY C., 3RD CA INF, 119
McHIRRON, HENRY C., 2ND US VETERAN VOL., 119
McHUGH, CHARLES H., NY INF,
McILVANE, ALEXANDER, ,
McINDO, JOHN M., 25TH IL INF,
McININCH, WILLIAM H., 2ND KS CAV, 103
McINTIRE, JAMES G., 9TH IN CAV, 25
McINTISE, DANIEL, 116TH IL INF,
McINTOSH, WILLIAM, 33RD IA INF, 235
McINTOSH, E.W., PVT, 14TH IL INF, 110
McINTOSH, HUGH, 2ND IA CAV, 7
McINTOSH, JAMES T., 9TH IA CAV, 262
McINTOSH, JOHN E., 35TH IN INF, 246
McINTYRE, WILLIAM, 75TH IL INF, 25
McINTYRE, DONALD, US NAVY, WEST GULF SQUADR, 70
McINTYRE, JOSEPH, 30TH MO LINF, 242
McKAIG, JERFFERSON R, 19TH IA INF, 21
McKAY, WILLIAM H., 36TH IL INF, CO. K, 74TH,
McKAY, GEORGE B., 1ST TX CAV, 112
McKAY, O.N., 82ND IN INF, 275
McKAY, ROBERT N., 6TH IN CAV, CO. K, 90TH IN, 25
McKEAN, J.S., 139TH PA INF, 1
McKEE, R.A., 5TH US CAV, 22
McKEE, ROBERT A., 5TH IA CAV,
McKEE, NATHAN D., 150TH IN INF, 298
McKEE, ALEXANDER, 101ST PA INF, 11
McKEE, WILLSON, 20TH OH,
McKEE, ROBERT A., 5TH IA INF,
McKEE, WILLIAM, 123RD OH INF, 222
McKEEVER, JACOB H., 62ND OH INF, CORP, CO. D, 6, 115
McKEEVER, EDWIN, 9TH IN CAV, 70
McKEIGHAN, WILLIAM A., 11TH IL CAV, 80
McKEIGHAN, W.A., 17TH IL INF, 80
McKELVEY, A.H., US NAVY, 1
McKELVEY, JASON, 116TH IN INF, 261
McKELVEY, T.S., 10TH MO INF, 152
McKELVY, ANDREW J., 1ST WI CAV, 140
McKELVY, A.J., 15TH WI CAV(ERROR), 140
McKENDRY, E., 36TH OH INF, US NAVY, 289
McKENNA, PETER, 50TH NY ENGINEERS,
McKENDRICK, W.R., 194TH OH INF, 5
McKENZIE, WILLIAM M., 47TH IA INF,
McKENZIE, EDWARD, 4TH MD INF, 261
McKENZIE, LYMAN W., 22ND IA INF, 94
McKEY, GEORGE W., 171ST OH LINF, 1
McKIBBEN, CHARLES, 76TH OH INF, 71
McKIBBON, JAMES, 91ST OH INF, 272
McKILLIP, DANIEL C., 1ST IA CAV, 3
McKIM, JOHN D., 18TH US INF,
McKIM, JOHN L., 72ND IN INF, 222
McKINNEY, ANDREW J., 34TH IA INF, 149
McKINLEY, ALEXANDER P., 31ST IA INF, 84
McKINNEY, PYTHIAS D., 17TH WV INF,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit and Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, WILLIAM T.</td>
<td>15TH OH INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, JOHN</td>
<td>ARTIFICER, 11TH IL CAV, 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, STEWARD</td>
<td>27TH IA INF, 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, J.H.</td>
<td>31ST IA INF, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, SIMEON S.</td>
<td>11TH ME INF, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, JOHN C.</td>
<td>141ST PA INF, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, WILLIAM</td>
<td>27TH IA INF, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>4TH MI CAV, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, BARNEY</td>
<td>40TH NY INF, 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, EDWIN D.</td>
<td>15TH IA INF, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, E.D.</td>
<td>15TH IA INF, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>31ST IN INF, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, ROBERT P.</td>
<td>16TH WI INF, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, WILLIAM T.</td>
<td>11TH MO INF, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>20TH WI INF, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, ANTHONY E.</td>
<td>31ST WI INF, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, JOHN T.</td>
<td>31ST WI INF, 5TH WI ART., 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, JOHN T.</td>
<td>5TH WI ART., 31ST WI INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKINNEY, ROBERT P.</td>
<td>16TH WI ART(ERROR), 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKOWIN, WILLIAM M.</td>
<td>140TH OH INF, 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLANE, JAMES</td>
<td>6TH WI INF, 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLARON, JOHN</td>
<td>5TH IA CAV, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, ERASMUS</td>
<td>192ND OH INF, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, THOMAS L.</td>
<td>106TH IL LINF, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, A.H.</td>
<td>33RD WI INF, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, JOHN</td>
<td>2ND ME CAV, 215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, AUGUSTINE H.</td>
<td>18TH IA INF, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, HARRISON</td>
<td>73RD IN INF, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, WILLIAM D.</td>
<td>33RD WI INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLAUGHLIN, HUGH</td>
<td>44TH WI INF, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLEAN, JOSEPH</td>
<td>21ST WI INF, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLEOD, DUNCAN</td>
<td>14TH NY ART., 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLERON, S.R.</td>
<td>15TH VT INF, 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMAHAN, JAMES</td>
<td>18TH WI INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMAHON, MICHAEL</td>
<td>3RD MA HEAVY ART., 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMAKEEN, H.C.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMANIMIE, MARIAN A.</td>
<td>50TH IL INF, 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMANIS, JAMES</td>
<td>69TH IN INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMANIS, FRANCIS J.</td>
<td>129TH OH, 141ST OH, 182 OH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McMANUS, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, 162
McMARTIN, JOHN, 16TH WI INF, 263
McMASTERS, WILLIAM R., 8TH IN INF,
McMASTERS, WILLIAM, 1ST OH CAV, 46
McMASTERS, WILLIAM R., 9TH IA CAV, 11
McMASTERS, W.R., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), 11
McMILLAN, GEORGE W., 194TH OH INF, 8
McMILLAN, ARGUS, 35TH IA INF, 250
McMILLAN, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, 7
McMILLEN, HIRAM G., 4TH IA INF, 227
McMILLEN, FERGUS, 35TH IA INF, 332
McMILLEN, ROBERT, 30TH WI INF, 302
McMILLEN, THOMAS A., 4TH IA INF, 62,
McMILLEN, T.A., 4TH IA INF, 183
McMILLIN, RICHARD, 4TH IL CAV, CO. G, 1ST US, 65
McMULLEN, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV,
McMURPHY, RUFUS L, 23TH IA INF,
McNABB, THOMPSON, 36TH OH INF, 8
McNABB, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, 7
McNAIR, THOMAS J., 9TH IL CAV, 14,
McNALL, HENRY, 44TH IL INF,
McNALLEY, S.P., 57TH IN INF(ERROR), 82
McNALLEY, SILAS P., 87TH IN INF, 82
McNAMAR, WILLIAM, 8TH IL CAV, 284
McNAMARA, EDWARD J., 24TH IN INF, CO. B, 67TH I, 94
McNAMER, MICHAEL., 82ND IN INF, 84,
McNAUGHTON, JOHN M., 105TH OH INF,
McNEAL, JAMES R., 13TH KS INF, 165
MCNEELY, WILLIAM LERO, 2ND NE CAV, 119
McNEIL, ALLEN, 94TH NY INF,
McNETT, JAMES G., 48TH IN INF,
McNETT, NEWTON, 86TH IN INF, 299
McNETT, HENRY, 154TH IN INF, 25
McNIGHT, ADAM, 5TH PA INF, 2 LIEUT, CO. F, 256
McNOUN, SCOTT, 20TH IL INF,
McNOUN, SCOTT, 162ND OH NATL. GUARD INF, 115
McNOWN, JOHN, 33RD OH INF, 302
McNUDD, JOHN, 123RD IL INF, 172
McNUDD, JAMES, 123RD IN INF, 80
McOWEN, HARRISON, 18TH IA INF, 98
McPEAK, ANDREW J., 31ST IA INF, 19,
McPHERREN, JAMES, 61ST IL INF, 22
McPHERSON, J., 72ND IL INF, 170
McPHERSON, NIMROD B., 101ST IL INF, 84
McPHERSON, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, 105
McPHERSON, JOSEPH, 7TH IA INF, 146
McPHERSON, CHARLES E., 1ST NE INF, POST 216, 154
McQUIGG, SILAS, 58TH IL INF, 166
McQUITTY, VANBUREN, 10TH IN INF, 296
McQUOWN, W.L., 61ST PA INF, 9
McREYNOLDS, JOHN W., 20TH WI INF, 31
McREYNOLDS, WILLIAM D., 20TH WI INF, 31
McREYNOLDS, JAMES M., 5TH IL CAV, 88
McRICKLE, ALBERT B., MUSICIAN, 112TH IL INF, 184
McROBERT, W.E., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 56,
McSay, I.W., 78TH NY INF, 215
McSHANE, HENRY, 14TH MO INF, 107
McVAY, DANIEL, 67TH PA INF, 208
McVAY, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, 241
McVAY, JACOB H., 3RD IA INF (ERROR), 11
McVEIGH, E.A., 4TH IA CAV, 19
McVEY, DANIEL, 44TH IL INF, 208
McVEY, REUBEN, 32ND IA INF, 172
McVEY, PERRY, 82ND IN INF, 80
McVEY, JACOB H., 3RD IA CAV, 11
McWAIN, HARVEY J., 117TH NY INF, SERG, 51ST V, 166
McWHINNEY, M.L., 57TH IN INF, 13
McWHIRR, ROBERT, 
McWILLIAMS, SAMUEL R., 10TH PA RESERVE CORP, PVT, 150
McWILLIAMS, JAMES, 49TH MO INF, 98
McWILLIAMS, J.C., 13TH OH INF, 56
McWILLIAMS, JOHN, 2ND KS INF, 25
McWILLIAMS, JOSEPH, 2ND MO STATE MILITIA CAV, 69
McWORTHY, CORNELIUS, 153RD IL INF, 274

Index of Members – ME-

MEACHAM, T.A., 106TH IL INF, 4
MEAD, GILES H., 10TH IA INF,
MEAD, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, CO. B, 62ND U, 315
MEAD, HILON L., 104TH IL INF, 354
MEAD, JOSEPH M., 42ND IN INF, 67
MEAD, LEMNUEL T., 63RD IN INF, 76
MEADE, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, 62ND US COLO, 189
MEADOWS, JAMES, 51ST MO INF, 13
MEAGHER, JAMES R., LIEUT COL, 6TH KY CAV, 9
MEALS, DANIEL S., 191ST PA INF,
MEANES, ROBERT A., 31ST IA INF, 23,
MEANS, B.L., 12TH WV INF, 139
MEANS, ARTHUR, 2ND CO CAV, 223
MECAY, W.E., 73RD IL INF, 23
MECAY, W.J., 9TH IN CAV,
MECHAM, CORNELIUS J., 11TH KS CAV, 187
MECHAM, JOSEPH, 8TH MO INF, 1
MECHLING, H.G., 137TH PA INF, SERG, CO. L, , 18
MECHLING, H.G., 14TH PA CAV, 18,
MEDLEY, FRANCIS M., 1ST NE, 302
MEEKER, WILLIAM D., 28TH IL INF, 98
MEEKER, GEORGE S., 5TH IA INF, 35
MEFFERD, W.G., 13TH OH INF, 34
MEFFORD, JAMES M., 132ND OH INF, 34
MEGLEMRE, JOHN E., 23RD MO INF, 25,
MEHAN, JOSEPH, 1ST WI CAV, 43
MEHRENS, HERMAN, 1ST NE INF, 52
MEILEN, FRANK, 16TH WI INF, 143
MEILENZ, FRANS, 16TH WI INF, 9
MEIN, R., 11TH NY CAV,
MEINZER, J.W., 43RD WI INF, 2
MEIR, JOHN C., 114TH IL INF, 12
MEISENBAUGH, ANTHONY, 8TH PA CAV, SERG, CO. M, 16, 91
MEITZ, CHARLES, 147TH NY INF, SEAMAN, US N, 103
MEITZ, CHARLES, 147TH NY INF, US NAVY, SHI, 309
MELICK, EDWARD E., 27TH IA INF, 262
MELL, HENRY, 12TH MO CAV, 30
MELLICK, ARRON, 12TH IA INF, 15
MELLOTT, HIRAM, 22ND PA CAV, 253
MELLOTT, JAMES B., 7TH WV INF, PVT, CO. F, 39T, 314
MELTON, EDWIN N., 23RD MO INF, 84
MELTON, BENNETT B., 7TH IL CAV, 88
MEND, GILES, 2ND NE CAV, 52,
MENDELL, GEORGE H., 177TH OH INF, 72
MENDENHALL, JOHN W., 3RD IA CAV, 144
MENDENHALL, DANIEL, 147TH IN INF, 123
MENSING, AARON V., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 57
MENTER, GILBERT, 27TH WI INF, 8
MENTZER, CHARLES, 50TH PA INF, 34
MENTZER, HENRY C., 162ND OH INF, 2
MEPERSMITH, H.M., 12TH MO CAV, 250
MERACLE, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
MERCER, JOHN, LANDSMAN, US NAVY, SHIP M, 228
MERCER, WILLIAM, 1ST VA INF, 260
MERCER, JOSEPH T, 78TH OH INF,
MERCER, JOHN A, 4TH IA CAV,
MERCER, JOHN J., 78TH IL INF, 110
MERCER, SAMUEL D., AST. SURGEON, 149TH IL IN, 110
MERCER, CANADA, 46TH IA INF, 53
MERCHANT, ISAAC, 168TH OH INF, 98
MEREDITH, GEORGE A., 26TH IA INF, 261
MEREDITH, ROBERT, 5TH OH INF,
MERGAN, WILLIAM G., 19TH PA CAV, 118
MERGEN, NICHOLAS, 1ST NE INF, 7
MERGES, PETER, 3RD WI CAV, 45
MERICA, TIMOTHY, 188TH OH INF,
MERIDETH, ROBERT P., 139TH OH INF, 253
MERRIAM, WILLIAM A, 12TH IL,
MERRICK, GABRIEL, 16TH IA INF,
MERRILE, M.G., 3RD MO CAV, 23,
MERRILL, OSCAR F., 1ST RI CAV, SERG, CO. I, 1S, 9
MERRILL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, 235
MERRILL, HENRY N., 58TH IL INF, 91
MERRILL, HARRISON W., 124TH IL INF, 99
MERRILL, EMORY, 16TH IA INF,
MERRILL, EMORY, PVT, 44TH IA INF,
MERRILL, WILLIAM, 17TH IA INF, 22
MERRILL, THOMAS J., 3RD IA ART., 5, 3
MERRILL, A.K.P., 31ST ME INF, 37
MERRILL, J.W., 4TH MA CAV, 37
MERRILL, OSCAR F., 1ST NH CAV,
MERRILL, JOHN C., 130TH OH INF, 19
MERRILL, CHARLES W., 8TH MN INF, 25
MERRILL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, 96
MERRIMAN, JAMES M., 12TH WI INF, 86,
MERRIMAN, CLARK S., 7TH KS CAV, 12
MERRIMAN, SAMUEL, 8TH MN INF, 31
MERRITT, ROLAND, 99TH IN INF, 302
MERRITT, DAVID F., 2ND IA INF,
MERRITT, JOSEPH, 5TH NY INF, 146
MERRYMAN, BENJIMAN, 122ND OH INF,
MERRYMAN, KYLE, 172ND OH INF,
MERRYMAN, FREEMAN, 102ND IL INF, 1
MERVIS, F.A., 3RD WI INF, 129
MERWIN, WILLIAM H., 14TH WI INF, 49
MESNER, ZEMRI E., 12TH IL INF, 11
MESPLAY, JAMES, 103RD IL INF, 32
MESSER, EDMOND, 12TH IL INF, 74
MESSERLEY, JACOB, 4TH PA RESERVE CORP, 286
MESSERSCHMID, ERNST, 22ND WI INF, 3RD WI INF, 7
MESSERSCHMID, ERNEST, 3RD WI INF, 22ND WI INF, 7
Messes, A.G., WAGONMASTER, 7TH KY INF, 176
MESSINGER, EDWARD S., 25TH MI INF, 79
MESSINGER, FRANCIS O., 2ND OH CAV, 227
MESSINGER, JOHN D., 104TH OH INF, 3
MESSLER, J.R., 59TH IL INF, 84
MESSLER, THOMAS N., 8TH IN INF, 180
MESSLER, ISRAEL, 58TH IN INF, CO. G, 101ST,
MESSLER, LAFAYETTE, 101ST IN INF, 84
MESSLER, ISRAEL, 101ST IN INF, CO. G, 58TH, 84
MESSLONER, JONATHAN B., 92ND IN INF, 164
METCALF, THOMAS J., 2ND NE CAV, 302
METCALF, ABRAHAM, 8TH KS INF, 224
METCALF, JOHN U., 64TH IL INF, 7
METCALF, E.G., 4TH MA INF, 42
METCALF, LAFAYETTE, 35TH IA INF, 32
METCALF, EDWARD W., 129TH IN INF, 89
METTLLEN, JOHN T., 101ST PA INF, 5, 2
METTZ, CHARLES L., 16TH IL INF, 84
METZ, AUGUST, 55TH KY INF, 2
METZ, FRANCIS, 84TH IN INF, 170
METZER, NICHOLAS, 9TH WI INF, 13
MEWIS, L.A., 29TH WI INF, 190
MEWIS, HERMAN R., 51ST WI INF, 191
MEYER, CHARLES F., 39TH WI INF, 19
MEYER, FREDERICK, 1ST IL CAV, 95
MEYER, JOSEPH, 48TH IA INF, 70
MEYER, DAVID, 64TH IL INF, 262
MEYER, FREDERICK, 9TH IL CAV, 36
MEYER, GEORGE, 12TH IN INF, 93
MEYER, FREDERICK, 2ND NY INF, 101
MEYER, JACOB, 3RD IA INF, 90
MEYERS, LEWIS T., 37TH IL INF, 13.
MEYERS, J.W., 116TH IL INF, 91
MEYERS, JACKSON R., 14TH IA INF,
MEYERS, JOHN, 31ST IA INF, 240
MEYERS, LEWIS, 9TH KS CAV, 25
MEYERS, ROBERT M., 8TH IA INF, 262
MEYERS, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, 9, 8
MEYERS, JOHN U., 4TH NY INF, 150
MEYERS, GEORGE, 10TH IA INF, 32
MEYERS, JERFFERSON, 34TH IA INF, 27
MEYERS, AUGUSTUS, 1ST US CAV, 28
MEYERS, JAMES, 17TH IN INF, 2, 2
MEYERS, FRANCIS M., 49TH IN INF, 23
MEYERS, G.B., 135TH IN INF, 9TH & 155TH, 112
MICHAEL, JOSEPH, 77TH PA INF, 6TH PA INF, 19
MICHAEL, WENNER, 16TH MI INF, 91,
MICHAEL, PHILLIP, 4TH IA INF, 16
MICHAEL, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI INF, 7
MICHAEL, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI CAV (ERROR), 7
MICHAELS, JOSEPH, 31ST WI INF,
MICHAELS, W.H., 11TH IA INF, ENSIGN, US NA, 12
MICHAM, SUMNER E., 12TH IL INF, 70
MICKAL, WILLIAM, 82ND OH INF,
MICKEY, JOHN H., 8TH IA CAV, 26
MICKLE, JAMES, 4TH OH INF, 274
MIDDLEKAUFF, HIRAM, 118TH IL INF, 31
MIDDLETON, ALBERT, 108TH US INF, 115
MIDDLETON, C.T., 2ND CLASS FIREMAN, US NAV, 110
MIDDLETON, R.G., 115TH IL INF, 41
MIDDLETON, ALBERT, 108TH US COLORED TROOPS,
MIDKOLSON, H.H., 49TH WI INF, 25
MIKESELL, OSMOND, 18TH OH INF, 91
MIKESELL, S.P., 26TH PA INF, 116
MILAN, LEWIS, 64TH IL INF,
MILBURN, GEORGE, 112TH IL INF, 178
MILES, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, 198
MILES, FREDERICK G., 57TH IL INF, CO. C, 111TH, 172
MILES, BENJAMIN F., 33RD WI INF, 66,
MILES, HIRAM A., 15TH IL INF, 47
MILES, CHARLES C., WAGONMASTER, 124TH IL INF, 22
MILES, ARCHIBALD, 8TH IA INF, LIEUT, 11TH US, 1
MILES, JOSEPH D., AST. SURGEON, 11TH IA INF, 34
MILES(COLORE, JULY, 96TH US COLORED INF, 262
MILFORD, GEORGE W., 40TH PA INF,
MILGRIM, SAMUEL A., 8TH IN INF, 4, 1
MILKS, HUMPHREY, ,
MILLARD, R.M., 1ST HEAVY ART., 58
MILLARD, VARNHAM W., 20TH IN INF, 43
MILLEN, ALLEN, 102ND IL INF, 18
MILLER, N.P., 203RD PA INF,
MILLER, LYMAN, 140TH PA INF, PVT, CO. H, 5, 207
MILLER, N.P., 203RD PA INF, 31
MILLER, JACOB, 3RD VA INF, PVT, CO. D, 6TH, 1
MILLER, JACOB, 3RD WV INF, SADLER, CO. D, , 113
MILLER, ADAM H., 12TH WI INF, 5
MILLER, CHRIS, 4TH IA CAV, 17
MILLER, H.H., 2ND IA CAV, 109
MILLER, ANDREW L., 7TH IA CAV, 170
MILLER, LEVI, 2ND MO CAV,
MILLER, NICHOLAS, 13TH IL INF,
MILLER, ALEXANDER C., 33RD IL INF, PVT, CO. E, 26, 66
MILLER, WILLIAM P., 34TH IL INF, 136
MILLER, JACOB E., 37TH IL INF, 252
MILLER, CHRISTOPHER, 51ST IL INF, 91
MILLER, B.H., 67TH IL INF, CO. D, 15TH I, 261
MILLER, ALVIN M., 76TH IL INF, 227
MILLER, ADAM W., 92ND IL INF, 298
MILLER, L.J., 124TH IL INF(ERROR),
MILLER, LORENZO J., 129TH IL INF, 91
MILLER, HARRY, 10TH IL CAV,
MILLER, SILAS, 1ST IL ART.,
MILLER, JAMES E., 2ND IA INF, 1
MILLER, JAMES B., 4TH IA INF, 25TH IA INF, 98
MILLER, WILLIAM W., MUSICIAN, 5TH IA INF, 118
MILLER, JOHN S., 18TH IA INF, 258
MILLER, PAUL, 23RD IA INF, 220
MILLER, GEORGE, 24TH IA INF, 220
MILLER, N.C., 24TH IA INF,
MILLER, JAMES B., 25TH IA INF, CO. C, 4TH IA, 98
MILLER, MICHAEL, 40ATH IA INF, 251
MILLER, NELSON E., 20TH IN INF, 99
MILLER, WILLIAM, 7TH IN CAV, 97
MILLER, SILAS N., 30TH MI INF, 104
MILLER, SAMUEL D., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 83
MILLER, L.W., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 182
MILLER, T.W., 8TH MO INF, 272
MILLER, HENRY C., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 250
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 7TH NY CAV, 227
MILLER, ALFRED, 146TH OH INF,
MILLER, ELI, 1ST OH CAV,
MILLER, THOMAS, 16TH OH INF,
MILLER, E., 138TH PA INF, 156
MILLER, JOSEPH A., 211TH PA INF, 56
MILLER, JAMES M., 11TH PA CAV,
MILLER, MICHAEL, 2ND US ART., 2
MILLER, BERRY, 71ST OH INF,
MILLER, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF,
MILLER, ORVILE D., 12TH IA INF,
MILLER, GEORGE H.,
MILLER, ED, 1ST NE CAV,
MILLER, WILLIAM V., 25TH IL INF,
MILLER, WILLIAM, 4TH IA CAV,
MILLER, LEVI W., 187TH PA INF,
MILLER, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF,
MILLER, GEORGE W., 113TH IL INF,
MILLER, JAMES E., 1ST NE INF, 55
MILLER, GENRY, 15TH MO INF, 90
MILLER, JOHN, 41ST MO INF, 52
MILLER, D.B., 43RD MO INF, 94
MILLER, DANIEL B., 43RD MO INF, 94
MILLER, GEORGE, 1ST IL INF,
MILLER, JACOB, 33RD IL INF, 105
MILLER, SAMUEL F., 34TH IL INF, 35
MILLER, HENRY W., 46TH IL INF, 84
MILLER, SAMUEL, 54TH IL INF, 26
MILLER, AXEL C., 59TH IL INF, 95
MILLER, JONAS C., 67TH IL INF, 37
MILLER, HENRY H., 77TH IL INF, CO.I, 81ST US, 110
MILLER, ROBERT M., 84TH IL INF, 33
MILLER, JONATHAN T., 92ND IL INF, 63
MILLER, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, 110
MILLER, RICHARD, 9TH IL CAV, 87
MILLER, JOHN H., 4TH IA INF, 179
MILLER, JOHN, 9TH IA INF,
MILLER, ORVIL D., 12TH IA INF, 177
MILLER, PAUL, 22ND IA INF, 220
MILLER, ERL G., 38TH IA INF, 222
MILLER, JOEL, 29TH IA INF,
MILLER, ALLEN J., 7TH IA CAV, 17
MILLER, JACOB B., IA INDEPENDENT ART. BATT, 21
MILLER, J.J., 15TH IN INF, 122
MILLER, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF, PVT, CO. B, 22, 34
MILLER, J.M., 53RD IN INF, 339
MILLER, W.A., 70TH IN INF, 95
MILLER, DAVID N., 11TH MI INF, 110
MILLER, JOHN N., 7TH MN INF, 31
MILLER, HIRAM, 1ST MN HEAVY ART.,
MILLER, FREDERICK, 5TH MO INF, CORP, 72ND IL, 32
MILLER, J.W., 148TH NY INF, 32
MILLER, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, 84
MILLER, JOSEPH, 78TH OH INF, 35
MILLER, S.O., 87TH OH INF, 240
MILLER, D.W., 147TH OH INF, 61
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 6TH IA INF, 30TH IA INF, 122
MILLER, JAMES M., 8TH IA INF, CO. G, 32ND IA, 95
MILLER, ANDREW J., 11TH IA INF, 50
MILLER, AMOS, 11TH IA CAV,
MILLER, JEREMIAH J., 11TH IA INF, 36,
MILLER, JOHN G., 11TH IA INF, 262
MILLER, DANIEL T., 18TH IA INF, 2
MILLER, JACOB M., 27TH IA INF, 70
MILLER, MORRIS S., 28TH IA INF, 67
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 30TH IA INF, 6TH IA INF, 122
MILLER, OSCAR M., 30TH IA INF, 32
MILLER, JAMES M., 32ND IA INF, 8TH IA INF, 95
MILLER, CLAUDIUS B., 36TH IA INF, 255
MILLER, JAMES S., 37TH IA INF, 89
MILLER, WILLIAM K., 3RD IA CAV, 98,
MILLER, JAMES P., 4TH IA CAV, 32
MILLER, ROBERT R., 4TH IA INF, 32,
MILLER, STILLMAN C., 5TH IA CAV, 180
MILLER, ELIAS C., 2ND NE CAV, 61
MILLER, WILLIAM, 9TH IN INF, 32,
MILLER, JACOB L., 20TH IN INF, 80
MILLER, JACOB M., 33RD IN INF, 6TH WV INF, 113
MILLER, ABEL, 48TH IN INF, 72
MILLER, JAMES W., 63RD IN INF, 23
MILLER, W.J., 129TH IN INF(ERROR), 32
MILLER, JAMES M., 1ST IN ART., 81
MILLER, CHAMBERLIN P, 10TH IN ART., 159
MILLER, JESSE S., 1ST WI INF, 11TH WI INF, 44
MILLER, PHILO H., 10TH WI INF, 54
MILLER, JESSE S., 11TH WI INF, 1ST WI INF, 42
MILLER, LEANDER S., 13TH WI INF, 79,
MILLER, DAVID H., 29TH WI INF, 65
MILLER, HOMER A., 44TH WI INF, 179
MILLER, MATTHEW, 48TH WI INF, 10
MILLER, CYRUS H., 51ST WI INF, 307
MILLET, ALLEN J., 12TH IA INF, 13
MILLET, ALLEN J, 174TH IA INF,
MILLHAM, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, 318
MILLHOUSE, JOHN H., 18TH IN INF, PVT, CO. I, 26, 112
MILLIKEN, DAVID, US NAVY, STEAMER MALLECE, 36
MILLIKEN, JESSE, 139TH IN INF, 81
MILLS, GEORGE, 53RD PA INF, PVT, CO. C, 4T, 9
MILLS, BENJAMIN D., 3RD WI CAV, 56,
MILLS, LOUIS F., BUGLER, 2ND IA CAV, 4
MILLS, RICHARD T., 86TH IL INF, 86
MILLS, WILLIAM D., 137TH IL INF,
MILLS, JAMES M., 16TH IN INF, 13TH IN CAV, 231
MILLS, JAMES M., 13TH IN CAV, 231
MILLS, A.W., 1ST ME HEAVY ART., 265
MILLS, STEPHEN S., 7TH MN INF, 70
MILLS, C.H., 189TH NY INF,
MILLS, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, 66
MILLS, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF,
MILLS, JAMES M, MN,
MILLS, FRANCIS I, ,
MILLS, FRANCIS H., 9TH IL CAV, 177
MILLS, ROBERT W., 46TH IA INF, 109
MILLS, JAMES W., 23TH IN LIGHT ART., 64
MILLS, S.E., 13TH MO CAV, 15
MILLS, D.C., 192ND NY INF, 16
MILLS, ADAM D., 44TH IA INF, 25
MILLS, D.L., 101ST IA INF, 86
MILLS, DAVID L., 101ST IN INF, 86
MILLS, E.P., 123RD IN INF(ERROR), 32
MILLS, EDWARD P., 126TH IN INF, 32
MILLS, CLEVELAND W., 10TH IN CAV, 60
MILLS, ALBERT W., 1ST MN ART., 90,
MILLS, ROBESPIERSE, 12TH WI INF, 198
MILSPAUGH, MATHEW, 23RD MI INF, 3
MILNE, HENRY N., 7TH WI INF, 36,
MILNER, HASTINGS J., 24TH IA INF,
MILNER, SAMUEL L., 25TH IA INF, 135
MILNER, EBENEZER, 30TH IN INF, 18
MILTAMORE, JAMES, 5TH WI INF, 13
MILTNER, AUGUST, 147TH IL INF, 41
MILTON, JAMES, 19TH IA INF, 95
MINAHAN, JOHN, 8TH NH INF,
MINARD, ANDREW, 122ND IL INF,
MINER, WILLIAM M., 42ND IL INF, 68,
MINER, ELI W., 48TH IN INF, 223
MINER, JOHN R., 54TH IN INF, 334
MINER, J. LEWIS, 4TH IA CAV,
MINER, LAFAYETTE, 138TH IL INF,
MINER, JOSIAH, 33RD IA INF, 34TH IA INF, 127
MINGUS, O.P., 83RD OH INF, 220
MINICK, HIRAM O., 2ND NE CAV, CO. A, 49TH US, 53
MINKLER, JOHN R., 27TH IA INF, 14,
MINKNER, WILLIAM F., 4TH WI CAV, 342
MINNICK, S.S., 29TH IA INF, 259
MINNICK, HERBERT T., 64TH OH INF,
MINNICK, ROBERT, 13TH KS INF, 84
MINNICK, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, 84
MINOR, DAVID N., 15TH OH INF, 9
MINOR, CYRUS, 5TH IA INF, 92
MINSHALL, ELIAS T., 2ND NE CAV, 84
MINTURN, DANIEL F., 2ND NE CAV, 55,
MISHLER, ABRAHAM, 54TH IN INF,
MISHLER, NOAH, 18TH IN INF, 146
MISNER, JEPHTHA H., 141ST IL INF, 25,
MISNER, ALVA, 26TH IA INF, 93
MISNER, MICHAEL B., 7TH WI INF, 4TH WI CAV, 75
MISNER, MICHAEL B., 4TH WI CAV, 7TH WI INF, 75
MITCHEL, RUFUS, 18TH US INF, 28
MITCHELL, JAMES M., 2ND OH INF, 2 LIEUT, CO. B, 190
MITCHELL, GILBERT H., 57TH PA INF, 152
MITCHELL, ANDERSON M., 21ST IL INF, 94
MITCHELL, JAMES A., 59TH IL INF, 165
MITCHELL, JOHN B., 112TH IL INF, 116
MITCHELL, JOHN C., 8TH IL CAV, 154
MITCHELL, A.R., 132ND IN INF, 154
MITCHELL, ELAM H., 2ND MO INF, 91
MITCHELL, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, CORP, CO. A, 1S, 45
MITCHELL, JAMES M., 66TH OH INF,
MITCHELL, SAMUEL B., 6TH WI INF, 192
MITCHELL, ROBERT, 86TH IN INF,
MITCHELL, JOHN C., ,
MITCHELL, JOHN R., 1ST MO INF MILITIA, 77
MITCHELL, ELI, 21ST IN INF, 22,
MITCHELL, M.B., 26TH IN INF, 34
MITCHELL, THOMAS E., 1ST MD INF, 9
MITCHELL, ROBERT, 3RD MI CAV,
MITCHELL, G.W., 2ND MO CAV, 46
MITCHELL, AARON B., 21ST OH INF,
MITCHELL, A.M., 21ST IL INF, 94
MITCHELL, JAMES L., 29TH IA INF, 24
MITCHELL, DANIEL H., 2ND IA CAV, 79,
MITCHELL, DANIEL H., 2ND IA CAV, 79
MITCHELL, FRANCIS L., 2ND NE CAV, 55
MITCHELL, ROBERT S., 13TH IN INF, 18TH IN INF, 11
MITCHELL, ROBERT S., 18TH IN INF, 11
MITCHENER, WILLIAM M, ,
MITTAN, D.C., 15TH IL INF,
MIXTURE, HORACE, 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, 261
MIZNER, HENRY G., 14TH WI INF, 345
MOATS, JOHN S., 9TH IA INF, 220
MOBLY, SETH P., 7TH IA CAV, DIED 1911 PHI, 11
MOCK, DANIEL, 61ST PA INF, 313
MOCK, JOHN B., 55TH PA INF,
MOCK, PETER B., 29TH IN INF, 46
MOCKETT, RICHARD N., 43RD WI INF,
MOCKETT, JOHN H., 79TH US COLORED TROOPS, C, 214
MOCKETT, JOHN H., PVT, 28TH WI INF, 79TH US, 214
MOCKETT, JOHN H., PVT, 28TH WI INF, 79TH US, 214
MODLIN, JOHN D., 9TH IN CAV, 70
MOE, CHARLES, 6TH OH CAV, 165
MOFFATT, THOMAS H., 1ST MO STATE MILITIA INF, 110
MOFFITT, OLIVER P., 124TH IN INF, 26
MOGIS, JOHN, 51ST IL INF,
MOHENSTECKER, GEORGE A., 33RD MO INF MILITIA, 24
MOHLING, AUGUST, 4TH MO CAV, 201
MOHR, ANTON, BECKER’S BOONEVILLE, MO,
MOHR, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV,
MOLBY, G.W., 8TH MI INF, 261
MOLBY, G.W., 8TH MI CAV, 261
MOLDENHAUER, W.A., 26TH WI INF,
MOLER, HARVEY, 34TH IN INF,
MOLER, DAVID, 36TH OH INF, 5, 1
MOLES, JAMES, 53RD OH INF, 324
MOLINE, FRED, 6TH IA INF, 218
MOLL, THOMAS, 153RD PA INF, 4
MOLLE, FRED, 27TH WI INF, 311
MOLTBY, JAMES E., 27TH IA INF, 116
MONAHAN, ROBERT, 23RD WI INF, 11
MONCRIEF, WILLIAM F., 1ST VT CAV,
MONDAY, DANIEL, 16TH PA INF, 105
MONG, WILLIAM H., 150TH IN INF, 25
MONG, R.P., 2ND US, 329
MONG, ROBERT P., 150TH IN INF, 17,
MONK, WILLIAM, 6TH IA CAV,
MONROE, NATHAN, 140TH IN INF, 91
MONROE, HENRY W., 5TH NY CAV, 118
MONROE, HENRY W., 8TH US VETERANS, 118
MONROE, WILLIAM F., 151ST NY INF, 68,
MONROE, C.F., 2ND NE CAV, 125
MONROE, WILLIAM H., 132ND IN INF, 74
MONROE, L.H., 7TH MN INF, 179
MONROE, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, 13
MONROE, SAMUEL, 16TH WI INF, 224
MONROE, EDGAR H., 2ND WI CAV, 52
MONTAGUE, ODEL, 53RD OH INF,
MONTAGUE, H.R., 2ND VT INF, 108
MONTEITH, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 25
MONTGOMERY, MOSES G., 15TH IL ILNF, 98
MONTGOMERY, FRANCIS M., 106TH IL INF, 142
MONTGOMERY, JOSEPH H., 147TH IL INF, 344
MONTGOMERY, V.W., 27TH IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 12, 45
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, CO. D, 12TH I,
MONTGOMERY, SAMUEL B., 33RD IA INF, 228
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, PVT, 2ND IA CAV, 227
MONTGOMERY, JASPER N., 34TH IN INF, 351
MONTGOMERY, FRANCIS M., 28TH IL INF, 93
MONTGOMERY, JOHN H., 83RD IL INF, 16TH US COLO, 95
MONTGOMERY, JOHN T., 17TH IN INF, 73,
MONTGOMERY, THOMAS, 63RD IN INF, PVT, CO. E, 65, 51
MONTGOMERY, JOHN D., 19TH KY INF, 110
MONTGOMERY, HENRY C., 40TH KY INF, 180
MONTGOMERY, SIMON B., 70TH OH INF, 16
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 12TH IA INF, 82,
MONTGOMERY, W., 1ST NE INF, 13
MONTGOMERY, JAMES, 10TH IN INF, 129
MONTGOMERY, T.G., 62ND IN INF (ERROR), 51
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 128TH IN INF, 138
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 128TH IN INF, 138
MONTGOMERY, R.W., 2ND MN CAV, 131
MONTGOMERY, MILTON, 25TH WI INF, 25
MOODIE, THOMAS, 5TH IA CAV,
MOODY, S.S., 1ST IA CAV,
MOODY, WILSON B., 65TH IL INF, CO. K, 112TH,
MOODY, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV, 302
MOODY, STRONG B., 100TH IL INF, 177
MOODY, WILSON B., 112TH IL INF, CO. A, 65TH, 180
MOODY, WILLIAM H., 156TH IL INF, 180
MOOMAN, BENJAMIN F., 23RD OH INF, 260
MOON, JACOB W., 24TH IA INF,
MOON, FRANCIS, 2ND KS CAV, 80,
MOON, JOB, 10TH IL INF, 38
MOON, JOHN WILKES, 20TH IA INF, 15
MOON, WALTER, 21ST IA INF, 124
MOON, ISAAC F., 40TH IA INF, 39
MOON, JAMES, 34TH IN INF (ERROR), 93
MOONEY, DAVID, 53RD IL INF, 112
MOONEY, LEWIS P., 8TH OH CAV, 91
MOONEY, JOHN A., 12TH IL INF,
MOORE, N.L., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP, 244
MOORE, JACOB M., 11TH PA CAV, 198
MOORE, JOHN W., 18TH WI INF, 19
MOORE, THOMAS E., 4TH IA CAV, 1, 1
MOORE, ALONZO, 28TH IA INF, 84
MOORE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV,
MOORE, LEWIS F., 140TH IL INF, BORN FREEST, 154
MOORE, JOHN T., 143RD IL INF, 98
MOORE, THOMAS, 145TH IL INF,
MOORE, THOMAS, 154TH IL INF, 326
MOORE, THOMAS E., 4TH IA CAV, 228
MOORE, WILLIAM F., 7TH IA CAV,
MOORE, RANNA S., 13TH IN CAV, 12,
MOORE, DANIEL M., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 266
MOORE, THOMAS A., ARTIFICER, 1ST NY ENGINEE,
MOORE, THOMAS, 96TH NY INF,
MOORE, CORNELIUS L., 176TH OH INF, 223
MOORE, FRANK FRAN, 67TH OH INF, 62ND OH INF, 7
MOORE, KIMBER A., 77TH PA INF, 99
MOORE, JOHN D., US NAVY, MISSISSIPPI RIVE, 11
MOORE, CLINTON, 1ST WV INF, 196
MOORE, DIOXES, 7TH WV INF, 91
MOORE, BENJAMIN C., 8TH US COLORED HEAVY ART, 7
MOORE, WILLIAM, 2ND CO CAV,
MOORE, ROBERT, 1ST WI INF, 2ND CAV,
MOORE, JOSEPH D., 7TH IL INF,
MOORE, DANIEL M, 50TH WI INF,
MOORE, JAMES, 39TH IL INF,
MOORE, HENRY E., 8TH MO CAV, 54
MOORE, CURTIS, 2ND CO INF, 28
MOORE, JOSEPH D., 7TH IL INF, 60
MOORE, FRANK N., 12TH IL INF, 4
MOORE, JAMES F., 19TH IL INF, 155
MOORE, CHARLES, 102ND IL INF,
MOORE, GEORGE, 104TH IL INF, 152
MOORE, ANTHONY W., 133RD IL INF, 12
MOORE, DAVID E., 144TH IL INF,
MOORE, NATHAN B., 12TH IL CAV, 32
MOORE, FRANCIS, 14TH IL CAV,
MOORE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, 32
MOORE, DANIEL, 5TH IA INF, 34
MOORE, A.C., 5TH IA INF, 13
MOORE, RANNA S., 18TH IA INF, LT.COL., 13TH, 80
MOORE, JAMES J., 22ND IA INF, 5
MOORE, DAVID, 24TH IA INF, 36
MOORE, ISAAC, 40TH IA INF, 13
MOORE, RANNA S., 18TH IN INF, LT.COL., 13TH, 80
MOORE, JAMES R., 128TH IN INF, 29
MOORE, S.V., 8TH MO CAV, 95
MOORE, ALBERT, 4TH NY HEAVY ART., 1
MOORE, WILLIAM S., 16TH OH INF, 1, 2
MOORE, J.H., 80TH OH INF, 42
MOORE, S.F., 140TH OH INF, 4
MOORE, JOHN J., 166TH OH LINF, 1
MOORE, H.C., 170TH OH INF, 9
MOORE, J.C., 4TH IA INF, 88
MOORE, ALBERT C., 5TH IA INF, 13,
MOORE, WILLIAM H.H., 16TH IA INF, 25
MOORE, JAMES G., 16TH IA INF, 25
MOORE, JAMES B., 20TH IA INF, 52
MOORE, HENRY H., 27TH IA INF, 114
MOORE, EDMOND V., 32ND IA INF, POST 348, 14,
MOORE, JAMES, 34TH IA INF, 44,
MOORE, WILLIAM F., 40TH IA INF, 38
MOORE, ALFRED B., 2ND NE CAV, 48
MOORE, MATTHEW, 2ND NE CAV, 166
MOORE, JOHN S., 9TH IN INF, 15
MOORE, FRANCIS M., 12TH IN INF, 69
MOORE, R.S., LIEUT. COL., 81ST IN INF, 80
MOORE, JOHN S., 17TH IN INF, 15
MOORE, WILLIAM H., 20TH IN INF, 195
MOORE, HENRY H., 27TH IA INF, 114
MOORE, RENNA S., 81ST IN INF, LIEUT COL., 1, 12,
MOORE, R.S., CHAPLAIN, 82ND IN INF(ERR, 69
MOORE, SAMUEL P., 102ND IN INF, 136
MOORE, SAMUEL P., 150TH IN INF, 102ND IN, 161
MOORE, ELEAZER, 11TH WI INF, 289
MOOREHEAD, SAMUEL, 67TH OH INF, 7TH NY HEAVY, 330
MOORES, FRANK E., 44TH OH INF, CO. D, 8TH OH, 7
MOORMAN, MILTON J., 9TH IN INF, 141
MORAN, MICHAEL, 3RD OH LIGHT ART., 84
MORAN, ROBERT, 2ND WV INF, 9
MORAN, SAMUEL D., 33RD WI INF, CO. B, 11TH W,
MORAN, ISAAC, 1ST NE INF, 140
MORAN, SAMUEL D., 11TH WI INF, 33RD WI INF, 25
MORAVEY, W.H., 54TH OH INF, 28
MOREDICK, DANIEL H., 10TH IA INF, 77
MOREHEAD, WILLIAM, 12TH MO CAV, 48
MOREHOUSE, KINGSLEY, 3RD NY CAV, 4, 1
MOREHOUSE, JESSE W., 9TH IN INF, 127
MORELAND, JAMES, 166TH OH INF, 245
MORENSTECKER, GEORGE A., 33RD MO INF(ERROR), 25,
MORFORD, JOSEPH, 2ND IA CAV, PVT, CO. D, 24T, 89
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, 50,
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, 256
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IN INF(ERROR), 50
MORGAN, C.F.M., 1ST OH CAV, 207
MORGAN, C.F.M., 1ST OR CAV, 207
MORGAN, THOMAS D., 62ND PA INF, 233
MORGAN, WILLIAM H., 47TH WI INF,
MORGAN, J. FRANK, 14TH VT INF, 285
MORGAN, LEWIS, 33RD IA INF, 281
MORGAN, FRANK P., 47TH IA INF, 110
MORGAN, WILLIAM B., 13TH IN INF, 84
MORGAN, JOSEPH W., 2ND MI CAV(ERROR),
MORGAN, JOSIAH, NE INDIAN SCOUTS, 118
MORGAN, M.M., 10TH MN INF, 138
MORGAN, JOSEPH W., 2ND MN CAV,
MORGAN, DAVID, 13TH NJ INF, 91
MORGAN, THOMAS D., 56TH PA LINF,
MORGAN, WILLIAM, 97TH PA INF, 111
MORGAN, J.C., 143RD PA INF, 45
MORGAN, N.M., 2ND US ART., 32,
MORGAN, THOMAS, 126TH IL INF,
MORGAN, MILES, 16TH IA INF,
MORGAN, CHARLES, 1ST NE CAV,
MORGAN, JOHN, 69TH IN INF,
MORGAN, J.S., 43RD MO INF, 204
MORGAN, J.S., 14TH IL INF, 1 LIEUT, CO. , 204
MORGAN, WILLIAM S., 33RD IL INF, 3
MORGAN, WILLIAM H., 41ST IL INF, 180
MORGAN, ISAAC L., 2ND IL CAV, 130
MORGAN, JACOB C., 44TH IA INF, 1
MORGAN, W.W., 9TH MI CAV, 17
MORGAN, CHALPIN H., 112TH NY INF,
MORGAN, FLAVIS J., 21ST NY CAV, 28
MORGAN, FRANK P., 47TH OH INF, 110
MORGAN, WILLIAM B., 12TH IA INF, 131
MORGAN, ALEX, 18TH IA INF, 15
MORGAN, DAVID, 140TH IN INF, 11
MORGAN, STEPHEN, 13TH WI INF, 114
MORGAN, DANIEL., 13TH WI INF, 3, 4
MORGAN, EDWIN A., 1ST WI CAV, 25
MORGAN, N.M., 2ND US ART., 32
MORIAN, C.A., 2ND NY CAV, SERG, CO. B, 2, 34
MORIARLY, JOHN J., 32ND IA INF, 8TH IA INF, 138
MORIARTY, JOHN J., 8TH IN INF, CO. D, 32ND IA, 138
MORLEDGE, ROBERT R., 4TH IA INF, 13
MORLEY, EDWIN, 101ST PA INF, 119
MORLEY, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, 25
MORLEY, CALVIN, 2ND NE CAV, 46
MORLEY, CALVILN, 2ND NE CAV, 46
MORONVILLE, J. WALLACE, 9TH VT INF, 80
MORR, PHILIP, 12TH IN INF, 321
MORRELL, DANIEL, 23RE IA INF,
MORRILL, JAMES V., 2ND IL CAV, 17
MORRIS, JAMES, 26TH PA INF, PVT, CO. H, 99, 205
MORRIS, PATRICK, 42ND IL INF, 116
MORRIS, JAMES B., 122ND IL INF, 91,
MORRIS, ALEXANDER, 8TH IA INF, 347
MORRIS, F.S., 3RD MO CAV, 195
MORRIS, WILLIAM M, IL,
MORRIS, DENIS, IN INF,
MORRIS, DAVID M., 33RD IL INF, 65,
MORRIS, GEORGE H., 65TH IL INF, 33
MORRIS, ISAAC N., 133RD IL INF, 91
MORRIS, BENJAMIN, 29TH IA INF, 42
MORRIS, J.P., 35TH IA INF, 42
MORRIS, EDGAR L., 5TH IN CAV, 9
MORRIS, SAMUEL, 8TH MN INF, 21
MORRIS, ALLEN D., 18TH IA INF, 7, 1
MORRIS, B.S., 3RD WI CAV, 181
MORRISON, JOHN A., 46TH WI INF, 115
MORRISON, GEORGE G., 7TH IL CAV,
MORRISON, ARTHUR, 2ND IA CAV, 261
MORRISON, C.M., BISSELL'S ENGINEERS,
MORRISON, WILLIAM H., 11TH OH INF, PVT, CO. D, 31, 216
MORRISON, WILLIAM, 62ND OH INF, CO. D, 67TH O,
MORRISON, WILLIAM, 67TH OH INF, 62ND OH INF,
MORRISON, JOHN H., 4TH PA CAV, 220
MORRISON, PETER, 2ND WI INF, 171
MORRISON, JAMES C., 62ND OH INF, 95
MORRISON, SAMUEL H., 2ND WI INF, 24
MORROW, WILLIAM G., 5TH OH CAV, 247
MORROW, ROZZELL, 15TH IA INF, 85
MORROW, WILLIAM, 15TH IA INF, 45
MORROW, AUGUSTUS, 69TH IL INF,
MORROW, B.F., 12TH IA INF, 98
MORROW, CHARLES W., 25TH IN ART., 187
MORROW, R.G., 32ND OH INF, PVT, CO. F, 26, 310
MORROW, ALBERT, 2ND IL INF, 24
MORROW, JOHN, 70TH IL INF, SERG, CO. I, 1, 247
MORROW, RICHARD C., 18TH IN INF, 247
MORROW, ELI C., 155TH IN INF, 9
MORROW, HENRY A., 24TH MI INF, 12
MORROW, EMMET, 146TH OH INF, 207
MORROW, CHARLES W., 12TH IN INF, 131
MORROW, CHARLES W., 117TH IN INF, 131
MORSE, AMOS E., 20TH WI INF, 110
MORSE, WILLIAM W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 356
MORSE, CHARLES N., 2ND IA CAV, 261
MORSE, ELMER J., 104TH NY INF, 265
MORSE, J. DANA, 177TH OH INF,
MORSE, JAY D., 2ND VT LIGHT ART., 120
MORSE, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, 125
MORSE, C.L., 40TH ME INF, 105
MORSE, JOHN, 94TH NY INF, 27,
MORSE, H.W., 142ND NY INF, 1
MORSE, W. O., 8TH WI INF, 9TH US INF, 262
MORSE, ALFRED A., 24TH WI INF, 51ST NY INF, 27
MORSMAN, WILLIAM H., 12TH VT INF, 231
MORTER, GEORGE, 42ND WI INF, 58
MORTIMORE, DANIEL T., 9TH IA CAV, 77
MORTON, FRANCIS, 3RD WI INF, 3
MORTON, ALFRED R., 96TH IL INF, 56,
MORTON, JESSE L., 2ND KS CAV, 165
MORTON, RALPH, 111TH PA INF, 261
MORTON, JEREMIAH, 46TH IL INF, 48
MORTON, E.H., 7TH IA INF, 119
MORTON, JESSE E., 1ST NE INF, 24
MORTON, JOHN, 37TH IN INF, 95,
MORTON, W.H., 22ND WI INF, 8TH IL CAV, 191
MORTY, PETER, 2ND MO INF, 220
MOSBY, JOHN W., 124TH IL INF, 98
MOSELY, ALFRED, 13TH MO CAV, 151
MOSELY, ALFRED, 13TH MO INF, 3RD MO INF, 151
MOSENA, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, 84
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PEARSON, LUKE L., 1ST IA CAV, 20
PEARSONS, IRA A., 33RD IA INF, 77
PEASE, STILLMAN A., 61ST IL INF, CO. K, 83RD I, 8
PEASE, WILLIAM H., 6TH WI INF, 125
PEASE, JAMES, 56TH OH INF,
PEASE, GEORGE L., 28TH CT INF, 35
PEASE, WILLIAM P., 99TH IL INF, 20,
PEASE, B.F., 8TH MI INF, 4, 2
PEASLEY, MOUNT, 30TH IA INF, 242
PEAVY, BENJAMIN, 34TH IN INF, 17,
PECK, ROYAL B., 3RD OH CAV, 8, 2
PECK, JOSEPH H., 8TH VT INF, 153
PECK, HENRY, 2ND MN INF, 278
PECK, E.C., 4TH MN INF, 299
PECK, WILLIAM, ,
PECK, AMOS, 2ND KS CAV, 38
PECK, ZOLMAN E., 9TH IL CAV, 289
PECK, EMORY, 1ST NE INF, 1
PECK, C.C., 6TH OH INF, 46
PECK, SHELDON, 6TH IA CAV, 52
PECK, GEORGE W., 2ND WI INF, 15
PECKHAM, GEORGE F., 11TH WI INF, 1, 2
PECKHAM, GEORGE F., PVT, 11TH WI ART.(ERROR), 25,
PEDAGO, JAMES A., 79TH IN INF, 207
PEDLEY, WILLIAM H., 83RD NY INF, 97TH NY INF,
PEDLEY, WILLIAM H., 97TH NY INF, 334
PEEBLES, JOHN M., 34TH IA INF,
PEEBLES, J.M., 45TH IA INF, 119
PEEBLES, J.S., 150TH IN INF, 13
PEER, DANIEL, 33RD WI INF, 82
PEETZKE, WILLIAM, 37TH WI INF, 44
PEGG, W.J., 9TH IA CAV, 115
PEGG, W.J., 9TH IA INF ERROR, 115
PEIRCE, GEORGE N., 3RD MN INF,
PEIRCE, HENRY A., 2ND NE CAV, 4
PELEN, CHARLES, 13TH IL INF, 87
PHELTON, HARLAND P, 49TH OH INF,
PHELTON, DANIEL R, 27TH IA INF, 90
PENN, COLUMBUS, 2ND VA CAV, 68
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF, 32,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF,
PERDY, MARION A., 2ND MN CAV, 278
PERINE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, 50,
PERKEY, WILLIAM, 7TH OH INF, 84
PERKINS, CLARK G., 28TH WI INF, 220
PERKINS, JOHN S., 6TH WV INF, 303
PERKINS, NEIL J., 2ND IA CAV, 91
PERKINS, LEVI F., 44TH MO INF,
PERKINS, W.J., 1ST RI CAV,
PERKINS, HUGH C., 7TH WI INF, 223
PERKINS, JOHN P., 16TH WI INF, 50
PERKINS, LORENZO T., 7TH IA CAV, 52
PERKINS, JOSHUA, 44TH KY INF, PVT, CO. E, 53, 96
PERKINS, WILLIAM J., 1ST NH CAV, 1
PERKINS, SOLOMAN, 48TH IA INF, 10
PERKINS, H.G., 4TH MN INF, 262
PERKINS, WILLIAM M., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 262
PERKINS, G.M., 14TH WI INF, 37
PERRIN, ROBERT, 59TH IL INF, 5
PERRINE, WILLIAM H.H., 18TH IL INF, 31
PERRINE, ERASTUS, 53RD IL INF, 50,
PERRONET, THOMAS A., 46TH IL INF, 61,
PERRY, NOAH, US NAVY, SHIPS 'SWITZERLA, 80
PERRY, ALBERT, 17TH IL INF, 91
PERRY, THOMAS J., 119TH IL INF, 220
PERRY, HENRY, 31ST WI INF, 231
PERRY, EDWARD, 6TH CT INF,
PERRY, LOUIS, 89TH IL INF,
PERRY, HORACE, 127SDTH IL INF,
PERRY, RONEY D., 156TH IL INF, 190
PERRY, WILLIAM H., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 157TH N,
PERRY, HENRY H., 128TH OH INF, 16
PERRY, AVERY A., 20TH IA INF, 7
PERRY, BENJAMIN F., 31ST IA INF, 136
PERRY, WILLIAM H., 3RD IA CAV, 144
PERSON, STEPHEN, 215TH PA INF,
PERSON, EDWIN, 47TH PA INF, 326
PERSONS, EDWIN W., 16TH WI INF, 354
PERTLION, C., 15TH NY LIGHT ART.,
PETER, C.T., 86TH IN INF,
PETERS, WILLIAM, 9TH IL CAV, 50
PETERS, F., 204TH HEAVY ART., 343
PETERS, FREDERICK, 5TH PA ART., 332
PETERS, E.P., QUARTERMASTER, US NAVY, US, 277
PETERS, ASHLEY, 11TH MO CAV, 69
PETERS, SAMUEL S., 2ND OH INF, 110
PETERS, MELANCTHON W, 1ST WI INF, 13
PETERSON, JOHN, 9TH VT INF, 26
PETERSON, JONAS, 43RD IL INF, 111
PETERSON, JASPER, 79TH IL INF, 166
PETERSON, ODELL, 26TH IN INF, 354
PETERSON, JOHN, 31ST MA INF, PVT, CO. G, 9T, 29
PETERSON, WASHINGTON H, 29TH IA INF, 54
PETERSON, L.P., 2ND NE CAV, 118
PETERSON, HANS J., 22ND WI INF, 2, 4
PETIT, JAMES L., 3RD IA INF, 195
PETIT, FRANK R., 15TH IL INF, 77
PETRO, GEORGE M., 151ST IN INF, 354
PETTEBONE, EDWARD D., 74TH IL INF, 4
PETTENGILL, C.H., 7TH IL INF, 84
PETTIS, WILLIAM H., 86TH IL INF, 264
PETTIS, SEDWICK W., 27TH WI INF, 32
PETTIT, SAMUEL, 9TH WV INF, 138
PETTIT, EDMUND F., 14TH WI INF,
PETTIT, DAVID F., 35TH WI INF, 333
PETTIT, WILLIAM H, NY HEAVY ART.,
PETTITT, WILLIAM, 5TH WV INF, 138
PETTY, JAMES A., 49TH OH INF, 137
PETTY, WILLIAM M., 32ND IA INF, 84
PETTY, JOSHUA, 53RD IN INF, 37
PETTYGROVE, N.A., 25TH WI INF, PVT, CO. I, 1, 108
PETTYGROVE, NEAL A., 12TH WI INF, PVT, CO. B, 25, 108
PETTYGROVE, NEAL A., 25TH WI ART., CO. I, 12TH, 108
PEW, WILLIAM, 122ND OH INF,
PFISTER, JULIUS, 6TH CA INF, 25
PFUG, JACOB, 27TH NY INF, 2ND NY HEAVY, 76
PFUG, JACOB, 9TH NY ART.,
PFRIMMER, CHARLES W., 66TH IN INF, 179
PFUNNDER, FRED, 150TH IN INF, 86
PHEASANT, JOSEPH C, 149TH PA INF,
PHEBUS, JOSEPH S., 1ST NE CAV, POST 163, 75,
PHEBUS, CARLISLE, 48TH IN INF, 17
PHELPS, CALVIN A., 139TH IL INF, 258
PHELPS, EPAPHRUS K., 36TH IA INF, 112
PHELPS, GEORGE, 17TH PA CAV, 187
PHELPS, JEREMIAH J., 11TH WI INF, 195
PHELPS, FABIUS E., 104TH IL INF, 284
PHELPS, FRANK P., 17TH IA INF, 11
PHELPS, CHARLES K., 80TH NY INF, 242
PHELPS, D.R., 130TH NY INF, SERG, CO. C, 4
PHELPS, WRIGHT, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., 1, 9
PHELPS, C.L., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., 212
PHELPS, BENJAMIN, 129TH OH INF, 7
PHELPS, MARCUS E., 8TH IA INF, 95TH PA INF, 140
PHELPS, JAMES H., 30TH IA INF, 16
PHELPS, THOMAS J., 30TH IA INF, 73
PHELPS, FRANK P., 8TH IA CAV, 25
PHENICE, SAMUEL C., 57TH PA INF, 163
PHERTER, SAMUEL ESTHE, 24TH OH INF, 155
PHETTEPLACE, DELOSS, 20TH WI INF, 39
PHILIPPAR, PETER, 9TH US INF, 91
PHILIPS, Z., CARPENTER, US NAVY, MISSOU, 4
PHILIPS, Z., CARPENTER, US NAVY, MS RIV, 4
PHILIPS, W.G., 1ST MI INF, 235
PHILLEO, WILLIAM W., 37TH IL INF, 151
PHILLEO, EDGAR W., 156TH IL INF, 152
PHILLES, WILLIAM W., 92ND US COLORED, CO. A, 37, 151
PHILLIPS, ANDREW, 25TH PA INF, 207
PHILLIPS, CHARLES, 16TH WI INF, 170
PHILLIPS, CHARLES, 32ND WI INF, PVT, CO. G, 16, 170
PHILLIPS, SILAS E., 50TH WI INF, 144
PHILLIPS, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV, 170
PHILLIPS, FRANCIS, 15TH IA INF, 155
PHILLIPS, LEWIS, 5TH IA CAV,
PHILLIPS, JOHN, 26TH IL INF, 355
PHILLIPS, JOHN, 27TH IL INF,
PHILLIPS, SMITH, 46TH IL INF, 173
PHILLIPS, G.H., 46TH IL INF,
PHILLIPS, JAMES A., 66TH IL INF, 272
PHILLIPS, ALBERT J., 7TH IL CAV, 241
PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J., 31ST IA INF, 116
PHILLIPS, STEPHEN B., 9TH IA CAV,
PHILLIPS, JOHN, 25TH OH INF, 45
PHILLIPS, CALEB, 7TH WV CAV,
PHILLIPS, JAMES A, 66TH IL INF,
PHILLIPS, RAY, NY CAV,
PHILLIPS, DAVID, NY MILITIA,
PHILLIPS, JAMES C, 94TH NY INF,
PHILLIPS, CHARLES E, 12TH IA INF,
PHILLIPS, DAVID, 11TH IN CAV,
PHILLIPS, BENJAMIN, 104TH IL INF, 119
PHILLIPS, EDMUND P., 17TH IL CAV, 3
PHILLIPS, J.W., 9TH IA INF, 179
PHILLIPS, CHARLES E., 12TH IA INF, 52
PHILLIPS, THEODORE, 155TH IN INF,
PHILLIPS, JOHN, 110TH NY INF, 68
PHILLIPS, HIRAM, 72ND OH INF, 119
PHILLIPS, LEVI R., 159TH OH INF,
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM, 7TH IA INF, 63
PHILLIPS, ALEX, 9TH IA INF, 138
PHILLIPS, DAVID, 15TH IA INF, 246
PHILLIPS, ALEX, 21ST IA INF, 138
PHILLIPS, ELISHA PERRY, 26TH IA INF, 47
PHILLIPS, PETER, 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 224
PHILPOTT, WILLIAM J., 23RD IL INF,
PHILSON, JOHN W., 104TH IL INF, 326
PHILSON, JOHN W, 104TH IL INF,
PHINNEY, CALVIN C., 15TH IA INF, 139
PHINNEY, JOHN B., 46TH OH INF, 17
PHINNEY, LEANDER D., 46TH IA INF, 25,
PHIPPS, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV,
PHOEBUS, JOSEPH S., 2ND NE CAV, 61ST NE CAV, 75
PIATT, JACOB, 89TH IL INF, 278
PICKARD, JAMES, 8TH KS INF, 7
PICKARD, DAVID, 95TH IL INF, 19
PICKENS, HARVEY M., 6TH NY CAV, 180
PICKERAL, DAVID, 116TH IN INF,
PICKEREL, WILLIAM, 11TH IN INF, 169
PICKERELL, BENJAMIN F., 72ND IN INF, 314
PICKERING, JOSEPH, 5TH US ART., 50
PICKERING, RESSE, 15TH OH INF, 37
PICKERING, W.F., 182ND OH INF, 1
PICKERING, MILO, 12TH WI INF, POST 335, 224
PICKET, JAMES H., 23RD IN INF, 220
PICKETT, JACOB, 1ST IA CAV, 177
PICKETT, RICHARD, 2ND NE CAV, 66
PICKETT, GEORGE B., 37TH IL INF, 132ND IL INF, 289
PICKETT, RICH L., 2ND NE CAV, 66,
PICKETT, WILLIAM O., 23RD IN INF, 220
PICKETT, JOHN E., 11TH WI INF, 163
PICKLE, LORENZO, 96TH NY INF, 324
PICKREL, HARVEY, 14TH IL CAV, 32
PICKRELL, DAVID F., 57TH IN INF, 228
PIEFFERMAN, S., 129TH IL INF, 35
PIERCE, O.A., 3RD VT INF, 31
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 21ST WI INF, 61
PIERCE, JAMES P., 51ST IL INF, 299
PIERCE, A. BENNITT, 89TH IL INF,
PIERCE, RUFUS M., 11TH IL CAV,
PIERCE, JAMIE, 1ST MN CAV, 274
PIERCE, MARTIN H., 203RD PA INF, 217
PIERCE, JAMES, 1ST MN CAV,
PIERCE, HENRY H., 8TH KS INF, 48
PIERCE, ALBERT S., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 27TH MO, 13,
PIERCE, G.D., 1ST US COLORED TROOPS, CO, 13
PIERCE, SIDNEY D., 164TH NY INF, 93
PIERCE, D.B., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, 95
PIERCE, BENJAMIN R., 2ND IA CAV, 11,
PIERCE, CHARLES C., 100TH IN INF, 11
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 1ST WI INF, CO. I, 21ST WI, 38
PIERCE, NATHAN D., 2ND WI INF, 254
PIERCE, ADELBERT D., 11TH WI INF, 88
PIERCE, EDWARD G., 11TH WI INF, 114
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 21ST WI INF, 1ST WI INF, 61
PIERCE, DWIGHT, 47TH WI INF, 40
PIERCE, SAMUEL N., 20TH WI INF, 264
PIERSOL, JOSEPH M., 102ND IL INF, 22
PIERSOL, THOMAS B., 13TH IA INF, 32,
PIERSON, ISAAC F., 89TH IL INF, 18,
PIERSON, JOHN L., 25TH IA INF, 110
PIERSON, GEORGE W., 7TH IA INF, 54
PIERSON, JAMES W., 40TH IN INF, 285
PIFER, WILLIAM HENR, 1ST IL ART., CO. G, 107TH, 166
PIFER, WILLIAM HENR, 107TH IL INF, 166
PIGG, WILLIAM P., 86TH IL INF,
PIGGOTT, WILLIAM H., 56TH OH INF, 45
PIKE, LEVI L., 139TH IN INF,
PIKE, WARREN, 2ND IL ART.,
PIKE, WILLIAM, 25TH IA INF, 299
PIKE, GILMAN L., 39TH IA INF, 18
PIKE, GILMAN L., 39TH IA INF, 18
PIKE, JACOB S., 63RD IN INF, 110
PILCHER, JOHN C., 23RD IL INF, 74
PILE, HENDERSON, 1ST NE INF, 331
PILGRIM, ALFRED P., 7TH IA CAV, 170
PILGRIM, FREDERICK, 8TH NY CAV, 311
PILGRIM, WILLIAM W., 2ND NE CAV, 170
PILLSBERRY, NEHEMIAH, 152ND IN INF, 23
PINE, GEORGE W., 99TH IN INF, 32
PINE, WILLIAM A., 33RD WI INF, 25
PINK, JAMES H., 3RD WI CAV, POST 335, 224
PINKHAM, CALEB, 12TH WI INF, 91
PINKHAM, JOSEPH, 12TH WI INF, 91
PINKNEY, CHAUNCEY M., 47TH IL INF, 127
PINNEY, JOHN H., 31ST WI INF, 121
PIPER, LEWIS S., 198TH PA INF, 58
PIPER, B.N., 99TH OH INF, PVT, CO. C, 50, 338
PIPER, RALPH R., 177TH OH INF, 73,
PITCHER, JASPER, 7TH IA INF,
PITMAN, A., 34TH NJ INF, 22
PITTMAN, W.G., 4TH IA CAV, 25,
PITTMAN, ALBERT, 13TH KS INF, 50
PITTMAN, J.K., 3RD MD INF, 150
PITTMAN, RICHARD, 11TH MO CAV, 69
PITTS, JOEL, 11TH IL INF,
PITTS, FRANKLIN E., 42ND IN INF, 50
PITTS, WILLIAM, 74TH IN INF, 51,
PITZ, PETER, 9TH WI INF, 45
PITZER, LABEN A., 115TH IN INF, PVT, CO. E, 4, 91
PIXLEY, DANIEL., 1ST OH HEAVY ART.,
PIXLEY, GEORGE, 152ND IL INF, 257
PIXLEY, LUTHER, 74TH IN INF, 110
PLACE, D.C., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 303
PLACE, GEORGE M., 15TH OH INF, 245
PLACE, WILLARD, 70TH NY INF, 220
PLACE, ISAAC, 49TH IL INF, 289
PLACE, EDWARD D., 15TH IL CAV, 22
PLANK, JACOB, 132ND OH INF, 30
PLANK, CONRAD L., 48TH IN INF, 96
PLANT, PETER, 1ST VT HEAVY ART., 9
PLANTS, LEMUEL B., 2ND IN CAV, 320
PLANTS, GEORGE W., 30TH IN INF, 22
PLANTZ, F.C., 2ND US CAV, 223
PLANTZ, LEMUEL B., 2ND IA CAV (ERROR), 320
PLATNER, DANIEL, 33RD IL INF, 299
PLATT, MILTON, 4TH IA CAV, 42
PLATT, JAMES, 100TH IL INF, 100
PLATT, MILTON, 4TH IA CAV, 42
PLATT, PURDY, 16TH IN INF, 47
PLATT, PETER, 7TH IN CAV, 47
PLEASANT, PRATHER, 4TH IA INF,
PLEHN, GODFREY, KY,
PLESKO, ROBERT, 6TH WI CAV, 25
PLETCHER, J. CASPER, 105TH PA INF, 240
PLOCK, JOHN, 15TH IL INF,
PLOOF, JOHN W., 12TH MI INF, 119
PLOOFF, JULIUS, 8TH MI INF, 45
PLUCKETT, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, 89
PLUEMPER, ANTON, 4TH WI CAV, 3
PLUMB, H.C., 35TH NY INF, 298
PLUMB, FRANK M., 69TH IL INF, 150
PLUMB, GEORGE M., 40TH WI INF, 25
PLUMER, WILLIAM, 18TH NY INF, 262
PLUMLEIGH, CHARLES, 15TH IL INF, 179
PLUMMER, T.J., 139TH PA INF, 95
PLUMMER, ALPHEUS, 107TH IL INF, 134
PLUMMER, H.V., LANDSMAN, CHAPLAIN, US NAV, 261
PLUMMER, W.S., 11TH IL INF,
PLUMMER, JOSEPH N., 9TH MO INF, 95
PLUMMER, JOHN H., 6TH MO CAV, 224
PLUMMER, THOMAS, 2ND MO CAV, 7
PLUMMER, JOHN W., 16TH OH INF, CAPT, CO. A, 1, 109
PLUNKETT, JOHN, 4TH MI CAV, 344
PLUNKETT, THOMAS, 4TH MI CAV,
PLYBON, JOHN, 11TH PA INF, 84
PLYMATE, JAMES, 16TH IL INF, 149
PLYMATE, ISAAC R., 6TH IA INF, 90
PLYMESSER, SAMUEL J., 6TH IA INF, 113
POCOCK, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, 29,
POE, ISAAC S., 12TH IN INF, 66
POFF, SILAS, 130TH IN INF, 141
POFFENBARGER, DAVID, OH CAV,
POINTER, J.F., 7TH MO CAV, 289
POINTER, JUSTUS, 7TH WI INF, 31
POINTS, JOHN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 180
POLAND, HUMPHREY C., 47TH IA INF,
POLAND, JOHN W, 51ST OH INF,
POLGLASE, THOMAS R., 128TH PA INF, 110
POLING, JOHN, 58TH OH INF, 325
POLING, ANDREW J., 58TH OH INF, 325
POLING, DANIEL, 66TH OH INF, 68,
POLK, ROBERT R., 36TH IA INF, 163
POLLARD, J.W.S., 7TH OH INF, 127
POLLARD, EUGENE F., 8TH NY HEAVY ART, 129TH N, 198
POLLARD, DUDLEY H., 8TH IA CAV, 90,
POLLICK, JOHN T., 124TH IN INF, 25
POLLMAN, WILLIAM, 3RD IN CAV, 10
POLLOCK, JOSEPH, 1ST CO CAV, 46
POLLOCK, AMANDER, 76TH PA INF, 91
POLLOCK, I.G., 30TH IA INF, 9
POLLOCK, THOMAS D., 30TH IA INF, 154
POLSLEY, DANIEL, 23RD IA INF, 2, 3
POLZEL, LEOPOOLD, 14TH NY INF, 122
POMEROY, JOHN M., 22ND WI INF, 25
POMEROY, ROBERT H., 1ST WI CAV, 116
POND, JOHN M., 8TH IN INF, 109
PONTZIUS, W.H., 11TH US INF, 8TH IA CAV, 52
PONTZIUS, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV,
POOL, JOHN, 8TH IA CAV, 187
POOL, THOMAS J., 5TH MO INF, 158
POOL, WILLIAM W., 11TH PA INF, 300
POOL, JOSEPH, 106TH IL INF,
POOL, JAMES, 1ST IA CAV, 191
POOLE, AUGUSTUS F., 11TH WI INF, 13
POOR, CHARLES, 13TH KS INF,
POOR, GEORGE, 34TH IN INF,
POOR, ENOCH W., 14TH NH INF, 37,
POOR, DANIEL W., 46TH IA INF, 11
POOR, ELIJAH, 29TH IN INF, 84
POORE, THOMAS J., 5TH IA INF, 91
POOST, J.S., 50TH MA INF, 42
POPE, LOWELL E., 2ND IA INF, DIED 17NOV192, 124
POPE, CAREY, 14TH IA INF, 164
POPE, ABRAHM, 92ND IN INF,
POPE, JOHN, 9TH IN CAV, 4
POPE, MYRON C., 14TH IA INF, 44TH IA INF, 267
POPE, MYRON C., 44TH IA INF, 14TH IA INF, 267
POPE, GEORGE M., 10TH WI INF, 114
POPE, BENJAMIN F., 22ND WI INF, 3RD WI INF, 47
POPPERT, MICHAEL, 4TH WI CAV, 114
PORSELL, GEORGE H., 18TH IA INF, 45
PORTER, MANLEY J., 5TH US CAV, 180
PORTER, ALVIN, 2ND WV CAV, 64
PORTER, WILLIAM C., 57TH IL INF, 91
PORTER, S.B., 104TH IL INF, 235
PORTER, JAMES S., 15TH IA INF, 192
PORTER, ELISHA B., 130TH IN INF, 66
PORTER, D.J., 18TH KY INF, 45
PORTER, A.S., 91ST NY INF, 80
PORTER, N.S., 1ST NE, 116
PORTER, WILLIAM S., 25TH OH INF, 45
PORTER, G.A., 49TH OH INF, 125
PORTER, JOHN B., 69TH OH INF,
PORTER, CHARLES, ,
PORTER, WILLIAM, ,
PORTER, ALBERT, 67TH OH INF,
PORTER, WILLIAM R., ,
PORTER, ALPHEUS G., 8TH CT INF, 25
PORTER, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, 179
PORTER, DAVID S., 130TH IN INF, 95
PORTER, JOHN F., 30TH MI INF, 207
PORTER, ABNER A., 8TH MI CAV, PVT, CO. I, 24T, 33,
PORTER, MANLEY J., 5TH MI INF, 137
PORTER, W.H., 17TH OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 2N, 190
PORTER, WILLIAM, 4TH IA INF, 70,
PORTER, WILLIAM A., 149TH IN INF, 23
PORTER, THOMAS C., 47TH WI INF, 179
PORTERFIELD, GEORGE A., 15TH OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 13, 159
PORTERFIELD, JAMES NELSON, 40TH IA INF,
POSEY, THOMAS H., 9TH IN INF, 140
POSSON, ALBERT Z., 13TH WI INF, 18
POST, JOHN T., 104TH IL INF, 59
POST, MARK T., 84TH IN INF, 125
POST, JARED, 30TH OH INF, 96
POST, GEORGE S., 22ND IA INF, 28
POST, DAVID A., 28TH IA INF, 40
POST, GEORGE W., 45TH IA INF, 32
POST, GEORGE W., 46TH IA INF(ERROR), 32
POST, CHARLES W., 48TH IA INF, 40
POSTON, E.L., 22ND OH INF, 95
POTER, PETER, 5TH IN CAV,
POTTER, WELLINGTON, 30TH PA INF, 178
POTTER, ISAAC N., 2ND IA CAV, 25
POTTER, JOHN Q., 2ND IA CAV,
POTTER, CHARLES W., 13TH IL INF, CO. I, 56TH I,
POTTER, CHARLES W., 56TH IL INF, 13TH IL INF,
POTTER, JAMES, 17TH IL CAV, 253
POTTER, CHARLES R., 19TH IA INF, 342
POTTER, IRA M., ARTIFICER, 5TH MI CAV, 314
POTTER, GILBERT M., 4TH OH INF, 260
POTTER, CHARLES R., 19TH IA INF, 248
POTTER, WILLIAM, 37TH IA INF, 179
POTTER, MARTIN V., 23RD IN INF, 163
POTTER, ADAM H., 6TH WI INF, 14TH WI INF(E, 143
POTTORFF, JOHN W., 41ST IL INF, 216
POTTS, LEVI, 128TH PA INF, 334
POTTS, CHARLES, 28TH IL INF, 39
POTTS, LEWIS H., 119TH IL INF, 39,
POTTS, JOHN W., 13TH IN CAV, 73
POTTS, J.J., 1ST NE INF, 201
POTTS, ABRAHAM W., 27TH OH INF, PVT, CO. B, 56, 87
POULSON, ANDAREW J., 66TH IL INF, 34
POUND, H.E., 2ND MY MOUNTED INF RIFLE, 80
POWEL, M.E., 151ST IL INF, 284
POWELL, FRANCIS, 44TH WI INF, 243
POWELL, MORRIS E., 152ND IL INF, 284
POWELL, T.J., 9TH IA INF, 300
POWELL, T.J., 104TH NY INF, 50
POWELL, REUBEN B., 4TH WV CAV, 324
POWELL, NELSON, 3RD WI INF, 231
POWELL, JAMES D, 53RD OH INF,
POWELL, A.W., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 155
POWELL, W.J., 2ND NE CAV, 84
POWELL, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, 21
POWELL, GIDEON, 6TH IN INF, 129
POWELL, WILLIAM V., 39TH IN INF, 32
POWELL, WALTER, 73RD IN INF, 109
POWELL, JAMES E., 75TH IN INF, 26
POWELL, JAMES E., 75TH IN INF, 26
POWELL, URIAH D., 100TH IN INF, 11
POWELL, JAMES, 87TH IN INF, 42ND IN INF, 10,
POWER, WILLIAM S., US ARMY SIGNAL CORP, 66
POWER, WILLIAM H., 28TH IA INF, 43
POWER, HENRY C., 1ST NE INF, 2, 2
POWERS, JOHN H., 104TH IL INF, 65
POWERS, THOMAS F., 2ND MI INF, 227
POWERS, T.F., 16TH MI INF, 227
POWERS, THOMAS, 1ST MI CAV LANCERS, 227
POWERS, JOSEPH, 21ST OH INF, 122
POWERS, JOHN F., 10TH PA RESERVE CORP, 223
POWERS, WILLIAM A., 3RD VT INF, 192
POWERS, F.D., 37TH WI INF, 70
POWERS, CHESTER B., ARTIFICER, 1ST IL ART., 155
POWERS, S.W., 7TH IA CAV, 1, 1
POWERS, BENJAMIN W., 9TH IA IF, 116
POWERS, AUGUST W., 1ST MN INF, 96
POYNTER, JESSE S., 79TH IN INF, 52
PRATHER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA INF, 131
PRATT, GEORGE, 10TH WI INF, 19
PRATT, LUCIUS E., 44TH IL INF,
PRATT, W.H., 4TH PA CAV, 309
PRATT, GEORGE, 10TH MO INF, 10
PRATT, E.R., 9TH IL INF,
PRATT, JOHN W., 27TH IA INF, 99
PRATT, JEROME, MN CAV, 71
PRAY, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV, 110
PRAYTUR, JOHN, 73RD IL INF,
PREDMORE, NELSON B., PVT, CO. E, 8TH IA CAV, 195
PREDMORE, L. CLARK, 8TH IN INF, 44
PREIST, MICHAEL G., 17TH IA INF, 255
PREMER, SAMUEL, 89TH IN INF, 296
PREMO, F.A., 12TH WI INF, 310
PREMS, CHARLES, 50TH WI INF, 310
PRENTICE, JOSEPH R., 19TH US INF,
PREScott, JOHN, 90TH IN INF, 292
PRESSLY, JOHN T., 40TH IN INF, 161
PRESSON, WILLIAM A., 73RD IL INF,
PRESSON, BUTLER, HOSPITAL STEWARD, 73RD IL,
PRESSON, REUBEN B., 28TH IL INF, 24,
PRESSON, JOSEPH H., 55TH IL INF, 3, 9
PRESSUR, JOHN D., 22ND WI INF, 44
PRESTON, LORENZO, 6TH WI INF, 5
PRESTON, ISAAC, 43RD MO INF, 16
PRESTON, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF,
PRESTON, HENRY M., 4TH IL CAV, 66
PRESTON, JOSEPH P., 88TH OH INF, 70
PRESTON, SMITH, 1ST MN INF, 112
PRESTON, WILLIAM E., 15TH IL INF, 11
PRESTON, THOMAS W., 5TH IA INF,
PRESTON, LEONARD, 48TH IN INF, CO. B, 12TH I, 301
PRESTON, JAMES McCLEA, QUARTERMASTER, 152ND IN I,
PRESTON, WILLIAM, 13TH MO CAV, 51
PRESTON, J.M.C., 30TH IA INF(ERROR), 114
PRESTON, CORNELIUS K., 2ND NE CAV, 106
PRESTON, LENOARD J., 12TH IN INF, 48TH IN INF, 254
PRESTON, LEONARD, 12TH IN INF, 301
PRESTON, J. C., 30TH IN INF, 114
PRESTON, J.W., 13TH MN INF, 180
PRESTON, JOHN W., 13TH WI INF, 180
PRESTON, EDGAR D., 36TH WI INF, 44,
PREWITT, WILLIAM W., 2ND CO CAV,
PREWITT, GOLDSON, 30TH IA INF, 32
PREWITT, JAMES, 30TH IA INF, 32
PRICE, JACOB F., 138TH PA INF,
PRICE, PHILLIP K., 133RD IL INF, 323
PRICE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, 280
PRICE, JAMES, 14TH MI INF, 91
PRICE, JAMES V., 2ND NY CAV, 137
PRICE, JOHN, 1ST NE, 261
PRICE, NATHAN, 10TH KS INF,
PRICE, THOMAS E., 2ND NE CAV, 2, 2
PRICE, FRANCIS C., 57TH IN INF, 180
PRICE, JESSE, 1ST NE INF, 84
PRICE, ROBERT, 3RD IA CAV, 18,
PRICE, WILLIAM, 24TH IN INF, 67TH IN INF, 75
PRICE, JOHN S., 37TH IN INF, 77
PRICE, JOHN M., 12TH IN INF, 177
PRICE, WILLIAM, 67TH IN INF, 24TH IN INF, 75,
PRICE, LEANDER H., 153RD IN INF, 43
PRICE, WILLIAM J., 4TH WI CAV, 214
PRICKETT, JOHN W., 72ND OH INF, 69
PRIDDY, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF,
PRIDE, ORLANDO H., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., 227
PRIDEMORE, JEREMIAH, 43RD IL INF, 36
PRIEST, BENJAMIN, 16TH IA INF, 14
PRINCE, GEORGE M., 5TH US ART., 34
PRINDLE, OWEN I., 6TH IA INF, 1
PRINDLE, EDWIN R., 16TH WI INF, 63
PRINE, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, 279
PRINGLE, WESLEY, 3RD IA CAV, 44,
PRINK, WILLIAM F., 4TH WI CAV, 11,
PRIOR, GARVIN, 2ND NE CAV,
PRIOR, STEPHEN, 50TH IL INF, 53
PRITCHARD, THOMAS, 47TH IL INF, 91
PRITCHETT, GEORGE E., 126TH NY INF, 110
PROCTOR, WILLIAM, 33RD IA INF,
PROCTOR, CLIFFORD, 146TH IL INF,
PROCUNIER, FREDERICK M., 7TH IL CAV, 261
PROPER, D.D., 19TH IA INF, 110
PROSSER, WILLIAM H., 6TH KS CAV, 279
PROUDFIT, WILLIAM H., 47TH WI INF, 214
PROUTY, FRANCIS L., 6TH MO INF, 302
PROUTY, FRANCIS L., 1ST NE, 302
PROUTY, FRANCIS, 2ND NE CAV, 302
PROUTY, LEVI O., 16TH IA INF, 218
PROUTY, IRA, 3RD WI INF, 27
PROVANCHER, DELOS, 4TH IL CAV, 185
PROVINER, JOSEPH Y, 77TH OH INF,
PROWANT, JOHN W., 68TH OH INF, 95
PRUDEN, PETER W., 83RD IL INF, 323
PRUITT, WILLIAM H., 2ND CO CAV,
PRUITT, H.H, 20TH IN INF, POSTS 181 &, 9, 1
PRUITT, WILLIAM H.H., 20TH IN INF, POSTS 181 &,
PRUTZMAN, CHRISTIAN M., 7TH WI INF,
PRUYN, JAMES W., 23RD IA INF, 90
PUELZ, CHARLES, 28TH IA INF, 298
PUGH, F.H., 4TH OH CAV, US SIGNAL COR, 110
PUGH, NICANOR, 52ND OH INF, 17
PUGH, B.F., 5TH PA HEAVY ART., 20,
PUGH, GEORGE W., 35TH WI INF, 191
PUGH, F.H., 4TH OH CAV,
PUGH, GEORGE, 89TH IN INF, 331
PUGH, WILLIAM H., 1ST MO STATE MILITIA INF, 217
PUGH, THOMAS J., 1ST IA INF, 147
PUGSLEY, J.F., 2ND NE CAV, 150
PULLEN, JAMES H., 2ND NE CAV, 261
PULLEN, ARCHIE, 60TH US COLORED INF, 25
PULSIFER, CASRLOS T., 5TH IA CAV,
PULVER, CASSIUS M., 8TH CA INF, 26
PULVER, WILLIAM O., 100TH IN INF, 67
PURCELL, JAMES, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 178
PURCELL, WALTER W., 10TH IA INF, 25
PURCELL, FRANK G., 1ST NE INF, 4
PURDY, WILLIAM, 2ND KY CAV,
Purdy, W.S., 6TH WV CAV,
PURDY, WILLIAM S., 6TH WV CAV, 45
PURINTON, ALONZO C., 5TH WI INF, 129
PURINTON, WILLIAM F., 46TH WI INF, 139
PURKYPILE, DAVID, 61ST OH INF, CORP, CO. B, 8, 258
PURLION(Al, CHARLES(McFA, 15TH US ART, 15TH NY ART.,
PURYEAR, PHILIP, 4TH IN CAV, 32
PUTMAN, C.W., 49TH WI INF, 1
PUTMAN, PETER J., 186TH NY INF, 291
PUTMAN, GEORGE, 58TH OH INF,
PUTNAM, A.C., 31ST IA INF, 304
PUTNAM, GILBERT H., 28TH MI INF, 318
PUTNAM, WILLIAM H., 127TH IL INF, 285
PUTNAM, WILLIS E., 18TH NY INF, 110
PUTNAM, F.C., 1ST WI INF, 167
PUTT, GEORGE W., 122ND OH INF, 35
PYGALL, JOHN O., 32ND WI INF, 16WI INF, 38
PYKE, JACOB S., 146TH NY INF, 110
PYLE, JAMES C., 124TH IL INF,
PYLE, J.B., 1ST DE LIGHT ART.,
PYLE, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, 172
PYLES, WILSON, 33RD OH INF,
PYZER, ALFRED, 2ND CO CAV, 123
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QUACKENBUSH, REUBEN W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 17,
QUADE, JEROME, US NAVY, SHIP 'ST. WESTER, 12
QUAIL, E.M., 7TH MI CAV,
QUANTY, AUGUST, 1ST IN CAV, 104
QUEEN, AMOS, 1ST DE ART., PVT, CO.K, 7TH, 35
QUEEN, WESLEY, 2ND NE CAV, 25
QUEENAN, MICHAEL MIK, 11TH WI INF, 2, 4
QUEENAN, ANTHONY, 17TH WI INF, 42,
QUICK, WILLIAM E., 4TH MI INF, 70
QUICK, MATHEW, 10TH WV INF, 74
QUICK, T.M., 2ND MO CAV, 27,
QUICK, HENRY S., 59TH IL INF, 105
QUICK, CHALRES D., 10TH IN INF, PVT, CO. D, 4, 34
QUIGLEY, GEORGE W., 5TH OH ART, PVT, CO. D, 5TH, 44
QUIGLEY, GEORGE W., 13TH OH CAV, 44
QUIMBY, FREEMAN B., 7TH WI INF, 112
QUINBY, STILLMAN, 61ST US INF, 110
QUINBY, DARIUS C., 37TH IA INF, 11
QUINCY, LEMON, 91ST IL INF, 229
QUINCY, SAMUEL A., 43RD WI INF, 31
QUINLAN, PATRICK, 26TH IA INF,
QUINLIN, MICHAEL, 4TH IA CAV, 164
QUINN, LUMAN W., 128TH IN INF, 331
QUIVEY, WILLIAM W., 1ST MO ART., 193
QUIVEY, WILLIAM W., 12TH IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 1S, 191

RAASCH, AUGUST, 26TH WI INF,
RABER, JOSEPH, 33RD WI INF, 90
RACKLEY, GEORGE L., 39TH IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 7T,
RADDICK, D.J., 4TH IA INF(ERROR), 117
RADDICK, D.J., 5TH IA ART.(ERROR),
RADEL, FRANCIS, 97TH NY INF, 258
RADER, WILLIAM H.H., 46TH IN INF, 25
RAFFERTY, M.H., 129TH PA INF, 70
RAGAIN, DAVID, 97TH IN INF, 280
RAGAN, GEORGE, 145TH IL INF, 97
RAHM, CONRAD, 7TH US INF, PVT, CO. H, 9TH, 341
RAICHART, DANIEL, 129TH IN INF,
RAIEHART, JONATHAN T., 5TH IA INF, 94,
RAINBOLT, N.A., 7TH IN INF, 109
RAINCHART, JOSEPH, 53RD IN INF, 219
RAINEY, I.J., 14TH KS CAV,
RAINEY, ANDREW J., 14TH KS CAV, 85
RAISED, WIND, OMAHA NE SCOUTS,
RAISOR, THOMAS, 9TH IL CAV, 23
RAKE, ASHER W., 64TH IL INF, 70
RALPH, WILLIAM, 72ND IN INF, 298
RALPH, JOHN B., 104TH IL INF, 110
RALPHS, JOHN, 21ST WI INF, 11
RALSTON, W.H.H., 110TH PA INF, SERG, CO. A, ,
RALSTON, E.D., 21ST PA CAV, 34
RALSTON, JAMES T., 7TH KS CAV, 84
RAMICK, WILLIAM, 88TH PA INF, 91
RAMSDELL, WILLIAM, 6TH MI CAV, 22,
RAMSDELL, WILLIAM, 156TH IN INF, 284
RAMSEY, JOSEPH H., 3RD IA CAV,
RAMSEY, JOSEPH H., 3RD IA CAV, 277
RAMSEY, SILAS C., PVT, 3RD IA CAV, 309
RAMSEY, JOHN T., PVT, 8TH IA CAV, 250
RAMSEY, W.F., 2ND PA CAV, 278
RAMSEY, W.F., ,
RAMSEY, JACOB T., 40TH IA INF, 19
RAMSEY, WILLIAM F., 2ND IA CAV, 5, 2
RAMSEY, GEORGE W., 1ST ME INF, 176
RAMY, J.H., 33RD IA INF, 177
RANDALL, A.D., 18TH WI INF, 1
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH MO CAV, 80,
RANDALL, ALBERT C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 292
RANDALL, ALONZO, 5TH MI LIGHT ART., 326
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH MO INF, 239
RANDALL, WILLIAM, 179TH NY INF, 227
RANDALL, JAMES M., 36TH WI INF, 265
RANDALL, IRA, 6TH WI INF,
RANDALL, ORLANDO T., 138TH IL INF,
RANDALL, RICHARD H., 148TH IL INF, 110
RANDALL, RILEY, 1ST HEAVY ART., 37
RANDALL, J.P., 56TH MO IFN, 302
RANDALL, H. CLAY, 1ST NE INF, 25
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH IN CAV (ERROR), 80
RANDALL, HIRAM L., 18TH WI INF, 6, 8
RANDELL, CHARLES W., 13TH NH INF, PVT, CO. B, 2N, 35
RANDELL, JOHN, 25TH WI,
RANDOLPH, D.B., US NAVY, MISSOURI SQUADRO, 117
RANDOLPH, WESLEY, 149TH IN INF, 92
RANDOLPH, JOHN A., 4TH MO INF,
RANDOLPH, D.B., US NAVY, MISSISSIPPI RIVE, 117
RANDOLPH, JAMES, 20TH WI INF,
RANDOLPH, JERIAH F., 3RD IA CAV, 196
RANDOLPH, J.F., 27TH MO INF, 32
RANDOLPH, JASPER, 7TH WI INF, 29,
RANDOLPH, EDWIN, 29TH WI INF, 24
RANDOLPH, JAMES L., 25TH WI ART., 129
RANEY, D., 14TH KS CAV, 149
RANEY, ELIHU M., 25TH MO STATE MILITIA IN, 217
RANK, NEWSON, 15TH IN INF, 1 SERG, CO. K, 17,
RANKIN, ABRAHAM, 53RD OH INF, 154
RANKIN, ARCHER, 1ST U.S. CAV,
RANKIN, P. ALLISON, 18TH IL INF, 74
RANDRY, JAMES, 35TH IA INF, 159
RANSDELL, JOHN C., 7TH IN INF, 9, 2
RANSHER, HENRY, 25TH IA INF, 82
RANSOM, JOHN P., 144TH IL INF, 72
RAPER, JOHN M., 15TH IL INF, 351
RAPER, W.B., 1ST NE INF, 95
RAPER, WILLIAM B., 2ND NE CAV, 95
RAPHAEL, WILLIAM, 4TH PA INF, 64
RAPP, WILLIAM, 4TH US ART, 2 LIEUT, 3RD N, 76,
RASER, JOHN J., 3RD IA INF, 23
RASER, WILLIAM W., 28TH IA INF, 158
RASHAW, ORIN C., 1ST WI CAV, 354
RASP, JACOB, 10TH TN INF, 316
RASSER, CHRISTIAN, 17TH WI INF, 80
RASSER, EDWARD, 3RD WI CAV, 80
RASSER, GOTLIEB, 3RD WI CAV, 80
RATCLIFF, WILLIAM I, 20TH IN LIGHT ART.,
RATCLIFF, JAMES R., 43RD IA INF(ERROR), 23
RATCLIFF, JAMES R., 43RD IN INF, 23
RATHBURN, WILLIAM H., 43RD IL INF, 58
RATHBURN, ALBERT, 50TH NY INF, 262
RATHBURN, GEORGE R., 24TH IA INF, 7, 1
RATZ, LUDWIG, 162ND NY INF, 2
RAUM, WILLIAM J.A., 5TH PA INF,
RAWALT, B.F., 8TH MN INF, 13
RAWDING, SYLVESTER, 135TH IL INF, CO. F, 8TH I, 96
RAWITZER, WILLIAM, 41ST WI INF, 7
RAWLES, JONATHAN W., 142ND IN INF, 20
RAWLINS, JOSEPH M., 45TH IL INF, 250
RAWM, WILLIAM J.A., 2ND PA ART.,
RAWSON, G.N., 36TH MA INF, 98
RAY, J.M., 15TH IL CAV, 131
RAY, JOHN S., 12TH IA INF,
RAY, DANIEL B., 25TH MO INF, 47
RAY, GEORGE B., 4TH MO CAV, 297
RAY, CHARLES D., 12TH IL INF, LIEUT, CO. I, 354
RAY, GEORGE C., 137TH IL INF, 1
RAY, GEORGE W., 17TH IN INF, 105
RAY, DAVID W., 8TH IN INF, 96
RAY, JOHN, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 34
RAY, D.W., 8TH IA INF, 96
RAY, JAMES M., 44TH IA INF, 69
RAY, HUGH, 52ND IN INF, 10
RAY, WILLIAM H., 80TH IN INF, 142
RAY, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF(ERROR), 186
RAY, WILLIAM, 49TH WI INF, 186
RAYBORN, THOMAS D., 10TH IA INF, 265
RAYBURN, JAMES, 10TH IA INF, 265
RAYMAN, JACOB, 30TH PA,
RAYMER, JOHN A., 26TH IL ILNF, 56
RAYMOND, E., BUGLER, 4TH IA CAV, 17
RAYMOND, HARLAN, 86TH IN INF, 75,
RAYMOND, WALLACE B., 2ND IN CAV, 98
RAYMOND, SETH W., 3RD WI INF, 10,
RAYNARD, JOHN, 16TH KS CAV, 13
RAYNER, SAMUEL, 2ND IA INF, 142
RAYNOR, JAMES, 13TH WI INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 72
RAYNOR, JAMES, 31ST WI INF, 8, 7
RAYPOLE, J., 7TH IN INF, 65
RAYPOLE, JOHN, 17TH IN INF, 65
RAZEE, SANFORD R., 10TH IL INF, 150
RAZEE, SANFORD R., 127TH IL INF, 150
RAZEY, HENRY, 2ND IA INF, 249
RAZEY, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, 208
RAZEY, H., 2ND IA CAV(ERROR),
READ, WILLIAM H., 138TH IN INF, 223
READ, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV, 310
READ, JAY F., TRUMPETER, 22ND NY CAV, 265
READ, JOSHUA R., CONFEDERATAE,
READ, GEORGE W., 55TH IN INF, 227
READ, GEORGE W., 65TH IN INF(ERROR), 113
READ, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV, 113
READHEAD, JOSEPH, 45TH OH INF,
REAL, H.F., 4TH IA CAV, 7
REAM, FREDERICK, 1ST IL ART., 46
REAM, JOHN T., 33RD IA INF, PVT, CO. C, 3, 98
REAM, JOHN B. 25TH IA INF,
REAM, CHAUNCY F., 2ND IA INF, 4, 1
REAMINGTON, F., 16TH IA INF(ERROR), 221
REAP, JACOB, 9TH IL CAV, 116
REAS, P.S., 7TH MO INF, 33
REASER, CORNELIUS, 42ND IN INF, CO. K, 75TH I, 206
REASER, CORNELIUS, 75TH IN INF, CO. E, 42ND I, 205
REASONER, STEPHEN L., 17TH IA INF, 234
REAVIS, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, 84
RECHARD, BARRETT, 44TH IN INF, 107
RECKARD, BARRETT, 1ST US ENGINEERS, 44TH IN,
RECKARD, AMOS S., 108TH IL INF, 189
RECKARD, BARRETT, 44TH IN INF, 67,
RECORD, MORGAN S., 39TH IA INF, 224
RECORDS, HENRY C., 31ST IN INF, 173
RECTOR, FRANKLIN, 8TH PA CAV, 292
RECTOR, LEVI, 8TH IL INF,
RECTOR, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, 61
RECTOR, EDWIN O., 33RD WI INF, 9, 1
REDDEN, JOHN N., 16TH IA INF, 138
REDDENBAUGH, D.B., 8TH IN CAV, 9
REDDICK, WILLIAM Y, 52ND KS INF, 17TH KS CAV,
REDDING, GASTON J.E., 29TH MI INF, 25
REDDING, JAMES J., 10TH IN INF, PVT, CO. C, 15, 3, 1
REDFERN, HENRY B., 2ND NE CAV, 302
REDFIELD, NATHAN, 2ND NE CAV, 24
REDFIELD, JOSIAH B., 8TH WI INF, 7
REDFORD, WILLIAM, 4TH WI INF, SERG, CO. F, 40, 3
REDFORD, FARINGTON, 40TH WI INF, 25
REDINGER, WILLIAM M., 35TH IA INF, 242
REDINGTON, HENRY V., 16TH NY INF, LIEUT, 118TH, 12
REDLON, NATHANIEL K., 8TH WI ART., 57
REDLON, THOMAS L., 8TH WI ART., 57
REDMAN, W.B., 25TH IA INF, 153
REDMAN, WILLIAM B., 25TH IN INF, 14
REDMOND, AMAZIAH C., 175TH OH INF.
REDPATH, WILLIAM M., 8TH IA INF, 250
REDWOOD, S.L., 8TH NY INF, 84
REECE, ALVIS S., MO MILITIA CAV,
REED, JAMES L., ENSIGN, US NAVY, SHIP DAK, 8, 3
REED, ALVAH T., 7TH IA CAV, 80
REED, WILLIAM, 15TH MO INF, 92
REED, J.J., 22ND NY INF, 265
REED, ALMERON, 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLES CA, 298
REED, ALPHEUS N., 14TH NY HEAVY ART., 25
REED, FRANCIS B., 1ST NE, 302
REED, JOSEPH, 92ND OH INF, 158
REED, EUGENE, 1ST NE CAV, 61
REED, ENOS H., 93RD IL INF, 155
REED, ERASTUS H., 100TH IL INF,
REED, PULASKI, 154TH IL INF,
REED, JOHN A., 2ND IL ART., 241
REED, HENRY C., 5TH IL CAV, 205
REED, J.M., 25TH IA INF, 1
REED, LUTHUR T., 31ST IA INF, 5
REED, HIRAM H., 122ND NY INF, 110
REED, WILLIAM H., 8TH OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 1ST, 22
REED, MATHIAS H., 45TH OH INF, 4
REED, WESLEY, 78TH OH INF, 190
REED, JESSE, 146TH OH INF, 84
REED, EMERSON, 21ST IA INF, 92
REED, THOMAS, 101ST IN INF, 46
REED, JOHN D., 133RD IN INF, 32
REED, JAMES C., 13TH IN CAV, 8, 1
REED, J.P., 43RD WI INF, 16TH WU INF, 126
REED, I.H., 5TH WI ART, 177TH PA INF, 140
REEDEER, GEORGE, 2ND OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 18T, 140
REEDEER, CHARLES A.,
REEDEER, JOHN D., 13TH MD INF, 17
REEDY, A.J., 1ST MO CAV, 37
REEDY, GEORGE W., 13TH KS INF, 24
REEDY, GEORGE W., 1ST KS MOUNTED INF, 13TH, 24
REEDY, A.J., 1ST MO CAV, 35
REEEMEY, HIRAM, 6TH IL INF, 215
REEENE, L.F., 5TH NY CAV, 21,
REES, JAMES W., 124TH IN INF, 72
REES, ISAAC W., 147TH IN INF, 90
REESE, JOHN, 113TH OH INF, 98
REESE, DEWITT CLINT, 2ND CA CAV, 11
REESEGUE, DAVID C., 5TH MN INF, 190
REESMAN, S.H., 155TH OH INF, 318
REEVE, ABRAHAM, 8TH IN INF, 138
REEVES, JOSEPH H., 39TH IL INF, 112
REEVES, SAMUEL, 52ND IL INF, 233
REEVES, E.W., 4TH IA CAV, 67
REEVES, GEORGE J., 1ST NE INF, 2
REEVES, ABNER M., 46TH IA INF, 303
REEVES, MORRIS, 26TH IN INF, 61
REGAN, JOHN, 23RD WI INF, 13
REICE, I.W., 91ST PA INF, 258
REICHSTEIN, LOUIS, 1ST IA CAV, 243
REID, MATHIAS, 6TH IA CAV, 125
REIGEL, WILLIAM, 8TH IL INF, 39,
REILLY, WILLIAM, 12TH US INF, 8, 2
REINDIET, JAMES M, 72ND IL INF,
REINHART, GEORGE W., 23RD WI INF, CO. A, 35TH W, 44
REINHEIMER, PETER, 36TH WI INF, 20
REINHERT, JOHN G., 8TH IA CAV(ERROR), 284
REIS, ANTHONY, 21ST WI INF(ERROR), 69
REISCHICK, ADOLPH, 4TH MO CAV, 207
REISE, ANTON, 51ST WI INF,
REISNER, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, 220
REISS, JACOB, 2ND MO CAV, 322
REITERMAN, PHILLIP, 9TH IA INF, 163
REITZ, ADAM, 36TH IL INF, 348
REITZEL, GEORGE, 64TH IL INF, 19
REMINGTON, H.J., 27TH MA INF, 187
REMINGTON, WILLIAM, 38TH IA INF, 298
REMINGTON, T., 16TH IA INF, 221
REMLEY, HARRY, 92ND IL INF, CO. G, 65TH I, 131
REMLEY, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, 47
REMELY, HARRY HENRY, 65TH IL INF, CO. D, 92ND I,
REMMELE, ELISHA, 18TH MI INF,
REMOUR, CHRISTOPHER, 148TH IL INF, 303
RENALDS, ISIAH, 1ST OH HEAVY ART.,
RENBU, RORK, US NAVY SHIP BENTON,
RENNER, JOHN, 57TH IL INF,
RENOLES, LEWIS D., 3RD NY CAV, 13
RENSVILLE, NICHOLAS, 76TH IL INF, 208
RENWICK, ANDREW, 13TH IL INF, 2
REOME, CHARLES, 8TH IA INF, 46,
RESER, P.J., 43RD WI INF, 314
RESH, JOHN, 152ND IN INF,
RESLER, ISAIAH, 46TH OH INF,
RESLER, J.H., MESSENGER, 2ND MN CAV, 153
RESSERS, CHARLES, 12TH IL INF,
REETHERFORD, ELIJAH, 19TH KS CAV, 331
RETTENEG, ALONZO L., 10TH IL CAV, 128
RETZMAN, JOHN, 45TH IL INF, 94
REUDEBUST, JACOB, 7TH IA CAV, 218
REUTING, NICK, 17TH WI INF, 11
REWY, JASPER L., 7TH WI INF, 129
REYNER, MARCUS D., 9TH IA LINF, 98
REYNER, HENRY C., 9TH IA INF, 98
REYNOLDS, JOHN, 7TH PA RESERVE CORP, 155
REYNOLDS, M.M., 2ND US INF, 1
REYNOLDS, FRANK, US NAVY, USS DAWN, ROANOKE, 110
REYNOLDS, H.J., 16TH WI INF, 109
REYNOLDS, EDWARD, 1ST IA CAV, 5, 1
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM H., 106TH IL INF, 220
REYNOLDS, M.G., 35TH IA INF, 258
REYNOLDS, THOMAS M., 3RD IA CAV, 70
REYNOLDS, R.W., 14TH OH MILITIA INF, 278
REYNOLDS, SAMUEL W., 75TH OH INF, 141
REYNOLDS, RUFUS W., 166TH OH INF, 278
REYNOLDS, JAMES D., 88TH PA INF, 79
REYNOLDS, THOMAS M, 3RD IA CAV,
REYNOLDS, ISAAC, 12TH IL INF,
REYNOLDS, JOSEPH, WI INF,
REYNOLDS, ALBERT, 30TH KS CAV, 183
REYNOLDS, ROBERT M., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 1
REYNOLDS, ELY H., 4TH MI INF, 57
REYNOLDS, JOHN S., 40TH IA INF, 100
REYNOLDS, SAMUEL S., 7TH IN INF, 34,
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM H., 16TH IN INF, 8, 1
REYNOLDS, ALBERT, 73RD IN INF, 30TH KS CAV, 183
REYNOLDS, CHARLES W., 7TH MN INF, 10
REYNOLDS, MORTIMER I., 30TH WI INF, 17,
REYNOLDS, OLIVER F., 1ST WI CAV, 114
RHINE, ISAAC G., 34TH IN INF, 228
RHINE, JAMES W., 34TH IN INF, 75
RHINEHART, GEORGE W., 35TH WI INF, 23RD WI INF, 60
RHOADES, HENRY, 52ND IL INF, 97
RHOADES, A.K., 1ST NE CAV, 262
RHOADES, ISAAC P., 147TH IL INF, 84
RHOADS, HENRY, 53RD IA INF(ERROR), 97
RHODES, GEORGE H., 13TH US INF, MUSICIAN, CO., 354
RHODES, HENRY W., 4TH WI MOUNTED INF, 34
RHODES, R.B., 12TH MO CAV, 74
RHODES, D.E., 150TH PA INF, 8
RHODES, W.C., 1ST MO INF, 159
RHODES, W.C., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 37
RHODES, A.K., 1ST NE INF, 125
RHODES, JOEL, 46TH OH INF, 352
RHODES, MELVYN P., 10TH IA INF, 17
RHODES, JAMESON M., 39TH IA INF, 186
RHODES, HARRISON, 88TH IN INF, 7
RHODES, GEORGE H., 30TH WI INF, 7
RHODES, RUFUS A., 3RD WI CAV, 11,
RHONE, Z.S., 199TH PA INF, 1
RHUR, LOUIS, 8TH MO INF, 104
RHYNN, FRANCIS F., 85TH PA INF, 272
RICE, MARTIN V., 8TH WI INF, 68
RICE, N.V., 4TH MO CAV, 84
RICE, WILLIAM J., 8TH IA CAV,
RICE, ALONZO, 9TH MI INF, 223
RICE, NELSON J., 4TH P. E. M.M., 98
RICE, S.H., 133RD PA INF, 56
RICE, JEROME S., 7TH WI INF, 330
RICE, HENRY, 12TH IL CAV, CO. D, 4TH IL, 115
RICE, PRESTON C., 7TH IA INF,
RICE, JOHN G, 27TH IA INF,
RICE, JOHN S., 26TH MO INF, 81
RICE, JOHN W., 42ND MO INF, 40,
RICE, L.H., 104TH IL INF,
RICE, JOHN H., 106TH IL INF, 115
RICE, BISSEL P., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 105
RICE, THOMAS J., 21ST IA INF, 205
RICE, ELLIS S., 35TH IA INF, 205
RICE, JACOB, 20TH IN INF, 4, 1
RICE, ALLEN T., 91ST IN INF, 35
RICE, STEPHEN, 6TH ME INF, 88
RICE, W.W., 10TH MA INF, CORP, CO. H, 1, 9
RICE, NATHAN N., 77TH NY INF, 9, 2
RICE, WRIGHT R., 41ST IN INF, 5
RICH, WALTER F., 12TH IA INF, 328
RICH, JOHN W., 40TH IA INF, 297
RICH, LIBERTY G, 6TH IA INF,
RICH, FRANCIS M., 120TH IL INF,
RICH, CHARLES, HENDERSON'S LIGHT ART. B, 57
RICHARD, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF,
RICHARD, ALEXANDER, 
RICHARDS, JOSEPH M., 193RD OH INF,
RICHARDS, HARVEY V., 14TH PA CAV, 4
RICHARDS, TRUMAN S., 33RD WI INF, 37,
RICHARDS, JAMES D., 2ND IA CAV, 262
RICHARDS, WILLIAM, 8TH CA INF, 66
RICHARDS, ELGIN, 7TH CA INF, 45
RICHARDS, EPHRAIM, 8TH CA INF,
RICHARDS, WILLIAM L., 11TH WI INF, CO. D, 33RD W,
RICHARDS, DAVID, MI INF,
RICHARDS, J.J., 38TH IL INF, 275
RICHARDS, CHARLES, 22ND IA INF, 187
RICHARDS, CHARLES H., 42ND IN INF, 163
RICHARDS, DANIEL, 48TH IN INF,
RICHARDS, JACOB H., 82ND IN INF, 210
RICHARDS, DANIEL, 100TH IN INF, 48TH IN INF, 8, 1
RICHARDS, ELI M., 153RD IN INF, 289
RICHARDS, HENRY CLINTO, 15TH NH INF,
RICHARDS, P. COURSEYOR, 5TH IA CAV, 25
RICHARDS, AMAZIAH L., 8TH IN INF, 147
RICHARDS, CURTIS H., 68TH OH INF, 206
RICHARDS, WILLIAM L., 33RD WI INF, CO. H, 11TH W, 131
RICHARDS, PELATIAH J., 42ND WI INF, 147
RICHARDSON, G.W., 39TH IL INF, 164
RICHARDSON, LEVI, 139TH IL INF, 45
RICHARDSON, JOHN F., 15TH IN INF, 118
RICHARDSON, GEORGE W., 3RD OH CAV,
RICHARDSON, GEORGE S., 53RD PA LINF, 319
RICHARDSON, JOHN G., 47TH WI INF, 223
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN W., 104TH WI INF,
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN H., 4TH NY INF,
RICHARDSON, WILLIAM H.S., 38TH WI,
RICHARDSON, JAMES E., 42ND IL INF,
RICHARDSON, MARC L., 5TH KS CAV, 10
RICHARDSON, DICK, 16TH KS CAV, CO. C, 1ST KS, 25
RICHARDSON, W.R., 23RD MO INF, 108
RICHARDSON, DICK, 1ST KS INF,
RICHARDSON, MARC L., 5TH KS CAV, 186
RICHARDSON, W.J., 34TH IL INF, 22
RICHARDSON, GEORGE E., 14TH IA INF,
RICHARDSON, FREDERICK W., 21ST IA INF, 109
RICHARDSON, GEORGE H., 13TH IN INF, 201
RICHARDSON, D., 13TH IN INF, 201
RICHARDSON, FRIGBY N., 46TH IN INF, 80,
RICHARDSON, GEORGE H., 13TH IN CAV, 17,
RICHARDSON, WILLIOUSBY, 5TH KY INF, 1
RICHARDSON, CHARLES W., 7TH KS CAV, PVT, CO. K, 45T, 37
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN M., 104TH NY INF, 27
RICHARDSON, F.N., 46TH IN INF, 80,
RICHARDSON, BYRON C., 51ST IN INF, 31
RICHART, WILLIAM K., 1ST MN INF, BORN WESTMORE, 227
RICHEY, ALEXANDER, 102ND OH INF, 217
RICHMOND, JOHN S., 7TH IL INF,
RICHMOND, GALEN J., 25TH IN ART.(ERROR), 41
RICHMOND, CHARLES P., 16TH WI INF, 39
RICKARD, LEMUEL W., 8TH IA CAV, 182
RICKARD, P.S., 200TH PA INF,
RICKEMEYER, WILLIAM, 27TH IL INF, 46
RICKER, ELI S., 102ND IL INF, 227
RICKETT, HARVEY, 78TH IL INF, 12
RICKETTS, A.J., 1ST IN ART., 98
RICKETTS, ANDREW D., 21ST OH INF,
RICKETTS, ANDREW D., 134TH OH INF,
RICKETTS, LEANDER, 152ND IN INF, 55
RICKEY, I.N., 13TH IA INF, PVT, 8TH IA C, 52
RICKMAN, W.H., 4TH IA CAV, 119
RIDDLE, JOSEPH A., 33RD IA INF,
RIDDELL, S.T., 8TH NY CAV, 34
RIDDLE, F.S., 14TH WV INF, 235
RIDDLE, GEORGE H., 8TH IA CAV, 310
RIDDLE, SIMPSON, 24TH IA INF, 107
RIDELL, CHARIST C., 2ND NE CAV, 147
RIDENOUR, JOHN D., 44TH IA INF, 228
RIDER, JOHN W., 47TH PA INF, 139
RIDER, ELLIOTT P., 9TH IA CAV,
RIDER, CYRUS W., 3RD WI CAV,
RIDER, ROMANE, 27TH IA INF, 4
RIDER, ELLIOTT P., 5TH WI INF, CO. G, 9TH IA, 43
RIDGELY, ELI, 11TH MO CAV, 35,
RIDGEWAY, WILLIAM O., 1ST PA INF, 2
RIDGLEY, JACOB, 29TH IA INF, 131
RIDGLEY, RICHARD, 54TH MA INF, 192
RIEBE`, FERDINAND, 8TH WI INF, 179
RIED, JULIUS, 15TH MO INF, 21
RIELLY, WILLIAM, 13TH IL INF,
RIER, EDWARD W., 35TH IA INF,
RIES, ANTHONY, 51ST WI INF, 69
RIFE, SAMUEL L., 138TH IL INF,
RIFFLE, JOHN W., 21ST PA CAV, 99
RIGDON, CHARLES H., 106TH IL INF, 261
RIGGINS, ASA B., 123RD IL INF, 79
RIGGINS, CHARLES W., 123RD IL INF, 150
RIGGS, ANDREW, 18TH WI INF, PVT, CO. E, 3R, 31
RIGGS, ANDREW, 3RD WI CAV, 31
RIGGS, HENRY, 17TH IL CAV, 327
RIGGS, JOSEPH F., 2ND MN INF, 24
RIGHTMIRE, W.H., 28TH NJ INF, 9
RIGLES, WILLIAM, 3RD IN CAV, 120
RIKER, JAMES L., 1ST NJ INF,
RILEY, D.F., 46TH WI INF, PVT, CO. I, 14, 64
RILEY, CHARLES, 112TH IL INF,
RILEY, JAMES, 9TH MI INF,
RILEY, LUCIUS R., 133RD OH INF, 192
RILEY, JESSE, 5TH WI LIGHT ART.,
RILEY, JOHN T, MO,
RILEY, EDWARD, 2ND CO CAV, 69
RILEY, PETER H., 2ND IA INF, 153
RILEY, ALEXANDER, 28TH IA INF, 43
RILEY, JOHN, 13TH IN INF,
RILEY, MADISON J., 134TH IN INF,
RILEY, JOHN O., 28TH OH INF, 135
RILEY, EDWARD LILLY, 7TH WI INF, 29
RIME, WARREN, 7TH IA INF, 4
RINEHART, E.D., 2ND MN SHARPSHOOTERS, 301
RINEHART, JAMES K., 5TH IA INF, 284
RINEHART, JAMES K., 5TH IA CAV (ERROR), 94
RINEHART, JOHN, 7TH IA CAV, 47
RINEHART, JOHN T., 9TH IA CAV, 94,
RINEHART, JAMES K., 9TH IA CAV, 94,
RINGER, GEORGE, 6TH IA CAV, 130
RINGOLD, A.C., 4TH MO CAV, 72
RIPLEY, CHARLES H., 9TH IA CAV,
RIPLEY, SAMUEL A, 29TH IA INF,
RIPLEY, SAMUEL A., 29TH IA INF, 61
RIPPATOE, JAMES E., 18TH IN ART., 81,
RIPPEY, J.N., 1ST NY CAV,
RIRIE, ALEXANDER, 80TH OH INF,
RISE, GEORGE W., 74TH IL INF, 150
RISHALL, DANIEL R., 46TH IL INF,
RISHER, OLIVER, 12TH IL CAV, 275
RISK, JOHN W., 42ND OH INF, 109
RISOR, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, 247
RISS, JOHN, 1ST WI INF, 2ND WI CAV, 11
RISS, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV, 1ST WI INF, 11
RITCHESON, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, 13
RITCHEY, LAFAYETTE, 83RD IL INF, CO. I, 61ST I, 25
RITCHEY, D.L., 33RD IA INF, 48
RITCHIE, SIMON, 16TH IL INF, 330
RITCHIE, THOMAS, 7TH WI INF, 7
RITCHTER, EDWARD, 6TH CT INF,
RITTENBURG, JAMES, 102ND IL INF, 296
RITTER, JACOB, 128TH IN INF, 52,
RITTERBUSH, JACOB, 29TH WI INF, 15
ROACH, THOMAS, 27TH US INF, 2, 3
ROACH, MICHAEL, 87TH IN INF,
ROACH, JAMES H, 9TH DE INF,
ROACH, JAMES, 13TH IA INF,
ROACH, L.D., 28TH IN INF, 147
ROACK, JOHN, 23RD PA INF, 1
ROAD, GEORGE B., 30TH WI INF, 57
ROBB, W.C., 134TH PA INF, 88
ROBB, WALLACE N., 37TH IL INF, CO. C, 76TH I, 262
ROBB, ELIJAH C., 8TH IA INF, 217
ROBB, I.H., 3RD IA ART., 91
ROBB, CHARLES O., 130TH IN INF,
ROBBIN, FRANK B., 20TH NY CAV, 57
ROBBINS, ELI, 178TH PA INF, 73
ROBBINS, LORENZO D., 4TH IA CAV, PVT, CO. B, 1ST, 24
ROBBINS, L.M., 4TH ME INF, 118
ROBBINS, L.M.,
ROBBINS, MONTRAVILLE, 68TH IN INF, 32
ROBBINS, GEORGE M., 8TH WI INF, 7
ROBERSON, W.M., 34TH IN INF, 84
ROBERTAS, W.S., 32ND OH INF,
ROBERTS, HUGH M., 39TH WI INF, 109
ROBERTS, NATHANIEL, 7TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. C, 2ND, 49
ROBERTS, STEPHEN, 7TH IA CAV, 2, 1
ROBERTS, WILLIAM A., 47TH IL INF, 182
ROBERTS, JOSEPH, 76TH IL INF, 328
ROBERTS, J.M., 77TH IL INF, 122
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 4TH IL CAV, CO. B, 12TH IL,
ROBERTS, WILLIAM D., 1ST IL ART., 112
ROBERTS, WILLIAM B., 1ST IA LIGHT ART., 45
ROBERTS, JAMES T., 9TH IA CAV, 112
ROBERTS, WILLIAM D., 1ST KY LIGHT ART., 112
ROBERTS, T.M., 26TH MO INF, 118
ROBERTS, SCOTT, 32ND OH INF, 118
ROBERTS, JAMES M., 15TH IA INF,
ROBERTS, N., 2ND MO CAV, 49
ROBERTS, JOHNSON F., 11TH IL INF, 47
ROBERTS, G.B., 106TH IL INF, 22,
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 5TH IL CAV, 11
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 12TH IL CAV, 4TH IL CAV, 11
ROBERTS, WILLIAM M., 15TH IA INF, 25
ROBERTS, JAMES A., 39TH IA INF, 16
ROBERTS, JACOB J., 34TH IN INF, 1
ROBERTS, L.C., 5TH MN INF, 127
ROBERTS, O.F., 138TH NY INF,
ROBERTS, CORNELIUS B., 2ND NE CAV, 106
ROBERTS, AURELIUS, 1ST IA INF, 20
ROBERTS, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, 106
ROBERTS, S.L., 10TH IA INF (ERROR), 94
ROBERTS, SAMUEL L., 15TH IA INF, 94
ROBERTS, AURELIUS, 30TH IA INF, 20
ROBERTS, WILLIAM R., 47TH IA INF, 63,
ROBERTS, JOHN A., 1ST IA CAV, 112
ROBERTS, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, 169
ROBERTS, C.B., 2ND NE CAV, 55
ROBERTS, WILLIAM B., 11TH WI INF, 17,
ROBERTS, T.M., 26TH WI INF (ERROR), 118
ROBERTS, NATHANIEL, 46TH WI INF, 127
ROBERTS, N., 76TH WI INF (ERROR), 130
ROBERTS, WILLIAM, 5TH WI CAV (ERROR), 69
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM S., 1ST IL ART., 66
ROBERTSON, HENRY C., 2ND NE CAV, 66
ROBERTSON, SAMUEL G., 14TH OH INF, 328
ROBERTSON, COLLON, 93ND IL INF,
ROBERTSON, EDWARD C., 40TH MO INF, 25
ROBERTSON, G.A., 24TH IA INF, 127
ROBERTSON, MILO B., 7TH IN INF, 111
ROBERTSON, JOHN, 35TH IN INF, 199
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM, 21ST MO INF, 6, 5
ROBERTSON, MILO B., 7TH IA INF (ERROR), 198
ROBERTSON, JAMES W., 13TH IA INF, 33
ROBERTSON, JAMES T., 19TH IA INF, 2, 3
ROBERTSON, JAMES T., 19TH IA INF, 2
ROBERTSON, JOHN H., 35TH WI INF, 60
ROBEY, TRUEMAN A., 90TH IL INF, 20
ROBEY, JAMES P., 33RD OH INF, 73
ROBEY, FRANCIS A., 3RD IA CAV, 81,
ROBIE, BENJAMIN F., 3RD WI INF, 193
ROBINS, F.F., 129TH NY INF, CORP, CO. G, , 18
ROBINS, F.F., 8TH NY HEAVY ART.,
ROBINS, CHARLES E., 91ST IL INF,
ROBINSON, ROBERT T., 11TH WI INF, 74
ROBINSON, JAMES S., 11TH WI INF, 190
ROBINSON, ALONZO, 21ST WI INF, 119
ROBINSON, ROBERT D., 25TH WI INF, 70,
ROBINSON, D.A., 71ST IL INF, 322
ROBINSON, GEORGE P., 72ND IL INF, CO. E, 33RD I,
ROBINSON, ISAAC, 103RD IL INF, 58
ROBINSON, HARVEY, 112TH IL INF, 32
ROBINSON, HARVEY L., 65TH IL INF, 112TH IL INF, 139
ROBINSON, DeWITT C., 17TH IL CAV, 75
ROBINSON, WHITMAN D., 9TH IA INF, 228
ROBINSON, ALONZO, 12TH IA INF,
ROBINSON, A.G., 1ST MI INF, 43,
ROBINSON, DELOS L., 22ND NY CAV, 91
ROBINSON, GEORGE, 80TH OH INF, 56
ROBINSON, ELIJAH, 111TH PA INF, 125
ROBINSON, C.C., 8TH VT INF, PVT, CO. G, 35T, 286
ROBINSON, JOHN S., 11TH WI INF, 74
ROBINSON, JEREMIAH B., 42ND WI INF, 74
ROBINSON, DANIEL F., 8TH IL CAV,
ROBINSON, GEORGE A., PVT, 152ND IN INF, 74
ROBINSON, Enoch, 35TH IL INF,
ROBINSON, FRANCIS M, 11TH PA CAV,
ROBINSON, CHARLES T., 15TH IL INF, 69
ROBINSON, JABEZ B., 34TH IL INF, 9
ROBINSON, JOHN W., 3RD IL ART.,
ROBINSON, HARVEY, 10TH IA INF, 32
ROBINSON, A.E., 14TH IA INF,
ROBINSON, RASLIN B., 128TH IN INF, 184
ROBINSON, JOHN E., 154TH IN IN,
ROBINSON, F.B., 64TH OH INF, 67
ROBINSON, J.L., 149TH OH INF, 244
ROBINSON, A.G., 1ST IA INF(ERROR), 47
ROBINSON, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF, 262
ROBINSON, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF, 81
ROBINSON, JOHN D., 135TH IN INF, 25
ROBINSON, DAVID S., 13TH WI ART., 76
ROBINSON, A.R., 9TH TN CAV, 159
ROBLYERE, JACOB, 171ST PA INF, CO. G, 1ST N, 96
ROBY, JACOB W., 10TH WI INF, 32
ROBY, GEORGE H., 1ST WI CAV, 33
ROBY, F.A., 3RD IA CAV, 226
ROCHEK, JOSEPH, 2ND MN INF, 8
ROCK, ALEXANDER M., 36TH OH INF, 34TH OH INF, 262
ROCK, REUBEN A., 8TH IA CAV, 58,
ROCK, DAVID, 4TH IA INF, CO. D, 25TH IA, 82
ROCK, DAVID, 25TH IA INF,
ROCK, REUBEN A., 8TH IA CAV, 119
ROKBUD, PATRICK, 40TH NJ INF, 354
ROCKHILL, JONATHAN H., 149TH OH INF, 345
ROCKHOLD, ZUR, 4TH IA CAV,
ROCKHOLD, SAMUEL N., 103RD IL INF, 115
ROCKWELL, DANIEL S., 151ST IL INF,
ROCKWELL, JOHN H., 30TH IN INF,
ROCKWELL, LEWIS, 2ND IL CAV, 22
ROCKWELL, LEWIS, 2ND IL ART., 22
ROCKWOOD, DAVID, ,
RODDY, MARTIN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 24
RODER, CHARLES, 5TH US ART., 70
RODGERS, JOHN, 29TH WI INF, 20
RODGERS, ALEXANDER, 4TH IA CAV,
RODGERS, EDWIN J., 1ST NY VET. CAV, 157
RODGERS, JOHN W., 8TH MI INF, 20
RODGERS, BROOKS E., 1ST NH HEAVY ART.,
RODGERS, MADISON, 44TH IN INF, 20,
RODGERS, MADISON, 152ND IN INF, 22,
RODOCKAR, GEORGE, 4TH PA CAV, 286
ROE, THOMAS, 52ND IL INF, 195
ROE, D. W., 69TH NY INF, 1
ROEDEL, FRANK, 104TH IL INF, 109
ROESKE, CHARLES, 13TH WI ART., 193
ROGERS, BENJAMIN, 1ST VT CAV, 144
ROGERS, WATSON J., 113TH IL INF, 257
ROGERS, ALBERT H., 20TH IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 29, 41
ROGERS, FRANCIS E., 21ST IA INF, 34TH & 38TH, 226
ROGERS, FRANCIS E., 21ST IA INF, 34TH & 38TH, 226
ROGERS, GEORGE W., 13TH MO CAV, 253
ROGERS, PATRICK, 48TH NY INF, 319
ROGERS, GILBERT J., 9TH NY CAV, 234
ROGERS, ISAAC, 156TH OH INF, 265
ROGERS, NOYES C., 15TH VT INF, 91
ROGERS, DANIEL, 1ST WI INF, 355
ROGERS, JOHN, 52ND IN INF, 50TH IN INF,
ROGERS, CHARLES M, 20TH INF,
ROGERS, HENRY G., PROVISIONAL MO STATE MIL, 297
ROGERS, JAMES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 136
ROGERS, GEORGE W., 13TH MO CAV, 254
ROGERS, OLIVER C., 44TH IL INF, 152
ROGERS, MICHAEL, 85TH I INF, 275
ROGERS, ORSEN C., 95TH IL INF, 318
ROGERS, JOHN W., PVT, 107TH IL INF, 32
ROGERS, ALPHEIUS W., 1ST IL ART., SERG, CO. F, 6, 1
ROGERS, JESSE, 2ND IA INF, 31
ROGERS, NELSON, 2ND IA INF, 91
ROGERS, CHARLES M., 20TH IA INF,
ROGERS, EZRA D., 32ND IA INF, 53,
ROGERS, WILBUR L., 13TH IN INF,
ROGERS, J.W., 8TH MI CAV, 233
ROGERS, JAMES, 2ND MO CAV, 15
ROGERS, FRANCIS M., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, 1
ROGERS, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV, 95
ROGERS, JAMES, 105TH OH INF,
ROGERS, WILBUR, 1ST IL INF, CO. K, 13TH IA, 35
ROGERS, HIRAM S., 14TH IA INF, 13
ROGERS, ELIJAH, 32ND IA INF, 209
ROGERS, ALBERT H., 29TH IA INF, 20TH IA INF, 32
ROGERS, GEORGE M., 18TH WI INF, 13
ROGERS, GEORGE M., 18TH WI INF, 13
ROGGENSEES, CHRISTIAN L., MO HOME GUARD,
ROGGY, JOSEPH R., 139TH IL INF,
ROGMAN, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, 192
ROHAN, THOMAS J., 21ST WI INF, 22
ROHBACK, FRITZ, 32ND WI INF, 28
ROHR, R.H., 10TH IA INF, 108
ROHR, SILAS, 10TH IA INF, 39
ROLAND, ISAIAH, 12TH IL CAV, 4TH IL CAV,
ROLAND, ISAIAH, 4TH IL CAV, CO. L, 12TH IL,
ROLSF, ARTHUR, 74TH IL INF, 223
ROLL, JASPER P., 7TH CA INF,
ROLLINS, JAMES, 95TH IL INF, 258
ROLLINS, L.W., 1ST NY CAV,
ROLLINS, GEORGE W., 33RD WI INF, 9, 3
ROLLINS, CHARLES, 4TH IA CAV,
ROLLO, JAMES, 13TH WI INF, 87
ROLOSON, BENJAMIN, 4TH OH INF, 339
ROMIG, JOHN H, 180TH OH INF,
ROMINE, ROLAND, 86TH IN INF, 174
ROOCH, JONATHAN, 25TH WI INF, 119
ROOD, CHARLES P, 37TH WI INF,
ROOD, GEORGE B., 30TH WI INF, 57
ROOD, WILLIAM H., 37TH WI INF, 11
ROODE, JOHN K., 6TH MI INF, 14
ROOK, JOSEPH C., 20TH IA INF, 144
ROOKER, HIRAM W., 18TH IN INF, 341
ROONEY, PETER, 12TH IA INF, 169
ROOP, JOHN V., 7TH IA INF, 37
ROOT, ORSA P., 5TH IA CAV, 173
ROOT, LEVINGS W., 37TH NY INF, CORP, CO. B, 2, 5, 1
ROSA, BURTIS, 3RD MN INF, 227
ROSE, F.M., 2ND IA CAV, 228
ROSE, ASA W., 1ST IA CAV, 116
ROSE, G.W., 2ND US INF, 326
ROSE, ALFORD, 92ND NY INF,
ROSE, HENRY W., 4TH IA INF, 61
ROSE, WILLIAM E., 97TH IN INF, 256
ROSE, PETER, 62ND OH INF, 152
ROSE, ABRAHAM D., 11TH IA INF, 52
ROSE, GEORGE D., 14TH IA INF, 263
ROSE, JOSIAH, 28TH IA INF, 235
ROSE, J.A., 1ST MN CAV, 262
ROSE, HENRY, 51ST WI INF, CO. D, 53RD, 262
ROSEBOOM, JOHN, 10TH IL INF, 299
ROSECRANS, E.J., 13TH IN INF, 31
ROSEMAN, WILBER F., 36TH IA INF(ERROR), 4
ROSENECK, CHARLES A., 8TH WI INF, 179
ROSENBURG, AUSTIN B., 4TH MN INF, 36
ROSENBURGER, ADAM, 
ROSENBURG, AUSTIN B., 4TH MN INF, 36
ROSENCRANTS, JOHN, 55TH IN INF,
ROSIER, AMOS, 28TH WI INF, 62
ROSIER, AMOS, 45TH WI INF, 62
ROSS, JOHN, US NAVY, 105
ROSS, WILLIAM, 37TH WI INF, 42
ROSS, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, 13
ROSS, THOMAS, 20TH IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 29, 272
ROSS, GEORGE A., 29TH IA INF, 118
ROSS, THOMAS, 29TH IA INF, 272
ROSS, CEPHAS, 1ST NJ CAV, 304
ROSS, JACOB, 20TH IA INF,
ROSS, JAMES BA, 4TH NY INF,
ROSS, THOMAS F., 14TH KS CAV, 24
ROSS, CHARLES, 66TH IL INF, 1
ROSS, JAMES A., 2ND IA INF, 13,
ROSS, MILTON C., 3RD IA INF, 1 SERG, CO. C, , 13
ROSS, JESSE, 12TH IA INF, 80
ROSS, JOSEPH F., 46TH IN INF,
ROSS, HENRY S., 87TH IN INF, 28
ROSS, HENRY W., 1ST IA INF, 80
ROSS, HENRY W., 12TH IA INF, 80
ROSS, JOSEPH T., 14TH IN INF, 4TH US ART., 13
ROSS, WILLIAM, 84TH IN INF, 94
ROSS, FRANKLIN M., 13TH WI INF, 8, 2
ROSSIGNIL, WAKEMAN, 4TH NY ART., 88
ROSSITER, RICHARD, 41ST OH INF, 36
ROSSMAN, NAYES, 9TH IA INF, 63
ROTH, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, 94
ROTH, GREGORY, 80TH IN INF, 81
ROTHSCHELD, LEE, LANDSMAN, US NAVY, SHIPS C, 110
ROUND, LOUIS B., 50TH OH INF, 31
ROUNDS, LORENZO, 13TH US INF, 47
ROUNDS, GEORGE W, 42ND WI INF,
ROUNDS, LORIN, 13TH WI INF(ERROR), 47
ROUNDS, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, 157
ROURKE, JOHN O., 6TH WI INF, CAPT, CO. L, 1, 45
ROUSE, JAMES R., 153RD IL INF, 109
ROUSE, ABRAHAM F., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 251
ROUSE, GEORGE, 1ST IA CAV, 231
ROUSE, CHARLES G., 33RD WI INF, 82,
ROUSH, SAMUEL, 71ST IL INF, 333
ROUSH, RICHARD J., 53RD OH INF, 5
ROUSH, TIMOTHY S, 86TH IN,
ROUSH, JEREMIAH J., 13TH IL INF,
ROUSH, RICHARD J., 53RD OH INF, 5
ROUTSON, JOHN G., 104TH OH INF, 9
ROW, PHILIP, 142ND PA INF, 70
ROW, JACOB F., 2ND IA INF, 17
ROWDEN, DAVID C., 84TH IN INF, 262
ROWE, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV, 173
ROWE, PERRY, 19TH IN INF, 267
ROWE, EBEN L, ,
ROWE, RICE, 22ND IA INF,
ROWE, H.P., 49TH IL INF, ALIAS GEORGE, 152
ROWE, SYLVANUS B., 22ND IA INF, 96,
ROWE, JAMES R.P., 22ND IA INF, 154
ROWELL, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF,
ROWELL, JOHN, 49TH WI INF, 42,
ROWLAND, JOSEPH S., 27TH WI INF,
ROWLAND, WILLIAM M., 13TH IA INF, 25
ROWLAND, DAVID W., 33RD IA INF,
ROWLAND, JAMES, 14TH NY INF, 272
ROWLAND, HENRY C., 12TH IN INF, 269
ROWLEE, HENRY M., 1ST WI CAV, 120
ROWLES, WILLIAM D., 2ND NE CAV, 55
ROWLETT, EZEKIEL, 100TH IN INF, 143
ROWLEY, JOHN M., 98TH OH INF, 97
ROWLEY, JEHIEL, 21ST IA INF, 19
ROWLEY, RICHARD, 1ST NY INF, 248
ROWLISON, JAMES D., 82ND IN INF, 16
ROY, JOSEPH L., 2ND NE CAV, 309
ROY, L.P., 7TH MO CAV, 224
ROYER, ISAAC, 65TH IL INF, CO. G, 92ND I, 72
ROYER, ISAAC A., 92ND IL INF, CO. I, 65TH I, 72
ROYSE, JAMES W., 23RD IN INF, 15,
RUBLÉE, MARCUS D., 5TH IA INF, 124
RUBOTTOM, PLEASANT L., 43RD IN INF, 233
RUBY, HENRY C., 3RD WI CAV, 171
RUCHONG, JAMES, 20TH IN INF, 180
RUCKER, WARREN, 42ND OH INF, 227
RUCKER, WARREN, 42ND OH INF, 227
RUCKMAN, P.G., 30TH NJ INF, 235
RUDICK, DAVID J., 5TH IA CAV, 117
RUDY, PATRICK, 11TH WI INF, 25
RUDY, PATRICK, 11TH WI INF, 25
RUDISILL, GEORGE, 12TH IN INF, BD. 3NOV1826, 18
RUDOLPH, CHARLES U., 125TH IL INF, 20
RUEBEE, CHARLES CAR, 43RD WI INF, 179
RUGG, WILLIAM F., 143RD PA INF, 22,
RUGGLES, CHARLES S., 177TH OH INF,
RUHE, ERNEST, 2ND MN INF,
RUHL, DAVID, 6TH OH CAV,
RUHL, PETER A., 132ND IL INF,
RUMBOLZ, WILLIAM, 1ST MO CAV, 2ND US INF,
RUMELHART, GEORGE, 8TH IL CAV, 42
RUMMANS, ABNER, 10TH KY CAV,
RUMMERFIELD, A.E., 36TH OH INF, 37,
RUMSEY, NATHAN, 7TH MI INF, 70
RUMSEY, JOHN, 1ST VT CAV, 112
RUMSEY, WILLIAM, 161ST NY INF, 137
RUNDALL, REUBEN W., 86TH IL INF, 261
RUNDALL, WILLIAM S., 8TH IA INF, 43,
RUNDALL, WARREN N., 8TH IA INF, 43
RUNDALL, ADDISON P., 19TH IA INF, 43
RUNDELL, A., 7TH WI INF, 56
RUNYAN, JOHN H., 68TH IN INF, 303
RUNYON, ORISON J., 39TH IA INF, 265
RUPERT, JOHN C., 139TH PA INF, 291
RUPPER, JOSEPH A., 39TH WI INF, 60,
RUPKA, HENRY, 7TH WI INF, 1 LIEUT, CO. K, 101
RUPKE, HENRY, 51ST WI INF, CO. F, 7TH WI, 101
RUPP, CHRISTIAN D., 28TH IA INF, 114
RUPPEL, L.F., 47TH IA INF, 96
RUSH, JEREMIAH E., 24TH PA INF, 242
RUSH, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, 116
RUSH, JOSEPH, 15TH KY INF, US SIGNAL CO,
RUSH, JOHN, 20TH WI INF,
RUSH, Z.C., 141ST OH INF, 140
RUSHONG, JAMES, 10TH OH INF, 274
RUSK, W.H., 18TH MO INF, 303
RUSNOGLE, ALEXANDER, 91ST OH INF, 3
RUSSEL, WILLIAM, 12TH MI INF,
RUSSELL, CONVERSE P., 14TH OH INF, 180
RUSSELL, W.T., 5TH IA CAV, 53
RUSSELL, FRANKLIN, 89TH IL INF,
RUSSELL, TOLBERT, 19TH IA INF,
RUSSELL, JOHN C., 32ND IA INF, 120
RUSSELL, L.S., 11ST MA INF, 316
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 38TH OH INF, 98
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 38TH OH INF, 98
RUSSELL, THOMAS O., 13TH WI INF, 2 LIEUT, CO.,
RUSSELL, JOHN F., 3RD US ART., 10,
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV, DIED 26AUG191, 25
RUSSELL, HENRY L., 11TH MO CAV, 52,
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV, 103
RUSSELL, JOHN L., 23RD IL INF,
RUSSELL, DEXTER, 74TH IL INF, 201
RUSSELL, GEORGE W., 5TH IL CAV,
RUSSELL, LEVI S., 1ST MA INF, 4
RUSSELL, JOHN L., 1ST MI INF, CORP, CO. F, 23, 153
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 17TH MI INF, 110
RUSSELL, H.C., US SECRET SERVICE, 34
RUSSELL, J.B., 72ND OH INF, 31
RUSSELL, W.T., 89TH OH INF, QM SERG, CO., 53
RUSSELL, ALMER P., 177TH OH INF, 306
RUSSELL, HENRY C., 2ND IA INF, 34
RUSSELL, THOMAS, 23RD IA INF, 114
RUSSELL, NELSON S., 26TH IA INF, 183
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 35TH IN INF, 98,
RUSSELL, JOHN F., 3RD WI INF, 10,
RUSSELL, LUMAN L., 7TH WI INF, 118
RUSSELL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, 12,
RUSSELL, THOMAS O., 43RD WI INF, 13TH WI INF, 11
RUTH, JOHN B., 13TH PA INF, 110
RUTHERFORD, JACOB S., 8TH WI INF, 35
RUTLEDGE, JOHN, US NAVY, SHIP 'MAINE', 1
RUTTER, GEORGE A., 42ND IN INF, 67
RUTTER, DAVID H., 1ST IA CAV,
RUTZLER, FREDERICK, 38TH IL INF, 323
RUWE, AUGUST, 27TH IL INF, 4
RUZICKA, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF,
RUZICKA, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF, 51
RYAN, ROBERT R., 53RD IL INF, 41ST IL INF, 97
RYAN, MICHAEL P., 8TH IL CAV,
RYAN, WILLIAM E., 2ND IL ART., 35
RYAN, LAWRENCE, 2ND NY ART., 76
RYAN, CORNELIUS, 58TH IL INF, 4
RYAN, J.L., 122ND IL INF,
RYAN, WILLIAM E., 152ND IL INF,
RYBURN, K.M., 14TH KS CAV, 89
RYCKMAN, CHARLES W., 36TH IA INF, 131
RYDER, WILLIAM, 15TH NY CAV,
RYDER, SAMUEL M., 3RD NY ART., 154
RYKER, WILLIAM R., 6TH IN INF, 138
RYMACE, GEORGE W., 9TH IN CAV, 33
RYMAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH IN CAV, 25
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SAARE, HERMAN, 42ND WI INF, 313
SABIN, JOHN, 27TH WI INF, 10
SACARIDER, JOSEPH, 33RD IL INF, 124TH IL INF, 10
SACKETT, N.A., 1ST CT LIGHT ART., 192
SACKETT, SAMUEL L., 38TH NY INF, 292
SACKETT, SAMUEL L., 111TH NY INF,
SACKETT, WILLIAM C., 154TH IL INF,
SACKETT, JAMES K., 19TH MI INF, 285
SACKS, BENJAMIN F., 15TH IL INF, 11
SACRIDER, JOSEPH, 134TH IL INF, 124TH IL LI, 10
SACRIDER, JOHN H., 65TH IL INF, 10,
SADLER, ROBERT H, 19TH IL INF,
SADLER, SAMUEL, 3RD IA CAV, 13,
SADORIS, JACKSON, 2ND NE CAV, 15
SAFELEY, JOHN H., 4TH IA CAV, 282
SAGE, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL CAV, 262
SAGE, E.H., 2ND NE CAV, 303
SAGE, LEONARD B., 3RD WI CAV, 76
SAGER, HENRY, 102ND PA INF,
SAGESER, JAMES W., 45TH IL INF, 247
SAGESERE, FRANCIS M., 148TH IL INF, 177
SAILORS, ANDREW J., 58TH IN INF, CO. K, 101ST,
SAILORS, ANDREW J., 101ST IN INF, 58TH IN INF,
SAILORS, JAMES A., 2ND IN CAV, 269
SAINT, OLIVER P., 7TH IN CAV, 26,
SALA, EDWARD Q., 4TH IA INF, 5
SALADEN, ADAM, 11TH OH CAV,
SALEM, ABRAM H., 11TH IL CAV,
SALISBURY, WARREN, 47TH IL INF, 330
SALISBURY, HENRY W., 141ST IL INF, 1
SALMON, JAMES, 23RD MO INF, 284
SALMON, JAMES, 28TH MO INF, 284
SALSBURY, JOHN S., 1ST NE CAV,
SALTER, GEORGE W., 3RD IA CAV, 234
SALTER, JAMES H., 15TH MI INF, 28
SALTER, JOHN I., 8TH MN INF, 25
SALTS, PETER, 76TH OH INF,
SALYARDS, DAVID, 81ST OH INF, 34
SALYER, GEORGE D., 68TH IN INF, 7TH IN CAV, 18
SALYER, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, CO. C, 68TH IN, 18
SAME, EDWARD, 15TH IA INF, 187
SAMMONS, JOHN B., 36TH OH INF, 299
SAMPLE, JAMES K., 50TH OH INF, 333
SAMPLE, JOHN N., 3RD IA CAV,
SAMPLE, ALEXANDER, 8TH IA CAV, 35
SAMPLES, A. J., MERRILL'S MO HORSE, 94
SAMPSON, S.W., 2ND WI INF, 4, 5
SAMPSON, ELI, 2ND NE CAV, 45
SAMPSON, J.W., 1ST CO INF, 264
SAMS, DAVID E., 13TH IA INF, 192
SAMS, JEREMIAH, 13TH KS INF, 11
SAMUEL, JOHN C., 7TH IA CAV,
SANBORN, CHARLES S., 11TH NH INF, 65
SANDERS, HENRY, 53RD IL INF, 309
SANDERS, SAMUEL F., 137TH IL LINF, 111
SANDERS, JOHN P., 151ST IL INF, 47
SANDERS, JOHN L., 17TH IA INF, 250
SANDERS, JOHN, 120TH IN INF, 76
SANDERS, ABRAHAM, 154TH IN,
SANDERS, JOHN, 18TH IL INF,
SANDERS, JOHN, 13TH MD INF, 174
SANDERS, O.S., 4TH MN INF, 14
SANDERS, WORTHY S., 4TH IA CAV, 3
SANDERS, SAMUEL S., 7TH IA CAV, 42
SANDERS, JOHN P., 139TH IN INF(ERROR), 47
SANDERS, BENJAMIN, 1ST NN INF, 86,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Regiment/Unit</th>
<th>Company/Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANDERSON, HARRISON</td>
<td>138TH IL INF</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDERSON, THEODORE D.</td>
<td>4TH IA INF</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDERSON, WILLIAM A.</td>
<td>34TH IA INF</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDRITTER, HENRY</td>
<td>11TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDS, THOMAS H.B.</td>
<td>10TH IN ART</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDUSKY, ALEXANDER H.</td>
<td>59TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDY, JEREMIAH H.</td>
<td>34TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANFORD, WILMONT P</td>
<td>17TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANFORD, ELI W.</td>
<td>36TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANFORD, H.E.</td>
<td>24TH IA INF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANFORD, GEORGE</td>
<td>3RD IA INF</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANIDON, CELESTA</td>
<td>43RD IL INF</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANJUNETTE, AMBROSE T.</td>
<td>14TH KS CAV</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANK, JOHN E.</td>
<td>14TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTILANDS, JAMES</td>
<td>9TH IN INF</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPP, J.W.</td>
<td>58TH IL INF</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPP, HENRY F.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT, GEORGE P</td>
<td>6TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT, E.L.</td>
<td>29TH MI INF</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTERFIELD, C.E.</td>
<td>1ST WV LIGHT ART</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTERLEE, FRANCIS E.</td>
<td>PVT, 46TH WI INF</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTERLY, ISAAC</td>
<td>14TH WI INF</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTERLY, ISAAC</td>
<td>29TH WI INF, CO. C, 15TH W</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATTON, LEWIS</td>
<td>46TH IN INF</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUER, JONATHAN N.</td>
<td>41ST MO INF</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAULSBURY, JOHN</td>
<td>33RD WI INF</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUM, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>95TH IL INF</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUM, MARTIN</td>
<td>35TH OH INF</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, HARVEY</td>
<td>140TH PA INF</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, JACOB</td>
<td>34TH IA INF</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, JOHN G.</td>
<td>38TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>17TH IL INF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, SAMUEL</td>
<td>140TH IL INF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>146TH IL INF</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, HENRY A.</td>
<td>2ND IA INF</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, GEORGE L.</td>
<td>73RD IN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, HENRY A.</td>
<td>2ND IA INF</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, HENRY A.</td>
<td>3RD IA INF</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUNDERS, IRA S.</td>
<td>51ST WI INF</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUSMAN, JOHN L.</td>
<td>46TH IL INF</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUTTER, MARTIN</td>
<td>128TH IN INF</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVIDGE, CHARLES H.</td>
<td>PVT, 4TH MN INF</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVILLE, J.J.</td>
<td>2ND CO INF</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVIN, JACOB J.</td>
<td>152ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 65TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF,
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, 43,
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 41ST IA INF, CO. L, 7TH IA,
SCHENK, CYRUS, 3RD IA CAV, 80,
SCHERTZBERG, AUGUST, 8TH OH INF, 64
SCHICK, RUSH R., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 3
SCHIECK, F.A., 24TH MI INF, 28
SCHIELDS, ROBERT, 10TH IN INF, 7
SCHINDLER, JACOB, 9TH WI INF, 34
SCHLANBUSCH, FREDERICK L., USS 'KAWAWHA', WEST GULF,
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. A, 4TH, 25
SCHLEGEL, B.F., 8TH OH INF, SERG, CO. H, 46, 155
SCHLEGEL, BENEVILLE F., 46TH PA INF, 155
SCHLITTE, CHRISTOPHER, 35TH WI INF, 104
SCHLOSSER, FRANK, 128TH OH INF,
SCHLUMPH, WERNER, 17TH MO INF,
SCHLUND, MAX, 82ND IL INF, 220
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, 35
SCHMIDT, JACOB, 60TH IN INF, 102
SCHMIDT, CARL A., 45TH WI INF, 62
SCHMIDT, GEORGE, 3RD WI CAV, 55
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, 48
SCHMIDT, ANTON, 50TH PA INF, 2
SCHMIDT, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, 25
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF,
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, 43,
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 41ST IA INF, CO. L, 7TH IA,
SCHENK, CYRUS, 3RD IA CAV, 80,
SCHERTZBERG, AUGUST, 8TH OH INF, 64
SCHICK, RUSH R., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 3
SCHIECK, F.A., 24TH MI INF, 28
SCHIELDS, ROBERT, 10TH IN INF, 7
SCHINDLER, JACOB, 9TH WI INF, 34
SCHLANBUSCH, FREDERICK L., USS 'KAWAWHA', WEST GULF,
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. A, 4TH, 25
SCHLEGEL, B.F., 8TH OH INF, SERG, CO. H, 46, 155
SCHLEGEL, BENEVILLE F., 46TH PA INF, 155
SCHLITTE, CHRISTOPHER, 35TH WI INF, 104
SCHLOSSER, FRANK, 128TH OH INF,
SCHLUMPH, WERNER, 17TH MO INF,
SCHLUND, MAX, 82ND IL INF, 220
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, 35
SCHMIDT, JACOB, 60TH IN INF, 102
SCHMIDT, CARL A., 45TH WI INF, 62
SCHMIDT, GEORGE, 3RD WI CAV, 55
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, 48
SCHMIDT, ANTON, 50TH PA INF, 2
SCHMIDT, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, 25
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF,
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, 43,
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 41ST IA INF, CO. L, 7TH IA,
SCHENK, CYRUS, 3RD IA CAV, 80,
SCHERTZBERG, AUGUST, 8TH OH INF, 64
SCHICK, RUSH R., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 3
SCHIECK, F.A., 24TH MI INF, 28
SCHIELDS, ROBERT, 10TH IN INF, 7
SCHINDLER, JACOB, 9TH WI INF, 34
SCHLANBUSCH, FREDERICK L., USS 'KAWAWHA', WEST GULF,
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. A, 4TH, 25
SCHLEGEL, B.F., 8TH OH INF, SERG, CO. H, 46, 155
SCHLEGEL, BENEVILLE F., 46TH PA INF, 155
SCHLITTE, CHRISTOPHER, 35TH WI INF, 104
SCHLOSSER, FRANK, 128TH OH INF,
SCHLUMPH, WERNER, 17TH MO INF,
SCHLUND, MAX, 82ND IL INF, 220
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, 35
SCHMIDT, JACOB, 60TH IN INF, 102
SCHMIDT, CARL A., 45TH WI INF, 62
SCHMIDT, GEORGE, 3RD WI CAV, 55
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, 48
SCHMIDT, ANTON, 50TH PA INF, 2
SCHMIDT, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, 25
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF,
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, 43,
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 41ST IA INF, CO. L, 7TH IA,
SCHENK, CYRUS, 3RD IA CAV, 80,
SCHERTZBERG, AUGUST, 8TH OH INF, 64
SCHICK, RUSH R., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., 3
SCHIECK, F.A., 24TH MI INF, 28
SCHIELDS, ROBERT, 10TH IN INF, 7
SCHINDLER, JACOB, 9TH WI INF, 34
SCHLANBUSCH, FREDERICK L., USS 'KAWAWHA', WEST GULF,
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. A, 4TH, 25
SCHLEGEL, B.F., 8TH OH INF, SERG, CO. H, 46, 155
SCHLEGEL, BENEVILLE F., 46TH PA INF, 155
SCHLITTE, CHRISTOPHER, 35TH WI INF, 104
SCHLOSSER, FRANK, 128TH OH INF,
SCHLUMPH, WERNER, 17TH MO INF,
SCHLUND, MAX, 82ND IL INF, 220
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, 35
SCHMIDT, JACOB, 60TH IN INF, 102
SCHMIDT, CARL A., 45TH WI INF, 62
SCHMIDT, GEORGE, 3RD WI CAV, 55
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, 48
SCHMIDT, ANTON, 50TH PA INF, 2
SCHMIDT, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, 25
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, 25
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF,
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, 43,
SCHOONOVER, JOHN L., 77TH PA INF, 1
SCHOONOVER, E., 9TH IA INF, 262
SCHOREMAN, FREDERICK, 6TH IA CAV,
SCHOTTE, CHARLES, 66TH IL INF,
SCHRACK, THEODORE, 4TH IA CAV, 94
SCHRACK, LEWIS D., 4TH IA CAV, 94
SCHRADER, JOHN J., 9TH IL CAV, 48
SCHRECHENGAS, SAMUEL, 127TH PA INF, 87
SCHREIER, AUGUST, 20TH IL INF, 247
SCHRITSMEIR, RASMUS P., 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
SCHROBER, FREDERICK, 15TH IL CAV, 10TH IL CAV,
SCHRODEER, GEORGE H., 151ST IL INF,
SCHRODER, FREDERICK, 52ND IL INF, 19
SCHROEDER, JOHN W., 85TH IL INF,
SCHROEDER, AUGUSTUS, 10TH WI INF, 311
SCHROEDER, CHARLES, 13TH WI ART., 311
SCHULER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 84
SCHULL, A.A., 38TH OH INF, 244
SCHULTZ, ANDREW, 12TH MO INF, 3
SCHULTZ, JOSIAH, 102ND OH INF, 19
SCHUMAN, JONN D., 129TH IL INF,
SCHUSTER, SEDE, 10TH KS INF, 42ND IL INF, 1, 1
SCHUTZ, JOSEPH, 2ND NE CAV, 103
SCHUYLER, WILLIAM N., , 163
SCHWAB, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, 133
SCHWAB, PHILLIP H., 52ND IL INF, 19
SCHWARTZ, JOHN, 13TH IA INF, 11
SCHWATZENBER, A., MUSICIAN, 14TH US INF, 2
SCHWENDENER, CHRISTIAN, 12TH WI INF, 50
SCHWERDTFEGE, WILLIAM, 10TH IL CAV, 12
SCHWERE, CHARLES P., 41ST MO INF, 17
SCHWETGER, HENRY, 9TH WI INF, 312
SCICK, FERDINAND, 3RD IA INF, 284
SCIEKNAL, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, 13,
SCOFIELD, EUGENE R., 29TH IA INF, 261
SCOFIELD, JOHN F., 73RD IN INF, PVT, CO. B, 29, 312
SCOFIELD, JOHN F., 29TH IN INF, 73RD IN INF, 103
SCOFIELD, J.F., 79TH IN INF(ERRO), 103
SCOMB, S.C., 4TH MO CAV, 84
SCOTT, M.P., 2ND OH INF, SERG, 24TH OH, 152
SCOTT, MILTON C., 24TH OH LIGHT ART.,
SCOTT, H.C., 15TH WV INF, 80
SCOTT, A.A., 2ND IA CAV, 19
SCOTT, ROBERT J., 5TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. F, 12T, 163
SCOTT, M.H., 1ST IA CAV, 22,
SCOTT, D.W., 4TH MO CAV, 48
SCOTT, JOSEPH, 36TH OH INF, 34TH OH INF, 214
SCOTT, GANALILL, 112TH IL INF, 316
SCOTT, WILLIAM C., 8TH IN INF,
SCOTT, WILLIAM C., 120TH IN INF, 323
SCOTT, ABRAM, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 243
SCOTT, WILLIAM, 21ST MO INF,
SCOTT, MELANCTHON, 49TH OH INF, 173
SCOTT, JOB, 91ST OH INF, 134
SCOTT, H.A., 9TH RI INF, 26
SCOTT, JAMES A., 1ST VA, 21ST VA, 83
SCOTT, JOHN H, 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
SCOTT, WILLIAM H, 60TH OH INF,
SCOTT, NATHAN C, 25TH IL INF,
SCOTT, HUGH, 130TH IL,
SCOTT, JACOB, 46TH IL INF,
SCOTT, SAMUEL, 21ST MO INF, 25,
SCOTT, W.D., 21ST MO INF, 39
SCOTT, JESSIE, 27TH MO INF, 224
SCOTT, CONRAD C., 35TH MO INF, 163
SCOTT, SYLVESTER J., 23RD CT INF, 209
SCOTT, THOMAS, 45TH IL INF, 73
SCOTT, FIELDING E., 102ND IL INF, 36
SCOTT, SAMUEL M., 17TH IL CAV,
SCOTT, F.W., 14TH IA INF, 62
SCOTT, JAMES W., 31ST IN INF, 137
SCOTT, S.C., KS INDIAN HOME GUARDS, 36
SCOTT, H.M., 17TH MI INF, 96
SCOTT, C.M., 8TH MO INF, 152
SCOTT, SAMUEL, 21ST MO INF, 147
SCOTT, ORVILLE, 13TH NY ART., 105
SCOTT, GEORGE W., 55TH OH INF, 19
SCOTT, JACOB, 89TH OH INF, 53
SCOTT, JOB, 91ST OH INF, 134
SCOTT, HENRY A., 3RD IA INF, 66
SCOTT, WILLIAM A., 20TH IA INF, 15
SCOTT, SAMUEL, 21ST IA INF(ERROR), 2
SCOTT, HIRAM W., 45TH IA INF, 38
SCOTT, FREEMAN, 2ND IA CAV, 217
SCOTT, BOOKER S., 25TH IN INF, 44
SCOTT, JOHN W., 54TH IN INF, 51
SCOTT, OLIVER, 59TH IN INF, 26
SCOTT, H.C., 15TH WI INF(ERROR), 80
SCOTT, MENIRA C., 29TH WI INF, 143
SCOVILLE, DANIEL T., TRUMBULL OH GUARDS, 17
SCRANTON, R.E., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 228
SCRIPTER, ROLLAND M., 114TH IL INF,
SCULL, A. A., 38TH OH INF, 244
SEAL, MILTON F., 39TH OH INF,
SEALEY, G.P., 2ND IA INF, 59
SEAMAN, D.M., 150TH PA INF, 1
SEAMAN, RUSSEL S., 4TH MI CAV,
SEAMAN, HENRY L., 29TH IN INF, 1, 2
SEAMANS, JAMES, 1ST MN INF, 16
SEAMEN, ALLEN G., 2ND WI CAV, 65
SEARCE, HENRY, 133RD IN INF, 318
SEARCH, GEORGE W., 110TH OH INF,
SEARLES, ALBERT H., 12TH IL INF, 45
SEARLES, D.D, 8TH IL CAV, 314
SEARLES, CHARLES H, 50TH IL INF,
SEARS, HENRY M., 28TH IA INF, 331
SEARS, JOHN, 11TH KY CAV, 223
SEARS, WILLIAM L., 79TH OH INF, PVT, 73RD OH, 260
SEARS, GEORGE W., 22ND WI INF, 203
SEARS, GEORGE W., 22ND WI INF, 48
SEATON, WELLMINGTON S, 146TH IL INF, 50
SEATON, MILAN D., 6TH IA CAV, 74
SEATON, PHILIP E, 31ST MO,
SEEVER, EUGENE F., 15TH WI INF, 50TH WI INF,
SEEVER, EUGENE F., 50TH WI INF, 110
SEEVER, SAMUEL R., 2ND CA CAV, 47
SEAVEY, JOSIAH B, ,
SEAVEY, J.B., 7TH MO INF, 137
SEAVEY, WEBBER S., 5TH IA CAV, 7, 1
SEBURG, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, 91,
SECHLER, JAMES M., 92ND IL INF, PVT, CO. H, 46, 256
SEDORIS, NATHANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, 309
SEE, CHARLES F., 25TH IA INF, 107
SEEBER, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, 8
SEELEY, BURR W., 35TH WI INF, 258
SEELEY, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, 239
SEELEY, HORACE B., 2ND IA CAV, 233
SEELEY, WILLIAM H., 62ND IL INF, 1
SEELEY, H.H., 6TH KS CAV, 1
SEELEY, JOHN L., 20TH WI INF, 69
SEIBEL, JOHN J., 11TH PA INF, 2
SEIBERT, BENJAMIN, 15TH PA INF, PVT, US SIGNA, 110
SEICKE, C. LOUIS, 16TH WI INF, 10TH IA INF, 129
SEIMILLER, ISRAEL F., 4TH IA INF, 206
SEIP, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF, LT.COL., 1ST U, 22
SEITZ, JOHN, LANDSMAN, USS GETTYSBURG, 19
SEIVERS, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, 4, 1
SELBE, C.B., 7TH WV CAV, 95
SELBY, THOMAS, 170TH OH INF, 219
SELBY, CHARLES M., 24TH WI INF, 82
SELKIRK, JOHN H., 13TH IN ART., 116
SELLEG, ISAAC, 13TH KS INF, 271
SELLERS, DAVID, 42ND OH INF, 159
SELLMAN, HOWARD, WHITE'S CAV,
SELLS, DAVID M., 2ND IA INF, LT.COL., 107TH, 7
SELSER, WILLIAM H., 99TH IN INF, 100TH IN INF, 181
SELSOR, WILLIAM, 99TH IN INF, 143
SENTER, THOMAS M., US NAVY, 58
SEOTENS, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, 218
SERFOSS, HIRAM, 7TH IA INF, 196
SERGEANT, LUMAN D., 32ND WI INF, 81
SERIVNER, VOLENTINE H., 8TH KY INF,
SESSIONS, MILAN H., 21ST WI INF, 25
SETTLES, JAMES, 4TH TN INF, 95
SEVERANCE, HORACE J., 100TH IL INF, 305
SEVERN, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF,
SEVERN, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, 83
SEVERNS, Z.J., 10TH MO INF, 51
SEVERNS, BLAIRE, 126TH IL INF, 230
SEVERSON, JAMES, 25TH WI INF, PVT, CO. E, 12, 185
SEVERTSON, C., 8TH WI INF, 129
SEWARD, HORATIO L., 2ND CA INF, 2
SEWELL, REUBEN, 20TH PA INF, 227
SEWELL, REUBEN, 23RD PA INF, 227
SEWELL, SYLVESTER H., 9TH IA INF, 104
SEXON, Enoch A., 4TH IA INF, 55
SEXTON, ARETUS L., 32ND WI INF, 250
SEXTON, T.M., 83RD IL INF, 296
SEXTON, ARETUX, 23RD VOL. RESERVE CORP, 250
SEXTON, THOMAS L., 19TH OH INF, 1 LIEUT, 12TH, 3
SEXTON, F.L., 27TH IL INF, 22
SEYBOLT, JAMES H., 107TH NY INF, 68,
SEYMORE, S.A., 189TH NY INF, 201
SEYMORE, BENJAMIN F., 22ND WI INF, 32
SEYMOUR, FRANCIS M., 1ST MO CAV,
SHADSBOLT, JOHN W., 37TH WI INF,
SHADDUCK, LESTER, 11TH WI INF, 91
SHADER, ARTHUR L., 52ND WI INF, 214
SHADINGER, CLYMER, 2ND MN CAV, 308
SHABLE, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV,
SHAFFER, CHARLES H., 9TH PA CAV,
SHAFFERMAN, GOTLIEB, 16TH IL INF, 189
SHAFFER, ROBERT W.M., 29TH IA INF, 235
SHAFFER, CHARLES, 105TH OH INF, 351
SHAFFER, JOHN, 5TH WI ART., 91
SHAFFER, WESLEY, 109TH NY INF, 34
SHAFFER, FRANK, 32ND IA INF, 94
SHAFF, MARSHALL Z., 22ND IA INF, 114
SHAFFER, JOSEPH, 38TH IA INF, 70
SHAFFER, GEORGE H., 6TH OH CAV, 309
SHAFFER, J.C., 4TH US INF, 208
SHAFFER, DAVID, 38TH IA INF,
SHAFFER, DAVID, 2ND NY HEAVY ART.,
SHAFFER, D.W., 57TH OH INF, 172
SHAFFORD, ANDREW J., 25TH IA,
SHAFTNER, FAYE, 2ND MN CAV, 35
SHAMMS, J.H., 9TH PA CAV, 327
SHAMP, JEROME, 12TH IN CAV, 25
SHAMPT, EDWARD, 21ST OH INF, 354
SHANE, ELLIS, 38TH IA INF, Pvt, Co. I, 34, 25
SHANE, WILLIAM E., 46TH IL INF, 193
SHANE, ELLIS, 34TH IA INF, 25
SHANKLAND, OSCAR D., 10TH IN INF, 135TH IN INF, 44
SHANKLAND, OSCAR D., 135TH IN INF, 10TH IN INF, 44
SHANKLIN, MARSHALL W., 6TH IA CAV, 70
SHANKLIN, GORDON S., 10TH KY CAV, 79
SHANKLIN, MARSH W., 38TH IA INF, 70
SHANKS, ABSALOM, 37TH IL INF, 195
SHANKS, FRANKLIN F., 1ST US MARINES, 7TH US MA, 274
SHANNAHAN, RICHARD, 22ND WI INF, 342
SHANNON, D.W., 15TH US INF, 88
SHANNON, HARVEY G., 39TH IA INF, 274
SHANNON, JOSEPH O., 9TH IA CAV, 45
SHANNON, JOHN, 99TH NY INF, 261
SHANNON, THOMAS H., 2ND NE CAV,
SHANNON, GREENVILLE, 2ND NE CAV, 159
SHAPERS, HENRY, 13TH MO INF, 24
SHAPLAND, JOHN, 104TH IL INF, 32
SHAPPELL, WILBER H., 40TH IA INF, 91
SHARADER, CHARLES D., 41ST WI INF, 226
SHARP, JAMES, 49TH WI INF, 327
SHARP, FRENCH, 8TH IA CAV, 12
SHARP, BENJAMIN F., 150TH IL INF,
SHARP, PETER A., 2ND IL CAV, 66
SHARP, JOSEPH, 15TH US INF, 91
SHARP, OLIVER, 12TH IA INF, 226
SHARP, WILLIAM H., 10TH IN CAV, 91,
SHARP, JOSEPH G., 1ST NE INF, 145
SHARP, MITCHELL B., 15TH IN INF, 129
SHARP, JOHN N., 116TH IN INF, 25
SHARPE, JOSEPH G., 1ST NE INF, 145
SHARPLESS, JAMES F., 15TH OH INF, 180
SHATSWELL, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, 153
SHATTUCK, WILLIAM C., 43RD IN INF, 323
SHATTUCK, J.V., 161ST NY INF, DIED 23APR1,
SHATTUCK, GEORGE M., 9TH IL CAV, 212
SHAUB, JEROME R., 76TH OH INF, 76
SHAUL, IRA J., 37TH IA INF, 98,
SHAUL, RICHARD A., 89TH IN INF, 222
SHAW, A.G., 11TH OH CAV, 208
SHAW, JOHN W., 15TH IL INF, 165
SHAW, EDWARD D., 7TH IA INF, 23
SHAW, ORIN F., 44TH IA INF, 196
SHAW, J.R., 3RD NY CAV, 244
SHAW, ROBERT W., COLOR BEARER, 183RD OH IN, 142
SHAW, GEORGE D., 2ND WI CAV, 111
SHAW, EDWARD A., 76TH AND 114TH US COLORE, 110
SHAW, JOHN W, 37TH IA INF,
SHAW, JAMES, 154TH IN INF,
SHAW, JOHN H., 83RD IL INF, 8
SHAW, ROBERT M., 115TH IL INF, 166
SHAW, HENRY, 139TH IL INF,
SHAW, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, 69,
SHAW, EDWARD L., 15TH IA INF, 25
SHAW, EDWARD A., 20TH IA INF, 110
SHAW, GEORGE, 79TH IN INF, 5
SHAW, JOHN, 99TH IN INF, 34
SHAW, H.J., 3RD NY ART,
SHAW, EGBERT, 1ST NE INF, 100
SHAW, WILLIAM, 118TH OH INF, 34
SHAW, E.D., 1ST IA INF(ERROR), 23
SHAW, E. D., 1ST IA ART.(ERROR), 23
SHAW, JAMES L., 1ST NE INF, 7, 1
SHAW, J.I., 1ST NE INF, 100
SHAW, OWEN L., COLOR BEARER, LIEUT, 44TH, 18,
SHAY, DARIUS, 7TH IL CAV, 72
SHEA, THOMAS, 21ST MO INF, 7
SHEAN, FRANCIS, 6TH IA CAV, 79
SHEARER, JAMES H., 32ND WI INF, 17
SHEAROW, LEVI, 42ND IN INF, CO. D, 87TH I,
SHECKELS, JOHN A., 38TH IN INF, 91
SHEDD, CHARLES F., 1ST IA ENGINEERS, 43
SHEDD, HEBBARD H., 43RD IA INF, 81
SHEDD, CHARLES F., 1ST IA ENGINEERS, 25,
SHEED, HENRY E, 11TH NY INF,
SHEEDY, THOMAS, 6TH US INF, 1, 9
SHEEHAN, EDWARD, US NAVY,
SHEEKS, DENTON P., 8TH IA CAV, 146
SHEELER, WILLIAM R., 139TH IL INF,
SHEELMAN, HENRY, 85TH IL INF,
SHEELY, MICHAEL, 35TH IA INF, 138
SHEENAN, EDWARD, US NAVY, 9
SHEET, J.V., 140TH OH INF, US NAVY, 91
SHEETS, JACOB, 40TH IN INF, 272
SHEETS, ALLEN, 10TH IN INF,
SHEETS, ALBRO B., 18TH IA INF, 51,
SHEFFER, SAMUEL S., 67TH OH INF, 12
SHEFFIELD, J.W., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 155
SHEFFNER, ALONZO N., 58TH IL INF, 223
SHEIBLEY, T.J., 1ST PA INF, 116
SHEIBLEY, T.J., 1ST PA INF RIFLES,
SHELDEN, GEORGE N., 7TH IA CAV, 259
SHELDON, JUDSON H., 8TH WI INF, 68,
SHELDON, O.H., 22ND WI INF, 189
SHELDON, GEORGE N., 9TH IL INF,
SHELDON, KIRK W., 19TH WI INF, 112
SHELDON, HIRAM W., 6TH WI ART.,
SHELDON, J.W., 23RD IL INF, 67
SHELDON, HENRY L., 8TH IL CAV, 22,
SHELDON, D.D., 14TH MO INF, 88
SHELDON, J.W., 4TH IN INF(ERROR), 67
SHELDON, JOSHUA W., 4TH IN CAV, 67,
SHELDON, WILLIAM C., 2ND WI INF, 254
SHELDON, JOHN, 74TH IN INF,
SHELDON, CHARLES A., 21ST IN INF, 192
SHELDON, BENJAMIN, 182ND OH INF, 22
SHELDON, CHARLES A., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 55
SHELBORN, E.J., 2ND NE CAV, 25,
SHELBORN, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF,
SHELEY, JOHN, 74TH IN INF,
SHELEY, SYLVANUS A., 1ST WI CAV, 11
SHELLHART, VALENTINE, 8TH IA CAV, 86,
SHELLKOPHT, GEORGE, 2ND DE ING, 12
SHELLY, THOMAS C., 17TH IL INF, 84
SHELTON, ELIAS D., 2ND MO CAV, 309
SHELTON, GEORGE W., 145TH IN INF, 141
SHEPARD, CHARLES, 2ND OH LIGHT ART., 31
SHEPARD, GEORGE W., US NAVY, 274
SHEPARD, JOSIAH, 13TH IL INF, 22
SHEPARDSON, ZENO L., 2ND VT INF, 115
SHEPARDSON, K.A., 18TH MI INF, 104
SHEPARDSON, MAYLAND, 15TH IA INF, 115
SHEPARD, JAMES F., 18TH IL INF, 223
SHEPARD, JOSEPH N., 10TH IN INF, PVT, CO. H, 58, 45,
SHEPARD, JAMES W., 1ST TN LIGHT ART., 274
SHEPARD, ALONZO, 25TH IA INF, 110
SHEPHERD, GEORGE, 117TH IL INF, 32,
SHEPHERD, ISAAC N., 23RD IA INF, 207
SHEPHERD, ALEXANDER S., 23RD IA INF, 18
SHEPHERD, JOHN, 155TH IN INF, 141
SHEPPARD, JOSIAH, 8TH KS INF, 252
SHEPPARD, SOLOMAN, 34TH IA INF, 9, 2
SHEPPARD, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, 131
SHERARD, HARDY H., 28TH IL INF, 1, 2
SHERARD, ALEXANDER, MO STATE GUARDS, 220
SHERLY, SAMUEL L., 130TH IN INF, 135
SHERMAN, GERSHOM H., 39TH WI INF, 14
SHERMAN, DARIUS, 13TH IL CAV, 116
SHERMAN, CHARLES W., 3RD IA CAV, 45
SHERMAN, JONATHAN C., 54TH PA INF, 111
SHERMAN, KANSFORD M., 83RD PA INF, PVT, CO. K, 98, 31
SHERMAN, SILAS T., 13TH WI INF, 317
SHERMAN, THEODORE T., 50TH WI INF, 335
SHERMAN, WATTS, 11 MI INF,
SHERMAN, JAMES, 36TH KY INF,
SHERMAN, ZERA H., 6TH CA INF, 154
SHERMAN, W.H., 43RD MA INF,
SHERMAN, A.E., 3RD MI INF,
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 52ND NY INF,
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, 25
SHERMAN, ELI, 4TH IA CAV, 51
SHERMAN, JAMES D., 27TH IN INF, 262
SHERMAN, S.M., 16TH WI INF, 46TH WI INF, 52
SHERMAN, SAMPSON M., 46TH WI INF, 16TH WI INF, 52
SHERMAN, GEORGE E., 1ST WI CAV, 120
SHEROW, LEVI, 87TH IN INF, CO. D, 47TH I,
SHERRICK, STEPHEN, 17TH OH INF,
SHERWIN, JOHN O., 83RD IL INF, 16,
SHERWIN, JOHN C., 89TH IL INF, 109
SHERWIN, HERLAN P., 12TH IN CAV, 25
SHERWIT, JOHN, 27TH IA INF, 352
SHERWOOD, WILLIAM H., 5TH IN COLORED CAV, PVT, C, 115
SHERWOOD, A.G., 18TH WI INF, 19
SHERWOOD, ANDREW, 31ST WI INF, 19
SHERWOOD, FREDERICK OS, 50TH IL INF, DIED 26DEC19,
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 59TH IL INF, CO. A, 89TH I,
SHERWOOD, A.M., 12TH MI INF, 58
SHERWOOD, GEORGE, 1ST CAV,
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 19TH IA INF, 35
SHERWOOD, J.M., 66TH IN INF, 95
SHERWOOD, CHARLES W., 17TH IN INF, 73
SHERWOOD, J.D., 138TH IN INF, 4TH PA CAV, 7
SHERWOOD, ALEN GH., 8TH WI INF, 43
SHERWOOD, DANIEL P., 18TH WI INF, 116
SHERWOOD, DAVID A., 37TH WI INF, 17,
SHETLER, JEREMIAH, 115TH IL INF, 231
SHEWEY, JAMES M., 44TH IA INF, 172
SHICK, HENRY, 152ND PA INF, 155
SHICK, HENRY, 177TH PA INF,
SHICK, URIAS, 114TH IL INF,
SHICKLEY, B.F., 74TH OH INF, 22
SHIDER, HIRAM B., 57TH IN INF, CO. B, 84TH I,
SHIELEY, G.W., 1ST PA INF, SERG, CO. I, 6T, 170
SHIELDS, WILLIAM H., 2ND PA ART., PVT, CO. F, 20, 110
SHIELDS, LARKIN CRAIG, 15TH KS CAV, 13
SHIELDS, SILAS, 18TH MO INF,
SHIELDS, LARKIN CRAIG, 2ND KS INF, 13
SHIELDS, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, 17
SHIELDS, C.B., 4TH OH INF, 327
SHIELDS, HOMER J., 105TH OH INF, 5
SHIFLEY, GEORGE, OH INF,
SHILDNECK, HIRAM, 18TH IL INF, 48
SHILL, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, 7
SHILL, JOHN, 26TH IN INF, 88
SHILLING, WILLIAM, 30TH OH INF, 19TH OH INF, 111
SHILLING, JOSEPH, 1ST MD INF, 7TH MD INF, 295
SHILLING, EDWARD S., 32ND IN INF, 135
SHINDLER, MICHAEL, 5TH IA INF, CORP, CO. B, 8T, 268
SHINDOLL, JOHN J., 4TH WI CAV, 201
SHINER, FRANKLIN, 32ND WI INF, PVT, CO. G, 16, 4
SHINESPRING, WILLIAM, 6TH WV INF,
SHINKLE, W.B., 59TH OH INF, 258
SHINKLE, H.A., 12TH IL INF, 80
SHINN, QUILLEN H., 3RD WV INF, CORP, CO. G, 12, 110
SHIPLEY, A.J., 8TH NY INF,
SHIPLEY, A.J., 8TH NJ INF, 231
SHIPLEY, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV,
SHIPLEY, LAFAYETTE, 2ND NE CAV, 262
SHIPMAN, ALFRED, 5TH IA INF, 45
SHIPMAN, JAMES J., 99TH IN INF,
SHIPMAN, RICHARD, 6TH IA INF, 32
SHIPPEE, GEORGE W., 29TH IN INF, 182
SHIPPEE, JAMES H., 2ND VT INF,
SHIPPLEY, JAMES, 1ST NE, 272
SHIPPLEY, ROBERT S., 122ND IL INF, 321
SHIRE, H.J., 45TH US VOL. RESERVE COR, 164
SHIRK, JOSEPH, 15TH PA INF, 1
SHIRLEY, FRANK M., 8TH IA CAV, 76,
SHIRLEY, ALFRED, 1ST NE CAV, 61
SHIRLEY, W.R., 23RD MO INF, 154
SHIRLEY, JOHN W., 7TH CO INF, 19
SHIRLEY, HENRY B., 68TH IL INF, SERG, CO. C, 1, 57
SHIRLEY, PETER V., 26TH IA INF, 61,
SHIRLEY, FRANCIS FRA, 8TH IA CAV, 76,
SHIRLEY, MARCELLUS C., 17TH WV INF, 66
SHIVELY, J.W., 23RD MO INF, 15
SHOAFTULL, JACOB, 9TH IL CAV,
SHOBAR, FRANK M., 113TH IL INF, 265
SHOB, CHARLES W., 32ND IA INF, PVT, CO. K, 8T,
SHOCK, GEORGE W., 169TH OH INF, 84
SHOCKLEY, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA INF, 5TH IA CAV, 298
SHOCKLEY, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA CAV, 5TH IA INF, 298
SHOCKLEY, W.N., 5TH KY CAV,
SHOCKLEY, JOHN M.G., 83RD IL INF, 185
SHOEMAKER, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, 89
SHOEMAKER, J.N., 47TH IL INF, 59
SHOEMAKER, ADAM H., 7TH IN CAV, 98
SHOEMAKER, WILLIAM P, 7TH NY ART.,
SHOEMAKER, HENRY J., 1ST IL LIGHT RT., 354
SHOEMAKER, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF,
SHOEMAKER, WILSON S., BUGLER, 1ST NE INF, 110
SHOLLER, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. C, 2MD, 7
SHONSE, JOSEPH, 1ST MD INF, CO. H, 13TH MD, 84
SHONSH, WILLIAM H., 7TH MO CAV, 274
SHOOK, WILBUR W., 39TH OH INF,
SHOOK, JOHN H., 15TH IA INF, 103
SHOOPMAN, DAVID OWEN, 11TH MO INF,
SHOPP, GEORGE J., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, CO., 91
SHORB, GEORGE, 134TH IN INF, 60,
SHORE, ORACLE M., 87TH IN INF, 38,
SHORES, HOPEWELL P., 2ND IA CAV, 26
SHORES, RANSOM, 23RD MO INF, CO. E, 13TH M, 76
SHORES, RANSOM, 13TH MO INF, SERG, CO. A, 2, 76
SHORT, MYRON, 1ST RI CAV, 318
SHORT, L.D., 8TH IL INF, 50
SHORT, N.W., 47TH MO INF, 3RD MO STATE, 113
SHOTTENKIRK, WILLIT, 113TH IL INF, 35
SHOUP, JOHN L., 8TH IL INF, 131
SHOUP, GEORGE, 9TH IN INF, 17
SHOWALTER, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, 121
SHOWERS, JOHN, 27TH IL INF, 260
SHRADER, ANTHONY, 2ND IL ART.,
SHRADER, VANBUREN, 4TH IA ART.,
SHRADER, CASPER H., 25TH IA INF, 220
SHRECHRENGAS, SAMUEL, 12TH PA INF, 19
SHREEVE, WALTER, 2ND US ART., 178
SHREFFLER, EDMUND, 7TH IL INF, 22
SHREVES, EDSON, 12TH WI INF, 309
SHREYHUBER, GEORGE, 192ND OH INF, 264
SHRINER, ISAAC T., 165TH PA INF, 105
SHRINGE, AUGUST, 13TH NY ART.,
SHROADE, J.W., 91ST IN INF, 153
SHROPSHIRE, JOEL S., 14TH IA INF, 7
SHROUD, OLIVER W., 29TH IA INF, 10
SHROY, SAMUEL, 16TH MI INF, 11
SHUBBE, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, 84
SHUBERT, JOHN W., 44TH MO INF, 6, 3
SHUCK, GEORGE C., 31ST OH INF, 25,
SHUCK, JOHN S., 7TH IN INF, 20TH IN INF, 147
SHUCK, JOHN S., 20TH IN INF, 7TH IN INF, 147
SHUEY, JAMES L., 9TH KS CAV, 21
SHUEY, THOMAS, 16TH IA INF,
SHUGART, JACOB, 15TH IL INF, 25,
SHUGART, JACOB H., 69TH IL INF, CORP, CO. H., 110
SHUGART, J.H., 15TH IA INF(ERRO), 138
SHULER, JAMES C., 15TH WV INF, PVT, 10TH WV, 112
SHULL, WILLIAM C., 46TH IN INF, 192
SHULL, H.L., 7TH MO CAV,
SHULL, RICHARD R., 15TH IA INF, 27
SHULL, DAVID A., 72ND IN INF, 21
SHULL, LEONARD, 118TH IN INF, 6TH MI INF, 10
SHULTS, JACOB, 13TH MO INF, 7
SHULTZ, JOSIAH, 93RD PA INF, 2
SHULTZ, J.W., US NAVY, MARINE REGIMENT, 34
SHULTZ, JACOB, 28TH IL INF, 91
SHULTZ, CUYLER A., 45TH IL INF,
SHULTZ, JOSIAH M., 12TH IL CAV, 28
SHULTZ, DAVID J., 23RD IN INF, 8
SHULTZ, JOHN, 34TH IN INF, 237
SHULTZ, CHARLES, 2ND IA CAV, 134
SHULTZ, C.A., 45TH IL INF, 65
SHULTZ, CUYLER A., 4TH WI CAV, 65
SHUMAKER, FRANCIS, 36TH IA INF, 50
SHUMAKER, JAMES L., 4TH IA INF, 7
SHUMAN, WILLIAM, 30TH INF INF,
SHUMATE, ALBERT W., 115TH IN INF, 25,
SHUMWAY, J., 5TH MN INF, 58
SHUP, DANIEL, 123RD IL INF, 31,
SHURTIEFF, J.V.G., 1ST MO CAV, 25
SHURTS, ROBERT T., 6TH IA CAV, 11
SHUSS, GEORGE, 126TH OH INF, 30
SHUTS, DAVID, 40TH IA INF, 12,
SIBBETT, BENJAMIN T., 23RD IA INF, 154
SIBERT, FRED A., 47TH IN INF, 228
SIBLEY, ALBERT, 35TH IA INF,
SICKAFOSE, MICHAEL, 44TH IN INF, 25,
SICKLEY, JACOB, 49TH OH INF, 37
SIDDONS, WILLIAM H., 14TH IL INF, 135
SIDDONS, JOSEPH, 67TH IL INF, 135
SIDERS, CYRUS W., 9TH IL CAV,
SIDES, JACOB A., 206TH PA INF, 4TH PA ART., 170
SIDES, PAUL, 37TH IL INF, 91
SIDES, ALEXANDER, 126TH IL INF,
SIDLES, CHARLES G., 46TH IL INF, 25
SIDNER, HARVEY M., 140TH IL INF, 262
SIDNEY, JAMES P., 12TH CA CAV,
SIED, HENRY, 8TH IL INF, CO. G, 17TH IL, 11
SIEMILLER, CYRUS, 39TH IA INF, 12,
SIFFORD, CHRISTOPHER, 10TH IA INF, 115
SIGMAN, ISAAC, 78TH OH INF,
SIGMAN, LABAN, 78TH OH INF,
SILANCE, WILLIAM F., 102ND OH INF, 3, 2
SILCOTT, LANDON W, 5TH IA CAV,
SILVERNAIL, GEORGE H., 5TH WI INF, 113
SILVERS, E.M., 36TH IA INF, 140
SILVERS, HENRY H., 6TH IN INF, 184
SILVERS, JOHN S., 34TH IN INF, 63
SILVERS, WILLIAM, 40TH IN INF, 42,
SIMANTON, BREVET, 138TH IN INF, 84
SIMANTON, MARIEN B., 138TH IN INF, 84
SIMERAL, JAMES M., 1ST IA CAV, 110
SIMKINS, GEORGE W., 83RD IL INF, 68,
SIMMERMAN, G.H., 3RD IL CAV, 122
SIMMONS, MARVIN L., 2ND IA CAV, 4
SIMMONS, DeWITT C., 137TH IL LINF,
SIMMONS, STEPHEN, 24TH IA INF,
SIMMONS, JOHN G., 14TH MO CAV,
SIMMONS, CHARLES E., 57TH IL INF, 155
SIMMONS, CHARLES E., 95TH IL INF, 147
SIMMONS, JOHN F., 127TH IL INF, 163
SIMMONS, WALLACE A., 127TH IL INF, 4
SIMMONS, DAVID, 7TH IA CAV, 163
SIMMONS, BAILEY K., 2ND IA ART., 27
SIMMS, JOHN, 78TH IL INF, 111
SIMMS, WILLIAM A., 8TH MO INF, 122
SIMMS, WILLIAM A., 8TH MO INF, 22,
SIMMS, JOHN M., 47TH MO INF, 24
SIMMS, DAVID W., 11TH IL CAV, 122
SIMMS, D.W., 8TH MO LINF, 22
SIMON, CHARLES A., 69TH IN INF, 24
SIMOND, GEORGE W., 6TH WI ART., 50,
SIMONS, EDWARD, 80TH IL INF, 274
SIMONS, L.G., 130TH NY INF, PVT, CO. A, 1, 340
SIMONSON, RICHARD, 94TH IL INF,
SIMONSON, THOMAS, 22ND WI INF, 60,
SIMPKINS, ALPHEUS W., 2ND NE CAV, BROTHER OF AR, 10
SIMPKINS, ALONIS W., 2ND NE CAV, 36,
SIMPKINS, ARLONIS, 2ND NE CAV, 55
SIMPSON, ALBERT MILTO, 97TH PA INF, 3, 1
SIMPSON, JOHN, 4TH TN INF, 2, 3
SIMPSON, JOHN, 5TH TN CAV,
SIMPSON, MATLOCK, 15TH KY INF,
SIMPSON, NELSON B., 21ST IA INF, 80,
SIMPSON, H.J., 19TH ME INF, 171
SIMPSON, JOHN H., 10TH IN INF, 25
SIMS, JOHN M., 43RD MO INF, 17
SIMS, THOMAS L., 46TH IA INF, 317
SIMS, GEORGE W., 9TH IA CAV, 302
SIMS, J.A., 1ST MO INF, 280
SIMS, ALBERT T., 2ND IA CAV, 307
SINCLAIR, HUGH, 22ND IA INF,
SINCLAIR, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, 74
SINCOCK, WILLIAM, 41ST WI INF, 131
SINGERLAND, JOHN G., 36TH WI INF, 122
SINGLEY, JOHN A., 8TH IA CAV, 320
SINSEBAUGH, LEMUEL E., 46TH PA INF, 21
SIPFLE, FREDERIC, 14TH PA CAV,
SISSON, HENRY H., 124TH IL INF, PVT, CO. C, 3, 144
SISSON, JAMES R., 147TH IL INF, 104
SISSON, WILLIAM J., 41ST IL INF, 35
SISSON, SAMUEL F., 1ST IA CAV, 4
SISSON, FRANCIS L., 5TH WI ART., 140
SITES, HENRY, 55TH IL INF, CO. B, 116TH,
SITES, HENRY, 116TH IL INF, CO. F, 55TH,
SIXBURY, CHARLES H., 15TH MI INF, 229
SIZER, REUBEN, 144TH OH INF, 333
SIZER, J.S., 1ST MA CAV, 1
SKALA, IGNATZ, 26TH WI INF, 326
SKEDGEL, ABRAM, 74TH IN INF, 114
SKEEL, SAMUEL N., 136TH OH INF, 67,
SKEELS, ARTHUR L., 65TH IL INF, 92ND IL INF, 72
SKELTON, JOSEPH W., 17TH IN INF, 7TH IN CAV, 98,
SKELTON, JACOB D., 42ND IN INF, 183
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA CAV, 5
SKILES, ROBERT, U.S. NAVY, 5
SKILES, J.M., 3RD MO CAV, 111
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA INF,
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA CAV, 5
SKILLIN, , 20TH IN AART.,
SKILLMAN, J.D., 20TH IL INF, 215
SKINNER, ELISHA M., 141ST PA INF, 1
SKINNER, SIDNEY S., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., PVT, CO, 118
SKINNER, RICHARD, 62ND OH INF, PVT, CO. F, 67, 350
SKINNER, RICHARD, 67TH OH INF, 62ND OH INF, 305
SKINNER, DAVID H., 126TH PA INF, 187
SKINNER, JOHN B., 4TH WI CAV,
SKINNER, HENRY, 2ND IL ART., 212
SKINNER, JAMES M., 44TH IA INF, 25
SKINNER, HENRY E., 7TH IA CAV, 5
SKINNER, FRANK, 22ND MI INF,
SKINNER, LEMUEL S., 123RD NY INF, 110
SKINNER, WILLIAM H., 46TH WI INF, 255
SKIPPER, JAMES G, 28TH IL,
SKIRVING, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, 86,
SKIRVING, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, 186
SKRABAL, ALBERT, 22ND IA INF,
SLACK, JOSEPH M., 22ND PA CAV, 91
SLACK, JOHN R., 22ND PA CAV, CORP, CO. K, 3, 91
SLACK, ANDREW, 2ND NJ CAV, 84
SLADE, W.W., 1ST IA CAV, 38
SLADE, C.M., 1ST IA INF(ERROR), 25
SLADE, CLARKE M., 1ST IA CAV, 191
SLADER, CHARLES L., 5TH IA CAV, 52
SLADER, C.L., 5TH IA INF(ERROR), 52
SLAGLE, HIRAM, 5TH MO CAV, 53
SLAGLE, JAMES W., 5TH MO CAV, CORP, CO. E, KS, 53,
SLAGLE, JAMES W., 5TH MO INF, CORP, CO. E, 16, 6, 5
SLATER, LUTHER, 111TH OH LINF, 316
SLATER, HENRY, 5TH IN CAV,
SLATTERY, MICHAEL, 6TH US CAV,
SLAUGHTER, RUFUS, 13TH KY ART., 261
SLAUTER, JAMES, ,
SLAVENS, MILTON, 51ST IN INF, 148TH IN INF, 107
SLAVENS, MILTON, 148TH IN INF, 51ST IN INF, 107
SLAWSON, RANDOLPH E., 95TH IL INF, 88
SLAWTER, JOHN M., 8TH IN CAV, 70
SLAYMAN, JAMES, 121ST OH INF, 84
SLAYTON, G.A., 15TH MI INF, 48
SLEEM, MATHEW, 8TH MI INF,
SLIGER, ADAM, 16TH MO INF, 15
SLOAN, WILLIAM, 170TH OH INF,
SLOAN, J.G., 47TH OH INF, 95
SLOAN, DAVID, 26TH IN INF, 32
SLOAT, BURGET R., 2ND CA CAV, 60
SLOAT, B.R., 2ND CA CAV, 60
SLOCUM, A.J., 160TH NY INF, 323
SLOCUM, MALVIN B., 1ST MN INF, 308
SLOEUM, ELEAVER, 93RD NY,
SLOGGETT, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, 179
SLOTE, JAMES, 11TH MI INF, 231
SLUGH, G.W., 92ND OH INF, 9
SLUSSER, OBADIAH B., 48TH IN INF, 91
SLUSSER, LEVI M., 138TH IN INF, 91
SLUSSER, GEORGE A., 29TH OH INF, 91
SLUSSER, GEORGE, ,
SLYTER, ROBERT, WIDOW ANN J,
SMAILSE, JAMES H, 29TH US INF,
SMALL, HERMAN L., 6TH VT INF, 9
SMALL, THOMAS C., SERG, 23RD IA INF,
SMALL, GEORGE W., 7TH MO INF, 90
SMALLEY, HENRY, 102ND PA INF, 241
SMALLEY, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF, 249
SMALLEY, DANIEL SR., 52ND IN INF, 59
SMALLWOOD, MATTHEW, ,
SMALLWOOD, ALEXANDER, 31ST IN INF,
SMALLY, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF,
SMART, WILLIAM S., 22ND IA INF, 107
SMART, SHAKESPERE, 22ND IA INF, 107
SMEAD, P.F., 46TH PA INF, 1, 9
SMEAD, EIAJOH O., 2ND NE CAV, 91,
SMELSER, EPHRASIM, 28TH IA INF,
SMELSER, EPHRAIM, 28TH IA INF, 26
SMETHURST, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, 115
SMILEY, DAVID T., 118TH IL INF, 53,
SMILEY, JOSEPH M., 13TH IA INF,
SMILEY, LEE H., 19TH IA INF, 56
SMILEY, WILLIAM C., 45TH IA INF, 56
SMILEY, D.T., 2ND IL INF, 53
SMITH, DAVID, 3RD OH CAV, 84
SMITH, WILLIAM, 10TH OH CAV,
SMITH, DANIEL M., 11TH OH CAV, 12
SMITH, MALON J., 2ND PA INF, PVT, 195TH PA, 42
SMITH, WILLARD R., 3RD PA INF, 152ND PA INF, 172
SMITH, JOSEPH, 11TH OH INF, 34,
SMITH, AUGUSTUS, 28TH PA INF, 9, 1
SMITH, HENRY D., 100TH PA INF, 1
SMITH, WILLIAM H., US NAVY, 31
SMITH, CHARLES H., US NAVY, WEST GULF SQUADR, 244
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 14TH VT INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 1
SMITH, JOHN F., 10TH WV CAV, 80
SMITH, FRANCIS, 2ND WI CAV,
SMITH, D.W.C., 5TH WI INF, CAPT, CO. G, 45, 96
SMITH, A.J., 7TH WI INF, LIEUT, CO. K, 338
SMITH, NEHEMIAH L.D, 10TH WI INF, 80
SMITH, HERMAN C., 39TH WI INF, PVT, CO. C, 48, 32
SMITH, FRANCIS, 2ND WI CAV, 153
SMITH, G.H.Q., 5TH WI ART., 208
SMITH, BRUNE K., 4TH IA CAV, 24
SMITH, IRA, 2ND IA CAV, 136
SMITH, RICHARD B., 2ND IA CAV, 210
SMITH, CHARLES, 5TH MO CAV, 8
SMITH, EDWARD J., 1ST MO CAV, 16
SMITH, JAMES M., 12TH MO CAV, 52
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, 19
SMITH, J.D., 14TH OH INF, 155
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 67,
SMITH, DWIGHT A., 23RD CT INF,
SMITH, PATRICK, 9TH CT ART., 39
SMITH, GEORGE B., 38TH IL INF, 154
SMITH, JOHN H., 42ND IL INF, 333
SMITH, DAVID J., 52ND IL INF, 20
SMITH, F.M., 64TH IL INF,
SMITH, S.A., 84TH ILINF, 319
SMITH, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, 299
SMITH, HENRY C., 127TH IL INF, 70
SMITH, CHARLES H., 132ND IL INF, 267
SMITH, THOMAS B., 141ST IL INF, 265
SMITH, GEORGE T., 144TH IL INF, 91
SMITH, LEWIS M., 7TH IL CAV, 291
SMITH, COOLEY P., 9TH IL CAV,
SMITH, CHARLES A., 13TH IL CAV, 125
SMITH, CHARLES H., 4TH IA INF,
SMITH, DANIEL J., 6TH IA INF,
SMITH, GEORGE L., 7TH IA INF,
SMITH, JOHN B., 13TH IA INF,
SMITH, O.B., 17TH IA INF, 66
SMITH, JOHN E., 20TH IA INF, 330
SMITH, THOMAS J., 27TH IA INF, PVT, CO. F, 12, 336
SMITH, ANDREW U., 28TH IA INF, 45
SMITH, CHARLES L., 30TH IA INF,
SMITH, JAMES A., 44TH IA INF, 74
SMITH, O.C., 7TH IA CAV, 335
SMITH, W.M., 59TH IN INF, 234
SMITH, JACOB, 67TH IN INF, CAPT, CO. G, 2, 341
SMITH, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, 66
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 139TH IN INF, 234
SMITH, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV, 300
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 15TH KS CAV, 302
SMITH, JOSIAH, 9TH MI INF, 253
SMITH, HOMER E., 16TH MI INF, 118
SMITH, CHARLES A., 17TH MI INF,
SMITH, T.S., 23RD MO INF, 247
SMITH, ALFRED, 24TH NY INF, 2
SMITH, JOHN C., 99TH NY INF,
SMITH, ALBERT F., 116TH NY INF, CAPT, 75TH U, 91
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 123RD NY INF, 31,
SMITH, JAMES D., 136TH NY INF, 216
SMITH, CHARLES R., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., 165
SMITH, WATSON, 5TH NY ART.,
SMITH, JOHN E., 41ST OH INF, 125
SMITH, JAMES H., 44TH OH INF, CORP, CO. E, 8, 166
SMITH, JOHN E., 41ST OH INF, 125
SMITH, NATHAN, 76TH OH INF, 276
SMITH, JAMES W., 46TH OH INF,
SMITH, JAMES H., 88TH PA INF,
SMITH, C.R., US MARINE, NORTHERN SQUA, 265
SMITH, BENJAMIN F., 13TH PA CAV,
SMITH, THOMAS J., 13TH US INF, 171
SMITH, J.W., 4TH US ART., SERG.MAJ., 9T, 196
SMITH, GEORGE A., 5TH WI INF,
SMITH, JAMES W., 2ND WI CAV, 98
SMITH, J.M., 3RD IA CAV, 299
SMITH, CAREY, 3RD IA CAV,
SMITH, MOSES, 40TH IA INF, 56
SMITH, JAMES A., 10TH IA INF,
SMITH, NATHAN, 76TH OH INF,
SMITH, JOSEPH, 45TH IA,
SMITH, LUTHER B., 10TH WI INF, 1ST WI ART.,
SMITH, ALBION C., 2ND IA CAV,
SMITH, WILLIAM E. T, 2ND IA CAV,
SMITH, ASA, 124TH IL INF,
SMITH, ALEXANDER L, 1ST KY CAV,
SMITH, ABNER J, 3RD IA CAV,
SMITH, JAMES A, 44TH IN INF,
SMITH, CHARLES, 98TH IL INF,
SMITH, JOHN H, 23RD IA INF,
SMITH, ELEXANDER, 3RD IA,
SMITH, ALBERT, 116TH NY INF,
SMITH, JOHN H, 23RD IA INF,
SMITH, ELEXANDER, 3RD IA.
SMITH, MICHAEL, 172ND MI INF,
SMITH, HIRAM, 1ST NE CAV,
SMITH, FRANKLIN, E,
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH WI INF, 104
SMITH, ERASTUS, 7TH KS CAV, 69,
SMITH, JACOB, 11TH MO INF, 60
SMITH, JACOB, 7TH MO INF, 60
SMITH, WILLIAM, 16TH KS CAV, 15
SMITH, JACOB, 7TH MO INF, 11TH MO INF, 60,
SMITH, JACOB, 11TH MO INF, 7TH MO INF, 160
SMITH, W.H., 21ST MO INF, 154
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH CA INF, 9
SMITH, DONALD, McLAIN'S INDEPENDENT CO B, 136
SMITH, WILLIAM, 33RD MO INF, 172
SMITH, WILLIAM, 33RD MO INF, 169
SMITH, HENRY P., 39TH MO INF, 195
SMITH, Y.U., 48TH MO INF, 99
SMITH, G.W., 1ST MO CAV, 52
SMITH, THOMAS, 12TH CT INF, 12
SMITH, JOHN, 6TH CA INF,
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 11TH IL INF, CO. C, 8TH IL,
SMITH, JAMES H., 12TH IL INF, 354
SMITH, WILLIAM C., 19TH IL INF,
SMITH, EDWARD, 20TH IL INF, 35,
SMITH, N.P.S., 22ND IA INF,
SMITH, A.K., 33RD IL INF, 115
SMITH, JAMES K., 55TH IL INF, POSTS 228 & 112
SMITH, PARRIS, 58TH IL INF,
SMITH, THOMAS S., 59TH IL LINF, 36
SMITH, J.H., 65TH IL INF, 28
SMITH, OTIS B., 77TH IL INF, 1
SMITH, MYRON C., 77TH IL INF, 50,
SMITH, SAMUEL A.C., 83RD IL INF, 20
SMITH, SPEAR S., 94TH IL INF, 35
SMITH, ROBERT E., 97TH IL INF, 110
SMITH, WILLIAM A., 106TH IL INF, 34
SMITH, EDWIN L., 113TH IL INF, 28
SMITH, ISAAC O., 132ND IL INF, 275
SMITH, JOSHUA, 151ST IL INF, 330
SMITH, HOLSEY R., 8TH IA INF, 10,
SMITH, ALFRED L., 16TH IA INF, 8
SMITH, JAMES A., 22ND IA INF, 67,
SMITH, ALFRED, 22ND IA INF, 166
SMITH, ANDERSON L., 23RD IA INF, 6
SMITH, CHARLES W., 46TH IA INF,
SMITH, HENRY, 9TH IN INF, 207
SMITH, J.H., 44TH IN INF, 155
SMITH, H.W., 73RD IN INF, 100
SMITH, DAVID W., 89TH IN INF, 15
SMITH, STOVER, 134TH IN INF, 141
SMITH, SOLOMAN, 4TH IN CAV, 12
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH KY MOUNTED INF, SERG, , 9
SMITH, W.A., 16TH KY INF, 13
SMITH, WINSLOW W., 13TH KS INF, 205
SMITH, WILLIAM, 3RD KS LIGHT ART, 2ND KS,
SMITH, CHARLES T., 27TH ME INF, PVT, CO. G, 6, 110
SMITH, GEORGE F., 1ST ME ART., 110
SMITH, W.H., 1ST MI INF, 207
SMITH, MATISON, 2ND MI INF, 140
SMITH, EUGENE E., 9TH MI INF, 71
SMITH, C.D., 9TH MI INF, 229
SMITH, W.H., 11TH MI INF, 207
SMITH, S.W., 17TH MI INF, 84
SMITH, EDWIN T., 3RD MI CAV, 4
SMITH, C.H., 4TH MI CAV, 4
SMITH, L.C., HOSPITALSTEWARD, 1ST MI L, 34
SMITH, H.S., 10TH MO INF, CORP, CO.K, 1S, 8
SMITH, JOHN C., 11TH MO CAV, 22
SMITH, GEORGE N., 1ST NH HEAVY ART., 1
SMITH, CHARLES W., 1ST NY MOUNTED INF, 12
SMITH, SURF F.B., 16TH NY INF, PVT, CO. G, 2N, 222
SMITH, I.D., 17TH NY INF, 19
SMITH, FRANK J., 71ST NY INF, 34,
SMITH, JAMES H., 77TH NY INF, 222
SMITH, LORENZO, 121ST NY INF, 1
SMITH, THEODORE H., 144TH NY INF,
SMITH, T., 6TH NY CAV,
SMITH, OLIVER, 9TH NY CAV, 4
SMITH, G.A., 5TH NY ART., 354
SMITH, ALFRED A., 14TH NY ART.,
SMITH, FRANCIS A., 18TH NY ART., 146
SMITH, OREN L., 13TH NY INF,
SMITH, C.E., 25TH NJ INF, US NAVY, USS, 235
SMITH, JOSEPH H., 1ST NE INF, 28
SMITH, JOHN W., 37TH OH INF, 318
SMITH, THOMAS, 38TH OH INF, 19
SMITH, JACOB W., 101ST OH INF, 37
SMITH, CHESTER K., 126TH OH INF,
SMITH, ISAAC N., 136TH OH INF,
SMITH, NATHANIEL T., 1ST IA INF, 32
SMITH, DANIEL J., 6TH IA INF, 7
SMITH, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, 70
SMITH, FRANCIS M., 2ND IA INF, 7
SMITH, THEODORE V., 10TH IA INF, 32
SMITH, JAMES W., 11TH IA INF, 70
SMITH, JOHN C., 17TH IA INF, 165
SMITH, J.A., 21ST IA INF, 74
SMITH, NATHANIEL P., 22ND IA INF, 104
SMITH, FRANCIS M., 25TH IA INF(ERROR), 7
SMITH, MORDECAI, 28TH IA INF, 116
SMITH, THOMAS W., 29TH IA INF, 37
SMITH, RANKIN, 30TH IA INF, 167
SMITH, MARTIN V., 31ST IA INF, 65
SMITH, JAMES E., 44TH IA INF, 47TH IA INF, 239
SMITH, JOHN H., 45TH IA INF, 28
SMITH, ALBION C., 45TH IA INF, 52
SMITH, T.V., 10TH IA INF, 32
SMITH, H.B., 82ND IA INF, 83
SMITH, GEORGE, 2ND IA CAV(ERROR), 70
SMITH, ALBION C., 2ND IA CAV, 118
SMITH, GEORGE D., 4TH IA CAV, 25
SMITH, G.N., 1ST NE INF, 52
SMITH, ISAAC, 1ST NE INF, 50
SMITH, ISAAC, 1ST NE CAV, 11
SMITH, R.R., 45TH IN INF, 67
SMITH, JACOB, 6TH IN INF, 30TH IN INF, 147
SMITH, CHARLES L., 9TH IN INF, 29,
SMITH, HIRAM, 26TH IN INF, 21
SMITH, ADAM, 26TH IN INF, 40
SMITH, ROBERT R., 45TH IN INF, 67
SMITH, JAMES, 50TH IN INF, 75
SMITH, THEODORE W., 53RD IN INF, 7
SMITH, BENJAMIN R., 93RD IN INF, 17
SMITH, GEORGE A., 99TH IN INF, 23
SMITH, JACOB, 30TH IN INF, 6TH IN INF, 13,
SMITH, A.W., 73RD IN INF, 54
SMITH, ANDERSON, 128TH IN INF, 4
SMITH, JOHN H., 130TH IN INF, 25
SMITH, JOSEPH W., 130TH IN INF, 25
SMITH, DAWSEY W., 145TH IN INF, 21,
SMITH, CHARLES E., 148TH IN INF, 25,
SMITH, S.G., 3RD IN ART.(ERROR), 86
SMITH, SILAS G., 3RD MN INF, 86
SMITH, JAMES O., 8TH MN INF, 39
SMITH, CAMILLUS A., 1ST WI INF, 21ST WI INF, 54,
SMITH, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, 144
SMITH, ENOS W., 12TH WI INF, 38
SMITH, HANFORD N., 14TH WI INF, 8
SMITH, MORRIS D., 16TH WI INF, 40
SMITH, FRANCIS G., 18TH WI INF, 87
SMITH, LATHROP, 20TH WI INF,
SMITH, CAMILLUS A., 21ST WI INF, 1ST WI INF, 54,
SMITH, ISAAC L., 25TH WI INF, 29,
SMITH, GEORGE P., 30TH WI INF, 112
SMITH, WILLIAM, 31ST WI INF, 144
SMITH, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF, 31
SMITH, JAMES H., 38TH WI INF, POST 265, 206
SMITH, PHILLIP, 45TH WI INF, 10,
SMITH, HERMAN C., 48TH WI INF, 41,
SMITH, FREDERICK A., 3RD WI CAV, 63
SMITH, LUTHER B., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 58
SMITH, ROYAL A., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 147
SMITT, WILLIAM A., 43RD IN INF, 74
SMIVELY, SAMUEL H., 21ST PA INF, 13
SMOLINSKY, ANTON, 30TH MA INF, 208
SMUTZ, ABNER R., 8TH IA CAV, 164
SNAVELEY, SILAS, 152ND IN INF, 107
SNEARLY, WILLIAM, 1ST NY LIGHT ART., 227
SNEATH, ROBERT, 3RD PA INF, 129
SNEE, JUGH R., 39TH IL LINF, 260
SNELL, ALFRED, 130TH IL INF, CO. F, 77TH,
SNELL, JAMES, 20TH WI INF, 31
SNELL, ALFRED, 77TH IL INF, CO. E, 130TH,
SNELL, JOHN, 4TH IA,
SNELL, GEORGE H., 3RD IL CAV, 180
SNELL, LEVI, 138TH IN INF, 187
SNELL, JEREMIAH D., 30TH WI INF, 106
SNETHEN, JOSEPH S., 10TH IN INF, 66
SNGGS, JAMES, 55TH US COLORED INF,
SNIDER, SAMUEL, 12TH IL INF,
SNIDER, CHARLES H., 20TH WI INF, 182
SNIDER, HIRAM B., 84TH IN INF, CO. K, 57TH I,
SNIDER, THOMAS L., 32ND WI INF, 106
SNIDER, DAVID D., 43RD WI INF, 71
SNIFF, AMOS, 13TH IA INF (ERROR), 123
SNIFF, AMOS, 16TH IA INF, 123
SNIPES, NATHAN, 16TH US INF, 84
SNIVELY, SAMUEL H., 1ST PA CAV, PVT, CO. I, 21S, 152
SNIVELY, SAMUEL H., 21ST PA CAV, 152
SNIVELY, JOHN W., 11TH IA CAV, 2
SNODGRASS, JAMES, 10TH IN INF, 79
SNODGRASS, O.K., 40TH IA INF, 63
SNOOK, JOHN G., 9TH IA CAV, 45
SNOOK, JOHN G., 19TH IA INF, CORP, CO. I, 9, 221
SNOOK, JAMES W., 7TH IA INF, 63
SNOW, JACKSON P., 15TH IA INF,
SNOW, JAMES MORTIM, 24TH IA INF, 79,
SNOW, PHILIP, 11TH PA INF, 220
SNOW, TRUFFLE, 1ST WI CAV, 116
SNOW, MILTON, OMAHA NE SCOUTS,
SNOW, CHARLES H., 36TH IL INF,
SNOW, ANDREW J., 93RD IL INF, 1, 2
SNOW, DENNIS T., 31ST IA INF, 107
SNOWBALL, ROBERT, 38TH IL INF,
SNOWDEN, JOHN M., 15TH PA CAV, 146
SNOWDON, PRESTON R., 30TH OH INF, 323
SNOWDEN, A.J., 15TH VA, 1
SNOWDEN, JOHN M., 15TH IA CAV (ERROR), 148
SNOWDON, WILLIAM B., 1ST NE INF, 7
SNURR, LEWIS E., 1ST MD,
SNYDER, SOLOMAN, 53RD PA INF, 141
SNYDER, ELAM, 6TH PA CAV, 8
SNYDER, ABRAHAM C., PVT, 3RD WI CAV, 8
SNYDER, CHRISTIAN H., 36TH OH INF, 34TH OH INF, 35
SNYDER, JOSIAH W., 22ND IN INF, 347
SNYDER, JAMES M., 74TH IN INF,
SNYDER, JOHN F., 4TH MN INF, 182
SNYDER, HENRY, 2ND MN CAV, 265
SNYDER, LAWRENCE D., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., 165
SNYDER, JOHN H., 18TH OH INF,
SNYDER, JOHN, 163RD OH INF,
SNYDER, JOHN, 21ST IA INF,
SNYDER, SOLOMON, 52ND PA INF,
SNYDER, JOHN N.,
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 10TH MO INF, 47
SNYDER, FRANCIS M., 36TH IA INF, 222
SNYDER, JOHN F., 39TH IA INF, 48
SNYDER, ANTHONY W., 7TH IN INF, 100
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 48TH IN INF, CO. K, 83RD I,
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 83RD IN INF, 48TH IN INF, 110
SNYDER, WILLIAM M., 74TH OH INF, 34
SNYDER, JAMES, 179TH OH INF, 69
SNYDER, HIRAM W., 19TH IA INF, 13
SNYDER, LEWIS L., 6TH IA CAV, 82
SNYDER, ANDREW J., 30TH IN INF, 124
SNYDER, CARLISLE, 130TH IN INF, 172
SNYDER, GEORGE E., 4TH MN INF, 96
SNYDER, GEOLL, 3RD WI INF, 170
SNYDER, JAMES A., 7TH WI INF, 13
SNYDER, EDWARD, 23RD WI INF, 25
SNYDER, ELIAS, 38TH WI INF, 77
SOAPER, LYMAN, 10TH WI INF, 89
SOEBSE, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF,
SOHULER, JOHN, 31ST WI INF, 19
SOLACE, CHESTER L., 46TH IL INF, 269
SOLOMON, JOHN, 10TH PA INF, 230
SOMES, WRIGHT E., 26TH NY INF, 174
SOMMER, JOSEPH, 146TH IL INF, 256
SONNABAND, JOHN, 29TH MI INF, 4
SONNENSCHEN, GUSTAVE, 4TH MO CAV, 190
SOPER, ELIJAH E., 7TH PA CAV, DIED 10APR191,
SOPER, ALLEN, 5TH IA CAV, 11
SOPER, ALLEN, 5TH IA CAV, 11
SORENSEN, CHRISTIAN, 28TH WI INF, 8
SORRICK, L.L., 22ND PA INF, PVT, CO. I, 3, 32
SORTER, ELIJAH, 150TH OH INF,
SORTOR, GEORGE W., 72ND IL INF, 225
SOUDELS, JOHN P., 139TH IL INF, CO. E, 151ST, 47
SOULE, EDWIN, 7TH MO CAV, CO. C, 118TH I, 35
SOULE, ISAAC, 1ST IA CAV,
SOULE, ISAAC, AST. SURGEON, 8TH MO CAV,
SOULE, EDWIN, 118TH IL INF,
SOUNERS, WILLIAM P., 130TH IL INF, CO. E, 77TH, 47
SOUTHERN, WILLIAM T., 16TH NY HEAVY ART.,
SOUTHERN, WILLIAM R., 32ND IA INF, 8
SOUTHERN, JOHN B., 55TH IN INF, 133RD IN INF, 7
SOUTHWICK, WARON H., HOSPITAL STEWARD, 8TH MI, 115
SOUTHWORTH, L.P., 36TH IL INF, 220
SOUTHWORTH, MILO H., 50TH WI INF, 262
SOWARDS, DARWIN B., 16TH WI INF, PVT, CO. M, 1S, 42
SOWASH, FRANK A., 100TH PA INF, 220
SOWDA, J.A., 3RD WI INF, 120
SOWER, CALVIN, 6TH OH CAV, 13
SOWER, WILLIAM, 180TH OH INF, 328
SOWERS, THOMAS A., 99TH IL INF,
SOWERS, GEORGE, 30TH OH INF, 184
SOWERWINE, GEORGE, 2ND CA CAV, 265
SOWLS, THOMAS M., 29TH IA INF, 63
SPAIN, SANFORD Q., 9TH IA CAV, 4
SPAINHOWER, WILLIAM M., 17TH IA INF, 101
SPALDING, S.K., 2ND IA CAV, 262
SPANDUN, JOHN M., 77TH IL INF, 33
SPANKLER, HENRY C., PVT, 21ST IA INF, 182
SPANOZLE, DANIEL B., 49TH PA INF,
SPARKS, JASON C., 11TH IA INF,
SPARKS, CALVIN, 97TH IN INF, 280
SPARKS, S.G., 19TH KS CAV, 330
SPARKS, WILLIAM A., 145TH IL INF, 1
SPARKS, WILLIAM H., 4TH IL CAV, 339
SPARKS, CORNELIUS W., 12TH IL CAV, 40TH IL CAV, 29
SPARLING, ISAAC W., 63RD IL INF, 19
SPAULDING, JAMES L., 44TH IA INF,
SPAULDING, H., 9TH NJ INF, 70
SPAULDING, JABEZ Y., 1ST WI LIGHT ART., 183
SPAULDING, J.Y., 15TH WI ART.(ERROR), 183
SPEAR, WILLIAM, 7TH WI ART.,
SPEAR, LEVI BOWLIN, 151ST IL INF, 330
SPEAR, E.M., US NAVY,
SPEAR, ROBERT B., 42ND IL INF, 22
SPEAR, MIRON L., 12TH IN CAV, 22
SPEARMAN, JAMES D., 25TH IA INF, 106
SPEARNS, BENJAMIN H., 134TH IL INF, 324
SPEARNS, WILLIAM T., 44TH IN INF, 43
SPEILMAN, JESSE, 2ND NE CAV, 118
SPELLMAN, JOHN P, 9TH IA INF, 27
SPEILS, ALLEN, 26TH IL INF, 56
SPEILS, GEORGE A., 26TH IL INF,
SPENCE, ALEXANDER, 16TH WI INF, 354
SPENCE, ANDREW, 96TH NY INF,
SPENCE, EZEKIEL L., 50TH OH INF, 159
SPENCE, GEORGE, 10TH IL CAV, CO. K, 106TH, 34
SPENCE, ALEX, 16TH WI INF, 169
SPENCER, JOHN, 22ND IA INF,
SPENCER, JAMES, 8TH IN CAV,
SPENCER, NATHAN O., 5TH NY CAV, 131
SPENCER, ANDREW, 3RD IA CAV, 94
SPENCER, A.W., 51ST MO INF, 52
SPENCER, JOSEPH E., 33RD IL INF, 50
SPENCER, THEODORE B., 63RD IN INF, 1
SPENCER, ELI F., 146TH IN INF, 150
SPENCER, MARCUS, 13TH IN INF, 159
SPENCER, HIRAM, 23RD MI INF, 84,
SPENCER, DAVID C., 33RD MO INF, 354
SPENCER, WILLIAM, 5TH NJ INF, 239
SPENCER, HARLOW N., 7TH OH INF, CAPT, CO. K, 17, 135
SPENCER, J.W., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 180
SPENCER, JOSIAH W., 38TH IA INF,
SPENCER, JAMES, 39TH IN INF, 167
SPERRY, JOHN, 7TH IA CAV.
SPERRY, J.W., 15TH KS CAV, 318
SPERRY, MORTON D., 24TH MA INF, 35
SPERRY, JOSEPH J., 19TH IA INF, 43
SPERRY, WALTER J., 3RD IA CAV, 61
SPERRY, AMI D., 2ND WI CAV, 73
SPERRY, CHARLES B., ARTIFICER, 4TH WI ART., 13,
SPETHMAN, LEOPOLD, 15TH IA INF,
SPICKNALL, JAMES H., 52ND IN INF, 79
SPICKNALL, RICHARD S., 52ND IN INF, 79
SPICKNELL, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, 13,
SPIDLE, ALFRED J., 77TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, 13, 34
SPIDLE, ALFRED, 130TH IL INF, CO. A, 77TH,
SPIETH, BENJAMIN, 73RD IL INF, 134
SPIKER, THOMAS L., 118TH IL INF, 35
SPINDLER, ISRAEL, 28TH IA INF, 155
SPINK, FREDERICK U., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 91
SPINNER, GEORGE, 33RD IN INF, 297
SPINTE, WILLIAM, 3RD MI INF,
SPINTE, FREDERICK, 12TH MI INF, 282
SPIVEY, JASPER N., 58TH IL INF,
SPLENCER, LYMAN, 1ST NY DRAGOONS,
SPOERRY, HENRY T., 2ND WI INF, 9
SPONABLE, GEORGE W., 95TH IL INF, 88
SPONSLER, ANDREW W., 139TH IN INF,
SPOTTS, JOSEPH, 31ST IA INF, 60
SPRADLING, WILLIAM, 49TH MO INF,
SPRAGGINS, GEORGE W., 58TH IN INF, 266
SPRAGINS, JOHN D., 45TH IL INF, 84
SPRAGUE, E.A., 3RD WI CAV, 31
SPRAGUE, WALLACE J., 7TH IL INF, 251
SPRAGUE, CHARLES S., 5TH IA INF, CO. G, 5TH IA, 99
SPRAGUE, CHARLES S., 5TH IA CAV, PVT, CO. F, 5TH, 99
SPRAGUE, LEWIS, 8TH IN CAV, 50
SPRAGUE, HENRY, 6TH MI CAV,
SPRAGUE, EDWARD, 1ST NY INF SHARPSHOOTERS, 299
SPRAGUE, EDWARD, 4TH NY CAV, 154
SPRAGUE, K.S., 12TH IA INF, 1
SPRAGUE, WILLIAM, 36TH IN INF,
SPRAGUE, LUTHER, 2ND MO INF, 284
SPRAGUE, HENRY H., 51ST MO INF, 184
SPRAY, JOHN, 131ST IN INF, 261
SPRECHER, J.P., 34TH OH INF, 1
SPRENGLE, KANAN, 8TH MD INF, 330
SPRIGGENS, EMANUEL(COLO, 6TH US COLORED ART., 25
SPRING, GEORGE L, 16TH VT INF,
SPRINGER, GUSTAVUS A., 1ST OH CAV, 1
SPRINGER, J.H., 1ST IA CAV, 22
SPRINGER, RICHARD D., 5TH OH CAV, 22
SPRINGER, ALFRED, 4TH MN INF, 57
SPRINGER, WILLIAM, 76TH OH INF, 4
SPRINGER, JOSEPH H., 1ST IA CAV, 22,
SPRINGLE, KANAN, 8TH MO INF, 39
SPROUCE, JOHN A., 33RD IL INF, 67
SPROUT, WILLIAM, 141ST IL INF,
SPROUT, JOHN A., 153RD IL INF, 22
SPRY, MILTON J., 25TH IA INF, 1
SPURBECK, ANDREW, 10TH IA INF(ERROR), 121
SQUIRES, FRED C., 2ND VT INF, 110
SQUIRES, EZRA, 2ND VT INF,
SQUIRES, ORIN, 24TH IL INF, 3
SQUIRES, NATHAN R., 52ND IL INF, 24,
SQUIRES, GEORGE E., 44TH IA INF, 110
SQUIRES, JABEZ, 1ST NE INF, 42,
SQUIRES, CHARLES E., 20TH IA INF, 7, 1
SQUIRES, NORMAN I., 29TH IA INF, 303
SQUIRES, EPHRAIM M., 3RD WI CAV, 246
ST.JOHN, SYLVESTER S., 12TH WI LIGHT ART., 1
ST.JOHN, CHARLES A., 20TH WI INF, 107
ST.PETERS, ALEXANDER, 40TH IA INF, 1, 2
STAAB, LIBORIUS, 45TH WI INF, 273
STABLE, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, 13
STACK, JAMES, 5TH IA INF,
STACKERMAN, CHRISTIAN, 91ST IN INF, 142
STACKHOUSE, CHARLES W., 10TH IN INF, PVT, CO. D, 58, 118
STACKS, GEORGE W., 17TH IA INF, 70
STACY, HENRY, 112TH IL INF, 258
STAEEN, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, 4, 9
STAFFORD, H.B., 33RD WI INF, 193
STAFFORD, ADMIRAL N., 7TH IA INF, 26,
STAFFORD, JOSEPH R., 16TH IN ART., 7
STAHL, ABRAHAM, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 15
STAINES, GEORGE T., 158TH PA INF, PVT, CO. B, 1, 6, 4
STAKE, ELLI, 202ND PA INF, 172
STALCUP, HORATIO G., 22ND IA INF, 314
STALCUP, HENRY H., 144TH IN INF,
STALEY, F.M., 132ND PA INF, 32
STALEY, JAMES W., 46TH WI INF, 187
STALEY, O.P., 7TH WV INF, 299
STALEY, JOHN F., 11TH OH INF, SERG, CO. B, 3,
STALEY, WILLIAM H., 20TH IN INF, 89
STALEY, GEORGE S., 12TH IN CAV, 51,
STALKER, JOHN, 71ST IN INF, 298
STALL, JEREMIAH H., 23RD IA INF, 95
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, 5
STALLSMITH, JOHN B, 34TH IL INF, 5
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, 5
STALTS, WILLIAM W., 4TH IA CAV, 204
STALY, JAMES K., 4TH IA CAV, 116
STANDIDGE, THOMAS, 141ST IL INF, 254
STANDISH, R.A., 5TH IA CAV, 36
STANFIELD, AUGUSTUS B., 8TH IA INF, 278
STANLEY, JAMES C., 2ND VA CAV, 1, 1
STANLEY, AQUILLA W., 106TH IN INF, 91
STANLEY, J.C., 2ND WV INF, 334
STANLEY, WILLIAM M., 5TH MO CAV, 54
STANLEY, WILLIAM A., 8TH IN CAV, 38
STANTON, JAMES, 24TH IA INF,
STANTON, BARCLAY G., 8TH IA CAV, 182
STANTON, JAMES A., WAGONMASTER, BESSELL'S EN, 249
STANTON, J.S., NY ENGINEERS, 118
STANTON, GREEN, 82ND OH INF, 13
STANTURF, ARON, 23RD MO INF,
STANWOOD, S.C., 15TH IA INF, 3
STANWOOD, SABIN C., 2ND IA ART.,
STAUBLE, LEWIS G., 15TH US INF, 24
STAPLES, MARCUS M., 4TH MO CAV, 165
STAPLES, J.S., 28TH ME INF, 22
STAPLES, DAVID K., 10TH MN INF, 68,
STAPLETON, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, 292
STARBUCK, ISAAC, 10TH IN INF, 28
STARBUCK, WILLIAM H.H., 139TH IN INF, 73
STARING, J.P., 42ND WI INF, 42
STARING, JAMES P., 42ND WI INF,
STARK, BENJAMIN F., 12TH OH CAV, 12
STARK, JAMES J., 54TH IN INF, 40
STARKEY, WILLIAM C., 9TH OH CAV, 95
STARKEY, ORLANDO, 39TH IL INF, 227
STARKEY, LEVI, 1ST MO CAV, 7TH MO CAV, 102
STARKEY, LEVI, 7TH MO CAV, 1ST MO CAV, 20,
STARKS, T.F., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 180
STARKS, HOMER E., 26TH IL INF, 50,
STARLING, WILLIAM, 57TH IL INF, 22
STARR, W.R., 12TH US INF, 207
STARR, JOSEPH W., 2ND IN CAV, 14
STARR, PETER D., 5TH TN CAV, 271
STARR, GEORGE W., 9TH IN INF, PVT. CO. C, 12, 207
STARR, JULIUS B., 87TH IN INF, 110
STARR, H.H., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 117
STARRETTE, A.H., 29TH OH INF. ADJUTANT, 40T, 28
STATIA, HIRAM, 3RD WI CAV, 58
STATLER, SAMUEL, 25TH MI INF, 56
STATLER, OBEDIAH H., 69TH IN INF, 11
STATON, ROBERT, 10TH MO INF, 1
STATTON, CURTIS H., 63RD IN INF, 316
STAUBER, WILLIAM, 3RD IA CAV, 17
STAUBER, BENJAMIN C., 36TH IA INF, 17
STAUBRO, WILLIAM, 112TH IL INF, 19
STAUFFER, JACOB, 112TH IL INF,
STAUFFER, DANIEL W., 13TH IN INF,
STAUFFER, JOHN D., 44TH IA INF,
STAUFFER, CHRISTIAN, 5TH IA CAV, DIED 18NOV190,
STAVER, HUGH Q., 6TH US HEAVY ART., 48
STAYNER, CYRUS, 2ND IA INF, 16
STEADMAN, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV,
STEADMAN, AARON C., 31ST IA INF, 136
STEAR, JOHN K., 78TH PA INF, 205
STEARNS, THOMAS A., 38TH IA INF, 69
STEARNS, PETER, 1ST MN INF, 96
STEARNS, ORSON E., 8TH WI INF, 147
STEARNS, THOMAS J., 16TH WI INF, 60TH NY INF, 27
STEBBINS, LUCIUS, 8TH CA INF,
STECE, ARCH, 180TH IL INF,
STED, WILLIAM, 108TH IN INF, 24
STEDHAM, DAVID, 9TH MO CAV, 84
STEDWELL, ADAM, 4TH IA CAV, 1
STEECE, JOHN E.W., 4TH WI CAV, 110
STEENE, JOHN A., 1ST PA INF, 1 SERG. CO. I, 20
STEELY, T.G., 6TH WV INF, 144
STEELY, JOHN N., 4TH IL CAV, 184
STEELY, H.S., 54TH OH INF, 178
STEELY, T.G., 6TH WV CAV, 144
STEELY, R.B., 51ST MO INF, 179
STEELE, GEORGE K., 2ND IA INF, LIEUT, 63RD US, 52
STEELE, D.M., 3RD IA CAV, 1
STEELE, AMBROSE J., 128TH IN INF, 191
STEELE, PATRICK H., 3RD IA CAV, 1, 1
STEELE, JAMES, 1ST NE INF, 7, 1
STEEN, HENRY, 12TH IA INF, 58
STEEN, OTTO F., 15TH WI INF, 7, 9
STEENIS, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, 14TH WI INF, P, 9, 1
STEENIS, JOHN, 14TH WI INF, 62ND WI INF, , 143
STEEPELTON, FRED, 66TH IN INF, 32
STEES, GEORGE W., 55TH PA INF, 12
STEEVER, AMON, 17TH IA INF, 25
STEFFEY, HENRY T., 75TH IN INF, 144
STEFFIE, HENRY, 86TH IN INF, 23
STEFFIN, JAMES, 15TH IL INF,
STEFFINS, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, 13
STEGENGA, DURK P., 25TH MI INF, 354
STEIN, ROBERT P., 1ST PA ART., 91
STEINAN, E., 21ST MO INF, 13
STEINHOFF, GEORGE N., 139TH IL INF,
STEINKE, GOTTLIEB, 34TH WI INF, 328
STEINKE, WILLIAM, 91ST IN INF, PVT, CO. D, 7T, 8
STEINMAN, MALCHIOR, 6TH MN INF, 180
STEINMEIER, FREDERICK, 56TH OH INF,
STEINMETZ, JACOB, 186TH OH INF, 19,
STEINMETZ, ABRAHAM R., 110TH OH INF, 141
STENZEL, GODFRIED, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 275
STEPHAN, HENRY, 27TH WI INF, 227
STEPHEN, DANIEL F., 116TH IN INF, 252
STEPHENS, JOHN T., 138TH IN INF, 72,
STEPHENS, V.T., 13TH IN INF, 96
STEPHENS, JUDSON D., 111TH NY INF, 285
STEPHENS, THOMAS L., 10TH NY CAV, 13
STEPHENS, GARRETT, 22ND IA INF, 114
STEPHENS, JOEL R., 23RD IA INF, 64
STEPHENS, GARRETT, 30TH IA INF(ERROR), 114
STEPHENS, ITHNOR C., 8TH IA CAV, 64
STEPHENS, HENRY R., 8TH IA CAV, POST 319, 112
STEPHENS, D.V., 118TH IN INF, 81
STEPHENS, WILLIAM H., 11TH IN CAV, 81
STEPHENS, MARTIN E., 22ND & 35TH WI INF, 1ST W, 42
STEPHENSON, DAVID V., 5TH MO CAV, 2 LIEUT, CO. K, 84,
STEPHENSON, DAVID V., 48TH MO INF,
STEPHENSON, FRANKLIN, 6TH IA CAV,
STEPHENSON, JAMES, 48TH MO INF, 159
STEPHENSON, THOMAS, 13TH IA INF, 115
STEPHenson, E.A., 152ND NY INF,
STEPHenson, Franklin, 6TH IA CAV, 43
STEPHenson, Peter C., 16TH WI INF, 65
STERLING, R.H., 1ST NY LIGHT ART., 28
STERLING, John, 14TH WI INF, 40
STERLING, John, 14TH WI INF, 40
STERM, John T., 67TH IL INF, 65
STERN, Franklin L., 88TH PA INF, DIED 5JAN193,
STERNER, W.D., 130TH PA INF,
STERNs, John A., 4TH TN INF, 95
STERNs, John A., 4TH TN INF, 95
STERRETT, Robert, 3RD IA CAV, 25
STEVens, Lewellyn, 16TH IL LINF,
STEVens, Perry A.C., 97TH IL INF,
STEVens, John, 10TH IA INF, 346
STEVens, Hugh M., 33RD IA INF,
STEVens, Charles H., 28TH MI INF, 111
STEVens, Frank P., 11TH NH INF, 319
STEVens, John A., 48TH OH INF, 231
STEVens, John A., 83RD OH INF, 231
STEVens, J.F., 17TH PA INF, 322
STEVens, J.W., US NAVY, 228
STEVens, John, 4TH WV INF, 348
STEVens, Martin E., 35TH WI INF, CO. C, 22NE W,
STEVens, Martin E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 259
STEVens, William, 97TH OH INF,
STEVens, X.C., 50TH VT INF,
STEVens, Jamier E., 10TH IA INF,
STEVens, P.A.C., 7TH, 49TH & 97TH IL INF, 2, 110
STEVens, Henry, 99TH IL INF, 1, 1
STEVens, Francis M., 40TH IN INF, 168
STEVens, Vincent F., 13TH IA INF, 140
STEVens, John A., 23RD IA INF, 68,
STEVens, Amos S., 24TH IA INF, 140
STEVens, Ezra M., 27TH IA INF, 10
STEVens, Peter, 2ND NE CAV, 165
STEVens, John A., 23RD IA INF, 68
STEVens, James M., 42ND IN INF, 183
STEVens, William H., 13TH WI INF, 124
STEVENson, Francis A., 211TH PA INF,
STEVENson, Peter, 28TH WI INF, 20
STEVENson, James, 53RD IN INF, 98
STEVENson, William, 18TH WI INF, 116
STEVENson, Thomas, 18TH WI INF,
STEVENson, Andrew S., 24TH KY INF, 17
STEVENson, C.W., 152ND NY INF, 4
STEVENSON, JOSIAH V., 96TH OH INF, 9
STEVENSON, THOMAS B., 1ST NE INF, 24
STEVENSON, JOHN W., 124TH IN INF, 25
STEVER, ROBERT W., 2ND WI INF, 4TH WI ART., 275
STEVER, ROBERT W., 4TH WI ART, 2ND WI INF, 275
STEWARD, GEORGE W., 1ST WI CAV, 9, 1
STEWARD, EDWARD, 1ST WI CAV, 57
STEWARD, THOMAS, 2ND IA CAV,
STEWARD, ADAM C., 19TH IL INF, PVT, CO. B, 1S, 30
STEWARD, JAMES W., 86TH IL INF, 228
STEWARD, FRANCIS M., 148TH IL INF, 74
STEWARD, HENRY C., WAGONER, 6TH IA INF, 118
STEWARD, ANDREW, 22ND IA INF, 25
STEWARD, GEORGE A., 99TH IN INF, 120
STEWARD, DAVID, 158TH PA INF,
STEWARD, WILLIAM, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, 104
STEWARD, YATES, 1ST IL CAV, 254
STEWARD, ALFRED, 7TH IL CAV,
STEWARD, JOHN W.,
STEWARD, E.P., VT,
STEWARD, JOHN, 27TH PA INF,
STEWARD, JAMES H., 2ND CA CAV, 32
STEWARD, JAMES H., 10TH KS INF, 4TH KS INF, 25,
STEWARD, JAMES H., 4TH KS INF, 10TH KS INF, 25,
STEWARD, WILLIAM, 33RD IL INF, 318
STEWARD, ROBERT H., 77TH IL INF, CO. A, 130TH, 19
STEWARD, WILLIAM E., 92ND IL INF, 130
STEWARD, ROBERT H., 130TH IL INF,
STEWARD, ALZA M., MUSICIAN, 96TH IL INF, 11,
STEWARD, JAMES, 40TH IA INF, 26
STEWARD, WILLIAM H., 134TH IN INF, DIED 25DEC1, 22
STEWARD, JAMES H., 4TH KS INF, SERG, CO. H &, 25,
STEWARD, EDWARD, 1ST MO CAV, 36
STEWARD, JAMES T., 172ND NY INF, 159
STEWARD, ALEXANDER S., 2ND NE CAV,
STEWARD, JOHN, 39TH OH INF, 1
STEWARD, ROBERT Q., 111TH OH INF, 150
STEWARD, JOSEPH E., 7TH IA CAV, 42
STICKEL, JOSEPH S., 33RD WI INF, 17
STICKNEY, JULIUS Z., 6TH IA CAV, 80,
STILES, DAVID M., 3RD IA INF, 43
STILES, SETH F., 4TH IA INF, 4
STILES, DAVID M., 3RD IN INF(ERROR), 60
STILSON, SAMUEL E., 4TH IL CAV, DIED 7MAR1931, 4
STIMPSON, ABNER B., 12TH IN CAV, 12
STINE, FREDERICK, 93RD OH INF, 220
STINEBACK, MARGAN, 24TH MI INF, 153
STINEMAN, JACOB, 57TH IL INF, 67,
STINOR, CARL E W, 24 WI INF,
STINSON, JAMES W., 3RD IL CAV, 131
STIRK, J.W., 34TH IA INF, 109
STIRK, JOSEPH W., 38TH IA INF, 272
STITT, WILLIAM, 114TH OH INF, 16TH OH INF, 8
STITT, SAMUEL C., WAGONER, 108TH IL INF, 26
STIVERS, H.R., 18TH MI INF, 264
STIVERS, H.B., 18TH MI INF, 264
STOVER, SAMUEL, 3RD MO ART., PVT, CO. K, 4T, 7
STOCKDALE, JOHN WESLEY, 3RD IA INF, 129
STOCKHAM, DAVID M., 47TH IN INF, 7
STOCKMAN, T.J., 18TH MO LINF, 100
STOCKTON, RICHARD E., 106TH IL INF, 41,
STODARD, JOHN, 18TH IA INF, 177
STODDARD, WILLIAM, 149TH IL INF,
STODDARD, WILLIAM, 42ND IL INF, 10
STODDARD, ELIJAH, 43RD MA INF,
STOELTING, FREDERICK, 12TH WI INF, 286
STOKES, DANIEL A., 103RD PA INF, 104
STOLER, OLERICH, 31ST WI INF,
STOLL, FREDERICK, 46TH IL INF, 48
STOLTERY, ERWIN, 16TH WI INF,
STOLTING, FRED H., 20TH WI INF, 13
STONAKER, ALFRED, 14TH NY INF, 1
STONE, ROBERT M., US NAVY, GUNBOATS EXCHAN, 110
STONE, WILLIAM, 27TH WI INF, 34
STONE, CHARLES C., 47TH WI INF, 79
STONE, NELSON A., 140TH IL INF, 182
STONE, M.D., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, 94
STONE, JULIUS O., 14TH NH INF,
STONE, EDWARD, AST. SURGEON, 15TH OH INF, 50
STONE, WILLIAM H.H., 79TH OH INF, 302
STONE, WILLIAM H.H., 11TH OH CAV, 302
STONE, C.C., 151ST PA INF, 134
STONE, CHARLES C., 7TH IL INF, 22
STONE, JAMES S., 124TH IL INF, 110
STONE, WILLIAM G., 1ST IA INF, 169
STONE, MELVILLE W., 7TH IA INF, 90
STONE, HENRY J., 10TH IA INF, 11
STONE, JASPER, 35TH IA INF, 47
STONE, FRANKLIN, 3RD IN CAV, 194
STONE, CHARLES C., 3RD WI INF, 79
STONECYLPHER, DAVID, 37TH IN INF, 285
STONEHOCKER, WILLIAM, 51ST OH INF, 115
STONEKING, WASHINGTON, 128TH IL INF,
STOOPS, HENRY J., 1ST IA CAV, 101
STOOTSBERRY, JAMES, 185TH OH INF,
STOPHER, EDGAR A., 14TH IA INF,
STOPHER, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV,
STOPHER, EDGAR A., 2ND NE CAV, 123
STOREY, WILLIAM H., 5TH WI INF, 5TH OH INF, 7
STORK, JOHN HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, 118
STORK, JOHN M., 22ND WI INF, 8
STORM, PETER, 36TH WI INF, 153
STORM, JOHN D., 55TH IN INF, 302
STORM, GEORGE, 3RD IN CAV, 302
STORRY, JOSEPH, 7TH IL INF, 53
STORY, B.F., 5TH MO CAV, 84
STORY, ZACHEUS, 1ST MN INF, 171
STORY, SOLOMON R., 32ND WI INF, 344
STORY, CHARLES A, 186TH PA INF,
STORY, SAMUEL T., 1ST AR CAV,
STORY, WILLIAM, 33RD IN INF, 208
STORY, JOHN, 8TH IN INF, 68,
STORY, EPHRAIM D., 21ST IA INF, 180
STOUF, GEORGE W., 6TH MN INF, 317
STOUT, JOSEPH, 31ST OH INF, 264
STOUT, C.S., 5TH WI INF, 235
STOUT, W.H., 8TH MO INF, 89
STOUT, Z.M., 49TH IN INF(ERROR), 198
STOUT, ZEBEDEE M., 49TH WI INF, 198
STOUTER, JOHN, 203RD PA INF, 289
STOUTSENBERG, DANIEL R., 68TH OH INF, 219
STOVER, ALBERT J., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 1, 2
STOVER, EZRA E., 2ND IL ART., 116
STOVER, GEORGE W., 151ST PA INF, 286
STOWELL, ORVILLE L., 33RD IL INF, 104
STOWELL, ORVILLE J., 33RD IL INF, 104
STOWELL, MARTIN T., 1ST WI HEAVY ART.,
STOWELL, LUTHER E., 86TH IL INF, 22
STOWELL, DANIEL, 4TH MN INF, 330
STOWELL, C.H., 6TH NY ART., 240
STOWERS, JOHN J., 9TH IN INF, 77,
STRAIGHT, C.L., 2ND MO CAV, 262
STRAIGHT, TADIUS E, 6TH IA CAV,
STRAIN, DAVID M., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN S., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF,
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, 44
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, 125
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, 298
STRAIN, WILLIAM G., 83RD IL INF,
STRIGEL, PANKRATZ, 46TH WI INF, 271
STRIKER, FREDERICK, 145TH NY INF, 90
STRINGER, MARK, 5
STRINGFIELD, W.H., 4TH IA CAV, 22,
STRODE, NEWTON, 15TH IA INF,
STROMAN, SAMUEL, 44TH IN INF,
STROMAN, SAMUEL, 1ST IN ART., PVT, CO. D, 4, 73
STRONG, A.A., 7TH OH LIGHT ART., 96
STRONG, D.M., 4TH WI INF, 105
STRONG, ALBERT L., 37TH MA INF, 98
STRONG, BAXTER H., 1ST MI INF, 112
STRONG, ABRAM C., 38TH NY INF, 342
STRONG, ABRAM C., 38TH NJ INF, 342
STRONG, HENRY L., 118TH IL INF,
STRONG, HENRY L., 118TH IL INF, 47
STRONG, JOHN P., 12TH IA INF, 34
STRONG, HERMAN J., 28TH IA INF, 8
STRODSTEFFEN, JOHN, ARTIFICER, 1ST MO ENGINEE, 25
STROUD, DUDLEY, 1ST IA CAV, 144
STROUD, MONTGOMERY, 25TH IN INF, 124
STROUP, JOHN, 100TH PA INF,
STROW, WILLIAM PETE, 9TH IA CAV, 17
STROW, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, 4
STRUBLE, RILEY, 26TH IA INF, 32
STRUNK, MORTIMER, 21ST IA INF, 223
STRUNK, ALBERT D., 9TH IA INF, 95
STUART, ALMON, 9TH IN INF, 91
STUART, JAMES H., 4TH MO CAV,
STUART, JAMES H., 13TH MO CAV,
STUART, ISAAC M., 2ND PA INF, 59
STUART, WILLIAM, 19TH IA INF,
STUART, J.W., 15TH IA INF, 92
STUART, J.W., 19TH IA INF, 92
STUBBERT, T.M., 3RD IL INF, 105
STUBBS, HUDSON F., 132ND IL INF, 97
STUBBS, HARBIN H., 132ND IL INF, 97
STUBBS, JAMES M., 30TH IA INF, 186
STUBBS, OSCAR A., 9TH MN INF, 23,
STUCKMAN, GEORGE, 19TH MI INF,
STUDEBAKER, WILLIMA C., 2ND KS CAV, 25
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 2ND KS CAV, 25
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 29TH IN INF, 8
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 29TH IN INF, 8
STUDLEY, H.O., 5TH MI CAV,
STUDELEY, HENRY H., 125TH ILL INF, 57
STUHRT, CHARLES, 28TH WI INF, 262
STULL, JOHN S., 3RD IL CAV,
STULL, WILLIAM, 120TH OH INF, 261
STULTZ, ALLEN, 13TH IN INF,
STULTZ, GEORGE W., 45TH IL INF, 22
STUMBAUGH, JOHN G., 50TH IL INF, 56
STUMBO, FRANCIS M., 7TH KS CAV,
STUMP, FRANCISCO, 3RD IA CAV, 208
STURDEVANS, WILLIAM L, 38TH IA,
STURDEVANT, P.D., 14TH VT INF, 22,
STURGEON, JAMES K., 46TH OH INF, 319
STURGEON, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, 9, 2
STURGES, J.B., 9TH US INF, 147
STURGES, HENRY B., AID DE CAMP STAFF WOODS, 70
STURGIS, GEORGE, 108TH IL INF, 58
STVENTER, JACOB, 11TH PA INF,
SUCKA, FRANK, 51ST MO INF, 273
SUDBOROUGH, THOMAS K., 9TH MI CAV, 110
SUDDEN, W., 143RD PA INF, 171
SUIT, SALATHIEL B., 3RD IA ART., 218
SUITER, FRANK M., 2ND IA INF, 25,
SULLIVAN, JOSIAH, 146TH IN INF, DIED 19MAY1, 250
SULLENBERGER, COLUMBUS C., 13TH IA INF, 282
SULLENBERGER, OLIVER P., 7TH IA INF, 116
SULLIVAN, JOHN, BLACKSMITH, 2ND NY MOUNTED, 171
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL E., 13TH OH INF, 187
SULLIVAN, JOHN B., 18TH WI INF, 54
SULLIVAN, DENNIS, 55TH IL INF, 36,
SULLIVAN, JESSE, 146TH IN INF,
SULLIVAN, A.L., 134TH OH INF, 318
SULLIVAN, DENNIS J., 1ST WI INF, 221
SUMMER, THOMAS, 6TH IA INF, 239
SUMMER, ULRICH, 31ST WI INF, 149
SUMMERFIELD, JOHN, 56TH MO INF, 56TH US COLO, 25
SUMMERS, JOSHUA, 142ND PA INF, 316
SUMMERS, ELIJAH J., 4TH IN CAV, 32,
SUMMERVILLE, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, 1
SUMMERVILLE, JAMES, 7TH IN CAV, PVT, CO. I, 1ST, 180
SUMNER, AMOS, 5TH US ART., 34
SUMNER, JAMES M., 5TH VET. VOL. INF, 309
SUMNER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, 288
SUMNER, JARED W., 32ND IA INF, 84
SUMNER, JEROME, 25TH IN INF, 354
SUMNER, THOMAS, 6TH IA INF, 43
SUMNER, JARED W., 32ND IA INF, 6, 3
SUMNER, PETER, 36TH IA INF, 43
SUMNER, EPHRIAM, 36TH IA INF, 43
SUMPTER, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF,
SURBER, AUGUSTUS H., 4TH IA INF, 116
SURBONDY, GEORGE W., 8TH IA CAV(ERROR), 217
SURTZS, F.J., 42ND, 1
SUTCHELL, NICHOLAS M., 10TH IA INF, 61
SUTHERLAND, V.W., 157TH OH INF,
SUTHERLAND, ROBERT, 2ND WI CAV,
SUTHERLAND, DAVID, 36TH IL INF, 14
SUTHERLAND, ABRAHAM, 22ND IN INF, 52
SUTLIEF, CHARLES E., 24TH MI INF, 348
SUTTER, BENJAMIN F., 7TH IA CAV, 23
SUTTEN, A.Y., 77TH IL INF,
SUTTEN, ELIJAH, 4TH IA INF, 80
SUTTEN, LEWIS, 46TH IN INF,
SUTTEN, TINGLEY W, 1ST OH LIGHT ART.,
SUTTEN, WILLIAM, 3RD MO CAV, 165
SUTTEN, SMITH, 113TH IL INF, 31
SUTTEN, JOHN H., 114TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, 5, 23
SUTTEN, SYLVESTER, 114TH IL INF,
SUTTEN, SCHUYLER, 18TH IA INF,
SUTTEN, WILLIAM N., 67TH IN INF, 222
SUTTEN, WILLIAM C., 1ST MI LANCERS CAV, 140
SUTTEN, CHARLES, 96TH NY INF,
SUTTEN, ROBERT B., 126TH NY INF, 275
SUTTEN, ROBERT A., 71ST OH INF, 74
SUTTEN, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF, 136
SUTTEN, ELIJAH, 4TH IA CAV(ERROR), 80
SUTTEN, ALANSON H., 2ND WI CAV, 170
SWAIN, JOSHUA I., 11TH IA INF, 309
SWAIN, MARSHALL L., 5TH WI INF, 192
SWALLEY, DANIEL JR., 12TH IN INF, 59
SWALLEY, JOHN, 152ND IN INF, 59
SWALLEY, JONATHAN R., 2ND NE CAV,
SWALLEY, DANIEL, 52ND IN INF,
SWALLEY, DANIEL JR., 41ST IN INF, 59
SWALLEY, JONATHAN, 156TH IN INF(ERROR), 59
SWALLOW, JOHN W., 146TH IL INF, 19
SWAN, DANIEL, 85TH PA INF, 190
SWAN, CHARLES G., 4TH IA CAV, 91,
SWAN, J.H., 3RD MI CAV, 25
SWAN, E.B., 102ND PA INF, 323
SWAN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL INF, 36,
SWAN, SQUIRE J., 189TH NY INF, 57
SWAN, P.G., 2ND NE CAV, 53,
SWAN, W.G., 2ND NE CAV, 47,
SWANEY, W.S., 22ND PA INF, PVT, CO. C, 1, 95
SWANK, EMANUEL G., 10TH PA INF,
SWANK, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, 54
SWANSON, CHARLES G., 51ST IL INF, PVT, CO. G, 57, 176
SWANSON, SWEN, 83RD IL INF, 147
SWANSON, ALFRED, 112TH IL INF, 176
SWANSON, SWAN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 32
SWARTARD, JAMES, 35TH IL INF, 329
SWARTS, DANIEL, WAGONER, 86TH IN INF, 33
SWARTSFAGER, H., 148TH PA INF, 232
SWARTWOOD, CHARLES, 17TH IL INF, 111
SWARTWOOD, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, 111
SWARTWOOD, CHARLES, 33RD IL INF, 111
SWARTZ, CHARLES, US ARMY ORDNANCE DEPT., 201
SWARTZ, FRANCIS FRA, 55TH PA INF, 1ST US ART., 220
SWARTZ, JOHN, 12TH IL INF, 4
SWAYZE, DANIEL W, 2ND IL CAV,
SWAZEY, HORATIO, 22ND IA INF, 11
SWEN, JOSEPH, 47TH IA INF,
SWEENERY, HIRAM, 10TH MO INF, 301
SWEENY, EDWIN, 4TH US CAV, 321
SWEENY, H.L., 4TH MO INF, 188
SWEENY, J.H., 17TH IL INF,
SWEET, WILLIAM A., 14TH WI INF, 74
SWEET, EARL E., 1ST MI INF,
SWEET, C.A., 2ND NY CAV, 70
SWEET, EDGAR N., 4TH WI CAV, 197
SWEETEN, WILEY, 23RD MO INF, 262
SWEETICY, JAMES, 8TH MI CAV,
SWEETWOOD, JACOB, 191ST PA INF, 45
SWEZY, SAMUEL G., 8TH IA INF, 181
SWENSON, JOHN E., 43RD IL INF, 227
SWENSON, JOHN, 52ND IL INF,
SWERSON, ANDRED, ,
SWIATOWIAK, THOMAS, ,
SWIFT, MOSES A., 6TH US CAV, 232
SWIGGART, SALATHIEL E., 6TH IA INF, 25,
SWIHART, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE INF, 52
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWINGER, TRUMAN W.</td>
<td>5TH VT INF, 7TH VT INF, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWINGER, TRUMAN W.</td>
<td>7TH VT INF, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZ, F.J.</td>
<td>42ND OH INF, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZER, GEORGE F.</td>
<td>2ND OH HEAVY ART., 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZER, JOHN</td>
<td>17TH IA INF, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZER, GEORGE F.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV(ERROR), 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITZER, JOHN</td>
<td>17TH IA INF, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOBE, THOMAS</td>
<td>12TH MI INF, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOPE, THOMAS E.</td>
<td>13TH MD INF, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWORTWOOD, W.O.</td>
<td>77TH OH INF, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOYER, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>1ST IL ART., 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYBERGER, GEORGE</td>
<td>1SR KS CAV, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYKES, WILLIAM</td>
<td>4TH US ART., 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYKES, J.M.</td>
<td>99TH IN INF, 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMORE, ABRAM</td>
<td>15TH KS CAV, 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYVERTSON, CARL</td>
<td>15TH WI INF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Index of Members - T**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TABLOR, GEORGE H.</td>
<td>3RD IA CAV, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABOR, FREEMAN H.</td>
<td>3RD WI CAV, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFT, JOHN</td>
<td>26TH NY INF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGG, THOMAS C.</td>
<td>44TH WI INF, 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGG, THOMAS C.</td>
<td>46TH WI INF(ERROR), 262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGGART, R.M.</td>
<td>1ST NE INF, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGNE, DAVID</td>
<td>5TH IN INF(ERROR), 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGUE, DAVID</td>
<td>5TH IN CAV, 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAHRALLS, MICHAEL J.</td>
<td>57TH IN INF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIT, WILLIAM</td>
<td>1ST PA ART., 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIT, THOMAS</td>
<td>1ST NE INF, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIT, JOHN H.</td>
<td>5TH IA INF, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBERT, HARRISON B.</td>
<td>3RD IN ART., 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBITZER, CHARLES W.</td>
<td>19TH OH INF, 9, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOT, R.C.</td>
<td>132ND IN INF, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOT, ANDREW M.</td>
<td>32ND IL INF,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOT, ABRAM</td>
<td>7TH IA INF, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT, JOHN</td>
<td>1ST ME, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF, 19TH IA INF, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>19TH IA INF, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT, RICHARD J.</td>
<td>33RD IA INF, 1, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT, DAVID</td>
<td>28TH IA INF, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALCOTT, C.F.</td>
<td>14TH US INF, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALCOTT, DWIGHT L.</td>
<td>9TH IL CAV, 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALCOTT, CHARLES</td>
<td>59TH NY INF, 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALIAFERRO, JAMES</td>
<td>US NAVY, NORTH ATLANTIC, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALKINGTON, JOHN B.</td>
<td>14TH IL INF, 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TALLEHIFF, DAVID D., 24TH MI INF, 1ST MI SHARP, 229
TALLEY, JOHN G., 115TH IN INF, 340
TALLMAN, JOSEPH B., 50TH WI INF, 274
TALMADGE, J.W., 21ST IN INF, SERG, CO. A, 1, 20
TALMAGE, H.F., 38TH WI INF, 22
TALMAGE, JOSEPH W., 1ST IN ART., PVT, CO. A, 2, 18,
TANNAHILL, JOHN, 156TH IL INF, 9
TANNEHILL, S.B., 23RD WI INF, 325
TANNEHILL, JOHN M., 7TH IA CAV, 263
TANNER, F.B., 12TH MO CAV, 17
TANNER, NATHAN, 191ST OH INF,
TANNER, JACOB J., 1ST NE INF, 84
TANNER, JACOB J., 1ST NE INF, 84
TANNER, ISAAC, 1ST WI INF, 177
TANSY, VURLIN F., 8TH IL INF, 173
TAPPAN, GEORGE A., 24TH NY INF, 1
TARKET, ISAAC, 15TH NY CAV, 212
TARPENNING, JAMES M., 12TH IA INF, 145
TARPENNING, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, 126
TARPENNING, JAMES M., 47TH IA INF, 24
TARTSCH, AUGUST, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 45
TATE, PERRY H., 14TH OH INF, 245
TATE, DANIEL, 13TH US INF, 74
TATE, JOHN H., 133RD IN INF, 110
TATE, DANIEL H., 9TH IA INF, 74
TATERO, JOSEPH, 36TH WI INF, 33
TATMAN, J.W., 10TH IA INF, 277
TATMAN, ELIAS R., 10TH IA INF, 13
TAULBEE, LEVI L., 126TH IL INF, 71
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 22ND PA INF, SERG, CO. M, 3, 37
TAYLOR, W.M., 22ND PA CAV, SERG, CO. M, 3, 296
TAYLOR, W.M., 22ND PA CAV, SERG, CO. M, 3, 35
TAYLOR, S.F., 41ST WI INF, 212
TAYLOR, JAMES C., 43RD WI INF,
TAYLOR, F.M., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV,
TAYLOR, GEORGE, 6TH CT INF, 130
TAYLOR, LORENZO DOW, 5TH IA CAV, CO. G, 5TH IA,
TAYLOR, NORMAN A., 8TH IL INF, 30
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL INF, 45
TAYLOR, THOMAS B., 16TH IL INF, 91
TAYLOR, A.W., 52ND IL INF, 5
TAYLOR, DANIEL, 52ND IL INF,
TAYLOR, N.G., 92ND IL INF, 252
TAYLOR, JAMES A., 106TH IL INF, 97
TAYLOR, ELSWORTH F., 33RD IL INF, 72ND IL INF, 25
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 17TH IL CAV, 111
TAYLOR, JOHN, 16TH IA INF,
TAYLOR, EDGAR, 3RD NY CAV, SERG, CO.B, 1ST,
TAYLOR, LEANDER W., 90TH OH INF,
TAYLOR, JOSEPH W., 140TH OH INF, 45
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 265
TAYLOR, A.J., 83RD PA INF, LANDSMAN, US, 229
TAYLOR, JOHN W., 186TH PA INF, 343
TAYLOR, SYLVANNUS, 27TH IA INF, 5
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 1ST IA INF,
TAYLOR, SYLVANUS, 27TH IA, 5
TAYLOR, JOHN W., 66TH OH INF, 16
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL INF, 90
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 54TH IL INF, 13
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 1ST US INF, 1ST CA INF, 110
TAYLOR, JOHN C, 57TH PA, 14TH PA,
TAYLOR, DAVID, 97TH OH INF,
TAYLOR, WILLIAM B., 12TH IL INF,
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 25TH IA INF, 354
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 22ND IN INF, 36
TAYLOR, EDGAR, 3RD NY INF(ERROR),
TAYLOR, MOSES, 30TH OH INF, 22,
TAYLOR, ROYAL O., 38TH OH INF, 233
TAYLOR, JOHN, 66TH OH INF, 16
TAYLOR, BYRON E., 3RD IA INF, 10
TAYLOR, LORENZO D., 5TH IA INF, CO. F, 5TH IA, 50,
TAYLOR, LEANDER W., 90TH OH INF,
TAYLOR, JOSEPH W., 140TH OH INF, 45
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 265
TAYLOR, EDGAR, 3RD NY INF(ERROR),
TAYLOR, ROYAL O., 38TH OH INF, 233
TAYLOR, JOHN, 66TH OH INF, 16
TAYLOR, BYRON E., 3RD IA INF, 10
TAYLOR, LORENZO D., 5TH IA INF, CO. F, 5TH IA, 50,
TAYLOR, LEANDER W., 90TH OH INF,
TAYLOR, AMOS, 53RD IN INF, 16
TAYLOR, JAMES I., 59TH IN INF, 79,
TAYLOR, LEWIS P., 130TH IN INF, 25
TAYLOR, J.W., 5TH IN CAV, 76
TAYLOR, WILLIAM B., 12TH IN CAV, 52
TAYLOR, EDWARD H., 1ST MN INF, 96
TAYLOR, EDWARD H., 1ST MN CAV, 96
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 11TH WI INF, 32
TAYLOR, ISAAC, 20TH WI INF, 135
TAYLOR, JAMES W., 27TH WI INF, 43
TAYLOR, JOHN R., 44TH WI INF, 38
TAYLOR, GEORGE A., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 130
TEACHWORTH, CHARLES H., 4TH MI CAV, 38
TEAL, PETER, 14TH WI INF, 11
TEAS, J.B., 1ST IA CAV, 25
TEBBINS, HERMAN, ARTIFICER, 1ST MO ENGINEE, 7
TEDRO, JOHN D., 1ST IA CAV, 40
TEELE, E.F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 4
TEEPER, HOUSTON, 107TH IL INF,
TEETER, FRANK F., 11TH IN INF, 24
TEETERS, IN, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 231
TEITZE, HERMAN, 34TH KY INF,
TELFORD, ROBERT, 105TH IL INF, 119
TEMPANY, JOHN, 1ST US CAV, 261
TEMPLE, HUTCHISON, 2ND NE CAV,
TEMPLE, WILLIAM E., 100TH IL INF,
TEMPLETON, T.A., 139TH PA INF, 155
TEMPLETON, WESLEY G., 8TH IA CAV, 110
TEMPLIN, CYREL, 17TH IA INF,
TEMPLIN, CYRILL, 4TH IA CAV,
TENNEYCK, THOMAS D., 11TH IN INF, 6, 8
TENNY, ROBERT W., 17TH WI INF, 3RD KS INF, 25
TEOCHOUT, WILLIAM F, 5TH MI CAV,
TEODORSKI, BENON W., 1ST NE INF, 175
TEODORSKI, B.W., 1ST NE INF, 175
TEPNER, FREDERICK, 10TH WI INF, 137
TERREL, BASCOM W., 14TH PA CAV, 280
TERRELL, JAMES G., 83RD PA INF,
TERRILL, NEWTON E., 5TH IA INF, 88
TERRY, JAMES W., 45TH IL INF, 131
TERRY, GEORGE, 2ND MN INF, 278
TERRY, TIMOTHY N., 20TH WI INF,
TERRY, R.I., 43RD MO INF, 320
TERRY, W.R., 6TH IN CAV, 122
TERWELLIGER, CHARLES F., 14TH MI INF, 1, 9
TERWILLEGER, ADELBERT, 32ND IA INF, PVT, CO.E, 8TH, 146
TERWILLIGER, ALDELBERT, 8TH IN INF, CO. K, 32ND I, 146
TETERS, SAMUEL, 53RD IN INF, 296
TETRN, JOSEPH, 36TH WI INF,
TEWKSBERY, CHARLES E., 11TH OH INF, 70
THAIN, ALEXANDER R., 96TH IL INF, 110
THARP, L.R., 77TH IL INF ERROR, 191
THARP, NATHAN D., 2ND IA INF, 90
THARP, ALBERT, 34TH & 38TH IA INF, 11
THATCH, A.J., 5TH US,
THATCHER, JACOB M., 10TH IN INF, 41
THATCHER, WILLIAM, 1ST NJ INF, 30
THATCHER, WILLIAM, 13TH IN CAV, 110
THAYER, LEVI D., 140TH PA INF, 8
THAYER, ASHAEL M., 2ND WI INF, 36,
THAYER, FLOYD A., 10TH NY CAV, CO. D, 1ST NY,
THAYER, FLOYD A., 10TH NY CAV, 96
THAYER, ELBRIDGE M., 7TH IA INF, 10
THAYER, JOHN M., 1ST NE INF, 11,
THAYER, JOHN M., 2ND NE CAV, 11
THEDE, CARSTEN, 3RD MN INF, 240
THEIBAULT, CELESTEN, 8TH KS INF, 25
THEURER, JACOB, 2ND US INF, PVT, CO. A, 45T, 2
THEW, RICHARD J., 135TH OH INF, 105
THIEDE, AUGUST, 3RD WI INF, 190
THOEMING, CHARLES H., 1ST MO ART., 80
THOM, PETER C., 86TH IN INF, 37
THOMAS, JOSEPH, 2ND PA INF, CAPT, CO. H, 77, 122
THOMAS, A.J., 6TH PA INF, 207
THOMAS, JOSEPH, 77TH PA INF,
THOMAS, JOHN, 101ST PA INF, 180
THOMAS, JAMES B., 1ST TN INF, 37,
THOMAS, GEORGE W., 9TH TN CAV, 93
THOMAS, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF,
THOMAS, R.T., 28TH IL INF, 156
THOMAS, EUGENE T., 46TH IL INF, 231
THOMAS, SAMUEL E., 77TH IL INF,
THOMAS, LEWIS W., 33RD IL INF, 104
THOMAS, HIRAM, 4TH IL CAV,
THOMAS, ALBERT A., 44TH IA INF, 118
THOMAS, WILLIAM P., 10TH KS INF, 100
THOMAS, SPENCER, 4TH MI CAV, 111
THOMAS, ELIJAH, 11TH MO INF, PVT, CO. I, 5, 309
THOMAS, HIRAM B., 37TH NY INF, 220
THOMAS, H., 81ST NY INF, 261
THOMAS, J.J., 5TH NY ART., 208
THOMAS, JAMES W., 2ND NE CAV, 45
THOMAS, B.F., 52ND OH INF, 261
THOMAS, WILLIAM H., 153RD OH INF, 187
THOMAS, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, 212
THOMAS, JOHN C., 37TH WI INF, 86,
THOMAS, JOHN C., 41ST WI INF,
THOMAS, FORD,
THOMAS, JAMES A.,
THOMAS, J.C., 30TH MO INF, 63
THOMAS, JOHN C., 30TH IL INF, 3
THOMAS, ALBERT, 8TH IA INF, 89
THOMAS, S.C., 15TH IA INF, 18
THOMAS, NATHAN, 18TH IA INF, 95
THOMAS, J.W., 133RD IN INF, 318
THOMAS, CHARLES, 9TH MO INF, 122
THOMAS, W.T., 13TH NY INF,
THOMAS, VALENTINE H., 2ND NE CAV, 174
THOMAS, EDWARD W., 22ND OH INF, 1
THOMAS, JOSEPH H., 77TH OH INF, 151
THOMAS, PHILIP D., 4TH IA INF, 7
THOMAS, LUTHER B., 15TH IA INF, 4, 1
THOMAS, ROBERT S., 40TH IA INF, 94
THOMAS, A.A., 44TH IA INF, 118
THOMAS, JAMES R., 44TH IA INF, 143
THOMAS, CHARLES S., 12TH IN INF, 55TH IN INF, 7
THOMAS, WILLIAM M., 16TH IN INF, 13,
THOMAS, CHARLES L., 55TH IN INF, 12TH IN INF, 7
THOMAS, ALEXANDER N., 73RD IN INF, 44
THOMAS, DEXATER L., 88TH IN INF, 7
THOMAS, GILES S., 99TH IN INF, 18,
THOMAS, WILLIAM N., 3RD WI INF, 20
THOMAS, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, 188
THOMAS, STEPHEN, 6TH WI INF, 2
THOMAS, GRIFF J., 32ND WI INF, 1ST WI HEAVY, 60
THOMAS, JOHN C., 37TH WI INF, 125
THOMAS, JOHN B., 47TH WI INF, 25
THOMAS, FRANK, 49TH WI INF, 59
THOMAS, HENRY, 49TH WI INF, 188
THOMAS, GRIFFITH J., 1ST WI HEAVY ART, 32N WI, 60
THOME, DAVID J., 35TH IA INF, 42
THOMPSON, ELI M., 1ST PA CAV, PVT, CO. C, 22N, 349
THOMPSON, R.M., 11TH WI INF, 19
THOMPSON, ROGER, 7TH IA CAV, 41ST IA INF, 303
THOMPSON, OLIVER E., 3RD CA INF,
THOMPSON, JAMES, 5TH CA INF,
THOMPSON, JOHN, 1ST CO CAV, 116
THOMPSON, WILLIAM P., 12TH IL INF, 120
THOMPSON, JAMES M., 55TH IL INF, 49
THOMPSON, ELIJAH C., 7TH IL CAV, 49
THOMPSON, CHRISTOPHER, 17TH KY CAV, 118
THOMPSON, F.M., 19TH MI INF, 310
THOMPSON, WILLIAM F., 48TH MO INF, 309
THOMPSON, CHARLES, 50TH MO INF, 83
THOMPSON, C.P., 35TH NY INF, 217
THOMPSON, MOSES, 77TH NY INF, 258
THOMPSON, JOHN, 2ND NY CAV, 91,
THOMPSON, DAVID, 16TH NY ART., 262
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H., 16TH PA CAV, 196
THOMPSON, ASA, 1ST TN INF, 299
THOMPSON, ISAAC G., 13TH US INF, 144
THOMPSON, JAMES, ARTIFICER, 2ND US ART., 70
THOMPSON, FREDERICK G., 18TH US INF, 154
THOMPSON, GEORGE W., 3RD WI INF, 222
THOMPSON, GEORGE W, 3RD WI VET.,
THOMPSON, WESLEY, 7TH OH INF,
THOMPSON, GEORGE C, 29TH IN INF,
THOMPSON, CLEM, OMAHA NE SCOUTS,
THOMPSON, JOHN J, 41ST PA INF,
THOMPSON, LEWIS C., 129TH IL INF,
THOMPSON, JOHN, 175TH OH INF,
THOMPSON, JAMES, 149TH PA INF,
THOMPSON, RICHARD A., 2ND CA CAV, 129
THOMPSON, JOHNSON, 7TH IL INF,
THOMPSON, A.J., 15TH IL INF, 207
THOMPSON, LOREN, 26TH IL INF,
THOMPSON, CHARLES, 70TH IL INF, 144
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H., 89TH IL INF, 19
THOMPSON, CHARLES, 148TH IL INF,
THOMPSON, JAMES L., 12TH IA INF, 25,
THOMPSON, ANDREW L., 20TH IA INF, PVT, CO. E, 29, 177
THOMPSON, WILLIAM, 117TH IN INF,
THOMPSON, J.J., 13TH IN INF, 199
THOMPSON, L.F., 10TH KY INF, 285
THOMPSON, W.W., 1ST REGULARAR WESTERN TER, 208
THOMPSON, IRA, 112TH NY INF, 119
THOMPSON, MARTIN, 25TH NY ART, 12TH NY INF, 59
THOMPSON, W.H., 26TH NJ INF, 9
THOMPSON, THOMAS, 2ND NE CAV, 106
THOMPSON, D.M., 33RD OH INF, 16
THOMPSON, ABEL S., 123RD OH INF, 155
THOMPSON, SAMUEL, 142ND OH INF, 163
THOMPSON, ROGER, 14TH IA INF, CO. L, 7TH IA, 303
THOMPSON, JOSEPH L., 28TH IA INF, 52
THOMPSON, ROGER, 41ST IA INF, 14TH IA INF, 
THOMPSON, DAVID, 4TH IA CAV, 88
THOMPSON, LEWIS, 131ST IN INF, 13TH IN CAV, 25
THOMPSON, DANIEL H., 5TH WI INF, 46
THOMPSON, ANDREW R., 6TH WI INF, 5, 1
THOMPSON, HENRY E., 20TH WI INF, 183
THOMPSON, KNUDT, 31ST WI INF, 224
THOMSON, ELIJAH H., 1ST WI CAV, 86
THOMSON, NORMAN B., 3RD MO CAV, 165
THORN, BENJAMAN F., 30TH IA INF, 7, 1
THORNBURG, F. MARION, 11TH OH CAV,
THORNBURG, NATHAN, 59TH IN INF, 141
THORNDIKE, A.P., 1ST MO CAV(ERROR), 210
THORNDIKE, A.P., 1ST ME INF, 133
THORNDIKE, LEVI N., 7TH ME INF,
THORNDIKE, GEORGE W., 1ST NE, 187
THORNDIKE, GEORGE W., ,
THORNE, FRANK A., 5TH MO INF, 179
THORNGATE, HENRY, 7TH WI INF, 57
THORNGATE, CHARLES, 4TH IA INF, 61
THORNELEY, EDWARD, 15TH IA INF, POST 303, 1, 1
THORNELEY, CALDWELL, 15TH IA INF(ERROR), 303
THORNTON, LORENZO R., 56TH IL INF, 66
THORNTON, EDGAR W., 88TH IN INF, 157
THORNTON, THOMAS M., 36TH OH INF, 261
THORNTON, W.A., 46TH OH INF, 261
THORNTON, EDWARD, 7TH KS CAV, 265
THORNTON, SAMUEL W., 8TH IA INF, 1, 2
THORNTON, THOMAS M., 36TH IA INF, 159
THORNTON, JOHN H., 85TH IN INF, 321
THORNTON, JESSE B., 46TH IN INF, 7
THORNTON, LYMAN F., 17TH WI INF, 80,
THORP, CHARLES F., 9TH KS CAV,
THORP, JACOB C., 13TH KS INF, 169
THORP, CHARLES F., 9TH KS CAV, 159
THORP, LATTIN R., 72ND IL INF, 5, 1
THORP, W.F., 5TH IN ART.(ERROR), 154
THORP, WILLIAM F., 25TH IN ART., 154
THORPE, JOHN, 197TH PA INF, 239
THORPE, AARON G., 8TH IA CAV, 25
THORPE, JOHN, 3RD WI INF, 79
THORPE, ROBERT, 3RD WI INF, 79
THRASHER, J.H., 19TH IL INF, 45
THRASHER, WILLIAM, 40TH IA INF,
THRASHER, WILLIAM P., 4TH MI INF, 124
THROCKMORTON, ALONZO W., 1ST NE INF, 31
THROOP, SILAS V., 4TH US ART., 91,
THURMAN, JOHN M., 83RD IL INF, 3, 9
THURMAN, DAVID, 30TH IA INF,
THURLOW, AMOS, 42ND WI INF, 2
THURSTON, DAVID W., 5TH ME INF, 187
THURSTON, ROBERT G., 31ST IA INF,
TIBBETTS, J.P., 15TH IA INF, 51
TIBBETTS, OLIVER H., 9TH IN INF, 18
TIBBETTS, NATHAN, 15TH IL INF, 310
TIBBETTS, WILLIAM N., 9TH IL CAV, 159
TICKNOR, ELIAS W., 27TH IL INF, 110
TIDBALL, THOMAS S., 100TH PA INF,
TIDBALL, DAVID A., 3RD IA CAV, 11
TIDMAN, RICHARD, 3RD WI INF, 41,
TIESHOTTER, WILLIAM, 18TH US INF,
TIESKOTTER, W., 2ND US INF,
TIFFANY, CYRUS A., 49TH PA INF, 354
TIFFANY, CYRUS A., 188TH PA INF,
TIFFANY, CHARLES, 24TH NY INF, 45
TIFFANY, WILLIAM A., 1ST NE, 45
TIFFANY, DAVID J., 44TH IN INF, 1ST US ENGIN, 18
TIFT, SILAS J., 2ND IL CAV, 56
TIFT, SEMER B., 2ND IL CAV,
TILBURY, JACOB, WAGONER, 3RD IN CAV, 43,
TILDEN, JOSIAH H., 139TH IL INF, 97
TILMAN, CHARLES, 23RD NY INF, 282
TILSON, WARNER S., 93RD IL INF, 241
TILSON, MINOR W., 70TH IN INF, 133
TILTON, W.B., 8TH IA CAV, 31
TILTON, G.W., 65TH IL INF, 260
TILTON, SAMUEL, 128TH IN INF, 62
TILTON, SAMUEL, 128TH IN INF, 62
TIM, CHRISTOPHER, 39TH IL INF, 26
TIMMERMAN, ROMAINE, PVT, 9TH IL CAV, 6, 3
TIMMERMAN, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV, 138
TIMMERMIER, GEORGE J., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV, 25
TIMMONS, RICHARD M., 29TH IN INF, 112
TIMMONS, MILBY H., 39TH MO INF,
TINDELL, NATHAN, 43RD WI INF, 258
TINGLEY, S. MASON, 2ND PA ART., 178
TINGLEY, GEORGE W., 124TH IN INF, 236
TINGLY, ALLEN F., 13TH NJ CAV, 6
TINKER, R.L., US NAVY, SLOUP 'HOUSATONI, 207
TINKER, WILLIAM K., 5TH IA CAV, 66
TINKER, EDWARD P., 5TH IA CAV, 66
TINNEY, STEPHEN, 16TH WI INF, 70
TINSLEY, CHARLES, 151ST IL INF, 13
TINSLEY, PHILIP R.S., 36TH IA INF, 171
TINSMAN, WILLIAM R., 174TH OH INF,
TIPPS, HARRISON, 6TH IN CAV, 77
TIPTON, WINFIELD S., 11TH OH CAV, 8
TIPTON, GEORGE W., 40TH IN INF, 116
TIPTON, JOHN S., 2ND IN CAV,
TISDALE, JAMES M., 95TH IL INF, 1
TISSIER, MICHAEL, 27TH WI INF, 19
TITTINGER, THOMAS, 17TH KS INF,
TOBEY, HENRY, 75TH IL INF,
TOBIAS, ISRAEL L., 86TH IL INF, 195
TOBIAS, JOHN M., 12TH IN INF, 355
TOBIAS, JOSEPH W., 27TH IN INF,
TOBMAN, DAVID, 6TH MN INF, 115
TODD, DENNIS, 119TH US INF, 262
TODD, GEORGE W., 28TH CT INF, 68
TODD, GEORGE S., 24TH IA INF, 234
TODD, HORACE, 23RD MI INF,
TODD, HARACE, , 249
TODD, ALONZO, 12TH IN CAV, 49,
TOLAND, ISAAC W., 88TH OH LINF, 149
TOLLE, MARSHALL, 23RD MO INF, 43
TOLLE, GEORGE M., 12TH MO CAV, 24
TOLMAN, JAMES R., 30TH IA INF, 293
TOLTON, EDWIN, 8TH IA INF, 205
TOLTON, JOHNSON, 15TH IA INF, 11
TOMB, JOHN H., 86TH IL INF,
TOMBLESON, GEORGE W., 157TH OH INF, 146
TOMBLINS, H.F., 151ST NY INF, 120
TOMLIN, JOHN H, 85TH IL INF,
TOMLINSON, JOSEPH, 5TH WI INF,
TOMPKINS, C., 5TH IA INF(ERROR), 167
TOMPKINS, CHARLES, 1ST OH LIGHT ART.,
TOMPKINS, ISAIAH, 102ND IL INF, 279
TOMPKINS, LAWRENCE W., 63RD IN INF, 301
TOMPKINS, JABEZ S., 177TH OH INF, 116
TOMPKINS, JOHN L, 186TH US INF,
TOMPKINS, ANDREW J., 12TH WI INF,
TOMPKINS, CHARLES, 5TH IA INF(ERROR), 11
TOMPKINS, CHARLES, 5TH IA CAV, CO. G, 1ST OH, 11,
TOMPLIN, WILLIAM, 146TH OH INF,
TOMPSON, GEORGE C., 5TH MO CAV, 84
TOMPSON, D.P., 4TH MO CAV, 84
TONUER, HENRY B., 17TH MO INF, 13
TOOGOOD, THOMAS B., 29TH WI INF,
TOOGOOD, THOMAS B., 29TH WI INF, 75
TOOKER, ALBERT, 1ST WI CAV, 19
TOOKER, HARVEY E., 1ST WI CAV,
TOOKER, GEORGE W., 153RD IL INF, 16
TOONEY, JAMES, 5TH WI INF, 86
TOPHAM, DAVID B., 5TH IA CAV, 14,
TORBERT, BRISON, 2ND IA CAV, 224
TORRANCE, ADAM C., 9TH IA INF,
TORRENCE, O.M., 46TH IA INF, 61
TORRENCE, BARNUM, 4TH IA INF, 61
TORRENCE, OSCAR M., 46TH IA INF, 61
TORREY, WILLIAM H., 50TH WI INF, 195
TOTERSMAN, JOHN W., 1ST IN INF, 1, 2
TOTHILL, RICHARD, 51ST IL INF, 30
TOTTEN, WILLIAM, 53RD WI INF, 352
TOTTEN, JASPER, 72ND IN INF, 45
TOTTEN, JACKSON, 68TH OH INF, 4
TOWER, SAMUEL R., ,
TOWER, WILLIAM W., 49TH IN INF, 11
TOWER, MYRON, 9TH MN INF, 17,
TOWLE, EDWIN S., 2ND NE CAV, 84
TOWLE, JOHN T., 3RD WI INF, 32
TOWLE, ABNER C., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 256
TOWN, FRANKLIN E., 118TH NY INF, 96TH NY INF,
TOWN, FRANKLIN E., 96TH NY CAV, 118TH NY INF,
TOWN, W.R., BARKERS DRAGOONS IL VOL., 208
TOWNE, C.E., 56TH MA INF, 36TH MA INF, 134
TOWNE, JOHN M, 19TH IA INF, 118
TOWNER, ABRAHAM JR., 3RD CA INF, 73
TOWNER, M.D., 2ND NE CAV, 318
TOWNSEND, A.H., 11TH PA CAV, 219
TOWNSEND, W. SCOTT, 7TH IL INF, 261
TOWNSEND, ANTHONY W., 148TH IL LINF, 326
TOWNSEND, WILLIAM C., 18TH WI INF, 86
TOWNSEND, B.E., 6TH NY HEAVY ART., 352
TOWNSEND, JOHN R., 4TH IA CAV, 10
TOWNSEND, JOHN W., 12TH IN INF, 107
TOWNSEND, JONATHAN, 18TH WI INF, 86
TOWNSLEY, THOMAS, KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR,
TRACE, WILLIAM, 110TH OH INF,
TRACY, JAMES A., 95TH IL INF, 32
TRACY, DENNIS, 26TH IN INF, 74
TRACY, VICTOR, 1ST MD INF, 49
TRACY, LEONARD P., 3RD MO CAV
TRACY, THOMAS H., 8TH IL CAV, 109
TRACY, T. F., 5TH IA INF, 177
TRACY, JAMES F., 72ND NY INF, 12
TRACY, ADDISON E., 29TH OH INF, 1, 8
TRACY, JAMES W., 28TH IA INF, 114
TRAFTS, MICHAEL, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 74
TRAINOR, J. W., 3RD MO INF STATE MILITIA, 114
TRAMBLIE, JULIUS, 8TH WI INF, 35
TRANSUE, HENRY W., 52ND IL INF, 39
TRAPP, BENJAMIN F., 7TH MO INF, 14TH MO INF, 7
TRAPP, BENJAMIN F., 14TH MO INF, 7TH MO INF, 7
TRASH, THEODORE P., 8TH IA CAV
TRASK, THEODORE P., 4TH IA INF, 82
TRAVIS, J. M., US NAVY, 153
TRAVIS, HENRY, 42ND WI INF, 70
TRAVIS, JOHN H., 10TH WI INF, 38
TRAVIS, JOHN P., 14TH WI INF, 116
TRAVIS, BUCKLES C., 47TH WI INF, 134
TRAYNOR, ANDREW, 1ST MI CAV, 110
TREAT, JAMES B., 8TH NY CAV, 131
TREAT, GARRY, 29TH IA INF, 25
TREE, DANIEL, 4TH IN CAV, 98
TREEL, OLIVER, 2ND NE CAV, 37
TREHEARNE, THEODORE S., 130TH IN INF, 163
TREMEN, GEORGE F., 186TH IN INF, 124
TRENT, JOHN B., 113TH IL INF, 280
TRENT, JOHN B., 120TH IL INF, CO. I, 113TH, 280
TRENT, CYRUS, 47TH IA INF, 190
TRIGGS, E. F., 19TH IA INF, 118
TRILOFF, WILLIAM F., 105TH OH INF, 258
TRIMBLE, A. B., 5TH MO INF, 107
TRIMMER, THADDEUS, 2ND NE CAV, 159
TRINDEL, JOHN, 123RD LIN INF, 96
TRIPLETT, ELZY, 7TH KS CAV, 118
TRIPLETT, ELSEY, 27TH MO INF, 242
TRIPP, BENJAMIN, 22ND IA INF, 125
TRIPP, WILLIAM R., 9TH IA CAV
TRIPP, JOHN C., 5TH WI CAV
TRIPP, DAVID R., 2ND NE CAV, 51
TRIPP, BRADFORD H., 7TH WI INF, 305
TRIPPE, J. C., 5TH IA CAV, 51
TRISTER, MILTON L., 124TH IN INF, 25
TRITES, WILLIAM H., 17TH IL INF, 146
TRITT, ZENAS C., 37TH WI INF, 14
TRIVELPIECE, FRANK M., 11TH MI INF, 287
TRIVELPIECE, JAMES, 178TH PA INF, 1
TROBEE, ALEXANDER, 65TH IL INF, 237
TROBEE, A.P., 51ST MO INF, 339
TROBEE, JOHN L., 6TH IA INF, 44
TROBEE, WILLIAM W., 14TH IA INF, 44
TROBEE, FRANCIS M., 19TH IA INF, 94
TROOP, ROBERT, 20TH IA INF, 45,
TROSTLE, ISRAEL, 19TH IA INF, 101
TROTH, CLAYTON, 5TH IA CAV ERROR, 183
TROTH, CLAYTON, 5TH IN CAV, 183
TROTTER, JOHN, 91ST OH INF,
TROUBRIDGE, OLIVER, 12TH MI INF, 305
TROUP, JOHN H., 11TH IN CAV, 314
TROUT, E.P., 58TH PA INF, 260
TROUT, A., 90TH OH INF, 289
TROWBRIDGE, ALBERT E., 1ST WI INF, 2 LIEUT, CO. E, 245
TROWBRIDGE, FRANK H., 39TH WI INF, 68
TROXEL, JOHN F, 3RD MA INF,
TROXELL, JACOB, 80TH OH INF, 17
TROXTELL, OSCAR, 3RD WI INF, 68
TRUAX, JAMES N., 89TH IN INF,
TRUAX, JOHN, 25TH MO INF, 25
TRUAX, SAMUEL M., 65TH IL INF, 10
TRUAX, JAMES M., 48TH MO INF, 96
TRUAX, JOHN H., 1ST WI CAV, POSTS 210 & 3, 70,
TRUCKS, MICHAEL, 2ND IA CAV, 129
TRUCKS, M., 2ND IA CAV, 125
TRUDELL, FRANCIS, 9TH MI INF,
TRUE, E.L., 2ND OH CAV, 34
TRUE, MELVILLE B., BUGLER, 2ND IA CAV, 309
TRUE, JAMES M., 38TH IL INF, BREVET B.GENE, 3
TRUE, MELVILLE B.C, 2ND IA CAV, 16,
TRUE, WILLIAM, 31ST WI INF, 52,
TRUEAX, WILLIAM L.E., 40TH IN INF, 118
TRUELL, WARREN F., 47TH WI INF,
TRUELL, FERDINAND A., 12TH WI INF, 25,
TRUE, ISAAC, 7TH OH CAV,
TRUMBLE, WALTER N., 19TH MI INF, 288
TRUMBLE, ABRUM W., 2ND NE CAV,
TRUMBULL, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, 2ND OH ART., 38
TRUNKY, ALMOND M., 8TH IA INF, 28
TRUSS, EDWARD H., 47TH IN INF, 120
TRUXES, HENRY, 2ND MN INF, 170
TRYON, LEVI, 10TH HEAVY ART., 163
TSCHUDY, JAMES B., 2ND MN INF, 9
TUBBS, C.B., 11TH IL INF, PVT, CO.K, 13T, 282
TUBBS, LESTER, 12TH MI INF, 223
TUCKER, JAMES M., 11TH IL CAV,
TUCKER, EPHRIAM, 16TH IN CAV,
TUCKER, WILLIAM L., 1ST NE INF,
TUCKER, GRANVILLE, 48TH MO INF, 16
TUCKER, JASPER, 4TH MO CAV, 51
TUCKER, JAMES P., 39TH IA INF, 299
TUCKER, ROBERT H., 16TH MO CAV, 35
TUCKER, J.C., 1ST NE INF, 1
TUCKER, W.H., 1ST NE INF, 95
TUCKER, W.H., 4TH IA INF(ERROR), 115
TUCKER, WILLIAM H., 6TH IA INF, 4TH IA CAV, 115
TUCKER, WILLIAM N., 4TH IA CAV, 115
TUCKER, JOHN WESLEY, 24TH IN INF, 80TH IN INF, 52,
TUCKER, JOHN WESLEY, 80TH IN INF, 24TH IN INF, 52
TUFFS, JOSEPH O., 16TH IA INF, 1, 9
TULIVER, J.C., 10TH IL INF, 171
TULL, ISAM, 6TH IN INF, 266
TULL, ISAM, 44TH IN INF, 17
TULLIS, C.W., 7TH MO INF,
TULLUS, JOHN S., 39TH IA INF, 80
TULLY, FREDERICK M., 138TH IN INF, 74
TUNKS, ALBERT, 147TH IL INF, 23
TUNNICLIFF, CORNELIUS C., 66TH IL INF, 3
TUNNISON, BARNEY, 1ST NE CAV, 55
TUPKER, LOUIS, HOME GUARDS,
TURBLE, FREDERICK, PVT, 157TH NY INF, 350
TURNAN, LOUIS H., 5TH NY ART., 70
TURNER, CHARLES C., 1ST WV CAV, 139
TURNER, W.J., 5TH MO CAV, 80
TURNER, THOMAS J., 2ND DE INF, 261
TURNER, GEORGE W., 25TH IL INF, 187
TURNER, CHARLES M., 31ST IA INF,
TURNER, THOMAS, 19TH NY INF(ERROR),
TURNER, THOMAS, 19TH NY ART.,
TURNER, A.L., 88TH OH INF, 325
TURNER, JUDSON, MI INF,
TURNER, ROBERT, 36TH IA INF,
TURNER, CHARLES, 7TH NY CAV,
TURNER, ENOCH P, 99TH IL INF,
TURNER, AARON, 39TH MO INF, 52
TURNER, CHRIS, 99TH IL INF, 3
TURNER, R., 11TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. E, 39, 80
TURNER, M.B., 2ND NJ CAV,
TURNER, M.B., 2ND NJ CAV, 174
TURNER, JAMES H., 104TH OH INF,
TURNER, WILLIAM M., 8TH IA INF, 11,
TURNER, HENRY H., 27TH IA INF, 60
TURNER, ROBERT, 36TH IA INF, 22
TURNER, JAMES M., 7TH IN INF, 11
TURNER, JOSHUA J., 116TH IN INF, 24,
TURNER, G.R., 46TH WI INF, 37
TURNER, DARIUS, 11TH IA INF, 90
TURPIN, THOMAS J., 9TH PA CAV, 27
TURPIN, JOHN H., 69TH OH INF, 250
TURRY, RICHARD, 74TH IN INF, 17
TURSS, CHARLES S., 33RD IN INF, 303
TURTON, HENRY A., 45TH IA INF, 112
TUSSEY, RICHARD, 43RD MO INF, 89,
TUTEN, ROBERT P., PVT, 26TH NY CAV, 110
TUTTLE, EARL., 1ST CT HEAVY ART.,
TUTTLE, MYRON, 2ND CO CAV, PVT, CO. D, 3RD, 319
TUTTLE, CLEVELAND J., 127TH IL INF, 251
TUTTLE, C.W., 101ST IN INF,
TUTTLE, WALTER, 5TH IA CAV,
TUTTLE, GEORGE, 2ND CO CAV, 48,
TUTTLE, HIRAM, 100TH IN INF, 80
TUTTLE, JOHN S., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, 8
TUTTLE, SMITH P., 1ST NE INF, 13,
TUTTLE, ALBERT, 82ND OH INF, 178
TUTTLE, SMITH P., 1ST NE INF, 13,
TUTTLE, ELIJAH, 3RD WI INF, 118
TUYTON, J.W., 21ST MO INF, 243
TWEDDELL, SIMON, 2ND US ART.,
TWEEDY, WILLIAM W., 104TH OH INF, PVT, CO. I, 1, 230
TWEEDY, WILLIAM W., 183RD OH INF, 4
TWEEDY, JOHN, 18TH IN INF, 44
TWIGGS, JAMES L., 108TH IL INF, 195
TYLER, HENRY, 12TH ME INF, 120
TYLER, J.P., 27TH WI INF, 99
TYLER, GEORGE W., 106TH IL INF, 318
TYLER, ASA, 47TH IL INF, 229
TYLER, WILLIAM E., 27TH IA INF,
TYLER, GEORGE B., 6TH IA CAV, 13
TYNER, URIAH H., 11TH IN CAV, 74
TYREE, WILLIAM W., 37TH KY MOUNTED INF, 55TH, 227
TYREE, WILLIAM W., 55TH KY INF, 37TH KY MOUN, 227
TYRRELL, ISAAC B., 179TH PA INF, 19
TYSON, THORNTON K., 3RD CO CAV, 209
TYSON, G.A., 5TH MO INF, 188
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UHLER, HENRY C., 1ST IA CAV, 86,
ULCH, S.P., 88TH PA INF,
ULERY, LEWIS C., 118TH IL INF, 182
ULLERY, ABRAHAM, 17TH OH LIGHT ART, 234
ULLOUR, SILAS W., 3RD WI INF, 82
ULREY, WILLIAM M, 44TH IN ART.,
UNDERHILL, JOHN W., 13TH OH CAV, 207
UNDERHILL, J., 13TH IL INF, 91
UNDERHILL, NATHAN P., 114TH OH INF, 262
UNDERHILL, ISAAC, 98TH OH INF, 233
UNDERWOOD, JAMES S.D., 44TH MO INF, 268
UNDERWOOD, CALLOWAY H., 6TH MO CAV,
UNDERWOOD, SYLVESTER, 1ST NH HEAVY ART.,
UNDERWOOD, JAMES F, 9TH KY CAV,
UNDERWOOD, C.C., 101ST IL INF, 244
UNGER, M.L., 21ST PA INF,
UNGER, JOHN E., 75TH IL INF, 13,
UNLAND, G.F., 14TH IL INF, 46
UNLAND, F.H., 114TH IL INF, 46
UPDIKE, W., 24TH IA INF, 193
UPRIGHT, SMAUEL W., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., 57
UPRIGHT, WILLIAM, 137TH PA INF,
UPSHAW, GEORGE W., 47TH IL LINF,
UPTON, HENRY, 104TH IL INF, 121ST NY IN, 191
UPTON, HENRY, 121ST NY INF, 191
UPTON, MARAC A., 3RD CO CAV, 110
UPTON, DAVID, 40TH IA INF, 188
URBAN, FRED, 22ND WI INF, 7
URICH, WILLIAM, 6TH OH CAV,
URLAN, FRED, 32ND IN INF, 262
URRY, JESSE, 9TH IL CAV, 139
URWILLER, JACOB, 6TH MI HEAVY ART.,
URWIN, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, 175
UTTER, WILLIAM H., WAGONER, 11TH WI INF, 143
UTTER, ABRAHAM, 151ST OH INF, 296
UTTER, ALBERT W., 12TH IA INF, 25,
UTTER, W.H., 13TH WI INF(ERROR), 143
UTTERBACK, JOHN S., 46TH IL INF, 120
UTTLEY, ALVAH R., 1ST WI CAV, 39,
VADER, ISAAC S., 112TH IL INF, 6, 3
VAIL, J.W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 95
VAIL, WILLIAM T., 9TH IN INF, 215
VAIL, J.W., 1ST WI INF(ERROR), 95
VAIL, JAMES W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 95
VAILS, WILLIAM H., 85TH IN INF, 84
VALDER, OLE H., 13TH IL INF,
VALE, AMOS ROBERT, 139TH IL INF, 72
VALENTINE, EDWARD K., 7TH IA CAV, 197
VALENTINE, LEVI C., 93RAD IL INF, 220
VALENTINE, JOHN, 30TH IL INF,
VALENTINE, SAMUEL P, 91ST IL INF,
VALENTINE, MILLER, 103RD IL INF, 22,
VALENTINE, JOHN N., 45TH IA INF,
VALENTINE, JAMES H., 32ND IA INF, 25,
VALIER, TALBOT D., 19TH WI INF, 42
VALKENBURG, B.J., 21ST WI INF, 91
VALLETTE, EDWARD O., MUSICIAN, 141ST IL INF, 94
VAMIES, JOHN, 60TH IN INF, 2
VAN, GEORGE, 58TH IN INF, 231
VANALSSTONE, ALPHONSO W., 21ST WI INF, CO. E, 1ST WI, 183
VANALSTYNE, ALPHONSO W., 1ST WI INF, 21ST WI INF, 183
VanANANDA, JOHN A., 12TH IA INF, 4
VanANANDA, JOHN A., 44TH IA INF,
VANANDAL, JOHN, 1ST MO INF, 1ST MO CAV, 56
VANANDALE, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, 1ST MO INF, 56
VANANTWERP, DAVID H., 7TH WI INF, 96
VANARSDALE, JOHN, 29TH IA INF, 66
VANATTA, S.P., 25TH IA INF, CAPT, CO. D, 2, 45
VANATTA, SAMUEL P., 28TH IA INF, 25
VANATTA, WILLIAM T., 99TH IN INF, 303
VANBAROCKLIN, DANIEL, 27TH WI INF, 70,
VANBIBBER, JESSE, 116TH OH INF, CO. K, 62ND, 94
VANBIBBER, JESSE, 62ND OH INF, 67TH OH INF, 94
VANBRUNT, RALPH, 23RD WI INF,
VANBRUNT, JAMES B., 4TH MI CAV, 220
VANBUREN, S., 5TH MN INF, 227
VanBUREN, EVERT, 132ND IL INF, 133
VANCAMP, E.B., 61ST NY INF,
VANCE, JEREMIAH, 29TH WI INF, PVT, CO. A, 1, 66
VANCE, DAVID A., 91ST IL INF,
VANCE, JOHN L., 23RD OH,
VANCE, JEROME, 91ST IL INF, 138
VANCE, DAVID A., 91ST IL INF, 1
VANCE, EZRA T., 17TH IA INF,
VANCE, J.N., 173RD OH INF, 31
VANCLEAVE, HENRY, 15TH IA INF,
VANCLEAVE, CAMBERN R., 137TH IN INF, 158
VANCLEVE, J.B., SIGNAL CORPS, 15TH IA INF, 280
VANCLEVE, J.C., 15TH IA INF, 149
VanCLEYE, ROBERT C., 21ST IN INF, 1ST IN HEAVY, 25
VANCLEVE, R.C., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 25
VANCOY, JOHN, 1ST OH HEAVY ART.,
VANDAL, JOHN, 2ND MO CAV,
VANDERBELT, WILLIAM H., 27TH IA INF, 116
VANDERBILT, H.M., 89TH NY INF, 65
VANDERGRIFT, EVENS B., 11TH KS CAV, 259
VANDERHOOF, JOHN W., 29TH IN INF, 12
VANDERHOOF, NATHAN, 155TH IN INF, 140
VANDERKARR, S.K., 5TH MI CAV, 83
VANDERMAN, JOHN D., 2ND OH HEAVY ART.,
VANDERVORT, JOHN D., 35TH IA INF, 104
VANDERWALKER, MARTIN L., 29TH IN INF, 44
VANDERWEGE, MARTIN, 47TH WI INF, 101
VANDERWOORT, J.M., 9TH OH LIGHT ART., 48
VANDEVOORT, J.D., 35TH IA INF, 104
VANDEWALKER, J.G., 12TH IN INF,
VANDEWARK, PORTER E., 31ST IA INF, 225
VANDIK, GRIFFY, 23RD MO INF,
VANDORAN, AARON L., 4TH IA CAV, 149
VanDUSEN, ALBERT, 14TH KS CAV, 89
VANDUSEN, JAMES M., 69TH IN INF, 52
VANDUSEN, THOMAS J., U.S. NAVY, GUNBOAT LOUISV, 180
VANDUSEN, THOMAS J., 11TH IN ART., US NAVY, GUN,
VANDUYN, JOHN N., 14TH OH INF, 35
VanDUYN, JOHN N., 14TH IA INF, 51
VANDYKE, WILBUR, 3RD IA CAV, 298
VanDYKE, BENJAMIN F., 14TH OH INF, 80,
VaneEATON, FERDINAND, 21ST IL INF,
VANEPPES, WILLIAM H.H., 20TH IA INF, 229
VANEVERY, NELSON, 14TH MI INF, 316
VANFLEET, JOHN C., 2ND MN ART., 39,
VANGEISON, HENRY C., MEDICAL CADET, US ARMY, 110
VANGELDER, ABRAM, 53RD PA INF,
VANGILDER, W.H., 93RD IL INF, 68,
VANGILDER, JOHN, 55TH IL INF,
VANGORDEN, J.W., 33RD IL INF, 73
VANGORDER, JOHN, 2MD MI INF,
VANHOOK, GEORGE, 13TH KY CAV, 37
VANHOOK, GEORGE, 13TH KY INF,
VANHOOK, GEORGE, 13TH KY INF,
VANHOOSEN, LUMAN J., 7TH IA INF, 26
VANHORN, JAMES H., 48TH WI INF, 193
VANHORN, GEORGE W., 30TH IN INF, 240
VANHORN, PETER, 34TH NJ INF, 273
VanHORN, CHARLES L, 3RD WI CAV,
VANHORN, MILO M., 147TH IL INF, 110
VANHORN, COARNELIUS A, 16TH MI INF, 1, 8
VANHORN, ORSON H., 5TH IA CAV, 59
VanHOUSEM, DANIEL, BERDEN'S SHARPSHOOTERS,
VANHOUSEN, DANIEL, 120TH NY INF, 34
VANHOUSEN, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, 163
VANHOUTEN, RALPH, 52ND IL INF, 96
VANHOUTEN, JOHN R., 151ST IN INF, 81
VANHUSEN, NATHANIEL K., 100TH NY INF, 110
VanLANINGHAM, CYRUS J., 148TH IN INF, 22ND IL INF, 136
VANLEER, JOHN W., 62N IN INF(ERROR),
VANLEER, JOHN W., 63RD IN INF, 147
VANLOON, ELIJAH, 24TH PA RESERVE CORP, 223
VANLOON, ELIJAH C., 143RD PA INF, 223
VanLOON, CHARLES, 19TH IA INF, 75
VANMATURE, CARY N., 5TH WI ART.,
VANNATTA, AARON B., 47TH WI INF, 25
VANNESS, RALPH G., SHIPS TAYLOR, RED ROVER, M, 110
VANNESS, WATERMAN G., 153RD IL INF,
VANNESS, CHARLES G., 142ND NY INF,
VANNESS, CHARLES G., 148TH NY INF,
VANNESS, DANIEL, 33RD IA INF, 230
VANNEST, ISAAC, 8TH OH CAV, 44TH OH INF,
VANNEST, ISAAC, 11TH OH INF, CAPT, CO. E, 8, 103
VANNEST, ISAAC, 44TH OH INF, CAPT, 8TH OH, 103
VANNICE, WESLEY M., 8TH IA CAV, 98
VANNORTWICK, GEORGE, 12TH IL CAV, 159
VANORSDELL, F., 184TH PA INF, 192
VANOSDEL, SAMUEL, 1ST DAKOTA CAV, 6, 2
VANOSDOL, NATHAN W., 123RD IN INF, 169
VANOOSTRAN, JAMES W., 66TH IL INF, 273
VANOVER, SAMUEL, 86TH IN INF, 63
VANPelt, C.E., 16TH OH INF, CAPT, 17TH KY, 3
VANSCOY, JONATHAN P., 16TH IA INF, 2
VANSCOYOC, OWEN K., 14TH IA INF,
VANSCOYOE, OWEN, 14TH IA INF,
VanSCYOE, SAMUEL, 2ND IA INF, 4
VANSICKEL, SOLOMON, PVT, 3RD IA CAV, 288
VANSICKLE, OLIVER A., 121ST OH INF, 158
VANSKIKE, JAMES, 12TH IN INF, 36
VANSLIKE, M.T., 9TH MI INF, 22
VANSTEEENBURG, ROBERT, 2ND WI CAV, 136
VANTILE, G.H., 5TH MI INF, 111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VanTrump, Isaiah C.</td>
<td>45th IA Inf</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vantuyl, Ebenezer</td>
<td>1st NY Inf</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Valkenber, J.</td>
<td>3rd WI Inf (Error)</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Valkenbur, Dudley</td>
<td>3rd WI Cav</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Valkenbur, Jacob</td>
<td>3rd WI Cav</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanVleck, DeForrest</td>
<td>64th IL Inf</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanVleck, Robert A.</td>
<td>110th NY Inf</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Ranken, E.A.</td>
<td>2nd NY Cav</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Winkle, William</td>
<td>1st CA Inf</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanZant, David M.</td>
<td>57th IN Inf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varner, Horman</td>
<td>36th IA Inf</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varney, A.P.</td>
<td>20th IA Inf (Error)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varney, John P.</td>
<td>47th IA Inf</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varney, Allen P.</td>
<td>2nd IA Cav</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vassbinder, D.J.</td>
<td>105th PA Inf</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vassar, Nicholas S.</td>
<td>2nd NE Cav</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vastine, Benjamin M.</td>
<td>11th IA Inf</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Charles R.</td>
<td>16th IL Cav</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Miner C.</td>
<td>17th NY Inf</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Irad W.</td>
<td>19th WI Inf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, George B.</td>
<td>38th WI Inf</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Samuel</td>
<td>14th IA Inf</td>
<td>9, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Elsa</td>
<td>8th IA Inf, 8th IA Cav</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, Elsa</td>
<td>8th IA Cav</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, William C.</td>
<td>9th IN Inf</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedder, John I.</td>
<td>3rd WI Art.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velie, Orville A.</td>
<td>2nd CO Cav</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venker, Henry</td>
<td>59th IN Inf, Co. A</td>
<td>12th, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verley, William A.</td>
<td>5th WI Light Art.</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verley, George L.</td>
<td>31st WI Inf</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verley, Frank M.</td>
<td>31st WI Inf</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermulen, John A.</td>
<td>36th IA Inf</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versaw, Francis E.</td>
<td>3rd MI Cav</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesey, Joseph</td>
<td>4th IA Cav</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesper, Adam</td>
<td>12th MO Cav</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vest, John W.</td>
<td>3rd IA Cav</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vest, W.H.</td>
<td>7th IL Cav (Error)</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vest, William H.</td>
<td>17th IL Cav</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vest, John</td>
<td>13th IA Inf</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestal, Hillard Hel.</td>
<td>40th IA Inf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vetter, Albert</td>
<td>77th OH Inf</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vetter, Albert</td>
<td>159th OH Inf</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vickroy, Louis</td>
<td>33rd IA Inf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vieth, Frederick</td>
<td>49th MO Inf</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vifquain, Victor</td>
<td>53rd NY Inf</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent, C.J.</td>
<td>15th IA Inf</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VINCENT, H.G., 15TH IA INF, 187
VINCENT, JOHN, 52ND KY INF, PVT, CO. G, 17, 112
VINCENT, JOHN, 17TH KY CAV, 112
VINCENT, HENRY K., 33RD WI INF, 114
VINESS, G.W., 76TH PA INF, 171
VINKER, HENRY, 12TH IN INF, 59TH IN INF, 81
VINSON, DAVID C., PVT, 53RD IL INF, 77
VINSON, GEORGE, 13TH IA INF, 193
VINTON, SAMUEL F., 65TH IL INF, 50
VIRGIN, ALEXANDER C., 4TH IA CAV, 139
VOGEL, GOTLEOB, 25TH IN INF, 3, 2
VOGT, J.H., 22ND NY CAV, 125
VOIGHT, GEORGE HENRY, 27TH WI INF, 177
VOIGHTLANDER, THEODORE, 45TH WI INF, 22
VOLGAMORE, JESSE M., 13TH IA INF, 182
VOLKMAN, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, 60
VOLLBEHR, JOHANN, 26TH IA INF,
VON, SAMUEL, 25TH IL INF, 8TH WI LIGHT,
VON, SAMUEL, 8TH WI INDEPENDENT LIGHT,
VOORHEES, JOHN F., 2ND MO CAV, 95
VOORHEES, CHARLES C., 21ST IA INF, 42,
VOORHEES, ALEX, 21ST IA INF, 140
VOORHERS, CHARLES C., 21ST IA INF, 109
VORACE, W.H., 16TH WI INF, 127
VORCE, WILLIAM H, 16TH WI INF,
VORE, IRA J., 26TH IL INF,
VORE, MAHLON, 26TH IN INF, 44
VORHEES, WILLIAM W., 7TH IL INF, 187
VORHES, DAVID, 13TH IN INF, 111
VORHIES, LEMUEL E., 14TH IA INF, 25,
VOSBURG, MARION E., 76TH NY INF, 15TH PA CAV,
VOSBURG, MARVIN E., 15TH NY CAV, CO. B, 2ND NY,
VOSBURGH, MARTIN J., 21ST IA INF, 147
VOYER, C.W., 15TH IA INF, 116
VROOMAN, DAVID K., 49TH WI INF, 333
VROOMAN, A.G., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 110
VULGAMORE, WILLIAM, 67TH IL INF, 163
VYETTE, LOUIS, 150TH IL INF, 155
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WACHTELL, W.R., 5TH MO CAV, PVT, CO. G, 12T, 318
WACHTER, JOHN C., 82ND IL INF, 315
WACKER, JULIUS, 2ND WI LIGHT ART., 288
WACKER, JOHN W., 13TH IN CAV, 2
WADDELL, JOSEPH M., 115TH IL INF, 95
WADDELL, H.S., 40TH IA INF, 150
WADE, CHARLES, 6TH WV INF, 152
WADE, JAMES B., 37TH IL INF, 217
WADE, IRA, 23RD IL INF,
WADE, HORACE H., 41ST IN INF, PVT, CO. D, 2N, 88,
WADE, H.H., 4TH IN CAV,
WADE, WILLIAM H., 97TH NY INF, 83RD NY INF,
WADLEY, JONATHAN, 13TH OH CAV, 63
WADLEY, JONATHAN, 7TH IN INF, 13TH OH CAV, 63
WADLEY, JOHN S., 146TH IN INF, 201
WADSWORTH, GEORGE H., 8TH WI INF, 262
WADSWORTH, JOSEPH M., 4TH WI CAV, 317
WADSWORTH, DANIEL B., 96TH NY INF, 4
WADSWORTH, WILLIAM F., 169TH NY INF, 25
WADSWORTH, HERMON N., 11TH WI INF, 289
WADY, WILLIAM, 3RD MA HEAVY ART.,
WAGERS, SYLVESTER M., 7TH WI INF, 86
WAGERS, LIVINGSTON L, 7TH WI INF, 71,
WAGES, JOHN, 51ST IL INF,
WAGGONER, ALFRED, 158TH PA INF, 245
WAGNER, JOHN, 2ND WI INF, 9
WAGNER, FREDERICK, 18TH OH LIGHT ART.,
WAGNER, R., 149TH PA INF,
WAGNER, JOHN J., 47TH WI INF, 322
WAGNER, JACOB, 9TH IL CAV, 2
WAGNER, GEORGE, 2ND NE CAV, 133
WAGNER, HENRY, 75TH IN INF, 206
WAGONSELER, W.H., 139TH IL INF, 262
WAGY, ALBERT W., 8TH CA INF, 98,
WAHL, JOSEPH, 68TH OH INF, 250
WAHL, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV,
WAHL, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV, 34
WAINWRIGHT, GEORGE W., 52ND IL INF, 52
WAIT, WILLIAM, 195TH OH INF, 3
WAIT, SEYMOUR G., 50TH WI INF, 70
WAITE, HARRISON, 28TH ME INF, 58
WAITE, WILLIAM, 37TH WI INF, 18
WAKE, ALPHONSO, 9TH IA CAV, 166
WAKEFIELD, ALPHONSE, 11TH MI INF, PVT, CO. I, 7T, 108
WAKEFIELD, ORSON, 18TH IN INF, 25,
WAKEFIELD, HARVEY, 74TH IN INF, 31,
WAKEFIELD, HARVEY B., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 7
WAKELAND, PRESTON D., 70TH IN INF, 74
WAKLEY, J.T., 1ST CA CAV, 180
WALBACH, DAVID, 4TH IL CAV, 258
WALBRIDGE, HENRY R., 160TH NY INF,
WALCOTT, CLAYTON, 197TH OH INF, 91
WALDEN, D.A., 3RD IA ART.,
WALDO, MILES, 4TH MI LIGHT ART., 83
WALDO, HARMON, 4TH IA CAV,
WALDO, HORATIO H., 5TH IA CAV, 131
WALDO, L.M., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., 10,
WALDO, IRA, 6TH IA CAV, 207
WALDRON, LAFFORD, 9TH IL INF, CO. E, 27TH IL, 28
WALDRON, THOMAS, 2ND WV INF, 316
WALDRON, JASPER, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 32,
WALDS, HARMON, 4TH IA CAV, 89
WALDSMITH, HENRY M., 36TH IL INF, 4TH US ART.,
WALDSMITH, HENRY M., 4TH US ART., 36TH IL INF,
WALDTER, LOUIS, 2ND NE CAV, 115
WALES, THOMAS, 1ST CO CAV, 45
WALMER, J., 6TH KS CAV, 69,
WALIZER, E.R., 4TH PA RESERVE CORP, CO., 244
WALKER, CALVIN, 49TH PA INF, 29TH PA INF, 156
WALKER, FRANKLIN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 95
WALKER, SAMUEL N., 21ST IA INF,
WALKER, WESLEY S., 24TH IA INF,
WALKER, GEORGE M., 1ST IA CAV,
WALKER, WILLIAM D., 25TH IN INF, 131
WALKER, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, 301
WALKER, LANDY, 151ST IN INF, 111
WALKER, ALEXANDER, 2ND MD INF, 141
WALKER, ALEXANDER, 2ND PATOMAC BRIGADE, 66
WALKER, SAYERS B., 48TH OH INF, CO. E, 83RD O, 16
WALKER, GEORGE P., 35TH IA INF,
WALKER, WILLIAM M., 43RD MA INF,
WALKER, THOMAS M., 137TH PA INF,
WALKER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV,
WALKER, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, 123
WALKER, DELOS D., 7TH IL INF, 67
WALKER, JAMES H., 137TH IL INF, 3
WALKER, THOMAS, 9TH IL CAV, 34,
WALKER, WILLIAM H., 139TH IL INF, 3
WALKER, THOMAS, 9TH IL CAV, 238
WALKER, JAMES A., 33RD IA INF, 96
WALKER, RANSOM, 1ST IA CAV, 25,
WALKER, O.S., 12TH NY CAV, 37
WALKER, SAMUEL, 170TH OH INF, 28
WALKER, MAXWELL K., 20TH IA INF, 11,
WALKER, JOHN, 29TH IA INF, 154
WALKER, WALTER, 1ST NE INF, 7
WALKER, PETER H., 14TH WI INF, 38
WALKER, BENJAMIN F., 16TH WI INF, 35TH WI INF, 157
WALKER, BENJAMIN F., 35TH WI INF, 16TH WI INF, 157
WALKER, CHARLES R., 42ND WI INF, 71
WALKER, J.D., 3RD WI INF, 60
WALKER, PETER H., 1ST WI CAV, 38
WALKUP, ALPHEUS, 4TH IA INF, 40
WALKUP, JAMES, 19TH IA INF, 4
WALKUP, DAVID, 19TH IA INF, 32
WALL, GEORGE S., 44TH IA INF,
WALL, A.W., 13TH IA INF, 90
WALL, GEORGE, 32ND IN INF, 207
WALL, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA INF, 89
WALLACE, JAMES, 2ND PA CAV, 205
WALLACE, HIRAM, 6TH WI LIGHT ART., 4
WALLACE, THOMAS, KY LIGHT ART., 98,
WALLACE, JAMES, 16TH WI INF, 32ND WI INF, 74
WALLACE, JAMES, 32ND WI INF, CO. K, 16TH W, 74
WALLACE, D.W., 2ND MO SCOUTS, 28,
WALLACE, THOMAS, 1ST KY LIGHT ART., 180
WALLACE, WILLIAM M., 4TH OH INF, 110
WALLACE, WILLIAM M., 28TH IA INF, 188
WALLACE, GILES, 1ST IN CAV, 76
WALLER, G.L., 8TH PA CAV, 42
WALLICK, ABRAHAM, 22ND IA INF, 3
WALLIN, WASHINGTON I, 1ST IA CAV, 273
WALLING, EDEN, 22ND WI INF, 338
WALLING, AUGUST M., 88TH US COLORED INF, 34,
WALLING, AUGUST M., 8TH IA INF, 10,
WALLIS, JONATHAN, 1ST TN CAV, 233
WALLS, SOLOMON, 31ST IN INF, 323
WALMER, THEODORE, US NAVY, FLAGSHIP 'HARTFO, 171
WALMER, TEODORE, US NAVY, FLAGSHIPS 'FARRA, 86,
WALRATH, ALVIN,,
WALRATH, ARCHIBALD A., 68TH NY INF,
WALROD, WILLIAM M., 124TH IL INF, 97
WALROTH, HENRY G., 7TH WI INF, 16
WALSH, PATRICK, 5TH US INF, 28
WALSH, JAMES, 95TH IL INF, 38
WALSH, JOSHUA B, 1 IL,
WALSH, JOHN, 49TH MO INF, 47
WALSH, JOHN, 17TH IL INF,
WALSH, WILLIAM L., 19TH IL INF, 4
WALSH, FRANCIS, 3RD WI INF, 60
WALTER, JACOB L., 28TH PA INF, 20
WALTER, W.H., 1ST IN LIGHT ART., 150
WALTER, WILLIAM H., 3RD IN LIGHT ART., 80
WALTER, FREDERICK, 26TH WI INF, 140
WALTERMIRE, MICHAEL, 14TH MO INF, PVT, 7TH OH S, 110
WALTERS, JAMES, 2ND IA CAV,
WALTERS, CYRUS, 1ST IL INF, 16
WALThER, CHARLES W., 27TH WI INF, 19,
WALther, ADOLPH, 20TH WI INF, 179
WALTON, JAMES, 112TH IL INF,
WALTON, JAMES, 20TH IA INF, 70
WALTON, ABRAHAM, 82ND IN INF, PVT, CO. I, 22, BD.
WALTON, WILLIAM S., 1ST NE,
WALTON, JOHN, 18TH US, 76
WALTON, ANDREW D., 67TH IL INF, 5
WALTON, PRESSON T., 31ST IA INF, 19,
WALTON, MERRITT, 86TH IN INF, CORP, CO. I, 2, 16
WALTON, JAMES, 10TH IA INF, 163
WALTZ, MARTIN W., 124TH IN INF, 123
WAMBAUGH, IRA B., 62ND IL INF, 1
WAMBAUGH, IRA B., 176TH OH INF,
WAMBOLD, J.W., 104TH PA INF, 234
WAMD, ORA, 21ST OH INF,
WAMSLEY, C.C., 2ND MI CAV, 29
WAMSLEY, LAFAYETTE B., 5TH MO CAV, SERG, CO. K, 3R, 36
WAMSLEY, ROBERT B., 44TH IA INF, 298
WAMSLEY, L.B., 7TH MO INF, 195
WANAMAKER, BENJAMIN F., 20TH OH INF,
WANDLING, JACOB, 33RD IA INF, 112
WANDLING, DAVID, 112TH IL INF,
WANDS, GILBERT, 65TH IL INF, 70
WANKER, IGNATIUS, 18TH IA INF,
WANSER, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, 193
WARANKE, JOHN, 8TH WI,
WARD, AARON N., 4TH OH CAV,
WARD, JOHN, 14TH US INF, 185
WARD, STEPHEN, 2ND IA CAV,
WARD, ELIAS P., 22ND IA INF,
WARD, ROBERT, 6TH IA CAV, 182
WARD, AMOS N., 4TH IN ART., 337
WARD, CASWELL B., 145TH PA INF, PVT, CO. I, 5,
WARD, JOHN, 14TH US INF,
WARD, WILLIAM H., 25TH IL INF, 42,
WARD, HOWARD, 47TH IL INF, 354
WARD, GEORGE, 94TH IL INF, 26
WARD, JOHN, 33RD IA INF, 31
WARD, H.L., 49TH KY INF, 95
WARD, NATHANIEL M., 17TH MA INF, 1
WARD, JOHNN C., 3RD MI CAV, 71
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit/Company</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WARD, OLIVER</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, ASAHEL</td>
<td>17TH IA INF</td>
<td>48TH IA INF, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, ASAHEL</td>
<td>48TH IA INF</td>
<td>17TH IA INF, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, JAMES M.</td>
<td>9TH IA CAV</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, JOHN A.</td>
<td>1ST NE INF</td>
<td>55TH IN INF, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, BENJAMIN</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, JOHN A.</td>
<td>55TH IN INF</td>
<td>1ST NE INF, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, DAVID</td>
<td>139TH IN INF</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD, D.O.</td>
<td>6TH MN INF</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARDMAN, JOHN H.</td>
<td>39TH IL INF</td>
<td>9, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE, GEORGE</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td>44TH IA INF, 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE, GEORGE</td>
<td>23RD IA INF</td>
<td>(ERROR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE, GEORGE</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE, GEORGE</td>
<td>44TH IA INF</td>
<td>20TH IA INF, 8, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARES, EDWARD H.</td>
<td>14TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARFIELD, PHILO B.</td>
<td>7TH IL INF</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARFIELD, JAMES W.</td>
<td>68TH IL INF</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARFIELD, J.E.</td>
<td>46TH IN INF</td>
<td>120TH US COL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, SYLVESTER C.</td>
<td>4TH WI CAV</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARLEY, WILLIAM</td>
<td>12TH IL CAV</td>
<td>(ERROR), 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE, AMAZIAH L.</td>
<td>78TH OH INF</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, STAUNTON</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td>CO. D, 95TH I, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, M.H.</td>
<td>3RD IL CAV</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, WILSON C.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, BENJAMIN F.</td>
<td>60TH NY INF</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>15TH NY ENGINEERS</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, GEORGE A.</td>
<td>48TH OH INF</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, ADNA</td>
<td>4TH WI CAV</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, SAMUEL P.</td>
<td>1ST WI HEAVY ART.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>80TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, W. JETHRO</td>
<td>103RD PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, W.S.</td>
<td>11TH MO INF</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, CHARLES A.</td>
<td>34TH IL INF</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, DAVID</td>
<td>42ND IL INF</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, HIRAM</td>
<td>108TH IL INF</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, THOMAS E.</td>
<td>135TH IL INF</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, GEORGE E.</td>
<td>10TH US COLORED HEAVY AR</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, J.C.</td>
<td>8TH NY CAV</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, JESSE F.</td>
<td>7TH IA INF</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, ORSON A.</td>
<td>15TH IA INF</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, JOHN F.</td>
<td>24TH IA INF</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, BENJAMIN L.</td>
<td>130TH IN INF</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, PETER W.</td>
<td>2ND WI CAV</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNER, ADNA</td>
<td>4TH WI CAV</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARNOCK, JOHN C.</td>
<td>140TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARRAN, JAMES D.</td>
<td>18TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARREN, SOLOMON S., 182ND OH INF, 25
WARREN, THOMAS R., 17TH ME INF,
WARREN, JAMES H., 8TH KS INF, 63
WARREN, G.W., 6TH IL INF,
WARREN, GEORGE, 119TH IL INF, 47,
WARREN, SAMUEL F., 48TH IN INF, 1
WARREN, MILES, 8TH MI CAV, 83
WARREN, F., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, CORP, C, 22
WARREN, JOSEPH W., 11TH IA INF, 80
WARREN, LEWIS, 15TH IA INF, 115
WARREN, DAVID M., 36TH IA INF, 63
WARREN, HORACE H., 12TH WI INF, 15
WARRENBURG, JOHN W., 13TH IN LIGHT ART.,
WARRICK, AMOS, 51ST IN INF,
WARRINGTON, JAMES C., 13TH IA INF, 10
WARRINGTON, GEORGE M., 34TH IA INF, 114
WARSHAM, HENRY E., 119TH IL INF,
WART, JOHN, 133RD OH INF,
WART, JACOB, 176TH OH INF, 317
WARTHEN, JAMES H., 6TH IA INF, 168
WASHBURN, JAMES H., 143RD NY INF, 342
WASHBURN, W. OREGON, 6TH MO INF, 26,
WASHBURN, CHARLES, 35TH IA INF, 7
WASHBURN, GEORGE H., 25TH WI ART., 60
WASSON, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV,
WASSON, WILLIAM, 3RD IA ART.,
WATERHOUSE, EDMUND, 2ND IL ART., 156
WATERHOUSE, JAMES, 34TH IA INF, 105
WATERMAN, ANDREW J., 23RD IA INF, 56
WATERMAN, JOHN M., 39TH NY INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 175
WATERMAN, I.A., 8TH IL CAV, 1
WATERMAN, M., 11TH IN INF, 109
WATERMAN, DELOS A., 44TH IA INF, 297
WATERS, B.M., 16TH PA INF, SERG, CO. E, 1, 25
WATERS, HENRY, 25TH WI INF, 1
WATERS, GEORGE W., 28TH IA INF, 254
WATERS, JAMES A., 26TH IA INF,
WATERS, ALBERTUS A., 100TH IN INF, 241
WATERS, GEORGE, 85TH NY INF, 27,
WATERS, GEORGE W., 28TH IA INF, 154
WATERS, WINFIELD S., 45TH IA INF, 71
WATHAN, GEORGE, 8TH IA INF, 104
WATKINS, GEORGE, 1ST MI CAV,
WATKINS, S.J., 5TH CO CAV, 52
WATKINS, THOMAS, 16TH IN INF, 47
WATKINS, THOMAS J., 43RD IN INF, 47
WATKINSON, WILLIAM, 79TH OH INF, 112
WATKINSON, THOMAS, 79TH OH INF, 112
WATSON, THOMAS, 88TH PA INF, 34
WATSON, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, 24
WATSON, JOSEPH, 12TH IL INF, 321
WATSON, J.K., 14TH IL INF, 95
WATSON, WELLINGTON, 93RD IL INF, 261
WATSON, CHARLES F., 5TH IA CAV, 234
WATSON, GEORGE, 5TH IA CAV, CO. B, 5TH IA, 11,
WATSON, ARTHUR, 11TH IN CAV, 237
WATSON, LEONARD N., 1ST MI ENGINEERS,
WATSON, JOHN V., 23RD MO INF, 4
WATSON, GEORGE, 30TH WI INF,
WATSON, JAMES D., 7TH CA INF, 111
WATSON, JAMES D., 7TH CA INF, 128
WATSON, SAMUEL, 8th IL INF, CO. I, 17TH IL, 113
WATSON, ANDREW M., 137TH IL INF, 42
WATSON, WILLIAM A., 11TH IN INF, 110
WATSON, CHARLES, 10TH MI CAV, 57
WATSON, GROSSMAN, 1ST MO LIGHT ART.,
WATSON, JAMES, 7TH NY INF, 108
WATSON, WINSLOW Z., 16TH NY INF, 247
WATSON, JAMES, ARTIFICER, 1ST NY ENGINEE, 108
WATSON, HENRICK L., 161ST OH INF, 100
WATSON, GEORGE, 5TH IA INF, 236
WATSON, CHARLES, 13TH IN INF, 16,
WATT, JOHN K., 4TH IA INF,
WATT, SAMUEL J., 9TH IL CAV,
WATT, JOHN K., 4TH IA INF, 33
WATT OR WAIT, JAMES G., 5TH OH CAV,
WATTERS, SAMUEL M., 40TH IN INF, 260
WATTERS, JAMES, 11TH US INF, 261
WATTERS, LEWIS K., 35TH IA INF, 273
WATTERS, JAMES H., 8TH IL CAV, 28
WATTERS, GEORGE S., 12TH MO CAV, 34
WATTERS, RANDOLPH H., 7TH IA INF, 7
WATTLES, ELISHA, 31ST WI INF,
WATTS, BENJAMIN F., 21ST IL INF,
WATTS, WILLIAM, 10TH IA INF, 74
WATTS, ANDREW O, 12TH PA CAV,
WATTS, WILLIAM P., 9TH KS CAV, 157
WATTS, LOTT, 98TH IL INF, 74
WATTS, REUBEN A., 89TH IN INF, 98
WAUGH, HIRAM, VET. US INF, 67
WAUGH, HIRAM, 1ST VA, PVT, CO. H, 9TH VA, 216
WAUGH, HIRAM, 1ST WV INF, 216
WAXHAM, JAMES, 18TH PA CAV,
WAY, BENJAMIN F., 39TH IA INF, 227
WAY, JOHN H., 122ND OH INF,
WAY, JACOB, 7TH IL CAV, 20
WAY, JOHN H., 122ND OH INF, 120
WAYHAM, J.R., 91ST IL INF,
WAYMIRE, ANDREW W., 40TH IN INF, 51,
WAYMIRE, HARRY, 12TH IN CAV, 54TH IN INF, 51
WAYNICK, JOHN S., 46TH IA INF, 210
WAYS, W.B., ARTIFICER, 1ST MO ENGINEE, 118
WEAR, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, 100
WEATHERBY, E.P., 44TH IA INF, 109
WEATHERMAN, MILES F., 25TH MO INF, 217
WEATHERMAN, MILES F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 217
WEATHERS, HAMILTON, 123RD IN INF,
WEAVER, LEVI E., 28TH IA INF, 14,
WEAVER, JOHN, 28TH IA INF, 262
WEAVER, SANFORD, 40TH IN INF, 45
WEAVER, W.M., 35TH NY INF, 286
WEAVER, WILLIAM, 94TH NY INF, PVT, CO. K, 14, 286
WEAVER, J.J., 2ND NE CAV, 45
WEAVER, W.H., 6TH MO CAV, 25
WEAVER, A.F., 12TH IL INF, 2 LIEUT, CO., 229
WEAVER, WILLIAM, 74TH IL INF, 34,
WEAVER, SAMUEL, 81ST LIN INF, 237
WEAVER, PHILIP, 2ND MN CAV, 4
WEAVER, ANSON R., 29TH WI INF, 76
WEBB, JAMES, 28TH WI INF,
WEBB, LUCIUS, 42ND IL INF, 230
WEBB, GEORGE W., 2ND IA CAV, 91
WEBB, GEORGE W., 19TH TN INF,
WEBB, EDWIN W., 92ND IL INF, 327
WEBB, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, 35
WEBB, JOHN F., 5TH IA INF,
WEBB, G.J., 38TH IA INF, 150
WEBB, JOHN, 118TH IL MOUNTED INF, 37
WEBB, JOHN, 19TH OH INF, 110
WEBB, JAMES B., 18TH IA INF, 25
WEBB, LEWIS H., 38TH IN INF, 147
WEBB, JAMES, 28TH WI INF, 47
WEBBER, WILLIAM C., 20TH IA INF, 70
WEBBER, FREDERICK, 103RD OH INF, 177
WEBBER, FREDERICK L., 103RD OH INF, 227
WEBBERT, DAVID, 131ST OH INF, 1, 2
WEBER, ANTON, 62ND IL INF, 50
WEBER, LOUIS, 145TH PA INF, PVT, CO. F, 5, 80
WEBER, JACOB, 7TH IN INF, 95
WEBER, FREDERICK, 38TH NJ INF, 352
WEBER, LEWIS C., 65TH IN INF, 46
WEBSTER, RICHARD F., 15TH IA INF,
WEBSTER, WILLIAM I., 15TH IA INF,
WEBSTER, JOHN W., 46TH IA INF, 112
WEBSTER, W.I., 1ST MS INF,
WEBSTER, JOSHUA B., 4TH NH INF, 261
WEBSTER, WILLIAM I., US NAVY, MS MARINE BRIGA,
WEBSTER, WILLIAM, 21ST MO INF, 115
WEBSTER, CHARLES, BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, 212
WEBSTER, JOHN L., 170TH OH NATIONAL GUARD, 110
WEBSTER, CHARLES A., 29TH IA INF, 61
WEBSTER, JOSEPH R., 11TH & 88TH IN INF, 44TH, 25
WEBSTER, JOSEPH R., 88TH & 11TH IN INF, 44TH, 25
WEBSTER, SANFORD, 2ND MN CAV, 81
WEBSTER, SPENCER H., 4TH WI CAV, 40
WECHERLEY, W.E., 53RD PA INF, 299
WEDIKING, C., 20TH IL INF, 122
WEB, BENJAMIN M., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 354
WEB, JOHN, 65TH IL INF, 189
WEB, SAMUEL M., 2ND US CAV, 64
WEB, SAMUEL M., 47TH IA INF, 64
WEB, THEODORE P., 5TH WI INF, 57,
WEB, JAMES L., 8TH WI INF, 74,
WEBDEN, THOMAS B., 62ND OH INF, 187
WEEKLY, JOHN W.,
WEEKS, JOHN W., 4TH VT INF, 265
WEEKS, JOHN W., 7TH VT INF, 265
WEEKS, CHARLES, 14TH WI INF, 262
WEEKS, P.L., 46TH WI INF, 109
WEEKS, CHARLES E., 7TH WI INF, 25
WEESNER, ANDREW, 138TH IN INF, 209
WEHLING, CHARLES F., 9TH IL INF, 224
WEIDMAN, FREDERICK, 1ST MO CAV, PVT, CO. E, 5TH, 16
WEIDMAN, GEORGE P., 44TH IL INF, 45
WEILER, FERDINAND, 14TH US INF,
WEIMER, EDWARD, 34TH IL INF, 337
WEIMER, EDWARD, 34TH IL INF, 2
WEINAND, PHILIP, 73RD IN INF, 130
WEINER, FRANK, 1ST WI CAV, 262
WEINTZ, CHARLES, 17TH IN CAV, 207
WEIR, ROBERT, , 31
WEIR, JAMES A., 21ST IN INF,
WEIR, AUSTIN H., 2ND CO CAV, 25
WEIRICH, FRANK, 29TH MI INF, 243
WEIS, PETER, 4TH IL CAV, CO. I, 12TH IL, 11
WEISER, PETER, 2ND IA CAV, 102
WEISMAN, JOHN T., 85TH IL INF
WEIST, EDWIN B., 20TH IN INF, 7
WEITZEL, WILLIAM, 139TH IL INF, PVT, CO. G, 9, 34,
WELBURN, JOHN L., 26TH IA INF,
WELCH, R.F.G., 15TH IA INF, 229
WELCH, JACOB, 79TH IL INF, 41
WELCH, STEPHEN E., 9TH IA CAV, 233
WELCH, ALFRED L., 13TH OH INF,
WELCH, GEORGE B., 161ST OH INF,
WELCH, WILLIAM, 170TH OH INF,
WELCH, M.B., 100TH PA INF, 257
WELCH, WILLIAM, 27TH MO INF,
WELCH, SYLVESTER B., 28TH IL INF,
WELCH, BRADFORD, 2ND MN INF, 18
WELCH, E.B., 2ND MN CAV, 18
WELCH, PETER, 47TH OH INF, 34
WELCH, HENRY C., 15TH IA INF, 127
WELCH, WILLIAM G., 15TH IN INF, 89
WELCH, W.G., 31ST IN INF(ERROR), 89
WELCH, SAMUEL S., 43RD IN INF, 13
WELCH, JOHN W., 46TH IN INF, 64
WELCH, WILLIAM G., 51ST IN INF, 89
WELDEN, WILLIAM G., 43RD MO INF, 112
WELDEN, SIDNEY, 72ND IL INF,
WELDIN, LEWIS W., 104TH OH INF, 220
WELDIN, T.C., 38TH OH INF, 1
WELDIN, ZEPHANIAH A., 178TH OH INF,
WELDON, LEE A., 92ND IL INF, 3
WELKER, WILLIAM A., 142ND IN INF, 262
WELKER, JONOTHAN D., 12TH WI INF, 170
WELLENGER, DAVID, 1ST IL ART.,
WELLER, CHARLES F., 15TH PA CAV, 110
WELLER, J.A., 161ST OH INF, 32
WELLER, PHILIP, 16TH IN INF, 107
WELLES, PHILIP, 16TH IN INF,
WELLEVER, JOSEPH, 16TH KS CAV, 206
WELLEVER, JOSEPH, 6TH KS CAV(ERROR), 142
WELLINGTON, T.S., 5TH WI CAV, 170
WELLINGTON, HORACE, 7TH IL CAV, 41
WELLIVER, LEMUEL, 5TH IA CAV, 93
WELLIVER, CHRISTOPHER, 31ST IA INF, 44,
WELLMAN, LORENZO D., 4TH IA CAV, 125
WELLMAN, THOMAS E., 146TH OH INF, 219
WELLS, GRAFTON, 2ND PA CAV, 241
WELSH, JOHN, 26TH IA INF, 7
WELSH, ASA A., 29TH IA INF, 11
WELSHANS, JOSEPH L., 7TH MO INF, CO. B, 27TH M, 7
WELSHANS, JOSEPH L., 27TH MO INF, 5TH MO INF,
WELSHANS, J.L., 29TH MO INF, 7
WELSTEAD, JAMES, 136TH NY INF,
WELSTEAD, JOHN H., ARTIFICER, 1ST IL ART., 4
WELTON, MAJOR, 57TH IL INF, 149
WELTON, JAMES A., 17TH IL CAV,
WELTON, BARNARD, 1ST MN CAV, 1ST MN HEAVY, 86
WELTON, BARNABAS, 7TH MN HEAVY ART., 86
WEMPLE, EDWIN A., 26TH IA INF, 262
WENCH, S.J., 9TH MN INF, 98
WENCK, THEODORE, 45TH WI INF, 9, 3
WENDORFF, FERDINAND, 9TH WI INF, 51
WENIER, JAMES H., 40TH MO INF, 110
WENKLEMAN, LORENZ, 1ST NE INF, 7
WENSE, AGUSTUS VOND, 1ST FL CAV, 172
WENTWORTH, MILTON H., 45TH IL INF, 180
WENTWORTH, BENJAMIN, 149TH IL INF, 352
WENTWORTH, BENNING, 149TH OH INF, 5, 3
WENTZ, AUGUST, 14TH NY HEAVY ART., 108
WENTZ, JESSE W., 46TH WI INF, 136
WENTZEL, ADAM, 10TH WI LIGHT ART., 170
WERHAN, W.J., 16TH US INF, 141
WERNER, FREDERICK J., 104TH OH INF, 16
WERT, ANDREW, 51ST PA INF, 87
WERTH, WILHELM, 9TH IL CAV],
WERTZ, DAVID, 3RD MO CAV, 96
WERTZ, JACOB A., 26TH IL INF, 97
WERTZ, WILLIAM C., 46TH IA INF,
WERTZ, S.S., 14TH IL INF, 34
WESCOATT, RILEY, 1ST IA CAV, 134
WESCOTT, E.E., 2ND NY INF,
WESCOTT, JOHN E., 46TH WI INF, 274
WESCOTT, J.E., 9TH MN INF, 18,
WEST, WILLIAM F., 11TH IL CAV,
WEST, H.F., M. M. BRIGADE, 173
WEST, B.F., 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLE INF, 248
WEST, BENJAMIN F., 7TH NY CAV, 342
WEST, PARLEY B., 65TH IL INF, 338
WEST, H.F., 10TH IA INF, 222
WEST, G.M., 29TH IA INF, 172
WEST, WILLIAM L., 145TH IN INF, 105
WEST, JAMES A., 1ST MI ART., 20,
WEST, DANIEL P., 85TH NY INF, 163
WEST, WILLIAM, 4TH OH INF, 34
WEST, WILLIAM, 129TH OH INF, CORP, 2ND OH, 34
WEST, NELSON S., 9TH IA INF, 297
WEST, JAMES, 9TH IA INF, 179
WEST, SAMUEL, 12TH IA INF, 80
WEST, HENRY S., 29TH IA INF, 154
WEST, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV, 25
WEST, NELSON S., 9TH IA CAV(ERROR), 297
WEST, ISAAC J., 9TH IA CAV, 10
WEST, JOHN E., 2ND NE CAV, 52
WEST, MILES, 13TH IN INF, 189
WEST, JOHN W., 17TH IN INF, 189
WEST, JAMES O., 20TH IN INF, 8, 1
WESTBROOK, AMOS M., 74TH IL INF, 195
WESTBROOK, IRA, IL MERCANTILE BATTERY, 125
WESTBROOK, CHARLES, 4TH PROVISIONAL CAV, 98
WESTBROOK, CHARLES, 1ST NY INF,
WESTBROOK, CHARLES, 1ST NY CAV, 98
WESTCOTT, JOHN, 46TH WI INF,
WESTCOTT, LOURY O., 22ND WI INF, 89,
WESTCOTT, L.O., 27TH WI INF(ERROR), 199
WESTERFIELD, FRANCIS, 11TH IL CAV,
WESTERHOFF, JOHN, 2ND MO CAV, 3
WESTERN, GEORGE, 100TH IL INF, 142
WESTERVET, JAMES, 170TH NY INF, 265
WESTFALL, D.C., 151ST PA INF, 4
WESTFALL, T.J., 10TH KS INF, 95
WESTFALL, SAMUEL, 43RD WI INF, 334
WESTFALL, NEWTON C., 45TH ON INF,
WESTFALL, MARION, 134TH OH INF, 354
WESTLEY, JOSEPH, 112TH IL INF, 321
WESTON, BYRON, 41ST WI INF, 180
WESTON, MARVIN, 68TH IL INF, 115
WESTON, DANIEL, 113TH IL INF, 36
WESTON, MARVIN F., 139TH IL INF,
WESTON, DANIEL B., 35TH IA INF, 4
WETHEREL, HARRISON B., 8TH IN INF, PVT, CO. F, 5TH, 31
WETHERS, JOHN L., 16TH IA INF, 149
WETMORE, GEORGE, 11TH WI INF, 4
WETMORE, HORACE H., 125TH OH INF, 187
WETTENGERL, WINZEL, 34TH WI INF,
WETZEL, CLARK P., 143RD IN INF, 343
WETZEL, JOHN JACOB, PVT, 12TH IL CAV, 36,
WEYER, JOHN, 80TH OH INF,
WEYGINT, WILLIAM B., SERG, 10TH NY CAV, POST 22, 68,
WEYTMAN, JOHN, 13TH KS INF, 13
WHALEY, SIMEON O., 196TH OH INF,
WHARTON, FLETCHER L., 154TH OH INF,
WHARTON, JAMES W., 124TH IL INF, 3, 3
WHEADING, FRANK M., 2ND NE CAV, 69
WHEALAN, JOHN W., 16TH KS CAV, 223
WHEATCRAFT, JAMES F., 40TH IA INF, 40
WHEATON, JONATHAN, 84TH OH INF, 131
WHEELER, SAMUEL, 3RD IA CAV, 77
WHEELER, GEORGE, 16TH IL INF,
WHEELER, STERLING, 74TH IL INF, 79
WHEELER, JUSTUS E., 12TH IL CAV, 4TH IL CAV,
WHEELER, DAMIEL, 11TH IL CAV.
WHEELER, JOHN, 23RD IA INF, PVT, CO. G, 29, 91,
WHEELER, JOHN Q., 87TH IN INF, 146
WHEELER, THOMAS B., 1ST MN INF, 12
WHEELER, SAMUEL, 154TH NY INF, 322
WHEELER, HORATIO N., 135TH OH INF, 118
WHEELER, HUBBARD E., 145TH PA INF, PVT, CO. F, 5,
WHEELER, MERRITT P., 39TH WI INF, 278
WHEELER, GEORGE R, 6TH NY HEAVY ART.,
WHEELER, HARDAN P, 60TH IN INF,
WHEELER, LUCIUS G., 102ND NY,
WHEELER, JOHN A, 60TH US COLORED INF,
WHEELER, ARTHUR, 1ST NE CAV, 107
WHEELER, JAMES H., 7TH KS CAV, 109
WHEELER, JOHN R., 5TH MI ART., 109
WHEELER, SAMUEL J., 154TH NY INF, 9, 3
WHEELER, HENRY, 18TH IA INF, 51
WHEELER, GIDEON, 32ND IA INF, 147
WHEELER, L.A., 2ND NE CAV, 66
WHEELER, SAMUEL A., 2ND NE CAV, 95
WHEELER, ALONZO C., 67TH IN INF, 81
WHEELOCK, J.F., 13TH MA HEAVY ART., 228
WHEELOCK, MATHEW G., 199TH PA INF, 220
WELPHLEY, DAVID P., 4TH NY INF, SEAMAN, US NAV, 34
WHERRETT, CHARLES, 1ST OH INF, 8
WETSTINE, JOHN, 18TH IA INF,
WHIPPLE, IRA, 1ST MN INF, 276
WHIPPLE, ABNER S., 9TH IN INF, 88
WHIPPLE, CLARK B., 7TH NH INF, 140
WHIPPS, FLETCHER N., 34TH IN INF,
WHITAKER, JAMES, 22ND IN INF, 237
WHITAKER, CHARLES A., 88TH IN INF,
WHITAKER, J.C., 19TH MI INF, 95
WHITAKER, ETHAN O, 34TH IA INF,
WHITAKER, THOMAS, 8TH MI ENGINEERS,
WHITAKER, WILLIAM A., 47TH OH INF, 84
WHITAKER, JAMES, 33RD WI INF, 25
WHITCHER, GEORGE A., 46TH IN INF, 2ND IN CAV, 25
WHITCOMB, LYMAN, 37TH IN INF, 66
WHITCOMB, DANIEL H.K., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 111
WHITCOMB, OLNEY M., 13TH KS INF, 66
WHITCOMB, MOSES, 100TH IN INF, 129
WHITE, WILLIAM H., 12TH OH LIGHT ART, 25TH O, 58,
WHITE, WILLIAM, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., 34,
WHITE, W.C., 105TH PA INF, 153
WHITE, WILLIAM J., 4TH TN INF, 95
WHITE, JOSEPH, 48TH WI INF, 88
WHITE, THOMAS H., 49TH WI INF, 8
WHITE, W.H., 4TH IA CAV,
WHITE, DAVID O., 2ND IA CAV, 64
WHITE, B.C., 7TH IA CAV, 41ST IA INF, 40
WHITE, ELSHIA, 146TH IL INF, 168
WHITE, WILLIAM R., 11TH CT INF, CO. E, 2ND US, 173
WHITE, THOMAS H., 16TH IL INF, CO. C, 102ND,
WHITE, THOMAS H., 102ND IL INF, CO. H, 16TH,
WHITE, JAMES T., 152ND IL INF, 284
WHITE, JOHN E., 20TH IA INF, 94
WHITE, LEWIS U., 26TH IA INF, 118
WHITE, LEONIDAS, 11TH IN INF,
WHITE, JOHN M., 11TH IN INF, 346
WHITE, SAMUEL M., 39TH MO INF, 227
WHITE, GEORGE W., 91ST NY INF, 8
WHITE, ROBERT S., 97TH NY INF, 91
WHITE, JOHN P., 10TH NY CAV,
WHITE, JAMES C., 16TH OH INF,
WHITE, JACOB, 93RD OH INF, 311
WHITE, JOHN H., 152ND OH INF, 149
WHITE, WARREN R., 170TH OH INF, 111
WHITE, THOMAS J., 85TH PA INF, 227
WHITE, JOSEPH, 23RD VET. RES. CORP,
WHITE, THOMAS, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 66
WHITE, HERMAN, 3RD IL INF,
WHITE, JAMES S., 28TH IL INF, 80
WHITE, DENNIS, 100TH IL INF,
WHITE, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, 239
WHITE, GEORGE, 148TH IL INF,
WHITE, GEORGE W., 148TH IL INF, 19,
WHITE, JAMES S., 14TH IL CAV, PVT, CO. H, 28, 135
WHITE, JAMES T., 15TH IL CAV, 350
WHITE, A.M., 2ND IA INF, 26,
WHITE, BENJAMIN C., 14TH IA INF, 41ST IA INF,
WHITE, BARNABUS B., 18TH IA INF,
WHITE, ELIHU C., 18TH IA INF,
WHITE, M., 9TH IA CAV, 338
WHITE, HARVEY, 140TH IN INF, 33
WHITE, GEORGE W., 5TH MI INF, 208
WHITE, JOSEPH, 102ND US COLORED TROOPS, 34
WHITE, A.J., 31ST NY INF,
WHITE, E.H., 116TH OH INF, 19
WHITE, JOSEPH B., 3RD IA INF, 23
WHITE, SAMUEL H., 7TH IA INF, 193
WHITE, JOHN E., 18TH IA INF, 94
WHITE, GEORGE J., 21ST IA INF, 194
WHITE, JOSEPH B., 31ST IA INF, 23
WHITE, GEORGE J., 31ST IA INF, 119
WHITE, BENJAMIN C., 41ST IA INF, 7TH IA CAV, 40
WHITE, ALFRED, 1ST NE CAV, 47
WHITE, PATRICK S., 10TH MN INF, 7
WHITE, GEORGE, 5TH WI CAVERROR, 39
WHITE, J. WELLINGTO, 3RD WI ART., 139
WHITE, GEORGE, 5TH WI ART., 39
WHITEAKER, JOHN C., 21ST MO INF, 29
WHITEBECK, JOHN, 18TH NY INF, 8
WHITED, JOHN, 15TH MO INF, 22
WHITED, ISAAC, 2ND IA CAV, 25
WHITED, ISAAC, 2ND IA CAV, 25
WHITEHALL, MILES G., 62ND NY COLORED INF
WHITEHEAD, JAMES, 27TH WI INF, 13TH US INF, 264
WHITEHEAD, FREDERICK, 32ND WI INF, 134
WHITEHEAD, WILLIAM, 3RD WI CAV, 134
WHITEHEAD, JAMES, 13TH US INF, 264
WHITEHEAD, WILLIAM W., 147TH IN INF
WHITEHEAD, JOHN M., 15TH IN INF, 24
WHITEHEAD, JAMES, 19TH WI INF, 264
WHITEHORN, LORENZO, 2ND NE CAV, 110
WHITEHORN, SAMUEL, 2ND NE CAV, 170
WHITEHOUSE, WILSON, 1ST MN LIGHT ART.,
WHITELOCK, JOHN G., 1ST NE INF, 31,
WHITEMAN, MILO J., 8TH IA INF, 187
WHITEMAN, CALVIN, 62ND IL INF,
WHITESELL, LEANDER, 1ST IN HEAVY ART., 91,
WHITESELL, GEORGE, 20TH IA INF, 94
WHITFORD, A.D., 13TH MI INF, 176
WHITING, A.V., 43RD MA INF, 77
WHITING, THOMAS, 8TH,
WHITING, R.G., 30TH IL INF,
WHITING, LUTHER H., 50TH NY INF, 42
WHITING, L.H., 160TH NY INF,
WHITING, EDWARD L., 1ST NY LIGHT ART, POST 32, 241
WHITING, GEORGE L., 4TH MN INF, 116
WHITGEN, W.H., 6TH IA INF (ERROR), 255
WHITINGER, WILLIAM H., 6TH IA CAV, 90
WHITLOCK, WILLIAM N., 6TH IA CAV, CAPT, CO. A, 3R, 35,
WHITMAN, NATHANIEL A., 9TH PA CAV, 118
WHITMAN, S.B., 2ND VT INF,
WHITMAN, T.W., 60TH MA INF, 34
WHITMAN, GEORGE W., 26TH IA INF, 162
WHITMER, CHRISTIAN, 80TH OH INF, 66
WHITMER, THOMAS, 35TH IA INF, 207
WHITMORE, S.L., N.S. SHARPSHOOTERS, 317
WHITMOYER, M., 132ND PA INF, 9
WHITNEY, CHARLES W., 30TH MO INF, 216
WHITNEY, JACOB W., 49TH WI INF, 170
WHITNEY, DAVID V., US NAVY, USS PRESSTON,
WHITNEY, SILAS D., 7TH IL CAV,
WHITNEY, A.V., 43RD MO INF (ERROR), 77
WHITNEY, CHARLES F., 47TH IA INF, 110
WHITNEY, J.W., 6TH ME LIGHT ART, 156
WHITNEY, HARRISON, 147TH NY INF, 76TH NY INF,
WHITNEY, GEORGE A., 14TH NJ INF, 31
WHITNEY, DAVID, 128TH IN INF, 133
WHITNEY, VESPERMAN W., 25TH WI INF, 65
WHITSON, WILLIAM H., 51ST IL INF, 189
WHITT, JAMES, 3RD MO CAV, 13TH MO CAV, 74
WHITT, NOAH B., 23RD MO INF, 74
WHITT, JAMES, 13TH MO CAV, 42
WHITT, JOHN W., 1ST WI CAV, 74
WHITTTAKER, FREEDOM H., 126TH IL INF, 110
WHITTTAKER, FRANCIS M., 4TH IL CAV, 22
WHITTTAKER, A.J., 5TH MI INF, 9
WHITTAM, JAMES S., 137TH IN INF, 228
WHITTECAR, WESLEY A., 48TH IA INF, 67
WHITTECAR, JASPER N., 48TH IA INF, 67
WHITTED, JOSEPH M., 2ND NE CAV, 55
WHITTEMORE, AUSTIN B., 31ST IA INF, 252
WHITTEMORE, AUSTIN B., 12TH IA INF, PVT, CO. H, 31, 67,
WHITTEMORE, WALTER L., 31ST IA INF, 67
WHITTEMORE, BENONI G., 50TH WI INF, 103
WHITTTEN, WARRON, 7TH IA INF, 6, 5
WHITTIER, JAMES J., 6TH VT INF, 1
WHITTINGTON, DAVID W., 60TH MO CAV,
WIARD, AUGUST J., 17TH WI INF, 29
WICHER, GEORGE, 48TH IN INF, PVT, CO. A, 52, 313
WICKER, SAMUEL, 39TH IA INF, 212
WICKERSHAM, BAYARD, 178TH OH INF.
WICKHAM, JOHN, 9TH PA RESERVE CORP, 1
WICKHAM, JOEL, 43RD MO INF, 25
WICKKISER, D., 88TH PA INF, 306
WICKS, JAMES M, 119TH PA,
WICKS, CALRK, 83RD IN INF, 104
WICKWIRE, FRANK E., 21ST WI INF, 4
WIDAMAN, JACOB, 8TH IN INF, 276
WIDDIS, THOMAS, US NAVY, SHIP 'HARTFORD',
WIDEBERG, E., 1ST IL CAV, 318
WIDICH, ANDREW J., 116TH IL INF,
WIDLE, JOHN, 43RD WI INF,
WIDLE, JOHN, 34TH WI INF, 41
WIDMER, JACOB, 12TH PA CAV, 12
WIEDEBURG, EDWARD, 1ST MO HEAVY ART, B. 9APR, 318
WIENER, CHARLES, US NAVY, GUNBOAT NEW HAM, 80
WIER, A.H., 2ND CO INF, 25
WIESCHENDORF, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV,
WIGGINS, J.W., 8TH MO INF, 113
WIGGS, MATHEW C, TN CAV,
WIGHTMAN, G.W., 7TH WI INF, 50
WIGHTMAN, WILSON, 20TH IA INF, 25
WIGNALL, CHARLES, 72ND IL INF,
WIKE, LEOPOLD, 28TH CT INF, 242
WIKER, ALBERT, 11TH IA INF, 319
WILAM, WILLIAM, 7TH IL CAV, 73
WILBER, CHALES D, 11 MI INF,
WILBERT, HENRY, 108TH NY INF, 118
WILBUR, C.A., 3RD IA INF, 261
WILBUR, WARD J., 24TH IA INF, 231
WILBUR, HIRAM L., 51ST NY INF, 109TH NY INF,
WILBURN, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, 2, 2
WILCOX, F.W., 5TH VT INF, 67
WILCOX, ELI J., 1ST CO CAV, 344
WILCOX, JOHN, 108TH IL INF,
WILCOX, LEVI W., 2ND IL CAV, 99,
WILCOX, THOMAS J., 7TH IL CAV,
WILCOX, WILLIAM, 15TH IA INF,
WILCOX, W.R., 28TH MI INF, 253
WILCOX, ALFRED, 91ST OH INF,
WILCOX, B.L., 137TH PA INF, 165
WILCOX, GEORGE H., 7TH PA CAV, 91
WILCOX, LORANCE, 133RD OH,
WILCOX, WILLIAM, 13TH IA INF, 111
WILCOX, GEORGE W., 22ND MI INF, 29TH MI INF,
WILCOX, RANSFORD, 24TH MI INF, 8
WILCOX, GEORGE W., 29TH MI INF, 74
WILCOX, ROBERT S., 1ST NY ART, CORP, CO. C, 1, 110
WILCOX, S., 150TH OH INF, 36
WILCOX, FRED W., 158TH OH INF, 8
WILCOX, JEREMIAH C., 5TH IA CAV, 7
WILCOX, NEWEL R., 2ND NE CAV, 55
WILCOX, GEORGE W., 5TH IN ART., 25
WILCOX, THEODORE, 7TH IN ART., 25*
WILCOX, EDWARD M., 30TH WI INF, 25
WILCOX, R., 34TH WI INF(ERROR), 8
WILCOX, ELIJAH D., 36TH WI INF, 157
WILCOXEN, JOE W., 134TH IN INF, 44
WILCOXEN, JOSEPH, 147TH IN INF, 44
WILDE, MERRITT M., 31ST IA INF, 227
WILDER, BYRON, 7TH NY CAV,
WILDER, LOREN H., 18TH MO INF,
WILDER, GEORGE F., 36TH IL INF, 139
WILDER, GEORGE F., 18TH MO INF, 152
WILDER, JOSEPH P., 42ND MO INF, 152
WILDERMUTH, EDWIN C., 11TH WI INF, 82
WILDESON, DANIEL S., 7TH WI INF, 155
WILDMAN, IRA H., 1ST IA CAV,
WILDMAN, WILLIAM D., 12TH IN INF, 88TH IN INF, 146
WILDMAN, WILLIAM D., 88TH IN INF, 12TH IN INF, 25,
WILES, CHARLES, 1ST CO CAV,
WILES, THOMAS JR., 29TH IA INF, 45
WILES, ISAAC, 2ND NE CAV, 45
WILEY, JOHN H., 45TH IL INF, 112
WILEY, JAMES, 5TH KS CAV, 212
WILEY, ELZA, 9TH KS CAV, PVT, CO. E, 4TH, 222
WILEY, SOLOM L., 52ND MA INF, 110
WILFORD, GEORGE W., 73RD IN INF, 37,
WILHITE, WILLIAM C., 30TH IL INF,
WILKEE, FREDERICK G., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., 111
WILKEN, HERMANN, 105TH IL INF,
WILKENING, HENRY, 144TH IL INF,
WILKENSON, HIRAM M., 11TH IL CAV, 180
WILKEY, WILLIAM C., 1ST PA CAV, 4
WILKINS, JAMES H., 14TH IL INF,
WILKINS, FRANCIS M., 151ST IL INF, 349
WILKINS, SAMUEL, 84TH IL INF,
WILKINS, HERMAN, 105TH IL INF, 9
WILKINSON, WILLARD W., 28TH IA INF, 82
WILKINSON, HORACE B., 8TH IL INF, 17TH IL INF,
WILKINSON, J.W., 1ST MO CAV, 309
WILKINSON, H.M., 21ST IN INF, 140
WILKINSON, DANIEL S., 7TH WI INF, 43,
WILKINSON, WILLIAM, 2ND WI CAV, 135
WILL, CHARLES, 54TH PA INF, 84
WILL, JURGEN H., 1ST IA CAV, 344
WILL, G.A., 142ND PA INF,
WILL, GEORGE W., 1ST WV INF,
WILL, JOSEPH M., 84TH IL INF, 67
WILLIAMS, WARREN T., 7TH IA INF, 8
WILLARD, DAVID B., 37TH WI INF, 1, 2
WILLARD, ISAAC, 63RD IL INF, 1
WILLBARGER, FRANK, 12TH IN CAV, 25
WILCOCK, STEPHEN, 40TH IA INF,
WILCOX, EDMUND H., 22ND IA INF, 95
WILLET, THOMAS, 30TH IL INF, 247
WILLEY, HENRY, 17TH US INF, 28
WILLEY, JOHN T., 6TH WI INF, 22
WILLEY, GILMAN D., 42ND WI INF,
WILLEY, ANDREW JACKS, AST. SURGEON, 10TH IA INF,
WILLEY, ANDREW JACKS, 7TH IA CAV, 207
WILLIAMS, A.H., 15TH OH LIGHT ART., 42,
WILLIAMS, GEORGE D., 51ST PA INF, 28
WILLIAMS, S.J., 83RD PA INF, 22
WILLIAMS, HORO A., 20TH PA CAV, CO. M, 1ST PA, 4
WILLIAMS, HENRY, 8TH TN CAV, 208
WILLIAMS, AARON, 51ST US ART., 34
WILLIAMS, ISAIAH, 6TH WI INF, 49,
WILLIAMS, B.F., 8TH WI INF, 4
WILLIAMS, JACOB, 43RD WI INF, 110
WILLIAMS, EDWARD, 1ST WI ART., 275
WILLIAMS, A.J., 3RD IA CAV, 3, 1
WILLIAMS, J.W., 36TH OH INF, 22,
WILLIAMS, JAMES R., 15TH IA INF, 12
WILLIAMS, JAMES F., 9TH IL INF, 112
WILLIAMS, JAMES E., 15TH IL INF, 83
WILLIAMS, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF, 288
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM, 64TH IL INF, 50
WILLIAMS, GEORGE M., 105TH IL INF, 154
WILLIAMS, CHARLES W., 105TH IL INF, 104
WILLIAMS, JESSE, 7TH IA LINF, 116
WILLIAMS, JOHN S., 13TH IA INF,
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH C., 23RD IA INF,
WILLIAMS, DANIEL, 37TH IA INF, 216
WILLIAMS, WASHINGTON J, 47TH IA INF, 131
WILLIAMS, GEORGE, 6TH IA CAV, 180
WILLIAMS, W.H., 8TH IN INF, CO. F, 69TH US, 46
WILLIAMS, JEFFERSON, 75TH IN INF, 234
WILLIAMS, LOUIS C., 128TH IN INF,
WILLIAMS, H.S., 6TH IN CAV, 91
WILLIAMS, JAMES, 83RD LA INF, 261
WILLIAMS, W.L., 1ST MI INF, 282
WILLIAMS, JAMES F., 3RD MI CAV, 112
WILLIAMS, HOBART W., 151ST NY INF, 110
WILLIAMS, JOHN, 1ST NY ART.,
WILLIAMS, JOHN, 136TH OH INF, 25
WILLIAMS, JAMES H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 134
WILLIAMS, ALFRED, 52ND PA INF, 227
WILLIAMS, A.Z., 83RD PA INF, 22
WILLIAMS, DAVID K., 105TH PA INF, 216
WILLIAMS, JACOB O., 143RD PA INF,
WILLIAMS, LEWIS, 12TH VA INF, PVT, CO. A, 7T, 8
WILLIAMS, JAMES, 33RD WI INF, 71
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM E., 1ST WI CAV, 9
WILLIAMS, ROBERT P., 7TH IA CAV, 5
WILLIAMS, JOSIAH, 2ND WI CAV,
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM W., 1ST IL,
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H, 69TH IN INF,
WILLIAMS, PHINEAS K., 4TH IA CAV,
WILLIAMS, THOMAS B.,
WILLIAMS, JOHN S., 1ST CO CAV, 35
WILLIAMS, JOHN N., 11TH KS INF, 136
WILLIAMS, FRANCIS M., 2ND KS ART., 25
WILLIAMS, GEORGE V.B., 1ST MO INF, 303
WILLIAMS, C.A., 21ST MO INF, 50
WILLIAMS, DAVID, 32ND WI INF, 262
WILLIAMS, G.V.B., 1ST MO CAV, 303
WILLIAMS, G.B., 6TH MO CAV, 218
WILLIAMS, L.H, 35TH IL INF, 34
WILLIAMS, JOHN H., 77TH IL INF, 17
WILLIAMS, J.E.R., 89TH IL INF, 1
WILLIAMS, THOMAS T., 152ND IL INF, 180
WILLIAMS, JOHN, 10TH IL CAV, 207
WILLIAMS, JOHN Z., 8TH IA INF, 44
WILLIAMS, HIRAM, 34TH IA INF, 109
WILLIAMS, ROBERT P., 7TH IA CAV, 5
WILLIAMS, JOHN W., 20TH IN INF, 277
WILLIAMS, GEORGE, 6TH IN CAV(ERROR), 180
WILLIAMS, MAJOR D., 12TH IN CAV, 22
WILLIAMS, H.D., 9TH KY CAV, CORP, CO. L, 8T, 65
WILLIAMS, FREDERICK, 38TH NY INF, 2
WILLIAMS, SAMUEL, 73RD NY INF, 239
WILLIAMS, SIMEON D., 189TH NY INF, 207
WILLIAMS, SAMUEL R., 48TH OH INF, 205
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H., 82ND OH INF, 34
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H., 82ND OH INF, 34
WILLIAMS, THOMAS M., 4TH IA INF, 163
WILLIAMS, SAMUEL W., 5TH IA INF, 75
WILLIAMS, JONATHAN S., 17TH IA INF, 116
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM C., 20TH IA INF, 20,
WILLIAMS, BEN, 22ND IA INF, 129
WILLIAMS, JOSEPHUS, 47TH IA INF, 155
WILLIAMS, W.J., 13TH IA ART.(ERROR), 131
WILLIAMS, PHILLIP P., 2ND NE CAV, 69
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H., 8TH IN INF, 69TH IN INF, 46
WILLIAMS, JOHN H., 9TH IN INF, 147
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM C., 69TH & 8TH IN INF, 1ST US, 46
WILLIAMS, SAMPSON H., 84TH IN INF, 25,
WILLIAMS, S.H., 84TH IN INF,
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH, 89TH IN INF, 123
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH L., 99TH IN INF, POST 235, 54,
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM O., 128TH IN INF, 32
WILLIAMS, DANIEL S., 149TH IN INF, 76,
WILLIAMS, GEORGE, 10TH MN INF, 11
WILLIAMS, ISAIAH, 6TH WI INF, 49,
WILLIAMS, LEWIS A., 7TH WI INF, 43RD WI INF, 124
WILLIAMS, JOHN C., 18TH WI INF, 25,
WILLIAMS, ANDREW J., 20TH WI INF, 11,
WILLIAMS, ABRAHAM, 35TH WI INF, 79
WILLIAMS, LEWIS A., 43RD WI INF, 7TH WI INF, 124
WILLIAMS, ERASMUS, 1ST WI CAVERROR), 13
WILLIAMS, ERASTUS, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 13
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH B., 4TH WI ART, 4TH US INF, 8
WILLIAMSON, H.C., 8TH OH CAV, 17
WILLIAMSON, JOHN, 50TH WI INF, 80
WILLIAMSON, J.R., 105TH IL INF, 66
WILLIAMSON, RICHARD M., 119TH IL INF, 279
WILLIAMSON, FRANK, 139TH IL INF,
WILLIAMSON, HIRAM H., 26TH IN INF, CO. A, 89TH I,
WILLIAMSON, HENRY C., 44TH OH INF, CO. E, 8TH OH, 17
WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM A., 1ST MI CAV,
WILLIAMSON, SAMUEL A., 4TH IL CAV, 349
WILLIAMSON, HIRAM H., 89TH IN INF, CO. E, 26TH I, 15
WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM J., 73RD IN INF, 72
WILLIAMSON, PRESTON H., 89TH IN INF, 15
WILLIS, L.W., 10TH US INF, 22,
WILLIS, S.P., 1ST IA CAV, 48
WILLIS, SYLVESTER, 1ST WI CAV, 310
WILLIS, JOHN G., 17TH IL CAV, 262
WILLIS, ALEXANDER G., 2ND IA CAV, CO. I, 61ST US, 13
WILLIS, HAMILTON J., 90TH OH INF,
WILLIS, R.A., 8TH MN INF, 262
WILLMOT, EDGAR E., 17TH IA INF, 108
WILLOUGHBY, THEODORE, 6TH WV INF, 1, 2
WILLOUGHBY, W.A., 2ND TN INF,
WILLOUGHBY, LEVI B., 31ST IN INF, 23
WILLOUGHBY, WILLIAM G., 25TH WI ART., CO. I, 12TH, 60
WILLS, JOHN P., 193RD OH INF, 19
WILLS, CHARLES C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 354
WILLS, WILLIAM, 23RD IL INF,
WILLS, OLIVER T., 1ST MO CAV,
WILLS, DAVID W., 8TH IN INF, 26
WILSEY, HORACE N., 4TH WI CAV,
WILSEY, GEORGE W., 4TH WI CAV,
WILSEY, JUDSON T., 10TH IA INF, 10
WILLSON, JOHN G., 149TH IN INF, 90,
WILLSON, R., 6TH WI INF(ERROR), 18
WILLSON, REUBEN S., AST. SURGEON, 8TH WI INF, 18
WILMOTH, W.H., 25TH IA INF, 250
WILMOTT, JAMES W., 50TH IL INF, 248
WILMS, F.W., 3RD WI INF, 120
WILSON, WILLIAM, 2ND OH HEAVY ART., 303
WILSON, WILLIAM H., 36TH PA INF, BUGLER, CO. D, 4
WILSON, MILAN, 13TH VT INF, 80
WILSON, JAMES, LOUDOUN, VA INDEPENDENT C, 284
WILSON, HOMER, 44TH WI INF, 210
WILSON, MILES C., 46TH WI INF, 67
WILSON, S.A., 3RD IA CAV,
WILSON, JOSIAH P., 1ST IA CAV, 84
WILSON, ERASTUS, 7TH IA CAV, 91,
WILSON, AARON, 3RD CO INF,
WILSON, JOHN W., 15TH IL INF, 222
WILSON, HENRY, 30TH IL INF,
WILSON, CHARLES B., 34TH IL INF,
WILSON, WILLIAM H., 78TH IL INF,
WILSON, JOHN L., 114TH IL INF, 41
WILSON, DAVID I., 134TH IL INF, 56
WILSON, ARTHUR D., 141ST IL INF,
WILSON, ROBERT B., 146TH IL INF,
WILSON, GEORGE H., 2ND IL CAV, 321
WILSON, ADELBERT J., 1ST IL ART., 231
WILSON, JAMES A., 2ND IA INF, 227
WILSON, ADAM C., 16TH IA INF, 50
WILSON, THOMAS A., 21ST IA INF,
WILSON, A., 25TH IA INF, 343
WILSON, ROBERT H., 27TH IA INF,
WILSON, ANDREW J., 1ST IA CAV, 8, 1
WILSON, J.H., 6TH IA CAV, 70
WILSON, EVAN, 8TH IA CAV, 110
WILSON, THOMAS J., 6TH IN INF, 227
WILSON, WILLIAM J., 10TH IN INF, PVT, CO. F, 52, 118
WILSON, THOMAS J., 67TH IN INF, 227
WILSON, WILLIAM, 79TH IN INF, 99,
WILSON, GEORGE L., 80TH IN INF, 227
WILSON, C.B., 13TH MI INF, 296
WILSON, JOHN, 19TH MI INF, 260
WILSON, JOHN P., 21ST MI INF, 56
WILSON, JOHN E., 11TH MO INF, 154
WILSON, JOHN R., 1ST NE, 45
WILSON, S.J., 22ND PA CAV, 76
WILSON, JOSEPH D., 7TH PA CAV,
WILSON, S.J., 22ND PA CAV,
WILSON, JASPER, 5TH WV CAV, 156
WILSON, PARLEY E., 1ST WI INF, CO. H, 32ND WI, 112
WILSON, PARLEY E., 16TH WI INF, CO. H, 32ND W, 112
WILSON, PARLEY E., 32ND WI INF, 112
WILSON, MATTHEWS D., 66 PA,
WILSON, COTTRILL, ,
WILSON, JAMES H, 104TH IL INF,
WILSON, JOHN G, 135TH PA,
WILSON, BENJAMIN, 6TH MO INF, 65
WILSON, WILLIAM, 23RD MO INF, 284
WILSON, B.F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, 25,
WILSON, McLAIN P., 41ST IL INF,
WILSON, WILLIAM C., 83RD IL INF, 1, 2
WILSON, JOHN C., 85TH IL INF, 49
WILSON, THOMAS, 102ND IL INF, 9
WILSON, WILLIAM, 143RD IL INF, 52
WILSON, JAMES O., 4TH IL CAV,
WILSON, W.A., 2ND IA INF, 124
WILSON, WILLIAM, 4TH IA INF, 262
WILSON, JESSE W., 7TH IA INF, 201
WILSON, CHARLES W., 8TH IA INF, 13,
WILSON, OWEN, 13TH IA INF, 26
WILSON, ROBERT, 15TH IA INF, 25
WILSON, ROBERT C., 22ND IA INF, 80
WILSON, JOHN C., 28TH IA INF, 40
WILSON, WILLIAM W., QUARTERMASTER, 29TH IA IN, 25
WILSON, ALLEN P., 18TH KY INF, 22
WILSON, H.H., 35TH MO INF, 166
WILSON, CHARLES N., 193RD NY INF, 215
WILSON, RESIN, 134TH OH INF, 208
WILSON, THOMAS H., 160TH OH INF,
WILSON, A.J., 1ST IA INF(ERROR), 124
WILSON, WILLIAM P., 10TH IA INF, 17,
WILSON, GEORGE R., 21ST IA INF, 25,
WILSON, ALLEN L., 21ST IA INF, 82
WILSON, JOHN L., 24TH IA INF, 118
WILSON, EVAN T., 26TH IA INF, 25
WILSON, WILLIAM A., 46TH IA INF, 136
WILSON, ALFRED R., 9TH IA CAV, 17,
WILSON, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, 37
WILSON, DAVID K., 26TH IN INF, 115TH IN INF, 90
WILSON, PORTS, 46TH IN INF, 25
WILSON, CHARLES G., 47TH IN INF, 135
WILSON, WILLIAM J., 52ND IN INF, 118
WILSON, JOHN W., 57TH IN INF, 1, 6
WILSON, WILLIAM, 99TH IN INF, 57
WILSON, JAMES N., 87TH IN INF, 81
WILSON, DAVID K., 115TH IN INF, 26TH IN INF, 90
WILSON, JOSHUA C., 117TH IN INF, 13
WILSON, ROGER J., 19TH WI INF, 124
WILSON, CHAUNCEY P., 25TH WI INF, 10
WILSON, GEORGE, 1ST WI CAV, 25
WILT, J.A., 87TH PA INF, 1
WILT, DANIEL M., 74TH IL CAV,
WILT, SOLOMON, 7TH IL CAV,
WILT, ISAAC, 4TH IN CAV, 7
WILTSE, JEROME, 48TH MO INF,
WILTSE, JEROME, 15TH MO CAV, 84
WILTSE, CHAUNCEY, 44TH IA INF, 7, 8
WILTSHIRE, GEORGE B., 95TH IL INF, PVT, CO. D, 47,
WILTZ, MERRITT H., 3RD WI INF, 58
WIMBERLY, FRANCIS M., 1ST IA CAV, 73
WINAND, GEORGE W., 9TH IN CAV, 137
WINCH, S.J., 9TH MN INF, 180
WINCH, FRED, 27TH IA INF, 25
WINCHEL, HENRY, 8TH IA CAV, 230
WINCHELL, NERUM L., 13TH IN CAV, 190
WINCHESTER, THOMAS, 79TH MO INF, 219
WINDBIGLER, VALENTINE M., 151ST IN INF, 318
WINDER, JOHN E., 17TH IA INF, 116
WINDHAM, ROBERT B., 46TH IA INF, 45
WINDLE, WILLIAM, 18TH IL INF, 48
WINDSHIP, JEFF, 1ST CA CAV, 10
WINDSHIP, JEFF, 1ST CA CAV, 10
WINDSHIP, JEFFERSON, 1ST CA CAV, 10
WINDSICKER, JOHN, 50TH IL INF, 3
WINEGOR, JOSEPH L., 6TH IA INF, 51,
WINELAND, GEORGE W., 139TH IN INF, 25
WINES, CHARLES E., 104TH NY INF, 91,
WING, LUSIUS L., 46TH IA INF, 14
WING, SENECA, 35TH WI INF, 60,
WINGET, HENRY, 1ST WI INF,
WINGSLEY, NOAH J., 1TH IN HEAVY ART.,
WININGS, JOHN Y., 37TH WI INF, 217
WINKLER, HENRY, 37TH WI INF, 81
WINKLES, HENRY, 27TH WI INF(ERROR), 81
WINLAND, G.W., 139TH IN INF, 25
WINLIRINGER, MOSES, IA CAV,
WINN, A.G., 14TH MA INF, 316
WINN, A.G., 1ST MA HEAVY ART., 7TH, 11, 68,
WINN, W.B., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., 275
WINNIE, JAMES, 8TH IA INF, 26TH IA INF, 13,
WINNIE, JAMES, 26TH IA INF, 8TH IA INF, 13,
WINSHIP, HENRY D., 33RD IL INF, BORN PRINCET, 227
WINSHIP, PEARL D., 148TH IL INF, 288
WINSHIP, HENRY D., 122ND US COLORED INF, 227
WINSLOW, WILLIAM G., 5TH WI ART., 130
WINSLOW, JEHU, 53RD IN INF, 1
WINSLOW, L.B., 7TH MN INF, 33
WINSLOW, CHARLES F., 48TH IA INF, 11
WINSLOW, L.B., 7TH MN INF, 23,
WINSLOW, IRA, 31ST WI INF, 130
WINSLOW, W. G., 15TH WI ART.(ERROR), 130
WINTER, JAMES M., 8TH IA INF, 70,
WINTER, WILLIAM H., 9TH IA CAV, 116
WINTERBOTTOM, J.S., 3RD MO CAV, 166
WINTERMATE, ALEXANDER, 35TH IA INF, 107
WINTERRINGER, W.R., 7TH IA CAV, 179
WINTERS, GEORGE, 65TH IL INF, 99
WINTERS, GEORGE W., 14TH IA INF, 91
WINTERS, THOMAS J., 6TH IN CAV, 151
WINTERS, NATHAN, 27TH WI INF, 177
WINTERSTEIN, G.P., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 22
WINTWORTH, H.P., 15TH IA INF, 84
WINTZ, CHARLES, 7TH IN CAV, 84
WION, JOHN W., 3RD WI INF, 163
WIRKEL, GEORGE, 1ST IA CAV, 285
WIRT, THOMAS D., 34TH IA INF,
WIRT, DAN B., 46TH IN INF, 13
WIRTH, FRED, HOSPITAL STEWARD, 2ND MO, 7
WIRTS, R.H., 1ST MI INF, CO. C, 5TH MI, 18
WISE, MILTON, 25TH IA INF, 91
WISE, JOHN J., 14TH VA INF,
WISE, JOHN, 103RD IL INF, 1
WISE, PERRY, 89TH IN INF, 216
WISEGARVER, WILLIAM S., 12TH IA INF, 86
WISEMAN, JOHN C., 1ST MO INF,
WISEMAN, GEORGE W., 18TH OH INF, 250
WISEMAN, GEORGE, 3RD MO CAV, 113
WISEMAN, JOHN, 10TH IL INF, 1
WISEMAN, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, 306
WISEMAN, WILLIAM, 7TH WI INF, 25
WISER, PETER, 41ST IL INF, 111
WISERMAN, THEODORE, 22ND IL INF, 110
WISGARVER, DAVID, 55TH PA INF, 86
WISHARD, JAMES H., 28TH IA INF, 28,
WISHMAN, GUS, 4TH MN INF, 96
WISNER, FRANCIS O., 8TH WI INF, 350
WISNER, JOHN, 7TH NY CAV, PVT, CO. D, 10T, 112
WISNER, JAMES R., 15TH NY INF,
WISNER, JAMES R., 15TH NY ENGINEERS,
WISNER, FLORIAN J., 9TH WI INF, 197
WISWELL, CHARLES A.D., 25TH ME INF, 171
WITCHER, GEORGE A., 2ND IN CAV, 46TH IN CAV, 313
WITHERSPOON, THOMAS, 58TH IN INF, 25
WITHROW, JOSEPH T., 52ND OH INF, 110
WITMER, JACOB A., 12TH PA CAV, 178
WITMER, PETER, 9TH PA CAV,
WITTENBURG, MARCUS, 12TH KS INF, 19
WITTER, EZRA, 55TH IL LINF, 33
WITTERS, GEORGE, 208TH PA INF, 91
WIXON, JOHN W., 1ST MN INF, PVT, CO. F, 12T, 1, 3
WOELFINGER, GEORGE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., 60
WOHLHUTTER, VALENTINE, 127TH IL INF, 344
WOLCOATT, WILLIAM W., 1ST WI CAV,
WOLCOTT, S.E., 1ST VT CAV, 80
WOLCOTT, HENRY G., 19TH OH INF, 4
WOLCOTT, MARTIN P., 46TH IA INF, 74
WOLCOTT, G.W., 2ND NE CAV, 133
WOLF, WASHINGTON C, 2ND IL CAV, 336
WOLF, CHARLES MAKE, 13TH IA INF,
WOLF, WILSON W., 41ST IA INF, CO. L., 7TH I, 298
WOLF, WILSON W., 7TH IA CAV, 41ST IA INF, 298
WOLF, DAVID D., 13TH KS INF, 172
WOLF, I.M., 2ND MO INF, 75
WOLF, JOHN, 5TH MO INF, 43RD MO INF, 264
WOLF, JOHN, 43RD MO INF, 5TH MO INF, 264
WOLF, JAMES, 107TH IL INF, 79
WOLF, JACOB, 1ST MO INF, 105
WOLF, GEORGE R., 8TH IA INF, 22
WOLF, LEWIS C., 21ST IA INF, 119
WOLF, WILLIAM S., 74TH IN INF, 149
WOLFE, C.H., 78TH PA INF, 150
WOLFE, C.H., 87TH PA INF, 136
WOLFE, PORTER A., 15TH IA INF, 31
WOLFE, LEVI, 9TH IA CAV, 38
WOLFE, WILLIAM, 14TH IN INF (ERROR), 149
WOLFE, A LEWIS, 153RD IN INF, 58
WOLFORD, ISAAC B., 188TH OH INF, 1
WOLFORD, LEWIS E., 8TH IA CAV,
WOLFORD, MILLER, 82ND OH INF, 273
WOLFORD, ALFRED B., 97TH OH INF,
WOLLGAMOUTH, JOSEPH, 118TH IN INF, 32
WOLOERTON, CHARLES, 70TH IL INF, 190
WOLOHAN, WILLIAM B., 3RD IA INF, 8
WOLOHAW, WILLIAM B., 2ND IA INF, 8
WONDERLY, DANIEL W., 47TH IL INF, 184
WONG, LEWIS, 33RD WI INF, 38
WOOD, JAMES, 97TH PA INF, 150
WOOD, EDGAR J., 16TH WI INF, 95
WOOD, EDWIN M., 33RD IL INF, CO. G, 117TH,
WOOD, ISRAEL A., 47TH IL INF, CO. E, 95TH I, 303
WOOD, EDWIN M., 117TH IL INF, CO. G, 33RD,
WOOD, JAMES A., 10TH IL CAV,
WOOD, ORLANDO, 15TH IL CAV, 125
WOOD, JAMES M., 2ND IA CAV, 56
WOOD, THOMAS, 59TH IN INF,
WOOD, GRIGGS, 87TH IN INF, 144
WOOD, IRA, 11TH MI INF, 262
WOOD, JOHN A., 89TH NY INF, 192
WOOD, FRANCIS, BLACKSMITH, 10TH NY CAV, 212
WOOD, ABRAM, 78TH OH INF, 91
WOOD, BARTON W., 85TH OH INF, PVT, CO. G, 8, 116
WOOD, ISAAC L., 179TH OH INF, 118
WOOD, WILLIAM P, 11TH OH CAV, 70
WOOD, HENRY, 187TH PA INF, 231
WOOD, LORENZO D., 3RD WI INF, 259
WOOD, WILLIAM H., 13TH WI INF, 168
WOOD, GEORGE W., 2ND WI CAV, 259
WOOD, WILLIAM H, 23RD IA INF,
WOOD, WILLIAM, 32ND IA INF,
WOOD, CLAYBONE, 33RD OH LINF,
WOOD, ORSON, 33RD IL LINF, 1
WOOD, THOMAS, 46TH IL INF, 119
WOOD, JOHN M.C., 94TH IL INF, 69
WOOD, LOTROP V., 127TH IL INF, 155
WOOD, IRA B., 9TH IL CAV, 245
WOOD, JOHN, 19TH IA INF,
WOOD, AARON, 21ST IA INF, 80,
WOOD, C.J., 7TH KS CAV, 48
WOOD, HENRY, 121ST NY INF, 1
WOOD, FRANCIS M., 70TH OH INF, 140
WOOD, HARTFORD, 23RD IA INF, 122
WOOD, HARDFORD, 23RD IA INF, 22,
WOOD, SAMUEL C., 7TH IA CAV, 159
WOOD, JOHN W., 10TH IN CAV, 69
WOODARD, WILLIAM N., 7TH IL CAV, 36,
WOODARD, DAVID, 28TH IA INF, 61
WOODCOCK, JAMES M., 14TH OH INF, 241
WOODCOCK, G.B., 121ST NY INF, 229
WOODEN, JOSEPH W., 43RD MO INF, 43
WOODHEAD, JAMES A., 33RD WI INF, 16
WOODIVARD, JAMES B., 47TH IA INF, 91
WOODLAND, RICHARD, 6TH WI INF, 172
WOODMAN, FREEMAN, 52ND IL INF, 20
WOODRIDGE, SAMUEL, 2ND IL CAV, 76,
WOODRUFF, CHARLES H., 53RD IL INF, 142
WOODRUFF, WILLIAM M., 8TH IL CAV, 299
WOODRUFF, ALONZO E., 153RD IL INF, 5
WOODRUFF, ALBERT, 123RD NY INF, 285
WOODS, JOHN, 7TH OH CAV, 3
WOODS, SETH B., 148TH PA INF, 20
WOODS, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF, 45
WOODS, ENOS M., 33RD IA INF, 298
WOODS, FRANKLIN L., 1ST NH INF,
WOODS, FRANKLIN L., 1ST NH CAV, PVT, CO. C, 13T,
WOODS, MATTHEW, 102ND OH INF,
WOODS, NATHAN B., 192ND OH INF,
WOODS, S.M., 37TH PA INF, PVT, CO. D, 57, 59
WOODS, JOSHUA G., 115TH OH INF,
WOODS, JOSEPH F, 87TH OH INF,
WOODS, HENRY, 15TH IN INF,
WOODS, W.H., 10TH MO INF,
WOODS, HENRY, 15TH IL INF, 9
WOODS, F.A., 27TH IL INF, 1, 2
WOODS, ALLEN, 112TH IL INF, 73
WOODS, GEORGE T., 2ND NE CAV, 170
WOODS, WILLIAM H., 87TH OH INF, SERG, CO. A, 1, 34
WOODS, H.H., 115TH OH INF, 34
WOODS, JOSHUA G., 115TH OH INF, 34
WOODS, N.B., 133RD OH INF, SERG, CO. I, , 34
WOODS, SAMUEL, 13TH IA INF, 23
WOODS, DANIEL, 29TH IA INF, 44,
WOODS, JOHN W., 99TH IN INF(rror), 44
WOODS, JERRY D., 132ND IN INF, 25,
WOODSON, HENRY, 9TH TN INF, PVT, CO. L, TN, 208
WOODWARD, W.R., 2ND MI CAV, 156
WOODWARD, J.C., 5TH MO CAV,
WOODWARD, HOWARD B., 22ND IL INF, 216
WOODWARD, JAMES THOMAS, 31ST IA INF,
WOODWARD, SIDNEY D., 16TH WI INF, 304
WOODWARD, EDWIN F., 49TH WI INF, 216
WOODWARD, WILLIAM A., 29TH IA INF, CO. B, 29TH,
WOODWARD, JASEN I.,
WOODWARD, NELSON, 112TH NY INF,
WOODWARD, WILLIAM A., 19TH IA INF, CO. A, 29TH I,
WOODWARD, L.A., 13TH MO INF, 247
WOODWARD, WILLIAM R., 2ND NE CAV, 91,
WOODWORTH, L.P., 12TH WI INF, CO. B, US CO, 1
WOODWORTH, HOMER S., 100TH IN INF, 158
WOODWORTH, WILLARD C., 35TH WI INF, 76
WOODWORTH, HENRY, 74TH IL INF,
WOODWORTH, P.G., 39TH IA INF, 90
WOODWORTH, J.C., 121ST OH INF, 152
WOODWORTH, DANIEL W., 1ST WI INF, 176
WOODWORTH, CHESTER, 52ND WI INF, 25,
WOODY, WILLIAM T., 4TH OH CAV, 112
WOODY, AUGUSTUS C., 20TH IA INF,
WOODY, AUGUSTUS C., 29TH IA INF, CO. F, 20TH, 25
WOOLARD, JOSEPH, 56TH OH INF, 150
WOOLDRIDGE, WALTER, 7TH WI INF,
WOOLEN, DAVID, 125TH IL INF,
WOOLETHER, JOSEPH, 23RD MO INF, 101
WOOLEY, RICHARD B., 102ND IL INF, 1
WOOLFORD, SOLOMON, 118TH OH INF,
WOOLSEY, WILLIAM, 145TH PA INF, 201
WOOLSEY, RICHARD M, 1ST NE CAV,
WOOLWORTH, LEONARD, 13TH WI INF, 114
WOOSTER, CHARLES, 2ND MI CAV, 29
WOOTING, JACOB, 20TH OH INF, PVT, CO. E, 96, 286
WORDAN, WILLIAM S., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., 1
WORDEN, H.S., 7TH MO CAV, 148
WORDEN, WARREN H., 18TH IA INF, 45
WORDEN, DAVID J., 44TH IN INF, 316
WORDEN, DAVID, 97TH NY INF, 290
WORDEN, SOLOMON, 35TH WI INF, 176
WORICK, JOHN F., 1ST WI LIGHT ART., 117
WORICK, JOHN F., 1ST WI LIGHT ART. (ERROR), 117
WORK, ORVILLE, 3RD IA CAV, 250
WORK, GEORGE T., 1ST PA CAV,
WORK, T.P., 4TH IA INF, 82
WORK, DAVID C., 28TH IA INF, 3, 2
WORK, GEORGE, d.4DEC1937, C, 5TH IA INF, 65TH US COLOR, 13
WORLEY, ROBERT, 2ND NE CAV,
WORLEY, HARRISON,
WORLEY, GEORGE W., 5TH MO INF, 45,
WORLEY, JOHN L., 78TH IL INF, 172
WORMWOOD, F.P., 41ST OH INF, 326
WORMWOOD, F.P., 41ST OH INF, 326
WORRELL, JAMES R., 13TH IN INF, 16
WORRICK, JOHN F., 5TH WI ART., 117
WOSTER, HIRAM, 20TH IN INF, 16
WORTH, JEHOIADA, 4TH IA CAV, 136
WORTHEN, WILLIAM E., 9TH IA CAV, 88
WORTHEN, WILLIAM E., 18TH IA INF, 88,
WORTHINGTON, GEORGE, 4TH NY HEAVY ART., 272
WORTHINGTON, JAMES M, 3RD VA CAV,
WORTHINGTON, THOMAS, 36TH IA INF,
WORTHINGTON, THOMAS, 36TH IA INF, 71
WORTMAN, D.D., 7TH IA CAV, 40
WOSTE, HENRY, 5TH MO CAV, 272
WRAY, JOHN S., 60TH IL INF, CO. F, 125TH, 259
WRAY, FRANCIS M., 11TH IL CAV, 163
WRAY, JOHN M., 33RD WI INF, 17,
WREDE, CHARLES, 2ND US CAV, 251
WREKHANS, AREL, NY,
WRIGHT, WILLIAM, 176TH PA INF,
WRIGHT, WILLIAM W., 14TH IL INF, 217
WRIGHT, JOHN A., 83RD IL INF, 95
WRIGHT, JOSEPH L., 114TH IL INF, 217
WRIGHT, CHARLES A., 17TH IA INF, 45
WRIGHT, WILLIAM, 40TH IA INF,
WRIGHT, RICHARD N., 9TH IA CAV,
WRIGHT, RICHARD N., 9TH IA CAV,
WRIGHT, SAMUEL, 3RD MD INF,
WRIGHT, HENRY H., ORDERLY MESSENGER AT WAS, 261
WRIGHT, ALPHA, CHAPLIN, 25TH MO INF, 45
WRIGHT, JAMES, 1ST MO ART., 108
WRIGHT, PHILANDER A., 138TH NY INF, 9TH NY ART., 74
WRIGHT, PHILANDER, 9TH NY ART., 138TH NY INF, 74
WRIGHT, ALPHUS, 49TH OH INF, 125
WRIGHT, GILMAN J., 128TH OH INF, 318
WRIGHT, ALBERT M., 5TH WI INF, 227
WRIGHT, WILLIAM M., 28TH IA INF, 226
WRIGHT, WILLIAM, 40TH IA INF,
WRIGHT, WILLIAM H, ,
WRIGHT, FERDINAND A., 54TH IN INF,
WRIGHT, JOHN A., 17TH IL INF, 95
WRIGHT, T.J., 38TH IL INF, 242
WRIGHT, OSCAR J., 45TH IL INF, 36
WRIGHT, SAMUEL A., 78TH IL INF, 95
WRIGHT, SPENCER, 126TH IL INF, 1, 2
WRIGHT, EDWARD W., 154TH IL INF, 68,
WRIGHT, JOEL H., 5TH IL LIGHT ART., 110
WRIGHT, JAMES H., 33RD IA INF, 3
WRIGHT, JONATHAN R., 3RD IN CAV,
WRIGHT, JOHN W., 2ND MN CAV, 354
WRIGHT, EDWIN, 13TH MO INF, 95
WRIGHT, S.A., 43RD MO INF, 140
WRIGHT, J.T., 21ST NY INF,
WRIGHT, GEORGE D., 17TH OH INF, 73
WRIGHT, JOHN, 173RD OH INF, 193
WRIGHT, HENRY, 13TH IA INF, 136
WRIGHT, M.J., 15TH IA INF, 304
WRIGHT, JOHN B., 28TH IA INF, 25,
WRIGHT, EDWARD R., 35TH IA INF, 7
WRIGHT, LEONARD R., 5TH IA CAV, 25
WRIGHT, ABRAM C., 9TH IA CAV, 56
WRIGHT, JOSEPH L., 7TH IN INF, 15
WRIGHT, CYRUS, 33RD WI INF, 71
WRIGHT, ERABAMBUS D., 20TH WI INF, 139
WRIST, B.F., 7TH NY CAV, 342
WRIST, JOSEPH, 73RD IL INF, 1, 9
WUNDERLICH, JACOB C., 35TH IA INF, 10
WYANT, JOHN J., 66TH OH INF,
WYANT, JAMES A., 8TH CA INF, 25
WYATT, ANDREW A., 16TH IL INF, 111
WYATT, WILLIAM H., 12TH KS INF,
WYATT, WILLIAM H., 7TH MO CAV, 111
WYATT, ATEERMAN M., 72ND MI INF,
WYATT, CHARLES C., 22ND IA INF, 143
WYCKOFF, EDMUND, 16TH IL INF, 298
WYCOFF, JOHN W., 33RD IA,
WYERS, EDWARD C., 8TH IN INF, 129
WYLE, WILLIAM, 93RD IL INF, 127
Index of Members - Y-Z

YAGER, MARTIN L., 15TH IL CAV, 207
YAKELEY, EMANUEL, 44TH NY INF, CO. H, 140TH,
YAKELEY, EMANUEL, 140TH NY INF,
YALE, J.H., 38TH WI INF, 50
YALE, J.H., 39TH WI INF, 50
YALE, FRANCIS B., 8TH IA INF, 25
YAMMEL, Z.S., 6TH OH LIGHT ART., 101
YANT, PETER, 65TH MO INF, 84
YARNELL, RICHARD, ,
YARRAR, WILKINSON, 65TH OH INF,
YARTON, EDWARD, 147TH NY INF, 76TH NY INF,
YATES, IMRY, 65TH IN INF,
YATES, SAMUEL B., 125TH IL INF, 166
YATES, WILLIAM J., 137TH IN INF, 22
YATES, JONATHAN W., 137TH IN INF, 22
YATES, JOHN T., 16TH KY INF, 84
YATES, JOHN P., 37TH IN INF, 127
YAZEL, JACOB, 1ST IA INF(ERROR), 145
YAZEL, JACOB, 33RD WI INF, 145
YEARICK, FRED, 8TH IA INF, 75
YEATMAN, GRIFIN, 1ST IN LIGHT ART.,
YEHRUNG, DAVID, 14TH IA INF,
YEOMAN, GILBERT, 30TH IA INF, 71
YEOMAN, FRED F., 30TH IN INF, 132
YINGLEY, HENRY, POTAPASCO MD INF GUARDS, 204
YOAKUM, MICHAEL, 22ND IA INF, 69
YOCUM, REUBEN, US NAVY, USS FT. HINDMAN, 110
YOCUM, FREDERICK, 14TH IN INF,
YOCUM, AARON D., 62ND OH INF, 1 LIEUT, CO., 13
YOEMAN, GILBERT, 30TH IA INF, 71
YOHO, P.F., 7TH WV INF, CORP, CO. G, 18, 139
YOKEM, PHILIP, 150TH PA INF, 112
YONKER, JOHN, 12TH IL CAV, 217
YONTZ, EDWIN A., 92ND IL INF, 77
YORK, CHARLES, 43RD MO INF, 47,
YORK, PARRIS C., 138TH IL INF, 205
YORK, MOSES, 7TH IA INF, 24
YORTY, JACOB C., 3RD WI CAV, 111
YOST, SAMUEL B., 15TH IA INF, 93
YOST, HORATIA, 6TH IA CAV, 262
YOST, ALONZO N., 2ND NE CAV, 109
YOUTHIE, HENRY, 108TH IL INF,
YOUKIN, ALEXANDER C., 124TH IL INF,
YOUKIN, JOHN F., 1ST NY INF, 8
YOUKIN, JOHNSON M., 125TH IN INF, 296
YOUKIN, JEHU J., 5TH IN CAV, 296
YOUKIN, BENJAMIN D., 5TH MN INF, 125
YOUKIN, CHARLES, 1ST OH INF, 291
YOUKIN, M.A., CORP, 122ND OH INF,
YOUKIN, MILTON J., 67TH OH INF, 32
YOUNG, JOHN, 18TH WI INF, 13
YOUNG, R.Z., 1ST MO CAV, 33
YOUNG, J.R., 1ST CO CAV,
YOUNG, JOHN T., 132ND IL INF, 182
YOUNG, SAMUEL W., 70TH IL INF, 300
YOUNG, CHARLES M., 86TH IL INF, 231
YOUNG, SOLOMON, 115TH IL INF, 79
YOUNG, LEWIS, 23RD IA INF, 29TH IA INF, 50
YOUNG, JOHN F., 8TH IN INF, 354
YOUNG, FRANCIS M., 11TH IN INF, 83
YOUNG, FRANCIS M., 22ND IN INF, 83
YOUNG, JOHNSON M., 125TH IN INF, 296
YOUNG, JEHU J., 5TH IN CAV, 296
YOUNG, BENVON D., 5TH MN INF, 125
YOUNG, CHARLES, 1ST OH INF, 291
YOUNG, M.A., CORP, 122ND OH INF,
YOUNG, MILTON J., 67TH OH INF, 32
YOUNG, J.H., 46TH PA INF, 278
YOUNG, SAMUEL, 201ST PA INF, 111
YOUNG, DAVID, 30TH WI INF, 120
YOUNG, JOSEPH L., 1ST WI CAV, 149
YOUNG, ANDREW, 12TH IL CAV, CO. B, 4TH IL, 23
YOUNG, MOSES, 116TH IN INF, 150TH IN,
YOUNG, LOUIS E., 109TH PA INF,
YOUNG, LEWIS H., 1ST NE CAV, 136
YOUNG, M.F., 2ND NE CAV, 264
YOUNG, JULIUS L., 3RD MO CAV, 49,
YOUNG, SAMUEL W., 9TH IL INF,
YOUNG, G.T., 28TH IL INF, 88
YOUNG, SAMUEL W., 117TH IL INF, 33RD IL INF,
YOUNG, GEORGE E., 137TH IL INF, 17
YOUNG, ROBERT, 1ST IL CAV, 153
YOUNG, CALVIN H., 13TH IA INF, 8
YOUNG, MATHEW, 89TH IN INF, 22,
YOUNG, WILLIAM C., 24TH MI INF, 88
YOUNG, R.W., 10TH NY LIGHT ART., 9
YOUNG, CHARLES H., 10TH NY LIGHT ART., 9
YOUNG, JAMES O., 1ST NE INF, 25
YOUNG, CHARLES S., 135TH OH INF, 74
YOUNG, BENJAMIN F., 23RD IA INF, 17
YOUNG, PHILIP D., 29TH IA INF, 47
YOUNG, ARTHUR B., 30TH IA INF, 146
YOUNG, JOHN M., 1ST IA CAV, 63
YOUNG, CLAUS, 19TH IN INF, 20TH IN INF, 109
YOUNG, SQUIRE S., 31ST IN INF, 10TH IN CAV, 25
YOUNG, CLAUS, 20TH IN INF, 19TH IN INF, 143
YOUNG, JOHN M., 129TH IN INF, 89,
YOUNG, SQUIRE S., 10TH IN CAV, 31ST IN INF, 25
YOUNG, ISRAEL W., 13TH WI INF, 11,
YOUNG, BYRON F., 20TH WI INF, 17
YOUNG, JOSEPH L., 1ST WI CAV, 149
YOUNGBLOOD, E.M., 15TH IA INF, 70
YOUNGBLOOD, JAMES, 15TH IA INF, 70
YOUNGSON, PETER, 128TH IN,
YOUNKIN, JOHN, 131ST IN INF, 37
YOUNKIN, AARON S., 5TH IA CAV, 35
YOUNT, DANIEL, 78TH PA INF, 265
YRTHEM, PETER, 45TH WI INF, 306
YULE, HENRY G., 16TH WI INF, 262
YULE, THOMAS, 23RD WI INF, 114
YUTZY, SAMUEL, 28TH IA INF, 187
ZAHN, HUGO, 4TH IA CAV, 190
ZEA, GEORGE W., 9TH IN INF, 15
ZEDIKER, JAMES F., 12TH IA INF, 25,
ZEEKE, GOTLIEB, 69TH IL INF, 84
ZEHNER, CHARLES L., 79TH IN INF, 348
ZEHRING, DAVID, 14TH IA INF, 60,
ZEIGLER, PHILIP, 208TH PA INF, 16
ZEIGLER, J.F., 2ND MN INF, 94
ZEIS, JOHN, 27TH NY LIGHT ART., 174
ZEISSING, G., 3RD MO INF,
ZELLER, JOSIAH, 17TH CAV, 37
ZELUF, GEORGE, 1ST MI CAV, 286
ZIEGLER, MICHAEL, 146TH IL INF,
ZIKE, ALEXANDER, 22ND IA INF, 125
ZIKE, SAMUEL P., 44TH IA INF, 346
ZIMMER, NICHOLAS, 36TH IL INF,
ZIMMERMAN, GEORGE, 1ST MO ART., 12
ZIMMERMAN, PHILLIP J., 26TH WI INF,
ZIMMERMAN, PHILIP, 36TH IL INF, 79
ZIMMERMAN, ANDREW J., 36TH IL INF, 14
ZIMMERMAN, JACOB, 32ND IN INF, 137
ZIMMERMAN, JACOB, 73RD IN INF,
ZIMMERMAN, P.J., 26TH KY INF(ERROR),
ZIMMERMAN, LEVI, 152ND IN INF, 176
ZINK, JOHN, 14TH OH INF,
ZINK, N.M.C., 35TH MO INF, 177
ZINN, WILLIAM, 7TH CA INF, 22
ZION, ISAAC, 7TH IA CAV, 190
ZOBEL, JOHN, 15TH NY HEAVY ART., 12
ZOBLE, PETER, 32ND IN INF, 13
ZOOK, WILLIAM T., 5TH MO CAV, 309
ZOOK, JAMES H., 2ND NE CAV, 309
ZOOK, I.V., 1ST NE CAV, 69
ZUMBRUM, HENRY F., 6TH MO CAV, 15,
ZUMBRUM, B.C., 6TH KY CAV, 84
ZUMWALT, WILLIAM, 33RD IA INF, 1
ZUVER, BYRON P., 12TH IA INF, 100
ZWIAG, WILLIAM, 1ST WI CAV, 41
Nebraska Civil War Veterans Data  A-F

These files are made up from two sources:
Source I : An extract of Civil War veterans for south central and southeastern Nebraska counties without GAR Post numbers which was taken from the 1890 U.S. Census for Nebraska of Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil War. Those veterans listed with GAR Post numbers were extracted from the first 6,200 entries on the Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society microfilm. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number.

Source II : An extract of Civil War veterans which was taken from Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Vol. 1 through 4, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society Microfilm Roll No.’s 14374 and 14395. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number.

The information provided in the data files is only a partial extract. More complete information for the veteran may be found by reviewing the name in the Index to Civil War Veterans from Nebraska which is a microfilm alphabetical index of approximately 45,000 Nebraska Civil War veterans at the Nebraska State Historical Society Library, 1500 “R” Street, P.O. Box 82554, Lincoln, NE 68501-2554, Phone 1-800-833-6747 or 402-471-3270.

Copies of the soldier's military and pension records may be obtained by writing the Reference Services Branch (NNRG-P), National Archives and Records Administration, 7th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20408.

Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
A
AARON, JOHN C., 116TH IL INF, Post
AARON, MORRIS M., 4TH WI INF, Post
ABBART, ADDISON J., 69TH IL LINF, Post
ABBEY, FRANK, 38TH WI INF, Post 86
ABBEY, WALLACE W., 96TH IL INF;CAPT;123RD U, Post 84
ABBINK, GARRETT, 9TH WI INF, Post
ABBINK, GERHARD, 22ND WI INF;3RD WI INF, Post 101
ABBINK, GERRET, 9TH WI INF, Post 101
ABBOTT, FRANCIS M., 13TH KS INF, Post 166
ABBOTT, ANDREW J., 9TH IN CAV, Post 123
ABBOTT, BENJAMIN, 6TH CA INF, Post
ABBOTT, C.N., 46TH IA INF, Post 8
ABBOTT, EDWIN S., 47TH IL INF, Post 4
ABBOTT, FRANCIS M., 13TH KS, Post
ABBOTT, GEORGE M., 6TH MO CAV, Post
ABBOTT, J.A., 121ST IN, Post
ABBOTT, JACOB W., 19TH IA INF, Post 158
ABBOTT, O.A., 9TH IL INF ERROR, Post 11
ABBOTT, OTHMAN A., 9TH IL CAV, Post 11
ABBOTT, THOMAS M., 84TH IL INF, Post 13
ABBOTT, WARREN D., 1ST NY ART, Post
ABBOTT, WARREN D., 1ST NY ART, Post 302
ABEL, PERRY E., 70TH IN INF, Post 163
ABELL, O.N., 193RD NY INF, Post 176
ABERNATHY, GEORGE, 1ST NE INF, Post
ABERNATHY, JOHN, 78TH IN INF, Post 38
ABERNATHY, JOHN G., 78TH IN INF, Post
ABERNETHY, GEORGE, 1ST NE INF, Post 49
ABERNETHY, WILLIAM J., 21ST IA INF, Post 171
ABLE, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post 147
ABRAMS, CASSIUS M.C., 38TH IA INF, Post
ABRAMS, THERON A., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 230
ABRAMS, WILLIAM J., 79TH IN INF, Post 63
ACHENBOCK, LOUIS, 17TH IL CAV, Post 35
ACKERMAN, EDWIN, 2ND IA INF, Post 203
ACKERMAN, PETER, 9TH MI INF, Post
ACKERMAN, PETER, 9TH MI INF, Post
ACKLEY, OREN G., 31ST IA INF, Post 144
ACKMOODY, JOHN, 140TH NY INF, Post
ACOARN, THOMAS R., 68TH IL INF, Post 105
ACREE, JOSEPH W., 125TH IL INF, Post 79
ACTON, FRANK W., 1ST IA CAV, Post
ADAIR, WILLIAM W., 57TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
ADAM, SEGER, 22ND WI CAV, Post 11
ADAM, VALENTINE, 48TH NY INF; 117TH NY INF, Post
ADAMS, A.S., 1ST CA INF ERROR, Post 40
ADAMS, ADAM, 142ND OH INF, Post
ADAMS, ALEX, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 69
ADAMS, ALEXANDER S., 1ST CA CAV, Post 40
ADAMS, ALLEN O., 58TH IN INF, Post 226
ADAMS, ARTHUR A., 22ND VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 25
ADAMS, AUGUSTUS, 5TH KS CAV, Post 180
ADAMS, AUSTIN, 105H OH INF, Post 122
ADAMS, BENJAMIN F., 62ND OH INF, Post 8
ADAMS, C.H., 1ST OH INF, Post
ADAMS, CHARLES, 19TH MI INF, Post 8
ADAMS, CHARLES H., 1ST US ART, Post 147
ADAMS, CHARLES H., 1ST OH INF, Post
ADAMS, CHARLES L., 13TH OH CAV, Post 25
ADAMS, CLARENDON E., 5TH WI ART, Post 63
ADAMS, E.E., 30TH IN ING, Post
ADAMS, E.J., 1ST CA CAV, Post 63
ADAMS, EDWARD C., 7TH VT VETERANS, Post
ADAMS, ELMER E., 9TH IN INF, Post 205
ADAMS, EMANUEL J., 1ST CA CAV, Post 63
ADAMS, F.D., 18TH IA INF, Post 177
ADAMS, GEORGE B., 8TH MI INF, Post
ADAMS, GEORGE B., 1ST IL ART., Post
ADAMS, GEORGE B., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 262
ADAMS, GEORGE O., 22ND NY INF, Post
ADAMS, GEORGE W., 22ND IL INF, Post
ADAMS, GEORGE W., 22ND IL INF, Post 187
ADAMS, HENRY H., 6TH IA INF, Post 108
ADAMS, HENRY H., 18TH IA INF, Post 108
ADAMS, HENRY L., 27TH IL INF, Post 9
ADAMS, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, Post
ADAMS, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, Post 40
ADAMS, JAMES M., 33RD KY INF, Post
ADAMS, JOHN, 80TH IL INF, Post 73
ADAMS, JOHN D., 151ST IL INF, Post 289
ADAMS, JOHN E., 30TH IN INF, Post 81
ADAMS, JOHN F., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
ADAMS, JOHN F., 7TH IL INF, Post
ADAMS, JOHN Q., 133RD IN INF, Post
ADAMS, JOHN Q., 27TH IN INF, Post 157
ADAMS, JOSEPH W., 135TH PA, Post
ADAMS, N., 2ND NE CAV, Post 100
ADAMS, NELSON, 2ND NE MILITIA INF, Post
ADAMS, NICHOLAS, 5TH IA CAV, Post 112
ADAMS, RICHARD O., 140TH IL INF, Post
ADAMS, SAMUEL E., 70TH IN INF, Post 205
ADAMS, SILAS, 32ND IL INF, Post
ADAMS, STEPHEN, 19TH IN INF, Post
ADAMS, TIMOTHY G., 27TH IA INF, Post 10
ADAMS, W., 64TH IL INF, Post 27
ADAMS, WILLIAM, 64TH IL INF, Post 27
ADAMS, WILLIAM, 3RD IA ART., Post 82
ADAMS, WILLIAM H., 19TH OH INF, Post 25
ADAMS, WILLIAM M., 15TH NY ART; DIED 21APR19, Post
ADAMS, WILLIAM R., 133RD IL INF, Post 32
ADAMSKY, SIMON, 7TH CT INF, Post 110
ADAMSON, A.M., 1ST NE CAV; 62ND US COLOR, Post 77
ADAMSON, A.M., 62ND US COLORED TROOPS; 1, Post 77
ADAMSON, DAVID, 9TH MI INF, Post 280
ADAMSON, JOHN B., 36TH IA INF, Post 15
ADAMSON, ROBERTSON, 46TH IN INF, Post 211
ADCOCK, JAMES J., 122ND IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 16
ADCOCK, JAMES J., 33RD IL INF; 122ND IL INF, Post 16
ADDINGTON, NATHAN, 142ND IN INF, Post
ADDIS, AARON DEAN, 77TH IL INF, Post 25
ADDUS, DEAN, 77TH IL INF, Post
ADELL, HOWELL G., 19TH IA INF, Post
ADELL, HOWELL G., 19TH IA INF, Post 90
ADKINS, ALVIN P., 138TH IL INF, Post 10
ADKINS, DAVID L., Post
ADKINS, MARTIN, 15TH IA INF, Post
ADKINS, VINTON H., 83RD IL INF, Post 77
ADKINS, WILLIAM H. H, 10TH IN INF, Post
ADNEY, JONATHAN W., 31ST WI INF, Post 11
AGEE, C.J., 24TH IN ART., Post 44
AGEE, W.W., 3RD MO, Post
AGER, JAMES H., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 40
AGEY, JOHN S., 14TH IA INF, Post 25
AGEY, JOHN S., 14TH IA INF, Post
AGLER, JOHN E., 75TH IL INF, Post 5
AGLER, JOSEPH W., 75TH IL INF, Post 5
AGLER, JOSEPH W., 75TH IL INF, Post 5
AGNEW, FRANKLIN, 23RD IL INF, Post
AGNEW, FRANKLIN, 53RD IL INF, Post 23
AGY, ITHAMER, 102ND IL ART., Post
AHERRON, JOHN, 22ND US INF: 88TH NY INF, Post 306
AHL, MICHAEL, 1ST IN ART., Post 127
AHRENS, CHRIST, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 12
AIKE, JOHN, 2ND US CAV, Post 136
AIKEN, DAVID, 80TH IN INF, Post 47
AIKEN, THOMAS, 2ND CA CAV, Post 119
AIKENS, R.M., 33RD IL INF, Post 15
AIKINS, H.L., 11TH IL CAV, Post
AIKMAN, SILAS, 43RD IN INF, Post 43
AILLES, FLETCHER W., 37TH IN INF, Post 80
AILLES, FLETCHER W., 39TH IN INF, Post 80
AINSWORTH, GEORGE W., 32ND WI INF, Post
AINSWORTH, WILLIAM C., 45TH IA INF, Post
AIRD, HUGH, 1ST MO INF MILITIA, Post 330
AITKEN, A.E., 2ND IA INF, Post 2
AKER, JOHN W.C., 129TH IL INF, Post 21
AKESON, MATTIS, 102ND IL LINF, Post
AKIN, DAVID, 80TH IN INF, Post
AKIN, DAVID, 80TH IL INF, Post 270
AKIN, HENRY C., KS MILITIA, Post
AKIN, LEWIS D., 16TH PA CAV, Post
AKINS, ALVA D., 46TH IL INF, Post 354
AKINS, WOODBURY D., 46TH IL INF, Post 33
ALBAUGH, JOHN, , Post
ALBAY, WILLIAM, 202ND PA INF, Post
ALBEE, JOHN H., 1ST IL ART., Post 43
ALBERSHARDT, LOUIS A., 72ND OH INF, Post 13
ALBERT, ELI, 153RD PA INF, Post 3
ALBERT, HENRY, 2ND US ART., Post
ALBERT, HENRY, 2ND US ART., Post
ALBERT, PETER, , Post
ALBERT, REUBEN, 129TH PA, Post
ALBERTS, HENRY W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 32
ALBIN, SAMUEL, 11TH IA INF, Post 7;2
ALBRIGHT, ADAM C., 34TH OH INF, Post 13
ALBRIGHT, FRED, 6TH IA CAV, Post 160
ALBRIGHT, JOEL B., 8TH MO CAV, Post
ALBRIGHT, W., DRUMMER;116TH OH INF, Post 47
ALBRO, JOHN H., 115TH IL INF, Post
ALBRO, WILLIAM B., 6TH OH INF, Post 9
ALBRS, ALEX W., 112TH IL INF, Post
ALBRUT, WILLIAM, 3RD MO CAV, Post
ALCOR, JAMES G., 11TH WV INF, Post
ALCORN, JOHN J., 8TH KY INF, Post
ALCOTT, L.C., 6TH MI CAV, Post 32
ALDEN, C.H., 21ST WI INF, Post 55
ALDEN, CLINLON H., 21ST WI INF, Post
ALDEN, CLINTON H., 3RD WI INF;21ST WI INF, Post 55
ALDEN, CLINTON H., 21ST WI INF;3RD WI INF, Post
ALDRICH, ASA, 27TH MO INF, Post 11
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 3RD IN CAV;8TH IN CAV;39, Post 11
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 39TH IN INF;3RD IN CAV;4, Post 11
ALDRICH, DANIEL A., 54TH IN INF;12TH IN CAV, Post 23
ALDRICH, FRANK H., 9TH IL CAV, Post
ALDRIGE, RICHARD, 11TH IL CAV, Post 22
ALEXANDER, AUSTIN, 9TH IA INF, Post 118
ALEXANDER, CHARLES D., 19TH WI INF, Post 139
ALEXANDER, CHARLES D., 19TH WI INF, Post
ALEXANDER, CURTIS L., 48TH IA INF, Post 13
ALEXANDER, FRANCIS M., 26TH IN INF, Post 13
ALEXANDER, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post 122
ALEXANDER, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post 122
ALEXANDER, JAMES, 8TH MI CAV, Post
ALEXANDER, JAMES P., 19TH OH INF, Post 176
ALEXANDER, JOHN, 32ND IL INF, Post 254
ALEXANDER, S.J., 1ST CO CAV, Post 25
ALEXANDER, S.J., 1ST CO CAV, Post 214
ALEXANDER, S.M.T., 2ND ME INF, Post
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, Post 13
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL A., 156TH IL INF, Post
ALEXANDER, SAMUEL J., 1ST CO;NE MILITIA, Post
ALEXANDER, SILAS, 50TH US COLORED INF, Post 331
ALEXANDER, SILAS, 50TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 24
ALEXANDER, W.D., 3RD NM INF, Post
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, 11TH WI INF, Post 82
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, 3RD NE, Post
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM, 12TH MI INF, Post 45
ALEXANDER, WILLIAM H., , Post 24
ALFORD, GEORGE P., 197TH OH INF(27TH OH INF, Post 13
ALFORD, STEPHEN, 126TH OH INF, Post
ALFORD, STEPHEN, 126TH OH LINF, Post
ALGER, HIRAM, 43RD NY INF, Post 42
ALHIRE, JOSEPH, 47TH IA INF, Post 16
ALLBEE, JOHN H., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 60
ALLBERRY, J, 2ND WV CAV, Post 102
ALLBERRY, RICHARD, 2ND WV INF, Post 52
ALLBOUGH, JAMES D., 20TH WI INF, Post 80
ALBBRIGHT, EDWARD, 23RD OH INF, Post 143
ALLEE, ABRAHAM, 16TH IL CAV, Post 7;1
ALLEE, ALBERT E, 11TH IA INF, Post
ALLELY, THOMAS, 102ND IL INF, Post 30
ALLEN, A. HADLEY, 149TH IN INF, Post 144
ALLEN, ALMERSON, 153RD IL INF, Post 38
ALLEN, ALMUSON, 153RD IL INF, Post
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 12TH IL CAV, Post 176
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 4TH IL CAV, Post 176
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 4TH IL CAV;CORP;CO. I;12, Post 5;1
ALLEN, ALONZO D., 4TH IL INF, Post
ALLEN, AMBROSE, 92ND OH INF;CO. H;31ST O, Post 14
ALLEN, AMBROSE, 31ST OH INF;CO. D;92ND O, Post 85
ALLEN, ANDREW M, 57TH IL INF, Post
ALLEN, AUGUSTUS, 38TH IA INF, Post 186
ALLEN, CHARLES W., 30TH IN INF, Post 110
ALLEN, CHARLES W., 30TH IN INF, Post
ALLEN, CHAUNCEY H., 1ST NE, Post
ALLEN, DANIEL M., 45TH IL INF, Post 4
ALLEN, DAVID C., 32ND IA INF, Post 29
ALLEN, DERRICK P., 2ND MI INF, Post 32
ALLEN, FRANCIS L., 146TH IN INF, Post 60
ALLEN, GEORGE, 7TH IN CAV, Post 60
ALLEN, GEORGE W, 211TH PA INF, Post
ALLEN, GEORGE W., 110TH NY INF, Post 8
ALLEN, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post 157
ALLEN, H.B., 34TH IA INF, Post 17
ALLEN, HENRY, 138TH IL INF, Post 42
ALLEN, HENRY, Post
ALLEN, HERBERT W., 142ND IL INF, Post 4
ALLEN, HIRAM, 8TH WI INF, Post 169
ALLEN, HOWARD, Post
ALLEN, J.K., 39TH IL INF, Post 215
ALLEN, JAMES C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 63
ALLEN, JAMES T., 138TH IL INF, Post 32
ALLEN, JAMES Y., 6TH US INF, Post
ALLEN, JEROME, 98TH NY INF, Post
ALLEN, JOHN, 147TH IA INF, Post
ALLEN, JOSEPH, 30TH NY INF, Post
ALLEN, JOSEPH J, Post
ALLEN, LEVI J., 46TH IA INF, Post
ALLEN, MILA, 2ND IL ART., Post
ALLEN, MOSES, 70TH OH INF, Post 122
ALLEN, N.J., 7TH KS CAV; PVT; CO. F; 9TH, Post 285
ALLEN, N.S., 1ST MI INF, Post 206
ALLEN, NATHAN A., 2ND NY CAV, Post 74
ALLEN, NATHAN A., 15TH NY CAV, Post
ALLEN, ROBERT C., 54TH IL INF, Post 34
ALLEN, ROBERT I, 17TH KY INF, Post 112
ALLEN, ROLLIN B., 33RD WI INF, Post
ALLEN, ROLLIN B., 33RD WI INF, Post 66
ALLEN, SAMPSON E., 146TH IL INF, Post 288
ALLEN, SILAS D., 13TH IA INF, Post 243
ALLEN, SIMPSON, 143RD NY INF, Post
ALLEN, SYDNA J., 9TH KS CAV, Post
ALLEN, THOMAS C., 147TH IN INF, Post
ALLEN, THOMAS C., 147TH IN INF, Post 76
ALLEN, WILLIAM C., 87TH IN INF, Post 83
ALLEN, WILLIAM F., 3RD MA, Post
ALLEN, WILLIAM H., 4TH IL CAV; CO. K; 12TH, Post 5
ALLEN, WILLIAM VINC, b. MIDWAY; MADISON CO; OH; 3, Post 143
ALLEY, FREDERICK, 40TH WI INF, Post 285
ALLEY, I., 25TH MI INF, Post 141
ALLEY, JAMES D., 5TH IL CAV, Post
ALLINDER, PRESLEY, 58TH IL INF, Post 13
ALLINGTON, JEFFERSON, 124TH IL INF, Post 256
ALLISON, FRANK, 99TH IN INF; 9TH IN INF, Post 306
ALLISON, FRANK, 9TH IN INF; 99TH IN INF, Post 306
ALLISON, JOHN S., 106TH IL INF, Post 139
ALLISON, JOSHUA, 16TH IL INF, Post
ALLISON, LOUIS, 2ND MO INF, Post 2
ALLISON, WALTER S., 22ND IN INF, Post 28
ALLISON, WILLIAM L., 1ST CA INF, Post
ALLISON, WILLIAM L., 1ST US CAV, Post 2
ALLOWAY, ALEX W., 52ND OH INF, Post 4;7
ALLOWAY, LAFAYETTE, 17TH IN ART., Post 108
ALLPRESS, HENRY A., 12TH IL CAV, Post 209
ALLVERD, WILLIAM H., Post
ALLVORD, GEORGE, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 184
ALLY, JAMES A., 5TH IL CAV, Post 318
ALOIS, LEWIS, 58TH IL CAV, Post 81
ALPRESS, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, Post 188
ALSPAUGH, BENJAMIN, 3RD MI INF; PVT; CO. I; 41ST, Post 53
ALSPAUGH, BENJAMIN, 41ST OH INF, Post 53
ALTERS, ISAAC R., 8TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 11
ALTHAUS, ANTON C., 2ND NE CAV, Post
ALTHAUS, ANTON C., 1ST NE INF, Post
ALTHEN, DANIEL, 10TH OH CAV, Post
ALTHOUSE, GEORGE H., 2ND MI CAV, Post 285
ALVEY, FRANK, 8TH KY CAV, Post
ALVIN, WILLIAM M., 5TH IL INF, Post
ALVORD, GEORGE W., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post
ALVORD, WILLIAM, 53RD PA INF, Post
ALWORTH, ROBERT, 3RD MN ART., Post 39
AMACK, JAMES, 123RD IN INF, Post 80
AMBLER, EDWIN P., 22ND WI INF, Post 158
AMBROSE, WILLIAM E., 40TH IL INF, Post
AMERINE, DAVIDSON, 29TH IA INF, Post 70
AMES, GEORGE R., 8TH WI INF, Post 44
AMES, JOHN A., 139TH IL INF, Post
AMES, LUTHER G., 64TH IL INF, Post
AMES, SIMEON W., 12TH IL INF, Post 39
AMICH, ISAAC, 79TH IN INF, Post
AMICH, WILLIAM C., 79TH IN INF, Post
AMICK, ISAAC, 79TH IN INF, Post
AMICK, JOHN P., 2ND NE CAV, Post
AMMAN, EDWARD, 10TH MN INF, Post 8;3
AMMON, EDWARD, 10TH MN INF, Post 30
AMMON, RUFUS, 1ST CA CAV, Post
AMOS, A.H., YATES SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 221
AMY, CHANCEY W., 2ND CO CAV, Post
ANDERS, JOHN W., 122ND OH INF, Post 13
ANDERSON, ALFRED G., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 64TH OH, Post 289
ANDERSON, ASA A., 33RD IL INF, Post 146
ANDERSON, AUGUST, 57TH IL INF, Post
ANDERSON, CHARLES, 11TH IN INF, Post 32
ANDERSON, CHARLES G., 25TH IA INF, Post 264
ANDERSON, DAVID G., 6TH IN CAV, Post 1
ANDERSON, DAVID, 31ST NJ INF, Post 80
ANDERSON, DAVID A, 81ST IL INF, Post 43
ANDERSON, DAVID A., 18TH IL INF(ERRO), Post 43
ANDERSON, DAVID L., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
ANDERSON, EDWIN, DC, Post
ANDERSON, F.M., 40TH IA, Post
ANDERSON, FRANCIS M., 40TH IA INF, Post
ANDERSON, GEORGE, 83RD KS INF, Post
ANDERSON, GEORGE, 102ND MI INF, Post
ANDERSON, HENRY, 7TH IA CAV, Post
ANDERSON, HENRY B., 149TH VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 21
ANDERSON, I.W., 119TH IL INF, Post
ANDERSON, J.H., 2ND WI ART.(ERROR), Post 102
ANDERSON, J.T., 69TH MO INF, Post 42
ANDERSON, JAMES, 15TH WI INF, Post
ANDERSON, JAMES H., 31ST WI INF, Post 93
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 4TH KY INF, Post
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 11TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 224
ANDERSON, JAMES P., 11TH MN INF, Post 224
ANDERSON, JESSE W., 50TH WI INF, Post 21
ANDERSON, JESSE W., 50TH WI INF, Post
ANDERSON, JOHN F., 119TH IL INF, Post
ANDERSON, JOHN F., 4TH MO CAV, Post
ANDERSON, JOHN F., 119TH IL INF, Post 25
ANDERSON, JOHN H., 2ND WI INF, Post 102
ANDERSON, JOHN M., 1ST IA CAV, Post 94
ANDERSON, JOHN M., 37TH IL INF, Post 140
ANDERSON, JOHN V., 45TH IA INF, Post 204
ANDERSON, JOSEPH, 118TH IL INF, Post
ANDERSON, JOSEPH, 34TH IL INF;78TH IL INF, Post 160
ANDERSON, JOSEPH P., 11TH IA INF, Post 31
ANDERSON, NELS, 89TH IL INF, Post 88
ANDERSON, PAUL, 13TH US INF, Post 70
ANDERSON, PETER, 2ND US ART, Post 81
ANDERSON, PETER O., US NAVY, Post
ANDERSON, ROBERT W., 60TH OH INF;88TH OH INF, Post 50
ANDERSON, ROBERT W., 88TH OH INF;60TH OH INF, Post 50
ANDERSON, THOMAS W., 48TH IL INF, Post 69
ANDERSON, THOMAS W., 48TH IL INF, Post 69
ANDERSON, WASHINGTON, 120TH IN INF, Post
ANDERSON, WILLIAM, 40TH OH INF, Post
ANDERSON, WILLIAM C., ARTIFICER;1ST WI HEAVY A, Post 21
ANDERSON, WILLIAM S., 13TH MI INF, Post 2;2
ANDERTON, BENJAMIN W., 32ND IL INF, Post 16
ANDERTON, GEORGE N., 32ND IL INF, Post 16
ANDRENA, ASEL, 12TH MI INF, Post
ANDREW, WILLIAM, 10TH IL INF, Post 130
ANDREWS, ALONZO, 127TH IL INF, Post 10
ANDREWS, ALPEN, 3RD IA INF, Post
ANDREWS, BEZALIEL BEL, 16TH IL CAV, Post 53
ANDREWS, CHESTER, 47TH IL INF, Post 14
ANDREWS, D.C., 7TH IN INF, Post
ANDREWS, DAVID C., 7TH IA INF, Post
ANDREWS, DAVID W., 12TH OH CAV, Post
ANDREWS, G.T., 27TH CT INF, Post 20
ANDREWS, GEORGE A., 55TH IL INF, Post 331
ANDREWS, H.C., 8TH IA CAV, Post 1
ANDREWS, HENRY H., 99TH IL, Post
ANDREWS, HENRY H., 99TH IL INF, Post 331
ANDREWS, HIRAM, 28TH IL INF, Post 11
ANDREWS, HUGH J., 12TH OH CAV, Post 141
ANDREWS, J.H., 76TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 11
ANDREWS, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, Post 2
ANDREWS, JOHN A., 18TH IA INF, Post 177
ANDREWS, JOHN D., 3RD MI CAV, Post
ANDREWS, JOHN M., 7TH MO INF;SERG;CO. H;44, Post 122
ANDREWS, JOHN W., 4TH IA CAV;POSTS 253;306, Post 32
ANDREWS, JOSEPH, 106TH IL INF, Post 127
ANDREWS, ROBERT D., 6TH IN CAV, Post 79
ANDREWS, ROBERT D., WAGONMASTER;71ST IN INF, Post 79
ANDREWS, SAMUEL L., 134TH IL INF, Post 75
ANDREWS, WILLIAM, 17TH MA INF, Post
ANDREWS, WILLIAM H., PARNELL’S LEGION, Post 195
ANDREWS, WILLIAM H., PARNELL’S MD CAV LEGION, Post 195
ANDREY, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 9
ANDRUS, ASHABEL, 1ST MI CAV, Post 90
ANDRUS, HERMAN E., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 110
ANGEE, VALENTINE, 127TH PA INF, Post
ANGEL, HERMAN W., 10TH IL CAV, Post
ANGELL, C.P., 13TH MI INF, Post 76
ANGELL, CERMAN W., 1ST IL INF, Post 25
ANGELL, ISAAC A., 1ST WI CAV, Post
ANGLE, BYRON D., 9TH NY CAV, Post 262
ANKERMAN, WILLIAM, 12TH IN INF, Post
ANKON, JOHN, 135TH US COLORED ART, Post 47
ANNESS, JOHN A., 18TH IN INF, Post
ANNESS, JOHN A., 18TH IN INF, Post 120
ANSEN, ALBERT, 29TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 104
ANSON, ALBERT, 29TH IA INF, Post 104
ANSON, ALBERT, 29TH IA INF, Post 5;1
ANSON, ALBERT, 29TH IA INF, Post
ANSON, OLIVER, 16TH IA INF, Post 7
ANSTINE, JOHN G., 28TH IL INF, Post 93
ANTHONY, JAMES A., 29TH IA INF, Post 28
ANTHONY, JOSEPH, MUSICIAN;74TH OH INF, Post 8
ANTHONY, LEVI, 1ST NE CAV, Post 51
ANTHONY, LEVI, 1ST NE INF, Post 51
ANTHONY, SERRIS J., 143RD OH INF(19TH OH INF, Post 43
ANTHONY, WILLIAM, 50TH IL INF, Post 1;1
ANTHONY, WILLIAM, , Post 123
ANTHONY, WILLIAM H, 54TH IL INF, Post
ANTHONY, WILLIAM H., 54TH IL INF, Post 180
ANTILL, JOHN F., 6TH WV INF, Post 25
ANTILL, JOHN T., 6TH VA INF, Post
ANTLES, H.H., 22ND IN INF;CO. C;39TH I, Post 190
ANTON, J.W., 2ND IL ART., Post 44
ANTHONY, MORGAN, 11TH IL INF;CO. D;77TH I, Post 346
ANYAN, WILLIAM, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 11
APEREROMBIA, SAM, 140TH IN INF, Post
APPLEGARTH, REUBEN, 11TH MN INF, Post 36
APPLEGARTH, W.H., 11TH MN INF, Post
APPLEGATE, GEORGE W., 18TH IL INF, Post
APPLEGATE, HENDERSON, 8TH IA INF, Post 11
APPLEGATE, HENRY, 8TH IA INF, Post 127
APPLEGATE, HENRY, 8TH IN CAV, Post 130
APPLEGATE, JOHN, 10TH IN CAV, Post 180
APPLEGATE, JOHN M., 33RD IN INF, Post 113
APPLEGATE, RICHARD, 32ND OH INF, Post 10
ARABUCKLE, S. A., 29TH U.S. COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
ARBUCKLE, SAMUEL A., 29TH US, Post
ARBUTHUT, JAMES, 2ND IA CAV, Post
ARCHARD, JAMES B., 13TH IA INF, Post 4
ARCHER, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
ARCHER, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
ARCHER, ELIJAH, 29TH MO INF, Post 22
ARCHER, GEORGE L., 93RD IL INF, Post 17
ARCHER, HARVEY, 3RD CO CAV, Post
ARCHER, JOHN B., 13TH IN INF, Post
ARCHER, WILLIAM G., 22ND IA INF, Post 5;3
ARCHER, WILLIAM G., , Post
ARGABRIGHT, J.H., 12TH MO CAV, Post
ARGABRIGHT, JOHN H., 2ND NE CAV;PVT;CO. G;12T, Post 53
ARLEDGE, DAVID, 47TH IL INF;CO. D; 108TH, Post 209
ARLEDGE, DAVID, 108TH IL INF;47TH IL INF, Post 209
ARMAGOST, JAMES C., 92nd IL INF, Post 20
ARMAH, THOMAS A., 160TH OH INF, Post
ARMAN, HENRY, 56TH OH INF, Post 25
ARMANN, HENRY, 56TH OH ENGINEERS, Post
ARMELL, J.L., 20TH IA INF, Post
ARMENTROUT, JOSEPH B., PVT; 47TH IL INF, Post 172
ARMOR, PETER, 29TH MI INF, Post 23
ARMOUR, WILLIAM W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
ARMS, REUBEN F., 111TH IL INF; 48TH IL INF, Post 106
ARMS, REUBEN F., 48TH IL INF; 111TH IL INF, Post 106
ARMSTEAD, LEVI R., 32ND IA INF, Post
ARMSTRONG, ALBERT, 7TH MO CAV, Post
ARMSTRONG, ALBERT, 7TH MO CAV, Post 21
ARMSTRONG, CHARLES W., 26TH IN INF, Post 301
ARMSTRONG, ELSTON, 94TH IL INF, Post 37
ARMSTRONG, EUGENE, 49TH WI INF, Post
ARMSTRONG, GEORGE, 2ND NE CAV; 1ST NE CAV, Post
ARMSTRONG, HARRY, 3RD IA INF, Post
ARMSTRONG, HENRY, 3RD IA INF, Post 7
ARMSTRONG, J.E., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
ARMSTRONG, JAMES, 11TH IA INF, Post
ARMSTRONG, JAMES, 1ST CO CAV, Post
ARMSTRONG, JAMES L., 11TH IA INF, Post 212
ARMSTRONG, JOHN H., 146TH IL INF, Post 116
ARMSTRONG, JOHN V., 28TH IA INF, Post 52
ARMSTRONG, JONATHAN W., 48TH IL INF, Post 116
ARMSTRONG, MARTIN E., 49TH WI INF, Post 17
ARMSTRONG, RICHARD, 180TH OH INF, Post 35
ARMSTRONG, THOMAS, 15TH IL INF, Post 8
ARMSTRONG, THOMAS, 39TH IL INF; CO. I; 15TH I, Post 35
ARMSTRONG, W.H., SERG; 9TH MA INF, Post 8
ARMSTRONG, WILLIAM, 18TH NY ART., Post
ARMSTRONG, WILLIAM C., 176TH OH INF, Post
ARMSTRONG, WILSON M., 22ND IL INF, Post 77
ARNDT, DANIEL, 8TH WI INF, Post 52
ARNEAL, T.A., 160TH OH INF, Post 172
ARNETT, JEFF, 125TH KY, Post
ARNETT, SETH J., 35TH IA INF, Post 109
ARNOLD, EDWARD, 3RD IN INF, Post 9
ARNOLD, EDWARD, 76TH OH INF, Post 114
ARNOLD, EDWARD, 76TH OH INF, Post
ARNOLD, FRANKLIN C., 24TH IN INF, Post
ARNOLD, HERBERT T., 35TH WI INF, Post 26
ARNOLD, ISAAC A., 46TH IL INF, Post 1; 1
ARNOLD, JACOB, 26TH MO INF, Post
ARNOLD, JACOB, 26TH MO INF, Post 84
ARNOLD, JACOB H., 140TH IN INF, Post 54
ARNOLD, JOHN N., 108TH IL INF, Post 120
ARNOLD, NORMAN H., 118TH NY INF, Post 289
ARNOLD, NUMA, 2ND WI CAV, Post 171
ARNOLD, W.B., 78TH NY INF, Post
ARNOLD, WILLIAM, 37TH OH INF, Post
ARNOLD, WILLIAM, 48TH MO, Post
ARNOLD, WILLIAM, 43RD WI INF (ERROR), Post 54
ARNY, JOSEPH A., 83RD OH INF, Post 13
ARQUETT, P. D., 32ND OH INF, Post 88
ARQUETT, PETER D., 32ND OH INF, Post
ARRANTS, JOHN J., 86TH OH INF, Post 138
ARRISON, EDWIN R., Post 123
ARTER, JASON R, 31ST OH, Post
ARTHAND, CHRIST, 25TH IA INF, Post 8
ARTHERTON, JONATHAN, 107TH IL INF, Post 48
ARTLEY, CHARLES A., 46TH IL INF, Post 303
ARTLIP, DAVID, 102ND IL INF, Post 69
ARTREP, JAMES H., 12TH OH INF, Post 43
ARVES, SAMUEL, 7TH IA CAV, Post 24
ARVILLS, JOHN C., 11TH IA CAV, Post
ARZALRIGHT, JOHN H., 12TH MO CAV, Post
ASA, LYSANDER, 69TH OH, Post
ASA, LYSANDERA, 63RD OH INF, Post 104
ASCOTT, AARON, 36TH OH INF; CO. D; 34TH O, Post
ASH, ADAM C., 151ST IN INF, Post 98
ASH, J.B., 5TH KS CAV, Post 262
ASH, JESSE M., 3RD IN ART., Post 195
ASH, PATRICK, 13TH WI INF, Post 175
ASH, PATRICK, 13TH WI INF, Post
ASHBAUGH, WILLIAM H.H., 30TH IL INF, Post
ASHBAUGH (ALI, GEORGE, SEE ROWE; H.P., Post
ASHBROOK, OSCAR A., 11TH US VETERAN RESERVE, Post 17
ASHBROOK, OSCAR A., 126TH OH INF, Post
ASHBUM, G.W., GENERAL ROSECRANS STAFF, Post 146
ASHBURN, BARNET, 17TH IA INF, Post 150
ASHER, CHARLES, 20TH IA INF, Post
ASHLEY, A.F., 13TH MO INF, Post 18
ASHLEY, A.O., 1ST CO CAV, Post 61
ASHLEY, AMAZRAH, 14TH KY INF, Post 164
ASHLEY, AMIGIA, WV CAV, Post
ASHLEY, ARLINGTON O., 1ST CO CAV, Post
ASHLEY, BENEDICT J., 8TH IL CAV, Post 155
ASHLEY, BUNDIE, 8TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 155
ASHLEY, BYRON R., 19TH WI INF, Post 91
ASHLEY, CHARLES E., 1ST WI INF, Post 16
ASHLEY, J.H., 1ST MI ART, Post 5
ASHMORE, HEZEKIAH M., 123RD IL INF, Post 154
ASHMUN, HENRY, 54TH OH INF, Post 10
ASHMUN, WILLIAM H., 164TH OH INF, Post
ASHPAUGH, WILLIAM, 86TH IN, Post
ASHPOLE, FREDERICK, 26TH IA INF, Post 87
ASHTON, SAMUEL, 1ST IL ART; PVT; CO. A; 13TH, Post 3
ASHTON, SAMUEL J., 13TH IL CAV, Post
ASHTON, THOMAS H., AST. SURGEON; 88TH OH INF, Post 21
ASHTON, W.W., U.S. ENGINEERS, Post 21
ASHTON, WILLIAM B., 16TH IL INF, Post
ASHTON, WILLIAM W., 38TH OH INF, Post 21
ASKEW, GEORGE, 195TH OH INF, Post 61
ASKEN, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 108
ASTON, THOMAS H., 88TH OH INF, Post
ASTMAN, HENRY, 1ST NE CAV, Post
ATENSEL, JOHN W, 153RD OH, Post
ATHERTON, JOHNATHAN S., 107TH IL INF, Post
ATHEY, JOHN A., 116TH OH INF, Post
ATHEY, JOHN O., 116TH OH INF, Post 43
ATKINS, CHARLES, IA CAV, Post
ATKINSON, ALBERT G., 2ND IA ART., Post
ATKINSON, ALBERT G., 2ND IA ART., Post 25
ATKINSON, ALEXANDER, 1ST WI INF, Post
ATKINSON, J.N., ORDERLY SERG; 7TH MO INF, Post 15
ATKINSON, J.H., 43RD MO INF, Post 76
ATKINSON, JASPER L., 26TH IN INF, Post 205
ATKINSON, SAMUEL, 72ND OH INF; CORP; CO. G; 7, Post 205
ATKINSON, SAMUEL, 35TH WI INF, Post
ATKINSON, THOMAS M., 2ND IL CAV, Post 11
ATKINSON, THOMAS M., 2ND IL CAV, Post
ATKINSON, WILLIAM L., 12TH IA INF, Post
ATKISON, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post
ATTEBERG, WILLIS, 14TH IL INF, Post 107
ATTEBURY, THOMAS, 48TH IL INF, Post 75
ATTIG, GEORGE, 77TH IL INF, Post
ATWATER, EATHAM, 8TH KS INF, Post
ATWATER, EHAN, 8TH KS INF, Post 137
ATWATER, MERRITT B., 51ST IL INF, Post 8
ATWATER, W.B., 9TH MN INF, Post 119
ATWELL, GEORGE H., 29TH IN, Post
ATWOOD, COLIN H., 7TH IA CAV, Post
ATWOOD, E., 2ND US ART., Post 42
ATWOOD, HIRAM, 74TH IL INF, Post 338
ATWOOD, ISAAC V., 38TH IL INF, Post 138
AUBERT, GEORGE D., 25TH OH INF, Post 209
AUCH-MOODY, SILAS S., 120TH NY INF, Post 110
AUCHILL, HIRAM, 93RD IL, Post
AUFDERHEIDE, JOHN H. F., 33RD WI INF, Post
AUGER, LAFAYETTE L., 1ST MARINE ART, Post 81
AUGHE, JAMES E., 1ST NE INF, Post 2;3
AUGUSTUS, JOHN C., 8TH IL INF, Post 147
AUINON, JOHN, 46TH IL INF;135TH US COL, Post 47
AUKERMAN, WILLIAM, 12TH IN INF, Post
AULT, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, Post 37
AULT, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, Post
AULT, PHILLIP N., 95TH OH INF, Post 25
AUMAN, EDWARD, 146TH IL INF, Post 101
AUMAN, JOHN, 135TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post
AUPPERLE, JOHN, 35TH IN INF, Post 115
AUPPERLE, JOHN F., 35TH IA INF, Post
AUPPERLEE, JOHN, 35TH IN INF, Post
AURAND, EMOCH, 36TH OH INF;34TH OH INF, Post 158
AURAND, ENOCH, 34TH OH INF, Post
AUSPACH, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 127
AUSTIN, A, 50TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 25
AUSTIN, ALEX D., 4TH IL CAV, Post 91
AUSTIN, ALPHEUS A., 50TH IL INF, Post 25
AUSTIN, ALPHITS, 50TH IL INF, Post
AUSTIN, DAVID, 16TH WI INF, Post
AUSTIN, E.F., 7TH IL CAV, Post 62
AUSTIN, EMERSON A., 188TH NY INF, Post 109
AUSTIN, ERASTUS, 124TH IL INF, Post 60
AUSTIN, EUGENE B., 4TH IL CAV, Post 303
AUSTIN, FRED, US NAVY, Post 262
AUSTIN, GEORGE, 30TH IL INF, Post 32
AUSTIN, HENRY W., US NAVY;USS CHOCTAW, Post 262
AUSTIN, JEDIAH, 4TH IN CAV, Post
AUSTIN, JEREMIAH, 10TH IL INF, Post
AUSTIN, JOHN W., 89TH IN INF, Post 83
AUSTIN, JOSEPH H., 2ND MO, Post
AUSTIN, M., 14TH MI INF, Post 129
AUSTIN, MARION, 12TH IA, Post
AUSTIN, SILAS, 42ND IL LINF, Post
AUSTIN, WARREN J., 11TH KS CAV, Post 76
AUSTINE, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 147
AUSTON, J.M., 146TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 116
AUSTON, WILLIAM, 12TH WI ART., Post 116
AVEREY, PHINEAS O., 4TH IL CAV, Post
AVERMAN, JAMES L., 5TH MO MILITIA, Post
AVERY, ELI, 7TH IA CAV, Post 189
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, GEORGE W., 104TH IL INF, Post 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, JAMES L., 88TH OH INF, Post 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, S.D., 5TH MH INF, Post 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, SAMUEL, 34TH IL INF, Post 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, WILLIAM H., 115TH IN INF, Post 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERY, ZELOTUS, 23RD MI INF, Post 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVEY, SAMUEL, 10TH OH CAV, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXEN, AGGE, 60TH IL INF; CO. E; 82ND I, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXEN, AGGE, 82ND IL INF; CO. E; 60TH I, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXTELL, ABRAM, 101ST NY INF; 179TH NY IN, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXTELL, JOHN E., 9TH IL CAV, Post 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXTELL, JULIAN H., 1ST MI INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXTELL, ROBERT, 141ST OH INF, Post 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXTELL, SAMUEL, 44TH NY INF, Post 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, THOMAS H., GENERAL STAFF, Post 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, ARNOLD T., 4TH NY HEAVY ART., Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, BENJAMIN F., 48TH IN INF, Post 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, DWIGHT B., 92ND IL INF, Post 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, FRANCIS H., 4TH IA CAV, Post 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, GEORGE N., 96TH IL INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, JAMES H., 7TH WI INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, JARED P., 2ND NY CAV, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, JOHN R., 142ND IL INF, Post 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERS, ROBINSON, 132ND IL INF, Post 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYERSH, EDWARD A., IA, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYLSHIRE, DAVID, 53RD OH INF, Post 8; 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYLWARD, THOMAS, 2ND IL ART., Post 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYRES, JOHN H., 31ST IN INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYRES, MARTIN, INDIAN SCOUTS, Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
BA, , , Post
BAABCOCK, ANDREW J., 7TH OH ART., Post
BABB, DANIEL, 92ND IL INF, Post
BABB, DANIEL P., 92ND IL INF, Post 84
BABBINGTON, ED, 16TH IA INF, Post 11
BABBIT, F.E., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
BABBIT, FRANK E., 1ST NE CAV, Post
BABBITT, FRANK E., 1ST NE INF, Post 7; 1
BABBITT, FRANKLIN H., 1ST IL ART., Post 25
BABBITT, JOB, 17TH IL INF, Post
BABBITT, JOB, 17TH IL INF; CO. A; 7TH U, Post 7; 2
BABBITT, JOB, 117TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 293

BABCOCK, A.H., 18TH MI INF, Post
BABCOCK, ALBERT, 18TH MI INF, Post
BABCOCK, ANDREW JACKS, 7TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 139
BABCOCK, CHARLES C., 35TH NY INF, Post
BABCOCK, GEORGE W., 15TH IL INF, Post 87
BABCOCK, HALSEY, 35TH NY INF, Post
BABCOCK, HERMAN A., 37TH WI INF, Post 40
BABCOCK, HERMAN A., 37TH WI INF, Post
BABCOCK, JOHN H., 8TH IA INF, Post
BABCOCK, JOHN S., 92ND IL INF, Post 40
BABCOCK, JOHN S., 92ND IL INF, Post 40
BABCOCK, RUSS D., 6TH US CAV; 11TH US CAV, Post 13
BABCOCK, RUSS D., 11TH MI INF (11TH MI CAV), Post 13
BABCOCK, URU D., 11TH MI CAV (11TH MI INF), Post 13
BABCOCK, URI M., BENTON CADETS, MO, Post

BABCOCK, WILLIAM H., 95TH IL INF, Post 97
BABCOCK, WILLIAM M., 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS; 113, Post 33
BABE, WILLIAM, 2ND IA INF, Post
BACHE, DALLAS, ARMY STAFF, Post
BACHELOR, W. H., 29TH MI INF, Post 43
BACKHAUS, HENRY, 51ST WI INF, Post 39
BACKUS, JEROME, 34TH IL INF, Post 81
BACKUS, R.O., 17TH IL CAV, Post
BACKUS, ROBERT O., 17TH IL CAV, Post
BACON, CAHRLES D., 1ST WI CAV, Post 25
BACON, DAVID L., 45TH PA INF, Post
BACON, GEORGE, 45TH PA INF, Post
BACON, HENRY S., 3RD WI ART; 23RD WI INF, Post 136
BACON, HENRY S., 23RD WI INF; 3RD WI ART., Post 136
BACON, IRA, 48TH MO INF, Post 269

BACON, JOHN, 1ST CO, Post
BACON, JOHN, 29TH WI, Post
BACON, LEONARD C., 1ST WI CAV, Post 10
BACON, MARSHALL, 10TH IA INF, Post 95
BACON, MARSHALL, 10TH IA INF, Post
BACON, NEWELL A., 93RD IL INF, Post
BACON, RUBAN S., 22ND MO INF, Post
BACON, WILLIAM A., 2ND IA CAV, Post 61
BADALEY, DAVID W., 117TH IL INF, Post
BADER, BEJAMIN L., 16TH WI INF, Post
BADER, GEORGE, 12TH OH INF, Post
BADER, GEORGE, 12TH OH INF, Post 24
BADER, JAMIES E., 28TH OH INF, Post
BADER, THOMAS J., 3RD MO CAV, Post 111
BADES, CONRAD, 2ND MO INF, Post

BADGER, EMERSON J., 7TH IA INF, Post
BADGER, THORNTON T., 42ND IN INF, Post 7
BADGER, THRONTON, 42ND IA INF(ERROR), Post 7
BADLEY, RICHARD, 12TH IL CAV, Post 79
BAETTEY, JONATHAN J., 5TH KS CAV, Post 115
BAEY, JOHN P., 2ND VT, Post
BAGLEY, ORLANDO H., 29TH IA INF, Post
BAGLEY, WINSLOW, 29TH IL INF, Post 59
BAHER, MILTON, 142ND INF, Post 25
BAICH, THOMAS B., 14TH IA INF, Post
BAIGHMAN, JONATHAN, 138TH IN INF, Post 118
BAILEY, ABE, 6TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 67
BAILEY, ABEL, 6TH IA CAV, Post 67
BAILEY, ABRAHAM S., 35TH OH INF; PVT; CO. C; 18, Post 81
BAILEY, ADDISON, 12TH NY CAV, Post

BAILEY, ADDISON, 12TH NY CAV, Post
BAILEY, AUSTIN L., 17TH IL CAV, Post
BAILEY, B.M., 3RD TN INF, Post
BAILEY, BERZELIA, 16TH WI INF, Post 307
BAILEY, C.A., 38TH OH INF, Post 171
BAILEY, CHARLES B., 1ST NE INF, Post 89
BAILEY, CHARLES S., 10TH IA INF, Post 28
BAILEY, CHARLES W., 5TH WI INF, Post 307
BAILEY, CYRUS M., 44TH IL INF; CO. B; 73RD I, Post 77
BAILEY, CYRUS M., 73RD IL INF; CO. D; 44TH, Post 77
BAILEY, DANIEL C., 37TH WI INF, Post 40
BAILEY, DAVID, 3RD IA CAV, Post
BAILEY, DAVID I., 129TH OH INF, Post 25
BAILEY, DAVID O., 139TH OH INF, Post
BAILEY, G. M., 1ST AL CAV, Post 174

BAILEY, GEORGE H., 16TH IL CAV, Post 77
BAILEY, GEORGE L., 9TH IN CAV, Post
BAILEY, GEORGE M., 3RD IN CAV, Post 174
BAILEY, IRA M., 11TH IL CAV, Post 49
BAILEY, IRA M., 11TH IL CAV, Post 69
BAILEY, J. WESLEY, 79TH KS COLORED INF, Post
BAILEY, JEFFERSON P., 7TH IA INF, Post 39
BAILEY, JEROME A., 33RD WI INF, Post 138
BAILEY, JEROME A., 33RD WI INF, Post 9;1
BAILEY, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, Post 7
BAILEY, JOHN J., 16TH WI INF, Post 307
BAILEY, NATHAN, 46TH WI INF, Post 52
BAILEY, SAMUEL D., 2ND NY CAV, Post 116
BAILEY, SIMON, 9TH IA INF, Post 94
BAILEY, THOMAS W., 132ND IL INF, Post 38

BAILEY, W.L., 136TH OH INF, Post 222
BAILOR, WILLIAM A., 29TH IL INF, Post
BAILOR, WILLIAM A., 156TH OH INF, Post
BAILOR, WILLIAM A., 29TH IL INF, Post
BAIN, JOHN, 52ND IL INF, Post 60
BAIN, JOHN D., 52ND IL INF, Post
BAIN, THOMAS W., U.S. NAVY, Post 25
BAIN, WILLIAM A., 44TH MO INF, Post
BAINTER, JAMES, 1ST MO CAV, Post 43
BAIRD, CYRUS N., 129TH IL INF, Post
BAIRD, CYRUS N., 129TH IL INF, Post 25
BAIRD, EDWIN E., 200TH PA INF, Post
BAIRD, J.A., 40TH IL INF, Post 74
BAIRD, JAMES, 30TH IL INF, Post 27
BAIRD, JAMES M., 112TH IL INF, Post 177

BAIRD, JAMES T., 40TH KY INF, Post
BAIRD, JOHN J., 16TH PA INF, Post
BAIRD, JOSEPH C., 93RD IL INF, Post
BAIRD, OLIVER D., 8TH MO INF, Post
BAIRD, OLIVER S., 8TH MO INF, Post 25
BAIRD, ROBERT G., 22ND IL INF, Post 23
BAKE, A.M., 1ST IL INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 70
BAKELY, JOHN C., MO CAV, Post
BAKEMAN, AUGUSTUS, 58TH IL INF, Post 96
BAKER, A.H., 143RD PA INF, Post
BAKER, AAREKIN E., 127TH IL INF, Post
BAKER, ALBERT H., 5TH NY CAV, Post
BAKER, ALLEN D., 136TH OH INF, Post
BAKER, ALLEN D., 136TH OH INF, Post 25
BAKER, AMELIUS E., 127TH IL INF, Post 95

BAKER, BENJAMIN F., 34TH IL INF, Post 81
BAKER, BENJIMAN E., Post
BAKER, BRITTON R., 29TH IA INF, Post 70
BAKER, C.D., 2ND IA INF, Post 48
BAKER, CALVIN M, 47TH OH CAV, Post
BAKER, CHARLES, 16TH IL CAV, Post 180
BAKER, CHARLES O., 1ST ME HEAVY ART., Post
BAKER, CHESLEY W., 8TH IN INF, Post
BAKER, CHESLEY W., 32ND IA INF;CO. E;8TH IA, Post 107
BAKER, CORNELIUS, 169TH PA INF, Post
BAKER, DANIEL W., , Post
BAKER, DAVID, 12TH US INF, Post
BAKER, EDWARD H., 46TH IL INF, Post 9
BAKER, EDWARD P, 141ST OH INF, Post
BAKER, ELISHER M., 5TH MO CAV, Post
BAKER, FRANCIS H., 8TH IL CAV, Post 181
BAKER, GEORGE W., 16TH IL INF, Post
BAKER, J. E., 9TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 102
BAKER, J.W., 9TH MI CAV, Post 147
BAKER, JAMES, 113TH IL INF;CO. K;120TH, Post 349
BAKER, JAMES H., 33RD IN INF, Post 190
BAKER, JOHN, 33RD IN INF, Post 98
BAKER, JOHN, 125TH OH INF, Post 7
BAKER, JOHN, 125TH OH INF, Post
BAKER, JOHN A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 76
BAKER, JOHN E., 97TH OH INF, Post 102
BAKER, JOHN W., 23RD NY INF, Post
BAKER, JOSEPH, 18TH IA INF, Post 81
BAKER, JOSEPH, 69TH IL INF, Post 84
BAKER, JOSEPH W., 21ST IA INF, Post 113
BAKER, MICHEL, 44TH IL, Post
BAKER, NELS P., 4TH AR CAV;2ND OH CAV;25, Post 90
BAKER, NELSON P., 2ND OH CAV;25TH OH ART;4, Post 90
BAKER, NELSON P., 4TH AR CAV, Post
BAKER, OSCAR E., 141ST OH, Post
BAKER, OSCAR E., 141ST OH INF, Post 25
BAKER, RAGAN A., 32ND MI INF, Post
BAKER, RICHARD, 39TH IA INF, Post 4
BAKER, SAMUEL, 49TH WI INF, Post
BAKER, THEADORE, 87TH IN INF, Post 40
BAKER, THEODORE S., 22ND IA INF, Post
BAKER, W.P., 8TH MO INF, Post 15
BAKER, WESLEY H., 16TH IA INF, Post 262
BAKER, WILLIAM, 74TH OH INF, Post 47
BAKER, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, Post 79
BAKER, WILLIAM C., 179TH OH INF, Post 13
BAKER, WILLIAM L., 130TH OH INF, Post 122
BAKER, WILLIAM P., 41ST IL INF, Post 15
BAKER, WILLIAM R., 138TH IN INF, Post 39
BAKERE, IRA, 4TH US, Post
BALAS, JOHN C., 13TH WI INF, Post 114
BALBY, WILLIAM H., 22ND IN INF, Post 59
BALDRIGE, JOHN W., 129TH OH INF, Post
BALDWIN, ALONZO F., 151ST IL INF, Post 25
BALDWIN, IDAAC, 20TH IA INF; 138TH IL INF, Post 183
BALDWIN, ISAAC, 138TH IL INF, Post 183
BALDWIN, JAMES E., 11TH OH CAV; 10TH & 11TH, Post 11
BALDWIN, JAMES M., 112TH NY INF, Post
BALDWIN, JOHN C., 153RD IN INF, Post
BALDWIN, JOHN L., 29TH WI INF, Post
BALDWIN, JOHN S., 2ND IA INF, Post
BALDWIN, JOHN S., 21ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 32
BALDWIN, JOHN S., 2ND IA INF, Post 32
BALDWIN, LINDLEY, 66TH OH ART. NATL. GUARD, Post
BALDWIN, MARREN C., 8TH IN INF, Post
BALDWIN, STEPHEN S., 2ND OH CAV, Post 32
BALDWIN, WILLIAM L., 27TH IA INF, Post
BALEMAN, WILLIAM H., 13TH IL INF, Post 8
BALES, DAVID, 7TH IA INF, Post 25
BALES, ROBERT T., 13TH IA INF, Post 16
BALES, ROBERT T., 13TH IA INF, Post
BALES, THOMAS H., 57TH IN INF, Post
BALFORM, ARTHUR J., 15TH IL, Post
BALFORM, WILLIAM, 45TH IL, Post
BALFOUR, A.J., 15TH IL INF, Post 24
BALFOUR, WILLIAM, 45TH IL INF, Post 24
BALIO, DAVID, 7TH IA ART. RESERVE, Post
BALL, AARON, 87TH IN INF, Post 96
BALL, AARON M., 87TH IN INF, Post 23
BALL, BASIL R., 3RD IA INF, Post 262
BALL, BASIL R., 135TH US COLORED, Post
BALL, C.C., 8TH IN INF, Post 144
BALL, CAGGET C., 8TH IA INF, Post 144
BALL, CALVIN, 26TH IN INF, Post 81
BALL, D.R., 46TH IN INF, Post 81
BALL, DAN R., 36TH IA INF, Post 15
BALL, DANIEL B., US NAVY; GUNBOAT, Post
BALL, EDWARD, 22ND IA INF, Post
BALL, GEORGE W., 128TH IN INF, Post 80
BALL, HARRISON, 11TH IN INF, Post 24

BALL, JACOB F., 148TH IL INF, Post 1;2
BALL, JAMES W., 10TH IA INF; POST 120, Post 233
BALL, JOHN, 11TH OH CAV, Post
BALL, JOHN C., 1ST OH CAV, Post
BALL, JOHN D., 2ND MO CAV, Post 81
BALL, JOSEPH, 13TH IL CAV, Post 11
BALL, JOSEPH, 13TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
BALL, MERRILL W., 6TH MI HEAVY ART., Post 155
BALL, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, Post 15
BALL, SAMUEL, 6TH KS CAV, Post 15
BALL, SAMUEL, 6TH US REGULAR INF; 1ST U, Post 15
BALL, SAMUEL J., 1ST AND 2ND NE, Post
BALL, SIMEON, 4TH WI CAV, Post
BALL, SIMEON N., 4TH WI CAV, Post 32
BALL, THEODORE T., 124TH IL INF, Post 106
BALL, THOMAS A., 32ND IA INF; CO. E; 8TH IA, Post 63
BALL, THOMAS A., 8TH IA INF; CO. K; 32ND I, Post 63
BALL, W. S., 20TH OH INF, Post 1
BALL, WILLIAM J., 87TH IN INF, Post 11
BALL, WILLIS, 1ST NH CAV, Post
BALLANTINE, WILLIAM C., 9TH IA CAV, Post
BALLARD, ELIAS, 6TH IL CAV, Post
BALLARD, IRA, 5TH MO CAV, Post 203
BALLARD, JEREMIAH O., 15TH KS CAV, Post
BALLARD, MISCELL, 1ST IND CAV, Post
BALLARD, THOMAS W., 12TH NY INF, Post
BALLARD, WILLIAM T., 10TH IN CAV, Post
BALLARMAN, JOSEPH, 22ND IA INF, Post
BALLENBAUGH, SYLVESTER, 11TH IN CAV, Post

BALLenger, JAMES L., 54TH IL INF, Post
BALLOU, E. F., 40TH NY INF, Post 22
BALLOU, JOHN C., 2ND IA INF, Post 34
BALSEY, CHARLES, 48TH WI INF, Post 74
BALTZBY, O. W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 75
BAME, GEORGE, 29TH OH INF, Post 34
BAMER, ISAAC M., 36TH IA, Post
BANCE, HENRY P., 41ST WI INF, Post 170
BANCROFT, HORICE O., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
BANE, CALVIN H., 22ND IA INF, Post 22
BANEY, ISAAC, 26TH IL INF, Post 48
BANGHART, VANQUILDER, 2ND OH INF, Post 4
BANGS, GEORGE A., 96TH IL INF, Post
BANGS, GEORGE A., 96TH IL INF, Post 115
BANGS, JOHN C., 1ST ME CAV, Post 354
BANKER, RICHARD R., 22ND WI, Post
BANKHART, HENRY C., 52ND OH INF, Post 105
BANKS, E.B., 30TH IN INF(ACCOUNT), Post 11
BANKS, HENNIS, 6TH KY CAV, Post 150
BANKS, JAMES, 54TH IN INF, Post 150
BANKS, RESEN, 37TH IA INF, Post 84
BANKS, RESEN, 37TH IA INF, Post
BANKS, WILLIAM W., 35TH WI INF, Post 112
BANNER, STEPHAN, 4TH VA INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
BANNISTER, WILLIAM, 16TH IA INF, Post
BANSFIELD, J.C., 2ND KS ART.(ACCOUNT), Post 103
BANUM, HORACE W., 30TH MA HEAVY ART., Post
BANWELL, WILLIAM H., 16TH OH INF;44TH OH INF, Post 114
BARAGAR, CHARLES K., 3RD WI, Post
BARANSON, NATHAN T., 12TH IL CAV, Post
BARBEE, CHARLES, 53RD OH INF, Post
BARBEE, JACOB R., 30TH IL INF, Post 65
BARBEE, WILLIAM S., 13TH IN INF;SERG;CO. D;4, Post 222
BARBER, AUSTIN M., 48TH IA INF, Post 230
BARBER, AUSTIN S., 22ND IA INF, Post
BARBER, CHANNEY A., 6TH MI CAV, Post 169
BARBER, CHARLES, , Post 123
BARBER, CHARLES, 49TH WI INF, Post 123
BARBER, CHAUNCEY A., 6TH MI INF, Post
BARBER, EMERY, 4TH KS INF(ACCOUNT), Post 185
BARBER, G.E., 104TH OH INF, Post
BARBER, GEORGE C., 141ST IL INF, Post 140
BARBER, GROVE E., 104TH OH INF, Post 214
BARBER, JAMES R., 30TH IL INF, Post
BARBER, JOSEPH, 151ST NY INF, Post 303
BARBER, LAWRENCE E., 38TH IA INF, Post
BARBER, MARION F., 20TH IN INF, Post 59
BARBER, MILO R., 26TH IN INF, Post 59
BARBER, ROMAN W., 48TH NY INF, Post 230
BARBER, SAMUEL W., WAGONER;96TH IL INF, Post 14
BARBER, THOMAS J., 13TH WI ART., Post 25
BARBOUR, WILLIAM, 84TH IL INF, Post 61
BARCHEREER, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 25
BARCUS, JAMES C., 149TH IL INF, Post 154
BARDUE, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, Post 72
BARE, JONATHAN, 18TH IA INF, Post 119
BAREN, HARRIO G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BARGER, CLAYTON, 74TH OH INF, Post 31
BARGER, E.M., 1ST NE INF, Post 65
BARGER, WILLIAM J., 15TH IA INF, Post 17

BARGER, WILLIAM M., 34TH IL INF, Post 17
BARGER, WINSLOW H., 1ST WI CAV, Post 17
BARINGER, ANDREW, 1 NE CAV, Post
BARKER, A. S., 30TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 43
BARKER, A.S., 22ND IA INF, Post 43
BARKER, ALGERNON S., 22ND IA INF, Post 43
BARKER, CHARLES E., 1ST IA INF, Post 118
BARKER, CHARLES E., 25TH IA INF, Post 118
BARKER, DERWIN, 67TH IL INF, Post
BARKER, EDWIN, 94TH IL INF, Post 6
BARKER, GEORGE E., 6TH MA INF, Post 20
BARKER, GEORGE E., , Post
BARKER, HAMILTON, 2ND NE CAV, Post
BARKER, HANAH J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 175
BARKER, HUGH J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 175

BARKER, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, Post
BARKER, JOHN W., 116TH IN INF, Post
BARKER, JOHNSON, 2ND IA CAV, Post 72
BARKER, JOSEPH H., 5TH IA CAV, Post 125
BARKER, NYE, 32ND IL INF, Post 58
BARKER, WASHINGTON W, 9TH IA CAV, Post
BARKER, WILLIAM, 11TH IL CAV, Post
BARKER, WILLIAM, 11TH IL CAV, Post 127
BARKES, JAMES T., 129TH OH, Post
BARKER, ZIGLER, 1ST IL ART., Post
BARKHURST, JOSEPH, 44TH IA INF, Post
BARKLEY, CHARLES W., 48TH OH NATIONAL GUARD, Post
BARLEER, H.G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 174
BARLEY, WELLINGTON, 28TH IA INF, Post
BARLOW, JOEL M., 135TH IL INF, Post

BARLOW, NATHAN C., 95TH IL INF, Post 187
BARLOW, S.C., 4TH IA INF, Post
BARLOW, STEPHEN C., 4TH IA INF, Post
BARLOW, STEPHEN C., 4TH IA INF, Post 164
BARLOW, WASHINGTON, 5TH MO MILITIA, Post
BARMERHUGON, LEWIS, 15TH NY ART., Post 12
BARNABY, WILLIAM, 31ST CO CAV, Post
BARNARD, GEORGE W., 12TH IL INF, Post 264
BARNARD, JAMES, 24TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 70
BARNARD, JAMES U., 24TH IA INF, Post 120
BARNARD, JAMES W, 24TH IA INF, Post
BARNARD, JOHN F., 1ST MN INF, Post 214
BARNARD, JOHN F., 1ST MN INF, Post
BARNARD, SAMUEL, 94TH IL INF, Post
BARNARD, SAMUEL, 94TH IL INF, Post 165

BARNARD, WILLIAM, 36TH OH INF, Post
BARNARD, WILLIAM C., 162ND OH INF, Post
BARND, JOHN, 20TH IL INF, Post 1
BARNEBY, WILLIAM, 7TH IN CAV, Post
BARNELL, JERAME, 9TH IN ART., Post
BARNELL, JOHN, 6TH OH ART., Post
BARNELL, LORENZO, 9TH OH ART., Post 90
BARNELL, LORENZO, 5TH US VET., Post
BARNES, ALLEN, 114TH IL INF, Post 66
BARNES, ASA L., 137TH IL INF; CO. L; 7TH I, Post 3
BARNES, B.R., 3RD IA INF; SERG; 3RD US H, Post 65
BARNES, C.S., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 34
BARNES, C.W., 11TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 40
BARNES, CHARLES W., 8TH IL INF, Post 40
BARNES, DANIEL B., 188TH OH INF(24TH OH INF, Post 207

BARNES, DANIEL B., 24TH OH INF(188TH OH INF, Post 207
BARNES, E.A., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 11
BARNES, ELI A., 9TH IA CAV, Post 11
BARNES, FRANCIS M., 37TH IL INF, Post 44
BARNES, GILBERT K., 116TH IN INF, Post
BARNES, GILBERT M., 116TH IN INF; 6TH MO INF, Post 47
BARNES, HARVEY S., 11TH WI INF, Post 24
BARNES, J.H., 18TH US INF, Post 262
BARNES, JAMES, 9TH MO CAV, Post
BARNES, N. ROCKWELL, 11TH MI INF, Post 157
BARNES, NELSON, 5TH IN CAV; 8TH IN INF, Post 23
BARNES, NELSON, 8TH IN INF; 5TH IN CAV, Post 23
BARNES, PHIL L., Post 123
BARNES, PHILEMAN S., 2ND OH CAV, Post
BARNES, PHILMAN S., 2ND OH CAV; CO. C; 6TH OH C, Post 61

BARNES, ROCKWELL, 11TH MI INF, Post
BARNES, SILAS R., 4TH IA LIGHT ART., Post 303
BARNES, THEODORE, 132ND IL INF, Post
BARNES, THEODORE F., 132ND IL INF, Post 25
BARNES, THOMAS J., 42ND IL INF, Post 354
BARNES, WARNER, 21ST OH INF, Post
BARNES, WARREN F., 11TH MI INF, Post 10
BARNES, WILLIAM, 18TH IA INF, Post 55
BARNES, WILLIAM H, 52ND IL INF, Post
BARNES, WILLIAM H., 97TH OH INF, Post 25
BARNES, WILLIAM W., 12TH MI INF, Post 114
BARNET, JAMES H., 28TH IA INF, Post
BARNETAT, MICHAEL J., 33RD IL, Post
BARNETT, A., 2ND IA INF ERROR, Post 120
BARNETT, CHARLES M., 2ND IL ART., Post 33
BARNETT, MICHAEL J., 33RD IL INF, Post 4
BARNETT, MORILE, 49TH WI INF, Post
BARNETT, WILLIAM, 89TH IN INF, Post 71
BARNETT, WILLIAM R., NY, Post
BARNEY, ALLEN B., 26TH IA INF, Post 21
BARNEY, CALVIN E., 108TH IL INF, Post 178
BARNEY, CHESTER, 20TH IA INF, Post 7
BARNEY, JOHN, 69TH IL INF; PVT; CO. H; 9T, Post 171
BARNEY, R. EDGAR, 108TH IL INF, Post 1; 9
BARNHARD, MELVIN Z., 74TH OH INF, Post 74
BARNHARD, VIRGIL F., 74TH OH INF, Post 74
BARNHART, BARRON B., 10TH IN INF; 22ND IN ART., Post 25
BARNHART, BARRON B., 22ND IN ART.; 10TH IN INF, Post 25
BARNHART, DAVID, 41ST OH INF; 41ST OH ART., Post 43
BARNHART, THOMPSON, 69TH OH INF, Post 32
BARNHOUSE, I. MORGAN, 66TH OH INF, Post 102
BARNES, ALLEN, 114TH IL INF, Post
BARNES, E. C., 4TH MI INF, Post 4
BARNES, I.C., 10TH MI INF, Post 193
BARNES, JAMES, 19TH IA INF, Post 224
BARNUM, H. SIZER, 5TH IA CAV, Post
BARNUM, H.S., 5TH IA CAV, Post
BARNUM, HARACE W., 30TH US HEAVY ART, Post 262
BARNUM, HERMAN SIZER, 5TH IA CAV, Post 37
BARNUM, WILLIAM F., 25TH MI INF, Post
BARNWELL, W. H., 44TH OH INF; 16TH OH INF, Post 114
BAROTHY, CHARLES, 1ST NE INF, Post 4; 2
BAROTHY, CHARLES KA, 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
BARR, DAVID F., 16TH WV INF, Post
BARR, G. G., 24TH MI INF, Post 63
BARR, GEORGE W., 11TH IA INF, Post 13
BARR, GILBERT L., 89TH OH INF, Post
BARR, JAMES A., 175TH OH INF, Post 18
BARR, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, Post
BARR, PERRYANDER, 4TH IA INF; CO. B; 25TH IA, Post 183
BARR, WILLIAM, 96TH IL INF; CO. H; 21ST I, Post
BARR, WILLIAM, 21ST IL INF, Post 159
BARR, WILLIAM, 96TH IL INF, Post
BARR, JOHN F, 7TH KY CAV, Post
BARRAGER, CHARLES R., 3RD WI INF, Post 75
BARRALT, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
BARRATT, THOMAS, 2ND US DRAGOONS, Post 2
BARRD, CALVIN J., 140TH OH INF, Post
BARRELL, HENRY, 15TH IA INF, Post 26
BARRETT, ABRAHAM, 11TH WI INF, Post 28
BARRETT, CHARLES H., 4TH MI INF, Post 207
BARRETT, JAMES, 116TH OH INF, Post 17
BARRETT, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 89
BARRETT, JOHN, 7TH IN CAV, Post 92
BARRETT, JOHN, 9TH IN CAV, Post 79
BARRETT, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post
BARRETT, JOHN, QUARTERMASTER;US NAVY;US, Post 92
BARRETT, JOSEPH C., 14TH IA INF, Post 195
BARRETT, P., US NAVY;USS MYSTIC, Post 92
BARRETT, S.L., 96TH OH INF, Post 9
BARRETT, SETH N., 3RD VA INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
BARRETT, WILLIAM, 12TH KS INF, Post 242
BARRETTE, WILLIAM B., 1ST CO CAV, Post 3
BARRICK, JOSEPH S., 3RD IL INF, Post
BARRICKMAN, PIERSON, 7TH WV INF, Post 43
BARRIGE, AUGUSTUS D., 2ND WI INF, Post 69
BARRON, BEN, 9TH MO CAV;CO. A;13TH MO, Post 12
BARRON, THOMAS, 44TH US INF;7TH NY INF, Post 179
BARROW, CHARLES N., 175TH OH INF, Post 352
BARROWS, CHARLES N., 175TH OH, Post
BARRY, CHARLES W., 35TH MA INF, Post
BARRY, CHARLES W., 2ND US CAV, Post
BARRY, DAVID, 177TH IL HEAVY ART., Post
BARRY, NELSON, 29TH MI INF, Post 243
BARRY, PATRICK, 39TH MA INF, Post 267
BARRY, THOMAS, 99TH IL INF, Post
BARSBY, JOHN, 146TH IL INF, Post 18
BARSBY, JONATHAN, 6TH MO INF, Post 18
BARSLOW, ALF, 139TH IL INF, Post 107
BARSLOW, A., 139TH IL INF, Post
BARTHELMAN, GEORGE C., 7TH IL CAV, Post 117
BARTHOLEMEW, WILLIAM C., 7TH IA INF, Post 10
BARTHOLEMIEW, ARTHUR C., 44TH IL INF, Post 297
BARTHOLEMEW, EZRA, 15TH IA INF, Post 274
BARTHOLOMEW, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, Post
BARTHOLOMEW, WILLIAM O., 8TH NY ART., Post
BARTLER, JOHN, 8TH IA, Post
BARTLET, SAMUEL M., 3RD WI CAV, Post
BARTLETT, EDWIN G., 4TH US CAV, Post 227
BARTLETT, ELIJAH H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 13
BARTLETT, F.C., 31ST WI INF, Post 38
BARTLETT, FRANCIS C., 31ST WI INF, Post
BARTLETT, GAIN M., 101ST IL INF, Post 301
BARTLETT, GEORGE S., 14TH NH INF, Post 8
BARTLETT, H, 123RD NY INF, Post
BARTLETT, HIRAM E., 1ST WI CAV, Post
BARTLETT, JAMES, 149TH IL INF, Post 25
BARTLETT, JAMES W., 78TH IL INF, Post
BARTLETT, JOB, 112TH IL INF, Post 6;8
BARTLETT, JOB, 112TH IL INF, Post 79
BARTLETT, JOHN P., 127TH IL INF, Post 39
BARTLETT, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF; PVT; CO. B; 41, Post 115
BARTLETT, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF, Post
BARTLETT, KELLOGG C., 5TH IL ART., Post 102
BARTLETT, MAURICE S., 133RD IN INF, Post 197
BARTLETT, SAMUEL M., 3RD WI CAV, Post
BARTLETTE, EDMUND P., 31ST WI INF, Post 7
BARTLETTE, JOB, 112TH IL, Post
BARTLEY, ALLEN, 5TH IL CAV, Post 154
BARTON, ALPHONZO, 26TH IA INF, Post 218
BARTON, ALVA H., 12TH IA INF; 1ST MO ART., Post 45
BARTON, ALVA H., 1ST MO ART., Post 45
BARTON, BARNEY, 208TH PA INF, Post 91
BARTON, ELI B., 98TH OH INF, Post 44
BARTON, ELI B., 98TH OH INF, Post 44
BARTON, HARATIO N., 27TH IL INF, Post
BARTON, HENRY, 12TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 107
BARTON, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, Post 107
BARTON, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, Post 107
BARTON, JAMES, 42ND IL INF, Post 63
BARTON, JOHN, 148TH IL INF, Post 107
BARTON, LEWIS, 5TH US, Post 91
BARTON, MARTIN V., 14TH IA INF, Post
BARTON, SILAS R., 156TH IL INF, Post 70
BARTON, THOMAS G., 36TH IL INF, Post 28
BARTON, WALLACE R., 1ST VT INF, Post
BARTON, WILLIAM H, 103 PA INF, Post 25
BARTOW, WILLIAM H., 103RD PA INF, Post
BARTRAM, REUBEN W., 85TH IL INF, Post 43
BARTS, CLINTON H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 323
BARTSCHER, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post
BARTZ, AUGUST, 146TH IL INF, Post 11
BARWICK, JOSEPH S., 3RD IL CAV, Post 25
BASACKER, JOHN, 110TH OH CAV, Post
BASAKER, JOHN, 110TH OH INF, Post
BASCOM, JOHN, 7TH WI INF, Post
BASCOM, WILLIAM C., 21ST IL INF, Post 16
BASCOMB, HENRY, 142ND IL, Post
BASECOMB, RICHARD, 3RD US COLORED TROOPS;50, Post 69
BASEY, JOSEPH S., OH HEAVY ART(ERROR), Post 81
BASH, JACOB F., 104TH OH INF, Post 94
BASH, MARTIN G., 99TH IN INF, Post 169
BASLER, LUKE, 27TH PA, Post
BASQUIM, P. A., 10TH OH ART.(ERROR), Post 94
BASQUIN, PETER, 1ST OH LIGHT ART, Post 94
BASS, DANIEL, 8TH IN INF, Post
BASS, JOHN, 23RD WI INF, Post 72
BASS, WILLIAM W., 13TH MI, Post
BASSET, CHARLES H., 16TH WI INF, Post 22
BASSETT, ELIAS, 69TH IN INF, Post
BASSETT, SAM M., 26TH MO INF, Post 52
BASSETT, WILLIAM E., 15TH IL INF, Post 243
BASSICK, W. H., 135TH OH INF, Post 235

BASYE, JOSEPH S., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 81
BATEMAN, SAMUEL, 17TH IL CAV, Post 135
BATEMAN, THOMAS, 1ST WI CAV, Post 69
BATER, HENRY, 96TH IL INF, Post 313
BATES, ALEXANDER, 7TH IA CAV, Post 102
BATES, CHARLES, 18TH WI INF, Post 102
BATES, CHARLES A., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BATES, CHARLES H., 1ST NE INF, Post 45
BATES, CHARLES L., 1ST VT ART., Post
BATES, DELAVAN, MEDA, 30TH US COLORED TROOP;12, Post 44
BATES, EDWARD, 16TH IL INF, Post 32
BATES, EDWARD G., 123RD OH INF, Post 274
BATES, EDWIN, 156TH IL, Post
BATES, EDWIN, 156TH IL INF, Post 25

BATES, FRANKLIN, 3RD NY ART., Post 91
BATES, FREDRICK A., 7TH KS CAV, Post
BATES, GEORGE W., 14TH IA INF, Post
BATES, I.F., 1ST NE, Post
BATES, ISRAEL F., 1ST NE INF, Post 28
BATES, JACOAB H., 7TH KS CAV, Post 32
BATES, JAMES, 1ST NE CAV, Post
BATES, JOEL B., 3RD WI ART., Post 26
BATES, JULIUS, 17TH IA INF, Post 45
BATES, JULIUS, 17TH IA INF, Post
BATES, JULIUS, 17TH IA INF, Post
BATES, JULIUS, , Post
BATES, LOAMY J., 148TH IL, Post
BATES, MILFORD A., DRUM MAJOR;95TH OH INF, Post
BATES, N.B., 2 AST. ENGINEER;US NAVY, Post 73

BATES, OLIVE D., 39TH IA INF, Post 170
BATES, OLIVER D., 39TH IL INF, Post 170
BATES, ORIN, 21ST ME INF, Post 95
BATES, ORIN, 21ST ME INF, Post
BATES, SILAS, 21ST IN INF, Post 62
BATES, STEPHEN H., 42ND IL INF;PVT;CO. C;10, Post 95
BATES, STEPHEN H., 105TH IL INF, Post
BATES, WALKER, 14TH VT INF, Post
BATES, WALKER, 14TH VT LINF, Post
BATES, WALKER, 14TH VT INF, Post 61
BATES, WILLIAM H., 3RD IA INF, Post
BATES, WILLIAM H., SADDLER;5TH IL CAV, Post 35
BATES, WILLIAM P., 35TH IA INF, Post 63
BATHERICK, CARLOS, 21ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
BATHERICH, BYRON, 44TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 15

BATHERICK, B., 108TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 15
BATHERICK, BYRON, 105TH IL INF, Post 157
BATHERICK, CARLOS, 21ST OH LIGHT ART, Post 47
BATHERICK, JOHN H., 141ST IL INF, Post 98
BATMAN, THOMAS J., 18TH WI INF, Post 186
BATSON, HENDERSON, 9TH IA CAV, Post 24
BATTEN, JAMES P., 15TH IL CAV, Post 115
BATTERALL, THOMAS M., 26TH IL INF, Post 81
BATTERSHALL, JOHN W., 136TH IL INF, Post 227
BATTERTON, LOUIS C., 195TH OH INF, Post 28
BATTIN, SOLOMON, 2ND MN CAV, Post 305
BATTLES, JOHN H., 99TH IL INF, Post 6
BATTLES, JOHN H., 99TH IL INF, Post
BATTOP, THOMAS W., 130TH IN INF, Post 262
BATTY, ROBERT A., 33RD IL INF, Post 13
BATTY, SAMUEL, 30TH PA INF; 1ST PA INF R, Post 27
BATY, THOMAS J., 117TH OH INF, Post 188
BAUER, CHARLES, 1ST US RESERVE CORP, Post 262
BAUER, CHARLES F., 34TH WI INF, Post 268
BAUER, HARVEY S., 11TH WI INF, Post
BAUER, JAMES, 4TH KY CAV, Post
BAUGH, ELI, 13TH KY CAV, Post 81
BAUHRER, FRANK, 24TH IL INF, Post 44
BAUM, ADAM, 116TH IN INF, Post 227
BAUM, ADAM P., 20TH IN INF, Post 227
BAUM, ADAM P., 116TH IN INF, Post
BAUMAN, JACOB, 1ST MI INF, Post 79
BAUMAN, JOHN, 83RD IN INF, Post 24

BAUMAN, JOHN, 3RD MD INF, Post
BAUMAN, JONAS, 1ST MO INF, Post 7
BAUMAN, JONAS C., 1ST MO, Post
BAUMANN, DAVID M., PA, Post
BAUMASTER, FREDRAIC G., 1ST OH ART., Post
BAUMER, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post
BAUMGARDNER, NATHAN, 32ND IA INF; PVT; CO. G; 8T, Post 341
BAUMGARDNER, S.G., 165TH PA INF; PVT; CO. C, Post 321
BAUMGARDNER, SAMUEL, 87TH PA INF, Post
BAURDICK, AMOS K., 13TH WI INF, Post 57
BAURNETTE, CHARLES H., 64TH IL INF, Post 22
BAUSCH, LAWRENCE, 20TH IL INF, Post 1
BAX, ADAM, 40TH MO INF; PVT; CO. H; 7T, Post 25
BAX, ADDAM, 7TH MO, Post
BAXTAER, LOUIS P., 26TH IN INF, Post

BAXTER, B.P., 11TH MO CAV, Post 347
BAXTER, DANIEL (COLOR, 40TH US COLORED INF, Post 180
BAXTER, NOAH, 60TH OH INF, Post 8; 4
BAXTER, RICHARD E., OH, Post
BAXTER, RICHARD E., 17TH OH INF, Post 262
BAXTER, THOMAS J., 3RD MO CAV, Post 111
BAY, JAMES M., 33RD IL INF; POST 237, Post 133
BAY, WINSLOW L., 63RD OH INF, Post
BAYER, JOSEPH, 16TH PA CAV, Post 273
BAYESS, CHARLY R., 14TH IL INF, Post
BAYHA, JOHN P., 1ST WV ART., Post 80
BAYLES, R.W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 60
BAYLES, STEPHEN, 35TH MO INF, Post 80
BAYLESS, ANDREW, 2ND KS INF, Post
BAYLESS, B.F., 8TH MO LINF, Post

BAYLESS, D. F., 8TH MO INF, Post 282
BAYLESS, J.G., 30TH IA INF, Post 3
BAYLESS, PLATT, 11TH IN CAV, Post
BAYLESS, PLATTE, 11TH IN CAV, Post 25
BAYLEY, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, Post
BAYNE, LEE, 4TH OH CAV, Post 314
BAYNE, SAMUEL H., 96TH IL INF, Post 48
BAYONE, SAMUEL H., 96TH IL INF, Post
BAYS, W.B., 11TH US RESERVE CORPS, Post 204
BAYS, WILLIAM, 135TH IL INF, Post 64
BAYS, WILLIAM, 149TH IL INF, Post 64
BAYS, WILLIAM, 135TH WI INF, Post
BAYS, WILLIAM, 35TH IL INF, Post 64
BEACH, A.H., 14TH IA INF, Post 88
BEACH, ALFRED A., PRINCIPAL MUSICIAN;14TH, Post 151

BEACH, BENJAMIN, 68TH IL INF, Post 14
BEACH, BENJAMIN F., 13TH NY CAV, Post 20
BEACH, CHAMBERS B., 70TH IL INF, Post 25
BEACH, G.M., 4TH IA ART., Post
BEACH, GEORGE M., 4TH IA ART., Post
BEACH, GEORGE M., 4TH IA ART., Post 25
BEACH, HOMER A., 16TH IL CAV, Post 25
BEACH, HOMER A., 16TH OH CAV(ERROR), Post 25
BEACH, I.E., 8TH MO INF, Post 14
BEACH, JAMES, 2ND MI LIGHT ART., Post 81
BEACH, JAMES THOMAS, 10TH IN INF;58TH IN INF, Post 25
BEACH, JARED, 15TH IA INF, Post
BEACH, JOHN D., 55TH IL INF, Post 120
BEACH, LEWIS L., 4TH IL CAV, Post 10
BEACH, RIELEY V., 113TH IL INF, Post 10

BEACH, THOMAS B., 14TH OH INF, Post 25
BEACH, THOMAS H.B., 9TH OH CAV, Post 196
BEACH, WILLIAM, 10TH IN INF, Post 25
BEACH, WILLIAM, 10TH MD INF, Post
BEACHAM, ROBERT K., 2ND WI INF;23RD US COLOR, Post 68
BEACHER, MILES D., 12TH IL INF, Post 20
BEACHLEY, NATHANIEL J., AST. SURGEON;22ND IN INF, Post 25
BEACHLEY, NATHANIEL J., 26TH IN INF, Post 25
BEACOM, MICHAEL, 2ND CO CAV, Post
BEACOM, NELSON, 104TH PA INF, Post
BEADEL, ELISHA K., 23RD IL INF, Post 1;1
BEADLESTON, ALONZO W., 37TH IL, Post
BEAER, DAVID, 146TH IN INF, Post 32
BEAL, CURTIS, 50TH IL INF, Post 135

BEAL, ISIAH S., 16TH OH INF, Post 80
BEAL, J.P., 3RD IA CAV, Post 102
BEAL, W. C., 9TH MI INF, Post 13
BEALL, JOHN H., 98TH OH INF, Post
BEALS, A.J., 44TH IA INF, Post 22
BEALS, AUSTIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
BEALS, CHARLES, 11TH IL INF, Post
BEALS, CHESTER G., 5TH IA INF, Post 67
BEALS, CHESTER G., 5TH IA INF, Post
BEALS, E.E., 8TH IA INF, Post
BEALS, ELIZA J., 11TH MO INF, Post 2
BEALS, SILAS, 8TH IA CAV, Post
BEALY, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, Post 82
BEAM, JAMES, 11TH IN INF, Post
BEAM, JAMES, 11TH IN, Post

BEAM, SAMUEL W., 122ND PA INF; PVT; CO. D; 2, Post 201
BEAM, SAMUEL W., 209TH PA INF, Post
BEAMAN, ALONZO, 3RD IA CAV, Post 154
BEAMAN, WILLIAM C., 3RD IA CAV, Post 330
BEAMER, ISAAC M., 36TH IA INF, Post 172
BEAN, BENJAMIN L., 33RD WI INF, Post 118
BEAN, HENRY, 9TH US INF; CORP; CO. H; 12T, Post 9
BEAN, JOHN J., 37TH WI INF, Post 25
BEAN, S.K., 29TH IA INF, Post 77
BEAN, WALTER T., 46TH WI INF, Post 198
BEAN, WILLIAM M., 33RD WI INF, Post 118
BEANBLOSSOM, GEORGE W., 152ND IL INF, Post 88
BEANCHEMIM, AUGUST, 27TH MO INF, Post
BEAR, GEORGE N.D., 55TH IL INF, Post 114
BEAR, JOHN, 30TH IA INF, Post 131

BEAR, ORANGE, 14TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 138
BEAR, ORANGE, 14TH IL CAV, Post 138
BEARD, G.W., 3RD IN CAV, Post 321
BEARD, GEORGE R., 5TH MI CAV, Post
BEARD, HENRY C., 6TH WI INF, Post
BEARD, JESSE, 72ND IN MOUNTED INF, Post 190
BEARD, JOHN C., 89TH IN INF, Post 66
BEARD, JOHN C., 89TH IN INF, Post
BEARD, THOMAS J., 7TH MI INF, Post
BEARDSLEY, J.M., , Post 123
BEARDSLEY, J.M., 1ST NE CAV, Post 61
BEARDSLEY, J.W., 189TH NY, Post
BEARDSLEY, JOHN S., 13TH IA INF, Post
BEARDSLEY, JOHN S., 13TH IA INF 24DEC1863, Post
BEARDSLEY, JOSEPH H.M., 1ST NE INF, Post 61

BEARDSLEY, JOSEPH H.M., 1ST NE LINF, Post
BEARDSLEY, SOLOMON W., 154TH NY INF, Post
BEARDSLEY, W.H., 7TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 77
BEARDSLEY, WILLIAM H., 17TH IL CAV, Post 77
BEARNES, GEORGE W., 28TH IA INF, Post 22
BEARSE, JAMES M., 12TH WI INF, Post 160
BEARSS, SYLVESTER, 12TH WI INF, Post 1
BEASLEY, GEORGE W., 40TH IN INF, Post 21
BEASON, JAMES, 3RD CO INF, Post
BEATLE, DAVID, 32ND IA INF, Post
BEATY, J.T., 45TH IA, Post
BEATY, JACOB W., 125TH PA INF, Post
BEATY, JOSEPH T., 45TH IA INF, Post 262
BEATY, SAMUEL, 32ND PA INF, Post 110
BEATY, SAMUEL, 32ND PA LINF, Post

BEATY, SMAUEL F., 9TH IN INF, Post
BEATY, ALVIN P., 122NG IL INF, Post
BEATY, JACOB, 125TH PA INF, Post
BEATY, SAMUEL F., 9TH IN INF, Post 95
BEATY, WILLIAM T., 2ND OH INF, Post 113
BEAUCHAMP, THOMAS J., 12TH MO CAV, Post 84
BEAUMEISTER, FREDERICK W., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 45
BEAUMONT, GEORGE, 44TH WI INF, Post 1
BEAUPRE, WILLIAM H., 43RD IN INF, Post 17
BEAUTERBURGH, SAMUEL, 34TH IL INF, Post 18
BEAVER, CHRISTIAN C., 18TH IN ART., Post 95
BEAVER, PETER T., 1ST NE CAV, Post
BEAVER, R.A., 1ST NE CAV, Post 136
BEAVERS, SAMUEL, 50TH IN INF, Post 86
BEAVERS, W.J., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 40

BEAY, THOMAS N., 23RD WI INF, Post 7
BEBER, HENRY C., 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
BEBHART, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post
BEBHOUT, WILLIAM I., 142ND OH INF, Post
BEBHOUT, WILLIAM J., 142ND OH INF, Post 25
BECHEL, WILLIAM F., 107TH OH INF, Post 7
BECHEL, WILLIAM F., 107TH OH INF, Post
BECBHOLD, LOUIS, 13TH IN INF, Post 124
BECBHOLD, LOUIS, 13TH IN INF, Post 124
BECK, ANDREW, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 150
BECK, CHARLES, 21ST IL INF, Post 19
BECK, CHARLES A., 10TH IL CAV;CO. F;10TH I, Post 32
BECK, CHARLES A., 15TH IL CAV;10TH IL CAV, Post 32
BECK, CHARLES W., 13TH IL CAV, Post 32
BECK, CHRISTOPHER, 21ST IL INF, Post
BECK, CHRISTOPHER, 21ST IL INF, Post 88
BECK, GEORGE A., 13TH IL CAV, Post
BECK, GEORGE A., 13TH IL CAV, Post 32
BECK, HARRISON W., 124TH IL INF, Post 329
BECK, HENRY S., 43RD OH INF, Post 191
BECK, HENRY S., 43RD OH INF, Post 191
BECK, HENRY W., 124TH IL INF;33RD IL INF, Post 243
BECK, HENRY W., 33RD IL INF;124TH IL INF, Post 136
BECK, HIRAM, 104TH IL INF, Post 168
BECK, J.S., 2ND IN CAV, Post
BECK, JAMES, 100TH IN INF, Post 129
BECK, JOHN, 75TH PA INF, Post 36
BECK, JOHN C., 41ST WI INF, Post
BECK, JOHN K., 96TH IL INF, Post 7
BECK, JOSEPH D., 14TH IL INF, Post 16
BECK, LOGAN, 154TH IL INF, Post
BECK, PRESTON, 92ND OH INF, Post 57
BECK, RICHARD, 142ND IN INF, Post 331
BECK, S.J., 8TH IN CAV, Post 25
BECK, STEPHEN C., 124TH IL INF, Post 16
BECK, SYLVESTER, 2ND IN CAV, Post
BECK, WILLIAM H., 186TH OH INF, Post 221
BECKENBAUGH, GEORGE, 1ST IL CAV, Post 4
BECKER, CHARLES, 56TH NY LINF, Post
BECKER, GEORGE, 47TH IN INF, Post
BECKER, GEORGE, 47TH IN INF, Post
BECKER, GEORGE, 47TH IN INF, Post 106
BECKER, GEORGE SR., IN, Post
BECKER, HERMAN, 3RD WI INF, Post 11
BECKER, PETER J., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BECKERT, JOSEPH, 8TH NY INF, Post
BECKERT, JOSEPH, 8TH NY INF, Post
BECKETT, WILLIAM H., 43RD OH INF, Post 226
BECKLAM, WILLIAM, 105TH IL INF, Post 9;1
BECKMAN, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 38
BECKMAN, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post
BECKWITH, CHARLES D., 55TH OH INF, Post 25
BECKWITH, WILLIAM, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post 265
BEDE, JAMES W., 15TH OH ART., Post
BEDELL, ISRAEL, AST. SURGEON; 6TH OH INF, Post 24
BEDFORD, JEFF W., 3RD CO INF, Post 262
BEDIENT, GEORGE W., 33RD WI INF, Post
BEEBE, DAVID, 75TH NY INF, Post 188
BEEBE, FAUSTUS, 73RD OH INF, Post 29
BEEBE, GUY, 73RD OH INF, Post 26
BEEBE, GUY, 83RD OH INF (ERROR), Post 26
BEEBE, HENRY, 8TH IA INF, Post
BEEBE, JAMES, 39TH OH INF, Post
BEEBE, JAMES R., 39TH OH INF, Post 29
BEEBE, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 190
BEEBE, JOHN, 4TH IN INF, Post 113
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 138TH IN INF, Post 91
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 1ST US MARING ART., Post 187
BEEBE, ORLANDO R., 151ST IN INF, Post 91
BEEBE, THEODORE, 73RD OH INF, Post 26
BEECHAM, HENRY, 7TH WI INF, Post
BEECHAM, HENRY, 4TH US ART; 7TH WI INF, Post
BEECHAM, ROBERT K., 23RD US COLORED TROOP; 2N, Post 68
BEECHLER, R.P., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 7TH WI CAV, Post 24
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 1ST WI CAV, Post 24
BEECHWOOD, AUGUST, 7TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 24
BEEDE, JACKSON, 8TH IA CAV, Post
BEEDY, ELDREDGE K., 46TH IL INF, Post 111
BEEDY, ELDREDGE K., 46TH IL INF, Post 111
BEELE, JAMES A., 8TH TN INF, Post 159
BEELE, JAMES A., 8TH EAST TN INF, Post 159
BEELE, JAMES A., 8TH IA INF, Post
BEEMAN, WILLIAM H., 62ND IL INF, Post 39
BEEMER, ALPHUS H., 156TH IL INF, Post
BEEMER, D., 7TH IA CAV, Post 4
BEEMER, DANIEL R., 7TH IA, Post
BEEMER, JACOB R., 2ND IA CAV, Post 4
BEEMER, LEVI S., 2ND IA CAV, Post
BEEMER, LEVI S., 7TH IN INF; PVT; CO. A; 2ND, Post 4
BEEMER, S. W., 28TH IA INF, Post 318
BEENS, HARRISON, 8TH KS INF, Post 261
BEERMAN, AUGUST, 6TH MN INF, Post
BEEROFT, G. W., 1ST MI CAV, Post 52
BEERS, CHARLES H., 14TH WI INF, Post 51
BEERS, EILSHA B., 52ND WI INF, Post 51
BEERS, ELISHA B., 16TH WI INF, Post 51
BEERS, ELON G., 3RD WI INF, Post 22
BEERS, ELON G., 3RD KY MTD. INF; 2 LIEUT, Post 2
BEESON, ALBERT W., 44TH IA INF, Post 116
BEESON, EPHRIAM L., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
BEESON, EPHRIAM L., 8TH IA CAV, Post
BEESON, ISAAC N., 166TH OH INF, Post 22
BEESON, S.H., 8TH IA CAV, Post
BEESON, SAMUEL H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25

BEESON, SMITH H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 45
BEESON, SMITH H., DRUMMER; PVT; 11TH IA INF, Post
BEESON, SMITH H., US NAVY; GUNBOAT 'BENTON', Post
BEETEM, CHARLES, 6TH IA CAV, Post
BEETEM, CHARLES F., 6TH IA CAV, Post 54
BEETEM, THOMAS, 6TH IA CAV, Post
BEETLEY, EDWIN W., 50TH IL INF, Post 266
BEEZILY, JAMES F., 50TH IN INF; CO. D; 52ND I, Post 262
BEEZLEY, FRANCIS M., 78TH IL INF; PVT; CO. G; 34, Post
BEEZLEY, JAMES F., 52ND INF; 50TH INF, Post
BEEZLEY, PAUL, 103RD IL INF, Post 172
BEGHTOL, ELIAS W., 137TH IL INF, Post 111
BEGHUE, JOHN G., 58TH IN INF, Post
BEHM, JOHN F., 1ST NE, Post
BEHM, JOHN F., BUGLER; DRUMMER; 1ST NE I, Post 7

BEHM, JOHN G., 58TH IN INF, Post 106
BEHUKES, WILLIAM, 1ST WI INF, Post 321
BEIDERMAN, SAMUEL, 41ST IL INF, Post 65
BEIGHTEL, DAVID, 145TH IN INF, Post 255
BEISHLAG, JOHN, 6TH PA CAV, Post
BEITLER, ELIJAH NEWTO, 85TH OH INF, Post
BEITLER, ELIJAH NEWTO, 8TH OH INF; 4TH OH INF, Post
BELAND, EUGEAN, 25TH IL INF, Post
BELAND, EUGENE, 25TH IL INF, Post 11
BELAND, EUGENE, 9TH US VETERAN CORP, Post 25
BELCHER, ANDREW, 53RD OH INF, Post
BELCHER, WILLIAM, 86TH NY INF; 4TH NY HEAVY, Post 32
BELDEN, HIRAM S., 15TH IL INF, Post 66
BELDEN, HIRAM S., 15TH IL INF, Post
BELDING, ARTHUR, 46TH IL INF, Post 2; 3

BELDING, GEORGE T., 22ND WI INF, Post 95
BELDING, GEORGE T., 22ND WI INF, Post
BELDON, IRA T., 22ND WI INF; 3RD WI INF, Post 77
BELKNAP, IRVING M., 15TH IL INF, Post 13
BELKNAP, IRVING M., 15TH IL INF, Post 176
BELKNAP, IRWIN M., 92ND IL INF, Post 176
BELKNAP, W.H., 70TH OH INF, Post
BELL, ALEXANDER, 125TH PA INF, Post 245
BELL, ALFRED H., 46TH IN INF, Post
BELL, ANDREW, 57TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
BELL, ANDREW J., 35TH OH INF, Post 32
BELL, C.J., 14TH US ENGINEERS; 23RD U, Post 129
BELL, DANIEL, 9TH OH CAV, Post 4
BELL, GEORGE A., 2ND IA INF, Post 32
BELL, GEORGE H., 25TH IA INF, Post 159
BELL, GEORGE H., 24TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 159
BELL, GEORGE H., 25TH IA INF, Post
BELL, GEORGE W., 14TH IL INF, Post 40
BELL, GEORGE W., 58TH IN INF; 10TH IN CAV, Post 25
BELL, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV; 58TH IN INF, Post 25
BELL, H.W.W., 7TH MN INF, Post 75
BELL, HENRY S., 1ST IN CAV, Post 1
BELL, J.M., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 188
BELL, JAMES, 10TH MI CAV, Post 265
BELL, JAMES, 6TH MI INF, Post
BELL, JAMES F., 16TH IL INF, Post 133
BELL, JAMES M., 8TH IL CAV, Post
BELL, JAMES M., 6TH MI INF, Post
BELL, JAMES M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 73
BELL, JAMES M., 17TH IL CAV, Post 127
BELL, JAMES M., 81ST IN INF, Post 11
BELL, JAMES M., 10TH MO CAV; COM SERG; CO., Post 107
BELL, JAMES M., 10TH OH INF; COM SERG; CO., Post 285
BELL, JOHN, 4TH IN ART., Post
BELL, JOHN J., 4TH IA, Post
BELL, JOHN T., 2ND IA INF, Post
BELL, JOHN T., 2ND IA INF, Post 110
BELL, LENORD K., 31ST IA INF, Post
BELL, LEONARD B., 12TH IA INF, Post 250
BELL, LEONARD K., 31ST IA INF, Post 31
BELL, LLEWELLYN, 33RD OH INF; BLACKSMITH; 1, Post 269
BELL, LUTHER, 9TH MN INF, Post 130
BELL, O.C., 10TH IN CAV, Post
BELL, ORTH C., 124TH IL INF, Post
BELL, ORTHA C., 10TH IN CAV, Post 25
BELL, ROBERT, SEE ROBERT ANDERSON, Post
BELL, SAMUEL, 1ST WI ART., Post 70
BELL, SHEPHERD S., 24TH OH INF, Post
BELL, SHEPHERD S., 70TH OH INF, Post 25
BELL, SILAS, 59TH IN INF, Post 8
BELL, THOMAS, 10TH IL INF, Post 204
BELL, THOMAS M., 102ND IL INF, Post 26
BELL, W.A., 2ND NE CAV; SERG; CO. D; 5T, Post 46
BELL, WILLIAM, 78TH IN INF, Post
BELL, WILLIAM A., 5TH IA CAV, Post
BELL, WILLIAM A., 5TH IA CAV, Post 46
BELL, WILLIAM A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
BELL, WILLIAM H., 2ND WI CAV; 10TH OH CAV, Post 130
BELL, WILLIAM H., 66TH OH INF, Post 113
BELL, WILLIAM H., 10TH OH CAV; 2ND WI CAV, Post 11
BELL, WILLIAM H., 8TH MO INF, Post
BELL, WILLIAM J., 78TH IN INF, Post
BELL, WILLIAM N, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
BELLAMY, GEORGE, 23RD MI INF, Post 11
BELLAMY, RICHARD H., 139TH IL INF, Post 120
BELLANDOVER, D.B., 16TH IL CAV, Post
BELLER, BRANSON H., 28TH IA INF, Post 116
BELLER, ELIJAH, 28TH IA INF, Post 116
BELLES, JOHN, 143RD PA, Post
BELLEWAG, CHARLES, 23RD IN INF, Post 39
BELLINGER, MARQUIS L, 13TH OH ART., Post
BELLMORE, WILLIAM, 66TH IL INF, Post 36
BELLOWS, CURTIS, 7TH OH INF, Post
BELLOWS, DANIEL W., 15TH IL CAV, Post 39
BELLOWS, DANIEL W., 1ST IL INF; CO. M; 15TH I, Post 39
BELLOWS, GEORGE L., 1ST DAKOTA CAV, Post 11
BELLOWS, GEORGE L., DAKOTA CAV, Post
BELLOWS, WILLIAM S., 65TH IL INF, Post
BELLVILLE, JOSEPH, 2ND IA INF, Post 158
BELMER, ALEXANDER, 7TH NY INF, Post 68
BELMER, ALEXANDER, 7TH MI INF, Post 316
BELT, JOHN, 12TH US INF, Post 119
BELTS, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, Post 7
BELTZER, JACOB E., 33RD OH INF, Post 120
BELTZER, JOHN A., 18TH IA INF, Post 217
BELTZER, JOHN A., 1ST IA INF, Post
BELTZER, LEWIS A., 18TH IA INF, Post 26
BELVEAL, SETH, 51ST IN INF, Post
BEMIS, GEORGE P., 2ND MA INF, Post
BENCE, HERMAN F., 7TH IA INF, Post 26

BENCH, JAMES T., 10TH IN INF, Post
BENCH, WILLIAM, 19TH IA INF, Post 209
BEND, GEORGE W., US NAVY; SLOOP HARTFORD, Post
BENDER, CHRISTIAN, 93RD IL INF, Post
BENDER, E., 57TH OH INF, Post 59
BENDER, JAMES F., 77TH IL INF, Post 4
BENDER, PHILLIP, 25TH MO INF, Post 325
BENDLER, FRIEDRICH J., 9TH WI INF, Post 108
BENEDICT, ABRAHAM, 65TH IL INF, Post 13
BENEDICT, GEORGE W., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 50
BENEDICT, J.A., 196TH OH INF, Post 67
BENEDICT, JAMES E., 7TH IN INF, Post 321
BENEDICT, JAMES E., 74TH IN INF, Post 22
BENEDICT, JOHN, 113TH IL INF, Post
BENEDICT, JOHN A., 113TH IL, Post

BENEDICT, JOHN W., 12TH IA INF, Post 112
BENEDICT, JONATHAN, 5TH MI CAV, Post 70
BENEDICT, ORIGIN R., 3RD WI CAV, Post
BENEDICT, SAMEUL M., 92ND IL INF, Post
BENEDICT, WILLIAM C., 12TH IA INF; 5TH WI INF, Post 87
BENEDICT, WILLIAM C., 5TH WI INF; 12TH IA INF, Post 87
BENEWAY, GEORGE C., 26TH MI INF, Post 60
BENEWAY, GEORGE C., 26TH WI INF, Post 60
BENJAMIN, GEORGE B., 128TH IN INF, Post 173
BENJAMAN, JOHN A., 29TH IA INF, Post 7
BENJAMIN, A.R., 6TH NY ART., Post 253
BENJAMIN, ALBERT R., 6TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
BENJAMIN, GEORGE, 150TH IL INF, Post 50
BENJAMIN, GEORGE W., 128TH IN INF, Post 207
BENJAMIN, JAMES A., 4TH IL CAV; LPVT; CO. I; 12, Post 4

BENJAMIN, JAMES A., 4TH IL CAV, Post
BENJAMIN, W.J., US NAVY, Post 278
BENNER, PHILLIP, 15TH IA INF, Post 278
BENNET, JAMES, 156TH IL INF, Post 172
BENNET, JAMES K., 106TH IL INF, Post
BENNETT, ALEXANDER, 163RD OH INF, Post 315
BENNETT, CHARLES C., 92ND IL INF, Post 59
BENNETT, CHARLES C., 92ND IL INF, Post
BENNETT, CHARLES F., 55TH IL INF, Post 120
BENNETT, CHARLES H., 47TH IA INF, Post 328
BENNETT, CHAUNCEY, 1ST VT CAV, Post
BENNETT, DANIEL, 69TH NY INF, Post 261
BENNETT, DANIEL D., 23RD IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 7T, Post 354
BENNETT, DANIEL O., 7TH MI INF; U.S. HOSPITAL, Post 91
BENNETT, DAVID O., 100TH IN INF, Post 51

BENNETT, E.B., 27TH IL INF, Post
BENNETT, E.W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 338
BENNETT, ELI, 15TH IL INF, Post 59
BENNETT, ELI, 14TH IL INF; 15TH IL VET, Post 59
BENNETT, GEORGE D., 8TH ART., Post 39
BENNETT, GEORGE W., 72ND IL INF, Post 142
BENNETT, GILBERT P., 27TH IA INF, Post 147
BENNETT, H.W., 8TH WI INF, Post
BENNETT, HIRAM M., 73RD IN INF, Post 70
BENNETT, IRA, 2ND IL CAV, Post 166
BENNETT, J. H., 163RD OH INF, Post 315
BENNETT, J.W., 9TH VT INF, Post

BENNETT, JACOB, 18TH IA INF, Post
BENNETT, JACOB, 18TH IA INF, Post 318
BENNETT, JACOB A., 119TH IL INF, Post 41
BENNETT, JAMES, 105TH IL INF, Post 91
BENNETT, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, Post 101
BENNETT, JAMES, 156TH IL, Post
BENNETT, JAMES H., 177TH OH INF, Post 18
BENNETT, JAMES H., 106TH IL INF, Post 192
BENNETT, JAMES S., 22ND NY, Post
BENNETT, JESSE, 3RD IA INF, Post 94
BENNETT, JESSE, 3RD IA INF, Post 94
BENNETT, JOHN, WAGONER; 75TH OH INF, Post 201
BENNETT, JOHN D., 112TH IL INF, Post 2
BENNETT, JOHN M., MUSICIAN; 29TH IA INF, Post 192
BENNETT, JONATHAN, 2ND WI INF, Post 185

BENNETT, JOSIAH, 15TH IL CAV; CO. H; 12TH I, Post 19
BENNETT, LEVI, 26TH NY CAV, Post 338
BENNETT, LLOYD D., 39TH IA INF, Post 45
BENNETT, LOYED D., 39TH IA INF, Post
BENNETT, M. O., U.S. MOUNTED BAND, Post 15
BENNETT, MALCOLM O., CHICAGO MERCANTILE BATTE, Post 15
BENNETT, MALCOLM O., 3RD IA INF, Post 15
BENNETT, MONROE F., 13TH IN INF, Post
BENNETT, MORRILL, 49TH WI INF, Post 17
BENNETT, NATHAN, 34TH KY INF, Post
BENNETT, PALATIAH F., 1ST WI CAV, Post 125
BENNETT, PAUL, 69TH NY INF, Post 220
BENNETT, ROLAND M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 65
BENNETT, THOMAS, 4TH CA CAV, Post 207
BENNETT, THOMAS C., 93RD IL INF, Post 223

BENNETT, WILLIAM, 6TH VA INF, Post
BENNETT, WILLIAM, 3RD MI INF, Post 11
BENNETT, WILLIAM A., 8TH WI INF, Post
BENNETT, WILLIAM A., 8TH WI INF, Post 204
BENNETT, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, Post 7
BENNETT, WILLIS, 8TH US, Post
BENOLKEN, FRANK A., 13TH IL CAV, Post
BENOLKEN, FRANK H., 13TH IL CAV, Post 262
BENSEN, ELIJAH M., 8TH OH CAV; CO. G; 44TH O, Post 15
BENSON, DANIEL, 96TH IL INF, Post 36
BENSON, DAVID, 80TH OH INF, Post 301
BENSON, E.M., 8TH VI INF, Post 204
BENSON, ELIJAH M., 44TH OH INF; CO. G; 8TH OH, Post 150
BENSON, HENRY H., 1ST IA INF, Post 110

BENSON, HENRY H., 8TH IN INF, Post
BENSON, HENRY H., 8TH IA INF, Post
BENSON, JAMES, 23RD MI CAV, Post
BENSON, JOHN, 21ST NY ART., Post 34
BENSON, JOHN B., 8TH MO INF, Post 198
BENSON, JOHN V., 163RD OH INF, Post 29
BENSON, JOHN V., 163RD OH, Post
BENT, ISAAC A., 24TH ME ING, Post 156
BENTLER, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, Post 66
BENTLEY, CHARLES F., 142ND IL INF, Post 11
BENTLEY, JOHN J., 5TH KS CAV, Post
BENTLEY, PHILETUS P., 93RD NY INF, Post 94
BENTLEY, WILLIAM H., 10TH NY ART. (ERROR), Post 28
BENTLEY, WILLIAM H., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 28
BENTLY, WILLIAM A., 13TH KS INF, Post

BENTLY, WILLIAM G., 30TH VA INF, Post
BENTON, ELLIOTT H., 10TH WI INF, Post 84
BENTON, ELLIOTT H., 4TH WI INF, Post 84
BENTON, JOHN H., 81ST OH INF, Post
BENTON, LEDYARD E., 1ST US MARINE ART; PVT; CO, Post 260
BENZ, JOSEPH, 72ND NY INF, Post 288
BENZ, JOSEPH C., 44TH US INF, Post 288
BERBERICK, BERT, 2ND MO INF, Post 179
BERCKHEIMER, FREDERICK, 104TH OH INF, Post
BERGE, ALFRED, 46TH IL INF, Post 13
BERGEM, CHRISTOVER C, 10TH MN INF, Post
BERGEN, C.C., 10TH MN INF, Post 147
BERGEN, JOHN E., 2ND US COLORED TROOPS;10, Post
BERGEN, WILLIAM W., 62ND OH INF, Post 32
BERGEON, WILLIAM, 14TH OH INF, Post 32

BERGER, ABRAHAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post
BERGER, E.M., 1ST NE INF, Post 65
BERGER, JOHN H., 75TH IL INF, Post
BERGER, JOHN H., 75TH IL INF, Post 262
BERGER, REUBEN C., 196TH OH INF, Post 103
BERHARD, NEWMAN, 13TH US INF, Post
BERIGHT, CHARLES W., 32ND IA INF;CO. H;8TH IA, Post 81
BERINGTON, FRANK A., 12TH IN CAV, Post
BERKEL, GEORGE M., 7TH WI INF, Post 12
BERKEY, ALBURT G., 33RAD IA INF, Post
BERKEY, T. A., 63RD IN INF, Post 25
BERKLEY, ALFRED, 3RD WI CAV, Post 162
BERKLEY, JAMES D., 8TH KY CAV, Post
BERLEW, AARON E., 12TH PA CAV, Post 76
BERLEY, JOHN, 100TH OH INF, Post 23

BERLIN, E.D., 93RD IL INF, Post
BERLIN, EDWARD D., 93RD IL INF, Post 103
BERLIN, EDWIN D., 93RD IL INF, Post
BERLIN, JOHNATHAN, QUARTERMASTER;5TH IA CAV, Post
BERN, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, Post
BERNARD, WAGNER, 1ST NE CAV, Post
BERNEY, JAMES, 57TH IL INF, Post 153
BERNHARD, JACOB, 48TH IL INF, Post 28
BERNHARDT, ERNST L., 154TH IL INF, Post 16
BERNART, WILLIAM H., 92ND NY INF, Post
BERNEISEL, EMANUEL, 18TH US INF, Post
BERRIE, FRANCES M., 6TH IA INF, Post
BERRY, BENJAMIN F., 47TH IL INF, Post 66
BERRY, BENJAMIN H., 47TH INF, Post
BERRY, CHARLES W., 129TH IN INF, Post 79

BERRY, DAVID R., 4TH KS INF, Post 84
BERRY, DAVIS R., 4TH KS INF, Post
BERRY, EDWIN N., 15TH NH INF, Post
BERRY, ELIAS R., 31ST IL INF, Post 109
BERRY, FRANCIS M., 6TH IA INF, Post 26
BERRY, FRANK, 93RD IL INF, Post
BERRY, HENRY H., 145TH IL INF, Post 207
BERRY, J.B., 7TH IL CAV, Post 286
BERRY, JESSE B., 29TH IA INF, Post
BERRY, JOHN H., 90TH OH INF, Post 262
BERRY, JOHN W., 10TH MO INF, Post
BERRY, JOHN W., 122ND OH INF, Post 11
BERRY, JOSEPH V., 5TH MO; 43RD MO INF, Post
BERRY, JOSEPH V., 5TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV, Post
BERRY, MYRON H., 112TH IL INF, Post
BERRY, NELSON, 29TH WI INF, Post
BERRY, W.L., 5TH IL CAV, Post 143
BERRY, WILLIAM S., 32ND IA INF, Post 186
BERYEN, J.E., 109TH NY, Post
BESACK, JOSEPH, 17TH IN INF, Post 17
BESMERS, CONROD, 5TH IA INF, Post
BESON, SMITH, 8TH IA CAV, Post
BESRICK, ALONZO M., 102ND IL INF, Post
BESSEY, GEORGE H., 8TH IL CAV, Post 178
BESSEY, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 23
BESSEY, WILLIAM, 3RD IA INF, Post 99
BESSLER, GEORGE, 3RD IL CAV, Post
BESSOR, PHILLIP, 6TH PA INF; 1 LIEUT; CO. K, Post 1
BESST, A.J., 8TH MN INF, Post 119
BESST, JESSE, 21ST IA INF, Post 119
BESST, M.J., 8TH IA CAV, Post 119
BEST, E.S., 94TH NY INF, Post 68
BEST, E.S., 94TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 68
BEST, HENRY S., 96TH PA INF, Post
BESWICK, JAMES C., 17TH IL INF; CO. B; 162ND, Post 1
BESWICK, WILLIAM R., 17TH IL INF; 14TH IL INF, Post 109
BETHARD, GEORGE H., 46TH OH INF, Post 94
BETTESWORTH, GEORGE W., 2ND IA INF, Post
BETTEYS, F.M., 12TH MO CAV, Post 95
BETTINGER, W.H., 14TH NY INF, Post 1; 2
BETTLEMAN, BENTON E., 6TH IL CAV, Post 262
BETTS, J.B., 3RD MO INF, Post
BETTS, JAMES C., 47TH WI INF, Post 262
BETTS, JOSEPH B., 3RD MO INF, Post
BETTS, W.H., 99TH IL INF, Post
BETTY, JAMES H., 14TH IL CAV, Post 84
BETTZER, L.A., 18TH IA INF, Post
BETZ, C.A., US NAVY; GUNBOAT 'FAIRY', Post 167
BETZ, JOHN, 106TH IL INF, Post
BETZER, ASAD T., 107TH IL INF, Post
BEUZ, JOSEPH C., 72ND NY INF, Post
BEVARD, MARTIN V., 1ST IL ART., Post 25
BEVELLE, B.T., 23RD MO INF, Post 94
BEVER, CHRISTIAN, 18TH IN ART., Post
BEVERIDGE, JOHN R., 112TH IL INF, Post 32
BEVERIDGE, JOHN R., 65TH IL INF; 112TH IL INF, Post 32
BEVINGTON, HENRY A., 12TH IN CAV, Post 17
BEVRIDGE, G.B., 3RD MO CAV; CO. D; 6TH US, Post
BEVRIDGE, GRANNELL B., 3RD MO CAV, Post

BEWLEY, BENJAMIN U., 203RD PA INF, Post
BEYMER, JAMES W., 10TH MN INF, Post 11
BIANCHE, M., 3RD US INF, Post 293
BIANCHI, MATTEO, 2ND US ART; 19TH VET. RES, Post 55
BIANCHI, MATTIX, 3RD US ART., Post
BIBBIM, CHARLES D., 1ST MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
BIBLE, THOMAS A., 155TH IL IF, Post 120
BIBLE, WILLIAM C., 48TH IL INF, Post
BICE, JAMES M., 112TH IL INF, Post 27
BICE, LEVI M., 91ST NY INF, Post 95
BICK, JOHN, 1ST IA INF; 5TH MO CAV, Post 32
BICK, JOHN, 5TH MO CAV, Post 32
BICK, WILLIAM, 1ST IA INF, Post 13
BICKELL, JOHN D., 8TH IN CAV, Post
BICKELL, RICHARD, 8TH IN CAV, Post 186

BICKERT, AMBROSE, , Post 123
BICKERT, AMBROSE, 39TH OH INF, Post 76
BICKERT, JOSEPH, 8TH NY INF, Post 95
BICKEST, AMBROSE, 39TH OH INF, Post
BICKFORD, EZEIL C., 2ND MO INF, Post
BICKFORD, JAMES C., 57TH IL INF, Post 133
BICKLE, JOHN D., 8TH IN CAV, Post
BICKLE, RICHARD, 36TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 186
BICKNELL, BYRON H., CHICAGO ART. BATTERY, Post 1
BICKNUDGE, HUGH, BUGLER; 10TH IL CAV, Post 47
BIDDLE, JOHN, 122TH KY COLORED TROOPS, Post
BIDELER, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, Post
BIDLER, JOHN, 8TH KS INF, Post
BIDWAVO, ISAAC, US NAVY, Post
BIDWELL, LEWIS N., 144TH IL INF, Post 112

BIEBER, GEORGE, 33RD LIGHT ART., Post 187
BIEBER, GEORGE, 33RD NY ART., Post 187
BIEGHLER, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 144
BIEHLE, FREDERICK, 32ND WI INF, Post 190
BIEKELL, JOHN D., 8TH IN CAV, Post 115
BIER, JOSIAH, 140TH OH NATL GUARD, Post
BIERBOWER, JONATHAN, 39TH IL INF, Post
BIERCE, SIDNEY B., 13TH MI INF, Post 13
BIGELOW, J.A., 44TH MO INF, Post 152
BIGELOW, JOHN, 76TH OH INF, Post 11
BIGELOW, JOHN J., 16TH MI INF, Post 268
BIGELOW, WILLIAM E., Post 123
BIGELOW, WILLIAM E., 105TH OH INF, Post 123
BIGGER, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, Post 318
BIGGERSTAFF, ELISHA, 25TH OH INF, Post

BIGGERSTAFF, ELISHA, 25TH OH, Post
BIGGS, AUSTIN, 17TH IN INF, Post
BIGGS, JOHN T., 77TH IL INF, Post 13
BIGGS, THOMAS, 101ST IL INF, Post 59
BIGGS, THOMAS, 18TH IL INF, Post
BIGGS, WILLIAM A., 101ST IL INF, Post 59
BIGLER, JACOB, 3RD MO INF, Post 5:2
BIGLER, JACOB, 3RD MO INF, Post 51
BIGLER, JOHN, 80TH IL INF, Post 11
BIGSBY, WILLIAM, 24TH MI INF, Post 305
BILLEN, JOHN M..., 113TH OH INF, Post
BILL, EDWIN J., 9TH NY CAV, Post 14
BILL, GRAND G., 24TH IA INF, Post
BILL, HENRY G., 24TH IA INF, Post 138
BILLIG, DAVID, 15TH IL INF, Post

BILLING, JACOB, PA CAV, Post
BILLING, JOHN, 3RD WI INF;21ST WI INF, Post
BILLINGMYER, CHRIS, 57TH IL INF, Post 46
BILLINGS, A., 4TH IA INF, Post 147
BILLINGS, ABRAHAM, 12TH IA INF, Post 354
BILLINGS, CHARLES J., 1ST IL ART., Post
BILLINGS, DANIEL W., 153RD IL INF, Post 131
BILLINGS, ISAAC F., 1ST MN INF, Post 192
BILLINGS, ISAAC F., 1ST MN CAV, Post 192
BILLINGS, JOHN, 1ST WI INF;21ST WI INF, Post 262
BILLINGS, JOHN, 21ST WI INF;1ST & 3RD WI, Post
BILLINGS, JOHN, 105TH IL INF, Post 154
BILLINGS, JOHN, 1ST WI INF, Post
BILLINGS, JOSEPH, 12TH IN ART., Post 68
BILLINGS, SIMEON, 105TH IL INF, Post 207
BILLINGSLEY, L.W., 17TH IN INF; 4TH IN CAV, Post
BILLINGSLEY, GEORGE, 17TH IL INF, Post 86
BILLINGSLY, LORENZO W., 7TH IN INF; CO. C; 44TH US, Post 25
BILLINGTON, ISRAEL C., 13TH IA INF, Post 306
BILLINGTON, JOSEPH, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
BILLIS, C.C., 24TH IA INF, Post 25
BILLIS, EDWIN J., 7TH WI INF, Post 14
BILYEN, JESSE W., 130TH IL INF; CO. G; 77TH, Post 36
BILYEN, SIMEON W., 130TH IL INF; CO. G; 77TH, Post 2; 3
BILYUE, JOHN M., 173RD OH INF, Post 52
BINER, NATHANIAL, 151ST OH INF, Post
BING, JONATHAN R., 29TH MO CAV, Post
BINGMAN, OSCAR D., 13TH IA INF, Post 11
BINNS, HENRY D., 28TH IL INF, Post 97
BIRCH, AMANDUS W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BIRCH, RICHARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post
BIRCHMAN, A.F., 9TH MO CAV, Post 17
BIRCKS, JOHN, 186TH NY INF, Post
BIRD, E.J., US NAVY; 37TH NY INF, Post 90
BIRD, E.J., US NAVY; 37TH NY INF, Post 90
BIRD, EDMUND J., 37TH NJ INF, Post
BIRD, EDMUND J., 37TH NJ INF, Post
BIRD, EDWARD E., 45TH IA INF, Post 87
BIRD, FRANKLIN M., 58TH PA INF, Post 261
BIRD, JAMES F., 53RD IL INF, Post 331
BIRD, JAMES F., 41ST IL INF; 53RD IL INF, Post 24
BIRD, JAMES T., 41ST IL INF, Post
BIRD, THEOPHILAS S, 23RD IL INF, Post 10
BIRD, W.D., 1ST MI CAV, Post 111
BIRD, WESLEY, 36TH IN, Post
BIRDWELL, REUBEN, 53RD OH INF, Post 15
BIRKEN, WILLIAM, 12TH WI INF, Post 273
BIRKINS, WILLIAM J, 12TH WI INF, Post
BIRMINGHAM, O.W., 10TH MI INF; 10TH MI CAV, Post 60
BIRMINGHAM, THOMAS, 33RD MO INF, Post
BIRMINGHAM, THOMAS, 33RD MO INF, Post 50
BIRMINGTHAM, F.J.M., 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
BIRRETT, JAMES H., 38TH IA INF, Post 28
BIRTWHISTLE, JAMES, US NAVY; SHIPS 'MINNESOTA', Post 198

BISCHOFF, J.M., , Post 123
BISCHOFF, JOHN M., 1ST NE CAV, Post
BISCHOFF, JONATHAN M., 1ST NE CAV, Post 24
BISE, W.R., 6TH IN ART., Post 50
BISEY, WILLIAM, 3RD IA INF, Post
BISHELL, G.W., 14TH PA CAV, Post 1
BISHER, LEWIS, 1ST OH CAV, Post 96
BISHOP, A.O., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 11TH MI, Post 73
BISHOP, AARON, 34TH IA INF; PVT; CO. D; 2N, Post 39
BISHOP, CHARLES H., 32ND MO INF, Post 1
BISHOP, CURTIS W., , Post
BISHOP, ELIJAH W., 139TH IL INF, Post 74
BISHOP, ELIJAH W., 9TH IL CAV, Post 74
BISHOP, FRANK H., 148TH IL INF, Post 7
BISHOP, FRANK H., 148TH IL INF, Post

BISHOP, G.W., 51ST WI INF (ERROR), Post 179
BISHOP, GEORGE, 113TH IL INF, Post 98
BISHOP, GEORGE, 104TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 98
BISHOP, GEORGE W., 51ST MO INF, Post 179
BISHOP, HOYT C., 97TH NY INF, Post
BISHOP, JAMES, 113TH IL INF, Post 17
BISHOP, JAMES F., 57TH IN INF, Post 25
BISHOP, JAMES F., 57TH IN INF, Post
BISHOP, JOAB F., , Post
BISHOP, JULIUS C., 95TH IL INF, Post 11
BISHOP, JULIUS C., 95TH IL INF, Post 11
BISHOP, MILTON B., 33RD IN INF; 70TH IN INF, Post
BISHOP, MILTON B., 70TH IN INF; CO. C; 33RD I, Post
BISHOP, NEWTON, 70TH IN INF, Post
BISHOP, OSCAR E., 39TH WI INF, Post

BISHOP, OSCAR E., 39TH WI INF, Post 37
BISHOP, PETER, 42ND NY INF, Post 95
BISHOP, PRESLEY, 26TH IL LINF, Post
BISHOP, RICHARD, 45TH IA, Post
BISHOP, RICHARD, 45TH IA INF, Post
BISHOP, RICHARD R., 45TH IA INF, Post
BISHOP, THOMAS H., 33RD WI INF, Post 56
BISHOP, WILLIAM, 48TH WI INF, Post 32
BISLPHAM, MASCAL, 7TH OH INF, Post
BISPHAM, MASSEL, 7TH OH INF, Post
BISSACK, LEMUEL P., 12TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 273
BISSELL, JAMES, 108TH IN INF, Post
BISSET, AMOS, 7TH WI INF, Post
BISSON, EVAN R., 45TH IL ILNF, Post 9
BITEBEUUR, BENTON E., 6TH IL CAV, Post

BITNEY, ELI, 8TH WI INF, Post 68
BITNEY, FRANK, 23RD WI INF, Post 39
BITNEY, LEWIS, 12TH WI INF, Post 68
BIVEN, WILLIAM A., 7TH IL CAV, Post 76
BIVENS, JAMES, 9TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
BIVENS, SAMUEL, 117TH OH INF, Post 35
BIVENS, SAMUEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 35
BIVENS, SAMUEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
BIVENS, WILLIAM, 1ST OH ART., Post
BIVENS, WILLIAM, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 89
BIVINS, WILLIAM, 1ST OH LIGHT ART(ERROR), Post 89
BIXBY, BENJAMIN B., 12TH IL CAV, Post 184
BIXBY, ISAAC, 50TH WI INF, Post 11
BIXBY, J. MILTON, 74TH IL INF, Post 38
BIXBY, JAMES M., 74TH IL LINF, Post

BIXLER, JOHN W., 30TH IN INF, Post 69
BIXLER, SAMUEL, 47TH IL INF, Post 307
BLACHART, GEORGE W., 156TH IL INF, Post 100
BLACK, ABRAM M., 36TH IN INF, Post 18
BLACK, ANDREW, US NAVY, Post 68
BLACK, DAVID B., 126TH IL INF, Post 22
BLACK, GEORGE C., 67TH IL INF, Post
BLACK, JAMES, 21ST WI INF, Post 40
BLACK, JOSEPH, 55TH IL INF, Post 1
BLACK, R.V., 114TH IL INF, Post
BLACK, R.V., 114TH IL INF, Post
BLACK, RICHARD S., 62ND IL INF, Post 111
BLACK, RICHARD S., 137TH IL INF, Post
BLACK, RICHMOND V., 114TH IL INF, Post 104
BLACK, SAMUEL, 14TH IL INF, Post 215

BLACK, TULIVER P., 42ND IN INF, Post 201
BLACK, WILLIAM, 62ND PA INF, Post 16
BLACK, WILLIAM H.H., 42ND IN INF, Post 35
BLACKBURN, B.F., 7TH KY CAV, Post
BLACKBURN, BENJAMIN T., 7TH KY CAV, Post
BLACKBURN, DAVID L., 1ST MI ART., Post 156
BLACKBURN, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BLACKBURN, ISAAC, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 91
BLACKBURN, J.M., 1ST MI ART., Post 156
BLACKBURN, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, Post 171
BLACKBURN, JOHN, 74TH IL INF, Post 253
BLACKBURN, JOHN T., 2ND KY CAV, Post
BLACKBURN, JOSEPH D., 11TH IL INF;8TH IL INF, Post 3
BLACKBURN, JULIUS K., 9TH MI INF;PVT;CO. D;15T, Post 156
BLACKBURN, OLIVER C., 104TH IL INF, Post 107
BLACKBURN, THOMAS, 11TH MI CAV;CORP;CO. A;8, Post 215
BLACKENBILLE, GEORGE, 4TH US ART., Post
BLACKERT, GEORGE B., 156TH IL INF, Post
BLACKMAN, EDWARD, 23RD WI INF, Post 127
BLACKMAN, HENRY R., 4TH IA INF, Post 8;3
BLACKMAN, T.L., 197TH OH INF, Post 4
BLACKMOM, JOHN, 3 MO INF, Post
BLACKWELL, JOSIAH D, 2ND WI INF, Post
BLACKWELL, JOSIAH D., 2ND WI INF, Post
BLACKWOOD, MARIEN, 4TH OH CAV, Post
BLACKWOOD, PERRY, 4TH IA CAV, Post
BLACKWOOD, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post
BLACKWOOD, WILLIAM H., 129TH OH INF, Post 50
BLAIN, BARTLEY, 1ST MN INF MOUNTED RANGE, Post 193
BLAIN, FRANCIS M., 26TH IL INF, Post 262

BLAIN, FRANCIS M., 26TH IL, Post
BLAIN, J.F., US MARINES, Post 22
BLAIN, J.F., , Post
BLAIR, ALBERT J., 67TH IL INF, Post
BLAIR, ALBERT J., 67TH IL INF, Post
BLAIR, ALFRED, 149TH PA INF, Post 96
BLAIR, CYRUS, 11TH IL INF, Post 32
BLAIR, JAMES, 44TH WI, Post
BLAIR, JAMES W., 44TH MO INF, Post 11
BLAIR, JOHN, 66TH IN INF, Post
BLAIR, JOHN, 65TH IL INF;POST211, Post 79
BLAIR, JOHN F., 83RD IL INF, Post 296
BLAIR, JONATHAN, 59TH IN INF, Post
BLAIR, JONATHAN, 66TH IN INF;59TH IN INF, Post 64
BLAIR, MITCHEL, , Post

BLAIR, NICHOLAS, 29TH IL INF, Post 220
BLAIR, NICHOLAS, 28TH IL INF, Post 220
BLAIR, R.H., 1ST NE INF, Post 63
BLAIR, S.F., 1ST OH INF, Post 105
BLAIR, WILLIAM, 4TH US CAV;VUGLER;CO. M, Post 31
BLAIR, WILLIAM, 4TH US CAV, Post
BLAISDELL, FREDERICK, 12TH IL CAV, Post
BLAKE, CHARLES, 23RD OH INF, Post
BLAKE, CYRUS, 23RD MO INF, Post 154
BLAKE, HENRY N., 44TH MA INF, Post
BLAKE, HENRY N., 24TH MA, Post
BLAKE, JOHN, 145TH IN INF, Post 75
BLAKE, JOSEPH S., 2ND WI CAV, Post 110
BLAKE, LEWIS A., 13TH WV INF, Post 87
BLAKE, MADISON, 6TH IN CAV, Post 25

BLAKE, THEODORE WIL, 8TH IA CAV, Post 102
BLAKENY, JACOB M., 83RD NY INF;9TH NY INF, Post 259
BLAKESLEE, CHARLES H., 103RD IL LINF, Post 110
BLAKESLEE, GEORGE H., 129TH IL INF, Post 112
BLAKESLEE, JAMES N., 8TH IL CAV, Post 245
BLAKESLEY, ABRAHAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post 65
BLAKESLEY, GEORGE H., 50TH WI INF, Post
BLAKESLEY, PETER F., 9TH IA INF, Post 60
BLAKLY, R.G.W., 99TH IN INF, Post 60
BLAMEY, CHRISTIAN, 102ND MO INF, Post
BLANCHARD, EDWARD L., 3RD WI INF, Post 137
BLANCHARD, EDWARD L., 3RD WI INF, Post 137
BLANCHARD, GEORGE F., 14TH NH INF, Post 12
BLANCHARD, MARTIN V., 7TH KS CAV, Post 38

BLANCHARD, RANDALL H., 60TH OH INF, Post 227
BLANDIG, LOYSON, 12TH WI INF, Post 207
BLANDIG, LOYSON, 12TH MI INF, Post 207
BLANDIN, JOHN F., 9TH IA CAV, Post 209
BLANEY, BENJAMAN T., 32ND OH INF, Post
BLANEY, BENJAMIN F., 32ND OH INF, Post 25
BLANK, JOHN M., 27TH IA INF, Post 70
BLANKENBILLE, GEORGE, 116TH PA INF, Post
BLANKENSHIP, G.W., 62ND MO INF, Post 7;2
BLANTON, THOMAS, 7TH KY INF, Post
BLARCHARD, HENRY R., 3RD VT INF, Post
BLASIER, SQUIRE, 46TH NY MILITIA, Post
BLATHERWICK, J.H., 31ST IL INF, Post 82
BLATNER, ISAAC, 24TH IA INF, Post 34
BLATNER, ISAAC, 24TH IA INF, Post

BLAUCHARD, R.D., 60TH OH INF, Post
BLAUVELT, S.L., 3RD MI CAV, Post 346
BLEEKMAN, JEROME, 189TH NY INF, Post
BLEEKMAN, ORLANDO J., 189TH NY INF, Post 205
BLEEZER, JAMES R., 122ND MI INF, Post
BLEICK, ADOLPH, 2ND CO CAV, Post 110
BLEICK, ADOLPH F., 2ND CO CAV, Post
BLEMCHARD, MARTIN V., 7TH KS, Post
BLESHER, DAVID, 11TH PA INF, Post
BLESSING, CHARLES, 50TH PA INF, Post
BLESSING, CHARLES, 50TH PA INF, Post 149
BLESUIG, JONATHAN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
BLEU, JOHN, 163RD OH INF, Post
BLEVINS, GEORGE W., 125TH IL INF, Post 39
BLEVINS, JOHN H., 1ST TN INF, Post 23
BLEVINS, JOHN H., 1ST EAST TN INF, Post 10
BLEY, LOUIS G., WAGONMASTER; 89TH IN INF, Post 143
BLIGH, C.H., 27TH MA INF, Post
BLINER, CHARLES W., 21ST MO, Post
BLINES, CHARLES W., 21ST MO INF, Post 55
BLISS, A.S., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 34
BLISS, D.C., 2ND WI CAV, Post 91
BLISS, ELEAZER L., 4TH MO INF, Post
BLISS, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, Post 262
BLISS, JOHN H., 2ND PA LIGHT ART., Post 28
BLISS, NATHAN P, 37TH IA INF, Post
BLITZIE, CHARLES, 18TH WI INF, Post 241
BLIVEN, JAMES H., 5TH WI INF, Post 308
BLIVENES, GAINS, 30TH KY INF, Post
BLIVIN, R.C., 3RD OH INF, Post 190

BLIZZARD, STEPHEN R., , Post
BLOCKINGER, ANTONY, 1ST IA INF; SERG; CO. E: 21, Post 50
BLODGETT, EUGENE A., 15TH IL INF, Post 35
BLODGETT, JARED O., 96TH IL INF, Post 9
BLODGETT, SILAS, 1ST ME INF, Post 266
BLOIS, S.R., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 28
BLOIS, SAMUEL R., 50TH NY INF, Post 1
BLONT, ALLEN, 17TH IL INF, Post
BLONT, ALLEN, 17TH IL INF, Post 25
BLOOD, ADORNO A., 105TH OH INF; PVT; CO. E; 3, Post 261
BLOOD, JOHN, 89TH IN INF, Post 91
BLOOD, JOHN, 89TH IN INF, Post 91
BLOODGOOD, JASON F., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 91
BLOODRICK, HUBBARD B., 12TH IA INF, Post 142
BLOOM, FRED P., 19TH IL INF, Post 10

BLOOM, JOHN, 55TH PA, Post
BLOOM, LEMLY D., 4TH IA INF, Post
BLOOM, LINDLY D., 4TH IA INF, Post 115
BLOOM, SIMEON, CABIN BOY; US NAVY; USS GA, Post 7; 1
BLOOM, WILLIAM S., 31ST WI INF, Post 63
BLOOMER, DANIEL, 71ST NY INF, Post
BLOOMER, JAMES D., 112TH IL INF, Post 17
BLOOMER, SAMUEL, 1ST MN INF, Post 4
BLOOMINGDALE, GARRET, 12TH IN CAV, Post 23
BLOWERS, LYMAN J., 44TH IN INF, Post 10
BLOWVELT, SELVESTER L., 3RD MI INF, Post 127
BLUE, DANIEL, IL ART., Post
BLUE, DAVID L., 174TH OH INF, Post 75
BLUE, DAVID T., 35TH IN INF, Post 134
BLUE, JACOB S., 26TH NJ INF, Post 220
BLUE, WILLIAM J., 29TH IN INF, Post
BUFER, JAMES R., 122 OH INF, Post
BLUM, CHRISTAN, 105TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 54
BLUM, CHRISTIAN, 102ND IL INF, Post 54
BLUM, RANDOLPH, 9TH WI INF, Post 136
BLUNT, WILLIAM H., HOME GUARDS, Post
BLURK, MOSES, 10TH IA INF, Post
BLY, DANIEL, 89TH NY INF, Post 286
BLY, EUGENE H., 65TH IL INF, Post
BLY, JACOB, 2ND KS CAV, Post 17
BLY, JAMES M., 44TH NY INF, Post 28
BLYNN, LEWIS, 49TH WI INF, Post 326
BLYSTON, WILLIAM J., 40TH IN INF, Post
BLYSTONE, W. J., 40TH IN INF, Post
BLYSTONE, W. J., 40TH IN, Post
BLYSTONE, W. J., 40TH IN INF, Post 25
BLYSTONE, WILLIAM J., 40TH IN, Post
BLYTHE, THOMAS A., 23RD KY INF, Post
BNENIGHT, CHARLES W., 8TH IN INF; CO. C; 32ND IA, Post
BOALEN, DANIEL, 21ST KY INF, Post 25
BOANS, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 20
BOAR, JOHN T., 14TH VT INF, Post
BOARD, AMAZIA, 16TH IN INF, Post
BOARD, SYLVESTER, 99TH IN INF, Post 120
BOARDMAN, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF, Post 140
BOARDMAN, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 323
BOATEN, A. S., 26TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 196
BOATMAN, LORENZO D., 27TH MO INF, Post 6
BOATMAN, LORENZO D., 25TH MO CAV, Post
BOATWRIGHT, JOHN J., 24TH OH INF, Post 299
BOBB, WILLIAM S., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BOBBITS, EUGENE J., 125TH PA INF, Post 98
BOBBITT, FRANK, 77TH IL INF, Post 164
BOBBITT, GEORGE W. S., 85TH IL INF, Post
BOBBITT, GEORGE M., 39TH IL INF, Post 69
BOBST, SAM B., 2ND NE, Post
BOBST, SAMUEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
BOBST, SAMUEL B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BOCHSHECKER, HENRY, 16TH MI INF, Post 9
BOCK, HENRY, 1ST CT INF, Post 2
BOCK, WILLIAM, 6TH MA INF, Post
BOCKES, EPHRAIM, Post
BOCKLE, A. WERNER, 4TH MO INF, Post 7
BODEN, ALANSON T., 30TH IL INF, Post 112
BODEN, HENRY C., 30TH IL INF, Post 63

BODEN, SIMEON, 146TH IL INF, Post 61
BODES, CONRAD, 2ND VA INF, Post 312
BODES, CONRAD, 2ND MD INF, Post 312
BODGER, E.J., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BODIEN, THEODORE, 27TH WI INF, Post 131
BODINE, JOSEPH D., 16TH OH INF; 114TH OH LIN, Post 77
BODINE, JOSEPH D., 4TH OH INF (114TH & 16TH, Post 77
BODINE, JOSEPH D., 114TH OH INF (4TH & 16TH, Post 77
BODLE, W.S., 48TH IN INF, Post 153
BODLEY, RICHARD, 12TH IL CAV, Post
BODWELL, ALVIN P., 116TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 297
BODWELL, ALVIN P., 116TH OH INF, Post 197
BODY, JOHN, 8TH MN INF, Post 23
BOEHL, AUGUST VENIE, 2ND MO INF, Post
BOEHEME, CONRAD, 26TH IL INF, Post 39

BOERNER, AUGUST, Post
BOESTETTER, JOHN, 37TH IA INF, Post 15
BOETTGER, HERMAN, 1ST NY ART., Post 112
BOGARD, JOSEPH, 65TH IL INF, Post 61
BOGART, ANDREW J., 14TH OH INF, Post 344
BOGENRIEF, DAVID, 93RD IL INF; POST 301, Post 194
BOGENRIEF, SAMUEL, 146TH IL INF, Post 123
BOGENRIEF, DAVID, Post 123
BOGENRIEF, GEORGE W., 141ST IL INF, Post
BOGENRIEF, JAMES W., 95TH IL INF, Post 80
BOGENRIEF, SAMUEL, 146TH IL INF, Post
BOGERT, DAVID, 9TH MI LIGHT ART., Post
BOGGS, CHARLES T., 27TH IL INF, Post
BOGGS, HUGH, 14TH KY INF, Post
BOGGS, JAMES O., 18TH IN INF, Post 77
BOGGS, JAMES W., 17TH IL INF, Post 25
BOGGS, JOHN, 100TH IN INF, Post
BOGGS, O.C., 2ND IL INF, Post 100
BOGGS, O.G., 2ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 100
BOGGS, OLIVER S., 2ND IL CAV, Post 100
BOGGS, WILLIAM, 9TH IL CAV, Post
BOGLE, JAMES H., 17TH OH INF, Post
BOHANAN, SAMUEL, 21ST IA INF, Post 40
BOHART, CORNELIUS W., 129TH IN INF, Post 235
BOHLINA, JACOB, 1ST NE CAV, Post
BOHLIVER, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, Post 7
BOHLKEN, WILLIAM, 28TH IL INF, Post
BOHLKEN, WILLIAM, 28TH IL INF, Post
BOHN, JOHN B., 8TH IL INF, Post 262
BOHN, JOHN B., 8TH IL INF, Post
BOHNE, A.H., 33RD IL INF, Post 11
BOHNER, ANDREW, 5TH OH INF, Post 88
BOHNER, CHRISTIAN, 27TH OH INF, Post 88
BOHNER, W.L., 33RD MO, Post
BOICE, JAMES S., 103RD US INF, Post
BOICE, JOSEPH W.C., DRUMMER; 59TH IN INF, Post 25
BOICOURT, EDWARD, 33RD IL INF, Post 91
BOIES, JOHN M., 16TH OH INF, Post 303
BOKEE, WILLIAM O., 41ST WI INF, Post 7
BOLAR, ARCHIBALD, 1ST NE CAV, Post
BOLBER, JOHN, 22ND IA INF; 26TH IA INF, Post 37
BOLDEN, JAMES B., 2ND IA CAV, Post
BOLDING, J.L., 1ST IA CAV, Post 28
BOLDING, WILLIAM R., 1ST IA CAV, Post 20
BOLDMAN, HENRY, 1ST OH ART., Post
BOLDMAN, HENRY, 1ST OH HEAVY ART.(ERROR), Post
BOLDMAN, HENRY, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
BOLEN, GILBERT, 4TH OH CAV, Post
BOLEN, GILBERT, 4TH OH CAV, Post 106
BOLENBAUGH, SYLVESTER, 4TH MO INF, Post 166
BOLERTSOR, WILLIAM S., 1ST IL LIGHT ART, Post
BOLES, JULIAN, 13TH NY INF, Post
BOLEY, JOHN W, 4TH WV CAV, Post
BOLINGOR, PETER, 6TH IA INF, Post
BOLLINGER, ANDREW J., 102ND IL INF, Post 8
BOLLINGER, JACOB, 25TH WI CAV, Post
BOLSBY, WILLIAM H., 22ND IN INF, Post 59
BOLSFORD, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BOLSHAW, JOSEPH, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
BOLTON, ALEXANDER H., 84TH IN INF, Post 1
BOLTON, CYRUS S., 21TH OH INF; SERG; US SIGN, Post 88
BOLTON, GEORGE, 86TH IL INF; 7TH NY CAV, Post 75
BOLTON, GEORGE M., 24TH IA INF, Post 230
BOLTON, WILLIAM, , Post
BOLTZ, L.L., 27TH PA INF, Post 110
BOLTZ, LEVI L., 27TH PA, Post
BOMBERGER, PETER, 83RD IL INF, Post
BOMGARTNER, DAVID E., 1ST PA CAV, Post
BOMING, THADEUS S., 129TH IN INF, Post
BON, DAVID B., 25TH WI INF, Post
BONAM, JAMES, , Post
BONAPARTE, JOHN, OMAHA NE SCOUTS, Post
BONAR, S.B., 17TH IL INF, Post 254
BONCHMAN, HARRISON, 123RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
BOND, BENJAMIN N., 22ND IL INF; 27TH MO INF, Post 55
BOND, CHARLES A., 32ND IA INF, Post
BOND, HENRY L., 4TH IA CAV, Post 26
BOND, JUDD L., 15TH IL INF, Post 123
BOND, JUDSON L., , Post 123
BOND, RICHARD, 11TH WI INF; 33RD WI INF, Post 36
BOND, RICHARD, 33RD WI INF; 11TH WI INF, Post 36
BOND, ROBERT, 12TH WI INF, Post 154
BONDARANT, JOHN M., 51ST MO INF, Post 109
BONDOLL, MICHAEL, 7TH IA INF, Post
BONERS, JAROB, 1ST MA INF, Post
BONES, JOHN, 33RD IA INF, Post 116
BONHAM, LEANDER L., 22ND IA INF, Post 7
BONHAM, MELVIN J., 1ST IA CAV, Post 112
BONLIER, PETER, 43RD IL INF; 188TH OH INF, Post 24
BONNEAN, EDMOND, 15TH NY CAV; CO. E; 2ND NY, Post 315
BONNELL, JOHN C., 19TH IA INF, Post 25
BONNELL, JOHN C., 19TH IA INF, Post
BONNER, GEORGE C., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BONNER, GEORGE C., 7TH IA CAV, Post 7; 2
BONNER, HENRY J., 149TH OH INF, Post 10
BONNER, J.D., 18TH MI INF, Post 73
BONNER, LEWIS C., 42ND WI INF, Post 301
BONNER, LEWIS C., 4TH WI CAV, Post
BONNEY, TADDEUS S., 129TH IN INF, Post 278
BONSALL, W.C., 7TH IA INF, Post 35
BONSER, W.A., 1ST CO CAV, Post 208
BONSER, WILLIAM, 12TH IL INF, Post 350
BONSER, WILLIAM B., 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
BONTA, C.B., 3RD NY ART., Post 282
BONTO, CHARLEY B., 3RD NJ ART., Post
BONTON, SMITH, US NAVY; USS CINCINNATI, Post 83
BONWELL, GEORGE W., 11TH KS CAV, Post 7;6
BOOB, JACOB, 46TH IL INF, Post
BOOKE, JAMES H., 18TH MO INF, Post
BOOKER, E.E., 125TH OH INF, Post 342
BOOKER, FREDERICK, 57TH IL INF, Post 18
BOOKWELL, DAVID, 36TH IL, Post
BOON, ELI T., 1ST OR INF, Post 165
BOON, HIRAM, 102ND IL INF, Post 25
BOONE, ELI T., 1ST OR CAV, Post
BOONE, HIRAM, 102ND IL INF, Post
BOONE, JOHN C. (COL., 13TH OH INF, Post
BOOSINGER, AUGUST, 44TH OH INF, Post 112
BOOT, THOMAS, 16TH WI INF; CO. C; 32ND W, Post 140
BOOT, THOMAS, 32ND WI INF; 16TH WI INF, Post 140
BOOTH, ALFRED, 72ND IL INF, Post
BOOTH, C.B., 7TH IN CAV, Post 81
BOOTH, CHARLES W., 136TH NY INF, Post 98
BOOTH, CLARK B., 7TH IN CAV, Post 81
BOOTH, FRANK A., 1ST OH LIGHT ART, Post 264
BOOTH, FRANK A., 87TH OH INF, Post 264
BOOTH, FRANK A., 1ST OH INF, Post 264
BOOTH, ISAIAH, 139TH IL INF, Post 25
BOOTH, JAMES, 18TH MO INF, Post 100
BOOTH, JAMES L., 6TH IN CAV, Post 25
BOOTH, JAMES S., 6TH IN CAV, Post
BOOTH, JOHN O., 3RD MI INF, Post 114
BOOTH, JOSEPH G., 7TH MI INF, Post 34
BOOTH, OSCAR, 1ST NH HEAVY ART., Post 23
BOOTH, OWEN K., CORP; 10TH IL INF, Post 352
BOOTH, RAUBEN, 1ST IL ART., Post 19
BOOTH, TRUMAN, MUSICIAN; 4TH MN INF, Post 155
BOOTH, W.H., 3RD IN CAV; 9TH IN INF, Post 204
BOOTH, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF; 3RD IN CAV, Post 204
BOOTH, WILLIAM W., 3RD IL LIGHT ART., Post 3
BOOTON, ASA S., 14TH IL CAV, Post 42
BOOTON, JOHN W., 18TH IA INF, Post 10
BOOZE, CHARLES, 118TH IL INF, Post 1;2
BOOZE, CHARLES, 118TH IN INF, Post 91
BOOZE, WILLIAM H., 84TH PA INF, Post
BOPE, B., 34TH OH INF, Post
BORCHERDING, CHRIS, 1ST MO INF, Post 133
BORCHERS, EDWARD, 4TH MO CAV, Post 104
BORCHERS, EDWARD, 4TH MO CAV, Post

BORDEN, ALONZO, 187TH PA INF, Post 156
BORDEN, ANDREW N., PA INF, Post
BORDEN, GEORGE D., 100TH IN INF, Post 94
BORDEN, GEORGE D., 10TH IN INF, Post 94
BORDEN, O.P., 1ST PA RESERVE CORPS, Post 192
BORDEN, ORSAMUS P., 190TH PA INF, Post 192
BORDEN, ORSAMUS P., 42ND PA INF, Post 192
BORDEN, SNIFIN R., 88TH IL INF, Post 152
BORDEN, W.A., INDEPENDENT PA ART., Post
BORDERS, E.W., 26TH IN INF, Post 9
BORESFIELD, JOHN W., 2ND KS ART., Post
BORGENRIEF, DAVID, 93RD IL INF, Post 194
BORGESON, ANDREW, 154TH IN INF, Post
BORGET, LAWRENCE, 39TH IL INF, Post 35
BORGMAN, GEORGE, 43RD IL INF, Post 215

BORGQUIST, CARL E., HOSPITAL STEWARD;1ST US, Post 12
BORLAND, JOHN T., 12TH IL INF, Post 76
BORLAND, WILLIAM W., 30TH OH INF, Post 107
BORNT, LYMAN, 71ST NY INF, Post
BORNT, LYMAN, 120TH NY INF;71ST NY INF, Post 196
BORSCHELL, JOHN, GUNBOAT ALABAMA;FRIGATE, Post 25
BORSCHELL, JOHN, MARINE CORP, Post
BORTIS, C.W., 4TH IL INF, Post 117
BORTIS, CLEMMINS W., 4TH IL CAV, Post 117
BORTON, JOSHUA, 12TH IN INF, Post
BORTON, WALTER C., 13TH KS INF, Post 19
BOSANG, GEORGE, 1ST NE, Post
BOSCHULTZ, CHARLES, 43RD IL INF, Post 4
BOSCHOLM, CLAUS, 25TH IL INF, Post 262
BOSCHOLM, CLAUS, 25TH IL INF, Post

BOSKEN, HENRY, 83RD PA INF, Post
BOSLEY, EMANUEL A., 1ST WV CAV, Post 163
BOSLEY, JOHN W., 83ND OH INF, Post
BOSSERMAN, ED, 107TH IL INF, Post 63
BOSSERMAN, WILLIAM H., 107TH IL INF, Post 22
BOSTEDER, D.C., ARTIFICER;1ST US ENGR;1S, Post 5
BOSTIC, WILLIAM H., 17TH WI INF, Post 310
BOSTOCK, F.H., AST. SURGEON; 65TH IL INF, Post 146
BOSTON, JAMES, 53RD IL INF, Post 95
BOSTON, JAMES, 53RD IL INF, Post
BOSTON, JOHN A., 75TH IL INF, Post
BOSTON, JOHN I., 106TH NY INF, Post
BOSTON, MONROE T., 149TH PA INF, Post 341
BOSTWICK, ARTHUR, 105TH IL INF, Post 67
BOSTWICK, CHARLES B., 6TH OH CAV, Post

BOSWORTH, BURTON F., 75TH IL INF, Post 139
BOSWORTH, BURTON F., 75TH IL INF, Post
BOSWORTH, IRA U., WI INF, Post
BOSWORTH, IRA W., 52ND WI INF, Post
BOSWORTH, ISA N., 52ND WI INF, Post
BOTHWELL, DAVID E., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., Post 147
BOTHWELL, WILLIAM, 5TH PA CAV, Post 12
BOTKIN, IRA B., 11TH IL CAV; 132ND IL INF, Post 24
BOTKIN, IRA B., 132ND IL INF; 11TH IL CAV, Post 24
BOTSFORD, A., 14TH MI INF, Post
BOTSFORD, A., 14TH MI INF, Post
BOTSFORD, GEORGE S., 3RD IA INF, Post 288
BOTSFORD, GEORGE S., 2ND IA INF, Post 288
BOTSFORD, GEORGE S., 3RD IA INF, Post
BOTSFORD, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 54

BOTT, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, Post 50
BOTTORFF, ISAAC W., 13TH IA INF, Post 51
BOTT, SIDNEY J., 78TH IL INF, Post 40
BOTT, WILLIAM B., Post
BOUDINETT, CHARLES F., 11TH IN INF; SERG. MAJ.; 8, Post 110
BOUERMAN, HENRY, 4TH WI INF, Post 4
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 6TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 27
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 58TH PA INF; CORP; 4TH US, Post 27
BOUGHNER, DAVID, 4TH US ART., Post 27
BOUGHTON, ALLEN, 12TH MI INF, Post 83
BOUGHTON, AU FUST S., 49TH WI INF, Post 154
BOUKER, JOHN, 109TH NY INF; PVT; CO. D; 5, Post 27
BOULSON, EDWARD, 9TH KS CAV, Post 4
BOULSON, EDWARD H., 9TH KS CAV, Post
BOURKE, JOHN G., Post

BOURLIER, PETER, 188TH OH INF; 43RD IL INF, Post 24
BOURNONVILLE, CHARLES, 91ST PA INF, Post 227
BOURTIER, PETER, 43RD IL INF, Post
BOUSCHE, LAWRENCE, 20TH IL LINF, Post 231
BOUSFIELD, J.C., 2ND KS ART., Post
BOUSHELD, JOHN C., 2ND KS CAV, Post 103
BOUTON, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
BOUTWELL, H.W., 1ST NY ART., Post 27
BOUVIER, LOUIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
BOUVIER, OLIVER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
BOUWELL, GEORGE, 11TH KS CAV, Post
BOVÉE, ARCHIBALD M., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 52
BOVÉE, J.W., 7TH IL INF, Post 109
BOVELL, ALFRED, TX CAV, Post
BOWDEN, R.E., 3RD MN INF, Post 251

BOWDER, JONAS, 4TH IA INF, Post 185
BOWDISH, A.W., 211TH PA INF, Post
BOWDISH, ANSON H., 211TH PA INF, Post
BOWDISH, GEORGE W., 1ST IN CAV, Post 186
BOWEN, A. H., 4TH & 15TH MI INF;31TH M, Post 13
BOWEN, A.H., 6TH US COLORED CAV;4TH;1, Post 13
BOWEN, ABNER F., 2ND NE MILITIA, Post
BOWEN, AURELIUS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 24
BOWEN, BENTON, 73RD IN INF, Post 189
BOWEN, DAVID, 28TH IA INF, Post 51
BOWEN, DAVID, 139TH IL INF;14TH IL INF, Post 11
BOWEN, DAVID, 14TH IL INF;139TH IL INF, Post 11
BOWEN, ED F., 24TH WI INF;13TH US CAV, Post 55
BOWEN, EDWARD F., 13TH US CAV;24TH WI INF, Post 55
BOWEN, EDWARD F., 13TH ILL, Post

BOWEN, JEREMIAH, 44TH IL INF, Post 79
BOWEN, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, Post 25
BOWEN, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, Post
BOWEN, MARCELLAS, 1ST VT CAV, Post
BOWEN, SILAS L, 4TH MO CAV, Post
BOWEN, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
BOWEN, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
BOWEN, WILLIAM, 112TH IL INF, Post 25
BOWEN, WILLIAM R., 1ST NE INF, Post 46
BOWER, H., 15TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 1
BOWER, HENRY H., 65TH IL INF, Post
BOWER, HENRY T., 14TH OH ART., Post 77
BOWER, J.M., 36TH WI INF, Post 9
BOWER, LENARD, 11TH IL INF, Post
BOWER, SAMUEL, 1ST IN CAV, Post 171

BOWERMAN, FREMAN, 105TH IL INF, Post 5;2
BOWERS, ARTHUR, 5TH IN CAV, Post
BOWERS, ARTHUR E., 5TH IN CAV;6TH IN CAV, Post
BOWERS, CHARLES, 60TH IN INF, Post 52
BOWERS, DANIEL, 191ST OH INF, Post
BOWERS, DUDLEY W., 5TH IN CAV, Post
BOWERS, EDWARD H., 148TH IN, Post
BOWERS, GEORGE, 33RD WI INF, Post
BOWERS, GEORGE W., CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE B, Post 32
BOWERS, HARRISON W., 10TH IL INF, Post 81
BOWERS, HENRY H., 65TH IL INF, Post 84
BOWERS, HENRY P., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 9
BOWERS, ISAAC, 36TH OH INF, Post 84
BOWERS, ISAAC, 191ST OH INF, Post 84
BOWERS, ISAAC, 191ST OH LINF, Post

BOWERS, J.D., 12TH WV INF, Post 34
BOWERS, JACOB, 1ST MD INF, Post
BOWERS, JACOB, 182ND OH INF, Post 64
BOWERS, JETHRO T., 139TH IL INF, Post 217
BOWERS, JOHN, 12TH OH CAV, Post 61
BOWERS, LEONARD, 11TH IL CAV, Post 310
BOWERS, N. C., 5TH MI INF, Post 280
BOWERS, ORANGE E., 15TH IL INF, Post 217
BOWERS, SAMUEL J., 33RD IN INF, Post 176
BOWERS, SAMUEL L., 1ST MD CAV, Post 259
BOWERS, SAMUEL L., 1ST US CAV, Post
BOWERS, SAMUEL, POTOMAC HOME BRIGADE CAV, Post 115
BOWIN, ARMETIUS, 1ST NE, Post
BOWKER, HOMER H., 15TH IL INF;2ND US INF, Post 32
BOWKER, HOMER H., 2ND US VOL. VETERANS, Post 32

BOWLBY, SAMUEL, 118TH IN INF, Post
BOWLBY, WILLIAM, 74TH IN INF;PVT;CO. B;22, Post 96
BOWLES, SILAS S., 13TH US INF, Post 130
BOWLES, SILAS S., 13TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 130
BOWLING, ISAAC W., 10TH KY CAV, Post
BOWLING, ISAAC W., 10TH KY CAV, Post
BOWLING, ISAAC W., 45TH KY INF, Post 25
BOWLSBY, LEVI F., 44TH IA INF, Post
BOWMAN, ANDREW, 5TH OH INF, Post
BOWMAN, CALVIN, 3RD WI CAV, Post 114
BOWMAN, CHARLES F., 13TH MI INF, Post
BOWMAN, CHARLES F., 13TH MI INF, Post 25
BOWMAN, DAVID H., 93RD PA ING, Post
BOWMAN, HENRY E., 118TH OH INF, Post 1;9
BOWMAN, JAMES P, 168TH PA INF, Post

BOWMAN, JOHN J., 7TH IA INF, Post 61
BOWMAN, LEVI, 118TH IN INF, Post 279
BOWMAN, LEVI, 118TH IN INF, Post
BOWMAN, NEWTON, 50TH IL INF, Post
BOWMAN, TALHERT W., 9TH IL CAV, Post 17
BOWMAN, THOMAS H., 95TH IL INF, Post 179
BOWMAN, W.C.H., 2ND MO CAV, Post 96
BOWMAN, W.H., 1ST MN CAV; 1ST MN INF, Post 147
BOWMAN, W.H., 1ST MN INF, Post 147
BOWSMAN, JACOB, 9TH IA INF, Post 163
BOWYEAR, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, Post 84
BOX, JAMES, , Post 107
BOYAN, ASBERY G., 173RD OH INF, Post
BOYCE, CHARLES, 8TH MI CAV, Post
BOYCE, GILBERT C., 34TH IA INF, Post 93
BOYCE, S.R., 128TH OH INF, Post 80
BOYCE, WILLIAM S., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 98
BOYD, ALEXANDER, 45TH IL INF, Post 92
BOYD, C.F., 15TH IA INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 171
BOYD, CHARLES, 59TH IL LINF, Post 207
BOYD, CHARLES, 19TH IA, Post
BOYD, CHARLES S., 64TH IL INF, Post 146
BOYD, DANIEL R., 102ND IL INF, Post 17
BOYD, J.S., 142ND OH INF, Post 48
BOYD, J.S., 7TH WI INF, Post 84
BOYD, JAMES A., 81ST OH INF, Post
BOYD, JAMES A., 81ST OH INF, Post
BOYD, JOHN C., 92ND IL INF, Post
BOYD, JOHN F., 42ND MA, Post
BOYD, JOHN S., 142ND OH INF, Post
BOYD, JOSEPH A., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 268
BOYD, PHILIP, 12TH IL CAV, Post 249
BOYD, ROBERT, 69TH IL INF, Post 81
BOYD, WILLIAM, 2ND IL CAV, Post 254
BOYD, WILLIAM, US NAVY; USS SWATARA, Post
BOYD, WILLIAM, 2ND IN CAV, Post 254
BOYD, WILLIAM T., 14TH IA INF, Post
BOYD, WILLIAM T., 7TH IA CAV, Post
BOYDEN, DAVID F., 34TH IN INF, Post 52
BOYER, CURO V., 3RD IL CAV, Post 16
BOYER, FRANKLIN, 76TH PA INF, Post 304
BOYER, GEORGE, 26TH WI INF, Post 197
BOYER, GEORGE W., 5TH IA INF, Post 205
BOYER, GEORGE W., 124TH IN INF, Post 89
BOYER, GEORGE W., 124TH IN INF, Post 89
BOYER, JACOB B., 16TH IL INF; 84TH IL INF, Post 13
BOYER, JACOB B., 84TH IL INF; 16TH IL INF, Post 13
BOYER, JACOB F., 8TH IA INF, Post 198
BOYER, JACOB J., 3RD MI INF, Post 330
BOYER, JAMES J., 101ST IL INF, Post 303
BOYER, JOHN, 130TH IL INF, Post
BOYER, JOHN, 142ND IL INF, Post
BOYER, JOHN, 142ND IL, Post
BOYER, JOHN, 142ND IL INF, Post 84
BOYER, JOSEPH, 75TH IL INF, Post 32
BOYER, JOSEPH, 194TH PA INF, Post 273
BOYER, LANDERS, 60TH IN INF; Pvt; Co. H; 51, Post 261
BOYER, LOUIS J., 1ST NE INF, Post 4
BOYER, OLIVER M., 3RD IL CAV, Post 63

BOYER, W.H., 82ND OH, Post
BOYER, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 71
BOYER, WILLIAM H.H., 61ST OH INF; Co. H; 82ND O, Post 25
BOYER, WILLIAM H.H., 82ND OH INF; 61ST OH INF, Post 25
BOYER, WILLIAM K., 82ND OH INF, Post
BOYERS, BESON, 7TH WV INF, Post 10
BOYES, GEORGE W., 2ND IA CAV, Post 3
BOYINGTON, FRANCIS A., 7TH WI INF, Post 32
BOYINGTON, LEWIS, 7TH OH INF, Post 262
BOYLE, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 185
BOYLE, FRANCIS, 58TH IL INF, Post 8
BOYLE, JOHN, 10TH WI INF, Post
BOYLE, JOHN, 63RD PA INF, Post 1
BOYLE, JOHN, 63RD PA INF; Pvt; Co. D; 10, Post 1
BOYLE, JOHN H., 10TH WI INF; Corp; Co. I; 4, Post 17

BOYLES, ALFRED L., 6TH IA INF, Post 32
BOYLES, E. HUTCHMAN, KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR, Post 323
BOYLES, SAMUEL A., 18TH IN INF, Post 179
BOYNTON, O.J., 33RD MA INF, Post 247
BOZE, JOHN, 123RD PA INF, Post
BRAASCH, C.W., 26TH WI INF, Post 109
BRAAZELTON, JOHN B., 134TH IN INF, Post 18
BRABEE, JOHN, 3RD WI, Post
BRABHAM, JOHN W., 77TH OH INF, Post 32
BRACE, ORLANDO, 124TH IL INF, Post 60
BRACELIN, THOMAS, 2ND KS CAV, Post 66
BRACHELIN, JOHN B., 32ND IA INF, Post
BRACKEN, ISAAC, 2ND IN CAV, Post
BRACKEN, ISAAC, 1ST CO CAV, Post
BRADBURY, F.A., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 13TH US, Post 2

BRADBURY, J.T., 101ST IN INF, Post 31
BRADBURY, WILLIAM E., 89TH IN INF, Post 31
BRADD, WILLIAM W., 5TH NY INF, Post
BRADDOCK, JOHN, 4TH PA CAV, Post 8
BRADEN, HARRY, Post
BRADEN, ROBERT, 9TH US INF, Post 91
BRADFORD, CHARLES O., 47TH OH INF, Post 34
BRADFORD, DAVID R., 35TH WI INF, Post
BRADFORD, DEWITT A., 36TH WI INF, Post 91
BRADFORD, OWEN J., 135TH IL INF, Post
BRADFORD, W.H., Post
BRADLEY, AMOS, 5TH MO CAV, Post 114
BRADLEY, C.F., 189TH OH INF, Post 8
BRADLEY, CHARLES, 12TH MI INF, Post 60
BRADLEY, GEORGE G., 10TH CAT INF, Post

BRADLEY, JASPER M., 18TH IL INF, Post 272
BRADLEY, JOHN, 43RD IN INF; 1ST MI CAV, Post 7
BRADLEY, JOHN, 1ST MI CAV; 43RD IN INF, Post 7
BRADLEY, JOHN E., 1ST MI CAV, Post
BRADLEY, JOHN L., 122ND IL INF, Post 16
BRADLEY, JOHN L., 122ND IL INF, Post
BRADLEY, M., US NAVY; SOUTH GULF, Post 282
BRADLEY, MICHAEL, US NAVY; USS PAEONEE, Post
BRADLEY, ORIN S., 10TH MA INF, Post 258
BRADLEY, OSCAR J., 14TH KS CAV, Post
BRADLEY, R.J., 1ST MI ART., Post 24
BRADLEY, WILLIAM, 39TH OH INF, Post 43
BRADLY, O.S., 10TH MA INF, Post 228
BRADSHAW, CAL, 23RD IA INF, Post 206
BRADSHAW, CALVIN, 23RD IA INF; POST 45, Post 85

BRADSHAW, CALVIN, 4TH US VETERAN RESERVE C, Post 85
BRADSHAW, FIELDING, 7TH IL INF, Post 272
BRADT, A.V., 48TH WI INF; 13TH WI INF, Post
BRADT, AARON V., 13TH WI INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post 40
BRADT, WILLIAM H., 2ND IL ART., Post 245
BRADWAY, HERMAN, 18TH WI INF, Post
BRADWAY, W., 19TH MI INF, Post 119
BRADY, BARNEY, 4TH MO CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
BRADY, DANIEL, 92ND OH INF, Post 3
BRADY, THOMAS, Post
BRADY, THOMAS, Post
BRADY, WILLIAM, 123RD NY INF, Post
BRADY, WILLIAM, 5TH US CAV, Post 11
BRADY, WILLIAM, 5TH CAV, Post
BRADY, WILLIAM, 123RD NY INF, Post 113

BRADY, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, Post 79
BRAGG, EDWARD, 17TH IL INF, Post
BRAGG, ELIHU N., 18TH IL INF, Post 1;2
BRAGGS, THOMAS, 18TH IL INF, Post 149
BRAINARD, H.H., 186TH NY INF, Post 4
BRAINARD, HENRY H., 186TH NY, Post
BRAINARD, J.A., 24TH IA INF, Post 240
BRAINARD, JOHN, 19TH PA CAV, Post
BRAINARD, JOHN, 43RD NY INF, Post 91
BRAINARD, L.V., 5TH IA CAV, Post 82
BRAINERD, MELVILLE C., 141ST IL INF, Post
BRAKEY, JOHN M., IL INF, Post
BRALEY, ANDREW J., 23RD WI INF, Post
BRAM, DAVID, 5TH IA CAV, Post
BRAMAN, LUCIUS WEBST, 8TH IL INF, Post 74

BRAMAN, LUCIUS WEBST, 1ST IL CAV, Post 74
BRAMAN, LUSIUS WEBST, 88TH IL INF, Post 74
BRAMER, DANIEL D., 21ST OH INF, Post 10
BRAMHALL, ISAAC N., 17TH IA INF, Post
BRANAUM, FRANCIS M., 27TH MO INF, Post
BRANCH, JOHN, 10TH WV INF, Post 87
BRANCHI, MATTIO, 19TH US VET.RESERVE COR, Post 60
BRAND, JASPER, US FRONTIER CAV, Post 180
BRAND, JASPER H., 26TH NY CAV, Post
BRANDE, A.G., 11TH ME INF, Post
BRANDE, A.G., 2ND ME CAV, Post
BRANDON, J.O., 66TH OH INF, Post 46
BRANDT, BENJAMIN F., 93RD IL INF, Post
BRANDT, BENJAMIN F., 93RD IL INF, Post 194
BRANDT, JOHN G., 45TH IL INF, Post

BRANDT, KEINHOLD, 1ST KS INF, Post 9
BRANDT, M., 9TH IA CAV, Post
BRANDT, MICHAEL, 3RD PA HEAVY ART.;GUARD, Post 25
BRANDT, WILLIAM, 155TH IL INF, Post 152
BRANDY, A., 2ND MO INF, Post 117
BRANNAN, MICHAEL, 10TH KS INFD, Post
BRANNIN, MICHAEL, 5TH MO CAV, Post 6
BRANNON, MICHAEL, 10TH KS INF, Post 279
BRANNON, WILLIAM, 110TH NY INF, Post
BRANOWN, FRANCIS, 47TH OH INF, Post 23
BRANSON, E., 3RD PA RESERVE CORP;CO., Post 121
BRANSON, JONATHAN, 51ST IN INF, Post 198
BRANSON, NATHAN T., 12TH IL CAV, Post 106
BRANSON, R. J., 11TH MI INF, Post 40
BRANSTITRE, JACOB, 106TH IL INF, Post 16

BRANT, GEORGE M., 3RD MI CAV, Post 293
BRANT, GEORGE M., 3RD MI CAV, Post
BRANT, J.H., 34TH IA INF, Post 245
BRANT, JOHN H., 34TH IA INF, Post
BRANT, THOMAS J., 4TH IA INF, Post
BRANT, THOMAS J., 4TH IA INF, Post 139
BRANT, VOLNEY, 13TH WI INF, Post 139
BRANT, VOLNEY, 13TH WI INF, Post 139
BRAOWN, JAMES L., 144TH IN INF, Post 9;1
BRAOWNING, HIRAM L., 161ST OH INF, Post 63
BRASHEARS, IRA, 27TH IN INF, Post 218
BRASS, NATHAN L., 1ST MI CAV, Post 81
BRASS, SAMUEL L., 1ST MI CAV, Post 81
BRASSFIELD, NICHOLAS R., 8TH IA INF, Post 170
BRASSFIELD, WILLIAM, 11TH IN CAV, Post 144

BRASSFIELD, WILLIAM, 11TH IL CAV, Post 17
BRASTIN, THOMAS, 2ND KS CAV, Post
BRATCHER W.F., , 21ST MO INF;CO. D & K;25, Post
BRATT, GARRETT, 4TH NY ART., Post
BRATT, MARTIN, 5TH IA CAV, Post
BRATTON, RICHARD B., 201ST PA INF, Post
BRAUEN, WILLIAM A., 18TH IA INF, Post
BRAUN, JAMES H, 15TH IA INF, Post
BRAUN, JOSEPH, 107TH OH INF, Post 19
BRAWN, HARVEY A., 49TH WI INF, Post 104
BRAY, CHARLES W., 11TH MI INF, Post
BRAY, JOHN, 152ND IN INF, Post 79
BRAY, NORRIS M., 18TH WI INF, Post 87
BRAY, SOLOMAN, 21ST IN INF, Post 262
BRAY, SOLOMON L., 21ST IN HEAVY ART., Post

BRAYMAN, MILTON, 44TH WI INF, Post 15
BRAYTON, GEORGE F, 44TH NY INF, Post
BRAYTON, J.H., 4TH WI CAV, Post 277
BRAZELTON, GEORGE N., 59TH IL INF, Post 202
BREASHEARNS, AARON S., 106TH IL INF, Post 130
BRECHBILL, GEORGE, 9TH OH CAV, Post
BRECHBILLE, PVT, 9TH OH CAV, Post 21
BRECKENBRIDG, SMAUEL M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
BRECKENRIDGE, G.R., 121ST VET. RESERVE CORP., Post 81
BRECKENRIDGE, GEORGE R., 87TH OH INF; CO. F; 88TH O, Post 81
BRECKON, JOHN W., WAGONMASTER; 2ND IL ART; 1, Post 23
BRECKON, JOHN W., 14TH IL INF; 2ND IL HEAVY, Post 23
BREED, ALONZO, 20TH IA INF, Post 9
BREEDING, WILLIAM J, 47TH IN INF, Post
BREEN, PETER J., 53RD PA INF, Post 227

BREEN, PETER J., 95TH PA INF, Post 227
BREES, SAMUEL, 18TH IA INF, Post
BREESE, S.W., 18TH IA INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 35
BREIMER, ALFRED, 1ST NJ CAV, Post
BREITHAUST, CHARLES, 13TH IA INF, Post 108
BREMER, EUGENE, 34TH IL INF, Post
BREMER, JOHN, 86TH IL INF, Post
BREMERNAN, THOMAS, 22ND IL, Post
BRENGMAN, THOMAS H., 53RD IN INF, Post 66
BRENNAN, MICHAEL, 3RD PA CAV, Post 227
BRENNEMAN, CONSTANTINE, 105TH OH INF, Post 52
BRENTON, HENRY, 58TH IN INF, Post 305
BREON, JONATHAN, 16TH WI INF, Post 265
BRENT, JOSEPH, 5TH MO CAV; 8TH IA CAV, Post 43
BRESTLE, WILLIAM, 8TH WO OMF, Post 206

BREWER, C.M., 16TH US ART., Post 196
BREWER, ELIAS, 24TH IA INF, Post 25
BREWER, EUGENE, 34TH IL INF, Post 43
BREWER, FRANCIS M., 65TH IL INF, Post 32
BREWER, HOWARD, 43RD OH INF, Post
BREWER, HOWARD, 43RD OH INF, Post
BREWER, I.E., 28TH IA INF, Post 89
BREWER, IRA E., 28TH IA INF, Post
BREWER, JAMES H., 25TH IA INF, Post 120
BREWER, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, Post
BREWER, JOHN W., 48TH IN INF, Post 195
BREWER, L, 1ST MI INF; 1ST MI ENGINE, Post 43
BREWER, STEPHEN N, 126TH IN CAV, Post
BREWER, SYLVESTER O., 12TH IL CAV, Post 43
BREWER, WILLIAM W., 9TH IA INF, Post

BREWER, WILLIAM W., 9TH IA INF, Post 262
BREWSTER, A., 15TH NY CAV, Post 35
BREWSTER, ALMON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
BREWSTER, ANANIAS, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post
BREWSTER, E.C., 27TH MA INF, Post 70
BREWSTER, ELISHER, 20TH NY CAV, Post
BREWSTER, GEORGE W., 46TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 7
BREWSTER, GEORGE W., 11TH IL INF, Post 7;2
BREZEE, WILLIAM M., 47TH IL INF, Post 154
BRIAN, JAMES O., 10TH IL CAV, Post 95
BRIAR, HENRY B., 8TH IA CAV, Post
BRICK, HENRY, WI, Post
BRICKER, JACOB U., 48TH IN INF, Post
BRICKLE, JACOB, 1ST US LIGHT ART., Post 75
BRIDE, EDWARD, 3RD WI CAV, Post 262
BRIDENBAUGH, J.H., 55TH PA INF, Post 170
BRIDENBAUGH, PHILIP W., 55TH PA INF, Post 308
BRIDENSTEIN, JACOB, 29TH OH INF, Post
BRIDEWELL, JOHN, 122TH US CAV, Post 36
BRIDGE, ROBERT, 13TH WI INF, Post 4
BRIDGEFORD, WASHINGTON, 39TH IN INF, Post
BRIDGES, HENRY, 18TH MI INF, Post
BRIDGES, HENRY, 18TH MO INF, Post 273
BRIDGES, HENRY C., 8TH NY CAV, Post
BRIDGES, HENRY C., 8TH NY CAV, Post
BRIDGES, JAMES J., 47TH IA INF, Post
BRIDGES, JAMES J., 47TH IA INF, Post 25/
BRIDGES, JOHN G., 5TH VT INF, Post
BRIDGES, REZIN, 45TH IA INF, Post
BRIDGET, JOHN C., 4TH IN CAV, Post 59
BRIDGEWATER, JAMES H., 28TH IL INF, Post
BRIGGS, A.J., 3RD IA CAV, Post 63
BRIGGS, B.R., 100TH NY INF, Post 34
BRIGGS, D., 86TH OH INF, Post 5
BRIGGS, D.H., 70TH NY INF, Post 210
BRIGGS, DALLAS, 129TH OH INF, Post 5
BRIGGS, DAVIS H., 70TH NY INF, Post 330
BRIGGS, ED R., 1ST OR CAV, Post 262
BRIGGS, JOHN C., 29TH IA INF, Post
BRIGGS, JOSEPH W., 35TH IA INF, Post
BRIGGS, MARTIN, 23RD WI INF, Post 136
BRIGGS, PHOENIX R., 102ND IL INF, Post 224
BRIGGS, SAMUEL, 133RD PA INF, Post 154
BRIGGS, THEODORE P., 7TH IL INF, Post
BRIGGS, THOMAS, 101ST IL INF, Post
BRIGHAM, J.W., US NAVY, Post 47
BRIGHT, E.A., 9TH IN INF, Post
BRIGHT, EZEKIAL A., 68TH IN INF, Post
BRIGHT, EZEKIEL A., 68TH IN INF, Post 31
BRIGHT, JAMES E.M., 85TH IN INF, Post 92
BRIGHT, MARTAM A., 18TH IL INF, Post 6
BRIGHT, MARTIN A., 118TH IL INF, Post 84
BRIGHT, SAMUEL, 8TH WI INF, Post 80
BRIGHTENBURG, FRANK, 128TH OH INF, Post 911
BRILES, JACOB, 1ST NE CAV, Post 64
BRILEY, NELSON, 118TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 13
BRILEY, SAMUEL, 81ST IL INF, Post 1
BRINCE, CHARLES H., 59TH IL INF, Post 13
BRINGMAN, THOMAS H., 53RD IN INF, Post 1
BRINGS, WILLIAM, 86TH IL INF, Post 54
BRINK, ALFRED, 3RD WI LIGHT ART., Post 204
BRINK, CHARLES, 30TH MI INF, Post 7
BRINK, HENRY E., 11TH WI INF, Post 58
BRINK, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, Post 58
BRINKER, JAMES N., 48TH IN INF, Post 84
BRINKMAN, C., 8TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 313
BRINTON, J.A., 124TH PA INF, Post 207
BRINTON, J.A., 25TH IA INF, Post 207
BRION, PATRICK, 57TH IL INF, Post 4; 3
BRISBANE, B.L., 31ST WI INF; CHAPLAIN; 2ND, Post 264
BRISBERE, HIRAM A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 56
BRISCO, A., 1ST NY INF(ERROR), Post 8
BRISCO, ABIJAH, ARTIFICER; 1ST NY ENGINEER, Post 8
BRISCOE, ABIJAH, 144TH NY INF; 1ST NY ENGI, Post 8
BRISTOL, CICERO L., 46TH IA INF, Post 7
BRISTOL, NATHAN S., 95TH IL INF, Post 140
BRISTOL, R., 28TH MI INF, Post 44
BRISWICK, MAHLON N., 144TH NY INF, Post 264
BRISSON, ALMON G., 138TH IN INF, Post 42
BRITT, JOHN, 2ND MO INF, Post 187
BRITT, JOHN, 29TH IA INF, Post 13
BRITTAINE, JOHN, 156TH IL INF, Post 266
BRITTELL, ALMON G., 133RD IN INF, Post 20
BRITTELL, ORANGE, 75TH IL INF, Post 82
BRITTEN, GEORGE, 133RD IN INF, Post 1
BRITTENHAM, NOAH, 14TH IA INF, Post 22
BRITTINGHAM, JEREMIAH, 135TH IL INF, Post 250
BRITTON, ANDREW, 148TH IL INF, Post 12
BRITTON, DEGRASS W., 13TH IL INF, Post 5
BRITTON, DEGRASSE W., Post
BRITTON, GEORGE, 33RD IN INF, Post 216
BRITTON, JOHN C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 45
BRITTON, JOHN C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
BRITTON, NATHAN T., 107TH IL INF, Post 134
BRITTON, W. T., 1ST EAST TN ART., Post 131
BRITTON, WILLIAM B., 60TH OH INF, Post
BROAD, A., 1ST MN INF, Post 116
BROADY, THOMAS J., 89TH IL INF, Post 66
BROATCH, WILLIAM J., 8TH CT INF, Post
BROCK, CHARLES A., 34TH IL INF, Post 35
BROCK, CHARLES P., 102ND IL INF, Post 11
BROCK, ISAAC, 2ND IA CAV, Post
BROCK, ISAAC, 2ND IA CAV, Post 95
BROCK, J.N., 33RD WI INF, Post 71
BROCK, J.R., 195TH PA INF, Post 9
BROCK, JOHN R., 10TH PA INF, Post 9
BROCK, M.H., 11TH IL CAV, Post 250
BROCK, PHILIP H., 23RD IA INF, Post 256
BROCK, R., 24TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 77
BROCK, ROBERT, 24TH IA INF, Post 77
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, Post 66
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, Post 66
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, Post
BROCKMAN, JOHN M., 5TH IA CAV, Post
BROCKWAY, HORACE A., 27TH MI INF, Post 12
BRODOCK, HENRY W., 6TH IL CAV, Post
BRODOCK, HENRY W., 11TH IL CAV, Post
BROKAW, EPHRAIM E., 58TH OH INF, Post 157
BROKAW, FRANCIS N., 27TH OH INF, Post 63
BROMLEY, ALONZO, 25TH WI INF;CO. A;12TH W, Post 12
BRONDICK, HIROR, 7TH IA CAV, Post
BRONHARD, JAMES H., 18TH IA INF, Post 163
BRONSON, F.M., 27TH IA INF, Post 6
BRONSON, HARRY, 12TH VT INF, Post
BROOK, JOHN P., 35TH OH INF, Post
BROOKE, EDWARD, 92ND IL INF, Post 22
BROOKHART, DANIEL, 11TH IA INF, Post 15
BROOKHEART, JOHN W., 35TH IA INF, Post 12
BROOKING, CHARLES, 21ST ME INF, Post
BROOKS, ALMON D., 68TH IL INF, Post
BROOKS, ALMON D., 145TH IL INF, Post
BROOKS, ALONZO, 95TH IL INF, Post 140
BROOKS, D.D., 26TH OH INF, Post 15
BROOKS, DANIEL, 8TH KS INF, Post
BROOKS, DANIEL, 8TH KS INF, Post 48
BROOKS, GEORGE M., 5TH NH INF, Post 226
BROOKS, GEORGE W., 8TH IL INF, Post 96
BROOKS, HARRISON, 16th IL INF, Post 28
BROOKS, HENRY M., 77TH IL INF, Post 3
BROOKS, J.B., 73RD OH, Post
BROOKS, J.W., 51ST IN INF, Post
BROOKS, JAMES W., 3RD IA CAV, Post
BROOKS, JEROME B., 11TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 32
BROOKS, JESSE, 68TH IL INF, Post 79

BROOKS, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, Post 101
BROOKS, JOHN A., 26TH IA INF, Post
BROOKS, JOHN P., 35TH OH INF, Post 31
BROOKS, JOHN W., 51ST IN INF, Post
BROOKS, JOHN W., 51ST IN INF, Post 25
BROOKS, JOSEPH, 30TH OH INF, Post
BROOKS, JOSEPH, 30TH OH INF, Post 148
BROOKS, JOSEPH B., 73RD OH INF, Post 95
BROOKS, JOSEPH B., 73RD OH INF, Post
BROOKS, JOSEPH B., 22ND OH INF, Post 95
BROOKS, O.S., 4TH IA INF, Post 197
BROOKS, ORON, 7TH IL CAV, Post 64
BROOKS, PETER, 34TH IA INF, Post 204
BROOKS, R.C., 96TH OH INF, Post 115
BROOKS, RUFIS C., 96TH OH LINF, Post

BROOKS, SOCRATUS C., 55TH OH INF, Post 118
BROOKS, THOMAS, 23RD IL INF, Post 34
BROOKS, THOMAS E., 140TH NY INF, Post 52
BROOKS, THOMAS J., 40TH IL INF, Post 105
BROOKS, W.C., 36TH OH INF, Post 148
BROOKS, WILLIAM H., 124TH IL INF, Post
BROOKS, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, Post 32
BROOKS, WILLIAM C., 36TH OH INF, Post
BROOKS, WILLIAM H., US NAVY; MS SQUADRON, Post 299
BROOKS, WILLIAM S, 14TH IL CAV, Post
BROOMHALL, THOMAS, 9TH IA CAV, Post 147
BROON, JOSHUA, 1ST MO INF RESERVES, Post 187
BROON, MYRON, 96TH IL, Post
BROSON, ANSON H., 29TH IN INF, Post
BROSS, HARMON, 18TH MI INF, Post

BROSS, HARMON, 18TH MI INF; DIED 9JAN192, Post 75
BROSSARD, PETER, 2ND IA CAV, Post
BROT, O.V., 15TH WI INF, Post 40
BROTHER, FRED, 8TH MO CAV, Post 35
BROTHERS, STEEN, 12TH IA INF, Post
BROTHERTAN, NOAH, 34TH IA INF, Post
BROTHERTON, DAVID, 17TH MI INF, Post 82
BROTT, JAMES MARTIN, 5TH IL CAV, Post 47
BROTT, JAMES MARTIN, 5TH IA CAV, Post 36
BROUDY, FRED, 129TH IL INF, Post
BROWAND, DAVID C., 88TH IN INF, Post 129
BROWEN, LAURAWAY D., 152ND NY, Post
BROWER, G.B., 4TH MI CAV, Post 235
BROWER, WILLIAM, ARTIFICER; 11TH OH CAV, Post
BROWER, WILLIAM, MUSICIAN; 27TH OH INF, Post 24

BROWMAN, HENRY, 1ST MO ART., Post 32
BROWN, A.D., 132ND IN INF, Post 196
BROWN, A.H., 77TH IL INF, Post 13
BROWN, ALBA, 5TH IA CAV, Post 25
BROWN, ALBA, 5TH IA CAV, Post
BROWN, ALEXANDER, 15TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, ALFRED, 53RD OH INF, Post 289
BROWN, ALFRED H., 13TH IA INF, Post 13
BROWN, ALLEN, US NAVY, Post 190
BROWN, ALLEN, 83RD US COLORED INF, Post 262
BROWN, ALONZO E., 12TH IA INF, Post 11
BROWN, ALONZO E., 12TH IA INF, Post 11
BROWN, ALPHEUS D., 23RD IL INF, Post 80
BROWN, ALVIN A., 38TH IA INF, Post
BROWN, ALVIN A., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 94

BROWN, B, 12TH OH INF, Post 254
BROWN, B.F., 12TH MI INF, Post 133
BROWN, BENJAMIN A., 62ND OH INF, Post 301
BROWN, BENJAMIN F., 54TH IN INF, Post 26
BROWN, BENJAMIN F., 6TH WV CAV, Post 262
BROWN, BENJAMIN L., 48TH IN INF, Post
BROWN, BENJAMINE F., 126TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, C.H., 23RD MO INF, Post 284
BROWN, C.H., 1ST NJ INF, Post 198
BROWN, C.L., 11TH MI INF, Post 198
BROWN, CARLTON L., 11TH MI CAV, Post
BROWN, CHARLES, 33RD IL INF, Post 69
BROWN, CHARLES, 17TH WI INF, Post
BROWN, CHARLES E., 80TH IL INF, Post 52
BROWN, CHARLES F., 9TH NY CAV, Post 32

BROWN, CHARLES H., 23RD WI INF, Post 127
BROWN, CHARLES H., 104TH IL INF, Post 215
BROWN, CHARLES L., 13TH NY CAV, Post 98
BROWN, CORNELLUS H., 2ND IA ART., Post 158
BROWN, CRAWFORD, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 336
BROWN, D.I., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 178
BROWN, D.I., 20TH NH HEAVY ART., Post 1
BROWN, DANIEL, 2ND IA INF, Post 32
BROWN, DARIUS, 2ND OH CAV, Post 88
BROWN, DAVID J., 132ND IN INF, Post 3
BROWN, DELOS M., 8TH MI INF, Post 35
BROWN, DeWITT C., 80TH IN INF, Post
BROWN, E.D., 6TH MI CAV, Post
BROWN, E.F., 151ST IL INF, Post
BROWN, E.G., 2ND NY CAV, Post

BROWN, E.P., 19TH MI INF, Post 218
BROWN, E.R., 16TH WI INF, Post 56
BROWN, EDGAR D., 5TH MI CAV, Post 15
BROWN, EDWARD J., 1ST IA CAV, Post 110
BROWN, EDWIN F., 151ST IL INF, Post 25
BROWN, ELBRIDGE, 74TH IL INF, Post 180
BROWN, ELI, 77TH IL INF, Post 131
BROWN, ELLIOTT LERO, 12TH IL CAV, Post 16
BROWN, ERASTUS, 7TH MO CAV, Post 262
BROWN, EZEKIEL A., 86TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, EZEKIEL A., 86TH IL INF, Post 49
BROWN, EZRA, 4TH MI INF, Post 60
BROWN, FRANCIS E., 142ND IL INF, Post 21
BROWN, FRANCIS E., 142ND IL INF, Post
BROWN, FRANCIS MARI, 14TH IN INF, Post 19

BROWN, FRANK N., 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 52
BROWN, FRANK S., 46TH IL INF, Post 91
BROWN, FRANCIS H., 34TH IL INF, Post 25
BROWN, G.J., 45TH IA INF, Post 42
BROWN, GEORGE, 1ST NE INF, Post 61
BROWN, GEORGE, 48TH IN INF, Post 32
BROWN, GEORGE, 12TH WI INF, Post 224
BROWN, GEORGE, 48TH IN INF, Post 32
BROWN, GEORGE T., 47TH IA INF, Post 81
BROWN, GEORGE A., 140TH IL INF, Post 329
BROWN, GEORGE H., 65TH IL LINF, Post 80
BROWN, GEORGE L., 7TH WI INF, Post 10
BROWN, GEORGE R., 74TH OH INF, Post 204
BROWN, GEORGE S., 61ST PA INF, Post 274
BROWN, GEORGE W., 121ST OH INF; CO. F; 69TH, Post 74
BROWN, GEORGE W., 47TH IL INF, Post 61
BROWN, GEORGE W., 69TH OH INF; CO. C; 121ST, Post 74
BROWN, GEORGE W., 53RD IN INF, Post 151
BROWN, GUY A., 2ND NY ART., Post
BROWN, GUY A., 22ND NY, Post
BROWN, GUY A., 2ND NY ART., Post
BROWN, H. FRANCES, 34TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, H.A., 49TH WI, Post
BROWN, HARMAN L., 39TH IA INF, Post 147
BROWN, HARVEY A., 49TH WI, Post
BROWN, HENRY, 9TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 198
BROWN, HENRY, 1ST KS INF, Post
BROWN, HENRY, 8TH MI INF; PVT; CO. A; 10T, Post 1
BROWN, HENRY, 10TH IL INF, Post 91
BROWN, HENRY, 9TH IA INF, Post 198
BROWN, HENRY, 8TH NJ INF, Post 262
BROWN, HENRY C., 87TH IN INF, Post 31
BROWN, HENRY D., 12TH IL CAV, Post 180
BROWN, HENRY D., 12TH IL CAV, Post
BROWN, HENRY S., 11TH WI INF, Post 146
BROWN, HENRY W., 55TH NY INF, Post
BROWN, HIRAM, 8TH OH INF, Post 285
BROWN, HIRAM W., 69TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, HIRAM W., 52ND IL INF, Post
BROWN, HUBBARD, 4TH OH INF; 4TH OH ART, Post 90
BROWN, HUBBARD, 4TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, HUGH C., 100TH US COLORED INF, Post
BROWN, IASIAH, 74TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, IRA, 5TH KS CAV, Post 31
BROWN, ISAAC, 62ND OH INF, Post 95
BROWN, ISAAC, 60TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, ISAIAH J., 115TH OH INF, Post 72
BROWN, ISISAH, 74TH IL INF, Post 310
BROWN, J.H., 103RD PA INF, Post 168
BROWN, J.T., 90TH OH, Post
BROWN, JACKSON, 33RD IL INF, Post 34
BROWN, JACOB H., 23RD NY INF, Post
BROWN, JACOB T., 90TH OH INF, Post 95
BROWN, JACOB T., 90TH OH CAV, Post
BROWN, JAMES, 62ND OH INF, Post 219
BROWN, JAMES B, 10TH IA INF, Post
BROWN, JAMES B., 10TH IA INF, Post 80
BROWN, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, JAMES E., 46TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, JAMES G., 18TH OH INF, Post 37

BROWN, JAMES H, 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
BROWN, JAMES H., 7TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, JAMES H., 13TH IA INF;13TH IA CAV, Post 1
BROWN, JAMES I., 2ND WI CAV, Post
BROWN, JAMES K., 5TH IL CAV, Post 301
BROWN, JAMES L., PVT;4TH IL CAV, Post 262
BROWN, JAMES M., 28TH IA INF, Post 154
BROWN, JAMES W., 46TH IN INF, Post 89
BROWN, JAMES W., PVT;2ND KS CAV, Post 196
BROWN, JARAMIAH, 56TH MD INF, Post
BROWN, JARARD C., 92ND IL INF, Post 24
BROWN, JARED C., 92ND IL INF, Post
BROWN, JEFF D., 47TH IL INF;8TH IA INF, Post 47
BROWN, JEFFERSON D., 8TH IA CAV;47TH IL INF, Post 45
BROWN, JEREMIAH JE, 35TH IN INF, Post 255

BROWN, JESSE, 43RD MO INF, Post 17
BROWN, JESSE J., 43RD MO INF, Post
BROWN, JOHN, 44TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, JOHN, 1ST MA CAV;SERG;CO. G;4T, Post 2
BROWN, JOHN, 38TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, JOHN, 38TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, JOHN A., 128TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, JOHN A., 9TH NY CAV, Post 34
BROWN, JOHN B., 6TH IA INF, Post 155
BROWN, JOHN C., 102ND IL INF, Post 144
BROWN, JOHN F., 42ND WI INF, Post 60
BROWN, JOHN H., 12TH PA INF, Post 285
BROWN, JOHN M., 14TH PA INF, Post 127
BROWN, JOHN M., 14TH PA CAV, Post
BROWN, JONATHAN N., 92ND IL INF, Post 135

BROWN, JOSEPH, 84TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, JOSEPH, 84TH IL INF, Post 95
BROWN, JOSEPH, 9TH MI INF, Post 227
BROWN, JOSEPH H., 50TH WI INF, Post 91
BROWN, JOSEPHUS, 36TH IA INF, Post 50
BROWN, ROBERT, 10TH IL INF, Post 13
BROWN, ROBERT N., 13TH IA INF, Post 43
BROWN, S.H., 43RD MO INF, Post
BROWN, S.H., 50TH MO INF, Post 231
BROWN, S.S., 36TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, SAMUEL, 19TH PA INF; PVT; CO. A; 19, Post 127
BROWN, SAMUEL L., 7TH WI INF, Post 10
BROWN, SAMUEL S., 3RD CA INF, Post 32
BROWN, SAMUEL S., 36TH OH INF, Post
BROWN, SANDERS V., 38TH OH INF, Post 221
BROWN, SANFORD B., 75TH OH INF, Post 11
BROWN, SILAS S., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 58

BROWN, SILAS S., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 58
BROWN, SMITH P., 9TH IA CAV, Post 2
BROWN, SPENCER, 23RD, Post
BROWN, STEPHEN J., 1ST NE INF, Post 31
BROWN, STEPHEN J., 1ST NE INF, Post
BROWN, T.B., 7TH WV INF, Post 45
BROWN, THEODORE P., 104TH IL INF, Post 313
BROWN, THOMAS, 1ST CO CAV, Post 15
BROWN, THOMAS B., 7TH WV INF, Post
BROWN, THOMAS E., 74TH OH INF, Post 204
BROWN, THOMAS G., 20TH IA INF, Post 151
BROWN, THOMAS H., 114TH IL INF, Post 112
BROWN, URIAH K., 148TH PA INF; CO. G; 53RD, Post 233
BROWN, VINCANT, 181ST IN, Post
BROWN, W.E., 11TH TN, Post

BROWN, W.F., 91ST NY INF, Post 83
BROWN, W.H., 27TH MI INF, Post 13
BROWN, WARRANT E., 22ND NY INF, Post
BROWN, WESLEY A., 1ST US INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 8
BROWN, WESTON, 1ST IL ART.; CO. G; 19TH I, Post 65
BROWN, WESTON, 19TH IL INF;1ST IL ART., Post 65
BROWN, WILL H., 140TH IL INF, Post 127
BROWN, WILL H., 15TH IL INF, Post 127
BROWN, WILLIAM, 60TH OH INF, Post 222
BROWN, WILLIAM, 83RD IL INF, Post 135
BROWN, WILLIAM, 13TH IA INF, Post 182
BROWN, WILLIAM, 104TH PA INF; PVT; CO. G; 1, Post 328
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 66TH IL INF, Post 285
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 43
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 30TH IL INF, Post

BROWN, WILLIAM A., 17TH IL CAV, Post 18
BROWN, WILLIAM A., 30TH IL INF, Post
BROWN, WILLIAM B., 7TH IL CAV, Post 43
BROWN, WILLIAM C., 3RD WI INF, Post 114
BROWN, WILLIAM E., 1ST WI CAV, Post
BROWN, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF;32ND IN INF, Post 25
BROWN, WILLIAM H., 32ND IN INF;9TH IN INF, Post 25
BROWN, WILLIAM P., 5TH WI INF, Post 7
BROWN, WILLIAM S., 9TH IA CAV, Post 4
BROWN, WILLIAM T., 59TH IL INF, Post 202
BROWN, WINSLOW, 44TH MA INF, Post
BROWNELL, GEORGE W., CO INDEPENDENT BATTERY, Post 101
BROWNING, FREDERICK S., 1ST IL ART., Post 13
BROWNING, H.H., 92ND IL, Post
BROWNING, HENRY, 77TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 34

BROWNING, HENRY C., 40TH IN INF, Post
BROWNING, HESEKIAH, 8TH IA, Post
BROWNING, HEZEKIAH, 8TH IA INF, Post 94
BROWNING, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF, Post 32
BROWNLEE, DAVID L., 28TH IL INF, Post 258
BROWNLOW, JOSEPH, 49TH WI INF, Post 222
BROWNSON, HARRY, 12TH VT INF, Post 110
BROWNSON, MIRON T, 52ND PA INF, Post
BROWSE, HARRY, 8TH NJ, Post
BROYLES, ISAAC N., 4TH TN INF, Post 321
BROZZART, PETE, 35TH IA INF;PVT;CO. E;2, Post 147
BRUBAKER, ABRAHAM A., 3RD IA INF, Post
BRUBAKER, ABRAHAM A., 45TH IA INF, Post 177
BRUBAKER, ABRAHAM A., 45TH IA INF, Post
BRUBAKER, ABRAM, 75TH OH INF, Post 32

BRUBAKER, JOHN A., 19TH IA INF, Post 177
BRUCE, ALONZO I., 13TH VT INF, Post 156
BRUCE, JAMES E., 67TH OH INF, Post 13
BRUCE, JOHN, 32ND WI INF, Post 63
BRUCE, JOHN W., 39TH IN INF;SERG;CO. G;8, Post 98
BRUCE, LUCIEN, 2ND US VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 11
BRUCHER, LOUIS, 25TH IA INF, Post 1;2
BRUCHNAN, DAVID, 99TH IN INF, Post 81
BRUCKER, ALEXANDER G., 11TH IL CAV, Post 1
BRUENGER, PETER, 10TH IL INF, Post 201
BRULLINAX, WILLIAM, 10TH TN INF, Post 1
BRUMBAUGH, SAMUEL, 106TH PA INF, Post 304
BRUMBAUGH, WASHINGTON, 12TH IN CAV, Post 195
BRUMBAUGH, WILLIAM A., 11TH IL CAV, Post 1
BRUMWELL, W.H., 9TH IA INF, Post
BRUNBAUGH, W.A., 6TH WV INF (ERROR), Post 1
BRUNER, ALBERT, 1ST MO CAV., Post 75
BRUNER, CHARLES E., 3RD IA CAV, Post 7
BRUNER, FRANKLIN, 12TH IN INF; PVT; CO. B; 48, Post 6
BRUNER, GEORGE, 126TH PA INF, Post
BRUNER, HUES B., 38TH PA INF, Post
BRUNER, JAMES B., 38TH PA MILITIA INF, Post
BRUNER, JAMES F., 7TH MO CAV, Post
BRUNER, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, Post 279
BRUNER, JOHN J., 115TH PA INF; CORP; CO. D, Post
BRUNER, T.C., 214TH PA INF, Post
BRUNER, T.C., 128TH PA INF, Post
BRUNGER, PETER, 50TH IL INF, Post 199
BRUNK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post 27
BRUNKE, CONRAD, 9TH WI INF, Post
BRUNER, THOMAS C., 128TH PA, Post
BRUNNING, WILLIAM, 144TH OH INF, Post 28
BRUNO, LESTER S., 29TH OH INF, Post 23
BRUNSEN, TRUMEN M., 27TH IA INF, Post
BRUNSTETER, HENRY H., 41ST OH INF (12TH OH CAV), Post 198
BRUNSTETLER, HENRY H., 12TH OH CAV (41ST OH INF), Post 198
BRUNT, GILBERT P., 27TH IA INF, Post 229
BRUNT, RALPH V., 35TH WI INF; CO. A; 23RD, Post 52
BRURK, LAWRENCE, 20TH IL INF, Post 1
BRUSH, JOHN, 19TH WI INF, Post 354
BRUSH, JOSEPH W., 25TH IA INF, Post 103
BRUSH, JOSEPHES W., 14TH IA INF, Post
BRUSH, JOSEPHUS W., DRUMMAJOR; 14TH IA INF, Post
BRUSS, WILLIAM H., 153RD IN INF, Post 147
BRUULAND, THOMAS, 2ND KS CAV, Post
BRVADBENT, MATTHEW, QUARTERMASTER DEPT IA, Post
BRYAN, ASBERY G., 173RD OH INF, Post 24
BRYAN, ISAAC N., 9TH IA INF, Post 4
BRYAN, JOHN W., 3RD US CAV, Post 7
BRYAN, JOSEPH, 48TH IL INF, Post 180
BRYAN, LAFAYETTE M., 155TH IN INF, Post 11
BRYAN, SAMUEL G., 170TH IL, Post
BRYAN, SAMUEL G., 117TH IL INF, Post 31
BRYAN, SAMUEL G., 117TH IL, Post
BRYAN, THOMAS, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post
BRYAN, THOMAS, 1ST IL ART., Post
BRYAN, W.A., 1ST IA INF, Post 146
BRYANT, ABNER M., 58TH IN INF, Post 216
BRYANT, BOWATER, 33RD IN INF, Post 88
BRYANT, C.R., US NAVY, Post

BRYANT, DAVID Z., 37TH WI INF, Post 19
BRYANT, F.B., 12TH WI INF, Post
BRYANT, FRANK B., 12TH WI INF, Post 7;1
BRYANT, ISAAC, 154TH NY INF, Post
BRYANT, JAMY C., 7TH IA INF, Post
BRYANT, LOUIS N., 42ND WI INF, Post 43
BRYANT, ROBERT, GA(CONFEDERATE), Post
BRYANT, THOMAS, 32ND WI INF;1ST WI INF, Post 7;3
BRYANT, THOMAS, 1ST WI INF;2 LIEUT;CO., Post 7;3
BRYEN, EDMUND, ROCK BATTERY ART., Post
BRYEN, PHOCION, 93RD IL INF, Post 6
BRYON, T.M., 2ND IA INF, Post 43
BRYSON, DAVID, 75TH IL INF, Post 13
BRYSON, ROBERT, 102ND IL, Post
BRYSON, ROBERT, 102ND IL INF, Post

BRYSON, ROBERT, 102ND IL INF, Post 49
BRYSON, WILLIAM P., 9TH IL CAV, Post
BUCHANAN, ALEXANDER W., 30TH OH INF, Post
BUCHANAN, FRANCIS M., 36TH IA INF, Post 230
BUCHANAN, JACKSON, 54TH PA INF, Post 222
BUCHANAN, MARION, 36TH IA INF, Post 275
BUCHANAN, OWEN E., 6TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
BUCHANAN, SIMEON, 7TH IA INF, Post
BUCHANAN, VIC, 1ST NE INF, Post 52
BUCHANAN, WILLIAM C., 36TH IL INF, Post 32
BUCHANEN, JOHN, 118TH OH INF, Post
BUCHANON, J.J., 3RD MO INF(ERROR), Post 13
BUCHER, ANDREW, 45TH IL INF, Post 31
BUCHER, FRED, 57TH IL INF, Post 18
BUCHER, W.A., 14TH IA INF, Post 105

BUCHER, WILLIAM A., 14TH IA LINF, Post
BUCHTELL, WILLIAM D., 128TH IN INF, Post 54
BUCK, CHARLES H., 2ND IL ART., Post 89
BUCK, FRED J., 2ND IL ART., Post 129
BUCK, GEORGE W., VT RESERVE CORP, Post
BUCK, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF, Post 19
BUCK, JOHN S., 14TH IL CAV, Post 7
BUCK, RALPH P., 69TH IL INF, Post 51
BUCK, ROBERT, 20TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 89
BUCK, ROBERT, 20TH IN INF, Post 52
BUCK, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 88
BUCK, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF, Post 349
BUCK, WILLIAM H., 86TH IL INF, Post 261
BUCKEY, FRANCIS, 1ST MD INF, Post 25
BUCKEY, FRANCIS, US NAVY, Post 25
BUCKHOLDER, SAMPSON S., 18TH IL INF, Post 91
BUCKINGHAM, ABEL, 1ST MI CAV, Post 193
BUCKINGHAM, THOMAS, 31ST WI INF, Post 222
BUCKLEY, ELIAS L., INDEP. PA ART., Post
BUCKLEY, ISAAC, 2ND NE CAV, Post
BUCKLEY, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, Post 44
BUCKLEY, JOHN, 23RD IL INF, Post 262
BUCKLEY, JOHN T., 36TH IN INF, Post 205
BUCKLEY, WILLIAM, 1ST MD, Post
BUCKLEY, WILLIAM, 155TH PA INF, Post
BUCKLY, ISAAC, 7TH KS CAV, Post 84
BUCKMAN, CAL., 83RD IL, Post
BUCKMAN, CALVIN F., 83RD IL INF, Post 47
BUCKMAN, CHARLES K., HATCH'S MN BALLALIAN CAV, Post 34
BUCKMAN, ROBERT S., Post
BUCKMAN, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF, Post 140
BUCKMAN, ZACHARIAS S., 92ND IL INF, Post 32
BUCKMASTER, ASBURY, 4TH IA ART., Post 118
BUCKMASTER, ASBURY, 4TH IA ART., Post
BUCKMASTER, W., 12TH MI INF, Post 70
BUCKNER, CALVIN, 9TH IA CAV, Post 282
BUCKNER, EIJAH D., 132ND IN INF, Post 26
BUCKNER, ELIJAH D., 132ND IN INF, Post
BUCKNER, ROBERT W., 5TH KY INF, Post 180
BUCKWALDT, LOUIS F.C., 1ST MO CAV, Post
BUCKWOLD, LOUIS, 1ST MO CAV, Post 115
BUCY, ALFORD, 46TH IL INF, Post
BUDD, JOSHUA, 11TH IN INF, Post 7
BUEHNOR, JOHN M., 2ND OH INF, Post 25
BUEHRER, ANDREW, 67TH OH INF, Post 10
BUEKRRER, FREDERICK, 24TH IL INF, Post
BUELL, ANDREW G., 101ST NY INF, Post 157
BUELL, LEROY A., 39TH WI INF, Post 97
BUELOW, CHARLES, 6TH PA, Post
BUENZ, JOACHIM, 2ND CO CAV, Post
BUFFALOE, BRYANT, 97TH IN INF, Post 10
BUFFINGTON, GEORGE, 161ST OH INF, Post 315
BUFFINGTON, J.R., 24TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 159
BUFFINGTON, JOSEPH R., 25TH IA INF, Post 15
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUFFUM, AUSTIN W.</td>
<td>83RD IL INF, Post 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFUM, JOHN W.</td>
<td>37TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFUM, JOHN W.</td>
<td>37TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFUM, JOSEPH W.</td>
<td>83RD IL INF, Post 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFUM, JOHN W.</td>
<td>37TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFORD, CHARLES H.</td>
<td>3RD KY INF, Post 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFORD, W. C.</td>
<td>12TH KY CAV, Post 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUGBEE, EZRA D.</td>
<td>102ND IL INF, Post 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUGH, ALFRED</td>
<td>62ND OH INF, Post 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUHRLE, JACOB</td>
<td>13TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSBEE, OSSIAN</td>
<td>3RD WI INF, Post 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULL, WILLIAM A.</td>
<td>5TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULL, TIMANTHUS</td>
<td>64TH IL, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, MARTIN L.</td>
<td>1ST VT CAV, Post 350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, NORMAN A.</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, R.T.</td>
<td>3RD WI INF, Post 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, SHURBAN</td>
<td>44TH IN INF, Post 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULKLEY, JOHN</td>
<td>23RD IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULKLEY, J.A.</td>
<td>102ND OH INF, Post 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULL, J.R.</td>
<td>34TH OH INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULL, STEPHEN</td>
<td>186TH NY, Post 137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULL, TIMANTHUS</td>
<td>64TH IL INF, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>15TH KS CAV, Post 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, NORMAN A.</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLARD, SHURBAN</td>
<td>44TH IN INF, Post 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BUFFUM, AUSTIN, 83RD IL, Post
BUFFUM, AUSTIN W., 83RD IL INF, Post 47
BUFFUM, AUSTIN W., 83RD IL INF, Post
BUFFUM, JOHN W., 37TH IA INF, Post
BUFFUM, JOHN W., 37TH IL INF, Post
BUFFUM, JOSEPH W., 83RD IL INF, Post 47

BUFFUM, JOSEPH W., 83RD IL INF, Post
BUFINGTON, GEORGE, 161ST OH INF, Post 315
BUFORD, CHARLES H., 3RD KY INF, Post
BUFORD, CHARLES H., 3RD KY INF, Post 25
BUFORD, W. C., 12TH KY CAV, Post 98
BUGBEE, EZRA D., 102ND IL INF, Post 144
BUGH, ALFRED, 62ND OH INF, Post
BUGH, ALFRED, 62ND OH INF, Post 262
BUGH, WILLIAM A, 5TH WI INF, Post
BUGSBE, OSSIAN, 3RD WI INF, Post 25
BUHRLE, JACOB, 15TH WI INF, Post 40
BUHRLE, JACOB, 13TH WI INF, Post
BUHRLE, JACOB, 13TH WI INF, Post 25
BUKER, JOHN, 1ST MO ART., Post 230
BUKER, GEORGE W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 74
BUKER, ISAAC, 32ND IA INF, Post 74
BUKER, ISAAC A., 8TH IA INF; CO. C; 32ND IA, Post 74
BUKER, WILLIAM E., 2ND IA CAV, Post 242
BULKLEY, J.A., 102ND OH INF, Post 80
BULKLEY, JOHN, 23RD IL INF, Post
BULL, C.H., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
BULL, CHANCEY H., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 25
BULL, J.R., 34TH OH INF, Post
BULL, JAMES R., 34TH OH INF, Post
BULL, JAMES R., 34TH OH INF; CO. F; 36TH O, Post 137
BULL, JAMES R., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post 137
BULL, TIMANTHUS, 64TH IL, Post
BULL, TIMANTHUS, 64TH IL INF, Post 61
BULL, WILLIAM E., 2ND NY CAV, Post 84
BULL, WILLIAMSON E., 2ND NY CAV, Post

BULLA, LEVI D., 20TH IN INF, Post 95
BULLA, LEVI J., 20TH IN INF, Post
BULLARD, JEREMIAH, 15TH KS CAV, Post 6
BULLARD, MARTIN L., 1ST VT CAV, Post 350
BULLARD, NORMAN A., Post
BULLARD, R.T., 3RD WI INF, Post 9
BULLARD, SHURBAN, 44TH IN INF, Post 14
BULLER, HORACE C., 97TH IL INF, Post 16
BULLIETT, JACOB, 92ND IL INF; 65TH IL INF, Post 20
BULLIS, WILLIAM T., 104TH IL INF; PVT; CO. C; 3, Post 208
BULLITT, H.G., 7TH US CAV, Post 25
BULLITT, HENRY G., 91ST IN INF, Post 25
BULLOCK, DANIEL R., 156TH IL INF, Post 223
BULLOCK, DAVID S., 1ST IA CAV, Post
BULLOCK, ERVIN E., 47TH IL INF, Post 334

BULLOCK, F.H., 6TH MN INF, Post 110
BULLOCK, J.H., 47TH OH, Post
BULLOCK, JAMES H., 47TH OH INF, Post
BULLOCK, JAMES HENRY, 47TH OH INF, Post 159
BULLOCK, MYRON, 35TH IA INF, Post 209
BULLOCK, R.J., 44TH IA INF, Post 32
BULLOCK, RUTSON J., 105TH IL INF; 44TH IA INF, Post 32
BULLOCK, WILLIAM F., 2ND IA CAV, Post 32
BUMBAUGH, GEORGE, 9TH IL CAV, Post
BUMES, MILES J., 3RD IA CAV, Post
BUMGARDNER, SAMUEL V., 9TH IA INF, Post
BUMGARDNER, SAMUEL V., 9TH IA INF, Post 31
BUMSTEAD, J.A., 20TH IA INF, Post
BUMSTEAD, JOHN A., 42ND IN INF; 87TH IN INF, Post 25
BUMSTEAD, JOHN A., 20TH IN INF; CO. I; 42ND, Post 25

BUMSTEAD, JOHN A., 87TH IN INF; 42ND IN INF, Post 25
BUMSTEAD, WILLIAM T., 87TH IN INF, Post
BUN, AMANZIE D., 1ST IL ART., Post
BUMCE, EDGAR H., WAGONER; 10TH WI LIGHT AR, Post 50
BUMCE, FRANKLIN, 1ST MI ART., Post 258
BUMCE, GEORGE, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 113
BUNCH, AMERICA, 20TH IN INF, Post
BUNCH, AMERICUS, , Post 84

BUNDY, RUSSELL S., 25TH WI INF; POSTS 258 &, Post 198
BUNDY, RUSSELL S., 25TH WI INF, Post 258
BUNDY, WILLIAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post 11
BUNFORD, THOMAS, 145TH ON INF, Post
BUMGARDNER, GEORGE H., 116TH OH INF, Post 22
BUNK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post 27
BUNKAM, J.S., 31ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 27
BUNKER, HENRY H., 3RD OH CAV, Post 158

BUNKER, JOHN C., 30TH IL INF, Post 35
BUNKER, JOHN C., 30TH IA INF, Post
BUNN, EPHRAIM, 151ST IL INF, Post
BUNN, JOHN, 59TH IL INF; CO. K; 89TH, Post
BUNN, JOHN, 89TH IL INF; CO. K; 59TH I, Post
BUNN, JOHN J., 147TH NY INF, Post
BUNN, JOSEPH N., 16TH IA INF, Post
BUNN, JOSEPH N., 16TH IA INF, Post 104
BUNN, PETE, 28TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 104
BUNN, VAEPARIASO, 1ST MI CAV, Post 52
BUNTING, HENRY, 108TH IL INF, Post 11
BUNTING, WILLIAM M., 102ND IL INF, Post 10
BUNTON, GEORGE W., 3RD IA INF, Post 155
BURBANK, GEORGE L., 3RD MA INF RIFLES, Post 79
BURCH, BENJAMIN F., 32ND IL INF, Post 4

BURCH, GEORGE B., 42ND IN INF, Post 226
BURCH, GEORGE N., 150TH NY INF, Post 23
BURCH, HENRY A., 18TH IA INF, Post 326
BURCH, JOHN T., 2ND IA INF, Post 14
BURCH, JOHN T., 3RD IA INF, Post 14
Burcham, Franklin, 7TH IN INF, Post 101
Burcham, Franklin J., 70TH IN INF, Post 312
Burcham, Franklin J., 70TH IN INF, Post
Burcham, Henry, 13TH IN INF, Post
Burcham, James, 7TH IN INF, Post 25
Burchard, Ephraim H., 29TH IA INF, Post 262
Burchard, Frank, 49TH IL INF, Post 12
Burchfield, Samuel, 162ND OH INF, Post 262
Burchfield, Samuel S., 162ND OH LINF, Post
Burchum, Henry, 13TH IN INF, Post 101

Burd, Alex N., 2ND IA CAV, Post 25
Burd, Alexander N., 2ND IA CAV, Post
Burdean, Lewis, 44TH IL INF, Post 205
Burden, Henry, 17TH US INF, Post 107
Burden, Richard, 16TH IN INF, Post 134
Burden, Thomas, 73RD IN INF, Post 79
Burdeett, John F., 19TH IA INF, Post 136
Burdick, Albert M., 4TH IA INF, Post 70
Burdick, Ancel A., 34TH IL INF, Post 94
Burdick, Daniel L., 8TH MN INF, Post
Burdick, Daniel L., 8TH MN INF, Post 95
Burdick, E.D., 42ND IL INF, Post 354
Burdick, Frank O., 40TH WI INF, Post 7
Burdick, J.E., 2ND MN INF, Post 8
Burdick, J.P., 2ND NE CAV, Post

Burdick, Jared, 49TH WI INF, Post 60
BURDICK, JOSHUA P., 2ND NE CAV, Post 54
BURDICK, L.P.,, Post 123
BURDICK, WARNER E., 42ND IL INF, Post 235
BURDICT, GEORGE D., 6TH MI CAV, Post 1;2
BURG, W.R., 2ND NE, Post
BURG, WILLIAM R., 2ND NE CAV, Post
BURG, WILLIAM R., 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
BURGAN, GEORGE, 35TH IA INF, Post 259
BURGE, HENRY J., 6TH IN INF, Post 77
BURGE, THOMAS J., 2ND IA INF, Post 135
BURGEN, CHARLES H., 192ND PA INF, Post
BURGER, CHARLES, 120TH IL INF, Post
BURGER, PETER, 5TH US INF, Post 173
BURGER, SEBASTIAN, 9TH US INF, Post 15
BURGERSON, ANDREW, 72ND IN INF, Post 111
BURGES, R., 1ST MI INF, Post 235
BURGESS, ALMOND, 2ND WI CAV, Post 89
BURGESS, ALMOND, 2ND WI CAV, Post
BURGESS, ALMUND, 2ND WI CAV, Post
BURGESS, GREEN, 22ND IN INF, Post 53
BURGESS, HARVEY, 9TH MN INF, Post 297
BURGESS, LORENZO, 8TH IL CAV, Post
BURGESS, LORENZO S., 8TH IL CAV, Post 104
BURGESS, REUBEN, 1ST MI CAV, Post 176
BURGESS, WILLIAM, 2ND WI CAV, Post 89
BURGESS, WILLIAM, 22ND WI INF(ERROR), Post 89
BURGESS, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 57
BURGESS, WILLIAM J., 2ND WI CAV, Post
BURGET, LAWRENCE, 39TH IL INF, Post
BURGETT, HARRISON H., 105TH OH INF, Post
BURGGROF, JOHN G., 49TH IL INF, Post 13
BURGLUND, PETER A., 14TH INF, Post
BURGOYNE, CHARLES, 186TH OH INF, Post 81
BURHANS, HERMAN, 4TH NY INF, Post 240
BURHAUS, HERMAN, 13TH NY ART., Post
BURINTUN, CHARLES H., 46TH WI INF, Post 255
BURK, GEORGE, 2ND VT CAV, Post
BURK, JOHN, 117TH NY INF, Post 84
BURK, JOSEPH M., 30TH OH INF, Post 8
BURK, JOSIAH K., 119TH IL INF, Post
BURK, JOSIAH K., 119TH IL INF, Post 253
BURK, MARTIN, 27TH WI INF, Post 11
BURK, OLIVE P., 47TH IL INF, Post
BURK, OLIVER P., 47TH IL INF, Post 25
BURK, SAMUEL R., 23RD MO INF, Post 321
BURK, THOMAS W., US NAVY; USS WINOSKEY, Post 267
BURK, WILLIAM M., 51ST MO INF, Post
BURKE, A.J., 141ST NE ART., Post
BURKE, ABNER L., 3RD WI INF; 13TH WI INF, Post 198
BURKE, ANDREW A., 22ND WI INF, Post 17
BURKE, CHARLES E., 2ND CLASS CABIN BOY; USS N, Post 262
BURKE, FRANKLIN, , Post
BURKE, HOWARD L., 13TH IL INF, Post
BURKE, ISIAH P., 118TH OH INF, Post 23
BURKE, JAMES, 2ND IL CAV, Post 254
BURKE, JOHN, 12TH IA INF; CO. E; 27TH I, Post
BURKE, JOHN, 27TH IA INF, Post 69
BURKE, MILTON M., 73RD IN INF; 23RD IN INF, Post 23
BURKE, MILTON M., 23RD IN INF; 73RD IN INF, Post 23

BURKE, WILLIAM, 51ST IN ART, Post
BURKETT, HOWARD L., 13TH IL INF, Post 11
BURKETT, J.S., 29TH IA INF, Post 137
BURKETT, JOHN S., 29TH IA, Post
BURKEY, JOHN, 139TH IL INF, Post 73
BURKHARD, NICHOLAS, 53RD IL INF; CO. F; 41ST, Post
BURKHARD, WILLIAM, 2ND MO ART., Post 197
BURKHARDT, CHARLES, 7TH MI CA V, Post
BURKHARDT, CHARLES, 3RD MI CA V, Post 26
BURKHART, FRANK, 49TH IL INF, Post 12
BURKHART, JACOB, 192ND OH INF, Post 172
BURKHART, JACOB, 192ND OH INF, Post
BURKHART, JOHN, 3RD NY HEAVY ART, Post
BURKHERD, NICHOLAS C., 41ST IL INF; CO. G; 53RD I, Post 134
BURKS, ELHANAN W., 3RD IA CA V, Post 228

BURKS, JAMES, 58TH IL INF; 114TH IL INF, Post 149
BURKS, JAMES, 114TH IL INF; 58TH IL INF, Post 31
BURKS, JAMES P., 114TH IL, Post
BURKS, WILLIAM M., 51ST MO INF, Post
BURLEIGH, JOHN Q., 119TH IL INF, Post
BURLEW, AARON E., 12TH PA INF, Post 76
BURLEY, ALFRED, 43RD IN INF, Post
BURLEY, CLIFFORD M., 1ST VA INF; 2ND WV INF, Post
BURLEY, DAVID P., 47TH MA INF, Post
BURLEY, ROBERT, 5TH KY CA V, Post 261
BURLING, JOHN, 93RD IL INF, Post 81
BURLINGAME, GEORGE M., 63RD OH INF, Post 23
BURLINGAME, SEVILLE L., 2ND IA INF, Post 102
BURLINGIN, SHADRICK C., 124TH IL INF, Post 3
BURMASTER, FREDRIC W., 1ST OH ART., Post

BURMESTER, ADOLPH, 1ST NE INF, Post 7
BURMESTER, CHARLES E., 1ST NE, Post
BURMESTER, CHARLES EMIL, 1ST NE INF, Post 110
BURMESTER, EMIL, 1ST NE INF, Post 7;1
BURMOOD, PETER, 78TH IL INF, Post 134
BURNAP, GEORGE W., 15TH MI INF, Post 114
BURNER, ISAAC, 92ND IN INF, Post 25
BURNER, JOHN H., 2ND IA CAV, Post 4;1
BURNERS, I., 92ND IL INF, Post 25
BURNES, JAMES, 99TH IN INF, Post 108
BURNES, JOHN, 2ND PA CAV, Post
BURNES, JOHN F., 91ST NY INF, Post 2
BURNETT, ANDREW H., 24TH IA INF, Post 18
BURNETT, AVERY, 100TH OH INF, Post 242
BURNETT, BENJAMINE W., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post

BURNETT, E. R., 29TH MI INF, Post 23
BURNETT, JAMES E., 8TH OH CAV(44TH OH CAV), Post 25
BURNETT, JAMES E., 44TH OH INF, Post
BURNETT, JAMES E., 44TH OH CAV(8TH OH CAV), Post 25
BURNETT, JOHN E., 83RD IL INF;CO. A;61ST I, Post 80
BURNETT, JOHN E., 61ST IL INF;CO. E;83RD I, Post 80
BURNETT, SIDNEY D., 4TH WI CAV, Post 350
BURNETT, WILLIAM T., 37TH IL INF, Post 22
BURNETT, WILLIAM W., 8TH NY ART., Post
BURNETTE, CHARLES H., 64TH IL INF, Post 22
BURNETTE, LUTHER T., 16TH NY ART., Post
BURNLEY, FRANKLIN, 93RD IN INF, Post 40
BURNLEY, JAMES W., 127TH IL INF, Post
BURNHAM, A.J., 46TH IA INF, Post 212
BURNHAM, C.A., 92ND NY INF, Post 37

BURNHAM, COLLINS A., 92ND NY INF, Post
BURNHAM, GEORGE A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 50
BURNHAM, GEORGE A., BUGLER;4TH IA CAV, Post 17
BURNHAM, HARRISON, 93RD NY INF, Post 205
BURNHAM, NATHAN J., 197TH PA INF, Post
BURNHAM, S.W., 17TH ME, Post
BURNHAUR, SOMMER W., 17TH ME INF, Post
BURNILL, EDWARD, 15TH IL INF, Post 102
BURNS, DANIEL, 75TH IL INF, Post 4;2
BURNS, E.C., 4TH MI INF, Post 4;3
BURNS, EDWARD, 16TH IA INF, Post
BURNS, G.W., 118TH IN INF, Post 63
BURNS, GEORGE, 1ST BATTERY; 13TH US INF, Post 207
BURNS, H. L., 163RD OH INF, Post 124
BURNS, HULBERTH L., 15TH OH INF, Post 124

BURNS, JAMES E., 28TH IN INF, Post 89
BURNS, JOHN, 57TH IL INF, Post 193
BURNS, JOHN, 91ST NY INF, Post
BURNS, L.S., 29TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 23
BURNS, M.G., 118TH IN INF, Post
BURNS, MARTIN, 44TH KY INF, Post
BURNS, MILO J., 3RD IA CAV, Post 110
BURNS, ORANGE V., 13TH IA INF, Post 33
BURNS, PATRICK, 5TH NY CAV; CORP; CO. I; 2N, Post 304
BURNS, ROBERT C., 52ND IL INF, Post 350
BURNS, ROBERT W., 4TH IA INF, Post
BURNS, THOMAS B., 103RD PA INF, Post 81
BURNS, WILLIAM, 17TH IL CAV, Post 96
BURNS, WILLIAM, 17TH IL CAV, Post 96
BURNS, WILLIAM P., 3RD IL CAV, Post

BURNSIDE, JOHN W., 11TH PA CAV, Post 128
BURNSIDE, SYLVESTER, 83RD IL INF, Post 189
BUROWS, CHARLES N., 175TH OH, Post
BIRR, A.D., 1ST IL ART., Post 25
BIRR, AMANGEL D., 1ST IL ART., Post 25
BIRR, CARLOS C., 140TH IL INF, Post
BIRR, E.M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 150
BIRR, LIONEL C., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post
BIRR, LIONEL C., 1ST IL ART., Post 25
BIRR, LIONEL C., IL ART., Post
BIRR, WILLIAM A., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 147
BIRRAN, FRED, 13TH KS, Post
BURRELL, THOMAS, 14TH NY INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 110
BURREIGHT, CORNELIUS W., PVT; 14TH IA INF, Post 98
BURREIGHT, GEORGE W., 22ND IA INF, Post 169

BIRRILL, ED, 2ND IA INF; 15TH IL INF, Post 10
BIRRILL, JOHN J., 22ND CT INF, Post 4
BIRRIS, DANIEL, 2ND KS CAV, Post 262
BIRRIS, DAVID, 2ND KS CAV, Post
BIRRIS, JACOB B., 6TH IA INF, Post 150
BIRRIS, WESLEY, 44TH IN INF, Post 62
BURROUGHS, EDWIN V., 42ND IL INF, Post 13
BURROUGHS, IRA F., 154TH NY INF, Post 2;2
BURROUGHS, W.D., 9TH MI INF, Post 81
BURROUGHS, WILLIAM, 41ST MO INF, Post
BURROW, ALEX D., 48TH WI INF, Post 28
BURROW, JOHN, 5TH MO INF, Post 230
BURROWS, ADRIAN A., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 7
BURROWS, BENJAMIN W., 189TH OH INF, Post 329
BURROWS, DABEY, 9TH NY CAV, Post
BURROWS, HENRY G., 13TH MI VET. INF, Post
BURROWS, HENRY G., 13TH WI INF, Post 31
BURROWS, HENRY G., 13TH MI INF, Post 31
BURROWS, JAMES, 103RD IL INF, Post 9;2
BURROWS, WILLIAM, 26TH IA INF, Post 20
Burrus, Thomas F., 6TH VA CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
BURSON, OLIVER H., 14TH LIGHT ART., Post 5
BURSON, OLIVER H., 14TH LIGHT ART., Post 5
BURSON, THOMAS C., 46TH IN INF, Post 261
Burt, A.S., 9TH US INF;6TH OH INF, Post 7
Burt, A.W., 118TH IL INF, Post 166
Burt, Andrew S., 6TH OH INF; 18TH US INF, Post 7
Burt, Arthur F., 103RD IL INF, Post 1;2
Burt, Byron C., 6TH US CAV, Post
Burt, BYRON C., 8TH OH INF, Post 79
Burt, Francis M., 1ST IL CAV, Post 154
Burt, GEORGE W., 44TH IA INF, Post 154
Burt, James W., 95TH PA INF, Post 22
Burt, Joseph, 8TH IA CAV, Post
Burt, Maurice L., 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
Burt, Morris L., 2ND IL ART., Post 25
Burt, Oscar S., 15TH IA, Post
Burtch, H.S., 1ST WI CAV, Post 41
Burtnett, Amos, 39TH IN INF, Post
Burton, ELI, 64TH IN INF, Post 299
Burton, ELI, 67TH IN INF, Post 81
Burton, Francis M., 139TH IL INF, Post 7
Burton, GEORGE W., 156TH IL INF, Post 114
Burton, George W., 138TH IL INF;156TH IL IN, Post 114
Burton, Henry, 38TH IN INF, Post
Burton, Henry B., 102ND IL INF, Post 255
Burton, James P., 79TH IL INF, Post 256
Burton, John, 38TH IA INF, Post
Burton, Luther C., 16TH IL INF, Post 25
Burton, R.D., 67TH IN INF, Post 136
Burton, Riley D., 84TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 25
Burton, Thomas J., 101ST IN INF, Post 32
BURTON, WILLIAM R., 23RD IN INF, Post 13
BURTZ, AMBROSE, 10TH IL INF, Post 4
BURWELL, DANIEL E., 10TH US INF; 6TH OH CAV, Post 39
BURWELL, DANIEL E., 6TH OH CAV; 10TH U.S. INF, Post 39
BURWELL, GEORGE, 3RD MI CAV, Post
BURWELL, JAMES H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 252
BURWELL, JAMES H., 14TH IA INF; PVT; CO. M; 7T, Post 122
BURWELL, JUDSON, 68TH OH INF (14TH OH INF), Post 81

BURWELL, JUDSON, 14TH OH INF (68TH OH INF), Post 81
BUSBARD, FRANK J., 1ST MO INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
BUSBY, DAVID W., 16TH IN INF, Post
BUSCHELBURG, VICTOR, 11TH MO CAV, Post
BUSCHELBURG, VICTOR, 11TH MO CAV, Post 2; 7
BUSER, E.W., 96TH IL INF, Post
BUSER, ELLES W., 96TH IL INF, Post
BUSER, ELLIS W., 96TH IL INF, Post 164
BUSEY, JOHN A., 11TH MO CAV, Post
BUSEY, MATHEW L., 76TH IL INF, Post 174
BUSH, A., 2ND IA INF, Post 285
BUSH, A.F., 17TH PA CAV, Post 324
BUSH, ALBERT, 2ND PA CAV, Post 231
BUSH, ALLEN, 4TH OH CAV, Post 314
BUSH, ANDREW, 97TH IN INF, Post 142

BUSH, CHARLES, 11TH PA CAV, Post
BUSH, CHARLES A., 97TH IL INF, Post 16
BUSH, DAVID, VETERINARY SURGEON; CO. L, Post 296
BUSH, FAYETTE D., 93RD NY INF, Post 110
BUSH, FRANK J., 69TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, GILES H., 4TH IL INF; 147TH IL INF, Post 69
BUSH, GILES H., 147TH IL INF; 45TH IL INF, Post 69
BUSH, JACOB, 112TH IL INF, Post 25
BUSH, JAMES E., 112TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, JAMES E., 112TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, JAMES E., 112TH IL INF, Post 35
BUSH, JAY, 4TH MI INF, Post 57
BUSH, JOHN, 14TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, JOHN, 19TH IN INF; 20TH IN INF, Post 27
BUSH, JOHN, 20TH IN INF; 19TH IN INF, Post 27

BUSH, JOHN, 36TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, JOHN M., 36TH IL INF, Post
BUSH, WALTER, 168TH OH INF, Post
BUSH, WALTER A, 168TH OH INF, Post
BUSHARD, AUGUST, 7TH MO CAV, Post 24
BUSHARD, AUGUST, 7TH IA CAV;7TH MO CAV, Post
BUSHNELL, H.S., 20TH MI INF, Post 100
BUSKA, JOHN, 3RD MO INF, Post
BUSKEY, FRANCIS, 7TH WI INF, Post
BUSS, AUGUST, 6TH WI INF, Post
BUSS, CHARLES, 1ST NE INF, Post
BUSSE, JOHN, 14TH IA INF, Post 273
BUSSE, JOHN, 14TH IA INF, Post
BUST, GEORGE W., 44TH IA INF, Post
BUSTER, JAMES, 33RD IA INF, Post 136

BUSWELL, EZRA M., 39TH WI INF, Post
BUTCHELDER, FRANK, US NAVY;ST. LAWRENCE, Post
BUTCHER, DAVID, 124TH IN INF, Post 227
BUTCHER, LEVI, 54TH IN INF, Post
BUTCHER, SIMPSON, 21ST IN INF, Post
BUTIN, LAYTON, 5TH IA INF, Post 75
BUTIN, LAYTON, 5TH IA CAV;CO. D;5TH IA, Post 75
BUTLER, B. FRANCIS, 6TH IA CAV, Post 56
BUTLER, BENJAMIN E., 1ST IA INF;13TH IA INF, Post
BUTLER, BENJAMIN E., 1ST IA INF, Post 142
BUTLER, BENJAMIN E., 13TH IA INF, Post
BUTLER, BENJIMAN F., 6TH IA CAV, Post
BUTLER, C.H., 1ST NE CAV, Post 115
BUTLER, CHARLES, 96TH INF, Post
BUTLER, EDMUND, 1ST NE CAV, Post
BUTLER, EDMAN, 5TH US INF, Post
BUTLER, EDMAN, 17TH IA INF, Post 39
BUTLER, EDWARD E., 7TH IA INF, Post 7
BUTLER, HENRY C., 7TH IA INF, Post 7
BUTLER, HENRY H., 50TH IN INF, Post 95
BUTLER, JOHN H., 5TH IA INF, Post 7
BUTLER, JOHN H., 5TH IA CAV;CO. C;5TH IA, Post 7
BUTLER, JOHN H., 5TH IN INF, Post
BUTLER, JOHN H., 1ST CO CAV, Post
BUTLER, JOHN J., ENGR. CORP;US SHIPYARD, Post
BUTLER, JOHN R., 20TH IL INF, Post
BUTLER, JOHN R., 20TH IL INF, Post 301
BUTLER, JOHN R., 9TH IA CAV, Post 301
BUTLER, JOSEPH, 120TH IN INF, Post 266
BUTLER, JOSEPH, 32ND IA INF, Post 98
BUTLER, LEROY S., 187TH PA INF, Post 192

BUTLER, LEWIS, 14TH OH INF;67TH OH INF;14TH & 67TH, Post 11
BUTLER, LEWIS, 182ND OH INF, Post 11
BUTLER, LOUIS, 97TH IN INF, Post
BUTLER, M.V., 5TH IA INF, Post 151
BUTLER, MARION, 151ST IL INF, Post
BUTLER, NORTON I., 1ST NE INF, Post 11
BUTLER, ORSON D., 51ST IL INF, Post 9
BUTLER, S.C., 97TH IN INF, Post 95
BUTLER, SAMUEL, 69TH MO MILITIA INF, Post 274
BUTLER, THEODORE S., 34TH IL INF, Post 147
BUTLER, THOMAS, 17TH TN INF, Post 66
BUTLER, THOMAS S., 3RD MI INF, Post 150
BUTLER, THOMAS T., 97TH IN INF, Post
BUTLER, WILLIAM A., 120TH IN INF, Post 95
BUTLER, WILLIAM A., 8TH IL CAV, Post

BUTLER, WILLIAM B., US NAVY; GUNBOAT YATIC, Post 273
BUTT, GEORGE H., 27TH WI INF, Post 1
BUTT, THOMAS B., 12TH IL INF, Post 23
BUTTERFIELD, AMOS, 11TH OH INF(61ST OH INF), Post 11
BUTTERFIELD, AMOS, 61ST OH INF(11TH OH INF), Post 11
BUTTERFIELD, G.L., 23RD IL INF; 12TH IL CAV, Post 39
BUTTERFIELD, G.L., 12TH IL CAV, Post 186
BUTTERFIELD, GEORGE H., 10TH IL CAV, Post
BUTTERFIELD, ISAAC, 31ST IA INF, Post
BUTTERFIELD, SAMUEL P., 93RD IL INF, Post 131
BUTTERFIELD, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post
BUTTERFIELD, WILLIAM, 65TH IL INF, Post 105
BUTTERFIELD, WILLIAM, 12TH IL CAV, Post 11
BUTTERFIELD, WILLIAM H., 16TH IL CAV, Post
BUTTERFIELD, WILLIAM H., 12TH IL CAV, Post

BUTTERSHALL, MOSES, 134TH IL INF; CO. K; 153RD, Post
BUTTON, JOSEPH F., 67TH IL INF, Post 11
BUTTON, LAREN, 32ND IA INF, Post 116
BUTTON, M.D., 1ST CO ART., Post
BUTTS, GARWOOD P., 151ST IL INF, Post 7; 1
BUTTS, WILLIAM, 3RD MI, Post
BUTTS, WILLIAM, 13TH MO CAV, Post
BUTTS, WILLIAM, 7TH MO CAV, Post
BUTZ, LEANDER W., 5TH OH INF, Post 50
BUXTON, EDWIN R., 10TH VT INF, Post 70
BUZZELL, ARTEMUS L., 18TH IA INF, Post 45
BUZZELL, C.W., 18TH NY INF, Post 135
BYERLY, CYRUS P., 37TH IL INF, Post 109
BYERLY, GEORGE, 140TH IL INF, Post 276
BYERS, DAVID, 8TH IN ART., Post

BYERS, GEORGE P., 31ST IA INF, Post 77
BYERS, GOERGE W., 41ST IN INF, Post 170
BYERS, H.W., 101ST PA INF, Post 1
BYERS, ISAAC W., 17TH OH INF, Post
BYERS, JOHN, 21ST PA CAV, Post 95
BYERS, JOHN, 55TH OH INF, Post 34
BYERS, JOHN T., 13TH IA INF, Post 10
BYNERN, CORNELIUS, 187TH NY INF, Post
BYRKITT, MARTIN L., 29TH IA INF;19TH IA INF, Post 43
BYRKITT, MARTIN L., 19TH IA INF, Post 43
BYSONG, JOHN W., 12TH IA INF, Post 197
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CAARRINGTON, JOHN B., 2ND MI CAV, Post 20
CABLE, ELMER, 46TH IL INF, Post 20
CADE, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 164
CADE, WILLIAM, 36TH IA, Post
CADWALLADER, CHARLES S., 32ND IA INF, Post
CADWALLADER, CHARLES S., 32ND IA INF;CO. E;8TH IA, Post 30
CADWALLADER, CHRLES S., 8TH IA INF;CO. K; 32ND I, Post 30
CADWALLADER, JOHN W., 55TH IL INF, Post 25
CADWALLADER, JOHN W., 52ND US INF, Post
CADWALLAILER, J. W., U.S. COLORED TROOPS;55TH, Post 25
CADY, ALONZO B., 75TH IL INF, Post 158
CADY, ANTHONY, 64TH IL INF, Post 9
CADDY, CHARLES, 15TH IA INF, Post
CADDY, CHARLES, 15TH IA INF, Post
CADDY, GEORGE W., 104TH IL INF, Post 67
CADDY, WILLIAM B., 113TH IL INF, Post 108
CAFFAERY, BERNARD, 9TH CT INF, Post 9
CAFFEE, THOMAS J., 8TH IA CAV, Post 116
CAGE, JOHN W., 13RD PA INF, Post
CAGEN, MAKBEE, 70TH OH CAV, Post
CAILIFF, JOSEPH B., 38TH IA INF, Post 203
CAIN, A.L., 20TH OH INF, Post 285
CAIN, DAVID M., 151ST IL INF, Post
CAIN, FRANCIS B., , Post
CAIN, GEORGE W., 161ST OH INF, Post 71
CAIN, J.J., 29TH IA INF, Post 45
CAIN, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, Post 77
CAIN, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 107
CAIN, ORIN, 14TH WI INF, Post
CAIN, RICHARD M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
CAIN, WILLIAM J., 38TH IA INF; 34TH IA INF, Post 195
CAIN, WILLIAM J., 38TH IA INF; 34TH IA INF, Post 195
CALBY, L.W., 8TH IL INF, Post
CALDER, DANIEL R., 30TH IA INF, Post
CALDER, DANIEL R., 29TH IA INF; CO. E; 20TH I, Post 104
CALDER, FRANCIS H., 24TH IA INF, Post 160
Caldwell, David, 8TH PA INF, Post
Caldwell, David, 8TH INF, Post
Caldwell, Francis E., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
Caldwell, Frank, 2ND NE, Post
Caldwell, George H., 140TH OH INF, Post 11
Caldwell, George P., 8TH OH INF; 4TH OH CAV, Post 7; 2
Caldwell, Harrison, 116TH US COLORED INF, Post
Caldwell, John S., 69TH OH INF, Post
Caldwell, Joseph W., 1ST NE INF, Post 133
Caldwell, Reuben L., 27TH OH INF, Post 331
Caldwell, S.M., 28TH IA INF, Post 3
Caldwell, Samuel A., 20TH IA INF, Post
Caldwell, Smith T., 144TH IL INF, Post 16
Caley, George, 1ST NY ART., Post
Caley, Lewis, 43RD WI INF, Post
Caley, Lewis C., 43RD WI INF, Post 277
Caley, Samuel, 41ST WI INF, Post
Calhoun, A., 36TH IL INF, Post
Calhoun, A.G.R., 61ST PA INF, Post 1
Calhoun, Alexander, 35TH IL INF; 14TH IL INF, Post
Calhoun, Alexander, 14TH IL INF, Post 215
Calhoun, James N., 11TH IL CAV, Post 69
Calhoun, Noah W., 57TH IL INF, Post 15
Calhoun, Peter, 34TH OH INF; CO. E; 36TH O, Post
Calhoun, Peter, 36TH OH INF, Post 1
Calhoun, William, 94TH IL INF, Post 106
Calkin, Francis M., 44TH IA INF, Post 322
Calkins, Albert, 35TH WI INF, Post 45
Calkins, D.K., 34TH IL INF, Post
Calkins, DeWayne K., 34TH IL INF, Post 37
Calkins, Elisha C., 10TH NY CAV, Post 1
Calkins, Joel P., 2ND IL CAV, Post
Calkins, Joel P., 2ND IL CAV, Post 26
Calkins, Joel P., 2ND IL CAV, Post 102
CALKINS, JOEL P., 2ND IL CAV, Post 260
CALKINS, K.J., 24TH IA INF, Post
CALKINS, KIRKLAND J., 24TH IA INF, Post 27
CALKINS, NATHAN O., 33RD WI INF, Post 1;3
CALKINS, WALTER S., 30TH WI INF, Post 16
CALLAHAN, JOHN O, 9TH IA INF, Post
CALLAHAN, ROBERT C., 11TH KS CAV, Post 196
CALLAN, THOMAS, 39TH IA INF, Post 22
CALLAN, WILLIAM, 86TH IL INF, Post 7
CALLAND, HORTON S., 92ND OH, Post
CALLAND, HORTON S., 92ND OH INF, Post 35
CALLBIE, WILLIAM F., 20TH OH INF, Post 117
CALLEHAN, BERNARD A., 11TH WI INF, Post 9
CALLENDER, J. MONROE, 97TH PA INF, Post 285
CALLENDER, A., 2ND MN CAV, Post
CALLIHAN, TOM, 28TH PA INF, Post
CALLINS, MOSES, 11TH NY CAV, Post

CALLISON, ADDISON F., 55TH IL LINF, Post 188
CALLIUS, SAMUEL M., 21ST IA INF, Post 180
CALMUS, A., 21ST IL INF, Post 80
CALNON, TIMOTHY, 1ST NE INF; BORN ST. JOHN, Post 58
CALTER, DANIEL R., 20TH IA INF; CO. K; 29TH I, Post 104
CALVERT, HEZEKIAH, 29TH IA INF, Post 31
CALVERT, HEZEKIAH, 29TH IA INF, Post
CALVERT, JOSIAH, 17TH IA INF, Post 72
CALVERT, PULASKI, 30TH OH INF, Post 72
CALVERT, ROBERT, 42ND WI INF, Post 50
CALVERT, WILLIAM M., 30TH OH INF, Post 186
CALVERT, WILLIAM R., 29TH IA INF, Post
CALVERT, WILLIAM R., 29TH IA INF, Post
CALVIN, DAVID, 12TH MO CAV, Post 84
CALWELL, FERNANDO, 8TH OH INF, Post

CAMAHAN, JAMES G., 9TH IL INF, Post
CAME, C.F., 2ND IA CAV, Post 150
CAME, CHARLES F., 2ND IA CAV, Post
CAMERON, ABRAHAM A., 85TH IL INF, Post 17
CAMERON, ABRAHAM A., 53RD IL INF, Post 17
CAMERON, ALEX, 106TH IL INF, Post 16
CAMERON, J.D., 4TH TN CAV, Post 187
CAMERON, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
CAMERON, JAMES A., 1ST EAST TN INF, Post 90
CAMERON, JAMES H., 1ST TN, Post
CAMERON, JOHN H., 2ND WI CAV, Post 189
CAMERON, MALCOLM, 4TH IL CAV, Post 189
CAMERON, PETER, 7TH MN INF, Post 118
CAMERON, THOMAS W., 44TH IL INF, Post 41
CAMERON, W.W., 10TH NY INF (ERROR), Post

CAMERON, WALLEN, 66TH IL INF, Post 34
CAMERON, WILLIAM WALL, 10TH NY CAV, Post 144
CAMIN, WILLIAM, 20TH WI INF, Post 197
CAMM, JAMES M., 14TH WI INF, Post 208
CAMMERON, PETER, 102ND IL INF, Post 3
CAMP, DANIEL W., 24TH IA INF, Post 25
CAMP, HARVEY E., 5TH CA INF, Post
CAMP, JAMES H., 141ST PA INF, Post 22
CAMP, JOHN A., 10TH WI INF, Post 38
CAMP, PETER, 37TH IL INF; 94TH IL INF, Post 37
CAMP, WESLEY L., 10TH IA INF, Post 128
CAMP, WINFIELD S., OH, Post
CAMPBELL, ALBERT H., 53RD IL INF, Post 32
CAMPBELL, ALEX B., 16TH IL INF, Post 36
CAMPBELL, ANDREW S., 59TH IN INF, Post 80

CAMPBELL, BAYLES S., 7TH KS CAV, Post 275
CAMPBELL, BENJAMIN, 28TH WI INF, Post 76
CAMPBELL, BENJAMIN C., 21ST MO INF, Post 26
CAMPBELL, BENNETT R., 30TH IA INF, Post 206
CAMPBELL, BRYANT D., 69TH OH INF, Post
CAMPBELL, BRYANT D., 69TH OH INF, Post 262
CAMPBELL, CHARLES, 11TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, CHARLES, 11TH IL CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, CHARLES, 139TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, CHARLES, 11TH IL CAV, Post 103
CAMPBELL, CHARLES, 69TH IL INF, Post 115
CAMPBELL, CHARLES C., 70TH OH INF, Post 85
CAMPBELL, CHARLES L., 77TH IL INF, Post 19
CAMPBELL, CHARLES W., U.S. MARINE; USS CONMACUS, Post
CAMPBELL, DAVID, 12TH MO CAV, Post

CAMPBELL, DAVID, 12TH MO CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, DAVID, 2ND NE INF, Post 173
CAMPBELL, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV; 12TH MO CAV, Post 173
CAMPBELL, DAVID J., 72ND IN INF, Post 91
CAMPBELL, E., 7TH MO CAV, Post 27
CAMPBELL, ELDRIE, 7TH IA CAV, Post 153
CAMPBELL, GEORGE, 193RD OH INF, Post 323
CAMPBELL, GEORGE D., 2ND WI CAV, Post 116
CAMPBELL, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post 100
CAMPBELL, GEORGE W., 28TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, HIRAM, 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post
CAMPBELL, HIRAM, 34TH OH INF; CO. K; 36TH I, Post
CAMPBELL, JACOB, 4TH IA CAV, Post 26
CAMPBELL, JACOB, 84TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 132
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 94TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 32
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 4TH IA, Post
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 83RD IL INF, Post 60
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 4TH IA INF, Post 80
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 1ST VT INF; PVT; CO. I; 101, Post 275
CAMPBELL, JAMES, 37TH IL INF; CO. E; 94TH I, Post 32
CAMPBELL, JAMES F., 14TH IN ART., Post 24
CAMPBELL, JAMES F., 4TH IN ART (ERROR), Post 24
CAMPBELL, JAMES J., 7TH IL INF, Post 50
CAMPBELL, JAMES M., 7TH IA CAV; CO. D; 39TH I, Post 16
CAMPBELL, JAMES M., 39TH IA INF; CO. G; 7TH IA, Post 16
CAMPBELL, JAMES M., CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE B, Post 39
CAMPBELL, JAMES M., 102ND IL INF; CHICAGO B O, Post 86
CAMPBELL, JAMES O., 125TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, JAMES W., 11TH OH INF; ADJUTANT; 153, Post 66
CAMPBELL, JOHN A., 14TH KY CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, JOHN C., 6TH WI INF, Post 29
CAMPBELL, JOHN H., 74TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, JOHN R., 119TH IL INF, Post 99
CAMPBELL, JOHN R., 119TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, JOHN W., 130TH IN INF, Post
CAMPBELL, JOHN W., 130TH IN INF, Post 66
CAMPBELL, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, Post 45
CAMPBELL, JOSEPH K., NE SCOUTS CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, LUTHER D., 28TH IA INF, Post 76
CAMPBELL, MAT, 3RD CO CAV, Post 52
CAMPBELL, McFARLAND M., 21ST PA CAV, Post 233
CAMPBELL, N.G., 156TH NY INF, Post 230
CAMPBELL, NATHANIEL A., 47TH IN INF, Post 60
CAMPBELL, OLIVER C., 9TH VT INF, Post 110
CAMPBELL, PIERSON L., 96TH OH INF, Post
CAMPBELL, R.W., 9TH MI CAV, Post 90
CAMPBELL, SAMUEL S., 164TH OH INF, Post
CAMPBELL, THOMAS B., 14TH KS CAV, Post 142
CAMPBELL, THOMAS W., 59TH OH INF, Post 98
CAMPBELL, THOMAS W., 18TH OH INF, Post 98
CAMPBELL, W.F., 71ST IN INF, Post 226
CAMPBELL, W.S., 18TH IN INF, Post 96
CAMPBELL, W.T., 140TH IL INF, Post
CAMPBELL, WESLEY F., 133RD IN INF; POST 226, Post 101
CAMPBELL, WESLEY F., 149TH IN INF, Post 101
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM, 31ST IA INF, Post 142
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM, 11TH IL CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM, 153RD OH INF (ERROR), Post 187
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM, 11TH IL CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM, 60TH IL CAV, Post
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM F., 138TH IN INF, Post 289
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM F., 32ND MO INF, Post 262
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL INF; 8TH IL INF, Post 110
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM H., 8TH IL INF; CO. H; 11TH IL, Post 110
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM J., 13TH KS INF, Post 275
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM J., 152ND IL INF, Post 187
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM R., 7TH IL CAV, Post 90
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM T., 140TH IL INF, Post 25
CAMPBELL, WILLIS, 23RD WI, Post
CAMPEN, JOHN L., 1ST MI CAV, Post 90
CAMPION, MARTIN, 28TH IA INF, Post
CAMPION, MARTIN, 28TH IA INF, Post
CAMPION, MICHAEL M., 1ST IA INF, Post 3; 1
CAMPTON, THOMAS, 134TH PA LINF, Post

CANADY, JACOB C., 26TH OH INF, Post 79
CANAGA, ELIAS, 55TH OH INF, Post 154
CANAGER, J., US NAVY; SHIP BENTON, Post 52
CANDY, JAMES R., 145TH IL INF, Post 43
CANERON, WILLIAM, 6TH IL INF, Post
CANFIELD, ALFRED, HARRIS’ LIGHT NY CAV, Post
CANFIELD, ALFRED, 2ND NY LIGHT CAV, Post
CANFIELD, ALLEN J., 31ST WI INF, Post
CANFIELD, JOHN S., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF; 114TH, Post 7; 1
CANFIELD, LEMAN, 1ST NJ CAV, Post
CANFIELD, LORENZO B., 75TH IL INF, Post 21
CANFIELD, ORIN, PVT; 3RD IA CAV, Post 192
CANFIELD, S.G., 11TH MN INF, Post 304
CANFIELD, SAMUEL, 37TH NY INF; CO. I; 40TH N, Post
CANFIELD, SAMUEL S., 40TH NY INF, Post 190

CANIFEN, JOHN L., 1ST MA CAV, Post
CANNARY, H., 8TH IN INF, Post 67
CANNING, MATHEW P., 149TH PA INF, Post 2
CANNON, A. T., 69TH OH INF, Post
CANNON, C.C., 1ST MA LIGHT ART., Post 34
CANNON, EPHRAIM, 7TH MO INF, Post 111
CANNON, FERGUS, 13TH VT INF; 17TH VT INF, Post 111
CANNON, FERGUS, 13TH VT INF, Post 17
CANNON, ISRAEL, 2ND MO MILITIA INF, Post
CANNON, JOHN C.F., 138TH IL INF; 71ST IL INF, Post 136
CANNON, JOHN C.F., 71ST IL INF; 138TH IL INF, Post 136
CANNON, JOHN H., 16TH IL INF, Post
CANNON, JOHN J., NY INF, Post
CANNON, MOSES W., 52ND IL INF, Post 153
CANNON, SAMUEL L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 180
CANNON, SAMUEL L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 98
CANTLIN, JOHN R., 104TH IL INF, Post 52
CANTONWISE, DAVID, 5TH IA CAV, Post 196
CARAIN, OSCAR M., 33RD IL INF, Post
CARBERRY, PATRICK, 29TH IA INF, Post 109
CARD, AMOS P., Post
CARD, FRANKLIN M., 15TH MI INF, Post 287
CARDWELL, JOHN A., 11TH MO CAV, Post 131
CARDWELL, JOHN A., 2ND MO INF, Post 91
CAREY, A.D., 111TH NY INF, Post
CAREY, ANSON, 6TH MD CAV, Post
CAREY, BENJAMIN F., 36TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 32
CAREY, DANIEL, 88TH OH INF; CO. B; 60TH O, Post 17
CAREY, E.G., 2ND MN INF, Post 23
CAREY, JAMES, 1ST US LIGHT ART., Post 169
CAREY, JESSE H., 125TH OH INF, Post 43
CAREY, JOHN A., DRUM MAJOR; 28TH IA INF, Post 11
CAREY, JOHN S., 106TH NY INF, Post 4
CAREY, LYMAN E., 58TH PA INF, Post
CAREY, PETER, 2ND IL CAV, Post 302
CAREY, PETER, 2ND IL CAV, Post
CAREY, THOMAS V., 1ST IL ART., Post 169
CAREY, WILLIAM H., WAGONER; 1ST WI INF, Post 12
CARGILL, GEORGE B., 29TH MI INF, Post 8
CARGILL, ROBERT, 118TH IL INF, Post 8; 4
CARIDDLE, CLEMENT L, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
CARIKER, ISRAEL A., 126TH IL INF, Post 60
CARISLER, ANSLUM S., 34TH IL INF, Post 165
CARITSLER, LEWIS W., 150TH IN INF, Post 207
CARK, JAMES, 7TH KS CAV, Post 203
CARL, JACOB, 151ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 81
CARLETON, WILLIAM G, 36TH MA INF, Post
CARLETON, WILLIAM R., 67TH IN INF, Post 144
CARLEY, LOTT H., 5TH IA CAV, Post
CARLILE, JAMES A., 1ST MO CAV, Post 114
CARLILE, JAMES M., 28TH WI INF, Post 171
CARLIN, ELZY, 20TH IN INF, Post 7
CARLIN, JOHN E., 12TH MI INF, Post 82
CARLIN, WILLIAM C., 44TH IN INF, Post 209
CARLIN, WILLIAM J., US NAVY; USS MINNESOTA, Post
CARLISLE, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 61
CARLOCK, HENRY, 35TH MO, Post
CARLOCK, JAMES A., 3RD IL CAV, Post 165
CARLOCK, JAMES A., 3RD IL CAV, Post
CARLSON, JOHN F., US NAVY; USS OHIO; USS SEB, Post 70

CARLTON, LPERRY E., 8TH NY HEAVY ART; CO. G; 4, Post 354
CARLTON, P.C., 104TH NY INF, Post 59
CARLTON, WILLIAM, 67TH IN INF, Post 144
CARLTON, WILLIAM R., 67TH IN INF, Post
CARLYLE, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post
CARMAN, H.C., 5TH MO CAV, Post 104
CARMAN, HENRY C., 5TH MO CAV, Post
CARMAN, ISRAEL, 33RD IL INF, Post 104
CARMAN, ISRAEL, 33RD IL INF, Post
CARMAN, LEMUEL, 2ND WI CAV, Post 24
CARMAN, SAMUEL O., 141ST IL INF, Post 17
CARMICHAEL, ARTHUR W., 2ND IA CAV, Post 89
CARMICHAEL, J.W., 97TH IN INF, Post 95
CARMICHAEL, JOHN J., 46TH IL INF, Post 35
CARMICHAEL, JOHN J., 46TH IL INF, Post

CARMINE, HENRY, 2ND IN STATE MILITIA, Post
CARMODY, JAMES, 15TH KS CAV, Post 235
CARMON, I., 38TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 47
CARMONY, JOHN W., 104TH IL INF, Post 141
CARNAHAN, J.S., 7TH KS CAV, Post 212
CARNAHAN, JAMES G., 9TH IL INF, Post 35
CARNER, JOHN, 31ST VA (CONFEDERATE), Post
CARNES, J.A., 29TH IA INF, Post
CARNES, JOSEPH Z., 15TH MI INF, Post 7
CARNES, JOSEPHUS V., 29TH IA INF, Post 149
CARNES, SAMPSEN, 1ST NE INF, Post
CARNEY, JAMES, 3RD RI, Post
CARNEY, JAMES, 1ST BATTERY; 15TH US INF, Post 117
CARNEY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CARNEY, JOHN, 37TH WI INF, Post 84

CARNEY, JOHN, 37TH WI INF, Post
CARNEY, S. W., 2ND IA ART., Post 47
CARNEY, SIMEON P., 25TH IA INF, Post 122
CARNES, GEORGE S., 48TH IL INF, Post
CARNES, GODFREY S., 31ST IA INF, Post 82
CARROCK, ROBERT B., 30TH IL INF, Post 10
CAROFoot, JOHN M., 12TH WI INF;29TH WI INF, Post 151
CAROFoot, JOHN M., 12TH MO CAV;29TH WI INF, Post 151
CARONE, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF, Post 63
CARPENTER, A., 4TH MI INF, Post 206
CARPENTER, A.M., 4TH WI ART., Post 219
CARPENTER, AGUSTINE, 76TH OH INF, Post 111
CARPENTER, ALLEN, 2ND WI CAV, Post
CARPENTER, CHAUNCEY E., 23RD IA INF, Post 234
CARPENTER, D.L., 6TH WI INF(ERROR), Post
CARPENTER, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, Post 144
CARPENTER, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, Post 144
CARPENTER, DAVID, 40TH WI, Post
CARPENTER, DAVID L., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
CARPENTER, DAVID L., 6TH WI ART., Post 55
CARPENTER, E.N., 124TH NY INF, Post
CARPENTER, EDWIN O., 132ND IL INF, Post 178
CARPENTER, ELHANAN W., 11TH IA INF, Post 227
CARPENTER, FRANCIS, 51ST IL INF, Post 66
CARPENTER, FRANCIS F., 51ST IL INF, Post
CARPENTER, FREDERICK N., 16TH NY INF;PVT;CO. K;7T, Post
CARPENTER, FREDERICK N., 7TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
CARPENTER, FRIEND, 76TH IL INF, Post 280
CARPENTER, GEORGE, 2ND MO, Post
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL, Post
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL INF, Post 84
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL INF, Post 166
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 150TH IL INF, Post 84
CARPENTER, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 309
CARPENTER, HENRY, 39TH IA INF, Post
CARPENTER, HENRY, 64TH IL INF, Post 248
CARPENTER, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, Post 38
CARPENTER, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, Post
CARPENTER, HORATIS N., 46TH WI INF, Post
CARPENTER, J.M., 44TH MO INF, Post
CARPENTER, JASPER N., 73RD OH INF, Post
CARPENTER, JOHN, 11TH WI INF, Post
CARPENTER, JOHN, 30TH IA INF, Post
CARPENTER, JOHN C., 30TH IA INF, Post 63
CARPENTER, MYRON D., 126TH ILINF, Post 68
Carpenter, Nelson, 30th IL INF, Post
Carpenter, Nelson, 30th IL INF, Post 25
Carpenter, Paul, 20th IA INF, Post 9
Carpenter, Paul, 28th IA INF (ERROR), Post 144
Carpenter, Paul, 1st IA INF; Serg.; Co. A; 20, Post 144
Carpenter, Paul, 1st IA INF, Post 144
Carpenter, William, 39th OH INF, Post 315
Carpenter, William, 39th OH INF, Post 315
Carpenter, William J., 7th KS Cav, Post 212
Carpenter, Paul, 28th IA INF (ERROR), Post 144
Carpenter, Paul, 1st IA INF, Post 144
Carr, Dominick, 17th IA INF, Post 262
Carr, Edward, 2nd WI Cav, Post
Carr, G.W., 75th IL INF, Post 59
Carr, George E., 15th NY Engineers, Post 98
Carr, George W., 7th IN Cav, Post 11
Carr, George W., 21st OH INF, Post 30
Carr, George W., 21st OH INF, Post
Carr, James H., 77th NY INF, Post 296
Carr, Joseph B., 146th IL INF, Post 80
Carr, Lafayette, 1st in Heavy Art., Post 24
Carr, Nicholas, 10th IA INF, Post 316
Carr, S. K., 21st OH INF, Post
Carr, Robert S., 17th IL INF, Post
Carr, Robert S., 17th IL INF; 8th IL INF, Post
Carr, Thomas; Bd., 10th MO INF; Co. H; 2nd US, Post 3
Carr, William, 106th IL INF, Post 139
Carr, William H., 34th IA INF, Post 55
Carr, William P., 2nd KS Cav, Post 94
Carrico, Harrison, 103rd IL INF, Post 77
Carrier, Francis, 31st IL INF, Post 13
Carrier, Roderick D., 23rd MI INF, Post 211
Carrier, W.C., 4th MI INF, Post 11
Carrigan, John, 66th IL, Post
Carrigan, Samuel R., 12th PA Cav, Post 45
Carrigan, Samuel R., 12th PA Cav, Post
Carriker, Jacob W., 126th IL INF, Post 60
Carrington, George, 2 Lieut; 11th IL LINF, Post
Carroll, Edward B., 1st NE Cav, Post
Carroll, J.J., 1st CO Cav, Post 282
Carroll, John, 26th NY INF, Post
Carroll, Nathan A., 1st IA Cav, Post 253
Carroll, Roger A., 35th WI INF, Post 219
Carroll, James M., 25th WI Art.; 25th MA INF, Post 262
CARROTHERS, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, Post 114
CARRUTH, WILLIAM, 7TH MI INF, Post 124
CARRUTHERS, JAMES, 3RD OH LIGHT ART., Post 119
CARSON, JAMES K., 155TH PA INF, Post
CARSON, JAMES W., 2ND KS CAV, Post 331
CARSON, JOHN, 61ST IL INF, Post 11
CARSON, JOHN H., 124TH IL INF, Post 40
CARSON, JONATHAN L., COMMISSARY DEPT., Post 103
CARSON, JOSEPH, 11TH VT INF, Post 174
CARSON, ROBERT M., 128TH OH INF, Post 18
CARSON, W.J., 10TH IA INF, Post 31
CARSON, WASHINGTON J, 42ND IL INF, Post 18
CARSON, WILLIAM G., 140TH OH INF, Post
CARSON, WILLIAM H., 124TH IL INF;33RD IL INF, Post
CARSON, WILLIAM H., 33RD IL INF;CO. F;124TH, Post 26
CART, JACOB, 151ST NY INF, Post 81
CART, RICHARD, 153RD NY INF, Post 322
CARTER, A.H., 40TH WI, Post 5
CARTER, ABEL A., 52ND PA INF, Post 91
CARTER, ALBERT H., 40TH WI INF, Post 349
CARTER, ANSOLN, VT CAV, Post
CARTER, CHARLES N., 132ND IL INF, Post 255
CARTER, CYRUS, 99TH OH INF, Post
CARTER, DANIEL F., 188TH OH INF, Post 52
CARTER, F.T., 173RD IN INF(ERROR), Post 197
CARTER, FLEMING T., 173RD OH INF, Post 52
CARTER, FLEMING TURN, 173RD OH INF, Post
CARTER, FRANK, 102ND US COLORED TROOPS, Post 35
CARTER, FREDERICK, 2ND MO CAV, Post 69
CARTER, GEORGE W., 21ST MI INF, Post
CARTER, GEORGE W., 14TH MI INF, Post
CARTER, GEORGE W., 30TH IA INF, Post
CARTER, H.C., 54TH OH INF, Post 95
CARTER, J.P., 34TH IL INF, Post 122
CARTER, JACOB A., 1ST VT LIGHT ART, Post 27
CARTER, JAMES M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 91
CARTER, JAMES M., US NAVY;USS DAYLIGHT, Post
CARTER, JAMES O, 163RD OH;162ND OH INF, Post
CARTER, JAMES O., 163RD OH INF, Post
CARTER, JAMES O., AST.SURGEON;163RD(& 66TH, Post 25
CARTER, JAMES O., 66TH OH INF(163RD OH INF, Post 214
CARTER, JAMES R., 11TH IN INF, Post 143
CARTER, JOHN, 1ST KS INF, Post
CARTER, JOHN B., 39TH IA INF, Post
CARTER, JOHN B., 39TH IA INF, Post
CARTER, JOHN E., 119TH IL INF, Post 32
CARTER, JOHN M., 16TH IA INF, Post

CARTER, JONATHAN R., 17TH MI INF, Post 13
CARTER, JOSEPH, 11TH IL CAV, Post 275
CARTER, JOSEPH W., 123RD IN INF, Post 227
CARTER, NATHANIEL, 27TH MI INF, Post
CARTER, NATHANIEL, 27TH MI INF, Post
CARTER, OSCAR W., 47TH WI INF, Post 94
CARTER, S.H., 147TH IL INF, Post 3:2
CARTER, SAMUEL, 27TH MI INF, Post
CARTER, SIMON H., 147TH IL, Post
CARTER, THOMAS, 156TH IL INF, Post
CARTER, THOMAS J., 22ND IN INF, Post 111
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
CARTER, THOMAS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
CARTER, W.J., 8TH KS INF, Post 172

CARTER, WILLIAM, 48TH IL INF, Post 120
CARTER, WILLIAM A., 126TH IL INF, Post 170
CARTER, WILLIAM A., 126TH IL INF, Post 170
CARTER, WILLIAM F., 101ST IN INF, Post 15
CARTER, WILLIAM H., 7TH IA CAV; 14TH IA INF, Post 143
CARTER, WILLIAM H., 14TH IA INF; 7TH IA CAV, Post 143
CARTER, WILLIAM J., 8TH KS INF, Post
CARTLEGE, E.J., 38TH, Post 25
CARTWRIGHT, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, Post 89
CARTWRIGHT, GEORGE F., 2ND WV CAV, Post 34
CARTWRIGHT, NEIL C., 9TH IN INF, Post 153
CARTWRIGHT, PETER, 2ND MO CAV, Post 217
CARY, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, Post 32
CARY, DANIEL, 60TH OH INF, Post 17
CARY, FREEMAN, 78TH IL INF, Post 36

CARY, GEORGE, 34TH IL INF, Post
CARY, GEORGE H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 172
CARY, GEORGE H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
CARYDER, ALLISON, 26TH IL INF, Post 11
CASAD, ANDREW S., 147TH IN INF, Post
CASAD, SIMEON D., 149TH OH INF, Post 110
CASE, A.J., 13TH MI INF, Post 196
CASE, ALLEN R., 3RD NC INF, Post
CASE, B.B., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 111
CASE, D.M., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 111
CASE, D.W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
CASE, EDWARD, 84TH IL INF, Post
CASE, EDWIN, 9TH NY ART., Post
CASE, EDWIN, 9TH NY INF (ERROR), Post
CASE, FRANK B., 46TH IL INF, Post 255
CASE, FRANK O., 163RD OH INF, Post
CASE, HENRY, 21ST IA INF, Post 5
CASE, J.M., 4TH IA CAV, Post 119
CASE, JACOB, 23RD IN INF, Post 19
CASE, JAMES G., 150TH IL INF, Post
CASE, JOHN F., 12TH NY INF, Post 1
CASE, JOSEPH E., 75TH IL INF, Post
CASE, JOSEPH E., 75TH IL LINF, Post
CASE, MERITT B., 1ST MN INF: CO A; 23RD US, Post 70
CASE, S.G., NY VETERAN CORPS, Post
CASE, T.H., 36TH IA INF, Post 34
CASE, THOMAS D., 5TH IN CAV, Post
CASE, THOMAS D., 6TH IN CAV (ERROR), Post 44
CASE, WILLIAM F., 1ST NE INF, Post 61
CASE, WILLIAM F., 1ST NE CAV, Post
CASE, WILLIAM H., 1ST NE CAV, Post 61
CASE, WILLIAM T., 2ND IA CAV, Post 278
CASEDAY, LARRUE E., 28TH IA ILNF, Post
CASELTON, JOSEPH, VT CAV, Post
CASEY, CHARLES W., 36TH IL INF, Post 193
CASEY, JAMES M., 28TH IA INF, Post 25
CASEY, JAMES S., 16TH IL CAV, Post 42
CASEY, JOHN, 35TH NY INF, Post
CASEY, JOHN J., 5TH MI INF, Post 186
CASEY, JOSEPH, 9TH KY CAV, Post
CASEY, ROBERT, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
CASEY, ROBERT, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 55
CASFORD, HENRY F., 151ST IL INF, Post 49
CASFORD, HENRY T., 151ST IL INF, Post
CASH, REUBEN, 4TH IN ART., Post
CASHELON, URBIN, 1ST MO ART., Post 52
CASHLAND, JOHN R., 53RD IL INF, Post 18
CASLER, NUMAN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 164
CASLICK, NICHOLAS, 37TH IL INF, Post 108
CASPER, C.D., 22ND US INF, Post
CASPER, C.D., 1ST DE CAV, Post 10
CASPER, JAMES K.P., 36TH VA INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
CASSADY, JOHN, 3RD KY INF, Post 66
CASSADY, JOHN, 3RD KY INF, Post
CASSAVANT, JAMES JERO, 10TH VT INF, Post 116
CASSEDY, PETER, 69TH NY INF, Post 86
CASSELL, CALVIN C., 20TH IL INF, Post 14
CASSELL, EPHRAIM, 20TH IL INF, Post
CASSELL, GEORGE W., 146TH IL INF, Post 116
CASSELL, JOHN N., 20TH OH INF, Post 25

CASSELMAN, EZRA, 5TH IA CAV, Post
CASSELMAN, JOHN E., 5TH IA CAV, Post 24
CASSIDAY, CARLISLE, 28TH IA, Post
CASSIDAY, PATRICK O., 3RD VT INF, Post
CASSIDY, JOHN H., RI, Post
CASSIDY, L.E., 28TH IA INF, Post 262
CASSIDY, LARRUE, 28TH IA INF, Post
CASSINGHAM, FORD, 65TH IL INF, Post 8
CASSMAN, WILLIAM, 36TH WI INF, Post
CASTARD, DAVID C., 166TH OH INF, Post 11
CASTEEL, J.H., 7TH VA ART.;PVT;CO. E;6T, Post 28
CASTEEL, J.W., 15TH VA INF, Post 1
CASTEEL, JAMES A., 25TH IA INF, Post 70
CASTEEL, JOHN H., 7TH WV INF, Post 1
CASTELLA, WILLIAM, 8TH NY INF, Post

CASTELLO, WILLIAM, 17TH IL INF, Post
CASTELLOW, JOHN F., 11TH MN INF, Post 237
CASTETLER, D.S., 30TH IA INF, Post 32
CASTLE, LEMUEL M., 58TH IL INF, Post 3
CASTLE, LEWIS G., 4TH WI CAV, Post 3
CASTLE, SAMUEL, 128TH IN INF, Post 25
CASTLE, SAMUEL, 129TH IN INF, Post
CASTOR, HENRY H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 59
CASTOR, ROBERT, 68TH IN INF, Post 244
CASTOR, WILLIAM V., 18TH IA INF, Post 262
CASWELL, DAVID J., 27TH IA INF, Post 274
CASWELL, GEORGE H., 59TH IN INF, Post 23
CASWELL, WARREN, 7TH IA INF, Post 1
CATE, GEORGE W., 21ST MI INF, Post 110
CATHCART, GEORGE S., 65TH IL INF, Post 32

CATHCART, JOSEPH M., 37TH IL INF, Post
CATHCART, JOSEPH M., 37TH IL INF, Post 104
CATHCART, WILLIAM C., 37TH IL INF, Post 104
CATHEAST, JOSEPH M., 37TH IL INF, Post
CATHER, SAMUEL, 196TH OH INF, Post 25
CATHEY, JAMES R., 140TH OH INF, Post
CATHY, JAMES R., 140TH OH ILNF, Post
CATLETT, F.C., 29TH IA INF, Post
CATLETT, ISAAC C., 29TH IA INF, Post
CATLIN, JAMES P., 1ST NE CAV, Post
CATLIN, LEWIS L., 13TH IA INF, Post 77
CATLIN, M.M., 150TH PA INF, Post 30
CATLIN, M.M., 150TH PA INF, Post
CATLIN, MERRETT M., 150TH PA INF, Post
CATLIN, WOODFORD, 18TH IA INF, Post

CATT, THOMAS H., 10TH IN CAV, Post 95
CATTERY, JAMES, 8TH IA INF, Post 111
CATTERTON, DAVIS, 5TH PA ART., Post 196
CAUGER, JAMES A., 138TH IN INF, Post 25
CAUGER, JAMES A., 13TH IN INF, Post
CAUGHEY, HOBART, 112TH IL INF, Post
CAUGHEY, HOLBERT, 112TH IL INF, Post
CAUKINS, ASA A, 143RD NY INF, Post
CAUKLIN, GILBERT, 9TH NY ART., Post
CAULFIELD, JOHN S., 114TH IL INF, Post
CAULFIELD, JOHN S., 114TH IL INF; 7TH IL INF, Post 7; 1
CAULK, ALLEN M., PVT; 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 43
CAURIGHT, EUGENE, 28TH MI INF, Post 69
CAVANAUGH, BERNARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 116
CAVANAUGH, JOHN, 2ND KS CAV, Post 11

CAVANAUGH, JOHN, 7TH WI INF, Post
CAVE, D.W., 147TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 94
CAVE, DENNIS W., 145TH IN INF, Post 94
CAVENAUGH, JOHN, 7TH WI INF, Post 38
CAVENDER, GREEN, , Post
CAVES, ROBERT P., 74TH OH INF, Post
CAVES, ROBERT P., 74TH OH INF, Post 38
CAVETT, JOHN A., 39TH IL INF, Post 167
CAVETT, RHEUBEN, 140TH IL INF, Post 37
CAVIN, WILLIAM E., 34TH IA INF, Post
CAYWOOD, JOHN E., 7TH IN INF; 20TH IN INF, Post 11
CAYWOOD, JOHN E., 20TH IN INF; 7TH IN INF, Post 52
CEDER, EUGENE, 83RD PA INF, Post 244
CEENE, H.E., 205TH PA INF, Post
CEIBHEART, WILLIAM F., 37TH IL, Post

CELLAR, JOHN J., 3RD IA CAV, Post
CELLERS, JOSIAL, 114TH IL INF, Post
CELMER, THEODORE, 29TH IA INF, Post 52
CHADA, MATT, 1ST WI INF; 17TH WI INF, Post 75
CHADD, J.W., 2ND IA INF, Post 2
CHADD, WESLEY, 2ND IA INF, Post 2:2
CHADDOCK, WILLIAM, 99TH IL, Post
CHADEE, MATT, 17TH WI INF; 1ST WI INF, Post 75
CHADWICK, CHARLES, 10TH MN INF, Post
CHADWICK, CHARLES, 10TH MN INF, Post 8
CHADWICK, HERBERT L., 13TH US VETERAN VOL. INF, Post 110
CHADWICK, W.H., 20TH MI INF, Post 60
CHADWICK, W.H., 20TH U.S. ENGINEER CORP, Post 13
CHAFFEE, C. F., 29TH OH INF, Post 25
CHAFFEE, HTMAR S, 11TH WI INF, Post

CHAFFEE, WILLIAM M., OH INF, Post
CHAFFIN, DANIEL V., 7TH KS CAV, Post
CHAFFIN, DANIEL V., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
CHAFFIN, DANIEL V., 7TH KS CAV, Post
CHAFFIN, JOHN M., 40TH IN INF, Post
CHAFFIN, LYSANDER, 37TH MA, Post
CHALFAMT, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post
CHALFAUT, WILLIAM, 1ST NE, Post 45
CHALK, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, Post 304
CHALLAND, CHARLES, 105TH IL INF, Post 106
CHALPELL, JESSE, 82ND IN INF, Post 25
CHALPIN, ARTHUR T., 4TH ME ART.; 89TH OH INF, Post 5
CHAMABERS, JONES, 54TH IN, Post
CHAMABERS, WILLIAM B., 7TH KS CAV, Post 77
CHAMBERLAIN, A.B., 4TH MO INF, Post 25

CHAMBERLAIN, ALBERT B., 4TH MO INF, Post
CHAMBERLAIN, ALBERT B., 133RD IL INF, Post
CHAMBERLAIN, ALBERT B., 133RD IL INF, Post 25
CHAMBERLAIN, ALVA, 2ND CO CAV, Post
CHAMBERLAIN, CHARLES J., 34TH IL INF, Post 11
CHAMBERLAIN, CHARLES K., 177TH PA INF, Post 196
CHAMBERLAIN, LUCIOUS M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
CHAMBERLAIN, THOMAS C., 34TH IL INF, Post 231
CHAMBERLAIN, W.L.B., 18TH MO CAV, Post 57
CHAMBERLAIN, W.L.B., 81ST MO INF, Post 237
CHAMERLIN, ANDRE C., PVT; 23RD IA INF, Post 190
CHAMERLIN, CRAVEN, 38TH IN INF, Post 7
CHAMERLIN, JOHN G., 97TH US; 75TH NY INF, Post
CHAMERLIN, LIMEON C., 26TH MI INF, Post
CHAMERLIN, LUCIUS M., 9TH IL CAV, Post 47

CHAMBERS, EMERY J., 94TH OH INF, Post
CHAMBERS, GEORGE N., 48TH IN INF, Post 20
CHAMBERS, HENRY J., 130TH OH INF, Post
CHAMBERS, LOUIS D., 86TH OH INF, Post 34
CHAMBERS, MARION, 37TH IL INF, Post 47
CHAMBERS, PETER, 1ST IA CAV, Post 7
CHAMBERS, ROBERT, 25TH MI INF, Post 41
CHAMP, JAMES M., 10TH IL CAV, Post 71
CHAMPERSOY, JAMES H., 3RD NY CAV, Post
CHAMPLIN, WILLIAM, 1ST MI INF, Post 81
CHANCELLOR, W.H., 6TH IN INF, Post 14
CHANDLER, CURTIS, 7TH WI ART., (ERROR), Post 114
CHANDLER, ALEXANDER B., 170TH NY INF, Post 16
CHANDLER, ANDREW, 47TH WI INF, Post 25
CHANDLER, ANDREW, 47TH WI, Post
CHANDLER, ANDREW H., 4TH MO CAV, Post 8:9
CHANDLER, C.B., 1ST NJ CAV; PVT; CO. D; 6TH, Post 321
CHANDLER, CHARLES, 78TH IL INF, Post 258
CHANDLER, CURTIS, 7TH WI INF, Post 114
CHANDLER, DAVID, 48TH IL INF, Post
CHANDLER, DAVID J., 142ND OH INF, Post
CHANDLER, EVAN R., 98TH OH INF, Post 187
CHANDLER, FRANCIS S., 44TH IN INF, Post
CHANDLER, HENRY T., 34TH IA INF, Post
CHANDLER, JAMES V., 45TH IA INF, Post
CHANDLER, JOHN R., 70TH IL INF, Post 180
CHANDLER, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, Post 31
CHANDLER, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, Post 45

CHANLEY, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, Post 283
CHANLEY, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, Post 71
CHANLEY, SAMUEL G., 102ND IL INF, Post 90
CHANLEY, SAMUEL G., 102ND IL INF, Post
CHANLEY, WILLIAM, 68TH OH INF, Post 221
CHANLEY, WILLIAM R., 133RD IL INF, Post 100
CHANLEY, WILLIAM R., 133RD IL INF, Post
CHANNEL, THOMAS, 74TH OH INF, Post 1;2
CHANNER, THOMAS J., 5TH IA CAV, Post 34
CHANTY, CHARLES, 5TH MO INF, Post
CHAPEL, CHARLES, 17TH IL CAV, Post 25
CHAPIN, CHARLES D., 146TH IL INF, Post 209
CHAPIN, CYRUS, 7TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. E; 10T, Post 3
CHAPIN, LUTHER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 147
CHAPIN, STEPHEN M., 3RD WI CAV, Post 139
CHAPIN, STEPHEN M., 3RD WI ART., Post 139
CHAPIN, WILLIAM H., 3RD NY INF, Post
CHAPLIN, C.C., 49TH MA INF, Post 136
CHAPLIN, JEREMIAH B., 94TH IL INF, Post
CHAPLMAN, WILLIAM, 91ST OH INF, Post
CHAPMAN, C.D., ART., Post 23
CHAPMAN, CAL, IN SCOUTS, Post 24
CHAPMAN, CAL, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CHAPMAN, CALVIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CHAPMAN, CHARLES, 18TH MI INF, Post 81
CHAPMAN, F.E., 10TH MI INF, Post 111
CHAPMAN, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, Post
CHAPMAN, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, Post 118
CHAPMAN, GEORGE C., 52ND IL INF, Post
CHAPMAN, H.C., 21ST IN INF(ERROR), Post 11
CHAPMAN, H.C., 21ST U.S. LIGHT ART., Post 11
CHAPMAN, HENRY C., 21ST IN ART., Post 11
CHAPMAN, HORACE M., Post
CHAPMAN, JEFF T., 43RD WI INF, Post 82
CHAPMAN, JOHN B., 67TH OH INF, Post 46
CHAPMAN, JOHN W., 71ST IL INF, Post 79
CHAPMAN, JOSEPH, 49TH WI INF, Post 40
CHAPMAN, JOSEPH, 45TH IA INF, Post
CHAPMAN, JOSEPH M., 45TH IA INF, Post
CHAPMAN, LEONARD, 13TH IN INF, Post 199
CHAPMAN, LEVI, 4TH IL CAV, Post 341
CHAPMAN, M. V. B., 27TH MI INF; 24TH U.S. IN, Post 113
CHAPMAN, M. V., 24TH US INF; 27TH MI INF, Post 113
CHAPMAN, MILBURN, 6TH KS CAV, Post 15
CHAPMAN, ORSON G., 2ND FL CAV, Post 82

CHAPMAN, SAMUEL, Post 123
CHAPMAN, SAMUEL M., 1ST IA INF, Post
CHAPMAN, SAMUEL M., 14TH IA INF, Post 45
CHAPMAN, SAMUEL M., 1ST IA INF, Post
CHAPMAN, SIMON F., PVT; 108TH IL INF, Post 115
CHAPMAN, SIMON F., 108TH IL INF, Post
CHAPMAN, SOLMON B., 13TH IA INF, Post 44
CHAPMAN, W.A., 4TH IA CAV; SERG; CO. A; 46, Post 13
CHAPMAN, WILHELM, 29TH IA, Post
CHAPMAN, WILLIAM C., 10TH IL INF, Post 4
CHAPMAN, WILLIAM H., 41ST OH INF, Post 13
CHAPPELL, MOSES L, 58TH IN INF, Post
CHARLES, ALBERT, 83RD IL INF, Post 31
CHARLES, ALBERT, 83RD IL INF, Post 55
CHARLES, JAMES, 1ST CA CAV, Post 2;7

CHARLES, JOHN F., 70TH NY INF, Post 260
CHARLES, JOHN H., 1ST CO CAV, Post
CHARLES, TIMOTHY J., 27TH NY INF, Post
CHARLSON, AARON, 1ST IL ART, Post 39
CHARPENING, SAMUEL A., 19TH US INF, Post 205
CHARREY, GEORGE R., 3RD IA CAV, Post 80
CHARTER, SAMUEL, 8TH VT INF, Post 79
CHASE, AARON W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 33
CHASE, ALBERT, 141ST PA INF, Post
CHASE, CHAMPION S., PAYMASTER; US ARMY, Post 110
CHASE, DAVID, 32ND WI INF, Post 26
CHASE, ELIphalet E., 2ND IA INF, Post
CHASE, EMERY A., 177TH OH INF, Post 192
CHASE, ERVINE R., 141ST NY INF, Post
CHASE, GEORGE B., 37TH IA INF, Post 92
CHASE, GURLEY B., 4TH MI CAV, Post 87
CHASE, HARLOW, 69TH NY INF, Post 110
CHASE, HENRY A., 37TH WI INF, Post 57
CHASE, HENRY A., COMMISARY; 37TH WI INF, Post 57
CHASE, HENRY W., 95TH IL INF, Post 102
CHASE, JAMES W., 36TH WI INF, Post 262
CHASE, JUSTUS, 4TH IA INF, Post 230
CHASE, JUSTUS, 3RD MN INF, Post 355
CHASE, LEMUEL M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 33
CHASE, LUMAN, 138TH IL INF, Post 127
CHASE, O.G., 9TH WV INF, Post 1
CHASE, WILLIAM, 4TH MI CAV, Post 118
CHASE, WILLIAM E., 9TH NY CAV, Post 118
CHASE(COLORE, C.H., 54TH MA INF; BORN BARBADO, Post
CHASTEEN, JOSEPH, ARTIFICER; 25TH WI INF, Post 119

CHATFIELD, C.S., 2ND IL CAV, Post
CHATTERTON, SAMUEL F., 113TH IL INF, Post 247
CHAVILEER, JOHN F., 70TH NY INF, Post
CHEATHAM, E.R., 27TH MO INF, Post 257
CHEENEY, ALONZO E., 20TH WI INF, Post 44
CHEESMAN, SALINES, 63RD IL INF, Post
CHEEVER, EDWARD F., 33RD WI INF, Post 64
CHEEVER, EDWARD F., 33RD WI INF, Post
CHEEVER, FRANCIS M., 47TH WI INF, Post
CHEEVER, JOHN L., 47TH WI INF, Post
CHEEVER, JOHN L., 47TH WI INF; PVT; CO. L; 47, Post 64
CHEEVER, STOUGHTON A., 9TH INF, Post 8
CHELFAR, DUNCAN, 85TH PA INF, Post 222
CHENAWORTH, THOMAS F., 51ST OH INF (Co. A; 40TH, Post 30
CHENEWORTH, THOMAS F., 40TH OH INF (51ST OH INF, Post 30
CHENEY, ARTHUR O., 7TH MI INF, Post 261
CHENEY, E.H., 140TH IL INF, Post 17
CHENEY, JACK W., 59TH IL INF, Post
CHENEY, JERRY W., 155TH INF, Post 171
CHENEY, MATHEW B., 112TH NY INF, Post
CHENEY, THOMAS R., 12TH US INF, Post 297
CHENOWETH, WILBUR F., 135TH IL INF, Post 47
CHENOWETH, WILLIAM S., 150TH INF, Post 53
CHENOWRTH, THOMAS F., 40TH OH INF, Post
CHERY, A.B., 8TH NY NATIONAL GUARD INF, Post 1
CHERRY, C. MILTON, 3RD IA INF, Post 61
CHERRY, CHARLES, 3RD IA INF, Post 61
CHERRY, SHANNON W., NE, Post
CHERRY, WILLIAM, 3RD WI INF, Post 59
CHESBRO, ALFORD, 49TH MA INF, Post
CHESLEY, HIRAM, 140TH IL INF, Post 16
CHESLEY, JOHN H., 34TH IL INF, Post 61
CHESLEY, S., 8TH IL CAV, Post 27
CHESLEY, SYLVESTER, 8TH IL CAV, Post 2:2
CHESLEY, SVYESTER, 8TH IL CAV, Post 27
CHES, R.R., 18TH US INF, Post 259
CHESS, ROBERT R., 16TH INF; 18TH US INF, Post 42
CHESSINGTON, GUY M. T., 73RD IL INF, Post
CHESTER, ISAAC D., 4TH IA ART., Post
CHESTER, LUSK, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CHEUVRONT, THOMAS J., 7TH MO INF, Post 149
CHEUY, CHARLES M., 3RD IA INF, Post
CHEVICK, DAVID, 30TH OH INF, Post 355
CHEVREN, MOSES E., 7TH WV CAV, Post 25
CHEVWNT, THOMAS S., 7TH MO CAV, Post
CHICKEN, JOHN, 97TH OH INF, Post 125
CHIDESTER, JAMES R., 124TH IL INF, Post 299
CHIEF, GOOD, OMAHA NE SCOUT CAV, Post
CHIEF, LITTLE, OMAHA NE SCOUTS, Post
CHILCOAT, E.A., 78TH OH INF, Post 34
CHILD, EVERARD S., 1ST NE INF, Post 120
CHILD, RANALD P., 1ST NE, Post 120
CHILDERSON, JOHN W., 15TH IL CAV, Post 43
CHILDERSON, JOHN W., STEWARTS IL ART. (ERROR), Post 43
CHILDERSTON, JOHN W., 1ST AND 7TH MO ART., Post 43
CHILDES, JOHN, 116TH IL INF, Post 25
CHILDE, WILLIAM M., 10TH IN INF, Post 44
CHILDESS, CHARLES H., 30TH WI INF, Post
CHILDESS, WILLIAM, 57TH IN INF, Post 114
CHILDS, ARTHUR P., 56TH NY INF, Post 5

CHILDS, ARTHUR P., 56TH NY INF, Post 5
CHILDS, C.O., 25TH OH INF, Post 28
CHILDS, DAVID, 92ND IL INF, Post 177
CHILDS, EDWIN V., 21ST WI INF, Post 82
CHILDS, GARDNER D., USS NAVY; USS REANEY, Post 4
CHILDS, HARVEY H., 6TH WI INF, Post
CHILDS, HARVEY H., 49TH WI INF, Post
CHILDS, HARVEY H., 6TH WI INF; CO. B; 4TH US, Post 104
CHILDS, HARVEY H., 41ST WI INF, Post 104
CHILDS, IRVIN, POST 5

CHILDS, WILLIAM H., 24TH OH INF, Post 10
CHILES, W.W., 8TH IA CAV, Post 101

CHILSON, NEWTON W., 16TH WI INF, Post 37
CHILSON, SAMUEL, 9TH MN INF, Post 262
CHILVERS, WILLIAM B., 95TH IL INF, Post 191
CHIPARAM, JESSIE B., 13TH VT INF, Post
CHIPPS, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 124
CHISHOLM, ALEX, 43RD MA INF, Post 105

CHITTENDEN, B.S., 59TH US COLORED INF, Post
CHITTENDEN, BASIL S., 97TH IN INF; CAPT; 56TH US, Post 164
CHITTIDEN, ELIAS F., 14TH IL INF, Post 32
CHITWOOD, JAMES A., 2ND IL CAV, Post 136
CHITWOOD, JOHN J., 2ND IL CAV, Post 136
CHONDY, SYDNA, 33RD MO INF, Post

CHRISLER, BERNARD, 6TH WI INF, Post 216
CHRISTELY, CHARLES, 20TH MA INF, Post 34
CHRISTENSEN, ANDREW, 1ST NE INF, Post 308

CHRISTENSEN, CHRIS, 4TH MO INF, Post 4
CHRISTIAN, CHARLES M., WAGONER; 2ND OH CAV; b. NO, Post 32
CHRISTIAN, CHRIS, 20TH IL INF, Post 75
CHRISTIAN, WARREN P., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 3

CHRISTIAN, GEORGE W., 1ST IL ART., Post 254
CHRISTIAN, GEORGE W., 1ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 301
CHRISTIAN, PETER B., 45TH IL INF, Post 10
CHRISTIE, ISAAC D., 4TH IA ART., Post 14
CHRISTIE, WILLIAM H., 75TH IL INF, Post 110
CHRISTMAN, LEWIS C., 184TH PA INF, Post 174
CHRISTNER, JACOB, 142ND PA INF, Post
CHRISTOPHER, C. BRINKMAN, 88TH IL INF, Post 246
CHRISTOPHER, SAMUEL, 23RD IN INF, Post 118
CHRISTY, HENRY, 17TH IL INF, Post
CHRISTY, HENRY C., PVT; 17TH & 61ST IL INF; Post 6
CHRISTY, HENRY E., 40TH IA INF, Post 51
CHRISTY, JOHN C., 18TH IL INF, Post 25
CHRONE, PEETE R., WIDOW 48TH NY, Post
CHUBB, O. P., 20TH MI INF, Post 7
CHURCH, ALONZO H., 114TH IL INF, Post 69
CHURCH, ANDRAEW, 86TH IL INF, Post
CHURCH, ANDREW G., 86TH IL INF, Post 18
CHURCH, BAYARD H., 50TH ON INF, Post 34
CHURCH, BAYARD M., 5TH OH CAV, Post 262
CHURCH, E.E., 1ST IN HEAVY ART.; 21ST I, Post 27
CHURCH, E.L., 6TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 27
CHURCH, E.L., 6TH IN CAV, Post
CHURCH, EDWARD A., 57TH IL INF, Post 25
CHURCH, EDWARD A., 57TH IL INF, Post
CHURCH, EDWARD A., 57TH IL, Post
CHURCH, ELI, 21ST IA INF, Post
CHURCH, ELI E., 21ST IN INF; 1ST IN HEAVY, Post 27
CHURCH, Enoch L., 6TH IN CAV, Post 27
CHURCH, FRANKLIN C., 164TH NY, Post
CHURCH, GEORGE W., 5TH OH INF, Post
CHURCH, GEORGE W., 5TH OH CAV, Post 273
CHURCH, HENRY C., 7TH IL CAV, Post 143
CHURCH, IRA A., 33RD WI INF, Post 182
CHURCH, JOHN, 145TH IL INF, Post 299
CHURCH, JONATHAN M., 11TH WI INF, Post 170
CHURCH, JOSEPH, 23RD WI INF, Post 66
CHURCH, JOSEPH F., 5TH OH CAV, Post 34
CHURCH, LEONIDAS M., 5TH OH CAV, Post
CHURCH, MILTON H., 5TH IA INF, Post 120
CHURCH, ORGALLUS, 18TH OH INF, Post
CHURCH, P., 12TH IA INF, Post 253
CHURCH, PHILANDER, 12TH IA INF, Post 32
CHURCH, PHILANDER P., 50TH OH INF, Post
CHURCH, PHILANDER P., 50TH OH INF, Post 90
CHURCH, RANSOM E., 89TH NY INF, Post
CHURCH, W.S., 2ND NE CAV, Post 129
CHURCH, WILLIAM, 33RD WI INF, Post 5
CHURCH, WILLIAM D., 113TH IL INF, Post 144
CHURCHILL, ARTHUR S., 22ND WI INF, Post 262
CHURCHILL, EDWARD R., 10TH KS INF; PVT; CO. H; 1S, Post 1
CHURCHILL, GEORGE W., 12TH WI INF, Post 239
CHURCHILL, HENRY, 8TH IN INF, Post 31
CHURCHILL, HENRY, 8TH IA INF, Post
CHURCHILL, JOHN N., 74TH IL INF, Post
CHURCHILL, JONATHAN, 39TH IL INF, Post 99

CHURCHILL, T.J., 3RD MO CAV, Post 45
CILMER, BENJAMIN, 58TH PA INF, Post 247
CIPHERS, LEWIS G., 3RD IA CAV, Post 6; 3
CIPHERS, LEWIS G., 3RD IA CAV, Post 6; 3
CISSNE, JAMES, 13TH MI INF, Post 39
CLABOUGH, HENRY, 8TH IA CAV, Post 301
CLAIR, AUGUST, 4TH US ART., Post 68
CLAIR, AUGUST, 4TH US ART., Post 316
CLAMPITT, JOHN R., 2ND IA CAV, Post 216
CLANCY, JAMES, US MARINES; USS SARANAC, Post 164
CLANCY, MICHAEL C., 69TH NY INF, Post
CLANCY, PATRICK, US MARINE; USS SARANAC, Post 164
CLANCY, PATRICK, US MARINE CORP, Post
CLAPP, A.S., 1ST VT CAV, Post 105
CLAPP, CYRUS R., 3RD IA CAV, Post 1

CLAPP, GEORGE A., 128TH IL INF, Post
CLAPP, GEORGE A., 125TH IL INF, Post 104
CLAPP, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 31
CLAPP, HAMMOND, 129TH OH INF, Post
CLAPP, HAMMOND, 2ND OH CAV, Post
CLAPP, JAMES H., 32ND MN INF, Post
CLAPP, JOHN F., 4TH IA INF, Post 25
CLAPP, SAMUEL B., 22ND IA INF, Post 37
CLAPP, WILLIAM H., 71ST NY INF, Post 110
CLAPPER, FRANK, 40TH WI INF, Post 257
CLARE, CHARLES, 10TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 35
CLARK, A.F., 170TH OH INF; SERG; CO. E, Post 34
CLARK, A.W., 53RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 9
CLARK, ABRAM M., 79TH IL INF, Post 63
CLARK, ALBERT J., 7TH MN INF, Post 183

CLARK, ALBERT L., 49TH WI INF, Post 57
CLARK, ALBERT M., 127TH IL INF, Post 7; 1
CLARK, ALEXANDER, 30TH WI INF, Post 265
CLARK, ALMERNON, 70TH OH INF NATIONAL GUARD, Post 9
CLARK, ALONZO B., 77TH NY INF, Post
CLARK, AMBROSE, 97TH NY INF, Post 131
CLARK, AMBROSE H., 83RD IL INF, Post 342
CLARK, AMOS, 129TH IL INF, Post 173
CLARK, ANDREW R., 129TH OH INF; DIED 14 JAN 1, Post 274
CLARK, ANDREW R., 129TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, AUGUSTUS W., 53RD IL INF, Post 9
CLARK, AVERY A., 42ND OH INF, Post 159
CLARK, AVERY A., 42ND OH INF, Post
CLARK, BARTON, 2ND IA CAVALRY, Post 63
CLARK, BEN, 6TH IA INF, Post 67

CLARK, BENJAMIN S., 7TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, BENJAMIN W., 6TH OH INF, Post 190
CLARK, BYRON, 171ST OH, Post
CLARK, BYRON C., 171ST OH INF, Post
CLARK, BYRON T., 44TH IA INF, Post 25
CLARK, C.E., 39TH KY INF, Post 50
CLARK, C.F., 33RD WI INF, Post 352
CLARK, CARLETON, CA; 83RD IL INF, Post 13
CLARK, CHARLES A., 32ND IA INF, Post 77
CLARK, CHARLES R., 145TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B; 32, Post 29
CLARK, CHARLES R., 32ND IL INF, Post 29
CLARK, CHESTER H., OH INF, Post
CLARK, CORNELIUS M., 88TH IL INF; 1ST IL CAVALRY, Post 3
CLARK, CORNELIUS M., 88TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, CORNELIUS M., 1ST IL CAVALRY; 88TH IL INF, Post 3; 2

CLARK, D.O., 36TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, DARWIN G., HENSHAW'S IL ART., Post 322
CLARK, DARWIN J., HENSHAW'S IL INDEPENDENT, Post 9
CLARK, DAVID, WAGONER; CO. K; 103RD OH INF, Post
CLARK, DAVID L., 175TH OH INF, Post 50
CLARK, DAVID M., 66TH IN INF, Post 154
CLARK, DUNCAN, 7TH MI INF, Post 23
CLARK, EDWARD, 8TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 9
CLARK, EDWIN, 115TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, EDWIN R., 13TH MI LIGHT ART., Post
CLARK, ELIAS H., 2ND NE CAVALRY, Post 154
CLARK, ELIHUE M., 129TH IN INF, Post 253
CLARK, ELIJAH L., 3RD IA CAVALRY, Post 37
CLARK, ENOCH, 2ND KS CAVALRY, Post 223
CLARK, FRANKLIN W., 12TH IL CAVALRY; CO. D; 4TH IL, Post 32

CLARK, FRANKLIN W., 4TH IL CAVALRY; CO. L; 12TH IL, Post 32
CLARK, GEORGE, 40TH OH INF; 51ST OH INF, Post 163
CLARK, GEORGE A., 39TH IL INF, Post 23
CLARK, GEORGE D., 12TH WI INF, Post
CLARK, H.A., 9TH MI INF, Post 91
CLARK, H.W., 2ND MN INF, Post 190
CLARK, HENDRICK, 17TH IL INF, Post 207
CLARK, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, Post 69
CLARK, HENRY A., 98TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, HENRY H., 64TH OH INF, Post 113
CLARK, HIRAM W., 2ND MN INF, Post
CLARK, HORACE D., 24TH IA INF, Post 77
CLARK, HORACE D., 24TH IA INF, Post 77
CLARK, HOWARD, 5TH OH INF, Post 50
CLARK, ISAAC, 1ST PA ART., Post 57

CLARK, ISAAC N., 25TH IL INF, Post 19
CLARK, JAMES, 213TH PA INF, Post 2
CLARK, JAMES, US NAVY, Post 26
CLARK, JAMES, 77TH IL INF, Post 109
CLARK, JAMES, 129TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, JAMES, 10TH MI INF, Post 11
CLARK, JAMES, 7TH KS CAV, Post
CLARK, JAMES P., 2ND IL CAV, Post 25
CLARK, JAMES P., 2ND IL CAV, Post
CLARK, JAMES R., 19TH WI INF, Post 34
CLARK, JAMES S., 84TH IL INF, Post 107
CLARK, JAMES W., 98TH OH INF, Post 88
CLARK, JAMES W., 9TH IN CAV, Post 17
CLARK, JAMES W., 9TH IN INF, Post 48
CLARK, JESSE, 36TH IA INF, Post 233

CLARK, JESSE, 36TH IA INF, Post 219
CLARK, JOEL A., 6TH OH CAV, Post
CLARK, JOEL A., 12TH US INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN, 86TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN, 36TH IA INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN, 145TH IL INF, Post 299
CLARK, JOHN C., 15TH IA INF, Post 43
CLARK, JOHN G., 37TH IN INF; 4TH US CAV, Post 230
CLARK, JOHN K., 7TH IL INF, Post 31
CLARK, JOHN L., 104TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN L., WAGONMASTER; 1ST IL ART., Post 8
CLARK, JOHN L., 104TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN L., 4TH US CAV, Post 125
CLARK, JOHN R., 15TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN R., 50TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, JOHN R., 15TH OH INF, Post 25
CLARK, JOHN W., 2ND MO CAV, Post 275
CLARK, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF, Post
CLARK, JOSEPH T., 6TH WV INF, Post 25
CLARK, JOSEPH T., 6TH WV INF, Post
CLARK, JUDEDEIAH, 13TH IN INF, Post 14
CLARK, JUDEDEIAH, 44TH IA INF, Post 14
CLARK, JUDSON, 27TH IA INF; CO. F; 12TH I, Post 16
CLARK, JUDSON, 12TH IA INF, Post 16
CLARK, JULIUS, 24TH WI INF, Post
CLARK, JULIUS W., 24TH WI INF, Post 110
CLARK, L.O., 2ND IL CAV, Post
CLARK, LAFAYETTE O., 2ND IL CAV, Post
CLARK, M.O., 22ND IA INF, Post 179
CLARK, MARTIN V.B., 7TH OH INF; 8TH OH LIGHT, Post 19

CLARK, MARY E., 40TH OH INF, Post
CLARK, MATHIAS M., 19TH IN INF, Post 44
CLARK, MICHAEL J., 42ND IN INF, Post 167
CLARK, MORRIS W., 11TH IA INF, Post 7
CLARK, NEWTON, 74TH IN INF, Post
CLARK, NILES, 155TH IL INF, Post 204
CLARK, OSCAR W., 150TH PA INF, Post 163
CLARK, RALPH W., 71ST IL INF, Post
CLARK, ROBERT, 68TH IN INF, Post 328
CLARK, ROBERT A., 86TH IL INF, Post 97
CLARK, SAMUEL E., 91ST OH INF, Post
CLARK, SAMUEL T., 115TH IN INF, Post
CLARK, SAMUEL T., 115TH IN INF, Post 66
CLARK, SIDNEY E., 2ND CT INF, Post
CLARK, SILAS, 170TH OH INF, Post 13

CLARK, SILAS M., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
CLARK, SYLVESTER H., 33RD OH INF, Post 23
CLARK, THOMAS, 123RD OH INF, Post 76
CLARK, THOMAS, 21ST OH INF, Post 296
CLARK, THOMAS C., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
CLARK, THOMAS C., 8TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 25
CLARK, THOMAS H., 15TH OH INF; CORP; CO. F; 1, Post 154
CLARK, THOMAS J., 147TH IN INF; 36TH IN INF, Post 90
CLARK, THOMAS J., 146TH IL INF, Post 201
CLARK, THOMAS J., 36TH IN INF; 147TH IN INF, Post 90
CLARK, THOMAS M., 8TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 13
CLARK, THOMAS M., 44TH OH INF; CO. G; 8TH OH, Post 13
CLARK, THOMAS M., 8TH OH CAV, Post
CLARK, THOMAS S., 106TH IL INF, Post 29
CLARK, W.S., 2ND MN CAV, Post 33

CLARK, WALDEN, 62ND OH INF, Post 301
CLARK, WILLIAM, 13TH IA INF, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM, 121ST NY INF, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM, 26TH IA INF, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM, 10TH IN, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM, , Post
CLARK, WILLIAM, 2ND MN CAV, Post 129
CLARK, WILLIAM, 13TH IA CAV, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM A., 7TH WI INF, Post 25
CLARK, WILLIAM A., 170TH OH INF, Post 118
CLARK, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA CAV; CO. G; 5TH IA, Post 89
CLARK, WILLIAM H., 146TH IL INF, Post 205
CLARK, WILLIAM H., 5TH IA INF; CO. I ; 5TH IA, Post 89
CLARK, WILLIAM H., 15TH OH INF, Post 214
CLARK, WILLIAM H.H., 3RD IA ART., Post 39

CLARK, WILLIAM L., 86TH IL INF, Post 47
CLARK, WILLIAM L., 86TH IL INF, Post
CLARK, WILLIAM S., 2ND MI CAV, Post
CLARK, WILSON, 1ST IA CAV, Post 77
CLARKE, BENJAMIN S., 7TH IL INF, Post
CLARKE, BENJAMIN S., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
CLARKE, DARWIN, 8TH IL CAV, Post
CLARKE, J.F., 101ST PA INF, Post 96
CLARKE, JOHN K., 4TH IL INF, Post
CLARKE, JOHN K., 7TH IL CAV, Post 31
CLARKE, LAFAYETTE O., 2ND IL CAV, Post 100
CLARKE, THOMAS, 34TH IL INF, Post
CLARKE, THOMAS F., 111TH PA INF; CORP; CO. A, Post 96
CLARKE, WILLIAM H., 2ND OH INF, Post
CLARKE, WILLIAM J., 100TH NY INF, Post 150

CLARKSON, JOHN, 166TH OH NATL. GUARD INF, Post 40
CLARKSON, JOHN L., 139TH IL INF, Post 37
CLARKSON, THADDEUS, 3RD AR CAV, Post
CLARKSON, THADDEUS S., 1ST IL LIGHT ART; MAJOR; 3, Post 34
CLARNS, VALENTINE, 3RD WI INF, Post 11
CLARTON, SANFORD, 8TH WI INF, Post
CLARY, HIRAM T., 32ND IL INF, Post 227
CLARY, WILLIAM C., 13TH KS INF, Post 24
CLARY, WILLIAM F., 85TH IL INF, Post 51
CLASON, CYRUS S., 35TH WI INF, Post 25
CLAUDE, PROSPER, 53RD IL INF, Post 177
CLAUSEN, SAMUEL, 2ND KY CAV, Post
CL AU SON, ASA N., 129TH IN INF, Post 90
CLAVER, JOHN H., 13TH IA CAV, Post 226
CLAWSON, RANDOLPH E., 95TH IL INF, Post
CLAXTON, SANFORD, 8TH WI INF, Post 293
CLAY, ALAMANZO M., 97TH IN INF, Post 81
CLAY, CHARLES H., 13TH NH INF, Post
CLAY, FRANK FRANC, 3RD OH CAV, Post 41
CLAY, HENRY, 13TH IL, Post
CLAY, W.H., 5TH WV INF, Post 180
CLAYBAUGH, M.S., 50TH NE MILITIA CAV, Post
CLAYBAUGH, MATTHEW S., 50TH IL INF, Post 174
CLAYBAUGH, WILLIAM T., 70TH OH INF, Post 63
CLAYPOOL, RHEUBEN H., 26TH KY INF, Post
CLAYPOOL, J.M., 3RD MO CAV, Post 104
CLAYPOOL, JAMES M., 143RD IL INF, Post
CLAYTON, ISAAC R., 151ST IL INF, Post 115
CLAYTON, ISAAC R., 151ST IL INF, Post
CLAYTON, JAMES A., 148TH OH INF, Post 153
CLAYTON, JAMES H., 4TH MO CAV, Post 309
CLAYTON, JOSEPH, 1ST OH CAV, Post 220
CLAYTON, JOSEPH, 1ST OH CAV; CO. C; 1ST MO, Post 220
CLAYTON, R.H., 7TH US INF, Post 8
CLAYTON, T.P., 16TH IL CAV, Post 253
CLEAR, EDWARD, 18TH MO INF, Post 147
CLEARLAND, HENRY C., 2ND IA CAV, Post
CLEARWATER, REUBEN, 40TH IA INF, Post 7
CLEYREY, JAMES, 14TH VA CAV, Post
CLEYREY, PATRICK, 6TH VT, Post
CLEAVER, JOHN L., 26TH WI INF, Post 114
CLEAVER, JOHN LAWNON, 26TH WI INF, Post 84
CLEAVER, JOHN T., 26TH WI INF, Post
CLELAND, ROBERT, 194TH NY INF, Post
CLEMANS, C.L., 42ND NY INF, Post 111

Clemens, Albert, 41ST IL INF, Post 236
Clemens, Ephram G., 22ND NY INF, Post
Clement, David, 10TH IA INF, Post 108
Clements, Dan A., 9TH KS CAV, Post
Clements, Daniel A., 9TH KS CAV, Post 148
Clements, Daniel O., 11Th PA CAV, Post
Clements, George W., 175TH NY INF, Post 319
Clements, James B., 50TH IL INF, Post 223
Clements, James W., 174TH OH INF, Post 63
CLEMENTS, JOHN, 50TH WI INF, Post 58
CLEMENTS, W.H., 138TH IL INF, Post
CLEMENTS, WILLIAM H., 138TH IL INF, Post 25
CLEMMER, DANIEL W., 4TH PA INF, Post
CLEMMONS, DANIEL, 1ST NE CAV, Post
CLEMMONS, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 45

CLEMMONS, WILLIAM, MUSICIAN; 1ST NE INF, Post 3
CLEMONDS, CHARLES L.B., 49TH NY INF, Post
CLEMONS, A.F., 8TH US INF, Post 17
CLENDENING, THOMAS C., 146TH IL INF, Post 147
CLENDENNING, THOMAS O., 146TH IL INF, Post
CLOELAND, BURDETT N., 111TH OH INF, Post 27
CLEVELAND, AUGUSTUS B., 15TH IL INF, Post 119
CLEVELAND, BRADFORD F., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., Post 192
CLEVELAND, CHARLES E., 12TH MI INF, Post 74
CLEVELAND, ERIEN, 1ST MI CAV, Post
CLEVELAND, ERIN, 1ST MI CAV, Post 186
CLEVELAND, ERIN, 1ST MI CAV, Post 110
CLEVELAND, JAMES G., 10TH IL INF, Post 143
CLEVELAND, JONATHAN C., 12TH WI ART., Post 317
CLEVELAND, JOSEPH, 14TH IL INF, Post

CLEVELAND, K.E., 157TH IL INF, Post 25
CLEVELAND, SYLVESTER J., 153RD IL INF, Post 9; 1
CLEVELAND, WILLIAM, 129TH NY INF; PVT; CO. G, Post 28
CLEVELAND, WILLIAM, 8TH NY HEVY ART., Post
CLEVENGER, DAVID C., 6TH MO CAV, Post 177
CLEVENGER, WILLIAM, 8TH TN CAV, Post
CLEVERISH, WILLIAM, 9TH IL CAV, Post 86
CLEWELL, FRANK A., 119TH PA INF, Post 19
CLEWETT, CHESTER, 49TH WI INF, Post
CLEWETT, CHESTER C., 11TH WI INF; SERG; CO. B, Post 155
CLICK, JOHN S., 69TH IL INF, Post
CLICK, JOHN S., 4TH IL INF, Post
CLICK, P.W., 138TH IN INF, Post
CLIFFORD, C.S., 2ND WV CAV, Post 159
CLIFFORD, CHARLES G., 26TH OH INF, Post

CLIFFORD, JOHN M., 1ST WV CAV, Post 69
CLIFFORD, LEVI, 12TH PA CAV, Post 131
CLIFFORD, S.S., 2ND WV CAV, Post 159
CLIFFORD, SAM, 1ST VA CAV, Post
CLIFTON, FRANK, 57TH IL INF, Post
CLIFTON, FRANK, 57TH IL INF, Post
CLIFTON, JOHN D., 45TH IL INF, Post 302
CLIFTON, LEVI, 85TH IL INF, Post
CLIFTON, LEVI, 85TH IL INF, Post
CLIFTON, LEVI, 85TH IL INF, Post 120
CLINE, ALFORD G., 34TH IL, Post
CLINE, ALFRED G., 34TH IL INF, Post 175
CLINE, ALFRED G., 1ST NE VETERAN VOL., Post 175
CLINE, DAVID A., 12TH OH INF, Post
CLINE, FREDERIC, 195TH OH INF, Post

CLINE, HENRY, 116TH IL INF, Post 9
CLINE, JESSIE W., 39TH IA INF; CO. G; 7TH IA, Post 10
CLINE, JOHN L., 12TH OH INF, Post 109
CLINE, JOHN L., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
CLINE, JONATHAN H., 38TH IN INF, Post 84
CLINE, PRESLAY, 57TH IL INF, Post 96
CLINE, WILLIAM, 2ND MO INF, Post 21
CLINE, WILLIAM H.H., 26TH IL INF, Post 98
CLINGER, ALFRED B., 128TH IN INF, Post 91
CLINGMAN, STEPHEN, 146TH IL INF, Post 10
CLINKENBEARD, ENSLEY, 18TH IA INF, Post 282
CLINKENBEARD, JOHN, 18TH IA INF, Post 315
CLOPINE, GEORGE A., 53RD OH INF, Post 184
CLOPINE, GEORGE A., 53RD OH, Post
CLOSE, GEORGE E., 176TH NY INF, Post

CLOSE, JOHN A., 2ND PA RESERVE CORPS, Post 4
CLOSE, W.E., 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 135
CLOSON, WILLIAM R., 42ND NY INF, Post
CLOSS, ORVILLE M., 103RD OH INF, Post 70
CLOSSON, AARON E., 101ST IN INF, Post
CLOSSON, HENLEY B., 8TH IL CAV, Post 73
CLOSSON, JOHN G., 6TH MN INF, Post 192
CLOTHIER, ASH J., 115TH NY INF, Post 354
CLOTHIER, DANIEL, 1ST NE INF, Post 9; 1
CLOTHIER, SOLOMON, 2ND IL ART., Post
CLOTHIER, THERLOW, 17TH IA INF, Post 142
CLOTHIER, THURLOW, 31ST IA INF; CO. F; 17TH I, Post
CLOTHIER, THURLOW, 17TH IA INF, Post 142
CLOUD, ENOS, 101ST IN INF, Post 73
CLOUD, SOLOMAN, 94TH IL INF, Post 15

CLOUGH, CALEB G., 77TH IL INF; CO. B; 130TH, Post 32
CLOUGH, GEORGE P., 29TH IA INF, Post 205
CLOUGH, MARION C., 3RD WI CAV, Post
CLOUGH, MARION M., 3RD WI CAV, Post 184
CLOUGH, WARREN, 27TH IA INF, Post
CLOUSE, WILLIAM C., 1ST TN INF, Post
CLOW, EDWARD C., 37TH IL INF, Post 140
CLOYD, W.W., 72ND IN INF, Post 272
CLUNE, PATRICK, 33RD IL INF, Post 175
CLUNE, PATRICK, 33RD IL INF, Post
CLUSTER, DANIEL, 27TH MO CAV, Post 299
CLUTLE, CHARLES W., 132ND IL INF, Post 338
CLUTTER, G.W., 4TH IA CAV, Post
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, Post
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 104

CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 21ST IN INF, Post
CLUTTER, GEORGE W., 21ST OH INF, Post
CLUXTON, SANFORD, 8TH MI INF, Post 293
CLYDE, THOMAS, , Post
COADY, MICHAEL, 3RD U.S. INF, Post 2
COADY, WILLIAM J., 2ND US VOL. VETERANS, Post 114
COAKLEY, CORNELIUS, 69TH PA INF, Post
COALMOR, NATHEN A., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COALTER, J.W., 33RD IL INF, Post 13
COAN, HENRY D., 3RD IL CAV, Post 9
COARD, JOHN J., 118TH IL INF, Post 95
COATES, CHARLES C, 25TH WI INF, Post
COATES, CHARLES N, 53RD US COLORED INF, Post
COATES, STEPHEN, 12TH KS INF, Post 262
COATES, WILLIAM I., 6TH KS CAV, Post

COATNEY, J.J., 14TH IA INF, Post 201
COATS, CLARK A., 8TH IL CAV, Post 87
COATS, F.J., 7TH WI INF, Post 107
COATS, HAMILTON J., 5TH WI ART, Post 107
COATS, JEFFERSON, 7TH WI INF, Post
COATS, JOHN, 28TH IA INF, Post
COATS, JOHN, 28TH IA INF, Post 116
COATS, JOSIAH G., 8TH IA INF, Post
COATS, SETH W., 75TH IL INF, Post 92
COATS, SOLOMAN B., 12TH MI INF, Post
COATS, SOLOMAN B., 2ND MD INF, Post
COBB, ALBERT T., 19TH MI INF, Post
COBB, AMASA, 5TH WI INF, Post
COBB, AMASA, 5TH WI INF, Post
COBB, AMASA, 5TH WI INF;43RD WI INF, Post 25

COBB, AMASA, 43RD WI INF;5TH WI INF, Post 25
COBB, C.C., 28TH WI INF, Post
COBB, E.N., 56TH PA;17TH PA, Post 62
COBB, E.N., 18TH US INF, Post 62
COBB, E.V., 18TH US INF, Post
COBB, EDWARD K., 57TH IL INF, Post 22
COBB, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF, Post
COBB, OLIVER H., 47TH IA INF, Post 15
COBB, WILLIAM A. G., 8TH US INF, Post 4
COBBEY, JOSEPH E., 75TH IL INF, Post
COBBEY, JOSEPH E. SR, 75TH IL INF, Post
COBBER, ELI, 12TH MI CAV, Post 316
COBURN, JAMES W., 7TH WV INF, Post 262
COBURN, JAMES W., WV, Post
COBURN, S. GEORGE, 97TH IN INF, Post 97

COBURN, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF; 41ST IA INF, Post 7; 1
COBURN, WILLIAM, 3RD US INF, Post 110
COBURN, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post 110
COBURN, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF, Post
COCHRAN, HENRY C., OH INF, Post
COCHRAN, ISAAC, 148TH PA INF, Post
COCHRAN, ISAAC, 148TH PA INF, Post
COCHRAN, ITHINIAR L., 11TH IA, Post
COCHRAN, J.F., 2ND MO CAV, Post 299
COCHRAN, JAMES, 59TH OH INF, Post 309
COCHRAN, JAMES, 59TH OH INF, Post
COCHRAN, JAMES R.S., 13TH IA INF, Post
COCHRAN, JAMES R.S., 13TH IA INF, Post 25
COCHRAN, JOHN T., 80TH IN INF, Post
COCHRAN, JONATHAN, 80TH IN INF, Post 25

COCHRAN, ROBERT, 147TH IL INF, Post 106
COCHRAN, T.P., 2ND MO CAV, Post 136
COCHRAN, THOMAS, US MARINE; USS VERMONT, Post
COCHRAN, WILLIAM O., 1ST VT INF, Post
COCHRANE, HENRY C., 164TH OH INF, Post 220
COCHRANE, THEODORE M., 29TH OH INF, Post 220
COCKERAL, FRANK M., 10TH IA INF, Post
COCKLIN, ABRAM S., 13TH IA INF, Post 342
COCKRELL, GEORGE C., 97TH IL INF, Post 110
COCKRELL, PETER, 121ST OH INF, Post 7; 3
CODDING, HORACE W., 135TH IL INF, Post
CODER, ELLIS, 106TH PA INF, Post
CODER, FRANCIS M., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
CODY, ASHLEY S., 40TH IA INF, Post
CODY, PHILANDER H., 12TH WI ART., Post 47

CODY, W.F., BUFFALO; 7TH US CAV, Post 69
CODY, WILLIAM F., US SCOUT, Post
COE, CHRISTOPHER, 47TH IN INF, Post 131
COE, DAVID V., 9TH IA INF, Post 68
COE, GEORGE, 63RD OH INF, Post 70
COE, WILLIAM O., 12TH IN CAV, Post 94
COEN, EDWARD, 18TH US INF, Post 19
COEN, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, Post 226
COEN, WILLIAM G., 1ST MN INF, Post 195
COFFEE, EzRA D., 13TH IA INF, Post 227
COFFEE, WORTHINGTON, 63RD OH INF, Post 168
COFFELT, FRANCIS M., 2ND IA CAV, Post 233
COFFEY, ANDREW MOBLE, 50TH IN INF, Post
COFFEY, ANDREW N., 52ND IN INF; 50TH IN INF, Post 47
COFFEY, ANDREW N., 50TH IN INF; 52ND IN INF, Post 47
COFFIE, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, Post 114
COFFIELD, ALFRED H., 101ST IL INF, Post
COFFIN, STEPHEN E., 43RD WI INF, Post 50
COFFMAN, EZRA, 135TH IN INF, Post 41
COFFMAN, FRANK M., 44TH IA, Post
COFFMAN, GEORGE, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 50
COFFMAN, HIRAM T., 8TH IA INF; 73RD IL INF, Post 237
COFFMAN, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, Post
COFFMAN, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
COFFMAN, JOHN H., 21ST IL INF, Post
COFFMAN, JONAS, 75TH IN INF, Post 218
COFFMAN, JONAS, 75TH IN INF, Post 218
COFFMAN, VICTOR H., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 262
COFFMAN, VICTOR H., 34TH IA INF, Post
COGESHALL, FRANK, 11TH CT INF, Post
COGIL, WILLIAM H., 106TH IL INF, Post 23
COGIZER, ZURAH M., 176TH OH INF(4TH OH INF), Post 61
COGLIYES, SANFORD G.V., 8TH PA INF, Post
COGLIZER, JURIAH S., , Post 123
COGLIZER, SANFORD G., 118TH PA INF, Post
COGLIZER, ZURAH M., 4TH OH INF(176TH OH INF), Post 61
COGLIZER, ZURAH S., 4TH OH INF, Post
COHAGAN, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
COHAGAN, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
COHEE, CORNELIUS A., 10TH IL CAV, Post 129
COHN, FRANK, 12TH OH INF, Post
COHN, W.J., 2ND US CAV; 7TH PA CAV, Post 69
COINTER, ESASMIS P., 4TH IA CAV, Post
COKELY, SAMUEL, 6TH IA CAV, Post 109
COLBERT, JOHN F., 62ND OH INF, Post
COLBERT, JOHN F., 62ND OH INF, Post

COLBURN, HENRY C., 92ND IL INF, Post

COLBURN, L.A., 10TH NY CAV, Post 231

COLBY, A.H., 5TH IA CAV, Post 269

COLBY, ALBERT H., 92ND IL INF, Post 141

COLBY, C.T., 13TH WI INF, Post 37

COLBY, DAVID, 10TH IA INF, Post 269

COLBY, DAVID, 9TH IA INF, Post 269

COLBY, GEORGE, 24TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B; 18, Post 327

COLBY, HAMILTON N., 7TH WI INF, Post 26

COLBY, HAMILTON N., 9TH IL CAV, Post 57

COLBY, HENRY S, 8TH NY ART., Post

COLBY, L. L., 17TH MI INF, Post 118

COLBY, LEONARD W., 8TH IL INF, Post

COLBY, LEONARD W., 8TH IL INF, Post 35

COLBY, WILLIAM, 38TH IN INF, Post 20

COLDREN, L.T., 99TH OH INF, Post 171

COLDREN, LEMUEL T., 18TH IA INF, Post 171

COLE, ALBERT S., 2ND WI INF, Post 24

COLE, ALBERT S., 22ND WI INF, Post 24

COLE, ALBERT V., 4TH MI INF; 6TH MI CAV, Post 81

COLE, ALBERT V., 6TH MI CAV, Post 13

COLE, ANDREW J., 27TH MD INF, Post

COLE, ANDREW J., 27TH MI INF, Post 262

COLE, ARZA, 23RD IN INF, Post 29

COLE, C., 123RD OH, Post

COLE, DANIEL, 27TH IA INF, Post 147

COLE, DAVID, 17TH MA INF, Post 112

COLE, DAVID P., 73RD IN INF, Post 237

COLE, EDMUND F., 33RD IL INF, Post 143

COLE, FONES, 20TH IA INF, Post 33

COLE, G.E., 21ST IL INF, Post 95

COLE, G.L., 29TH IA, Post

COLE, GEORGE C., 19TH MI INF, Post 114

COLE, GEORGE E., 21ST IL INF; 96TH IL INF, Post 95

COLE, GEORGE E., 96TH IL INF; 21ST IL INF, Post 93

COLE, GEORGE F., 53RD PA INF, Post 257

COLE, GILBERT, 193RD OH INF, Post 309

COLE, GILBERT, 193RD OH INF, Post

COLE, GILBERT L., 29TH IA INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post 35

COLE, GILBERT L., 29TH IA INF; CO. A; 124TH, Post 35

COLE, GILBERT L., 124TH US COLORED INF, Post 35

COLE, GILBERT S., 29TH IA INF, Post
COLE, HALVOR W., 29TH IA INF, Post 285

COLE, HENRY, 18TH US COLORED, Post 285

COLE, HORACE, 9TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 51

COLE, HORACE, 9TH IL CAV, Post 51

COLE, HORACE, , Post 253

COLE, HENRY, 18TH US COLORED, Post 285

COLE, IRVIN M., 1ST IL ART., Post 236

COLE, JAMES H., , Post 253

COLE, JAMES M., 91ST OH INF, Post 256

COLE, JAMES M., 155TH OH INF, Post 318

COLE, JAMES W., 32ND IL INF, Post 59

COLE, JAMES W., 32ND IL INF, Post 253

COLE, JOHN F., 18TH MN INF, Post 318

COLE, JOSHUA M., 197TH OH INF, Post 241

COLE, LIBE, 12TH ME INF, Post 241

COLE, O.W., 68TH IL INF, Post 59

COLE, O.W., 85TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 32

COLE, OLIVER W, 86TH IL INF, Post 32

COLE, OLIVER W., 86TH IL INF, Post 59

COLE, O.W., 85TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 32

COLE, OLIVER W., 86TH IL INF, Post 59

COLE, SAMUEL W., 47TH IL INF, Post 32

COLE, JOHN F., 18TH MN INF, Post 318

COLE, JOSHUA M., 197TH OH INF, Post 136

COLE, STEPHEN, 123RD OH INF, Post 136

COLE, STEPHEN C., 123RD OH INF, Post 37

COLE, W.T., , Post 123

COLE, WILLIAM, 3RD OH CAV, Post 247

COLE, WILLIAM A., 10TH MI INF, Post 20

COLE, WILLIAM H., 140TH IN, Post 247

COLE, WILLIAM T., 88TH OH INF, Post 45

COLE, WILLIAM T., 88TH OH INF, Post 45

COLEMAN, ADAM, 24TH OH INF, Post 80

COLEMAN, ALEXANDER, 3RD IA CAV, Post 44

COLEMAN, ALLEN, 1ST CO CAV, Post 247

COLEMAN, AMES, 1ST NE, Post 247

COLEMAN, ANSON D, 12TH IA INF, Post 247

COLEMAN, ASA, 2ND NE CAV, Post 61

COLEMAN, ASA, 2ND NE CAV, Post 61

COLEMAN, CHARLES, 24TH OH INF, Post 247

COLEMAN, CHARLES E., 12TH IL INF, Post 247

COLEMAN, CHARLES H., 24TH IA INF, Post 247

COLEMAN, CLinton J., 209TH PA INF, Post 247

COLEMAN, DANIEL E., 83RD IL INF, Post 10
COLEMAN, ELIC C., 17TH IA INF, Post
COLEMAN, ELIE C., 17TH IA INF, Post
COLEMAN, GEORGE W., 5TH WI INF, Post 40
COLEMAN, HOWARD M., 55TH OH INF, Post 139

COLEMAN, ISAAC A., 10TH WI INF, Post 5;2
COLEMAN, J.S., 114TH IL INF, Post 156
COLEMAN, JACOB H., 91ST IL INF, Post 59
COLEMAN, JACOB H., 94TH IL INF, Post 59
COLEMAN, JAMES C., 81ST IL INF, Post
COLEMAN, JAMES C., 81ST IL INF, Post 45
COLEMAN, JAMES M., 24TH IA INF, Post 68
COLEMAN, JOHN, 182ND OH INF, Post 63
COLEMAN, JOHN B., 18TH OH INF; CO. A; 24TH, Post 28
COLEMAN, JOHN B., 24TH OH INF; CO. F; 18TH O, Post 299
COLEMAN, JOSEPH S., 144TH IL INF, Post 156
COLEMAN, MICHAEL, 2ND WI INF, Post 241
COLEMAN, MICHAEL, 2ND WI INF, Post
COLEMAN, R.E., 17TH IA INF, Post
COLEMAN, SILAS, 9TH PA CAV, Post

COLEMAN, SILAS D., 9TH PA CAV, Post
COLEMAN, T.R., 10TH KS INF, Post
COLEMAN, THOMAS, 5TH CT INF, Post
COLEMAN, THOMAS, 5TH CT INF, Post
COLEMAN, WILLIAM, 1ST CO ART., Post
COLEMAN, WILLIAM, 1ST TN HEAVY ART., Post
COLEMAN, WILLIAM H., 55TH IL INF, Post 262
COLEMAN, WILLIAM H., 156TH IL INF, Post
COLES, E.W., U.S. SIGNAL CORP, Post
COLES, EDWARD, US SIGNAL CORPS, Post
COLES, H.F., 84TH NY INF, Post 269
COLES, THEODORE, 48TH PA INF, Post 34
COLESTOCK, A.D., 7TH MI CAV, Post 309
COLEY, LEWIS, 43RD WI, Post
COLFORD, JOHN, 10TH NY INF, Post

COLETT, JAMES W., 130TH IN INF, Post 208
COLLETT, WILLIAM J., 6TH IA INF, Post 13
COLLIER, JAMES H., 105TH IL INF, Post 352
COLLIER, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, Post 120
COLLIER, JOSEPH H., 6TH MI INF, Post 282
COLLIER, WILLIAM A., 30TH OH INF, Post 131
COLLIER, DANIEL M., 106TH IL INF, Post 11
COLLING, GEORGE, 52ND IL INF, Post 13
COLLING, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, Post
COLLING, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, Post 154
COLLINS, ALBERT, 10TH IL CAV, Post 57
COLLINS, ALBERT, 36TH IL INF, Post 171
COLLINS, CHARLES, 7TH MO INF, Post 81
COLLINS, CHARLES G., 4TH IL CAV, Post 110
COLLINS, CHARLES G., 4TH IL CAV, Post
COLLINS, D.C., 11TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 262
COLLINS, DANIEL C., 11TH IA INF, Post 262
COLLINS, ELISHA, 23RD IA INF, Post 182
COLLINS, ERASTUS M.G., 84TH IN INF, Post 191
COLLINS, GEORGE, 105TH IL INF, Post 225
COLLINS, HARVEY W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 21
COLLINS, HIRAM, 30TH IA INF, Post
COLLINS, J.S., 13TH VT, Post
COLLINS, JEROME H., 142ND NY INF, Post 4
COLLINS, JONATHAN, 16TH WI INF, Post
COLLINS, JONATHAN H., 16TH WI INF, Post 40
COLLINS, JOSEPH S., 30TH VT INF, Post
COLLINS, LEONARD A., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COLLINS, MOSES, 11TH NY CAV, Post
COLLINS, ROBERT, 156TH OH INF, Post 95
COLLINS, ROBERT, 156TH OH, Post
COLLINS, WILLIAM A, 8TH IN INF, Post
COLLINS, WILLIAM W., 13TH US INF, Post 205
COLMAN, ADAM D., 150TH IN INF, Post
COLMAN, ADAM D., 150TH IN INF, Post 17
COLMAN, ALLEN, 1ST CO CAV, Post
COLMAN, AMOS, 1ST NE INF, Post 3
COLMAN, SAMUEL, MO ART., Post 8
COLMAN, WILLIAM H., 209TH PA INF, Post 97
COLONY, O.P., 9TH KS CAV, Post 95
COLP, HIRAM, 98TH OH INF, Post
COLT, A.R., 10TH MO INF; CO. K; 49TH, Post 6
COLT, P.H.K., 8TH VET. RESERVE CORP(ER, Post 32
COLT, PETER H.K., 73RD IL LINF, Post
COLT, PETER H.K., 73RD IL INF, Post 25

COLTON, ELI J., 13TH IN INF, Post 235
COLTON, JAMES T., 8TH CT INF, Post 192
COLTON, JOHN C., 92ND IN INF; 65TH IL INF, Post
COLTON, JOHN C., 65TH IL INF; CO. G; 92ND I, Post
COLTON, SANFORD, NC, Post 262
COLTRIM, WILLIAM H., 45TH IL INF, Post 13
COLUM, CHRISTOPHER, 5TH IL CAV, Post
COLVALT, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, Post
COLVER, OREN, 11TH IA INF, Post
COLVERT, ALEXANDER, 60TH IN INF, Post 25
COLWELL, F.N., 8TH OH INF, Post 1
COLWELL, ROSS, 47TH IL INF, Post 76
COLYER, B.S., 15TH NY ENGINEERS; PVT; CO, Post 56
COMAR, O.S., 4TH WI INF, Post 58
COMBES, J.D., 13TH IL INF; PVT; CO. D; 66, Post 1

COMBES, JOHN D., 66TH IL SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 1
COMBOY, CHARLES, 16TH IA INF, Post 3
COMBS, DAVID, 91ST OH INF, Post 256
COMBS, JAMES, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 342
COMBS, JOHN T., 17TH IL INF, Post 10
COMBS, MONROE J., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COMBS, MUNROE J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 284
COMBS, NEWELL E., 22ND WI INF, Post 188
COMBS, S.C., 9TH MO CAV, Post 84
COMBS, SILAS C., 9TH MO CAV, Post
COMBS, SILAS C., MO, Post
COMBS, WILLIAM H., 86TH IL INF, Post 189
COMFORT, S.F., 197TH PA INF, Post
COMIS, I.V., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COMMINGS, WILLIAM, 149TH IN INF, Post 163

COMPSTON, ALBERT R., 12TH IL INF, Post 17
COMPTON, C. L., 19TH MI INF, Post 89
COMPTON, DANIEL H., 33RD IL INF, Post
COMPTON, ELIAS M., 2ND IA CAV, Post 61
COMPTON, ELIAS M., 2ND IA CAV, Post
COMPTON, F.J., 122ND IL INF, Post 46
COMPTON, ORVILLE, 16TH NY INF, Post
COMSTOCK, ELIHU B., 100TH IL INF, Post
COMSTOCK, FRANCIS A., 2ND MN CAV, Post 350
COMSTOCK, GEORGE B., 88TH IL INF, Post 110
COMSTOCK, MERRELL H., 71ST IL INF, Post
COMSTOCK, R. E., 4TH MI CAV, Post 25
COMSTOCK, W.H., 1ST MN INF; 2ND MN CAV, Post 180
COMSTOCK, W.H., 2ND MN CAV; 1ST MN INF, Post 180
COMSTOCK, WILLIAM H., 2ND WI CAV, Post 180

COMTON, FOMON, 122ND IA INF, Post
CONANT, EDWARD R., 77TH IN INF; 4TH & 9TH IN, Post 60
CONANT, EDWIN R., 9TH IN INF; 4TH IN CAV; 77, Post 60
CONANT, EDWIN R., 4TH IN CAV; 9TH & 77TH IN, Post 60
CONANT, JOHN, 11TH IL CAV, Post 303
CONANT, REUBEN H., 33RD IL INF, Post 32
CONANT, WILLIAM W., 83RD IL INF, Post
CONARD, JONATHAN, 123RD IN INF, Post 159
CONAWAY, JOHN B., 5TH OH CAV, Post 32
CONDID, WILLIAM, 24TH MI INF, Post
CONDON, CLINTON B., 18TH WI INF, Post 87
CONDON, DENNIS D., 1ST OH ART., Post 43
CONDON, J.T., 20TH OH, Post
CONDON, JAMES, US NAVY;USS SACRAMENTO, Post 2:2
CONDON, JAMES Q., US NAVY;USS SACRAMENTO, Post
CONDON, JOHN, US NAVY, Post
CONDON, JOHN, US NAVY;USS NIAGRA;BOATW, Post 2
CONDON, JOHN T., 20TH OH INF, Post 95
CONDON, THOMAS, 5TH US INF, Post 2
CONDRON, DAVID, 2ND IA CAV, Post 2
CONE, EDGAR W., 7TH KS CAV, Post 111
CONFER, DANIEL, 34TH IL, Post
CONGER, B.C., 146TH IL, Post
CONGER, BENJAMIN C., 146TH IL INF, Post 201
CONGER, ELIAS G., 8TH IA CAV, Post 23
CONGER, JAMES A., 14TH IN ART., Post 25
CONGTRY, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, Post 170
CONGROVE, SYLVESTER, 186TH OH INF, Post
CONINE, ALFRED, 27TH OH INF, Post
CONINE, ALFRED, 27TH OH INF, Post
CONKLING, ABJAH T., 95TH IL INF;POST 118, Post 23
CONKLING, JOHN H., 93RD IL INF, Post 20
CONLEE, W.B., 142ND IL INF, Post
CONLEE, WILLIAM B., 142ND IL INF, Post
CONLEY, DAVID C., 24TH IN INF, Post 3
CONLEY, DAVID R., 49TH WI INF, Post 136
CONLEY, EZRA, 29TH IA INF, Post 149
CONLEY, FRANCIS B., 10TH IL CAV, Post 318
CONLEY, FRANCIS B., 10TH IL CAV, Post
CONLEY, JAMES, 4TH WI CAV, Post 37
CONLEY, JOHN, 9TH IN INF, Post 182
CONLEY, JOHN, 17TH WI INF, Post 126
CONLEY, JOHN, 4TH OH CAV, Post 105
CONLEY, JOHN C., LANDSMAN; US NAVY, Post 111
CONLEY, JOHN H., US NAVY, Post 354

CONLEY, JOSEPH, 79TH NY INF, Post
CONLEY, SYLVESTER, 29TH IA INF, Post 42
CONLIN, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF; PVT; CO. E; 11T, Post 2
CONLY, PATRICK, 37TH IL INF, Post
CONN, ANDREW J., 142ND IN INF, Post 212
CONNAUGHTIE, MICHAEL, 16TH US INF, Post 224
CONNEFF, MICHAEL, 13TH OH CAV, Post 4
CONNELL, GEORGE D., 10TH PA, Post
CONNELL, JOHN, 51ST OH INF (ERROR), Post 304
CONNELL, JOHN, 51ST MO INF, Post 302
CONNELL, JOHN F., 1ST IL ART., Post 11
CONNELL, JOHN T., 1ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
CONNELL, JONATHAN, 51ST MO INF, Post 52
CONNELLY, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 88
CONNELLY, OWEN, 8TH INF, Post

CONNER, AARON, 33RD IA INF, Post
CONNER, BENJAMIN F, 21ST MO INF, Post
CONNER, CHARLES, 10TH NH INF; US NAVY; USS, Post 110
CONNER, CLAUD, US NAVY, Post
CONNER, FRANCIS M., 34TH IA INF, Post 173
CONNER, FRANCIS M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 173
CONNER, FRANCIS M., 3RD IA CAV, Post
CONNER, GEORGE, 101ST NY INF; 37TH NY INF, Post 271
CONNER, GEORGE, 37TH NY INF, Post
CONNER, GEORGE, 2ND NY ART., Post
CONNER, JAMES, 9TH IN CAV, Post 262
CONNER, JOHN, 33RD WI INF, Post 298
CONNER, JOHN, 37TH IA INF, Post 184
CONNER, JOHN, 37TH IA, Post
CONNER, JOHN H., 100TH IL INF, Post

CONNER, JOHN H.D., 73RD IN INF, Post 23
CONNER, PHILLIP, Post
CONNER, SAMUEL B., 20TH IA INF, Post 150
CONNER, SAMUEL P., 175TH PA INF, Post
CONNER, WILLIAM, 53RD IN INF, Post
CONNER, WILSON W., 10TH IA INF, Post 52
CONNERLY, KINGAN, 61ST IL INF, Post
CONNERLY, WILLIAM B., 31ST IN, Post
CONNERS, H., 11TH PA INF, Post 120
CONNOLLY, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CONNOR, A.W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 63
CONNOR, BENJAMIN F., 21ST MO INF, Post 93
CONNOR, EDWARD P., 44TH IA INF, Post 267
CONNOR, JAMES O., US MARINE CORP, Post 2
CONNOR, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, Post 230

CONNOR, SAMUEL, 12TH IA INF, Post 305
CONNOR, WILLIAM T., 38TH IA INF, Post 23
CONNOLLY, MICAEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 88
CONOR, A.W., 4TH IN CAV, Post
CONOVER, BENJAM, 1ST CO CAV, Post
CONOVER, BENJAMIN, 1ST CO CAV, Post
CONOVER, CHARLES M., 2ND MO INF, Post
CONQUEST, RICH, 1ST CO CAV, Post 13
CONRAD, ELIAS H., 86TH IL INF, Post
CONRAD, EZRA K., 86TH IL INF, Post 79
CONRAD, GEORGE R., 2ND MN CAV, Post 116
CONRAD, J.M., 85TH NY INF(ERROR), Post 46
CONRAD, JAMES M., 10TH PA INF, Post
CONRAD, JOHN, 133RD IN INF, Post
CONRAD, JOHN, 123RD IN INF, Post

CONRAD, JOHN, 42ND IN INF, Post 124
CONRAD, JUSTIN M., 64TH NY INF, Post 46
CONRAD, OLIVER E., 151ST IL INF, Post 135
CONROY, VALENTINE, 23RD IL INF, Post
CONSTANT, ANDREW J., 23RD MO INF, Post 263
CONTAL, BENJAMIN, 9TH IA CAV, Post 189
CONTAL, BENJAMIN, 9TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 189
CONVELL, JOHN J., 1ST CA CAV, Post
CONVERSE, ELBAR A., 33RD IL INF, Post 355
CONVERSE, PERRY, 28TH MI INF, Post
CONVERSE, PERRY, 28TH MI INF, Post 47
CONVERSE, SAMUEL W., 3RD WI INF, Post 115
CONWAY, JOHN B., 13TH OH CAV, 5TH IN ARTIL, Post 32
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 40TH NY INF, Post
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 20TH IN INF, Post
CONWAY, JOSEPH, 7TH IN INF, Post 36
CONWELL, McKENZIE, 148TH IL INF, Post 22
CONWELL, W.F., 17TH IN ART.;118TH IN IN, Post 82
CONWELL, W.M., 118TH IN INF, Post 68
CONWELL, WILLIAM F., 118TH IN INF;17TH IN ART, Post 82
CONWELL, WILLIAM F., 17TH IN ART.;18TH IN INF, Post 82
CONYERS, J.W., 144TH IL INF, Post 155
CONYERS, JAMES W., 114TH IL INF, Post 155
CONYERS, JOHN W., 71ST IL INF, Post 91
CONYERS, WILLIAM P., 33RD IL INF, Post 91
CONYERS, WILLIAM P., 71ST IL INF, Post 91
COODY, MICHAEL, 3RD US INF, Post
COOFORD, JAMES, 149TH PA, Post
COOK, ALMON L., 104TH IL INF, Post
COOK, ALMON L., 104TH IL INF, Post
COOK, AMOS, 141ST IL INF, Post 7
COOK, ANDREAN, 88TH IL INF, Post
COOK, ANDREW J., 37TH IN INF, Post 262
COOK, ANTHONY R., 23RD WI INF, Post 125
COOK, BRAD P., 56TH MA INF, Post
COOK, CHRISTOPHER, 137TH IL INF;7TH IL CAV, Post 10
COOK, CHRISTOPHER, 7TH IL CAV;137TH IL CAV, Post 10
COOK, D.C., 72ND IN INF, Post
COOK, DANIEL, 23RD WI INF, Post 287
COOK, DANIEL C., 72ND IN INF;CO. K;44TH I, Post 25
COOK, DANIEL C., 44TH IN INF;72ND IN INF, Post 25
COOK, DANIEL E., 25TH WI INF, Post 250
COOK, DARIUS, 77TH IL INF;130TH IL INF, Post
COOK, DARIUS J., 130TH IL INF;CO. A;77TH, Post
COOK, DAVE T., 17TH OH INF, Post 25
COOK, DAVID, 3RD WI INF(ERROR), Post 224
COOK, DAVID, 3RD WI INF, Post 224
COOK, DAVID T., 17TH OH INF, Post
COOK, EDWARD T., 89TH OH INF, Post 171
COOK, EDWIN, 22ND KY INF, Post
COOK, ELSISHA M., 24TH IA INF, Post 227
COOK, FRANKLIN, 123 NY INF, Post
COOK, GEORGE, 100TH IN INF, Post 73
COOK, GEORGE F., 100TH IN INF, Post
COOK, GEORGE L., 22ND PA CAV, Post
COOK, GEORGE W., 42ND OH INF, Post
COOK, GEORGE W., 179TH NY INF, Post
COOK, GEORGE W., 179TH NY INF, Post
COOK, GILBERT L., 125TH OH INF, Post
COOK, HENRY, 129TH IN INF, Post

COOK, HIRAM T., 32ND WI INF, Post 91
COOK, HOWARD, 4TH IL CAV; CAPT; CO.E; 3RD, Post 110
COOK, JACOB, 33RD MO INF, Post 166
COOK, JAMES A., 19TH OH INF, Post 18
COOK, JAMES P., 12TH IA INF, Post 116
COOK, JEROME M., 39TH IA INF, Post 15
COOK, JOEL D., Post
COOK, JOHN, US NAVY; MISSISSIPPI RIVE, Post 318
COOK, JOHN, US NAVY; MISSOURI FLEET, Post 318
COOK, JOHN C., 146TH OH INF; SEAMAN; MARI, Post 34
COOK, JOHN G., 153RD IL INF, Post 163
COOK, JOHN L., 11TH IN INF, Post 131
COOK, JOHN M., 7TH KY CAV, Post
COOK, M.G., 67TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 4
COOK, MILES, 36TH IA INF, Post 77

COOK, MILON G., 62ND IL INF, Post 4
COOK, MOSES, 153RD OH INF, Post 113
COOK, RICHARD D., 3RD NY INF, Post
COOK, SILAS, 140TH PA INF, Post
COOK, SILAS, 140TH PA INF, Post 17
COOK, SYLVESTER, 12TH IA INF, Post 116
COOK, WARREN, 20TH OH INF; U.S. CAV, Post 70
COOK, WESLEY, 22ND KY INF, Post 52
COOK, WESLEY, 22ND KY INF; 125TH NY INF, Post
COOK, WILLIAM, 35TH IA INF, Post 112
COOK, WILLIAM, 49TH WI INF, Post
COOK, WILLIAM, 49TH WI, Post
COOK, WILLIAM, 49TH WI, Post
COOK, WILLIAM E., 32ND IL INF, Post 21
COOK, WILLIAM S., IA INF, Post

COOKI, WARREN, US CAV; 20TH OH INF, Post 70
COOKLEY, CORNELIUS, 69TH PA INF, Post 7
COOKLUS, JOSEPH S., 24TH IA INF, Post 75
COOL, ALBERT M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 82
COOL, DAVID L., 5TH IN ART., Post 1
COOL, RICHARD, 36TH IL INF, Post 316
COOLEY, ARTHUR H., 6TH PA ART., Post
COOLEY, EARL A., LANDSMAN; US NAVY; USS GALATEA, Post 25
COOLEY, EARLE A., US NAVY; USS GALATEA, Post
COOLEY, FRANK, 70TH IL, Post
COOLEY, GEORGE, 124TH OH INF, Post 42
COOLEY, GEORGE, 124TH OH INF, Post
COOLEY, LEWIS, 86TH NY INF, Post 25
COOLEY, LOUIS, 105TH NY INF, Post
COOLEY, R.S., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 207

COOLEY, RICHARD S., 6TH OH CAV(19TH OH INF), Post 38
COOLEY, RICHARD S., 19TH OH INF(6TH OH CAV), Post 38
COOLEY, RICHARD S., 19TH OH INF, Post
COOLEY, ROBERT S., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 154
COOLEY, RUFUS, 39TH WI INF, Post 85
COOLEY, RUFUS, 47TH WI INF, Post 25
COOLEY, RULE, 112TH IL INF, Post
COOLEY, SAMUEL H., 42ND IL INF, Post 111

COOLIDGE, CHARLES L., 12TH IA INF, Post
COOLIDGE, H.P., 8TH IA CAV, Post 82
COOLIDGE, TIMOTHY W., 46TH IA INF, Post 69

COOM, WILLIAM, 86TH IN INF, Post
COOMBS, JOSIAH, 4TH IA INF, Post 82

COON, ALONZO E., 20TH IA INF, Post 137
COON, C.M., 3RD MO CAV, Post 26

COON, CHARLES B., 8TH PA INF, Post
COON, CHARLES M., 3RD MO CAV, Post
COON, E.M., 14TH IL INF, Post 84
COON, EZRA, 76TH NY INF;147TH NY INF, Post
COON, EZRA, 147TH NY INF;76TH NY INF, Post

COON, GEORGE, 16TH IA INF, Post 22
COON, HARRISON M., 105TH PA INF, Post

COON, ISAAC, 86TH IL INF, Post 52
COON, JOHN, 40TH IN INF, Post
COON, NORMAN, 8TH IL INF, Post
COON, NORMAN, 8TH IL INF, Post 61
COON, PETER, 34TH IL INF, Post
COON, PETER, 34TH IL INF;104TH IL INF, Post 61
COON, PETER, 104TH IL INF;CO. C;34TH, Post

COON, SAMUEL, 8TH IL INF, Post 61

COON, SAMUEL, 8TH IL INF, Post
COON, SAMUEL H., 8TH PA INF, Post
COON, SAMUEL H., 11TH PA INF, Post
COON, UIAS M., 107TH IL INF, Post
COON, WILLIAM, 158TH PA INF, Post
COON, WILLIAM, 153RD IL INF, Post
COON, WILLIAM, 153RD IL INF, Post 61
COON, WILLIAM, 153RD IL INF, Post 61
COON, WILLIAM A., 17TH IL CAV, Post 13
COON, WILLIAM H., 132ND PA INF, Post  
COON, WILLIAM J., 4TH IA INF, Post 205  
COONEY, CLARK, 1ST MO INF HOME GUARDS, Post 147  
COONS, ALONZO J., 154TH IL INF, Post 260  
COONS, MICHAEL H., 125TH IL INF, Post 260  
COONS, MONTEVILLE, 39TH IL INF, Post  

COONS, WILLIAM H., 103RD IL INF, Post 98  
COOP, W.M., 2ND IA INF, Post 37  
COOPER, C.D., 6TH MN INF, Post 21  
COOPER, CHARLES D., 6TH MN INF, Post  
COOPER, CHARLES D., Post 123  
COOPER, CHARLES S., 11TH MO CAV, Post 274  
COOPER, CLARKSON W., 6TH IA INF, Post 10  
COOPER, DAVID, 6TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 96  
COOPER, DAVID, 6TH IA INF, Post 96  
COOPER, DAVID, 76TH IL INF, Post 13  
COOPER, EDWARD, SADDLER; 2ND IA CAV, Post 3  
COOPER, ELIAS A., 3RD NY ART., Post  
COOPER, EPHRAIM, 2ND NE CAV, Post 30  
COOPER, G.M., 23RD WI INF, Post 22  
COOPER, GEORGE H., 15TH IA INF, Post 35  

COOPER, GEORGE W., 7TH OH INF, Post  
COOPER, GEORGE W., 92ND OH INF, Post 24  
COOPER, GEORGE W., 46TH IL INF, Post 121  
COOPER, H.C., 65TH IL INF, Post 86  
COOPER, H.T., SURGEON; 122ND OH INF, Post 91  
COOPER, HARRY, 7TH MI INF, Post 165  
COOPER, HENRY, 23RD IA INF, Post  
COOPER, HENRY, 7TH MI, Post  
COOPER, HENRY, 23RD IA INF, Post 45  
COOPER, HENRY B., 8TH IA INF, Post  
COOPER, HENRY C., 11TH IL CAV, Post 118  
COOPER, I.N., 5TH MO CAV, Post 53  
COOPER, ISAAC A., 132ND OH INF, Post 51  
COOPER, ISAAC C., 6TH IN INF, Post 79  
COOPER, ISAAC C., 6TH IN INF, Post 13  

COOPER, ISAAC N., 5TH MO CAV, Post  
COOPER, J., 15TH IA LIGHT ART., Post  
COOPER, JAMES, 8TH IA CAV, Post 201  
COOPER, JAMES F., 60TH OH CAV, Post 40  
COOPER, JOHN, 62ND IL INF, Post 219  
COOPER, JOSEPH, 62ND IL INF, Post 219  
COOPER, MILTON, 116TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 40
COOPER, MILTON, 116TH OH INF, Post 40
COOPER, ROBERT F., 46TH IL INF, Post 3
COOPER, STEARNE F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COOPER, STEARNE F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
COOPER, THOMAS I., 62ND IL INF, Post 115
COOPER, W.E., 10TH MO INF, Post 179
COOPER, W.J., 89TH IL INF, Post
COOPER, WILLIAM E., 10TH MN INF, Post 116
COOPER, WILLIAM H., 117TH OH INF, Post 25
COOPER, WILLIAM J., 89TH IL INF; 5TH VET. RES, Post 25
COOPER, WILLIAM J., 89TH IL INF, Post
COOTER, JOSIAH, 193RD NY INF, Post
COOTER, JOSIAH, 110TH NY INF, Post 7;1
COOVER, FRANKLIN M., 46TH IA INF, Post 13
COPE, CHARLES, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 110
COPE, CHARLES H., 36TH WI INF, Post 250
COPE, GEORGE V., 10TH MI INF, Post 13
COPE, JAMES A., 12TH WI INF, Post
COPE, JAMES A., 12TH WI, Post
COPE, JAMES A., 12TH WI INF, Post 95
COPE, JOSIAH B., 112TH IL INF, Post
COPE, JOSIAH B., 112TH IL INF, Post 66
COPE, MAYLON E., 171ST OH NATL. GUARD, Post
COPELAN, WILLIAM, 70TH IL INF, Post 127
COPELAND, DAVID W., 187TH PA INF, Post
COPELAND, DAVID W., 187TH PA INFD, Post 37
COPELAND, ESCOL, 8TH MI INF, Post 196
COPELAND, JOHN W., 159TH IN INF, Post
COPELAND, LLOYD T., 146TH IN INF, Post
COPELAND, PHILANDER W., 45TH IL INF, Post
COPELAND, PHILANDER W., 45TH IL INF, Post 25
COPELAND, T.W., 86TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 51
COPELAND, THOMAS, 21ST IN ART., Post 14
COPELAND, WILLIAM E., 44TH MA INF, Post 110
COPELAND, WILLIAM S., 16TH IL INF; 60TH IL INF, Post 233
COPENBAVEN, J. F., 23RD MI INF, Post 11
COPENGER, THOMAS, 9TH MN INF, Post 30
COPENHAVER, JOHN F., 23RD MN INF, Post 11
COPERSTONE, JOSEPH H., 18TH IA CAV, Post
COPLAND, LEVI M., 69TH IN INF, Post 91
COPLAND, LEVI M., 69TH IN INF, Post 91
COPLAND, LYMAN W., 68TH IL INF, Post 111
COPP, C.S., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 90
COPP, C.S., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 40
COPP, CURTIS M., 1ST IA CAV, Post 90
COPP, CURTIS M., 1ST IA CAV, Post
COPP, CURTIS M., 1ST IA CAV, Post
COPP, MILTON D., 1ST IA CAV, Post 90
COPPE, HENRY H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 257
COPPECK, WESLEY, OH INF, Post
COPPER, ALVA, 51ST IN INF, Post 112
COPPERS, A.B., 21ST MO INF, Post 154
COPPINGER, THOMAS, 9TH MO LINF, Post
COPPOC, JOSEPH L., 47TH US COLORED INF; CO., Post 247
COPPOCK, WESSLY, 86TH OH INF, Post 110
COPSEY, EDWARD D., 8TH WI INF; CO. F; 2ND US, Post 19
COPSEY, GEORGE, 6TH WI INF, Post 180
COPSEY, WILLIAM, 3RD WI CAV, Post
COPSON, DAVID A., 22ND IN INF, Post
COQUILLETTE, JAMES W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 158
CORBERT, ANDREW, , Post 123
CORBET, ANDREW, 2ND OH CAV, Post 123
CORBETT, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 56
CORBIN, ALEXANDER, 15TH IA INF, Post 163
CORBIN, ASAHEL M., 31ST WI INF, Post 43
CORBIN, BENJAMIN E., 75TH IL INF, Post 188
CORBIN, ELBERT, 1ST NY ART, Post 11
CORBIN, JAMES, 42ND MO INF, Post 13
CORBIN, JOHN J., CAPT. STUBBS CO. OF INDI, Post 245
CORBIN, JOHN J., NE SCOUTS, Post
CORBIN, NATHANIEL, 7TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. I; 1ST, Post 13
CORBIN, ORIN A., 46TH IL INF, Post
CORBIN, ORIN A., 46TH IL INF, Post 47
CORBY, BARNEY, 9TH IA CAV, Post 179
CORBY, LEONARD, 1ST NY CAV, Post 258
CORBY, NATHANIEL, 1ST WI INF, Post 68
CORCORAN, GEORGE E., 1ST OR CAV, Post
COREY, A.A., 10TH WI INF, Post 19
COREY, ALBERT G., 30TH WI INF, Post 207
COREY, ALFRED G., 44TH WI INF, Post 32
COREY, ELIAS, 69TH IL INF, Post 262
COREY, JOHN R, 3RD WI INF, Post
COREY, JOHN R., 3RD WI INF, Post
COREY, STEPHEN T., 44TH WI INF, Post 75
COREY, W.H., 68TH NY INF, Post
CORKINS, D.G., US NAVY; FRIGATE COLORADO, Post 52
CORKINS, FRANCIS, 95TH IL INF, Post 134
CORKIS, SAMUEL S., 2ND CO INF, Post
CORLISS, A. W., 2ND RI CAV; CAPT; 8TH US I, Post 261
CORNAN, S.C.S., 21ST NY INF, Post 265
CORNELL, DANIEL, 3RD WI INF (ERROR), Post 40
CORNELL, GEORGE D., 10TH PA INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post 110
CORNELL, GEORGE H., 18TH MI INF, Post 90
CORNELL, H.P., 112TH NY INF, Post 318
CORNELL, HIRAM P., 112TH NY INF, Post
CORNELL, JAMES, 22ND IA INF, Post 47
CORNELL, JAMES H., 128TH OH INF, Post 84
CORNELL, LAWRENCE, 18TH MI INF, Post 308
CORNELL, WILLIAM H.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
CORNIBLE, FELIX, 2ND MO LIGHT ART., Post 25
CORNIBLE, FELIX, 2ND MO LIGHT ART., Post 25
CORNICE, JOSEPH W., 5TH IA INF, Post
CORNING, ANDREW, 13TH WI INF, Post 62
CORNING, ANDREW Y., 75TH NY INF, Post
CORNISH, ALBERT L., 5TH IA CAV; CO. D; 5TH IA, Post 63
CORNISH, ALBERT L., 5TH IA INF, Post 63
CORNISH, AMOS G., 47TH IL INF, Post 218
CORNISH, EBINEZER W., 155TH PA INF, Post 118
CORNISH, G.T., 81ST NY, Post
CORNISH, ISAAC V., 2ND NE CAV, Post
CORNISH, ISAAC V., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
CORNISH, ZARA, 5TH MN INF, Post 261
CORNWELL, BENJAMIN C., 3RD WI ART., Post 37
CORNWELL, BYRON, 30TH WI INF, Post 40
CORNWELL, CHARLES W., 21ST OH INF, Post
CORNWELL, DANIEL, 3RD WI LIGHT ART., Post 40
COROIN, MARTIN P., 2ND IA CAV, Post 175
CORPENDES, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
CORR, THOMAS, 2ND US INF, Post
CORRAN, FRANK, 31ST OH INF, Post 8
CORRELL, AVERY B., 26TH IN INF, Post
CORRELL, CHARLES C., 11TH IA INF; 44TH IA INF, Post 147
CORRELL, GEORGE H., 18TH MI, Post
CORRELL, JOHN F., 21ST MO INF, Post 77
CORRIELL, CHARLES O., 44TH IA INF; 11TH IA INF, Post 147
CORRIN, PATRICK F., 31ST OH INF, Post 8
CORRINGTON, GEOARGE D., 11TH IL INF, Post
CORROLL, DENNIS M., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post 106
CORVIN, JOHN C., 108TH US INF, Post
CORWATH, CHARLES H., 14TH MO CAV, Post 163
CORWIN, CHARLES, 129TH IN INF, Post 11
CORWIN, MARTIN V., 2ND IA CAV, Post
CORY, DANIEL W., 11TH IN INF, Post 98
CORY, HARVEY, 10TH IA INF, Post
CORY, HARVEY W., 10TH IA INF, Post 45
CORY, JOHN L., 31ST MA INF, Post 217
CORYELL, W.F., 10TH NY CAV, Post 259
COSGROVE, TIMOTHY, 4TH NY INF, Post
COSLER, WILLAIM A., 27TH IA INF, Post 195
COSNER, ADAM, 8TH KS INF, Post 27
COSNER, WILLIAM, 12TH IL INF, Post 27
COST, ANTHONY S., 87TH OH INF; PVT; CO. D; 7T, Post 110
COSTLEY, JOSEPH D., 10TH WI INF, Post 120
COTHIER, CHARLES, 34TH IL INF, Post 316
COTTAM, GEORGE, 72ND IN MOUNTED INF, Post
COTTER, GARRETT, 4TH US INF; 31ST NY INF, Post 55
COTTER, GARRETT, 31ST NY INF, Post
COTTERMAN, BENTON, 2ND OH CAV, Post 42
COTTLE, HENRY A, 47TH MA INF, Post
COTTMAN, HENRY A., 5TH OH CAV, Post
COTTON, ALBERT, 1ST PA CAV, Post
COTTON, GEORGE, 72ND IN INF, Post 15
COTTON, OWEN W., 5TH MI INF, Post
COTTON, OWEN W., 5TH MI INF, Post 25
COTTON, SANFORD C., US NAVY; USS PRIBBLE, Post
COTTRELL, A.J., 9TH IA CAV, Post 26
COTTRELL, CHARLES C., 12TH PA CAV, Post
COTTRELL, DEWITE, 128TH NY INF, Post
COTTRELL, G.W., 15TH IA INF; CO. D; 47TH W, Post 352
COTTRELL, GEORGE W., 15TH IA INF, Post
COTTRELL, I.D., 18TH IA INF, Post 121
COTTRELL, NATHAN, 9TH IA CAV; POST 282, Post 2; 1
COTTRELL, T.J., 103RD OH INF, Post 105
COTTY, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA CAV, Post 73
COTY, JOSEPH, 44TH WI INF, Post 187
COUAN, BAZELL D., 72ND IL INF, Post
COUCH, CALVIN B., 11TH IL CAV, Post 32
COUCH, CALVIN B., 11TH IL CAV, Post 32
COUCH, EDWARD J., 10TH IA INF, Post 9
COUCH, JOHN S., 103RD IL INF, Post 76
COUCH, SANFORD G., 20TH WI INF, Post
COUCH, W.H., 37TH MA INF, Post 70
COUCH, WILLIAM C., 5TH US INF, Post 12
COUCHMAN, DAVID S., 151ST IN INF, Post 154
COUFER, DANIEL, 34TH IN INF, Post 35
COUFFER, GEORGE M., 136TH PA INF; PVT; CO. H; 3, Post 56
COUGER, ELIJAH A., 150TH IL INF, Post 298
COULTER, D.J., 72ND OH INF, Post 298
COULTER, JOSEPH M., 93RD IL INF, Post 114
COULTER, ROBERT, 104TH OH INF, Post 35
COUNANT, WILLIAM W., 61ST IL INF, Post 45
COUNTRYMAN, ELIAS, 14TH WI INF, Post 11
COURSEY, S.M., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., Post 112
COURTNEY, JAMES, 122ND IL INF, Post 54
COURTRIGHT, JACKSON, 35TH MO INF, Post 316
COURTWRIGHT, G.A., 15TH IL INF, Post 23
COURY, W.P., 33RD IA INF, Post
COUSIN, RENE, 2ND ID INF, Post
COUSINS, JAMES, 2ND IA INF, Post 35
COUSINS, LEVI B., 41ST OH INF; DOORKEEPER H, Post
COUSINS, LEVI B., 87TH OH INF, Post
COUSINS, LEVI B., 38TH OH INF, Post
COUSINS, LEVI B., 41ST OH INF, Post
COUSINS, LEVI B., 105TH OH INF; 38TH OH, Post
COUSINS, LEVI B., 38TH OH INF, Post
COUVIS, JOHN D, 15TH MI INF, Post
COVALT, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 79
COVEN, JOHN, 10TH NY HEAVY ART, Post 286
COVENT, CHARLES A., 12TH NY INF, Post
COVER, ALFRED, 17TH PA CAV; CO. A; 2ND PA, Post 91
COVER, JACOB, 21ST PA CAV, Post 237
COVERT, JAMES W., 151ST IN INF, Post 112
COVERT, WILLIAM H., 32ND IL INF, Post
COVETT, REUBEN, 140TH IL INF, Post
COVEY, KINGSBURY B., 99TH IL INF, Post 111
COVLEY, JOSEPH, IL INF, Post
COVLEY, JOSEPH, IL INF, Post
COWAN, HENRY H., 34TH IL INF, Post 169
COWAN, ROBERT W., 1ST MN MOUNTED INF, Post 300
COWDEN, NATHAN, 5TH IL CAV, Post
COWDEN, NATHAN P., 5TH IL CAV, Post 354
COWDRY, LOUIS, 91ST IL INF, Post 182
COWEE, FERDINAND P., 36TH OH INF, Post 11
COWEN, HARRY H., 34TH IL INF, Post
COWEN, SAMUEL A., 74TH IL INF, Post 35
COWEN, THEODORE, 74TH IL INF, Post 102
COWGER, JOHN T., 17TH IA INF, Post 212
COWGILL, JOSEPH E., 14TH IA INF; 46TH IA INF, Post 110
COWIN, JOHN C., 23RD OH INF, Post 262
COWLES, CYRUS, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 296
COWLES, ELIJAH F., 7TH IA INF, Post 187
COWLES, HORBACE A., 40TH IA INF, Post 102
COWLES, HORBACE A., 40TH IA INF, Post 102
COWLES, W.W., 14TH IL CAV, Post 98
COWLEY, CHARLES, 1ST MN ART., Post 259
COWLIN, MATHEW, 76TH NY INF, Post 223
COWPERTHWAIT, S.J., 5TH MO CAV, Post
COX, AARON P., 14TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
COX, ALFRED, 4TH IA INF, Post 189
COX, CHARLES W., 9TH IL INF, Post 22
COX, CHARLES W., 117TH IL INF, Post 18
COX, CHRISTOPHER, 34TH IL INF; 78TH IL INF, Post 211
COX, CHRISTOPHER, 78TH IL INF; PVT; CO. H; 34, Post 80
COX, DAVID S., 7TH WV INF, Post 261
COX, ELIGA B., 112TH IL LINF, Post
COX, ELIJAH B., 112TH IL INF, Post 148
COX, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF, Post 67
COX, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF, Post
COX, G.W., 11TH WV INF, Post 94
COX, GEORGE H., DEPT. OF WASHINGTON, Post 54
COX, GILBERT H., 35TH IA INF, Post 74
COX, HARRISON, 89TH OH INF, Post
COX, HARRISON S., 53RD OH INF, Post
COX, HENRY D., 83RD IL INF, Post
COX, HIRAM S., 11TH IL CAV, Post 95
COX, HOSEA I., 130TH IN INF, Post 157
COX, I.L., 83RD IL, Post
COX, ISAAC L., 83RD IL INF, Post 47
COX, ISAAC L., 83RD IL INF, Post
COX, JAMES G., AST. SURGEON; 150TH IL IN, Post 66
COX, JAMES G., AST. SURGEON; 150TH IL INF, Post
COX, JAMES H., 121ST NY INF, Post 1
COX, JOHN L., 50TH MO INF, Post 74
COX, JOHN R., 34TH IN INF, Post
COX, JOHN R., 6TH IN INF, Post 110
COX, JOHN R., 153RD IN INF, Post
COX, JOHN R., 6TH IN, Post
COX, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, Post
COX, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF, Post
COX, JOSEPH M., 11TH IN, Post
COX, JOSEPH M., 11TH IN CAV, Post 64
COX, MILTON, 5TH IA INF, Post 89

COX, OSCAR, 11TH IL, Post
COX, OSCAR J., 11TH IL CAV, Post 18
COX, RICHARD, 101ST IL INF, Post 151
COX, RUFUS L., 84TH IL INF, Post 32
COX, T.B., 12TH MO CAV, Post 192
COX, THOMAS, 139TH IL INF, Post 25
COX, THOMAS, 139TH IL INF, Post
COX, THOMAS A., 80TH OH INF, Post 18
COX, W.D., 28TH IL INF, Post
COX, WILLIAM D., 48TH IL INF, Post 73
COX, WILLIAM, 78TH IL INF, Post 28
COX, WILLIAM, 78TH IL, Post
COX, WILLIAM D., 28TH IL INF, Post
COX, WILLIAM D., 28TH IL INF, Post
COX, WILLIAM E., 34TH IL INF, Post 13

COX, WILLIAM E., 34TH IL INF, Post 13
COX, WILLIAMSON, 9TH IL CAV, Post 228
COY, CHANCY P., 123RD NY INF, Post
COY, CHANNCY P., 123RD NY INF, Post 174
COY, THOMAS F., 26TH KY INF, Post 13
COYKENDALL, CYRUS W., 83RD IL INF, Post 303
COYLE, PETER, 40TH INF, Post 5
COYLE, PETER, 10TH WI INF, Post 5;1
COYLE, WILLIAM F., 10TH IL CAV, Post 79
COZAD, FRANK, 24TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
COZAD, HENRY, 83RD IL INF, Post 80
COZAD, HENRY, 83RD IL INF, Post
COZYER, I.V., 114TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 155
CRABB, BENJAMIN, 7TH IA INF;19TH IA INF, Post 25
CRABB, BENTLY, 6TH IN INF, Post 112

CRABB, JOHN M., 114TH OH INF;120TH OH IN, Post 18
CRABB, JOHN M., 120TH OH INF;CO. H;114TH, Post 18
CRABB, JOHN M., 48TH OH INF;120TH OH INF, Post 18
CRABLE, D.P., 76TH K. ZUAVS, Post 1
CRABLE, JOHN J., 47TH IA INF, Post 24
CRABTREE, HENRY, 23RD IA INF, Post 154
CRABTREE, J.K., 6TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 193
CRABTREE, J.K., INDEPENDENT ART., Post 191
CRABTREE, NATHANIEL, 112TH IL INF, Post 147
CRABTREE, THOMAS, 173RD OH INF, Post
CRABTREE, THOMAS H., 109TH, Post
CRACKEN, JACOB E., 124TH IN INF;62ND IL INF, Post 52
CRACKFORD, WILLIAM, 26TH MD INF, Post
CRAFF, GEORGE S., 85TH PA INF, Post
CRAFFORD, AUGUSTA, 9TH MO CAV, Post
CRAFFORD, JOHN C., 18TH KS CAV, Post
CRAFT, CHARLES, 4TH MI, Post
CRAFT, JOHN, US NAVY, Post
CRAFT, JOHN, 34TH IA INF, Post
CRAFT, JOHN I, 5TH IA CAV, Post
CRAIEL, MICHAEL, 112TH IL INF, Post 47
CRAIG, ALEXANDER, 103RD PA INF, Post
CRAIG, ANDREW S., 13TH OH CAV, Post 302
CRAIG, ANDREW S., 13TH OH CAV, Post
CRAIG, ANDREW S., 13TH OH CAV, Post
CRAIG, ARTHUR D., 8TH KS INF, Post
CRAIG, ARTHUR D., 8TH KS INF, Post
CRAIG, ARTHUR D., 8TH KS INF, Post 25
CRAIG, FRANCIS A., 73RD IL INF, Post 23
CRAIG, H.R., 7TH OH CAV, Post 73
CRAIG, H.S., 30TH IL INF, Post 25
CRAIG, HENRY, PVT;39TH IL INF, Post 192
CRAIG, HENRY M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
CRAIG, JAMES JR., 2ND NE CAV, Post 82
CRAIG, JOHN A., 135TH IL INF, Post
CRAIG, JOHN F., 24TH NY INF, Post
CRAIG, JOHN R., 10TH IL LINF, Post
CRAIG, LEAVET H, 14TH IL INF, Post
CRAIG, LARRIE, , Post 123
CRAIG, LEWIS, 7TH IA CAV, Post 157
CRAIG, LEWIS A.N., 121ST OH INF;CO. E;69TH, Post 205
CRAIG, SETH H., 4TH IA INF, Post
CRAIG, SETH H., 4TH IA INF, Post 115
CRAIG, THOMAS, 5TH MO CAV, Post 89
CRAIG, THOMAS P., 145TH IL INF, Post
CRAIG, THOMAS P., 145TH IL INF, Post 35
CRAIG, THOMAS S., 84TH IL INF, Post 50
CRAIG, THOMAS S., 151ST IL INF, Post 50
CRAIG, THOMAS S., 151ST IL INF, Post
CRAIG, THOMAS S., 84TH IL INF, Post
CRAIG, WILLIAM, 39TH IL INF, Post 62

CRAIG, WILLIAM, 150TH IL INF, Post 62
CRAIG, WILLIAM W., 72ND IN INF, Post 272
CRAIN, NOAH C., 141ND OH INF, Post 86
CRAINE, DESMOND, 49TH NY INF, Post 50
CRAM, WILLIAM W., 27TH IA INF, Post 186
CRAMER, BENJAMIN W., 29TH IN INF, Post 44
CRAMER, C.D., 16TH WI INF ERROR, Post 154
CRAMER, C.H., 6TH DE INF, Post
CRAMER, CASSIMER, 12TH PA CAV, Post 119
CRAMER, CHARLES D., 36TH WI INF, Post 154
CRAMER, IRVING W., 30TH WI INF, Post 13
CRAMER, JEREMIAH M., Post 123
CRAMER, JOSIAH E., 135TH IL INF, Post
CRAMER, JOSIAH E., 135TH IL INF, Post 110
CRAMER, WILLIAM, 12TH PA CAV, Post 16

CRAMWELL, F.C., 12TH IN INF, Post 91
CRANDALL, C.W., 211TH LPA LINF, Post
CRANDALL, CLARK C., 138TH IN INF, Post 162
CRANDALL, EDWIN, 18TH WI INF, Post 171
CRANDALL, JAMES F., 38TH IN INF, Post 84
CRANDALL, JAMES R., 2ND NE CAV, Post 7
CRANDALL, KNEEDHAM N., 27TH IA INF, Post 116
CRANDALL, L., 110TH NY INF, Post
CRANDALL, WILLIAM W., 77TH IL INF, Post 173
CRANDELL, ALBERT A., 9TH IL CAV, Post 171
CRANDELL, WILLIAM W., 77TH IL INF, Post
CRANE, CALVIN, DRUM MAJOR; 19TH OH INF, Post 31
CRANE, CALVIN, 29TH OH INF, Post
CRANE, CALVIN, 29TH OH INF, Post 37
CRANE, CALVIN, DRUM MAJOR; 29TH OH INF, Post 31

CRANE, DESMOND, 49TH NY INF, Post
CRANE, GEORGE, 9TH IA INF, Post 96
CRANE, JAMES, 6TH MI CAV, Post 4
CRANE, JOHN A., 84TH IL INF, Post 13
CRANE, JOSEPH, 6TH MI CAV, Post 116
CRANE, MORGAN, 9TH IA INF, Post 14
CRANE, O.D., 2ND MI INF; CAPT; CO. A; 14, Post 235
CRANE, O.F., 11TH IL CAV, Post 5; 1
CRANE, SMITH R., BUGLER; 4TH IA CAV, Post 24
CRANE, WILLIAM H., BUGLER; 17TH IL CAV, Post 14
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 7TH KS CAV, Post
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 19TH OH INF; 7TH KS CAV, Post 31
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 27TH OH INF; LIEUT; CO. K, Post 31
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 7TH KS CAV; CO. D; 19TH OH, Post 31
CRANE, WILLIAM W., 29TH OH INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 31

CRANFORD, J., 4TH US INF, Post 10
CRANGLE, WILLIAM F., 42ND IL INF, Post
CRANGLE, WILLIAM F., 42ND IL INF; SERG; CO. 3; Post 35
CRANOR, MANLOVE, MO HOME GUARDS, Post
CRANS, JOHN D., 5TH NY ART., Post
CRAOMMETT, CHARLES, 112TH IL INF, Post 163
CRARNOR, SOLOMON L., 4TH IL CAV, Post
CRAVATH, AUSTIN, 2ND MN INF, Post 2
CRAVEN, GEORGE W., 48TH OH INF, Post 44
CRAVEN, WILLIAM M., 14TH IN INF, Post 228
CRAVER, SANDY H., 101ST IL INF, Post 8
CRAVIN, MATHEW, 98TH PA INF, Post 217
CRAVIN, MATHEW, 21ST PA INF, Post 217
CRAW, C.C., 15TH NY ART., Post 219
CRAW, FRANK W., 35TH WI INF, Post 25
CRAW, MARSDEN J., 21ST WI INF, Post 82
CRAWFORD, A.D. RUSSELL, US NAVY; GUNBOAT OWASCO, Post
CRAWFORD, AUGUST, 9TH KY CAV, Post 84
CRAWFORD, BENJAMIN, 15TH IA INF, Post 72
CRAWFORD, CHARLES H., 2ND NY INF, Post
CRAWFORD, CHARLES T., 55TH IN INF, Post 7
CRAWFORD, DANIEL S, 30TH PA; 47TH PA INF, Post
CRAWFORD, DAVID C., 105TH PA INF, Post
CRAWFORD, E.O, 13TH VT INF, Post 223
CRAWFORD, EDWARD L, 111TH NY INF, Post
CRAWFORD, GEORGE, 6TH US INF, Post 119
CRAWFORD, HARRISON, 52ND IN INF, Post 195
CRAWFORD, I.S., 16TH US INF; CO. A; 1ST US, Post 23
CRAWFORD, J.J.B., 10TH IA INF, Post 214
CRAWFORD, JACOB, 68TH OH INF, Post 43
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 68TH IL INF, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 94TH IL INF, Post 15
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 34TH OH INF; CO. D; 36TH O, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 36TH OH INF; CO. D; 34TH O, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 10TH IL INF; DIED 19FEB19, Post 77
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 64TH IL INF, Post 115
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, Post
CRAWFORD, JAMES, 4TH OH INF, Post 1
CRAWFORD, JAMES C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 129
CRAWFORD, JOHN J.B., 10TH IA INF, Post
CRAWFORD, JOHN J.B., 10TH IA INF, Post
CRAWFORD, JOHN S., 1SR MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
CRAWFORD, JOHN S., 1ST MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 90

CRAWFORD, N.J., 1ST IN LIGHT ART., Post 180
CRAWFORD, O.D., 9TH IA INF, Post 29
CRAWFORD, ROBERT N., 149TH IN INF, Post 95
CRAWFORD, W.A., 3RD CO CAV, Post 2
CRAWFORD, WHITFIELD S., 12TH IL INF, Post 22
CRAWFORD, WILLIAM D., IL, Post
CRAWLEY, J., 57TH IL INF, Post 326
CRAWLEY, SAMUEL W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 172
CRAWLEY, SAMUEL W., 7TH IA CAV, Post
CRAWSHAW, ADAM, 14TH US INF, Post 32
CREAG, WILLIAM, 39TH IL, Post
CREAMER, HARRISON W., 7TH IA CAV, Post
CREAMER, HARRISON W., 4TH IA CAV; 1 LIEUT; CO. C, Post
CREAMER, JAMES, 10TH IL CAV, Post 143
CREECH, COLUMBUS C., 97TH IN INF, Post 290

CREECH, WILLIAM J., 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post 8
CREED, JONATHAN C., 11TH OH CAV, Post 7
CREGER, PETER, 20TH IL INF, Post 127
CREIGH, THOMAS A., 126TH PA INF, Post
CREIGHBAUM, ISAAC, US MARINES; 44TH IN INF, Post 69
CREIGHTON, ALEXANDER, 73RD OH INF, Post
CREIGHTON, HENRY, 134TH NY INF, Post 3
CREIGHTON, WILLIAM H., 22ND NY, Post
CREMERO, HARRISON W., 7TH IA CAV, Post
CREMER, JEREMIAH M., 87TH IL INF, Post 123
CREMER, JEREMIAH, 87TH IL INF, Post
CRESS, GEORGE J., 59TH IN INF, Post 183
CRIIDER, CHARLES V., 8TH IN CAV, Post 199
CRIGHTON, JOHN, 34TH IL INF, Post 24
CRIGLER, WESLEY, 112TH IL INF, Post 15

CRIGLER, WESLEY, 112TH IL INF, Post 15
CRILEY, JEHU M., 86TH OH INF, Post
CRILEY, JOHN M., 101ST PA INF, Post
CRINKLAW, ROBERT, 95TH IL INF, Post 14
CRINSIN, J., 14TH CT INF, Post 1
Crippen, Edwin G., 2ND KS ART., Post
Crippen, Worthy, 174TH OH INF, Post 347
Crisler, Ansmul S., 34TH IL INF, Post
Crisler, Owen T., 154TH PA INF, Post
Crisler, Owen T., 154TH IL INF, Post 165
Crisman, Francis A., 24TH IA INF, Post
Crisman, Francis A., 24TH IA INF, Post 273
Crisman, Sanford A., 24TH IA INF, Post
Crisman, Sanford A., 24TH IA INF, Post
Crisp, William, 18TH MI INF, Post 26
Crisp, William H., 5TH US CAV, Post
Crisp, William H., 10TH VT INF, Post 1
Criss, Simpson, 35TH IN INF, Post 124
Crist, John W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 263
Criswell, George W., 58TH IL INF, Post 22
Crichtfield, A.W., Blacksmith; 12TH IN CAV, Post
Crichtfield, David, 57TH IN INF, Post
Crichtfield, David, 57TH IN INF, Post 86
Crichtfield, David, 57TH IA INF, Post 86
Crichtfield, Henry, 40TH IL INF, Post 84
Crichtfield, Henry, 10TH PA, Post
Crichtfield, Jacob, 12TH IN CAV, Post
Crichtfield, Lewis H., 166TH OH NATL GUARD, Post
Crichtfield, Lewis H., 166TH OH NATIONAL GUARD, Post
Crichtfield, William J., 59TH IN INF, Post 131
Crites, James J., 3rd IL CAV, Post 54
Crites, William H., 27TH IL INF, Post 23
Crittenton, F.M., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post
Crocker, R.B., 30TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 10
Crocker, Samuel, 60TH PA INF, Post
Crocker, Samuel E., 25TH WI ART.; 12TH WI INF, Post 262
Crocker, Thomas H., 47TH IA INF, Post 70
Crockett, A.C., 7TH ME INF, Post 5
Crockett, Charles F., 5TH NH INF, Post
Crockett, Hugh T., 46TH IN INF, Post 69
Crockett, John, 68TH OH INF, Post 240
Crofford, Joseph, 26TH MI INF, Post 154
Crofoot, Jonathan M., 23RD MO INF, Post 32
Croft, John C., 5TH IA CAV, Post 262
CROFT, WILLIAM, 6TH MI INF; 5TH MI INF, Post 13
CROLEY, ISAAC, 121ST IN INF, Post 131
CROLEY, ISAAC, 9TH IN CAV, Post 131
CROLEY, JOHN B., 16TH IN INF, Post 35
CROMBIE, MOSES, 7TH IL CAV, Post 116
CROMWELL, FRANCIS C., 12TH IA INF, Post 91
CROMWELL, HENRY C., 124TH IN INF, Post 22
CROMWELL, HENRY D., 84TH IL INF, Post 69
CRONE, HENRY W., 13TH IN INF, Post 81
CRONE, JOHN, 1ST DC INF, Post 259
CRONIN, TIMOTHY C., 23RD WI INF; CO. B; 35TH W, Post
CRONIN, TIMOTHY C., 35TH WI INF; CO. K; 23RD, Post
CRONK, A.B., 7TH WI INF, Post 55
CRONK, ALBERT B., 3RD WI INF, Post 90
CRONK, ALBERT B., 7TH WI INF, Post 55
CRON, C., 11TH IA INF, Post 349
CRONK, CHAUNCEY A., 9TH VT INF, Post 328
CRONK, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, Post 255
CRONK, JAMES A., 3RD WI CAV, Post 192
CRONK, OLIVER, 50TH NY INF, Post 163
CRONNAN, WILLIAM, MUSICIAN; 35TH IA INF, Post 259
CROOK, GEORGE C., 36TH OH, Post
CROOK, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CROOK, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 48
CROOK, JOHN, 12TH WI INF, Post 182
CROOK, JOSEPH B., 11TH WI INF, Post 182
CROOK, THOMAS, 2ND WI CAV, Post 291
CROOK, W.T., 43RD WI INF, Post 4
CROOKER, J.C., 55TH IL INF, Post
CROOKER, JABEZ C., 55TH IL INF, Post 25
CROOKHAM, W.E., 76TH PA INF, Post 19
CROOKS, DAVID B., 49TH WI INF, Post 12
CROOKS, JAMES M., 42ND IN INF, Post 298
CROOKSHANK, ANDREW W., 23RD OH INF, Post 262
CROPSEY, ANDREW J., 129TH IL INF, Post 25
CROPSEY, L.E., 129TH IL, Post
CROSBY, ALONZO E., 23RD IA INF, Post 204
CROSBY, JAMES, 98TH NY INF, Post
CROSBY, JAMES M., 12TH IA INF, Post 34
CROSBY, JOHN H., US ART; 46TH PA INF, Post 69
CROSBY, JOHN W., 5TH US ART.; 46TH PA INF, Post 69
CROSBY, JOHN W., 5TH US ART., Post 303
CROSBY, THOMAS, 2ND WI INF, Post 11
CROSBY, THOMAS, 2ND WI CAV (ERROR), Post 11
CROSBY, WILLIAM, 83RD IL INF, Post 73

CROSIER, JOHN B., 207TH PA INF, Post 153
CROSS, BENJAMIN S., 3RD WI CAV, Post 70
CROSS, DANIEL O., 119TH IL INF, Post 103
CROSS, GEORGE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 77
CROSS, GEORGE, 1ST WI ART., Post 77
CROSS, GEORGE F., 44TH IA INF, Post 96
CROSS, GEORGE F., 44TH IA INF, Post 98
CROSS, HENRY, 9TH IA INF, Post
CROSS, HENRY, 9TH IA INF, Post
CROSS, JAMES, 108TH IL INF, Post
CROSS, JOHN B., 35TH IA INF, Post 77
CROSS, JOHN B., 7TH IA INF, Post 324
CROSS, JOHN H.H., 31ST IA INF, Post 32
CROSS, JOSEPH W., 39TH IA INF, Post
CROSS, LEMUEL, 2ND IA INF, Post
CROSS, LEVI, 11TH IA INF, Post 324
CROSS, PERRY, 35TH IA INF, Post 77
CROSS, PERRY, 35TH IA INF, Post 77
CROSS, VANCE J., 4TH OH CAV, Post 305
CROSSCUP, SAMUEL, 176TH OH INF, Post 1
CROSSER, JAMES A., 87TH OH INF; PVT; CO. D; 18, Post 321
CROSSETT, ELISHA, 2ND WI CAV, Post 131
CROSSLEN, WILLIAM A., 11TH MO INF, Post 305
CROSSLEY, GEN H., 21ST IA INF, Post 23
CROSSLEY, GENERAL H., 21ST IA INF, Post 23
CROSSLEY, GEORGE W., 8TH US INF, Post 25
CROSSLEY, THORNTON S., 21ST IA INF, Post 237
CROSSLY, CHARLES, 124TH IN INF, Post
CROSTON, THOMAS H., 2ND MD INF, Post
CROSTON, AARON, 157TH NY INF, Post
CROUCHE, ELIAS S., 142ND IL INF, Post 76
CROUCH, JOHN, 148TH IL INF, Post 112
CROUCH, LEVI, 2ND IA INF, Post
CROUCH, LEVI B., 2ND IA INF, Post 95
CROUCH, LEWIS P., 55TH IL INF, Post 60
CROUCH, THOMAS A., 3RD IL CAV, Post
CROUSE, LORENZA, 1ST NY ART, Post 52
CROUSE, LORENZO, 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post 123
CROUSE, DAVID W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 3
CROUSE, E.H., IL INF, Post
CROUSE, ELA H., 11TH IL CAV, Post
CROUSE, ELA H., 11TH IL CAV;CO. D;132ND, Post 31
CROUSE, ELI H., 132ND IL INF, Post
CROUSE, GEORGE W., 12TH OH CAV, Post 216
CROUSE, WALTER, 46TH WI INF, Post 229

CROW, , 34TH OH INF, Post
CROW, CONRAD E., 148TH OH INF, Post
CROW, GEORGE, 2ND NE CAV, Post
CROW, H.W., 13TH WI INF, Post 310
CROW, JAMES K., 77TH IL INF, Post
CROW, JONATHAN S., 34TH IL INF, Post 8
CROW, OLIVER H., 40TH WI INF, Post 147
CROW, ROBERT, BLACKSMITH;3RD MO CAV, Post 66
CROW, ROBERT, 3RD WI CAV, Post
CROW, WAYMAN J., 1ST CA INF, Post 70
CROW, WILLIAM, 4TH MI CAV, Post 8
CROW, WILLIAM S., 148TH OH INF, Post
CROW, WILLIAM Y., 9TH KS CAV, Post 73
CROWDER, JOHN H., 17TH IN INF, Post 323
CROWDER, OLIVER, 47TH IL INF, Post 76

CROWELL, DANIEL A., 137TH PA INF, Post 1
CROWELL, H.W., 139TH IN INF, Post 120
CROWFOOT, JAMES, 18TH MO INF, Post 218
CROWFOOT, JOHN, 29TH WI INF;12TH MO CAV, Post 151
CROWFORD, ADAM, 86TH IL INF, Post 3
CROWLEY, ISAAC H., 8TH OH INDEPENDENT SHARP, Post 22
CROWNOVER, FRANKLIN L., 119TH IL INF, Post 32
CROXTON, JOHN, 40TH KY INF, Post
CROZIER, WARREN, 4TH VT INF, Post 354
CROZIER, WILLIAM J., 3RD NY ART., Post 8
CRUBB, BENJAMIN, 19TH IA INF;7TH IA INF, Post 25
CRUM, GEORGE E., 34TH IL INF, Post 33
CRUM, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, Post 316
CRUMB, CHARLES S., PVT;9TH IA CAV, Post
CRUMMINS, ANDREW O., 10TH IL CAV, Post 36

CRUMRINE, GEORGE, 16TH IA INF, Post
CRUSE, CHARLES, 3RD IN CAV, Post
CRUTCHFIELD, D.M., 70TH IN INF, Post 95
CRUTZ, JOHN, 31ST NJ INF, Post 146
CRUZEN, W.J., 12TH OH INF, Post 69
CRYER, JOHN HENRY, 6TH OH CAV, Post
CRYSTAL, JOHN, 23RD IA INF, Post 220
CSZEROSKY, AUGUST FREDE, 2ND IN, Post
CUARREN, ALLEN B., 37TH IL INF, Post 47
CUDDINGTON, MINER, 1ST NY MARINE ART., Post 23
CUER, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, Post 7:2
CUER, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, Post 262
CUER, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, Post
CUER, WILLIAM H., 56TH US REGULARS; 6 CORP, Post
CUFF, JOHN W., 92ND IL INF, Post 63

CULBERTSON, ARCHA P., 7TH IA CAV, Post
CULBERTSON, C.J., US NAVY, Post 243
CULBERTSON, JAMES L., 2ND WI CAV, Post
CULBERTSON, JOSEPH, 12TH IL CAV, Post 88
CULBERTSON, WILLIAM N., 30TH IN INF, Post 11
CULBY, HENRY A, 51ST IL INF, Post
CULLEN, JOSEPH W., 20TH IN INF, Post 203
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, Post 5
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, Post 5
CULLER, GEORGE W., 149TH IN INF, Post 5
CULLIN, WILLIAM, 86TH IL ART., Post
CULLISON, WILLIAM H., 64TH OH INF, Post
CULP, BENJAMIN F., 3RD MO CAV, Post 53
CULP, GEORGE W., 50TH IL INF, Post 53
CULP, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25

CULTON, JAMES, 86TH IL INF, Post
CULTON, JAMES H., 86TH IL INF, Post 262
CULTS, THOMAS M., 5TH VT INF, Post
CULVER, ADELBERT, 4TH MI INF, Post 104
CULVER, DELANEY L., 49TH WI INF, Post
CULVER, ELISHA, 13TH US INF, Post 44
CULVER, ELISHA, 13TH MI INF, Post 42
CULVER, JACOB H., COLOR BEARER; 1ST WI INF, Post 56
CULVER, JASPER, 21ST WI INF; 1ST WI INF, Post 33
CULVER, JASPER, 1ST WI INF; 21ST WI INF, Post 33
CULVER, JASPER, 1ST WI INF; 21ST WI INF, Post 306
CULVER, ORRIN, 11TH IA INF, Post 137
CULVER, SHERWOOD, 27TH NJ INF, Post 239
CULVER, SLOCUMB H., 91ST IL INF, Post 57
CUMAN, ALLEN B., 37TH IL INF, Post

CUMBERLAND, EDWIN L., 59TH OH INF, Post
CUMINGS, THOMAS H., 3RD MA CAV, Post
CUMMINGHAM, HENRY, 4TH MI INF, Post 47
CUMMINGS, DAVID, 11TH NY INF, Post 1:2
CUMMINGS, EBENEZER, 23RD IA INF, Post
CUMMINGS, JAMES, 12TH WI INF, Post
CUMMINGS, JEROME B., 36TH IA INF, Post 220
CUMMINGS, JOHN, 8TH IL INF, Post 299
CUMMINGS, W.B., 2ND WI INF (ERROR), Post 32
CUMMINS, A.O., 10TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 44
CUMMINS, CHARLES, 104TH PA INF, Post 2
CUMMINS, DAVID, 11TH IA INF, Post 228
CUMMINS, DAVID, 15TH OH INF, Post 265
CUMMINS, DAVID T., 64TH OH INF, Post 265
CUMMINS, GEORGE W., 49TH WI INF, Post 177

CUMMINS, JACOB C., 20TH IA INF, Post
CUMMINS, JACOB C., 20TH IA INF, Post
CUMMINS, JACOB C., 20TH IA, Post
CUMMINS, JAMES, 12TH WI INF; CO. E; 25TH, Post 7
CUMMINS, JAMES, 25TH WI INF; CO. K; 12TH W, Post
CUMMINS, JOSHUA W., 196TH OH INF, Post
CUMMINS, THOMAS A., 8TH OH CAV (44TH OH INF), Post 25
CUMMINS, THOMAS A., 44TH OH INF (8TH OH CAV), Post 25
CUMMINS, THOMAS A., 44TH OH INF, Post
CUMMINS, W.H., 8TH IN CAV, Post 46
CUMMINS, WILLIAM B., 2ND IL CAV, Post 32
CUMPSTON, ALBERT R., 12TH IL LIN, Post
CUNNINGHAM, JAMES W., 5TH IA INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAMSON, 115TH NY INF, Post 19
CUNNINGHAM, A.M., 134TH PA INF, Post 95

CUNNINGHAM, ALEXANDER, 47TH IL INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, ALONZO, 4TH IA CAV, Post 164
CUNNINGHAM, BURLINGTON, 19TH IN INF, Post 5:2
CUNNINGHAM, C., 1ST NE INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, DAVID, 202ND PA INF, Post 5
CUNNINGHAM, DAVID, US NAVY, Post
CUNNINGHAM, ELI M., 53RD IL INF, Post 64
CUNNINGHAM, ELIAM M., 68TH IL INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE, 94TH IL INF 7 AUG 1862, Post 35
CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE, 49TH IL INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE, 1ST IL CAV; CO. E; 94TH IL, Post 37
CUNNINGHAM, HENRY, 4TH MI CAV, Post 47
CUNNINGHAM, J.G., 5TH IA INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN, 7TH IL CAV, Post 122
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN, , Post

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN B., 33RD IL INF, Post 310
CUNNINGHAM, LYMAN BEACHE, 3RD IA CAV, Post 1:2
CUNNINGHAM, NICHOLAS C., 105TH PA INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, T.C., 12TH MO CAV, Post
CUNNINGHAM, T.C., 12TH MO CAV, Post
CUNNINGHAM, T.C., 7TH KS CAV, Post 351
CUNNINGHAM, THOMAS C., 5TH MO CAV, Post
CUNNINGHAM, W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM J., 106TH PA INF, Post
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM S., 138TH OH INF, Post 82
CUPERNELL, NEALE, NY, Post
CUPP, SAMUEL M., 1ST OR INF, Post
CURAS, THOMAS L., 44TH IA INF, Post 109
CURATIS, N.M., 150TH PA INF, Post 89
CURBY, SOLOMON, 69TH IL, Post
CURE, AGUSTUS, 45TH IA INF, Post 72
CURE, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, Post 262
CURFREUTER, DAVID H, 108TH ILL INF, Post
CURLY, JAMES, 5TH US CAV, Post 98
CURNEY, R.W., BISSELL'S ENGINEERS, Post
CURRAN, JAMES R., 77TH IL INF, Post
CURRAN, JAMES R., 77TH IL INF, Post
CURRAN, JOHN, 94TH IL INF; PVT; CO. H; 37, Post 334
CURRAN, JOHN, 37TH IL INF; CO. D; 94TH I, Post 111
CURRAN, THOMAS J., 90TH OH INF, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 2ND OH CAV, Post 62
CURREN, JOHN, 28TH MI INF, Post 29
CURREN, JOHN, 48TH OH INF, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 83RD OH INF; CO. A; 48TH O, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 2ND OH CAV, Post 62
CURREN, JOHN, 28TH MI INF, Post 29
CURREN, JOHN, 48TH OH INF, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 83RD OH INF; CO. A; 48TH O, Post
CURRAN, JAMES R., 77TH IL INF, Post
CURRAN, THOMAS J., 90TH OH INF, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 2ND OH CAV, Post 62
CURREN, JOHN, 28TH MI INF, Post 29
CURREN, JOHN, 48TH OH INF, Post
CURREN, JOHN, 83RD OH INF; CO. A; 48TH O, Post
CURRENT, GEORGE, 18TH IL INF, Post
CURRENT, SAMUEL, 37TH IL INF, Post 187
CURRIE, B.F., 78TH IL INF, Post 20
CURRIE, B.F., BUGLER; 19TH US INF, Post 102
CURRIE, B.F.L., 13TH IL CAV, Post 20
CURRIE, JOHN, 28TH IL, Post
CURRIE, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 104
CURRIE, JOHN, 71ST NY INF, Post 66
CURRIE, JOHN, 70TH NY INF, Post
CURRIE, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 104
CURRIE, JOHN, 71ST NY INF, Post 66
CURRIE, JOHN, 70TH NY INF, Post
CURRIER, AARON T., 19TH IL INF, Post 75
CURRY, ABNER, 92ND IL INF, Post 72
CURRY, ANDREW J., 30TH IA INF, Post 25
CURRY, ELISHA W., 27TH IA INF, Post 10
CURRY, GEORGE O, 19TH VA CAV, Post
CURRY, GEORGE W., 9TH IL CAV, Post 4; 2
CURRY, GEORGE W., 9TH IL CAV, Post 4; 2
CURRY, JOHN, 24TH IL INF, Post 25
CURRY, JOSEPH P., 113TH IL INF, Post 28
CURTIN, ROBERT M., 62ND OH INF, Post 305
CURTIS, ALFRED, 48TH IN INF, Post
CURTIS, ALONZO B., 1ST WI CAV, Post 32
CURTIS, AMOS, 46TH IA I FN, Post 44
CURTIS, AMOS, 36TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 93
CURTIS, AMOS, 99TH IL INF, Post
CURTIS, CHARLES W., 2ND IA ART., Post 272
CURTIS, D.C., 33RD IL INF, Post 262
CURTIS, DAVID F., 1ST MI CAV, Post 36
CURTIS, DENISON S., 21ST WI INF, Post
CURTIS, EDWARD L., 75TH IL INF, Post 82
CURTIS, F.E., 4TH MN INF, Post 40
CURTIS, F.E., 4TH MO INF, Post 40
CURTIS, GEORGE S.A., 2ND MN CAV, Post 87
CURTIS, GEORGE W., 6TH KS CAV, Post 146
CURTIS, HARRISON, 99TH IL INF, Post
CURTIS, HENRY, 57TH NY, Post
CURTIS, HENRY H., 46TH IL INF, Post 68
CURTIS, HENRY M., 57TH NY INF, Post
CURTIS, ISAAC J., 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post
CURTIS, ISAIAH, 66TH OH INF, Post
CURTIS, J.E., 12TH MI INF, Post 52
CURTIS, J.H., 50TH IL INF, Post 79
CURTIS, J.W., 1ST MN RANGERS, Post 4
CURTIS, JAMES, 20TH IA INF, Post 58
CURTIS, JEROME B., 21ST MO INF, Post 9
CURTIS, JOEL B., 19TH IN INF, Post 67
CURTIS, JOEL B., 20TH IN INF, Post
CURTIS, JOHN F., 69TH IL INF, Post 52
CURTIS, JOHN H., 139TH IL INF, Post
CURTIS, JOHN W., 8TH OH CAV; 44TH OH INF, Post 6
CURTIS, JOHN W., 8TH OH CAV, Post
CURTIS, JOHN W., 44TH OH INF; CO.K; 8TH OH, Post 6;3
CURTIS, L.C., 20TH CT INF, Post
CURTIS, LEWIS C., 20TH CT INF, Post
CURTIS, LOUIS O., 129TH NY INF, Post 354
CURTIS, NATHAN, 26TH IA INF, Post 299
CURTIS, ORLANDO, 70TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B;1, Post 207
CURTIS, ORLANDO, 151ST IL INF, Post
CURTIS, ORLANDO C., 132ND IL INF, Post 137
CURTIS, SAMUAL O., 30TH IL INF, Post
CURTIS, SAMUEL J., 10TH MN INF, Post 75
CURTIS, SAMUEL S., 3RD CO INF, Post 110
CURTIS, THEODORE, 1ST CO INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last name, First name</th>
<th>Unit, GAR post if available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CURTIS, THOMAS B.</td>
<td>83RD IL INF, Post 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTIS, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>10TH MN INF, Post 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTIS, WILBER F.</td>
<td>31ST IL INF, Post 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTIS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>67TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>1ST MI INF, Post 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS, HERMAR J.</td>
<td>3RD WI INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS, RILEY D.</td>
<td>33RD IL INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS, ROBERT B.</td>
<td>10TH KS INF, Post 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTISS, WILLIAM H.H.</td>
<td>1ST KS CAV, Post 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURTRIGHT, THOMAS</td>
<td>14TH IA, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSAD, ANDREW S.</td>
<td>147TH IN, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSCADEN, JOHN A.</td>
<td>174TH OH INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSCADEN, JOHN A.</td>
<td>174TH OH INF, Post 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSHMAN, J.L.</td>
<td>5TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSHMAN, JOSEPH B.</td>
<td>89TH IL INF, Post 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSTICE, A.B.</td>
<td>3RD WI CAV(EDIT), Post 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTCHE, MARTIN B.</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTLER, MARTIN B.</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV, Post 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTLER, ROBERT E.</td>
<td>163RD OH INF, Post 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTLER, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>4TH IL CAV, Post 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTLER, MARTIN B.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV; 1 LIEUT; CO. A, Post 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTHRE, MARTIN B.</td>
<td>31ST IL INF, Post 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTHEN, ANDRESON T.</td>
<td>US NAVY; SHIP 'CONESTOGA', Post 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTHRELL, C.W.</td>
<td>31ST IL INF, Post 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTHRELL, CHARLES W.</td>
<td>31ST IL INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTROLL, ANEM L.</td>
<td>, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTSHALL, EMANUEL</td>
<td>57TH OH INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTSHALL, EMANUEL</td>
<td>51ST OH INF, Post 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTER, WILLIAM H.H.</td>
<td>8TH WI INF, Post 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTING, DEWIT C.</td>
<td>128TH OH INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTING, DEWITT C.</td>
<td>128TH OH INF, Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUTTING, H.P.</td>
<td>6TH IA INF, Post 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYPHERE, ABRAHAM</td>
<td>36TH PA STATE MILITA INF, Post 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYPHERS, JOSEPH L.</td>
<td>103RD IL INF, Post 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Denver Public Library

Nebraska Civil War Veterans' Data – D
Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
DAEMON, ALEXANDER, 9TH OH INF, Post
DAGGETT, GEORGE, 46TH IA INF; PVT; CO. H; 45, Post 235
DAGGY, J.H., 131ST IN, Post
DAGGY, JAMES H., 151ST IN INF, Post 350
DAGGY, JAMES H., 139TH IN INF, Post
DAHE, ALBERT J., 27TH WI INF, Post
DAHORSH, EDWARD N., 1ST WI INF; 21ST WI INF, Post 90
DAHORSH, EDWARD N., 21ST WI INF; 1ST & 3RD WI, Post
DAHORSH, EDWARD N., 3RD WI INF; 21ST WI INF, Post 90
DAIGH, PETER P., 35TH WI INF, Post 66
DAIJH, PETER P., 20TH WI INF, Post
DAILEY, JAMES O., 84TH IL INF, Post 180
DAILEY, JOHN D., 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
DAILEY, JOHN P., 75TH IL INF, Post 317
DAILEY, JOSEPH T., 11TH IA INF, Post 95
DAILEY, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
DAILEY, RUFUS K., 4TH IL CAV, Post 135
DAILEY, THOMAS, 2ND WI INF, Post 110
DAILEY, THOMAS H., 2ND WI INF, Post
DAILEY, WARREN S., 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
DAILEY, WILLIAM A., 50TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
DAILY, CHARLES H., 26TH NY INF, Post 338
DAILY, H.B., 15TH IA INF, Post 155
DAILY, LEANDER A., 83RD IL INF, Post 19
DAILY, WILLIAM, 36TH IN INF, Post
DAKE, C.W., 29TH IA INF, Post 1
DAKE, JOHATHAN, 7TH IA ART. (ERROR), Post 142
DAKE, ORRIN L., 2ND VT INF, Post 136
DALAMETER, JACOB, 37TH IA INF, Post 243
DALBOW, GIDEON, , Post 123
DALBOW, GIDEON, 91ST IL INF, Post 123
DALBY, FRANK, 20TH OH INF, Post 13
DALBY, FRANK, 20TH OH INF, Post 13
DALBY, FRANK, 18TH OH INF; 2ND OH INF, Post 13
DALBY, FRANK, 2ND OH INF, Post 13
DALE, PETER W., CHICAGO MERCANTILE BATTE, Post 267
DaLEE, A. WATERMAN, 13TH IL INF, Post 331
DALEMEE, GEORGE W., 2ND OH CAV, Post
DALES, CHARLES, 132ND OH INF, Post 182
DALEY, A. S., 35TH OH INF, Post 81
DALEY, JAMES C., 4TH MO INF, Post 11
DALEY, JAMES C., 12TH IN INF, Post 299
DALEY, JAMES C., 12TH IA INF, Post 1; 4
DALEY, JOHN D., 1ST NE CAV, Post
DALEY, PATRICK, 75TH IL INF, Post
DALEY, ROBERT B., 13TH OH CAV, Post 308
DALGREEN, CHARLES, 7TH NY INF, Post 208
DALLING, JOHN, 157TH NY INF, Post 73
DALLY, M..M., VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 267
DALRYMPLE, CHARLES S., 37TH IN INF, Post
DALRYMPLE, E.P., 1ST NY DRAGOONS CAV, Post 1
DALRYMPLE, GEORGE W., 96TH IL INF, Post 35

DALRYMPLE, JAMES E., 16TH KY INF, Post
DALRYMPLE, JAMES E., 16TH KY INF, Post
DALTON, DAVID, 8TH OH CAV;44TH OH INF, Post 60
DALTON, DAVID, 44TH OH INF;8TH OH CAV, Post 60
DALTON, DAVID W, 8TH OH CAV;44TH OH INF, Post
Daly, JAMES C., 4TH MO CAV, Post 11
DAMAN, FREDERICK A., 24TH IL INF, Post
DAMARANVILLE, JOHN W., 32ND NY INF, Post 182
DAME, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post 195
DAMERO, JOHN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 241
DAMEWOOD, FRANCIS A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 24
DAMIELS, CALVIN H., 1ST OH INF, Post
DAMMAM, FREDERICK A., 82ND IL INF, Post
DAMMANN, FREDERICK A., 82ND IL INF, Post
DAMME, LOUIS, 4TH MO INF, Post
DAMON, ABRAM R., 2ND CO CAV, Post 195
DAMON, HIRAM, 3RD VT INF, Post 182
DAMON, JOHN, 40TH MA, Post

DAMON, JOHN G., 1ST VT HEAVY ART., Post 182
DAMON, OLIVER, 8TH IN INF, Post 57
DAMON, SOLON W., 105TH IL INF, Post 323
DAMWOOD, F.A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
DANBONER, J.E., 150TH IL INF, Post 23
DANCE, MICHAEL, KS, Post
DANCE, MICHAEL, 1ST KS INF, Post 7
DANCEY, WILLIAM H., 23RD IL INF, Post 47
DANES, G.W., 50TH IL, Post
DANFORD, WILLIAM, US NAVY;STEAMER FOREST R, Post 262
DANFORTH, CHARLES A., 43RD WI INF, Post 243
DANFORTH, CLARENCE A., 19TH IN INF, Post 163
DANFORTH, GEORGE H., 35TH MA INF, Post
DANFORTH, GEORGE H., 85TH MA INF, Post
DANGAN, GEORGE W., 49TH US COLORED INF, Post 207
DANGAN, QUINTON A., 1ST PA ART., Post
DANHANER, JOHN E., 115TH IN INF, Post
DANIEL, D. CAREY, 60TH OH INF, Post 17
DANIEL, MATHEW L, 41ST IL INF, Post
DANIELS, BIRSEY, 60TH OH INF, Post
DANIELS, COLWELL T., 3RD MO CAV, Post 307
DANIELS, ELIAS, 5TH PA INF, Post 283
DANIELS, GEORGE, 44TH OH INF; PVT; CO. A; 8T, Post 37
DANIELS, GEORGE, 1ST NY ART, Post
DANIELS, GEORGE, 8TH OH CAV, Post
DANIELS, J., 4TH MO INF MILITIA, Post 52
DANIELS, J.D., 7TH MN INF, Post 23
DANIELS, J.M., 97TH IL INF, Post 269
DANIELS, JAMES H, PA ART., Post
DANIELS, JAMES M., 4TH CA INF, Post 261
DANIELS, JOHN F., 63RD OH INF, Post 140
DANIELS, JOHN M., 18TH IN INF, Post 146
DANIELS, JONATHAN, 8TH IA INF, Post 136
DANIELS, LEMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, Post 298
DANIELS, STEPHEN O., 14TH WI INF, Post 262
DANIELS, THOMAS T., 2ND IL CAV, Post 180
DANIELS, W.B., 13TH US INF, Post 42
DANIELS, W.H., 9TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 25
DANIELS, W.H., 9TH IA CAV, Post
DANIELS, WILLIAM, 126TH IL INF, Post 220
DANIELS, WILLIAM H., PVT; 9TH IA CAV, Post 25
DANIELSON, J.F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 318
DANIELSON, JOHN A, 15TH IA INF, Post
DANKE, JOHN, ART., Post 67
DANKS, JOHN, 87TH PA INF, Post 67
DANKS, JOHN, 1ST PA LIGHT ART., Post 227
DANLEY, ANDREW OR JA, 65TH IL INF, Post
DANLEY, GEORGE, 10TH NY INF, Post
DANLY, GEORGE, 10TH NY INF, Post
DANN, JEROME B., 20TH IL INF, Post 89
DAOKEE, JAMES, 1ST CO CAV, Post
DAPPIN, RUDOLPH, 189TH OH INF, Post
DARBATH, JOSEPH, 16TH IA INF, Post 91
DARBY, JOHN M., 25TH IN INF, Post 113
DARE, JAMES, 7TH IA INF, Post
DARLING, A.M., 31ST IA INF, Post 9
DARLING, C. EDWARD, 19TH IA INF, Post
DARLING, NATHAN, 23RD IL INF, Post 19
DARLING, PHILO S., 146TH IL INF, Post 115
DARLING, THOMAS J., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
DARLING, WILLIAM, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF (ERROR), Post 97
DARLING, WILLIAM, 7TH IL CAV, Post 97
DARLINGTON, CHARLES E., 31ST OH INF, Post 110
DARLINGTON, G.B., 2ND IA CAV, Post 102
DARLINGTON, GEORGE B., 7TH IA CAV;CO. K;5TH IA, Post 102
DARLINGTON, GEORGE B., 2ND IA CAV;7TH IA INF, Post 102
DARNELL, G.A., 1ST CO LINF, Post
DARNELL, J.H., 59TH US COLORED TROOPS;4, Post 11
DARNELL, JAMES, 83RD IL INF;CO. G;61ST I, Post
DARNELL, JAMES, 61ST IL INF, Post 73
DARNELL, JESSE H., 48TH IL INF;59TH US COLO, Post 13
DARNELL, S.M., 25TH WI INF, Post 121
DARNELL, SUMNER, 86TH IL INF, Post 10
DARNELL, VALENTINE M., 26TH IL INF, Post 248
DARNELL, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF, Post 70
DARR, F.D., 101ST PA INF, Post 245
DARR, JOHN T., 12TH IL CAV, Post 251
DARRAH, JAMES L., 2ND IL CAV, Post 147
DARROUGH, WILLIAM, 1ST CO, Post
DARROUGH, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, Post
DARROW, GEORGE G., 11TH IN INF;CAPT;CO. A;1, Post 12
DARROW, J.L., 2ND IL INF, Post 59
DARROW, JUSTUS D., 117TH IL INF, Post 59
DARROW, JUSTUS D., 117TH IL INF, Post 59
DARRS, JOHN, 18TH IN INF;PVT;CO. K;96, Post 9
DART, JOHN, 3RD MI INF, Post 11
DART, JOHN F., 4TH MI CAV, Post 180
DASHIELL, HENRY C., 4TH IL CAV, Post 150
DAUDT, JERRY W., 72ND OH INF, Post 131
DAUGHERTAY, JOHN, 82ND OH LINF, Post
DAUGHERTY, E., 3RD IA CAV, Post 272
DAUGHERTY, FRANCIS M., 15TH KY INF, Post

DAUGHERTY, GEORGE W., 84TH IL INF, Post 169
DAUGHERTY, JONATHAN, 82ND OH INF, Post 293
DAUGHTON, WILLIAM, 15TH NY CAV, Post
DAUKEN, JOHN G., 5TH WI INF, Post 15
DAUPHIN, C.D., 8TH US INF;1ST KS INF, Post 82
DAUPHIN, CHARLES D., 1ST KS INF;8TH US INF, Post 82
DAUS, PHILIP, 78TH IL INF, Post
DAVENPORT, ANDREW G., 12TH IA INF, Post 63
DAVENPORT, ASA A., 74TH IL INF, Post 1
DAVENPORT, E.J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
DAVENPORT, GEORGE, 1ST OH ART., Post 109
DAVENPORT, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DAVENPORT, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
DAVENPORT, J.H., 33RD IA INF, Post
DAVENPORT, J.R., 111TH PA INF, Post 227
DAVENPORT, JOEL H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 229
DAVENPORT, MILTON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
DAVENPORT, MILTON, 1ST NE INF, Post 95

DAVENPORT, MILTON, 1ST NE CAV, Post
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM, 148TH IL INF, Post 301
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM F., 39TH IA INF, Post 70
DAVENPORT, WILLIAM S., 5TH WI ART., Post 262
DAVES, GEORGE W., 50TH IL INF, Post 90
DAVEY, GEORGE R., 2ND MI LIGHT HORSE CAV, Post 19
DAVEY, MALCOMB, 17TH IL CAV, Post 70
DAVEY, RICHARD H., 24TH MI INF, Post 7
DAVID, DAVID W., 51ST IL INF, Post 235
DAVID, DAVID W., 51ST IL INF, Post 235
DAVID, JAMES A., 57TH IN INF, Post 260
DAVID, JOHN F., 12TH IL CAV, Post 94
DAVID, JONATHAN F., 62ND IL INF, Post 94
DAVID, MARCUS B., 12TH WI INF, Post 342
DAVID, MARQUIS P., 25TH WI INF; CO. I; 12TH W, Post
DAVID, W.P., 25TH WI INF, Post 342
DAVIDSON, GEORGE B., 136TH IN INF, Post 115
DAVIDSON, J.H., OH, Post 336
DAVIDSON, J.W., 32ND MO INF, Post 108

DAVIDSON, JAMES, 122ND NY INF, Post 2
DAVIDSON, JAMES, 83RD OH INF, Post 12
DAVIDSON, JAMES, 122ND NY INF, Post
DAVIDSON, JAMES, 23RD OH INF, Post
DAVIDSON, JAMES H., 26TH IN LIGHT ART., Post 52
DAVIDSON, JAMES H., 4TH IA CAV, Post 56
DAVIDSON, JOHN H., 12TH IL CAV; CO. D; 32ND I, Post 136
DAVIDSON, JOHN H., 144TH IL INF, Post 136
DAVIDSON, JOHN H., 32ND IL INF; CO. F; 12TH I, Post 136
DAVIDSON, JOSEPH, 80TH IN INF, Post
DAVIDSON, JOSEPH, 80TH IN INF, Post
DAVIDSON, MINE A., 108TH IL INF, Post 11
DAVIDSON, OWEN E., 149TH IN INF, Post 86
DAVIDSON, R.W., 108TH IL INF, Post
DAVIDSON, ROBERT W., 108TH IL INF, Post
DAVIDSON, ROBERT W., 108TH IL INF, Post 165
DAVIDSON, WILLIAM, 2ND WI CAV, Post
DAVIE, C.R., 3RD RI HEAVY ART., Post 327

DAVIS, A. SYLVESTER, 13TH IL INF, Post 32
DAVIS, ABNER E., 108TH IL INF, Post 63
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 14
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 14
DAVIS, ABNER F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 14
DAVIS, ALBERT H., 8TH IN INF, Post 57
DAVIS, ALBERT W., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 262
DAVIS, ALEXANDER, 126TH OH INF, Post 3
DAVIS, ALLEN, 4TH IA CAV, Post
DAVIS, AMBROSE D., 3RD IA INF, Post
DAVIS, ALBERT H., 8TH IN INF, Post 57
DAVIS, AMROSE D., 3RD IA INF, Post 165
DAVIS, AMOS, 175TH OH INF, Post 163
DAVIS, BENJAMIN, 38TH IA INF, Post 81
DAVIS, C., 20TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, CHARLESTON, 9TH IN INF, Post 54
DAVIS, CHARLES, 13TH OH, Post
DAVIS, CHARLES, 156TH NY INF, Post
DAVIS, CHARLES, 17TH IL INF, Post 90

DAVIS, CHARLES H., CARPENTER MATE; US NAVY; U, Post 25
DAVIS, CHARLES P., 60TH NY INF, Post 12
DAVIS, CHILLIAN H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 110
DAVIS, CHILLIAN H., 3RD IA CAV, Post
DAVIS, CHRISTOPHER, 86TH IL INF, Post 10
DAVIS, CLINTON, 121ST OH INF, Post 60
DAVIS, CULVER, 134TH OH INF, Post
DAVIS, CURTIS, 19TH IN INF, Post 10
DAVIS, DANIEL, 47TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, DANIEL S., 126TH IL INF, Post 31
DAVIS, DANIEL W., 47TH IA INF, Post 17
DAVIS, DAVID, 51ST IL INF, Post 32
DAVIS, DAVID, 51ST IL INF, Post 32
DAVIS, E., 22ND WI INF; PVT; CO. K; 1S, Post 33
DAVIS, EBEN, 11TH IN INF, Post 33
DAVIS, ED I., 4TH US ART, Post 110
DAVIS, EDMUND C., 22ND WI INF, Post

DAVIS, EDWARD C., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 33
DAVIS, EDWIN, 37TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, ELLI H., 122ND IL INF, Post 100
DAVIS, F.M., 10TH MI INF, Post 40
DAVIS, F.M., 1ST MI CAV, Post 25
DAVIS, FRANCIS M., 10TH MN INF, Post 40
DAVIS, FRANKLIN, 86TH IL INF, Post 10
DAVIS, G.M., 21ST WI INF, Post 208
DAVIS, G.W., 81ST OH INF, Post 219
DAVIS, GEORGE, 1ST TN MOUNTED INF, Post
DAVIS, GEORGE E., 12TH VT INF, Post 277
DAVIS, GEORGE P., 125TH OH INF, Post 4
DAVIS, GEORGE W., 16TH KS CAV, Post
DAVIS, GEORGE W., 28TH IL INF, Post 306
DAVIS, GEORGE W., 16TH KS CAV, Post 48
DAVIS, GILFORD D., 37TH IN INF, Post 180
DAVIS, GREEUP P., 32ND IL INF, Post
DAVIS, H.C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 109
DAVIS, H.G., 59TH IN INF, Post

DAVIS, HARVEY W., 58TH IL INF, Post 82
DAVIS, HENRY, 6TH KS CAV, Post
DAVIS, HENRY, 15TH MI INF, Post 54
DAVIS, HENRY, 1ST VT CAV, Post
DAVIS, HENRY, 1ST VT CAV; PVT; CO. B; 15TH, Post 54
DAVIS, HENRY G., 59TH IN INF, Post 29
DAVIS, HENRY H., 120TH OH INF, Post 151
DAVIS, HENRY J., 48TH PA INF, Post 237
DAVIS, HENRY S., 22ND WI INF, Post 57
DAVIS, HERBERT W., 9TH VT INF, Post
DAVIS, HIRAM, 16TH VT INF, Post
DAVIS, HIRAM, 8TH VT INF; PVT; CO. I; 3RD, Post
DAVIS, HIRAM, 3RD VT INF; PVT; CO. I; 8TH, Post
DAVIS, ISAAC, 133RD IL INF, Post 154
DAVIS, ISAAC V., 7TH KS CAV, Post 31
DAVIS, J.A., 36TH WI INF, Post
DAVIS, J.L., 15TH PA INF, Post 120
DAVIS, J.M., 28TH MI INF, Post 74

DAVIS, J.M., 8TH KS, Post
DAVIS, J.W., TN MILITIA RESERVE, Post 136
DAVIS, JACOB, 22ND IA INF, Post 108
DAVIS, JAMES, 31ST MA INF, Post
DAVIS, JAMES A., 36TH WI INF, Post 19
DAVIS, JAMES E., 7TH OH CAV, Post 59
DAVIS, JAMES H., 29TH IA INF, Post 131
DAVIS, JAMES M., 13TH OH INF, Post 352
DAVIS, JAMES M., 8TH KS INF, Post 139
DAVIS, JAMES M., 8TH KA INF, Post
DAVIS, JAMES R., 13TH IA INF, Post 118
DAVIS, JAMES R., 34TH IA INF; PVT; CO. E; 38, Post 118
DAVIS, JAMES W., 49TH IL, Post
DAVIS, JESSE, Post 123
DAVIS, JESSE, 28TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, JESSE, 28TH IA INF, Post 61
DAVIS, JESSE, 28TH IA INF, Post 61
DAVIS, JOEL H., 87TH IN INF, Post 25
DAVIS, JOEL H., 82ND IN INF, Post

DAVIS, JOHN, 26TH IL, Post
DAVIS, JOHN, 3RD WI CAV, Post
DAVIS, JOHN, 197TH OH LINF, Post
DAVIS, JOHN, 3RD WI CAV, Post 6
DAVIS, JOHN, 3RD MO CAV, Post 84
DAVIS, JOHN A., 65TH IN INF, Post 207
DAVIS, JOHN A., 29TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, JOHN A., 25TH IA INF, Post 15
DAVIS, JOHN A., 28TH IA INF, Post 61
DAVIS, JOHN B., 72ND IN, Post
DAVIS, JOHN D., 92ND NY INF, Post
DAVIS, JOHN H., 28TH IA INF, Post
DAVIS, JOHN J., 112TH IL INF, Post 193
DAVIS, JOHN L., 36TH OH INF, Post 53
DAVIS, JOHN N., 36TH IA INF, Post 32
DAVIS, JOHN W., 15TH IA INF, Post 313
DAVIS, JOHN W., 59TH IL INF; CO. G; 89TH I, Post 8; 1
DAVIS, JOHN W., 126TH OH INF, Post

DAVIS, JOHN W., 89TH IL INF; 59TH IL INF, Post 8; 1
DAVIS, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DAVIS, JOSEPH, 37TH IL INF; CO. G; 97TH I, Post 35
DAVIS, JOSEPH, 64TH IL INF, Post 69
DAVIS, JOSEPH, 97TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 35
DAVIS, JOSEPH C., 147TH IL INF, Post 91
DAVIS, JOSEPH G., 66TH OH INF; CO. C; 161ST, Post 289
DAVIS, JOSEPH G., 161ST OH INF, Post 53
DAVIS, JOSEPH N., 58TH IN INF, Post 90
DAVIS, JOSEPH V., 119TH IL INF, Post 74
DAVIS, LEANDER S., 99TH OH INF, Post 57
DAVIS, LEANDER S., 50TH OH INF; CO. C; 99TH O, Post 57
DAVIS, LOUIS, HORSEDOCTOR; 7TH VA CAV, Post
DAVIS, LUTHER M., 126TH OH INF, Post 252
DAVIS, LYSANUS J., 34TH IL INF, Post 82
DAVIS, MALCOLM, 17TH IL CAV, Post
DAVIS, MARION, 2ND MI CAV, Post 116
DAVIS, MARRICK, 4TH IA INF, Post 131
DAVIS, MARTIN V., 9TH IA CAV, Post

DAVIS, MILTON, 14TH US INF, Post
DAVIS, MORGAN W., 23RD IN INF, Post 69
DAVIS, MOSES, 22ND IA INF, Post 309
DAVIS, WILLIAM L., 18TH IL INF, Post 88
DAVIS, WILLIAM P., 118TH OH INF, Post 262
DAVIS, WILLIAM P., 59TH IL INF, Post 207
DAVIS, WILLIAM R., 1ST NE ART., Post 3
DAVIS, WILLIAM R., 34TH IA INF, Post 118
DAVIS, WILLIAM S, 138TH NY INF, Post
DAVIS, WILLIAM W., 8TH PA CAV, Post
DAVIS, WILLIS, 57TH IL INF, Post 22

DAVISON, GEORGE W., 10TH KS INF, Post
DAVISON, JOHN S., 9TH IA CAV, Post 262
DAVLIN, HUGH, 1ST IL ART., Post
DAVYE, MALCOMB, 17TH IL CAV, Post 70
DAWLEY, CHARLES F., 154TH IL INF, Post 3
DAWSON, AARON J., 30TH IL INF, Post 130
DAWSON, D., 16TH IN ART,(ERROR), Post 23
DAWSON, DANIEL, 16TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
DAWSON, DANIEL, 16TH OH ART, Post 23
DAWSON, DAVID, 112TH IL, Post
DAWSON, ELISHA C., 46TH IA INF, Post 164
DAWSON, FRANCIS M., 39TH OH INF, Post 60
DAWSON, GILES K., 22ND OH INF, Post 60
DAWSON, J.O., US NAVY, Post 25
DAWSON, JAMES, 13TH MO INF, Post
DAWSON, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post 115
DAWSON, JOHN H., 66TH IL INF, Post 173
DAWSON, JOHN I., 65TH OH INF, Post 171
DAWSON, JOHN M., 7TH IL CAV, Post 143

DAWSON, JOHN O., US NAVY;USS MARY BROWN, Post
DAWSON, LEWIS N., 53RD IL INF, Post 135
DAWSON, MOSES T., 83RD OH INF;CO. A;48TH O, Post 60
DAWSON, ROBERT, 96TH IL INF, Post 43
DAWSON, ROBERT, 12TH IL INF, Post 43
DAWSON, T.B., 101ST PA, Post
DAWSON, THOMAS B., 101ST PA INF, Post 96
DAWSON, WILLIAM, 2ND IA INF, Post
DAY, A. P., 14TH MI LIGHT ART., Post 10
DAY, A.N., 27TH OH INF, Post 205
DAY, AARON, 18TH IA INF, Post 22
DAY, ALDEN E., 87TH IN INF, Post 35
DAY, ALDEN E., 87TH IN, Post
DAY, CHARLES F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 32
DAY, CHARLES F., 42ND IA INF, Post 32
DAY, CLINTON, 1ST TN ART., Post
DAY, DANIEL A., 16TH IL INF;CO. E;192ND, Post 2
DAY, EDWIN M., 146TH IL INF, Post 12
DAY, ENOCH, 91ST IL INF, Post
DAY, ENOCH F., 91ST IL INF, Post 110
DAY, FLORENCE P., US NAVY; STEAMER LINDEN, Post 110
DAY, H.G., 16TH VT INF, Post 35
DAY, HEZRON G., 16TH VT INF, Post
DAY, J.W., 1ST WI INDEPENDENT ART., Post 42
DAY, JAMES H., 2ND CO INF, Post 7
DAY, JOSIAS W., 51ST IL INF, Post 262
DAY, LORENCE, US NAVY; GUNBOAT, Post
DAY, SYLVESTER, PARNELL'S MD CAV LEGION, Post 80
DAY, THOMAS, 14TH KY CAV, Post
DAY, THOMAS, 14TH KY INF, Post
DAY, THOMAS, 14TH KY CAVALRY, Post
DAY, W.J., 51ST IL, Post
DAY, WILLIAM A., 101ST PA INF, Post
DAY, WILLIAM B., 124TH IL INF, Post 4
DAY, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, Post 162
DAYLE, M.F.B., CO INDEPENDENT INF, Post 127
DAYMUDE, WILLIAM B., 8TH IA INF, Post

DBIGELOW, THOMAS A. H., 45TH IL INF, Post 27
DARWIN, ALEXANDER, 9TH OH CAV, Post
DEAHEK, JOSEPH, 6TH IA CAV, Post
DEAKIN, ROBERT, 6TH IN CAV, Post 252
DEAL, C.C., 7TH WV CAV, Post 264
DEAL, EDWARD O., 17TH WI INF, Post 170
DEAL, ELIJAH E., 3RAD MO CAV, Post
DEAN, BEVERLY A., 53RD IN INF, Post 9;1
DEAN, CHARLES P., 8TH OH INF, Post 135
DEAN, CHARLES W., 42ND WI INF, Post 101
DEAN, DENIS W., 1ST IA ART., Post
DEAN, DENNIS W., 1ST IA ART., Post
DEAN, ELLIS C., 29TH IA, Post
DEAN, ERMAN R., 4TH MI CAV, Post 10
DEAN, GEORGE P., 10TH MI CAV, Post 11
DEAN, HENRY H., 11TH IL INF; 146TH IL INF, Post 214
DEAN, HENRY H., 146TH IL INF, Post
DEAN, HENRY H., 146TH IL INF; 11TH IL INF, Post 214

DEAN, JAMES W., 12TH WI INF, Post
DEAN, JAMES W., 1ST MS RIFLES, Post 101
DEAN, JARVIS, 5TH IL ART., Post 191
DEAN, JOHN S.W., 3RD WV CAV, Post
DEAN, JOSEPH, 39TH IL INF, Post 152
DEAN, L.H., 12TH OH INF, Post 95
DEAN, LEWIS W., 94TH OH INF, Post
DEAN, R.F., Post 123
DEAN, ROSCOE F., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
DEAN, STEPHEN A., 93RD IL INF, Post
DEAN, WILLIAM M., 23RD IA INF, Post 219
DEANE, HERMAN, 3RD IA INF, Post
DEANE, JAMES K., 11TH IL INF, Post 152
DEANE, LAWRENCE, 97TH NY INF, Post 282
DEANS, GEORGE, 72ND IN INF, Post
DEARBORN, FREDERICK R., 7TH WI INF, Post 204
DEARDORFF, ABRAHAM B., 100TH PA INF, Post
DEASEY, MICHAEL, US NAVY; SLOOP G. MANGHAN, Post 2
DEASON, JOHN B., 13TH IL CAV, Post 321

deason, nathan, 81ST IL INF, Post
DEASON, NATHANIEL, 81ST IL INF, Post
DEATHERAGE, JAMES S., 101ST IL INF, Post
DEATHERAGE, JAMES S., 101ST IL INF, Post 50
DEATON, THOMAS, 110TH IL INF, Post
DEAVER, CHARLES B., 55TH OH INF, Post 114
DEAVER, CHARLES C., OH INF, Post
DEAVER, SAMUEL S., 66TH IN INF, Post
DeBARNES, DANIEL, 6TH IN CAV, Post 25
DEBENDERFER, HENRY, 50TH PA INF, Post 111
DEBOARD, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 38
DeBOER, JOHN, 31ST IL INF, Post
DeBORD, G.W., 51ST IN INF; PVT; CO. K; 9T, Post 150
DEBORD, GEORGE J., 8TH IA, Post
DEBORD, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post
DeBRULER, ALFRED, 10TH IN CAV, Post 231
DeCAMP, AUGUSTUS, 1ST US MARINE ART., Post 161
DECAMP, M.A., 7TH IA CAV, Post 222

DECH, JOSIAH J., 34TH IL INF, Post 31
DECH, WILLIAM E., 10TH IL INF, Post 90
DECH, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF RIFLES, Post 31
DECH, WILLIAM H., 54TH PA INF, Post 31
DECK, JOHN W., 1ST IL ART., Post 316
DECK, JOSIAH J., 34TH IL INF, Post 31
DECK, JOSIAH J., 34TH IL INF, Post
DECK, W.H., PA, Post
DECK, WILLIAM E., 10TH IL INF, Post
DECK, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF, Post
DECKER, BENJAMIN G., 1ST NE INF, Post 28
DECKER, ELI, 183RD OH INF, Post 11
DECKER, GEORGE, 28TH PA, Post
DECKER, GEORGE, 80TH IN INF, Post
DECKER, GEORGE, 2ND CT INF, Post 35
DECKER, JAMES M., 136TH NY INF, Post 17
DECKER, JOHN, 83RD IN INF, Post 24
DECKER, JOHN B., 9TH IL CAV, Post 165
DECKER, O. G., 7TH MI CAV, Post 7

DECKER, OLIVER, 7TH MI CAV, Post
DECKER, SIMEON, TEAMSTER; 3RD IA CAV, Post
DECKER, SIMON P., 3RD IN CAV, Post
DECKER, THOMAS, 86TH IN INF, Post 272
DECKOOR, JAMES P., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DeCLARK, ABRAHAM, 103RD PA INF, Post 12
DeCONDRES, LOUIS C., 1ST WI INF; CORP; CO. G &., Post 95
DeCONDRESS, LOUIS C., 16TH WI INF, Post 269
DeCONDRESS, LOUIS C., 1ST WI INF; 16TH WI INF, Post 305
DEDMORE, ELIAS, 10TH IA INF, Post 18
DEEDER, W. HENRY, 2ND IL ART., Post 60
DEEDS, JOHN, 37TH IA INF, Post
DEEFENBAUGH, PHILLIP, 1ST MI CAV, Post 29
DEEKEE, ANDREW G., 56TH, Post
DEEM, JERRIMIAH, 2ND WV INF, Post
DEEM, MELVIN H., 8TH IA INF, Post 1
DEEM, MELVIN H., 8TH IA INF, Post 263
DEERAING, NATHANIEL W., 13TH WI INF, Post 39

DEFFENBAUGH, A.W., 88TH IN INF, Post 295
DEFFENBAUGH, ANTHONY W., 88TH IN INF, Post
DEFFENBAUGH, WILLIAM, 89TH IN INF, Post 227
DEFFER, AUGUSTUS, 1ST DC INF, Post 77
DEFFING, L., US MARINE CORP, Post 262
DEFORD, HENRY, HENSHAWS IL ART., Post 83
DEFORREST, AUGUSTUS, 7TH NJ INF, Post 273
DeFRANCE, ABNER, 73RD OH INF, Post
DeFRANCE, ABNER, 73RD OH INF, Post
DEGAN, JOHN, 76TH IL INF, Post 157
DeGarn, W.J., 12TH WV INF, Post 179
DEGRAFF, CHARLES A., 20TH IN INF, Post 60
DEGRAFF, CHARLES H, 20TH IN INF, Post
DeGRAW, ISAAC, 6TH MI CAV, Post 74
DeGROFF, RICHARD L., 1ST WI INF, Post 261
DeGROFFT, AMASA L., 72ND IL INF, Post 242
DEICH, VALENTINE, 49TH IN INF, Post 253
DEICK, JOHN J.D., 32ND IL INF, Post 284
DEIHART, J. WILLIAM, 2ND IL ART., Post 142
DEIHL, ANDREW, Post
DEILKS, JONATHAN JO, 89TH OH INF, Post 8
DEITCH, STEPHEN, 25TH IN ART., Post 30
DEITZ, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, Post 101
DEITZ, SANFORD, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
DEIVEY, PERRY C., 21ST IA INF, Post 338
DeJAY, JUDSON, 26TH NY INF; CO. B & F; 3R, Post 80
DEJOHN, JOSEPH, 6TH IL CAV, Post 301
DeKALB, THOMAS J., 2ND PA CAV, Post 266
DeLaBARRE, REAMOR R., 9TH IA CAV, Post 228
DELAET, CELESTIAN, 11OH OH CAV, Post 102
DeLaFREEMAN, WILLIAM, 134TH IL INF, Post 4
DELAMATER, JACOB, 37TH IA INF, Post 249
DELANEY, EDWARD, 48TH MO INF, Post
DELANEY, JOHN W., 182ND PA INF, Post
DELANG, E., 48TH MO INF, Post 88
DELANO, DOUGLAS C., 157TH OH INF, Post 157
DELANO, J.H., 8TH MI CAV, Post 321

DELAVEY, JAMES, 72ND NY INF, Post
DELAWARE, J.T., 33RD WI INF, Post
DELAWARE, JAMES T., 33RD WI INF, Post 84
DELAWARE, JAMES T., 33RD WI INF, Post 84
DELAZIER, GEORGE, 8TH MO CAV, Post
DELBIDGE, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 120
DELMYER, HENRY, 13TH IA INF, Post 50
DELONA, ZAVIER, 14TH KS CAV, Post 16
DELONG, AUSTIN, 34TH IA, Post
DELONG, BERNARD A., 11TH IA INF, Post
DELONG, FRANCIS M., 11TH IL INF, Post 150
DELONG, GEORGE W., 77TH IL INF, Post 127
DELONG, GIPSON, 3RD IL CAV, Post 21
DELONG, HENRY, 129TH IN INF, Post 260
DELONG, HIRAM, 57TH PA CAV, Post
DELONG, OLIVER P., 11TH IL INF, Post 80
DELONG, THOMAS D., 1ST CA CAV, Post
DELONG, THOMAS E., 1ST CA CAV, Post
DELONG, THOMAS E., 33RD IA INF, Post 349

DELZELL, SOLOMON, 142ND IN INF, Post
DELZLER, JACOB, 13TH IL CAV, Post
DEMARAY, DANFORTH, 1ST MI CAV, Post
DEMARCE, JOHN M., 10TH IN CAV, Post
DEMAREC, JOHN A., 28TH IL INF, Post 65
DEMAREE, JOHN M., 10TH IN CAV, Post 25
DEMARY, CHRISTOPHER, 6TH NH INF, Post 8
DEMIER, JOHN W., 1ST NE, Post
DEMONEY, B.A., 57TH PA INF, Post 153
DEMORANVILLE, SETH L., 15TH NY CAV; PVT; CO. G; 1S, Post 182
DEMOSS, PETER, 12TH IN CAV, Post 24
DEMOTT, EDWIN F., 112TH IL INF, Post 163
DeMOTTE, McKENDREE, 145TH IL INF, Post 99
DEMPEY, ISAAC H., 40TH IA INF, Post 347
DEMPSEY, JOHN, 5TH IA INF, Post 82
DEMPSTER, JOHN A., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 52ND IL, Post 22
DENEEN, JOHN, 15TH US INF, Post 9
DENG, PHRB E A, 3 WIVET, Post

DENHAM, GEORGE W., 132ND IL INF, Post 25
DENHAM, GEORGE W., 132ND IL INF, Post
DENHAM, HUGH, Post
DENHAM, HUGH L., 25TH IA INF, Post
DENHAM, HUGH L., 25TH IA INF, Post 91
DENHERDER, CORNELIUS, 25TH MI INF, Post
DENISE, JACOB C., 27TH OH INF, Post
DENISE, JACOB CONOOA, 27TH OH INF, Post
DENISON, JAMES, 189TH NY INF, Post 116
DENISTON, JOHN C., 22ND WI INF, Post
DENISTON, WILLIAM R., 4TH WI, Post
DENISTON, WILLIAM R., 4TH WI CAV, Post 56
DENMAN, AMOS H., 7TH OH INF(1ST DC), Post 25
DENMAN, AMOS H., 1ST DC(7TH OH INF), Post 25
DENMAN, FRANCIS M., 55TH IL INF, Post 22
DENNEY, JAMES, 49TH IN INF, Post 52
DENNG, SAMUEL W., 2ND IA, Post
DENNING, A., 12TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 103
DENNING, ALVIN, 12TH OH CAV, Post 309

DENNING, CHARLES, 22ND PA INF, Post
DENNING, WILLIAM H., 73RD IL INF, Post 133
DENNIS, BENJAMIN A., 51ST IN INF, Post 146
DENNIS, CALEB, 15TH NY CAV, Post
DENNIS, E.G., 151ST OH INF, Post 272
DENNIS, G. W., 9TH OH INF, Post 61
DENNIS, GEORGE L., 21ST NY NATIONAL GUARD I, Post 110
DENNIS, J.H., 16TH IA INF, Post
DENNIS, JAMES W., 123RD IN INF, Post
DENNIS, JAMES W., 123RD MO INF, Post
DENNIS, JOHN B., 6TH MN INF, Post 262
DENNIS, JOHN W., 26TH MO INF, Post 237
DENNIS, JOSEPH T., 146TH IL INF, Post 18
DENNIS, LEWIS, 27TH IL INF, Post
DENNIS, O.P., 11TH IA INF, Post 18
DENNIS, OLIVER P., 11TH IA INF, Post 18
DENNIS, REDFORD, 29TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 25
DENNIS, REDFORD, 2ND IA INF, Post

DENNIS, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, Post
DENNIS, THOMAS W., 10TH NY ART., Post 316
DENNISEW, B.F., 8TH MO INF, Post 25
DENNISON, BAZIE, 8TH MO INF, Post
DENNISON, FRANKLIN, 12TH MI INF, Post 32
DENNION, GEORGE W., 149TH OH INF, Post 11
DENSMORE, NEEDHAM, 92ND IL INF, Post
DENSMORE, NEIDLHAM, 92ND IL INF, Post 115
DENTON, ISAAC V., 5TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 108
DENTON, J.B., 136TH PA INF, Post 321
DEOS, HENRY, 3RD VT INF, Post
DEPICE, DENNISON J., 143RD PA INF, Post
DEPREZIN, HUGO, 119TH NY INF, Post 12
DEPUE, JOSEPH D., 105TH IL INF, Post 11
DEPUE, N.M., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
DEPUE, NICHOLAS M., 13TH IL INF, Post 11
DEPUE, R.D., 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
DEPUE, RICHARD D., WAGONER; 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
DEPUN, ISIAH, 67TH IL INF, Post

DEPUY, ISAAC, 67TH IL INF, Post 106
DEPUYE, WILLIAM, 2ND OH CAV; 25TH IN ART., Post 86
DEPUYE, WILLIAM B., 25TH OH LIGHT ART; CO. L, Post 86
DEQUAZIE, JAMES O., 139TH IN INF, Post 39
DERANY, LACHNEY, 9TH MO LINF, Post 9
DERBY, ALONZO F., 47TH IA INF, Post
DERBY, DANIEL C., 44TH WI INF, Post 50
DERBY, L.P., 14TH US INF, Post
DEREMUS, HARRY E., 2ND CO CAV, Post 13
DEREMUS, HARRY E., 2ND CO INF (ERROR), Post 13
DERIEMERAS, WILLIAM V., 6TH MI INF (13TH MI INF), Post 39
DERIEMERS, WILLIAM V., 13TH MI INF (6TH MI ART), Post 39
DERRICK, EDWIN W., 106TH NY INF, Post
DERRYBERRY, JOHN H., 10TH TN INF, Post 228
DERSTINE, BENJAMIN M., 7TH OH CAV, Post 6; 3
DERSTINE, BENJAMIN M., 7TH OH CAV, Post
DESCH, MARCUS, 4TH US VETERAN VOL., Post 32
DESCH, MARCUS, 64TH IL INF, Post 32

DESCHNER, JACOBA, 1ST IL ART., Post 84
DESH, M., 69TH IL INF, Post 32
DESMAR, HENRY F., 5TH NY INF, Post
DESMAR, HENRY F., 6TH NY CAV; PVT; CO. M; 2ND, Post 158
DESMOND, DANIEL, 8TH NY CAV, Post 109
DESO, C.H., 1ST OH ART. (ERROR), Post 92
DESO, CHARLES H., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 92
DESON, WILLIAM H., 18TH WI INF, Post 212
DeTEMPLE, GEORGE P., 2ND US INF; 78TH NY INF, Post 52
DETERMAN, LEWIS H., 112TH IL INF, Post 47
DETHLEFS, JOHN, 20TH NY INF, Post
DETORMAN, HENRY L., 12TH IL INF, Post
DETRICH, CHARLES, 2ND US INF, Post 24
DETRICK, CHARLES, 15TH US INF; CO. F; 2ND US, Post
DETRICK, HOYT M., 4TH IA CAV, Post 32
DETERMANN, LEWIS H., 112TH IL INF, Post
DETWEILER, JOHN S., 194TH PA INF, Post
DEUEL, JAMES P., 3RD MI CAV, Post 265
DEUEL, WILBERT, 17TH IL CAV, Post 182
DEUELL, WILLAIM A., 12TH MI INF, Post 11
DEUN, JOHN W., 103RD WV, Post
DEVALL, AARON, 6TH WI, Post
DEVANEY, LACKEY, 8TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. F; 9TH, Post 9; 8
DEVAUL, C.H., 9TH OH CAV, Post 198
DEVICE, ANDERSON, 29TH IA INF, Post
DEVIENNY, EZEKIEL J., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post
DEVINE, CHARLES J., 11TH IL CAV, Post 57
DEVINE, JAMES, 1ST US DRAGOONS, Post 30
DEVINE, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, Post 91
DeVOE, EDWIN F., 20TH WI INF, Post 25
DeVOE, EDWIN F., 21ST WI INF (ERROR), Post 25
DEVORE, JAMES, 76TH IL INF, Post
DEVORE, JAMES A., 189TH OH INF, Post 90
DeVRIES, JELLE, 9TH MI CAV, Post 312
DEVRIES, YELLOW, 9TH MI CAV, Post
DEW, JACOB S., 85TH IL INF, Post
DEW, JACOB S., 85TH IL INF, Post 47
DEW, ROBERT, 17TH IL INF, Post
DEW, ROBERT, 17TH IL INF; CO. A; 8TH IL, Post 47
DEW, ROBERT, 8TH IL INF; CO. I; 17TH IL, Post 47
DEWEES, J.W., 23RD IA INF, Post
DEWEES, JOEL W., 23RD IA INF, Post 214
DEWEES, THOMAS, 1ST IL ART., Post 41
DEWEES, THOMAS, 1ST IL INF, Post 141
DEWESS, JOEL W., 23RD IA ING, Post
DEWEY, EDWARD A., 31ST IA INF, Post 68
DEWEY, EDWARD A., 17TH IA INF; 31ST IA INF, Post 82
DEWEY, ISSACHER, 89TH IL INF, Post
DEWEY, ISSACHER B., 86TH IL INF, Post 245
DEWEY, JOHN C., 139TH IL INF, Post 130
DEWEY, JOHN C., 55TH IL INF; 137TH IL INF, Post 41
DEWEY, JOHN C., 55TH IL INF, Post 130
DEWEY, LEWIS E., 2ND U.S. ART, Post 16
DEWEY, N. WRIGHT, 157TH IL, Post
DEWITT, CHARLES E., 8TH IA CAV, Post
DEWITT, CHARLES H., 66TH IN INF, Post 226

DEWITT, DIXON, US NAVY; GUNBOAT 'HASTING, Post 122
DEWITT, HENRY C., IA, Post
DEWITT, JAMES P., 2ND IA INF, Post 65
DEWITT, WILLIAM R., 62ND IL INF, Post 249
DeWOLF, GEORGE W., 120TH IL INF; CO. K; 113TH, Post 22
DeWOLF, GEORGE W., 43RD IL INF; CORP; CO. K; 1, Post 22
DeWOLF, GEORGE W., 113TH IL INF; CO. G; 120TH, Post 22
DEWOLF, JAMES K., 1ST NY INF DRAGOONS, Post
DEWOLF, JOHN A., 52ND IL INF, Post 182
DeWOLF, Ransom, 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
DeWOLFE, CURTIS P., INDEPENDENT PA LIGHT ART, Post
DEWSTOR, S. R., 1ST MI CAV, Post 60
DeWYANT, MICHAEL E., 6TH OH CAV, Post 113
DEXTER, BENJAMIN, 17TH KY INF, Post 233
DEXTER, CHARLES A., 14TH IA INF, Post 7
DEXTER, HARVEY H., 51ST PA INF, Post 4
DEXTER, RODNEY, 3RD NY CAV, Post 31
DEXTER, RODNEY, 100TH NY INF, Post

DEXTER, RODNEY, 100TH NY INF, Post
DEXTER, RODNEY, 100TH NY INF, Post
DEY, JOHN B., 8TH IA CAV, Post 59
DEY, JOHN B., 8TH IA CAV, Post 59
DEYOA, GEORGE H., 47TH IL INF, Post
DEYS, ABRAHAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
DIBBLE, BENJAMIN FRA, 38TH IA INF, Post 25
DIBBLE, JOHN, 145TH PA INF, Post
DIBBLE, O.N., 11TH IL INF; 155TH NY INF, Post 262
DIBBLE, ORIN N., 155TH NY INF, Post
DIBBLE, RICHARD, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
DIBBLE, RICHARD, 1ST WI ART., Post
DIBELL, JOHN H., 95TH IL INF, Post 104
DIBLE, JOHN H., 95TH IL INF, Post
DIBLE, JOHN H., 95TH IL INF, Post 104
DICE, WILLIAM, 65TH IL INF, Post 84
DICKASON, ALEXANDER, 7TH OH CAV, Post
DICKENSON, H.N., 2ND IL ART., Post 174
DICKENSON, HAMILTON N., 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post

DICKERSON, ALBERT, 2ND NE CAV, Post 231
DICKERSON, JOHN W., 77TH IN INF, Post 15
DICKERSON, TOMAS G., 33RD IN INF, Post
DICKERSON, W.R., 2ND NE CAV, Post 343
DICKEY, JAMES, 98TH NY INF, Post
DICKEY, JAMES W., 22ND MI INF, Post 130
DICKEY, JOHN H., 5TH OH CAV, Post
DICKEY, MAXWELL, 16TH IL INF, Post 33
DICKEY, ORIN, 36TH IL INF, Post 192
DICKIE, JAMES W., 22ND MI INF; POST 341, Post 130
DICKINSON, DAVID M., 21ST IN INF; 1ST IN HEAVY, Post 77
DICKINSON, JOHN W., 43RD WI INF, Post 38
DICKINSON, JOHN W., 43RD WI INF, Post
DICKINSON, NATHANIEL P., 1ST VT CAV, Post
DICKINSON, SOLOMON, 6TH NY CAV, Post
DICKINSON, W.C., 2ND US, Post 329
DICKSON, ALFRED B., 8TH IL CAV, Post
DICKSON, ALFRED B., 8TH IL CAV, Post 123

DICKSON, ALFRED B., Post 123
DICKSON, JOHN W., 30TH IL INF, Post
DICKSON, JOHN W., 14TH IA INF, Post
DICKSON, JOHN W., 30TH IL INF, Post 100
DICKSON, JOSEPH B., 12TH IL INF, Post 264
DICKSON, MALEN A., 30TH IA, Post
DICKSON, ROBERT M., 12TH IL INF, Post 264
DICKSON, ROBERT M., 12TH IL INF, Post
DICKSON, WILLIAM, 6TH PA CAV, Post
DICUS, JAMES, 28TH IA INF, Post 193
DIEFFENBAUGH, PHILLIP, 1ST WI CAV, Post 9
DIEHL, CHARISTIAN, 10TH IL INF, Post
DIEHL, HENRY, 151ST IL INF, Post 63
DIEHL, JACOB F., 104TH IL INF, Post 15
DIEHL, WILLIAM A., 44TH IN INF, Post 63
DIENER, JONATHAN F., 39TH PA INF, Post
DIENS, ISAAC, 113TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
DIETER, CONRAD, 9TH IL CAV, Post 143
DIETER, JOHN, 100TH IL INF; CO. B; 51ST, Post

DIETER, JOHN, 51ST IL INF; CO. C; 100TH, Post
DIETZ, HENRY, 151ST LIN INF, Post
DIFFENDAFFER, WILLIAM, 20TH IA INF, Post 25
DIFFER, ABLE, 15TH IA INF, Post 122
DIFFINDAFFER, WILLIAM, 20TH IN, Post
DIGBEY, JOHN, 26TH IA INF, Post 354
DIKE, JEREMIAH, 17TH IL CAV, Post 22
DILINGHAM, JAMES, 100TH IN INF, Post 158
DILKS, JOHN, 89TH IL INF, Post 8
DILL, BENJAMIN F., 8TH CAV; DIED 9JAN1929, Post
DILL, ROBERT S., 155TH IN INF, Post 62
DILL, ROBERT S., 155TH IN INF, Post
DILLEHEY, JOHN F., 52ND OH INF, Post 33
DILLENBACK, JOHN S., 20TH NY CAV, Post 56
DILLER, ANDREW, 1ST US INF, Post 77
DILLER, SAMUEL W., 3RD BATTERY; 18TH US INF, Post 245
DILLER, W.H., 1ST PA INF, Post 245
DILLEY, JAMES, 98TH IL INF, Post 120
DILLEY, S.C., US ART, Post 13
DILLON, C.A., 3RD WI INF, Post 69
DILLON, CHRISTOPHER, 4TH US ART., Post 2;3
DILLON, F.M., 1ST IL INF(ERROR), Post 32
DILLON, F.M., 12TH IA INF.(ERROR), Post 32
DILLON, FRANCIS M., 1ST IA ART., Post 32
DILLON, GEORGE W., 25TH IA INF, Post 207
DILLON, HOSEA R., 29TH IA INF, Post 91
DILLON, JOAB A., 41ST IL INF, Post 47
DILLON, JOB, 45TH IL, Post
DILLON, JOHN S., 148TH OH INF, Post 269
DILLON, JOHN S., 148TH OH INF, Post 269
DILLON, NATHEN, 97TH OH INF, Post
DILLON, PATON D., 29TH IA INF, Post 112
DILLON, SAMUEL P., 35TH OH INF, Post 231
DILLON, W.H., 12TH IL CAV, Post 32
DILLON, ZACHARIAH, 46TH IL INF, Post 107
DILLS, GEORGE W., 44TH IN INF, Post
DILLY, WASHINGTON T, 36TH IL INF, Post 32

DILS, PETER E., 6TH VA INF, Post
DILTS, LEVI, 46TH IA INF, Post
DILTZ, JOHN, 46TH IA INF, Post 82
DILWORTH, C.J., 85TH IL INF, Post 13
DILWORTH, CALEB J., 85TH IL INF, Post
DILWORTH, CALEB J., 85TH IL INF, Post 25
DILWORTH, W.S., 8TH IL, Post
DILWORTH, WARREN S., 8TH IL INF, Post 169
DILWORTH, WARREN S., 8TH IA INF, Post
DIMERAL, JAMES M., 1ST IA CAV, Post
DIMICK, JOSEPH O., 8TH IA INF, Post 298
DIMICK, WILLIAM H., 19TH IN INF, Post 38
DIMMITT, JAMES, 155TH IN INF, Post 231
DINCEN, JOHN, 15TH US INF, Post 275
DINGER, PETER, 10TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 98
DINGES, ADAM K., 93RD IL INF, Post 129
DINGG, DAVID, 1ST NE INF, Post 80
DINGMAN, JOHN L., 16TH WI INF, Post 13
DINGMAN, JOHN S., 11TH MI INF, Post 171
DINGMAN, WILSON S., 194TH OH INF, Post
DINNELL, JOHN C., 11TH IA INF, Post
DINNELL, WILLIAM, 51ST MO INF, Post 320
DINNING, DAVID J., 59TH IL INF, Post 89
DINSMORE, JOHN B., 9TH NY CAV, Post 19
DINSMORE, SAMUEL P., 116TH OH INF, Post 151
DIRBY, LOUIS P., 68TH OH INF, Post 62
DISBRO, RUEL L., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
DISBROW, W.H., 34TH IA INF, Post 15
DISBROW, WILLIAM H., 18TH IN INF, Post 15
DISBROW, WILLIAM H., 5TH WI INF, Post 60
DISHAW, LEWIS, 4TH NY ART., Post 267
DISNEY, GROVE, WAGONMASTER; 126TH IL INF, Post 121
DITCH, JOHN, 208TH PA INF, Post 258
DITMORE, JOHN, 23RD IN INF, Post 60
DITSON, WILLIAM A., 133RD IL INF, Post 43
DITTO, CLARK M., 2ND OH CAV, Post 210
DITTO, DANIEL, 59TH IL INF, Post
DITTOE, DANIEL, 59TH IL INF, Post
DITZELL, GEORGE, 1ST MI INF, Post 25
DITZLER, JACOB, 13TH IL CAV, Post 84
DITZLER, SAMUEL, 200TH PA INF, Post 310
DIVERT, JAMES, 77TH IL INF, Post 224
DIXON, ASA C., 22ND IA INF, Post 52
DIXON, DEWITT, US NAVY; GUNBOAT HASTINGS, Post
DIXON, GEORGE F., 7TH IL CAV, Post 19
DIXON, GEORGE W., 81ST OH INF, Post 94
DIXON, J.P., 2ND CO INF, Post 37
DIXON, JAMES B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 37
DIXON, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, Post 116
DIXON, JOSEPH H., 18TH IA INF, Post 51
DIXON, JOSEPH L., 11TH IL CAV; POST 217, Post 102
DIXON, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 191
DIXON, WILLIAM, 33RD IN INF, Post 88
DIXON, WILLIAM E., 17TH IA INF; POST 318, Post 52
DOAK, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, Post 142

DOAN, LEMUEL, 140TH IN INF, Post 105
DOANE, GEORGE S., 11TH IL INF, Post 7
DOANE, JAMES E., 156TH IL INF, Post 16
DOBBIE, FRED, 15TH US INF, Post 82
DOBBINS, JAMES, 91ST IL INF, Post
DOBBINS, JAMES A., 26TH OH INF, Post 172
DOBBINS, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 1
DOBBS, JOHN, 33RD MO LINF, Post 115
DOBBS, JOHN T., 33RD MO INF, Post
DOBBS, LEMUEL D., 19TH US COLORED TROOPS; 1, Post 25
DOBNER, HENRY, 39TH IL INF, Post
DOBSON, , 23RD WI INF, Post
DOBSON, ABRAM H., 74TH IL INF, Post 70
DOBSON, DAVID, 66TH IN INF, Post 11
DOBSON, S.J., 46TH WI, Post
DOBSON, STODDARD J., 46TH WI INF, Post 25
DOBSON, WILLIAM H., 23RD WI INF, Post 25
DOBSON, WILLIAM H., 23RD WI INF, Post
DODD, CALVIN R., 27TH IN INF, Post 284

DODD, CALVIN R., 27TH IA INF, Post 94
DODD, JEREMIAH M., 52ND IL INF, Post 147
DODD, JOHN W., 7TH IN INF, Post 77
DODD, JOSEPH R., 41ST IA INF; 7TH IA CAV, Post
DODD, OREN C., 53RD OH INF, Post 217
DODD, WILLIAM H., 14TH IA INF, Post 144
DODDS, J.R., 7TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 115
DODDS, JOSEPH R., 14TH IA INF; 7TH IA CAV; 4, Post 115
DODDS, JOSEPH R., 7TH IA CAV; 14TH & 17TH I, Post 115
DODDS, JOSEPH R., 7TH IA CAV, Post
DODDS, WILLIAM, 15TH OH INF, Post 23
DODDS, WILLIAM F., 11TH PA RESERVE CAV, Post 9
DODGE, FRANK G., 11TH NH INF, Post
DODGE, GEORGE O., 7TH VT INF, Post 4; 1
DODGE, J.H., 2ND KS ART., Post 184
DODGE, JAMES M., 147TH IL INF, Post 91
DODGE, JOSEPH D., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
DODGE, JOSEPH D., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 17

DODGE, JOSEPH H., 267TH MI INF, Post
DODGE, JOSEPH K., 7TH MI INF, Post
DODGE, N.P., 16TH VT INF, Post 105
DODGE, PHINEUS, 28TH MI INF, Post 20
DODGE, SIDNEY, 18TH MI INF, Post 207
DODGE, THEODORE, 11TH KS CAV, Post
DODSON, CHARLES C., 74TH OH INF, Post 11
DODSON, E.W., 10TH IL INF, Post 180
DOEKBRU, CHARLES, 8TH NY INF, Post
DOGGETT, WILLIAM A., 19TH IL INF, Post 25
DOGGETT, WILLIAM A., 144TH IL INF, Post 25
DOGGETT, WILLIAM A., 19TH IL INF, Post
DOHARSH, EDWARD P., 186TH OH INF, Post 154
DOHERTY, JOSEPH, 11TH OH CAV, Post 110
DOHERTY, JOSEPH, 11TH OH CAV, Post
DOIL, JAMES E., 59TH IA INF, Post
DOING, HIRAM, 4TH IN HEAVY ART., Post
DOING, HIRAM, 4TH IN ART., Post 218
DOLAN, J.W., 17TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 154
DOLAN, JAMES W., 18TH IA INF, Post 154
DOLAN, JOHN, 23RD IL INF, Post 11
DOLAN, JOHN R., 7TH IL, Post
DOLAN, WILLIAM A.J., 1ST NE CAV, Post 7
DOLAN, WILLIAM G.J., 2ND MD INF, Post
DOLBORN, GIDEON, 91ST IL INF, Post
DOLE, ALBERT G., 1ST OH INF;POST 318, Post 207
DOLL, FRANKLIN A., 146TH IL INF, Post 217
DOLL, FRANKLIN A., 70TH IL INF, Post 217
DOLL, GEORGE, 55TH OH INF, Post
DOLL, GEORGE W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 175
DOLLARHIDE, JOHN S., 8TH IA INF, Post 8
DOLLE, CHARLES A., 92ND IL INF, Post 76
DOLPH, D.A., 50TH NY INF, Post
DOLPH, E.M., 3RD IA ART., Post 276
DOLPH, HUBERT L., 124TH IL INF, Post
DOLPHIN, JOHN, 30TH WI INF, Post 230
DOLSON, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, Post 69

DONAHUE, DAN, 21ST IA INF, Post
DONAHUE, JAMES, 18TH IL INF, Post 112
DONAHUE, JAMES T., 30TH IN INF;12TH IN CAV, Post 15
DONAHUE, JOHN, 2ND US CAV, Post 106
DONAHUE, THOMAS, 5TH US CAV, Post 4
DONALD, THOMAS P., 101ST IL INF;16TH IL INF, Post 13
DONALD, THOMAS P., 16TH IL INF, Post 13
DONALDSEN, MADISON MAT, 54TH IN INF;12TH IN CAV, Post 23
DONALDSON, A.B., 3RD MN INF, Post 192
DONALDSON, DANIEL S., 3RD WI INF, Post
DONALDSON, JAMES M., 53RD IN INF;29TH IN INF, Post 289
DONALDSON, JAMES M., 29TH IN INF;53RD IN INF, Post 289
DONALDSON, MADISON MAT, 12TH IN CAV, Post 23
DONALDSON, SAMUEL, 33RD WI INF, Post

DONALDSON, SAMUEL S., 33RD WI INF, Post 6
DONALDSON, THOMAS, 28TH WI INF, Post
DONEHOWER, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, Post 69
DONELSON, AMOS W., 33RD IA INF, Post
DONELY, JAMES, 100TH PA INF, Post
DONER, DARIUS T., 7TH IL INF, Post
DONER, JOHN, 1ST IL ART., Post 207
DONERY, JAMES, 32ND WI INF, Post 140
DONERY, JAMES, 36TH WI INF;32ND WI INF, Post 140
DONEVAN, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, Post
DONEY, J.H., 5TH & 8TH US ART, Post 23
DONLEY, WILLIAM, 25TH IL INF, Post 147
DONNALSON, JAMES T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 278
DONNELLY, EDWARD, 9TH US INF, Post 2;3
DONNELLY, J., 12RTH IL INF, Post 60
DONNELLY, JAMES, 124TH IL INF, Post 60
DONNELLY, JAMES, 102ND IL INF, Post 19
DONOHER, PETER, 2ND WI CAV, Post 208

DONOHOE, CHARLES, 4TH VA CAV, Post
DONOHOE, JOHN, 2ND US CAV, Post
DONOVAN, DENNIS, 46TH IL INF, Post 110
DONOVAN, EDWARD, CORP;1ST NE, Post 45
DONOVAN, L., 2ND IA INF, Post 35
DONOVAN, LEMUEL, 15TH IA INF, Post
DOOLEY, ANDREW J., 8TH MN INF, Post 265
DOOLEY, JAMES, 1ST IL ART., Post 98
DOOLEY, JOHN, 32ND IA, Post
DOOLEY, JOHN B., 32ND IA INF, Post 7
DOOLEY, PATRICK, 2ND MI CAV, Post 28
DOOLEY, S.B., 14TH IL INF, Post 35
DOOLEY, THOMAS E., 32ND IA INF, Post 77
DOOLITTLE, JOHN, 49TH MA INF, Post
DOOLITTLE, L.L., 24TH NY INF(ERROR), Post 8
DOOLITTLE, LELAND L., 24TH NY CAV, Post 8
DOOLITTLE, WILLIAM H., 9TH WI ART., Post
DOOLY, JOHN K., 30TH IN INF, Post 13
DOOLY, PATRICK, 33RD NJ INF, Post 12

DOOM, JAMES E., 2ND NE CAV, Post 51
DOPP, W.P., 5TH MI CAV, Post 157
DOPPS, AMOS, 3RD MI CAV, Post 220
DORAM, JOHN, 53RD IL INF, Post 205
DORAN, ALFRED, 9TH IL INF, Post 147
DORAN, ALFRED, 10TH IL INF, Post 147
DORAN, DAVID H., 1ST IL CAV, Post
DORAN, EDMOND, PVT; 60TH NY INF, Post 12
DORAN, JOSHUA, 114TH US INF, Post
DORAN, RICHARD E., 1ST KS ART., Post 4
DORATHY, C.H., 1ST MN INF, Post 76
DORE, GEORGE, 100TH IL INF, Post 4
DORINGUS, CHRIISTOPHER, 87TH IN INF, Post 59
DOREMUS, HARRY EDWARD, 2ND CA CAV, Post
DORILY, DANIEL B., 9TH KS CAV, Post
DORMAN, ELLIOTT L., 22ND CT INF, Post
DORMAN, WILLIAM J., 10TH IL CAV, Post 115
DORN, D.H., 1ST US CAV; 34TH IL INF, Post 35

DORN, JACOB, 83RD IL INF, Post 20
DORN, PETER, 2ND WI INF, Post 84
DORNE, PETER, 2ND WI INF, Post
DORNING, JONATHAN A., 2ND WI CAV, Post 101
DORNING, JONATHAN D., 2ND WI CAV, Post
DORNING, JOSEPH, 2ND WI CAV, Post
DORNING, JOSEPH, 2ND WI CAV, Post 101
DORR, EDMUND, , Post 123
DORR, EDMUND, 141ST OH INF, Post
DORR, EDWARD, 141ST OH INF, Post 123
DORRANCE, JAMES H., 4TH IA INF, Post 18
DORREY, CHARLES W., BENTON CADETS, Post 253
DORRIS, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, Post 98
DORSETT, EDWARD, 35TH OH INF, Post 5
DORSETT, EDWARD H., 9TH VT INF, Post 5
DORSETT, THOMAS, 27TH IN INF, Post
DORSEY, CHARLES W., 147TH OH INF, Post 253
DORSEY, DANIEL A., 33RD OH INF, Post 1
DORSEY, GEORGE W., 20TH OH INF, Post 91

DORSEY, GEORGE W.E., 6TH WV CAV, Post 4
DORSEY, ISAAC E., 30TH OH INF, Post 13
DORSEY, JOHN L., 147TH OH INF, Post 253
DORSEY, JOHNATHAN E., 2ND NE CAV, Post 105
DORSEY, NICHOLAS H., 50TH IL INF, Post 341
DORSEY, RICHARD J., 80TH IN INF, Post
DORSEY, SAMUEL, 17TH WV INF, Post 315
DORSEY, THOMAS, 27TH IN INF, Post 300
DORSTE, AUGUST, 4TH MO CAV, Post 166
DORSTE, AUGUST, 4TH MO CAV, Post
DORSTRESS, G., 129TH IL INF, Post
DORWART, JASON W., 66TH IL INF, Post 130
DOSTAL, ANTON, 43RD IL INF, Post 50
DOTSON, SAMUEL S., 1ST OH CAV, Post 25
DOTSON, SAMUEL S., 1ST OH CAV, Post
DOTY, C.J., US NAVY, Post
DOTY, FRANK, 2ND OH CAV ERROR, Post 354
DOTY, FRANK, 46TH OH INF, Post
DOTY, FRANK, 2ND OH CAV, Post 354
DOTY, GEORGE W., 6TH IA CAV, Post
DOTY, I.M., US NAVY; FRIGATE BIECKATH, Post 10
DOTY, JESSE M., 54TH OH INF, Post 13
DOTY, JOHN J., 134TH IL INF, Post 340
DOTY, JOSEPHUS, 46TH WI INF, Post 195
DOTY, O.M., 4TH MI CAV; 4TH & 5ATAH, Post 32
DOTY, R., 124TH NY INF, Post 193
DOUD, D.M., 96TH IL, Post
DOUD, DANIEL M., 96TH IL INF, Post 47
DOUD, ELIAS B., IL INF, Post
DOUDNA, H.H., 161ST OH INF, Post 31
DOUDNER, WILLIAM F., 89TH IN INF, Post 127
DOUDT, JERRY W., 12TH OH INF ERROR, Post 131
DOUGALL, WILLIAM J., 44TH NY INF, Post
DOUGHERTY, LOUIS, 15TH IA INF, Post 65
DOUGHERTY, OWEN, 14TH IA INF, Post 104
DOUGHERTY, OWEN, 14TH IA INF, Post
DOUGLAS, ABENER L., 1ST ME CAV, Post 25
DOUGLAS, CHARLES H., 66TH IL INF, Post 131
DOUGLAS, CLINTON, 18TH MO INF; SERG; CO. E; 6, Post 42
DOUGLAS, CYRUS, 1ST IA INF, Post 285
DOUGLAS, DANIEL, 13TH WI INF, Post
DOUGLAS, DELANO, 157TH OH NATIONAL GUARD, Post
DOUGLAS, DEWIN A., 38TH IL INF, Post 80
DOUGLAS, F.M., 6TH MI HEAVY ART., Post 5
DOUGLAS, FREDERICK, 12TH WI ART., Post 230
DOUGLAS, GEORGE M., 25TH WI INF, Post 289
DOUGLAS, HIRAM, 40TH OH INF, Post 72
DOUGLAS, JOHN, 98TH OH INF, Post 264
DOUGLAS, JOHN, 150TH IN INF, Post 264
DOUGLAS, JOHN B., 4TH MN INF, Post 146
DOUGLAS, JOHN H., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post
DOUGLAS, JOHN H., 34TH OH INF, Post 25
DOUGLAS, JOHN H., 34TH OH, Post
DOUGLAS, JOHN W., 85TH IL INF, Post 47
DOUGLAS, JOHN W., 85TH IL INF, Post

DOUGLAS, JOSEPH W., 2ND IL CAV, Post 32
DOUGLAS, LEROY, 11TH IA INF, Post 75
DOUGLAS, LEVI H., CATTLE SUPT.; GENERAL O.O, Post
DOUGLAS, LEVI H., 12TH IN INF, Post 1:9
DOUGLAS, LINEUR M., 51ST WI INF, Post 13
DOUGLAS, SANFORD V., 146TH IL INF, Post 131
DOUGLAS, SEBASTIAN E., 136TH IN INF; 11TH IN INF, Post 226
DOUGLAS, SEBASTIAN E., 11TH IN INF; 136TH IN INF, Post 226
DOUGLAS, THOMAS B., 27TH IA INF, Post 23
DOUGLAS, WILLIAM L., 9TH OH CAV, Post 226
DOUGLASS, F.M., 6TH MI INF, Post
DOUGLASS, JACOB, 8TH IN INF, Post
DOUGLASS, JACOB I., 8TH IN INF, Post
DOUGLASS, JACOB J., 8TH IN INF, Post 93
DOUGLASS, JAMES H., 22ND IA INF, Post 285
DOUGLASS, JOHN, 18TH IL INF, Post 247
DOUGLASS, JOHN H., 36TH OH INF, Post 93
DOUGLASS, JONATHAN E., 5TH IN ART., Post 143
DOUGLASS, WILLIAM, 19TH IL INF, Post

DOURTE, JOHN, 6TH IA INF, Post 226
DOUSE, LEWIS R., 60TH MA INF, Post 274
DOVE, EMANUEL H., 107TH IL INF, Post 149
DOVEY, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, Post
DOVEY, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, Post 101
DOW, CHARLES, 29TH IA INF, Post 27
DOW, CHARLES H., 59TH IN INF, Post 113
DOW, E.E., FIREMAN; US NAVY; IRONCLAD, Post 56
DOW, LORENZO H., US ARMY, Post 69
DOW, ORVILL, 9TH NY INF, Post
DOW, SANFORD F., 9TH IL CAV, Post 60
DOW, SANFORD F., 9TH IL CAV, Post
DOW, SCHUYLER, 24TH IL INF, Post 154
DOWD, ALEXANDER, 10TH IL INF, Post
DOWD, DAVID, 14TH IA INF, Post 25
DOWD, PHILANDER, 12TH IL INF, Post
DOWD, THOMAS J., 3RD WI INF, Post 13
DOWDY, HENRY, 96TH OH, Post
DOWERS, JAMES, 35TH IL INF, Post 10
DOWES, JONATHAN, 106TH IL INF, Post 22
DOWHERVEN, FRED, 31ST IA INF, Post 40
DOWHOWER, FRED, 31ST IA INF, Post 40
DOWLEY, CHARLES F., 154TH IL, Post
DOWLING, DANIEL, 2ND IA CAV, Post 70
DOWLING, ISAAC N., 140TH PA INF, Post
DOWLING, THOMAS, 14TH IL INF, Post 39
DOWNER, ANDREW J., 10TH NY ART., Post
DOWNER, IRA, 148TH OH INF, Post 24
DOWNER, IRA C., 69TH IL INF, Post
DOWNER, JAMES C., 4TH IL CAV, Post 25
DOWNER, JAMES C., 4TH IL CAV, Post
DOWNER, JONATHAN, WAGONER; 104TH OH INF, Post
DOWNEY, JOHN, 6TH MI CAV, Post 76
DOWNING, A.R., 2ND IA CAV, Post 15
DOWNING, CHARLES, 8TH IL CAV, Post
DOWNING, CHARLES, 8TH IL CAV, Post 331
DOWNING, CHARLES A., 8TH IA INF, Post 227
DOWNING, E.L., 4TH IA CAV, Post 15
DOWNING, GEORGE K., 7TH OH INF, Post 132
DOWNING, JACOB R., 4TH IA CAV, Post 163
DOWNING, JAMES M., 48TH IN INF, Post 91
DOWNING, WALTER, 7TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
DOWNING, WILLIAM C., Post
DOWNS, CHARLES H., 17TH MI INF, Post
DOWNS, CHARLES W., 118TH IL INF, Post 147
DOWNS, HARRY F., 44TH MA, Post
DOWNS, HENRY F., 5TH IA INF, Post
DOWNS, J.G., 29TH IA INF, Post 278
DOWNS, OLIVER R., 4TH WI CAV; 4TH WI INF, Post 80
DOWNS, OLIVER R., 4TH WI CAV, Post 80
DOWNS, WILL, 7TH IN INF, Post 94
DOWTY, HIRAM, 182ND OH INF, Post 34
DOXSEE, HARVEY, 97TH IL INF, Post 264
DOYL, JOHN, 11TH IL CAV, Post 72
DOYLE, EDWARD, 34TH IL, Post

DOYLE, EDWARD, 34TH IL INF, Post 231
DOYLE, ELI, 184TH OH INF, Post
DOYLE, FRANCIS, US MARINE CORP, Post 2
DOYLE, FRANK N., 9TH IL CAV, Post
DOYLE, J.E., 59TH IN INF, Post 35
DOYLE, JAMES, 120TH NY INF; 71ST NY INF, Post
DOYLE, JAMES, 88TH PA, Post
DOYLE, JAMES, 71ST NY INF; 120TH NY INF, Post 258
DOYLE, JAMES, 12TH IA INF, Post 127
DOYLE, JAMES, 65TH IL INF, Post 262
DOYLE, JAMES, 65TH IL LINF, Post
DOYLE, JOSEPH, 23RD MO INF, Post
DOYLE, LATHROP R., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 177
DOYLE, THOMAS H., 1ST MO ART., Post
DOYLE, THOMAS H., 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post 7
DRAGOO, JOHN C., 24TH OH INF, Post 301
DRAGOO, LAWSON, 70TH OH INF, Post
DRAIN, ANDREW H., 138TH IL INF, Post
DRAIN, ANDREW H., 138TH IL INF, Post 25

DRAIN, JAMES F., 9TH IA CAV, Post 53
DRAIN, JAMES H., 9TH IA CAV, Post
DRAIN, THOMAS M., 4TH CA INF, Post
DRAKE, ALONZO F., 91ST IL INF, Post
DRAKE, ALONZO F., 91ST IL INF, Post 148
DRAKE, ASA W., 88TH OH INF, Post 98
DRAKE, BENJAMIN F., 16TH IN ART., Post
DRAKE, BENJAMIN F., 16TH IN ART., Post 47
DRAKE, CALEB, 13TH IL INF, Post 63
DRAKE, CHARLES R., 144TH NY INF, Post
DRAKE, COMFORT D., 16TH IA INF, Post 176
DRAKE, DEXTER T., 2ND NY ART, Post
DRAKE, G.M., 3RD MN INF, Post 113
DRAKE, GEORGE W., 6TH US CAV, Post
DRAKE, HENRY E., 30TH IN INF, Post 81
DRAKE, IRA H., 27TH WI INF, Post 129
DRAKE, JAMES, 47TH KY INF, Post 231
DRAKE, LEONARD J., 145TH OH INF, Post 124

DRAKE, MOSES WASHIN, 83RD OH INF, Post 84
DRAKE, N.S., 2ND NJ INF, Post 2
DRAKE, NATHANIEL S., WI ART., Post
DRAKE, PHILIP, 122ND NY INF, Post
DRAKE, SILAS, 4TH PA LIGHT ART., Post 314
DRAKE, TITUS, 52ND IL ING, Post 10
DRAKE, W. T., 27TH MI INF, Post 81
DRAKE, WILLIAM P., 137TH IL INF, Post
DRANCHER, DAVID, 10TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 32
DRANCHER, DAVID, 11TH IA INF, Post 32
DRAPER, CHARLES R., 45TH IA INF, Post 120
DRAPER, HENRY, 122ND IL INF, Post 42
DRAPER, HIRAM, 95TH IL INF, Post
DRAPER, J.W., 11TH IN INF, Post 137
DRAPER, JOHN R, 16TH IA INF, Post
DRAPER, SOLOMON, HOSPITAL STEWARD; 130TH I, Post 125
DRAPER, TOLBERT, 3RD IA CAV, Post 11
DRAPER, TOLBOT, 3RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 40
DRAPER, WILLIAM L., 4TH IA CAV, Post 37

DRAPER, WILLIAM L., 4TH IA CAV, Post
DRAPER, WILLIAM T., 13TH IL CAV, Post 124
DRAUCHER, ARTHUR M., 20TH IA INF; CO. H; 29TH I, Post
DRAUCKER, ARTHUR M., 29TH IA INF; CO. C; 20TH I, Post
DRAUCKER, ARTHUR M., 2ND IA INF, Post 32
DRAUCKER, LEVI, 84TH PA INF, Post
DRAUCKER, LEVI M., 84TH PA INF, Post 104
DRAUEKER, LEVI, 84TH PA INF, Post
DRAUSE, CHARLES E., 150TH IL INF, Post
DRAWBAUGH, LOUIS, 147TH OH INF, Post
DRAWBRIDGE, JOSEPH W., 23RD IL INF, Post 36
DREDGE, JOSEPH H., 102ND IL INF; PVT; CO. C; 1, Post 182
DRENNEN, J. PERRY, 136TH PA INF, Post 172
DRENNEN, PERRY J., 136TH PA INF, Post
DRESBACK, ALFRED, 42ND WI INF, Post 87
DRESCHEE, ERNEST, 9TH CT INF, Post
DRESSER, ALBERT, 1ST WI INF; CORP; CO. D; 38, Post 42
DREUM, JOHN, 35TH MO, Post

DREW, GEORGE H., 15TH VT INF, Post 4
DREW, HENRY, 98TH NY INF, Post 205
DRINKWALLER, LEVI S, 1ST IA CAV, Post
DRINKWALTER, LEVI S., 1ST IA CAV, Post 122
DRINKWALTER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, Post
DRINKWATER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, Post 25
DRISKELL, E.E., 14TH IA INF, Post
DRISKELL, ELISHA, 1ST NE INF, Post 145
DRISKELL, L.W., 2ND NC CAV, Post
DRISKELL, LEWIS W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
DRISKELL, LOUIS W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DRISKILL, JOHN, 19TH IA INF, Post 303
DRUM, JACOB, 107TH IL ILNF, Post
DRUM, JACOB, 107TH IL INF, Post 35
DRUM, JACOB C., 35TH IA INF, Post 133
DRUMMOND, FRANK, 2ND IL ART., Post 131
DRUMMOND, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, Post 285
DRUMMOND, JOHN H., 126TH OH INF, Post 136
DRUMMOND, R.W., 18TH OH ILNF, Post 122

DRUMMONS, THOMAS, 5TH US CAV, Post
DRURY, WALTER E., 96TH IL INF; 9TH IL CAV, Post 119
DRURY, WALTER E., 9TH IL CAV, Post 119
DRURY, WALTER E., 96TH IL INF, Post 119
DRY, DANIEL, 4TH MO CAV, Post 144
DRYDEN, ROBERT M., 54TH IL INF, Post 64
DRYDEN, WILLIAM H.H., 62ND IL INF, Post 90
DRYDEN, WILLIAM H.H., 62ND IL, Post
DRYER, CHARLES, 10TH OH INF, Post 12
DUBBS, WILLIAM W., 104TH OH INF, Post 28
DUBOIS, HIRAM, 38TH OH INF, Post
DUBOIS, HIRAM, 33RD OH INF, Post
DUBOIS, WILLIAM, 26TH IL, Post
DUBRY, OLIVER, 15TH MI INF, Post 124
DUCK, WILLIAM, 88TH IN INF, Post 231
DUCKER, LEWIS, 85TH OH INF, Post 7
DUCKWORTH, JOHN A., 2ND IA INF, Post
DUCKWORTH, THOMAS S., 98TH IL INF, Post
DUGAN, LAWRENCE, 3RD IA CAV, Post 7
DUGAR, GEORGE W., 32ND IL INF; CO. F; 133RD, Post 32
DUGAR, GEORGE W., 133RD IL INF; 32ND IL INF, Post 32
DUGGER, WILLIAM A., 7TH IL CAV, Post 350
DUGIN, FRANCIS, 2ND CT INF, Post
DUGMAN, JAMES D., 9TH KS CAV, Post
DUIMBY, GEORGE W., 32ND WI INF; 128TH US COL, Post 70
DUKE, CHARLES, 116TH NY INF, Post 316
DUKE, JOHN S., 2ND WV CAV, Post 45
DUDLEY, DAVID I., 4TH MI INF, Post 61
DUDLEY, DAVID T., 16TH MI INF, Post
DUDLEY, GEORGE, 7TH IN CAV, Post 109
DUDLEY, IRA L., 16TH NY ART., Post 330
DUDLEY, JOHN S., 23RD MA INF, Post
DUDLEY, NATHAN F., 94TH OH INF, Post 129
DUDLEY, NOAH, 29TH IA INF, Post 290
DUFF, JOHN B., 47TH IA INF, Post
DUFF, WILLIAM, 160TH OH INF, Post
DUFFEY, JOHN S., 145TH IN INF, Post 343
DUFFIELD, GEORGE S., 16TH IL INF, Post 111
DUFFORD, CHARLES, 1ST OR CAV, Post 65
DUFFY, JAMES H., 95TH IL INF; CO. H; 47TH I, Post 138
DUFFY, JAMES H., 47TH IL INF; CO. H; 95TH, Post 138
DUFFEY, EDWARD, 74TH IL INF, Post 74
DUGAL, JOHN, 12TH WI INF, Post
DUGINE, FRANCIS, 2ND CT INF, Post
DUGIN, FRANCIS, 2ND CT INF, Post
DUGMAN, JAMES D., 9TH KS CAV, Post
DUIMBY, GEORGE W., 32ND WI INF; 128TH US COL, Post 70
DUKE, CHARLES, 116TH NY INF, Post 316
DUKE, JOHN S., 2ND WV CAV, Post 45
DUKE, JOHN S., 2ND WV CAV, Post
DULEY, THOMAS E., 32ND OH INF (ERROR), Post 77
DULIN, THOMAS, 2ND IA CAV, Post 223
DULL, THOMAS H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
DULL, WILLIAM E., 1ST PA LIGHT ART., Post
DULLIEN, HIRAM, 113TH IL INF, Post 52
DULTON, SAMUEL L. S., 3RD IA CAV, Post
DUMDI, CHRISTOPHER, 44TH MO INF, Post 17
DUNAWHY, JOHN N., 182ND OH INF, Post 310
DUNBAR, GABRIEL, 17TH IL CAV, Post 202

DUNBAR, GABRIEL, 17TH IL CAV, Post 1;2
DUNBAR, H.K., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
DUNBAR, HENRY, 11TH IL CAV, Post 96
DUNBAR, HOMER K., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
DUNBAR, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 138
DUNCAN, EDWARD S., 15TH KY INF, Post 25
DUNCAN, ELIAS, 11TH IL CAV, Post 50
DUNCAN, GEORGE W., 1ST IL CAV, Post
DUNCAN, GREEN B., 106TH IL INF, Post
DUNCAN, J.G., 7TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 15
DUNCAN, J.K.L., ORDINANCE SERG; US NAVY, Post 25
DUNCAN, J.M., 19TH MI INF, Post 259
DUNCAN, J.W., 11TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B; 14, Post 176
DUNCAN, JAMES A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 10
DUNCAN, JAMES K. L., APOTHECARY; US NAVY; SHIP, Post 89
DUNCAN, JAMES T., IL LINF, Post
DUNCAN, JAMES W., 147TH IL INF, Post 116
DUNCAN, JOHN F., 50TH OH INF, Post 88
DUNCAN, OLIVER P., 46TH IL INF, Post 167

DUNCAN, R.L., 17TH IL INF, Post 23
DUNCAN, THOMAS, 112TH IL INF, Post 216
DUNCANSON, JAMES, 175TH OH INF, Post 44
DUNGAN, JOHN R., 124TH IL INF; QM SERG; 16T, Post 1
DUNGAN, WILLIAM O., 30TH IL INF, Post 91
DUNGAN, WILLIAM W., 11TH LA COL. VOL. INF; 49TH, Post 13
DUNGAN, WILLIAM W., 5TH IA INF; 49TH US COLOR, Post 13
DUNHAM, ALFRED G., 7TH IA INF; CORP; CO. A; 2N, Post 77
DUNHAM, GEORGE H., STEWARD; US NAVY; GUNBOAT, Post 34
DUNHAM, JHON S., 31ST IA INF, Post 27
DUNHAM, MARTIN, 1ST NE INF, Post
DUNGAN, MICHAEL, 64TH IL INF, Post
DUNING, CHARLES, 29TH WI INF, Post
DUNKER, CHARLES, 43RD IL INF, Post 252
DUNKER, FREDERICK, 43RD IL INF, Post 86
DUNKERSON, JOHN L., 25TH IN INF, Post 91
DUNKERSON, WILLIAM D., 2ND KY CAV, Post 91
DUNKLE, GEORGE M., 112TH WI INF, Post

DUNKLE, GEORGE M., 112TH IL INF, Post 123
DUNKLE, GEORGE M., , Post 123
DUNKLE, WALTER, 46TH IN INF, Post 274
DUNKLS, DAVID, 13TH IA INF, Post 262
DUNLAP, CHARLES, 48TH IN INF, Post 120
DUNLAP, CHARLES H., 43RD IL INF, Post 167
DUNLAP, J.T., 1ST CO MOUNTED INF, Post
DUNLAP, JOHN, 16TH IA INF, Post 116
DUNLAP, N., 120TH OH, Post
DUNLAP, NATHAN, 120TH OH INF, Post 90
DUNLAP, NATHAN, 120TH OH, Post
DUNLAP, W.D., 147TH IL INF, Post 40
DUNLAP, WILLIAM D., 147TH IL INF, Post 20
DUNLAP, WILLIAM L., 56TH IL INF, Post
DUNLAP, WILLIAM L., 56TH IL INF, Post 47
DUNN, ALBERT, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 287
DUNN, CHARLES, 145TH PA INF, Post 3
DUNN, CHARLES F., 9TH IA CAV, Post 7
DUNN, DAVID, 85TH IN INF, Post 79

DUNN, ELIJAH, 141ST IL INF, Post 262
DUNN, FRANCIS J., 50TH IL INF, Post 91
DUNN, GEORGE W., 135TH OH INF, Post 227
DUNN, GIBSON, 27TH NY INF, Post
DUNN, HENRY, 161ST OH INF(186TH OH IN, Post 77
DUNN, HENRY, 186TH OH INF(161ST OH IN, Post 77
DUNN, JAMES B., 5TH WI ART., Post 264
DUNN, JAMES W., 43RD OH INF, Post 191
DUNN, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post 262
DUNN, JOHN, , Post
DUNN, JOHN H., 8TH IA INF, Post 63
DUNN, JOHN H., 19TH OH INF, Post 262
DUNN, LEWIS, 83RD IN INF, Post 24
DUNN, MICHAEL, 82ND OH INF, Post 223
DUNN, N.T., 145TH OH INF, Post 219
DUNN, PAYSON, 37TH WI INF, Post 35
DUNN, ROBERT S., 13TH WI INF, Post 77
DUNN, VAN R., 12TH IA INF, Post 89

DUNN, WILLIAM, 23RD IL INF, Post
DUNN, WILLIAM H., 6TH IL CAV, Post 104
DUNN, WILLIAM H., 58TH IL INF, Post 262
DUNN, WILLIAM JAME, 1ST NE ING, Post 89
DUNNING, CHARLES, 29TH WI INF; 14TH WI INF, Post 19
DUNNING, HORACE C., 1ST MI CAV, Post 102
DUNNING, JOHN, 17TH MI INF, Post
DUNNING, JONATHAN I., 17TH MI INF, Post 20
DUNNING, L.H., 8TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 98
DUNNING, SAMUEL N., 8TH IL CAV, Post 98
DUNSMORE, S. P., 146TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 151
DUNSTAN, WILLIAM W., 50TH WI INF, Post 45
DUNSTON, WILLIAM, 50TH WI INF, Post
DUNTIN, WINFIELD S., 9TH IN CAV, Post 56
DUNTON, ALEXANDER B., 9TH IN CAV, Post
DUNTON, MILTON B., 2ND IL ART., Post 75
DUNTON, MILTON B., 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
DUNVOHS, WILLIAM, 41ST IL INF, Post 354
DUNWOODY, EUGENIUS R., 72ND IN INF, Post
DUNWOODY, EUGENIUS K., 72ND IN INF, Post
DUNZ, JOHN, 89TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 25
DUNZA, JOHN, 8TH IL INF, Post 25
DUPES, HENRY J., 9TH MI INF, Post 98
DURAND, OLIVER H., 115TH IL INF, Post 77
DURANT, AUGUSTUS F., 18TH IA INF, Post 111
DURBIN, HOSIER H., 18TH IN ART., Post 7
DURBIN, ROBERT M., 62ND OH INF, Post 99
DURBIN, ROBERT M., 62ND OH INF, Post
DURETT, HENRY, 3RD MI INF, Post 32
DURETT, LEWIS, 27TH MI INF, Post 32
DURFEE, C.J., 27TH NY INF, Post 8
DURFLINGER, J.R., 51ST IL INF, Post 50
DURHAM, GENIO A., 4TH WI CAV, Post
DURHAM, GEORGE W., 33RD NY, Post
DURHAM, H., AST. SURGEION; 1ST OH ART, Post 7
DURHAM, LEWIS S., 6TH IA INF, Post
DURHAM, WALLACE W., 30TH WI INF, Post 154
DURISCH, FLORY S., 8TH IA INF, Post 25
DURKEE, F.J., 1ST CO CAV, Post
DURLEY, JAMES M., 47TH IL INF, Post 299
DUROAN, JOHN, 24TH IA, Post
DURYEA, SOCRATES C., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DURYEA, SYLVANUS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
DUSENBERRY, GEORGE, 9TH OH CAV, Post 162
DUSENBERRY, WILLIAM, 80TH OH INF, Post 32
DUSENBURY, JAMES, 9TH IA CAV, Post 59
DUSSELL, A., 9TH IA CAV, Post 9
DUSTIN, DALLAS, HATCHES MN CAV, Post
DUTCHE, AARON, 150TH NY INF, Post 154
DUTCHE, CHARLES E., 9TH IA CAV, Post 77
DUTCHE, THEODORE, 148TH IL INF, Post 8
DUTTER, JAMES H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
DUTTON, ANDREW W., 65TH NY INF, Post 120
DUTTON, BROESTHER, 17TH OH INF, Post 144
DUTTON, GEORGE C., 99TH IN INF, Post 205
DUTTON, JOHN L., 29TH WI INF, Post 120

DUTTON, MILTON B., 2ND IL ART., Post 2
DUTTON, SAMUEL D., 36TH MA INF, Post 3;3
DUTTON, SAMUEL L. S., 3RD IA CAV, Post
DUTTON, SERENO, 7TH IA INF, Post 45
DUTTON, SERENO W., 7TH IA, Post
DUTTON, SILAS M., 2ND CA INF, Post 12
DUVAL, JAMES J., 12TH KY INF, Post
DUVALL, DEWITT C., 30TH KY INF, Post
DUVALL, DEWITT C., 30TH KY INF, Post
DUVALL, JAMES J., 12TH KY INF, Post
DUXBURY, RICHARD, 2ND US LIGHT ART., Post 224
DWIRE, LEMUEL G., 6TH IA CAV, Post 66
DWYER, CHESTER L., 1ST VT CAV, Post 259
DWYER, EDWARD, 1ST MI CAV, Post 140
DWYER, EDWARD, 1ST WI CAV, Post 140
DWYER, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post 170
DWYER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
DYCUS, JOHN F., 35TH IL INF, Post 13

DYE, FRED, 8TH OH INF, Post 179
DYE, GEORGE E., 28TH WI INF, Post
DYE, GEORGE E., MUSICIAN; 28TH WI INF, Post
DYE, JAMES D., 44TH OH INF, Post 23
DYE, JASPER, 1ST NE, Post 280
DYE, NATHAN, 187TH OH INF, Post 321
DYE, RUEL, 1ST WI INF, Post 118
DYE, RUEL, 1ST WI CAV, Post 118
DYE, WESLEY W., 6TH IN INF, Post 1
DYE, WILLIAM C., 134TH IN INF, Post 94
DYER, ANDREW J., MERRILES HORSE MO CAV, Post
DYER, CARR, MI INF, Post
DYER, DANIEL, 70TH OH INF, Post 17
DYER, E.G., 15TH ME INF, Post 152
DYER, WILLIAM W., 21ST IL INF, Post 3
DYER, WILLIAM W., 21ST IL INF, Post
DYKE, JEREMIAH, 17TH IL CAV, Post 252
DYKEMAN, JAMES N., 109TH NY INF, Post 338
DYMOND, WILLIAM, 168TH OH INF; PVT; CO. B; 1, Post

DYR, WILSON, 48TH IN INF, Post 25
DYSART, WILLIAM, 170TH OH INF, Post 63
DYSON, THOMAS, 36TH IA INF, Post
DYSON, THOMAS, 36TH IA INF, Post
DYSON, THOMAS M., 1ST CO CAV, Post

EAD, WILLIAM H., 10TH IL INF, Post 69
EADS, THEODORE, 54TH IL, Post
EAGER, ALVIN, 2ND WI INF, Post
EAGER, AMOS S., 7TH WI INF, Post 25
EAGER, AMOS S., 3RD US IN Therm Corp, Post 25
EAGLE, AMOS S., 7TH WI INF, Post
EAGLEBURGER, ALBERT, 133RD OH INF, Post 72
EAGLEBURGER, S, 32ND OH INF, Post 72
EAGY, SAMUEL, 139TH IN INF, Post 217
EAGY, SAMUEL, 40TH OH INF, Post 217
EAGY, SAMUEL, 40TH OH INF, Post 217
EAKIN, JAMES L., 32ND IA INF, Post 125
EAKINS, JAMES L., 23RD IA INF, Post 125
EAMAN, J.M., 2ND CO CAV, Post
EAMAN, JAMES M., 3RD CO INF, Post 112

EAMS, WILLIAM, 31ST IL INF, Post 99
EAMS, WILLIAM, 31ST IL INF, Post
EARL, GEORGE, 7TH IL CAV, Post
EARL, HARRY, 3RD MN INF, Post
EARL, JAMES, 103RD OH INF, Post 94
EARL, WILLIAM, 2ND IL ART., Post 30
EARL, WILLIAM D., 104TH IL INF, Post 41
EARL, WILLIAM M., 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
EARL, GOTLIEB, 13TH US INF, Post 2
EARLEY, ADMIRAL N., 56TH PA INF, Post
EARLEY, J.F., 3RD MN INF, Post 51
EARLEY, MOSES S., Post
EARLY, JAMES, 116TH OH INF; PVT; CO. F; 6, Post
EARLY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
EARLY, JOHN W., 19TH OH INF, Post
EARNST, ALBERT, 12TH IL CAV, Post
EARNST, JACOB, 1ST PA CAV, Post
EARSOM, JONATHAN, 63RD MO INF, Post 131

EARTES, JAMES R., 10TH IA INF, Post 32
EASATERDAY, MARTIN V., 126TH IL INF, Post 47
EASLEY, BARTON S., 8TH IA CAV, Post
EASLEY, STEPHEN R., 10TH IA INF, Post 162
EASLIE, GOTLIEB, 13TH US INF, Post 2
EASNER, CHARLES, 90TH IL INF, Post
EASOM, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 105
EASOM, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, Post
EASON, JOHN, 6TH IN CAV, Post 2
EAST, HENRY T., 149TH IN INF, Post 57
EAST, THOMAS W., 1ST MO CAV, Post 90
EAST, THOMAS W., 9TH IL INF;1ST MO CAV, Post 90
EASTAER, JOSEPH P., 11TH IL CAV, Post
EASTER, FRANKLIN, 108TH IL INF, Post 152
EASTER, SAMUEL T., 19TH IA INF, Post 158
EASTER, WILLIAM C., 30TH IA INF, Post 28
EASTERDAY, M.V., 126TH IL INF, Post
EASTERDAY, WILLIAM H., 169TH OH INF, Post
EASTEREBONY, MARTIN V., 126TH IL INF, Post

EASTERLY, BRANNER, 81ST IL INF, Post
EASTMAN, CHARLES R., 120TH IN INF, Post 44
EASTMAN, GEORGE W., 150TH PA INF, Post 110
EASTMAN, JON, 114TH IL INF, Post 65
EASTMAN, JOSEPH O., 93RD IL INF, Post 2;3
EASTMAN, S.B., 6TH MI ART., Post
EASTMAN, S.B., 6TH US HEAVY ART., Post 24
EASTMAN, SAMUEL D., 23RD WI INF, Post
EASTMAN, SAMUEL D., 23RD WI INF, Post 25
EASTMAN, SEYMOUR B., 6TH MI, Post
EASTON, ANDREW M., 9TH IA CAV, Post 187
EASTON, ANDREW M., 2ND IA INF, Post 187
EASTON, CYRUS M., 141ST IL INF, Post 17
EASTON, JOHN A., 4TH IA INF, Post 47
EASTON, TRAVIS, 13TH OH, Post
EASTWOOD, DAVID, 6TH HANSHAWS INDEPENDENT, Post 150
EASTWOOD, JOHN, 50TH WI INF, Post 159
EASTWOOD, JOHN, 50TH WI INF, Post

EATINGER, WILLIAM J., 146TH IL INF, Post
EATON, CHARLES W., 16TH IN ART., Post 88
EATON, CLARK, 53RD IL INF, Post
EATON, FRANK P., 4TH MI CAV, Post 262
EATON, GEORGE A., 1ST NE, Post
EATON, GEORGE A., 1ST NE INF, Post 25
EATON, HENRY, 9TH IN INF; PVT; CO. G; 4TH, Post 245
EATON, HUGH W., 115TH OH INF, Post 154
EATON, J. S., 50TH MA INF, Post 327
EATON, J. S., 6TH NY INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
EATON, JOHN, 5TH IN ART., Post 157
EATON, JOHN D., 9TH IN CAV, Post 207
EATON, JOHN P., 12TH NH INF; 1 LIEUT; 1ST, Post
EATON, ORIS D., 34TH IL INF, Post 231
EATON, R. T., 31ST IA INF, Post 150
EATON, THOMAS W., 75TH IN INF, Post 349
EATON, WEBSTER, 1ST NY ART., Post
EATON, WILLIAM N., 10TH IL INF, Post 12
EATOUGH, JAMES S., US NAVY; MONTAKA, Post

EATOUGH, JAMES S., US NAVY STEAMER MOMLAKA, Post
EAUEY, SAMUEL, 10TH OH CAV, Post
EBBS, JOHN, 3RD NY CAV, Post
EBEARSTEIN, HENRY, 1ST MI CAV, Post 76
EBENER, FREDERIC C., 103RD NY INF, Post
EBER, L. JAMES, 50TH IL INF, Post
EBERHARD, R., 9TH MI INF, Post 53
EBERHART, A. C., 103RD IL INF (ERROR), Post 97
EBERHART, ALANSON C. L., 10TH IA INF, Post 32
EBERHART, JOHN, 35TH IA INF, Post 34
EBERHART, JOSEPH C., 37TH IL INF, Post
EBERHART, WILLIAM, 9TH MI INF, Post 307
EBERY, JOHN W., 19TH OH INF, Post 9; 1
EBERLY, NICHOLAS, 8TH CA LINF, Post
EBERLY, NICHOLAS, 8TH CA INF, Post
EBERSOL, JOSEPH W., 8TH U.S. HEAVY ART, Post 25
EBERSOLE, JOSEPH W., 72ND IL INF, Post 35
EBERSOLE, WILLIAM, 1ST CO INF, Post 63

EBERSOLE, WILLIAM, 1ST CO CAV, Post 63
EBERSTEIN, CHARLES, 1ST MI CAV; 6TH MI CAV, Post 162
EBERT, JOHN M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 205
EBLE, CHARLES, 2ND IN ART., Post 109
EBNER, ALFRED B., 108TH NY INF, Post
EBRHARDT, JOHN A., 52ND IL INF, Post 4; 1
EBRHART, JOSEPH C., 37TH IL INF, Post 13
EBSTEIN, FREDERICK, 4TH US INF, Post 110
EBY, HENRY M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
EBY, J. M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
EBY, JAMES B., 9TH IA INF, Post 170
EBY, JOHN M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
EBY, JOHN W., 1ST IN ART.; POST 354, Post 163
EBY, RICHARD R., 14TH IL INF, Post 179
EBY, RICHARD R., 14TH IL CAV, Post 179
EBY, WILLIAM H., 24TH IA INF, Post 118
ECCLER, SAMUEL, 21ST PA CAV, Post
ECCLES, SAMUEL, 21ST PA CAV; PVT; CO. M; 20, Post 45
ECCLESTON, JOSIAH, 4TH IA INF, Post 70
ECHTENKAMP, FRED, 10TH IL CAV, Post 133
ECHTERNACHT, HENRY, 7TH PA CAV, Post
ECK, ALVIN, 12TH MI INF, Post 225
ECK, JOHN F., 132ND PA INF, Post 79
ECKER, GEORGE W., 3RD IA INF, Post 11
ECKERSON, ANDREW J, 3RD WI INF, Post
ECKERSON, CHARLES W., 16TH WI INF, Post 44
ECKERSON, JONATHAN, 116TH IN INF, Post 25
ECKERT, JOHN, 80TH OH INF, Post 26
ECKHART, AUGUST, 1ST WV INF, Post
ECKHART, AUGUSTUS, 40TH IA CAV, Post
ECKHART, ELIAS, 69TH OH INF, Post 105
ECKMAN, J.N., 129TH OH INF, Post 95
ECKMAN, JAMES N., 129TH OH INF, Post
ECKROATE, JACOB, 44TH IL INF, Post 311
EDDY, ASAHEL, 95TH IL INF, Post 113
EDDY, ERVIN, 2ND MI CAV, Post 147
EDDY, G.P., 1ST MI INF, Post 23

EDENBURN, C.W., 23RD IL INF, Post 63
EDENBURN, JAMES W., 23RD IL INF, Post 63
EDGAR, AMOS S., 3RD US INVALID CORP, Post
EDGAR, CHARLES, 13TH WI INF, Post 185
EDGAR, SAMUEL, 25TH OH INF; PVT; CO. C; 75, Post 279
EDGAR, SAMUEL, 25TH OH INF, Post
EDGERTON, GORDON H., 112TH IL INF; 65TH IL INF, Post 13
EDGERTON, GORDON H., 65TH IL INF; CO. E; 112TH, Post 13
EDGERTON, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
EDGERTON, JOHN W., 2ND NE, Post
EDGERTON, WILLIAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post
EDGERTON, WILLIAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post
EDGERTON, WILLIAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post 100
EDGINGTON, JOSEPH D., 126TH IL INF, Post
EDGINGTON, JOSEPH D., 126TH IL INF, Post 74
EDGINGTON, M.S., 4TH IA INF; ERROR), Post 16
EDGINGTON, MARION S., 21ST IA INF; 34TH & 38TH, Post
EDGINGTON, MARION S., 34TH IL INF; 21ST IL INF, Post 16
EDGINGTON, THOMAS J., 9TH IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 67T, Post 152
EDGREN, AUGUST H., 99TH NY INF, Post
EDINGTON, G., 142ND PA INF, Post
EDINGTON, GEORGE, 102ND PA INF, Post
EDINGTON, WILLIAM C., 44TH IL INF, Post 14
EDISON, G.C., 1ST NE CAV, Post
EDKMAN, JOHN, 6TH IA CAV, Post 268
EDMISTIN, ASBERY, 1ST NE CAV, Post
EDMISTON, EPHRAIM, 2ND U.S. COLORED INF, Post 8
EDMISTON, TILGHMAN G., 18TH IN ART., Post 17
EDMONDS, EDWARD, 40TH IN INF, Post 10
EDMONDS, J., 4TH MI INF, Post
EDMONDS, EPHRIAM, 2ND US COLORED TROOPS, Post 11
EDMONSDON, JOSEPH H., 4TH MI CAV, Post 34
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 41ST IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 41ST IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 41ST IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, HENRY F., 1ST AR INF, Post
EDMONSON, HENRY C., 21ST PA CAV, Post 19
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 41ST IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDMONSON, JAMES D., 14TH IA INF; CO. M; 7TH IA, Post 3
EDWARDS, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
EDWARDS, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
EDWARDS, JOHN B., 33RD IN INF, Post 217
EDWARDS, JOHN M., 186TH OH INF, Post 354
EDWARDS, JOHN N., 7TH IA CAV, Post 3
EDWARDS, JOHN N., 7TH IA CAV, Post
EDWARDS, JOHN R., 54TH IL INF, Post
EDWARDS, JOHN W., 15TH IL CAV, Post 60
EDWARDS, JONATHAN, 1ST NC ART., Post
EDWARDS, JONATHAN R., 54TH IL INF, Post 104
EDWARDS, LEWIS B., 33RD WI INF;11TH WI INF, Post 136
EDWARDS, LEWIS B., 11TH WI INF;33RD WI INF, Post 136

EDWARDS, M.G., 1ST IA CAV(ERROR), Post 7
EDWARDS, M.G., 7TH IA CAV, Post
EDWARDS, MATHIAS G., 7TH IA CAV, Post 7
EDWARDS, ORIN, 29TH IL INF, Post
EDWARDS, ORREN, 29TH IL INF, Post 55
EDWARDS, THOMAS H., 122ND IL INF, Post 50
EDWARDS, W.E., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 31
EDWARDS, WILLIAM A., OH, Post
EDWARDS, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, Post
EDWIN, HOYT L., 4TH WI INF, Post
EELS, DANIEL., Post 123
EERNISSE, MATTHEW, 27TH WI INF, Post 25
EFFLE, NICHOLAS, 20TH NY CAV, Post 70
EFFNER, WILLIAM E., 8TH IL CAV;DIED 16MAY194, Post 249
EGAN, E.B., 41ST MO INF, Post 262
EGBERT, AUGUSTUS R., US ARMY, Post
EGBERT, C.J., 33RD MO INF, Post 13
EGBERT, THOMAS W., 72ND OH INF, Post 63
EGBERT, THOMAS W., 72ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 63

EGGLESTON, ELISHA, 52ND IL INF, Post 37
EGGLESTON, JOHN, 187TH NY INF, Post 118
EGGLESTON, NORMAN B., 25TH IA INF, Post 82
EGGLESTON, SURREAL G., 8TH IL CAV, Post
EGGLESTON, WILLIAM R., 4TH MI CAV, Post
EGKEL, ADAM, 1ST NY INF, Post
EGLESTON, CHARLES H., 38TH IL INF, Post 75
EGNER, ANDREW, 27TH WI INF, Post
EGTMAN, JOSEPH O., 93RD IL, Post
EHLERS, HENRY F., 147TH IL INF, Post 120
EHLERS, WILLIAM H., 96TH IL INF, Post
EHLERS, WILLIAM H., 96TH IL INF, Post 21
EHMEN, WILLIAM, 43RD IL INF, Post
EICHAR, GEORGE W., 99TH OH INF; CORP; CO. K 1, Post 259
EICHELBERGER, ADAM, 33RD IA INF, Post
EICHENHOUR, PHIL, 31ST IN INF, Post 127
EICHLER, JOHN, 42ND WI INF, Post 34
EICKEL, ANTOINE, 46TH IL INF, Post 65

EICHEMYER, ANDREW, 4TH MN INF, Post 9
EICKER, JAMES E., 2ND MI CAV, Post
EICKHARDT, AUGUSTUS, 4TH IL CAV, Post 95
EIGNMY, P.H., 56TH NY INF, Post 67
EILERS, JOHN F., 5TH MO CAV, Post 99
EILERS, JOHN F., 10TH MO CAV, Post
EILHELM, NOAH, 34TH IL INF, Post
EIRON, JACOB, 4TH OH INF, Post
EISLEY, CHARLES F., 2ND NE CAV, Post 109
EISLEY, LEVI W., 1ST PA CAV, Post
EISSLER, JOHN, 32ND IL INF, Post 82
EITZE, HENRY, 195TH OH INF, Post
EIVER, WILLIAM H., 24TH WI INF, Post 74
EKHOLM, CARL, 29TH MO INF, Post
ELAM, JESSE, 1ST MO INF, Post
ELBERHARD, R., 1ST IL INF, Post 53
ELBERT, HENRY, 11TH IN CAV, Post 2;2
ELBERT, HENRY, 11TH IN CAV, Post
ELDER, ALEX, 36TH IA INF, Post 39

ELDER, JOSEPH, 8TH MI INF, Post 144
ELDER, JOSEPH H., 8TH MI, Post
ELDER, SAMUEL M., 143RD IL INF, Post 43
ELDER, THOMAS C., 20TH OH INF, Post
ELDER, THOMPSON R., 76TH IL INF, Post 19
ELDER, WILLIAM C., 39TH IA INF, Post 69
ELDRIDGE, ELI, 92ND IL INF, Post 35
ELDRIDGE, THOMAS, 10TH ME INF, Post
ELDRIGE, THOMAS, 10TH MN INF, Post
ELEERSOL, JOSEPH W., 72ND IL INF, Post
ELERSCOTT, J., 9TH MN INF, Post 18
ELERTON, JERIAL R., 14TH OH INF, Post 138
ELETHORP, 1., 52ND IL INF, Post 219
ELHATT, THOMAS M., 28TH IL INF, Post
ELIOT, NATHAN, 14TH IA INF, Post 7
ELIOTT, JAMES M., 25TH WI INF, Post 149
ELISON, C.S., 5TH US ART., Post 98
ELKANAH, SHERMAN, IA, Post

ELKINS, C.P., 3RD TN INF, Post 110
ELL, JOHN C., 92ND IL INF, Post 62
ELLE, JOHN C., 92ND IL INF, Post
ELLEDGE, WILLIAM H., 137TH IL INF, Post 15
ELLEMIERA, ERNEST L., 10TH IL INF, Post
ELLER, CLEVELAND, 9TH IA CAV, Post 10
ELLER, FRANK, 11TH WI INF, Post 34
ELLER, HENRY P., 1ST MD, Post
ELLER, JAMES W., 10TH IN CAV, Post 22
ELLER, WILLIAM H., 45TH IA INF; 19TH IA INF, Post 52
ELLER, WILLIAM H., 19TH IA INF; 45TH IA INF, Post 52
ELLERD, MARTIN, 116TH NY INF, Post 323
ELLERTON, JOHN W., 14TH IA INF, Post 44
ELLES, DANIEL, 27TH IA INF, Post 123
ELLIA, DAVID J., 4TH WI INF, Post
ELLINGS, CHARLES, 22ND IL INF; 42ND IL INF, Post 133
ELLINGSWORTH, W.Z., 9TH IL CAV, Post 111
ELLINGTON, J.M., 2ND IN CAV; 41ST IN INF, Post 177
ELLINGTON, JEPTHA M., 41ST IN INF; 2ND IN CAV, Post 177

ELLIOT, DANIEL M., IL, Post
ELLIOT, JOHN S., 29TH IA INF, Post
ELLIOT, NATHAN, 14TH IA INF, Post
ELLIOT, S.B., 8TH MO INF, Post 220
ELLIOTT, CHARLES H., ARTIFICER; 74TH IL INF, Post
ELLIOTT, HARRISON, 7TH WI INF; BORN 25OCT184, Post
ELLIOTT, HARRISON M., 2ND MO ART., Post 237
ELLIOTT, J.F., 2ND IA INF, Post
ELLIOTT, JAMES B., 10TH IA INF, Post 60
ELLIOTT, JAMES F., 7TH IA INF, Post 94
ELLIOTT, JAMES M., 25TH WI INF, Post
ELLIOTT, JAMES M., 25TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 38
ELLIOTT, JAMES M., 25TH WI INF, Post
ELLIOTT, JOHN D., 14TH VA INF, Post 217
ELLIOTT, JOHN D., 14TH KS RESERVES; 14TH VA, Post 217
ELLIOTT, JOHN D., 14TH WV INF, Post 217
ELLIOTT, JOHN F., 4TH IA INF, Post 84
ELLIOTT, JOHN M., 27TH MO INF, Post 173

ELLIOTT, JOHN R., 10TH IN CAV, Post 252
ELLIOTT, JOHN S., 29TH IN INF, Post
ELLIOTT, JOSEPH, 74TH IL INF, Post 243
ELLIOTT, JUSTUS C., 11TH MI INF; 100TH US COL, Post 244
ELLIOTT, MILTON B., 15TH IA INF, Post 63
ELLIOTT, RAHMON, 48TH MO INF, Post
ELLIOTT, RAYBERN, 48TH MO INF, Post 53
ELLIOTT, THEODORE F., 9TH IN INF, Post 147
ELLIOTT, WILLIAM, 15TH WI INF, Post 7
ELLIOTT, WILLIAM D., 25TH WI INF, Post 149
ELLIOTT, WYKE, 14TH IA INF, Post 262
ELLIS, A.B., 30TH IL INF, Post 34
ELLIS, ALBERT S., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 25
ELLIS, BENJAMIN F., 2ND IL ART., Post 34
ELLIS, C.C., 7TH ME INF, Post 99
ELLIS, CHARLES B, 109TH NY INF, Post
ELLIS, CHARLES C., 7TH ME INF, Post
ELLIS, DANIEL W., 95TH OH INF, Post 62
ELLIS, DANIEL W., 95TH OH INF, Post
ELLIS, DANIEL W., 49TH WI INF, Post 287
ELLIS, EDWIN, 28TH WI INF, Post
ELLIS, FRANK, 16TH KS CAV, Post
ELLIS, FRANKLIN, 16TH KS CAV, Post 25
ELLIS, GEORGE W., 79TH OH INF, Post 41
ELLIS, HAMMON, 3RD IA CAV, Post
ELLIS, HOWARD, 2ND ME INF, Post 95
ELLIS, J.S., 47TH WI INF, Post 352
ELLIS, JACOB H., 132ND IL INF, Post 9
ELLIS, JAMES, PVT;13TH PA CAV, Post 207
ELLIS, JAMES F., 128TH OH, Post
ELLIS, JAMES W., 44TH OH INF, Post
ELLIS, JOHN, 2ND NY ART., Post 310
ELLIS, JOSEPH, 6TH IA INF, Post 32
ELLIS, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF, Post 89
ELLIS, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF, Post
ELLIS, LEWIS W., 8TH IA CAV, Post 15
ELLIS, LINDLEY F, 2ND WV CAV, Post
ELLIS, ORRILN J., 18TH WI INF, Post 86
ELLIS, ORRIN J., 18TH WI INF, Post
ELLIS, SAMUEL, SUTLER;13TH PA CAV, Post 152
ELLIS, THOMAS, 2ND MI CAV;PVT;CO. A;1ST, Post 45
ELLIS, THOMAS, 6TH MO CAV, Post 66
ELLIS, THOMAS, 6TH MO CAV, Post
ELLIS, THOMAS E., 87TH IL LINF, Post 1;9
ELLIS, THOMAS J., CHIEF BUGLER;7TH IL CAV, Post 115
ELLIS, THOMAS J., 7TH IL CAV, Post
ELLIS, THOMAS O., 2ND NE CAV, Post
ELLIS, WILBER L, 36TH WI INF, Post 90
ELLIS, WILLIAM, 112TH IL INF, Post
ELLIS, WILLIAM A., 112TH IL INF, Post 115
ELLIS, WILLIAM H., 1ST NC INF, Post
ELLIS, WILLIAM H., 1ST NC CAV;9TH NC INF(CO, Post
ELLISON, C.S., 2ND US INF; MAJOR; CO. E; Post 180
ELLISON, G.W., 9TH IA CAV, Post 140
ELLISON, ROBERT, 49TH IL INF, Post 14
ELLISON, W.H., 12TH IA INF, Post 140

ELLISON, JOHN G., 10TH IL INF, Post 32
ELLISON, ROBERT, 49TH IL INF, Post 14
ELLISON, W.H., 12TH IA INF, Post 140

ELLS, JOHN G., 10TH IL INF, Post 32
ELLSWORTH, ALLEN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 17
ELLSWORTH, AUSTIN, 10TH NY CAV, Post 24
ELLSWORTH, CHARLES W., 9TH IA CAV, Post 24
ELLSWORTH, DANIEL V., 12TH IA INF, Post 246
ELLSWORTH, EUGENE, 3RD WI CAV, Post 17
ELLSWORTH, GEORGE W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 135
ELLSWORTH, MASON M., 141ST PA INF, Post 24
ELLSWORTH, WILLIAM W., 30TH IA INF, Post 135

ELMER, WILLIAM P., 36TH WI INF, Post 154
ELROD, JAMES M., 88TH IL INF, Post 143
ELROD, WILLIAM D., 37TH IN INF, Post 262
ELSBRURY, JOHN, 17TH IL CAV, Post 24
ELSE, HENRY, 8TH IA INF, Post 6; 8
ELSEA, BENJAMIN F., 26TH IL INF, Post 5

ELSEN, DAVID, 11TH IA INF, Post 5
ELSHIRE, JAMES A., 7TH OH CAV, Post 18
ELSHIRE, WILLIAM, 11TH IN CAV, Post 84
ELSON, DAVID, 15TH IA INF, Post 5
ELSON, HORTNIS, 47TH IL INF, Post 105
ELSTON, GEORGE W., 38TH WI INF, Post 9
ELTZ, PETER, 5TH IA CAV, Post
ELVAIN, JAMES E., 2ND MO CAV, Post 10
ELWELL, WILLIAM E., 7TH IL CAV, Post 233
ELWINGER, HENRY, 91ST PA INF, Post 310
ELWOOD, A.B., 175TH OH INF, Post 34
ELWOOD, CYRUS, 48TH OH INF, Post 285
ELWOOD, T., 4TH IA CAV, Post
ELWOOD, THEODORE, IA CAV, Post
ELY, ADELAMAR, 118TH IL INF, Post 285
ELY, DANIEL, 5TH WI ART., Post 19
ELY, HIRAM, 129TH IL INF, Post 153
ELY, J.F., 24TH NY CAV, Post
ELY, JAMES F., 24TH NY CAV, Post 173
ELY, JOSEPH, 100TH OH INF, Post
ELY, LESTER F., 118TH IL INF, Post 52
ELY, WILLIAM K., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
ELZEMHOFFER, B., 26TH KY INF, Post 215
EMAL, WILLIAM A., 8TH IL CAV, Post 91
EMBREE, GEORGE W., 8TH IA INF, Post
EMEIGH, G.W.J., 1ST CO CAV, Post 66
EMERET, GEORGE W., 4TH TN CAV, Post 11
EMERICK, WILLIAM H., 29TH IA INF, Post 51
EMERSON, ASA, 146TH OH INF, Post
EMERSON, HERMAN, 40TH OH INF;CO. I;51ST O, Post 137
EMERSON, HERMAN, 51ST OH INF;40TH OH INF, Post 137
EMERSON, HERMAN, 40TH OH INF;CO. I;51ST O, Post 137
EMERSON, HERMAN, 40TH OH INF, Post
EMERSON, ISAAC, 38TH WI INF, Post 98
EMERSON, JOHN, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 224
EMERSON, LEMUEL, 120TH IN INF, Post 67
EMERSON, T.A., 29TH IN INF, Post 73
EMERSON, WILLIAM, 1ST IN ART., Post 69
EMERY, CONRAD, 3RD IA CAV, Post 172
EMERY, JOHN F., 112TH IL INF, Post 59
EMERY, JOHN T., 17TH IN INF, Post 110
EMERY, MARCUS L., BLACKSMITH;3RD CO CAV, Post 301
EMERY, PERRY, 1ST IL CAV;CO. B;3RD IL, Post 35
EMERY, WILLIAM J., 34TH OH ILNF, Post 258
EMIGH, WILLIAM J., 1ST CO CAV, Post
EMIL, DANIEL, 8TH OH CAV, Post 91
EMMERSON, CHARLES, 84TH IN INF, Post 3
EMNERSON, ASA, 145TH OH INF, Post
ENBODY, JOSEPH H., 47TH IN INF, Post
ENDERS, JESSE, 3RD IA INF, Post 116
ENDERS, MICHAEL, 84TH PA INF, Post
ENDERS, MICHAEL, 8TH TN INF, Post
ENDFIELD, JOHN, 80TH OH INF, Post 154
ENDSLEY, CHARLES W., 135TH IL INF, Post 12
ENERST, DAVID, 13TH WIINF, Post
ENFIELD, HENRY, 11TH IA INF, Post 75
ENGART, LOGAN, 1ST MO CAV(CONFEDERATE), Post
ENGELHEART, JOHN C., 31ST IL INF, Post
ENGLAND, DAVID A., 115TH IL INF, Post
ENGLE, FRANCIS, 8TH IN INF, Post 25
ENGLEHART, GEORGE, 60TH OH INF, Post 25
ENGLEHORN, JOHN K., 9TH IA INF, Post 91
ENGLEMAN, GEORGE M., 45TH MO INF, Post 134
ENGLEMAN, JACOB D., 58TH IN INF, Post 231
ENGLEMAN, LOUIS D., 58TH IN INF, Post 231
ENGLES, THOMAS B., 85TH IL INF, Post 140
ENGLESTROM, ANDREW, PVT; 48TH IL INF; 43RD IL, Post 354
ENGLISH, HICHINS, MO CAV, Post
ENGLISH, WILLIAM W., 71ST IN INF, Post 25
ENGLISH, WILLIAM W., 71ST IN INF, Post
ENLOW, FRANKLIN, 118TH IL INF, Post 187

ENNIS, GEORGE W., 1ST NE INF, Post 31
ENNIS, GEORGE W., 1ST NE CAV, Post
ENNIS, MARTIN, 7TH MN INF, Post 65
ENOCH, ABSALOM M., 9TH MN INF, Post
ENOCH, ABSALOM M., 9TH MN INF, Post 66
ENRIGHT, MICHAEL, 6TH OH INF, Post 202
ENSIGN, JOHN, 9TH MO CAV, Post 120
ENSIGN, ALMON W., 1ST IN CAV, Post 25
ENSIGN, ERNEST, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 227
ENSIGN, GRANVILLE, 5TH IA CAV, Post 25
ENSIGN, GRANVILLE, 47TH IN INF, Post
ENSIGN, GRANVILLE, 5TH IA CAV, Post
ENSLEY, PETER, 22ND PA CAV, Post 88
ENSLOW, CHARLES C., 77TH IL INF, Post 25
ENSLOW, GEORGE W., 97TH IL INF, Post
ENSLOW, GEORGE W., 97TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 162
ENSLOW, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF; CO. G; 97TH I, Post 162
ENSLOW, JAMES H., 47TH IL INF, Post 17
ENSLOW, THOMAS F., 17TH IA INF, Post 42

ENTREKIN, H. H., 100TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 118
ENTRINKEN, JOSEPH H., 10TH OH CAV, Post 118
ENWRIGHT, RICHARD C., 63RD NY INF, Post
ENYART, JOHN W., 153RD IN INF, Post 146
EPELEY, BROOKS, 107TH OH INF, Post 164
EPELEY, GEORGE W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 22
EPELEY, HENRY, 9TH OH CAV, Post
EPELEY, HENRY V., 9TH OH CAV, Post
EPELEY, THOMAS, 3RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 32
EPELEY, THOMAS, 3RD IA CAV, Post 32
EPPERLY, JAMES, 35TH IA INF, Post 296
EPPERSON, JOHN L., 7TH IL CAV, Post 43
ERDENBERGER, ALBERT, 43RD WI INF, Post 179
ERDMAN, HENRY, COLOR SERG; 1ST NE INF, Post 7
ERICSON, ANDREW, 102ND IL INF, Post 130
ERICSON, CHARLES A., 6TH IA INF, Post 91
ERION, JACOB B., 4TH OH INF, Post 7;3
ERLEWINE, EBENZER, 7TH WV INF, Post

ERLLS, DANIEL, 27TH IA INF, Post
ERNST, ALBERT, 12TH IL CAZ, Post 25
ERNST, ALBERT, Post 123
ERNST, JACOB, 43RD IL INF, Post 86
EROAH, DANIEL, 12TH IL INF, Post
ERRET, HENRY C., 45TH IL INF, Post 80
ERVIN, CHARLES L., 138TH IN INF, Post 112
ERVIN, JOHN W., 12TH IN INF, Post 112
ERVING, SAMUEL, 84TH IL INF, Post 153
ERWIN, BRITT, 93RD IL, Post
ERWIN, C., 45TH IL, Post
ERWIN, C.G., 45TH IL INF, Post
ERWIN, JAMES A., 39TH IA INF, Post 194
ERWIN, WILLIAM E., 129TH IN INF, Post 258
ESALI, GOTTLEIB, 13TH US INF, Post
ESALT, GOTLEIB, 13TH US INF, Post 7
ESBODY, ELIJAH, 62ND OH INF, Post
ESHER, GEORGE W., 11TH IA INF, Post 180
ESHER, WILLIAM, 11TH IA INF, Post 163

ESKILDSON, ROBERT E., 2ND US ART., Post 110
ESMAY, I.N., 24TH IA INF, Post 174
ESMEY, ISAAC N., IA, Post
ESS, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 131
ESSEK, JOHN D., 112TH IL INF, Post
ESSER, TRUMAN B., 140TH IL INF, Post
ESSEX, JESSIE P, 3RD MO CAZ, Post
ESSEX, T.B., 140TH IL INF, Post
ESTABROOK, J.W., 151ST IN INF, Post
ESTABROOK, OSCAR A., 115TH IN INF, Post 234
ESTELLE, LEE S., US NAVY;MISSISSIPPI RIVE, Post 262
ESTELLE, LEE S., US NAVY;MISSISSIPPI SQUA, Post 262
ESTELLE, LEROY S., US NAVY, Post
ESTEP, JOSEPH A., 41ST IL INF, Post 219
ESTERBROOK, GEORGE, 64TH IL INF, Post 112
ESTES, JESSE C.H., 18TH IA INF, Post 25
ESTES, WICKLIFF, 25TH MO INF, Post 14
ESTES, WILLIAM T., 150TH IL INF, Post

ESTES, WILLIAM T., 150TH IL INF, Post 25
ETCHISON, SAMUEL, 65TH IN INF, Post 105
ETHERTON, STEPHEN, 3RD IA INF, Post 131
ETHERTON, WILLIAM T., 3RD MO INF, Post 4
ETTEAT, THEDORE G., 9TH IN, Post
ETTEN, DANIEL, 46TH IA INF, Post
ETTEN, GEORGE F., 15TH NY, Post
EVAN, NATHAN, 182ND OH INF, Post
EVANS, AMOS E., 48TH IN INF, Post
EVANS, AMOS E., 48TH IN INF, Post 95
EVANS, AMOS E., 4TH OH INF, Post 164
EVANS, BANJAMIN F., 69TH OH INF, Post 81
EVANS, C.A., 109TH NY INF, Post 199
EVANS, CHARLES, 42ND WI INF, Post 246
EVANS, CHARLES H., 2ND IA INF, Post 87
EVANS, DANIEL W., 1ST OH CAV, Post 43
EVANS, DUDLEY, 20TH VA CAV, Post
EVANS, E.E., 16TH WI INF, Post 86
EVANS, E.J., 2ND IA INF, Post 31
EVANS, EDMOND, 125TH IL INF, Post 101
EVANS, ELZY J., 2ND IA INF, Post
EVANS, EMANUEL M., 87TH IN INF, Post
EVANS, EMANUEL M., 8TH IL CAV, Post 35
EVANS, EVAN L., 73RD IN INF, Post 60
EVANS, EZEKIEL, 118TH IL INF, Post
EVANS, GEORGE, 3RD BATTALION DIST. OF C, Post 227
EVANS, GEORGE, 12TH IN INFERROR, Post 60
EVANS, GEORGE, 12TH IN CAV, Post 60
EVANS, GRIFFETH D., 38TH WI INF, Post
EVANS, GRIFFITH, 3RD WI INF;CORP;CO. C;38, Post 35
EVANS, HAMILTON, 27TH IA INF, Post 107
EVANS, HENRY, , Post
EVANS, HENRY A., 35TH IA INF, Post 19
EVANS, ISAIAH D., 49TH WI INF, Post 19
EVANS, J.M., 15TH IA INF;5TH IA INF, Post 308
EVANS, JACOB M., 51ST OH INF, Post 52
EVANS, JAMES, 42ND IN INF, Post 113
EVANS, JESSE, 8TH IA CAV, Post
EVANS, JOHN B., 50TH WI INF, Post
EVANS, JOHN E., 1ST WI CAV, Post 69
EVANS, JOHN J., 2ND IL CAV, Post 41
EVANS, JOHN W., 48TH IL INF, Post 60
EVANS, JONAS H., 103RD IL INF;DIED 3FEB19, Post 77
EVANS, JOSEPH, 40TH WI INF, Post 222
EVANS, JOSEPH A., 9TH IN INF, Post
EVANS, JOSHUA H., 61ST IL INF;98TH IL INF, Post 264
EVANS, JOSHUA H., 98TH IL INF, 61ST IL INF, Post 264
EVANS, JUSTICE, 42ND WI INF, Post 58
EVANS, JUSTIN, 42ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 58
EVANS, LEMUEL L., 53RD IN INF, Post 32
EVANS, LEWIS C., 94TH IL INF, Post 150
EVANS, M.E., 8TH IL CAV, Post
EVANS, MICHAEL, OMAHA SCOUTS, Post 119
EVANS, MOSES, 43RD MO INF, Post 25
EVANS, MOSES, 1ST AST. SURGEON; 96TH IL, Post 110
EVANS, NEWTON G., 16TH US INF, Post 1
EVANS, OSCAR, 10TH IA INF, Post
EVANS, OWEN, 2ND WI CAV, Post 101
EVANS, SAMUEL C., 1ST NY ART, Post 23
EVANS, THOMAS A., 152ND IL INF, Post 134
EVANS, THOMAS E, 52ND PA INF, Post
EVANS, W.J., 33RD IL INF, Post 215
EVANS, WILLARD M., 19TH NY INF, Post
EVANS, WILLIAM J., 118TH IL INF, Post
EVANSIZER, REASON D., 196TH OH INF, Post 11
EVARTAS, JOHN W., 4TH US COLORED TROOPS; 36, Post 7
EVARTS, JOHN A., 104TH IL INF, Post
EVARTS, JOHN W., 36TH IL INF; 4TH US COLOR, Post 7
EVELAND, JOHN, 40TH NY INF, Post
EVELAND, PETER, 18TH IA INF, Post
EVELAND, PETER, 18TH IA INF, Post
EVELAND, PETER, Post 123
EVELAND, PETER, 18TH IA INF, Post 123
EVERARD, JAMES, 90TH IL INF, Post 25
EVEREST, DAVID, 13TH WI INF, Post
EVEREST, DAVID, 13TH WI INF, Post
EVERETT, CHARLES L., 11TH IL CAV, Post
EVERETT, JAMES, 84TH IL, Post
EVERETT, JAMES, 9TH US INF, Post 25
EVERETT, JAMES, 84TH IL INF, Post 23
EVERETT, WILLIAM E., 10TH MN INF, Post 308
EVERITTS, JOSIAH, 67TH IL INF, Post 16
EVERITTS, JOSIAH, 146TH IL INF, Post 16
EWER, RUEL, 25TH WI INF, Post
EWERY, JOHN W., 23RD IA INF, Post 227
EWIN, BENNETT, 58TH IN INF, Post 76
EWING, AMOS, 9TH OH CAV, Post 31
EWING, GEORGE, 19TH OH INF, Post 267
EWING, JAMES, 67TH IN INF, Post 201
EWING, JAMES P., 1ST CA INF, Post 61
EWING, JOHN, 44TH WI INF, Post 70
EWING, JOHN, 1ST OH INF, Post 274
EWING, JOHN T., 118TH IN INF, Post 157

EWING, LLOYD, 106TH IL INF, Post 290
EWING, MELTON, 5TH MO CAV, Post 84
EWING, TAYLOR, 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 67
EWING, THOMAS H., 206TH PA INF, Post 265
EWING, W.G., 8TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 153
EWING, WILLIAM G., 8TH IA CAV, Post 153
EXTELMULLER, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, Post 91
EYLER, ALFRED, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 31

Denver Public Library

Nebraska Civil War Veterans' Data – F
Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
FABLINGER, NICHOLAS, 96TH IL INF;CO. K;21ST I, Post
FABLINGER, NICHOLAS, 21ST IL INF;CO. C;96TH I, Post 226
FABRIQUE, MYRON D., 134TH IL INF, Post
FACHLER, HENRY H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 223
FADDEN, NELSON, 11TH VT HEAVY ART., Post
FAGAN, JAMES A., 2ND, Post
FAGAN, WILLIAM, 2ND DC, Post
FAGGOT, MATTHIAS, 39TH IL INF, Post 112
FAGOT, JACOB, 39TH IL INF, Post 112
FAGOT, JACOB, 4TH US ART.;CO. B;39TH I, Post 112
FAGUE, JOHN M., 156TH OH INF, Post 205
FAGUE, JOSEPH, 6TH IN INF, Post 1
FAGUE, MICHAEL, 44TH IA INF, Post 308
FAHEY, PATRICK, 34TH IL INF, Post 275
FAIR, DANIEL, 101ST KY INF, Post 124

FAIR, SAMUEL, 101ST KY INF, Post 124
FAIRBANK, ABRAHAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 306
FAIRBANK, SAMENDO, NE, Post
FAIRBANKS, A.J., 1ST IA INF, Post 285
FAIRBANKS, J.R., 15TH MI INF, Post 40
FAIRBANKS, JABEZ W., 1ST CT HEAVY ART., Post 338
FAIRBANKS, SAMANDA A., 3RD WI INF, Post
FAIRBANKS, SARENDA, 3RD WI, Post
FAIRBROTHER, G.W., 5TH MO CAV, Post
FAIRBROTHER, GEORGE W., 5TH MO CAV, Post 309
FAIRBROTHER, GEORGE W., 5TH MO CAV, Post 309
FAIRCHILD, LEVI, 7TH IL CAV, Post
FAIRCHILD, SAMUEL C., 13TH IL INF, Post 82
FAIRCHILDs, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 52
FAIRLEY, ADOLPHUS E., 2ND IA CAV, Post
FAIRMAN, FOSTER N., 76TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post
FAIRMAN, FOSTER N., 37TH IL INF, Post 42
FAIRMAN, FRANCIS S, 78TH PA INF, Post
FAIRMAN, JOHN B., 20TH IN INF, Post
FAITH, THOMAS J., 7TH IL CAV, Post 144
FALBY, TIMOTHY, 19TH IL LINF, Post
FALCONER, REUBEN, 36TH IA INF, Post 4
FALES, AMOS E., 16TH US INF, Post 96
FALKSEN, FREDERICK WI, 5TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
FALLON, HAMMOND, 1ST MN INF, Post 223
FALLSTEAD, JOHN, 2ND NE, Post
FALMER, ROMAINE H., 9TH IN INF, Post 57
FALSTED, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
FALSTED, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
FANVER, JOHN, 34TH IA INF; 38TH IA INF, Post
FANVER, JOHN, 38TH IA INF; PVT; CO. I; 34, Post
FARABEE, THOMAS M., 147TH IL INF, Post
FARBEL, JOHN A., 112TH IL INF, Post
FARBER, LEWIS, 15TH NJ INF, Post 68
FARGUAS, JOHN F., 145TH IL INF, Post
FARINGTON, CHARLES W., 16TH WI INF, Post
FARINGTON, CHARLES W., 6TH WI INF, Post 84
FARINGTON, CHARLES W., 49TH WI INF, Post 84
FARLAND, SAMUEL R., 154TH IN INF, Post
FARLEY, ADOLPHUS E., 2ND IA CAV, Post 100
FARLEY, B., 10TH OH INF, Post
FARLEY, BENJAMIN F., 141ST IL INF, Post
FARLEY, BENJAMIN F., 69TH IL INF, Post 32
FARLEY, FRANKLIN, 4TH IA CAV, Post
FARLEY, J.M., 2ND MN INF, Post 43
FARLEY, JACK, 23RD MO INF, Post
FARLEY, JACKSON, 23RD MO INF, Post 24
FARLEY, JOHN W., 13TH IA INF, Post 37
FARLEY, PATRICK, 2ND US INF, Post 9
FARLEY, WILLAIM, 2ND CA INF, Post 129
FARLEY, WILLAIM, 1ST CA CAV, Post 129
FARLOW, WILLIAM, 44TH IA INF, Post 57
FARMER, E.T., 95TH NY INF, Post 42
FARMER, JAMES A., 11TH OH CAV, Post 91
FARMER, SAMUEL, 95TH OH INF, Post 258
FARMER, SAMUEL L., 10TH IL CAV, Post 120
FARMER, T.J., 73RD IN INF, Post 77

FARMER, TRAVIS, 9TH KS CAV, Post 242
FARMER, TUNIS J., 73RD IN INF; 7TH IN INF, Post 77
FARMER, WILLIAM H., 33RD IL INF, Post 91
FARMER, WILLIAM H., 48TH WI INF, Post 43
FARMER, WILLIAM H., 33RD IL INF, Post 91
FARNER, GEORGE W., 13TH OH INF, Post
FARNER, JOHN, 13TH OH INF, Post 13
FARNHAM, JAMES A., 4TH NH INF, Post 105
FARNHAM, MELVIN H., 67TH IL INF, Post
FARNHAM, MELVIN H., 141ST IL INF, Post
FARNSWORTH, EDWARD, 55TH OH INF, Post 15
FARNSWORTH, HENRY C., 18TH IA INF, Post
FARNSWORTH, HENRY P., 44TH IA INF, Post
FARNSWORTH, HENRY P., 44TH IA INF, Post 194
FARNSWORTH, HORACE, MO ENGINEERS, Post
FARNSWORTH, J.B., 4TH WI CAV, Post 119
FARNSWORTH, JAMES B., 4TH WI CAV, Post 119
FARNSWORTH, MOSES, 15TH IL INF, Post 231

FARPLEY, JAMES J., 17TH IL CAV, Post
FARQUAR, JOHN T., 145TH IL INF, Post 25
FARR, URIAH, 95TH IL INF, Post 35
FARRANCE, ANTHONY, 39TH IL INF, Post 134
FARRAND, JAMES F., 21ST IA INF, Post 170
FARRAND, JAMES F., 21ST IA INF, Post 170
FARRAND, THOMAS H., 19TH NY CAV; CO. E; 130TH, Post 5
FARRAR, JAMES P., 18TH IA INF, Post 13
FARRAR, LYSANDER P., 5TH IA INF, Post 7
FARRAR, S.P., 5TH IA INF, Post 7
FARRAR, WILKINSON, 65TH OH INF, Post 161
FARRELL, BRIAN, 2ND IA INF, Post
FARRELL, CHARLES W., 23RD KY INF, Post
FARRELL, GREGORY, 42ND MA INF, Post
FARRELL, JAMES, 16TH US INF, Post 2
FARRELL, JAMES, 16TH US INF, Post 2
FARRELL, JOHN, 77TH IL INF, Post 14
FARRELL, JOHN BENTON, 98TH OH INF, Post 32
FARRELL, JOHN W., 11TH KS CAV, Post 316

FARRELL, MATHIAS, PVT; 35TH IA INF, Post 275
FARRELL, PATRICK, 96TH IL NATL. GUARD, Post
FARRIS, JAMES H., 96TH OH INF, Post 44
FARRIS, JASPER, 60TH IL INF, Post
FARRIS, ROBERT, US INDEPENDENT ART. ENGI, Post 133
FARRIS, ROBERT P., 47TH IL INF, Post 47
FARRIS, SAMUEL, 36TH OH INF, Post
FARRIS, W.J., 6TH MO INF, Post 42
FARRIS, WILLIAM J., 67TH OH INF, Post 267
FARRIS, WILLIAM J., 62ND OH INF; CO. D; 67TH O, Post 267
FARROW, ALEXANDER, WI INF, Post
FASCHO, ADOLPHUS M., 16TH OH INF, Post 331
FASNACHT, JACOB, 34TH OH INF, Post
FASNACHT, JACOB, 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post
FAST, R.M., PVT; 17TH WV INF, Post 273
FATE, J.C., 3RD MN INF, Post COR
FAUBLE, HENRY, 7TH OH INF, Post 129
FAULK, GEORGE W., 18TH US INF, Post 8

FAUQUIER, EPHRIAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post
FAUSS, JACOB, 6TH WV INF, Post 25
FAUSS, LEWIS, 15TH WV INF, Post 133
FAUVER, JOHN, 34TH PA INF, Post
FAUVER, MARQUIS D.L., 5TH MN INF, Post 125
FAUVER, SAMUEL, 5TH MN INF, Post 125
FAUX, C.P., 1ST US HEAVY ART, Post 262
FAWCETT, JACOB, 16TH WI ILNF, Post
FAWCETT, JACOB, 16TH WI INF, Post
FAWCETT, JACOB, 16TH WI INF, Post 110
FAWCETT, LEVI H., 38TH IN INF, Post 147
FAWNEY, JEREMIAH, 11TH PA INF, Post 220
FAXON, , 1ST US ART., Post 40
FAXON, HERBERT E., 15TH OH INF, Post 146
FAY, ADOPHUS, 120TH IN INF, Post
FAY, CLINTON B., 77TH NY INF, Post
FAY, HENRY W., 47TH IA INF, Post 32
FAY, ISAIAH CHARL, 47TH PA INF, Post
FAY, MOSES, 1ST MN INF, Post 96

FAY, MOSES, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 96
FAY, THOMAS, 42ND IL INF, Post 42
FAYE, ISAIAH, 57TH PA INF, Post
FAYETT, DYER, 1ST VT INF, Post
FEAGINS, LAWRENCE B., 23RD IA INF, Post
FEANTO, NELSON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 185
FEANTS, NELSON, 1ST NE INF, Post 185
FEARN, EDMUND F., 6TH WI INF, Post
FEARN, EDMUND T., 6TH WI INF, Post 80
FEARS, JAMES (COLORE), 14TH US COLORED INF, Post 180
FEAS, JOSEPH B., BUGLER; 1ST IA CAV, Post
FEASELL, T.J., 7TH IA CAV, Post 66
FEASTER, JOHN H., 15TH US INF; CO. G; 75TH I, Post 107
FEASTER, JOHN H., 75TH IL INF; 15TH U.S. RE, Post 107
FEASTER, JOHN H., 75TH IL INF, Post
FEATHER, BENJAMIN F., 25TH MI INF, Post 5
FEATHER, BENJAMIN F., 25TH MI INF, Post 5
FEATHER, JOSEPH M., 17TH WV INF, Post 91

FEATHER, STEPHEN, 4TH US CAV, Post
FEATHERS, PETER W., 22ND WI INF, Post
FEATHERS, PETER W., 22ND WI INF, Post 100
FEATHERS, STEPHEN, 18TH OH INF; 4TH US CAV, Post 62
FEATHERSTON, THOMAS, 22ND IA INF, Post 51
FEDERER, DOMINICK, 5TH WI INF, Post 11
FEDEWA, I.A., 40TH OH, Post
FEE, JAMES H., 10TH IA INF, Post 147
FEEMAN, MARTIN J., 6TH IA CAV, Post
FEENAN, MARTIN J., 6TH IA CAV, Post 7
FEGLES, SEYMOUR, 4TH IA CAV, Post 241
FEHLSNAN, ROBERT, 29TH IN INF, Post 129
FEHRER, HENRY F., 2ND IA CAV, Post 54
FEIRLING, GEORGE, 17TH IL INF; POST 340, Post 233
FEIST, GEORGE, 52ND IN INF, Post
FELCH, GEORGE P., 4TH VT INF, Post
FELDMAYER, WILLIAM, 46TH OH INF, Post 220
FELIX, DAVID, 6TH MN INF, Post 125
FELL, WALTER A., 124TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B, Post 325

FELLERS, T.R., 2ND TN INF, Post
FELLERS, T.R., 2ND TN COLORED INF, Post
FELLOWS, ADIN, 10TH NY INF; 8TH NY ART., Post
FELLOWS, ADIN, 8TH NY HEAVY ART.; CO. K, Post 91
FELLOWS, ALBERT, 39TH IL INF, Post 1
FELLOWS, DEWITT C., 43RD MA INF, Post
FELLOWS, GEORGE W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 26
FELLOWS, JOSEPH B., 53RD IL INF, Post 114
FELLOWS, NATHAN, 46TH OH INF, Post 59
FELLOWS, OLIVER, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post
FELLOWS, WILLIAM W., 2ND NY MOUNTED RIFLES, Post 22
FELT, M.H., 16TH KS CAV, Post 48
FELT, M.H., 7TH KS CAV, Post 48
FELT, MYRON H., 7TH KS CAV, Post 22
FELTER, C.W., 16TH IA INF, Post 289
FELTER, JOSHUA, 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post 118
FELTHANSER, MICHAEL, 1ST NE CAV, Post 24
FELTT, MYRON H., 7TH KS CAV, Post
FENDERSO.. AUGUSTUS C., 15TH IA INF, Post 121
FENIMORE, A.J., 15TH US VETERAN RESERVE, Post 150
FENN, M.J., 53RD PA INF, Post
FENN, WILLIAM P., 77TH IL INF, Post
FENNELL, ABEL S., 8TH WI INF, Post 278
FENNELL, ANDREW J., OH HEAVY ART., Post
FENNELL, ANDREW J., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 1; 2
FENNELL, JOHN, 4TH MA CAV, Post
FENNELL, JOHN, 1ST MA CAV, Post 318
FENNER, ROSELL, 55TH IL INF; CORP; CO. C; 4, Post 319
FENNER, ROSWELL, 44TH IL INF, Post
FENSNER, HENRY, 28TH IL INF, Post 284
FENSTAER, A.N., US VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 32
FENSTER, CHARLES, 12TH WI INF, Post 44
FENTON, DOLER, 74TH IL INF, Post
FENTON, EDWIN, SURGEON'S STEWARD; US NAV, Post 12
FENTON, GEORGE A., 6TH CT INF, Post
FENTON, JOHN, 3RD MD CAV, Post
FENTON, JOHN B., 3RD MD CAV, Post 172
FENTON, S.L., 83RD PA INF, Post 31
FENTON, S.L., 83RD PA INF; PVT; CO. F; 27, Post 31
FENTON, SAMUEL S., 27TH IN INF, Post
FERBER, ERNEST, 2ND NE CAV, Post 179
FERELL, JOSEPH, 13TH OH INF, Post
FERGESON, JESSE J., 10TH IN INF, Post
FERGSON, HENRY, 78TH IL INF, Post
FERGUS, ALEXANDER, 151ST IN INF, Post
FERGUS, ALEXANDER M., 151ST IN INF, Post 13
FERGUS, J. CORWIN, 147TH OH INF, Post
FERGUS, JAMES C., 147TH OH INF, Post
FERGUSEN, ROBERT P., 144TH NY INF, Post
FERGUSON, A.J., 8TH IA CAV, Post 5
FERGUSON, ADAM, 2ND PA ART., Post 69
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 40TH IA INF, Post 5
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 67TH PA INF; PVT; CO. B; 62, Post 251
FERGUSON, ANDREW J., 62ND PA INF; PVT; CO. B; 67, Post 251
FERGUSON, ANDREW JACKS, 40TH IA INF, Post 5
FERGUSON, B.F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
FERGUSON, BENJAMIN F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
FERGUSON, BENJAMIN F., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 94TH NY INF, Post
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 94TH NY INF, Post
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 18TH NY CAV, Post
FERGUSON, CHARLES J., 94TH NY INF, Post
FERGUSON, DANIEL, 1ST MI ART., Post
FERGUSON, DEMPSEY, 65TH IL INF, Post 113
FERGUSON, ELIJAH, 129TH OH INF (21ST OH INF, Post 4
FERGUSON, ELIJAH, 21ST OH INF (129TH OH INF, Post 4
FERGUSON, FINLEY C., 11TH IL CAV, Post 235
FERGUSON, FRANKLIN, 7TH IN CAV, Post 37
FERGUSON, FRANKLIN, 7TH IN CAV, Post
FERGUSON, FREDERICK J., 4TH IL CAV; CO. M; 12TH IL, Post 13
FERGUSON, FREDERICK J., 12TH IL CAV; CO. E; 4TH IL, Post 13
FERGUSON, GEORGE W., 41ST IL INF, Post
FERGUSON, HENRY C., 144TH IN INF, Post
FERGUSON, HENRY C., 144TH IN INF; 23RD IN INF, Post 24
FERGUSON, HENRY C., 23RD IN INF; 144TH IN INF, Post 24
FERGUSON, J.M., 141ST PA INF, Post 67
FERGUSON, J.N., 2ND IA INF, Post
FERGUSON, JAMES H., 11TH MO CAV, Post
FERGUSON, JESSE J., 10TH IN INF, Post 21
FERGUSON, JOHN H., 11TH OH INF, Post 316
FERGUSON, JOHN M., 2ND NY HEAVY ART; 9TH NY, Post 1
FERGUSON, JOHN N., 2ND IA INF, Post 37
FERGUSON, JOSEPH E., 16TH IL INF, Post 314
FERGUSON, JOSEPH M., US SIGNAL CORP, Post 13
FERGUSON, RUSAELL G., 9TH IA CAV; 33RD IA INF, Post 151
FERGUSON, SAMUEL, 4TH IL CAV, Post 44
FERGUSON, SMITH C., 35TH MO INF, Post 223
FERMAN, DANIEL H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 51
FERMAN, DANIEL H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
FERMAN, JAMES H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 80
FERNAN, JOHN H., 29TH WI INF, Post 171
FERNAN, JOHN H., 45TH WI INF, Post 171

FERREE, GEORGE W., 59TH OH INF(22ND OH INF), Post 16
FERREE, GEORGE W., 22ND OH INF(59TH OH INF), Post 16
FERREL, JOSEPH, 13TH OH INF, Post 262
FERR, PETER, 12TH IL, Post
FERRIER, JOHN, 86TH OH INF, Post 25
FERRIER, T.E., 45TH IL INF, Post 35
FERRIER, TOMAS E., 45TH IL, Post
FERRING, FRED C., 153RD IL INF, Post 96
FERRIS, C.E., 18TH IN ART., Post
FERRIS, CHARLES E., 18TH IN ART., Post 25
FERRIS, CHARLES E., 18TH IN ART., Post 75
FERRY, L.W., 1ST NE INF, Post 24
FERT, GEORGE, 52ND IN INF, Post
FESENDEN, CHARLES B., 78TH IL INF, Post
FESLER, JACOB, 140TH IL INF, Post 7
FESTER, MILTON L., 134TH IN INF, Post
FETHERSTON, THOMAS, 27TH IA INF(ERROR), Post
FETROM, WILLIAM, 2ND KS CAV(ERROR), Post 51
FETROW, WILLIAM, 2ND IA CAV, Post 51

FETTERLEY, N.D., 15TH IL INF, Post
FETTERLY, JOSH, 19TH MI INF, Post 12
FETTERLY, NICHOLAS D., 15TH IL INF, Post 62
FETTERMAN, CYRUS, 33RD IL INF, Post 3
FETTERS, WILLIAM H., 30TH IN INF, Post
FETZ, DAVID, 16TH PA CAV, Post 318
FETZER, HEINRICH HE, 9TH WI INF, Post 62
FETZER, HENRY, 9TH WI INF, Post
FICHTER, J.H., 39TH NJ INF, Post
FICKELS, SOLOMON, 50TH OH INF, Post 91
FICKENCHER, GEORGE W., 36TH IL LINF, Post 91
FIEBAUGH, ELIAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
FIEBIG, HERMAN, 32ND IN INF, Post 124
FIELD, GEORGE W., 1ST IA INF, Post
FIELD, GEORGE W., 123RD UA INF, Post
FIELD, JESSE, 2ND WI CAV, Post 182
FIELD, SAMUEL A., 22ND US INF, Post 1
FIELD, W.E., 52ND MA INF, Post

FIELD, WILSON E., 52ND MA INF, Post
FIELDER, WILLIAM, 72ND IL INF, Post 35
FIELDS, FRANK P., 114TH NY INF, Post 9
FIELDS, G.W., 123RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
FIELDS, JOSEPH, 124TH OH INF, Post 20
FIELDS, THOMAS J., 15TH IA INF, Post 46
FIELDS, W.B., 89TH IL INF; 59TH IL INF, Post 25
FIELDS, WILLIAM B., 59TH IL INF; CO. C; 89TH I, Post
FIENEY, HENRY, 74TH IL INF, Post
FIFER, JOHN, 7TH MO CAV, Post
FIFER, JOHN, 7TH MO CAV, Post 25
FIFER, WILLIAM, 100TH IN INF, Post 54
FIFER, WILLIAM F., 100TH IN INF, Post
FIGARD, D.H., 133RD PA INF, Post 3
FIGHTMASTER, JAMES A., 115TH IN INF, Post 253
FIKE, ABRAHAM N., 69TH OH INF, Post 354
FIKE, JAMES I., 21ST US INF, Post 45
FILBERT, JACOB S., 74TH OH INF, Post 303
FILER, GEORGE F., 6TH IA CAV, Post
FILES, JACOB, 82ND OH INF, Post 228
FILES, PETER J., 40TH IL INF, Post 74
FILKINS, B.F., 136TH NY INF, Post 76
FILKINS, B.F., 186TH NY INF, Post 76
FILKINS, LLEWLLYN, 52ND IL INF, Post 17
FILLEBROWN, J.M., 5TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 22
FILLMORE, GEORGE, 27TH IA INF, Post 201
FILLMORE, JOHN, 53RD NY INF; 132ND NY INF, Post
FILLMORE, JOHN H., 52ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 44
FILLMORE, JOHN H., 55TH IL INF, Post
FILLMORE, JOHN H., 1ST IL CAV, Post 215
FILLMORE, WILLIAM M., 16TH WI INF, Post 37
FIMM, FREDERIC, 11TH MI INF, Post
FINCH, BRUCE, 86TH IL INF, Post
FINCH, BRUCE, 86TH IL INF, Post 121
FINCH, JOHN D, 4TH IA INF, Post
FINCH, ROLANDO J., 6TH IA CAV, Post 120
FINDLAY, JAMES D., 22ND IN INF, Post 195
FINDLEY, FRANK A., 3RD MD INF, Post
FINDY, JOHN H., 13TH IL CAV, Post 17
FINECY, JOSHUA, 133RD PA INF; PVT; CO. I; 5, Post
FINGER, WILLIAM, 16TH IL CAV; 2ND US INF, Post 7
FINGER, WILLIAM, 2ND US ING; 16TH IL CAV, Post 7
FINK, C.H., 36TH WI INF; PVT; CO. C; 12, Post 20
FINK, JAMES H., 40TH IA INF, Post 68
FINK, JOHN, 5TH PA INF; PVT; CO. C; 53R, Post 46
FINK, URIAH, 1ST PA CAV, Post 142
FINK, W.D., 185TH NY INF, Post
FINKENKOLLER, ANDREW, 1ST IA CAV, Post 262
FINKHAM, IRA A., 83RD IL INF, Post
FINKLE, ROBERT R., 15TH IL INF, Post
FINLAYSON, GEORGE, 92ND MO, Post
FINLEY, CHARLES, WI, Post
FINLEY, DAVID, 3RD IA CAV, Post 17
FINLEY, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF, Post 205
FINLEY, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF, Post 136
FINN, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV, Post 25
FINNELL, JOHN, 1ST MA CAV, Post
FINNEMIER, GEORGE, 1ST MO ART., Post
FINNEY, LOUIS A., 3RD IN CAV, Post 7
FINNEY, THOMAS L., 83RD IL INF, Post
FINSEY, J., 106TH IL INF, Post
FIREBAUGH, ELIAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
FIREBAUGH, WILLIAM, 88TH IL INF, Post 157
FISCHER, CHARLES G., 28TH OH INF, Post 24
FISHER, ABRAHAM, 86TH IN INF, Post
FISHER, ABRAM C., 9TH IA CAV, Post 19
FISHER, ALEXANDER, 9TH OH INF, Post

FISHER, CHARLES, 7TH MN INF, Post 176
FISHER, CHARLES G., 28TH OH INF, Post
FISHER, CHRIS P., 103RD IL INF, Post 20
FISHER, CONRAD G., 16TH OH INF, Post 7;3
FISHER, CONRAD G., 16TH OH, Post
FISHER, D.F., 1ST IA INF, Post 117
FISHER, D.F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 43

FISHER, DANIAL F., 1ST IA ENGINEERS, Post 117
FISHER, EDGAR A., 2ND WI CAV, Post 116
FISHER, ELI, 17TH IL INF, Post 35
FISHER, ELLIS, 93RD IL INF, Post
FISHER, FREDERICK, 128TH IN INF, Post 115
FISHER, GEORGE, 85TH PA INF, Post 97
FISHER, GEORGE E., 29TH IN INF, Post 58
FISHER, IRA, 9TH IA INF, Post 110
FISHER, J.A., Post 123
FISHER, J.W., 135TH IN INF, Post 95
FISHER, JACOB B., 96TH OH INF, Post
FISHER, JAMES, 44TH IN INF, Post 209
FISHER, JAMES A., 37TH IN INF, Post 149
FISHER, JAMES A., 37TH IN INF, Post
FISHER, JAMES L., 115TH IL INF, Post 165
FISHER, JACOB B., 96TH OH INF, Post
FISHER, JOHN, 18TH IN INF, Post

FISHER, JOHN, 54TH PA LINF, Post
FISHER, JOHN E, 24TH IA, Post
FISHER, JOHN G., 159TH OH INF, Post 262
FISHER, JOHN J., 76TH IN INF; 1ST US INF, Post 23
FISHER, JOHN J., 1ST US, Post 23
FISHER, JOHN S, 15TH IA INF, Post
FISHER, JOHN S., 15TH IA INF, Post 141
FISHER, JOHN W., 135TH IN INF, Post
FISHER, JOSEPH, 91ST NY INF, Post 42
FISHER, L.T., 11TH IN INF; ORD. SERG; CO., Post 22
FISHER, LABAN, 33RD WI INF, Post 253
FISHER, LABAN, 33RD WI INF, Post 17
FISHER, LEWIS, 97TH IN INF, Post 101
FISHER, LOUIS, 97TH IN INF, Post
FISHER, LOWELL P., 27TH WI INF, Post 25
FISHER, LUKE, 47TH IL INF, Post 6
FISHER, LUKE, 47TH IL INF, Post
FISHER, NIMRO, IA CAV, Post

FISHER, RASWELL, 16TH ME INF, Post 84
FISHER, SILAS W., 77TH IL INF, Post 61
FISHER, SILAS W., 77TH IL INF, Post
FISHER, SOWEL P., 27TH WI INF, Post
FISHER, THOMAS, 79TH OH INF, Post 1
FISHER, W.F., 3RD MI CAV, Post 77
FISHER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post
FISHER, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, Post 148
FISHER, WILLIAM, 8TH IN INF, Post
FISK, FRANKLIN A., 131ST OH INF, Post
FISK, JOHN B., 92ND IL INF, Post 138
FISK, PERRY G., 1ST WI CAV, Post 142
FISK, PHILIP, 42ND WI INF, Post 176
FISK, SAMUEL A., 104TH IL INF;34TH IL INF, Post 198
FISK, WILLARD J., 30TH ME INF, Post
FISKE, DANIEL G., 12TH MA INF, Post
FISKE, SAMUEL A., 34TH IL INF;CO. E;104TH, Post 198
FISKES, JOHN Y., 159TH OH INF, Post
FISS, THOMAS J., 46TH IL INF, Post 25

FITCH, ALVIN L., 14TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 1;2
FITCH, C.H., 13TH NY, Post 7
FITCH, E.A., 2ND MN CAV, Post 86
FITCH, E.J., 2ND MN INF, Post 86
FITCH, GILBERT G., 31ST WI INF, Post 228
FITCH, GILES H., 13TH NY INF;PVT;CO. K;15, Post 7
FITCH, JAMES E., 14TH KY INF, Post 242
FITCH, JAMES F., 17TH IN INF;POST 315, Post 118
FITCH, JOHN T., 17TH IA INF, Post 116
FITCH, MARTIN, 37TH IL INF, Post 94
FITCH, WILLIAM S., 89TH IL INF, Post 207
FITCHET, GEORGE H., 125TH NY INF, Post
FITCHETT, GEORGE H., 128TH NY, Post
FITCHETT, GEORGE H., 128TH NY INF, Post 110
FITCHPATRICK, JOHN M., 8TH IA INF;ERROR), Post 17
FITCHPLATRIC, JOHN M., 8TH IA CAV, Post 17
FITERINGTON, CHARLES, 9TH IL CAV, Post 147
FITTHEN, R., 59TH OH INF, Post 235

FITTHIAN, P.M., 1ST MO CAV, Post
FITTHIAN, PETER M., 1ST MO INF, Post 99
FITHUR, PETER M., 1ST MO CAV, Post
FITSGERALD, D.B., 4TH MO CAV, Post 274
FITSGERALD, JONATHAN, 43RD WI INF, Post
FITZATRICK, BERNARD, 91ST IL INF, Post
FITZER, MOSES C., 95TH IL INF, Post 162
FITZER, MOSES C., 47TH IL INF;CO. E;95TH I, Post 162
FITZGERALD, B.B., 4TH MO CAV, Post 234
FITZGERALD, HENRY C.H., 1ST NE CAV, Post
FITZGERALD, HENRY C.H., BLACK HORSE KY CAV, Post 25
FITZGERALD, J.H., 26TH IL INF, Post 264
FITZGERALD, JONATHAN, 43RD WI INF, Post 14
FITZGERALD, MORRISON, 1ST MI CAV, Post
FITZGERALD, PATRICK, 57TH IL INF, Post 140
FITZGERALD, THOMAS S., 14TH WI INF, Post 169
FITZHUGH, R.H., 1ST NY ART.;LT. COL.;5TH, Post 276
FITZPATRICK, ALLEN, 44TH NY INF, Post
FITZPATRICK, BERNARD, 91ST IL INF, Post 21
FITZPATRICK, BERNARD, 11TH IL INF, Post 21
FITZPATRICK, EDWARD, 41ST OH INF, Post 9
FITZPATRICK, HUGH, 9TH NY, Post
FITZPATRICK, JOHN M., 8TH IA CAV, Post
FITZPATRICK, MICHAEL, 151ST IL INF, Post 151
FITZPATRICK, W.H., US NAVY;USS STR. HATTERA, Post
FITZHUGH, R.H., 1ST NY ART.;LT. COL.;5TH, Post 276
FLACK, HENRY J., 93RD IN INF, Post 91
FLAGEL, CABLE H., 93RD IL INF, Post 157
FLAINESBERG, JOSEPH, 139TH IL LINF, Post 45
FLANAGAN, AUGUSTIN D., 55TH PA INF, Post
FLANAGAN, PATRICK, 40TH NY, Post
FLANAGAN, THOMAS, 9TH IL CAV, Post 77
FLANDER, ORRIN J., 78TH IL INF, Post 8
FLANDERS, O.J., 79TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 8
FLANEGAN, SHELTON F., 1ST NE INF, Post 21
FLANIGHAN, THOMAS, 21ST NY INF, Post 332
FLAUSBURG, JOSEPH, 139TH IL, Post
FLAYES, JAMES, 99TH NY, Post
FLEENER, MARCELLUS, 19TH IA INF, Post 111
FLEHARTY, S.F., 102ND IL INF, Post
FLEHARTY, STEPHEN F., 102ND IL INF, Post 26
FLEISCHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEISHER, EDWARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 133
FLEISHER, EDWARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 133
FLEISHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEISHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEISHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEISHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEISHER, JOHN, 4TH IA INF, Post 11
FLEMING, ANDREW J., 52ND IL INF, Post 333
FLEMING, FRANK, 31ST WI INF, Post 9
FLEMING, FRANK, 31ST WI INF, Post 9
FLEMING, FRANK, 75TH IL INF, Post 10
FLEMING, GEORGE H., 8TH IL CAV, Post
FLEMING, HENRY, 43RD OH INF, Post 39
FLEMING, JAMES A., 21ST IL INF, Post 37
FLEMING, JOHN A., 2ND IA INF, Post 7
FLEMING, JOSEPH G., 14TH NH, Post
FLEMING, WILLIAM, 1ST IL CAV, Post
FLEMING, WILLIAM, 130TH IL INF;CO. F;77TH, Post 63
FLEMING, WILLIAM B., 15TH IL CAV, Post
FLEMING, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, Post 237
FLEMING, WILLIAM H., 58TH IL INF, Post 129
FLEMING, WILLIAM H. S, 152ND IL INF, Post 129
FLEMM, WILLIAM, 5TH MO INF, Post 7
FLEMM, WILLIAM, 5TH MO CAV, Post 7
FLEMMING, ABRAHAM, 34TH IN INF, Post 180
FLEMMING, ANDREW, 151ST IN INF, Post 25
FLEMMING, THOMAS C., 44TH IL INF, Post 152
FLESHER, WILLIAM E., 10TH IA INF, Post 164
FLESHMAN, DANIEL W., 144TH IN INF, Post
FLETCHER, AMASA S., 92ND OH INF, Post
FLETCHER, AMOS W., 13TH KS INF, Post
FLETCHER, ASA, 58TH IL INF, Post 25
FLETCHER, ASA, 58TH IL INF, Post
FLETCHER, CHRISTOPHER, 142ND OH INF, Post 115
FLETCHER, DENNIS, 75TH IL INF, Post 171
FLETCHER, E.A., 2ND MO CAV, Post 136
FLETCHER, EDWARD E., 12TH VT INF, Post
FLETCHER, FRANCIS W., 121ST OH INF, Post 115
FLETCHER, J.C., 2ND IA INF(ERROR), Post
FLETCHER, J.C., 3RD IA CAV, Post
FLETCHER, J.C., 69TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 124
FLETCHER, J.N., 103RD NY INF, Post
FLETCHER, J.N., 1ST NY CAV, Post 25
FLETCHER, JAMES, 4ATH IA CAV, Post 85
FLETCHER, JAMES C., 96TH IL INF, Post 124
FLETCHER, JAMES M., 36TH IN INF, Post 3
FLETCHER, JOHN V., 39TH OH INF, Post 30
FLETCHER, JONATHAN N., 103RD NY INF, Post 25
FLETCHER, JOSEPH C., 3RD IA CAV, Post 35
FLETCHER, SAMUEL J., 33RD IL INF, Post 43
FLETCHER, W., 60TH IN INF, Post 70
FLETCHER, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL CAV, Post 130
FLETCHER, WILLIAM M., 174TH OH INF, Post 75
FLICK, WILLIAM, 131ST PA INF, Post
FLICKINGER, WILLIAM, 147TH IL INF, Post
FLICKINGER, CHARLES, 45TH IL INF, Post 101
FLICKINGER, CHARLES, 55TH IL INF, Post
FLICKINGER, WILLIAM, 147TH IL INF, Post
FLICKINGER, WILLIAM, 147TH IL INF, Post 101
FLINIKEN, JOHN B., 12TH IA INF, Post 72
FLINT, ABRAM R., 14TH NY INF, Post 111
FLINT, ALFRED S., 30TH WI INF, Post 75
FLINT, ALLI F., 25TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 23
FLINT, CHARLES E., 22ND IA INF, Post 242
FLINT, FRANCIS, 100TH IN INF, Post
FLINT, GEORGE W., 22ND IA INF, Post 43
FLINT, JOHN B., 142ND IL LINF, Post 231
FLINT, JOHN L., 27TH MO INF, Post 15
FLINT, JONATHAN L., 27TH MO INF, Post 107
FLINT, LARKIN S., 43RD MO INF, Post 4
FLIPPIN, CHARLES, PVT; 14TH US COLORED INF, Post 11
FLOCK, AMOS, 13TH PA CAV, Post 262
FLOCK, GEORGE E., 2ND IA ART., Post
FLOCK, GEORGE E., 6TH IA INF, Post 32
FLOCK, MORRIS, 36TH IA INF, Post 32

FLOOD, EDWARD A., 153RD IL INF, Post 17
FLOOD, PHILIP, 88TH IL INF, Post 91
FLOOD, PHILLIP, 6TH IN INF, Post 354
FLORA, JOHN, 78TH IL INF, Post 51
FLORA, JOHN, 79TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 51
FLORI, JACOB, 48TH IN INF, Post 299
FLOROM, WILLIAM, 15TH IL CAV, Post 343
FLOTTMAN, AUGUST, 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post 11
FLOWER, ABRAM L., MUSICIAN; 74TH IN INF, Post 25
FLOWER, ABRAM L., 74TH IN INF, Post 149
FLOWER, ABRON S., 74TH IN INF, Post
FLOWER, C.A., 10TH MO CAV, Post 14
FLOWER, CHARLES E., 11TH NH INF, Post 272
FLOWERS, CLAYTON F., 3RD IA CAV, Post
FLOYD, ISAAC, 34TH OH INF, Post 63
FLOYD, ISAAC N., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post 63
FLOYD, ISAAC N., 34TH OH INF, Post 37
FLOYD, ISAAC N., 34TH OH INF, Post
FLOYD, L.C., 12TH WV INF, Post 71

FLOYD, MICHAEL, 5TH OH CAV, Post 63
FLOYD, MICHAEL, 12TH OH CAV, Post 63
FLOYD, THOMAS H., 12TH OH CAV, Post 203
FLOYD, THOMAS J., 12TH OH CAV, Post 203
FLOYD, WILLIAM, , Post
FLUCARD, JOHN, 24TH IN INF, Post
FLUCARD, JOHN, 29TH IN INF, Post 25
FLUCK, DEMIESE, 42ND IN INF, Post
FLUENT, J.F., 9TH IA CAV, Post 28
FLURER, W.H., 37TH IL INF, Post
FLUSKY, BELA H., 1ST IL ART., Post 250
FLYIN, FRANCIS, 100TH IN, Post
FLYMAN, GEORGE, 164TH OH INF, Post
FLYNN, PATRICK, 5TH KY INF, Post 25
FLYNN, PATRICK, 5TH KY INF, Post
FLYNN, RICHARD, 37TH US INF, Post
FLYNT, HORATIO H., 40TH WI INF, Post
FLYNT, JOHN E., 62ND MO CAV, Post

FOCHLINGER, JOSEPH, 74TH PA INF, Post
FOCKE, EDWARD C., 69TH OH INF, Post 63
FODGE, JAMES M., 1ST IA CAV, Post 44
FOELLMER, KARL, 9TH MD INF, Post 7
FOGG, EDWARD R., 147TH NY INF, Post
FOHLINGER, JOSEPH, 74TH PA INF, Post 84
FOLDEN, ORSON B., 91ST OH INF, Post 22
FOLDEN, R.R., 193RD OH INF, Post 122
FOLDEN, WARNER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 127
FOLEY, J.W., 10TH MO INF, Post 262
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CO CAV, Post 159
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, Post 84
FOLEY, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 97
FOLEY, JOHN W., 10TH IL INF, Post
FOLEY, JOHN W., 47TH IL INF, Post 29
FOLEY, ORSON B., 91ST OH INF, Post 22
FOLEY, R.R., 193RD OH INF, Post 122
FOLEY, WARNER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 127
FOLEY, J.W., 10TH MO INF, Post 262
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CO CAV, Post 159
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
FOLEY, JAMES, 2ND CA CAV, Post 84
FOLEY, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 97
FOLEY, JOHN W., 10TH IL INF, Post

FOLKES, ANDREW J., 44TH IL INF, Post 208
FOLLET, JOHN M., 33RD IL INF, Post 25
FOLSOM, EDWARD P., 6TH VT INF, Post

FOLSOM, WILLIAM E., 134TH IL INF, Post
FOLSOM, WILLIAM E., 134TH IL INF, Post 29
FOLSTEDT, ULRICH, 5TH US VETERAN RESERVES, Post 110
FOLTS, C.M., 157TH NY INF, Post 228
FOLTS, GEORGE, 40TH WI INF, Post 32
FOLTS, GEORGE, 40TH WI INF, Post
FOLTS, LOUIS, 16TH OH INF, Post 61
FONT, JOHN M., 8TH IN INF, Post 115
FOOT, ALFRED H., 5TH IA CAV, Post 25
FOOT, CHARLES, 1ST WI INF, Post 98
FOOT, JOHN B., 169TH NY INF, Post 105
FOOT, M.B., 115TH NY INF, Post 152
FOOT, MOSES, 98TH IN VOL. INF, Post 289
FOOT, MOSES, 98TH OH INF, Post 53
FOOTE, A.H., 5TH IA CAV, Post
FOOTE, CHARLES W., 86TH IL, Post
FOOTE, HORACE D., 100TH IL INF, Post 8;1
FORBES, ALONZO W., 46TH IL INF, Post 4
FORBES, ANDREW, 18TH OH LINF, Post 170
FORBES, ANSON, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 77
FORBES, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF, Post 13
FORBES, HENRY, 4TH PA INF, Post
FORBES, JEROME B., 157TH NY INF, Post 216
FORBES, JOHN, 55TH IL INF, Post
FORBES, JOHN, 55TH IL INF, Post 47
FORBES, JOHN A., 42ND IL INF, Post
FORBES, JOHN A., 42ND IL INF, Post 42
FORBES, NATHAN S., 26TH IL INF, Post 193
FORBES, REUBEN, 11TH IA INF;1ST IA INF, Post 7;1
FORBES, REUBEN, 1ST IA INF;11TH IA INF, Post 7;1
FORBES, SHERMAN, 49TH NY INF;DIED 11MAR193, Post 25
FORBES, WILLIAM, 37TH IA, Post
FORBES, WILLIAM, 37TH IA, Post
FORBS, FRANCIS H., 23RD IA INF, Post 40
FORBS, G.W., 142ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 13
FORBUS, REUBEN, 11TH IA INF, Post
FORCE, FRANKLIN, 11TH IA INF;1 LIEUT;50TH, Post 118

FORCE, JEFFERSON, 45TH IA INF, Post 292
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI INF(ERROR), Post 198
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI CAV, Post 198
FORCE, ZEBULON, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 198
FORCSUTT, MARK H., 3RD CA INF, Post 24
FORD, ABSALOM, 3RD IN CAV, Post 262
FORD, ABSALOM, 3RD IN INF(ERROR), Post 262
FORD, BENJAMIN, 8TH IN CAV, Post 262
FORD, BENJAMIN F., 45TH IN, Post
FORD, BENJAMIN T., 3RD IN CAV;8TH IN CAV, Post 262
FORD, CHARLES A., 28TH WI INF, Post
FORD, CORNEIUS R., 16TH IL CAV, Post 1
FORD, DANIEL, 24TH WI INF, Post 267
FORD, HARVEY, 6TH IA INF, Post 50
FORD, HARVEY, 6TH IA INF, Post
FORD, HERVEY, 143RD OH INF, Post
FORD, J.W., 10TH OH INF, Post
FORD, JEROME C., 36TH IL INF, Post 3;2

FORD, JOHN M., 128TH IN INF, Post 198
FORD, JOHN R., 1ST KY ART., Post 29
FORD, JOSEPH, 3RD MD INF, Post 50
FORD, JOSEPH, 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post 227
FORD, OSCAR H., 36TH IL INF, Post 10
FORD, PHILO, 31ST WI INF, Post 316
FORD, WILLIAM W., 1ST KS INF, Post 262
FORD, WILLIAM W., 1ST KS, Post
FORDING, DAVID F., 18TH IA INF, Post 13
FORDYEE, HENRY D., 6TH WI INF, Post 62
FOREHAND, LLOYD D., 5TH NH INF, Post 1
FOREMAN, ALFRED, 15TH IL INF, Post 130
FOREMAN, HARRY, 86TH IL INF, Post
FOREMAN, J., 17TH OH INF; PVT; CO. G; 17, Post 316
FOREST, DAVID W., 8TH IA INF, Post
FOREST, JAMES, 6TH IN INF, Post 157
FOREST, JAMES M., 16TH IL INF, Post 108
FORESTER, GEORGE, 46TH IA INF, Post 228
FORGE, SIMBERT, 201ST PA, Post
FORGE, THEODORE B., 46TH IN INF, Post
FORGEY, THOMAS B., 9TH IN INF; 46TH IN INF, Post 7
FORGUS, J. H., 15TH IA INF, Post 77
FORGY, THEODORE B., 46TH IN INF; 9TH IN INF, Post 7
FORMAN, ALFRED, 117TH IL INF, Post 110
FORNEY, GEORGE H., 12TH IL INF, Post 4
FORNEY, GEORGE H., 120TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 4
FORNUFF, GEORGE, BLACKSMITH; 7TH IL CAV, Post 77
FORREST, JAMES A., 21ST OH LILNF, Post 244
FORSCHUTT, MARK, 3RD CO, Post
FORSCH, J.M., 48TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 72
FORSHEL, CHARLES T., 40TH OH INF, Post 72
FORSHEL, J. M., 40TH OH INF, Post 72
FORSHEL, JAMES P., 7TH IA CAV, Post 17
FORSYTHE, JAMES W., 159TH OH NATL. GUARDS, Post
FORSYTHE, JACOB, 20TH IA INF, Post 123
FORSYTHE, JOHN, 13TH IA INF, Post 123
FORSYTHE, JOHN, 13TH IA INF, Post

FORSYTHE, JACOB, 20TH IA INF, Post
FORSYTHE, JACOB, , Post 123
FORSYTHE, JOHN, , Post 123
FORSYTHE, JOHN H., 26TH IL INF, Post 7; 2
FORSYTHE, JOSEPH, 186TH NY INF, Post
FORSYTHE, JOSEPH, 26TH IN INF, Post 190
FORSYTHE, J. W., 159TH OH INF, Post 95
FORSYTHE, JOHN A., 38TH IN INF, Post 91
FOSBENDER, WILLIAM, 2ND IA CAV, Post 9; 2
FOSBURY, EBER W., 22ND IA INF, Post 91
FOSDICK, AUSTIN, 40TH IA INF, Post 31
FOSDICK, AUSTIN, 40TH IA INF, Post
FOSDICK, THOMAS M., 1ST IA INF; PVT; CO. C; 8T, Post 257
FOSKETT, LYLMKAN W., 86TH IL INF, Post 114
FOSKETT, WILLIAM M., 2ND IL CAV, Post 101
FOSLER, GEORGE, 46TH IL INF, Post 3
FOSLER, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post 3
FOSMIER, FRANK S., 138TH IL INF, Post 63
FOSS, CHARLES B., 114TH INF, Post

FOSS, CHARLES H., 1ST ME INF, Post 1
FOSS, CLAAS B., 114TH IL INF, Post
FOSS, JOSEPH W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
FOSS, PHINEAS, 96TH IL INF, Post
FOSS, RANSOM, 34ATH IL INF, Post 25
FOSSLER, CHRISTIAN F., 185TH OH INF, Post 79
FOSSLER, FREDERICK, 147TH IL INF, Post 56
FOSTER, ALBERT C., 57TH MA INF, Post
FOSTER, ALEXANDER R., 21ST IA INF, Post 9
FOSTER, DANIEL W., 27TH OH INF, Post
FOSTER, DANIEL W., 27TH OH INF, Post 331
FOSTER, E.M., 1ST PA ART., Post 235
FOSTER, EDGAR J., 79TH IN INF, Post 51
FOSTER, EDWIN H., 16TH US INF, Post 131
FOSTER, FRANK B., 132ND IL, Post
FOSTER, FRANK B., 132ND IL, Post
FOSTER, FRANK B., 132ND IL INF, Post 47
FOSTER, FREDERICK F., 2ND IA CAV, Post

FOSTER, FREDRICK, 147TH IL INF, Post
FOSTER, FREDRICK, 2ND IA CAV, Post
FOSTER, GEORGE, 8TH IL CAV, Post 27
FOSTER, GEORGE, SADLER;4TH IA CAV, Post 137
FOSTER, GEORGE L., 1ST IA INF;COM.SERG;CO., Post 46
FOSTER, H.C., 47TH WI INF, Post 38
FOSTER, HENRY C., 2ND PA CAV, Post 318
FOSTER, HENRY C., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., Post
FOSTER, HENRY W., 188TH OH INF, Post 69
FOSTER, HORATIO, 6TH IA CAV, Post 262
FOSTER, IRA G., 112TH IL INF, Post 15
FOSTER, IRA M., 33RD IN INF, Post 54
FOSTER, IRA M., 33RD IN INF, Post 54
FOSTER, J.H., 11TH IL CAV, Post 76
FOSTER, J.H., 23RD IA INF, Post 40
FOSTER, JAMES C., 15TH IN INF;PVT;CO. K;17, Post 22
FOSTER, JAMES C., 16TH IN INF, Post 42
FOSTER, JAMES M., 3RD IA CAV, Post
FOSTER, JAMES O., 1ST NE, Post

FOSTER, JASPER A., 47TH IA INF, Post 23
FOSTER, JOHN, 17TH IN INF, Post 6
FOSTER, JOHN C., PVT; 26TH IA INF, Post 70
FOSTER, JONATHAN, 49TH IL INF, Post 71
FOSTER, LEWIS M., 138TH NY INF; 9TH NY ART., Post
FOSTER, MARTIN, 4TH IA INF, Post 194
FOSTER, MARTIN, 4TH IA INF, Post
FOSTER, MENARD W., 83RD IL INF; CO. E; 61ST I, Post
FOSTER, MENARD W., 61ST IL INF; CO. A; 83RD, Post
FOSTER, NEWTON, , Post
FOSTER, OSRS B., 48TH IN INF; CO. D; 49TH U, Post 65
FOSTER, ROBERT, 13TH KS INF, Post 2:2
FOSTER, THOMAS C., 53RD IL INF, Post 107
FOSTER, THOMAS C., 41ST IL INF, Post 107
FOSTER, THOMAS F., 2ND IA CAV, Post 25
FOSTER, THOMAS J., 138TH IL INF, Post 137
FOSTER, WILLIAM, 80TH IL INF, Post 11

FOSTER, WILLIAM, HOSPITAL STEWARD; 126TH O, Post 63
FOSTER, WILLIAM H., 22ND IA INF, Post
FOSTER, WILLIAM H., 22ND IA INF; DIED 17JUL19, Post 25
FOSTER, WILLIAM M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 7
FOSTER, WILLIAM M., 3RD IA CAV, Post
FOSTER, WILLIAM T., 2ND MO CAV, Post
FOTZ, LOUIS, 16TH OH INF, Post
FOUK, WATHAM, 186TH OH INF, Post 307
FOUNT, ANDERSON C., 2ND KY INF, Post 135
FOUNTAIN, FRANCIS C., 12TH IA INF, Post 97
FOUNTAIN, ISAAC, 85TH IL INF, Post 91
FOUNTAIN, JOE, 12TH IL CAV, Post 97
FOUNTAIN, JOSEPH, 12TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 32
FOUNTS, REUBEN, 36TH IA INF, Post 74
FOUREE, GEORGE, 7TH WI INF; 49TH WI INF, Post 287
FOUREE, GEORGE, 7TH WI INF, Post 287
FOUST, HENRY, 8TH IA CAV, Post 34
FOUST, JOSEPH, 66TH OH INF, Post 241
FOUT, JAMES, 6TH OH INF, Post 11

FOUT, ROBERT D., 156TH IN INF, Post
FOUTS, D., 8TH OH CAV, Post 37
FOUTS, DAVIS, 8TH OH CAV, Post
FOUTS, DAVIS, 8TH OH CAV, Post 37
FOUTS, HANRY H., 21ST OH INF; CO. E; 57ATH, Post 34
FOUTS, HENRY H., 57TH IN INF, Post 34
FOUTS, JOSEPH W., 131ST OH INF, Post 109
FOUTS, M.J., 1ST NV INF, Post 117
FOUTS, SAMUEL, 5TH OH CAV, Post
FOUTS, SILAS, 122ND OH INF, Post 23
FOUTS, WILLIAM P., 5TH IA CAV; CO. B; 5TH IA, Post 11
FOUTS, WILLIAM P., 5TH IA INF; 5TH IA CAV, Post 11
FOWLER, AMOS, 92ND NY INF, Post
FOWLER, C.L., 1ST IA INF, Post 14
FOWLER, GEORGE M., 26TH MI INF, Post 17
FOWLER, HENRY P., 123RD NY INF, Post 34
FOWLER, J.K.P., 96TH NY INF, Post 11
FOWLER, JAMES M., 27TH IN INF, Post 48

FOWLER, LEVI D., 93RD AR MILITIA, Post
FOWLER, LUCIUS, 19TH OH INF (9TH OH ART), Post 60
FOWLER, LUCIUS, 9TH OH ART (19TH OH INF), Post 60
FOWLER, MORRIS, 112TH IL INF, Post 35
FOWLER, PETER Z., Post 123
FOWLER, PETER Z., 22ND IA INF, Post
FOWLER, PETER Z., 22ND IA INF, Post 194
FOWLER, REUBEN L., 5TH KS CAV, Post 111
FOWLER, THOMAS S., 77TH NY INF, Post
FOWLER, W.W., 94TH IN INF, Post 220
FOWLER, WILLIAM, 66TH IN INF, Post
FOWLER, WILLIAM, 77TH IL INF, Post 48
FOWLER, WILLIAM, 77TH IL INF, Post
FOWLER, WILLIAM G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 180
FOWLER, ZELINA H., 8TH IA INF, Post 50
FOX, A.H., 4TH MI CAV, Post 35
FOX, CHARLES B., 10TH IA INF, Post 25
FOX, CHARLES E., 8TH IA INF, Post 207
FOX, CYRUS, 7TH IA CAV, Post 54

FOX, DANIEL, 156TH IL INF, Post 91
FOX, EDGAR, 95TH IL INF, Post 20
FOX, ELIJAH D., 3RD WI INF, Post
FOX, FREDERICK P., 13TH IL INF, Post
FOX, HENRY, 65TH IL INF, Post 131
FOX, J., 2ND IA CAV, Post 47
FOX, JAMES W., 11TH WI INF, Post 25
FOX, JAMES W., 11ST WI INF, Post
FOX, JOHN, 5TH KS CAV, Post
FOX, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV, Post
FOX, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV, Post 102
FOX, JOHN, 5TH KS CAV, Post 37
FOX, JOSEPH, 173RD OH INF, Post 22
FOX, JOSEPH W., 43RD WI INF, Post 52
FOX, LESTER, 6TH MI INF; 1ST MI HEAVY, Post
FOX, PATRICK, 21ST CT INF, Post
FOX, PAUL, 16TH IN ART., Post 41
FOX, PETER, 26TH NY INF; PVT; CO. F; 34, Post 155
FOX, REYNOLDS, 155TH PA, Post
FOX, ROBERT S.M., 12TH MI INF, Post 68
FOX, SOMMERS, 114TH IL INF, Post 5
FOX, SOMMERS, 114TH IL INF, Post 5
FOX, SOMMERS, 114TH IL, Post 5
FOX, WILLIAM, 1ST WV CAV, Post 1; 9
FOX, WILLIAM V., 12TH WI ART., Post 28
FOXWORTHY, J.H., 33RD IN INF, Post
FOXWORTHY, JEFFERSON H., 33RD IN INF, Post 25
FOXWORTHY, PHILIP E., 33RD IN INF, Post 113
FOY, DAVID, 46TH IA INF, Post 26
FOY, DAVID, 49TH IA INF, Post
FOY, NAPOLEON C., 13TH IA INF, Post
FOY, NAPOLEON C., 13TH IA INF, Post 26
FRADY, CHARLES H., 9TH IA CAV, Post 68
FRAES, FREDRICK, 12TH WI ART., Post 114
FRAFE, JOHN F., 48TH IA INF, Post
FRAFF, JOSEPH, 1ST MI CAV, Post
FRAGARET, DAVID H., 138TH PA INF, Post

FRAHM, JACOB, 43RD IL INF, Post
FRAHM, JACOB C., 43RD IL INF, Post 90
FRAKA, HENRY, 111TH IL INF, Post 74
FRAKES, WILLIAM, 9TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
FRALICK, ROBERT, 10TH IL CAV, Post 11
FRAME, ABNER D., 75TH IN INF, Post 8
FRAME, ELIAS, 46TH WI INF, Post 171
FRAME, JAMES L., 30TH IA INF, Post 79
FRAME, JOHN R., 3RD IA INF, Post 144
FRAME, JOHN R., 30TH IA INF, Post 144
FRANCE, AUGUSTUS, 63RD IL INF, Post 79
FRANCE, BRICE H., 84TH IL INF, Post 211
FRANCE, GEORGE B., 21ST IN LIGHT ART., Post 32
FRANCE, GEORGE B., 21ST IN INF (ERROR), Post 61
FRANCE, JACOB R., 5TH IA CAV, Post 113
FRANCE, JAMES S., 17TH NY INF, Post
FRANCE, JOHN, 6TH PA HEAVY ART., Post 4
FRANCE, WILLIAM, 13TH NY INF, Post 110

FRANCIS, BENEDICT, 18TH MI INF, Post 16
FRANCIS, DAVID M., 177TH NY INF, Post
FRANCIS, HENRY, 91ST PA, Post
FRANCIS, J.S., 7TH NY INF, Post
FRANCIS, JAMES, 18TH NY CAV, Post
FRANCIS, JAMES, 15TH NY CAV; 2ND NY PROV, Post
FRANCIS, JAMES, 18TH NY INF, Post
FRANCIS, PAGE T., 3RD ME INF, Post
FRANCIS, RANSOM H., 12TH IN CAV, Post 187
FRANCIS, ROBERT F., 10TH MO INF, Post 1
FRANCIS, ROBERT F., 10TH MI INF; PVT; CO. H; 10, Post 1
FRANCIS, S.A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
FRANCIS, S.A.A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
FRANCIS, SAMUEL A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
FRANCIS, THOMAS J., 7TH WI INF, Post 59
FRANCIS, WILLIAM H., 126TH IL INF, Post 11
FRANCISCO, BENJAMIN, 13TH WI INF, Post 136
FRANK, CHARLES H., 4TH CA INF, Post 152
FRANK, JOHN W., 46TH IA INF, Post 37

FRANK, JOSEPH SEWAR, 18TH WI INF, Post 91
FRANK, JOSEPH W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 1; 1
FRANK, WILLIAM H., 1ST NE, Post 111
FRANK, ZACHARIAH MA, 94TH IL INF, Post
FRANKENBARGER, JOHN W., 129TH IN INF, Post
FRANKENBERGE, JOHN W., 129TH IN INF, Post 99
FRANKFATKER, SAMUEL S., 144TH OH INF, Post
FRANKFORATER, DAVID, 49TH OH INF, Post 188
FRANKFORTEER, SAMUEL S., 144TH OH INF, Post 312
FRANKFORTER, JACOB, 86TH OH INF, Post
FRANKFORTER, JACOB, 86TH OH INF (144TH OH INF, Post 25
FRANKFORTER, JACOB, 144TH OH INF (86TH OH INF, Post 25
FRANKLIN, GEORGE P., OH INF, Post
FRANKLIN, H. G., 64TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 25
FRANKLIN, JOSEPH T., 8TH TN INF, Post 91
FRANKLIN, LOREY A., 5TH IA CAV, Post 71
FRANKLIN, N. G., 163RD OH INF (ERROR), Post 214
FRANKLIN, NELSON G., 82ND OH INF; 45TH OH INF, Post 214

FRANKLIN, NELSON G., 45TH OH INF, Post
FRANKLIN, R.B., 93RD NY INF, Post 67
FRANKLIN, ROBERT V., 79TH IN INF, Post 207
FRANKLIN, ROBERT V., 7TH IN INF; SERG; CO. K; 79, Post 312
FRANKLIN, ROBERT V., 79TH IN INF, Post
FRANKLIN, T.S., 42ND MO INF, Post 265
FRANKLIN, W.B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 262
FRANKLIN, WARREN B., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
FRANKLIN, WARREN B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
FRANS, BENJAMAN R., 81ST MO CAV, Post
FRANSLER, AUSTIN M., 61ST OH INF, Post 97
FRANTZ, A.J., 3RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 13
FRANTZ, JOHN W., Post
FRANTZ, JOSEPH H., 2ND MD INF, Post 3
FRANTZ, WILLIAM M., 145TH IL INF, Post 81
FRANZ, JOHN J., 2ND NE INF, Post
FRASER, GEORGE W., 195TH PA INF, Post
FRASER, GOERGE W., 122ND PA INF; LIEUT; CO., Post 110
FRASIER, PETER E., 30TH MI INF, Post 44
FRAYAR, JAMES, 19TH US INF; 2ND US CAV, Post 1
FRAZEE, GEORGE, 54TH IN INF, Post
FRAZEE, GEORGE W., 54TH IN, Post
FRAZELL, JACOB H., 10TH IL INF, Post 217
FRAZER, GEORGE W., 58TH IN INF; CO. K; 101ST, Post
FRAZER, GEORGE W., 101ST IN INF; CO. K; 58TH, Post
FRAZER, GEORGE W., 23RD MO INF, Post 76
FRAZER, WILLIAM, 10TH MI CAV, Post 316
FRAZIER, B.S., 5TH WI INF; PVT; CO. H; 18T, Post 289
FRAZIER, HIRAM E., 21ST IA INF, Post
FRAZIER, JAMES, 19TH US INF, Post 91
FRAZIER, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, Post 9
FRAZIER, JAMES, 79TH IN INF, Post 25
FRAZIER, JAMES K., 10TH OH ART; LIEUT; CO. I; 1, Post 115
FRAZIER, JOHN H., 194TH OH INF*, Post 147
FRAZIER, JOSEPH, 15TH OH INF, Post 18
FRAZIER, SAMUEL H., 29TH IA INF, Post
FRAZIER, SAMUEL H., 29TH IA INF, Post 115
FRAZIER, SMOUEL H., 29TH IA INF, Post 115
FREAR, ELIAS, 14TH PA CAV, Post 216
FREAR, WILLIAM M., 16TH PA CAV, Post 291
FREAS, J.H., 105TH PA INF, Post 163
FREAS, JAMES H., 105TH PA, Post
FREDEERICKS, THEODORE, US NAVY; SHIP 'CORNELIA', Post 8
FREDENBURG, ALONZO, 122ND NY INF, Post 235
FREDERICK, CALVIN H., 9TH MO INF, Post
FREDERICK, GEORGE, 146TH IN INF, Post
FREDERICK, JOHN C., 2ND MO CAV, Post 25
FREDERICK, JOHN C., 32ND WI INF, Post 227
FREDERICK, JOHN F., 82ND IL INF, Post 100
FREDERICK, KINTER, 17TH IA INF, Post
FREDERICK, LEVI, 2ND IN CAV, Post 84
FREDERICK, WOLFGANG, 2ND WI CAV, Post 40
FREDERICKS, C.H., 14TH US INF; 9TH MO INF, Post 7; 1
FREDICK, CHARLES E., 30TH MA INF, Post 12
FREDRICK, C.H., 9TH MO INF, Post 7;1
FREDRICK, JOHN, 82ND IL INF, Post

FREDRICK, JOHN C., 8TH MO INF;2ND MO CAV, Post 25
FREDRICK, LOUIS, 82ND IL INF, Post
FREDRICK, PETER, 42ND IN INF, Post 154
FREE, JAMES T., 116TH IL INF, Post 275
FREED, BENJAMIN O., 43RD IL INF, Post 151
FREED, RICHARD T., 46TH IN INF, Post 68
FREEL, CHARLES W., 16TH KS CAV, Post 37
FREEL, CHARLES W., 16TH KS CAV, Post
FREELAND, DOLPHUS, 4TH WI CAV, Post 303
FREEMAN, ANDREW, 133RD IL INF, Post 119
FREEMAN, BENTON, 27TH NY INF, Post 171
FREEMAN, CHARLES W, 95TH IL INF, Post
FREEMAN, D.H., 13TH MI INF, Post 81
FREEMAN, DANIEL, 17TH IL INF, Post
FREEMAN, DANIEL, 17TH IL INF, Post 35
FREEMAN, EDWIN D., 11TH RI INF, Post 109
FREEMAN, FRANCIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 116

FREEMAN, J.W., 12TH PA CAV, Post
FREEMAN, JAMES, 96TH IL INF, Post
FREEMAN, JAMES P., 116TH IN INF, Post 352
FREEMAN, JOHN, 32ND KY INF, Post
FREEMAN, JOHN, 13TH MI INF, Post
FREEMAN, MARTIN L., 73RD IL INF, Post 68
FREEMAN, MARVIN W., 126TH IL INF, Post 43
FREEMAN, O.B., 5TH MI INF, Post 65
FREEMAN, P.M., 14TH MI LIGHT ART., Post
FREEMAN, RANSOM C., 11TH MI INF, Post 112
FREEMAN, RICHARD, 63RD IL INF, Post
FREEMAN, THOMAS J., 5TH IL CAV, Post
FREEMAN, WILLIAM A., 6TH KS CAV, Post 4
FREEMOLE, SAMUEL, 14TH IL CAV, Post 47
FREEMOLE, SAMULE, 17TH IL INF, Post
FREES, FRED, , Post
FREES, LEANDER, 12TH MO CAV, Post 192
FREES, PETER, 11TH MI INF, Post
FREES, PETER, 14TH MI LIGHT ART., Post 24

FREESSEN, W.H., 11TH MI INF, Post 54
FREEZE, ANDREW J., 6TH OH ART., Post 297
FREI, JOHN J., 4TH IA CAV, Post
FREIDCHEN, WILLIAM, 176TH OH INF, Post 52
FREMOLE, MATHEW, 86TH IL, Post
FREMOLE, SAM, 14TH IL, Post
FRENCH, B.F., 44TH IN INF, Post 4
FRENCH, COLUMBUS P., 2ND IA CAV, Post 187
FRENCH, EUGENIA K., 9TH IL CAV, Post
FRENCH, GEORGE, 37TH IL INF, Post 97
FRENCH, GEORGE, 33RD IL INF, Post 20
FRENCH, GEORGE B., 4TH VT INF, Post 4
FRENCH, GEORGE B., VT FRONTIER CAV, Post 4
FRENCH, HARVEY G., 5TH MI INF, Post 46
FRENCH, IRA, 32ND IA INF, Post 346
FRENCH, JAMES, 65TH IL INFD, Post 328
FRENCH, JAMES R., 26TH KY INF, Post 52
FRENCH, JOHN F., 44TH IN INF, Post 9
FRENCH, JOHN W., 2ND IL ART, Post 60
FRENCH, JOHN W., 2ND IL INFERROR, Post 60
FRENCH, JOSEPH, 1ST MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 4
FRENCH, JOSEPH C., 13TH WI INF, Post 72
FRENCH, PETER, 37TH IN INF, Post
FRENCH, SQUIRE C., 107TH IL INF, Post
FRENCH, WILLIAM A., 7TH IL INF, Post
FRENCH, WILLIAM M., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 21
FRESHER, JAMES, 79TH IN, Post
FRESSL, WILLIAM H., 11TH MI INF, Post
FRETZ, JOHN K., 147TH OH INF, Post
FRETZER, JOHN K., 54TH PA INF, Post
FREY, GEORGE W., 93RD IL INF, Post 8;1
FREY, GEORGE W., 1ST IL INFERROR, Post 11
FREY, W. H., 1ST MI INF, Post 43
FRICHOFF, PETER, 43RD IL INF, Post 39
FRICK, ANDREW, 1ST IA INF, Post
FRIDAY, JOHN H., 44TH OH INF8TH OH CAV, Post 14
FRIDAY, JOHN H., 8TH OH CAV;44TH OH INF, Post 14

FRIED, RICHARD T., 46TH IN INF, Post 25
FRIED, WILLIAM, IL INF, Post 4
FRIEL, BERNHARD, 34TH IA INF, Post 32
FRIEND, HOWARD, 17TH IL CAV, Post 21
FRIEND, HOWARD C., 17TH IL CAV, Post
FRIEND, JOHN, 8TH IA CAV, Post 11
FRIEND, LEANDER W., 86TH IN INF, Post 149
FRIEND, LEE W., 86TH IN INF, Post
FRIES, JOHN I., 128TH IN INF, Post
FRES, LEWIS, 5TH OH INF, Post
FRIES, WILLIAM, 36TH IL INF, Post 125
FRIESEL, W.H., 67TH PA, Post
FRIESEL, WILLIAM H., 62ND PA INF, Post
FRINK, ROY F., WAGONMASTER; 5TH IA INF, Post 196
FRISBIE, DENISON C., 142ND IL INF, Post 68
FRISBIE, ICHABOD, 35TH IA INF, Post
FRISBY, FREDERICK S., 34TH IL INF, Post
FRITCHER, GILBERT, 93RD NY INF, Post 227
FRITTON, JOHN, 91ST NY INF, Post 42
FRITTS, HENRY O., 64TH NY INF, Post
FRITTS, HENRY O., 64TH NY INF, Post
FRITZ, FREDERICK, 29TH WI INF, Post 100
FRITZ, FREDRICK, 29TH WI INF, Post
FRITZ, H., 34TH KY INF, Post 347
FRITZ, HIRAM J., 75TH IL INF, Post 162
FRITZ, HIRAM J., 75TH IL INF, Post
FRITZ, JOHN K., 147TH OH INF, Post 66
FRITZ, LOUIS, 5TH US CAV, Post 12
FRITZ, W.H., 3RD PA HEAVY ART., Post 70
FRITZEL, JOHN I., 128TH IN INF, Post 115
FRITZER, PETER, 183RD OH INF, Post 108
FRITZER, PETER, 183RD OH INF, Post
FRIVAC, PERCY L., 135TH IL INF, Post
FRIZZELL, ERASMUS B., 27TH IA INF, Post 229
FRIZZELL, A.Q., 1ST CO CAV, Post
FRIZZELL, JOSHUA, 103RD IL INF, Post 296
FRIZZELL, WILLIAM H., 3RD MA CAV, Post
FROCHLICK, JULIUS, 10TH IL INF, Post 124
FROESCHLE, WILLIAM G., 13TH OH INF, Post 4
FROM, JAMES, 46TH IL INF, Post 10
FROSH, GEORGE A., 47TH MA INF, Post
FROSS, SELDEN M., 49TH WI INF, Post 71
FROST, AGUSTUS H., 88TH IL INF, Post 209
FROST, ENOS, 2ND IL INF, Post
FROST, ENOS, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post 115
FROST, GEORGE A., US NAVY; SLOOP VINCENNES, Post 262
FROST, JOEL, 14TH IA INF, Post 185
FROST, JOHN, 1ST US CAV, Post
FROST, JULIUS W., 7TH MN INF, Post
FROST, JULIUS W., 7TH MN INF, Post 32
FROST, LEWIS H., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
FROST, O., US NAVY; MAN OF WAR; CO. F, Post 296
FROST, SAMUEL S., 14TH IA INF, Post 15
FROST, WALLACE, 5TH WI INF, Post 117
Frost, William H., 4th in Art., Post 115
Frost, William H., 4th in Art., Post
Frost, William N., 4th in Cav, Post
Froud, William, 2nd Co Cav, Post 264
Frownfelder, Gideon, 18th OH Light Art., Post
Frueed, Milton S., 65th OH Inf, Post 40
Fruse, Peter H., 11th Mi Inf, Post
Fry, A.L., 1st MN Mounted Rangers, Post
Fry, Abraham L., 1st MN Cav, Post
Fry, Adolphus, 120th In Inf, Post 318
Fry, Andrew, 19th IA Inf, Post 45
Fry, David, 11th PA Inf, Post 334
Fry, George W., 1st IL Cav;93rd IL Inf, Post 11
Fry, Isaac M., 83rd OH Natl. Guard, Post
Fry, James H., 126th OH Inf, Post 7;1
Fry, John, 160th PA Inf, Post 22
Fry, John, 160th PA Inf, Post 22
Fry, Samuel, 11th IL Cav, Post 65
Fry, Samuel H., Post

Fry, Samuel M., 72nd IL Inf, Post 10
Fry, Theadore, 47th IA Inf, Post
Fry, Theodore, 142nd IL Inf, Post 144
Fry, Theodore, 47th IA Inf, Post 45
Fry, William H., 49th MO Inf, Post 4
Fryar, Lewis F., 37th IL Inf, Post 43
Frye, Henry A., 17th IL Cav, Post
Frye, Isaac, 53rd OH Inf, Post 162
Fyer, A.S., 88th OH Inf, Post 193
Fyhr, James H., 126th OH, Post
Frymire, P.J., 162nd OH Inf, Post 230
Fueston, James, 13th IN Cav, Post 185
Fuhr, Henry, 2nd IA Cav, Post
Fulbright, John, 121st OH Inf, Post 25
Fulbright, John, 69th OH Inf;Co. F;121st, Post 25
Fulk, Abraham, 4th IA Inf, Post 39
Fulbright, John, 69th OH Inf, Post
Fulbright, John, 131st IA Inf, Post

Fuller, Alonzo W., 18th WI Inf, Post 74
Fuller, Arthur H., 53rd IL Inf, Post 265
Fuller, Benjamin, 3rd VT Inf, Post
Fuller, Burton, 7th IA Inf, Post 3;3
Fuller, Cash D., 11th MI Inf Post, Post 254
Fuller, Cash D., 11th MI Inf, Post
FULLER, CHARLES, 22ND CT INF, Post
FULLER, CHARLES M., 31ST IL INF, Post
FULLER, CHARLES W., 2ND IA CAV, Post
FULLER, CHARLES W., 9TH IA INF, Post 80
FULLER, DANIEL, 4TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 118
FULLER, E.P., 40TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 10
FULLER, EDWARD P., 140TH IL INF, Post 10
FULLER, EVI, 64TH NY INF, Post 8
FULLER, F.G., 77TH IL INF, Post
FULLER, FRANCIS GURL, 77th IL INF, Post 25
FULLER, FRANKLIN, 124TH OH INF, Post 38
FULLER, G.W., 74TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 100
FULLER, GEORGE W., 75TH IL INF, Post
FULLER, GEORGE W., 74TH IN INF, Post
FULLER, GEORGE W., 75TH IL INF, Post 3
FULLER, GEORGE W., 74TH IN INF, Post 100
FULLER, HENRY E., 34TH IL INF, Post 32
FULLER, ICHABED A., 72ND IL INF, Post
FULLER, J.F., 20TH NY INF, Post 244
FULLER, JAMES F., 94TH NY INF;PVT;CO. A;20, Post 244
FULLER, JAMES S., 140TH IL INF, Post
FULLER, JOHN F., 147TH IL INF, Post 53
FULLER, JOHN F., MIDSHIPMAN;US NAVY, Post
FULLER, JOHN M., 147TH OH INF, Post
FULLER, JOHN N., 11TH IL INF, Post
FULLER, JOHN N., 11TH IL INF, Post
FULLER, JOSEPH S., 1ST PA CAV, Post
FULLER, LEONARD A., 22ND IL INF, Post
FULLER, LEONARD A., 22ND IL INF, Post
FULLER, LEVI P., 91ST IL INF;2 LIEUT;CO., Post 7
FULLER, LYMAN W., 1ST MN INF, Post 2;3
FULLER, ROBERT, 36TH, Post
FULLER, ROBERT, US MARINE CORP, Post 106
FULLER, ROBERT, US MARINES;SLOOP LANCAST, Post 106
FULLER, SAMUEL H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 211
FULLER, URIAH, 56TN NY INF, Post
FULLER, W, 20TH IN, Post
FULLER, W.R., 19TH MI INF, Post 16
FULLER, WILLIAM, 32ND IL, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM, 32ND IL INF, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM, 32ND IL INF, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM H., 14TH OH INF, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM H., 14TH OH INF, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM J., 13TH IL CAV, Post
FULLER, WILLIAM J., 12TH IL CAV, Post 8
FULLEYS, JAMES A., 27TH OH INF, Post 80
FULLIS, JONATHAN, 88TH IL INF, Post
FULLITON, WILLIS, 22TH US VET. RESERVE COR, Post 32
FULLMER, WILLIAM P., 35TH IA INF, Post 266
FULLON, JACOB, 29TH IA INF, Post
FULMER, JOSEPH, 7TH IL CAV, Post 90
FULTON, ALPHENS, 53RD IL INF, Post 165
FULTON, ALPHEUS, 53RD IL INF, Post 165
FULTON, F.P., 125TH OH INF, Post 184
FULTON, HENRY, WAGON MASTER;14TH OH ART, Post 25
FULTON, HUGH, 3RD IA INF, Post
FULTON, IRA, 15TH IL INF, Post 52
FULTON, JACOB, 29TH IA INF, Post
FULTON, JACOB, 29TH IA INF, Post
FULTON, JOHN H., 7TH WI INF;4TH US ART., Post 4
FULTON, JOHN R., 2ND PA ART., Post 115
FULTON, M.C., 16TH PA CAV, Post 150
FULTON, REED W., 8TH PA RESERVE CORP;CO., Post 195
FULTON, REED W., 191ST PA INF;8TH PA INF, Post 195
FULTON, ROBERT B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 80
FULTON, SAMUEL, 35TH IA INF, Post 17
FULTON, SAMUEL, 197TH OH INF, Post
FULTON, WASHINGTON, 6TH MO CAV, Post 329
FULTON, WASHINGTON, 6TH MO LIGHT ART., Post 9
FULTON, WILLIAM H., 25TH IL INF;4TH IL INF;1, Post 156
FUNCK, ALBERT H., 195TH PA INF, Post
FUNCK, ALFRED, 12TH NY CAV, Post
FUNDERBURGH, J.C., 25TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 166
FUNK, ALLEN W., 94TH OH INF, Post
FUNK, JOHN M., 65TH OH INF, Post 112
FUNK, LARKEN, 45TH IN INF, Post 91
FUNK, OTTO, 8TH IL INF, Post 25
FUNK, PHILIP C., 3RD OH CAV, Post 111
FUNK, SAMUEL B., 4TH OH CAV, Post 308
FUNK, WILLIAM, 3RD OH CAV, Post 111
FUNKE, OTTO, 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
FUNKS, ALBERT, 147TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 27
FURAY, J.B., 11TH OH CAV, Post 110
FURAY, JOHN B., 1ST OH CAV, Post
FURAY, JONATHAN B., 11TH OH CAV, Post 262
FUREY, JOHN V., 14TH NYMILITIA, Post
FURGESON, NELSON M., 15TH IL INF;147TH IL INF, Post 97
FURGESON, NELSON M., 147TH IL INF; 15TH IL INF, Post 97
FURGISON, JOHN M., 141ST PA INF, Post
FURGUS, ALEX M., 157TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 66
FURGUSON, ALEXANDER, 85TH IL INF, Post 196
FURGUSON, HARVEY T., 1ST IL ART., Post 114
FURLIE, JOHN F., US NAVY; STEAMER OEECHOTA, Post
FURLONG, MOSES, 96TH IL INF, Post
FURLONG, MOSES, 96TH IL INF, Post 173
FURMEN, WILLIAM H., 147TH IL INF, Post
FURNAS, ROBERT W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 103
FURR, CHURCHILL C., 17TH IL INF; CO. D; 8TH IL, Post 114
FURR, CHURCHILL C., 17TH IL INF; CO. D; 8TH IL, Post 114
FURR, CHURCHILL; SR, 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 114
FURR, JOHN A., 94TH IL INF, Post 301
FURROW, GEORGE W., 77TH IL INF; 130TH IL INF, Post 18
FURROW, GOERGE W., 130TH IL INF; CO. D; 77TH, Post 18
FURRY, RICHARD, 22ND IN INF; 74TH IN INF, Post
FURVEY, DAVID, 89TH IL INF, Post 262

FUSIN, THOMAS J, 9TH IN CAV, Post
FUSON, HENRY C., 23RD IL INF, Post
FUSON, HENRY C., 53RD IL INF, Post 38
FUSSELL, JOSHUA L., 34TH IN INF, Post 22
FUSSELMAN, WARREN T, 14TH OH INF; 68TH OH INF, Post
FUSSELMAN, WARREN, 68TH OH INF, Post 273
FUSSELMAN, WARREN, 14TH OH INF, Post 34
FYE, DANIEL, 26TH IL INF, Post 142
FYM, JOHN, 32ND OH INF, Post 105
These files are made up from two sources:
Source I : An extract of Civil War veterans for south central and southeastern Nebraska counties without GAR Post numbers which was taken from the 1890 U.S. Census for Nebraska of Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil War. Those veterans listed with GAR Post numbers were extracted from the first 6,200 entries on the Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society microfilm. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number.

Source II : An extract of Civil War veterans which was taken from Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Vol. 1 through 4, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society Microfilm Roll No.'s 14374 and 14395. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number. The information provided in the data files is only a partial extract. More complete information for the veteran may be found by reviewing the name in the Index to Civil War Veterans from Nebraska which is a microfilm alphabetical index of approximately 45,000 Nebraska Civil War veterans at the Nebraska State Historical Society Library, 1500 "R" Street, P.O. Box 82554, Lincoln, NE 68501-2554, Phone 1-800-833-6747 or 402-471-3270. Copies of the soldier's military and pension records may be obtained by writing the Reference Services Branch (NNRG-P), National Archives and Records Administration, 7th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20408.

Arrangement:  Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
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GABLE, JACOB, 93RD IL INF, Post 184
GABLE, LEVI, US MARINE CORP;USS DAKOT, Post 25
GABLE, URIAH M., 11TH IA INF, Post 193
GABRIEL, THOMAS E., 83RD IL INF, Post 18
GABRIEL, WILLIAM, 83RD IL INF, Post 144
GADDIS, ISAAC R., 19TH IA INF, Post 354
GADDIS, JOHN W., 48TH IN INF, Post 86
GAFFER, WILLIAM, 1ST MN CAV, Post 86
GAFFER, WILLIAM, 2ND MN INF, Post 185
GAFFNEY, TERRENCE, 6TH IA CAV, Post 185
GAGE, A.W., 27TH NY INF, Post 8
GAGE, ALONZO, 14TH VT INF;PVT;CO. A;8T, Post 8
GAGE, WILLIAM C., 2ND VT INF;US SIGNAL COR, Post 53
GAGE, WILLIAM C., US SIGNAL CORPS, Post 8;5
GAGER, ALVIN H., 9TH IA CAV, Post 224
GAGER, RICHMOND DUD, 153RD IL INF, Post 224
GAGNEBIN, STEPHEN L., BLACKSMITH;7TH MO CAV, Post 262
GAHN, MILES J., MEDICAL DEPOT & HOSPITAL, Post 262
GAHOW, GEORGE K., 57TH IL INF, Post
GAIL, JOHN L., 153RD IL INF, Post
GAIL, JOHN L., 152ND IL INF, Post 17
GAILER, L.C., 200TH PA INF, Post 34
GAIN, HARRISON W., 3RD OH CAV, Post 73
GAIN, PHILIPP, 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post
GAINES, JOSEPH, 2ND MO CAV, Post 12
GAINES, WILLIAM F., 130TH IL INF, Post 52
GAINSFORTH, THOMAS, 44TH WI INF, Post 111
GAITHER, BAZIL L., 33RD IN INF, Post
GAITHER, BAZZIL L., 33RD IN, Post
GAKEMEIER, HENRY H., KY MILITIA, Post
GALAGHER, JAMES, 12TH IA INF, Post 75
GALBRAITH, FRANCIS H., 37TH WI INF, Post 42
GALBRAITH, JOSEPH, 92ND IL INF, Post 34
GALE, ALBERT H., 25TH ME INF, Post 67
GALE, HENRY, 55TH OH INF, Post 207
GALE, NATHANIEL H., 96TH NY INF, Post 23
GALE, THOMAS A., 8TH IA CAV, Post 112
GALER, JOSEPH C., 64TH IL INF, Post
GALER, REASNER, 47TH IL INF, Post 47
GALES, ALBERT E., 116TH OH INF, Post
GALLAGER, PATRICK, 18TH IL INF, Post
GALLAGHER, COUSTANTIM V, 3RD IA INF, Post
GALLAGHER, PATRICK, 18TH IL INF, Post
GALLAGHER, ROBERT, 15TH IL CAV; CO. K; 10TH I, Post 192
GALLAGHER, ROBERT, 10TH IL CAV; CO. K; 15TH I, Post 192
GALLANT, NATHAN H., 102ND IL INF, Post 59
GALLATINE, WILLIAM B., 7TH WV INF, Post
GALLEHER, JAMES, 196TH OH INF, Post 39
GALLEHER, JAMES W., 81ST OH INF, Post 39
GALLENTINE, JOSEPH R., 18TH PA CAV, Post
GALLES, GYMAN B., 1ST MN, Post
GALLETINE, JOSEPH, 7TH WV INF, Post 345
GALLEY, ALVIN, 124TH IL INF; CO. B; 33RD, Post 15
GALLEY, ALVIN, 12TH IL INF, Post 15
GALLEY, ALVIN, 12TH IL INF( ERROR), Post 15
GALLEY, ALVIN, 33RD IL INF; CO. F; 124TH, Post
GALLEY, JACOB, 72ND IL INF, Post 15
GALLEY, JAMES H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 7
GALLEY, PHILIP S., 19TH IL INF, Post 149
GALLEY, PHILLIP S., 19TH IL INF, Post
GALLEY, SPRINGER, 42ND IL INF; 19TH IL INF, Post 15
GALLEY, SPRINGER, 19TH IL INF, Post
GALLEY, SPRINGER, 19TH IL INF; 42ND IL INF, Post 15
GALLIGAN, JOHN J., 9TH IL CAV, Post 7
GALLIGHER, THEODORE, 7TH VA CAV, Post
GALLIHER, THOMAS C., 136TH OH INF, Post 39
GALLOGLY, WILLIAM L., 78TH OH INF, Post
GALLUP, WILLIAM W., 12TH VT INF, Post 227
GALLUP, WILLIAM W., 9TH VT INF, Post 227
GALPIN, GEORGE, 45TH IA INF, Post 143
GAMBLE, A.S., 23RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 196
GAMBLE, AMOS S., 23RD MO INF, Post 196
GAMBLE, HARVEY, 3RD IA CAV, Post
GAMBLE, SAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post 116
GAMBLE, W.O., 112TH IL, Post 5
GAMBLE, WILLIAM B. (C), 7TH PA CAV, Post
GAMBLE, WILLIAM O., 112TH IL INF, Post
GAMBOLD, JOHN, 67TH IN INF, Post
GAMMILL, JAMES M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 187
GAMMILL, JOHN C., 3RD IA CAV, Post
GAMZONHAUSER, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
GANCARD, NEWELL E., 6TH WI INF, Post 276
GANDY, AMOS W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 98
GANDY, JAMES L., 30TH IN INF, Post 66
GANDY, JAMES L., 30TH IN INF, Post
GANDY, LEMUEL J., 7TH IA INF, Post 32
GANDY, SMAUEL E., 3RD IA CAV, Post 32
GANNON, JOSEPH P., 64TH NY INF, Post
GANNON, WILBER, 10TH OH CAV, Post 3
GANNT, ALFRED M., 30TH OH INF, Post 141
GANO, JAMES A., 32ND WI INF, Post
GANO, JAMES A., 32ND WI INF, Post 77
GANOE, THOMAS, 3RD CA INF, Post
GANON, THOMAS, 8TH IL CAV, Post 29
GANS, GEORGE C., 3RD WI INF; 36TH WI INF, Post 50
GANS, GEORGE C., 36TH WI INF; 3RD WI INF, Post 129
GANSENHAUSER, CHARLES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
GANSON, L.A., 98TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 232
GANSON, LEWIS A., 95TH OH INF; PVT; CO. E; 98, Post 232
GANTT, ALONZO, 88TH IN INF; 38TH IN INF, Post 245
GANTZ, JOHN T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 7
GANTZ, WALTER S., 6TH OH CAV, Post 60
GAPEN, JOHN, 25TH IA INF, Post 84
GARAKE, CHARISTOPHER, 20TH IL INF, Post 122
GARBER, ABRAM, 3RD MO INF, Post 138
GARBER, J.J., 1ST WI; 29TH WI, Post
GARBER, JOSEPH, 27TH IA INF, Post 80
GARBER, SILAS, 27TH IA INF, Post 80
GARBER, SILAS, 3RD MO INF, Post
GARD, E. MITCHELL, 46TH IL INF, Post 354
GARD, ISAAC, 9TH IA INF, Post 262
GARD, ISAAC, 9TH IA INF, Post
GARD, MICHAEL, 70TH IL INF, Post
GARDANIER, WILLIAM B., 8TH MI CAV, Post 4;3
GARDELS, GEORGE, 5TH NY CAV, Post
GARDNER, BENJAMIN F., 15TH IL INF, Post 11
GARDNER, E. S., 16TH OH INF;80TH OH INF, Post 260
GARDNER, EARLIS B., 113TH IL INF, Post 15
GARDNER, EDWIN J., 20TH IN INF, Post 43
GARDNER, FRANK, 100TH IL INF, Post 8;1
GARDNER, GEORGE, 17TH IL CAV, Post 25
GARDNER, GEORGE, TEAMSTER:88TH PA INF, Post 208
GARDNER, GEORGE E., 118TH IL INF, Post 113
GARDNER, GEORGE L., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 28
GARDNER, HORACE, 105TH IL INF, Post 80
GARDNER, ISHMAEL N., US NAVY;USS CAMBRIDGE, Post 333
GARDNER, JAMES C., 20TH NY CAV, Post 115
GARDNER, JAMES H., 106TH OH INF, Post 16
GARDNER, JAMES M., 12TH IL CAV, Post
GARDNER, JAMES M., 8TH US VETERANS, Post 288
GARDNER, JAMES M., 12TH IL CAV, Post 288
GARDNER, JOHN, 153RD IL INF, Post 108
GARDNER, JOSEPH N., 2ND IL ART., Post 98
GARDNER, LAFAYETTE, 3RD OH INF;U.S. NAVY, Post 77
GARDNER, LEVI F., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post
GARDNER, LEVI I., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post
GARDNER, LEWIS D., 83RD IL INF, Post 124
GARDNER, LORENZO D., , Post
GARDNER, P., 17TH MI INF, Post 7
GARDNER, R.E., 5TH IA INF, Post
GARDNER, ROLLIN E., 3RD IA CAV, Post 35
GARDNER, SAMUEL, 21ST IA INF, Post 110
GARDNER, T.B., 101ST U.S. COLORED TROOP, Post 25
GARDNER, THOMAS G., 48TH MO INF;CORP;CO. G;5, Post 180
GARDNER, TURNER, 138TH NY INF;9TH NY ART., Post 70
GARDNER, WARREN M., 151ST IL INF, Post 55
GARDNER, WARREN M., 151ST IL INF, Post 55
GARDNER, WILLIAM H., 30TH MA INF, Post 110
GARDNER, WILLIAM P., 116TH IL INF, Post 71
GARDNER, WILLIAM P., 31ST IA INF, Post 316
GAREY, JOHNSON, 3RD IA ART., Post 40
GARISON, JOHN W.N., 75TH IL INF, Post 122
GARISON, W.H., 1ST IL ART., Post 122
GARLOCH, ANDREW, , Post
GARLOCK, ANDREW, 15TH OH INF, Post 79
GARLOCK, GEORGE P., 113TH IL INF, Post 262
GARLOW, WILLIAM E., 3RD WV CAV, Post 149
GARMAIN, SAMUEL, 32ND IA INF, Post
GARMON, WILBER, 10TH OH CAV, Post
GARNER, BENJAMIN, 20TH WI INF, Post
GARNER, BENJAMIN, 20TH WI INF, Post 312
GARNER, EDWARD H., 15TH IL INF, Post 316
GARNER, EPHRAIM C., 10TH IL INF, Post 21
GARNER, GEORGE, 17TH IL CAV, Post
GARNER, GEORGE, 118TH IL INF, Post 80
GARNER, J.W., 2ND WV CAV (18TH OH INF), Post 7
GARNER, JACOB, 205TH PA INF, Post
GARNER, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 174
GARNER, JAMES W., 18TH OH INF (2ND WV CAV), Post 7
GARNER, JAMES W., 2ND VA CAV, Post
GARNER, JAMES W., 2ND VA CAV, Post
GARNER, JOHN A., 25TH WI INF, Post 42
GARNER, JOHN A., 25TH WI INF, Post 276
GARNER, JOHN D., 15TH IL INF, Post
GARNER, JOHN D.F., 15TH IL INF, Post 25
GARNER, LEANDER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 304
GARNER, WILLIAM C., 54TH IL INF, Post 91
GARNER, WILLIAM J., 7TH WI INF, Post 276
GARNET, FRANKLIN, US NAVY USS IOWA, Post
GARNETT, THOMAS, MO (CONFEDERATE), Post
GARNSEY, F.D., 95TH IL INF, Post 141
GAROUTTE, ARCHIBALD M., 23RD US CORPS, Post
GARR, ROBERT L., 118TH IN INF, Post 19
GARRATSON, L.G., 40TH IN INF, Post
GARRELS, GARRETT A., 119TH IL INF, Post
GARRETSON, ALONZO G., 40TH IN INF, Post
GARRETSON, WILLIAM, 7TH WV CAV, Post
GARRETT, ANDREW M., 119TH IL INF, Post 136
GARRETT, HENRY M., 8TH IN CAV, Post 115
GARRETT, JACOB, 29TH IL INF, Post 1
GARRETT, JAMES, 93RD IL INF; 40TH IL INF, Post 91
GARRETT, LEVI F., 11TH MN INF, Post 163
GARRETT, ROBERT, 24TH IA INF, Post
GARRETT, WILLIAM S., 4TH IA ART., Post 278
GARRETY, FRANCIS, 25TH MO INF; 1ST MO INF, Post 7
GARRINGER, SOLOMAN, 18TH MO INF, Post 98
GARRISON, ADDISON, 8TH VA INF, Post
GARRISON, BENJAMIN, 1ST MO INF, Post 112
GARRISON, BENJAMIN T., 6TH MO CAV, Post 187
GARRISON, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GARRISON, HENRY C., 1ST US INF, Post 20
GARRISON, JEREMIAH F., 1ST IA CAV, Post
GARRISON, LOGAN, 17TH IN ART., Post 81
GARRISON, LOGAN, 17TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 81
GARRISON, SAMUEL R., 12TH KY CAV, Post
GARRISON, SAMUEL W., 33RD IN INF, Post 134
GARRISON, WISTON, 5TH IA CAV, Post
GARRITS, GEORGE, 114TH IL INF, Post
GARRITSON, WILLIAM P., 7TH WV CAV, Post 302
GARRITY, FRANCIS, 1ST MO INF; 25TH MO INF, Post 7
GARRITY, FRANCIS, 25TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 7
GARRROUTE, A.M., U.S. ART, Post 25
GARROW, DAVID, 9TH IA INF, Post
GARRY, WILLIAM H., 64TH NY INF, Post 308
GARSYTH, JOHN K., 26TH IL INF, Post
GARTEN, ANDERSON, 34TH IA INF; 38TH IA INF, Post 298
GARHWAIT, O.C., 49TH WI INF, Post 12
GARTNER, HENRY, 3RD IL CAV, Post 11
GARTON, A.J., 5TH IA INF, Post 51
GARTON, C.W., 81ST PA INF, Post 352
GARTON, MANNINGTON, 111TH OH INF; 110TH OH IN, Post BD.
GARVER, W.F., 18TH IN ART., Post
GARVER, WILLIAM F., 18TH IN ART., Post 66
GARVER, WILLIAM H., 18TH IN LIGHT ART., Post
GARVES, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GARVEY, JOHNSON, 31ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 40
GARVIN, ELIAS, 16TH OH ART., Post 144
GARVIN, ELIAS R., 5TH US, Post
GARVIN, W.J., 3RD IA CAV; CO. K; US COL, Post 16
GARVIN, WILLIAM, 26TH KY INF, Post
GARVIS, DAVID, 55TH IL INF, Post
GARWELL, BAZEL, 3RD IA CAV, Post 157
GARWOOD, CYRUS, 8TH IA CAV, Post 210
GARWOOD, CYRUS, 8TH IA CAV, Post 4; 3
GARWOOD, ISAIAH, 3RD IA INF, Post
GARWOOD, ISAIAH, 13TH IA INF, Post 4
GARWOOD, NORMAN B., 42ND IL INF, Post
GARY, H.W., 2ND NY CAV, Post 112
GARZEE, H.E., 13TH US INF, Post 42
GARZEE, HENRY E., 13TH US INF, Post
GASHILL, BENJAMIN, 148TH IN INF, Post 205
GASKILL, JAMES, 1ST US ART., Post 2
GASSER, GEORGE WILLI, IL, Post
GASTINEAU, HENRY, 97TH IN INF, Post 97
GASTON, GEORGE W., 132ND OH INF, Post
GATCH, CHARLES H., 153RD OH NATL GUARD, Post
GATES, ALBERT E., 116TH OH INF, Post 77
GATES, AUSTIN H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
GATES, CHARLES, 33RD OH INF, Post 191
GATES, HENRY H., 67TH IL INF, Post 118
GATES, JACOB H., 40TH WI INF, Post 81
GATES, JOHN M., 133RD PA INF; CORP; CO. M, Post 303
GATES, JONATHAN F., 27TH IA INF, Post 17
GATES, JONATHAN F., 27TH IA INF, Post
GATES, M.R., 19TH WI INF, Post
GATES, MELVIN M., 12TH OH INF, Post 91
GATES, MILO L., 2ND IL ART., Post 98
GATES, WILLIAM, 10TH OH INF, Post 95
GATEWOOD, JAMES, 51ST IN INF, Post
GATEWOOD, JAMES T., 51ST IN, Post
GATEWOOD, JAMES T., 51ST IN INF, Post 55
GATEWOOD, JOEL, 51ST IN INF, Post 149
GATEWOOD, JOEL, 51ST IN INF, Post 119
GATREL, OBAMON, 7TH MO CAV, Post 47
GATREL, OBANION, 7TH MO CAV, Post
GATTON, ROBERT, 2ND VA CAV, Post 37
GAUGHAN, DENNIS, 4TH MO CAV, Post 7
GAULT, JOHN T., 40TH IA INF, Post
GAUNT, A.M., 13TH OH CAV (ERROR), Post 146
GAUNT, WILLIAM, 147TH IL INF, Post 17
GAUNT, WILLIAM A., 13TH IL INF, Post 17
GAVOT, RICHARD, 193RD OH INF, Post 296
GAWN, THOMAS, 84TH IL INF, Post 91
GAY, JERRY M., 9TH IL CAV, Post 4
GAY, JOSEPH, 51ST IN INF, Post
GAY, JOSEPH, 51ST IN INF, Post 115
GAY, PETER GEORGE, 128TH IN INF, Post 217
GAYLORD, ISAAC B., 10TH WI INF, Post
GAYLORD, JOHN H., 149TH IN INF, Post 223
GAYLORD, LUTHER I., 35TH IN INF, Post
GAYLORD, THOMAS C., 32ND OH INF, Post
GAYTER, TRAVIS (COLO, 1ST SPONGER); US NAVY; USS, Post 262
GEDESTRIVATE, SAMUEL, 100TH OH INF, Post 242
GEAR, JOHN N., 2ND KS, Post
GEAR, JONATHAN M., 151ST IN INF, Post
GEAR, JONATHAN M., 151ST IN INF, Post 245
GEARY, A.K., 9TH US INF; US NAVY, Post 67
GEARY, A.K., US NAVY; USS GALATIN, Post 67
GEBBERS, C., 21ST MO INF, Post 97
GEBHART, JOHN, 143RD IN INF, Post 8
GEBHART, SIDNEY B., 35TH OH INF (184TH OH INF, Post 44
GEBHART, SIDNEY B., 184TH OH INF (35TH OH INF, Post 44
GEDDES, CHARLES, 16TH IA INF, Post
GEDDES, CHARLES, 16TH IA INF, Post 35
GEE, HERBERT G., 6TH PA CAV, Post 53
GEE, ISACC, 24TH IA INF, Post 16
GEER, GEORGE W., 40TH OH INF, Post 25
GEER, GEORGE W., 40TH OH INF, Post
GEER, SIDNEY A., 3RD IL CAV, Post 334
GEESMAN, ORRIN M., 186TH OH INF, Post 180
GEHRKE, AUGUST, 45TH WI INF, Post
GEIB, ADAM C., 8TH WI ART., Post
GEIGER, ELISHA P., 8TH MI INF, Post 91
GEISELMAN, HENRY W., 8TH NY STATE MILITIA, Post
GEIST, GEORGE W., 1ST PA INF, Post 19
GELFORD, EDWARD, 45TH WI INF, Post 211
GELWICK, PHILIP, 34TH IA INF, Post 127
GELWICK, PHILIP, 34TH IL INF, Post 121
GENSIL, D.B., 2ND US INF, Post 37
GENTRY, EDWARD W., 25TH IN INF, Post
GENTRY, I.J., 55TH IL INF, Post 324
GENTRY, JACOB M., 6TH TN INF, Post 91
GENTZ, JOHN L., 3RD IA CAV, Post
GEORGE, CHARLES G., 23RD IA INF, Post 163
GEORGE, CHRISTIE, 64TH IL INF, Post 73
GEORGE, DANIEL, 46TH WI INF, Post 306
GEORGE, J.R., 11TH US INF;SERG;CO. E;3, Post 28
GEORGE, JESSE N., 89TH IL INF, Post 190
GEORGE, JOHN C, 130TH IN INF, Post
GEORGE, L.A., 2ND VT INF, Post
GEORGE, SAMUEL M., 103RD IL INF, Post 243
GEORGE, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, Post 76
GEORGE, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, Post
GEORGE, WILLIAM A., 64TH IL INF, Post
GEORGE, WILLIAM H., 64TH OH INF, Post 308
GEOWE, JAMES, 127TH IL INF, Post
GEPR, JAMES H., 9TH IA INF, Post 94
GERAMLIN, PETER, 128TH IN INF, Post 91
GERBER, , 52ND PA INF, Post
GERBER, ANTOINE, 2ND CA CAV, Post 13
GERBER, FREDERICK, 52ND IL INF, Post 9
GERBER, FREDERICK A., 186TH OH INF, Post 276
GERE, C.H., 11TH IN INF;11TH MD INF, Post 25
GERE, C.H., 10TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 25
GERE, CHARLES H., 10TH MD INF, Post
GEREEKE, HERMAN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 47
GEREEKET, HERMAN, 16TH IA INF, Post 109
GEREKE, HERMAN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 109
GERHART, DAVID H., 178TH OH INF, Post 82
GERIG, ERHART, 24TH IL INF, Post 114
GERLING, JOHN W., 21ST MO LINF, Post
GERMAIN, SAMUEL, 32ND IA INF, Post
GERMAN, PAT J., 21ST IN ART., Post
GERMAN, ROBERT T., 57TH IL INF, Post 35
GERMAN, SAMUEL C., 32ND IA INF, Post 66
GERMAN, WILLIAM H., 76TH OH INF, Post 218
GERROLD, THOMAS G., 5TH US CAV, Post
GERRY, BENJAMIN F., 3RD WI INF, Post 192
GERVER, JOHN D., 98TH IL INF, Post 207
GESSELL, JOHN, 22ND IN INF, Post
GESSELL, JOHN, 22ND IN INF, Post
GESSELL, JOHN, 22ND IN INF, Post
GESSELL, JOHN W., 46TH OH INF, Post 88
GETCHELL, CHARLES O., 1ST WI ART., Post 136
GETTER, BENJAMIN O., 2ND IL ART., Post 25
GETTER, MARCUS E., 129TH IN INF, Post 40
GEULES, BYRON M., 2ND NY CAV, Post 1
GEURAUSS, EDDRAS, 4TH MA HEAVY ART., Post 79
GEWONNER, GEORGE, 99TH NY COAST GUARDS, Post
GEYER, DOMINIC H., 74TH PA INF, Post
GER, SAMUEL, 100TH IN INF, Post 190
GHOLKIE, WILLIAM, 1ST WI ART., Post 235
GIANNINI, MARINO, 46TH AL INF, Post
GIAQUE, ALFRED T., 5TH IA INF, Post 27
GIBBERSON, L.W., 3RD CO CAV, Post 61
GIBBON, ANDREW, 129TH IN INF, Post 243
GIBBON, CHARLES H., 59TH IL INF;CO. E;89TH I, Post
GIBBON, CHARLES H., 89TH IL INF;CO.H;59TH IL, Post 264
GIBBONS, ENOCH, 11TH IL INF, Post
GIBBONS, GEORGE, 4TH IL CAV, Post 150
GIBBONS, MICHAEL, 65TH NY INF, Post 274
GIBBONS, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, Post 299
GIBBONS, WILLIAM, 58TH IL INF;ERROR, Post 299
GIBBS, JAMES B., 129TH IL INF;PVT;CO. A;1, Post 272
GIBBS, JAMES T., 2ND IL CAV, Post 137
GIBBS, LYMAN, 12TH IL CAV, Post
GIBBS, MOSES, 119TH IL INF, Post 137
GIBBS, MOSES, 119TH IL INF;POST 301, Post 137
GIBBS, W.J., 1ST MI CAV, Post
GIBBS, W.J., 1ST MI CAV, Post 90
GIBBS, W.T., 134TH IL, Post
GIBBS, WAREHAM T., 134TH IL INF, Post
GIBBSON, SIMEON B., 150TH IA INF, Post
GIBERSON, LEWIS W., 3RD CO CAV, Post
GIBSON, A.B., 9TH NH, Post
GIBSON, ALBERT, DAKOTA CAV, Post
GIBSON, ALBERT B., 9TH NH INF, Post
GIBSON, ALEXANDER, KNAPPS IN PA ART., Post
GIBSON, ALEXANDER P., 1ST PA LIGHT ART., Post 34
GIBSON, ANDREW, 4TH IA CAV; 10TH MA INF, Post 43
GIBSON, ARTHUR, 3RD CO CAV, Post 4
GIBSON, FRANCIS N., 9TH NH, Post
GIBSON, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF, Post 96
GIBSON, J.W., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., Post 250
GIBSON, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post 24
GIBSON, JAMES, 4TH IA INF, Post 29
GIBSON, JAMES S., 2ND NE CAV, Post 110
GIBSON, JAMES S., 2ND NE INF, Post
GIBSON, JOHN, 46TH, Post
GIBSON, JOHN A., 47TH IA INF, Post 1:9
GIBSON, NORMAN E., 29TH IN INF, Post 81
GIBSON, PEMBERK E., 12TH WI INF, Post 25
GIBSON, SILAS D., 31ST IA INF, Post 40
GIBSON, STEPHEN S., 40TH IL INF, Post 25
GIBSON, THOMAS, 7TH IA INF, Post
GIBSON, THOMAS, 61ST IL INF, Post
GIBSON, WILFRED D., 138TH OH INF, Post 23
GIBSON, WILLIAM J., 31ST WI INF, Post
GIBSON, WILLIAM J., 31ST WI INF, Post
GICKN, HENRY, 16TH IA ILNF, Post
GIDDINGS, JOSEPH M., 11TH WI INF, Post 180
GIDDINGS, JOSEPH M., 11TH WI INF, Post 263
GIERENS, THEODORE, 14TH IL INF, Post 111
GIERENS, THEODORE, US INF, Post 111
GIERSDORF, JOSEPH, 27TH WI INF, Post
Giffin, Abel H.L., 7TH IL CAV, Post
Giffin, Hugh F., 152ND IL INF, Post 64
Giffin, M. BELLEVILL, 7TH IL INF, Post 64
Giffin, MARSILLIAT B, 7TH IL CAV, Post 64
Giffin, WILLIAM, 13TH US INF, Post 121
Gifford, A.M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 48
Gifford, Able M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
Gifford, Frank M., 14TH WI INF, Post 24
Gifford, James E., 2ND NY CAV, Post 20
Gifford, James E., 2ND NJ CAV, Post
Gifford, W.M., 89TH IN INF, Post
Gifford, William M., 89TH IN INF, Post 25
Gift, A.K., 130TH PA INF; SERG; CO. D, Post 112
Gift, AARON K., 74TH PA INF, Post 112
GIFT, ALFRED, 94TH IL INF, Post 42
GIFT, DANIEL, 2ND CA CAV, Post
GIFT, DANIEL, 2ND CO CAV, Post 55
GILBERT, ALBERT G., 3RD IL CAV, Post 58
GILBERT, ALEXANDER N., 9TH NY CAV, Post
GILBERT, ANDREW, 44TH MO INF, Post 217
GILBERT, BENT, 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
GILBERT, CHARLES LAF, 8TH WI INF; BORN 15JUN184, Post 354
GILBERT, CLARK S., 11TH WI INF, Post 32
GILBERT, DAVID, US NAVY, Post 262
GILBERT, DAVID, US NAVY, Post
GILBERT, GEORGE E., 13TH WI ART., Post 32
GILBERT, H.W., Post 123
GILBERT, HENRY W., 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
GILBERT, JASON D., 21ST IA INF, Post 1;2
GILBERT, JOHN A., 21ST IA INF, Post 124
GILBERT, JOSEPH C., 4TH IA INF, Post 111
GILBERT, JOSEPH C., 10TH IA INF; CO. B; 4TH IA, Post 111
GILBERT, JOSEPH F., 38TH IA INF, Post 177
GILBERT, LEW, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
GILBERT, OLE, 10TH WI INF, Post 223
GILBERT, SAMUEL T., 22ND KY INF, Post
GILBERT, STEPHEN, 19TH MI INF, Post 53
GILCHRIST, WILLIAM, 2ND IL CAV, Post 11
GILCRIEST, WILLIAM, 2ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
GILE, H.E., 30TH MO INF, Post 67
GILE, H.E., 30TH WI INF, Post 67
GILES, ANSON, 12TH IL INF, Post 153
GILES, GEORGE W., 6TH WI ART., Post 4;2
GILES, WILLIAM G., 36TH OH INF, Post 285
GILESPIE, CLARENCE, 15TH WI INF, Post
GILESPIE, JOHN A., 2ND IA CAV, Post 7
GILKERSON, CARLOS, 2ND IA CAV, Post 115
GILKERSON, JOHN, 140TH PA INF, Post
GILKERSON, MILO J., 44TH IA INF, Post
GILKIRSON, CARLOS, 2ND IA CAV, Post
GILKISON, JAMES, Post
GILKISON, THOMAS, 43RD MO INF, Post 32
GILL, GEORGE W., 40TH IL INF, Post 60
GILL, JAMES, 40TH IL INF, Post 95
GILL, JAMES F., 40TH IL INF, Post
GILL, JAMES M., 23RD IA INF, Post 3
GILL, JOSEPH, 43RD MO INF, Post 118
GILLALAND, JAMES P., 7TH IN INF, Post 227
GILLAM, J.N., 7TH WI INF, Post 38
GILLASPIE, LIMON G., 14TH KY CAV, Post
GILLEFELLOW, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, Post
GILLELAND, HENRY C., 7TH IA INF, Post 63
GILLEN, WILLIAM F., 6TH NY, Post
GILLES, JOHN, , Post 123
GILLESPIE, JOHN A., 2ND IA CAV, Post
GILLESPIE, ELIAS L., 4TH PA CAV, Post
GILLESPIE, HAMILTON S., 50TH OH INF, Post 110
GILLESPIE, J.A., 2ND IA CAV, Post
GILLESPIE, J.E., 1ST KY CAV, Post 1
GILLESPIE, JAMES S., 16TH IA INF, Post 1
GILLESPIE, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post 214
GILLESPIE, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post
GILLESPIE, JOHN A., 25TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 7
GILLESPIE, ROBERT, 119TH IL INF, Post 134
GILLESPIE, SILVARRER R., 5TH MO INF, Post 266
GILLESPIE, SIMON G., 14TH KY CAV, Post
GILLESPIE, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE INF, Post
GILLESPIE, WILLIAM M., 1ST NE INF, Post 25
GILLET, ADRIAN, 15TH OH LIGHT ART;CORP;1, Post 354
GILLET, E.P., 1ST IA CAV, Post 155
GILLET, EDWARD H., 145TH OH INF, Post 15
GILLET, EDWARD S., 24TH NY CAV, Post
GILLET, GEORGE R., 94TH OH INF, Post 91
GILLET, HARVEY, 21ST IN INF, Post
GILLET, HARVEY, 21ST IN INF;1ST IN HEAVY, Post 11
GILLET, JOHN A., 23RD IL INF, Post 20
GILLET, LEVI, 43RD OH INF, Post 228
GILLET, WILLIAM N, 107TH OH INF, Post 11
GILLETTE, DYRE B., 103RD OH INF, Post 43
GILLETTE, H.J., 1ST IN HEAVY ART.;21ST I, Post 11
GILLETTE, LEE P., 1ST NE CAV, Post
GILLETTE, LEE P., 1ST NE INF, Post
GILLHAM, J.H., 24TH US RESERVE ENGINEER, Post 38
GILLHAM, JOHN, 25TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 38
GILLHAM, JOHN N., 7TH WI CAV, Post
GILICK, WILLIAM, US NAVY, Post 25
GILLIGAN, THOMAS, 11TH IL CAV, Post 11
GILLILAND, EDWARD J., 1ST MO MILITIA, Post
GILLILAND, JOSIAH, 43RD MO, Post
GILLILAND, JOSIAH, 43RD MO INF, Post 173
GILLILAND, NELSON H., 109TH IL INF;CO. H; 11TH, Post 104
GILLILAND, NELSON H., 11TH IL INF, Post 104
GILLILAND, THOMAS, 25TH IN INF, Post
GILLILIAN, JOHN, 194TH OH INF, Post 114
GILLISPIE, WILLIAM, NE CAV, Post
GILLITT, NATHANIEL N., 5TH VT INF, Post 70
GILLMAN, HIRAM W., 7TH VT CAV, Post
GILLMAN, W.R., 4TH MN INF, Post 25
GILMING, GEORGE, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 1
GILMAN, BYRON, 20TH WI INF, Post 12
GILMAN, JOSEPH D., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
GILMAN, JOSEPH W., 74TH IL INF, Post 45
GILMAN, PLATT J., 39TH WI INF, Post 69
GILMAN, STEPHEN, 13TH ME INF, Post
GILMON, GEORGE W., 91ST OH INF, Post
GILMORE, CHARLES C., 133RD IN INF, Post 35
GILMORE, CYRUS H., 9TH IL INF, Post 143
GILMORE, ELIAS, 100TH PA INF, Post
GILMORE, GEORGE, , Post 123
GILMORE, GEORGE W., 91ST OH INF, Post 61
GILMORE, JACOB R., 20TH IL INF, Post 32
GILMORE, JAMES, 70TH OH INF, Post
GILMORE, JAMES I., 18TH IN ART., Post 163
GILMORE, JAMES R., 70TH OH INF, Post 61
GILMORE, JOHN P, 59TH IL INF, Post
GILMORE, JOHN R., CAPT;53RD IL INF, Post 174
GILMORE, R.G., 83RD PA INF, Post 35
GILMORE, ROBERT G., 83RD PA INF, Post
GILMORE, ROBERT H., 36TH IL INF, Post 13
GILMORE, SAMUEL, 5TH MO CAV, Post 24
GILMORE, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
GILMORE, WILLIAM M., 3RD IL LIGHT ART., Post 77
GILMORE, WILLIAM M., 3RD IL LIGHT ART., Post 77
GILMORE, WILLIAM M., 41ST IL INF, Post 25
GILMOUR, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
GILMOUR, WILLIAM, , Post
GILPIN, JOHN A., 143RD IN INF, Post 77
GILRON, J.C., , Post
GILROY, G.W., 10TH IA INF, Post 177
GILROY, ROBERT, 44TH IA INF, Post 84
GILROY, THOMAS, 1ST MN INF, Post 76
GILSON, GEORGE N., 4TH MN INF, Post 31
GILSON, GEORGE W., 4TH MN INF, Post
GILSON, J.W., 153RD US INF, Post 39
GILSON, JOHN W., 54TH IN INF, Post 308
GILSON, PHILO D., COGSWELL'S IL LIGHT ART., Post 338
GILSTRAP, JAMES R., 23RD MO INF, Post 285
GILTMORE, JOHN R., 53RD IL INF, Post
GILTNER, CONRAD, 15TH IL INF, Post 118
GILTNER, CONRAD J., 11TH IL INF, Post 118
GILTNER, JOHN C., 15TH IL INF, Post 118
GILTNER, SAMUEL A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 192
GILYER, FRED, 25TH OH INF, Post 27
GINDER, THOMAS, 34TH IA INF, Post 39
GINGERY, CURTIS C., 104TH OH INF, Post 25
GINGRY, JOHN C., 46TH IA INF, Post 45
GINN, JOHN H., 184TH OH INF, Post 50
GION, FRANK, 35TH WI INF, Post 142
GIPP, FRED, 2ND CO CAV, Post
GIPPIE, FREDERICK, 2ND CO CAV, Post 104
GIRKIN, WILLIAM H., 17TH IN INF, Post 174
GISEKE, HERMAN, 25TH MO INF, Post 7
GISH, JOHN, 29TH IA INF, Post
GISPIN, WILLIAM, 17TH IN INF, Post
GITCHEL, DAVID S., IL ART., Post
GITCHELL, DAVID L., 39TH IL INF, Post 73
GITCHELL, NATHANIEL, 46TH IL INF, Post 135
GIVEN, SAMUEL, 1ST IL ART., Post 111
GIVENS, EDWARD, 43RD NE INF, Post
GIVENS, EDWARD, 93RD IL INF, Post 25
GIVENS, EDWARD, 93RD IL INF, Post
GIVENS, THOMAS J., 42ND IN INF, Post 354
GIWITS, WILLIAM H., 127TH IL INF, Post 25
GLADWISH, JOHN W., 3RD MO INF, Post 3
GLANCY, JAMES D., 59TH IN INF, Post
GLANNER, B.F., 32ND MO INF, Post 135
GLANUER, B.F., 22ND MO INF, Post 135
GLASE, WILLIAM A., 11TH IL CAV, Post 261
GLASGOW, HERBERT, PA INDEPENDENT ART., Post
GLASGOW, J.M., 8A LINF, Post
GLASGOW, JOHN M., 7TH IA INF, Post 2;1
GLASS, GEORGE E., 18TH IA INF, Post 43
GLASS, JOHN, PVT;6TH US CAV, Post 8
GLASS, LOUIS, 5TH KY INF, Post 354
GLASS, MARTIN V., 22ND WI INF, Post 24
GLASS, REUBEN E., 24TH MI INF, Post 98
GLASS, THOMAS E., 123RD IN INF, Post 25
GLASS, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 209
GLASS, WILLIAM H., 47TH IL INF;CO. E;95TH I, Post 5
GLASS, WILLIAM H., 95TH IL INF;CO. E;47TH I, Post 5
GLASS, WILLIAM R., 16TH US INF;PVT;CO. B;25, Post 154
GLASSCOCK, JOHN R., 33RD OH INF, Post 72
GLASSFORD, WILLIAM, 2ND IN CAV, Post 108
GLAZE, A.J., 9TH MO CAV, Post
GLAZIER, N. NEWTON, 11TH VT INF, Post
GLEASON, ANSIL S., 1ST WI CAV, Post 139
GLEASON, CHARLES A., 5TH OH CAV;PVT;CO. B;13T, Post
GLEASON, CHARLES H., 19TH MI INF, Post 25
GLEASON, ELIJAH, 106TH IL INF, Post 139
GLEASON, F.H., 51ST MA INF, Post 191
GLEASON, J.S., 28TH IL INF, Post 50
GLEASON, JACOB, 11TH MN INF, Post 147
GLEASON, JOSEPH H., 112TH IL INF, Post 23
GLEASON, MOSES, 7TH IL INF, Post
GLEASON, SAMUEL N., 18TH WI INF, Post 139
GLEASON, WILLIAM, 115TH IL INF, Post 180
GLENDEENING, ADAM D., 65TH IL INF, Post
GLENN, ADDISON N., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
GLENN, JAMES, 7TH MO INF, Post 198
GLENN, JAMES, CAPT HENDERSON'S IN BATT, Post 77
GLENN, JAMES, BLACKSMITH;21ST PA CAV, Post 326
GLENN, JAMES M., 50TH I INF, Post 91
GLENN, JOHN P., 15TH IA INF, Post
GLENN, JOHN P., 8TH IA CAV, Post 115
GLENN, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF;PVT;CO. B;8TH, Post
GLENN, JOHN P., 8TH IA CAV;4TH IA INF, Post 115
GLENN, JOHN P., 4TH IA INF;8TH IA CAV, Post 115
GLENN, JOHN P., 8TH IA CAV, Post
GLENN, JOHN V., 15TH IA INF, Post
GLENN, ROBERT A., 16TH IL INF, Post 136
GLENN, SAMUEL H., 45TH IA INF, Post
GLENN, SAMUEL R., 50TH IL INF, Post 91
GLENN, THOMAS M., 136TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 206
GLENN, THOMAS W., 126TH IL INF, Post 206
GLENN, WILLIAM, 4TH WV INF, Post 252
GLENN, WILLIAM, 28TH IL, Post
GLICK, NATHAE, 116TH IN INF, Post
GLICK, NATHAN, 17TH IA INF, Post 150
GLICK, NATHAN, 116TH IN LINF, Post
GLILERT, STEPHEN, 19TH MI INF, Post
GLINES, EDWARD P., 3RD WI INF, Post
GLINES, EDWARD P., 3RD WI INF, Post 84
GLINES, EDWARD P., 3RD WI INF, Post 84
GLIVES, WILLIAM N., 8TH NH, Post
GLOSSER, HENRY H., 115TH OH INF, Post 291
GLOVER, E.B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GLOVER, JAMES R., 84TH IL INF, Post 95
GLOVER, JOHN V., CO ART., Post
GLOVER, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, Post 354
GLOVER, SAMUEL G., 1ST IN CAV, Post 52
GLOVER, WILLIAM P, 14TH MI INF, Post
GLYNN, CHARLES W., 6TH MI INF, Post 2;3
NGSBY, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post 44
GOAKE, JAMES M., 7TH KS CAV, Post
GOAR, ROBERT, 54TH IL INF, Post
GOBLE, AYRES, 34TH IL INF, Post 152
GOBLE, DRURY, 45TH KY INF, Post 227
GOBLE, ENOS H., 21 MI INF, Post
GOBLE, ENOS H., 21ST MI INF, Post 70
GOBLE, FRED E., 58TH IL INF, Post 80
GOBLE, HIRAM W., 34TH IA INF, Post 138
GOBLE, JAMES, 23RD IN INF, Post 32
GOBLE, JESSE, 112TH IL INF, Post 35
GOBLE, JESSIE, 112TH IL INF, Post
GOCA, MICHAEL D., 1ST WI INF, Post
GOCHENEUR, A.L., 27TH IL INF, Post 27
GOCHENOUR, ISAAC N., 1ST NE, Post 45
GOCUM, REUBEN, US NAVY; MS SQUADRON, Post
GODARD, ARCHIBALD, PVT; 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 1
GODDARD, ABEL, 25TH MI INF, Post 111
GODDARD, ALLAN, 30TH IN INF, Post 354
GODDARD, ANDREW, 2ND EAST TN CAV, Post 154
GODDARD, FRANCIS H., 140TH IL INF, Post
GODDARD, FRANCIS H., 140TH IL INF, Post 262
GODDARD, HARRISON R., 30TH IN INF, Post 171
GODDARD, JOHN, 92ND IL INF; CO. C; 65TH I, Post 192
GODDARD, JOHN, 65TH IL INF; CO. C; 92ND I, Post 192
GODDARD, JOSEPH N., 7TH IA INF, Post
GODDARD, JOSEPH V., 7TH IA INF, Post
GODDARD, LEVI W., 45TH IL INF; CORP; CO. C; 9, Post 208
GODDARD, S.R., 151ST NY INF, Post 230
GODDARD, SELDEN R., 151ST NY INF, Post
GODDARD, WILLIAM H., 6TH MO INF, Post 301
GODDARD, WILLIAM H., 13TH MO CAV, Post
GODDING, JOHN T., PVT; 10TH WI INF, Post 77
GODFREY, ALPHANSO, 21ST WI, Post
GODFREY, ALPHONSO S., 21ST WI INF, Post 25
GODFREY, ANDREW J., 17TH IN INF, Post 155
GODFREY, DAVID, 30TH IN INF, Post 155
GODFREY, EMMONS J., 177TH OH INF, Post 112
GODFREY, GEORGE W., 5TH MI CAV, Post 69
GODFREY, JOEL B., 59TH IL INF, Post 229
GODFREY, WALTER, 35TH IA INF, Post 96
GODLEY, JOHN C., 2ND MI CAV, Post
GODNOUGH, SENENSUS R., 5TH NY, Post
GODON, AUSTIN W., 98TH IL INF, Post
GODSILL, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, Post 25
GOEDERT, NICHOLAS, 2ND IA INF, Post 81
GOEMANN, FRECH, 5TH MO INF, Post
GOETZ, SIMON, 137TH OH INF, Post 110
GOFF, ADONIRAM J., 100TH IL INF, Post 110
GOFF, G.B., US NAVY; GUNBOAT DELAWARE, Post 179
GOFF, J.R., 3RD MN INF, Post 40
GOFFOM, MARSILLIOT B, 7TH IL ILNF, Post
GOGAN, H.C., 126TH PA INF, Post
GOGINS, JAMES R., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GOHEEN, SAMUEL G., 117TH IL INF, Post 207
 GOHRMAN, HENRY, 7TH CA INF, Post
GOIN, J.K., 1ST TH LIGHT ART., Post 159
GOIN, J.K., 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post 159
GOIN, JAMES K., 1ST TN ART., Post
GOIN, PHILIP, 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post 159
GOIN, WILLIAM B., 20TH MD INF, Post 318
GOING, W.H., 4TH MN INF, Post 58
GOLAY, MARION F., 137TH IN INF, Post 154
GOLD, PETER, 153RD PA INF, Post 165
GOLD, PETER, 153RD PA INF, Post
GOLD, PETER, 153RD PA, Post
GOLDEN, JONAH F., , Post 123
GOLDEN, JONAH F., 14TH IL CAV, Post 123
GOLDER, WILLIAM L., 1ST KS ART., Post 4;3
GOLDING, ELI, 154TH IN INF; 118TH IN IN, Post 60
GOLDING, ELI, 118TH IN INF; 154TH IN IN, Post 139
GOLDSBERG, LEVI S., 11TH IA INF, Post 331
GOLDSBERG, OLIVER M., 102ND IL INF, Post 8
GOLDSBERRY, LEVI S., 11TH IA INF, Post
GOLDSBOROUGH, ANDERSON T., 11TH IN INF, Post
GOLDSBURY, ADAMSON W., 35TH IA INF, Post 13
GOLDSMITH, G. DAVID, 7TH IL INF; PVT; CO. D; 155, Post 31
GOLDSMITH, GEORGE H., 14TH IL INF, Post 3
GOLDSMITH, J.S., 18TH IN INF, Post 1
GOLDSMITH, JOEL S., 18TH IN INF, Post 1;2
GOLDSMITH, MARTIN, 32ND IN INF, Post
GONDEN, LOUIS N., 2ND MD INF, Post 110
GONFF, JOHN N, 17TH IL INF, Post
GONGWERE, SIMON, 13TH IA INF, Post
GOOD, CARBALY, 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post
GOOD, CHARLES, 2ND OH LIGHT ART., Post 84
GOOD, RICHMOND, 5TH MO CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
GOOD, THOMAS, 150TH PA, Post
GOOD, VICTOR, 3RD VT INF, Post 237
GOODALE, GEORGE W., 87TH IL INF, Post
GOODALE, SIMON, 115TH IL INF, Post 95
GOODALL, EDWARD, 27TH IA ART., Post
GOODALL, WALLACE B., 9TH IA CAV, Post 110
GOODELL, BENJAMIN H., 10TH IL INF, Post 1
GOODELL, HENRY, 105TH IL INF, Post
GOODELL, HENRY C., 105TH IL INF, Post
GOODELL, JOSEPH C., 51ST IL INF, Post 1
GOODELL, O. E., 3RD MI INF; 3RD MI CAV, Post 214
GOODENOW, MELVILLE B., 12TH IA INF, Post 40
GOODFELLOW, JAMES K.P., 13TH MO INF, Post
GOODHART, C. C., 25TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 89
GOODHEART, CALVIN C., 25TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 89
GOODHEART, JOHN, 102ND IL INF, Post 262
GOODIN, ISAAC, 34TH IN INF, Post 75
GOODIN, JAMES W., 36TH IA INF, Post 52
GOODIN, WILLIAM F., 142ND IN INF, Post 44
GOODLOE, JOHN R., 3RD MO, Post
GOODMAN, CHARLES F., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 67TH NY, Post 110
GOODMAN, DANIEL, 49TH PA INF, Post 100
GOODMAN, DANIEL, 87TH OH INF, Post 70
GOODMAN, DANIEL, 18TH OH INF, Post 24
GOODMAN, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF, Post
GOODMAN, JAMES L., 1ST MO CAV, Post
GOODMAN, THOMAS, 6TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
GOODMAN, THOMAS, 6TH WI ART., Post 47
GOODMAN, THOMAS C., 6TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
GOODMAN, W., 26TH OH INF, Post 217
GOODMAN, WILLIAM, 63RD VA, Post
GOODOLL, OLIVER E., 3RD MI CAV, Post
GOODRICH, JOEL P., 121ST OH INF, Post 92
GOODRICH, NEMEHIAH W., 87TH IL INF, Post 74
GOODRICH, WARD, 147TH IL INF, Post 182
GOODRISH, HUBBARD B., 70TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 44
GOODSELL, LEWIS, 1ST US CAV; PVT; CO. 1; 1ST, Post 317
GOODSEN, T. C., 54TH MA INF, Post 69
GOODSEN, T. C., 54TH MO INF (ERROR), Post 69
GOODURN, BENJAMIN F., 74TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B; 7T, Post 185
GOODWIN, ALEXANDER H., 39TH IN INF; 8TH IN CAV, Post 157
GOODWIN, ALEXANDER H., 8TH IN CAV; 39TH IN INF, Post 157
GOODWIN, CALVIN, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
GOODWIN, CHARLES J., Post
GOODWIN, JESSE O., 15TH IN INF; 23RD KY INF, Post 75
GOODWIN, JESSIE O., 23RD KY INF; 15TH IN INF, Post 15
GOODWIN, RALPH, 2ND NE CAV, Post
GOODWIN, THOMAS, 3RD IA CAV, Post 4
GOOKINS, ELISHA, 6TH IN CAV, Post 264
GOOLSBY, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, Post 203
GOOLSBY, JAMES M., 7TH KS CAV, Post 84
GOOZEE, SAMUEL, 5TH US COLORED ART, Post 69
GOOZEE, SAMUEL, 8TH IL INF; 5TH US COLORE, Post 69
GOPPER, R.A., 105TH IL INF, Post
GORBY, SAMUEL P., 53RD OH INF, Post 147
GORDAN, G.H., 11TH IL INF, Post 60
GORDEN, JOHN A., 15TH WI INF, Post
GORDEN, NATHAN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 2
GORDON, CHARLES M., 21ST IN ART, Post
GORDON, GEORGE, , Post
GORDON, JACOB, 93RD PA INF, Post 235
GORDON, JOHN, , Post
GORDON, JOHN A., 15TH WI INF, Post 7
GORDON, JOHN A., 50TH WI INF, Post
GORDON, JOHN C., 37TH IL INF, Post 132
GORDON, JOHN F., 23RD MO INF, Post 61
GORDON, JOHN F., 23RD MO INF, Post
GORDON, OLIVER S., 60TH OH INF, Post 2
GORDON, ROSWELL, ROS; 2ND NE CAV, Post
GORDON, ROSWELL G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
GORDON, S.J., 15TH US INF, Post 262
GORDON, SAMUEL I, 15TH US INF, Post
GORDON, SMITH, 12TH US INF, Post 207
GORDON, SYLVESTER, 12TH IN CAV, Post 187
GORDON, SYLVESTER, 9TH IN CAV, Post 187
GORDON, WARREN L., 5TH IA CAV, Post 61
GORDON, WARREN L., 5TH IA CAV, Post
GORE, FRANCIS FRA, 11TH IN INF, Post 25
GORE, ROBERT S., 48TH IL INF, Post 297
GOREE, DAVID A., 22ND IL INF, Post 4
GOREE, WILLIAM H., 6TH IL CAV, Post 4
GOREE, WILLIAM H., 6TH IL CAV, Post 4
GORHAM, B.C., 13TH MI INF, Post 13
GORMAN, J. OSCAR, 19TH MI INF, Post 13
GORMAN, JOHN, US NAVY, Post
GORMAN, JOHN, US NAVY, Post 262
GORMAN, PATRICK J., 21ST IN ART, Post 110
GORMAN, WILLIAM, 1ST MI HEAVY ARTILLERY, Post 258
GORRELL, JOHN B., 151ST IL INF, Post
GORRELLY, FRANCIS, 1ST US INF, Post
GORSUCH, JONATHAN, 8TH MI INF, Post 91
GORSUCH, THOMAS R., , Post
GORTIN, EDWIN D., 30TH MI INF, Post 125
GORTON, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post 303
GORTON, WILLIAM L., WI ART, Post
GORTON, WILLIAM L., 12TH WI ART, Post 25
GOSCH, HENRY C., 8TH IA INF, Post 89
GOSLIN, NELSON, 15TH PA CAV, Post
GOSNELL, BENJAMIN, 48TH MO INF, Post 226
GOSNELL, THOMAS N., 3RD IA CAV, Post 23
GOSPER, WAITE E., Post
GOSS, ABRAM L., 139TH IL INF, Post 3
GOSS, ALBERT, 149TH IN INF, Post
GOSS, JOHN Q., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GOSS, JOHN Q., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
GOSSARD, AMZI G, 7TH IL, Post
GOSSARD, JEFFERSON H, 7TH IL INF, Post
GOSSARD, P. J., 72ND OH INF, Post 130
GOSSARD, PHILIP J., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 52
GOSSARD, WILLIS, 23RD IA INF, Post 154
GOSSINGS, JOHN, 8TH MI INF, Post 156
GOUDIE, JOHN A.H., 37TH IN INF, Post 114
GOUDY, ROBERT M., 34TH IA INF, Post
GOUF, J.N., 17TH IL INF, Post 51
GOUFF, SAMUEL S, 65TH OH INF, Post 51
GOUFF, SAMUEL S., 65TH OH INF, Post
GOULD, ALFRED H., 86TH NY INF, Post 94
GOULD, CHARLES H., 151ST IN INF; 96TH WI INF, Post 25
GOULD, CHARLES H., 16TH WI INF; 151ST IN INF, Post 25
GOULD, CHARLES H.M., 16TH WI INF, Post
GOULD, FRITZ T., 39TH WI INF, Post 116
GOULD, HORACE N., 9TH MN INF, Post 183
GOULD, J.H., 24TH IA INF, Post 10
GOULD, JOSEPH, 86TH NY INF, Post 67
GOULD, LEANDER, 11TH MI CAV; DIED 22JUL19, Post
GOULD, LUCIUS F., 73RD IL INF, Post 13
GOULD, WILLIAM H., 105TH IL INF, Post 69
GOULDSMITH, J.B., 2ND CO CAV, Post 145
GOULDSMITH, JOSEPH B., 118TH IL INF, Post
GOW, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF MILITIA, Post 2
GOWDY, ROBERT M., 34TH IA INF, Post 277
GOWE, LEWIS ALLEN, 31ST MA INF, Post
GOWEY, EDGAR, 45TH IA, Post
GOWIN, ENOCH W., 54TH IL INF, Post 231
GOWIN, JAMES M., 54TH IL INF, Post 231
GRABACH, JOHN, 3RD OH CAV, Post 11
GRACE, ALEXANDER J., 12TH WI INF, Post 331
GRACE, HENRY, 2ND IA CAV, Post
GRACE, HENRY M., US NAVY, Post 208
GRACE, HUGCK, 134TH INF, Post
GRADY, JERRY, 63RD IN GUARDS, Post
GRAFF, CYRUS, 119TH IL INF, Post
GRAFF, CYRUS W., 119TH IL INF, Post 47
GRAFF, JOSEPH, 1ST MO CAV, Post 101
GRAFTON, DANIEL S., 3RD IA CAV, Post 112
GRAGG, JOHN A., 8TH MI CAV, Post 154
GRAGGERY, MYRON S., 22ND WI INF, Post
GRAHAM, ALEX, 45TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, ALEXANDER, 45TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, ALEXANDER, 45TH OH INF, Post 35
GRAHAM, AMOS, 67TH PA INF, Post 1
GRAHAM, ANDREW J., 45TH IL INF, Post 48
GRAHAM, ANDREW M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 98
GRAHAM, BANJAMIN F., 3RD IL CAV, Post 43
GRAHAM, BENJAMIN F., 23RD IA INF, Post 90
GRAHAM, DANIEL P., 29TH IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, DAVID, 88TH OH INF, Post 63
GRAHAM, DAVID P., 29TH IL INF, Post 175
GRAHAM, DAVIS H., 114TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, DAVIS H., 114TH OH INF, Post 166
GRAHAM, E., 144TH NY INF, Post 299
GRAHAM, EDWARD, 96TH IL INF, Post 6;2
GRAHAM, EDWARD T., 42ND WI INF, Post 9
GRAHAM, F.M., 40TH IL INF, Post 87
GRAHAM, FLEMING M., 119TH IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, FRANCIS M., 40TH IA INF, Post 87
GRAHAM, FRANCIS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 37
GRAHAM, FRANCIS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GRAHAM, GEORGE, 43RD IN INF, Post 224
GRAHAM, GEORGE W., 7TH KS CAV, Post 290
GRAHAM, GEORGE W., 11TH IN INF, Post 224
GRAHAM, GEORGE W., 19TH KY INF;1ST KY CAV, Post 299
GRAHAM, HARRISON, 1ST KY CAV, Post 97
GRAHAM, HENRY C., 46TH IN INF;16TH OH ART., Post 255
GRAHAM, HENRY C., 16TH OH ART.;46TH IN INF, Post 255
GRAHAM, IRA G., 83RD IL INF, Post 25
GRAHAM, ISAIAH, 8TH KY CAV, Post 299
GRAHAM, J. HARPER, 197TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, JAMES C., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 2;3
GRAHAM, JAMES D., 50TH IL INF, Post 83
GRAHAM, JAMES M., 24TH IA INF, Post 14
GRAHAM, JOHN, 88TH OH INF, Post 25
GRAHAM, JOHN, 88TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, JOHN, 88TH OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, JOHN G., 133RD IL INF;CO. I;144TH, Post 16
GRAHAM, JOHN G., 144TH IL INF, Post 16
GRAHAM, JOHN M., 84TH IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, JONATHAN, 6TH IN CAV, Post 26
GRAHAM, JOSEPH H., 1ST OH INF(17TH OH INF), Post 51
GRAHAM, JOSEPH H., 17TH OH INF(1ST OH INF), Post 51
GRAHAM, NATHANIEL, 27TH OH INF, Post 239
GRAHAM, ORSON, 137TH PA INF, Post
GRAHAM, REUBEN, 98TH IL INF, Post 67
GRAHAM, ROBERT B., 67TH IL INF, Post 25
GRAHAM, ROBERT F, 72ND OH INF, Post
GRAHAM, ROBERT W., 38TH IN INF, Post 142
GRAHAM, ROBERT W., 9TH IN INF, Post 142
GRAHAM, ROBERTS B., 67TH IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, RUSH W., 129TH IL INF, Post 32
GRAHAM, S.L., 138TH IL INF, Post 31
GRAHAM, SAMUEL D., 82ND IN, Post
GRAHAM, SAMUEL L., 138TH IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, SAMUEL L., 138TH IL INF, Post 39
GRAHAM, SAMUEL S., 40TH IA INF, Post 298
GRAHAM, T.E., 3RD WI INF, Post 233
GRAHAM, THOMAS, 71ST IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, THOMAS, 43RD MO, Post
GRAHAM, WILLIAM D., 102ND IL INF, Post
GRAHAM, WILLIAM H., 1ST NY CAV, Post 4
GRAHAM, WILLIAM T., 140TH IN INF, Post 81
GRAN, ASA T., 12TH OH CAV, Post 135
GRANDON, ISAAC N., 32ND IA INF, Post 208
GRANDSTAFF, JOSEPH L., 29TH IA INF, Post 79
GRANDY, LEVI, 31ST WI INF, Post 141
GRANGER, CHARLES A., 151ST IN INF, Post 274
GRANGER, DANIEL, 5TH MI INF, Post 70
GRANGER, ELON, 20TH IA INF, Post 32
GRANGER, ELON, 28TH IA INF, Post 32
GRANGER, H.H., 19TH MI INF, Post
GRANGER, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, Post 234
GRANGER, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, Post 31
GRANGER, HENRY, 15TH IL INF, Post 40
GRANGER, JOHN, 1ST MI CAV, Post
GRANNEMAN, AUGUST, 2ND CO CAV, Post 12
GRANT, ALBERT, 9TH IN CAV, Post
GRANT, ALEXANDER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
GRANT, ALFRED, 2ND MI CAV, Post 69
GRANT, BYRON, 2ND IL CAV, Post 262
GRANT, HARRISON, 15TH WV INF, Post 25
GRANT, HARRISON, 15TH WV, Post
GRANT, JAMES A., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GRANT, JAMES A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 89
GRANT, JAMES L., 8TH IL CAV, Post 246
GRANT, JAMES L., 8TH IL CAV, Post 246
GRANT, JAMES L., 39TH IL INF; 8TH IL CAV, Post 143
GRANT, JOHN, 38TH NJ, Post
GRANT, JOHN, 6TH MI CAV, Post 125
GRANT, JOHN, 29TH NJ INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post 110
GRANT, S.H., 8TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 313
GRANT, SAMUEL, 114TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
GRANT, SMITH H., 67TH IL INF, Post 313
GRANT, WALDO K., 1ST IA CAV, Post
GRANT, WILLIAM, 4TH US COLORED ART., Post 249
GRANTHAM, W. P., 137TH OH INF, Post 51
GRAY, ALIRN, 123RD NY INF, Post 60
GRAY, ALEXANDER H., 33RD WI INF, Post 231
GRAY, ALIRN, 123RD NY INF, Post 60
GRAY, ALIRN, 123RD NY INF; CORP; CO.E; 16, Post 27
GRAY, ALEXANDER H., 33RD WI INF, Post 231
GRAY, ALIRN, 123RD NY INF, Post 60
GRAY, ALIRN, 123RD NY INF, Post 60
GRAY, ALVIN, 123RD NY INF, Post
GRAY, BRANSON H., 58TH IL INF, Post 138
GRAY, CHARLES A., 17TH WI INF, Post 182
GRAY, EDWARD S., SEE SAMUEL S. GRAY, Post
GRAY, FRANK F., 7TH MO INF, Post 23
GRAY, FRANK F., QUARTERMASTER; 7TH MO INF, Post 23
GRAY, GEORGE H, 12TH IN INF, Post
GRAY, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
GRAY, HOSEA W., 6TH IA INF, Post 19
GRAY, J.A., 45TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 169
GRAY, JACOB S., 21ST IN INF, Post 97
GRAY, JAMES, 74TH IN INF, Post 115
GRAY, JAMES, 25TH IL INF; PVT; CO. K: 15, Post 285
GRAY, JAMES A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 169
GRAY, JAMES A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
GRAY, JAMES C., 147TH IL INF, Post
GRAY, JAMES N., 48TH MO INF, Post 96
GRAY, JOHN B., 14TH MA INF; PVT; CO. E: 1S, Post 257
GRAY, JOHN E., 17TH IN ART., Post 180
GRAY, JOHN M., 50TH IL INF, Post 259
GRAY, JOHN W., 10TH IL INF, Post 52
GRAY, L.D., 15TH IA INF, Post 35
GRAY, LANDER D., 13TH IN INF, Post
GRAY, LEANDER D., 13TH IA INF, Post
GRAY, RICHARD, AST. SURGEON; 21ST OH INF, Post
GRAY, RICHARD, AST. SURGEON; 21ST OH INF, Post
GRAY, RICHARD, AST. SURGEON; 21ST OH INF, Post
GRAY, RICHARD, AST. SURGEON; 21ST OH INF, Post 31
GRAY, SABIN, 1ST NY CAV, Post 154
GRAY, SAMUEL M., 1ST CT CAV, Post
GRAY, SAMUEL S., 150TH IL INF, Post
GRAY, T. A., 8TH IA INF, Post 1
GRAY, THOMAS, 2ND CO CAV, Post
GRAY, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, Post 262
GREELEY, PETER, 1ST WI INF, Post 39
GREELEY, STEPHEN L., 47TH IA INF, Post 146
GREEN, A.J., 138TH IN INF, Post 138
GREEN, C.W., OH INF, Post
GREEN, CALVIN W., 114TH OH INF, Post 45
GREEN, CHARLES E., 31ST IL INF, Post 80
GREEN, CHARLES J., 141ST IL INF, Post 7
GREEN, CHARLES R., 1ST WI CAV, Post 182
GREEN, D.J., 5TH WI INF, Post 24
GREEN, DAVID, 45TH OH INF, Post
GREEN, DAVID, 45TH OH INF, Post
GREEN, ELIJAH F., 21ST IL INF, Post 62
GREEN, ERZRA, 52ND PA, Post
GREEN, F., 7TH MI INF, Post
GREEN, FRANK C., 15TH NH INF, Post
GREEN, GEORGE F., 32ND MA INF, Post 262
GREEN, GEORGE H., 18TH IL INF, Post 316
GREEN, GEORGE W., 66TH IL INF, Post
GREEN, GEORGE W., 197TH OH INF, Post 49
GREEN, H.C., 1ST DE INF, Post 228
GREEN, HANFORD, 14TH WI INF, Post 223
GREEN, J.A., 21ST VA INF, Post
GREEN, J.M., 79TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 59
GREEN, JAMES, 23RD OH INF, Post 70
GREEN, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, Post 59
GREEN, JAMES H., 118TH IL INF, Post 11
GREEN, JAMES R., 2ND WI CAV, Post
GREEN, JOB E., 147TH IL INF, Post 42
GREEN, JOHN A., 16TH IA INF, Post 25
GREEN, JOHN A., 21ST IA INF, Post
GREEN, JOHN A., 16TH IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 21, Post 109
GREEN, JOHN F., 12TH MI INF, Post 1
GREEN, JOHN J., 2ND RI INF, Post 53
GREEN, JULIUS M., 78TH IL INF; CO. E; 34TH I, Post 59
GREEN, JULIUS M., 34TH IL INF; CO. D; 78TH I, Post 59
GREEN, LUTHER T., 15TH IA INF, Post 59
GREEN, LUTHER TUCKE, 39TH IA INF, Post 59
GREEN, MAXSON W., 1ST WI CAV, Post 57
GREEN, PERLEY G., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 98
GREEN, PERRY O., 45TH IA INF, Post
GREEN, PRESLEY H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GREEN, RICHARD, 10TH IN INF, Post 338
GREEN, ROBERT, 3RD WI INF, Post 7
GREEN, ROBERT, 3RD WI INF, Post
GREEN, SILAS J., 151ST IL INF, Post 140
GREEN, THOMAS J., 29TH OH INF, Post
GREEN, W.J., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
GREEN, WARREN E., 25TH MI INF, Post
GREEN, WILLETT H., 1ST WI CAV, Post 344
GREEN, WILLIAM, 1ST OH CAV, Post 300
GREEN, WILLIAM, 34TH IA INF, Post 109
GREEN, WILLIAM, 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
GREEN, WILLIAM, 21ST IA INF; POST 338, Post 186
GREEN, WILLIAM, 18TH MO INF, Post
GREEN, WILLIAM H., 13TH IN CAV, Post
GREEN, WILLIAM H., 13TH IN CAV, Post 7
GREENE, CHRALES J., 141ST IL INF, Post
GREENE, WAARREN E., 25TH MI INF, Post 110
GREENERWALT, HENRY A., 112TH IL INF, Post 76
GREENFIELD, CALEB, 37TH WI INF, Post 31
GREENFIELD, DANIEL W., 7TH WI INF, Post 36
GREENFIELD, JAMES, , Post
GREENFIELD, WILLIAM H., 47TH IL INF, Post 99
GREENLAND, GEORGE T., 81ST PA INF, Post 226
GREENLEE, H.H., 28TH IA INF, Post 187
GREENLYN, WALTER S., , Post
GREENMAN, E.E., 19TH MI INF, Post 34
GREENOUGH, GEORGE W., 2ND IA INF, Post 278
GREENS, LAYTON W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 52
GREENWOOD, CHARLES, 14TH OH INF(38TH OH INF), Post 139
GREENWOOD, CHARLES, 38TH OH INF(14TH OH INF), Post 139
GREENWOOD, HORACE, 8TH IL CAV, Post
GREENWOOD, HORACE A., 8STH IL CAV, Post 115
GREENWOOD, JOSEPH W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 163
GREER, CREDE T., 71ST OH INF, Post 25
GREER, JAMES W., 55TH IL INF, Post 257
GREER, WILLIAM T., 10TH IL CAV, Post 51
GREGG, A.D., 65TH NY INF, Post
GREGG, ANTHONY D., 65TH NY, Post
GREGG, ANTHONY D., 65TH NY, Post
GREGG, D.M., 2ND IA CAV, Post 131
GREGG, FINLEY S., 23TH IA INF, Post
GREGG, FINLEY S., 23RD IA INF;29TH IA INF, Post 84
GREGG, GEORGE D., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 45
GREGG, GEORGE W., 102ND IL INF, Post 26
GREGG, ROBERT W., 25TH IA INF, Post 153
GREGG, RUFUS G., 48TH WI INF, Post 60
GREGG, WILLIAM, 138TH IL INF, Post 189
GREGGS, F.D., 103RD IN INF, Post 26
GREGORY, ADAM, 1ST WV ART., Post 8;3
GREGORY, JOHN O., OH INF, Post
GREGORY, JOHN S., 101ST OH INF, Post 25
GREGORY, JOHN S., 100TH OH INF, Post
GREGORY, JOSEPH, 128TH IN INF, Post
GREGORY, S. COZIER, 105TH IL INF, Post 104
GREGORY, STARR C., 105TH IL INF, Post
GREGORY, URIAH, 43RD WI INF, Post 109
GREGORY, WILLIAM H., 40TH IA INF, Post 17
GREIG, GEORGE, 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post 79
GREINER, ABAHARAM, 52ND PA INF, Post 95
GREINER, ABRAM, 52ND PA INF, Post
GREINER, DAVID L., 72ND OH INF, Post 23
GREEHAM, WILLIAM L., 8TH IA CAV, Post
GRESS, CHARLES, 7TH WV CAV, Post 15
GREUL, PAUL, 44TH IL INF, Post 11
GREVER, JACOB M., 88TH IL INF, Post 64
GREVES, WILLIAM C, 11TH MI CAV, Post
GREWELL, DANIEL I., 8TH IA CAV, Post 216
GREWELL, HENRY C., 22ND IA INF, Post 75
GREWELL, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, Post 75
GREY, ELI, 26TH IN INF, Post 66
GREY, JACOB S., 1ST IN ART., Post 32
GREY, JOSEPH, 5TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 1
GRIBBLE, BARNABUS S., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GRIBBLE, WILLSON A., 14TH WV INF, Post
GRIBLING, A., 112TH NY INF, Post
GRIBLING, AUSTIN, 112TH NY, Post
GRICE, ANDREW J., 27TH IA INF; 12TH IA INF, Post 65
GRICE, ANDREW J., 12TH IA INF, Post 65
GRICE, DANIEL G., 37TH IL INF; CO. I; 76TH I, Post 262
GRICE, DANIEL G., 39TH IL INF, Post 80
GRICE, DANIEL G., 76TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 80
GRICE, DAVID O., 2ND IA INF, Post 65
GRIDER, JACOB H., 14TH IA INF, Post 17
GRIDER, JOHN M., 46TH IN INF, Post 88
GRIER, CRIDE, 71ST OH, Post
GRIER, GEORGE P., 198TH OH INF, Post 20
GRIER, JAMES S., 16TH OH INF; PVT; CO. K; 10, Post 20
GRIER, JOHN S., 47TH IA INF, Post
GRIESER, LEONARD, , Post
GRIFFETH, BALDWIN G, 4TH IN CAV, Post
GRIFFETHS, DAVID, 17TH WI INF, Post
GRIFFEY, DAVID W., CHIEF BUGLER; 1ST CO CAV, Post
GRIFFEY, JOHN A., 118TH IL INF, Post 9; 2
GRIFFEY, THOMAS L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
GRIFFIN, ABIEL H.L., 7TH IL INF, Post 89
GRIFFIN, BENJAMIN F., 8TH IN CAV, Post
GRIFFIN, C., 1ST MI CAV, Post 37
GRIFFIN, CORNELIUS, , Post
GRIFFIN, E.P., 8TH WI INF, Post 24
GRIFFIN, GEORGE M., 33RD IL INF, Post 121
GRIFFIN, JOHN F., 3RD IA INF, Post 140
GRIFFIN, M.B., 152ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 64
GRIFFIN, THOMAS, 83RD PA INF, Post
GRIFFIN, THOMAS, 83RD PA INF, Post
GRIFFIN, WILLIAM, 23RD WI INF, Post 246
GRIFFIN, WILLIAM G., , Post
GRIFFIN, WINFIELD A., 83RD IL INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Details</th>
<th>Post Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFIS, JOSEPH R.</td>
<td>36TH IA INF, Post 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFIS, LYMAN</td>
<td>2ND VT INF; PVT; 5TH IL AR, Post 244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFIT, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>17TH WV INF, Post 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, A.D.</td>
<td>152ND IN INF, Post 352</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, ABNER T.</td>
<td>1ST PA ART., Post 405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, ABNER T.</td>
<td>1ST PA INF, Post 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, ABRAHM K.</td>
<td>209TH PA LIN, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, ANDREW</td>
<td>142ND PA, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, B.F.</td>
<td>105TH PA INF, Post 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, BENJAMIN F.</td>
<td>1ST IA CAV, Post 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, DAVID</td>
<td>17TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, DAVID</td>
<td>21ST IA INF, Post 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, EDWARD</td>
<td>46TH WI INF, Post 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, FRANKLIN</td>
<td>105TH PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, FREDERICK A.</td>
<td>50TH IL INF, Post 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, GEORGE</td>
<td>4TH WV CAV, Post 331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, H. COOK</td>
<td>34TH IN INF, Post 94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, ISAAC</td>
<td>21ST IA INF, Post 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, J.F.</td>
<td>26TH IN INF, Post 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JESSE P.</td>
<td>136TH IL INF, Post 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOHN D.</td>
<td>31ST WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOHN F.</td>
<td>26TH IN INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOHN W.</td>
<td>174TH OH INF, Post 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOSEPH</td>
<td>90TH IL INF, Post 193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOSEPH G.</td>
<td>128TH LPA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, JOSIAH</td>
<td>9TH KS CAV, Post 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, L.A.</td>
<td>6TH MI CAV, Post 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, LEVI J.</td>
<td>8TH IN INF, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, LEVI L.</td>
<td>8TH IN, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, LOTT C.</td>
<td>98TH OH INF, Post 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, MOSES</td>
<td>20TH PA CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, PETER</td>
<td>102ND IL INF, Post 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, S.J.</td>
<td>12TH MI INF, Post 247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, W. H.</td>
<td>1ST MI INF, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, W. T.</td>
<td>35TH IA INF, Post 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, W. V.</td>
<td>113TH US COLORED INF; 33R, Post 88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, WILLIAM C.</td>
<td>209TH PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV, Post 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITH, WILLIAM N.</td>
<td>113TH US COLORED LINF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITHS, H.H.</td>
<td>49TH WI, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITHS, HENRY H.</td>
<td>49TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITHS, HENRY H.</td>
<td>49TH WI INF, Post 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITHS, J.D.</td>
<td>31ST WI, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITHS, JOHN D.</td>
<td>31ST WI INF, Post 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIFFITT, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV, Post 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIGG, FRANKLIN D.</td>
<td>103RD IL INF, Post 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRIGGS, J.O., 31ST NJ INF, Post 108
GRIGGS, L.T., 11TH IN CAV, Post
GRIGGS, LEWIS T., 11TH IN CAV, Post
GRIGGS, LOUIS, 11TH IN CAV, Post 35
GRIGGS, THOMAS J., 10TH IN INF, Post 159
GRIGGS, THOMAS J., 10TH IN INF, Post
GRIGSBY, SAMUEL, 46TH IL INF, Post 44
GRIGSBY, WILLIAM L., 17TH IA INF, Post 17
GRIM, CHARLES A., 129TH IL INF; DIED 1887, Post 68
GRIM, JOHN J., 25TH IA INF, Post 44
GRIM, JOHNATHAN, 83RD IL INF, Post 47
GRIM, JONATHAN, 83RD IL, Post
GRIM, JONATHAN, 83RD IL INF, Post
GRIMAM, HENRY, 8TH DC, Post
GRIMES, A.J., 36TH OH LINF, Post
GRIMES, FRANCIS, 129TH OH INF, Post
GRIMES, FRANCIS M., 129TH OH INF, Post 123
GRIMES, FRANCIS M., 160TH OH INF, Post 123
GRIMES, FRANSIS M., , Post 123
GRIMES, GEORGE, 160TH OH INF, Post
GRIMES, GEORGE W., 67TH OH INF, Post 99
GRIMES, GEORGE W. JR, 62ND OH INF; CO. F; 67TH O, Post 99
GRIMES, GEORGE W. SR, 160TH OH INF, Post
GRIMES, GEORGE W.J., 62ND OH INF, Post
GRIMES, HENRY H., 45TH IL INF, Post
GRIMES, HENRY H., 132ND IL INF, Post
GRIMES, JOSPEH W., 2ND WV CAV, Post
GRIMES, R.M., 12TH IA INF, Post 264
GRIMES, RALPH M., 12TH IA INF, Post 1
GRIMES, RANDOLPH, 4TH IL CAV, Post 25
GRIMES, RANDOLPH, 4TH IL CAV, Post
GRIMES, ROBERT, US NAVY; USS BENTON, Post
GRIMM, GEORGE, 1ST CO CAV, Post 331
GRIMM, HENRY, 8TH BATTALION DC, Post
GRIMM, HENRY, DC BATTERY, Post 25
GRIMMONS, JUDSON, 13TH IL INF, Post 122
GRIMS, HENRY H., 148TH IL INF; CO. G; 132ND, Post 25
GRIMSLEY, G.J., 10TH KY CAV, Post
GRIMSLEY, JOHN, 10TH KY INF, Post 5
GRIMSLEY, JOHN G., 10TH KY INF, Post 5
GRIMSLEY, JOHN G., 10TH KY CAV, Post 5
GRIMSLY, JOHN, 10TH KY, Post 5
GRINE, JOHN T.C., 126TH OH INF, Post 143
GRINERBEK, WILLIAM D., 2ND NE CAV, Post
GRINNELL, ADELBERT, 14TH NY ART., Post 55
GRINSTEAD, JOHN P., 9TH KY INF, Post 48
GRINSTEAD, JOHN P., 9TH KY INF, Post
GRISSELL, H.L., 75TH IN INF, Post 13
GRISSOM, SQUIRE, 46TH IA INF, Post
GRISWALD, DAVID M., 129TH IL INF;156TH IL IN, Post 13
GRISWOLD, CHARLES A., 9TH PA CAV, Post 329
GRISWOLD, CHARLES A., 9TH PA CAV, Post 91
GRISWOLD, DAVID M., 156TH IL INF;129TH IN IN, Post 81
GRISWOLD, IRA P., 103RD OH INF, Post 112
GRISWOLD, JOHN, 19TH IN INF, Post 248
GRISWOLD, RESOLNO, 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
GRITMAN, WILLIAM R. R, 185TN NY, Post
GRNDEL, ELZYE W., 77TH OH INF, Post
GROAT, D.L., 15TH IL INF, Post 80
GROAT, J.H., 31ST IA, Post 5
GROAT, J.H., 31ST IA INF, Post 352
GROAT, T.P., 9TH IA INF, Post 352
GROBE, HENRY, 15TH IL INF, Post 32
GROFF, DAVID S., 197TH OH INF, Post 77
GROGAN, I.C., 1ST NE CAV, Post 129
GROGAN, I.C., 1ST MO CAV, Post 129
GROGAN, ISOM C., 27TH MO, Post
GROGAN, TIMOTHY, SHIPS GREAT WESTERN;FORE, Post 245
GRONE, DANIEL, 11TH IL CAV, Post
GRoner, Cornellus F., 72ND OH INF, Post 69
GRoner, Daniel, 44TH IL INF, Post 70
GROOM, CHARLES A., 47TH IL INF, Post
GROOMS, ALFRED E., 6TH WI INF, Post 82
GROOMS, CHARLES A., 47TH IL INF, Post 165
GROSE, ROBERT, CABIN BOY;US NAVY, Post 143
GROSS, WENDALL, 127TH PA INF, Post 265
GROSS, WENDELL, 201ST PA INF, Post 265
GROSS, WENDELL, 127TH PA INF, Post 265
GROSS, WESLY, 81ST IN INF, Post 80
GROSSEASS, W., 14TH IL CAV, Post
GROSSMAN, WILLIAM, 3RD IL CAV, Post
GROSVENOR, HORACE H., 22ND IA INF, Post 116
GROSVENOR, RUFUS L., HOSPITAL STEWARD;21ST IA, Post 308
Grotts, J.B., 18TH MO INF, Post 245
GROUP, PETER, 103 PA INF, Post 10
GROUT, ARNOLD W., 7TH MN INF, Post 115
GROUT, ENOS, 11TH WI INF, Post 58
GROVE, JOHN H., 33RD IA LINF, Post
GROVE, JOSEPH, , Post
GROVE, WILLIAM H., WAGONER; 19TH IL INF, Post 354
GROVER, ASHER, 31ST WI INF, Post
GROVER, JOHN B., 4TH MN INF, Post
GROVER, MILES C., 130TH NY INF; SERG; CO. G, Post 33
GROVES, HARVEY, WV CAV, Post
GROVES, JAMES, 70TH IN INF, Post
GROVES, JAMES, 70TH IN INF, Post 135
GROVES, JAMES P., 1ST PA CAV, Post
GROVES, JOHN C., 86TH IN INF, Post
GROVES, JOHN C., 86TH IN INF, Post 135
GROVES, LYMAN, 74TH IN INF, Post 60
GROW, CHARLES, 27TH IL INF, Post 7
GROW, DAVID A., 10TH WI INF, Post 62
GROW, GEORGE W., 157TH IN INF, Post
GROWCOCK, ROBERT, 152ND IN INF, Post
GROWEOX, ROBERT, 152ND IN INF, Post 174
GRUBB, PRESTON, 50TH WI INF, Post
GRUBBS, RICHARD A., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., Post 222
GRUBE, OTTO, 144TH IL INF, Post 136
GRUNER, ROBERT, US NAVY; USS 'BENTON', Post 2
GRUNFIELD, HENRY, 47TH IL INF, Post
GRUVER, JOSEPH C., 75TH IL INF, Post 90
GRVIVIN, NOAH C., 65TH OH INF, Post 86
GUARD, PETER, 64TH OH INF, Post 25
GUDGELL, MARION, 91ST IL INF, Post 132
GUE, F.A., 86TH IN, Post
GUE, F.A., 86TH IN, Post
GUE, F.A., 82ND IN INF (ERROR), Post 47
GUE, FRANCIS A., 86TH IN INF, Post 47
GUE, FRANK A., 82ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 47
GUE, P.L., 82ND IN INF, Post 47
GUE, PETER L., 86TH IN INF, Post 47
GUE, PETER L., 86TH IN INF, Post
GUENIN, AUGUST, 9TH IL INF, Post 218
GUENTHER, AUGUST, 3RD MO ART., Post
GUERNSEY, CYRUS G., 1ST WI CAV, Post 222
GUERNSEY, P., 8TH IL CAV, Post
GUIAN, CHARLES H., 2ND OH INF, Post
GUIDER, JOHN, 12TH NY INF, Post
GUILES, HENRY, 21ST IA INF, Post 140
GUILFORD, GEORGE W., 10TH IA INF, Post 80
GUIMAN, ANDREW, 17TH MA INF, Post
GUINAN, ANDREW, 17TH MA INF, Post
GUINAN, PATRICK, US MARINE; SHIP 'PENSECOL', Post
GUINN, THOMAS A., 14TH KS CAV, Post
GUINN, THOMAS A., 14TH KS CAV, Post
GUION, CHARLES H., 2ND OH INF, Post
GUION, JOSEPH C., 22ND OH, Post
GUKPTIL, SIMON J., 3RD VT LIGHT ART., Post
GULDIN, GEORGE W., 56TH PA INF, Post
GULEMIRE, HENRY B., 7TH IL CAV, Post
GULICK, HENRY, AST. SURGEON;US HOSPITAL, Post 39
GULLIAN, JERRY, 7TH IA INF, Post
GULLION, JEREMIAH, 7TH IL CAV, Post 25
GULMYER, JOHN, 182ND OH INF, Post
GUMBRUM, HENRY F., 6TH MO CAV, Post
GUMMERERE, CURRENCY A., 6TH IA INF, Post 71
GUMMERE, JOHN, 10TH IL CAV, Post 71
GUMPERT, HENRY, 13TH US INF, Post 2
GUMPERT, HENRY F, 13TH US INF, Post 4
GUUNDER, CHARLES O., 193RD OH INF, Post 250
GUUNDER, FRANCIS, 26TH IN INF, Post 89
GUUNDERMAN, JOHN, 8TH MI CAV, Post 23
GUANN, GEORGE M., 101ST IL INF, Post 88
GUANN, JOHN W., 58TH IL INF, Post 16
GUANN, JOHN W., 14TH IL INF, Post 16
GUANN, WILLIAM A, 14TH IL INF, Post
GUANN, WILLIAM A., 14TH IL INF, Post 16
GUENTER, CALVIN T., 36TH IA INF, Post 192
GURES, CHARLEY E., 8TH IL INF, Post
GURKEY, W.T., 34TH IA INF, Post 40
GURKIE, HENRY, 47TH IA INF, Post 7
GURNEA, FRANCIS, 23RD IL INF, Post
GURNEA, FRANCIS S., 23RD IL INF, Post
GURNEY, CHARLES W., 3RD IA INF, Post 176
GURNEY, ENOCH H., 153RD NY INF, Post 110
GURNEY, ARTHUR M., 24TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 96
GURNEY, ARTHUR M., 124TH IL INF, Post 96
GURNEY, L.H., U.S. NAVY, Post 13
GURNEY, P., 17TH IL INF, Post 47
GURNEY, PHINEAS B., 17TH IL CAV, Post 47
GURNEY, PHINEAS B., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 47
GUSHARD, P.D., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 84
GUSS, FRED, 19TH WI INF, Post 124
GUSSMAN, ORRIN M., 169TH OH INF, Post 180
GUSTIN, GEORGE W., 115TH IN INF, Post 11
GUSTUS, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post 151
GUTCHES, IRVIN, 9TH IL CAV, Post
GUTCHESS, IRVIN J., 134TH IL INF, Post 22
GUTHERAGE, A.J., 5TH US VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 25
GUTHERAGE, ALBERT J., 48TH IN INF, Post
GUTHERAGE, ALBERT J., 9TH IN INF, Post 25
GUTHMAN, CHARLES, 3RD MO INF, Post
GUTHMANN, CHARLES, 3RD MO INF; CO. F; 3RD MO, Post 25
GUTHRIE, SAMUEL, 1ST NE, Post 336
GUTHRIE, THOMAS H., 21ST IA INF, Post 223
GUTHRIE, WILLIAM P., 34TH IA INF, Post 195
GUTTERY, JESSE, BLACKSMITH; CO. C; 7TH IA, Post 64
GUTTRIDGE, ALBERT J., 48TH IN INF, Post
GUTZMEN, DANIEL, 3RD NY CAV, Post
GUTZMER, DANIEL, 3RD NJ CAV, Post 66
GUY, H.T., 122ND INF, Post 39
GUY, RULIN W., 31ST IN INF, Post 91
GUYER, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 94
GUYRE, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post
GUYTON, J.W., 21ST MO INF, Post 249
GWARTNEY, ANTHONY, 35TH IN INF, Post
GWINNER, CHRISTIAN, 11TH IL CAV, Post 334
GWYNN, GRANVILL, 47TH IN INF, Post 24
GWYNN, THOMAS, 7TH IL INF, Post 116
GYLAR, JACOB P., 27TH WI, Post

H

HAACKER, JOHN, 1ST NE, Post 111
HAAG, AUGUSTUS, 51ST IN INF, Post 28
HAAS, JACOB, 46TH WI INF, Post 176
HACKETT, DAVID S., 70TH IN INF, Post 173
HACKETT, ANDREW, 4TH MI INF, Post
HACKETT, ANDREW, 4TH MI CAV, Post 25
HACKETT, DAVID L., 156TH OH INF, Post
HACKETT, JAMES R., 15TH IA INF, Post 68
HACKLEY, MARCELLUS, 102ND US COLORED TROOPS, Post 11
HACKNEY, C.B., 25TH WI INF, Post 31
HACKNEY, CHARLES B., 25TH WI INF, Post 31
HACKNEY, CHARLES G., 25TH WI INF, Post
HACKNEY, WILLIAM L., 25TH WI INF, Post 31
HACKNG, CHARLES R., 25TH WI INF, Post
HACKWORTH, ALEXANDER, 31ST WI INF, Post
HADDEN, ISAAC, 27TH IN INF, Post
HADDEN, ISAAC, 27TH IN INF, Post
HADDEN, JOHN C., 27TH IN INF, Post
HADDEN, JOHN C., 27TH IN INF, Post 115
HADDEN, ROBERT, 59TH IN INF, Post
HADDEN, WILLIAM H., 73RD IL INF, Post 106
HADDOCK, WALTER, 6TH IA INF, Post 53
HADLEY, ALBERT, 16TH MA INF, Post 321
HADLEY, C.B., MO INF, Post
HADLEY, DAVID, 37TH OH INF, Post 43
HADLEY, HARLAN, 9TH IA CAV, Post 245
HADLEY, HORATIO B., 30TH ME INF, Post 4
HADLEY, SMITH, 27TH US INF, Post
HADLOCKE, WALTER, 6TH KS INF, Post
HADS, H.J., 11TH PA CAV, Post 327
HADSALL, CHARLES, 112TH PA ART., Post
HADSALL, G.C., 17TH IL INF, Post 90
HADSELL, CHARLES, 2ND PA ART., Post 318
HADSELL, MARSHALL D., 44TH IN INF, Post 123
HADSELL, MARSHALL D., 152ND IN INF, Post 123
HADSELL, MARSHALL D., Post 123
HAEFFNER, GEORGE, 66TH IL INF, Post 104
HAFF, WILLIAM J., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HAFFNER, GEORGE, 66TH IL INF, Post
HAGADORN, M.K., 97TH PA INF, Post 98
HAGADORN, MELVIN K., 97TH PA INF, Post 156
HAGAMAN, SAMUEL, 24TH IA INF, Post
HAGAR, ORSON, 146TH IL INF, Post 131
HAGARTY, JOHN H., 9TH IA CAV, Post 7
HAGBERY, CHARLES, 29TH MI, Post
HAGEBOOM, WILLIAM F., 2ND NE, Post
HAGEMAN, ABRAHAM W., 103RD IL INF, Post
HAGEMAN, GADDIS T., 20TH OH INF, Post
HAGEMAN, GARRETT V., 103RD IL INF, Post 56
HAGEN, NORMAN F., 50TH IL INF, Post 12
HAGENBUCK, ELI T., 25TH IA INF, Post 33
HAGER, JACOB, 36TH IA INF, Post 239
HAGER, JACOB, 36TH IA CAV, Post
HAGER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 37
HAGER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HAGER, O.P., 6TH PA HEAVY ART., Post 32
HAGERITY, MARTIN, 45TH IL INF, Post 44
HAGERMAN, ABRAM W., 103RD IL INF, Post 3
HAGERMAN, GADDIS P., 20TH OH INF, Post 37
HAGERMAN, JAMES, 13TH IL CAV, Post 260
HAGERTY, JOHN, 2ND MO ART., Post
HAGERTY, JOHN H., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 7
HAGERTY, JOHN H., 9TH IA CAV, Post
HAGERTY, PATRICK, 1ST MN CAV, Post 86
HAGERTY, SHARP, 2ND OH INF, Post 30
HAGEY, WILLIAM H.H., 13TH IL INF, Post 109
HAGGARD, C.G., 3RD MO, Post
HAGGARD, C.P., 3RD MO CAV, Post 32
HAGGARD, JAMES R., 129TH IL INF, Post 25
HAGGARD, JAMES R., 129TH IL INF, Post
HAGGERTY, J. PATRICK, 3RD WI CAV, Post 25
HAGIN, DANIEL, 109TH NY INF, Post 180
HAGLE, JAMES, 73RD IL INF, Post 4
HAGLER, VALENTINE W., 30TH IL INF, Post 107
HAGNEBIN, H.F., 7TH MO CAV, Post 173
HAGON, EDWARD L., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 138
HAGON, GEORGE W., 10TH IA INF, Post 138
HAGOODE, J.M.F., 1ST NE, Post 45
HAGUE, ZENUS E., 36TH IL INF, Post
HAGY, WILLIAM T., 88TH OH INF, Post
HAHN, CHARLES, 51ST OH INF;PVT;CO. E;56, Post 260
HAHN, GEORGE, 8TH IA INF, Post 10
HAHN, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV, Post 55
HAHN, LOUIS, 47TH PA INF, Post
HAHN, WILLIAM J., 25TH MO INF, Post 262
HAIGHT, BENJAMIN, 9TH WI ART., Post 10
HAIGHT, H.B., 1ST MO INF, Post 243
HAINES, A.W., 23RD IA INF, Post 180
HAINES, ALBERT, OH INF, Post
HAINES, B., 5TH PA INF;PVT;CO. H;17T, Post 289
HAINES, BRADUS, 47TH IA INF, Post
HAINES, JOHN H., 46TH IL INF, Post
HAINES, LAIRD HOWARD, 26TH IL INF, Post 135
HAINES, ROBERT, 128TH OH INF, Post 1:2
HAINES, SIMEON S., 33RD IN INF, Post 316
HAINES, WILLIAM S., 29TH IN INF, Post 180
HAINLINE, NATHAN T., 16TH IL INF, Post 144
HAINE, HERMAN, 9TH WI INF, Post
HAINES, L.H., 3RD IL CAV, Post 8
HAINES, WILLIAM, 106TH IL INF, Post
HAKESTER, GEORGE W., 22ND PA CAV, Post
HAIR, FRANCIS C., 68TH IN INF, Post 29
HAIR, GREAR, 85TH PA INF, Post
HAIR, JAMES, 70TH OH INF(48TH OH INF), Post 21
HAIR, JAMES, 48TH OH INF(70TH OH INF), Post 21
HAIR, WASHINGTON, 160TH OH INF, Post
HAIR, WILLIAM, 68TH IN INF, Post
HAIRGROVE, FRANCIS M., 10TH IL INF, Post
HAIS, CHRISTOPHER, 6TH IL INF, Post 143
HAITEN, HENRY, 28TH NY INF, Post
HAJAN, D.B., 48TH OH, Post
HAKE, JAMES A., 11TH WI INF, Post
HAKE, JESSE H., 11TH IA INF, Post 5
HAKES, GEORGE W., Post
HALDEMAN, JACOB H., 67TH PA INF, Post
HALDERMAN, H.R., 1ST IA CAV, Post 1;2
HALDERMAN, W.J., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 172
HALDERMAN, W.J., 11TH PA RESERVES, Post
HALDERMAN, WILLIAM J., 11TH PA INF, Post 95
HALDERNESS, A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 147
HALE, CHARISTOPHER, 53RD IN INF, Post 118
HALE, CHARLES A., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 94TH IL, Post 91
HALE, GIDEON, 14TH IA INF, Post
HALE, HENRY A., 27TH IL INF, Post 299
HALE, JAMES M., 21ST NY CAV, Post
HALE, JEHIEL G., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post
HALE, JERRY M., 151ST IN INF, Post 307
HALE, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV, Post
HALE, ORREN, 22ND WI INF, Post 170
HALE, ROBERT B., 77TH WI INF, Post
HALE, ROBERT B., 47TH WI INF, Post 43
HALE, THOMAS, 11TH MO CAV, Post
HALEMPEY, ISAAC, 40TH IA INF, Post 120
HALE, HENRY T., 70TH OH INF, Post
HALES, GEORGE, 1ST WI CAV, Post 158
HALES, H.T.V., 70TH OH INF, Post 166
HALEY, DANIEL, 15TH IL INF, Post 131
HALEY, H.S., 123RD OH INF, Post
HALEY, MICHAEL, 115TH PA INF, Post
HALKYARD, JAMES, 36TH IL INF, Post 95
HALL, ADAM, 28TH IA INF, Post 10
HALL, ALBERT N., 52ND IL INF, Post 152
HALL, ALONZO, 8TH IL CAV; DIED 11FEB189, Post 25
HALL, ALONZO, 8TH IL CAV, Post
HALL, ALPHONSE, 3RD WI INF, Post 259
HALL, BIRD P., 44TH MO INF, Post 233
HALL, CALVIN N., 74TH OH INF, Post 115
HALL, CHARLES C., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HALL, CHARLES G., 21ST OH INF, Post 69
HALL, CHARLES L., 1ST VT CAV, Post
HALL, CHARLES N., 91ST OH INF, Post
HALL, ECLES, 10TH MN INF, Post 11
HALL, ELISHA, 10TH OH INF, Post 53
HALL, FRANK T., 22ND NY CAV, Post 35
HALL, GEORGE, 41ST IL INF, Post
HALL, GEORGE, 41ST IL INF, Post
HALL, GEORGE, QUARTERMASTER; US NAVY, Post
HALL, GEORGE C., 16TH WI INF, Post 24
HALL, GEORGE P., 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
HALL, GEORGE V., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
HALL, GEORGE W., WI, Post
HALL, H. SEYMOUR, 43RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
HALL, H.B., 7TH MI CAV, Post 262
HALL, HARLON O., 105TH IL INF, Post
HALL, HARLOW O., 105TH IL INF, Post 104
HALL, HENRY, 6TH TX CAV, Post
HALL, HENRY, 48TH WI INF, Post
HALL, HENRY M., 11TH WV INF; 12TH WV INF, Post 51
HALL, ISAAC A., 40TH NY INF; 37TH NY INF, Post
HALL, J.G., 72ND IN INF, Post
HALL, JAMES, Post 123
HALL, JAMES, 2ND IA INF, Post 123
HALL, JAMES A., 11TH MI INF, Post 229
HALL, JAMES C., 34TH IA INF; PVT; CO. A; 38, Post 158
HALL, JAMES M., 72ND IN INF, Post 15
HALL, JOEL, 22ND IA INF, Post 224
HALL, JOHN, 3RD IA INF, Post
HALL, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, Post 247
HALL, JOHN F., 3RD CO CAV, Post
HALL, JOHN G., 72ND IN INF, Post 25
HALL, JOHN R., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HALL, JOHN R., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HALL, JOHN W., 15TH PA CAV, Post 110
HALL, JOHN W., 29TH MI INF, Post 322
HALL, JONAH, 18TH MI INF, Post 92
HALL, JOSEPH, 4TH WI CAV, Post 118
HALL, JOSIAH, 8TH MI INF, Post 236
HALL, JUDSON, 11TH MI INF, Post 10
HALL, L.G., 2ND NE, Post
HALL, L.G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 49
HALL, MEAD, 83RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
HALL, NATHANIEL, 13TH MI LIGHT ART., Post 34
HALL, PATRICK J., 34TH IL INF, Post
HALL, PATRICK J., 34TH IL INF, Post 31
HALL, REUBEN T., 3RD PA LIGHT ART., Post 192
HALL, REUBEN T., 152ND PA INF; PVT; CO. H; 3, Post 317
HALL, S.L., 3RD MO CAV; 7TH MO CAV, Post 15
HALL, S.O., 17TH IL CAV, Post 112
HALL, SAMUEL B., 41ST IL INF, Post 31
HALL, SAMUEL B., 41ST IA LINF, Post
HALL, SAMUEL B., 41ST IL INF, Post 31
HALL, SELER D., 149TH NY, Post
HALL, SIALS E., 67TH PA LINF, Post
HALL, SIDNEY E., 9TH IA CAV, Post
HALL, T.S., 29TH IA INF, Post
HALL, THOMAS P., 120TH IL INF; CO. D; 113TH, Post
HALL, THOMAS P., 113TH IL INF; 120TH IL INF, Post 301
HALL, THOMAS T., 35TH IA INF, Post 72
HALL, TITUS E., 3RD WI INF, Post 58
HALL, W.T., 2ND US CAV, Post 52
HALL, WILLIAM, 24TH MI INF, Post 26
HALL, WILLIAM, 33RD IN INF, Post
HALL, WILLIAM, 6TH WV INF, Post
HALL, WILLIAM A.M., 1ST NE INF, Post 101
HALL, WILLIAM F., 25TH IA INF, Post 354
HALL, WILLIAM H., 33RD ILL INF; 124TH IL INF, Post 95
HALL, WILLIAM H., 124TH IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 95
HALL, WILLIAM M.H., 1ST DE, Post
HALL, WILLIAM S., 91ST OH INF, Post
HALL, WILLIAM S., 21ST IA INF, Post 265
HALL, WILLIAM W., 150TH IL INF, Post
HALL, WILLIAM WALL, 150TH IL INF, Post 90
HALL, WILLIAM H., 88TH PA INF, Post 191
HALLAHAN, JOHN F., 15TH IL INF, Post
HALLAM, A, 83RD IL INF, Post
HALLAM, ABSALOM, 83RD IL INF, Post 110
HALLER, FREDERICK J., 101ST OH INF, Post
HALLER, SAMUEL G., 9TH WI ART., Post 52
HALLER, THEODORE, 9TH WI ART., Post 52
HALLET, WARREN, 13TH NY ART., Post
HALLETT, SAMUEL, 6TH IA CAV, Post 179
HALLETT, WARREN, US NAVY, Post 38
HALLETT, WARREN, US NAVY; 14TH NY HEAVY AR, Post 38
HALLETT, WILLIAM K., 135TH IL INF, Post
HALLEY, ALBERT, 77TH IN INF, Post 167
HALLGARTH, AARON, 22ND IN INF, Post
HALLIDAY, FRANCIS A., AST. SURGEON; 9TH IL CAV, Post
HALLIDAY, JOHN H., 5TH WI INF, Post
HALLIDAY, JOHN H., 5TH WI INF, Post 35
HALLOCK, H.K., 10TH MI CAV, Post
HALLOCK, O.B., 13TH MI ART., Post 169
HALLOWELL, DAVID J., 7TH IA INF, Post 72
HALSTEAD, ISAIAH, 83RD IL INF; BORN SUSQUEH, Post 227
HALON, FRANCIS P., 79TH IN INF, Post
HALROYD, JEROME B., 15TH IL INF, Post
HALSEY, JOHN F., 123RD OH INF, Post 195
HALSTEAD, CHARLES H., 52ND IL INF, Post 47
HALSTEAD, EDWARD, 77TH IL INF, Post 76
HALSTEAD, J.I., 4TH IA CAV, Post 210
HALSTEAD, JONATHAN, 99TH IL INF, Post 11
HALSTEAD, ORANGE B., 64TH OH INF, Post
HALSTEAD, OTIS, 4TH IL CAV, Post 228
HALSTEAD, WILLIAM J., 26TH IL INF, Post 11
HALSTED, CHARLES H., 52ND IL INF, Post
HALSTED, CHARLES H., 52ND IL, Post
HALSTED, DANIEL V., 18TH IA INF, Post
HALSTED, SAMUEL W., 3RD MI CAV, Post 317
HALVERSON, PETER, 4TH WI ART., Post 81
HALVERSON, PETER, 4TH WI ART., Post 81
HALVERSTANDT, SAMUEL M., 115TH OH INF, Post 61
HALZWORTH, GOTTLIEB H., 12TH IN CAV, Post
HAM, JONATHAN, 18TH IL INF, Post 166
HAM, MOSES, 8TH NH INF, Post
HAMANT, ROBERT W., 32ND IA INF, Post 116
HAMBLIN, SPENCER A., 14TH WI INF; CORP; CO. C; 4, Post 278
HAMELTON, JOHN, 14TH OH INF, Post
HAMER, GEORGE, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HAMER, GEORGE, VET. SURGEON; 2ND NE CAV, Post 89
HAMER, GEORGE A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 35
HAMES, THEADORE C., 154TH NY INF, Post
HAMIER, HENRY, 173RD OH INF, Post
HAMILTON, ALEX H., 1ST IL ART., Post 115
HAMILTON, ALEXANDER, 1ST IL ART., Post
HAMILTON, AMES G., RI LIGHT ART., Post
HAMILTON, CHARLY W., 9TH NY INF, Post
HAMILTON, DAVID N., 14TH IL INF, Post 16
HAMILTON, DUDLEY R., 38TH OH INF, Post 11
HAMILTON, F.H., 26TH ME INF; PVT; 7TH ME A, Post 34
HAMILTON, GEORGE, 34TH IN INF, Post 80
HAMILTON, GEORGE W., 38TH OH INF, Post 159
HAMILTON, GEORGE W., 38TH OH INF, Post
HAMILTON, J.D., 18TH MO INF, Post 22
HAMILTON, JAMES H., 17TH IA INF, Post 32
HAMILTON, JAMES K., 145TH IL INF, Post 220
HAMILTON, JESSE A., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 162
HAMILTON, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post
HAMILTON, JOHN, 32ND IL INF, Post 59
HAMILTON, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF; CORP; CO. I; 1, Post 260
HAMILTON, JOSEPH M., 15TH IA INF, Post
HAMILTON, NATHAN B., 33RD IL INF, Post 7
HAMILTON, NORMAN A., 136TH NY INF, Post
HAMILTON, OSCAR F., 10TH OH CAV; CO. H; 27TH U, Post 1; 2
HAMILTON, ROBERT ANDER, 2ND IA INF, Post
HAMILTON, ROBERT T., 44TH WI INF, Post 125
HAMILTON, SAMUEL A., 2ND IA INF, Post 11
HAMILTON, T.D., 2ND KY INF, Post 118
HAMilton, thomas, 49th oh linf, post
Hamilton, thomas, 49th oh inf, post 35
Hamilton, thomas m., 120th il inf;co. k;113th, post
Hamilton, thomas m., 113th il inf;co. g;120th, post 1
Hamilton, w. r., 11th mi cav, post 60
Hamilton, w.s., 21st mo inf, post 207
Hamilton, w.t., 1st mo cav, post 154
Hamilton, william, 1st mo cav, post
Hamilton, william, 14th il inf, post
Hamilon, w.s., 21st mo inf, post 207
Hamilton, william b., 53rd il inf, post 81
Hamilton, william f., 17th ia inf, post 59
Hamilton, william f., 17th ia inf, post
Hamilton, william h., 182nd oh inf(67th oh inf, post 42
Hamilton, william h., 67th oh inf(182nd oh inf, post 42
Hamilton, william l., 4th ia cav, post 115
Hamlet, james h, 17th ia inf, post
HamlIn, alvy a., 97th in inf, post 34
HamlIn, hartwell c., 14th wi inf, post
HamlIn, john, 19th ia inf, post 147
HamlIn, joseph j., 86th il inf, post
HamlIn, morgan e., 168th ny inf, post
HamlIn, w.a., 12th ia inf, post 261
hammel, william, 121st oh inf, post 25
Hammel, william, 121st oh inf, post
Hammel, zachariah, 121st oh inf, post 25
Hammel, zacharia, 121st oh inf, post
Hammerr, currington j, 16th oh inf, post
Hammer, jacob, 47th in inf, post 81
hammerr, James m., 28th ia inf, post
Hammon, james, 14th wi inf, post 17
Hammon, john, 6th oh cav;10th vet. res, post 26
Hammond, abram, 4th tn inf;major;1st eas, post 298
Hammond, andrew, 15th ia inf, post 70
Hammond, andrew b., 86th in inf, post 112
Hammond, charles, 2nd vt inf, post 216
Hammond, charles t., 20th mn inf, post
Hammond, daniel c., art., post 24
Hammond, daniel c., 2nd in art.(error), post 24
Hammond, daniel c., co independent art., post 24
Hammond, eubert, 11th mn inf, post 278
Hammond, h., 44th wi inf, post 193
Hammond, henry, 38th in inf, post 76
Hammond, hiram h., 83rd il inf, post
Hammond, hiram h., 83rd il inf, post
Hammond, James, us signal corp, post
HAMMOND, JAMES, 17TH IA INF, Post 38
HAMMOND, JAMES C., 14TH IA INF, Post
HAMMOND, JAMES P., 136TH OH INF, Post 15
HAMMOND, JAMES Q., 10TH IA INF, Post
HAMMOND, JOHN, 1ST MN INF, Post 9
HAMMOND, JOHN, 102ND OH INF, Post 26
HAMMOND, JONATHAN, 101ST OH INF, Post
HAMMOND, MARTIN, 112TH IL INF;65TH IL INF, Post 172
HAMMOND, MARTIN, 65TH IL INF;CO. D;112TH, Post 172
HAMMOND, MARVIN, 46TH IL INF, Post
HAMMOND, MOSES, 45TH IA INF, Post
HAMMOND, THOMAS, 12TN NY, Post
HAMMOND, W., 16TH WI INF, Post 187
HAMMOND, WILLIAM H., 5TH IA INF, Post 13
HAMMOND, WILLIAM P., 10TH IA INF, Post 274
HAMMOND, WRIGHT B., 38TH WI INF, Post 332
HAMMOND, JAMES P., 25TH OH INF, Post 15
HAMOLD, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV, Post
HAMOND, DANAL C., COLORED ART., Post
HAMPHILL, ROBERT F., 3RD MO CAV;SERG;CO. F;13, Post 69
HAMPTON, E.P., 9TH MI CAV, Post 76
HAMPTON, ISAAC B., 1ST MI CAV, Post 38
HAMPTON, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 306
HAMPTON, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post 32
HAMPTON, WILLIAM R., 40TH IA INF, Post 305
HAMPTON, WILLIAM S., 132ND IL INF;POST 262, Post 150
HANBROCK, CHARLES, 43RD IL INF, Post 13
HANCHETT, ENOS J., 2ND NY CAV, Post 81
HANCOCK, ALBERT A., 36TH IA INF, Post 43
HANCOCK, ALFRED C., 189TH OH INF, Post 4
HANCOCK, B.F., 5TH IA INF, Post
HANCOCK, BENJAMIN F., 5TH IA CAV, Post 133
HANCOCK, BENJE F., 5TH IA CAV, Post 52
HANCOCK, GARRETT, 4TH WI CAV, Post 163
HANCOCK, GARRETT V., 4TH WI INF, Post 163
HANCOCK, J.K., 149TH PA INF, Post
HANCOCK, JAMES J., 46TH IA INF, Post 227
HANCOCK, JOHNATHAN P., 130TH IN INF, Post 183
HANCOCK, M.A., 36TH IA INF, Post
HANCOCK, MARION A., 36TH IA INF, Post 25
HANCOCK, OWEN C., 70TH IN INF, Post 28
HANCOCK, SAMUEL, 97TH IN INF, Post 124
HAND, CHILIAN, 107TH IL INF, Post 16
HAND, GILES F., 55TH IL INF, Post 219
HAND, HESEKILSH, 23RD IA INF, Post 209
HAND, STEPHEN, 8TH IA CAV, Post
HANDEL, ISAAC I, 2ND IL CAV, Post
HANDEL, JOHN M., 134TH IN INF, Post 205
HANDY, C.B., 14TH MI INF, Post 11
HANDY, LEANDER W., 5TH WI INF, Post 60
HANEGAN, GEORGE L., 155TH PA INF, Post 238
HANEN, TOBIAS, 76TH IL INF, Post 143
HANER, GEORGE W., 15TH IA INF, Post 32
HANER, ISAAC, 15TH IA INF, Post
HANER, JAMES G., 123RD OH INF, Post 76
HANEY, CHARLES, 129TH IL INF, Post 118
HANEY, EDWIN, 39TH MO INF, Post 110
HANEY, HEBER FRANK, 28TH MI INF, Post 25
HANEY, J.F., 31ST IA INF, Post 3
HANEY, JOHN F., 31ST IA INF, Post
HANEY, JOHN H., 50TH OH INF, Post 32
HANEY, MICHEL, 47TH IA INF, Post
HANGER, EZRA P., 143RD IL INF, Post
HANGER, JACOB L., 30TH OH INF; PVT; CO. F; 2N, Post 154
HANING, ALEXANDER R., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HANING, JOHN, 16TH OH INF, Post
HANING, JOHN A., 16TH KY INF, Post 62
HANING, JOHN P., 16TH KY, Post
HANK, ISAAC C., 52ND IN INF, Post
HANKINS, GILBERT M., 53RD OH INF, Post 220
HANKINS, HENRY S., 33RD IL INF, Post 25
HANKINS, JAMES, 16TH IA INF, Post
HANKINS, W.C., 14TH OH INF; SERG; CO. H; 1, Post 95
HANKS, JAMES, 44TH IA INF, Post 262
HANKS, JOSEPH, 37TH OH INF, Post 105
HANKS, JOSEPH, Post
HANKS, PETER, 4TH IA CAV, Post 217
HANKS, PETER, 7TH IA CAV, Post 217
HANLEY, CHARLES, 112TH IL INF, Post
HANLEY, CHARLES, 112TH IL INF, Post 7
HANLON, E.T., 52ND OH INF, Post 17
HANLON, HENRY T., 52ND OH INF, Post
HANLON, JAMES, 140TH OH INF, Post
HANLON, JAMES P., 188TH OH INF, Post
HANN, JOHN, 43RE IN INF, Post
HANN, JOHN, 72ND IN INF, Post 125
HANNA, ALEXANDER J, 53RD IL INF, Post
HANNA, ANDREW, 47TH IA INF, Post
HANNA, ELIAS, 5TH MO CAV, Post 270
HANNA, ELIAS, 5TH MO CAV STATE MILITIA, Post
HANNA, H.O., AST. SURGEON; 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
HANNA, J.S., US NAVY; 3RD SEA ART., Post 91
HANNA, J.S., 3RD IL ART., Post 91
HANNA, JAMES N., VA, Post
HANNA, ROBERT M., 189TH OH INF; CO. G; 102ND, Post 18
HANNA, RUDOLPH, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
HANNAFORD, R.S., 2ND NE CAV, Post 103
HANNAH, GEORGE A., 48TH WI INF, Post
HANNAH, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, Post 191
HANNAN, DAVID, 23RD IL INF, Post 23
HANNAN, WILLIAM G., 9TH MO CAV, Post
HANNER, G.W., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 93
HANNIBAL, LARS, 15TH WI INF, Post 8
HANNON, DENNIS B., 1ST WI CAV, Post 60
HANNON, GEORGE W., 24TH OH INF, Post 50
HANNON, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, Post 69
HANON, JOHN, 34TH IA, Post
HANRAHAN, PETER, 24TH PA INF; PVT; CO. D; 2N, Post 45
HANRICKS, WILLIAM, 57TH IL INF, Post
HANS, FREDICK H., 12TH IL CAV, Post
HANSBARY, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 37
HANSBEARRY, JOHN, 5TH MO CAV, Post
HANSEL, GEORGE R., 113TH IL INF, Post
HANSELL, GEORGE A., 113TH IL INF, Post 66
HANSEN, MARK, 1ST NE INF, Post 7; 1
HANSEN, MARK, 1ST NE INF, Post
HANSEN, PAUL, 28TH WI INF, Post 134
HANSEN, WILLIAM K., 4TH WI ART., Post 131
HANSEN, JAMES M., 29TH IA INF, Post 13
HANSHAW, AMBROSE, 15TH IN INF; 4TH US CAV, Post 204
HANSHAW, JOHN H., 133RD IL INF, Post 13
HANSHAW, JOHN W., 29TH IN INF, Post 348
HANSHAW, JOHN W., 29TH IN INF, Post 120
HANSHAW, JOHN W., 29TH IA CAV, Post 102
HANSON, C.R., 15TH WI INF, Post 187
HANSON, CHAUNCEY N., 23RD OH INF, Post 50
HANSON, E., 34TH OH INF, Post
HANSON, H. CHRISTIAN, 18TH IL INF, Post 197
HANSON, HENRY, 54TH IN INF, Post
HANSON, JEHU, 184TH OH INF, Post
HANSON, JOHN B., 12TH US INF, Post 45
HANSON, LEWIS P., 137TH IL INF; PVT; CO. D, Post 41
HANSON, NICHOLAS, 26TH IL, Post
HANSON, OLE K., 15TH WI INF, Post
HAPKINS, PATRICK, 19TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 91
HARBAUGH, HOWARD C., 1ST IN CAV, Post 228
HARBAUGH, JOHN H., 72ND IN INF, Post 251
HARBAUGH, JOHN W., 81ST IN INF, Post 1; 2
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 3RD WI INF, Post 111
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 6TH WV CAV, Post 111
HARBAUGH, JOSEPH M., 3RD WV INF, Post 111
HARBER, ELIJAH, 2ND IL CAV, Post 189
HARBER, MARTIN V., 116TH IL INF, Post 25
HARBERT, JOHN, 60TH OH INF(129TH OH INF, Post 214
HARBERT, JOHN, 129TH OH INF(60TH OH INF, Post 61
HARBOR, MARTIN V., 116TH IL INF, Post
HARBOUGH, SOLOMON, 114TH OH INF, Post 22
HARBOUR, ELBERT, 1ST KY CAV, Post
HARDEN, CHARLES, 137TH IL INF, Post 37
HARDEN, JOHN H., 35TH IA INF, Post 69
HARDEN, JOHN H., 20TH US VOL. RESERVE COR, Post 69
HARDENBURGH, TUNIS, 67TH PA INF, Post 5
HARDER, CHARLES, 6TH WI INF, Post
HARDICK, GEORGE W., TEAMSTER; 1ST NE, Post 45
HARDIN, EVAN S., 29TH IA INF, Post
HARDIN, EVAN T., 29TH IA INF, Post 187
HARDIN, ROBERT C., 30TH IL INF, Post 159
HARDIN, SIMEON W., 1ST IA CAV, Post 84
HARDIN, WILLIAM C., 139TH IL INF, Post
HARDIN, WILLIAM C., 13TH IL INF, Post
HARDING, A.S., 20TH IA INF, Post 16
HARDING, ANDERSON S., 20TH IA INF, Post
HARDING, ANDERSON S., 20TH IA INF, Post
HARDING, ANDREW S., 20TH IA INF, Post 16
HARDING, GEORGE W., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 8; 9
HARDING, HENRY S., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 1
HARDING, HIRAM, 9TH IA CAV, Post 2; 1
HARDING, JAMES A., 8TH WI ART., Post 65
HARDING, JAMES E., 31ST IA INF, Post 86
HARDING, JAMES F., 23RD IL INF, Post 187
HARDING, JAMES W., 155TH IN INF, Post 112
HARDING, JOSEPH, 28TH WI INF, Post 13
HARDING, JOSEPH W., 9TH IN INF; 155TH IN INF, Post 112
HARDING, THOMAS D., 11TH MI INF, Post 24
HARDING, WILLIA A., 24TH NY INF, Post 58
HARDKNOCK, HENRY C., 29TH OH INF, Post
HARDMAN, PETER, 3RD VA INF, Post
HARDNICK, HENRY C., 29TH OH INF, Post 129
HARDNOCK, H.C., Post 123
HARDS, EBENEZER, 139TH IL INF, Post 23
HARDWICK, GEORGE W., 43RD IN INF, Post
HARDY, ALBERT, 100TH IL INF, Post
HARDY, ALBERT, 100TH IL INF, Post 43
HARDY, EBEN, 66TH IL INF, Post 288
HARDY, EBIN J., 66TH IL INF, Post
HARDY, GEORGE, 36TH WI INF, Post
HARDY, GILDEROY M., 147TH IN INF, Post 310
HARDY, S. WASHINGTON, 160TH OH, Post
HARDY, WASHINGTON, 198TH OH INF, Post 273
HARDY, WASHINGTON, 160TH OH INF, Post 34
HARE, A.N., 8TH US INF; PVT; CO. D; 1ST, Post 95
HARE, CHARLES H., 13TH WI INF, Post 95
HARE, CHARLES H., 13TH WI INF, Post
HARE, JOHN, 94TH NY INF, Post 42
HARE, SAMUEL, 196TH OH INF, Post
HARE, SAMUEL S., 196TH OH INF, Post
HARE, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post 95
HARENGTON, SEREMA S., IA INF, Post
HARFISK, SOLIMAN, 144TH OH INF, Post
HARGANS, HARRY, 113TH OH INF, Post 7
HARGER, WILSON P., 149TH IN INF, Post 111
HARGROVE, FRANCIS M., 2ND IL ART., Post 2
HARIS, JAMES H., 13TH KS INF, Post 141
HARKER, JOHN, 68TH OH INF, Post 77
HARKINS, EDWARD, 22ND WI INF, Post
HARKINS, JOHN W., 53RD OH INF, Post 8; 8
HARKNESS, SETH E., 14TH IL INF, Post 217
HARLAN, A.C., 14TH IA INF, Post 207
HARLAN, JESSE J., 23RD KY INF, Post 329
HARLAN, NOAH, 39TH IA INF; CO. G; 7TH IA, Post
HARLAN, NOAH, 7TH IA CAV; CO. D; 39TH IA, Post
HARLESS, NATHANIEL, 8TH IA CAV, Post 331
HARLESS, NATHANIEL, 8TH IA CAV, Post
HARLEY, HEZEKIAH, 9TH IN INF, Post 274
HARLEY, JOHN W., 74TH IL INF, Post 43
HARLEY, JOSEPH L., 105TH PA INF, Post
HARLOCKER, CAHRLES W., 20TH WI INF, Post 118
HARLOCKER, WILLIAM, 20TH WI INF, Post 13
HARLOW, GEORGE, 10TH IA INF, Post 131
HARMAN, ANDREW G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HARMAN, J.L., 51ST MO INF, Post
HARMAN, J.M., 1ST PA ART., Post 28
HARMAN, JOHN E., 7TH WV, Post
HARMES, ANNO, 43RD IL INF, Post 75
HARMON, DANIEL, 51ST IN INF, Post
HARMON, DAVID, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post
HARMON, DAVID, 37TH IN INF, Post 23
HARMON, ELLIS, 3RD IA CAV, Post 32
HARMON, G. O., 167TH OH INF, Post 61
HARMON, G.O., 167TH OH INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, George O.</td>
<td>167th OH INF</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, Howard T.</td>
<td>6th IA CAV</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, James</td>
<td>22nd IN INF</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, James E.</td>
<td>46th IL INF</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, James E.</td>
<td>46th IL INF</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, James E.</td>
<td>46th IL INF</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, John</td>
<td>78th IL INF</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, Joseph</td>
<td>11th KY CAV</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, L.A.</td>
<td>52nd MA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmon, Lyman A.</td>
<td>WAGONMASTER; 2nd NE CAV</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMON, Mortimer</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMONEY, George W.</td>
<td>21st PA CAV</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMES, Conrad F.</td>
<td>2nd NE CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARMES, Onno</td>
<td>43rd IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARNES, Charles J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARNEY, Herman F.</td>
<td>132nd IL INF</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARNEY, James</td>
<td>13th OH INF</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARNEY, John</td>
<td>12th OH CAV</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAROLD, Edward D.</td>
<td>7th TN INF</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAROLD, Henderson</td>
<td>120th IN INF</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARP, J.T.</td>
<td>2nd MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARP, Truman E.</td>
<td>57th IL INF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPATES, Joel</td>
<td>21st OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Allen</td>
<td>122nd IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, E.C.</td>
<td>44th NY INF</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, George W.</td>
<td>2nd CA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Henry A.</td>
<td>13th WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, J.C.</td>
<td>4th WV CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, J.H.</td>
<td>108th MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, James L.</td>
<td>9th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, John</td>
<td>8th OH CAV; 44th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, John H.</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, L.P.</td>
<td>13th WI INF</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Nathan W.</td>
<td>13th WI INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Philip</td>
<td>8th OH CAV; 42nd OH INF</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Phillip</td>
<td>42nd OH INF; 8th OH CAV</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPER, Simeon C.</td>
<td>62nd OH INF</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPSTER, William</td>
<td>35th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPSTER, Charles L.</td>
<td>1st OH CAV</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPSTER, Charles M.</td>
<td>13th PA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRACKS, Francis</td>
<td>29th IL INF</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRAH, Robert R.</td>
<td>55th MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIER, Charles</td>
<td>2nd IN CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIER, Charles</td>
<td>2nd IN CAV</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIER, William</td>
<td>13th IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HARRIGAN, BARNARD, 16TH OH INF, Post 17
HARRINGTON, CHARLES W., 9TH OH CAV, Post 9
HARRINGTON, ELISHA, 72ND IL INF, Post 43
HARRINGTON, ENOS H., WAGONER; 14TH VT LINF, Post
HARRINGTON, HENRY, 12TH IL INF, Post 32
HARRINGTON, JOHN W., 7TH OH LINF, Post
HARRINGTON, ROBERT B., 111TH NY INF, Post
HARRINGTON, THADEUS B.F., 1ST IN CAV, Post
HARRINGTON, WILLIAM, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
HARRINGTON, WILLIAM L., 40TH OH INF, Post
HARRIOTT, ARON C., 5TH MI INF, Post
HARRIS, AARON, 9TH IA INF, Post 179
HARRIS, AARON M., 40TH IN INF, Post
HARRIS, ALBERT, 108TH KY INF, Post
HARRIS, ALEX, 86TH IN INF, Post 52
HARRIS, ALFRED, 16TH IL INF, Post
HARRIS, ALONZO D., 49TH NY INF, Post
HARRIS, BENJAMIN F., 18TH WI INF, Post 125
HARRIS, BENJAMIN F., 10TH IN INF, Post 24
HARRIS, C. O., 16TH WI INF, Post 25
HARRIS, C.S., BRADY'S SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 45
HARRIS, CHARLES, 9TH IL INF, Post 169
HARRIS, CHARLES, 9TH IL INF, Post
HARRIS, CHARLES H., 112TH IL INF, Post 52
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 16TH MI INF, Post
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 11TH WI INF, Post 74
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 1ST WI INF, Post 262
HARRIS, CHARLES L., 1ST WI INF, Post 262
HARRIS, EBENEZER D., 33RD IL IN, Post 25
HARRIS, EDGAR V., 1ST CA INF; PVT; CO. K; 2ND, Post 118
HARRIS, FRANCIS HENR, 113TH IL INF, Post
HARRIS, FRANK H., 113TH IL INF, Post 99
HARRIS, GEORGE, 4TH NM INF, Post 142
HARRIS, GEORGE, 49TH OH INF, Post 166
HARRIS, GEORGE D., 49TH OH INF, Post
HARRIS, GEORGE M., 9TH IN INF, Post 40
HARRIS, HIRAM, 1ST IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 8TH, Post 7
HARRIS, HIRAM, 8TH IA CAV, Post 212
HARRIS, IRWIN R., 3RD OH CAV, Post
HARRIS, JAMES, 45TH U.S. COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
HARRIS, JAMES F., 15TH IA INF, Post 138
HARRIS, JAMES W., 50TH IL INF, Post 12
HARRIS, JOHN, 14TH IA INF, Post 15
HARRIS, JOHN, 79TH OH INF, Post 235
HARRIS, JOHN P., 85TH IN INF, Post
HARRIS, JOSEPH, 62ND IL INF, Post
HARRIS, JOSIAH A., 123RD IN INF, Post 95
HARRIS, JOSIAH H., 123RD IN INF, Post 11
HARRIS, L.D., 10TH NJ INF, Post 262
HARRIS, LEVI H., 3RD IL CAV, Post 8;2
HARRIS, PERRY, 103RD IL INF, Post 355
HARRIS, RICHARD B., 10TH KY CAV, Post 11
HARRIS, SAMUEL E., 40TH IA INF, Post 24
HARRIS, SEPHUS C., 15TH IA INF, Post
HARRIS, STEPHEN B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 20
HARRIS, STEPHEN B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 20
HARRIS, THOMAS G., 77TH IL INF, Post 83
HARRIS, W.J., 13TH IN INF, Post
HARRIS, W.R., 33RD KY INF, Post
HARRIS, WALTER J., 13TH IN INF, Post 25
HARRIS, WALTER J., 13TH IN INF, Post
HARRIS, WILLIAM, 32ND IL INF, Post
HARRIS, WILLIAM G., 32ND IL INF, Post 75
HARRIS, WILLIAM H., 85TH IL INF, Post 248
HARRIS, WILLIAM R., 35TH KY INF, Post
HARRISON, ALFRED, IN, Post
HARRISON, ALFRED M., 31ST IN INF, Post
HARRISON, BROWN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HARRISON, CHARLES, 16TH IL, Post
HARRISON, CHARLES J., 13TH IL INF, Post 90
HARRISON, D.C., 92ND OH INF, Post 192
HARRISON, E.W., 14TH IL CAV, Post 91
HARRISON, FLEMING, 15TH US COLORED INF, Post
HARRISON, HENRY, 10TH IL CAV, Post 8;1
HARRISON, HENRY, 10TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 11
HARRISON, JOHN F., 63RD US COLORED TROOP;17, Post 32
HARRISON, JOHN F., 17TH OH ART;63RD U.S. CO, Post 32
HARRISON, JONATHAN F., 17TH OH HEAVY ART., Post 32
HARRISON, M.A., 108TH IL INF, Post 11
HARRISON, PERRY C., 19TH IA INF, Post 44
HARRISON, RICHARD L., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 11
HARRISON, THOMAS B., 50TH IL INF, Post 86
HARRISON, THOMAS E., 151ST IL INF, Post 57
HARRISON, THOMAS H., 12TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
HARRISON, W.H., 3RD MI INF, Post 315
HARRISON, WALES F., 2ND IA INF, Post 20
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 74TH PA INF, Post 20
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 22ND IA INF, Post 318
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 3RD MO INF, Post 118
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 15TH MO INF, Post 7
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 76TH IL INF, Post
HARRISON, WILLIAM H., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 11
HARRITT, JOHN D., 64TH IL INF, Post 139
HARRITT, JOSHUA C., 147TH OH INF, Post
HARRITT, MAHLON A., 64TH IL INF, Post 94
HARROD, SANFORD, 132ND OH NATL. GUARD, Post
HARROD, WILLIAM, 74TH IL INF, Post 65
HARROH, THOMAS, 36TH IL INF, Post
HARROLD, EDWARD R., 84TH IN INF, Post 266
HARROLD, WILLIAM, 1ST NY CAV, Post 22
HARROM, C.O, 1ST DAKOTA CAV, Post
HARROP, THOMAS, 36TH IL INF; CHICAGO LIGHT, Post 25
HARROP, THOMAS, CHICAGO MERCANTILE LIGHT, Post 25
HARROW, JOHN, 10TH MO CAV, Post 118
HARRYMAN, JAMES C., 123RD IN INF, Post 75
HARSCH, WILLIAM F., 78TH OH INF, Post 150
HARSH, JACOB, 1ST IA CAV, Post 56
HARSHBERGER, SAMUEL, 92ND IL INF, Post 66
HARSHBERGER, SAMUEL, 65TH IL INF, Post
HART, AARON, 141ST OH INF, Post 43
HART, ALEXANDER, PVT; 14TH IL INF, Post 172
HART, ALEXIS C., 46TH WI INF, Post 136
HART, B.R., 34TH IA INF, Post 80
HART, C.B., 3RD NY CAV, Post 354
HART, C.H., 147TH OH NATIONAL GUARD, Post
HART, CHANNY, 9TH NY CAV; 5TH US ART., Post 52
HART, CHARLEY A., 3RD WI INF, Post
HART, CHAUNCY, 5TH US ART; 9TH NY CAV, Post 52
HART, CORYDON, 43RD MO INF, Post 284
HART, DAVID, 15TH WI INF, Post 342
HART, DAVID, 13TH WI INF, Post 205
HART, DAVID E., 3RD OH CAV, Post 68
HART, FRANCIS M., 51ST MO INF, Post
HART, GEORGE W., 71ST OH INF, Post
HART, GERRARD R., 104TH IL INF, Post 22
HART, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 53
HART, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HART, HUBBARD, 3RD WI INF, Post 58
HART, ISASAC, 88TH IN INF, Post 134
HART, JAMES, Post
HART, JAMES, 18TH OH INF, Post 43
HART, JAMES B., 103RD OH INF, Post
HART, JAMES D., 16TH WI INF, Post 58
HART, JAMES M., 38TH WI INF, Post 259
HART, JAMES P., 156TH IL INF, Post 91
HART, JOHN E., 117TH OH INF, Post
HART, JOHN E., 175TH OH INF, Post 136
HART, JOHN H., Post 123
HART, JOHN H., 44TH IN INF, Post
HART, JOHN H., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 44TH IN, Post 123
HART, JOSEPH W., 4TH IL CAV, Post 91
HART, MANLY W., 15TH PA INF, Post
HART, OWEN A., 91ST IL INF, Post 69
HART, R.C., 105TH NY INF, Post 9
HART, RILEY S., 10TH WI INF, Post 58
HART, ROBERT, 2ND CA CAV; 4TH OH INF, Post 71
HART, ROBERT, 4TH OH INF, Post 71
HART, WILLIAM H., 7TH MO CAV, Post
HARTE, CHARLES H., 147TH OH INF, Post 262
HARTEN, EUGENE J., US NAVY; STEAMER PORTER, Post
HARTER, THOMAS J., 41ST IL INF, Post 109
HARTFORD, COLONEL S., 12TH IN CAV, Post
HARTGRAVE, JOHN P., 28TH IA INF; POST 257, Post 161
HARTLEY, GEORGE, 3RD IL CAV, Post
HARTLEY, J.W., 13TH IA INF, Post 10
HARTLEY, JACKSON, 148TH PA INF, Post 269
HARTLEY, M.A. IL, 7TH IL CAV, Post 124
HARTLEY, MARSHALL A., 7TH IL CAV, Post 124
HARTLEY, NER, 27TH IL INF, Post 98
HARTLEY, ROBERT M., 23RD IL INF, Post 67
HARTLEY, W.A., 80TH IL INF, Post
HARTLEY, WILLIAM A., 80TH IL INF, Post 62
HARTMAN, ALFRED, 4TH IA CAV, Post 154
HARTMAN, ALFRED, 4TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 154
HARTMAN, CHARLES E, 73RD IL INF, Post
HARTMAN, CHRIS, 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
HARTMAN, CHRISTIAN, 1ST NE INF, Post
HARTMAN, FRANK, 1ST IL ART., Post 13
HARTMAN, FRED, US NAVY, Post
HARTMAN, FREDERICK C., 25TH IA INF, Post
HARTMAN, FREDERICK C., 2ND IA CAV, Post
HARTMAN, HERMAN, 5TH IA CAV, Post
HARTMAN, J.S., 103RD PA INF, Post
HARTMAN, JOHN, 2ND IA ART., Post 26
HARTMAN, JOHN P., 114TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 1
HARTMAN, MARSHAL, 1ST TN CAAV, Post 277
HARTMAN, MARSHAL, 1ST TN CAV, Post
HARTMAN, PETER, 10TH IL CAV, Post
HARTMAN, SUSAN, 2ND IA ART., Post
HARTS, JEREMIAH C., 49TH OH INF, Post 312
HARTESELL, SOLOMON, 9TH MN INF, Post 227
HARTSPENCE, J.N., 2ND NY CAV, Post 179
HARTSUFF, ALBERT, AST. SURGEON; US ARMY, Post
HARTWELL, RICHARD B., 28TH IA INF, Post 35
HARTWELL, S.A., 28TH WI INF, Post 95
HARTWELL, S.A., 28TH WI INF, Post
HARTY, ALFRED, 39TH IL INF, Post 7
HARTZ, JEREMIAH C., 49TH OH INF, Post
HARTZ, WILLIAM H., COM. SERG; 49TH OH INF, Post 25
HARTZ, WILLIAM H., 49TH OH INF, Post
HARTZEL, ISRAEL F., 47TH PA VETERANS, Post
HARTZEL, ISRAEL F., 47TH PA INF, Post 173
HARTZEL, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post
HARTZEL, MARTIN, 30TH OH INF, Post 204
HARTZELL, GEORGE C., 196TH PA ART., Post
HARTZELL, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post 62
HARTZELL, SAMUEL, 93RD IL, Post
HARTZELL, SAMUEL, 93RD IL INF, Post
HARVEY, ANDREW S., 161ST OH INF, Post
HARVEY, CYRUS, 15TH US VET. RESERVE COR, Post 11
HARVEY, FRANKLIN B., 19TH WI INF, Post 273
HARVEY, GEORGE W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 32
HARVEY, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, Post 201
HARVEY, J.L., 8TH IA INF, Post 52
HARVEY, JAMES H., 9TH IA CAV, Post 96
HARVEY, JAMES H., 9TH IA CAV, Post 96
HARVEY, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV, Post 80
HARVEY, JOHN C., 3RD IL CAV; 17TH IL INF, Post 86
HARVEY, JOHN C., 17TH IL INF; 3RD IL CAV, Post 86
HARVEY, ROBERT, 74TH IN INF, Post 8
HARVEY, RUBUS D., 13TH WI INF, Post 139
HARVEY, THOMAS M. D., 2ND IA INF, Post 110
HARVEY, WASHINGTON W, 3RD WI INF, Post 80
HARVEY, WAYMIRE, 54TH IN INF; 12TH IN CAV, Post 51
HARVEY, WILLIAM, 8TH IL INF; CO. D; 17TH IL, Post 4
HARVEY, WILLIAM, 46TH IA INF, Post 191
HARVEY, WILLIAM H., 8TH IL INF, Post 212
HARWOOD, DANIEL R., 11TH MI INF, Post
HARWOOD, FREDRICK L., 1ST MN LIGHT ART., Post
HARWOOD, N.S., 46TH IA, Post
HARWOOD, NATHAN S., 9TH IA INF; 46TH IA INF, Post 25
HARWOOD, NATHAN S., 46TH IA INF, Post 25
HARWOOD, RICHARD, 110TH PA INF, Post 32
HASELPOP, FRED, 15TH MO INF, Post 60
HASHBERGER, COFFINBERRY, 133RD OH INF, Post
HASHBERGER, HENRY D., 21ST OH LINF, Post 34
HASHOFF, GERHARDT, 3RD OH CAV, Post
HASKANS, CHAUNCEY, 5TH NY ART., Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Information</th>
<th>Post Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL, ANDREW J.</td>
<td>10TH KS INF, Post 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL, B.A.</td>
<td>142ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL, BYRON A.</td>
<td>169TH NY INF, Post 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL, DAVID T.</td>
<td>33RD IA, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL, ORSON S.</td>
<td>53RD IL INF, Post 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKER, DAVID S.</td>
<td>70TH IN INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKETT, GEORGE L.</td>
<td>31ST IA INF, Post 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKETT, ISAAC</td>
<td>7TH IA INF, Post 119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKIN, AMASA</td>
<td>46TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKIN, EDMOND R.</td>
<td>11TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, A.H.</td>
<td>44TH WI INF, Post 171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, AMASA</td>
<td>5TH WI INF; 41ST &amp; 46TH W, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, AMASA</td>
<td>46TH WI INF; 5TH &amp; 41ST W, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, AMASA</td>
<td>41ST WI INF; 5TH &amp; 46TH W, Post 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, CHARLES</td>
<td>2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, CHARLES</td>
<td>2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, GEORGE</td>
<td>5TH MO CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, GEORGE</td>
<td>12TH IA INF, Post 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>7TH KS CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKINS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>2ND NY INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASLEN, AUGUSTUS E.</td>
<td>12TH PA INF RESERVE, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASNESS, HANSEN</td>
<td>10TH IA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASS, DAVID S.</td>
<td>83RD IL INF, Post 262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSAN, B.F.</td>
<td>141ST IL INF, Post 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSELL, JAMES W.</td>
<td>151ST IL INF, Post 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSLER, A.E.</td>
<td>12TH PA INF; COM. SERG; CO., Post 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSON, DAVID W.</td>
<td>92ND IL INF; SERG; CO. G; 6, Post 116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, A.G.</td>
<td>31ST IA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, ALFRED G.</td>
<td>HOSPITAL STEWARD; 31ST IA, Post 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, DELOS A.</td>
<td>111TH OH INF; 183RD OH IN, Post 253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, DELOS A.</td>
<td>183RD OH INF; CO. F; 111TH, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, HENRY D.</td>
<td>4TH IL CAV, Post 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, JOHN</td>
<td>24TH IA INF, Post 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, JONATHAN</td>
<td>8TH PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, L.W.</td>
<td>US NAVY; 6TH IA INF, Post 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTINGS, LOREN W.</td>
<td>6TH IA INF; US NAVY, Post 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASTY, MILES</td>
<td>30TH IA INF, Post 141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATALENG, DIJHTON W.</td>
<td>2ND IL CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATAWAY, BYRON T.</td>
<td>2ND MN CAV, Post 317</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATAWAY, CHARLES A.</td>
<td>25TH PA INF; SERG; CO. B; 1, Post 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATAWAY, JEREMIAH</td>
<td>1ST IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATAWAY, LEWIS P.</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATCH, EDWARD</td>
<td>2ND IA CAV, Post 261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATCH, JULIEN</td>
<td>ARTIFICER; 1ST MI INF; 1ST, Post 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATCH, LEVI S.</td>
<td>4TH US INF; 1ST IN HEAVY, Post 147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATCH, LEVI S.</td>
<td>1ST IN HEAVY ART.; 4TH US, Post 147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HATCH, MARSHALL T., 3RD VT INF, Post 191
HATCH, T.C., 73RD IL INF, Post
HATCH, THEODORE, 47TH IL INF, Post
HATCH, THEODORE H., 47TH IL INF, Post
HATCH, THEODORE H., 47TH IL INF, Post 25
HATCH, THOMAS C., 73RD IL INF, Post 25
HATCH, WILLIAM E., 128TH OH INF, Post 13
HATCHER, G. W., 9TH EAST TN CAV, Post 88
HATCHER, GEORGE W., 9TH TN CAV, Post
HATCHER, WILLIAM B., 28TH IL INF, Post 258
HATFIELD, CHARLES, 10TH NY INF, Post
HATFIELD, CHARLES, 10TH WI INF, Post
HATFIELD, DANIEL, 47TH IN INF, Post
HATFIELD, DANIEL, 47TH IN INF, Post 62
HATFIELD, EDWARD, , Post
HATFIELD, ISAAC B., 72ND IL INF;33RD IL INF, Post 111
HATFIELD, ISAAC B., 33RD IL INF;72ND IL INF, Post 111
HATFIELD, J.D., 53RD IL INF, Post 68
HATFIELD, MARTIN V., 100TH OH INF(CO. A;183RD, Post 135
HATFIELD, MARTIN V., 183RD OH INF(CO. H;100TH, Post 135
HATFIELD, THOMAS, 48TH MI INF, Post
HATFIELD, THOMAS W., 17TH IA INF, Post 80
HATH, J.B., 4TH MI CAV, Post 27
HATHAWAY, JAMES B., 46TH IL INF, Post
HATHAWAY, JOB, 95TH IL INF, Post 76
HATHAWAY, LUTHER, 19TH WI INF, Post 267
HATHAWAY, PETER D., 1ST NE, Post
HATHORN, JOHN E., 1ST ME HEAVY ART., Post 296
HATLEY, WILLIAM A., 80TH IL, Post
HATTAN, MARK, 47TH IL INF, Post 16
HATTEN, WILLIAM S., 35TH IA INF, Post 208
HATTON, CHARLES, 3RD MI CAV, Post 25
HAUCK, JOSEPH, 117TH NY INF, Post 237
HAUER, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, Post 77
HAUGHTEN, BRADNER, 67TH IL INF, Post
HAUK, WILLIAM, 42ND WI INF, Post
HAUSBERRY, ALBERT, 48TH MO INF, Post 172
HAUSER, H.B., 90TH PA INF, Post 68
HAVEN, ROMANZO M., 9TH IA INF, Post 4
HAVENS, ANSEL D., 96TH OH INF, Post 39
HAVENS, GEORGE R., 9TH IA INF, Post 11
HAVENS, GEORGE R., 9TH IA INF, Post
HAVENS, ISAAC C., 44TH IN INF, Post 91
HAVERLY, DAVID M., 8TH IA INF, Post 110
HAVERLY, DAVID M., 8TH IA, Post
HAVERLY, DAVID M., 8TH IA INF, Post
HAVERLY, DAVID M., 8TH IA, Post
HAVERSTADT, J.H., 15TH OH INF, Post 264
HAVSLE, ANTON, 165TH NY, Post
HAWE, CHURCH, 15TH MA INF, Post
HAWES, JOSEPH N., 12TH WI INF, Post 12
HAWES, PATRICK O., 14TH KY INF, Post 7
HAWES, PATRICK O., 45TH KY MOUNTED INF, Post
HAWES, WILLIS A., 3RD WI CAV, Post 114
HAWK, GEORGE B., 55TH IL INF, Post 65
HAWK, ISAAC C., 91ST IN INF; 52ND IN INF, Post 25
HAWK, ISAAC C., 52ND IN INF; 91ST IN INF, Post 25
HAWK, J. B., 47TH OH INF, Post 11
HAWK, J.L., 2ND WV CAV, Post 124
HAWK, JACOB J., 36TH IA INF, Post
HAWKINS, ALFRED, 8TH KS INF, Post
HAWKINS, ALFRED, 8TH KS INF, Post 54
HAWKINS, F.W., 3RD US CAV, Post 44
HAWKINS, FRANCIS M., 47TH IL INF, Post 8
HAWKINS, FRANK, 29TH OH INF, Post 89
HAWKINS, JAMES, 15TH IA INF, Post 63
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 14TH IN INF; CORP; 19TH IN, Post 163
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 19TH IN INF; 20TH IN INF, Post
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 9TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 163
HAWKINS, JAMES H., 20TH IN INF; 19TH IN INF, Post 163
HAWKINS, JOSEPH, 12TH MI INF, Post 1; 9
HAWKINS, LYMAN, 134TH OH INF, Post
HAWKINS, MADISON, 191ST OH INF, Post 71
HAWKINS, SAMUEL T., 133RD IL INF, Post 77
HAWKINS, SAMUEL T., 32ND IL INF; SERG; CO. H; 1, Post 77
HAWKINS, THOMAS G., 19TH OH INF (78TH OH INF), Post 25
HAWKINS, THOMAS G., 78TH OH INF (19TH OH INF), Post 25
HAWKINS, THOMAS G., 78TH OH INF, Post
HAWKINS, W.H., 25TH IN INF, Post 124
HAWKINS, W.H., 113TH IL INF, Post 124
HAWKINS, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 8
HAWKINS, WILLIAM C., 14TH OH INF, Post
HAWKINS, WILLIAM H., AST. SURGEON; 25TH IN INF, Post 124
HAWKS, JOHN J., 29TH VA, Post
HAWKS, RICHARD, 45TH IL INF, Post
HAWKS, WILLIAM D., 8TH IN INF, Post
HAWKSWORTH, DAVID, , Post
HAWKSWORTH, DAVID H., MACHINIST; US NAVY; MS SQU, Post 45
HAWLET, SAMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, Post 144
HAWLEY, G.H., 14TH CT INF, Post 32
HAWLEY, JOHN B., 45TH IL INF, Post
HAWLEY, JOHN W., 48TH WI INF, Post 261
HAWLEY, LEVI P., 14TH IA INF, Post
HAWLEY, RICHARD A., 33RD WI INF; PVT; CO. F; 11, Post 19
HAWLEY, RICHARD A., 33RD WI INF, Post
HAWLEY, RICHARD A., 33RD WI INF, Post
HAWLEY, RILEY, 44TH WI INF, Post 230
HAWLEY, SYLVANUS, 115TH IN INF; 6TH MO INF, Post 45
HAWLEY, WILLIAM E., 144TH NY INF, Post 1-
HAWOON, EARL B., 34TH IL, Post
HAWTHORN, B.M., 16TH PA INF, Post 235
HAWTHORN, JAMES, 55TH IL INF, Post 15
HAWTHORN, JOSEPH L., 64TH IL INF, Post
HAWTHORN, R.A., 19TH IA INF, Post 242
HAY, JOSEPH, 133RD IN INF, Post 43
HAY, LEONARD, 15TH NY INF, Post
HAY, W.H., 4TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
HAY, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL CAV, Post 123
HAY, WILLIAM H., 5TH IL CAV, Post 61
HAYDEN, E.D., 11TH NY CAV, Post 244
HAYDEN, HENRY, 2ND MO INF, Post 64
HAYDEN, HENRY, 70TH IN INF, Post 16
HAYDEN, HENRY S., MUSICIAN; 112TH IL INF, Post 212
HAYDEN, LEWIS S., 9TH MO CAV, Post 207
HAYDEN, SAMUEL S., 37TH IL INF, Post 44
HAYDEN, W.E., 4TH IA CAV, Post 23
HAYDON, HENRY, 2ND MO INF, Post
HAYES, BENNETT, 9TH IN CAV, Post
HAYES, BENNETT, 9TH IN CAV, Post 50
HAYES, CHARLES E., 8TH IL ART., Post 47
HAYES, CHRISTOPHER, 6TH IN INF, Post 59
HAYES, DAVID, 105TH OH INF, Post 6; 2
HAYES, J.A., 78TH IN INF, Post 69
HAYES, JAMES M., 122ND IL INF, Post 16
HAYES, JOHNS D., BERDANS US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 13
HAYES, LEVI, 34TH IL INF, Post 285
HAYES, NOAH, 36TH IN INF, Post
HAYES, QUINTILIUS H., 111TH IL INF, Post 183
HAYES, SALVADOR, 10TH IA INF, Post 136
HAYES, THOMAS, MARINE CORP, Post
HAYES, THOMAS R., 31ST IA INF, Post 80
HAYES, WARREN H., 81ST IL INF, Post 14
HAYES, WILLIAM, 11TH IL INF; 46TH IL INF, Post 3; 4
HAYES, WILLIAM, 46TH IL INF; 11TH IL INF, Post 45
HAYES, WILLIAM, 22ND PA CAV; 3RD PA PROVI, Post 292
HAYLEY, JOHN, 58TH IL INF, Post 26
HAYMARCE, MONROE L., 5TH NY CAV, Post
HAYNER, WILLIAM, 22ND IA INF, Post
HAYNES, GEORGE W., 23RD IA INF, Post 86
HAYNES, GREENBERRY D., 26TH IL INF, Post 333
HAYNES, HENRY, 38TH OH INF, Post 183
HAYNES, NATHANIEL S., 86TH IL INF, Post 25
HAYNES, S.H., 18TH MO INF, Post 94
HAYNES, WILLIAM C., 22ND IA INF, Post 25
HAYNIE, GEORGE W., 120TH IL INF, Post 131
HAYS, ALEXANDER Y., 110TH PA INF, Post
HAYS, HIRAM, 3RD MO CAV, Post
HAYS, JAMES, 37TH NY INF, Post
HAYS, JAMES K.P., 23RD IA INF, Post 216
HAYS, JAMES M., 122ND IL INF, Post 60
HAYS, LEVI, 147TH IL INF, Post 72
HAYS, PLENY G., 124TH IL INF; CO. C; 33RD, Post 16
HAYS, PLINY G., 33RD IL INF; CO. C; 124TH, Post 16
HAYS, WARREN M., 48TH OH INF, Post 190
HAYWARD, EDWARD, 88TH IL INF, Post 339
HAYWARD, SEMNITH P., 13TH IA INF, Post
HAYWARD, SENNITH, 6TH MO CAV, Post 130
HAYWOOD, DAVID T., 75TH NY INF, Post
HAYWOOD, GEORGE W., 65TH IL INF, Post 302
HAYWORTH, GEORGE, 135TH IN INF, Post
HAYZLETT, J.G., 24TH IA INF, Post 2
HAYZLETTE, JOHN G., 24TH IA INF, Post 155
HAZARD, MELVIN D., 11TH MI INF, Post 86
HAZE, PETER L., 33RD IA INF, Post
HAZEETT, RICHARD C., IN LIGHT ART., Post
HAZELBAKER, JOHN, 36TH IN INF, Post 44
HAZELTON, O.S., 11TH NH, Post
HAZELTON, OTIS S., 11TH NH INF, Post
HAZELWOOD, RANDOLF, WEAVERS MO INF, Post
HAZELWOOD, ROBERT, 134TH IL INF, Post
HAZELWOOD, ROBERT, 134TH IL INF, Post
HAZELWOOD, ROBERT, 134TH IL INF, Post
HAZEN, S.K., 12TH MI INF, Post
HAZLETT, JACOB, MISSISSIPPI RIVER SQUADR, Post 43
HAZLETT, JAMES H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 16
HAZLETT, R.C., 196TH PA INF, Post
HAZLETT, R.M., 206TH PA INF, Post 22
HAZLETT, ROBERT C., PA INDEPENDENT LIGHT ART, Post
HAZZARD, JOHN W., 147TH IN INF, Post 13
HAZZARD, WILLIAM H., 1ST MN CAV, Post 110
HEAD, CHARLES B., 41ST IA INF, Post 37
HEAD, DEXTER P., 69TH IN INF; 24TH IN INF, Post 105
HEAD, DEXTER P., 24TH IN INF; 69TH IN INF, Post 105
HEAD, JAMES D., 26TH PA INF, Post
HEAD, MOSES, 142ND NY INF; 60TH NY INF, Post 130
HEADINGTON, S., 65TH OH INF, Post 193
HEADLEY, BENJAMIN F., 101ST OH INF, Post 43
HEADLEY, DAVID, 31ST OH INF, Post 43
HEADLEY, ISAAC N., 4TH MO, Post
HEADLEY, JAMES M., 13TH IN ART., Post 250
HEADLEY, THOMAS, 7TH NY ART., Post 250
HEADLEY, THOMAS J., 13TH IN INF; 7TH NY LIGHT, Post 250
HEAGY, HARRY W., 51ST IL INF, Post 13
HEALD, ARTEMUS, 38TH IA INF, Post 104
HEALD, ARTEMUS, 38TH IA INF, Post
HEALEY, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF, Post
HEALEY, EDWARD, 1ST WI INF, Post 56
HEALEY, FRANK M., 31ST WI INF, Post 4
HEALEY, THOMAS A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 56
HEALY, CORNELIUS, 8TH NH INF, Post 187
HEALY, ED, 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 75
HEAMON, HOBBY A., 12TH OH INF; 60TH OH INF, Post 4
HEANEY, WILLIAM W., 27TH OH INF, Post
HEARDMAN, W.H., 64TH OH INF, Post 172
HEARL, DANIEL, 126TH IL INF, Post 67
HEARN, CHARLES W., 188TH PA INF, Post
HEARNE, JOHN P., 128TH IN INF, Post
HEARNE, JOHN P., 128TH IN INF, Post 77
HEARNS, OSCAR A, 13TH VT, Post
HEASLEY, JOHN, 61ST IL INF; CO. D; 83RD I, Post 2
HEASLEY, JOHN, 83RD IL INF; CO. D; 61ST I, Post 2
HEASTON, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HEATH, DELEZON, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 136
HEATH, JAMES, 129TH OH INF, Post 22
HEATH, JAMES D., 72ND IL INF, Post
HEATH, JAMES D., 72ND IL INF, Post 25
HEATH, MILES, 112TH NY INF, Post 17
HEATH, NATHAN A., 2ND WI INF, Post 17
HEATH, NATHAN A., 2ND WI INF, Post
HEATH, OSBORN S., 18TH WI INF, Post 32
HEATHE, FRED, 107TH IL INF, Post 156
HEATHER, WILLIAM G., 8TH IL CAV, Post
HEATHER, WILLIAM Y., 8TH IL CAV, Post 80
HEATHERINGTO, JOHN H., 45TH IA INF, Post 28
HEATHMAN, E., 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
HEATON, EDWARD M., 13TH IL INF, Post 32
HEATON, JAMES, 135TH IN INF, Post
HEATON, JAMES, 135TH IN INF, Post 25
HEATON, JAMES L., 33RD IA INF, Post 141
HEBARD, CHARLES C., Post
HEBARD, EDWARD E., 25TH IA INF, Post
HEBBARD, CHARLES A., 113TH IL INF; CO. I; 120TH, Post 8
HEBBERT, JAMES S., 3RD IL CAV, Post
HEBERT, PETER, 11TH WI INF, Post 12
HEBLER, GEORGE H., 3RD IA CAV, Post
HECK, DAVID, 36TH OH INF, Post
HECK, DAVID, 36TH OH INF, Post 312
HECKATHORN, JOHN, 57TH IL INF, Post 47
HECKER, E.W., 22ND IN INF, Post 101
HECKER, EDWARD W., 32ND IN INF, Post
HECKER, W.C., 2ND IA INF, Post 133
HECKLER, E.W., 4TH IN CAV, Post
HECKMAN, SAMUEL, 2ND NH INF, Post 182
HECKTHORN, JOHN, 147TH IL INF, Post
HECTON, JAMES, 15TH IN INF, Post
HECTOR, PETER, 27TH IA INF; CO. B; 12TH I, Post
HECTOR, PETER, 12TH IA INF; 27TH IA INF, Post
HEDDLESON, WILLIAM C., ADJUTANT; 12TH OH CAV; 24T, Post 214
HEDEN, JOHN J., 5TH IL CAV, Post 28
HEDGE, PORTER, 51ST OH INF (142ND OH INF, Post 214
HEDGE, PORTER, 51ST OH INF, Post
HEDGE, PORTER, 142ND OH INF (51ST OH INF, Post 214
HEDGECOCK, ALBERT G., 46TH IA INF, Post 321
HEDGECOCK, S.F., US NAVY; SHIP MONTGOMERY, Post 90
HEDGES, A. DAYTON, 6TH WI INF, Post 14
HEDGES, CELA G., 42ND WI INF, Post 77
HEDGES, JOHN T., 5TH IL CAV, Post
HEDGES, MOSES T., 26TH IL INF, Post 77
HEDGES, THOMAS, 18TH OH INF, Post
HEDGES, THOMAS, 18TH OH INF, Post 47
HEDGES, TIMOTHY, 2ND NY CAV, Post 163
HEDGES, WILLIAM A., 5TH IL CAV, Post
HEDGLIN, ELIAS L., 142ND IL INF, Post
HEDGLIN, JOHN D., 9TH IL CAV, Post 124
HEDLUN, J.D., 9TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 124
HEDMAN, C.A., Post
HEDRICK, NATHANIEL, 2ND IA CAV, Post 171
HEDRICK, S.L., 11TH VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 165
HEDRICK, SAMUEL L., 11TH IL INF, Post
HEDRICKSON, PETER, 106TH IL INF, Post 139
HEEDEN, JOHN, 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post
HEELAN, PHILIP R., 58TH IA INF, Post
HEENAN, JOHN, 6TH KY INF, Post 86
HEESE, GUSTAVUS, 1ST NE CAV, Post 69
HEFFBURN, WILLIAM B., CT, Post 227
HEFFLER, CYRUS D., 142ND PA INF, Post 110
HEFFLEY, CYRUS P., 142ND PA INF, Post
HEFFNER, ADAM, 34TH IN INF, Post 82
HEFLIN, WILLIAM, 60TH NY INF, Post
HEFNER, MARION, 4TH WI CAV, Post 334
HEGEMAN, TIMOTHY C., 38TH NY INF; CO. A; 40TH N, Post 207
HEGGWOOD, ROBERT, 18TH IN INF, Post
HEGLEMRE, THOMAS F., 23RD MO INF, Post 69
HEGWOOD, WILLIAM G, 40TH IA INF, Post
HEGWOOD, WILLIAM G., 40TH IA INF, Post
HEIDER, AUGUSTUS, ARTIFICER; 4TH NY INF, Post
HEIGES, DAVID, 30TH IN INF, Post 212
HEIKES, JACOB, 101ST PA INF, Post 176
HEILER, JACOB F., 26TH IL INF, Post 13
HEIM, NICHOLAS B., 12TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 7
HEIM, NICOLES B., 31ST PA, Post
HEIMEIR, JOHN, 14TH IL CAV, Post 151
HEIMERICH, JONATHAN, 180TH ON INF, Post 133
HEIN, FREDERICK, 119TH IL INF, Post 4
HEIN, JOHN, 86TH IL INF, Post
HEINBERGHE, GEORGE, 40TH IA INF, Post 75
HEINEMYER, CHARLES H., 139RD PA INF, Post 27
HEINRICH, FRED, 59TH IL, Post
HEINS, WILLIAM L., 2ND US INF, Post
HEINZMAN, JAMES B., 17TH OH INF, Post 111
HEIRMEIR, JOHN, 14TH US CAV, Post 12
HEISELMANN, SAMUEL, 74TH PA INF, Post
HEISER, GEORGE, 17TH CT INF, Post
HEITZ, JOSEPH, 27TH IL INF, Post 40
HELENKAMP, JAMES H., 83RD OH INF, Post 25
HELHEINBEIN, JOHN, 4TH MO CAV, Post
HELHEINBEIN, JOHN, 4TH MO CAV, Post 84
HEGOSON, CARL, SEE CHARLY JOHNSON, Post
HELHVEG, HENRY D., HOME GUARDS, Post
HELLER, DAVID, 10TH KS INF, Post 195
HELLER, FREDERICK, 116TH NY INF, Post 354
HELLER, MARTIN, 11TH MA INF, Post
HELLER, THOMAS C., 54TH OH INF, Post
HEELING, JOHN, 1ST NE, Post
HELM, CHARLES, 24TH IL INF, Post 143
HELM, JOHN F., 16TH IN INF; PVT; CO. C; 13, Post 154
HELME, JAMES, 7TH KS CAV, Post 109
HELMERICK, FREDERICK, 111TH PA INF; US NAVY, Post 190
HEL, HENRY, 120TH IN INF, Post 197
HELTON, JAMES H., 7TH IN INF, Post 43
HELTON, JOSHUA S., 79TH IN INF, Post 135
HELTUER, MARTIN L., 51ST PA INF, Post
HELVEY, HENRY W., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HELVIS, HENRY, 1ST MO CAV, Post 265
HELVIS, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, Post 265
HEMELRIGHT, T.J., 20TH IN INF, Post 339
HEMENWAY, CHARLES E., 153RD IL INF, Post 82
HEMPHILL, DANIEL, 5TH IL INF, Post
HEMPHILL, ROBERT C., 13TH PA CAV, Post
HEMPHILL, SAMUEL, 87TH IN INF, Post
HEMPHILL, SAMUEL, 87TH IN INF, Post 11
HEMPHILL, SAMUEL, 87TH IN INF, Post 31
HEMPL, BENJAMIN, 1ST NE, Post 45
HEMPL, BENJAMIN, 7TH NE INF, Post
HEMRY, C. CHARLES, 50TH OH INF, Post
HEMRY, C.W., 89TH OH INF, Post
HEMRY, CHARLES W., 50TH OH INF; 99TH OH INF, Post 214
HEMS, ANDREW, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HEMSTOWRTH, EDGAR A., 63RD IN INF, Post 214
HENCKE, GEORGE B., 117TH IL LINF, Post
HENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, Post
HENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, Post 62
HENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, Post 30
HENDEE, GEORGE W., 151ST IN INF, Post 62
HENDEE, GEORGE W., 151ST IN INF, Post
HENDEDSON, WILLIAM P., 28TH IL INF, Post
HENDERSON, JAMES V., 3RD KY INF, Post 88
HENDERSHEILT, JOHN K., 17TH IA INF, Post
HENDERSHOT, FLAVIUS J., 52ND OH INF, Post 17
HENDERSHOT, GEORGE W., 19TH IN ART., Post
HENDERSHOTT, GEORGE W., 19TH IN ART., Post 30
HENDERSHOTT, THOMAS H., 12TH IA INF; PVT; CO. G; 38, Post 70
HENDERSON, A. J., 9TH MO CAV, Post 8
HENDERSON, A.J., 9TH MO CAV, Post 11
HENDERSON, ANDREW J., 9TH MO CAV, Post 8; 1
HENDERSON, CHARLES F., 3RD MO CAV, Post
HENDERSON, E., 17TH IL CAV, Post 142
HENDERSON, EDWARD, 4TH WI CAV, Post 142
HENDERSON, EURIAH H., 46TH IL INF, Post 142
HENDERSON, FRANCIS A., 21ST IA INF, Post 125
HENDERSON, GEORGE, 23RD IN ART., Post 116
HENDERSON, GEORGE (COLOR, 2ND KS INF, Post
HENDERSON, HENRY C., 73RD IL INF, Post 113
HENDERSON, ISAAC D., 117TH PA INF, Post 274
HENDERSON, ISAAC D., 211TH PA INF, Post 5; 2
HENDERSON, JACK, 8TH KS, Post
HENDERSON, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, Post 50
HENDERSON, JAMES B., 73RD IL INF, Post
HENDERSON, JAMES B., 73RD IL INF;44TH IL INF, Post 164
HENDERSON, JAMES B., 44TH IL INF;73RD IL INF, Post
HENDERSON, JOHN, 8TH KS INF, Post
HENDERSON, JOHN, 124TH IN INF, Post 7
HENDERSON, JOHN, 8TH KS INF, Post 6
HENDERSON, JOHN F., 20TH IL INF, Post 246
HENDERSON, JOHN H., 100TH OH INF, Post 218
HENDERSON, JOHN M., 127TH IL INF, Post 207
HENDERSON, JOHN S., 14TH IL CAV, Post
HENDERSON, JOHN W., 47TH WI INF, Post 52
HENDERSON, JOHNSON, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 6
HENDERSON, JOHNSTON, 5TH MO CAV;15TH KS CAV, Post
HENDERSON, JOSEPH, 81ST IL INF, Post 22
HENDERSON, STEPHEN H., 24TH IA INF, Post 13
HENDERSON, WILLIAM, 4TH MO CAV, Post 166
HENDERSON, WILLIAM, 4TH IL INF, Post 142
HENDERSON, WILLIAM, 46TH IL INF, Post 142
HENDERSON, WILLIAM J., 45TH IL INF, Post 299
HENDERSON, WILLIAM P., 4TH IA ART., Post 203
HENDERSON, WILLIAM P., 4TH IA LIGHT ART., Post
HENDRICK, DANIEL, 36TH IA INF, Post 32
HENDRICK, GEORGE, 86TH OH INF, Post 329
HENDRICK, GEORGE, CAPT; STUFF'S IN SCOUTS, Post
HENDRICKS, GEORGE B., 1ST NE, Post 336
HENDRICKS, HENRY O., 182ND OH INF, Post 243
HENDRICKS, JACOB, 36TH IA INF, Post
HENDRICKS, JACOB, 182ND OH INF, Post 31
HENDRICKS, S.P., 182ND OH INF, Post 31
HENDRICKS, SAMUEL M., 4TH IA CAV, Post 127
HENDRICKS, WILLIAM F., 57TH IL INF, Post 110
HENDRICKS, WILLIAM H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HENDRICKSON, AARON, 62ND IN INF, Post 12
HENDRICKSON, Clesson A., 28th WI INF, Post 60
HENDRICKSON, John, 44th IA INF, Post 28
HENDRICKSON, Marcus, 2nd NY INF, Post 27
HENDRIX, George B., 50th IL INF, Post
HENDRIX, George B., 50th IL INF, Post 145
HENDRUX, James G., 9th MI INF, Post 11
HENDRYX, Thomas J., 8th IA INF; Pvt; 4th IA AR, Post 25
HENEMAN, Christy, 2nd NE Cav, Post 133
HENG, Mike, 4th NE, Post
HENKLE, Sylvester, 4th IA Cav, Post 14
HENLBRINT, F.G., 22nd NY INF, Post
HENMAN, William, 22nd WI INF, Post 307
HENNEY, Enoch, 3rd OH Cav, Post 7
HENNEY, James, 82nd OH INF, Post
HENNIGER, Solomon F., 20th OH INF, Post 28
HENNING, John, 31st OH INF, Post 1
HENRY, Aaron, 103rd PA INF, Post 84
HENRY, Aaron, 203rd PA INF, Post 73
HENRY, Absalom, 6th MO Cav, Post 112
HENRY, Absalom, 6th MO Cav, Post 112
HENRY, B.F., 207th PA INF, Post 96
HENRY, Charles W., 99th OH INF; 50th OH INF, Post 25
HENRY, D.P., Color Bearer; 11th MO INF, Post
HENRY, David P., 11th MO INF, Post
HENRY, David P., 11th MO INF, Post 47
HENRY, E.D., 16th NY INF, Post
HENRY, E.G., 66th IL INF, Post 68
HENRY, Fose, 1st WV Cav, Post
HENRY, Fritz Heinri, 59th IL INF, Post 45
HENRY, Goit, 66th IL INF, Post 68
HENRY, Guy V., post
HENRY, Harry C., 36th OH INF, Post 31
HENRY, Harvey C., 36th OH INF, Post
HENRY, Isaac, 12th WI INF, Post
HENRY, Isaac, 12th WI INF, Post 25
HENRY, Jacob, 65th NY INF, Post
HENRY, James, 28th IL INF, Post
HENRY, James, 28th IL INF, Post 47
HENRY, James W., 77th OH INF, Post 107
HENRY, John A., 5th IA Cav, Post
HENRY, John A., 5th IA Cav, Post 7
HENRY, Joseph E., 34th OH, Post
HENRY, Lucas, 94th IL INF, Post 65
HENRY, Moses, 7th IA INF, Post
HENRY, Moses, 7th IA, Post
HENRY, Robert H., 11th WI INF; 2 Lieut; Co., Post 9
HENRY, SAMUEL, 1ST TX RANGERS, Post
HENRY, WILLIAM, ARTIFICER; 40TH IN INF; CO, Post 12
HENRY, WILLIAM A., 47TH IA INF, Post 25
HENRY, WILLIAM A., 47TH IA, Post
HENRY, WILLIAM C., 7TH KS CAV, Post
HENRYS, JACOB W., 86TH IL INF, Post 245
HENSEF, ALVIN R., 30TH OH INF, Post
HENSEL, FREDERICK C., 188TH OH INF, Post
HENSEL, WILLIAM S., 66TH IN INF, Post 338
HENSINGER, CHARLES, 4TH MO INF, Post
HENSLEY, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, Post 7
HENSLEY, J.P., 28TH IL INF, Post 11
HENSLEY, JOSEPH P., 28TH IL INF, Post 11
HENSLEY, MORDIAN N., 14TH KY INF, Post 153
HENSLEY, W.N., 9TH KY CAV, Post 9
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 8TH IN CAV; 39TH IN INF, Post 25
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF; 8TH IN CAV, Post 25
HENSLEY, WILLIAM F., 39TH IN INF; QM SERG; CO, Post 25
HENSMAN, JOSEPH, CHIEF BUGLER; 5TH IA CAV, Post 7
HENTON, GEORGE, 15TH IN INF, Post 32
HENZELINE, CHRIST, 2ND NY MOUNTED RIFLES, Post
HEP, JERRY, 203RD PA INF, Post
HEPP, ANTON, 20TH IN INF, Post 36
HEPPERLEN, JOHN, 5TH PA CAV, Post 201
HERALY, GEORGE W., 170TH OH NATL. GUARD, Post
HERBERT, CLARENCE, 9TH IN INF, Post 223
HERBERT, JOHN D., 11TH IL CAV, Post 84
HERBERT, JOHN D., 11TH IL CAV, Post 72
HERBERT, JOHN W., 16TH IL INF, Post
HERBERT, MARTIN C., 92ND IL INF, Post
HERBERT, MARTIN L., 74TH IL INF, Post 84
HERBERT, WILLIAM, 1ST MN INF, Post
HERBST, ANDREW, 6TH IA CAV, Post 96
HERBST, ANDREW, 6TH IA CAV, Post 96
HERBST, HENRY, 24TH IL INF, Post
HERENDEN, ED H., 2ND OH CAV, Post 58
HERESHEIMER, CHARLES A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 166
HERGENROTHER, JOHN, 6TH IA CAV, Post 60
HERGOHEIMER, CHARLES A., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HERGER, FRANZ, 24TH IA INF, Post
HERKNERS, BOWEN B., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., Post
HERLAN, GEORGE L., 13TH MI INF, Post 342
HERLEY, DANIEL, 1ST BATTERY; 14TH US INF, Post 12
HERMAN, ANDREW, 47TH IL INF, Post 197
HERMAN, STEPHEN J., 5TH WI INF, Post 51
HERMANCE, JOHN L., 67TH NY INF, Post 30
HERMANCE, JOHN L., 67TH NY INF, Post
HERMIS, JOHN, 8TH IL INF, Post 84
HERNDON, THOMAS, 68TH IN INF, Post 37
HERNDON, THOMAS, 68TH IN INF, Post
HERRICK, ALBERT, 92ND IL INF, Post 19
HERRICK, ANDREW J., 11TH MI CAV, Post 28
HERRICK, IRVIN, 6TH OH CAV, Post 92
HERRICK, JONATHAN L., 2ND US ART;91ST NY INF, Post 7
HERRICK, LEO, 124TH OH INF, Post 8
HERRICK, MILTON, 52ND IN INF, Post 330
HERRICK, O.D., 9TH IL CAV, Post
HERRICK, OSCAR D., 9TH IL CAV, Post 25
HERRICK, OSCAR D., 9TH IL CAV, Post
HERRIDEN, SAMUEL, 100TH IL INF, Post 143
HERRIG, FRANTZ, 60TH IN INF, Post 102
HERRIMAN, A., 11TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 197
HERRIMAN, CHARLES, 5TH IA INF, Post 120
HERRIMAN, JOSEPH L., 138TH IL INF, Post 171
HERRIN, THOMAS, 2ND MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 250
HERRING, GEORGE, 16TH KS CAV, Post 84
HERRING, HENRY C., 9TH IN INF, Post 84
HERRING, HENRY C., 9TH IN INF, Post
HERRING, JOHN, 64TH OH INF, Post
HERRING, LEVI W., 31ST IA INF, Post 116
HERRING, LOUIS, 10TH MN, Post
HERRING, LOUIS, 10TH MN, Post
HERRINGTON, ENOS, 14TH VT INF, Post
HERRINGTON, GEORGE B., 64TH IL INF, Post 291
HERRINGTON, SAMUEL P., 8TH IN INF, Post 95
HERRINGTON, WILLIAM F., 142ND OH INF, Post 25
HERRIOT, AARON C., 5TH MI INF, Post 18
HERRON, GEORGE, 3ARD CO CAV, Post
HERRON, J.D., 9TH IA CAV, Post
HERRON, J.H., 6TH IA INF, Post 26
HERRON, JAMES H., 6TH IA INF, Post
HERRON, JOHN R., 9TH IA CAV, Post 25
HERRON, NATHANIEL, 72ND IN INF, Post 35
HERRON, NATHANIEL, 20TH IN INF, Post
HERRON, WILLIAM M., 19TH IA INF, Post
HERYEY, HENRY A., 10TH ME INF, Post
HERSH, HENRY H., 1ST OH CAV, Post
HERSH, HENRY H., 1ST OH CAV, Post 17
HERSH, JOHN W., 27TH OH INF, Post
HERSH, JOHN W., 27TH OH INF, Post 17
HERSH, PAUL, 15TH PA CAV, Post
HERSHEY, DAVID W., AST. SURGEON;98TH NY, Post
HERSHEY, J.L., 8TH MI INF; PVT; CO. B; 4TH, Post 6
HERSHISER, H.J., 54TH PA INF, Post 86
HERTER, EDWARD W., 36TH MD INF, Post
HERVERT, JOHN W., 16TH IL INF, Post
HERZKE, FREDERICK, 147TH PA INF, Post
HESCOATT, ISAAC, 7TH IA INF, Post 119
HESKETT, THOMAS E., 82ND IN INF, Post 318
HESLET, JOHN, 88TH OH INF, Post 262
HESS, AARON, 46TH IL INF, Post 65
HESS, AMMACY P., 101ST IN INF, Post 60
HESS, CONSTANTINE, 129TH PA INF, Post
HESS, DAVID, 147TH IL INF, Post 227
HESS, GEORGE M., 21ST IA INF, Post
HESS, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV, Post 123
HESS, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post 61
HESS, W.P., 13TH KS INF, Post
HESS, WILLIAM H., 88TH OH INF, Post 13
HESTER, JAMES W., 29TH IA INF, Post 52
HESTER, JOHN C., 145TH IN INF, Post
HESTON, JAMES F., OH INF, Post
HESTON, JOHN R., 182ND OH INF, Post 162
HESTON, JOHN R., 103RD IL INF, Post 122
HESTON, LEWIS D., 182ND OH INF, Post
HETHERINGTON, JAMES, 2ND OH HEAVY ART, Post 159
HETRICK, ELI, 57TH PA INF, Post
HETRICK, JOHN A., 84TH PA INF, Post
HETRICK, SAMUEL, 13TH PA CAV, Post 30
HETRICK, SAMUEL S., 125TH PA INF, Post
HETRICK, WILLIAM, 58TH PA INF, Post 46
HETTINGER, P.F., 27TH IA INF, Post 258
HETTMAN, HENRY, 18TH US INF, Post 63
HETZLER, JEFFERSON, 71ST OH INF, Post 91
HEUSMAN, JOSEPH, 5TH IA CAV, Post 7
HEVELOWE, SYLVESTER, 55TH OH INF, Post
HEVILONE, SYLVESTER, 55TH OH INF, Post 37
HEWETT, THOMAS J., 4TH IA CAV, Post 163
HEWITT, HARVEY W., 21ST IL INF, Post
HEWITT, C. W., 6TH MI INF, Post 23
HEWITT, HARVEY W., 21ST IL INF, Post 110
HEWITT, HENRY, 4TH IL CAV, Post
HEWITT, HENRY H., 4TH IL CAV, Post 162
HEWITT, JOHN, 4TH FL INF, Post
HEWITT, JOHN E., 6TH OH INF, Post
HEWITT, JOHN E., 6TH OH INF, Post 25
HEWITT, JOSEPH M., 19TH IA INF; CO. D; 29TH I, Post
HEWITT, JOSEPH M., 29TH IA INF; CO. E; 19TH I, Post
HEWITT, MERRITT, 28TH IA INF, Post
HEWITT, O.B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 13
HEWITT, OBADIAH B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 13
HEWITT, SAMUEL, 8TH IL CAV, Post 10
HEWITT, THOMAS J., 15TH IL INF, Post 112
HEYWOOD, GEORGE W., 65TH IL INF, Post
HIATT, BENJAMIN A., 19TH KY INF, Post 44
HIATT, ENOS, 13TH IA INF, Post
HIATT, GEORGE W., HALLS GAP KY INF, Post
HIATT, JESSE M., 147TH IN INF, Post 94
HIATT, JOHN W., 40TH IA INF, Post 52
HIATT, JOHN W., 153RD IN INF, Post 90
HIATT, S.A., 118TH IN INF, Post 182
HIATT, STEPHEN A., 153RD IN INF, Post 327
HIATT, THOMAS E., 47TH OH INF, Post 168
HIATT, WASHINGTON I, 10TH WV INF, Post 12
HIATT, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, Post 157
HIBBARD, EDMUND T., 129TH OH INF, Post 13
HIBBARD, JAMES E., 8TH KS INF, Post 139
HIBBARD, JAMES E., 8TH KS INF, Post 139
HIBBARD, LAWRENCE, 18TH WI INF, Post 81
HIBBARD, RICHARD, 147TH IL INF, Post 1
HIBBERT, T.E., 137TH IL INF, Post 100
HIBBERT, THOMAS E., 137TH PA INF, Post
HIBBERT, THOMAS E., 2ND PA ART., Post 100
HIBBLER, BENJAMIN H, 3RD IA CAV, Post
HIBBLER, BENJAMIN H., 3RD IA CAV, Post
HIBERT, ALEXANDER, 1ST US CAV, Post
HIBLER, B.F., 3RD IA CAV, Post 26
HICHHOCK, JAMES, 31ST IA INF, Post 46
HICKEN, THOMAS, 5TH MO CAV;PVT;CO. F;60T, Post 131
HICKEN, THOMAS, 60TH IL INF, Post 131
HICKINGER, CHARLES, 45TH IL INF, Post
HICKMAN, ANDREW J., 39TH IA INF;CO. G;7TH IA, Post
HICKMAN, ANDREW J., 7TH IA INF;39TH IA INF, Post
HICKMAN, ANDY J., 10TH IA INF, Post 142
HICKMAN, AUGUSTUS M., 7TH IA CAV, Post
HICKMAN, H.W., 39TH IA INF, Post 289
HICKMAN, HENRY W., 39TH IA INF;POST 93, Post 25
HICKMAN, JAMES F., 133RD IL INF, Post 60
HICKMAN, THOMAS J., 151ST IN INF, Post
HICKMAN, WILLIAM M., 9TH IN CAV, Post
HICKOCK, CAROLUS G., 176TH OH INF, Post 9
HICKOK, F.M., 11TH IA INF, Post
HICKOK, FRANCIS M., 11TH IA INF, Post 8
HICKOX, CHARLES W., 5TH WI INF, Post 101
HICKS, CHARLES, A4TH MO INF, Post
HICKS, HENRY, , Post
HICKS, HENRY M., 4TH NH INF, Post 13
HICKS, HIRAM, 5TH IN CAV, Post 80
HICKS, HORATIS G., 10TH NY CAV, Post 244
HICKS, ISAAC M., 18TH MO INF, Post 192
HICKS, J.W., 10TH NY CAV, Post
HICKS, JACOB, 51ST IL INF;SERG;CO. G;5, Post 176
HICKS, JAMES D., 18TH VA CAV(CONFEDERATE), Post
HICKS, JESSE E., 114TH IL INF, Post 25
HICKS, JOHN A., 102ND IL INF, Post 187
HICKS, JOHN ALEXAND, 16TH WI INF, Post 187
HICKS, LANDER C., 60TH OH INF, Post
HICKS, LEANDEN C., 60TH OH INF, Post
HICKS, LEWIS E., 69TH OH INF(12TH OH INF), Post 214
HICKS, LEWIS E., 69TH OH INF, Post
HICKS, LEWIS E., 12TH OH INF(69TH OH INF), Post 214
HICKS, THOMAS B., 72ND IN, Post
HICKS, THOMAS B., 9TH IN INF;72ND IN INF, Post 62
HICKS, THOMAS B., 72ND IN INF;9TH IN INF, Post 176
HICKS, WILLIAM B., 2ND KS COLORED INF, Post
HICKSON, J.W., 16TH PA CAV, Post 45
HICKSON, JAMES W., 16TH PA CAV, Post 45
HICKSON, JOHN W., 16TH PA CAV, Post
HIDE, NORHRUP, 13TH MO, Post
HIDERMAN, HERMAN, 95TH IL INF, Post 352
HIEHN, MICHELL, 3RD IN CAV, Post
HIESE, J.A., US MARINE CORP, Post 289
HIEST, P, 62ND OH INF, Post
HIGBY, EDWIN, 28TH WI INF, Post 119
HIGBY, Enoch, 7TH IL INF, Post
HIGGASON, FRANCIS M., 83RD IL INF, Post 25
HIGGENS, MELVIN, 120TH IN INF, Post 155
HIGGINS, JAMES M., 18TH IA INF, Post 123
HIGGINS, JAMES M., 18TH IA INF, Post
HIGGINS, M.L., 5TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 37
HIGGINS, SIDNEY B., 6TH NH INF, Post
HIGGINS, WILLIAM W., 5TH IL CAV, Post 262
HIGGS, SAMUEL, 83RD IN INF, Post
HIGH, HENRY W., 93RD IL INF, Post 11
HIGH, HENRY W., 93RD IL INF, Post 11
HIGH, S.R., 38TH IL INF, Post 32
HIGH, S.R., 15TH IL INF, Post 32
HIGH, SOLOMAN M., 3RD CO CAV, Post 97
HIGHLANDS, SAMUEL, 3RD IL CAV, Post
HIGHLEY, W.H., 58TH OH INF, Post 180
HIGHNOTE, ALEXANDER, 3RD IA CAV, Post 228
HIGLER, JOHN, 5TH IA CAV, Post
HIGLEY, M.L., 15TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 167
HIGLEY, M.L., 14TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 167
HIGLEY, MERRITT L., 74TH IL INF, Post 167
HIGLEY, MIRRIT S., 74TH IL INF, Post
HIGLIN, JACOB, 34TH IL INF, Post 150
HIKE, HENRY, 4TH NY INF, Post
HILBERT, SPENCER M., 16TH WI INF, Post 66
HILBERTS, CHARLY A., 20TH OH ART., Post
HILBRETH, FRANK, 1ST US INF, Post 12
HILDEBRAND, JAMES F., 11TH OH CAV, Post
HILDEBRAND, JAMES F., 11TH OH CAV, Post 55
HILDEBRAND, P.R., 91ST IL INF, Post 7
HILDEBRAND, PHILIP R., 8TH OH CAV, Post 179
HILDEBRAND, WILLIAM H., 147TH OH INF, Post
HILDEBRAND, WILLIAM H., 147TH OH INF, Post
HILDERBRAND, SAMUEL, 53RD IL INF, Post
HILDRETH, C.O., 28TH WI INF, Post
HILDRETH, JOHN W., 20TH IA INF, Post 70
HILDRITH, WILLIAM I, 123RD OH INF, Post 76
HILEMAN, ELIJAH, 18TH WI INF, Post 19
HILFICKER, HENRY, 47TH IL INF; 95TH IL INF, Post 265
HILFLICHER, HENRY, 95TH IL INF; CO. A; 47TH, Post 265
HILL, A., 102ND IL INF, Post
HILL, ABEL, 1ST NE INF, Post 10
HILL, ALEXANDER, 30TH WI INF, Post 185
HILL, ALGIE S., 3RD WI INF, Post 13
HILL, ANDREW B., 41ST IL INF, Post 88
HILL, CHARLES, 26TH IA INF, Post 32
HILL, CHARLES, 8TH IN INF, Post 32
HILL, CHARLES E., 5TH CT INF, Post
HILL, CYRUS T., 48TH IA INF, Post 23
HILL, DAVID J., 14TH WI INF, Post 124
HILL, E.O., 142ND IL INF, Post
HILL, EDGAR S., 4TH CA INF, Post 154
HILL, ELBRIDGE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 235
HILL, EMMET C., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 117TH I, Post 31
HILL, EPHRAIM, 11TH OH INF, Post 130
HILL, EPHRIAM, 69TH OH INF, Post 130
HILL, FRANK P., 1ST IL CAV, Post
HILL, GEORGE S., 1ST WI ART., Post
HILL, GEORGE W., 100TH IL INF, Post 100
HILL, GEORGE W., 100TH IL, Post
HILL, GEORGE W., 100TH IL INF, Post
HILL, HENRY B., 76TH IL INF, Post 301
HILL, HERMAN, 16TH WI INF, Post
HILL, HUGH, 123RD NY INF, Post
HILL, ISAAC A., 43RD WI INF, Post 91
HILL, ISRAEL M., 14TH KS CAV, Post 101
HILL, ISRAEL M., 14TH KS CAV, Post
HILL, J.E., 111TH OH INF, Post
HILL, J.H., 1ST CO CAV, Post 62
HILL, J.H., 1ST CO INF(ERROR), Post 62
HILL, JACOB M., 1ST WI HEAVY ART; POST 21, Post 110
HILL, JACOB M., PA, Post
HILL, JAMES, 102ND IL, Post
HILL, JAMES, 37TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 15
HILL, JAMES, 21ST IL INF, Post 15
HILL, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, Post 34
HILL, JAMES A., 16TH IL INF; CO. F; 102ND, Post 84
HILL, JAMES A., 102ND IL INF; CO. C; 16TH, Post 84
HILL, JAMES H., 155TH IN INF, Post 114
HILL, JAMES M., 23RD IA INF, Post 18
HILL, JAMES M., 21ST OH INF, Post 43
HILL, JAMES S., 18TH OH INF, Post 83
HILL, JEREMIAH, 13TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 225
HILL, JESSE R., 116TH IL INF, Post 20
HILL, JOHN, 1ST US ART, Post 60
HILL, JOHN, 41ST IL INF, Post 16
HILL, JOHN, 9TH OH CAV, Post
HILL, JOHN, 18TH IA INF, Post 120
HILL, JOHN, OMAHA NE SCOUTS CAV, Post
HILL, JOHN, 137TH IL INF, Post 334
HILL, JOHN E., 111TH OH INF, Post 25
HILL, JOHN E., 111TH OH INF, Post
HILL, JOHN G., 43RD WI INF, Post 91
HILL, JOHN L., 1ST CO INF, Post 109
HILL, JOSEPH E., 48TH IL INF, Post
HILL, JUSTUS E., 1ST CO CAV, Post 230
HILL, L.B., 30TH NY INF, Post 237
HILL, L.D., 3RD ME ART., Post 110
HILL, LESTER B., MUSICIAN; 44TH WI INF, Post
HILL, LESTER B., MUSICIAN; 44TH WI INF; 130, Post 339
HILL, LEWIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 103
HILL, LEWIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
HILL, LEWIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HILL, LOUIS, 6TH WI INF, Post
HILL, MARION, 53RD OH INF, Post 111
HILL, MARTILEOUS, 21ST IL INF, Post 88
HILL, MARVIN, 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post
HILL, NATHAN O., 9TH IN CAV, Post 348
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit/Formation</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HILL, NORMAN</td>
<td>16TH WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, R.D.</td>
<td>1ST CO CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, RUSSELL</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV, Post 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, SANFORD</td>
<td>35TH MO INF, Post 344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, SINCLAIR</td>
<td>100TH IL INF, Post 233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, STEPHEN</td>
<td>102ND US COLORED TROOPS, Post 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, STEPHEN H.</td>
<td>4TH US COLORED INF; PVT; C, Post 238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, SYLVESTER</td>
<td>2ND IN CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, THOMAS</td>
<td>1ST IL ART., Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, THOMAS</td>
<td>1ST IL ART., Post 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, TRUMAN</td>
<td>142ND NY INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, TRUMAN T.</td>
<td>142ND NY INF, Post 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WALTER F.</td>
<td>178TH OH INF, Post 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WALTER F.</td>
<td>178TH OH INF, Post 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WASHINGTON</td>
<td>127TH IL INF, Post 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WILLIAM</td>
<td>, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WILLIAM F.</td>
<td>23RD IA INF, Post 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>103RD OH INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>33RD IN INF, Post 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLARD, J.R.</td>
<td>13TH TN CAV, Post 9; 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLARD, SILAS R.</td>
<td>10TH MI INF, Post 275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLEBERT, S.M.</td>
<td>32ND WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLEGRASS, JAMES</td>
<td>97TH IN INF, Post 142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILKEY, JOSEPH</td>
<td>1ST WV CAV, Post 354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLER, ALFRED</td>
<td>3RD MA INF; CORP; 19TH MA, Post 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIARD, JOHN P.</td>
<td>61ST OH INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIARD, JOSEPH L.</td>
<td>131ST PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIGAS, SAMUEL</td>
<td>97TH IN INF, Post 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIGAS, THOMAS</td>
<td>23RD IN INF, Post 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIGAS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>36TH OH INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLIGOSS, FRANCIS M.</td>
<td>11TH IN INF, Post 142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLS, MARTIN S.</td>
<td>95TH IL INF, Post 90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILLYER, J.N.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF, Post 73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILSTROM, H. ANDREW</td>
<td>132ND IL LINF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTNER, M.L.</td>
<td>57TH PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTNER, MARTIN</td>
<td>51ST PA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTON, JOHN H.</td>
<td>11TH IA INF, Post 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTON, JOHN M.</td>
<td>29TH WI INF, Post 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTON, WILEY J.</td>
<td>5TH TN CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILTON, WILEY J.</td>
<td>5TH TN CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILYARD, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>25TH IL INF; 150TH IL IN, Post 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILYARD, WILLIAM L.</td>
<td>150TH IL INF; 25TH IL INF, Post 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILYENFELD, FRIEDRICK</td>
<td>52ND IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMEL, WESLEY G.</td>
<td>4TH IL CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMES, B.S.</td>
<td>8TH NY ART., Post 230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINCHMAN, J.V.</td>
<td>9TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HINCHMAN, JOSEPH V., 9TH IN CAV, Post 17
HINDEE, HOMER N., 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 42
HINDES, FRANCIS G., 48TH WI INF, Post 62
HINDLEY, EDWIN, 39TH OH INF, Post 52
HINDMAN, JAMES, 28TH IA INF, Post
HINDMAN, SAMUEL, 100TH IN INF; 10TH IN INF, Post 11
HINDMAN, SAMUEL, 10TH IN INF; 100TH IN INF, Post 11
HINDMAN, WILLIAM, 18TH US INF, Post 263
HINDMAN, WILLIAM M., 29TH IA INF, Post 298
HINDMAN, WILLIAM M., 13TH MO CAV; 29TH IA INF, Post 298
HINDS, AUSTIN F., 105TH IL INF, Post 176
HINDS, E.B., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HINDS, EDMIN B., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HINDS, EDWIN B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 115
HINDS, LEVI, 14TH KS CAV, Post
HINDS, SEAAATH, 8TH MI CAV, Post 34
HINE, C.E., 8TH WI INF, Post
HINE, CHARLES, 1ST NE INF, Post
HINE, COLLIN E., 8TH WI CAV, Post 25
HINE, LORENZO, 43RD WI INF, Post 112
HINE, REUBEN R., 7TH OH INF, Post 69
HINE, THOMAS, 39TH OH INF, Post
HINE, THOMAS, 39TH OH INF, Post
HINER, JESSE, 33RD IA INF, Post 45
HINES, JARVIS M., 4TH IA CAV, Post 195
HINES, JESSE, 33RD IN INF, Post 28
HINES, JOHN F., 19TH KY INF, Post
HINEZE, FREDERIK, 27TH IA INF, Post
HINKE, HAMILTON M., 3RD CA CAV, Post
HINKLE, H.M., 3RD CO CAV, Post 106
HINKLE, PETER, 12TH MI INF, Post 2
HINLAND, GEORGE H., 139TH ININF, Post
HINLINE, WILLIAM C., 198TH OH INF, Post
HINMAN, GUSTAVE, 2ND MN INF, Post 313
HINMAN, LANSON E., 124TH IL INF, Post 242
HINRICK, FRITZ, 59TH IL INF, Post
HINS, MARTIN STRUM, 95TH IL INF, Post
HINSDALE, AUGUSTUS M., 28TH IA INF, Post 2
HINSMAN, JOHN J., 1ST NE INF, Post
HINSON, THOMAS N., 70TH IN INF; PVT; CO. A; 35, Post 163
HINTON, JOHN W., 31ST MO INF, Post 309
HINTON, JOHN W., 56TH IL INF, Post 69
HINYLE, HAMILTON, 36TH NC CAV, Post
HIPPLE, LEONIDAS, 110TH OH INF, Post
HIRPOLSHEIME, HENRY, 3RD IN CAV, Post
HIRSCH, P.O., 9TH PA INF; PVT; CO. G; 3RD, Post 109
HIRSH, OTTO, 9TH PA INF, Post 282
HIRST, PATTERSON, 62ND OH INF, Post 8
HISEY, SAMUEL, 8TH MO INF, Post 131
HISKY, JOHN M., 48TH IA INF, Post 18
HISLOP, ALEXANDER, 44TH WI INF, Post 125
HISLOP, MATTHEW L., 38TH IA INF; 34TH IA INF, Post 231
HISLOP, MATTHEW, 38TH IA INF; CO. I; 34TH I, Post 231
HISS, PHILLIP, 9TH IL CAV, Post 35
HITCH, CHARLES J., 4TH IL CAV, Post 108
HITCHCOCK, ALEXANDER, 66TH IL INF, Post
HITCHCOCK, CHARLES P., 83RD IL INF; 61ST IL INF, Post 201
HITCHCOCK, CHARLES S., 47TH IL INF, Post 227
HITCHCOCK, E.A., 2ND MN INF, Post 3
HITCHCOCK, GEORGE J., 52ND IL INF, Post 19
HITCHCOCK, JOHN NELSON, 8TH IA CAV, Post 6
HITCHCOCK, L.J., 5TH MO STATE MILITA, Post
HITCHCOCK, LEVI J., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HITCHCOCK, LEVI J., 5TH MO CAV, Post 84
HITCHCOCK, NICHOLAS F., 90TH OH INF, Post 99
HITCHCOCK, NICHOLAS FLE, 90TH REGIMENT, Post
HITE, HARVEY T., 54TH OH INF, Post 222
HITE, JAMES N, 4TH IA CAV, Post
HITE, SIMON P., 108TH IL INF, Post 125
HITT, JOSEPH A., 1ST NE INF, Post
HITT, LOREN M., 33RD IL INF, Post
HITZEMANN, HENRY, 4TH MO CAV, Post
HIVELY, JOHN, 176TH OH INF, Post
HOAG, BENJAMIN, 128TH NY INF, Post
HOAG, GEORGE M., 2ND NH, Post
HOAG, JESSE L., 42ND IL INF, Post 318
HOAG, JOSEPH W., 93RD IL INF, Post
HOAG, L. JESSE, 42ND IL INF; POST 342, Post 111
HOAGLAND, ALEX, 10TH IN INF, Post 25
HOAGLAND, GEORGE, 106TH IL INF, Post 146
HOAGLAND, H.H., 1ST NY CAV, Post 193
HOAGLAND, H.V., 7TH IL INF, Post
HOAGLAND, HENRY J., 7TH IL INF, Post
HOAGLAND, HENRY V., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
HOAGLAND, JOSEPH S., 152ND IL INF, Post 25
HOAKEE, PHILIP A., 8TH IN ART., Post
HOBART, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF, Post
HOBART, JOHN H., 11TH IA INF, Post 110
HOBBS, BERRY, 73RD IL INF, Post
HOBBS, GEORGE M., 7TH KS CAV, Post 157
HOBBS, JAMES C.H., 13TH TN CAV; CO. A; 12TH, Post 95
HOBBS, JOHN L., 1ST NE CAV, Post 110
HOBBS, JOHN L., 1ST NE INF, Post
HOBBS, JOHN WILLIAM, 2ND IA CAV, Post 71
HOBBS, JOSHUA, 1ST IA ART., Post 44
HOBBS, WILLIAM H, 29TH IA INF, Post
HOBEN, ANTHONY, 185TH NY INF, Post
HOBEN, JOHN M., 156TH IL INF, Post 91
HOBER, HIRAM A., 86TH NY INF, Post
HOBER, HIRAM A., 12TH NY ART., Post
HOBIN, A.J., 9TH VT INF, Post
HOBLETT, WILLIAM H., 12TH IL INF, Post 13
HOBSON, JOHN, 16TH IA INF, Post 72
HOBSON, W.A., 30TH IL INF; 30TH ME INF, Post 40
HOBSON, W.A., 30TH ME INF, Post 40
HOCKER, PHILIP A., 25TH IA INF, Post
HOCKETT, A, 4TH MI INF, Post 35
HOCKMAN, NOAH, 17TH IA INF, Post 107
HODEON, ZACHARIAH L., 19TH IA INF, Post 206
HODGE, A.J., 6TH IL INF, Post 261
HODGE, GEORGE, 49TH WI, Post
HODGE, RODERICK W., 95TH IL INF, Post 40
HODGE, WILLIAM D., 2ND IA CAV, Post
HODGES, FRANK, 1ST IN ART., Post 147
HODGES, HENRY, 74TH IL INF, Post 219
HODGES, I., 140TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 13
HODGES, JAMES G., 46TH IL INF, Post 130
HODGES, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, Post 95
HODGES, JOHN C., 28TH WI INF, Post
HODGES, JOHN S., 42ND IL INF, Post 28
HODGES, JOHN T., 5TH IL CAV, Post 64
HODGES, JOSIAH, 14TH OH INF, Post 13
HODGES, JOSIAH, 82ND OH INF, Post 13
HODGES, PERRY, 30TH IN INF, Post 155
HODGES, WILLIAM C., 177TH OH INF (41ST OH INF, Post 13
HODGES, WILLIAM C., 41ST OH INF (177TH OH INF, Post 13
HODGES, WILLIAM F., 2ND AR, Post 1:2
HODGIN, JOHN A., 15TH IA INF, Post
HODGIN, JOHN A., 15TH IN INF, Post
HODKINS, GEORGE, 5TH MO INF, Post 53
HODKINS, H.G., 13TH MA INF, Post 251
HODSON, HENRY, 133RD OH INF, Post 5
HODSON, HENRY, 133RD OH INF, Post 5
HODSON, THOMAS, 22ND IN INF, Post 108
HODSON, THOMAS S, 3RD VT INF, Post
HOEARAN, JOSEPH F., 149TH IL INF, Post 262
HOEFFERER, CARL, 47TH IL INF, Post 70
HOENSHELL, DAVID, 142ND PA INF, Post 149
HOERNER, DAVID G., 12TH IL CAV, Post
HOEY, JOHN M., 1ST NE, Post
HOEY, JOHN M., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
HOFF, CHRISTIAN, 15TH WI INF, Post
HOFFLAND, ALEXANDER, 43RD IL INF, Post 321
HOFFMAN, C.J., 7TH KS CAV, Post 45
HOFFMAN, CORNELIUS A, 52ND WI INF; 1ST WI INF, Post
HOFFMAN, EDWARD, 34TH NJ INF, Post
HOFFMAN, ERNEST H., 11TH MO INF, Post
HOFFMAN, ERNST H., 11TH MO INF, Post 7
HOFFMAN, FRANCIS C., 2ND IL CAV, Post 94
HOFFMAN, GEORGE, 107TH IL INF, Post
HOFFMAN, GEORGE, 107TH IL INF, Post
HOFFMAN, GEORGE S., 42ND OH INF, Post
HOFFMAN, HENRY, 52ND OH INF, Post 142
HOFFMAN, HENRY, 129TH OH INF, Post
HOFFMAN, HIRAM T., 73RD IL INF, Post 237
HOFFMAN, LEONARD, 24TH IL INF, Post 118
HOFFMAN, LORENZO D., 142ND IL INF, Post 32
HOFFMAN, PETER, 77TH IL INF, Post
HOFFMAN, PETER A., 12TH IL CAV, Post 118
HOFFMAN, THOMAS, 23RD IL INF, Post
HOFFMAN, WILLIAM T., 17TH IN MOUNTED INF, Post
HOFFNELL, S.B., 55TH OH INF, Post
HOFFNELL, SAMUEL B., 55TH OH INF, Post
HOFFNER, WILLIAM J., 17TH IL INF, Post
HOGABOOM, GEORGE B., 6TH MI INF, Post
HOGAN, DANIEL B., 48TH OH INF, Post 62
HOGAN, WIATT, 83RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
HOGE, CLARKSON W., 7TH OH INF, Post 24
HOGE, JOHN, 6TH WV INF, Post 1
HOGG, ADAM, US NAVY, Post 11
HOGG, ALEXANDER, 67TH NY INF, Post 111
HOGGLAND, ALEXANDER, 10TH IN, Post
HOGOBOOM, J.C., 95TH IL INF, Post 56
HOGUE, ELWOOD P., 64TH IL INF, Post 10
HOGUE, JOHN N., 8TH IL INF, Post
HOGUE, JOHN N., 83RD IL INF, Post 95
HOGUE, JOHN T., 8TH WI INF, Post 11
HOGUE, THEODORE P., 52ND IL INF, Post 10
HOGUE, WILLIAM, 83RD PA INF, Post 323
HOGUE, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, Post
HOHLFELT, CARL, 9TH WI INF, Post 81
HOHMANN, OTTO, 21ST MO INF, Post 134
HOHN, THEODORE, , Post 123
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOHN, William J.</td>
<td>25th MO INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hohue, John</td>
<td>11th MN INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoig, J.W.</td>
<td>93rd IL INF</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoile, O.W.</td>
<td>8th OH INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoit, Stephen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hok, William H.</td>
<td>Pvt; 165th PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hok, William H.</td>
<td>165th PA MILITIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holaway, Adolphus</td>
<td>41st OH INF</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holback, William K</td>
<td>57th IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, Augustus L.</td>
<td>5th VT INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, C. B.</td>
<td>11th OH INF (ERROR)</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, Calvin B.</td>
<td>11th OH CAV</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, Stephen F.</td>
<td>52nd IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holbrook, Stephen F.</td>
<td>52nd IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcolm, John</td>
<td>36th OH INF</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, Richard</td>
<td>3rd IA CAV</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, Harmon</td>
<td>30th IN INF</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, John J.</td>
<td>13th WI ART.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, John J.</td>
<td>10th WI INF</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, Leroy</td>
<td>12th IN CAV</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, Richard</td>
<td>84th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, Solomon</td>
<td>15th IA INF</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb, William H.</td>
<td>1st IL CAV; Co. G</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcombe, William H.</td>
<td>77th IL, 76th US</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, Charles A.</td>
<td>95th IL INF</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, James G.</td>
<td>13th WI INF</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, John M.</td>
<td>33rd WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, S.C.</td>
<td>17th MN INF</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, S.M.</td>
<td>1st ME CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, W.C.</td>
<td>2nd IA INF</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holderman, Upton C.</td>
<td>22nd IA INF</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holderman, William J.</td>
<td>11th PA RESERVES, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holderness, Elisha</td>
<td>8th IL CAV</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holderness, Isiah</td>
<td>13th IL CAV</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holderness, Samuel</td>
<td>10th IA INF</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdridge, C. Cyrus</td>
<td>23rd WI INF; 2nd WI INF</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdridge, D. Cyrus</td>
<td>2nd WI INF; 23rd WI INF</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holdridge, W.G.</td>
<td>16th NY CAV; 13th NY CAV</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole, Henry F.</td>
<td>17th IL INF</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holeman, Solomon M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holeman, Solomon</td>
<td>20th IN INF</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holes, George</td>
<td>9th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holes, George</td>
<td>7th IA CAV</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holes, George</td>
<td>9th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday, George W.</td>
<td>31st IN INF</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday, Homer</td>
<td>173rd OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOLISTER, ALMON, 121ST OH INF, Post  
HOLISTER, JESTINE, 12TH IL HEAVY ART., Post  
HOLISTER, WILLIAM B., 42ND OH INF, Post  
HOLLAND, JAMES, 10TH WI INF, Post 75  
HOLLAND, JOHN, 7TH US INF, Post 91  
HOLLAND, JOHN H., 15TH IL INF, Post 351  
HOLLENBACK, C.B., 36TH IL IILN, Post 131  
HOLLENBACK, JESSE F., 10TH IL CAV;36TH IL INF, Post 10  
HOLLENBACK, JESSE F., 36TH IL INF;10TH IL CAV, Post 10  
HOLLENBECK, A.P., 61ST MA INF, Post  
HOLLENBECK, J.H., 1ST MN INF, Post 125  
HOLLENBECK, JOHN T., 16TH IA INF, Post 91  
HOLLETT, WILLIAM K., 135TH IL INF, Post 115  
HOLLEY, REUBEN, 6TH OH CAV, Post  
HOLLIDAY, CORNELIUS T., 39TH MO INF, Post 98  
HOLLIDAY, H.B., 173RD OH INF, Post 35  
HOLLIDAY, JOHN N., 9TH IN INF, Post 17  
HOLLIDAY, NATHANIEL M., 31ST IN INF, Post 118  
HOLLIDAY, SAMUEL, 17TH OH INF, Post  
HOLLIDAY, SAMUEL, 39TH IA INF, Post 179  
HOLLIDAY, THOMAS, 95TH IL INF;PVT;CO. E;47, Post  
HOLLIE, JAMES G., 40TH MO, Post  
HOLLIE, JAMES, 40TH MO INF, Post 25  
HOLLIHAN, JOHN, 140TH IL INF, Post  
HOLLINBACK, EDWARD, 1ST MI CAV, Post 133  
HOLLINBAUGH, EDWARD, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 8;3  
HOLLINGSHEAD, WESLEY, 1ST CA INF, Post 11  
HOLLINGSHEAD, WESLEY, 194TH OH INF, Post 11  
HOLLINGSHEAD, WILLIAM, 3RD WI INF, Post 9;2  
HOLLINGSWORT, JOHN, 66TH OH INF, Post  
HOLLINGSWORT, MARTIN, 40TH IA INF, Post 314  
HOLLINGSWORT, ROBERT, PAYMASTER CLERK;U.S. NAV, Post 15  
HOLLINGSWORT, WILLIAM F., 11TH IN INF, Post 31  
HOLLINGSWORTH, THOMAS H., 85TH IL INF, Post  
HOLLINGSWORTH, WILLIAM, 11TH ILN INF, Post  
HOLLINGWORTH, ROBERT, US NAVY, Post  
HOLLIS, HENRY, 66TH IL INF, Post 25  
HOLLIS, HENRY, 16TH IL INF, Post  
HOLLISTER, ALMOND, 69TH OH INF, Post  
HOLLISTER, BRADFORD H., 13TH WI INF, Post 25  
HOLLISTER, DAVID H., 5TH WI INF, Post 69  
HOLLISTER, JOHN, 10TH CT INF, Post 25  
HOLLISTER, JUSTIN, 1ST IL ART., Post  
HOLLMANN, FRED, 82ND IN, Post  
HOLLMANN, FRED, 82ND IN INF, Post 75  
HOLLORON, THOMAS, , Post
HOLLOWAY, ADOLPHUS, 41ST OH INF, Post
HOLLOWAY, CHESTER, 93RD OH INF, Post 113
HOLLOWAY, JAMES, 101ST OH INF, Post 113
HOLLOWAY, JAMES C., 11TH KS CAV, Post 89
HOLLOWAY, JONATHAN D., 84TH IN INF, Post 21
HOLLOWAY, S.P., 47TH, Post 45
HOLLOWAY, SAMUEL P., 47TH IA INF, Post 45
HOLLOWAY, SAMUEL P., 47TH IA INF, Post
HOLLOWELL, JOSEPH F., 150TH IN INF, Post 11
HOLLY, GEORGE H., US NAVY; USS RICHMOND, Post
HOLLY, GEORGE H., US NAVY; USS CURLINE; ALBE, Post 25
HOLLY, M.B., 3RD MI INF, Post 65
HOLLY, W.E., 58TH OH INF, Post 6
HOLMAN, I.N., 7TH IA INF, Post 119
HOLMAN, ISAAC N., 9TH IA INF, Post 119
HOLMES, BENJAMAN, 52ND IL INF, Post
HOLMES, C.A., 29TH WI INF, Post
HOLMES, CHARLES A., 29TH WI INF, Post 47
HOLMES, CHARLES H., 29TH WI INF, Post
HOLMES, DAVID H, 2ND MO CAV, Post
HOLMES, EDWARD F., 5TH KS CAV, Post 7
HOLMES, HENRY B, 1ST VA CAV, Post
HOLMES, HORACE, 30TH WI INF, Post 70
HOLMES, J.A., US NAVY; GUNBOAT YONKERS, Post
HOLMES, JAMES M., 174TH OH INF, Post
HOLMES, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, Post 63
HOLMES, JOHN B., 101ST NY INF, Post
HOLMES, JOHN B., 101ST NY INF, Post
HOLMES, L.K., , Post
HOLMES, M.L., 77TH NY INF, Post
HOLMES, RANSALER M., 2ND OH CAV, Post
HOLMES, ROBERT A., 16TH KS CAV, Post 301
HOLMES, THOMAS, 37TH NY INF; PVT; CO. H; 40, Post 45
HOLMES, THOMAS, 101ST NY INF, Post
HOLMGRAIN, AUGUSTUS W., 1ST IA INF, Post
HOLMGRAIN, AUSUSTUS W., 20TH IA INF, Post 80
HOLMS, GEORGE F., 46TH IA INF, Post 59
HOLMS, GEORGE F., 6TH IA INF, Post 59
HOLMS, JOHN, 138TH IL INF, Post
HOLMSHEAD, WILLIAM, 3RD MI INF, Post 153
HOLROYD, JEROME B., 15TH IL INF, Post 20
HOLROYD, JEROME B., 15TH IL INF, Post
HOLSINGER, EMANUEL R., 142ND IL INF, Post 151
HOLSTINE, D., 5TH MO CAV, Post 311
HOLT, C.H., 3RD US INF, Post 130
HOLT, DEWITT, 31ST IN INF, Post 152
HOLT, FRANK H., 2ND ME INF, Post
HOLT, FRANK H., 2ND ME CAV, Post
HOLT, HIRAM E., 86TH NY INF, Post 259
HOLT, ISAAC J., 4TH IA CAV, Post 228
HOLT, J.B., 6TH HEAVY ART., Post 195
HOLT, JAMES, 91ST OH INF, Post 21
HOLT, PETER, 2ND IL CAV, Post 89
HOLTON, LAWRENCE, 33RD MA INF, Post
HOLTORF, JOHN C., 29TH IN INF, Post 110
HOLTZ, WILHELM WIL, 58TH OH INF, Post 51
HOLTZMAN, HORTENSUS, 2ND KS INF, Post
HOLVERSLOTT, SAMUEL S., 104TH OH INF, Post 61
HOLYCROSS, HENRY, 88TH IN INF, Post
HOLYCROSS, HENRY, 88TH OH INF, Post 79
HOMAN, DAVID E., 40TH IA INF, Post 227
HOMAN, FRANCIS P., 40TH IA INF, Post 246
HOMAN, IRA, 96TH OH INF, Post
HOME, OTHNIEL, 100TH IL INF, Post
HOME, Z.H., 2ND IA INF, Post 148
HOMER, PETER, 166TH OH NATL. GUARDS, Post
HOMER, PETER, 166TH OH NATL. GUARD INF, Post 25
HOMERICK, CHARLES F., 1ST MD INF, Post 24
HOMERICK, CHARLES F., 1ST IN INF(OutOfRange), Post 24
HOMERSHAM, JAMES, CHICAGO MERCANTILE BAT., Post 148
HOMERY, HENRY, 173RD OH INF, Post 312
HOMES, JOHN E., 22ND WI INF, Post
HOMES, THOMAS B., 40TH NY INF, Post
HOMERYER, HENRY, 4TH US VET. RESERVE, Post 24
HONCHIN, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, Post
HONDERSHELDT, JOHN D., 17TH IA INF, Post 102
HONESS, JAMES, 24STH IA INF, Post 59
HONEY, A.J., 20TH MI INF, Post
HONEY, SAMUEL B., 104TH IL INF, Post
HONEYCUT, JOHN, 1ST TN CAV, Post
HONEYCUTT, DANIEL, 52ND IN INF, Post 27
HONEYCUTT, DANIEL, 50TH IN INF; PVT; CO. B; 52, Post 27
HONEYCUTT, JAMES W., 7TH EAST TN INF, Post 159
HONEYCUTT, JAMES W., 7TH TN MOUNTED INF, Post
HONEYCUTT, JOHN, 1ST TN CAV, Post 115
HONEYCUTT, JOHN W., 1ST EAST TN INF, Post 159
HONEYCUTT, MOSES, 31ST IN INF, Post 57
HONEYSEYTT, GEORGE W., 13TH WI INF, Post
HONEYSEYTT, GEORGE W., 13TH WI INF, Post 182
HONLON, GEORGE, 4TH US ART., Post 12
HONN, D.N., 93RD IL INF, Post 27
HONN, THEODORE, 24TH IL CAV, Post
HONNEYWELL, JOHN F., 86TH IL INF, Post 160
HONNOLD, GEORGE P., 160TH OH INF, Post 169
HONTZ, GEORGE W., 50TH IL INF, Post 339
HONZA, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, Post 7
HONZA, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, Post
HOOD, AARON, 2ND CA CAV, Post
HOOD, DAVID T., 94TH IL INF, Post 1:1
HOOD, J.R., 46TH IL, Post
HOOD, JAMES G., 11TH IA INF, Post
HOOD, JAMES S., 11TH IA INF, Post 159
HOOD, JOSEPH R., 46TH IL INF, Post 90
HOOD, SAMUEL, 14TH PA CAV, Post 216
HOOD, URIAH N., 83RD IL INF, Post 105
HOOGHKIRK, C.H., 149TH NY INF; PVT; CO. B; 1, Post 333
HOOGHKIRK, CHARLES H., 102ND NY INF, Post 192
HOOK, NORMAN R., 33RD IA INF, Post
HOOK, STANTON, 9TH OH CAV, Post 12
HOOKER, AMBROSE E., 9TH CA CAV, Post
HOOKER, E.W., 37TH MA INF, Post
HOOKER, ODOM, 9TH IA INF, Post 190
HOOKSTRA, TENNIS, 40TH IA INF, Post 10
HOON, JOHN, 72ND IN INF, Post
HOOPER, ANDREW, 12TH KS INF, Post 166
HOOPER, HENRY, 90TH OH INF, Post 96
HOOPER, JOHN, 75TH OH INF, Post
HOOPER, WILLIAM S., 1ST WI CAV, Post
HOOPS, A.C., 194TH OH INF, Post 108
HOOTON, JOHN A., 139TH IN INF, Post 39
HOOTON, SAMUEL W., 116TH IL, Post
HOOVER, CHARLES W., 140TH IL INF, Post 50
HOOVER, GEORGE W., 7TH OH CAV; CO. A; 11TH OH, Post 3
HOOVER, HENRY W., 2ND MN INF, Post
HOOVER, JAMES T., 58TH OH INF, Post
HOOVER, JOHN, 8TH MO INF, Post 146
HOOVER, JOHN S., BREVET COLONEL; 31ST IL I, Post 13
HOOVER, JOHN T. A., 58TH OH, Post
HOOVER, JOSEPH, 90TH OH INF, Post 216
HOOVER, PHILLIP, 104TH OH INF, Post 81
HOOVER, S.A., 1ST IL ART., Post 95
HOOVER, URIAH, 33RD WI INF, Post 205
HOPKINS, DAN, 9TH NY CAV, Post
HOPKINS, DAVID W., 40TH IA INF, Post 51
HOPKINS, DAVID W., 40TH IA INF, Post 89
HOPKINS, E.K., 47TH MIN CAV, Post 43
HOPKINS, G.H., 72ND IL INF, Post 208
HOPKINS, GEORGE N., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 275
HOPKINS, GEORGE N., 42ND IL INF, Post 9
HOPKINS, J.G., 35TH MO INF, Post 7
HOPKINS, J.W., 49TH WI INF, Post 341
HOPKINS, JEPHTHA, 33RD WI INF, Post 82
HOPKINS, JEPHER, 26TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 82
HOPKINS, JOHN, MO, Post
HOPKINS, M.G., 75TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 119
HOPKINS, MICHAEL, 8TH IL CAV, Post 91
HOPKINS, MILES A., 29TH IA INF, Post 52
HOPKINS, MORTIMER G., 72ND IL INF, Post 119
HOPKINS, NEWELL H., 31ST WI INF, Post 98
HOPKINS, O.R., 8TH NY CAV, Post 140
HOPKINS, PATRICK, 90TH IL INF, Post 91
HOPPE, FREDERICK, 5TH IA CAV, Post
HOPPE, HERMAN A., 5TH IA CAV, Post 77
HOPPE, W.J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
HOPPER, J. E., 6TH MI INF, Post 43
HOPPER, J. FRANCIS, 4TH IA CAV, Post 262
HOPPER, JOHN E., 6TH MI INF, Post
HOPPER, ROBERT W., 41ST IL INF, Post 318
HOPPER, S.D., 62ND OH INF(ERROR), Post 1
HOPPER, SAMUEL, 145TH IN INF, Post 118
HOPPER, WILLIAM W., 62ND OH INF, Post 63
HOPPES, JOSIAH, 11TH MO CAV, Post 164
HOPPES, JOSIAH C., 16TH KS CAV, Post 234
HOPPES, JOSIAH H., 16TH KS CAV, Post
HOPPIS, JONAH, 11TH MO CAV, Post
HOPPLE, JERRY, 104TH IL LINF, Post
HOPT, CHARLES, 15TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 187
HOPTON, WILLIAM, 60TH OH INF, Post 250
HOPWOOD, JAMES M., 22ND IA INF, Post 1
HORACKS, FRANCIS, 49TH IL INF, Post 79
HORAN, CHARLES, 63RD NY, Post
HORAN, HENRY, 2ND IN CAV, Post 262
HORAN, JOSEPH, 149TH IL INF, Post
HORAN, MARTIN, 18TH IL INF;CO. A;149TH, Post 34
HORBY, GEORGE C., 57TH IL INF, Post 229
HORMEL, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, Post
HORN, ALBERT, 15TH IA INF, Post 138
HORN, E.H., 15TH IL INF, Post 3
HORN, HENRY L., 48TH WI INF, Post 76
HORN, J.W., 5TH MO, Post
HORN, JOHN C., 1ST PA INF, Post
HORN, JOHN W., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HORN, JOHN W., 5TH MO CAV, Post 104
HORN, JULIUS R., 13TH WI INF, Post 79
HORN, THEADORE, 24TH IL, Post
HORN, THOMAS R., 47TH IA INF, Post 138
HORN, WRAY T., 11TH MI INF, Post 91
HORNADAY, WILLIAM A., 75TH OH INF, Post 12
HORNBACK, DAVID J.J., 14TH IL INF, Post 286
HORNBECK, JUDD D., 32ND IA INF; CO. C; 8TH IA, Post
HORNBECK, JUDD J., 8TH IA INF; CO. E; 32ND IA, Post
HORNBECK, MORGAN V., 25TH WI INF, Post 39
HORNE, OTHNIEL, 100TH IL INF, Post 21
HORNER, DAVID G., 12TH IL CAV, Post 154
HORNER, JOHN H., 82ND OH INF, Post 228
HORNER, W.S., 22ND PA CAV, Post
HORNER, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, Post 112
HORNEY, JOSEPH M., 106TH IL INF, Post 188
HORSCH, JACOB, 158TH PA INF, Post
HORSEMAN, DAVID J., 4TH IA INF, Post
HORSCH, JOHN C., 112TH PA ART., Post
HORTEN, C.C., 24TH IA INF, Post 153
HORTH, C.H., 72ND NY INF, Post 28
HORTON, BENJAMIN, 46TH IL INF, Post 165
HORTON, CHARLES B., 2ND CO CAV, Post 110
HORTON, CHARLES O., IL INF, Post
HORTON, GEORGE, 112TH IL INF, Post 191
Horton, HAMPTON, 120TH IA INF, Post 154
Horton, HENRY C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 38
HORTON, HENRY C., 1ST IA CAV, Post
Horton, L.J., 4TH IA CAV, Post 190
HORTON, L.P., Post 123
Horton, LEWIS P., 32ND WI INF, Post 123
Horton, THOMAS C., 95TH IL INF, Post 296
Horton, TRUMAN B., 7TH IA INF, Post 70
Horton, WARREN H., 34TH IA INF, Post 262
HOSACH, JAMES A., 16TH IL INF; CO. H; 129TH, Post 22
HOSACK, JAMES, 129TH IL INF; CO. B; 16TH, Post 18
HOSEMAN, THOMAS E., 98TH OH INF, Post 25
HOSFORD, CHARLES J., 20TH NY LIGHT ART., Post 66
HOSFORD, HOADLEY G., 146TH NY INF; 44TH NY INF, Post
HOSFORD, HOADLEY G., 44TH VT INF, Post
HOSFORD, HOADLY F., 44TH NY INF; CO. G; 146TH, Post 3
HOSFORD, W.A., 2ND CT HEAVY ART., Post 42
HOSHAW, ELI H., 40TH IA INF, Post 333
HOSIC, ALLEN T., 1ST WV CAV; DIED 19SEP191, Post
HOSIC, ALLEN T., 1ST WV CAV, Post
HOSKINS, ROBERT, 6TH IA INF, Post 53
HOSKINS, THOMAS D., 32ND IA INF, Post 354
HOSMAN, THOMAS E., 98TH OH INF, Post
HOSS, GEORGE W., 104TH IL INF, Post 91
HOSSACK, H.L., 138TH IL INF, Post
HOSSACK, HENRY L., 138TH IL INF, Post 25
HOSTETLER, JACOB M., 16TH OH INF, Post 10
HOSTETTER, CRIS, 48TH IN INF, Post 23
HOSTETTER, DAVID C., 26TH PA INF, Post 299
HOSTETTER, JOHN B., 11TH IN INF, Post 54
HOSTETTER, JOHN B., 11TH IN INF, Post
HOSTETTER, PETER, 91ST IL INF, Post 7
HOTALING, OSCAR, 3;9TH OH INF, Post
HOTALING, OSCAR, 39TH OH, Post
HOTALING, OSCAR L., 39TH OH INF, Post 169
HOTALLING, D.W., 2ND IL CAV, Post 47
HOTCHKISS, BENJAMIN F., 11TH IL, Post
HOTCHKISS, HARRY S., 6TH IA CAV, Post
HOTCHKISS, HARRY S., 6TH IA CAV, Post 25
HOTCHKISS, JOHN A., 56TH WI INF, Post
HOTTES, JOHN, 47TH WI INF, Post 4
HOTZ, ELISHA A., 146TH IN INF, Post 323
HOTZE, C.A., 54TH KY INF, Post 154
HOUCH, THOMAS F., 141ST OH INF, Post
HOUCHIN, ALEXANDER, 11TH KY INF, Post
HOUCHIN, FRANCIS, 11TH KY INF; CAPT;CO. A, Post 80
HOUCHIN, G.W., 52ND IN INF, Post 138
HOUCK, DORSEY B., 3RD PA, Post
HOUCK, DORSEY B., VETERAN RESERVE CORP, Post
HOUCK, GEORGE W., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 13
HOUCK, JAMES, 1ST OH CAV, Post 188
HOUCK, JONATHAN, 46TH OH, Post
HOUGH, CHARLES G., 47TH IL INF, Post 32
HOUGH, EDGAR G., 9TH IA INF, Post 42
HOUGH, MARTIN L., 156TH IL INF, Post
HOUGH, MILTON T., 66TH IN INF, Post 77
HOUGH, NELSON, 35TH NY INF;SERG;CO. I;3, Post 2
HOUGH, NELSON, 35TH NY, Post
HOUGH, PERRY, 113TH IL INF, Post 262
HOUGH, PERRY C., 113TH IL INF, Post
HOUGHRIDGE, GEORGE W., 17TH OH INF, Post 6;5
HOUGHTALING, HIRAM E., 10TH WI INF, Post 13
HOUGHTON, CHARLES L., 3RD MI CAV, Post 8;2
HOUGHTON, CHARLES W., 85TH IL, Post
HOUGHTON, SAMUEL N., 8TH IL CAV, Post 326
HOUK, JOSEPH, 93RD PA INF, Post 45
HOULET, GEORGE, , Post
HOULET, HENRY, 20TH IA INF, Post 252
HOULET, SAMUEL, 9TH IA CAV, Post 144
HOULT, HENRY, 1ST WI CAV, Post 63
HOUSE, EZRA, 159TH OH INF, Post 219
HOUSE, JOHN C., 31ST IN INF; PVT; CO. M; 12, Post 212
HOUSE, L.D., 108TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 112
HOUSE, MANASA T., 98TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post
HOUSE, MARSHAL M., 9TH IA INF, Post 17
HOUSE, THEODORE M., 177TH NY NATIONAL GUARD, Post 110
HOUSE, WILLIAM, 159TH OH INF, Post 219
HOUSE, WILLIS W., 4TH US ART., Post
HOUSEHOLDER, JOHN M., 5TH DE INF, Post 91
HOUSEL, CHARLES C., 4TH IA CAV, Post
HOUSEL, CHARLES C., BAND; 4TH IA CAV, Post
HOUSEL, JOSIAH, 13TH IA INF, Post 10
HOUSEMAN, DAVID, 4TH IA INF, Post 262
HOUSEMAN, GEORGE W., 153RD IL INF, Post 144
HOUSEMAN, HARRY, 5TH OH INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
HOUSEMAN, HARRY H., 5TH OH INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 115
HOUSEMAN, JAMES W., 10TH IL CAV, Post
HOUSEMAN, JOHN F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 97
HOUSE, ALFRED L., 66TH IL INF, Post 109
HOUSE, GEORGE L., 44TH IA INF, Post 13
HOUSE, HENRY, 53RD IN INF, Post
HOUSE, MANASSES T., 98TH IL INF, Post 38
HOUSE, WALTER C., 13TH WI INF, Post
HOUSEH, JAMES D., 86TH IL INF, Post
HOUST, AQUILLA P., 94TH IL INF, Post 13
HOUSTON, HENRY A., 1ST AL COLORED INF, Post
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 80TH NY INF, Post
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 88TH NY INF, Post
HOUSTON, JOHN A., 20TH NY INF, Post
HOUSTON, JOSEPH N., 21ST IA INF, Post 193
HOUSTON, WILLIAM, 110TH IL INF, Post 302
HOUSTON, WILLIAM R., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 153RD I, Post 67
HOUSTON, WILLIAM R., 74TH IL INF, Post 67
HOUTON, JOHN D., SADDLER; 5TH IL CAV, Post 13
HOUTS, PETER, 31ST OH INF, Post 119
HOUTZ, WILLIAM, OH ART, Post 25
HOUTZ, WILLIAM, 3RD OH LIGHT ART., Post 25
HOVENDICK, HENRY H., 43RD IL INF, Post 52
HOVEY, A.A., 1ST MN INF, Post 228
HOVEY, J.W., 2ND MN ART., Post 1
HOVEY, OSBORN, 16TH IL INF, Post 91
HOVHURST, J.P., 43RD US COLORED INF, Post 67
HOW, CHARLES, 38TH IA INF, Post 65
HOWARD, ALBERT W., 77TH IL INF, Post
HOWARD, ALONZO V., 33RD IL INF; 124TH IL INF, Post 47
HOWARD, ALONZO V., 124TH IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 47
HOWARD, AMOS W., 45TH IA INF, Post
HOWARD, BENJAMIN A., 1ST ME INF, Post
HOWARD, BRADFORD D., 11TH IL INF, Post 162
HOWARD, CHALRES E., 151ST IN INF, Post 58
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 27
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 27
HOWARD, CHARLES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 27
HOWARD, CHARLES, 5TH NH INF, Post
HOWARD, CHARLES W., 79TH IL INF, Post 120
HOWARD, D.B., 9TH IL CAV, Post
HOWARD, DAVID B., 9TH IL CAV, Post 25
HOWARD, DAVID B., 9TH IL CAV, Post
HOWARD, EZRA E., 1ST KY STATE MILITIA CAP, Post 16
HOWARD, GEORGE W., 4TH US COLORED TROOPS; 49, Post 60
HOWARD, GEORGE W., 49TH IL INF; 4TH US COLOR, Post 13
HOWARD, GEORGE W., 43RD OH INF, Post 44
HOWARD, H.A., 42ND OH INF, Post 80
HOWARD, H.A., 7TH CO CAV, Post 75
HOWARD, H.C., 46TH WI INF, Post 225
HOWARD, H.L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 133
HOWARD, HENRY, 7TH OH INF, Post
HOWARD, HENRY C., 46TH WI INF, Post 225
HOWARD, HENRY H., 2ND KY INF, Post 111
HOWARD, J.S., 45TH NY INF, Post
HOWARD, JAMES G., 5TH MI CAV, Post 56
HOWARD, JAMES N., 32ND IA INF, Post 169
HOWARD, JOHN F., 3RD IA CAV, Post 304
HOWARD, LEWIS M., 2ND MN CAV, Post 179
HOWARD, MUNROE, 13TH WI INF, Post 95
HOWARD, O.O., MAJOR GENERAL; US ARMY, Post 7
HOWARD, SAMUEL T., 47TH IL INF, Post
HOWARD, SAMUEL T., 47TH IL INF, Post 17
HOWARD, SILAS, 2ND MN ART., Post
HOWARD, THOMAS, 7TH WI INF, Post 71
HOWARD, THOMAS F., 63RD OH INF, Post 9; 3
HOWARD, THOMAS F., 63RD OH INF, Post 9
HOWARD, WILLIAM A., 23RD IA INF, Post 66
HOWARTH, HENRY, 85TH IL INF; DIED ST. LOUI, Post 270
HOWDER, J.W., 39TH MO INF, Post 42
HOWDERSLELD, J.D., 17TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 102
HOWE, ALDEN A., 14TH WI INF, Post 192
HOWE, ASA, 1ST MI CAV, Post
HOWE, ASA, 6TH MI CAV; PVT; CO. G; 1ST, Post 196
HOWE, ASA, 1ST MI CAV, Post 196
HOWE, BENJAMIN, 30TH WI INF, Post 60
HOWE, BENJAMIN, 30TH WI INF, Post 32
HOWE, BYRON A., 95TH IL INF, Post
HOWE, BYRON A., 95TH IL INF, Post
HOWE, CALVIN B., 23RD WI INF, Post 38
HOWE, CHARLES, 1ST MS MARINE BRIGADE, Post 337
HOWE, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF(ERROR), Post 2
HOWE, CHARLES, 33RD IL LINF; MISSOURI M, Post 2
HOWE, CHARLES, 38TH IA INF, Post 65
HOWE, CHURCH, 15TH MA INF, Post
HOWE, CHURCH, 10TH MA INF, Post
HOWE, CHURCH, 6TH MA INF, Post 104
HOWE, E.E., 10TH IA INF, Post 36
HOWE, E.O., 51ST OH INF, Post 316
HOWE, GEORGE, 5TH MO INF MILITIA, Post 4
HOWE, GEORGE W., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 228
HOWE, GOERGE C., 60TH MA INF; CO. I; 61ST M, Post 11
HOWE, JOSEPH, 1ST NJ, Post
HOWE, MARTIN, 34TH OH INF(36TH OH INF), Post 25
HOWE, MARTIN, 31ST OH INF, Post
HOWE, MARTIN, 36TH OH INF(34TH OH INF), Post 25
HOWE, P.A., 2ND US VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 25
HOWE, PATRICK, 65TH IL INF, Post
HOWE, PATRICK H., 65TH IL INF, Post
HOWE, PHILIP A., 80TH IL INF, Post
HOWE, PHILIP A., 80TH IL INF; 97TH IL INF, Post 31
HOWE, PHILIP A., 80TH IL INF, Post 25
HOWE, ROBERT H., 140TH PA INF, Post 269
HOWE, SIDNEY A., 65TH IL INF, Post 32
HOWE, TRUMAN, 9TH MI CAV, Post 250
HOWE, WILLIAM H., 55TH PA INF, Post
HOWE, ZIMRI H., 2ND IA INF, Post
HOWE, ZIMRI H., 2ND IA INF, Post 31M
HOWELL, DANIEL W., 29TH IA INF; CO. C; 20TH I, Post
HOWELL, DANIEL W., 20TH IA INF; CO. H; 29TH I, Post
HOWELL, E.D., 2ND ME INF, Post 219
HOWELL, E.D., 2ND MN INF; 2ND ME INF, Post 24
HOWELL, GEORGE, 39TH OH INF, Post 207
HOWELL, HOMAR M, 5TH TN CAV, Post
HOWELL, HORACE M., 5TH KY CAV, Post 237
HOWELL, I.W., 17TH IL INF, Post 316
HOWELL, ISRAEL, 2ND IL ART., Post 68
HOWELL, JOHN, 12TH IN INF; 1ST NY ART., Post
HOWELL, JOHN W., 77TH IL INF, Post
HOWELL, SAMUEL, 150TH IN INF, Post 17
HOWELL, SAMUEL, 150TH IN INF, Post
HOWELL, THOMAS G., 4TH KS INF, Post 110
HOWELL, W., 52ND IL INF, Post 89
HOWELL, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, Post 8;8
HOWELL, WILLIAM, 52ND IL INF, Post 31
HOWELL, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, Post 163
HOWELT, RICHARD B., 108TH IL INF, Post 208
HOWENSTEIN, GEORGE W., 9TH PA RESERVE CORP;CO., Post 171
HOWER, CHARLES S., 7TH PA CAV, Post 12
HOWERTON, SAMUEL W., 70TH IL INF, Post 153
HOWESTON, A.C., 1ST MO CAV, Post 228
HOWKENBERY, JACOB, 77TH IL INF, Post 44
HOWLAND, A.C., 34TH IL INF, Post 269
HOWLAND, ALFRED C., 34TH IL INF, Post
HOWLAND, J.E., US NAVY;SHIPS 'RICHMOND', Post 29
HOWLAND, JESSE, 2ND OH HEAVY ART(36TH OH, Post 100
HOWLAND, JESSE H., 36TH OH INF, Post
HOWLAND, JESSE H., 36TH OH INF(2ND OH HEAVY, Post 100
HOWLAND, SAMUEL P., 4TH MI INF, Post 81
HOWLAND, WARREN A., 75TH IL INF, Post
HOWLAND, WARREN A., 75TH IL INF, Post
HOWS, J. W., 19TH MI INF, Post 40
HOWSER, A.L., , Post
HOWSER, S.W., 10TH NY INF, Post 153
HOWSMAN, WILLIAM, 96TH OH INF, Post 8
HOXHERST, J.P., 1ST US INF;1 LIEUT;CO. H, Post 67
HOXIE, W.H., US NAVY, Post 42
HOXIE, WILLIAM H., MASTER'S MATE;US NAVY;US, Post 249
HOXSIE, N.I., 10TH MN INF, Post 86
HOY, DANIAL, 14TH WV INF, Post
HOY, DANIEL, 14TH WV INF, Post 25
HOY, LEWIS, 106TH IL INF, Post 152
HOYE, WILLIAM, 51ST IL INF, Post
HOYLE, EDMOND, 2ND IL VET. RESERVE CORP, Post
HOYLE, EDWARD, 75TH IL INF, Post 30
HOYLE, WILLIAM B., 1ST IN INF, Post 2
HOYT, DANIEL W., 119TH IL INF, Post 32
HOYT, EDWIN B., 127TH IL INF, Post 44
HOYT, EPHRAIM N., 1ST CA INF, Post
HOYT, GEORGE, 144TH NY INF, Post 355
HOYT, GEORGE W., 20TH MI INF, Post 141
HOYT, HORACE H, 146TH IL INF, Post
HOYT, HORACE T., 146TH IL INF, Post 106
HOYT, J.M., 7TH WI INF, Post 67
HOYT, JAMES L., 9TH NY ART;2ND NY ART., Post
HOYT, JOSEPH K., 45ATH IL INF, Post 111
HOYT, SAMUEL S., 151ST IL INF, Post
HOYT, WILLIAM, 7TH IA INF, Post 73
HOYT, WILLIAM H., 16TH IA INF, Post 262
HOYT, WILLIAM H., 16TH IA INF, Post
HOYTE, H.E., 190TH PA INF, Post 173
HRRISON, LYMAN F., 127TH IL INF, Post 95
HUBACKER, BENJAMIN F., 2N IA CAV, Post 46
HUBARD, HENRY, 2ND NE INF, Post
HUBBARD, ADOLPHUS, 6TH NY INF, Post
HUBBARD, DANIEL, 9TH IL INF, Post 354
HUBBARD, DELOS W., 4TH WI CAV, Post 91
HUBBARD, E.B., 9TH OH CAV, Post
HUBBARD, EDMOMD W, 22 NY INF, Post
HUBBARD, ELISHA C, 74TH IN INF, Post
HUBBARD, EVAN B., 9TH OH CAV, Post 104
HUBBARD, GEORGE E., 1ST OH ART., Post
HUBBARD, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUBBARD, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
HUBBARD, HENRY W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 127
HUBBARD, NATHAN D., 11TH IN CAV, Post 35
HUBBARD, ROBERT, 15TH IA INF, Post
HUBBARD, ROBERT T., 15TH US ART., Post 48
HUBBARD, SOLOMON O., 112TH IL INF, Post 76
HUBBARD, WINTHROP, 12TH MO INF, Post 29
HUBBART, WILLIAM, 14TH IN ART., Post 69
HUBBLE, AMBROSE A., 192ND OH INF, Post
HUBBLE, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 319
HUBBLE, WILLIAM R., 34TH IL INF, Post 29
HUBBY, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, Post 251
HUBBY, JOHN, 44TH IA INF, Post 251
HUBBY, MARRIEDY, 44TH IA INF, Post 251
HUBER, ANDREW, 58TH OH INF, Post 175
HUBER, BENJIMIN, 11TH INDEPENDENT ART., Post
HUBER, JACOB, 183RD OH INF, Post 131
HUBER, JOHN G., 94TH OH, Post
HUBER, SAMUEL, 13TH IL INF, Post
HUBLITZ, PHILLIP C., 70TH IL CAV, Post
HUBLITZ, PHILLIP C., 7TH IL CAV, Post 76
HUBLITZ, PHILLIP C., 7TH IL CAV, Post 188
HUBORTT, WILLIAM, 14TH IN ART., Post 69
HUDDART, EDMUND, 23RD WI INF, Post
HUDDART, EDWARD, 23RD WI INF, Post
HUDDLESON, WILLIAM C., 24TH OH INF;12TH OH CAV, Post 25
HUDDLESON, CHARLES, 119TH IL INF, Post 301
HUDDLESON, DAVID C., 101TH IL INF, Post 301
HUDDLESON, SAMUEL D., 66TH IN INF, Post 52
HUDDLESON, WILLIAM C., 24TH OH INF, Post
HUDDNALL, WILLIAM C., 85TH IL INF, Post 110
HUDDNALL, WILLIAM SR., 7TH WV CAV, Post
HUDDNILL, WILLIAM, 7TH VA CAV, Post 158
HUDSON, CHANCEY E., 1ST MN INF, Post
HUDSON, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, Post 186
HUDSON, EDWARD L., 33RD WI INF, Post 147
HUDSON, G.W., 17TH IA INF, Post 163
HUDSON, GEORGE W., 187TH OH INF, Post 107
HUDSON, J.C., 2ND US INF, Post 12
HUDSON, JAMES, 1ST MO CAV, Post 91
HUDSON, JOHN E., 10TH OH INF(181ST OH INF, Post 7
HUDSON, JOHN E., 181ST OH INF(10TH OH INF, Post 7
HUDSON, JOHN W., 145TH IL INF, Post
HUDSON, JOHN W., 145TH IL INF, Post 91
HUDSON, JOSEPH C, 1 IL CAV, Post
HUDSON, MARY E, 18TH OH, Post
HUDSON, RICHARD H., 8TH MO CAV(CONFEDERATE), Post
HUDSON, THOMAS, 25TH IA INF, Post 86
HUDSON, THOMAS, 2ST WI INF;CO. E;63RD MO, Post 86
HUDSON, WILLIAM, 104TH OH INF, Post
HUDSON, WILLIAM H., 130TH IN INF, Post 269
HUDSON, WILLIAM TN, 1ST NE INF, Post 245
HUEBLER, HENRY, , Post 123
HUEGEL, JACOB, 11TH OH INF, Post 107
HUEGEL, JOHN J, 1ST OH INF;11TH OH INF, Post 130
HUESTON, JOHN W., 31ST IL INF, Post
HUESTON, ROBERT, 77TH IL INF, Post 101
HUFF, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUFF, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 4
HUFF, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV(ERROR), Post 24
HUFF, JOHN H., 74TH IN INF, Post
HUFF, R.W., 18TH IAINF, Post 225
HUFF, SILAS, 53RD IL INF, Post 95
HUFF, SILAS, 53RD IL INF, Post
HUFF, THOMAS J., 14TH IL INF, Post 107
HUFF, TOWNSEND B., 45TH IA INF, Post 108
HUFF, WALTER, 89TH IL INF, Post 23
HUFFAGER, THOMAS, 18TH MO INF, Post 232
HUFFMAN, ALEXANDER, 1ST IL ART. BATTERY, Post 32
HUFFMAN, DANIEL, 46TH WI INF, Post 82
HUFFMAN, GEORGE, 107TH IL INF, Post 31
HUFFMAN, HUGH B., 185TH OH INF, Post
HUFFMAN, JACOB, 26TH IN INF, Post 222
HUFFMAN, JAMES W., 126TH IL INF, Post 71
HUFFMAN, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, Post 26
HUFFMAN, JOHN, 78TH PA INF, Post 177
HUFFMAN, PETER, 77TH IL INF, Post 88
HUFFMAN, WILLIAM, 61ST IL INF, Post 80
HUFFNALL, SAMUEL, 24TH US VETERAN RESERVE, Post 166
HUGGINS, GEORGE, 26TH MI INF, Post 207
HUGH, GEORGE, 11TH IN ART., Post
HUGH, JAMES M., 3RD MO INF, Post 79
HUGH, W., 9TH MI INF, Post 8
HUGHES, A.T.D., 2ND NE, Post
HUGHES, AMOS T., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUGHES, CHARLES T., 17TH IN INF, Post 190
HUGHES, CLINTON D., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 90
HUGHES, EDWIN, 17TH IN ART., Post 8
HUGHES, EDWIN, 2ND US, Post 8
HUGHES, EDWIN, 7TH IN ART., Post 8
HUGHES, FRANCIS MARI, 4TH KY INF, Post
HUGHES, HENRY, 8TH KS INF, Post 324
HUGHES, J.M., 35TH IA INF, Post 190
HUGHES, JOHN, 100TH IL INF, Post
HUGHES, JOHN, 2ND KS CAV, Post
HUGHES, JOHN W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 18
HUGHES, JOHN W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 17
HUGHES, JOSEPH R., 6TH IN INF, Post 354
HUGHES, L.D., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUGHES, LEVI D., 2ND CA CAV, Post
HUGHES, PATRICK, 35TH WI INF; 36TH WI INF, Post 282
HUGHES, WILLIAM, 146TH IN INF, Post 231
HUGHES, WILLIAM, 25TH MO INF, Post
HUGHES, WILLIAM T., 67TH IN INF, Post
HUGHEY, S.G., 2ND NC INF, Post 22
HUGHS, HENRY C., 23RD KY INF; 1ST KY CAV, Post 26
HUGHS, JOSEPH R., 13TH IN INF, Post 94
HUGHS, SYLVESTER R., 13TH IA INF, Post 88
HUGLE, JOHN J, 11TH OH INF; 1ST OH INF., Post 130
HULBERT, A.F., 1ST WV CAV, Post 237
HULBERT, GEORGE F., 14TH IL INF, Post 139
HULBERT, HENRY, 144TH NY INF; CO. A; 1ST NY, Post
HULBERT, HENRY, 1ST NY ENGINEERS; 144TH NY, Post 91
HULBERT, JOHN H., 95TH IL INF, Post 262
HULBERT, WILLIAM C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 265
HULBURT, ALANSUS P., 85TH IL INF; PVT; CO. C; 1, Post 257
HULBURT, JACOB C., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HULETT, J.H., US NAVY; NORTH ATLANTIC S, Post 11
HULETT, LEWIS D., 13TH IL INF; PVT; CO. B; 14, Post 110
HULETT, LOUIS D., 147TH IL INF, Post 181
HULLICK, JOHN M., 19TH IA INF, Post 158
HULICK, JOSEPH, 1ST MO INF, Post 107
HULLN, W.B., 84TH IL INF, Post 142
HULING, EDWARD, 164TH OH INF, Post 44
HULL, ADAM, 29TH IN INF, Post 56
HULL, CLARENCE E., 40TH WI INF, Post 119
HULL, D.G., US NAVY, Post
HULL, D.G., 2 CLASS BOY; US NAVY, Post 25
HULL, EZRA A., 42ND IL INF, Post
HULL, FENLON W., 32ND IA INF, Post
HULL, FENOILEN W., 32ND IA INF, Post 114
HULL, FOLOMETER H., 4TH WV CAV, Post
HULL, GUSTAVE A., 7TH CA INF, Post 16
HULL, HARRY B., 15TH VT INF, Post
HULL, HENRY, 12TH VT INF, Post 19
HULL, HENRY I., 153RD PA INF, Post
HULL, JACOB C., 11TH IL CAV, Post 139
HULL, JEROME C., 11TH OH INF, Post
HULL, JEROME E., 13TH IA INF, Post 40
HULL, JOEL, 91ST OH INF, Post 91
HULL, JOSEPH, 1ST CT ART., Post
HULL, KOLANDER, 4TH WV CAV, Post 101
HULL, MARTIN, 16TH IA INF, Post 238
HULL, MILTON B., 93RD IL INF, Post 44
HULL, MILTON J., 14TH & 15TH IL INF; 14TH, Post 16
HULL, NATHAN, 2ND ART., Post 217
HULL, NELSON B., 5TH WI INF, Post 89
HULL, NELSON B., 96TH IL INF, Post 89
HULL, PETER, 1ST IA CAV, Post 34
HULL, ROLANDER, 182ND OH INF, Post 101
HULL, THOMAS, 16TH IL INF, Post
HULL, THOMAS L., 27TH OH, Post
HULL, THOMAS L., 7TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 72
HULL, THOMAS L., 7TH IA INF, Post 72
HULL, VANRANSER J, 24TH NY CAV, Post 112
HULL, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV; CO. B; 41ST IL, Post 16
HULL, WILLIAM, 14TH IA INF; 41ST IA INF, Post
HULL, WILLIAM, 7TH IA CAV; 4TH IA INF, Post
HULL, WILLIAM H, 12TH VT INF, Post
HULL, WILLIAM H, 13TH WI INF, Post 306
HULL, WILLIAM H, 12TH VT INF, Post 19
HULLEN, WILLIAM L., 39TH IA INF, Post 298
HULLEY, M.C., 23RD WI INF, Post 25
HULLINGER, STEPHEN, 151ST OH INF, Post 274
HULON, W.B., 84TH IL INF, Post 142
HULPUCK, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, Post 188
HULSE, BENJAMIN, 74TH IL INF, Post
HULSE, GEORGE W., 36TH IL INF; PVT; CO. I; 5, Post 108
HULTS, GEORGE W., 36TH IL INF, Post 255
HULTS, GEORGE W., 5TH US INF, Post 255
HUMASON, WILLIAM, 2ND PA, Post
HUMBERT, GEORGE F., 35TH WI INF, Post 187
HUME, ROBERT W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 154
HUMMEL, ANTHONY, 151ST PA INF, Post
HUMMEL, ISAAC H., 1ST PA CAV, Post 195
HUMMEL, JOHN, 25TH IA INF, Post
HUMMEL, WESLEY G., 4TH IL CAV; PVT; CO. M; 12T, Post 25
HUMMELL, WESLEY G., 12TH IL CAV, Post 164
HUMPAL, JOHN, 150TH IA INF, Post
HUMPHREY, CHARLES K., 20TH OH ART (1ST OH ART), Post 3
HUMPHREY, CHARLES K., 1ST OH ART (20TH OH ART), Post 3
HUMPHREY, GEORGE C., 75TH OH INF, Post 65
HUMPHREY, GEORGE M., 2ND WI INF, Post
HUMPHREY, GEORGE M., 2ND WI INF; CAPT; CO. C, Post 95
HUMPHREY, J. MOORE, US NAVY; USS PRINCE ROYAL, Post
HUMPHREY, JOHN, 10TH IN INF, Post 266
HUMPHREY, OLIVER N., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUMPHREY, R. A., 23RD OH INF, Post 136
HUMPHREY, WILLIAM W., 148TH IL INF, Post
HUMPHRIES, EDMUND, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
HUMPHRIES, JOHN D., 51ST MO INF, Post 187
HUMPHRY, JOHN, 47TH WI INF, Post 209
HUMPHRY, JOHN, 47TH WI INF, Post 209
HUMPHRY, LEONARD V., 47TH WI INF, Post 39
HUNEYEKER, JOHN U., 5TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
HUNGATE, J.N., 11TH MO CAV, Post 52
HUNGATE, JOHN, MO INF, Post
HUNGER, E.P., 143RD OH INF, Post 68
HUNGERFORD, M., 13TH MI INF, Post 16
HUNLEY, CHARLES W., 118TH IL INF, Post 70
HUNN, JAMES L., IA CAV, Post
HUNNELL, JAMES W., 46TH IA INF, Post 87
HUNNICUTT, L. W., 24TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 117
HUNNICUTT, LAFAYETTE W., 24TH IA INF, Post 117
HUNPHREY, MILTON, 11TH IL CAV, Post 262
HUNT, ABNER, 12TH MI INF, Post
HUNT, D.T., 4TH IA CAV, Post
HUNT, DORAN T., 4TH IA CAV, Post 25
HUNT, DURANT T., 4TH IA CAV, Post
HUNT, FRANCIS H.D., 5TH MO CAV, Post
HUNT, FRANCIS H.D., 5TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV, Post 6; 5
HUNT, G.L., 8TH IA INF, Post 318
HUNT, GEORGE D., 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
HUNT, GEORGE D., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUNT, GUS, 41ST MO INF, Post 262
HUNT, HENRY H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 32
HUNT, I.J., 4TH IA INF, Post
HUNT, IRA J., 4TH IA CAV, Post
HUNT, IRA J., 4TH OH CAV, Post 30
HUNT, IRA J., 21ST IA CAV, Post
HUNT, ISIAH F., 3RD MI CAV, Post 64
HUNT, JACOB S., 5TH IA INF, Post
HUNT, JACOB S., 5TH IA INF, Post 51
HUNT, JACOB W., 39TH IA INF, Post 241
HUNT, JAMES, 51ST PA INF, Post 336
HUNT, JAMES, 51ST PA INF, Post
HUNT, JOHN, 91ST OH INF, Post 82
HUNT, JOHN, 173RD OH INF, Post 182
HUNT, S.D., 6TH MI INF; 2ND U.S. ART., Post 207
HUNT, S.D., 2ND US ART., Post 207
HUNT, SAMUEL J., NH, Post
HUNT, SILAS, 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 230
HUNT, STELPHEN D., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
HUNT, T.W., 149TH NY INF, Post 238
HUNT, W.E., 12TH MI INF, Post 43
HUNT, W.W., 1ST MI ENGINEERS; 28TH N, Post 25
HUNT, WESLEY, 16TH IA INF, Post 150
HUNT, WILLIAM, 3RD US COLORED HEAVY ART, Post 42
HUNT, WILLIAM A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 15
HUNT, WILLIAM H., 124TH OH INF, Post 1; 2
HUNTER, C.C., 8TH IN INF, Post
HUNTER, C.C., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 325
HUNTER, CHRISTOPHER, 1ST MO INF, Post
HUNTER, CYRUS E., 4TH IL CAV, Post 5
HUNTER, Enoch, 4TH IL CAV; CO. I; 12TH IL, Post 16
HUNTER, Enoch, 12TH IL CAV; CO. B; 47TH I, Post 5
HUNTER, GEORGE W., 73RD IN INF, Post 124
HUNTER, HUGH H., Post
HUNTER, JAMES H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 150
HUNTER, JOHN M., 6TH IA INF, Post 250
HUNTER, JOHN W., 19TH MA INF, Post 344
HUNTER, JOSEPH, 12TH IL INF, Post 13
HUNTER, JOSEPH N., 134TH PA INF, Post 137
HUNTER, JOSEPH N., 13TH IA INF, Post 137
HUNTER, S.C., 83RD PA INF, Post 155
HUNTER, SAMUEL, 69TH IL INF, Post 24
HUNTER, SAMUEL F., 46TH OH INF, Post 111
HUNTER, SAMUEL H., 14TH IL INF, Post
HUNTER, SAMUEL H., 141ST IL INF; CO. B; 69TH, Post 24
HUNTER, SAMUEL M., 35TH IL INF, Post 19
HUNTER, WILLIAM, 3RD MA INF, Post 50
HUNTER, WILLIAM F., Post
HUNTER, WILLIAM H., 3RD MA CAV, Post 50
HUNTING, CHARLES, 7TH IL CAV, Post
HUNTING, CHARLES, 7TH IL CAV, Post
HUNTINGTON, E.J., 4TH MN INF, Post 69
HUNTINGTON, O.P., 36TH IN INF, Post 22
HUNTYLY, WILLIAM M., 95TH OH INF; CO. B; 11TH U, Post 198
HUNTOON, SYLVESTER A., 14TH IL CAV, Post 7; 1
HUNTOON, SYLVESTER A., 14TH IL CAV, Post
HUNTOOR, WILLIAM R., 14TH IL CAV, Post
HUNTSINGER, HENRY J., 48TH IN INF, Post 91
HUNTSINGER, SAMUEL, PA INF, Post
HUNTSINGER, SAMUEL K., 72ND IN CAV, Post
HUNTSINGER, SAMUEL K., 72ND IN INF, Post 25
HUNTWORK, GEORGE, 29TH OH, Post
HUNTZINGER, LEVI P., 79TH IN INF, Post 297
HUNZEKU, JOHN, 5TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
HURBUT, AENEAS, 11TH MI CAV, Post 25
HURD, CHARLES H., 154TH NY INF, Post
HURD, CHRISTIAN, 10TH KS INF, Post
HURD, G., 5TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 92
HURD, GEORGE H., 37TH IL INF, Post 25
HURD, GEORGE H., 37TH IL INF, Post
HURD, JOHN N., 174TH OH INF(87TH OH INF, Post 27
HURD, JOHN N., 87TH OH INF(174TH OH INF, Post 27
HURD, JOSEPH, 13TH US INF, Post 67
HURD, JOSEPH, 13TH US INF, Post 67
HURD, MATHIAS, 31ST IA INF, Post 84
HURD, W.O., 13TH MI INF, Post 207
HURD, W.O., 13TH MI INF, Post 207
HURD, ZERA, 18TH US INF, Post 26
HURDEN, SIMMONS W., 1ST IA CAV, Post
HURFORD, NATHAN H., 62ND OH INF, Post 11
HURLBERT, CLINTON E., 10TH MN INF, Post 171
HURLBERT, JACOB C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 149
HURLBURT, JOSEPH G., 153RD IN INF, Post
HURLBUT, DAVID S., 13TH WI INF, Post 193
HURLBUT, GEORGE J., US NAVY, Post 32
HURLBUT, JOSEPH G., 153RD IN INF, Post 214
HURLEY, ALBERT S., 42ND MO INF, Post 1
HURLEY, BENJAMIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 354
HURLEY, CHARLES, 85TH IL INF, Post 17
HURLEY, DENNIS A., 8TH OH CAV, Post
HURLEY, DENNIS A., 8TH OH CAV, Post 7
HURLEY, GEORGE D., 42ND MO INF, Post 147
HURLEY, H.H., 8TH MO INF, Post 7
HURLEY, WILLIAM, 99TH IL INF, Post 66
HURLEY, WILLIAM, 10TH KS CAV, Post
HURLEY, WILLIAM, 99TH IL INF, Post
HURMAN, JOHN, 20TH IA INF, Post 15
HURRELL, DAVID, 172ND OH INF, Post
HURRELL, DAVID, 172ND OH INF, Post
HURRIGES, WILLIAM C., 111TH PA INF, Post 25
HURSH, AMOS C., 4TH MN INF, Post 77
HURSH, CHRISTOPHER, 10TH KS INF, Post
HURSH, JACOB, 158TH PA INF, Post
HURSH, JACOB, 15TH PA, Post
HURST, CHRISTIAN, 10TH KS INF, Post
HURST, JOHN M., 8TH KS INF, Post 37
HURT, CHARLES, 173RD OH INF, Post 182
HURT, F.M., 55TH IN INF, Post 73
HURT, HENRY M., 11TH OH INF, Post 262
HURT, WILLIAM, 2ND IL CAV, Post 239
HURTLEY, GEORGE, 3RD IL ART., Post
HURTZEL, SAMUAL, 93RD IL INF, Post
HUSHER, JOHN, 9TH OH CAV, Post
HUSS, RANDOLPH, 3RD TN INF, Post
HUSSELL, ELIAS B., 3RD WI CAV, Post
HUSSEY, H.H., 51ST MO INF, Post 98
HUSSEY, STEPHEN A., 130TH IL INF, Post 16
HUSSEY, STEPHEN A., 133RD IL INF, Post 16
HUSTEAD, J.R.C., 4TH WV CAV, Post 25
HUSTEAD, JOHN R.C., 4TH VT CAV, Post
HUSTON, ARMSTRONG, 38TH IN INF, Post 22
HUSTON, DAVID A., 61ST IL INF; CO. D; 83RD I, Post 192
HUSTON, DAVID A., 83RD IL INF; CO. D; 61ST I, Post 192
HUSTON, JAMES H., 115TH OH INF, Post
HUSTON, JAMES O., 66TH IN INF, Post 22
HUSTON, JOHN W., 31ST IL INF, Post 99
HUSTON, JOHN W., 31ST IL INF, Post 302
HUSTON, R.N., 142ND OH INF, Post 48
HUSTON, ROBERT, 96TH OH, Post
HUSTON, ROBERT, 96TH OH INF, Post 270
HUSTON, ROBERT N., 142ND OH INF, Post
HUSTON, WILLIAM V., 110TH IL INF, Post
HUTCHAIISON, DANIEL S., 86TH IL INF, Post 11
HUTCHENSON, ISAAC C., 3RD IA CAV, Post
HUTCHINGS, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 84
HUTCHINGS, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post
HUTCHINGS, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post
HUTCHINS, JAMES M., 40TH WI INF, Post 280
HUTCHINS, JOHN L., 41ST OH INF, Post
HUTCHINS, JOHN L., 41ST OH INF, Post 61
HUTCHINS, R.P., 94TH OH INF, Post
HUTCHINS, SYLVESTER W., 10TH IA INF, Post
HUTCHINS, THOMAS E., 20TH IN INF, Post 35
HUTCHINS, THOMAS E., 20TH IN INF, Post
HUTCHINSON, ALONZO J., 134TH IN INF, Post 98
HUTCHINSON, CARLTON D., 3RD WI INF; PVT; CO. M; 4TH, Post 110
HUTCHINSON, FRANK, 17TH IL CAV, Post 35
HUTCHINSON, FRANK H., 17TH IL CAV, Post 17
HUTCHINSON, HARBIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 302
HUTCHINSON, HARBIN, 2ND NE, Post
HUTCHINSON, JAMES E., 4TH IA ART., Post 13
HUTCHINSON, JESSE H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUTCHINSON, JOE, 125TH WI, Post
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPH S., 25TH WI INF, Post 12
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPH S., 12TH WI INF; 25TH WI INF, Post
HUTCHINSON, M. K., 47TH OH INF; 149TH IL INF, Post 81
HUTCHISON, D.S., 86TH IL INF, Post
HUTCHISON, DILLMAN, 36TH IA INF, Post 25
HUTCHISON, EDWARD W., QUARTERMASTER; NE, Post
HUTCHISON, EDWARD W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
HUTCHISON, GEORGE T., 14TH IL CAV, Post 81
HUTCHISON, MARCUS K., 149TH IL INF, Post 81
HUTCHKIS, JOHN A., 46TH WI INF, Post
HUTCHMAN, WILLIAM, 63RD PA INF, Post
HUTCHMAN, WILLIAM, 63RD PA INF, Post 95
HUTH, WILLIAM, 9TH MI INF, Post 8; 4
HUTMAKER, JACOB, 16TH OH, Post
HUTMAN, C., 42ND IL INF, Post 9; 2
HUTSON, JOHN, 13TH IA INF; DIED 27FEB19, Post 124
HUTTON, CHARLES, 35TH IA INF, Post
HUTTON, H.W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 95
HUTTON, HUGH W., 3RD IA CAV, Post
HUTTON, JOHN L., 1ST NE CAV, Post 177
HUTTON, LOUIS K., 104TH IL INF, Post 262
HUTTON, THOMAS H., 29TH IA INF, Post 177
HUXFORD, ALBERT B, 1ST WI CAV, Post
HUYCK, ISAAC, 13TH US INF; CORP; CO. K; 2, Post 95
HUZENGA, JOHN, 25TH MI INF, Post
HYATT, A. JACKSON, 11TH IA INF, Post 5
HYATT, C.W., 4TH WI INF; 1 LIEUT; CO. D, Post 105
HYATT, CHANSEY W., 4TH WI CAV; 1 LIEUT; CO. D, Post 4
HYATT, FRANK B., 142ND OH INF, Post
HYATT, JACKSON, 11TH IA INF, Post 5;3
HYATT, JOHN, 9TH IA CAV, Post 262
HYATT, JONATHAN W., 31ST WI INF, Post 318
HYATT, LEWIS O., 11TH IN CAV, Post 299
HYATT, N.S., 17TH NY INF; SERG; CO. I; 9, Post 153
HYATT, SOLOMON, 20TH WI INF; BURIED CALVA, Post
HYDE, ALVIN W., 4TH WI CAV, Post 163
HYDE, BENJAMIN F., 4TH IL CAV, Post 43
HYDE, GEORGE W., 1ST WI INF, Post
HYDE, GEORGE W., 1ST WI INF, Post 354
HYDE, GEORGE W., 1ST WI CAV, Post 8
HYDE, HERBERT H., 23RD IL INF; 12TH IL CAV, Post 43
HYDE, HERBERT H., 12TH IL CAV; CO. D; 23RD I, Post 43
HYDE, HIRAM A., 92ND IL INF, Post 112
HYDE, J.R., 18TH MI INF; 9TH MI CAV, Post
HYDE, JAMES, 34TH WI INF, Post 4
HYDE, JAMES W., 128TH IN INF, Post 25
HYDE, JAMES W., 128TH IN INF, Post 25
HYERS, J.W., , Post 343
HYERS, REUBEN W., 108TH IL INF, Post 25
HYERS, REUBEN W., 188TH IL INF, Post
HYERS, REUBEN W., 108TH IL INF, Post 25
HYLAND, JOHN, 156TH NY INF, Post 79

I

ICKES, ADAM, 91ST PA INF, Post 12
IDE, WILLIAM H., 95TH IL INF, Post 150
IDEN, GEORGE W., 25TH OH INF, Post
IDEN, GEORGE W., 25TH OH INF, Post
IDLE, SANDERS, 87TH IL INF, Post
IECKER, HENRY, 125TH PA CAV, Post
IERY, JOHN, 15TH KS CAV, Post
IHRINGER, AUGUST, 29TH NY INF, Post
IIICELOFF, PLEASANT O., NC ART. (CONFEDERATE), Post
IIJAMS, WILLIAM H., 30TH OH INF, Post 7
IKE, JOHN W., 123RD IN INF, Post 264
ILER, JACOB W., 49TH OH INF, Post 110
ILER, JACOB W., 49TH OH, Post
ILER, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 75
ILER, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 75
ILER, M., 1ST CO CAV, Post 303
ILER, WILLIAM, 1ST CO INF, Post 185
ILER, WILLIAM, 1ST IA INF, Post 116
ILERS, HENRY, 14TH IL INF, Post 287
ILGEN, DAVID M., 93RD IL, Post
ILGEN, DAVID M., 93RD IL INF, Post 54
ILIFF, WILLIAM J., 28TH IA INF, Post
IMEL, THOMAS J., 33RD IL INF, Post
IMEL, THOMAS J., PVT; 33RD IL INF, Post 45
IMU, WILLIAM H., 39TH IA INF, Post 24
INBODY, LEWIS, 9TH IA CAV, Post 41
INGALLS, GEORGE K., COM. SERG; 40TH OH INF, Post 20
INGALLS, R.A., 2ND IA CAV (ERROR), Post 93
INGALLS, R.A., 2ND MN INF, Post 44
INGALLS, R.A., 2ND WI INF, Post 93
INGALLS, RUBUS W., 40TH OH INF, Post
INGALLS, RUFUS W., 40TH OH INF, Post 20
INGALLS, WILLIAM E., 68TH IL INF, Post
INGALSBE, HARVEY, 9TH IA CAV, Post 82
INGHAM, J.C., 30TH WI INF, Post 264
INGELMAN, SOLOMON, 96TH IL CAV, Post
INGERSOLL, H.J., 7TH MI CAV, Post 227
INGERSOLL, NELSON G., 146TH OH INF, Post 7
INGERSOLL, ROBERT N., 11TH IA INF; 1ST IA INF, Post
INGERSOLL, ROBERT N., 1ST IA INF, Post
INGHAM, JOHN E., 93RD IL INF; POSTS 318; 25, Post 79
INGHAM, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA INF; CO. H; 32ND IA, Post
INGLES, JOHN, CHICAGO MERCANTILE ART., Post 354
INGLES, JOHN, 2ND IL ART., Post 218
INGLING, JONATHAN C., 12TH MI INF; 165TH IL INF, Post 39
INGOLD, L.B., 146TH IN INF, Post 63
INGRAHAM, DAVID, 1ST NY, Post
INGRAHAM, ISAAC, 33RD WI INF, Post 62
INGRAHAM, WILLIAM H., 32ND IA INF, Post 23
INGRAHNN, ZEBULON W., 83RD IL INF, Post
INGRAM, DANIAL C., OH ART., Post
INGRAM, EUGENE W., US NAVY; SHIP 'JACOB BELL', Post 260
INGRAM, JAMES, 50TH IL INF, Post
INGRAM, JAMES P., 58TH IL INF, Post 24
INGRAM, JONATHAN B., 37TH IL INF, Post 13
INHELDER, ULRICH, 1ST NE INF, Post
INHELEBER, ULRICH, 1ST NE INF, Post 175
INKS, IRVIN C., 14TH KS CAV, Post 48
INKS, THOMAS, 11TH & 1ST MI ART., Post 124
INLAY, SEBRA G., 180TH OH INF, Post 4
INMAN, ALBERT E., 51ST WI INF, Post 301
INMAN, CHAUNCHEY F., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 163
INMAN, DAVID, 18TH OH INF, Post 1
INMAN, EZRA S., 11TH WI INF, Post 163
INMAN, JAMES M., 3RD WI CAV, Post 260
INMKAN, HIRAM, 28TH IL INF, Post
INNESS, WILLIAM W., 6TH CT INF, Post 68
INSKIP, JOHN G., 50TH IL INF, Post
IODENCE, HENRY, 33RD IL INF, Post 52
IRELAND, GEORGE M., 5TH IA CAV, Post 120
IRELAND, GEORGE M., 5TH IA CAV, Post 120
IRELAND, J.B., 129TH NY INF, Post 3
IRELAND, J.W., 13TH AND 28TH IA INF, Post
IRELAND, JACOB, 6TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 75
IRELAND, JACOB, 6TH IA CAV, Post 75
IRELAND, JAMES, 6TH KY CAV, Post
IRELAND, JAMES, 11TH IL INF; 194TH PA INF, Post
IRELAND, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
IRELAND, JAMES, 11TH IL INF, Post 77
IRELAND, JAMES, 11TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 77
IRELAND, JAMES, 48TH MO INF, Post
IRELAND, JAMES W., 28TH IA INF; 13TH IA INF, Post 114
IRELAND, JAMES W., 13TH IA INF; 28TH IA INF, Post 75
IRELAND, W.L., 55TH NY INF, Post 118
IRELAND, WALLIS L., 2ND IL CAV, Post 118
IRELAND, WILLIAM, 3RD OH INF, Post
IRELAND, WILLIAM T., 5TH IA CAV, Post
IRELAND, WILLIAM T., 5TH IA CAV, Post 55
IRION, J.H., 59TH IN INF, Post
IRISH, C., 3RD MA INF; 1ST LIEUT; CO., Post 208
IRISH, CALEB L., 1ST WI CAV, Post 334
IRISH, GEORGE, 16TH IND CAV, Post
IRISH, J.W., 2ND US ART., Post 239
IRISH, JOHN W., 2ND US ART., Post
IRON, D., 11TH IN ART. (ERROR), Post 280
IRON, DAVID, 11TH MN INF, Post 280
IRON, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 61
IRON, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post
IRON, LEANDER, 76TH IL INF, Post 110
IRONSIDES, GEORGE R., 12TH KS INF, Post 25
IRVIN, WILLIAM B., 45TH IA INF, Post 318
IRVINE, W.B., 45TH IA INF, Post
IRVINE, CHARLES D., 16TH US COLORED TROOPS; 9, Post 11
IRWIN, C., 8TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 308
IRWIN, CALVIN C., 66TH OH INF, Post
IRWIN, CHRISTOPHER, 31ST IA INF; 1ST MO CAV, Post 170
IRWIN, FREDRIC J., Post
IRWIN, JAMES, 87TH IN INF, Post 306
IRWIN, JAMES, 134TH IL INF, Post 7
IRWIN, JAMES A., 112TH IL INF, Post
IRWIN, JAMES A., 112TH IL INF, Post 165
IRWIN, ROBERT, 24TH IA INF, Post
IRWIN, ROBERT B., 59TH IN INF, Post 233
IRWIN, ROBERT B., 59TH IN INF, Post 63
IRWIN, WILLIAM, 17TH PA CAV, Post
IRWIN, WILLIAM J., 21ST IL INF;CO. F;96TH I, Post
IRWIN, WILLIAM J., 96TH IL INF;PVT;CO. H;21, Post 9;1
IRWIN, WILLIAM M., 155TH OH INF, Post
IRWIN, WILLIAM M., 197TH OH INF;2ND PA INF, Post 207
IRWIN, WILLIAM S., 33RD IA INF, Post
ISAAC, GEORGE, 3RD MI INF, Post
ISAAC, GEORGE, 3RD US, Post
ISAAC, SEVEN A., 42ND IL INF, Post
ISAAC, SWEN A., 42ND IL INF, Post 95
ISACA, GEORGE, 2ND MI INF, Post
ISAMAN, BENJAMIN F., 14TH IA INF, Post 44
ISAMAN, LAFAYETTE, 14TH IA INF, Post 44
ISAMINGER, JOHN, 9TH WV INF, Post 315
ISBELL, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, Post
ISBELL, JAMES H., 18TH IA INF, Post 94
ISBELL, N.H., 139TH IN INF, Post 45
ISBELL, NATHANIEL H., 139TH IN INF, Post
ISELY, BORNHART, 20TH IA INF, Post 19
ISERAL, CHARLES, 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post 1
ISHAM, ASHBEL S., CHIEF BUGLER;2ND WI CAV, Post 227
ISHMAEL, R., 39TH IN INF, Post 24
ISHMAEL, R., 39TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 24
ISRAEL, CHARLES J., 1ST MO LIGHT ART., Post 1
ISRAEL, JOHN S., 123RD IN INF, Post 102
ITTNER, JOHN, FREMONT'S BODY GUARD, Post 32
IVES, AVEREY H., 4TH IL CAV, Post 9
IVES, CHARLES W., 95TH IL INF, Post
IZER, JOHN, 107TH IL INF, Post
IZER, JOHN, 107TH IL INF, Post
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JACK, DAVID, 1ST IA, Post
JACK, DAVID, 1ST IA CAV, Post
JACK, DAVID, 1ST IA CAV, Post
JACK, DAVID, 1ST IA CAV, Post 302
JACK, WILLIAM G., 51ST OH INF, Post 288
JACK, WILLIAM G., 143RD OH INF, Post 288
JACK, WILLIAM G., 51ST OH VET. INF, Post
JACKMAN, JAMES H., 6TH IN INF, Post
JACKS, ASBURY, 123RD IN INF, Post
JACKSON, ANDREW, 7TH IA CAV, Post 147
JACKSON, C.H., 17TH MI INF, Post 119
JACKSON, CHARITOPHER, 72ND IN INF, Post 11
JACKSON, CHARLES C., 8TH IA CAV, Post
JACKSON, EDWARD J, 138TH IL INF, Post
JACKSON, EDWIN, 2ND IL CAV, Post
JACKSON, EDWIN, 2ND IL CAV, Post 104
JACKSON, GEORGE W., 124TH IL INF, Post 50
JACKSON, GEORGE W., 55TH IL INF, Post
JACKSON, ISAAC W., 33RD IN INF, Post 82
JACKSON, J.A., 7TH KY CAV, Post
JACKSON, JAMES, 3RD KY CAV, Post
JACKSON, JAMES C., 28TH IA INF, Post 77
JACKSON, JAMES J., SERG. MAJOR; 15TH MI INF, Post 10
JACKSON, JAMES J., 15TH MI INF, Post
JACKSON, JAMES M.C., 47TH IN INF, Post 75
JACKSON, JOEL P., 30TH IN INF, Post 26
JACKSON, JOEL P., 82ND IN INF, Post 26
JACKSON, JOHN, 124TH IL INF, Post
JACKSON, JOHN A., COMMISSARY DEPT; US ARMY, Post
JACKSON, JOHN W., 59TH OH INF, Post
JACKSON, JOHN W., 124TH IL INF, Post 35
JACKSON, JOSEPH L., 11TH WI INF; CO. B; 33RD, Post 3; 1
JACKSON, JOSEPH L.S., 33RD WI INF; CO. B; 11TH W, Post
JACKSON, JOSIAH B., 96TH IL INF; CO. 1; 21ST I, Post
JACKSON, JOSIAH B., 21ST IL INF; CO. 1; 96TH I, Post
JACKSON, JOSIAH B., 96TH IL INF, Post
JACKSON, JULIUS, 5TH WI INF, Post 1; 6
JACKSON, RUFUS L., 14TH MD HEAVY ART., Post
JACKSON, S.K., 10TH MA INF, Post 262
JACKSON, SAMUEL W., 88TH IL INF, Post 8
JACKSON, SEWEL M., 12TH IA INF, Post
JACKSON, SEWELL M., 12TH IA INF, Post 25
JACKSON, STEPHEN K., 10TH MA INF, Post
JACKSON, STEPHEN K., 10TH MA INF, Post
JACKSON, W.J., 18TH MO INF, Post 303
JACKSON, W.M., 39TH US, Post
JACKSON, WATE (COLORE, 5TH US ART., Post
JACKSON, WILLIAM K., OH INF, Post
JACKSON, ZIBA E., 3RD IA INF, Post 25
JACO, NELSON, 15TH WV INF, Post 155
JACO, WILLIAM R., 63RD IN INF, Post 192
JACOBA, FRANKLIN, 128TH PA INF, Post 354
JACOBS, AMOS, 10TH ME LINF, Post
JACOBS, AUSTIN G., 6TH OH CAV, Post 76
JACOBS, DANIEL E., 25TH IL INF, Post 10
JACOBS, EDGAR M., 128TH IN INF, Post
JACOBS, ELIAS, 31ST IA INF, Post
JACOBS, FRANCIS M., 39TH IN INF, Post 98
JACOBS, GILBERT M., 27TH OH INF, Post 63
JACOBS, HARRY H., 2ND PA CAV, Post
JACOBS, HENRY, 17TH KS INF, Post 95
JACOBS, HENRY, 8TH MO INF, Post 32
JACOBS, HENRY C., 9TH IA INF, Post 260
JACOBS, J., 10TH MN INF, Post 18
JACOBS, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, Post 251
JACOBS, JOHN H. K., 1ST PA INF, Post
JACOBSMEIER, JOHN W., 148TH IL INF, Post
JACOBSMEIER, JOHN W., 148TH IL INF, Post 288
JACOBSON, JOHN W, 149TH IN INF, Post
JACOBSON, LAWRENCE, 33RD IL INF, Post 107
JACOBY, FRANKLIN, 198TH PA INF, Post 262
JACOBY, SAMUEL R., 4TH IA INF, Post 38
JACOBY, SAMUEL R., 4TH IA INF, Post
JACOX, JOHN, 105TH PA INF, Post 67
JACQUOT, NICHOLAS, 11TH IL CAV, Post 256
JAGGER, ZEBA J., 29TH IN INF, Post 206
JAICE, P.B., 6TH OH INF; PVT; CO. D; 166, Post 1
JAMEISON, WILLIAM, 2ND OH CAV, Post
JAMES, ANATHY, 2ND NE, Post
JAMES, BENJAMIN, 65TH IN INF, Post 73
JAMES, C.S., 27TH MI INF, Post 81
JAMES, CASEY B., 77TH IL INF, Post 115
JAMES, CURY B., 77TH IL INF, Post
JAMES, DAVID W., 56TH OH INF, Post 84
JAMES, EMANUAL, 15TH IA INF, Post 116
JAMES, EVAN, 15TH IA INF, Post 138
JAMES, GEORGE A., 1ST OH ART., Post 11
JAMES, GEORGE C., 7TH IN CAV, Post 230
JAMES, HENRY, 49TH IN INF, Post
JAMES, J. CARNEY, 75TH US INF; 15TH US INF, Post 117
JAMES, JARED B., 30TH WI INF, Post 118
JAMES, JOHN, 1ST KS CAV, Post
JAMES, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, Post
JAMES, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, Post 21
JAMES, L.C., 5TH MI INF; PVT; CO. B; 2ND, Post 354
JAMES, LYMAN H., 15TH IA INF, Post 149
JAMES, LYMAN H., 15TH IA INF, Post
JAMES, MARTIN W., 7TH IL CAV, Post 44
JAMES, MILTON L, 25TH WI INF, Post
JAMES, NATHAN R., 145TH OH INF, Post
JAMES, P.H., 26TH OH INF, Post 35
JAMES, PHILLIP H., 26TH OH INF, Post
JAMES, ROBERT J., ARTIFICER; 3RD KS ART., Post 32
JAMES, ROBERT M., 11TH IN CAV, Post 25
JAMES, SAMUEL R., 71ST IN INF, Post
JAMES, THOMAS H., 10TH IA INF, Post
JAMES, WILLIAM A., 25TH IN INF, Post 1
JAMESON, GEORGE L., 3RD MN INF, Post 70
JAMESON, GUS L., 3RD MN INF, Post 70
JAMESON, J.W., 129TH IN INF, Post 16
JAMESON, JOHN A., 129TH IN INF, Post 91
JAMESON, O.H., 184TH OH INF, Post 172
JAMISON, FRANCIS M., 84TH IL INF, Post 63
JAMISON, JAMES F., 20TH IA INF, Post
JAMISON, LEVI, 3RD OH INF, Post 139
JAMISON, SOL, 85TH IL, Post
JAMISON, WILLIAM, 2ND OH CAV, Post 61
JAMISON, WILLIAM H.H., 6TH MO, Post
JAMISON, WILLIAM JR., 2ND OH CAV, Post
JAMMEY, LEE, 146TH OH INF, Post
JANES, ROLER, 15TH IA INF, Post
JANKINS, MARVIN, 4TH US CAV, Post
JANNEY, JAMES C., 2ND VA INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
JAQNETT, A., 7TH WV INF, Post 45
JAQUES, JOHN W., 91ST IN INF, Post
JAQUES, L.C., 12TH IA INF, Post 177
JAQUETTE, ANTHONY, 7TH WV INF, Post
JARMAN, JAMES L., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 106
JARMAN, T.P., 9TH IL, Post
JARMAN, THEODORE P., 9TH IL CAV; 77TH IL INF, Post 55
JARMAN, THEODORE P., 77TH IL INF; 9TH IL CAV, Post 55
JARMAN, THEODORE P., 77TH IL INF, Post
JARMINE, JAMES L., 7TH IL INF, Post
JARNS, LOUIS, , Post
JARRETT, B.H., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 166
JARRETT, WILLIAM HARR, 176TH PA INF, Post
JARRIS, ISAAC J., 12TH MO CAV, Post
JARVA, JOSEPH, 56TH IL INF, Post
JARVA, JOSEPH, 58TH IL INF, Post 58
JASPERSON, PETER, 14TH IA INF, Post
JASPERSON, PETER, 14TH IA INF, Post 31
JAY, ANDREW L., 1ST IA CAV, Post 44
JAY, DAVID R., 11TH KS CAV, Post 104
JAY, DAVID R., 11ST KS CAV, Post
JAY, EVAN F., 46TH IA INF, Post
JAY, EVAN T., 34TH IA INF; 46TH IA INF, Post 1; 1
JAY, HENRY B., 73RD IN INF, Post 171
JAY, JAMES C., 3RD IN ART., Post 120
JAY, WILLIAM A., 127TH IL INF, Post 47
JAYHAWK, WINSLOW, 24TH IA INF, Post
JAYNE, WHITAKER, 8TH IA INF, Post 79
JEFFCOAT, JOHN, 113TH IL INF, Post 110
JEFFERIES, JOHN, 184TH NY INF, Post 222
JEFFERIS, AUSTIN D, 141ST PA, Post
JEFFERS, ANDREW M., 77TH OH INF, Post
JEFFERS, ANDREW M., 25TH OH INF, Post 152
JEFFERS, CALEB, 6TH IA INF, Post 96
JEFFERS, FRANCIS M., 28TH IA INF, Post 163
JEFFERS, JOHN, 27TH IL INF;145TH IL INF, Post 94
JEFFERS, JONATHAN, 145TH IL INF;27TH IL INF, Post 94
JEFFERS, THOMAS L., 7TH WI CAV, Post 227
JEFFERSON, J.M., 2ND KY INF, Post
JEFFERSON, THOMAS, 123RD U.S. COLORED TROOP, Post 262
JEFFERSON, THOMAS, 123RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
JEFFERSON, WILLIAM, 18TH US INF, Post
JEFFRES, JACOB C., 100TH OH INF, Post 167
JEFFREY, JERAMIAH, 8TH PA INF, Post
JEFFREY, JEREMIAH, 8TH IA INF, Post 136
JEFFREY, LEONARD, 7TH IL CAV, Post 116
JEFFREY, MARTIN, 43RD WI INF, Post 38
JEFFREY, MARTIN, 43RD WI INF, Post
JEFFREY, WILLIAM, 24TH OH INF;CO. F;18TH O, Post 216
JEFFREY, WILLIAM, 18TH OH INF;CO. A;24TH O, Post 216
JEFFREY, WILLIAM J., 24TH OH INF, Post
JELLETT, WILLIAM H., 2ND IA INF, Post
JELLEY, EDWARD S., 44TH IL INF, Post 1
JELLY, JOHN S., 15TH OH INF, Post 243
JEMISON, WILLIAM H., 29TH PA INF, Post
JENKENS, AARON, 105TH OH INF, Post
JENKINS, ARON, 105TH OH INF, Post 60
JENKINS, CHARLES, 51ST MO LINF, Post
JENKINS, DAVID, 3RD WI CAV, Post 34
JENKINS, DAVID B., 3RD IA CAV;DIED 11MAY183, Post
JENKINS, ELIJAH, 29TH IA INF, Post 175
JENKINS, ELIJAH, 29TH IA INF, Post 175
JENKINS, ELIJAH, 4TH IA INF, Post
JENKINS, ELIJAH, 29TH IA INF, Post
JENKINS, ISADORE W., 28TH IA INF, Post 28
JENKINS, J. BYRON, 96TH IL INF, Post 9
JENKINS, JAMES, 16TH NY RESERVE CORP, Post 122
JENKINS, JAMES, 16TH PA INF, Post 122
JENKINS, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, Post 1
JENKINS, JAMES, 4TH US ART., Post 252
JENKINS, JOHN, 44TH PA, Post
JENKINS, JOHN, 45TH IL INF, Post 69
JENKINS, LEVI, 13TH MI INF, Post
JENKINS, LEVI, 13TH MI INF, Post 9
JENKINS, PHILIP, 77TH IL INF, Post 95
JENKINS, W.T., 3RD MA INF, Post
JENKINS, WALTER, 2ND OH INF, Post
JENKINS, WALTER, 2ND OH INF, Post 85
JENKINS, WILLIAM, 2ND IL ART., Post 7
JENKINS, WILLIAM F., 105TH IL INF, Post 180
JENKINS, WILLIAM F., 105TH IL INF, Post 180
JENKS, GEORGE W., 39TH IL INF, Post
JENKS, GILBERT E., 14TH WI INF, Post 45
JENKS, HENRY, 12TH WI INF, Post
JENNE, OSCAR, 36TH IL INF, Post
JENNE, OSCAR, 36TH IL INF, Post 95
JENNER, C.J., 4TH MI CAV, Post 11
JENNER, CHARLES J., 5TH MI INF, Post 36
JENNESS, CHESLEY, 73RD IN INF, Post
JENNINGS, A.M., 3RD MN INF, Post 9
JENNINGS, DARIUS, 76TH IL INF;CO. B;37TH I, Post
JENNINGS, DARIUS E., 37TH IL INF;37TH IL INF, Post 44
JENNINGS, ERASTUS, 28TH MI INF, Post 130
JENNINGS, H.C., 1ST KS CAV, Post 48
JENNINGS, HENRY, 20TH MI INF, Post 142
JENNINGS, HEZEKIAH C., 7TH KS CAV, Post
JENNINGS, HEZEKIAH C., 7TH KS CAV, Post 48
JENNINGS, JASPER, 4TH IL CAV;3RD US COLORE, Post 44
JENNINGS, JASPER, 3RD US INF;4TH IL CAV, Post 44
JENNINGS, JOHN A., 38TH IA INF;CO. F;34TH I, Post
JENNINGS, JOHN W., 2ND IA CAV, Post 45
JENNINGS, JOHN W., 2ND IA CAV, Post
JENNINGS, JOSEPH A., 33RD IN INF;BORN ROCK CA, Post 168
JENNINGS, JOSEPH A., 33RD IL INF;BORN ROCK CA, Post 227
JENNINGS, L.A., 18TH MI INF, Post 251
JENNINGS, W.H., 11TH IA INF, Post 88
JENNINGS, WILLIAM S., 4TH IL CAV, Post 182
JENNISON, EDWIN, 52ND IN INF, Post 76
JENSEN, H.P., 1ST NE CAV, Post
JENSEN, HANS P., MUSICIAN;1ST NE INF, Post 7
JENSEN, IVER, 13TH NY CAV, Post
JENSEN, IVER, 30TH NY CAV, Post
JENSEN, JONATHAN, 12TH US HEAVY ART., Post 22
JENSEN, PETER, 1ST NE INF;2ND NE CAV, Post 52
JENSEN, PETER, 2ND NE CAV;1ST NE INF, Post 52
JENSON, FREDERICK, 82ND IL INF, Post 221
JENSON, OWEN, 7TH IL INF, Post 298
JERMAN, ROBERT Q., 57TH IL INF, Post
JEROLOMON, C.C., 27TH MI INF, Post 227
JERRISON, CHARLES, US NAVY, Post 82
JERVELL, HENRY E., 37TH IL LINF, Post
JESSUP, HENRY G., 109TH OH INF, Post 25
JESSUP, HENRY G., 145TH OH, Post
JESTER, JAMES M., 60TH OH INF, Post 7
JESTER, THOMAS E., 1ST NE INF, Post 43
JETT, HENRY, 31ST IA INF, Post 3;3
JEWEL, HIRAM B., 35TH IA INF, Post 217
JEWEL, THOMAS T., 137TH IL INF, Post 22
JEWELL, C. C., 90TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 23
JEWELL, CLARK B., 65TH IL INF;CO. H;92ND I, Post 89
JEWELL, CLARK B., 92ND IL INF;CO. G;65TH I, Post 89
JEWELL, DAVID C., 2ND CA CAV, Post 101
JEWELL, FRANK FRAN, 2ND IA ART., Post 23
JEWELL, GEORGE W., 2ND IL CAV, Post
JEWELL, GOERGE W., 2ND IL CAV, Post 89
JEWELL, HIRAM B., 35TH IA INF, Post
JEWELL, ISAIAH, 5TH WI INF, Post 91
JEWELL, LELAND A., 74TH IL INF, Post 85
JEWELL, WILLIAM H., 138TH IL INF, Post
JEWELL, WILLIAM H., 138TH IL INF, Post 100
JEWELL, ZARDUS, 92ND IL INF, Post 112
JEWETT, CHRISTOPHER, 2ND IL CAV, Post 235
JEWETT, G.H., 142ND NY INF, Post 46
JEWETT, GEORGE W., 63RD IN INF, Post 112
JEWETT, HENRY, 47TH IL INF, Post 13
JEWETT, JOHN P., 37TH IL INF, Post
JEWIP, JOHN D., 86TH IL INF, Post
JOB, ALPHEUS P., 51ST IN INF, Post
JOB, ALPHEUS P., 117TH IN INF, Post 118
JOB, NLOON, 10TH IL INF, Post
JOB, SIMEON E., 33RD IL INF, Post 11
JOBBS, WASHINGTON, 14TH IL CAV, Post
JOBE, JOHN W., 37TH WI INF, Post 40
JOBE, NOAH W., 7TH IN INF, Post 68
JOBES, CHARLES C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 3
JOBES, WALLACE W., 83RD IL INF, Post 47
JOBES, WASHINGTON I, 14TH IL CAV, Post 25
JOBES, WILLIAM W., 83RD IL INF, Post
JOERISSEN, CHARLES, US NAVY, Post 70
JOHAN, PETER, 73RD IN INF, Post 43
JOHN, CHARLES, 138TH IL INF, Post 130
JOHN, CHARLES, 138TH IL INF, Post 130
JOHN, JAMES, 18TH ININF, Post
JOHN, OLHIM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
JOHN, THEODORE, 12TH IL CAV, Post
JOHN, THEODORE, 12TH IL CAV, Post 123
JOHN, WILLIAM O., 3RD IN ART., Post 187
JOHN, THEODORE, 17TH US INF, Post 123
JOHNS, AYRS, 12TH MO CAV, Post
JOHNS, DANIEL, 74TH IL, Post
JOHNS, DANIEL F., 74TH IL INF, Post 3;3
JOHNS, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 116
JOHNS, HENRY T., 46TH WI INF, Post
JOHNS, HENRY T., 18TH WI INF, Post
JOHNS, JAMES R., 18TH IN INF, Post 25
JOHNS, JOHN, 100TH PA INF, Post
JOHNS, SAMUEL L., GUNNER'S MATE; Usa NAVY; US, Post 24
JOHNS, SAMUEL L., US NAVY, Post
JOHNSON, A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 208
JOHNSON, A. H., 6TH MI INF, Post 21
JOHNSON, A.B., 13TH WV INF, Post 12
JOHNSON, A.B., 10TH PA INF, Post 237
JOHNSON, A.B., 25TH MI INF, Post
JOHNSON, A.C., 25TH OH INF, Post 96
JOHNSON, A.J., 1ST US ENGINEERS OF THE, Post 127
JOHNSON, AARON E., 14TH WI INF, Post 33
JOHNSON, ABNER, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS; CO., Post 198
JOHNSON, ABNER F., 13TH WV INF, Post 111
JOHNSON, ALBERT, 130TH IN INF, Post 110
JOHNSON, ALBERT E., 1ST WI CAV, Post 154
JOHNSON, ALBERT L., 130TH IN INF, Post
JOHNSON, ALEXANDER, 116TH KY INF, Post
JOHNSON, ALEXANDER, 36TH IA INF, Post 304
JOHNSON, ALEXANDER, 23RD IA INF, Post 188
JOHNSON, ALEXANDER I., 14TH NJ INF, Post 112
JOHNSON, ALFRED, 206TH PA INF, Post 12
JOHNSON, ALONZO, 72ND IL INF, Post 176
JOHNSON, AMOS, 42ND WI INF, Post 101
JOHNSON, ANDREW, 112TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, ANDREW, 60TH MA INF, Post 4
JOHNSON, ANDREW, 15TH WI INF, Post 187
JOHNSON, ANDREW, 38TH IL INF, Post 127
JOHNSON, ANDREW E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 13
JOHNSON, ANTHONY W., 4TH AR INF, Post
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN R., 1ST IA CAV, Post
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN W., 111TH OH INF, Post 39
JOHNSON, BRADFORD, 5TH IA CAV, Post 147
JOHNSON, C.O., 28TH IL, Post
JOHNSON, CALEB, 11TH MO CAV, Post
JOHNSON, CALVIN L., 87TH OH INF, Post 125
JOHNSON, CECIL C., 1ST NE, Post
JOHNSON, CHARLES, 28TH IL INF, Post 90
JOHNSON, CHARLES, 108TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 107
JOHNSON, CHARLES, 105TH IL INF, Post 107
JOHNSON, CHARLES, 7TH WI INF, Post 11
JOHNSON, CHARLES E, 59TH NY INF, Post
JOHNSON, CHARLES H., 24TH IA INF, Post 323
JOHNSON, CHARLES O., 28TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, CHARLY, 151ST WI CAV, Post
JOHNSON, CHRIS, 28TH IL INF, Post 21
JOHNSON, CYRUS C., 2ND OH INF, Post 103
JOHNSON, DANIEL D., 29TH IA INF, Post 61
JOHNSON, DANIEL D., 29TH IA INF, Post 61
JOHNSON, DANIEL R., 43RD MO INF, Post 118
JOHNSON, DAVID H., 35TH IN INF, Post
JOHNSON, DAVID H., 8TH MO INF, Post 27
JOHNSON, DAVID H., 35TH IN INF, Post 8
JOHNSON, DAVID H., 8TH MO INF, Post 27
JOHNSON, ELAM, US NAVY; USS SYBIL, Post 131
JOHNSON, ERIC, 57TH IL INF, Post 111
JOHNSON, F.E., 9TH IA INF, Post 15
JOHNSON, FAYETTE N., 29TH OH INF, Post 116
JOHNSON, FRANCIS M., 47TH IA INF, Post
JOHNSON, FRANKLIN D., 129TH IN INF, Post 25
JOHNSON, FRED W., 100TH IN INF, Post 94
JOHNSON, FREDERICK C., 44TH IN INF, Post 12
JOHNSON, GEORGE, 48TH IL INF, Post 118
JOHNSON, GEORGE, 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
JOHNSON, GEORGE B., 9TH TN CAV, Post
JOHNSON, GEORGE H., 89TH NY INF, Post
JOHNSON, GEORGE H., 89TH NY INF, Post
JOHNSON, GEORGE R., 9TH EAST TN CAV, Post 37
JOHNSON, GEORGE W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
JOHNSON, GEORGE W., 94TH IL INF, Post 192
JOHNSON, GUY M., 18TH IL INF, Post 44
JOHNSON, H.S., 25TH MA INF, Post
JOHNSON, HARRISON, 1ST NE INF, Post 26
JOHNSON, HENRY D., 177TH OH INF, Post 325
JOHNSON, HENRY D., 177TH OH INF, Post
JOHNSON, HENRY S., 25TH MA INF, Post
JOHNSON, HIRAM, 1ST MO CAV, Post
JOHNSON, HIRAM T., 14TH WI INF, Post
JOHNSON, HOLLIS, 26TH IA INF; POST 156, Post 55
JOHNSON, HOMER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 309
JOHNSON, I.K., 34TH IL INF, Post 107
JOHNSON, ISAAC E., 14TH IN INF, Post
JOHNSON, ISAAC E., 14TH IN INF; CO. H; 20TH I, Post
JOHNSON, ISAAC EMERY, 20TH IN INF; 14TH IN INF, Post
JOHNSON, ISRAEL K., 104TH IL INF; CO. E; 34TH, Post 157
JOHNSON, ISRAEL K., 138TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, ISRAEL K., 34TH IL INF; CO. H; 104TH, Post 107
JOHNSON, J.L., 36TH IA INF, Post 12
JOHNSON, J.W., 1ST NE, Post 45
JOHNSON, JACOB, 2ND IA CAV, Post
JOHNSON, JACOB, 22ND PA CAV, Post
JOHNSON, JACOB C., 33RD IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, JACOB E., 10TH MI INF, Post 164
JOHNSON, JACOB E., 10TH MI INF, Post
JOHNSON, JACOB R., 33RD OH INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES, 3RD PA RESERVE, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES, 51ST IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES, 14TH WI INF, Post 344
JOHNSON, JAMES, 194TH OH INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES F., 15TH IA INF, Post 262
JOHNSON, JAMES H., 7TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES R., 11TH IL, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES R., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
JOHNSON, JAMES T., 10TH MO INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES T., 10TH MO INF, Post
JOHNSON, JAMES W., 67TH IN INF, Post 11
JOHNSON, JEN PETER, 1ST PA ART., Post 79
JOHNSON, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV; BORN RAPPAHAN, Post 227
JOHNSON, JOHN, 21ST WI INF, Post 76
JOHNSON, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, Post
JOHNSON, JOHN, 74TH IL INF, Post 44
JOHNSON, JOHN, 44TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 32
JOHNSON, JOHN, 94TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, JOHN B., 2ND IA INF, Post 79
JOHNSON, JOHN C., 38TH IA INF, Post 316
JOHNSON, JOHN F., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 147
JOHNSON, JOHN G., 3RD IL CAV, Post 147
JOHNSON, JOHN H, 36TH IL INF, Post 182
JOHNSON, JOHN M., 10TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, JOHN P., 18TH IA INF, Post 259
JOHNSON, JONAS P., 2ND IL CAV, Post 8
JOHNSON, JONAS T., 17TH IL INF; CO. E; 8TH IL, Post
JOHNSON, JONAS T., 8TH IL INF; CO. D; 17TH IL, Post 13
JOHNSON, JONATHAN H., 12TH IA INF, Post 84
JOHNSON, JOSEPH, 6TH MO INF; CO. G; 13TH M, Post 218
JOHNSON, JOSEPH, 11TH WI INF, Post 190
JOHNSON, JOSEPH C., 13TH MO CAV; 6TH MO INF, Post 218
JOHNSON, JOSEPH J., 9TH IL CAV; PVT; CO. D; 12T, Post 110
JOHNSON, JOSEPH W., 1ST NE INF, Post
JOHNSON, L.C., 1ST NE INF, Post 38
JOHNSON, L.C., CHIEF BUGLER; 2ND NE CAV, Post 38
JOHNSON, L.C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 38
JOHNSON, LENARD M., 12TH IL INF, Post 97
JOHNSON, LEWIS, 28TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, OLA, 3RD MN INF, Post 98
JOHNSON, OSCAR M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
JOHNSON, PETER H., US LIGHT ART., Post
JOHNSON, PETER M., 29TH MI INF, Post
JOHNSON, PORTER E., 3RD US CAV, Post
JOHNSON, RICHARD M., 3RD WI INF, Post 165
JOHNSON, ROBERT, 3RD IA CAV, Post 187
JOHNSON, ROBERT, 54TH IN INF, Post
JOHNSON, ROBERT J., 69TH IL INF, Post
JOHNSON, RODNEY H., 5TH WI INF, Post
JOHNSON, RODNEY K., 5TH WI INF, Post 64
JOHNSON, RODNEY K., 5TH WI INF, Post 64
JOHNSON, RUFUS, 13TH OH VETERAN INF, Post
JOHNSON, RUFUS W., 18TH US COLORED INF, Post
JOHNSON, T. P., 3RD NC INF, Post 29
JOHNSON, T.N., 25TH IA INF, Post 152
JOHNSON, THOMAS, 10TH US VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 15
JOHNSON, THOMAS, 3RD CA INF, Post 129
JOHNSON, THOMAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
JOHNSON, THOMAS B., 59TH IL INVALID CORP, Post 15
JOHNSON, THOMAS BENTO, 11TH MO INF; BURIED MOLTO, Post 44
JOHNSON, THOMAS E., 3RD CA INF, Post 129
JOHNSON, W. H., 39TH OH INF, Post 25
JOHNSON, W.H., 15TH MI INF, Post 32
JOHNSON, W.J., 3RD IA CAV, Post 1
JOHNSON, W.T., 3RD NC INF, Post
JOHNSON, WALTER S., 36TH IA INF, Post
JOHNSON, WESLEY, 96TH NY INF, Post 4
JOHNSON, WESTON, 55TH MA INF, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 127TH IL INF, Post 32
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 1ST EAST TN COLORED INF, Post 23
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 52ND PA INF, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 1ST TN CAV, Post 23
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 14TH KS CAV, Post 166
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 13TH IN CAV, Post 233
JOHNSON, WILLIAM, 19TH IL INF, Post 20
JOHNSON, WILLIAM A., VET. SURGEON; 4TH IA CAV, Post 44
JOHNSON, WILLIAM A., 3RD VA, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM A., 80TH OH INF, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM A., 80TH OH INF, Post 149
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B., 14TH IL CAV, Post 31
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B., 39TH IA INF; CO. G; 7TH IA, Post 40
JOHNSON, WILLIAM B., 14TH IL CAV, Post 31
JOHNSON, WILLIAM D. H, 130TH IL, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H., 134TH IN INF; 148TH IN IN, Post 25
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H., 148TH IN INF; 134TH IN IN, Post 25
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H., 2ND PA CAV, Post 318
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H., 4TH US ART., Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM M., 22ND OH, Post
JOHNSON, WILLIAM N., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
JOHNSON, WILLIAM N., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
JOHNSON, WILLIAM N., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
JOHNSON, WILLIAM P., 106TH IL INF, Post 41
JOHNSON, WILLIAM T., 3RD NC MOUNTED INF, Post
JOHNSTON, ANDREW B., 103RD PA INF, Post 237
JOHNSTON, CHARLES W., 97TH IL INF, Post 189
JOHNSTON, DAVID., Post
JOHNSTON, EDWARD R., 3RD US INF, Post 303
JOHNSTON, FRANCIS E., 9TH IA CAV, Post 95
JOHNSTON, FRANCIS E., 9TH IA CAV, Post
JOHNSTON, HOMER, 1ST WI INF, Post
JOHNSTON, J.C., 38TH IL INF, Post 65
JOHNSTON, J.D., 36TH IA INF, Post 12
JOHNSTON, J.H., 12TH IA INF, Post 54
JOHNSTON, JAMES B., 14TH PA CAV, Post 6
JOHNSTON, JAMES F., 122ND IL INF, Post 16
JOHNSTON, JOHN G., 7TH IA INF, Post
JOHNSTON, JOSEPH E., 4TH US CAV, Post 298
JOHNSTON, JOSEPH E., 40TH IN INF, Post 298
JOHNSTON, N.H., 33RD IL INF, Post 343
JOHNSTON, OTIS T., 1ST IA CAV, Post 17
JOHNSTON, S.W., 143RD IL INF, Post 154
JOHNSTON, W.D., 1ST IA CAV, Post 204
JOHNSTON, W.M., 6TH MI INF, Post 134
JOHNSTON, W.T.C., 1ST MN ART., Post 263
JOHNSTON, WILLIAM, 79TH IL INF, Post 207
JOHNSTON, WILLIAM B., 13TH IN INF, Post 108
JOHNSTON, WILLIAM H., 13TH MI INF, Post 221
JOI, WILLIAM B., 2ND LA CAV, Post
JOLIDON, ALEXANDER, 2ND MO ART., Post
JOLLIFF, ANDREW J., 169TH OH INF, Post 58
JONES, A.H., 97TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 269
JONES, A.M., 2ND MN CAV, Post 54
JONES, AARON L., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post
JONES, AARON L., 34TH OH INF; 36TH OH INF, Post
JONES, ABRAHAM, 16TH NY INF; PVT; CO. G; 20, Post 136
JONES, ABRAM, 2ND MI CAV, Post 143
JONES, AHIRA Z., 13TH NH INF, Post
JONES, ALBERT, 21ST IA INF, Post 116
JONES, ALEX, 10TH IL CAV, Post 130
JONES, ALFRED, 11TH IL CAV, Post 107
JONES, ALFRED H., 71ST IL INF, Post 269
JONES, ALLFRED M., 2ND MN CAV, Post
JONES, AMBROSE H., 61ST IL INF; CO. H; 83RD, Post 10
JONES, AMBROSE H., 83RD IL INF; CO. I; 61ST I, Post
JONES, AMOS, 153RD OH INF, Post 255
JONES, ANDREW, 6TH MI ART., Post 52
JONES, ANDREW, 12TH MI INF, Post 315
JONES, ASBURY C., 2ND IA INF, Post
JONES, B.F., 51ST OH INF, Post 20
JONES, BARNEY, 35TH MO INF, Post 247
JONES, BENJAMIN G., 6TH WI INF, Post 70
JONES, C., 5TH IA CAV, Post 253
JONES, CASIUS M., 8TH WI INF, Post 96
JONES, CASS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 166
JONES, CASS, 2ND KS CAV, Post 84
JONES, CASS, 2ND NE, Post
JONES, CASS, 2ND NE, Post
JONES, CHARLES B., 96TH OH INF, Post 168
JONES, CHARLES B., 3RD OH INF, Post
JONES, CHARLES H., 3RD MI CAV, Post 234
JONES, CHARLES S., 27TH MI INF, Post 81
JONES, CHESTER F., 30TH IA INF, Post
JONES, D.E., 1ST MN CAV, Post
JONES, D.E., 1ST MN INF, Post 61
JONES, D.E., 1ST MN CAV, Post 61
JONES, DANIEL M., 144TH IN INF, Post
JONES, DANIEL P., 1ST TN CAV, Post
JONES, DAVID, 2ND US INF, Post 69
JONES, DAVID, 42ND IND INF, Post
JONES, DAVID E., 1ST MN CAV, Post
JONES, DAVID N., 7TH OH CAV, Post 104
JONES, EDMUND D., 23RD IN INF, Post 13
JONES, EDMUND N., NORTH CUMBERLAND BATTALI, Post 91
JONES, EDWARD, 13TH US HEAVY ART, Post 2
JONES, ELI B., 151ST IL INF, Post
JONES, ELI B., 10TH KS INF, Post 73
JONES, ELIJAH, 32ND IA INF, Post
JONES, ELLIS W., 48TH US ENGINEERS; 5TH MO, Post 77
JONES, FRANKLIN M., 3RD MO ART., Post 7
JONES, G.J., 49TH WI INF, Post 45
JONES, GEORGE J., 27TH ME, Post
JONES, GEORGE J., 49TH WI, Post
JONES, GEORGE M., 12TH IA INF, Post 188
JONES, GEORGE T., 7TH IL CAV, Post 43
JONES, GEORGE T., 137TH IL INF, Post 43
JONES, GEORGE W., 29TH OH INF, Post 297
JONES, GEORGE W., 1ST IN INF, Post 323
JONES, GILES A., 12TH IN CAV, Post 217
JONES, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
JONES, HENRY, 2ND MO CAV, Post
JONES, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
JONES, HUGH B., US NAVY; 1ST MS MARINE, Post 281
JONES, J.E.B., 79TH IN INF, Post 5
JONES, J.E.B., 79TH IN INF, Post 5
JONES, J. ELLIOTT, 83RD IL INF, Post 10
JONES, JAMES, 8TH IL INF, Post
JONES, JAMES L., 8TH IL INF, Post 227
JONES, JAMES L., 8TH IL INF, Post 227
JONES, JAMES E., 29TH IA INF, Post 91
JONES, JAMES H., 97TH IL INF, Post
JONES, JEREMIAH, 9TH IL CAV, Post 95
JONES, JOEL, 10TH NY INF, Post 74
JONES, JOHN, 11TH IN ART., Post 44
JONES, JOHN, 11TH IN ART., Post 44
JONES, JOHN C., US NAVY; GUNBOAT MOORE; 8T, Post 25
JONES, JOHN C., US NAVY; GUNBOAT MOORE; 8T, Post 25
JONES, JOHN E.B., 72ND IN INF, Post 8
JONES, JOHN G., 86TH IL INF, Post 47
JONES, JOHN H., 83RD IL INF, Post 250
JONES, JOHN L., 3RD IA CAV, Post
JONES, JOHN M., 47TH IL INF, Post 40
JONES, JOHN M., 140TH IL INF, Post 50
JONES, JOHN PAUL, 65TH IL INF, Post 142
JONES, JOHN R., 4TH WI CAV, Post
JONES, JOHN R., 4TH WI CAV, Post 17
JONES, JOHN R., 11TH IN CAV, Post 172
JONES, JOHN S., 179TH OH INF, Post
JONES, JOHN T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 32
JONES, JOHN U., 11TH IL CAV, Post 209
JONES, JONATHAN G., 4TH IN ART., Post 142
JONES, JOSEPH, 25TH MO CAV, Post 84
JONES, JOSEPH, 62ND OH INF;67TH OH INF, Post 139
JONES, JOSEPH, 67TH OH INF;62ND OH INF, Post 139
JONES, JOSEPH A., 10TH MO CAV, Post
JONES, JOSEPH E., 8TH IA LIGHT CAV, Post
JONES, JOSHUA H., 17TH OH INF, Post 26
JONES, LEANDER D., 123RD IN INF, Post 11
JONES, LEMUEL T., 51ST NY INF, Post
JONES, LEWIS, 31ST IN INF, Post 152
JONES, M.N., 3RD MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 284
JONES, MARSHALL J., 42ND IN INF, Post
JONES, MAURIER E., 2ND RI INF, Post
JONES, MURCKAL, 48TH IN INF, Post
JONES, OLIVER T., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 224
JONES, OSCAR F., 107TH NY, Post
JONES, P.C., 30TH IA INF, Post 253
JONES, PETER, 3RD US HEAVY ART., Post 207
JONES, PHILIP T., 9TH IA CAV, Post 355
JONES, PHINEAS, 2ND NE, Post
JONES, PHINEAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
JONES, RICHARD H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 137
JONES, RICHARD H., 147TH IN INF, Post 290
JONES, ROBERT E., 2ND MN CAV, Post
JONES, RUFUS S., 151ST IL INF, Post 171
JONES, S.A., 18TH US INF;CO. M ;9TH I, Post 262
JONES, S.B., 1ST NY ART, Post 60
JONES, SAMUEL, 49TH WI INF, Post
JONES, SAMUEL AG., 117TH IL INF, Post 31
JONES, SIDNEY P., 12TH IN CAV, Post
JONES, SYLVESTER, 30TH IA INF, Post
JONES, SYLVESTER, 30TH IA INF, Post
JONES, SYLVESTER, 30TH IA INF;DIED LINCOLN, Post
JONES, SYLVESTER A., 151ST IN INF, Post
JONES, SYLVESTER E., 151ST IN INF, Post 49
JONES, THOMAS, 20TH IN INF, Post 62
JONES, THOMAS, 2ND MN CAV, Post 25
JONES, THOMAS, 2ND NY CAV, Post 113
JONES, THOMAS, 2ND MN INF, Post
JONES, THOMAS, 2ND MN CAV, Post
JONES, THOMAS, 2ND NY CAV, Post
JONES, THOMAS A., IN, Post
JONES, THOMAS P., 22ND IA INF, Post
JONES, THOMAS P., 22ND IA INF, Post 55
JONES, THOMAS S., 63RD IN INF, Post 24
JONES, THOMAS W., 5TH WI ART., Post 86
JONES, VIRGIL A., 52ND KY INF, Post
JONES, VIRGIL A., 9TH KY INV;52ND & 17TH K, Post 22
JONES, W. W., 139TH IL INF, Post
JONES, W.K., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
JONES, W.R., NV CAV, Post 323
JONES, WELLS, 11TH IA INF;10TH OH ART., Post
JONES, WELLS, 10TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
JONES, WELLS, 11TH IA INF, Post
JONES, WILLIAM, 106TH IL INF, Post 41
JONES, WILLIAM, 85TH IL INF, Post 103
JONES, WILLIAM, 81ST OH INF, Post 242
JONES, WILLIAM, 2ND IL CAV, Post 244
JONES, WILLIAM, 51ST OH INF, Post 280
JONES, WILLIAM C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 51
JONES, WILLIAM C., 23RD IA INF, Post 64
JONES, WILLIAM D., 51S WI INF, Post 25
JONES, WILLIAM D., 27TH WI INF, Post
JONES, WILLIAM D., 51ST WI INF, Post
JONES, WILLIAM E., 4TH TN INF, Post 227
JONES, WILLIAM E., 4TH TN INF, Post 227
JONES, WILLIAM E., 4TH IN CAV, Post
JONES, WILLIAM H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 105
JONES, WILLIAM H., 8TH KY INF, Post
JONES, WILLIAM H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
JONES, WILLIAM J., , Post
JONES, WILLIAM R., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 107
JONES, WILLIAM W.W., 139TH IL INF, Post 214
JORDAN, CICERO, 4TH TN MOUNTED ART., Post 24
JORDAN, CICERO, 4TH TN MOUNTED INF, Post 331
JORDAN, DANIEL., 5TH IA CAV, Post 174
JORDAN, DAVID C., 40TH IA INF, Post 10
JORDAN, FRANCIS A., 141ST OH LINF, Post
JORDAN, J.C., 1ST MI INF;11TH MI INF, Post 104
JORDAN, THOMAS T., 151ST IL INF, Post 91
JORDAN, W.T., 76TH PA INF, Post 247
JORDAN, WADE H., 21ST IA INF, Post 25
JORDAN, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
JORDAN, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF, Post 1
JORDEN, DANIEL L., 5TH IA CAV, Post
JORDON, JOSEPH R., 7TH IN CAV, Post 19
JORGENSEN, NEILS, 5TH IN CAV, Post 91
JORSTEAD, JOHN S., 89TH IL INF;CO. H;59TH I, Post 25
JORSTEAD, JOHN S.V., 59TH IL INF;CO. E;89TH I, Post
JORSTEAD, JOHN SIGVALD, 89TH IL INF, Post
JOSEPH, WILSON S., 76TH OH INF, Post 66
JOSEPH B, DAVIS, 118 ID INF, Post
JOSLEYN, EDWIN, 1ST MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 136
JOSLIN, F.W., 104TH NY INF, Post
JOSSELYN, SIMEON T., 13TH IL INF, Post 110
JOSSELYN, SIMEON T., 13TH IL INF, Post
JOSTEAD, JOHN S., 89TH IL INF, Post
JOURA, WENCEL, 26TH WI INF, Post 51
JOURDAIN, FRANCIS, 3RD US CAV, Post 12
JOY, ALBERT A., 10TH MI CAV, Post 290
JOY, D.C., BLACKSMITH; 7TH OH CAV, Post 292
JOY, JAMES M., 18TH IA INF, Post 26
JOY, JAMES M., 8TH IN INF, Post
JOY, MORDECAI B., 77TH OH INF, Post 315
JOY, WILLIAM A., 127TH IL INF, Post
JOYCE, GEORGE W., 46TH IA INF, Post 94
JPSE, CARLS E., 8TH IA INF, Post
JUDD, ADDISON, 157TH NY INF, Post
JUDD, J.J., 20TH NY INF, Post 153
JUDD, JACOB, 24TH IN INF, Post 275
JUDD, JAMES E., 10TH WI INF, Post 113
JUDD, S.J., 1ST MA HEAVY ART., Post 37
JUDKINS, WILLIAM A., 48TH IN INF, Post 103
JUDKINS, WILLIAM A., 48TH IN INF, Post
JUDSON, HOSEA F., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 147
JUDSON, JOSEPH, 51ST IL INF, Post
JUDSON, LEWIS C., ARTIFICER; 1ST MO ENGINEER, Post 110
JUDSON, LEWIS C., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
JUDSON, NOAH C., 28TH WI INF, Post 91
JUGHES, PATRICK, 18TH IA, Post
JUHNKE, A.L., 25TH MA INF, Post
JUHNKE, CHARLES, 2ND MA INF, Post
JULIUS, HENRY, 25TH WI ART., Post 177
JULLIAN, THOMAS, 20TH IL INF, Post 218
JUMPER, PETER M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 17
JUNE, FRANK D., 17TH TN CAV, Post
JUNK, DAVID P., 15TH IA INF, Post 28
JURGENSMEIR, JOSEPH, 27TH MO INF; PVT; CO. B; 26, Post 352
JURY, JACOB, 76TH OH INF, Post
JURY, JACOB A., 76TH OH INF, Post 25
JURY, JACOB A., 76TH OH INF, Post
JUSTICE, ANDREW J., 103RD IL INF, Post 127
JUSTICE, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post
JUSTICE, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post 302
JUSTICE, JOHN H., 140TH NY INF, Post

K
KAAR, THEODORE, 148TH IL INF, Post 25
KAAR, THOMAS, 148TH IL INF, Post
KABERG, PETER, 51ST US COLORED TROOPS; 1, Post 25
KAELBER, CHRISTIAN, 8TH KS INF, Post
KAHRE, HARRY, 2ND IN INF, Post
KAILEY, FREDERICK, 3RD OH CAV (14TH OH INF), Post 87
KAILEY, FREDERICK, 14TH OH INF (3RD OH CAV), Post 87
KAILEY, HARRISON, 111TH OH INF, Post 138
KAIN, JAMES, 11TH NY CAV, Post 267
KAISER, HARBERT B., 144TH IL INF, Post 40
KAISER, KASPER, 126TH IL, Post
KAISER, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, Post 99
KALAHER, WILLIAM, 124TH IN INF, Post 2
KALE, JACKSON H, 39TH IA INF, Post
KAMEN, ROBERT, 1ST MN CAV, Post
KAMINKY, JOHN, 4TH IL CAV; CO. L; 12TH IL, Post 205
KAMP, PETER, 94TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 37
KAMRAR, DAVID J., 46TH IL INF; 142ND IL INF, Post 230
KAMRAR, DAVID J., 142ND IL INF; 46TH IL INF, Post 230
KANATCHER, JACOB, 1ST KY CAV, Post
KANATT, EDWARD, 9TH NH INF, Post
KANAUFF, JACOB O., 16TH NY INF, Post 11
KANE, JEREMIAH, 5TH MA, Post
KANE, JOHN, , Post
KANESS, HENRY, 80TH OH INF, Post 94
KANNER, THEODORE A., 7TH IA CAV, Post
KANOUSE, WICHART, 7TH MI CAV, Post
KAOHN, AUGUST, 11TH MI INF, Post 76
KAPLER, WILLIAM M., 9TH MO INF, Post 63
KARBURG, PETER, 17TH MO INF; CO. G; 51ST U, Post 25
KAREL, VENCIL, 6TH MO INF, Post 220
KAREL, VENCIL, 4TH MO INF, Post 220
KARGER, WILLIAM, 20TH WI INF; CO. D; 35TH W, Post
KARKWELL, JOHN, 24TH NY ART., Post 84
KARLSON, JOHN F., US NAVY; USS KEARSARGE, Post
KARN, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV, Post
KARN, THEODORE, 148TH IL INF, Post
KARNES, ANDREW S., 1ST NE, Post 45
KARNES, ELIJAH S., 25TH OH INF, Post 47
KARNES, STEPHEN D., 99TH IN INF, Post 50
KARNEY, FRANCIS, 14TH PA CAV, Post 29
KARNS, ALEX, 124TH IL INF, Post
KARNS, ELIJAH S., 25TH OH INF, Post
KARNS, JAMES M., 72ND IL INF, Post 90
KARSATENS, C.N., 1ST NE INF, Post 24
KARSCHNER, MICHAEL, 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post
KARSHNER, LEVI, 156TH IL INF, Post 266
KARSTENS, C.N., 1ST NE INF, Post 24
KART, JACOB, 42ND OH INF, Post 19
KARTINS, NICKOLAUS C., 1ST NE INF, Post
KARTON, ANTON, 51ST WI INF, Post 75
KASADA, JOHN, 30TH KY INF, Post 66
KASING, FREDRICK W., 33RD OH INF, Post
KASSABAUM, WILLIAM, 82ND IL INF, Post 188
KASSING, F. WILLIAM, 33RD OH INF, Post 51
KASSING, HENRY, 12TH IA INF, Post 35
KASSON, HENRY D., 52ND PA INF, Post
KATHEN, NELSON H., 12TH IL CAV, Post 52
KATHISER, JOHN, 76TH IL INF, Post 151
KATT, SAMUEL, 68TH IL INF, Post
KAUFFMAN, ALBERT J., 33RD IL INF, Post 79
KAUFFMAN, C.M., 71ST IN INF(ERROR), Post 103
KAUFFMAN, CYRUS M., 71ST OH INF, Post 103
KAUFFMAN, HENRY, 117TH IL INF, Post
KAUFFMAN, JOHN M., 51ST PA INF, Post 100
KAUFFMAN, C.M., 71ST OH INF, Post
KAUFS, FREDERICK, 1ST NE CAV, Post
KAUTH, BLASINS, 8TH IA INF, Post
KAUTH, BLASIOUS, 8TH IA INF, Post
KAVANAUGH, BRYAN, 145TH IL INF, Post
KAVANAUGH, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV, Post 47
KAVINAUGH, BRYANT, 145TH IL INF, Post
KAVONOUGH, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV, Post
KAY, JAMES, 24TH OH INF, Post
KAY, JAMES, 84TH OH INF, Post
KAY, JAMES, 84TH OH INF, Post
KAY, THEODORE, 9TH IL CAV, Post
KAYLE, STEVEN H, 129TH IL INF, Post
KAYLON, GEORGE A., 39TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 60
KAYLOR, GEORGE A., 39TH MO INF, Post 60
KAYS, JOHN L., 25TH WI INF, Post 74
KEACH, J.M., 172ND OH INF, Post
KEACH, JOSEPH M., 178TH OH INF, Post
KEACH, JOSEPH M., 4TH OH CAV, Post
KEACH, JOSEPH M., 173RD OH INF, Post
KEALIHER, JOHN, 2ND MO CAV, Post 32
KEAN, EDWARD, 13TH KS, Post
KEARNEY, JAMES, 15TH US INF, Post 13
KEARNEY, WILLIAM H., 136TH IL INF, Post 11
KEARNES, CHARLES C., PVT; 1ST CO INF, Post
KEARNES, DELOS, 156TH IL INF, Post
KEARNES, DELOS, 141ST IL INF, Post 262
KEARNS, JAMES M., 72ND IL INF, Post
KEATING, PAT, 17TH WI INF, Post 62
KECHELY, MELVHIO, 107TH OH INF, Post
KECHEM, PLATT, 4TH IA CAV, Post
KECHELY, MELCH, 107TH OH INF, Post 115
KECK, FRANK M., 18TH KS INF, Post 69
KECK, JACOB, 58TH OH INF, Post
KECK, STERLING, 1ST US ART., Post 159
KECK, STERLING, 1ST TN ART., Post
KECK, STERLING, 1ST TN NATIONAL ART., Post 159
KECK, STERLING, 1ST EAST TN ART., Post 159
KECKLEY, CHARLES R., 22ND IA INF, Post 32
KECKLEY, WILLIAM H., 37TH IA INF, Post 32
KEEBAUGH, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post 20
KEEBAUGH, WELFORD, 42ND WI INF, Post 20
KEEBAUGH, WILFORD, 46TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 20
KEECH, CHARLES, 9TH IL CAV, Post 260
KEEDY, THOMAS J., 1ST MD INF, Post 173
KEEF, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV, Post 18
KEEFER, HENRY C., 12TH PA CAV, Post
KEEFER, JOSIAH S., OH INF, Post
KEEFER, JOSIAH S., OH INF, Post
KEEGER, CHRISTIAN, 13TH IL CAV, Post 77
KEEGER, GEORGE, 1ST MN INF, Post 190
KEEGER, J.C., 10TH NY INF; PVT; CO. F; 6T, Post 95
KEEGER, JOHN, 28TH NY INF, Post 9; 2
KEEGER, OSCAR D., 100TH IL INF, Post 32
KEEGER, RALPH R., 14TH MD INF, Post
KEEGER, URIAS, 41ST IN INF, Post 141
KEEGER, URIAS, 2ND IN CAV, Post 141
KEELEY, JOHN, 21ST IN INF, Post
KEELEY, MICHAEL S., 13TH WI INF, Post 111
KEELING, WILLIAM H., 13TH US INF, Post 84
KEELING, WILLIAM H., 13TH US INF, Post
KEELY, JOHN, 20TH IA INF, Post 140
KEEN, WILLIAM J, 112TH OH INF, Post
KEEN, Y. N., US NAVY; USS J.P. DAVIS, Post 113
KEENE, W.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 262
KEENEY, DON A., 17TH IL CAV, Post 43
KEENEY, EDRICK H., 65TH IL INF, Post 211
KEENEY, J.O., 54TH NY INF, Post
KEEEP, REUBEN F., 20TH IL INF, Post 107
KEER, ALEXANDER, 117TH IN INF; 6TH MO INF, Post 84
KEER, GEORGE R., 1ST IN CAV, Post 45
KEERAN, EZEKIEL S., 63RD OH INF, Post 99
KEESEY, CHRISTOPHER, 51ST OH INF, Post
KEGAN, PATRICK, 35TH WI INF, Post 354
KEGRESS, JONATHAN, 36TH IN INF, Post 280
KEHL, HENRY, 215TH PA, Post
KEIBER, FRED, 148TH IL INF, Post
KEIFER, BARNEY, 1ST OH INF, Post 12
KEIL, FRANKLIN C., 64TH OH INF, Post 25
KEIM, G.W., 30TH IN INF, Post 22
KEINSTON, ALONZO T., 84TH IL INF, Post 26
KEISER, WILLIAM, 17TH OH INF, Post 299
KEISTER, JOHN H., 36TH VA INF, Post
KEISTER, MICHAEL, 40TH OH INF, Post 287
KEITH, CALVIN V., 128TH OH INF, Post
KEITH, JAMES A., 26TH IN INF, Post 221
KEITH, JOHN, 19TH WI INF, Post 105
KEITH, JOSEPH N., Post
KEITH, MYRON, 8TH OH INF, Post 18
KEITH, WILLIAM A., 42ND IN INF, Post 24
KEITH, WILLIAM J., 1ST WI CAV, Post 204
KEITHLEY, ANDREW T., 2ND IL CAV, Post
KEITHLEY, JOSEPH H., 78TH IL INF, Post
KELEY, WILLIAM E., 58TH OH INF, Post
KELKER, JOHN, US NAVY; USS OMAHA, Post
KELL, C.M., 1ST CA CAV, Post 22
KELLAR, GOTLIEB, 15TH KY INF, Post 321
KELLAR, JOHN F., 7TH OH CAV, Post 14
KELLAR, THOMAS, 7TH IL INF, Post 247
KELLER, ANDREW, 8TH IN CAV, Post 8
KELLER, BENJAMIN F., 8TH IA CAV, Post 112
KELLER, BERR H, 33RD WI, Post
KELLER, HENRY, 9TH NY INF, Post
KELLER, JOHN, 13TH KY INF MILITIA, Post 196
KELLER, JOSEPH, 30TH INF, Post
KELLER, W.J., 23RD WI INF, Post 19
KELLER, WILLIAM F., 1ST WI CAV, Post 65
KELLEY, DeWITT C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 95
KELLEY, HENRY P., 148TH IL INF, Post 227
KELLEY, ISAIAH, 6TH WI INF, Post 26
KELLEY, JACOB W., 102ND IL INF, Post 90
KELLEY, JAMES H., 9TH IA INF, Post 46
KELLEY, JOHN L., 3RD IA CAV, Post
KELLEY, JOSEPH J., 107TH IL INF, Post 214
KELLEY, LEVI, 48TH IN INF, Post
KELLEY, LEWIS, 46TH IN INF, Post 44
KELLEY, MICHAEL, 13TH IA INF, Post
KELLEY, MICHAEL, 57TH MA INF, Post
KELLEY, MORRIS B., 3RD IA ART., Post
KELLEY, P.H., 2ND CA CAV, Post 275
KELLEY, PATRICK, 90TH IL INF, Post
KELLEY, PETER, , Post
KELLEY, REUBEN B., 34TH IL INF, Post 91
KELLEY, THOMAS, 2ND MO STATE MILITIA, Post
KELLEY, W. H., 4TH MI INF, Post 113
KELLEY, WILLIAM, 24TH IA, Post
KELLEY, WILLIAM D., 6TH IA CAV, Post 204
KELLEY, WILLIAM F, 39TH IL INF, Post 126
KELLEY, WILLIAM H., 35TH IN INF, Post 7;1
KELLEY, WILLIAM H., 35TH IN INF, Post
KELLEY, WILLIAM M., 4TH MO INF, Post 166
KELLEY, WILLIAM R., 20TH IL INF, Post 25
KELLEY, WILLIAM R., 20TH IL INF, Post
KELLEY, WILLIAM S., 72ND PA INF;SERG;CO. D;3, Post 110
KELLOGG, ANDERSON, 12TH MO CAV, Post 25
KELLOGG, GEORGE, 5TH MN INF, Post
KELLOGG, MARTIN D., 95TH IL INF, Post 35
KELLOGG, W.H.H., 27TH IA INF, Post 31
KELLOGG, WILBUR F., 5TH IA INF, Post
KELLOGG, WILLIAM H., 43RD WI INF, Post 114
KELLOGG, WILLIAM H., 27TH IA INF, Post
KELSEY, ALONZO H., 124TH IL INF, Post 112
KELLUM, CALVIN D., 30TH IL INF, Post 12
KELLY, ALLEN J., 2ND OH CAV;25TH OH ART., Post 17
KELLY, ALLEN J., 25TH OH ART;CO. L;2ND OH, Post 89
KELLY, BENJAMIN F., 22ND NY INF, Post 146
KELLY, DAVID R., 208TH PA INF, Post 245
KELLY, ISACH, 13TH KS INF, Post
KELLY, JOHN, 8TH IA CAV, Post 119
KELLY, JOHN H., 18TH MI INF, Post 279
KELLY, JOHN H., 15TH MI INF, Post
KELLY, JOHN J., 3RD IA CAV, Post
KELLY, JOSEPH J., 107TH IL INF, Post
KELLY, L.W., 2ND OH ART;25TH OH INF, Post 89
KELLY, LEVI, 48TH IN INF, Post 25
KELLY, LUCERNE W., 2ND OH CAV;25TH OH ART., Post 89
KELLY, MARTIN, 60TH NY INF, Post 72
KELLY, P.H., 2ND CO CAV, Post 9
KELLY, PATRICK, 193RD NY INF, Post
KELLY, PETER, 2ND US CAV, Post 110
KELLY, PYRUS C., 10TH IN CAV, Post 70
KELLY, THOMAS, 11TH MO INF, Post
KELLY, THOMAS, 16TH IL INF, Post 2
KELLY, THOMAS F., 11TH MO INF, Post 129
KELLY, W. H., 4TH MI INF, Post 113
KELLY, W. D., 6TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 204
KELLY, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF, Post 338
KELLY, WILLIAM E., 58TH OH INF, Post 6
KELLY, WILLIAM H., 36TH IA INF, Post 301
KELLY, WILLIAM H., 67TH OH INF, Post 113
KELLY, WILLIAM R., 20TH IL INF, Post
KELSER, JACOB J., 23RD OH INF, Post
KELSER, JACOB J., 23RD OH INF, Post 105
KELSEY, ALMOND P., 4TH WI INF, Post
KELSEY, ANSEE A., 53RD IL INF, Post 88
KELSEY, CYRUS J., 84TH IL INF, Post
KELSEY, GEORGE W., MERRILL’S MO HORSE, Post 231
KELSEY, MARTIN, 37TH NY INF, Post 98
KELSEY, SAMUEL, 11TH IL CAV, Post
KELSEY, SAMUEL, 11TH IL CAV, Post
KELSEY, THOMAS, 34TH IN INF, Post 84
KELSO, A. J., 129TH IN INF, Post 17
KELSO, ADELBERT J., 129TH IN INF, Post 17
KELSO, DANIEL W., 111TH IL INF, Post 125
KELSO, JAMES, 3RD OH INF, Post 301
KELSO, JAMES, 50TH OH INF; also POST 32, Post 280
KELSO, JAMES H., 2ND CO CAV, Post
KELSO, JAMES T., 2ND CO CAV, Post 53
KELSO, JOSEPH, 3RD IA INF, Post 280
KELSY, W. W., 1ST IA CAV, Post
KELSY, W. W., 18TH IA INF; 1ST IA CAV, Post 320
KELTON, JOSEPH W. S., 7TH IN CAV; 17TH IN INF, Post 11
KEMBEL, ELIAS, 28TH PA INF, Post
KEMBLE, J. F., 8TH KS CAV, Post
KEMBLE, JULIUS F., 8TH KS INF, Post
KEMBLE, NEWTON, 2ND MO LIGHT ART., Post 91
KEMINGTON, HARLEY, 142ND NY INF, Post 205
KEMMER, JOHN P., 2ND NE CAV; 48TH MO INF, Post 25
KEMP, ALBERT, MN INDEPENDENT CAV, Post 71
KEMP, ALBERT, 7TH MI CAV, Post 291
KEMP, ALBERT P., 104TH IL INF, Post 98
KEMP, S. W., 13TH IA INF, Post 261
KEMP, WARREN N., 1ST IL ART., Post 149
KEMPER, FRANK H., 195TH OH INF, Post
KEMPER, JAMES M., 18TH IA INF, Post
KEMPLE, CHARLES B., 86TH IL INF, Post 13
KEMPLE, JAMES P., 6TH IA INF, Post 229
KEMPLE, JAMES P., 6TH IA INF, Post 229
KEMPLE, LEONARD F., 6TH IA INF, Post 70
KEMPLE, LEONARD F., 6TH IA INF, Post 70
KEMPTON, A.P., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
KENASTON, EDWARD H., 25TH WI ART., Post 123
KENASTON, EDWARD H., Post 123
KENASTON, JAMES A., 44TH IA INF, Post 123
KENASTON, JAMES A., 44TH IA INF, Post 25
KENASTON, STEPHEN B., 92ND IL INF, Post 112
KENDALE, A.M., 6TH IA CAV, Post 40
KENDALL, A. M., 7TH MI INF, Post 40
KENDALL, F.G., 1ST NE, Post 45
KENDALL, F.G., 1ST NE, Post 129
KENDALL, GEORGE S., 2ND WI INF(ERROR), Post 129
KENDALL, GEORGE S., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 129
KENDALL, ISAAC, 5TH MN INF; POST 223, Post 129
KENDALL, ISAAC, 5TH IN CAV, Post 129
KENDALL, JOHN COY, 11TH IL CAV, Post 47
KENDALL, NERIAH B., 39TH IL INF, Post 25
KENDALL, ROBERT, 118TH IL INF, Post 24
KENDALL, STEPHEN, 38TH WI INF, Post 19
KENDALL, WILLIAM, 154TH NY INF, Post 298
KENDALL, WILLIAM H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 32
KENDEE, ALFRED, 128TH IN INF, Post
KENDEE, JOHN, 8TH IA CAV; PVT; CO. A; 1ST, Post 88
KENEDY, HARVEY W., 10TH IA INF, Post 26
KENNEDY, ANDREW R., 13TH IA INF, Post 55
KENNEDY, EDWARD S., 47TH IN INF, Post 15
KENNEDY, EDWIN R., 6TH IA INF, Post 25
KENNEDY, GEORGE, 109TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post
KENNEDY, GEORGE S., 109TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
KENNEDY, HENRY, 12TH OH INF, Post 81
KENNEDY, HENRY F., 52ND PA INF, Post 109
KENNEDY, J.A., 4TH PA CAV, Post
KENNEDY, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, Post 134
KENNEDY, JAMES, 68TH OH INF, Post 22
KENNEDY, JAMES R., 28TH IA INF, Post 4
KENNEDY, JOHN, 2 CLASS SEAMAN; US NAVY, Post 25
KENNEDY, JOHN, 65TH IL INF, Post
KENNEDY, JOHN F., 27TH IL INF, Post 346
KENNEDY, M.J., 52ND PA INF, Post 86
KENNEDY, R.A., 3RD VT INF, Post
KENNEDY, THOMAS A., 26TH IL INF, Post 25
KENNEDY, THOMAS A., 26TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 25
KENNEDY, TIM, 4TH WI CAV, Post 143
KENNEDY, V. ALMEDA, 34TH IA INF, Post
KENNEDY, VINCENT A., 34TH IA, Post
KENNEDY, VINSENT A., 34TH IA INF, Post
KENNEDY, WILLIAM, 16TH IN INF, Post 262
KENNEDY, WILLIAM D., 63RD OH INF, Post 154
KENNEDY, WILLIAM H.H., 81ST OH INF, Post 124
KENNEDY, WILLIAM P., 11TH IL OH INF, Post 298
KENNEDY, WILLIAM W., 1ST NE INF, Post
KENNEDY, WILLIAM W., 1ST NE INF, Post
KENNEY, GEORGE, 2ND US CAV, Post
KENNEY, H.W., 15TH NY INF, Post
KENNISON, SOLVIN S., 44TH IA INF, Post 299
KENNY, CARRINS CLAY, 2ND OH CAV, Post
KENNY, CASSIUS C., 2ND OH CAV, Post 48
KENNY, FREDERICK W., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 52
KENNY, JAMES, 61ST OH INF;PVT;CO. G;82, Post 110
KENNY, JOSEPH, 74TH IL INF, Post 47
KENNYON, JOSEPH F., 32ND IL INF, Post
KENROYER, LEMUEL, 51ST MO INF, Post 158
KENSCH, JOSEPH, 183RD OH INF, Post 73
KENT, CHARLES, 5TH MI INF, Post 80
KENT, EDWIN D., 9TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 11
KENT, EDWIN D., 9TH IL CAV, Post 11
KENT, FRANK D., 2ND US CAV;3RD NY CAV, Post 7
KENT, FRANK D., 3RD NY CAV, Post
KENT, FRANK D., 30TH US NY, Post
KENT, JOHN L., 24TH IA INF, Post 81
KENT, WILLIAM B., 26TH IN INF, Post
KENT, WILLIAM G., 42ND OH LINF, Post
KENT, WILLIAM G., 96TH OH INF;CO. G;42ND O, Post 288
KENT, WILLIAM G., 42ND OH INF;CO. E;96TH O, Post 288
KENT, WILLIAM G., 42ND OH INF;CO. E;96TH O, Post 288
KENT, WILLIAM M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
KENT, WILLIAM M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
KENTON, J.D., 64TH OH INF, Post 6
KENTON, JOHN, 64TH OH INF, Post
KENWORTHES, WILLIAM S., 17TH IN INF, Post
KENWORTHY, ELISHA, 36TH IA INF, Post 190
KENWORTHY, JOHN, 98TH IL INF, Post 69
KENWORTHY, JOHN, 48TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 280
KENYON, MELBOURN J., 4TH WI INF;CO. C;1ST IA, Post 119
KENYON, RALPH A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
KENYON, RALPH A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 100
KENYON, RALPH A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
KENYOUN, JAMES E., 2ND IA INF, Post
KEOWN, N.G., 21ST MO INF, Post 40
KEOWN, THOMAS H., 12TH MO CAV, Post 223
KEPHARD, RICHARD H., 21ST MO CAV, Post
KEPHKY, WILLIAM, 6TH WI INF, Post
KEPLER, L. MONROE, 24TH IA INF, Post 102
KEPLINGER, EMANUEL, 123RD OH INF, Post 47
KERCHAPOLE, A, 79TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 7
KERCHAPOLE, A, 79TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 7
KERL, J.F., 56TH PA INF; PVT; CO. I; 6, Post 95
KERLE, ROBERT J., 95TH IL INF, Post 313
KERN, ROBERT F.J., 13TH KS INF, Post
KERN, THOMAS C., 139TH IN INF, Post
KERN, THOMAS C., 139TH IN INF, Post 25
KERN, WILLIAM, 1ST MN INF, Post 235
KERN, WILLIAM, 16TH PA INF; PVT; CO. A; 28, Post 193
KERNAN, BERNARD, 16TH US INF, Post 86
KERNER, JACOB, 136TH IN INF, Post 108
KERNES, WILLIAM, 10TH WI INF, Post 25
KERN, WILLIAM, 16TH PA INF; PVT; CO. A; 28, Post 193
KERNAN, BERNARD, 16TH US INF, Post 86
KERNER, JACOB, 136TH IN INF, Post 108
KERNES, WILLIAM, 10TH WI INF, Post 25
KERN, THOMAS C., 139TH IN INF, Post 25
KERN, WILLIAM, 1ST MN INF, Post 235
KERR, ALEXANDER, 117TH IN INF, Post
KERR, ALEXANDER, 117TH IN INF, Post
KERR, BURTON C., 65TH IL INF, Post 45
KERR, BURTON C., 65TH IL INF, Post
KERR, DARWIN C., 14TH IN INF, Post 81
KERR, G.C., 83RD PA INF, Post 244
KERR, GEORGE, 1ST IN CAV, Post 45
KERR, H. H., 36TH OH INF, Post 23
KERR, HENRY C., 168TH OH INF, Post 13
KERR, MARCUS A., 84TH IN INF, Post 2
KERR, RUSSELL T., 2ND IL CAV, Post 14
KERR, WILLIAM H., AST. SURGEON; 36TH IA CAV, Post
KERR, WILLIAM H., 36TH IN INF, Post 84
KERST, CONRAD, 16TH IA INF, Post
KERST, CONRAD, 16TH IA INF, Post
KERST, CONRAD, 16TH IA INF, Post
KERST, CONRAD, 16TH IA INF, Post
KERST, CONRAD, 16TH IA INF, Post
KERTH, GEORGE J., 96TH NY INF, Post
KERWOOD, THEOPHILUS, 106TH IL INF, Post
KESLER, ADAM L., 58TH IL INF, Post 130
KESLER, HENRY, 152ND IN INF, Post 253
KESLER, MATHIAS, 104TH IL INF, Post 154
KESLER, MICHAEL, 17TH IL CAV, Post
KESLER, PETER, 40TH IA INF, Post 315
KESLER, W. H., 8TH MI INF, Post 100
KESLER, WILLIAM H., 8TH MI INF, Post
KESSEMER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
KESSING, HENRY, 12TH IN INF, Post 199
KESSLER, HENRY, 35TH IA INF, Post 24
KESSLER, HENRY, 35TH IA INF, Post
KESSLER, HENRY, 35TH IA INF, Post
KESSLER, JUSTUS, 41ST NY INF, Post 110
KESSLER, MAURICE O, 114TH PA LINF, Post
KESSLER, PETER, 2ND MD HEAVY ART., Post
KESTER, JASON, 144TH OH INF, Post 68
KESTER, WILLIAM, 115TH IN INF, Post 234
KESTER, WILLIAM, 31ST IN INF, Post 234
KESTERSON, THOMAS J., 29TH IA INF, Post 42
KESTNER, HENRY, 24TH IA INF, Post
KESTNER, HENRY, 24TH IA INF, Post 139
KESTNER, WILLIAM, 7TH WI INF, Post 306
KESZLER, HENRY, 2ND MO MILITIA, Post
KETCHUM, G.W., 1ST MN INF, Post 58
KETCHUM, H.E., 3RD MN INF, Post 5
KETTLE, GEORGE W., 58TH IL INF, Post 124
KETTLE, PELIZ, 42ND IN INF, Post 124
KETTLER, CHRISTIAN H., 2ND MO INF, Post 110
KEVAN, JAMES, 174TH OH INF, Post 329
KEWLEY, W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 88
KEWLEY, WILLIAM, 17TH IL CAV; CORP; CO. K; 9, Post 88
KEYES, ALLISON G., 34TH IA INF, Post
KEYES, E.J., 16TH IL INF, Post 289
KEYES, NORMAN D., 40TH WI INF, Post 23
KEYES, RICHARD, 6TH PA CAV; CO. A; 2ND PA, Post
KEYES, STEPHEN K., PVT; 1ST IA CAV, Post 187
KEYES, SUMNER T, 4TH VT INF, Post
KEYPERS, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post 90
KEYS, ALISON G., 34TH IA INF, Post 95
KEYSER, LEONARD, 1ST WI CAV, Post 299
KEYSER, PHILIP C., US NAVY, Post 7
KEYSER, WILLIAM P., 29TH IA, Post
KIBBY, FRANCIS, 103RD OH INF (ERROR), Post 219
KIBBY, FRANCIS, 113TH OH INF, Post 219
KIBBY, JAMES F., 46TH OH INF, Post 147
KIBER, FREDERICK, 148TH IL INF; d. 18 MAY 1937, Post 16
KIBER, GEORGE W., 21ST OH INF, Post 273
KIBLER, GEORGE W., 32ND OH INF; 21ST OH INF, Post
KIBLER, GEORGE W., 32ND OH INF, Post 181
KIDD, ISAAC R., 30TH IL INF, Post 228
KIDD, JOSEPH R., 9TH OH CAV, Post 16
KIDD, WILLIAM C., 97TH OH INF, Post 24
KIDDER, MONROE C., 8TH CA INF, Post
KIDDER, ORANGE, 16TH KY INF, Post 84
KIDDER, ORRINGE, 16TH KY INF, Post 84
KIDDER, SHERMAN, 13TH MI INF, Post 82
KIDDLE, RICH R., 21ST IL INF, Post 130
KIDNEELL, BENJAMIN, 18TH KY INF, Post 63
KIDNEY, CHARLES N., 82ND OH INF, Post
KIED, JULIUS, 15TH MO INF, Post
KIEF, DANIEL O., 11TH IN CAV, Post 10
KIER, JOHN A., 50TH OH INF, Post
KIESER, FREDERICK, 34TH IN INF, Post 81
KIESTER, HENRY, 88TH PA INF, Post 140
KIGHT, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 342
KILBURN, EDSON S., 134TH OH INF, Post
KILBURN, EDWIN S., 134TH OH INF, Post
KILDER, JOSEPH C., 3RD WV CAV, Post 57
KILE, RANSOM, 73RD IN INF, Post 193
KILER, JACOB P., 110TH OH INF, Post 47
KILER, WILLIAM H., 184TH OH INF, Post 47
KILFORD, PATRICK, 2ND KY INF, Post 256
KILGORE, COE, 95TH IL INF, Post 1
KILGORE, GEORGE S., 102ND OH INF, Post 13
KILGORE, JAMES V., 146TH IL INF, Post
KILGORE, JESSE B., 112TH IL INF, Post 154
KILGORE, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA LIGHT ART., Post 1
KILLEAN, MICHAEL, 10TH MO INF, Post 77
KILLGORE, M.M., 18TH IA INF, Post 262
KILLIAN, W.E., 47TH IL INF, Post 258
KILLIAN, WILLIAM E., 138TH IL INF;PVT;CO. H;4, Post 118
KILPATRICK, C. J., 18TH MI INF; 1ST MI INF, Post 25
KILPATRICK, CHARLES J., 18TH MI INF, Post
KILROY, MICHAEL, MN CAV, Post
KIMBALL, ARAH A., 3RD WI CAV, Post
KIMBALL, ARAH C., 3RD WI CAV, Post 290
KIMBALL, CHARLES H., 1ST IA INF, Post 44
KIMBALL, DAVID E., 8TH WI INF, Post 7;1
KIMBALL, DELOS R., 105TH IL INF, Post 207
KIMBALL, FRANK, 1ST WI CAV, Post 180
KIMBALL, FREDERICK E., 7TH KS CAV, Post 13
KIMBALL, G.W., 186TH NY INF, Post 229
KIMBALL, JARVIS H., 1ST NE MONTED CAV, Post 75
KIMBALL, JOSEPH, 126TH IL INF, Post 59
KIMBALL, JULIUS F., 8TH KS INF, Post 25
KIMBALL, LEVI, 28TH NY INF, Post 176
KIMBALL, LORENZO A., 42ND IL INF; 4TH US CAV, Post 34
KIMBALL, WILLIAM, 7TH MI CAV, Post
KIMBALL, ELIAS, 28TH PA INF, Post 91
KIMBALL, L.A., 4TH US COLORED, Post 108
KIMBERLY, W. L., 9TH IA CAV, Post 13
KIMBERLY, WILLIAM L., 9TH IA CAV, Post
KIMBLE, G. JEROME, 35TH IA INF, Post 171
KIMBLE, JOSEPH A., 1005TH IL INF, Post 311
KIMBLE, NEWTON, 2ND MO ART., Post 91
KIMBOLL, HOLLIS, 3RD IA CAV, Post 125
KIMES, DANIEL M., 35TH IN INF, Post 163
KIMIAW, MALDEN C., 141ST IL INF, Post
KIMIER, JOSEPH R., 44TH IN, Post
KIMMEL, HENRY T., 12TH MI INF, Post
KIMMEL, THOMPSON, 30TH IL INF, Post 105
KIMMEL, WILLIAM F., 8TH OH INF, Post 26
KIMMELL, DAVID, 10TH MO INF, Post 262
KIMMELL, J. W., 51ST OH INF, Post 25
KIMMER, JOHN, 48TH MO INF; 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
KIMMERLY, DANIEL JOHN, 13TH NY INF; PVT; CO. A; 6T, Post 35
KIMSEY, WILLIAM T., 147TH IN INF, Post 79
KINCADE, ISAAC, 93RD IL INF, Post 44
KINCADE, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, Post 69
KINCAID, ANDREW, 66TH IN INF, Post
KINCAID, JAMES M., 63RD PA INF, Post
KINCAID, THOMAS, 19TH OH INF, Post 150
KINCAIR, ANDREW, 66TH IN INF, Post 298
KINCH, E.S., 63RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 82
KINCH, E.S., 5TH PA INF, Post 86
KINCH, M.C., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 236
KINDALL, JAMES, 118TH NY INF, Post
KINDLER, AUGUST, 35TH IA INF, Post
KINDRED, M.R., 24TH IN INF; 67TH IN INF, Post 52
KINDRED, MARION R., 67TH IN INF; 24TH IN INF, Post 52
KINDSCHER, JACOB, 16TH IA INF, Post 104
KING, ANDREW, 4TH IA INF, Post 146
KING, ANDREW J., 100TH IL INF, Post 77
KING, ANTHONY F., 50TH US COLORED INF; 10TH, Post 207
KING, ANTHONY F., 10TH MO INF; 50TH US COLO, Post 154
KING, ASOPH Y., 9TH IL CAV, Post 23
KING, BENJAMIN, 6TH IA CAV, Post 11
KING, C., 17TH NY INF, Post 261
KING, C.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
KING, C.H., , Post 123
KING, CHARLES P., 14TH IA INF, Post 22
KING, CHARLES F., 1ST KY INF; SERG; CO. K; 7T, Post 46
KING, CHARLES H., 2N NE CAV, Post
KING, CHARLES P., 1ST IA INF; 1 LIEUT; CO. K, Post 22
KING, CHARLES P., 14TH IA INF, Post 252
KING, CHARLES W., 4TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
KING, DANIAL D., 1A, Post
KING, DANIEL, 36TH IA INF, Post 24
KING, DAVID M., AST. SURGEON; 7TH MO INF, Post
KING, GEORGE W., 20TH WI INF, Post
KING, GEORGE W., 20TH WI INF, Post 115
KING, GEORGE W., 32ND WI INF, Post 98
KING, H.M., 12TH IN ART., Post 111
KING, HARVEY W., 12TH IL INF, Post 44
KING, HERBERT M., 50TH OH INF, Post
KING, HIRAM, 5TH MO CAV, Post
KING, HIRAM D., 5TH MO CAV, Post 53
KING, HIRAM F., 44TH IN INF, Post 138
KING, ISAAC W., 12TH IA INF, Post 246
KING, J.R., 10TH ME INF, Post 1
KING, JACOB, 22ND OH LIGHT ART., Post
KING, JAMES, 17TH IN INF, Post 221
KING, JAMES P., 5TH CT INF, Post 67
KING, JOB J., 67TH OH INF; CO. A; 62ND O, Post 192
KING, JOB J., 62ND OH INF, Post 62
KING, JOHN, 148TH IL INF, Post 69
KING, JOHN D., 33RD IL INF, Post 5
KING, JOHN H., 7TH IN INF, Post
KING, JOHN R., 24TH MI INF, Post 146
KING, JOHN U., 10TH IN INF, Post
KING, JOHN W., 103RD OH INF, Post 10
KING, JONATHAN M., 41ST IL INF; CO. K; 53RD, Post
KING, JONATHAN M., 53RD IL INF, Post
KING, LORENZO R., 5TH MO CAV; CORP; 12TH MO, Post 63
KING, LUCIUS A., 105TH IL INF, Post 97
KING, M.V., 29TH IA INF, Post 22
KING, MARK, Post
KING, MARK, 10TH IL CAV, Post 98
KING, NATHANIEL, 38TH IA INF, Post
KING, NEWTON, 85TH IL INF, Post
KING, NEWTON, 80TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 25
KING, NEWTON, 85TH IL INF, Post 25
KING, ORLANDO J., 8TH IL CAV, Post
KING, PHILIP, 72ND OH INF, Post 124
KING, PHILIP, 72ND OH INF, Post 235
KING, R.W., 193RD NY INF, Post 159
KING, R.W., 19TH NY INF, Post 42
KING, ROBERT V., 148TH OH INF, Post 84
KING, S.I., 48TH MO INF, Post 133
KING, S.J., 116TH OH INF, Post 274
KING, SAMUEL, 4TH KY CAV, Post 237
KING, SAMUEL, 14TH KY CAV, Post 237
KING, SAMUEL, 47TH IN INF, Post 82
KING, SAMUEL, 5TH IA, Post
KING, SHEPARD H., 6TH MO INF, Post
KING, STEPHEN H., 25TH MI INF, Post 264
KING, THOMAS, 19TH OH INF, Post 129
KING, THOMAS J., 99TH OH INF, Post 170
KING, WILHAM J., 117TH MD INF, Post
KING, WILLIAM M., 100TH IL INF, Post 114
KING, WILLIAM S., 4TH WI CAV, Post 91
KINGAM, W. H., 3RD IL CAV, Post
KINGERY, PETER, 81ST IN INF, Post 318
KINGERY, PETER, 81ST IN INF, Post
KINGHORN, JAMES, BLACKSMITH; 2ND IL CAV, Post 154
KINGMAN, W., 1ST IA CAV, Post 13
KINGREY, DAVID H., 2ND IN INF, Post 301
KINGSBURY, AUSTIN G., 1ST MO CAV, Post 116
KINGSBURY, CASTELLOW, 64TH IL INF, Post 122
KINGSBURY, DAVID T., 8TH MI, Post
KINGSBURY, E., 8TH MI INF, Post 37
KINGSLAND, REUBEN G., 7TH WI ART., Post 234
KINGSLAND, REUBEN G., 2ND US COLORED ART., Post 234
KINGSLEY, ALBERT A., 1ST VT CAV, Post 190
KINGSLEY, FAYETTE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
KINGSLEY, FAYETTE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
KINGSLEY, HENRY E., 2ND NY CAV, Post
KINGSLEY, HIRAM, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 112
KINGSLEY, JAMES W., 147TH NY INF, Post
KINGSLEY, JONATHAN C., 86TH IL INF, Post 32
KINGSTON, JOHN W., 19TH MI INF, Post 32
KINKADE, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, Post 204
KINKAID, CYRUS L., 1ST IA CAV, Post 13
KINKAID, W.R., 12TH MI INF, Post 170
KINCALE, S.W., 14TH IA INF, Post 8:1
KINKEAD, BENTON, 77TH OH INF, Post 45
KINKEAD, BENTON, 77TH OH INF, Post
KINMAN, LEONIDAS R., 26TH IN INF, Post
KINMONT, WILLIAM F., 129TH IN INF, Post 40
KINNAN, LEONIDAS R., 26TH IN INF, Post 30
KINNEAR, J.A., 2ND CA CAV, Post 16
KINNED, MILTON H., 100TH IN INF, Post 190
KINNEMAN, AMBROSE M., 35TH WI INF, Post 77
KINNEMAN, JOHN W., 35TH WI INF, Post 157
KINNER, STEPHEN R., 11TH IN CAV, Post 60
KINNER, WILLIAM H., 1ST IL ART., Post 71
KINNEY, ALEXANDER, 26TH OH INF, Post 189
KINNEY, CHARLES, 108TH NY INF, Post 276
KINNEY, CHARLES H., 96TH OH INF, Post 30
KINNEY, GEORGE, 2ND US CAV; 11TH CT INF, Post 262
KINNEY, GEORGE B., 86TH IL INF, Post
KINNEY, GEORGE B., 86TH IL INF, Post 53
KINNEY, H.W., 15TH NJ INF, Post 299
KINNEY, HERMAN, 7TH IN INF, Post
KINNEY, J. P., 80TH OH INF, Post 102
KINNEY, JESSE, 1ST NJ INF, Post 240
KINNEY, JESSE L., 73RD IL INF, Post 34
KINNEY, JOHN, 24TH KY INF, Post
KINNEY, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post
KINNEY, JOHN, 73RD OH INF, Post 250
KINNEY, JOHN, 73RD OH INF, Post 88
KINNEY, JOHN, 73RD OH INF, Post
KINNEY, MILAN, 19TH OH INF, Post 102
KINNEY, PATRICK, 39TH IL INF, Post 25
KINNEY, S. H., 25TH MI INF, Post 196
KINNEY, WARREN, US MARINE CORP, Post 4
KINNEY, WILLIAM, 23RD IN ART., Post
KINNEY, WILLIAM, 23RD IN HEAVY ART. (ERROR, Post 15
KINNICH, RICHARD R., 7TH IA INF, Post 207
KINNIE, CHARLES, 37TH OH INF, Post 30
KINNIE, CHARLES, 37TH OH INF, Post 30
KINNISON, JOHN W., 1ST CO CAV, Post 15
KINNY, F.W., 10TH OH ART. (ERROR), Post 52
KINSER, JOHN A., 7TH IA CAV, Post
KINSEY, BENJAMIN L., 7TH IA INF, Post 25
KINSEY, BENJAMIN L., 4TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 25
KINSEY, DAVID, 5TH KS CAV, Post 19
KINSEY, JOSHUA, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
KINSEY, WILLIAM G., 189TH OH INF, Post 63
KINSEY, NOAH, 1ST IN HEAVY ART., Post
KINSLEY, LUCIUS, 146TH IL INF, Post 163
KINSMA, NEWELL, 51ST IL INF, Post 163
KINYAN, PARRY, 86TH IL INF, Post
KINYON, GEORGE W., 105TH IL INF, Post 26
KINYON, JAMES E., 2ND IA CAV, Post
KINZER, HUGH, 50TH OH INF, Post 42
KINZER, HUGH, 15TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 42
KIPER, JEFFERSON, 48TH KY INF, Post
KIPLING, R.B., 12 IN CAV; 127TH IN INF, Post 40
KIPLING, WILLIAM, 99TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 90
KIPP, JOHN J., 102ND IL INF, Post 107
KIPP, THEODORE, 128TH NY INF, Post 118
KIPPLING, WILLIAM N., 99TH IN IN, Post 90
KIPPS, JOHN J., 102ND IL INF, Post
KIRBY, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF, Post 13
KIRBY, HARRY H., 8TH MO INF, Post
KIRBY, HENRY H., 8TH MO INF, Post 7;1
KIRBY, JOHN N., 118TH IL INF, Post 250
KIRBY, SYLVESTER S., 5TH OH CAV;137TH NY INF, Post 89
KIRBY, THOMAS M., 11TH IL INF, Post 52
KIRK, CHARLES, 95TH IL INF, Post 21
KIRK, CHARLES, 95TH IL INF, Post
KIRK, ENOS H., 80TH IN INF, Post 15
KIRK, J. S., 6TH MI ART., Post 243
KIRK, JONATHAN, 2ND WI INF, Post
KIRK, JOSEPH S., 6TH MI ART.;PVT;CO. B;16, Post 249
KIRK, THOMAS, 37TH IN INF, Post 113
KIRK, THOMAS J., 14TH IN INF, Post 157
KIRK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post 31
KIRK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post
KIRK, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post
KIRK, WILLIAM T., 16TH KY INF, Post 70
KIRK, ZEDEKIAH, 1ST NE INF, Post
KIRKEN, JOHN S., 114TH IL INF, Post 296
KIRKEN, ROBERT, 4TH WI CAV, Post 37
KIRKEN, SAMUEL W., 7TH OH CAV, Post 114
KIRKEN, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF, Post 177
KIRKENDOLL, ROBERT, 12TH IL CAV, Post
KIRKHAM, W.H., 76TH IL INF, Post 71
KIRKLAND, R.M.C., 2ND IA CAV, Post 63
KIRKLAND, W., 13TH VT INF;PVT;3RD VT A, Post 178
KIRKLPATRICK, E.A., 2ND NE, Post
KIRKMAN, JOHN D., 129TH IL INF, Post 16
KIRKPATRICK, C.A., 118TH IL INF, Post 86
KIRKPATRICK, E.A., 1ST NE CAV, Post 61
KIRKPATRICK, E.A., 2ND NE CAV, Post
KIRKPATRICK, ELIAS T., 3RD IA INF, Post 112
KIRKPATRICK, FRANK, US MARINE CORP, Post 77
KIRKPATRICK, GEORGE W., 57TH IL INF, Post 171
KIRKPATRICK, GEORGE W., 81ST OH INF, Post 256
KIRKPATRICK, GEORGE W., 138TH IN INF, Post
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES, 156TH OH INF, Post 94
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES, 80TH IL INF, Post
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES E., 10TH IL CAV;36TH IL INF, Post 11
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES E., 36TH IL INF;10TH IL CAV, Post 11
KIRKPATRICK, JAMES H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 167
KIRKPATRICK, JOHN N., 38TH IA INF;CO. K;34TH I, Post
KIRKPATRICK, SAMUEL H, 4TH IA CAV, Post
KIRKPATRICK, STEPHEN B., 191ST OH INF, Post 163
KIRKPATRICK, THOMAS W., 94TH IL INF, Post 43
KIRKPATRICK, WILLIAM, 150TH IL INF, Post 96
KIRST, JOHN, 12TH IL INF, Post
KIRSTEAD, JAMES H., 73RD IN INF, Post 82
KIRTHLEY, BENJAMIN F., 4TH KY INF; PVT; CO. D; 134, Post 131
KIRTLAND, K. J., 105TH IL INF, Post 32
KIRTLAND, K. J., 105TH IL INF, Post 32
KIRTLEY, BENJAMIND F., 134TH IN INF; CO. C; 4TH K, Post
KIRTLEY, THOMAS, 139TH IN INF, Post 216
KIRWIN, MICHAEL, 10TH OH INF, Post 76
KISER, ELI H., 189TH OH INF, Post
KISER, ELISHA H., 20TH OH INF, Post 94
KISER, GEORGE, 11TH IA INF, Post
KISER, JOSIAH, 50TH IN INF, Post 330
KISER, LEWIS, 92ND IL INF, Post
KISER, LORENZO B., 17TH US INF, Post
KISER, LORENZO B., 17TH US INF, Post 56
KISER, SAMUEL B., 16TH US INF, Post 80
KISER, WILLIAM B., 95TH OH INF, Post
KISER, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, Post 100
KISER, WILLIAM W., 86TH IN INF, Post
KISLER, W. H., 8TH MI INF, Post 284
KISLER, HENRY, 118TH IN INF, Post 59
KISSLER, DAVID, 100TH OH INF, Post 80
KITCHEN, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, Post
KITCHEN, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, Post 25
KITCHEN, JACOB B., 51ST IN INF, Post 66
KITSON, JOHN, 188TH PA INF, Post 237
KITT, JOSEPH, 1ST NE INF, Post 84
KITT, JOSEPH, 1ST NE INF, Post 56
KITT, JOSEPH A., 1ST NE CAV, Post
KITT, SAMUEL, 55TH IL INF; CO. C; 116TH, Post 17
KITT, SAMUEL, 68TH IL INF, Post 17
KITT, SAMUEL, 116TH IL INF; CO. F; 55TH, Post 17
KITTERTS, CHARLES A., 20TH OH ART., Post 25
KITTLE, DAVID, 14TH WV INF, Post
KITTLE, DAVID, 14TH VA INF, Post 139
KIZER, JOSIAH, 99TH OH INF; PVT; CO. C; 50, Post 171
KLASSY, THOMAS, 31ST WI INF, Post 26
KLEBER, JOHN A., 14TH IA INF, Post 342
KLECKNER, HENRY, 202ND PA INF, Post 190
KLECKNER, HENRY C., 13TH IL CAV, Post
KLECKNER, JOHN M., 9TH IL CAV, Post 66
KLECKNER, JOHN M., 13TH IL CAV, Post 66
KLECKNER, JOHN M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
KLEINHEN, J. F., 1ST US INF, Post
KLEINKEMPER, WILLIAM, 49TH IL INF, Post 25
KLEISE, AUGUST, US COLORED TROOPS; 22ND W, Post 147
KLEISE, AUGUST F., 22ND WI INF; 17TH US COLO, Post 147
KLEPSER, ANDREW J., 72ND IN INF, Post 24
KLEVIN, JOHN E., 3RD WI, Post
KLFFMAN, SAMUEL, 47TH IL INF; POST 329, Post 91
KLICK, JACOB, 83RD OH INF, Post 180
KLIE, JOSEPH, 8TH NY CAV, Post
KLINE, EMANUEL, 14TH MI ART.; PVT; 18TH MI, Post 45
KLINE, H.H., 1ST OH INF, Post 14
KLINE, NICHOLAS, 54TH NY INF, Post 2; 1
KLINE, WILLIAM, 2ND MO CAV, Post 47
KLINGER, HENRY P., 47TH IL INF, Post 13
KLINGERMAN, CHARLES, 30TH IN INF, Post 16
KLINKER, JOSEPH M., 40TH IA INF, Post 8; 4
KLITKNER, JOHN M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
KLOPPING, HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 179
KLOSS, ADAM, 10TH IA INF, Post
KLUETSCH, JOHN D., 82ND IL INF, Post
KLUMB, THOMAS C., 46TH WI INF, Post 44
KLUMP, JACOB B., 39TH IL INF, Post 32
KLUTSCH, J. DOMINICUS, 82ND IL INF, Post 25
KLIZE, AUGUST, 55TH IN INF, Post
KNAPP, A.W., 30TH IN INF, Post 289
KNAPP, ALBERT, 118TH IL INF, Post
KNAPP, ALBERT C., 118TH IL INF, Post
KNAPP, ALBERT C., 118TH IL INF, Post 90
KNAPP, DEVILLE E., 65TH IL INF, Post 170
KNAPP, GEORGE E., 1ST OR INF, Post 91
KNAPP, GEORGE R., 31ST IA INF, Post 340
KNAPP, HENRY H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 192
KNAPP, HENRY H., 138TH IL INF, Post 317
KNAPP, JAMES, 26TH MO INF, Post 130
KNAPP, MILES W., BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 155
KNAPP, MILES W., 1ST MI INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 286
KNAPP, VINCENT, 7TH IA, Post
KNAPP, WILLIAM A., 1ST PA RIFLES, Post
KNAPP, WILLIAM M., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post
KNAPPEN, DANIEL W., 23RD WI INF, Post 7
KNAUSE, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, Post 115
KNDELAM, CHARLES I., 199TH IN, Post
KNEELAND, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, Post 99
KNEER, JACOB, 17TH IA INF, Post 26
KNEFF, WILLIS, 118TH IL INF, Post 34
KNEPPER, JAMES S., 148TH IN INF, Post
KNIGHT, EVAN T., 64TH IL INF, Post
KNIGHT, G.W., 1ST MN INF, Post 80
KNIGHT, GEORGE, 3RD IA INF, Post
KNIGHT, HENRY H., 3RD WI CAV, Post 224
KNIGHT, HENRY H., 9TH WI CAV, Post
KNIGHT, HINKLEY G., 32ND IA INF, Post 13
KNIGHT, J. GARDNER, 2ND NE CAV, Post
KNIGHT, JAMES F., 28TH PA INF, Post
KNIGHT, JAMES T., OH INF, Post
KNIGHT, JESSE, 2ND CO CAV, Post 3
KNIGHT, JESSE B., 1ST MA CAV, Post 84
KNIGHT, JOHN G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
KNIGHT, JOHN S., 63RD OH INF, Post 52
KNIGHT, JOHN W., 30TH IA INF, Post
KNIGHT, JOHN W., 30TH IA INF, Post 297
KNIGHT, JOHNSON, 27TH ME INF, Post 31
KNIGHT, JONATHAN W., 40TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 101
KNIGHT, JOSEPH, 6TH MI INF, Post 169
KNIGHT, JOSEPH S., 61ST IL INF, Post 131
KNIGHT, M.V.B., 18TH US INF, Post 321
KNIGHTS, CHARLES W., 12TH NH INF, Post
KNIGHTS, JAMES H., 3RD IN CAV, Post 13
KNITTLE, AUGUST, 2ND US CAV, Post 11
KNOBBS, JOHN, 107TH IL INF, Post 3
KNOLES, WILLIAM, 152ND IL INF, Post
KNOlle, THOMAS, 146TH IL INF, Post
KNOnts, DANIEL, 106TH IL INF, Post 166
KNOose, DAVID, 20TH IA INF, Post
KNOrr, JACOB, 143RD PA INF, Post 264
KNOTT, ALBION H., 31ST WI INF, Post 191
KNOTTS, W.M., 1ST IN ART., Post 262
KNOWeber, JACOB, 77TH & 4TH IN CAV, Post
KNOWeLon, O. V., 88TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 88
KNOWLES, ELIAS, 26TH IL INF, Post 81
KNOWLES, REUBLBN R., 37TH IA INF, Post
KNOWLES, WILLIAM B., 44TH IN INF, Post 67
KNOWLES, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF, Post
KNEWLES, WILLIAM H., 9TH IN INF, Post
KNEWLES, WILLIAM M., 152ND IL INF, Post
KNEWLIN, GEORGE L., 7TH NY CAV;PVT;CO. I;193, Post 58
KNEWLTON, ALVIA B., 65TH IL INF;CO. B;92ND I, Post
KNEWLTON, ALVIA B., 92ND IL INF;CO. G;65TH I, Post 4
KNEWLTON, ORSON V., 17TH IL CAV, Post 16
KNEWLTON, ORSON V., 17TH IL CAV, Post 88
KNEWLTON, WILLIAM, 12TH MO CAV, Post
KNOx, GEORGE E., 77TH IL INF, Post 69
KNOX, HENRY, 121ST OH, Post
KNOX, HENRY, 126TH OH INF, Post 6
KNOX, JOHN, 3RD IA CAV, Post 46
KNOX, JOHN N., 18TH MO INF, Post 187
KNOX, NELSON N., 45TH IA INF, Post
KNOX, WILLIAM E., 14TH KY CAV, Post 299
KNULAND, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, Post
KNUTH, LEOPOLD, 2ND MO INF, Post
KOCH, ADOLPH, 33RD IL INF, Post
KOCH, ALLEN, DRUMMER; 48TH PA INF, Post 110
KOCH, DAVID, 23RD MO INF, Post 13
KOCH, LENARD, 5TH MO CAV, Post
KOCHER, WILLIAM H., 46TH WI INF, Post 111
KOCK, VICTOR, 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
KOEHL, LEO, 187TH OH INF, Post 7
KOENEKE, GEORGE B., 117TH IL INF, Post 66
KOENIGSTEIN, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, Post 109
KOEPKA, WILLIAM, 6TH WI INF, Post 25
KOERBER, JONATHAN, 23RD WI INF; 2ND WI CAV, Post 39
KOERBER, JONATHAN, 2ND CA CAV; 23RD WI INF, Post 39
KOHL, CHARLES, 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post
KOHL, CHARLES, HOSPITAL STEWARD; 1ST US, Post 2; 2
KOHLER, DANIEL, 125TH OH INF, Post 118
KOHLER, G.D., 2ND MO ART., Post 112
KOHLER, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post 56
KOHLER, MORANT, 82ND IL INF, Post 342
KOHLMEYER, CHARLES A., 6TH US CAV, Post 262
KOHLMEYER, CHARLES A., 6TH US CAV, Post 2; 1
KOHLMEYER, CHARLES A., 6TH US CAV, Post 2; 7
KOHLN, FRANK, 22ND OH INF, Post 24
KOLE, HENRY F., 17TH IL INF, Post 77
KOLLER, JOHN, 2ND OH INF, Post
KOMMER, ABRAHAM, 27TH WI INF, Post
KONDRIGHT, JOHN B., 155TH IN INF, Post 81
KONKRIGHT, GEORGE, 155TH IN INF, Post 91
KOONTZ, WILLIAM, 75TH IN INF, Post 24
KOON, JUSTUS, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
KOON, JUSTUS, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
KOONTZ, ALFRED J., 152ND IN INF, Post 25
KOONTZ, FRANCIS S., 96TH IL INF, Post 312
KOONTZ, FRANK, 96TH IL INF, Post
KOONTZ, J.N., 53RD OH INF, Post 166
KOOPS, JOHN, 20TH IA INF, Post 7
KOOPS, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 7
KOOPS, JOHN, 20TH IA INF, Post 7
KOOZER, FRED M., 47TH IL INF, Post 22
KOPISCHKE, HEINRICH, 9TH IL CAV, Post 326
KOPLIN, PHILLIP, 25TH IN INF, Post 11
KOPLIN, SAMUEL E., 130TH PA INF, Post
KOPPENHAVEN, GEORGE, 5TH US VETERAN INF, Post
KOPPENHEFER, JEREMIAH, 16TH US INF; 131ST PA, Post 24
KOPPLE, THOMAS M., 8TH IN CAV, Post 34
KORBEL, MICHAEL, 17TH IL CAV, Post 25
KORICK, ORVILLE P., 18TH OH INF, Post 79
KORNER, WILSON S., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post 84
KORNER, WILSON S., 34TH OH INF; 36TH OH INF, Post
KORNER, WILSON S., 34TH OH MILITIA INF, Post
KORN, LEWIS B., 7TH IA CAV; 18TH MO INF, Post 154
KORN, LEWIS B., 18TH MO INF; 7TH IA CAV, Post 154
KORSMEYER, F.A., 136TH IN INF, Post
KORTMAN, LOUIS, 3RD MO INF, Post 2
KORTZ, JOHN M., 7TH IA INF, Post 75
KORTZ, WILLIAM H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
KOSIER, DAVID, 182ND OH INF, Post 14
KOSMEYER, F.A., 136TH IN INF, Post 25
KRACHT, FREDERICK, 4TH MO CAV, Post 7
KRAFT, JOHN, 10TH OH CAV, Post
KRAFT, JOHN, 10TH OH CAV, Post
KRAGER, WILLIAM, 35TH WI INF; CO. H; 20TH, Post 311
KRAHL, JOHN, 31ST IA INF, Post 10
KRAMER, ANDREW, 34TH IA INF, Post
KRAMER, ANDREW G., 38TH IA INF, Post 24
KRAMER, JOHN H., 6TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
KRAMER, SYLVESTER, 34TH IL INF, Post 81
KRAMER, THEODORE, 7TH IA CAV, Post 354
KRAUS, CHRISTIAN, 14TH WI INF, Post
KRAUS, FRANK, 27TH WI INF, Post 105
KRAUSE, FRANCIS, 27TH WI INF, Post
KRAUSE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, Post 151
KRAUSE, HERMAM G., 26TH NY MILITIA, Post
KRAUSE, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, Post
KRAUSE, WILLIAM, 29TH WI INF, Post 100
KRECKER, CHARLES F., 7TH US INF, Post 84
KREETS, ANDREW, 191ST OH INF, Post 153
KREIGHBAUM, ISAAC, 44TH IN INF; US MARINES, Post 69
KREISSMANN, EDWARD, QUARTERMASTER; US NAVY, Post
KREKER, CHARLES F., 7TH US INF, Post
KRELL, GEORGE, 16TH US INF, Post 43
KRER, CHARLES W., 10TH NJ INF, Post
KRESS, MORTIMER, 1ST PA CAV, Post 13
KRESS, MORTIMER N., 1ST PA CAV, Post 13
KRIDER, GEORGE, 1ST MN ART., Post 37
KRIEBEL, CARL, 1ST WI INF, Post 133
KRIEBLE, KARL, 10TH WI INF, Post 133
KRIEGER, FRANK, 2ND WI CAV, Post 109
KRIER, E.H., 1ST CLASS BOY; US NAVY; SH, Post 112
KRIEGLES, LORAN, 20TH OH INF, Post 24
KRILE, PAUL, 44TH IL INF, Post 11
KRINZIE, HIRAM WESLEY, 126TH IL INF, Post
KRIPSBACH, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, Post 102
KRIS, W.H., 75TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 100
KRISE, P.J., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., Post 316
KRISHAUM, JOHN, 100TH NY INF, Post
KRISHBAUM, DAVID, 58TH OH INF, Post
KRISHBAUM, JOHN, 58TH OH INF, Post 312
KRISSMAN, EDWARD, US NAVY; MISSISSIPPI RIVE, Post 7
KROH, DANIEL, 92ND IL INF, Post 6; 3
KROKER, CHARLES F., 7TH MA INF, Post
KROMDICK, K.K., 43RD IL INF, Post 52
KRONKRIGHT, HORACE D., 155TH IN INF, Post 276
KROPF, FRITZ, 11TH WI INF, Post 34
KROUSE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, Post 151
KRUGER, HENRY, 10TH IL INF, Post
KRUGER, JULIUS, 2ND WI INF, Post 9; 1
KRUM, THATCHER M., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 190
KRUMMECK, JOHN, 12TH PA CAV, Post
KRUMWEDE, WILLIAM, 155TH IL INF, Post 56
KRUSE, ERNEST, 12TH MO INF, Post 12
KRUTTS, ALVIN H., 31ST WI INF, Post 191
KRUTZFIELD, PETER T., 105TH IL INF, Post 43
KUDY, THOMAS J., 1ST MD INF, Post
KUEBLER, DAVID, 41ST PA INF, Post 41
KUGLER, JOSEPH, 140TH IL INF, Post 303
KUHER, GEORGIEMIE, 2ND US CAV, Post
KUHER, JOHN, 16TH, Post
KUHL, JOHN H., 31ST IA INF, Post
KUHN, JAMES B., 128TH IN INF, Post 10
KUHN, JOHN, 47TH IL INF, Post 212
KUHN, JOHN, 2ND US CAV; PVT; CO. I; 3RD, Post 166
KUHU, ROBERT, 64TH IL INF, Post 39
KUIKADE, JAMES W., 8TH IA CAV, Post 7
KULTZ, E. S., 23RD MO INF, Post 51
KUMP, ZACHRIAH, 2ND WI CAV, Post 229
KUNKEL, JOHN A., 16TH IL INF, Post 102
KUNTZ, EBERHART, 54TH OH INF, Post 134
KUNTZ, JASPER N., ARTIFICER; 5TH IN LIGHT A, Post 25
KUNTZ, WILLIAM, 74TH PA INF, Post 124
KUNZ, CHRISTIAN D., 1ST MO CAV, Post 123
KUNZ, CHRISTIAN D., 1ST MO CAV, Post
KUNZ, CHRISTIAN DA., Post 123
KUNZ, NATHANIEL, 146TH IL INF, Post 51
KURTH, JOHN N., 100TH NY INF, Post
KURTZ, ADAM, 27TH WI INF, Post
KURTZ, ADAM, 27TH WI INF, Post 45
KURTZ, J.A., 150TH IL INF, Post
KURTZ, JOHN H., 150TH IL INF, Post 341
KURTZ, LOUIS F., 127TH IL LINF, Post
KURTZ, M.A., 137TH PA INF, Post
KUSHMAN, EDWIN S., 92ND IN INF, Post
KUTZ, JAMES K., 31ST PA INF, Post
KUYPER, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post
KUYPERS, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post 11
KYBURZ, WILLIAM, WI ART., Post 39
KYCHBURG, NILRD NELS, 44TH IL INF, Post 7
KYES, JASON, 44TH WI INF, Post
KYLE, CHARLES W., 12TH IL INF; 65TH IL INF, Post 25
KYLE, CHARLES W., 65TH IL INF; 12TH IL INF, Post 25
KYLE, LEWIS A., 3RD CO CAV, Post 110
KYLE, MARSHAL T., 14TH MI INF., Post 204
KYLE, WILLIAM H., 39TH OH INF, Post
KYNER, JAMES H., 46TH OH INF; 2ND OH ARTIL, Post 7

LABAGH, G.F., 77TH PA INF, Post
LABART, MICHAEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 1
LABDEL, C., 3RD WI CAV, Post 83
LABELLE, JOHN T., 32ND IL INF, Post 69
LABORE, EDWIN L., 38TH WI INF, Post
LACEY, FRANCIS H., 31ST IA INF, Post
LACEY, TURNER, 6TH IN CAV, Post 18
LACKER, S.W., 42ND MA INF, Post 190
LACKER, WILLIAM, 63RD IL INF, Post 146
LACKNER, AUGUSTUS, 21ST NY CAV, Post
LACY, GEORGE, 60TH OH CAV, Post 15
LACY, GEORGE W., 48TH IA INF, Post 44
LADHOFF, FREDERICK, 8TH IA INF, Post 91
LaDIEU, HENRY, 2ND NY CAV, Post 264
LaDIEW, NORMAN J., 4TH IL CAV; CO. L; 12TH IL, Post 32
LADOFF, F., 8TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 191
LADREW, NORMAN J., 12TH IL CAV; CO. D; 4TH IL, Post 32
LAFAYETTE, SHIPLEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
LAFFERS, HENRY B., 35TH IA INF, Post
LAFERTY, A.B., 12TH IL INF, Post 94
LAFERTY, JOHN, 76TH PA, Post
LAFERTY, WILLIAM D., 25TH WI INF, Post 344
LAFLIN, JOHN D., 122ND OH INF, Post 112
LAFONTAINE, ROBERT, 12TH NY CAV, Post 1
LAGEL, BENJAMIN F., 12TH IN LIGHT ARTILLERY, Post 318
LAGUE, JAMES H., 87TH IN INF, Post 25
LAHY, NICHOLAS, 108TH IL INF, Post 51
LAIR, GEORGE W., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 123
LAIR, WASHINGTON, 33RD OH INF, Post 164
LAINE, CHARLES G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
LAING, CHARLES G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LAIG, WILLIAM, 13TH IL INF, Post 18
LAIR, GEORGE W., Post 123
LAIRBEATEH, GEORGE W., 5TH MN, Post
LAIRD, JAMES S., 16TH MI INF, Post 13
LAIRD, JOSEPH A., 112TH IL INF, Post 262
LAIRD, THOMAS C., 46TH IL INF, Post 43
LAIRD, JOSEPH A., 112TH IL INF, Post 262
LAIR, GEORGE W., Post 123
LAIRBEATEH, GEORGE W., 5TH MN, Post
LAIRD, JAMES S., 16TH MI INF, Post 13
LAIRD, JOSEPH A., 112TH IL INF, Post 262
LAIRD, THOMAS C., 46TH IL INF, Post 43
LAKE, ANDREW J., 12TH IL CAV, Post
LAKE, B.F., 10TH WV INF, Post 131
LAKE, BAYLIS E., 1ST IA CAV, Post
LAKE, EPHRIAM E., 15TH IL INF, Post 16
LAKE, GOTLEB, 68TH OH INF, Post 81
LAKE, JAMES, 95TH OH INF, Post
LAKE, JOHN, 93RD PA INF, Post
LAKE, L.H., 16TH U.S. HEAVY ART, Post 13
LAPIN, SETH H., 31ST WI INF, Post 65
LAPIN, WILLIAM H., 104TH IL INF, Post 174
LAPIN, WILLIAM M., 48TH IN INF, Post 44
LASCING, ROBERT, NE CAV, Post
LAMASON, JOHN, 86TH IL, Post
LAMB, ABRAHAM, 2ND CO CAV, Post 12
LAMB, ANDREW, IL, Post
LAMB, ANDREW, 156TH IL INF, Post 73
LAMB, HUILL ET HARR, 41ST IL INF, Post 75
LAMB, JOHN B., 47TH IA INF, Post 298
LAMB, JOSEPH, 139TH OH INF, Post
LAMB, JOSEPH, 139TH OH INF, Post
LAMB, JOSIAH W., 2ND WI INF, Post 2
LAMB, SYLVANUS, 98TH OH INF, Post 22
LAMB, W.H., 52ND IL INF, Post 35
LAMB, W.S., 36TH IL INF, Post
LAMB, WILLIAM H., 52ND IL INF, Post 35
LAMB, WILLIAM P., 64TH IL INF, Post 220
LAMBERSON, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF, Post 46
LAMBERT, CHARLES, 75TH IL INF, Post 129
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, Post 267
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, Post 267
LAMBERT, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
LAMBERT, JOHN, Post
LAMBERSON, JOHN W., 29TH OH INF, Post 46
LAMBERT, CHARLES, 75TH IL INF, Post 129
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, Post 267
LAMBERT, JEREMIAH, 92ND IL INF, Post 267
LAMBERT, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
LAMBERT, JOHN, Post
LAMBERT, LEWIS G., 15TH OH ART., Post 247
LAMBERT, THOMAS C., 150TH OH INF, Post 141
LAMBERT, W.C., 10TH KS INF, Post
LAMBERT, WILLIAM C., 10TH KY CAV, Post 37
LAMBERT, WILLIAM C., 10TH KS CAV, Post
LAMBERTON, D.P., 10TH MI INF, Post 77
LAMBERT, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF, Post
LAMBIT, JOHN E., 8TH VA INF, Post
LAMBRECHT, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF, Post 34
LAMBUT, CHARLES A., 75TH IL INF, Post
LAMBUT, JESSE, 106TH OH, Post
LAME, GEORGE, 64TH IL INF, Post
LAMER, WILLIS, 2ND MO INF, Post 40
LAMMHOSEN, LUMAN, 7TH IA INF, Post
LAMMA, CHITTICK, 152ND PA INF, Post 112
LAMMRUNYON, W. H., 29TH MI INF, Post 20
LAMORE, ROBERT P., 45TH IL INF, Post 12
LAMP, JOHN W., 34TH IL INF, Post 117
LAMPHEAR, A. H., 5TH AR INF, Post 40
LAMPHEAR, EZRA, 16TH WI INF, Post 180
LAMPHEAR, M.H., 2ND MN CAV, Post 98
LAMPHREY, WARREN, 1ST NH CAV, Post 350
LAMPMAN, B.W., 24TH NY INF, Post 146
LAMPMAN, BARGILIA W., 24TH NY CAV, Post 207
LAMPMAN, THOMAS C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 195
LAMPREY, WARREN, 8TH NH INF, Post 350
LAMPSON, JAMES F., 4TH IA INF, Post 112
LAMPUEAU, T. C., 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 195
LAMSON, T., 76TH OH INF, Post 68
LANCASTER, GEORGE, 17TH IN ART., Post
LANCASTER, WILLIAM H. D, 130TH IL INF; CO. E; 77TH, Post 81
LANCASTER, WILLIAM H.D., 77TH IL INF; CO. D; 130TH, Post 130
LAND, ADAM, 123RD IL INF, Post 81
LAND, CHARLES, 4TH WI CAV, Post
LAND, JOHN M., 55TH IL, Post
LAND, JOSEPH, 3RD WI INF, Post 142
LAND, SIDNEY, 38TH WI INF, Post 25
LAND, SIDNEY J., 38TH WI INF, Post
LAND, SYDNEY J., 38TH WI, Post
LANDEN, SAMUEL F., ARTIFICER; 6TH WI LIGHT A, Post 319
LANDEN, THOMAS P., 121ST OH INF, Post 15
LANDER, PETER O., 1ST IL CAV, Post
LANDER, PETER O., 1ST IL INF, Post 91
LANDERFELDT, JUSTIN, 1ST NY INF, Post 326
LANDERGREN, VIC, SHIPS VANDERBELT; ALABAMA, Post 7; 1
LANDERS, FRANK, 143RD IL INF, Post
LANDERS, FRANKLIN, 143RD IL INF, Post
LANDERS, TIMOTHY E., 74TH IL INF, Post
LANDES, SIMON, 60TH IL INF, Post 1
LANDON, ARThER, 47TH WI INF, Post
LANDON, FREDERICK A., 17TH IL INF, Post 205
LANDON, JASPER N., 154TH IN INF, Post 262
LANDON, SAMUEL F., ARTIFICER; 6TH WI ART., Post 112
LANDON, WILLIAM, 133RD OH INF, Post
LANDRETH, J.W., 32ND IA INF; 8TH IA INF, Post 352
LANDSAY, JOHN, 67TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
LANE, ABNER, 145TH IL INF, Post 177
LANE, HUBERT, Post
LANE, JAMES K., 1ST NE INF, Post 107
LANE, JOHN, 70TH OH INF, Post
LANE, LEANDER, 45TH IA INF, Post 2
LANE, MARTIN, 28TH NY INF, Post 28
LANE, MARTIN V., 12TH IL CAV, Post 9; 2
LANE, NELSON F., 13TH IL INF, Post 11
LANE, R. T., 9TH OH CAV (ERROR), Post 75
LANE, R. THOMPSON, 9TH IA CAV, Post 15
LANE, SAMUEL R., 88TH PA INF, Post
LANE, T.D., 4TH IA INF, Post
LANE, THOMAS B., 119TH IL INF, Post 40
LANE, THOMAS D., 4TH IA INF, Post
LANER, HENRY, 1ST NE CAV, Post
LANG, A.V., 2ND US ART., Post 259
LANG, ABRAM V., ARTIFICER; 2ND IL ART., Post 42
LANG, EPHIRAM M., 1ST NE CAV, Post
LANG, GEHUE G., 47TH IL INF, Post
LANG, LOUIS, 73RD IL INF (ERROR), Post 50
LANG, LOUIS, 43RD IL INF, Post 50
LANG, PHILIP A., 144TH IL INF, Post
LANGAN, MICHAEL, 35TH IL INF, Post
LANGDON, JOHN, 43RD WI INF, Post 11
LANGE, HARVEY, 87TH IN INF, Post
LANGE, LOUIS A.W., 43RD IL INF, Post
LANGE, PHILLIP, 144TH IL INF; 1ST IA INF, Post 262
LANGE, PHILLIP, 1ST IA INF; 144TH IL INF, Post 262
LANGEHEIM, HENRY, 107TH PA INF, Post
LANGLEY, A.B., 16TH MA INF, Post 20
LANGLEY, GEORGE L., 127TH IL INF, Post
LANGLEY, MOSES, 14TH IL INF, Post
LANGLEY, MOSES, 14TH IL INF, Post 21
LANGLEY, R.S., 127TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 81
LANGLEY, RUSSELL S., 122ND IL INF, Post 81
LANGWORTHY, SELAH B., 5TH WI INF, Post 144
LANPHER, DAVID T. 64TH IL INF SHARPSHOOTER, Post 116
LANPSON, BEN B., 11TH U CAV, Post
LANSING, HENRY, 7TH MN INF, Post 179
LANSMAN, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, Post 193
LANSON, ELI, 2ND NE, Post
LANTERMAN, DANIEL W., 68TH IL INF, Post
LANTIS, CALVIN, 44TH IA INF, Post 125
LANTIS, WILLIAM C., 2ND MO CAV, Post 131
LANTIS, WILLIAM C., MERRILL'S MO HORSE, Post
LANTZ, HENRY, 6TH WV INF, Post 37
LANTZ, HENRY, 107TH PA INF, Post 299
LANTZ, PETER N., 49TH OH INF, Post 269
LAPHAM, W.B., 4TH MN INF, Post 42
LAPP, JOSEPH, 46TH IL INF, Post
LARABEE, W.B., 4TH IL INF ERROR, Post 11
LARAMORE, WASHINGTON M, 2ND INF, Post
LARCH, JOHN B., 3RD US INF, Post 262
LARCOM, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA CAV, Post 23
LARCOM, WILLIAM R., 6TH IA INF ERROR, Post 23
LaREW, GEORGE N., 37TH IN INF, Post
LAREY, MOSES, WAGONMASTER; 47TH WI INF, Post 182
LARIMER, JAMES R., 8TH IL INF, Post 1
LARIMER, JAMES R., 66TH IL INF, Post
LARIMER, JOHN A., 33RD IL INF, Post 12
LARIMORE, JOHN, 9TH IA INF, Post 299
LARISON, GEORGE W., 10TH KS INF, Post
LARKIN, CARLOS W., 34TH IA INF, Post 32
LARKIN, DANIEL A., 44TH IL INF, Post 112
LARKIN, GEORGE W., 19TH WI INF, Post 57
LARKIN, JOHN, 40TH IA INF, Post 13
LARKIN, JOHN A., 6TH IA INF, Post 29
LARKIN, R., 62ND OH INF, Post
LARKIN, REES, 62ND OH, Post
LARKIN, REESE, 62ND OH INF, Post 62
LARKINS, THOMAS B., 11TH IL INF, Post 247
LARMEN, JOHN, 143RD NY INF ERROR, Post 72
LARMEN, JOHN A., 123RD NY INF, Post 72
LARMON, JOHN A., 123RD NY INF, Post
LARMON, JOHN S., 55TH PA INF, Post 205
LARMON, WILLIAM S., 55TH PA INF, Post 205
LARMORE, W.M., 11TH IN ART., Post 219
LARNBY, JOHN, 118TH NY INF, Post
LARNE, B.F., 14TH IA INF, Post 339
LARRABEE, WILLIAM B., 4TH IL CAV, Post 11
LARRIMORE, WASHINGTON M, 11TH IN INF, Post 219
LARSEN, OLE, IL LIGHT ART., Post
LARSON, ANDREW L., 138TH IL INF, Post 59
LARSON, ERIC, 46TH IL INF, Post 141
LARSON, JOHN, 21ST IL INF, Post 3
LARSON, JOHN M., 43RD IL INF, Post
LARSON, WILLIAM H., 36TH IL INF, Post
LARUE, ALEXANDER G., 83RD OH INF, Post 96
LARUE, L.A., 54TH OH INF, Post 74
LARUE, SAMPON, 14TH IL CAV(ERROR), Post
LARUE, SAMPSON C., 15TH IL CAV, Post 111
LaRUE, V.B., 3RD WV CAV, Post 34
LARUE, WILLIAM H., 6TH WI INF, Post 187
LASHELLE, HENRY A., 114TH NY INF, Post 35
LASHELLE, HENRY A., 114TH NY INF, Post
LASH, SIMON P., 87TH IN INF; SERG; CO. L; 1, Post 35
LASHELL, HENRY A., 114TH NY INF, Post 44
LASHELL, JACKSON JOH, 54TH PA INF; CO. I; 3RD PA, Post 33
LASHELEY, GEORGE S., 25TH IL INF, Post 14
LASURE, WILLIAM, 23RD IL INF, Post 18
LATCH, JOHN B., PVT; 3RD US INF, Post
LATHAM, FREDRICK T., 23RD KY INF, Post
LATHAM, JOEL P., 13TH MO, Post
LATHAM, M.L., 41ST OH INF, Post 36
LATHAM, N.W., 196TH OH INF, Post 57
LATHAM, THOMAS W., 6TH KY INF, Post
LATHAM, THOMAS W., 20TH KY INF, Post 97
LATHAN, FRANK B, IA INF, Post
LATHROP, GEORGE, 25TH WI INF, Post 8
LATHROP, GEORGE B., 27TH IA INF, Post 86
LATHROP, W.C., 55TH IL INF, Post 296
LATIMER, HORACE, 46TH OH INF, Post
LATOUR, CHARLES, 46TH IL INF, Post 43
LATTA, JONATHAN W., 24TH IA INF, Post 118
LATTA, SAMUEL G., 2ND NE, Post
LATTA, SAMUEL G., , Post
LATTA, SILAS, 30TH IN INF, Post 111
LATTA, W.S., AST. SURGEON; 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
LATTA, WILLIAM S., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LATTIIG, GEORGE M., 93RD IL INF, Post 177
LATTILMER, JAMES M., 112TH IL INF, Post 201
LATTIMER, F.J., 11TH MN INF, Post 17
LATTIMER, FRANCIS J., 11TH MN INF, Post
LATTIMORE, ROBERT, 138TH IL INF, Post 280
LATTO, SAMUEL G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LATTRIDGE, JOHN D., 136TH NY INF, Post
LATTURE, DAVID, 9TH EAST TN CAV, Post 30
LATTURE, DAVID, 9TH TN CAV, Post
LAU, WASHINGTON, 33RD OH INF, Post
LAUB, FREDERICK, 148TH IL INF, Post 158
LAUBENHEIMER, JACOB, 5TH US CAV, Post 63
LAUDER, GEORGE, HOSPITAL STEWARD; U.S. AR, Post 2
LAUDERBACH, MILLS, 129TH IL INF, Post 77
LAUER, JOHN, 19TH WI INF, Post 238
LAUFER, LUAMMI, 35TH IA INF, Post 323
LAUGHLIN, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, Post
LAUGHLIN, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, Post
LAUGHLIN, THOMAS B., 9TH IN CAV, Post 120
LAUGHLIN, WILLIAM W., 64TH IL INF, Post 96
LAUGHTON, ALEXANDER, 150TH IL INF, Post 1
LAUMAN, JAMES, 36TH IA INF, Post 70
LAUNSBERY, JOSEPH M., 48TH IN INF, Post 354
LAURANT, CERIL J., 8TH IN INF, Post 198
LAUREY, JOHN, 17TH OH INF; 46TH OH INF, Post 262
LAUVEN, JACOB, 5TH US CAV, Post
LAUVER, CHARLES, 49TH PA INF, Post 20
LAUVER, EPHRAIM, 202ND PA INF, Post
LAUX, HENRY, 2ND MO ART., Post
LAVELL, LPATRICK, 28TH IA INF, Post
LAW, ANDREW M., 78TH OH INF, Post 63
LAW, ANDREW M., 78TH OH INF, Post
LAW, JOHN, 129TH IL INF, Post 218
LAW, OSCAR, US NAVY; USS JAMES ADGER, Post 25
LAW, WESTON L., 35TH MO INF, Post
LAW, WILLIAM, 146TH IN INF, Post 309
LAWDER, JAMES M., 30TH IA INF, Post 71
LAWE, EDWIN, 23TH IA INF, Post
LAWE, HENRY G., 126TH IL INF, Post
LAWLER, JOHN, 19TH US INF, Post 156
LAWLER, JOHN, 25TH IL INF, Post 161
LAWLER, JOHN, 19TH IN INF, Post 156
LAWLESS, THOMAS J., 11TH IL CAV, Post
LAWRENC, PHILO, 4TH NY ART., Post
LAWRENCE, ALBERT K., 91ST IL INF, Post
LAWRENCE, EDWARD C., 49TH WI INF, Post
LAWRENCE, EDWARD O.C., 22ND WI INF; 49TH WI INF, Post 214
LAWRENCE, EDWARD O.C., 49TH WI INF; 22ND WI INF, Post 214
LAWRENCE, FRANCIS M., 24TH WI INF, Post 24
LAWRENCE, FRANK B., 99TH NY INF, Post 110
LAWRENCE, FRANK B., 99TH NY INF, Post
LAWRENCE, FRANK P., 39TH WI INF, Post
LAWRENCE, FRANK P., 22ND WI INF; 39TH WI INF, Post 4
LAWRENCE, FRANK P., 39TH WI INF; 22ND WI INF, Post 4
LAWRENCE, GEORGE, 74TH NY INF, Post 131
LAWRENCE, GEORGE, 92ND IL CAV, Post
LAWRENCE, JAMES A., 77TH NY INF, Post
LAWRENCE, JAMES J., 4TH IN CAV, Post 198
LAWRENCE, JOHN, 151ST IN INF, Post 240
LAWRENCE, P.R., 4TH NY ART., Post 84
LAWRENCE, P.R., 4TH NY ART(ERROR), Post
LAWRENCE, PETER J, 3RD IL CAV, Post
LAWRENCE, PETER J., 3RD IL INF, Post 9
LAWRENCE, PETER J., 3RD IL CAV, Post
LAWRENCE, ROBERT P, IA INF, Post
LAWRENCE, SAMUEL H., 2ND IL ART., Post 233
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 5TH ME INF, Post 332
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 5TH MI INF, Post 332
LAWRENCE, THOMAS, 8TH MI INF, Post
LAWRENCE, WILLIAM, 3RD IL CAV, Post 9;2
LAWS, GILBERT L., 5TH WI INF, Post 25
LAWSHA, JACOB, 12TH WI INF, Post 3
LAWSON, ANDREW, 11TH RI INF, Post 17
LAWSON, ROBERT, 47TH IL INF, Post 20
LAWSON, W.T.B., 119TH IL INF, Post 180
LAWSON, WILLIAM J., 42ND MO INF, Post 112
LAWTON, GEORGE, 1ST WI INF, Post 90
LAWTON, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, Post 64
LAWTON, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, Post
LAWTON, JAMES, 115TH IL, Post
LAXON, LANDER, 55TH IL INF, Post
LAY, GEORGE R., 19TH KY INF, Post
LAY, GEORGE W., 111TH OH INF, Post 34
LAYMAN, JACOB L., 118TH IL INF, Post
LAYMAN, JACOB T., 118TH IL INF, Post 95
LAYMAN, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, Post
LAYMAN, JOHN H., 118TH IL INF, Post 95
LAYMON, JACOB F., 118TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 95
LAYNE, JAMES H., 25TH WI INF, Post 229
LAYTON, GEORGE F, 35TH IL INF, Post
LAYTON, IRVIN R., 86TH IN INF, Post 129
LAYTON, SAMUEL A., 94TH IL INF, Post 35
LAYTON, W.D., 31ST WI INF, Post 45
LAZENBY, GEORGE W., 7TH IA INF, Post 56
LCREAVES, DANIEL I., PA, Post
LEA, GEORGE B., 96TH OH INF, Post 80
LEACH, JOHN, 5TH MO (CONFEDERATE), Post
LEACH, LUCIUS D, 2ND OH CAV, Post
LEACH, M.G., 3RD MA INF;SERG;CO. H;18, Post 17
LEACH, MATTHIAS, 7TH IL CAV, Post 147
LEACH, ROBERT E., 32ND WI INF;CO. C; 16TH, Post 32
LEACH, THOMAS, 10TH MO CAV, Post
LEACH, THOMAS H., 10TH MO CAV, Post 45
LEACH, WILLIAM D., 29TH IA INF, Post
LEACH, WILLIAM T., 1ST IA CAV, Post 110
LEACH, WILLIAM W., 151ST IL INF, Post
LEADBETTER, JABEZ, 149TH IL INF, Post 96
LEAK, THOMAS M., 18TH IA INF, Post 63
LEAKE, C.A., 46TH WI INF, Post 255
LEAKE, CYREL A., 22ND WI INF;2 LIEUT;CO., Post
LEAKE, WALTER S., 1ST OH CAV, Post
LEAMON, HOBBY A., 60TH OH INF;12TH OH INF, Post 4
LEANDER, E.C., 1ST MI CAV, Post
LEARNING, SILAS T., 2ND NE CAV, Post 119
LEARNING, WILLIAM J., 2ND IA ART., Post 23
LEANNOCHEL, CONRAD, 36TH IL INF, Post 10
LEYER, PATRICK J., 16TH IL INF, Post 36
LEASE, R.R., 1ST MI ART., Post 230
LEASE, JOHN, 100TH IL INF, Post 7
LEASE, JOHN L., 100TH IL CAV, Post
LEATHERBERG, S., 22ND IL INF;(ERROR), Post 26
LEATHERMAN, JOSEPH, 1ST MN ART., Post 210
LEAVITT, EDWARD P., 26TH IA INF, Post 95
LEAVITT, GEORGE, US NAVY;STEAMER HUNTRESS, Post 25
LEAVITT, JEREMIAH S., 1ST NH CAV, Post
LEAVITT, JOHN, 147TH IL INF, Post 25
LEAVITT, JOHN, 147TH IL INF, Post
LEB, GEORGE, 7TH IA CAV, Post 278
LEBARON, LAWRENCE, 11TH IL INF, Post 110
LEBEAN, HENRY, 2ND MI CAV, Post
LEBOURVEAUX, GEORGE W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 278
LECHLEITER, J. PETER, 37TH OH INF, Post
LECHLEITER, J. PETER, 37TH OH INF, Post
LECK, WILLIAM, 4TH PA CAV, Post
LECKENBY, ALBERT J., 2ND MO INF, Post 11
LECKLIER, JOHN W., 9TH OH CAV, Post
LECKLITER, J.W., 9TH OH CAV, Post
LECKLITER, JOHN W., 9TH OH CAV, Post 25
LECLAIRE, LEWIS, 12TH MA ART.(ALIAS PARKE, Post
LeCOUNT, S. NELSON, 3RD WI INF, Post 32
LED better, J.T., 17TH IL CAV, Post 167
LEDELL, JAMES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 207
LEDFORD, WILLIAM, 135TH OH INF, Post
LEDGER, JOHN, 7TH WI ART., Post 280
LEE, BENJAMIN F., 2ND OH INF, Post
LEE, DANIEL J., 119TH IL INF, Post 52
LEE, DAVID, 134TH IL INF, Post 210
LEE, DAVID, 12TH OH CAV, Post 22
LEE, ELanford E., 8TH KS INF, Post
LEE, FURMAN D., 18TH IA INF, Post 108
LEE, FURMAN D., 3RD IA INF, Post
LEE, G.W., 165TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 60
LEE, GEARY, 16TH MI INF; BRADY SHARPS, Post 15
LEE, GEORGE W., 69TH IL INF, Post 60
LEE, GEORGE W., 151ST IL INF, Post 9FE
LEE, GEORGE W., 2ND WI CAV, Post 124
LEE, HARRISON A., 171ST OH INF, Post 28
LEE, HIRAM, 46TH IA INF, Post
LEE, JAMES H., 4TH US CAV, Post 16
LEE, JAMES N., 5TH US ART., Post
LEE, JESSE, 17TH IA INF, Post 17
LEE, JOHN, 14TH KS CAV, Post
LEE, JOHN C., 99TH NY INF, Post
LEE, JOHN J., 2ND WI CAV, Post 135
LEE, JOHN J., 7TH WI INF; 4TH US ART., Post 94
LEE, JOSEPH, 34TH IN INF, Post 226
LEE, JOSIAH, 40TH IA INF, Post 13
LEE, K.D., 10TH WV INF, Post 75
LEE, LEWIS, 4TH IA CAV, Post 255
LEE, LOUIS E., 11TH IA CAV, Post
LEE, MARY, Post
LEE, MENZO C., 166TH OH INF, Post
LEE, OSCAR, 39TH IA INF, Post
LEE, RICHARD FRAN, 44TH WI INF, Post 1:8
LEE, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF, Post 291
LEE, STEPHEN, 30TH IN, Post
LEE, THOMAS, 30TH IN INF, Post 7
LEE, THOMAS C., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LEE, THOMAS J., 39TH IL INF, Post 229
LEE, THOMAS M., 10TH IA INF, Post 69
LEE, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
LEE, WILLIAM D., 86TH IL INF, Post
LEE, WILLIAM E., 2ND NE CAV; 1 LIEUT; CO. B, Post 4
LEE, WILLIAM G., 113TH IL INF, Post
LEE, WILLIAM G., 6TH KS CAV, Post 111
LEE, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 151
LEE, WILLIAM K., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 267
LEE, WILLIAM P., 57TH IL INF, Post
LEECH, ELIJAH A., 109TH PA INF, Post 227
LEECKENBY, A.J., 2ND MO CAV, Post 11
LEE CVH, JAMES T., 32ND IA INF, Post 248
LEEDER, CHARLES, 11TH IL INF; 1ST IL CAV, Post 69
LEEDER, CHARLES, 1ST IL ART.(ERROR), Post 69
LEEDER, CHARLES, 1ST IL CAV;11TH IL INF, Post 69
LEEDOM, JACOB B., 83RD PA INF, Post 42
LEEDS, SAMUEL S., 7TH IL INF, Post
LEEK, WILLIAM, 4TH VT CAV, Post
LEELAND, D.M., 24TH IA INF, Post 13
LEENOX, ROBERT, 42ND IL INF, Post 136
LEEGER, JOHN M., 26TH IA INF, Post 82
LEEROSE, WILLIAM J., 11TH IN INF, Post
LEESE, WILLIAM, 2ND US ART., Post
LEESE, WILLIAM, 2ND US ART., Post 3
LEEBUGL, , 93RD IL INF, Post
LEEFER, AMOS, 6TH WI INF, Post 76
LEEFFER, D.W., 7TH MI CAV, Post 217
LEEFFINGWELL, JULIUS, 65TH OH INF, Post 153
LEFLER, JAMES H., 14TH IA INF, Post 32
LEFLER, JAMES H., 14TH IA INF, Post 32
LEFTWICH, GEORGE W., 15TH US INF, Post 8
LEGAT, EDMOND, 144TH IL INF, Post
LEGATE, DEXTER H., 52ND IL INF, Post 60
LEGATE, EDMOND K., 144TH IL INF, Post 115
LEGG, DANIEL B., 1ST MN INF, Post 4
LEGG, JOHN W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 4
LEGGE, AMBROSE B., 38TH IA INF, Post
LEGLER, DAVID, 9TH WI INF, Post 34
LEGREY, JOAL G., 21ST MO INF, Post
LEGREY, LEONARD B., 42ND WI INF, Post 60
LEHEW, J.S., 15TH OH INF, Post 19
LEHEW, THOMAS H., 11TH IA INF, Post
LEHMANN, GEORGE, 129TH OH INF, Post 9
LEHMANN, JESSE, 41ST PA INF;PVT;CO. E;20, Post 176
LEHMANN, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, Post 165
LEHOWTZ, , 37TH WI INF, Post
LEIBERT, ANDREW, 153RD IL INF, Post 195
LEIBHART, GEORGE, 26TH IL INF, Post 44
LEIBHART, HENRY M., 46TH IL INF, Post 137
LEICHEMENGING, CHARLES, 11TH OH CAV, Post
LEICHTY, JACOB, 182ND OH INF, Post 139
LEICKWEISE, JOSEPH, 10TH IA INF, Post
LEIDIG, JACOB, 153RD PA INF, Post
LEIGH, MOSES H., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 218
LEIGH, WILLIAM H., 147TH IL INF, Post 72
LEIGHTON, CHARLES M., HOSPITAL STEWARD;16TH W, Post 25
LEIGHTON, JACOB, 57TH PA INF, Post
LEIN flavors, P, 12TH TN INF, Post 219
LEINING, FREDERICK, 1ST NE, Post 45
LEINNGTON, JOSIAH B, 92ND OH INF, Post
LEISE, J.A., US MARINE, Post 289
LEISMAN, MICHAEL, 49TH IN INF, Post
LEISMAN, MIKE, 49TH IN INF, Post
LEISTER, W.W., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 292
LEITCH, ROBERT, 21ST IA INF, Post 196
LELAND, THOMAS, 6TH KS CAV, Post
LELL, WILLIAM, 7TH KS CAV, Post 247
LEMASTER, W.W., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post
LEMING, DAVID, 2ND KS CAV, Post
LEMIST, HAZWELL T., 2ND NY INF, Post 110
LEMMING, DANIEL, 2ND KS CAV, Post 95
LEMINGTON, LEVI, 67TH OH INF, Post
LEMONT, S.W., 22ND WI INF;SERG;CO. M;4, Post 109
LENEY, JONATHAN W., 51ST IL INF, Post 255
LENGER, HENRY, 3RD MO CAV;10TH MO INF, Post 77
LENGLE, WILLIAM H., 75TH IN INF, Post 112
LENHART, GEORGE C., 93RD IL INF, Post 25
LENHART, GEORGE C., 93RD IL INF, Post
LENHART, ISAIAH, 103RD IL INF, Post 57
LENHART, SAMUEL L., 6TH WV INF, Post
LENINGER, LEVI, 67TH OH INF, Post 1,2
LENNARD, JAMES, 69TH NJ INF, Post
LENNON, PHILLIP, 16TH US INF, Post 12
LEMON, LEON, 22ND WI INF;SERG;CO. M;4, Post 109
LEONARD, ANDREW, 4TH IL CAV, Post 150
LEONARD, B.F., 6TH IA CAV, Post 80
LEONARD, CHARLES F., MEADS INDEPENDENT CAV, Post 2
LEONARD, DANIEL, 19TH WI INF, Post 120
LEONARD, DEWAYNE, 21ST MI INF, Post 80
LEONARD, FRANKLIN B., 6TH IA CAV, Post 80
LEONARD, G.M., 1ST OH ART, Post 177
LEONARD, GEORGE, 17TH WI INF, Post 227
LEONARD, HIRAM B., 100TH IL INF, Post 77
LEONARD, ISAAC N., 9TH IN INF, Post
LEONARD, ISAAC N., 9TH IN INF, Post 30
LEONARD, JAMES, 57TH IN INF, Post 40
LEONARD, JAMES, 57TH IN INF, Post
LEONARD, JAMES S., 29TH IA INF, Post 265
LEONARD, WILLIAM T., 62ND OH INF, Post 124
LEONARDSON, ABRAM, , Post
LEONHARD, JULIA A., 47TH PA INF, Post
LEONHARDT, FREDERICK W., 43RD MO INF, Post 17
LEONHARDT, SAMUEL, 6TH WV INF, Post 25
LEONNIG, FREDERICK A., 2ND IA CAV, Post
LEPER, JACOB J., 16TH IA INF, Post 267
LEPLEY, R.R., 12TH PA CAV, Post 95
LEROY, FRANK B., , Post
LEROY, HENRY L., 29TH IA INF, Post 223
LESCHER, JOSEPH, 87TH IL INF, Post 35
LESCHER, JOSEPH, 87TH IL INF, Post
LESHRIE, BENJIMAN N., 23RD WI INF, Post
LESIEUR, JAMES LOUIS, 16TH IL CAV, Post 55
LESIEUR, LOUIS, 16TH IL CAV, Post
LESIEUR, LOUIS, 16TH IL CAV, Post
LESIEUR, B.F., 23RD MO INF, Post 53
LESIEUR, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, Post 17
LESLEY, JAMES, 24TH IA, Post
LESLEY, JAMES R., 68TH IL INF, Post 152
LESLEY, JOHN, 129TH IN INF, Post 253
LESLEY, JOHN H., 84TH IL INF, Post 217
LESLEY, THOMAS H., 16TH WI INF, Post 262
LESLEY, THOMAS H., 10TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 262
LESLY, HENRY, 5TH MO CAV, Post
LESSIG, WILLIAM, 64TH PA INF, Post
LESSIG, WILLIAM, 2ND PA HEAVY ART., Post
LESTER, DAVID, 117TH IN INF, Post 107
LESTER, MILTON, 22ND CT INF, Post 80
LESTER, S.P., 127TH IL ILNF, Post
LESTER, SHERMAN P., 127TH IL INF, Post
LESTER, SHERMAN P., 127TH IL INF, Post
LESTER, STAUNTON P., 155TH IN INF, Post 76
LETCHER, WILLIAM E., 29TH IN INF, Post 23
LETCHER, WILLIAM E., 29TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 23
LETSON, WILLIAM, 12TH NY INF, Post
LETT, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, Post 25
LETTER, SALEM, 62ND VT INF, Post
LEUETHWEIS, JOSEPH, 10TH IA INF; PVT; CO. I; 23, Post 45
LEUGER, HENRY, 10TH MO INF; 5TH MO CAV, Post 77
LEURNACE, R.W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LEURS, THEODORE, 5TH IA CAV, Post
LEUTHERBURG, STEPHEN, 22ND IN INF, Post 26
LEVALLEY, FRANCIS, 7TH PA CAV, Post 12
LEVAN, JACOB, 214TH PA INF, Post
LEVEE, GEORGE L., 4TH IA CAV, Post 167
LEVELL, JAMES M., 19TH IN INF; PVT; CO. E; 20, Post 86
LEVERANCE, FRED, 8TH IL CAV, Post 52
LEVEY, HARRY, 36TH IL INF, Post 25
LEVI, THOMAS, 3RD IN CAV, Post 26
LEV CRE, TOM, 3RD IN CAV, Post
LEVICK, LEWIS H., 134TH OH INF, Post
LEWALD, GUSTAVE, 68TH NY INF, Post 2; 3
LEWELLEN, JOSEPH, 2ND KS CAV, Post 68
LEWELLEN, WILLIAM A., US NAVY; USS VES JUDGE TO, Post 173
LEWELLING, HENRY C., 133RD IN INF, Post 209
LEWIS, ALONZO, 4TH MI INF, Post 87
LEWIS, AMI, , Post
LEWIS, AMI, 34TH IA INF, Post 5; 3
LEWIS, ANDREW J., 100TH IN INF, Post
LEWIS, BARNEY, 10TH WV INF, Post 207
LEWIS, BENJAMIN R., 33RD OH INF, Post 305
LEWIS, CHAPMAN, 7TH WV INF, Post
LEWIS, CHARLES, 124TH IL INF, Post 67
LEWIS, CHARLES, 11TH MI INF, Post 34
LEWIS, CHARLES E., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 340
LEWIS, CHARLES E., 2ND US CAV, Post
LEWIS, CHARLES E., 133RD IL INF, Post 43
LEWIS, CHARLES G., 29TH IA INF, Post 198
LEWIS, CHARLES J., 20TH IL INF, Post
LEWIS, CLINTON R., 27TH NY INF; 51ST WI INF, Post
LEWIS, CLINTON R., 51ST WI INF, Post 57
LEWIS, DANIEL, 6TH IA CAV, Post 98
LEWIS, DAVID W., 10TH IL CAV, Post 120
LEWIS, DETSALL, 29TH IA INF, Post
LEWIS, EGERT, 8TH IA INF, Post
LEWIS, EPHRAM, 11TH IA INF, Post 77
LEWIS, GEORGE B., 1ST NE, Post 309
LEWIS, GEORGE W., 4TH WI INF, Post
LEWIS, HENRY, 141ST NY, Post
LEWIS, HENRY, 4TH OH CAV, Post 231
LEWIS, HENRY F., 147TH IL INF, Post 40
LEWIS, HENRY V., 84TH IL INF, Post
LEWIS, HENRY V., 84TH IL INF, Post 31
LEWIS, HIRAM, 57TH IL INF, Post 153
LEWIS, JAMES, 12TH WI INF;CO. B;25TH W, Post 36
LEWIS, JAMES, 59TH IL LINF;PVT;CO. I;1, Post 36
LEWIS, JAMES, 25TH WI INF;CO. I;12TH W, Post 36
LEWIS, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, Post 120
LEWIS, JAMES K., 1ST NE CAV, Post 77
LEWIS, JAMES P.A., 40TH IA INF, Post 231
LEWIS, JAMES T., Post
LEWIS, JAMES T., 175TH OH INF, Post 52
LEWIS, JAMES W., 29TH WI INF, Post
LEWIS, JEROME M., 5TH IN ART., Post 13
LEWIS, JOHN, Post
LEWIS, JOHN, 15TH IN INF, Post 330
LEWIS, JOHN C., 30TH OH INF, Post 8
LEWIS, JOHN S., 14TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 19
LEWIS, JOHN S., 140TH IL INF, Post 19
LEWIS, JOHN T., 8TH MO CAV, Post 278
LEWIS, JOSEPH C., 146TH IL INF, Post 4
LEWIS, JOSEPH C., 146TH IL INF, Post
LEWIS, MARSHALL B., 182ND OH INF, Post 11
LEWIS, MOSES, 10TH IL CAV, Post 98
LEWIS, MOSES, COGSWELL'S ART., Post 98
LEWIS, O.B., 38TH IN INF, Post
LEWIS, O.K., 14TH IN INF;14TH IA INF, Post 46
LEWIS, OSCAR K., 14TH IA INF, Post 46
LEWIS, OSCAR K., 14TH IA INF, Post 46
LEWIS, RALPH, 64TH NY INF, Post 212
LEWIS, RICHARD N., 9TH CT INF, Post 79
LEWIS, RUBY A., 143RD NY INF, Post 264
LEWIS, THEODORE F., AST. SURGEON;5TH IA CAV, Post 7;1
LEWIS, THOMAS, 73RD OH INF, Post 37
LEWIS, THOMAS, 73RD OH INF, Post
LEWIS, THOMAS N., 11TH IL INF, Post
LEWIS, VanBUREN, 57TH IL INF, Post 21J
LEWIS, W.H., 13TH NY INF, Post 9
LEWIS, W.H., 10TH IA INF, Post 61
LEWIS, WESLEY, 2ND MO INF, Post 88
LEWIS, WILBUR L., 171ST PA INF, Post 256
LEWIS, WILLIAM, 2ND MI INF, Post 110
LEWIS, WILLIAM, 105TH IL INF, Post 79
LEWIS, WILLIAM H., 10TH IA, Post
LEWIS, WILLIAM R., 5TH WI ART., Post 80
LEWMAN, T.H., 6TH IA INF, Post 230
LEWMAN, WILLIAM, 164TH OH INF, Post 31
LEWMAN, WILLIAM, 164TH OH INF, Post
LEWTON, NEWTON M., 138TH IL INF, Post 134
LEZERVE, WILLIAM A., 6TH PA RESERVE CAV, Post
LHUENS, HENRY, 13TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 129
LIBBEE, E.T., 1ST BISSELLS MO ENGINEER, Post 164
LIBBEE, MARSHALL L., 72ND IL INF, Post 164
LIBBY, WILLIAM, 73RD IN INF, Post 49
LIBBY, WILLIAM H., 73RD IN INF, Post
LIBERTS, ANDREW S., 104TH IL INF, Post
LIBERTY, JOHN, IL INF, Post
LIBERTY, JOHN, 76TH IL INF, Post 166
LIBERTY, PETER, 76TH IL INF, Post 166
LICHTEBERGER, SAMUEL R., 15TH IL INF, Post 32
LICHTENSHIEN, JOSEPH, 1ST OR CAV, Post 30
LICHTY, JACOB P., 24TH IA INF, Post 245
LICHTY, JOSEPH J., 1ST PA INF, Post 25
LICKTY, JOSEPH J., 1ST PA CAV, Post
LIDGARD, JAMES, 87TH IN INF, Post
LIDGARD, JOHNSON, 46TH IN INF, Post 89
LIEBHART, C.H., 26TH IL INF, Post
LIEBHART, HENRY M., 46TH IL INF, Post
LIEBHART, M., 26TH IL INF, Post 13
LIEDTHE, F.W., 11TH PA INF, Post 25
LIEDTKE, FREDERICK W., 97TH PA INF, Post
LIES, BAITH, 1ST MO INF;3RD MO CAV, Post 90
LIESURE, DANIEL, 1ST WI CAV, Post 130
LIGHT, JAMES, 33RD IN INF, Post 258
LIGHT, JAMES A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 28
LIGHT, JOSEPH A., 12TH IA INF, Post 109
LIGHT, O.P., 6TH MN INF, Post 115
LIGHT, ROBERT W., 12TH IA INF, Post 118
LIGHTBODY, ISAAC, 12TH IL CAV, Post 188
LIGHTHILL, WILLIAM, 34TH IA INF, Post 66
LIGHTNER, ISAIAH, 7TH MD INF, Post 153
LIKENS, JEREMIAH D., 30TH IN INF, Post 291
LIKENS, SAMUEL H., 5TH MO CAV;PVT;CO. F;13T, Post 291
LIKES, R.B., 33RD IA INF;PVT;CO. D;34, Post 146
LILEY, PHILIP J., 24TH IN INF, Post 284
LILLIAN, JACOB, 14TH IL INF, Post 332
LILLIBRIDGE, D.R., 11TH RI INF, Post
LILLIE, HIRAM O., 99TH IL INF, Post 247
LILLIE, JUSTICE, 57TH IL INF, Post
LILLIE, JUSTUS, 57TH IL INF, Post
LILLY, GUILFORD, 2ND NE CAV, Post
LILLY, GUILFORD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 53
LILLY, JOSEPH, 39TH IL INF, Post 62
LILLY, W. S., 19TH MI INF, Post 37
LILLY, WILLS S., 19TH MI INF, Post 277
LILLY, WILLS S., 19TH MI INF, Post
LIMBACKER, GEORGE W., 3RD WI INF, Post 60
LIME, LEVI, US NAVY; USS OUICHITA, Post
LIMING, DANIEL, 2ND KS CAV, Post
LIMING, WESLEY, 8TH OH INF, Post
LINBER, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, Post 39
LINBOCKER, G.W., 3RD US VET. RESERVE CORP., Post 60
LINCECUM, WILLIAM, 66TH OH INF, Post 178
LINCH, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 149
LINCH, WILLIAM A., 4TH IA CAV, Post
LINCOLN, ASA, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 206
LINCOLN, D.B., 44TH IA INF, Post 22
LINCOLN, DANIEL B., 44TH IA INF, Post
LINDEN, HENRY B., 2ND MO LIGHT ART., Post
LINDEN, JOHN P., 25TH OH INF, Post 11
LINDENMEYER, JACOB, 150TH IN INF, Post 262
LINDER, FREDERICK, 186TH OH INF, Post 289
LINDER, JESSE, 104TH OH INF, Post 262
LINDER, JOHN, BUGLER; 9TH WI INF, Post 19
LINDERMAN, JOHN, 8TH IN CAV, Post 91
LINDERMAN, S.B., US NAVY, Post 25
LINDERMAN, SERERYN R., US NAVY; USS ADIRONDACK, Post
LINDERMAN, THEODORE, 35TH WI INF, Post 56
LINDLEY, AARON, 2ND IA INF, Post 76
LINDLEY, JAMES, 17TH IA INF, Post
LINDLEY, JAMES, 31ST IA INF; CO. G; 17TH I, Post
LINDLEY, JAMES A., 77TH IL INF, Post 125
LINDLEY, RICHARD, 1ST NE INF, Post
LINDLEY, WILLIAM L., 19TH IA INF, Post 73
LINDLEY, WILLIAM L., 19TH IA INF, Post
LINDMIEER, JACOB, 150TH IN INF, Post
LINDNER, GODDFRID, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
LINDNER, GODFRIED, ARTIFICER; 1ST MO ENGINEER, Post 25
LINDON, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, Post 76
LINDSAY, ARCHIBALD, 71ST IL INF, Post 5
LINDSAY, ARCHIBALD, 71ST IL INF, Post 5
LINDSAY, GEORGE A., 132ND IL INF, Post 70
LINDSAY, J.S., 3RD IA INF, Post
LINDSAY, JAMES A., 77TH IL INF, Post 230
LINDSAY, JOHN, 16TH KS CAV, Post
LINDSAY, JOHN, 16TH KS CAV, Post 84
LINDSAY, JOHN H., 3RD WI INF, Post 45
LINDSEY, ARNET, 29TH IN INF, Post
LINDSEY, ARNETT, 29TH IN INF, Post 302
LINDSEY, BAXTON, 116TH US COLORED, Post 3
LINDSEY, DENNIS, 48TH WI INF, Post
LINDSEY, HENRY W., 106TH IL INF, Post
LINDSEY, JAMES S., 185TH OH INF, Post 280
LINDSEY, JAMES W., 33RD OH INF, Post
LINDSEY, JAMES W., 33RD OH INF, Post 88
LINDSEY, JOHN B., 19TH IL INF; ORD. SERG; CO., Post 8
LINDSEY, JOHN B., ORDERLY SERG; 50TH OH INF, Post 90
LINDSLEY, ALMON W., 1ST NY INF DRAGOONS, Post
LINDSLEY, ERASTUS D., 114TH IL INF, Post
LINE, DENNIS B., 68TH IN INF; PVT; CO. A; 19, Post 1
LINES, SILVESTRE, 53RD IL INF, Post
LINES, T.T., 31ST IA INF, Post 68
LINGENFELTER, CHRISTOPHER, 56TH OH INF, Post
LINGO, HENRY H., 77TH OH INF, Post
LINHART, SAMUAL, 6TH WV, Post
LININGER, JACOB, 99TH IN, Post
LINK, SAMUEL N., 17TH IA INF, Post 18
LINK, WILLIAM, 32ND IN INF, Post 208
LINN, J.L., 6TH IA INF, Post 66
LINN, JAMES L., 6TH IA INF, Post
LINRILL, ADAM H., 134TH OH INF, Post
LINSACUM, GEORGE, 9TH IN CAV, Post
LINSACOT, JOHN, 6TH IL INF; 8TH IL INF, Post 283
LINSACOT, JOHN, 8DTH IL INF; 6TH IL INF, Post 283
LINSACOT, JOHN, 110TH OH INF, Post
LINSECUM, GEORGE, 121ST IN CAV, Post
LINT, ISAAC, 47TH IL INF, Post
LINT, ISAAC, 47TH WI INF, Post
LINTON, GEORGE W., 20TH WI INF, Post 8; 1
LINTON, H.B., 6TH IA ART. (ERROR), Post 102
LINTON, H.B., 6TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 102
LINTON, HARVEY B., 6TH IA INF, Post 102
LINTON, JOHN, 20TH OH INF; PVT; CO. B; 8, Post 199
LINTON, LEANDER, 5TH KS CAV, Post
LINVILLE, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post 139
LINVILLE, JOHN W., 11TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 139
LINWILL, ADAM H., 134TH OH INF, Post 47
LINZ, MAX, 1ST IL ART., Post
LION, DAVID, 118TH IL, Post
LIPE, WILEY A., 140TH IL INF, Post
LIPE, WILEY A., 140TH IL INF, Post
LIPINCOTT, JAMES B., 14TH NY INF, Post
LIPINCOTT, SAMUEL, 104TH PA INF, Post
LIPPOLD, JOACHAIN, 1ST NE, Post 351
LIPPOLD, JOSHIN, 1ST NE INF, Post
LIPPS, J.A., 4TH IN CAV, Post 207
LIPTON, GEORGE M., 30TH IN INF, Post
LIPTRAP, WILLIAM, 5TH US INF, Post 307
LISK, THADIUS, 12TH IN CAV, Post
LISLE, JAMES, 3RD IA ART., Post 195
LITCHFIELD, GAYLORD, 7TH MA INF, Post 227
LITCHFIELD, JOSEPH, 102ND IL INF, Post 231
LITELULL, WILLIAM, 72ND IL CAV, Post
LITTEL, A.C., 12TH VT INF, Post 207
LITTELLE, GEORGE, 4TH IN CAV, Post 198
LITTELLE, GEORGE W., 9TH IA INF, Post 191
LITTEN, JESSE, 122ND IN INF, Post 1
LITTLE, E.H., 32ND IA INF, Post 95
LITTLE, GEORGE, 172ND OH INF, Post 23
LITTLE, GEORGE F., 75TH NY INF, Post
LITTLE, JOHN, 13TH MA INF; BORN PRINCE, Post 112
LITTLE, JOHN R., 139TH IN INF, Post
LITTLE, JOHN R., 139TH IN, Post
LITTLE, JOHN R., 139TH INF, Post
LITTLE, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF, Post
LITTLE, JOHN W., 8TH IN INF, Post
LITTLE, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF, Post 3;9
LITTLE, LEWIS, 27TH IL INF, Post 153
LITTLE, LIVI T, 7TH OH CAV, Post
LITTLE, THOMAS, 142ND OH INF, Post
LITTLE, WILLIAM, 7TH VA CAV; PVT; CO. D; 8TH, Post 264
LITTLFIELD, ELISHA W., 10TH WI INF, Post 33
LITTON, MICHAEL L., 143RD IN INF, Post 23
LITRELL, DANIEL L., 2ND IN CAV, Post
LIVELY, THEODORE, 53RD IN INF, Post 179
LIVERINGHOUS, JACOB W., 152ND IN INF; CO. K; 30TH, Post 11
LIVERINGHOUS, JACOB W., 30TH IN INF; CAPT; CO. E; 1, Post 8;1
LIVERINGHOUS, LEWIS, 152ND IN INF, Post 25
LIVERINGHOUS, PETER, 1ST MO ART., Post 133
LIVERMORE, E. EDWARD, US NAVY; USS MINNESOTA; US, Post 344
LIVINGGOOD, PETER J., 6TH PA, Post
LIVINGSTON, BARAK, 134TH IL INF, Post 149
LIVINGSTON, HARTFORD, 99TH IN INF, Post 13
LIVINGSTON, HIRAM, 77TH IL INF, Post 299
LIVINGSTON, JAMES H., 76TH IL INF, Post 15
LIVINGSTON, JOHN, 65TH OH INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, JOHN T., 67TH OH INF; CO. E; 62ND O, Post
LIVINGSTON, JOHN T., 62ND OH INF; CO. I; 67TH O, Post
LIVINGSTON, MOSES, 7TH IN CAV, Post 152
LIVINGSTON, MOSES, 20TH IN INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, OSCAR, 21ST WI INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT A., 1ST NE INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT L., 68TH IL INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT R., 1ST NE, Post 45
LIVINGSTON, ROBERT RAMSA, 1ST NE INF, Post
LIVINGSTON, W.J., 4TH WI CAV, Post
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM H., 94TH NY INF, Post 68
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM H., 9TH IA INF, Post 82
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM J., 4TH WI CAV, Post 25
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM J., 9TH WI CAV, Post
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM M., 139TH IL INF, Post 25
LIVINGSTON, WILLIAM M., 139TH IL INF, Post
LLOYD, GEORGE D., 443RD IN INF, Post 77
LLOYD, JOHN T., 21ST IN INF, Post 114
LLOYD, JOSEPH, 8TH OH INF, Post 11
LLOYD, JOSEPH, 8TH OH INF, Post
LLOYD, L., 9TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 226
LLOYD, L., BRACKET'S MN CAV, Post 226
LLOYD, ROBERT, 43RD IN INF, Post 188
LLOYD, WINDSLOW, 172ND PA INF, Post 34
LOBDELL, CALEB, 3RD WI CAV, Post 83
LOBDILL, O.S., 3RD IL ART., Post
LOCHARD, JOHN, 43RD OH INF, Post 29
LOCHARD, THOMAS, 3RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 102
LOCK, HENRY, 118TH IL INF, Post 110
LOCK, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post 303
LOCKARD, JOHN H., 40TH IA INF, Post
LOCKER, DAVID W., 24TH IN ART., Post 36
LOCKER, GEORGE W., 15TH IA INF, Post
LOCKETT, THOMAS, 11TH MO INF, Post 227
LOCKETT, THOMAS, 7TH MO INF, Post 227
LOCKHARD, THOMAS, 80TH OH INF, Post 102
LOCKHART, ALEXANDER, 45TH IA INF, Post
LOCKHART, ALEXANDER, 45TH IA INF, Post 21
LOCKHART, GEORGE G., 65TH IL INF, Post 319
LOCKHART, JAMES M., 33RD VA INF, Post
LOCKHART, JOSEPH C., 125TH IL INF; POST 3, Post 73
LOCKHART, THOMAS, 80TH OH, Post
LOCKRIDGE, SAMUEL B., 7TH MO INF, Post 25
LOCKWOOD, CHARLES U., 22ND IA INF, Post 250
LOCKWOOD, FRANK G., 13TH IA INF, Post 11
LOCKWOOD, J.T., 31ST IA INF, Post 118
LOCKWOOD, JOSEPH, 13TH IN ART., Post 79
LOCKWOOD, ROBERT, 65TH IL INF;92ND IL INF, Post 34
LOCKWOOD, ROBERT, 92ND IL INF;CO. G;65TH I, Post 34
LOCKWOOD, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, Post
LOCUM, REUBEN, 3RD CLASS ENGINEER;, Post 262
LODGE, G.M., , Post
LODGE, GEORGE M., 137TH IN INF, Post 5
LODGE, GEORGE M., 137TH IN INF, Post
LOEBS, LEWIS, 36TH WI INF, Post
LOEHART, THOMAS, 80TH OH INF, Post
LOENNIG, FRED A., 2ND IA CAV, Post
LOENNIG, FREDERICK A., 2ND IA CAV, Post 66
LOER, GEORGE W., 33RD IN INF, Post 91
LOFLIN, LOUIS H., 1ST NE INF, Post
LOFTUS, JAMES H., 1ST IL CAV, Post 318
LOGAN, ALBERT C., 87TH IN INF, Post 70
LOGAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH MO INF, Post 7
LOGAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH MO CAV, Post
LOGAN, D.M., 179TH OH INF, Post 347
LOGAN, DANIEL S, PA INF, Post
LOGAN, DAVID E., 155TH IL INF, Post 42
LOGAN, HENRY, 105TH OH, Post
LOGAN, HENRY, 105TH OH INF, Post 25
LOGAN, J.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
LOGAN, JAMES B., 106TH IL INF, Post 121
LOGAN, JAMES H., 3RD WI CAV;CO. F;54TH US, Post 116
LOGAN, LEWIS, 13TH OH CAV, Post 1
LOGAN, ORRINK, 1TH MI CAV, Post
LOGAN, PETER A., , Post
LOGAN, ROBERT D., 36TH IL INF, Post 97
LOGAN, WILLIAM, 9TH OH CAV;12TH OH CAV, Post 39
LOGES, PETER, 144TH IL INF, Post 46
LOGHRY, ALVIN L., 53RD IL INF, Post 22
LOGHRY, JAMES F., 152ND IN INF, Post 22
LOGHRY, JOSEPH B, 86TH NY INF, Post
LOGSDON, ROBERT, 67TH OH INF, Post 151
LOGSDON, W.B., WV SCOUT, Post 114
LOGUE, JOHN C., 84TH IL INF, Post 23
LOHMeyer, HENRY, 28TH OH INF;CORP;CO. B;9, Post 56
LOHMeyer, JOHN H., 94TH NY INF, Post
LOHMeyer, JOHN H., 28TH OH INF, Post 25
LOHMeyer, JOHN H., 28TH OH LINf, Post
LOHR, ANDREW, 31ST NY INF;PVT;CO. K;45, Post 34
LOHR, HENRY, 18TH PA CAV, Post
LOIBLE, JOHN, 37TH WI INF, Post 115
LOMAX, C.P., 7TH IL CAV, Post
LOMAX, COMMODORE P., 7TH IL CAV, Post 25
LOMAX, JOHN H., 7TH CA INF, Post 204
LOMAX, JOHN H., 7TH CO INF, Post 122
LONDEN, WILLIAM, 11TH WI INF, Post 34
LONDON, JOHN P., 2ND CA CAV, Post 245
LONDON, WILLIAM, 40TH IA, Post
LONEY, HENRY, 26TH IN INF, Post 193
LONEY, WYATT, 26TH IN INF, Post 50
LONG, ALONZO, 29TH CT INF, Post 110
LONG, CHARLES, 15TH IA INF, Post 109
LONG, CHARLES L., 83RD IL INF, Post 112
LONG, CHRISTIAN Y., 32ND IL INF, Post 25
LONG, CHRISTIAN Y., 36TH IL INF, Post
LONG, DANIEL W., 37TH IL INF; CO. F; 76TH I, Post 142
LONG, DANIEL W., 76TH IL INF; CO. C; 37TH I, Post 142
LONG, FIFIELD, 5TH ME INF, Post
LONG, GEORGE T., 23RD IA INF, Post 37
LONG, HARRY H., 18TH OH INF, Post 32
LONG, HENRY, 40TH IA INF, Post
LONG, HENRY, 40TH IA, Post
LONG, JACOB B., 23RD MO INF, Post 118
LONG, JACOB M., 139TH PA INF, Post 299
LONG, JAMES, 29TH IA INF, Post 222
LONG, JAMES A., 7TH MO CAV, Post 336
LONG, JAMES A., 7TH IN CAV, Post
LONG, JEREMIAH B., 70TH IN INF, Post 143
LONG, JEREMIAH K., 73RD IN INF, Post 23
LONG, JOHN G., 47TH IL INF, Post 47
LONG, JOHN J., 36TH IA INF, Post
LONG, JOHN J., 64TH IL INF, Post 262
LONG, JOHN W., 45TH IL INF, Post
LONG, JOHN W., 45TH IL INF, Post
LONG, JOSEPH S., 2ND IA CAV, Post 15
LONG, LEVI, 150TH OH INF, Post 122
LONG, LEVI M., 150TH OH INF, Post
LONG, M.M., 180TH OH INF, Post 76
LONG, MARTIN, US NAVY; USS GUNBOAT MARI, Post 86
LONG, MARTIN, 4TH IL CAV, Post 123
LONG, MARTIN, Post 123
LONG, MARTIN, 4TH IL CAV, Post 11
LONG, N.S., 44TH IN INF, Post 162
LONG, NOAH S., 44TH IN INF, Post 23
LONG, OTIS, 12TH IL CAV, Post 251
LONG, OTIS B., 155TH OH INF, Post
LONG, ROBERT, 7TH MO CAV, Post 336
LONG, S.R., 31ST IA INF, Post 109
LONG, SAMUEL, 35TH WI INF; CO.I; 20TH WI, Post
LONG, SAMUEL, 20TH WI INF; 35TH WI INF, Post 13
LONG, SIMON, 3RD MO CAV, Post
LONG, URIAH T., 25TH WI INF, Post
LONG, URIAH T., 25TH WI INF, Post 38
LONG, WILLIAM, 45TH IL INF, Post 101
LONG, WILLIAM, 12TH IN CAV, Post 32
LONG, WILLIAM, 50TH IL INF, Post 37
LONG, WILLIAM, 45TH IL INF, Post
LONG, WILLIAM D., 3RD IA CAV, Post
LONG, WILLIAM G., MUSICIAN; 29TH IA INF, Post 227
LONG, WILLIAM J., 73RD IL INF, Post 168
LONG, WILLIAM J., 73RD IL INF, Post
LONG, WILLIAM W., 94TH IL INF, Post 269
LONG, WRIGHT, 87TH IN INF, Post 11
LONG, ZADOC V., 9TH IL CAV, Post 230
LONGBOTTOM, WILLIAM, 25TH WI INF, Post
LONGBOTTOM, WILLIAM, 25TH WI INF, Post 135
LONGENHAGEN, GEORGE H., 47TH PA INF, Post 45
LONGENHENEN, JOHN K., 47TH PA LINF, Post
LONGHRIDGE, GEORGE, 71ST OH INF, Post
LONGSDORF, HENRY A., 158TH PA INF, Post
LONGSTREET, JOEL, 7TH IA INF, Post 19
LONGSTRETH, F.B., 28TH IA INF, Post
LONGSTRETH, THOMAS, 28TH IA INF, Post 16
LONGSTRETH, THOMAS B., 28TH IA INF, Post
LONGSUCKER, JAMES, 104TH PA HEAVY ART., Post
LONGWELL, J. DeLANCY, 12TH OH CAV, Post
LONGWELL, JAMES D., 12TH OH CAV, Post
LONGWORTH, WILLIAM, 21ST OH INF, Post 34
LONGYEAR, SAMUEL J., 6TH WI INF, Post 136
LONTZ, JACOB, 158TH PA INF, Post
LONX, EPHRAM K, 9TH IN INF, Post
LOOK, JAMES M., 35TH MO CAV, Post
LOOMIS, ALBERT, 11TH IN CAV, Post 50
LOOMIS, ALBERT P., 11TH IN CAV, Post 51
LOOMIS, BENJAMIN, 43RD WI INF, Post 67
LOOMIS, EDWIN, 10TH IA INF, Post 260
LOOMIS, EDWIN R., 87TH IL INF, Post 61
LOOMIS, ELLIOTT, 2ND IA CAV, Post 113
LOOMIS, HENRY, 129TH IL INF, Post 170
LOOMIS, JAMES H., 193RD NY INF, Post 308
LOOMIS, NAPOLEON B., 24TH IA INF, Post 52
LOOMIS, RODERICK R., 65TH IL INF, Post 43
LOOMIS, RUSSELL F., 9TH MI INF, Post 154
LOOMIS, THEIRON, 43RD WI INF, Post
LOOMIS, THEODORE J., 45TH IA INF, Post 43
LOOMIS, THERON, 43RD WI INF, Post
LOOP, MOSES W., 13TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 330
LOPER, WILLIAM L., 33RD IN INF, Post 54
LOPER, WILLIAM L., 33RD IN, Post
LORAIN, LEWIS J., 4TH WV CAV, Post 91
LORANCE, W.H., 35TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
LORD, GEORGE W., 153RD IL INF, Post 74
LORD, NEWTON A., 15TH MI INF, Post 11
LORING, FREDERICK, 56TH NY INF, Post 171
LORINS, EUGENE, 7TH IL INF, Post
LORNER, MARK B., 2ND NJ CAV, Post
LORRIS, JULIUS, 7TH IL INF, Post 96
LORTZ, CHARLES, 1ST NY ART., Post 139
LORTZ, CHARLES, 1ST US ART, Post 139
LORTZ, CHARLES E., 1ST NY ART., Post
LOSEE, JOSEPH P., 1ST IL ART., Post 23
LOSEE, JOSEPH W., 13TH IL INF, Post 101
LOSEE, R.E., 17TH IL CAV, Post
LOSEE, RUFUS E., 17TH IL CAV, Post 101
LOSEE, RUFUS E., 17TH IL CAV;8TH IL CAV, Post 101
LOSEE, RUFUS E., 8TH IL CAV;17TH IL CAV, Post 101
LOSEY, EZRA B., 3RD IA CAV, Post 216
LOSEY, ROBERT E., 17TH IL CAV, Post
LOSEE, RUFUS E., 8TH IL CAV, Post
LOTT, JOHN, 43RD IL INF, Post 77
LOTT, PETER J., 123RD OH INF, Post 20
LOTTMUZE, HENRY, 18TH MA INF, Post
LOUCKS, GEORGE, 14TH IA INF, Post 120
LOUCKS, GEORGE, 2ND WI CAV, Post
LOUCKS, JOSEPH, 211TH PA INF, Post
LOUCOMER, GEORGE, 195TH PA INF, Post 244
LOUDEN, JAMES, 58TH IN INF, Post 226
LOUDEN, STEPHEN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 140
LOUGHRIDGE, GEORGE W., 71ST OH ILNF;17TH OH INF, Post 53
LOUGHRIDGE, SAMUEL B., 7TH MO CAV, Post
LOUIS, PVT, KY CAV, Post
LOURANCE, JONAS, 125TH IL INF, Post
LOUREY, JOHN K., 46TH OH INF;17TH OH INF, Post 262
LOUTREHNIZER, JOHN H., 41ST IL INF, Post 107
LOUTZENHISER, J.A., 6TH ME INF, Post 193
LOUTZHENISER, JAMES, 6TH MN INF, Post 193
LOVE, JAMES C., 66TH OH INF, Post
LOVE, M.A., 22ND OH INF, Post 17
LOVE, SAMUEL D., 86TH IL INF, Post 3
LOVE, WILLIAM M., 81ST IN INF, Post 32
LOVEJOY, HOWARD S., 186TH OH INF, Post 125
LOVELACE, GEORGE P., 3RD US CAV, Post
LOVELET, WILLIAM F., 139TH IL INF, Post 70
LOVELETT, WILLIAM F., 39TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 70
LOVELL, JOHN C., 32ND IL INF, Post
LOVELL, PATRICK, 28TH IA INF, Post 62
LOVING, GEORGE W., 101ST IL INF, Post 19
LOW, JOHN, 91ST IL INF, Post 98
LOW, MARTIN, 35TH MO INF, Post 84
LOW, NATHANIEL H., 45TH IA INF, Post
LOWDER, JAMES G., 55TH IL INF, Post 40
LOWE, GARRISON A., 2ND WI CAV, Post 98
LOWE, HENRY, 89TH IL INF, Post 20
LOWE, HENRY G., 126TH IL INF, Post 59
LOWE, NATHAN J., 132ND IN INF, Post 299
LOWE, RICHARD, 8TH OH INF, Post 14
LOWE, THOMAS J., 48TH IA INF, Post
LOWE, WILLIAM, 3RD MA ART., Post 305
LOWE, WILLIAM, 23RD MO INF, Post 272
LOWE, WILLIAM, 9TH NY ART., Post 272
LOWE, WILLIAM H., 15TH OH INF, Post 109
LOWE, WILLIAM W., 5TH IA CAV, Post
LOWELL, CHARLES W., 15TH WI INF, Post
LOWELL, CHARLES W., 15TH IL INF, Post
LOWELL, PAT, 28TH IA INF, Post 62
LOWELL, ROYAL, 47TH IA INF, Post 70
LOWER, GEORGE W., 44TH PA INF, Post 110
LOWERY, J.C., 3RD IA CAV, Post
LOWERY, JOHN K., 46TH OH LINF, Post
LOWERY, MATTHEW, 21ST IA INF, Post 181
LOWERY, MELVIN, 1ST MN ART., Post 180
LOWERY, PHILIP, 3RD MO CAV, Post 103
LOWERY, WILLIAM B., 1ST OH ART., Post 157
LOWERY, WILLIAM C., 94TH IL INF, Post
LOWES, JOSIAH E., O.H. HOWARDS SIGNAL CORP, Post
LOWLEY, GEORGE W., 11TH IN INF, Post 3
LOWREE, ELIJAH, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
LOWREE, MARSHALL L., 72ND IL INF, Post
LOWREY, CHARLES H., 2ND CO CAV, Post 264
LOWREY, JOSEPH S., 86TH IL INF, Post
LOWRY, ALFRED B., 31ST PA, Post
LOWRY, LEWIS, 1ST NE INF, Post 7
LOWRY, R.M., 1ST CO INF, Post 190
LOWRY, WILLIAM CONL., , Post
LOWTHER, GEORGE W., 92ND OH INF, Post 8
LOY, GEORGE T., 23RD IA INF, Post
LOY, WILLIAM L., 147TH IN INF, Post 247
LOZIER, IRA S., 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post
LOZIER, LEVI, 14TH IL INF, Post 215
LUCAS, DEHART C., 24TH IA INF, Post 109
LUCAS, GEORGE WILLI, 29TH IA INF, Post 43
LUCAS, JASON, 154TH IL INF, Post 256
LUCAS, JOHN T., 13TH INF, Post
LUCAS, JOHN T., 13TH IA INF, Post 110
LUCAS, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF, Post
LUCAS, JONAS E., 1ST PA CAV, Post
LUCAS, REGEH H., 47TH IA INF, Post
LUCAS, T.H., 42ND IL INF, Post 175
LUCAS, WINDFIELD S., DRUMMER;105TH PA INF, Post 1;2
LUCE, A.S., 7TH KS CAV, Post
LUCE, ALDEN S., 7TH KS CAV, Post 50
LUCE, H.M., 4TH MN INF;HOSPITAL STEW., Post 32
LUCE, HIRAM M., HOSPITAL STEWARD;9TH IA, Post
LUCE, HIRAM M., HOSPITAL STEWARD;9TH IA, Post
LUCE, JOSEPH D., 111TH PA INF, Post
LUCE, LEONARD P., 3RD WI CAV, Post 17
LUCE, WILLIAM C., 19TH IL INF, Post 98
LUCE, WORTHY, 28TH WI INF, Post 47
LUCH, L.M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
LUCHSINGER, FRIDOLIN, 2ND WI INF, Post 9
LUCIAN, L., 11TH IL CAV;47TH IL INF, Post 310
LUCKAND, JOHN W., 40TH IA INF, Post
LUCKE, AUGUST, 51ST IL INF, Post
LUCKE, WILLIAM, 106TH PA INF, Post 4
LUCKERT, JOHN C., 146TH NY INF, Post
LUCKY, ABRAHAM, 25TH IL INF, Post
LUCORE, ALBERT H., 20TH IA INF, Post
LUCORE, ALBERT H., 20TH IA INF;PVT;CO. K;29, Post 100
LUCORE, ALONZO B., 20TH IA INF, Post 19
LUCY, EDWARD W., 7TH PA CAV, Post 352
LUCY, JOHYN, 1ST NE INF, Post 110
LUDDEN, FRANK W.L, 51ST WI INF, Post 73
LUDDINGTON, HORACE, 100TH PA INF, Post
LUDDINGTON, J.W., 15TH IA INF, Post 289
LUDDINGTON, M.I., ARMY OF THE POTOMAC, Post
LUDLOW, O.C., 8TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 7
LUDLOW, O.C., 122ND US COLORED TROOPS, Post 7
LUDLOW, OLIVER C., 8TH MO INF, Post
LUDLOW, SYLVESTER V., 31ST IA INF, Post 80
LUDWICK, J.C., 106TH IN INF, Post 9
LUDWICK, JACOB E., 156TH IN INF, Post 322
LUDWICK, JONATHAN, 11TH IN INF, Post 317
LUDWIG, JACOB B., 89TH NY INF, Post 34
LUEBBERT, C.W.H., 9TH OH INF, Post 264
LUESCHEN, HENRY G., 3RD WI INF, Post 9
LUETHEN, JOSEPH L., 10TH IN INF, Post
LUICK, HENRY, 59TH IL INF, Post
LUISY, JOHN H., 106TH PA INF, Post
LUIT, ISAAC, 47TH WI INF, Post 25
LUKE, COMFORT D., 8TH IA INF, Post 176
LUKE, JOSIAH, 14TH IA INF, Post
LUKE, JOSIAH H., 14TH IA INF, Post 25
LUKENS, ELI B., 18TH OH INF, Post 96
LUKENS, GEORGE F., 73RD OH INF, Post
LUKEUS, HENRY, WAGONER; 13TH IL CAV, Post 129
LUKHART, JAMES, 9TH IA INF, Post 111
LUKINS, LEVI C., 14TH IL INF, Post 155
LULL, H.M., 132ND OH INF, Post
LULL, RUFUS R., 98TH IL INF, Post 11
LUM, GEORGE, 2ND IA CAV, Post
LUMADUE, JOHN W., 12TH IL INF, Post 27
LUMBARD, AUGUSTUS, 10TH NY INF, Post
LUMM, CHARLES W., 129TH OH INF, Post
LUNBECK, LEMUEL F., 5TH CA, Post
LUND, ALBERT M., 67TH IL INF, Post
LUND, HERMAN, 16TH IL INF, Post
LUND, STILLMAN G., 91ST NY INF, Post 110
LUNDBURG, PETER, 3RD MN INF, Post 5
LUNEHR, HENRY, 11TH WI INF, Post 34
LUNENBERG, HENRY, 11TH WI INF, Post
LUNKLEY, CHARLES, 7TH IA CAV, Post 111
LUNN, CHARLES, 45TH IL INF, Post
LUNN, CHARLES, 45TH IL INF, Post
LUNN, D.N., 9TH MI INF, Post 95
LUNN, FRANCIS S., 8TH MI INF, Post
LUNNEY, JOHN L., 1ST IL, Post
LUNNEY, JOHN L., 1ST IL CAV, Post 56
LUNT, EDWARD D., 15TH IA INF, Post 39
LUNT, W.L., 9TH, Post
LUPTON, J.R., 3RD KS INF, Post 12
LURPIN, THOMAS JEFFE, 9TH PA CAV, Post
LURSH, NAPOLEON B., AST. SURGEON; 1ST NE INF, Post 24
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit/Regiment</th>
<th>Post Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LURUE, MOSES</td>
<td>8TH VT INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSE, D.O.</td>
<td>8TH KS INF</td>
<td>Post 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSH, EBENEZER</td>
<td>148TH IL INF</td>
<td>Post 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSHBROOK, ROYAL</td>
<td>14TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSK, ABSALOM A.</td>
<td>124TH IL INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSK, CHESTER</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSK, PETER C.</td>
<td>24TH WI INF</td>
<td>Post 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTES, E.</td>
<td>7TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. I;</td>
<td>Post 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTES, ELIJAH D.</td>
<td>7TH MO CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTES, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>10TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTES, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>10TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTGEN, S.B.</td>
<td>77TH OH</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTGEN, SIDNEY B.</td>
<td>77TH OH INF; DIED</td>
<td>Post 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTH, ALBERT</td>
<td>2ND NJ CAV</td>
<td>Post 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTHER, MARTIN</td>
<td>2ND WI CAV</td>
<td>Post 4;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTIEU, A.B.</td>
<td>16TH IN ART.</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, DAVID</td>
<td>2ND IA CAV</td>
<td>Post 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, GEORGE</td>
<td>69TH IN INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, ISIAH</td>
<td>124TH IL INF</td>
<td>Post 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, J.J.</td>
<td>NE CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, JACOB</td>
<td>4TH MO CAV</td>
<td>Post 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, JOHN J.</td>
<td>4TH MO CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, JOHN JACOB</td>
<td>4TH MO CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>13TH PA CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTZ, WILLIAM N.</td>
<td>10TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUX, JOHN K.</td>
<td>10TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYBARGER, GEORGE</td>
<td>1ST KS INF</td>
<td>Post 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYBARGER, GEORGE</td>
<td>KS MOUNTED INF</td>
<td>Post 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYBERGER, LEWIS F.</td>
<td>2ND MO STATE MILITIA INF</td>
<td>Post 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYBERGER, LEWIS F.</td>
<td>1ST MO CAV GUARDS</td>
<td>Post 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYDICK, DALLAS M.</td>
<td>165TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYDICK, DALLAS M.</td>
<td>45TH IA INF</td>
<td>Post 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYDICK, HIRAM C.</td>
<td>2ND NE CAV</td>
<td>Post 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYLE, E. EWING</td>
<td>1ST MN INF</td>
<td>Post 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYLE, E. W.</td>
<td>87TH OH INF</td>
<td>Post 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYLE, E.E.</td>
<td>1ST MN CAV</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYMAN, CHARLES W.</td>
<td>1ST OH ART.</td>
<td>Post 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYMAN, CHARLES W.</td>
<td>OH ART.</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYMAN, JOHN W.</td>
<td>138TH IL INF</td>
<td>Post 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYMANN, JOHN W.</td>
<td>131ST IL INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNCH, DENNIS C.</td>
<td>2ND TX INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNCH, EMERY W.</td>
<td>122ND IL INF</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNCH, EMORY W.</td>
<td>122ND IL INF</td>
<td>Post 277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNCH, JAMES</td>
<td>US NAVY; USS BROOKLYN</td>
<td>Post 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNCH, JAMES</td>
<td>US MARINE; USS N. CAROLINA</td>
<td>Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LYNCH, JAMES H., 3RD IL CAV, Post
LYNCH, JOHN B., 53RD IN INF, Post 299
LYNCH, JOHN F., 1ST OH CAV, Post
LYNCH, JOHN F., 1ST IA CAV, Post 223
LYNCH, JOHN M., 86TH IN INF, Post 66
LYNCH, JOHN M., 86TH IA INF, Post
LYNCH, THOMAS, 94TH IL INF, Post 200
LYNDON, ELBRIDGE G., 13TH MI INF, Post 87
LYNN, D.D., 6TH US INF, Post 107
LYNN, DAVID, , Post
LYON, ALBERT P., 18TH IA INF, Post 126
LYON, ALBERT P., 9TH IA INF, Post 126
LYON, AMOS A, 9TH IN INF, Post
LYON, AMOS A., 9TH IN INF, Post 65
LYON, CHARLES, 1ST US ART, Post 129
LYON, CHARLES A., 3RD IA INF;18TH IA INF, Post 126
LYON, DENNIS, 4TH IN CAV, Post 86
LYON, F.W., 3RD WI CAV, Post 350
LYON, FRANK W., 3RD WI INF, Post 350
LYON, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 17
LYON, JOHN C., 1ST IA CAV;18TH IA INF, Post 17
LYON, JUSTUS H., 44TH WI INF, Post 1
LYON, WALDO H., 1ST WI INF, Post 58
LYON, WILLIAM D., 23RD IA INF, Post 344
LYONS, A.E., US NAVY;SHIP 'ST. GUARD', Post 12
LYONS, ACHEL, 13TH KS INF, Post
LYONS, ACCELL, 13TH KS INF, Post 31
LYONS, CHARLES L., 17TH IL CAV, Post 3
LYONS, CYRUS N., 21ST IA INF, Post
LYONS, JAMES M., 40TH IA INF, Post 25
LYONS, JASSON, 73RD IL INF, Post 13
LYONS, JOHN, 1ST KS CAV, Post
LYONS, JOSIAH L., 1ST VT CAV, Post
LYONS, LESLIE, 140TH OH INF, Post 25
LYONS, MARTIN C., 2ND IA CAV, Post 257
LYONS, PERRY A., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 2
LYONS, WILLIAM T., 18TH WI INF, Post 110
LYONS, WILLIAM W., 21ST IA INF, Post 13
LYSINGER, MARTIN G., PA INF, Post
LYSINGER, MARTIN G., PA INF, Post
LYTHLE, SAMUEL, 28TH MI INF, Post
LYTLE, LUKE, 11TH IN INF, Post
LYTLE, ROBERT M., 20TH IA INF;2ND IA INF, Post 32
LYTLE, ROBERT M., 2ND IA INF, Post
These files are made up from two sources:

Source I: An extract of Civil War veterans for south central and southeastern Nebraska counties without GAR Post numbers which was taken from the 1890 U.S. Census for Nebraska of Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil War. Those veterans listed with GAR Post numbers were extracted from the first 6,200 entries on the Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society microfilm. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number.

Source II: An extract of Civil War veterans which was taken from Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Vol. 1 through 4, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society Microfilm Roll No.'s 14374 and 14395. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number. The information provided in the data files is only a partial extract. More complete information for the veteran may be found by reviewing the name in the Index to Civil War Veterans from Nebraska which is a microfilm alphabetical index of approximately 45,000 Nebraska Civil War veterans at the Nebraska State Historical Society Library, 1500 "R" Street, P.O. Box 82554, Lincoln, NE 68501-2554, Phone 1-800-833-6747 or 402-471-3270. Copies of the soldier's military and pension records may be obtained by writing the Reference Services Branch (NRRG-P), National Archives and Records Administration, 7th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20408.

Arrangement: Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available

MA
M, cPHERSON, 120TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 105
MA CHU PA, , 1ST NE CAV, Post
MAANE, JACOB W., 83RD PA INF, Post
MABERY, GEORGE W., 8TH IL INF, Post
MABON, JOHN P., 156TH IL INF, Post
MABRAY, ELIAS T., 89TH OH INF, Post 25
MABRY, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post
MABRY, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post
MABURY, DAVID, 94TH IL LINF, Post
MABURY, WILLIAM, 143RD OH NATIONAL GUARD, Post
MacDONALD, JAMES, 12TH IL, Post
MACE, AURELIUS M., 119TH IL INF, Post 136
MACEY, CYRUS, 6TH WI INF, Post 122
MACEY, JOHN W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 62
MACFARLAND, J.D., 32ND PA CAV, Post
MacFARLAND, JOHN D., 21ST PA CAV, Post
MACHER, W.H., 34TH IA INF, Post 262
MACK, ALONZO W, 76TH IL, Post
MACK, CHARLES D., , Post
MACK, EUGENE, , Post
MACK, HENRY, 100TH IN INF, Post 91
MACK, HENRY H., 57TH US COLORED INF, Post
MACK, HENRY W., 56TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
MACK, J.L., 4TH IN CAV, Post 86
MACK, JOHN H., 24TH IL INF, Post 55
MACK, PETER B., 29TH IN INF, Post 46
MACK, WARREN, 34TH NY, Post
MACK, WILMETT E., 64TH OH INF, Post 60
MACKAY, THOMAS, 42ND MA INF, Post 110
MACKETT, JOHN H., 28TH WI INF, Post
MACKETT, RICHARD H., 43RD WI INF, Post
MACKEY, J.L., 4TH IN CAV, Post 86
MACKEY, JOHN H., 24TH IL INF, Post 55
MACKEY, PETER B., 29TH IN INF, Post 46
MACKEY, W., 34TH NY, Post
MACKEY, WILMETT E., 64TH OH INF, Post 60
MACKEY, JAMES H., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post
MACKEY, JAMES W., 18TH OH INF, Post
MACKEY, JAMES W., 47TH IA INF, Post 190
MACKEY, JOHN F., 11TH IL CAV, Post 228
MACKEY, LEWIS I., 116TH IL INF, Post
MACKEY, LEWIS J., 116TH IL INF, Post 38
MACKEY, THOMAS C., 1A INF, Post
MACKEY, WILLIAM M., 14TH IL INF, Post
MACKLE, JOSEPH, 15TH KS CAV, Post 69
MACOMBER, A.L., SERG. MAJOR;10TH MI CAV, Post 109
MacSPACHLAN, HUGH, 1ST WI INF, Post
MACTIN, JEREMIAH, 6TH US CAV;3RD WI INF, Post 306
MACUMABER, CASSIUS, 4TH MI INF, Post 91
MACY, J.W.M., 4TH IA CAV, Post
MACY, WILLIAM R., 19TH IA INF, Post
MACY, WILLIAM R., 19TH IA INF, Post 17
MADDEN, FRANCIS M., 10TH IL CAV, Post 63
MADDEN, ROBERT, 23RD WI INF, Post 91
MADDEN, WILLIAM, 8TH OH INF, Post
MADDEN, WILLIAM L., 50TH MO INF, Post 354
MADDOCK, JACOB R., 9TH IA INF;PVT;CO. E;7TH, Post 55
MADDOX, W.M., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 84
MADDOX, W.M., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA, Post
MADDOX, WILSON M., 4TH MO CAV MILITIA, Post
MADUX, RICHARD P., 44TH MO INF, Post 25
MADER, ADAM, 58TH IL INF, Post 273
MADER, ADAM, 58TH IL INF, Post
MADISON, EUGENE E., 153RD IL INF, Post 40
MADISON, GRANVILL, 85TH IL INF, Post
MADISON, GRANVILLE, 85TH IL INF, Post 37
MADISON, J. T., 46TH IA INF, Post 63
MADISON, JAMES, 2ND IA INF, Post 167
MADISON, JOSEPH T., 46TH IA INF, Post 63
MADISON, N.J., 2ND MI CAV, Post 131
MADISON, T.J., 46TH IA INF, Post
MADISON, WILLIAM J., 2ND MO CAV, Post 131
MADOCK, JOSEPH R., 9TH IA INF, Post
MADOX, CASSEL, PVT;7TH KY CAV, Post 8
MAEGER, ELI W., 6TH IA INF, Post
MAGEE, ASHFORD H., 77TH IL INF, Post
MAGEE, ASHFORD H., 77TH IL INF, Post 149
MAGEE, GEORGE, 1ST OH CAV, Post 295
MAGEE, GEORGE, 1ST OH CAV, Post
MAGEE, HIRAM, 77TH OH INF, Post
MAGEE, HIRAM, 77TH OH INF, Post 25
MAGEE, J.D., 17TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 4
MAGEE, J.D., 17TH MI INF, Post 4
MAGEE, JAMES, 7TH IA INF, Post 204
MAGEE, JOHN L., 3RD IA CAV, Post 64
MAGEE, JOHN L., 3RD IA CAV, Post
MAGEE, WILLIAM A., BUGLER;12TH OH CAV, Post 2;7
MAGEE, WILLIAM A., 12TH OH CAV, Post
MAGEE, WILLIAM H., 77TH IL INF, Post
MAGILL, HENRY H., 47TH WI INF, Post 52
MAGILL, HENRY H., 4TH WI CAV, Post 118
MAGILL, HENRY H., 4TH WI INF, Post 52
MAGILL, WILLIAM H., 21ST NY CAV, Post
MAGIN, LAUGHLIN F., 16TH NY, Post
MAGLEMER, E.J., 23RD MO INF, Post 108
MAGOON, H.C., 1ST MN INF, Post 147
MAHAFFA, J.M., 1ST IL FIELD ART., Post
MAHAFFEY, ISAAC N.W., 32ND IA INF, Post 63
MAHAFFEY, JOHN A., 50TH IL INF, Post
MAHAFFEY, S.A., 17TH KS INF, Post 168
MAHAFFEY, STEPHEN A., 17TH KS INF, Post
MAHAFFY, JONAS L., 153RD IL INF, Post 215
MAHAN, J.C., 59TH IN INF, Post
MAHAN, JAMES C., 59TH IN INF, Post 25
MAHAN, JOHN M., 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 8
MAHAN, JOSEPH, 1ST WI INF(ERROR), Post 43
MAHAN, LOREN, 82ND OH INF, Post
MAHAN, LOREN E., 82ND OH INF, Post
MAHAN, WILLIAM A., 31ST IN INF, Post 25
MAHAN, WILLIAM A., 31ST IN INF, Post
MAHANA, RICHARD, 1ST CO INF, Post
MAHAR, ARTHUR A., 158TH NY INF, Post 2
MAHAR, MICHAEL, 113TH IL INF, Post 130
MAHARG, JOHN J., 7TH KY CAV, Post
MAHEFFEY, J.M., PA INDEPENDENT ART., Post
MAHEN, EDWARD, 15TH KS CAV, Post
MAHER, MICAEL, 113TH IL INF; CO. C; 120TH, Post 25
MAHER, PATRICK, 5TH MI INF, Post 187
MAHER, PATRICK, 16TH OH INF, Post 187
MAHIN, JOHN W., 28TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 82
MAHIN, JOHN W., 28TH IA INF, Post 82
MAHLE, G., 2ND NE INF, Post
MAHLE, GODLEIB, MO CAV, Post
MAHLE, GOTTLIEB, 1ST NE INF, Post 309
MAHLER, JOHN G., 26TH IN INF, Post 81
MAHOLM, JAMES W., Post
MAHOLM, JAMES W., 132ND IN INF, Post 53
MAHOOD, EDWARD, 96TH IL INF, Post

MAHRE, JOHN M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
MAHVOER, J., 24TH NY INF, Post
MAIBEN, JOHN S., 25TH WI, Post
MAIKEN, WILLIAM H., 36TH IA INF, Post
MAIKEN, WILLIAM H., 36TH IA INF, Post 288
MAILANDER, GEORGE, 58TH IL INF, Post 90
MAILEY, J.H., 21ST OH INF, Post 321
MAIN, GEORGE, 91ST NY INF, Post 2
MAIN, HENRY, 91ST NY INF, Post 2
MAIN, THOMAS, 30TH IA INF, Post 186
MAINE, JOSEPH N., 13TH US, Post
MAINE, JOSEPH U., 13TH U.S. INF, Post 25
MAINE, LORENZO J., PVT; 23RD WI INF, Post 114
MAJOR, JAMES S., 36TH IA INF, Post
MAJOR, ROBERT, 5TH OH CAV, Post 110
MAJOR, ROBERT, 5TH OH CAV, Post
MAJOR, WILLIAM, 42ND VA INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
MAJOR, WILLIAM A., 2ND MO CAV, Post 72
MAJORS, THOMAS J., 1ST NE INF, Post 25
MAJORS, THOMAS J., 1ST NE, Post
MAJORS, THOMAS J., 1ST NE INF, Post
MAJORS, WILSON E., 1ST NE CAV, Post
MAJORS, WILSON E., 1ST NE, Post
MAJORS, WILSON E., 1ST NE INF, Post
MAJORS, WILSON E., 1ST NE INF, Post 302
MAJORY, GEORGE C., 8TH WI INF, Post 118
MAKEPEACE, GEORGE W., 17TH IL CAV, Post
MAKIN, ASA C., 74TH OH INF, Post 18
MAKINSON, JOSEPH, 71ST IL INF, Post 107
MALCOM, GEORGE T., 122ND IL INF, Post 116
MALCOMB, JOSEPH H., 122ND IL INF, Post 115
MALCOME, JOHN, 5TH WI INF; CO. A; IN ART., Post 268
MALES, SOLOMEN, 6TH MO INF, Post 25
MALIN, ROBERT, 92ND IL INF, Post
MALLBIE, WILLIAM F., 81ST OH INF, Post 117
MALLEY, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MALLER, J.H., 3RD MA CAV, Post 234
MALLISON, JOSEPH, 94TH NY INF, Post
MALLISON, JOSEPH, 105TH NY INF; CAPT; CO. D, Post 110
MALLISON, JOSEPH, 105TH NY INF; CAPT; CO. D, Post 110
MALLON, WILLIAM, US NAVY; USS SPRINGFIELD, Post 16
MALLORY, AMBROSE H., 70TH IL INF, Post
MALLORY, CHARLES W., 9TH IA INF, Post
MALLORY, CHARLES W., 95TH IL INF, Post 102
MALLORY, FRANK, 36TH IL INF, Post 46
MALLORY, JOHN, 29TH MI INF, Post 322
MALLORY, ROBERT S., 144TH IN INF, Post 16
MALLORY, RUSSELL H., 95TH IL INF; PVT; CO. A; 47, Post 51
MALLORY, WILLIAM W., US NAVY; STEAMER 'SPRINGF', Post 16
MALLOW, IRA, 9TH OH CAV, Post
MALLOY, JAMES, 90TH IL INF, Post
MALLOY, STEPHEN, 9TH US INF, Post 2
MALLOY, WILLIAM, 24TH PA INF; PVT; CO. G; 82, Post 9
MALON, ROBERT J., 92ND IL INF; PVT; CO. C; 65, Post 220
MALONE, HORACE A., 11TH MO INF, Post 15
MALONE, JOSIAH H., 20TH IL INF, Post 112
MALONE, S, 10TH WV INF, Post 52
MALONE, THOMAS, 7TH MO INF; LIEUT; CO. I; 5, Post 333
MALONE, THOMAS A., 46TH IN INF, Post
MALONEY, RICHARD A., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
MALONEY, RICHARD A., 32ND IL INF; 1ST MO VOL., Post 143
MALOSH, JOHN D., 1ST OH CAV, Post
MALOTTA, IRADELL, 9TH OH CAV, Post 55
MALOY, DAVID, 75TH IL INF, Post 9; 2
MALOY, JAMES S., 19TH WI INF, Post 10
MALSON, JOSEPH, 9TH IL CAV, Post
MALTBY, FRANK, 152ND IL LINF, Post 252
MANAHAN, JOSEPH, 14TH OH INF, Post 140
MANAHAN, THOMAS, 149TH NY INF, Post
MANALT, IRVING J., 46TH IA INF, Post 214
MANANAN, THOMAS H., 102ND NY INF, Post 336
MANCHEAR, VALENTINE, 113TH IL INF, Post 156
MANCHESTAER, E. H., 1ST MI CAV, Post 60
MANCHESTER, ALBERT L., 2ND NY CAV, Post
MANCHESTER, EDWIN, NY CAV, Post
MANCHESTER, JOHN R., 97TH NY INF, Post
MANCHESTER, ORRIN, 2ND IL ART., Post 124
MANDEL, THEODORE, 27TH WI INF, Post 326
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Post Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manderon, Charles F.</td>
<td>19th OH INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manderon, Charles F.</td>
<td>Brigadier General; 19th O</td>
<td>7; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandesville, George</td>
<td>41st IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandeville, Daniel B.</td>
<td>73rd IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansfield, Daniel C.</td>
<td>15th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangen, Charles</td>
<td>2nd OH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangold, John</td>
<td>100th NY INF</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangus, Daniel</td>
<td>22nd IA INF</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Abram F.</td>
<td>83rd IN INF</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Martin V.B.</td>
<td>51st IN INF</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Robert C.</td>
<td>1st OH Cav</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manly, A.F.</td>
<td>83rd IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Archibald</td>
<td>29th IA INF</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Edward</td>
<td>146th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, George W.</td>
<td>181st OH INF</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Martin V.B.</td>
<td>51st IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Abram F.</td>
<td>83rd IN INF</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Martin V.B.</td>
<td>51st IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manley, Robert C.</td>
<td>1st OH CAV</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manly, Eli R.</td>
<td>44th IL INF</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, James</td>
<td>29th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, James M.</td>
<td>3rd MO INF</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, James M.</td>
<td>63rd US Cav</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, James M.</td>
<td>83rd IL INF; Lieut; 3rd MO</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, John H.</td>
<td>2nd NE Cav</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, John H.</td>
<td>2nd NE Cav</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Norm D.</td>
<td>1st OH ART; 21st OH LIGH</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Robert M.</td>
<td>57th IN INF</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, William B.</td>
<td>40th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, William D.</td>
<td>21st OH Light ART.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, William W.</td>
<td>12th IA INF</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, William W.</td>
<td>12th IA INF</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannen, Francis</td>
<td>28th IA INF</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manners, Joseph</td>
<td>11th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manners, Joseph</td>
<td>11th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, John W.</td>
<td>169th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, Christopher</td>
<td>1st MI Engineers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, Christopher</td>
<td>7th MI Engineers</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, E.</td>
<td>4th MS INF; Serg; Co. K. 13</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, John</td>
<td>88th IN INF</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, John G.</td>
<td>8th MO Cav</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, John W.</td>
<td>169th OH INF</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, R.S.</td>
<td>2nd Art</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, Rufus S.</td>
<td>2nd IL Art</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannington, Wallace W.</td>
<td>71st PA INF</td>
<td>9; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MANNIX, W.W., 3RD, Post 1
MANS, JOHN H., 125TH PA, Post
MANSFIELD, CHARLES R., 23RD IN INF, Post
MANSFIELD, EZRA H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 74
MANSFIELD, J. R., 164TH OH INF, Post 129
MANSFIELD, JOHN R., 166TH OH INF, Post 129
MANSFIELD, R.C., 23RD IN INF, Post 7
MANSFIELD, WILLIAM P., 18TH MO INF, Post
MANSO, G.M., 151ST IL INF, Post 131
MANSPEEKEN, WILLIAM, 25TH IL INF, Post
MANUEL, BENJAMIN F., 3RD IA CAV, Post
MANUERS, JOSEPH, 11TH IA INF, Post
MANVILLE, FREELIN W., 9TH IL CAV, Post 7
MANWARING, ANDREW, MO INF, Post
MANWARREN, ANDREW C., 63RD IL INF, Post 146
MANWEILER, JACOB, 38TH OH INF, Post 139
MAPEL, WILLIAM, , Post 123
MAPES, ALBERT, 2ND WI CAV, Post 11
MAPES, CHAUNCNEY S., 36TH WI INF, Post 4
MAPES, FRANK, 57TH IL INF, Post
MAPES, FRANKLIN, 57TH IL INF, Post 26
MAPES, JOSEPH, 169TH OH, Post
MAPLE, BENJAMIN F., 87TH IN INF, Post 163
MAPLE, WILLIAM, 3RD VT RESERVE INF CORP, Post 45
MAPLE, WILLIAM, 20TH IA INF, Post 61
MAPLE, WILLIAM, 20TH IA INF, Post
MARA, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, Post 38
MARAK, FRANZ JR., 13TH KS INF, Post 52
MARAM, HORACE W., 1ST MI CAV, Post
MARANVILLE, ELY, 17TH IL INF, Post 254
MARANVILLE, FRANCIS M., 2ND IL CAV, Post 125
MARBEL, EPHRIAM, 38TH WI INF, Post
MARBLE, CHARLES F., 24TH MI INF, Post 28
MARBLE, MINOR S., 73RD IN INF, Post 121
MARCELLUS, CHARLES O., 104TH IL INF; SERG; CO. I, Post 250
MARCELLUS, CHARLES O., 104TH IL INF, Post 51
MARCH, D.A., 3RD IA CAV, Post
MARCH, DANIEL S., 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
MARCH, DAVID A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
MARCH, THEODORE T., KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR, Post 302
MARCH, THEODORE T., 2ND OH LIGHT ART., Post 302
MARCH, THEODORE T., 2ND OH ART., Post
MARCH, W.T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
MARCH, WILLIAM T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 64
MARCH, WILLIAM T., 3RD IA CAV, Post
MARCO, FLAVIUS, 146TH IL INF, Post
MARCOE, P.M., 92ND IL INF, Post
MARCOE, PETER, 92ND IL INF, Post
MARCY, ORIN J., 153RD IL INF, Post 223
MARCY, S.S., 138TH IL INF, Post
MARCY, STEPHEN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 110
MARDIS, WILLIAM W., 13TH KY INF, Post 302
MARDIS, WILLIAM W., 13TH KY, Post
MARDIS, WILLIAM W., 13TH KY INF, Post
MARESCH, WINCHAEL, 48TH WI, Post
MAREY, DUDLEY, 10TH US CAV, Post
MARGAET, SIMMON, 34TH IL INF, Post
MARGERUM, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, Post
MARGERUM, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF; 29TH IA INF, Post
MARGRAVE, T.E., 20TH IL INF, Post 31
MARGRAVE, T.E., 20TH IL LINF, Post
MARGRETZ, GEORGE O., 8TH IL CAV, Post 177
MARINER, WILLIAM H., 42ND IN INF, Post 90
MARLING, ALEXANDER, WAGONER; 6TH IA INF, Post 86
MARION, JOSEPH, 46TH IL INF, Post 13
MARION, JOSEPH, 46TH IL INF, Post 13
MARK, EDWARD H., 8TH IA INF, Post
MARKEL, VOLUYA A., 21ST OH INF, Post 30
MARKLAND, EDWARD C., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 4TH MO, Post 265
MARKLE, VOLNEY A., 21ST OH INF, Post
MARKLEY, BENJAMIN, 22ND IA INF, Post 82
MARKLEY, WILLIAM H.R., 16TH KY INF, Post 1
MARKS, DAVID L., 10TH IA INF, Post 157
MARKS, DAVID L., 10TH IA INF, Post
MARKS, JOHN A., 12TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post
MARKS, JONAS, 17TH PA CAV, Post 32
MARKS, JONAS, PA INF, Post
MARKS, NELSON, 8TH IA INF, Post
MARKS, NELSON W., 8TH IA INF, Post
MARKS, ROBERT H., 40TH WI INF, Post
MARLAY, JOSEPH, 60TH OH INF, Post
MARLAY, JOSEPH K., 60TH OH INF, Post
MARLENEEI, WILLIAM A., 29TH IA INF, Post 15
MARLEY, JACOB, 29TH IA INF, Post
MARLEY, JOSEPH K., US CAV, Post 214
MARLEY, JOSEPH K., 60TH OH INF, Post 214
MARLIN, SELABER, 25TH NJ, Post
MARLIN, THOMAS M., 72ND IN INF, Post
MARLING, SAMUEL, 22ND IA INF, Post
MARLOTT, JAMES B., 39TH OH INF, Post 112
MARLOTT, JAMES B., 39TH OH INF, Post 112
MARLOTT, PERRY C., 63RD IN INF, Post 328
MARLOW, WILLIAM A., 163RD OH NATL. GUARDS, Post
MARMADUKE, JOHN A, 65TH MA LINF, Post
MARONEY, JOHN, 1ST US ART., Post
MARONEY, JOHN, 1ST U.S. ART., Post 7
MARQUARD, ANTON, 2ND WI CAV;DIED 19OCT189, Post
MARQUARDT, G.A., 151ST IL INF, Post 255
MARQUERUM, WILLIAM, 29TH IA INF;CO. F;23RD I, Post 7
MARQUETTE, T.M., 1ST NE CAV, Post 214
MARQUIS, CHARLES R., 166TH OH INF, Post
MARQUIS, DAVID L., 176TH OH INF, Post
MARQUISSE, PELEMAN O., 47TH IA INF, Post 269
MARQUISSE, PALEMAN O., 47TH IA INF, Post 11
MARQUETTE, DAVID, 86TH OH INF, Post 318
MARR, JAMES B., 142ND PA INF, Post 121
MARR, LORENZO, 46TH PA INF, Post
MARRA, JOHN C., 15TH IA INF, Post
MARRAY, JAMES H., 40TH IA INF, Post 174
MARREL, M., 6TH US CAV, Post 56
MARROW, CHARLES W., 25TH IN ART., Post
MARRS, JAMES B., 139TH IN INF, Post 51
MARRS, JOSEPH, 83RD IL INF, Post
MARSH, A.C., 30TH IA INF, Post 207
MARSH, A.K., 18TH WI INF, Post 19
MARSH, BRADFORD A., 23RD WI INF, Post 65
MARSH, CARROLL M., 4TH WI INF, Post 301
MARSH, CARROLL M., 4TH WI CAV, Post 65
MARSH, CLARK, 11TH MI INF, Post 20
MARSH, CLARK, 11TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 20
MARSH, DANIEL, 186TH NY INF, Post
MARSH, DANIEL, 186TH NY INF, Post
MARSH, DEWITT C., 89TH IL INF, Post 188
MARSH, ELIJA, 5TH MO CAV, Post
MARSH, ELIJAH S., 5TH MO INF, Post 203
MARSH, EMORY, 17TH IA INF, Post 111
MARSH, FRANK S., 9TH IL CAV, Post 112
MARSH, GEORGE F., 20TH IL INF, Post
MARSH, GEORGE P, 142ND NY INF, Post
MARSH, GEORGE W., 60TH NY INF, Post 239
MARSH, JAMES, 24TH NY INF;SERG;CO. I;1, Post 37
MARSH, JAMES, 24TH NY, Post
MARSH, JAMES N., 1ST WI CAV, Post 262
MARSH, JAMES N., 1ST WI INF(ERROR), Post 262
MARSH, JAMES S., 48TH MO INF, Post 6:2
MARSH, LAFAYETTE Y., 11TH WI INF, Post 65
MARSH, PETER, 67TH US COLORED, Post
MARSH, SHELDON, 13TH IL INF;56TH IL INF, Post 10
MARSH, SHELDON, 56TH IL INF; 13TH IL INF, Post 10
MARSH, SHELDON, 56TH IL INF, Post 10
MARSH, W.F., 2ND WI CAV, Post 1
MARSH, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF; PVT; CO. B; 59, Post 131
MARSH, WILLIAM H., 23RD WI INF, Post 11
MARSH, WILLIAM S., 48TH MO INF, Post
MARSH, WILLIAM S., 5TH MO CAV; SERG; CO. K; 48, Post 6
MARSHALL, GEORGE W., 5TH IA CAV, Post
MARSHALL, L.B., 135TH IN INF, Post
MARSHALL, ALEXANDER, 2ND AL INF, Post
MARSHALL, ALONZO D., 1ST VT CAV, Post
MARSHALL, CHARLES L., 47TH PA INF, Post 275
MARSHALL, CLAYTON, 39TH WI INF, Post
MARSHALL, CLAYTON L., 39TH IA INF, Post 25
MARSHALL, FRANCIS M., 64TH IL INF, Post 104
MARSHALL, FRANCIS M., 64TH IL, Post
MARSHALL, FRANCIS M., 64TH IL INF, Post
MARSHALL, FRANK, 34TH IL INF, Post 25
MARSHALL, FRANK, 54TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 104
MARSHALL, FRANK M., 64TH IL INF, Post
MARSHALL, G.W., 1ST NE INF, Post 64
MARSHALL, GEORGE, 96TH IL INF, Post 110
MARSHALL, GEORGE W., 5TH IA CAV, Post 64
MARSHALL, GEORGE W., 23RD OH INF, Post 269
MARSHALL, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, Post
MARSHALL, HENRY, 26TH NY INF, Post 298
MARSHALL, HENRY H., 32ND IL INF, Post 25
MARSHALL, JACOB L., 152ND IL INF, Post 310
MARSHALL, JOHN, 7TH MO CAV; SERG; CO. I; 1S, Post 152
MARSHALL, JOHN L., 123RD NY INF, Post
MARSHALL, JOHN W., 4TH IL CAV; CO. I; 12TH I, Post 16
MARSHALL, JOHN W., 12TH IL CAV; CO. B; 4TH IL, Post 16
MARSHALL, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
MARSHALL, JOHN WESLEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 123
MARSHALL, LEWIS B., 135TH IN, Post
MARSHALL, THOMAS, 34TH IL INF, Post
MARSHALL, THOMAS M., 206TH PA INF, Post
MARSHALL, W.F., 36TH IA INF, Post 9
MARSHALL, WILLIAM, 80TH OH INF, Post 4
MARSHALL, WILLIAM H., 140TH IL INF, Post 13
MARSHALT, HENRY, 56TH NY INF, Post 298
MARSHEL, FRANK, 100TH KY, Post
MARSHMAN, ALEXANDER, 24TH IA INF, Post
MARSHMAN, ALEXANDER S., 24TH IA INF, Post
MARSTERS, PAUL, 22ND IN INF, Post 14
MART, MARIAN J., 15TH IA INF, Post 91
MARTAM, LICUGUS P., 28TH IA INF, Post
MARTI, FREDERICK, 4TH IL CAV, Post 299
MARTIN, ALBIN P., 81ST NY INF, Post
MARTIN, ALEX, 12TH KS INF, Post 147
MARTIN, AMOS, 100TH PA INF, Post
MARTIN, ANDREW, 147TH IL INF, Post 20
MARTIN, ANDREW J., 67TH IL INF, Post
MARTIN, ANDREW J., 67TH IL INF, Post 20
MARTIN, ANTHONY, 51ST OH INF, Post 217
MARTIN, ARCHIBALD W., 28TH IA INF, Post
MARTIN, CHARLES, 27TH MI INF, Post 74
MARTIN, CHARLES, 64TH IL INF, Post 32
MARTIN, CHRISTIAN, 133RD OH INF; PVT; CO. I; 1, Post 96
MARTIN, CHRISTIAN, 192ND OH INF, Post 34
MARTIN, DANIEL, 18TH MO INF, Post 308
MARTIN, DAVID S., 9TH KS CAV, Post 15
MARTIN, DELOS P., 8TH IL CAV, Post 21
MARTIN, ENOCH, 51ST IN INF, Post
MARTIN, ENOS L., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MARTIN, ENOS L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 2; 3
MARTIN, GEORGE P., 35TH WI INF, Post 191
MARTIN, GEORGE W., 129TH IL INF, Post 60
MARTIN, HENRY C., 3RD CO CAV, Post 23
MARTIN, HENRY H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 22
MARTIN, HENRY H., 4TH IL CAV, Post
MARTIN, HUGH F., 74TH IL INF, Post 10
MARTIN, J.N., 33RD WI INF, Post 30
MARTIN, J.W., 33RD IA INF (ERRORp, Post 189
MARTIN, JACOB C., 5TH IA CAV; CORP; 5TH IA I, Post
MARTIN, JACOB C., 5TH IA INF, Post
MARTIN, JACOB G., 5TH IA CAV, Post 298
MARTIN, JACOB G., 5TH IA INF; CO. I; 5TH IA, Post 298
MARTIN, JAMES, 39TH IL INF, Post 220
MARTIN, JAMES, 37TH IL INF, Post 313
MARTIN, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MARTIN, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
MARTIN, JAMES M., 8TH MI INF, Post
MARTIN, JAMES M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
MARTIN, JAMES P., 7TH US INF, Post
MARTIN, JAMES W., 20TH OH INF, Post
MARTIN, JAMES W., 20TH OH INF, Post 94
MARTIN, JEREMIAH, 6TH US CAV, Post
MARTIN, JEREMIAH, 3RD WI INF; 6TH US CAV, Post 32
MARTIN, JEREMIAH, 6TH US CAV, Post 306
MARTIN, JEREMIAH, 52ND PA INF, Post 354
MARTIN, JOEL H., 124TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 17
MARTIN, JOEL T., 86TH IL INF, Post 309
MARTIN, JOHN, 39TH IL INF, Post
MARTIN, JOHN H., 7th IA CAV, Post 95
MARTIN, JOHN N., 33RD WI INF; CO. B; 11TH W, Post
MARTIN, JOHN N., 11TH WI INF; 33RD WI INF, Post 31
MARTIN, JOHN N., 33RD WI INF, Post
MARTIN, JOHN W., 35TH IA INF, Post 69
MARTIN, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, Post 89
MARTIN, JOSEPH W., 33RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 226
MARTIN, JOSIAH R., 120TH OH INF, Post
MARTIN, JOSIAH R., 12TH OH INF, Post
MARTIN, KELLY, 2ND CT INF; CORP; CO. H; 60, Post 21
MARTIN, L.P., 28TH IA, Post
MARTIN, LESTER B., 6TH WI INF, Post 75
MARTIN, LEWIS, 17TH TN INF, Post 103
MARTIN, LEWIS, 17TH TN INF, Post 103
MARTIN, LEWIS SAMUEL, 129TH IL INF, Post 60
MARTIN, LOUIS, 187TH NY INF, Post 12
MARTIN, MILES F., 10TH IL CAV, Post 151
MARTIN, PETER, 3RD US ART, Post 7
MARTIN, PETER, 3RD US ART., Post
MARTIN, PETER, 3RD US ART., Post 7
MARTIN, PRESSLEY, 33RD WI INF, Post 31
MARTIN, PRESSLEY C., 11TH WI INF, Post
MARTIN, ROBERT, 99TH OH INF, Post 171
MARTIN, ROBERT E., 34TH IA INF; 38TH IA INF, Post 116
MARTIN, SAMUEL P., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
MARTIN, SOLEMAN, 49TH PA INF, Post
MARTIN, THOMAS M., 72ND IN INF, Post 37
MARTIN, URIAH, 54TH IN INF, Post 23
MARTIN, WALLACE, 8TH KS INF, Post 354
MARTIN, WALLACE, 164TH OH INF; 14TH NY INF, Post 262
MARTIN, WELLINGTON, 151ST OH INF, Post
MARTIN, WESLEY J., 106TH IL INF, Post
MARTIN, WESLEY J., 106TH IL INF, Post 165
MARTIN, WILLIAM, 33RD WI INF, Post 31
MARTIN, WILLIAM A., 20TH IA INF, Post 262
MARTIN, WILLIAM A., 3RD OH CAV, Post 25
MARTIN, WILLIAM H., 2ND OH INF; PVT; CO. E; 5TH, Post 20
MARTIN, WILLIAM H., 22ND OH INF, Post
MARTIN, WILLIAM H., 51ST OH INF, Post
MARTIN, WILLIAM S., 83RD OH INF, Post 13
MARTINDALE, DAVID D., 141ST OH INF, Post
MARTINDALE, E.L., 2ND MN CAV, Post 76
MARTINDALES, DAVID D., 141ST OH INF, Post 1; 4
MARTINS, HENRY M., 5TH IA CAV, Post
MARTSON, IRA D., 42ND IL INF, Post 1;2
MARTY, GODFREY, 98TH OH INF, Post 110
MARTYN, DAVID T., 146TH IL INF, Post 9
MARVEL, GEORGE, 2ND IL CAV, Post 167
MARVEL, ROBERT, 103RD IL INF, Post 76
MARVEL, ROBERT, 113TH IL INF ERROR, Post 76
MARVIN, HENRY P., 5TH IA INF, Post 24
MARVIN, J.J., 25TH MO INF, Post 84
MARVIN, JONATHAN A., 25TH MO INF, Post
MARVIN, LEWIS A., 3RD NJ INF, Post
MARVIS, F.A., 3RD WI INF, Post 197
MARX, FREDERICK, 2ND WI CAV, Post 129
MARYATT, OSCAR H., 12TH IA INF, Post 80
MARYOTT, A.L., US QUARTERMASTER DEPT, Post 119
MASKELL, JOHN, 1ST DAKOTA INF, Post 116
MASON, ALBERT, 24TH IA INF, Post 306
MASON, ALBERT P., 2ND KS CAV, Post 118
MASON, ARCHIBALD M., 4TH IA CAV, Post 69
MASON, ELBERT W., 75TH IL INF, Post 77
MASON, HENRY S., 21ST OH INF, Post
MASON, JAMES K., 12TH MO CAV, Post
MASON, JAMES K., 1ST MN INF MOUNTED RANGE, Post 227
MASON, JAMES K., 11TH MN INF; 1ST MN INF R, Post 227
MASON, JAMES R., 40TH IA INF, Post 94
MASON, JOHN, 17TH IL, Post
MASON, JOHN E., 24TH IA INF, Post 118
MASON, JOSEPH, 3RD PA HEAVY ART., Post 229
MASON, OMER W., 72ND IN INF, Post 331
MASON, OTIS E., 66TH IL INF, Post
MASON, OTIS E., 66TH IL INF, Post 27
MASON, OTIS S., 129TH IL INF, Post 47
MASON, OTIS S., 129TH IL INF, Post
MASON, S.D., 100TH IL INF, Post
MASON, SAMUEL W., 7TH PA CAV, Post
MASON, SETH M., 105TH IL INF, Post 40
MASON, STEPHEN, 104TH IL INF, Post 13
MASON, THOMAS, 129TH IL INF, Post 188
MASON, W.E., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
MASON, WILLIAM, 137TH IL INF, Post
MASON, WILLIAM, 137TH IL INF, Post 43
MASON, WILLIAM E., 66TH IL INF; CO. A; 2ND IL, Post 29
MASSAUE, HINRICH, 1ST IA INF; 18TH MO INF, Post 197
MASSCEY, DANIEL, IL INF, Post
MASSEY, JAMES, 8TH IL INF, Post
MASSEY, JAMES, 8TH IL INF, Post 24
MASSEY, JAMES W., 14TH KS CAV, Post 6
MASSEY, JOHN J., 140TH IA INF, Post
MASSEY, WARREN C., 36TH IL INF, Post 22
MASSEY, WILLIAM, 1ST MO MILITIA, Post
MASSIE, JEREMIAH B., 70TH OH INF, Post 113
MASSIE, THOMAS, 29TH IL INF, Post 270
MASSIE, THOMAS, 29TH IL INF, Post 270
MASSMAN, HENRY, 49TH MO INF, Post
MASSONE, H., 18TH MO INF;1ST IA INF, Post 197
MASTERMAN, ALBERT, 28TH IA INF, Post
MASTERMAN, ALBERT F., 28TH IA INF, Post 25
MASTERMAN, ALBERT F., 28TH IA INF, Post 25
MASTERMAN, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, Post 25
MASTERMAN, HENRY, 28TH IA INF, Post
Masters, Benjamin, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
Masters, Eli, 6TH KY CAV, Post 111
Masters, Eli, 6TH KY CAV, Post 111
Masters, Irvin A., 6TH KY CAV;CO. I;7TH KY, Post 334
Masters, J.E., 7TH CT INF, Post
Masters, Joseph D., 87TH OH INF;PVT;CO. K;12, Post 157
Masters, William, 7TH OH CAV, Post 21
Masters, Henry C., 133rd IL INF, Post 43
Mastic, Julius C., 177TH OH INF, Post 192
Mastic, Julius C., 19TH OH CAV, Post 192
Mastin, Frederick C., 153rd IL INF, Post 13
Mastin, Hiram, 150TH NY INF, Post
Mastin, Hiram, 150TH NY INF, Post 27
Mastin, Joel H., 124TH IL INF, Post 17
Mastin, W.D., 151ST OH INF, Post
Mathen, John M., 82nd MD INF, Post
Mathena, Francis D., 8TH IL LINF, Post 149
Matheney, John M., 82nd IN INF, Post 31
Matheney, S.P., 23rd MO INF, Post 175
Matheng, Stephen P., 23rd MO INF, Post
Matheney, Thomas J., 62nd OH INF, Post 208
Mather, David, 59th IL INF, Post 39
Mather, Stephen P., PVT;100TH IL INF, Post 237
Mathers, John C., 4TH IL CAV, Post 336
Mathers, John C., 4TH IL CAV, Post
Mathers, William, 46th IN INF, Post 91
Mathers, William P., 46TH IN INF, Post
Mathes, E.I., 31ST IA INF(ERROR), Post 149
Matheson, Donald, 28TH WI INF, Post 129
Mathews, Arch, 7TH VA CAV, Post 149
Mathews, Archibal, 7TH IA CAV, Post
MATHEWS, J.F., 9TH US INF, Post 44
MATHEWS, JAMES, 122ND OH INF, Post
MATHEWS, JAMES S., 5TH IA INF, Post
MATHEWS, JAMES S., 5TH IA INF; PVT; CO. A; 2ND, Post 45
MATHEWS, JESSIE M., 20TH IA INF, Post
MATHEWS, TIMOTHY, 53RD IL INF, Post 44
MATHEWS, WILEY, 135TH IL INF, Post 69
MATHEWS, WILLIAM L., 30TH IN INF; 12TH IN INF, Post 100
MATHEWS, WILLIAM L., 12TH IN INF; 30TH IN INF, Post 100
MATHEWS, WILLIAM W., 22ND IN INF, Post 18
MATHEY, S.P., 23RD MO INF, Post 90
MATHIES, WILLIAM R., 12TH IA INF, Post 7; 2
MATHIS, EDWIN R., 12TH IA INF, Post
MATHIS, ENOCH, 37TH IA INF, Post 149
MATHIS, ENOCH J., 37TH IA INF, Post
MATLICK, ISAAC A., 15TH WV INF, Post 91
MATLOCK, SAMUEL S., 29TH IN INF, Post 44
MATRAN, HENRY C., 6TH WI INF, Post 109
MATSON, DANIEL, 24TH IA INF, Post 19
MATSON, JOHN, 2ND IL CAV, Post
MATTIELBUARCH, HENRY, 2ND MO INF, Post 64
MATTEN, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
MATTEN, WINFIELD S., 8TH IA CAV, Post 33
MATTES, PETER, 22ND IA INF, Post 102
MATTESON, GUY C., 147TH IL INF, Post
MATTESON, HENRY C., 2ND CO CAV, Post
MATTESON, JAMES, 17TH WI INF, Post 42
MATTESON, MARCUS J., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 42
MATTESON, MARCUS J., 2ND WI INF; CO. A; 1ST WI, Post
MATTESON, PETER, 9TH MO INF; PVT; CO. A; 59T, Post 110
MATTHERS, JOSIAH, 27TH MO INF, Post 91
MATTHEW, JAMES S., 5TH IA INF, Post
MATTHEWS, AUSTIN W., 2ND KS CAV, Post 77
MATTHEWS, JESSE M., 20TH IA INF, Post 123
MATTHEWS, JESSE M., Post 123
MATTHEWS, JOHN D., 100TH IL INF, Post 134
MATTHEWS, JOHN P., 30TH IA INF, Post 5
MATTHEWS, JOHN W., 2ND IA INF, Post 7
MATTHEWS, OLFEY J., 40TH IA INF, Post 75
MATTHEWS, THOMAS, 134TH IN INF, Post 118
MATTHEWS, W.H., 2ND CO CAV, Post
MATTHEWS, WILLEY, 5TH IL CAV, Post 69
MATTHIAS, WILLIAM R., 1ST IA INF, Post 7
MATTICE, ISAAC, 15TH WV INF, Post 156
MATTICE, MALONEY P., 9TH IL CAV, Post 10
MATTINGLEY, GEORGE W., 125TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 10
MATTISON, M.A., 81ST NY INF, Post 32
MATTISON, PETER D., 59TH IL INF, Post 262
MATTLEY, JONATHAN B., 12TH MO CAV, Post 234
MATTLY, W., 8TH MI INF, Post 40
MATTOX, JOHN W., 23RD IA INF, Post 44
MATTOX, LUTHER, 151ST IN INF, Post 49
MATTOX, LUTHER, 151ST IN INF, Post
MATTOX, WILLIAM R., 85TH IN INF; 33RD IN INF, Post
MATTSON, PETER, 59TH IL VET. INF, Post
MATTY, EZRA E., 142ND IL INF, Post
MATZ, MARX, 16TH IA INF, Post 4
MAUCK, R.W., 21ST MO INF, Post 193
MAUCUMBER, CASH, 46TH IL INF, Post 156
MAUL, MATHIAS, 2ND WI INF, Post
MAULICK, JOHN C., 106TH IL INFD, Post 98
MAULSBY, L.C., 39TH IA INF, Post 296
MAULSBY, LUNY C., 39TH IA INF, Post 296
MAUPIN, WILLIAM T., 53RD MO MILITIA, Post
MAURICE, DAVID, 17TH IL INF, Post 229
MAUST, ELIAS A., 171ST PA STATE MILITIA, Post
MAUST, ELIAS A., 171ST PA INF, Post
MAVIS, GEORGE R., 182ND OH INF, Post
MAVIS, GEORGE R., 182ND OH INF, Post 115
MAVITY, JOSEPH A., 5TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
MAVITY, LEANDER, 57TH IL INF, Post 169
MAVITY, LEANDER P., 57TH IL INF, Post
MAVITY, LEONARD, 23RD IA INF, Post
MAWDY, MARTIN V., 54TH IN INF, Post 153
MAWE, JOHN D., 1ST US MARINE ART., Post 267
MAXAM, HORACE W., 1ST MI CAV, Post 54
MAXFIELD, GEORGE C., 112TH IL INF, Post 18
MAXFIELD, J.K., 133RD PA INF, Post 83
MAXFIELD, JAMES K., 133RD IL INF, Post 44
MAXFIELD, LUCAS G., 13TH IN INF, Post 5; 1
MAXIM, LEANDER E., 15TH ME INF, Post 91
MAXON, DANIEL H., 15TH OH INF, Post
MAXON, HENRY C., 1ST OH CAV; 4TH WV CAV, Post 180
MAXON, JOHN R., 45TH IA INF, Post 1; 9
MAXSON, A.C., CO INDEPENDENT ART., Post 234
MAXWELL, ABNER B., 3RD IA CAV, Post 1; 9
MAXWELL, DAVID D, 103RD IL INF, Post
MAXWELL, JACKON, 26TH IA INF, Post
MAXWELL, JACKSON, 36TH IA INF, Post 159
MAXWELL, JACKSON, 2ND IA INF, Post
MAXWELL, MORDECAI C., 19TH IN INF, Post
MAXWELL, THOMAS, 12TH IL CAV, Post
MAXWELL, WILLIAM, 6TH IA CAV, Post
MAXWELL, WILLIAM C., 9TH IN INF, Post 52
MAXWELL, WILLIAM J., 30TH IL INF, Post
MAXWELL, WILLIAM W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 102
MAY, EZRA, 36TH IN INF, Post 172
MAY, HENRY, 141ST OH INF, Post
MAY, HOLLIS F., 6TH NH INF, Post
MAY, HOLLIS K., 6TH NH INF, Post
MAY, ISRIEL`, 36TH IN INF, Post
MAY, JAMES C., 74TH OH INF, Post
MAY, JAMES H., 27TH IA INF, Post 268
MAY, JOHN D., 141ST OH INF, Post 142
MAY, JOHN R., 36TH IA INF, Post 15
MAY, LEONARD M., 47TH IL INF, Post 84
MAY, LEONARD M., 47TH IL INF, Post 84
MAY, LEONIDAS M., 47TH IL INF, Post
MAY, MILTON, 89TH OH INF, Post 105
MAY, STANFORD, 34TH IA INF, Post
MAY, THOMAS, 7TH IL INF, Post 227
MAY, W. C., MUSICIAN;5TH WV INF, Post 142
MAY, WILLIAM M., 1ST NE CAV, Post 157
MAYBERRY, MAYNARD W., 52ND OH INF, Post 7
MAYBEY, MANARD, 52ND OH, Post
MAYBORN, THOMAS, 14TH NY INF, Post 35
MAYER, DANIEL, 96TH OH INF, Post 151
MAYER, WILLIAM B., 92ND IL INF, Post 84
MAYEWSKE, ANDREW, 2ND OH INF;SERG;4TH OH A, Post 2
MAYFIELD, GEORGE, 8TH KS INF, Post 261
MAYFIELD, JOHN J., 1ST NE INF, Post 16
MAYNARD, GEORGE, 17TH IL CAV, Post 9
MAYNARD, HUBBARD H., 145TH PA INF, Post 110
MAYNARD, W. JOHN W., 45TH PA INF, Post
MAYO, DAVID, 103RD IL INF, Post 187
MAYO, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post 23
MAYO, JOHN K., 6TH MO CAV, Post 163
MAYO, WILLIAM, 57TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
MAYWEATHER, GEORGE, 116TH KS INF, Post
MAYWSKI, ANDREW, 4TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
MAZE, WESLEY A., 84TH IN INF, Post 1

Mc

McADAMS, JAMES, 2ND MN INF, Post 120
McADAMS, W.F., 43RD MO INF, Post 88
McADAMS, WOODFORD F., 43RD MO INF, Post
McAFEE, W.H., 5TH PA CAV, Post 246
McAFEE, JACOB, 106TH IL INF, Post 334
McAFEE, WILLIAM, 3RD MO CAV, Post 145
McALISTER, JAMES, 1ST IL CAV, Post 219
McALISTER, JULIUS S., 34TH NY INF, Post 153
McALISTER, WILLIAM, 60TH TN COLORED, Post
McALLISTER, JAMES, 5TH IL CAV, Post 44
McALLISTER, JAMES, 1ST AL CAV, Post 13
McALLISTER, JAMES, 1ST TN ART., Post 13
McALLISTER, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, Post 119
McALLISTER, JAMES A., 206TH PA INF, Post 274
McALLISTER, W.A., 7TH MO CAV, Post 21
McALLISTER, WILLIAM A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 9
McALPIN, SOLOMAN, 29TH IA INF, Post 172
McALPIN, SOLOMON A., 29TH IA INF, Post
McALPINE, L.B., 79TH IL INF, Post 63
McANDREW, PETER D., 9TH IL CAV, Post 171
McANDREW, W.D., 13TH US INF, Post 171
McANLEY, HENRY W., 16TH IL INF;60TH IL INF, Post 269
McARTHUR, HENRY C., 15TH IA INF, Post
McARTHUR, HENRY CLAY, 15TH IA INF, Post 25
McARTHUR, J.BYRON, 29TH OH INF, Post 67
McATEE, WILLIAM, 19TH IN INF, Post 123
McATEE, WILLIAM, Post 123
McAUSLAND, ANDREW G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 110
MCAY, JOHN H., 8TH CA INF, Post
McBEATH, WILLIAM C, 5TH IA CAV, Post
McBETH, WILLIAM, 3RD OH ART., Post 26
McBETH, WILLIAM N., 5TH IA INF, Post 88
McBRIDE, CHARLES H, 59TH IN INF, Post
McBRIDE, CHARLES H., 59TH IN INF, Post
McBRIDE, DANIEL L., 213TH PA INF, Post 62
McBRIDE, J.C., 48TH IN INF, Post
McBRIDE, JAMES, 35TH IA INF, Post 10
McBRIDE, JAMES E., 57TH IL INF, Post 44
McBRIDE, JAMES L., 4TH IA CAV, Post 50
McBRIDE, LEWIS C., 12TH IN CAV, Post 23
McBRIDE, LEWIS C., 12TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 25
McBRIDE, LEWIS C., 12TH IN CAV, Post
McBRIDE, LEWIS E., 12TH IN CAV, Post
McBRIDE, N.R., 29TH IA INF;ENSIGN;US NA, Post 13
McBRIDE, THOMAS B., 6TH KS CAV, Post
McBRIDE, WILLIAM, 4TH US ART., Post
McBRIDE, WILLIAM B., 4TH IN CAV, Post 1
McBRIDE, WILLIAM T, 30TH IA INF, Post
McBRIEN, WILLIAM, 15TH MO CAV, Post 25
McBROOM, JOSEPH, 73RD IL INF, Post 243
McBROOM, JOHN, 18TH IL INF, Post 243
McBroon, ROBERT, 6TH WV CAV, Post 63
McCABE, JOHN, 1ST WI LIGHT ART., Post 32
McCABE, JOHN B., 5TH IA CAV, Post
McCABE, MICHAEL, 2ND US ART., Post 12
McCABE, MILES, 85TH IL, Post
McCABE, SAMUEL S., 79TH OH INF, Post
McCABE, STEPHEN, 139TH IL INF, Post
McCABE, W.F., 1ST OH INF, Post 349
McCAFFLIN, HARRISON P., 18TH OH INF, Post 24
McCAFFRY, JOHN, 6TH VT INF, Post 149
McCAIG, DAVID, 74TH IL INF, Post 123
McCAIG, DAVID, 74TH IL INF, Post 45
McCAIG, JOHN, 36TH IL INF; CO. G; 74TH I, Post 123
McCAIG, JOHN, 140TH IL INF, Post 123
McCAIG, ROBERT N., 98TH IN INF; CO. I; 6TH IN, Post 25
McCAIG, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, Post 123
McCAIG, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, Post 145
McCAIN, ALEXANDER B., 13TH IA INF, Post 1
McCAIN, JAMES, 193RD OH INF (14TH OH INF, Post 63
McCain, JAMES, 14TH KY CAV (193RD OH INF, Post 63
McCain, MICHAEL, 2ND WV CAV, Post 61
McCAIN, RICHARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
McCAIN, WILLIAM S., 23RD IA INF, Post 7
McCALERY, ORRIN, 8TH MO INF, Post 35
McCALL, DOUGAL, 72ND IL INF, Post 40
McCALL, DUGAL, 60TH US CAV, Post 40
McCALL, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post 53
McCALL, OLIVER, 103RD PA INF, Post 80
McCALL, R.W., 28TH IA INF, Post 40
McCALL, ROBERT, 25TH IA INF, Post
McCALLA, JOSEPH W., 1ST MO CAV; 10TH IA INF, Post
McCALLA, JOSEPH W., 10TH IA INF, Post
McCALLAM, COLIAN, 52ND PA INF, Post
McCALLUM, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 79
McCALLY, CHARLES D., 113TH OH INF, Post 157
McCALMANT, ELISHA, 14TH IA INF, Post 11
McCALMENT, ELISHA, 14TH IA INF, Post 11
McCAMELEY, JAMES, 128TH NY INF, Post 106
McCANDISH, W.N., 2ND NE CAV, Post 154
McCANDLASS, ISAAC, 25TH IA INF, Post 285
McCANDLES, ASBERRY, 185TH OH INF, Post 189
McCANDLES, MILTON W., 66TH IN INF, Post 98
McCANDLESS, ELI P., 49TH IN INF, Post 256
McCANN, A.J., 15TH US INF, Post 112
McCANN, JAMES D., 106TH IL INF, Post
McCANN, JAMES D., 106TH IL INF, Post 84
McCANN, JOHN, 99TH OH, Post
McCANN, JOHN, 1ST RI ART., Post
McCANN, R.C., 30TH IL INF, Post 289
McCANN, ROBERT, 11TH WI INF, Post 4;2
McCANN, THOMAS, 100TH PA INF, Post 34
McCANN, THOMAS, 29TH IA INF, Post 334
McCANS, A.J., 33RD WI INF, Post 70
McCARDY, DANIEL, 16TH IL INF, Post
McCAGER, TYRUS, 8TH IL CAV, Post 23
McCART, HENRY, 12TH KY INF, Post
McCART, HENRY O., 12TH KY INF;30TH KY CAV, Post 54
McCARTER, JAMES W., 60TH NY INF, Post 112
McCARTNEY, JACOB R., 4TH IL CAV;PVT;CO. M;12T, Post 32
McCARTNEY, DAVID, 12TH IN INF, Post
McCARTNEY, DAVID M., 12TH IN INF, Post 100
McCARTNEY, JACOB R., 100TH OH INF, Post 276
McCARTNEY, JOHN A., 144TH IN INF, Post 262
McCARTNEY, JOSIAH D., 4TH IA CAV, Post 178
McCARTNEY, MARTIN V., 4TH OH INF, Post 177
McCARTNEY, NEWTON J., 143RD IN, Post
McCARTNEY, WILLIAM, 2ND VT INF, Post 34
McCARTY, ALLEN, 52ND IL INF, Post
McCARTY, ALLEN, 52ND IL INF, Post 44
McCARTY, ARTHUR W., 78TH OH INF, Post 198
McCARTY, DANIEL, 2ND US CAV, Post
McCARTY, DENNIS, US NAVY, Post 45
McCARTY, EDWARD M., 4TH IL CAV, Post 32
McCARTY, GILMORE, 5TH MO CAV, Post 25
McCARTY, JAMES, US MARINE, Post 25
McCARTY, JOHN, 210TH PA, Post
McCARTY, JOHN, 18TH IL INF, Post 163
McCARY, GILMORE, 5TH MO CAV, Post 25
McCARY, JAMES, 12TH US VET. RESERVE COR, Post 63
McCAUIS, C.J., 39TH MO, Post
McCAULEY, JAMES W., 62ND IL INF, Post 115
McCAULEY, MARION R., 24TH IA INF, Post 79
McCAULEY, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 45
McCAULEY, WILLIAM M., 124TH IL INF, Post
McCAUSLAND, JOHN, Post
McCAVE, HUDSON M, MERARILLS MO HORSE CAV, Post
McCLAER, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, Post 25
McCLAFLAND, HANSON P., 18TH OH, Post
McCLAIN, JEROME, 91ST IL INF, Post 318
McCLAIN, JOHN, 103RD IL INF;CO. H;40TH, Post 67
McCLAIN, JOHN, 103RD IL INF;PVT;CO. H;4, Post
McCLANAHAN, E., 15TH OH INF, Post 190
McCLANAHAN, HARRISON, 11TH WI INF, Post 247
McCLANLAN, JAMES E., 88TH IN INF, Post
McCLANNAHAN, ELIJAH, 15TH IA INF, Post 118
McCLARE, JOHN W., 36TH IL INF, Post
McCLAREY, JOHN, 65TH NY INF, Post 334
McCLAREY, JOHN, 67TH NY INF;65TH NY INF, Post
McCLARON, JOHN, 5TH IA CAV, Post 159
McCLARY, JOHN S., 13TH IL INF, Post 109
McCLARY, WILLIAM, 36TH IL INF, Post 40
McCLASKEY, JAMES W, 27TH IA INF, Post
McCLAY, JAMES, 26TH PA INF;CORP;CO. G;9, Post
McCLAY, JAMES C., 6TH US CAV, Post 209
McCLAY, JAMES C., 6TH US CAV, Post 209
McCLAY, JAMES C., 6TH US CAV, Post 77
McCLAY, JOHN H., 47TH IL, Post
McCLAY, JOHN H., 47TH IL INF, Post
McCLAY, JOHN H., 47TH IL INF, Post
McCLAY, JOHN H., 47TH IL INF, Post 62
McCLAY, SAMUEL, 17TH IL INF, Post 25
McCLAY, SAMUEL, 17TH IL INF, Post
McCLEASH, J.H., 8TH IN ART.(ERROR), Post 32
McCLEERY, DANIEL, 2ND CO CAV, Post
McCLEERY, J.B., 1ST CA CAV, Post 13
McCLEERY, JAMES B., 1ST CO CAV, Post 13
McCLEES, JOSEPH H., 8TH IN CAV, Post 32
McCCLELAN, JAMES E., 33RD IN INF, Post 271
McCCLELLAN, CHESTER S., 22ND NEY INF, Post
McCCLELLAN, ROBERT L., 9TH PA CAV, Post
McCCLELLAND, JOHN, 33RD IL INF, Post
McCCLELLAND, JOHN M, 33RD IL INF, Post
McCCLELLAND, ROBERT, 119TH IL INF, Post 7
McCCLELLAND, ROBERT, 119TH IL INF, Post 110
McCCLELLAND, W.H., 121ST OH INF, Post
McCLELLAND, WILLIAM, 22ND OH INF, Post 299
McCLELLAND, WILLIAM, 1ST OH CAV, Post 299
McCLELLAND, WILLIAM H., 121ST OH INF, Post 115
McCLENAHAN, RANSOM, 37TH WI INF, Post 262
McCLENATHAN, A., 4TH VT INF, Post 8
McCLENNEHAN, R., 32ND WI INF(ERROR), Post 262
McCLENNEHAN, RANSOM, 37TH WI INF, Post
McCLENAN, DANIEL, 32ND IL INF, Post
McCLENTOCK, HUGH M., 46TH WI INF, Post 74
McCCLIMANS, RICHARD, 151ST IL INF, Post 234
McCINTICK, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post 27
McCINTOCK, JOHN M., 14TH US INF, Post
McCINTOCK, M.V., 71ST PA INF, Post 174
McCINTOCK, THOMAS H., 7TH IA CAV, Post 231
McCINTOCK, THOMAS H., 123RD OH INF, Post 231
McCLOSKEY, JAMES, 13TH KS INF, Post 323
McCLOSKEY, JOSEPH, 5TH IA INF, Post 45
McCLOUD, MARTIN H., 3RD IN CAV, Post 11
McCLOUGHAN, GEORGE W., 6TH NJ INF, Post 8
McCLOUGHAN, GEORGE W., 6TH NY INF(ERROR), Post 8
McCLOUE, ALEXANDER, 40TH IA INF, Post
McCUNG, JAMES, 112TH IL INF, Post 154
McCURE, A.J., 1ST IA ART., Post 16
McCURE, ANDREW J., 1ST IA INF, Post
McCURE, B.W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 116
McCURE, BURGESS W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 116
McCURE, DAN, 153RD IN VOL. INF, Post 289
McCURE, DANIEL, 153RD IN INF, Post 289
McCURE, GEORGE, 1ST IA CAV, Post 69
McCURE, J.A., 14TH IA INF, Post
McCURE, JOHN A., 14TH IA INF, Post
McCURE, M., 5TH WV INF, Post 75
McCURE, S.J., 1ST MO INF, Post 280
McCURE, SAMUEL H., 25TH IN INF;54TH IN INF, Post 147
McCURE, SAMUEL H., 54TH IN INF;CO. A;25TH I, Post 147
McCURE, SIMON M., BUGLER;4TH IA CAV, Post 193
McCURE, WILLIAM F., , Post 1
McCURE, WILLIAM M., 5TH WI INF, Post
McCUSKY, PATRICK, 93RD IL INF, Post 16
McCOLLERY, ORIN, 28TH MO INF, Post 35
McCOLLISTER, IRA, 22ND IA INF, Post 307
McCOLLOUGH, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, Post 4:2
McCOLLOUGH, JOHN R., 3RD OH INF, Post 192
McCOMB, JOHN R., 76TH PA INF, Post 91
McCOMB, RICHARD B, 54TH IL, Post
McCOMB, RICHARD B., 54TH IL, Post
McCOMB, WILLIAM, 49TH WI INF, Post 204
McCOMLEY, JAMES, 128TH NY ILNF, Post
McCOMSEY, CHARLES, 112TH IL INF, Post 330
McCONAHAY, JOHN, 120TH OH INF; 48TH & 114T, Post 308
McCONAHY, ANDREW, 40TH IA INF, Post
McCONAUGHEY, ANDREW J.M., 39TH IA INF, Post 63
McCONKEY, ALEXANDER, 21ST OH INF, Post 80
McCONKEY, CHARLES C., 21ST OH INF, Post
McCONN, GEORGE W., 29TH IA INF, Post 75
McCONAUGHEY, SAMUEL, 4TH IA CAV, Post
McCONNELL, BENJAMIN J., 11TH IA INF, Post 63
McCONNELL, CARY W., 129TH OH INF, Post
McCONNELL, GEORGE B., 93RD IL INF, Post 43
McCONNELL, IRA C., 104TH IL INF; US NAVY, Post 264
McCONNELL, ISAAC N., 136TH OH INF, Post
McCONNELL, JOSEPH, 23RD IA INF, Post
McCONNELL, M.H., PV LIGHT ARTILLERY, Post 262
McCONNELL, MATHEW H., INDEPENDENT PA ART., Post
McCONNELL, SAMUEL, 119TH IL INF, Post
McCONNELL, SAMUEL, 119TH IL INF, Post 59
McCONNELL, W. H. M., 4TH MD INF, Post
McC OOL, JOHN, 2ND IA INF, Post 220
McC OOL, W.C., 29TH IA INF, Post 48
McC OOL, WELLS C., 29TH IA INF, Post
McCORD, BLAINE M., 78TH PA, Post
McCORD, DAVID N., 1ST IA CAV, Post 34
McCORD, JOHN, 80TH IN INF, Post 258
McCORD, JOHN C., 6TH KS CAV, Post
McCORD, SAMUEL, 46TH IA INF, Post 82
McCORD, T.T., 28TH IA INF; CO. D: 93RD U, Post 96
McCORD, WILBUR F., 8TH WI INF, Post 150
McCORD, WILLIAM D., 37TH IL INF, Post
McCORD, WILLIAM F., 13TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 243
McCORMACK, E.H., 8TH MI CAV, Post 207
McCORMACK, JAMES A., 48TH IL INF, Post 21
McCORMACK, JOHN W., 8TH PA INF, Post 174
McCORMACK, THOMAS J., 36TH IA INF, Post 234
McCORMICK, AARON, 71ST PA INF, Post
McCORMICK, E. P., 81ST OH INF, Post 82
McCORMICK, GEORGE J., 29TH OH INF, Post 23
McCORMICK, GEORGE W., 52ND WI INF, Post 313
McCORMICK, J.B., 43RD OH INF, Post 213
McCORMICK, J.J., 118TH IN INF, Post 332
McCORMICK, J.W., 151ST IL INF, Post 21
McCORMICK, JAMES, 47TH IL INF, Post 90
McCORMICK, JAMES, 6TH IA CAV, Post
McCORMICK, JAMES, 4TH NJ INF; PVT; CO. D; 6TH, Post 16
McCORMICK, JAMES R., 104TH IL INF, Post 269
McCORMICK, JOHN, 8TH US INF, Post
McCORMICK, JOHN W., 151ST IL INF, Post
McCORMICK, JOSEPH A., 134TH IN INF, Post 94
McCORMICK, JOSEPH A., 147TH IN INF, Post 52
McCORMICK, ROBERT, 8TH US INF, Post
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 1ST MO CAV, Post
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 11TH MI CAV, Post 60
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 11TH MA INF, Post
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 11TH MA INF, Post 46
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 11TH MI CAV, Post
McCORMICK, THOMAS, 10TH MI INF, Post 117
McCORMICK, WILLIAM, 160TH OH, Post
McCORMICK, WILLIAM J., 17TH IA INF, Post 212
McCORMISK, THOMAS, 1ST US CAV, Post 293
McCORTNEY, B., BRACKETT'S MN CAV, Post 192
MCCOULLOUGH, JAMES R., 3RD OH INF, Post
MCCOURT, FRANCIS, 2ND US CAV, Post 45
MCCOURT, FRANK, 5TH US CAV, Post
MCCOWN, WILLIAM H., 3RD IA INF, Post 250
MCCOWN, WILLIAM L., 18TH IN INF, Post 22
MCCOY, ALONZO A.P.V, 2ND CA CAV, Post
MCCOY, F. C., 2ND MI CAV, Post 7
MCCOY, FLORELL C., 2ND MI CAV, Post
MCCOY, G.W., 24TH IA INF, Post 262
MCCOY, GEORGE, 68TH OH INF, Post
MCCOY, GEORGE E., 68TH OH INF, Post 302
MCCOY, GEORGE W., 24TH IA INF, Post
MCCOY, JAMES, 133RD IL INF, Post 161
MCCOY, JAMES, 22ND IN INF, Post 111
MCCOY, JAMES, 133RD IL INF, Post 79
MCCOY, JAMES, 132ND IL INF, Post 91
MCCOY, JAMES F., 72ND IN INF, Post 73
MCCOY, JOHN, 51ST OH INF, Post
MCCOY, JOHN, 35TH IA INF, Post 267
MCCOY, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, Post 63
MCCOY, JOHN, 32ND IA INF, Post
MCCOY, JOHN, 51ST OH INF, Post
MCCOY, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post 79
MCCOY, JOSEPH C., 4TH IA CAV, Post 163
MCCOY, JOSHUA W., 77TH IL INF, Post 67
MCCOY, PATRICK, 14TH WI INF, Post 86
MCCOY, PETER, 18TH PA CAV, Post
MCCOY, PETER R., 18TH PA CAV, Post
MCCOY, SAMUEL, 29TH IA INF; 19TH IA INF, Post 298
McCOY, SAMUEL L., 19TH IA INF; 29TH IA INF, Post 9; 2
McCOY, STEPHEN A., 132ND IN INF, Post 156
McCOY, T. C., 17TH MI INF, Post
McCOY, THOMAS, 133RD IL INF, Post
McCoy, WILLIAM P., 1ST WV ART., Post 47
McCOY, WILLIAM P., 1ST VA ART., Post
McCOY, WILLIAM W., 28TH IA INF, Post
McCOY, WILLIAM W., 18TH IA INF, Post 301
McCOY, WILLIAM W., 28TH IA INF, Post 44
McCOY, WILLIAM W., 1ST IA CAV, Post 280
McCRAVEN, CHARLES, 10TH MI CAV, Post 44
McCRACKEN, JACOB, 62ND IL INF; 124TH IN INF, Post 52
McCRACKEN, JOHN W., 38TH WI INF, Post 81
McCRACKEN, JOSEPH W., 15TH IA INF, Post 80
McCRACKEN, THOMAS E., 41ST IN INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post 207
McCRAIG, HUGH, 2ND NE CAV, Post
McCRAIG, JOHN, 74TH IL INF; CO. I; 36TH, Post
McCARY, SAMUEL, 19TH IA INF, Post
McCREA, ROBERT, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 11
McCready, ROBERT J., 10TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post
McCready, ROBERT J., 10TH PA INF, Post
McCREADYEY, JAMES, 100TH PA INF, Post 28
McCREDY, JAMES, 55TH IL INF, Post 51
McCRELLIS, MARTIN V., 3RD OH CAV, Post 147
McCRIGHT, GEORGE, 177TH OH INF, Post
McCROSKEY, JAMES W., 5TH IA INF, Post
McCROSSON, ROBERT, 149TH IL INF, Post 3
McCROLLIS, MARTIN V., 3RD OH CAV, Post 147
McCULLOCH, JAMES O., 42ND WI INF, Post 45
McCULLOCH, WILLIAM R., 5TH IA INF, Post 65
McCULLIN, R., 13TH WI INF, Post
McCULLOH, JAMES O., 42ND WI INF, Post
McCULLOH, CLARENCE F., 77TH IL INF, Post
McCULLOH, SAMUEL H., 139TH OH INF, Post 262
McCULLOUGH, JOHN M., 4TH IA CAV, Post
McCULLOUGH, JONATHAN N., 2ND IA INF, Post 132
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM, 34TH IA INF, Post 19
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM, 9TH IA INF, Post 63
McCULLOUGH, WILLIAM R., 40TH KS CAV, Post
McCULLY, FRANKLIN, 17TH IL CAV, Post 151
McCULLY, GEORGE, 73RD IL INF, Post 10
McCULLY, WILLIAM, 4TH, Post
McCUMBER, JOHN B., US SIGNAL CORPS, Post 138
McCUMBER, WILLIAM, 80TH OH INF, Post
McCUNBER, EDWIN R., 7TH KS CAV, Post 26
McCUNE, CALMER, 1ST IN CAV(ERROR), Post 10
McCUNE, CALMER, 1ST MD INF, Post
McCUNE, DAVID, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 276
McCUNE, H.F., 53RD IL INF, Post
McCUNE, HENRY, PVT; 11TH IN CAV, Post
McCUNE, HUGH, 65TH IL INF, Post 117
McCUNE, JOHN, 27TH OH INF, Post 69
McCUNE, JOHN W., 145TH IN INF, Post 110
McCUNE ROBER., 21ST, Post
McCURDY, DANIEL, 84TH IL INF, Post 91
McCURDY, WILLIAM H., 2ND PA HEAVY ART., Post
McCURRY, J.F.A., 1ST TN INF, Post 95
McCUTCHEN, JAMES H., 21ST IA INF, Post 140
McCUTCHEN, REUBEN P., 42ND IN INF, Post 11
McCUTCHEN, ROBERT G., 25TH SC INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
McCUTCHEN, WILLIAM A., 21ST IA INF, Post 42
McCUTCHION, JAMES H., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 140
McDADE, JAMES, 48TH IA INF, Post 63
McDANIEL, C.H., 3RD MI INF, Post
McDANIEL, C.H., 3RD US INF, Post 259
McDANIEL, FRANK, 13TH IL INF, Post 79
McDANIEL, FRANK, 12TH IL INF; CORP; CO. D; 1, Post 79
McDANIEL, JAKE, 54TH VA INF, Post
McDANIEL, JAMES, 20TH IA INF, Post 118
McDANIEL, WILLIAM A., 36TH IA INF, Post 32
McDANIELS, D.A., 24TH IA INF, Post 42
McDANIELS, JOHN, 50TH IL INF, Post 12
McDERBY, DAVID, 6TH MI HEAVY ART., Post 64
McDERBY, DAVID, 6TH MI ART., Post
McDERMOTT, JAMES, 11TH MN INF, Post 52
McDERMOTT, JOHN, 1ST IA CAV, Post
McDEVITT, GEORGE, 8TH IA INF, Post 22
McDILL, DAVID H., 84TH IL INF, Post 95
McDILL, DAVID H., 84TH IL INF, Post
McDOLE, A., 2ND IA INF, Post 318
McDONALD, DANELS, 147TH NY INF, Post
McDONALD, ALEXANDER, 6TH IA INF, Post 26
McDONALD, C.P., 9TH PA CAV, Post 352
McDONALD, E.C., 11TH MI INF; SERG; CO. B; 8, Post 83
McDONALD, E.C., 8TH MI CAV, Post 83
McDONALD, E.C., 8TH MI CAV, Post 83
McDONALD, EDWARD, 1ST CA CAV, Post 83
McDONALD, FIELDING, 32ND IL INF, Post 111
McDONALD, J.R., 13TH IN INF, Post 83
McDONALD, JAMES H., 4TH IA INF, Post 127
McDONALD, JOHN, 2ND MD INF, Post 83
McDONALD, JOHN, 64TH IL LINF, Post 127
McDONALD, JOHN B., 47TH IL INF, Post 33
McDONALD, JOHN B., 7TH MO INF, Post 33
McDONALD, JOHN H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 83
McDONALD, JOSEPH, MO MILITIA, Post 83
McDONALD, LEMUEL A., 29TH IA INF, Post 69
McDONALD, MARION, 36TH WI INF, Post 163
McDONALD, RICHARD, 9TH CT INF, Post 172
McDONALD, ROBERT G., 8TH IA CAV, Post 83
McDONALD, RONALD, 1ST MI CAV, Post 7
McDONALD, SYLVESTER, 25TH MI INF, Post 83
McDONALD, THOMAS J., 46TH IA INF, Post 8
McDONALD, VAL, 124TH IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 124
McDONALD, VALENTINE, 33RD IL INF; 124TH IL INF, Post 124
McDONALD, W.H., 45TH WI INF, Post 109
McDONALD, WILLIAM, 30TH WI INF, Post 308
McDONALD, WILLIAM W., 89TH IL INF, Post 151
McDONELL, JOHN, 40TH WI INF, Post 141
McDONOUGH, JOHN W., 16TH IL INF, Post 83
McDONOUGH, CHARLES, 50TH IL INF, Post 70
McDONOUGH, JOHN W., 16TH IL INF, Post 41
McDOUGAL, BENJAMIN, 19TH WI INF, Post 334
McDOUGAL, JACOB A., 4TH IA INDEPENDENT ART., Post 83
McDOUGAL, JAMES, 83RD IL INF; CO. D; 61ST I, Post 50
McDOUGAL, WILLIAM J., 26TH IA INF, Post 83
McDOUGALL, A.I., 123RD NY INF, Post 83
McDOUGALL, JACOB A., 4TH IA ART., Post 66
McDOUGALL, JACOB A., 4TH IA ART., Post 66
McDOUGEL, LANDER, 3RD MI CAV, Post 47
McDOWELL, JAMES, 59TH IL, Post 83
McDOWELL, JAMES, 59TH IL LINF, Post 84
McDUFFY, DAVID, 2ND MI CAV, Post 9
McEACHRON, JOHN H., 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post 25
McEELHANEY, SAMUEL B., 16TH OH INF, Post 8
McELDERERY, JAMES L., 30TH IA INF, Post 84
McELHOES, JESSE S., 14TH PA CAV, Post 84
McELHOSE, ROBERT, 100TH IL INF, Post 95
McELISTAER, GEORGE M, 5TH IA CAV, Post 95
McELLIOTT, FREDERICK, 14TH OH INF, Post 42
McELRAVY, FRANK W., 50TH OH INF, Post 20
McELROY, CALVIN G., 12TH ME MILITIA, Post
McELROY, ISAIAH, 13TH IA INF, Post 51
McELROY, J.L., 14TH KS INF, Post
McELROY, JOHN L., 14TH KS CAV, Post 48
McELROY, JOHN W., 54TH IL INF, Post
McELROY, S.C., 1ST CO INF, Post 48
McELROY, S.C., 1ST CA INF, Post
McELROY, STEPHEN C., 1ST CA INF, Post 48
McELROY, WILLIAM G., 29TH IA INF, Post 52
McELVAIN, MOSES E., 11TH IN INF, Post 24
McELWAIN, MARSHALL, 2ND NE CAV; SERG; CO. B; 1S, Post 45
McELWAIN, MARSHALL, 2ND NE CAV, Post
McELWAIN, MARSHALL, 2ND NE CAV, Post
McELWOOD, FREDERICK M., 1ST NE INF, Post 201
McEVOY, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
McEVOY, THOMAS E., 41ST MO INF, Post 12
McEWEN, LORENZA, 14TH WI INF, Post
McEWEN, LORENZO, 14TH WI INF, Post 143
McFADDEN, GEORGE, 20TH IL INF, Post 219
McFADDEN, JOHN, 100TH PA VETERANS, Post
McFADDEN, JOHN, 100TH PA VETERANS, Post
McFADDEN, JOHN, 100TH PA INF, Post 110
McFADDEN, JOHN B., 79TH IN INF, Post 26
McFADDEN, JOHN D., 21ST INF, Post
McFADDEN, JOHN G., 42ND IL INF, Post 18
McFADDEN, JOHN M., 2ND IL CAV, Post 239
McFADDEN, L.W., 31ST IA, Post
McFADDEN, LEANDER W., 17TH IA INF, Post 25
McFADDEN, LEANDER W., 31ST IA INF; CO. G; 17TH I, Post 25
McFADDEN, WILLIAM, 141ST IL INF, Post 262
McFADDEN, WILLIAM, 14TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 32
McFADDEN, WILLIAM M., 44TH IL INF, Post 32
McFADDON, PHILENOR, 7TH IL CAV, Post
McFARLAND, CHARLES J., 100TH OH INF, Post
McFARLAND, CYRUS, 117TH IL INF, Post 22
McFARLAND, CYRUS M., 117TH IL INF, Post 25
McFARLAND, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, Post 91
McFARLAND, JAMES W., 155TH IL INF, Post 79
McFARLAND, JOSIAH, 57TH PA INF, Post 9
McFARLAND, PETER, 11TH IL CAV, Post 22
McFARLAND, ROBERT, US NAVY, Post 43
McFARLAND, SAMUEL, 46TH IA INF, Post 70
McFARLAND, WILLARD C., 91ST NY, Post
McFARLAND, WILLIAM, 5TH IA CAV, Post
McGOWEN, J.C., 1ST IA INF; 23RD IA INF, Post 224
McGOWEN, JOHN C., 23RD IA INF, Post 224
McGRADY, FRANKLIN, 34TH IL INF, Post 124
McGRADY, OWEN, 35TH NJ INF, Post
McGRALL, ANTHONY, 48TH IL INF, Post 218
McGRAW, GEORGE W., 84TH IN INF, Post
McGRAW, JAMES, 14TH IN ART., Post 98
McGRAW, JOSEPH, 3RD IA CAV, Post
McGREW, B.D., 6TH US CAV, Post
McGREW, CHARLES M., 33RD IL INF; 72ND IL INF, Post 54
McGREW, CHARLES M., 72ND IL, Post
McGREW, CHARLES M., 72ND IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 54
McGREW, EDGAR, 10TH MO CAV, Post 35
McGREW, GEORGE S., 105TH PA INF, Post
McGREW, JACOB O., 157TH OH INF, Post 25
McGREW, JAMES, 157TH OH INF, Post
McGREW, JOSEPH, 146TH IN INF; 5TH OH ART., Post 60
McGREW, LEVI S., 2ND CO CAV, Post
McGREW, S.L., 2ND CO INF, Post 45
McGROBB, ANDREW, 30TH US INF, Post 7
McGUCKIN, D.L., MEAGHER'S PA CAV, Post
McGUIRE, ALVIN, 15TH KS CAV, Post
McGUIRE, DUDLEY T., 7TH IA CAV, Post 51
McGUIRE, ELISHA, 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
McGUIRE, JOHN, 36TH NY INF, Post
McGUIRE, MARCELLAS, 8TH IA INF; POST 156, Post 80
McGUIRE, MICHAEL, 2ND WV CAV, Post
McGUIRE, VAN BUREN, 59TH OH INF, Post 127
McGUIRE, WILLIAM, 3RD NY CAV, Post 249
McGUNN, EDWARD, 59TH IL INF, Post 187
McGURE, DUDLEY T., 18TH IA INF, Post
McGUIRE, JOHN, 14TH IN INF, Post 95
McHILNERY, JOHN N., 32ND IA INF, Post 259
McHILNERY, NYLE R., 29TH IN INF, Post
McHILNERY, SAMUEL V., 43RD MO INF, Post 163
McHERNON, H.C., 3RD CO INF(ERROR), Post 119
McHERRON, HENRY C., 3RD CA INF, Post 119
McHIRRON, HENRY C., 2ND US VETERAN VOL., Post 119
McHUGH, CHARLES H., NY INF, Post
McILLREEVY, JOHN, 2ND MO INF, Post
McILNARY, EDWARD, 92ND IL INF, Post 75
McILRAVEY, JOHN, 4TH US CAV, Post 24
McILVANE, ALEXANDER, Post
McINDO, JOHN M., 25TH IL INF, Post
McINDURF, DANIEL, 161ST IL INF, Post 114
McININCH, B.F., 2ND NE, Post
McININCH, WILLIAM H., 2ND KS CAV, Post 103
McINTIRE, DANIEL, IL INF, Post
McINTIRE, J.G., 9TH IN CAV, Post
McINTIRE, JAMES G., 9TH IN CAV, Post 25
McINTIRE, JOHN, 23RD IL INF, Post 2
McINTISE, DANIEL, 116TH IL INF, Post
McINTOSH, E.W., PVT; 14TH IL INF, Post 110
McINTOSH, HUGH, 2ND IA CAV, Post 7
McINTOSH, JAMES M., 113TH IL INF, Post
McINTOSH, JAMES T., 9TH IA CAV, Post 262
McINTOSH, JOHN E., 35TH IN INF, Post 246
McINTOSH, JOSEPH, 79TH IL INF, Post 192
McINTOSH, W.H., 79TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
McINTOSH, WILLIAM, 26TH IL INF, Post
McINTOSH, WILLIAM, 79TH US COLORED INF, Post
McINTOSH, WILLIAM, 33RD IA INF, Post 235
McINTYRE, DONALD, US NAVY; WEST GULF SQUADR, Post 70
McINTYRE, FRED, 2ND US CAV, Post 11
McINTYRE, H.H., 10TH NY ART., Post
McINTYRE, JOSEPH, 30TH MO INF, Post 242
McINTYRE, WILLIAM, 75TH IL INF, Post 25
McINTYRE, WILLIAM, 75TH IL INF, Post
McINTYRE, WILLIAM, 75TH IL INF, Post
McINTYRE, WILLIAM H., 10TH PA INF, Post
McKAIG, JERFFERSON R, 19TH IA INF, Post 21
McKAY, G.A., 12TH MI INF, Post 44
McKAY, GEORGE B., 1ST TX CAV, Post 112
McKAY, NICHOLAS S., 73RD IL INF, Post 23
McKAY, O.N., 82ND IN INF, Post 275
McKAY, ROBERT N., 6TH IN CAV; CO. K; 90TH IN, Post 25
McKAY, THOMAS, US NAVY, Post
McKAY, WILLIAM H., 74TH IL INF; CO. E; 36TH I, Post 2
McKAY, WILLIAM H., 67TH IL INF; 74TH IL INF; , Post 2
McKAY, WILLIAM H., 67TH IL INF, Post
McKAY, WILLIAM H., 36TH IL INF; CO. K; 74TH, Post
McKEAN, G. W., 36TH OH INF, Post 187
McKEAN, J.S., 139TH PA INF, Post 1
McKEE, ALEXANDER, 101ST PA INF, Post 11
McKEE, ALEXANDER, 101ST OH INF (ERROR), Post 11
McKEE, ALEXANDER, 101ST IN INF, Post
McKEE, EDWARD H., 166TH OH NATL GUARD INF, Post 197
McKEE, J.L., 2ND US LIGHT ART., Post 38
McKEE, NATHAN D., 150TH IN INF, Post 298
McKEE, R.A., 5TH US CAV, Post 22
McKEE, ROBERT A., 5TH IA INF, Post
McKEE, ROBERT A., 5TH IA CAV, Post
McKEE, ROBERT A., 5TH IA CA, Post
McKEE, SAMUEL W., 129TH IL INF, Post
McKEE, SAMUEL W., 129TH IL INF, Post 172
McKEE, WILLIAM, 123RD OH INF, Post 222
McKEE, WILLSON, 20TH OH, Post
McKEE, WILSON, 20TH OH INF, Post 122
McKEEVER, EDWIN, 9TH IN CAV, Post 70
McKEEVER, JACOB H., 62ND OH INF; CORP; CO. D; 6, Post 115
McKEEVER, JACOB H., 62N OH INF, Post
McKEIGHAN, W.A., 17TH IL INF, Post 80
McKEIGHAN, WILLIAM A., 11TH IL CAV, Post 80
McKELL, J.C., 73RD OH INF, Post 262
McKELLIPS, PHILANDER, 23RD IL INF, Post 10
McKELVEY, A.H., US NAVY, Post 1
McKELVEY, JASON, 116TH IN INF, Post 261
McKELVEY, T.S., 10TH MO INF, Post 152
McKELVY, A.J., 15TH WI CAV(ERROR), Post 140
McKELVY, ANDREW J., 1ST WI CAV, Post 140
McKENDRY, E., 36TH OH INF; US NAVY, Post 289
McKENNA, A.P., 61ST OH REGULARS, Post
McKENNA, CORNELIUS, 5TH IA CAV, Post
McKENNA, PETER, 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post
McKENZIE, EDWARD, 4TH MD INF, Post 261
McKENZIE, LYMAN W., 22ND IA INF, Post 94
McKENZIE, W.R., 194TH OH INF, Post 5
McKENZIE, WILLIAM M., 47TH IA INF, Post
McKEY, GEORGE W., 171ST OH LINF, Post 1
McKIBBEN, CHARLES, 76TH OH INF, Post 71
McKIBBON, JAMES, 91ST OH INF, Post 272
McKENNA, A.P., 61ST OH INF, Post 293
McKILLIP, DANIEL C., 1ST IA CAV, Post 3
McKILLIP, WILLIAM, 85TH IL INF, Post 17
McKIM, JOHN D., 18TH US INF, Post
McKIM, JOHN L., 72ND IN INF, Post 222
McKINEY, ANDREW J., 34TH IA INF, Post 149
McKINLEY, ALEXANDER P., 31ST IA INF, Post 84
McKINNEY, ALFRED, 86TH IL INF, Post 115
McKINNEY, ALFRED M., 86TH IL INF, Post
McKINNEY, ANDREW J., 34TH IA INF, Post
McKINNEY, BARNEY, 40TH NY INF, Post 155
McKINNEY, E.D., 15TH IA INF, Post 40
McKINNEY, EDWIN D., 15TH IA INF, Post 40
McKINNEY, GEORGE W., 8TH IN; 36TH IN, Post
McKINNEY, J.H., 31ST IA INF, Post 95
McKINNEY, JAMES P., 5TH IA CAV, Post 134
McKINNEY, JOHN, ARTIFICER; 11TH IL CAV, Post 277
McKINNEY, JOHN, 11TH IL CAV, Post
McKINNEY, JOHN C., 141ST PA INF, Post 91
McKINNEY, PYTHIAS D., 17TH WV INF, Post
McKINNEY, SIMEON S., 11TH ME INF, Post 30
McKINNEY, SIMEON S., 11TH ME INF, Post
McKINNEY, STEWARD, 27TH IA INF, Post 258
McKINNEY, THOMAS J., 4TH MI CAV, Post 4
McKINNEY, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, Post 35
McKINNEY, WILLIAM A., 27TH IA INF, Post
McKinney, William T., 15TH OH INF, Post
McKINNIE, THOMAS W., 126TH OH INF, Post 9
McKINNON, ANGUS, 8TH WI ART., Post
McKINNON, ANGUS M., 8TH WI ART., Post 101
McKINNON, J.H., Post 123
McKINNON, JOSEPH H., 110TH OH INF; BURIED WYUK, Post 31
McKINNON, MILTON, 27TH WI INF, Post
McKINZIE, BALEY G., 31ST IN INF, Post 110
McKIVITT, JAMES, 35TH IA INF, Post 23
McKNIGHT, A., 31ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 25
McKNIGHT, ANTHONY E., 31ST WI INF, Post 10
McKNIGHT, GEORGE W., 20TH WI INF, Post 10
McKNIGHT, JESSE, 6TH MO CAV, Post 94
McKNIGHT, JOHN T., 31ST WI INF; 5TH WI ART., Post 25
McKNIGHT, JOHN T., 5TH WI ART.; 31ST WI INF, Post 25
McKNIGHT, ROBERT P., 16TH WI ART (ERROR), Post 98
McKNIGHT, ROBERT P., 16TH WI INF, Post 98
McKNIGHT, THOMAS, 18TH MI INF, Post 173
McKNIGHT, THOMAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 56
McKNIGHT, WILLIAM T., 11TH MO INF, Post 19
McKOON, HENRY H., 44TH NY INF, Post
McKOON, M.G., 184TH NY, Post
McKOWIN, WILLIAM M., 140TH OH INF, Post 158
McLAIN, JEROME, 91ST IL INF, Post
McLANE, JAMES, 6TH WI INF, Post 302
McLARNON, JOHN, 5TH IA CAV, Post 159
McLAUGHLIN, A.H., 33RD WI INF, Post 228
McLAUGHLIN, AUGUSTINE H., 18TH IA INF, Post 11
McLAUGHLIN, CORNELIUS J., 19TH PA CAV, Post
McLAUGHLIN, ERASMUS, 192ND OH INF, Post 2
McLAUGHLIN, HARRISON, 73RD IN INF, Post 270
McLAUGHLIN, HARRISON, 73RD IN INF, Post
McLAUGHLIN, HUGH, 44TH WI INF, Post 122
McLAUGHLIN, JOHN, 2ND ME CAV, Post 215
McLAUGHLIN, JOSEPH, 69TH NY INF, Post
McLAUGHLIN, PERRY, 102ND IL INF, Post 59
McLAUGHLIN, THOMAS L., 106TH IL LINF, Post 165
McLAUGHLIN, WILLIAM D., 33RD WI INF, Post 25
McLAUGHLIN, WILLIAM F., 9TH OH CAV, Post 11
McLEAD, ISAAC M., 7TH OH CAV, Post
McLEAD, ISAAC NEWTON, 7TH OH CAV, Post 47
McCLEAN, JOHN C., CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE, Post 27
McLEAN, JOSEPH, 21ST WI INF, Post 116
McLEAN, WILLIAM A., 117TH IL INF, Post 43
McLEAN, WILLIAM CLAR, 123RD NY INF, Post
McLEEN, WILLIAM C., 123RD NY, Post
McLENNAN, DANIEL, 32ND IL, Post
McLENNAU, DANIEL, 32ND IL INF, Post 90
McLEOD, DUNCAN, 14TH NY ART., Post 299
McLERON, S.R., 15TH VT INF, Post 31
McLOOY, SAMUEL L., 29TH IA INF, Post
McMAHAN, GEORGE W., 23RD IL INF, Post 47
McMAHAN, J.E., 18TH WI INF, Post
McMAHAN, JAMES, 18TH WI INF, Post 25
McMAHAN, RICHARD, 7TH IA INF, Post
McMAHILL, WILLIAM M., 138TH IL INF, Post 262
McMAHON, MICHAEL, 3RD MA HEAVY ART., Post 110
McMAINS, A.P., 1ST NE INF, Post
McMAKEN, H.C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
McMAKIN, HENRY C., 2ND NE CAV, Post
McMANGAL, DANIEL, 53RD OH INF, Post 5;5
McMANIGAL, WILLIAM R., 50TH IL INF, Post 11
McMANIMIE, MARIAN A., 50TH IL INF, Post 223
McMANIS, FRANCIS J., 129TH OH;141ST OH;182 OH, Post
McMANIS, FRANCIS J., 129TH OH INF, Post
McMANIS, JAMES, 69TH IN INF, Post
McMANIS, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, Post 162
McMANUS, LEVI B., 140TH IL INF, Post 94
McMARTIN, JOHN, 16TH WI INF, Post 263
McMASTER, WILLIAM R., 8TH IN INF, Post
McMASTERS, W.R., 9TH IA INF(검토), Post 11
McMASTERS, WILLIAM, 1ST OH CAV, Post 46
McMASTERS, WILLIAM R., 9TH IA CAV, Post 11
McMILLAN, ARGUS, 35TH IA INF, Post 250
McMILLAN, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 7
McMILLAN, DANIEL, 2ND NE, Post
McMILLAN, GEORGE W., 194TH OH INF, Post 8
McMILLAN, NEIL, 72ND IL INF, Post 55
McMILLAN, THOMAS A., 134TH IL, Post
McMILLEN, FERGUS, 35TH IA INF, Post 332
McMILLEN, FERGUS T., 35TH IA INF, Post
McMILLEN, GEORGE S., 98TH OH INF, Post 27
McMILLEN, GEORGE W., 134TH OH INF(검토), Post 8
McMILLEN, HIRAM G., 4TH IA INF, Post 227
McMILLEN, ROBERT, 30TH WI INF, Post 302
McMILLEN, ROBERT, 30TH WI INF, Post
McMILLEN, T.A., 4TH IA INF, Post 183
McMILLEN, THOMAS A., 4TH IA INF, Post 62
McMILLEN, WILLIAM, 192ND OH INF, Post
McMILLIN, J.F., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post
McMILLIN, RICHARD, 4TH IL CAV; CO. G; 1ST US, Post 65
McMINEY, C., 1ST US CAV; 20TH NY INF, Post 52
McMINN, ROBERT W., 126TH OH INF, Post 78
McMULLEN, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
McMURPHY, JOHN A., 1ST NY CAV, Post
McMURPHY, RUFUS L, 23TH IA INF, Post
McMURRY, SAMUEL J., 53RD OH INF, Post 217
McNABB, JOHN R., 5TH MO CAV, Post
McNABB, JOHN W., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
McNABB, THOMPSON, 36TH OH INF, Post 8
McNABB, THOMPSON H., 21ST OH INF, Post 8
McNAIR, ANDREW J., 36TH NY INF, Post
McNAIR, JAMES, 6TH OH, Post
McNAIR, THOMAS J., 9TH IL CAV, Post 14
McNAIR, THOMAS J., 9TH IL CAV, Post 14
McNALL, HENRY, 44TH IL INF, Post
McNALLEY, S.P., 57TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 82
McNALLEY, SILAS P., 87TH IN INF, Post 82
McNAMAR, WILLIAM, 8TH IL CAV, Post 284
McNAMARA, EDWARD J., 24TH IN INF; CO. B; 67TH I, Post 94
McNAMEE, GEORGE F., 8TH IN ILNF, Post
McNAMER, MICHAEL, 82ND IN INF, Post 84
McNAMERA, A.J., , Post 123
McNAUGHTON, J.C., 63RD PA RESERVES (GRAYS), Post
McNAUGHTON, JOHN M., 105TH OH INF, Post
McNEAL, ALEXANDER, 46TH IL INF, Post
McNEAL, JAMES, 13TH KS INF, Post
McNEAL, JAMES R., 13TH KS INF, Post 165
MCNEEELY, WILLIAM LERO, 2ND NE CAV, Post 119
McNEIL, ALLEN, 94TH NY INF, Post
McNEIL, JAMES, 37TH IL INF, Post 65
McNEIL, WILLIAM, 39TH OH INF, Post
McNEIL, WILLIAM M., 14TH PA INF, Post
McNEIL, WILLILAM E., 39TH OH INF, Post 21
McNEILL, THOMAS G, 96TH IL INF, Post
McNELL, HENRY, 154TH IN, Post
McNETT, HENRY, 154TH IN INF, Post 25
McNETT, JAMES, 48TH IN INF, Post
McNETT, JAMES G., 48TH IN INF, Post
McNETT, NEWTON, 86TH IN INF, Post 299
McNICHOLS, JOHN, 9TH OH CAV, Post 18
McNICKLE, A.B., 112TH IL INF, Post
McNICKLE, ALBERT B., 112TH IL INF, Post
McNIEL, JAMES M., 21ST OH INF, Post 43
McNIGHT, ADAM, 5TH PA INF; 2 LIEUT; CO. F, Post 256
McNITT, L. A., 28TH MI INF, Post 225
McNITT, W. B., 19TH MI INF, Post 80
McNITTY, JOSEPH B., 105TH OH INF, Post
McNOUN, SCOTT, 20TH IL INF, Post
McNOUN, SCOTT, 162ND OH NATL. GUARD INF, Post 115
McNOWN, JOHN, 33RD OH INF, Post 302
McNOWN, SCOTT, 162ND OH NATL. GUARD, Post
McNUTT, DAVID L., 100TH OH INF, Post
McNUTT, DAVID L., 100TH OH INF, Post 104
McNUTT, JAMES, 123RD IN INF, Post 80
McNUTT, JOHN, 123RD IL INF, Post 172
McOWEN, HARRISON, 18TH IA INF, Post 98
McPEAK, ANDREW J., 31ST IA INF, Post 19
McPERSON, N.B., 101ST IL INF, Post 84
McPHAILE, DANIEL O., 7TH IA, Post
McPHERREN, JAMES, 61ST IL INF, Post 22
McPHERRIN, FANNEL H., 66TH IL SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
McPHERRON, JAMES M., 23RD IL INF, Post 35
McPHERRON, JAMES M., 23RD IL INF, Post
McPHERSON, CHARLES E., 1ST NE INF; POST 216, Post 154
McPHERSON, J., 72ND IL INF, Post 170
McPHERSON, JOSEPH, 7TH IA INF, Post 146
McPHERSON, NIMROD B., 101ST IL INF, Post 84
McPHERSON, NIMROD B., 101ST IL INF, Post
McPHERSON, STEPHAN A., 11TH MO INF, Post
McPHERSON, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 105
McQUADE, JAMES, US NAVY; GUNBOAT MARBLEHE, Post 7
McQUADE, JOHN, US NAVY; USS MOHIGAN, Post
McQUIGG, SILAS, 58TH IL INF, Post 166
McQUILLIN, THOMAS J., 99TH PA VETERANS, Post
McQUITTY, VANBUREN, 10TH IN INF, Post 296
McQUOWN, W.L., 61ST PA INF, Post 9
McREYNOLDS, JAMES M., 5TH IL CAV, Post 88
McREYNOLDS, JOHN W., 20TH WI INF, Post 31
McREYNOLDS, JOHN W., 20TH WI INF, Post
McREYNOLDS, WILLIAM D., 20TH WI INF, Post
McREYNOLDS, WILLIAM D., 20TH WI INF, Post 31
McRICKLE, ALBERT B., MUSICIAN; 112TH IL INF, Post 184
McROBERT, W.E., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 56
McSAY, I.W., 78TH NY INF, Post 215
McSAY, JAMES W., 14TH IL CAV, Post 226
McSHANE, HENRY, 14TH MO, Post
McSHANE, HENRY, 14TH MO INF, Post 107
McSWAN, DONALD, 177TH OH INF, Post
McTAGGART, NEILL, 77TH OH INF, Post 32
McVAY, DANIEL, 67TH PA INF, Post 208
McVAY, JACOB H., 3RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 11
McVAY, JESSIE R., 12TH IL INF, Post
McVAY, JOHN, 24TH IA INF, Post 241
McVEIGH, E.A., 4TH IA CAV, Post 19
McVEY, DANIEL, 44TH IL INF, Post 208
McVEY, JACOB H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 11
McVEY, JESSE M., 2ND IL, Post
McVEY, PERRY, 82ND IN INF, Post 80
McVEY, REUBEN, 32ND IA INF, Post 172
McVEY, REUBEN, 32ND IA INF, Post
McWAIN, HARVEY, 117TH NY, Post
McWAIN, HARVEY J., 117TH NY INF; SERG; 51ST V, Post 166
McWHINNEY, M.L., 57TH IN INF, Post 13
McWHIRR, ROBERT, , Post
McWILLIAMS, E., HALL'S BATTERY, Post 25
McWILLIAMS, E.M., 1ST MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
McWILLIAMS, EDMOND, HALL'S MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
McWILLIAMS, J.C., 13TH OH INF, Post 56
McWILLIAMS, JAMES, 49TH MO INF, Post 98
McWILLIAMS, JOHN, 2ND KS INF, Post 25
McWILLIAMS, JOHN, 3RD WI CAV, Post
McWILLIAMS, JOSEPH, 2ND MO STATE MILITIA CAV, Post 69
McWILLIAMS, SAMUEL R., 10TH PA RESERVE CORP; PVT, Post 150
McWORTHY, CORNELIUS, 153RD IL INF, Post 274

Me

MEACHAM, T.A., 106TH IL INF, Post 4
MEACHAM, THEODORE A., 102ND IL INF, Post
MEAD, ABRAHAM, 78TH OH INF, Post 91
MEAD, CHARLES, 5H IL ART., Post 239
MEAD, FRANK D., US INF, Post 7
MEAD, GILES H., 10TH IA INF, Post
MEAD, HILON L., 104TH IL INF, Post 354
MEAD, J.H., 62ND US COLORED TROOPS; 2, Post 52
MEAD, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF; CO. B; 62ND U, Post 315
MEAD, JOSEPH M., 42ND IN INF, Post 67
MEAD, LEMNUEL T., 63RD IN INF, Post 76
MEAD, WILLIAM H., 4TH IA CAV, Post
MEADE, BENJAMIN, 9TH NY CAV, Post 75
MEADE, JAMES H., 62ND US COLORED TROOPS;2, Post 315
MEADE, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF;62ND US COLO, Post 189
MEADOWS, JAMES, 51ST MO INF, Post 13
MEADVILLE, JAMES, 208TH PA INF, Post
MEAGHER, JAMES R., LIEUT COL;6TH KY CAV, Post 9
MEAIKIN, WILLIAM H., 36TH IA INF, Post
MEALE, GEORGE, 7TH KS CAV, Post
MEALS, DANIEL S, 191ST PA INF, Post
MEANES, ROBERT A., 31ST IA INF, Post 23
MEANLEY, ABRAM F., 83RD IN INF, Post
MEANLIZ, JOHN W., 11TH IL CAV, Post
MEANOR, JAMES E., 11TH PA RESERVE, Post
MEANS, A. J., 19TH MI INF, Post 80
MEANS, ARTHUR, 2ND CO CAV, Post 223
MEANS, B.L., 12TH WV INF, Post 139
MEANY, MICHAEL, 2ND IA INF, Post
MECAY, W.E., 73RD IL INF, Post 23
MECAY, W.J., 9TH IN CAV, Post
MECHAM, CORNELIUS J., 11TH KS CAV, Post 187
MECHAM, JOSEPH, 8TH MO INF, Post 1
MECHLING, H.G., 137TH PA INF;SERG;CO. L, Post 18
MECHLING, H.G., 14TH PA CAV, Post 18
MECHLING, HENRY G., 137TH PA INF, Post 18
MEDEY, FRANCIS M., 1ST NE, Post
MEDLAR, JOHN L., 92ND IL INF, Post 32
MEDLEY, FRANCIS M., 1ST NE CAV, Post
MEDLEY, FRANCIS M., 1ST NE, Post 302
MEDORIS, JASON T., 79TH IL INF, Post 63
MEEK, JAMES P., 57TH IN, Post
MEEKER, CHARLES W., 142ND IL INF, Post 21
MEEKER, GEORGE S., 5TH IA INF, Post
MEEKER, GEORGE S., 5TH IA INF, Post 35
MEEKER, WILLIAM D., 28TH IL INF, Post 98
MEETCH, ADOLPH, 7TH OH INF, Post
MEFFERD, W.G., 13TH OH INF, Post 34
MEFFORD, JAMES M., 132ND OH INF, Post 34
MEFSLER, JACOB R., US MARINE, Post
MEGLMRE, JOHN E., 23RD MO INF, Post 25
MEGRUE, JOSEPH F., 5TH OH LIGHT ART.;146TH, Post 60
MEHAN, JOSEPH, 1ST WI CAV, Post 43
MEHLE, JOHN, 57TH IL INF, Post
MEHRENS, HERMAN, 1ST NE INF, Post 52
MEIKLE, ALLAN S., 65TH NY INF, Post
MEILENG, FRANK, 16TH WI INF, Post 143
MEILENZ, FRANS, 16TH WI INF, Post 9
MEIN, R., 11TH NY CAV, Post
MEININCH, WILLIAM H., 2ND KS CAV, Post
MEININCK, BENJIMEN F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MEINZER, J.W., 43RD WI INF, Post 2
MEIR, JOHN C., 114TH IL INF, Post 12
MEIRILL, HARISON W., 124TH IL INF, Post
MEISENBAUGH, ANTHONY, 8TH PA CAV; SERG.; CO. M; 16, Post 91
MEITS, CHARLES, 99TH, Post
MEITZ, CHARLES, 147TH NY INF; US NAVY; SHI, Post 309
MEITZ, CHARLES, 147TH NY INF; SEAMAN; US N, Post 103
MELICK, EDWARD E., 27TH IA INF, Post 262
MELL, HENRY, 12TH MO CAV, Post 30
MELLICK, AARRON, 12TH IA INF, Post 15
MELLIGAN, HGREM, 151ST IL INF, Post
MELLINGER, GEORGE, 71ST OH INF, Post
MELLINGER, JOHN B., 46TH IL INF, Post 10
MELLOTT, HIRAM, 22ND PA CAV, Post 253
MELLOTT, JAMES B., 7TH WV INF; PVT; CO. F; 39T, Post 314
MELOY, DAVID, 107TH IL INF, Post 32
MELSON, GEORGE W., 11TH IL CAV, Post
MELSON, GEORGE W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
MELTON, BENNETT B., 7TH IL CAV, Post 88
MELTON, EDMUND N., 23RD MO, Post
MELTON, EDWIN N., 23RD MO INF, Post 84
MELTON, JEROME S., 14TH MO CAV, Post
MELVIN, Q. R., 19TH MI INF, Post 95
MELVIN, WILLIAM J., 19TH MI INF, Post
MEND, GILES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 52
MENDELIN, MATHIAS, 97TH IL INF, Post 21
MENDELL, GEORGE H., 177TH OH INF, Post 72
MENDENHALL, AMOS H., 67TH IL INF, Post 214
MENDENHALL, CHARLES C., 132ND IL INF, Post 84
MENDENHALL, DANIEL, , Post 123
MENDENHALL, DANIEL, 147TH IN INF, Post 123
MENDENHALL, JOHN W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 144
MENDENHALL, WILLIAM H., 25TH OH INF, Post 79
MENDLESON, WILLIAM, 29TH OH INF, Post 193
MENGEL, ETHAN M., 124TH IL INF, Post
MENGENELL, ETHAN M., 124TH IL INF, Post 64
MENSHEALL, WILLIAM F., 4TH IA CAV, Post
MENSING, AARON V., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 57
MENTER, GILBERT, 27TH WI INF, Post 8
MENTZER, CHARLES, 50TH PA INF, Post 34
MENTZER, HENRY C., 162ND OH INF, Post 2
MEODY, BENJAMIN, 62ND MN INF, Post
MEPERSMITH, H.M., 12TH MO CAV, Post 250
MERACLE, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
MERCER, CANADA, 46TH IA INF, Post 53
MERCER, J.J., 78TH IL INF, Post
MERCER, JOHN, LANDSMAN; US NAVY; SHIP M, Post 228
MERCER, JOHN A, 4TH IA CAV, Post
MERCER, JOHN J., 78TH IL INF, Post 110
MERCER, JOHN J., 78TH IL INF, Post
MERCER, JOHN W., 139TH IL INF, Post 60
MERCER, JOSEPH T, 78TH OH INF, Post
MERCER, SAMUEL D., AST. SURGEON; 149TH IL IN, Post 110
MERCER, SAMUEL D., AST. SURGEON; 149TH IL, Post
MERCER, VERNON T., 174TH OH INF, Post 113
MERCER, WILLIAM, 1ST VA INF, Post 260
MERCHANT, ISAAC, 168TH OH INF, Post 98
MEREDITH, GEORGE A., 26TH IA INF, Post 261
MEREDITH, ROBERT, 5TH OH INF, Post
MERCAN, WILLIAM G., 19TH PA CAV, Post 118
MERGEN, NICHOLAS, 1ST NE INF, Post 7
MERGEN, NICKOLAS, 1ST NE INF, Post
MERGES, PETER, 3RD WI CAV, Post 45
MERGERS, PETER, 3RD WI CAV, Post
MERICA, JOHNATHAN, 113TH OH INF, Post 12
MERICA, TIMOTHY, 188TH OH INF, Post
MERIDETH, ROBERT P., 139TH OH INF, Post 253
MERITHEW, FREDERICK F., 139TH IL INF; 152ND IL IN, Post 7
MERITHEW, FREDERICK F., 152ND IL INF; 139TH IL INF, Post 10
MERITT, HENRY, 99TH IA INF, Post
MERJAN, CHARLES M., 1ST OR CAV, Post
MERRELL, ALBION K.P., 33RD ME INF, Post
MERREMAN, SAMUEL, 8TH MN INF, Post
MERRIAM, JOHN I., 2ND OH ART., Post 61
MERRIAM, WILLAIM A., 12TH IL INF, Post
MERRIAM, WILLIAM A, 12TH IL, Post
MERRIAM, WILLIAM A., 12TH IL INF, Post 129
MERRIAN, JOHN I., OH HEAVY ART., Post
MERRICK, GABRIEL, 16TH IA INF, Post
MERRICK, HENRY C., 8TH IL CAV, Post 75
MERRICK, HOMER J., 111TH PA INF, Post
MERRIL, J.C., 130TH OH INF, Post
MERRILE, M.G., 3RD MO CAV, Post 23
MERRILL, A.K.P., 31ST ME INF, Post 37
MERRILL, ASA H., 137TH IL INF, Post 2
MERRILL, CHARLES W., 8TH MN INF, Post 25
MERRILL, EMERY, 44TH IA INF, Post
MERRILL, EMORY, PVT; 44TH IA INF, Post
MERRILL, EMORY, 16TH IA INF, Post
MERRILL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, Post 96
MERRILL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, Post 235
MERRILL, H.W., 6TH MI CAV;2 LIEUT;32ND, Post 8
MERRILL, HARRISON W., 124TH IL INF, Post 99
MERRILL, HENRY N., 58TH IL INF, Post 91
MERRILL, J.W., 4TH MA CAV, Post 37
MERRILL, J.W., 4TH MA CAV, Post
MERRILL, JOHN C., 130TH OH LINF, Post 19
MERRILL, OSCAR F., 1ST NH CAV, Post
MERRILL, OSCAR F., 1ST RI CAV;SERG;CO. I;1S, Post 9
MERRILL, THOMAS J., 3RD IA ART., Post 5;3
MERRILL, WILLIAM, 17TH IA INF, Post 22
MERRILL, WILLIAM P., 4TH VT INF, Post
MERRIMAN, CLARK S., 7TH KS CAV, Post 12
MERRIMAN, JAMES M., 12TH WI INF, Post 86
MERRIMAN, SAMUEL, 8TH MN INF, Post 31
MERRIMAN, SAMUEL, 54TH IL INF, Post 24
MERRISOR, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MERRITT, BURK W., 13TH NY INF, Post
MERRITT, DANIEL, 68TH OH LIN, Post
MERRITT, DAVID F., 2ND IA INF, Post
MERRITT, JOSEPH, 5TH NY INF, Post 146
MERRITT, JOSEPH, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
MERRITT, ROLAND, 99TH IN INF, Post 302
MERRITT, ROLEN, 99TH IN INF, Post
MERRY, ROBERT T., 5TH IL CAV, Post 114
MERRYMAN, BENJIMAN, 122ND OH INF, Post
MERRYMAN, FREEMAN, 102ND IL INF, Post 1
MERRYMAN, KYLE, 172ND OH INF, Post
MERRYWEATHER, GEORGE, 116TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 24
MERSIS, F.A., 3RD WI INF, Post 129
MERWIN, WILLIAM H., 14TH WI INF, Post 49
MERWIN, WILLIAM H., 14TH WI INF, Post
MESERAULL, ISAAC L., 10TH MI INF, Post 11
MESERVE, JOHN B., 7TH IL CAV, Post
MESNER, ZEMRI E., 12TH IL INF, Post 11
MESPLAY, JAMES, 103RD IL INF, Post 32
MENSLER, ELDRIDGE, 25TH CT, Post
MESSER, EDMOND, 12TH IL INF, Post 74
MESSERLEY, JACOB, 4TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 286
MESSERSCHMID, ERNEST, 3RD WI INF;22ND WI INF, Post 7
MESSERSCHMID, ERNST, 22ND WI INF;3RD WI INF, Post 7
MESSES, A.G., WAGONMASTER;7TH KY INF, Post 176
MESSINGER, EDWARD S., 25TH MI INF, Post 79
MESSINGER, FRANCIS O., 2ND OH CAV, Post 227
MESSINGER, JOHN D., 104TH OH INF, Post 3
MESSLER, ISRAEL, 1ST NE INF (ERROR), Post 84
MESSLER, ISRAEL, 101ST IN INF; CO. G; 58TH, Post 84
MESSLER, ISRAEL, 58TH IN INF; CO. G; 101ST, Post
MESSLER, J.R., 59TH IL INF, Post 84
MESSLER, LAFAYETTE, 101ST IN INF, Post 84
MESSLER, LAFAYETTE, 101ST IN, Post
MESSLER, THOMAS N., 8TH IN INF, Post 180
MESSNER, JONATHAN B., 92ND IN INF, Post 164
METCALF, ABRAHAM, 8TH KS INF, Post 224
METCALF, E.G., 4TH MA INF, Post 42
METCALF, EDWARD W., 129TH IN INF, Post 89
METCALF, GEORGE E., 140TH WI INF, Post
METCALF, IRWIN, 42ND IL INF, Post 122
METCALF, JOHN U., 64TH IL INF, Post 7
METCALF, JOHN W., 64TH IL INF, Post
METCALF, LAFAYETTE, 35TH IA INF, Post 32
METCALF, THOMAS J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 302
METCALF, WILLIAM A., 40TH WI, Post
METCALF, WILLIAM B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
METCALF, WILLIAM P., 185TH OH INF, Post 25
METCALFE, E.W., 120TH IN, Post
METCALFE, EDWARD W., 139TH MD INF, Post
METER, LOUIS, 3RD IL CAV, Post
METHENY, WILLIAM H., US SCOUT, Post
METTEER, CHARLES, 50TH PA, Post
METTER, CHARLES R., 50TH PA INF, Post
METTLEN, JOHN T., 101ST PA INF, Post 5;2
METTS, CHARLES L., 96TH IL INF, Post
METTZ, BARTON C., 21ST IL INF; C. H; 96TH IL, Post 84
METTZ, BARTON C., 96TH IL INF; CO. E; 21ST I, Post 48
METTZ, C.L., 96TH IL INF, Post
METTZ, CHARLES L., 16TH IL INF, Post 84
METTZ, E.E., 142ND IL INF, Post
METTZ, EZRA E., 142ND IL INF, Post 84
METZ, AUGUST, 55TH KY INF, Post 2
METZ, FRANCIS, 84TH IN INF, Post 170
METZER, NICHOLAS, 9TH WI INF, Post 13
METZGER, GEORGE, 83RD IL INF, Post 35
MEWIS, HERMAN R., 51ST WI INF, Post 191
MEWIS, L.A., 29TH WI INF, Post 190
MEYER, ADOLPHUS, 25TH OH, Post
MEYER, ADOULLPHUS, 25TH OH INF, Post
MEYER, CHARLES F., 39TH WI INF, Post 19
MEYER, DAVID, 64TH IL INF, Post 262
MEYER, FREDERICK, 2ND NY INF, Post 101
MEYER, FREDERICK, 1ST IL CAV, Post 95
MEYER, FREDERICK, 9TH IL CAV, Post 36
MEYER, GEORGE, 12TH IN INF, Post 93
MEYER, GOTFRED, 2ND U.S. INF, Post 25
MEYER, GUTTLAB, 2ND US INF, Post
MEYER, HEMRICK M., 1ST IL CAV, Post
MEYER, JACOB, 3RD IA INF, Post 90
MEYER, JOSEPH, 48TH IA INF, Post 70
MEYERS, AUGUSTUS, 1ST US CAV, Post 28
MEYERS, BENJAMIN F., 151ST IL INF, Post 32
MEYERS, FRANCIS M., 49TH IN INF, Post 23
MEYERS, FREDRICK, 9TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
MEYERS, G.B., 135TH IN INF; 9TH & 155TH, Post 112
MEYERS, GEORGE, 10TH IA INF, Post 32
MEYERS, HENRY, 16TH IA INF, Post
MEYERS, J.W., 116TH IL INF, Post 91
MEYERS, JACKSON R., 14TH IA INF, Post
MEYERS, JAMES, 17TH IN INF, Post 2;2
MEYERS, JAMES, 19TH IL INF, Post 225
MEYERS, JERFFERSON, 34TH IA INF, Post 27
MEYERS, JOHN, 11TH IA INF, Post 9;8
MEYERS, JOHN, 31ST IA INF, Post 240
MEYERS, JOHN U., 4TH NY INF, Post 150
MEYERS, LEWIS, 9TH KS CAV, Post 25
MEYERS, LEWIS T., 37TH IL INF, Post 13
MEYERS, PETER, 3RD MI INF, Post 70
MEYERS, ROBERT, IA INF, Post
MEYERS, ROBERT M., 8TH IA INF, Post 262
MEYERS, W.H.H., 15TH IL INF, Post
MEYERS, WILLIAM A., 12TH OH CAV; CAPT; 117TH U, Post 7
MEYERS, WILLIAM H. H, 15TH IL INF, Post 84
MEYERS, WILLIAM M., TN, Post
MEZTIM, THOMAS, 14TH NY INF, Post
MHERRY, ROBERT A., 79TH OH INF, Post
MICHAEL, JOSEPH, 77TH PA INF; 6TH PA INF, Post 19
MICHAEL, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI INF, Post 7
MICHAEL, LAWRENCE, 1ST WI CAV (ERROR), Post 7
MICHAEL, LAWRENCE, 3RD OH CAV; 1ST WI INF, Post 7
MICHAEL, PHILLIP, 4TH IA INF, Post 16
MICHAEL, WENNER, 16TH MI INF, Post 91
MICHAELS, JOSEPH, 31ST WI INF, Post
MICHAELS, W.H., 11TH IA INF; ENSIGN; US NA, Post 12
MICHAM, SUMNER E., 12TH IL INF, Post 70
MICHE, JOHN, 37TH IL INF, Post 220
MICK, ISAAC A., 34TH IL INF, Post 3
MICKAL, WILLIAM, 82ND OH LINF, Post
MICKAL, WILLIAM, 82ND OH INF, Post
MICKEL, ANDREW J., 102ND OH INF, Post 123
MICKEL, ANDREW J., 102ND OH INF, Post
MICKEL, ANDREW J., Post 123
MICKLE, JAMES, 4TH OH INF, Post 274
MICKLE, JEREMIAH, 20TH MI INF, Post 25
MICKLE, WILLIAM, 82ND OH INF, Post
MIDDLEKAUFF, HIRAM, 118TH IL INF, Post 31
MIDDLETION, ALBERT, 108TH US INF, Post 115
MIDDLETON, ALBERT, 108TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post
MIDDLETION, C.T., 2ND CLASS FIREMAN; US NAV, Post 110
MIDDLETION, JOHN M., 15TH IA INF, Post
MIDDLETION, R.G., 115TH IL INF, Post 41
MIDKOLSON, H.H., 49TH WI INF, Post 25
MIKESELL, OSMOND, 18TH OH INF, Post 91
MIKESELL, S.P., 26TH PA INF, Post 116
MIKUIS, CHARLES W., 26TH NY INF, Post
MILAM, LEWIS, 64TH IL INF, Post
MILAN, LEWIS, 64TH IL INF, Post
MILBURN, GEORGE, 112TH IL INF, Post 178
MILEHAM, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, Post
MILER, LEVI, 2ND IL CAV, Post
MILES, ARCHIBALD, 8TH IA INF; LIEUT; 11TH US, Post 1
MILES, BENEY, 35TH IA, Post
MILES, BENJAMIN F., 33RD WI INF, Post
MILES, BENJAMIN F., 33RD WI INF, Post 66
MILES, CHARLES C., WAGONMASTER; 124TH IL INF, Post 22
MILES, CLARENCE R., 139TH IL INF, Post
MILES, FREDERICK G., 57TH IL INF; CO. C; 111TH, Post 172
MILES, H.A., 74TH IL, Post
MILES, HENRY, 8TH IL INF, Post 117
MILES, HIRAM A., 74TH IL INF, Post 47
MILES, HIRAM A., 15TH IL INF, Post 47
MILES, JOHN, 28TH WI INF, Post 198
MILES, JOHN, 38TH IN, Post
MILES, JOHN M., 57TH IL INF, Post 255
MILES, JOSEPH D., AST. SURGEON; 11TH IA INF, Post 34
MILES, REEVES, 130TH IL INF, Post
MILES, REEVES, 130TH IL INF, Post 88
MILES(COLORE, JULY, 96TH US COLORED INF, Post 262
MILEY, JOHN M., 76TH OH INF, Post 124
MILFORD, DAVID, 6TH PA HEAVY ART., Post
MILFORD, GEORGE W., 40TH PA INF, Post
MILGRIIM, BENJAMINE, 8TH IN INF, Post
MILGRIIM, SAMUEL A., 8TH IN INF, Post 4; 1
MILKS, HUMPHREY, Post
MILLAGE, JERRY, 98TH IL, Post
MILLAN, JOHN, 15TH IA; 23RD IA INF, Post
MILLARD, R.M., 1ST HEAVY ART., Post 58
MILLARD, VARNHAM W., 20TH IN INF, Post 43
MILLEN, ALLEN, 102ND IL INF, Post 18
MILLER, A.V., US NAVY; USS BROOKLYN, Post 136
MILLER, ABEL, 48TH IN INF, Post 72
MILLER, ADAM H., 12TH WI INF, Post 5
MILLER, ADAM W., 92ND IL INF, Post 298
MILLER, ALEXANDER, 106TH IL INF, Post 97
MILLER, ALEXANDER C., 59TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, ALEXANDER C., 33RD IL INF; PVT; CO. E; 26, Post 66
MILLER, ALFRED, 146TH OH INF, Post
MILLER, ALFRED, 7TH WI INF, Post
MILLER, ALFRED, 7TH WI INF, Post
MILLER, ALLEN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 17
MILLER, ALONZO, 100TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, ALVIN M., 76TH IL INF, Post 227
MILLER, AMOS, 11TH IA CAV, Post
MILLER, AMOS, 11TH IL CAV, Post 10
MILLER, ANDREW J., 11TH IA INF, Post 50
MILLER, ANDREW L., 7TH IA CAV, Post 170
MILLER, AXEL C., 59TH IL INF, Post 95
MILLER, B.H., 67TH IL INF; CO. D; 15TH I, Post 261
MILLER, BERRY, 71ST OH INF, Post
MILLER, C.B., 5TH MI CAV, Post 112
MILLER, C.P., 10TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, CHAMBERLAIN, 10TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, CHAMBERLIN P, 10TH IN ART., Post 159
MILLER, CHARLES, 15TH NY LIGHT ART., Post
MILLER, CHARLES L., 24TH IA, Post
MILLER, CHRIS, 4TH IA CAV, Post 17
MILLER, CHRISTOPHER, 51ST IL INF, Post 91
MILLER, CLAUDIUS B., 36TH IA INF, Post 255
MILLER, CYRUS H., 51ST WI INF, Post 307
MILLER, D. S., 4TH MI CAV, Post 229
MILLER, D.B., 43RD MO INF, Post 94
MILLER, D.W., 147TH OH INF, Post 61
MILLER, DANIEL, 1ST MD CAV, Post
MILLER, DANIEL B., 43RD MO INF, Post 94
MILLER, DANIEL T., 18TH IA INF, Post 2
MILLER, DAVID, 33RD IL INF, Post 110
MILLER, DAVID H., 29TH WI INF, Post 65
MILLER, DAVID N., 11TH MI INF, Post 110
MILLER, DAVID N., Post
MILLER, DAVID W., 147TH OH INF, Post
MILLER, E., 138TH PA INF, Post 156
MILLER, ED, 1ST NE CAV, Post
MILLER, ELI, 1ST OH CAV, Post
MILLER, ELI, 1ST OH CAV, Post
MILLER, ELIAS C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
MILLER, EPHRAM, 53RD IL, Post
MILLER, ERL G., 38TH IA INF, Post 222
MILLER, FRANK, 150TH OH INF, Post 42
MILLER, FRANKLIN, 13TH US INF, Post 107
MILLER, FREDERICK, 5TH MO INF;CORP;72ND IL, Post 32
MILLER, G.E., 10TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, GENRY, 15TH MO INF, Post 90
MILLER, GEORGE, 24TH IA INF, Post 220
MILLER, GEORGE, 1ST IL INF, Post
MILLER, GEORGE, 111TH OH INF, Post
MILLER, GEORGE, 15TH US INF, Post 13
MILLER, GEORGE, 111TH OH INF, Post 73
MILLER, GEORGE H., Post
MILLER, GEORGE S., 142ND OH INF, Post
MILLER, GEORGE W., 18TH OH INF, Post 11
MILLER, GEORGE W., 113TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, GEORGE W., 42ND IL INF, Post
MILLER, H.H., 2ND IA CAV, Post 109
MILLER, HARRY, 10TH IL CAV, Post
MILLER, HENRY, 11TH IL INF;53RD IL INF, Post 89
MILLER, HENRY, 9TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, HENRY, IL INF, Post
MILLER, HENRY, 15TH MO INF, Post
MILLER, HENRY, 151ST IL INF, Post 143
MILLER, HENRY C., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 250
MILLER, HENRY H., 77TH IL INF;CO.I;81ST US, Post 110
MILLER, HENRY J., 53RD IL INF;11TH IL INF, Post 89
MILLER, HENRY W., 17TH US INF, Post
MILLER, HENRY W., Post 123
MILLER, HENRY W., 46TH IL INF, Post 84
MILLER, HIRAM, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post
MILLER, HIRAM H., 8TH IL CAV, Post 73
MILLER, HOMER A., 44TH WI INF, Post 179
MILLER, J.J., 15TH IN INF, Post 122
MILLER, J.M., 53RD IN INF, Post 339
MILLER, J.M., 32ND IA, Post
MILLER, J.W., 148TH NY INF, Post 32
MILLER, JACOB, 33RD IL INF, Post 105
MILLER, JACOB, 3RD VA INF;PVT;CO. D;6TH, Post 1
MILLER, JACOB, 3RD WV INF;SADLER;CO. D, Post 113
MILLER, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, Post 84
MILLER, JACOB, 150TH IL INF, Post 169
MILLER, JACOB, 149TH IN, Post
MILLER, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, Post
MILLER, JACOB B., IA INDEPENDENT ART. BATT, Post 21
MILLER, JACOB C., Post
MILLER, JACOB C., 113TH IL INF, Post 13
MILLER, JACOB E., 37TH IL INF, Post 252
MILLER, JACOB L., 20TH IN INF, Post 80
MILLER, JACOB M., SADDLER; 6TH WV INF; 33RD, Post 91
MILLER, JACOB M., 33RD IN INF; 6TH WV INF, Post 113
MILLER, JACOB M., 27TH IA INF, Post 70
MILLER, JACOB L., 20TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, JAMES, 50TH MA, Post
MILLER, JAMES B., 25TH IA INF; CO. C; 4TH IA, Post 98
MILLER, JAMES B., 4TH IA INF; 25TH IA INF, Post 98
MILLER, JAMES E., 2ND IA INF, Post 1
MILLER, JAMES E., 1ST NE INF, Post 55
MILLER, JAMES E., 1ST NE CAV, Post
MILLER, JAMES M., 12TH TN INF, Post 75
MILLER, JAMES M., 1ST IN ART., Post
MILLER, JAMES M., 32ND IA INF, Post
MILLER, JAMES M., 11TH PA CAV, Post
MILLER, JAMES M., 1ST IN ART., Post 81
MILLER, JAMES M., 8TH IA INF; CO. G; 32ND IA, Post 95
MILLER, JAMES M., 32ND IA INF; 8TH IA INF, Post 95
MILLER, JAMES P., 4TH IA CAV, Post 32
MILLER, JAMES P., 138TH US COLORED TROOPS;, Post 32
MILLER, JAMES P., Post
MILLER, JAMES S., 37TH IA INF, Post 89
MILLER, JAMES W., 63RD IN INF, Post 23
MILLER, JASLPER Y., 47TH IL INF, Post 77
MILLER, JEREMIAH J., 11TH IA INF, Post 36
MILLER, JESSE S., 1ST WI INF; 11TH WI INF, Post 44
MILLER, JESSE S., 11TH WI INF; 1ST WI INF, Post 42
MILLER, JESSE S., 11TH WI INF, Post
MILLER, JESSIE S., 11TH WI INF, Post
MILLER, JOE, 78TH OH INF, Post
MILLER, JOEL, 29TH IA INF, Post
MILLER, JOHN, 41ST MO INF, Post 52
MILLER, JOHN, 9TH IA INF, Post
MILLER, JOHN, 25TH OH ILNF, Post
MILLER, JOHN, 9TH IA LINF, Post
MILLER, JOHN, 65TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 293
MILLER, JOHN, 140TH IL INF, Post 130
MILLER, JOHN G., 11TH IA INF, Post 262
MILLER, JOHN H., 4TH IA INF, Post 179
MILLER, JOHN H., 208TH PA INF, Post
MILLER, JOHN H., 145TH IL INF; 155TH IL IN, Post 130
MILLER, JOHN H., 155TH IL INF; 145TH IL IN, Post 130
MILLER, JOHN M., 58TH OH INF, Post 23
MILLER, JOHN N., 7TH MN INF, Post
MILLER, JOHN N., 7TH MN INF, Post 31
MILLER, JOHN O., 67TH IL INF, Post 47
MILLER, JOHN O., IL INF, Post
MILLER, JOHN P., 98TH IL INF, Post 59
MILLER, JOHN S., 18TH IA INF, Post 258
MILLER, JOHN W., 25TH OH INF, Post 293
MILLER, JOHN W., 168TH OH INF, Post 32
MILLER, JOHN W., 49TH OH INF, Post 79
MILLER, JONAS C., 67TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, JONAS C., 67TH IL INF, Post 37
MILLER, JONATHAN, 93RD IL INF, Post 88
MILLER, JONATHAN T., 92ND IL INF, Post 63
MILLER, JOSEPH, 78TH OH INF, Post 35
MILLER, JOSEPH A., 211TH PA INF, Post 56
MILLER, JOSEPH L., 111TH PA INF, Post
MILLER, JULIUS C., 66TH IL INF, Post 62
MILLER, L.J., 124TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, L.W., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 182
MILLER, LEANDER S., 13TH WI INF, Post 79
MILLER, LEEKE, 8TH US INF, Post 7
MILLER, LEVI, 2ND MO CAV, Post
MILLER, LEVI W, 187TH PA INF, Post
MILLER, LORENZO J., 129TH IL INF, Post 91
MILLER, LYMAN, 140TH PA INF; PVT; CO. H; 5, Post 207
MILLER, LYMAN F., 106TH IL INF, Post 225
MILLER, MATTHEW, 48TH WI INF, Post 10
MILLER, MICHAEL, 2ND US ART., Post 2
MILLER, MICHAEL, 40TH IA INF, Post 251
MILLER, MICHAEL N., 45TH IL INF, Post 17
MILLER, MICHAEL N., 45TH IL INF, Post 136
MILLER, MIKE, 4TH MO INF, Post
MILLER, MORRIS S., 28TH IA INF, Post 67
MILLER, N.C., 24TH IA INF, Post
MILLER, N.C., 14TH IL CAV, Post 130
MILLER, N.P., 203RD PA INF, Post
MILLER, N.P., 203RD PA INF, Post 31
MILLER, NATE S., 30TH MI INF, Post
MILLER, NEHEMIAH P., 203RD PA SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
MILLER, NELSON E., 20TH IN INF, Post 99
MILLER, NICHOLAS, 13TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, ORVIL D., 12TH IA INF, Post 177
MILLER, ORVILLE D., 12TH IA INF, Post
MILLER, OSCAR M., 30TH IA INF, Post 32
MILLER, PAUL, 23RD IA INF, Post 220
MILLER, PAUL, 22ND IA INF, Post 220
MILLER, PETER, 1ST WI ART., Post
MILLER, PHILO H., 10TH WI INF, Post
MILLER, PHILO H., 10TH WI INF, Post 54
MILLER, R. H., 25TH OH INF, Post 98
MILLER, RICHARD, 9TH IL CAV, Post 87
MILLER, ROBERT M., 84TH IL INF, Post 33
MILLER, ROBERT R., 4TH IA INF, Post 32
MILLER, S.O., 87TH OH INF, Post 240
MILLER, SAMUEL, 54TH IL INF, Post 26
MILLER, SAMUEL D., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 83
MILLER, SAMUEL F., 34TH IL INF, Post 35
MILLER, SAMUEL T., 34TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, SILAS, 1ST IL ART., Post
MILLER, SILAS N., 30TH MI INF, Post 104
MILLER, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, STEPHEN, 30TH IN INF; PVT; CO. B: 22, Post 34
MILLER, STILLMAN C., 5TH IA CAV, Post 180
MILLER, T.W., 8TH MO INF, Post 272
MILLER, THOMAS, 16TH OH INF, Post
MILLER, THOMAS W.H., 6TH IL CAV, Post 270
MILLER, THOMAS W.H., 6TH IL CAV, Post
MILLER, W.A., 70TH IN INF, Post 95
MILLER, W.J., 129TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 32
MILLER, W.V., 35TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 46
MILLER, WASHINGTON, 40TH IN INF, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM, 14TH OH INF, Post 44
MILLER, WILLIAM, 23RD PA INF, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM, 99TH PA INF, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM, 4TH IA CAV, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM, 9TH IN INF, Post 32
MILLER, WILLIAM, 7TH IN CAV, Post 97
MILLER, WILLIAM H., 119TH IL, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM H., 44TH IL INF, Post 115
MILLER, WILLIAM H. H, 5TH IL CAV, Post 32
MILLER, WILLIAM J., 129TH IL INF, Post 32
MILLER, WILLIAM K., 3RD IA CAV, Post 98
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 30TH IA INF; 6TH IA INF, Post 122
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 7TH NY CAV, Post 227
MILLER, WILLIAM L., 6TH IA INF; 30TH IA INF, Post 122
MILLER, WILLIAM P., 34TH IL INF, Post 136
MILLER, WILLIAM P., 34TH IL INF, Post 321
MILLER, WILLIAM S., 78TH OH INF, Post 27
MILLER, WILLIAM V., 25TH IL INF, Post
MILLER, WILLIAM V., 25TH IL INF, Post 46
MILLER, WILLIAM W., MUSICIAN; 5TH IA INF, Post 118
MILLET, ALLEN J., 12TH IA INF, Post 13
MILLET, ALLEN J., 174TH IA INF, Post
MILLHAM, JOHN, 64TH IL INF, Post 318
MILLHOLLAND, JOHN M., 12TH IL CAV, Post 14
MILLHOLLAND, JOHN M., 12TH IL CAV, Post
MILLHUSBONE, JOHN H., 18TH IN INF; PVT; CO. I; 26, Post 112
MILLIGAN, DAVID, 44TH IL INF, Post 26
MILLIGAN, JOHN O., 93RD IL INF, Post 311
MILLIKEN, DAVID, US NAVY; STEAMER MALLECE, Post 36
MILLIKEN, JESSE, 139TH IN INF, Post 81
MILLIKEN, JOHN A., 124TH NY INF, Post
MILLS, A.W., 1ST ME HEAVY ART., Post 265
MILLS, ADAM D., 44TH IA INF, Post 25
MILLS, ALBERT W., 1ST MN ART., Post 90
MILLS, BENJAMIN D., 3RD WI CAV, Post 56
MILLS, BENJAMIN F., 105TH IL INF, Post 255
MILLS, C.H., 189TH NY INF, Post
MILLS, CLEVELAND W., 10TH IN CAV, Post 60
MILLS, D.C., 192ND NY INF, Post 16
MILLS, D.L., 101ST IA INF, Post 86
MILLS, DAVID L., 101ST IN INF, Post 86
MILLS, E.P., 123RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 32
MILLS, EDWARD E., 2ND MD INF, Post
MILLS, EDWARD P., 126TH IN INF, Post 32
MILLS, ELZA, 5TH IA INF, Post
MILLS, FRANCIS H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 177
MILLS, FRANCIS I., Post
MILLS, G.H., 102ND IL INF, Post 160
MILLS, GEORGE, 53RD PA INF; PVT; CO. C; 4T, Post 9
MILLS, GEORGE H., 102ND IL INF, Post 13
MILLS, GEORGE H., 102ND IL INF, Post 160
MILLS, H.M., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 11TH MI, Post 26
MILLS, HARVEY, 6TH MA INF, Post
MILLS, JACK H., 23RD IL INF, Post
MILLS, JAMES M., MN, Post
MILLS, JAMES M., 16TH IN INF; 13TH IN CAV, Post 231
MILLS, JAMES M., 13TH IN CAV, Post 231
MILLS, JAMES W., 23RD MN ART., Post
MILLS, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
MILLS, JOSEPH, 77TH IL INF, Post
MILLS, JOSEPH T., 77TH IL INF, Post 31
MILLS, LEWIS N., 197TH OH INF, Post
MILLS, LEWIS N., 197TH OH INF, Post 6
MILLS, LOUIS F., BUGLER; 2ND IA CAV, Post 4
MILLS, MIRON H., 84TH IL INF, Post
MILLS, MYRON H., 84TH IL INF, Post 38
MILLS, PENDLETON D., 61ST IL INF, Post 245
MILLS, RICHARD T., 86TH IL INF, Post 86
MILLS, ROBERT W., 46TH IA INF, Post 109
MILLS, ROBESPIERSE, 12TH WI INF, Post 198
MILLS, S.E., 13TH MO CAV, Post 15
MILLS, STEPHEN S., 7TH MN INF, Post 70
MILLS, THOMAS R., 133RD IL INF, Post
MILLS, WILLIAM, 5TH US INF, Post
MILLS, WILLIAM, 23RD IA INF, Post
MILLS, WILLIAM D., 137TH IL INF, Post
MILLSPAUGH, JAMES M., 23RD MO INF, Post
MILLSPAUGH, MATHEW, 23RD MI INF, Post 3
MILNE, HENRY N., 7TH WI INF, Post 36
MILNER, EBENEZER, 30TH IN INF, Post 18
MILNER, HASTINGS J., 24TH IA INF, Post
MILNER, SAMUEL L., 25TH IA INF, Post 135
MILSTEAD, SILAS, 6TH IL CAV, Post 130
MILTAMORE, JAMES, 5TH WI INF, Post 13
MILTNER, AUGUST, 147TH IL INF, Post 41
MILTNER, WILLIAM, 147TH IL INF, Post 41
MILTON, JAMES, 19TH IA, Post
MILTON, JAMES, 19TH IA INF, Post 95
MIMS, CHARLES E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
MINAHAN, JOHN, 8TH NH INF, Post
MINARD, ANDREW, 122ND IL INF, Post
MINARD, ANDREW, 122ND IL INF, Post
MINCK, HIRAM, 49TH IN CAV, Post
MINCK, JOHN, 135TH OH INF, Post
MINDEL, WILLIAM, 18TH IL INF, Post
MINER, ELI W., 48TH IN INF, Post 223
MINER, J. LEWIS, 4TH IA CAV, Post
MINER, JAMES N., 54TH IL INF, Post 62
MINER, JOHN R., 54TH IN INF, Post 334
MINER, JOSIAH, 33RD IA INF; 34TH IA INF, Post 127
MINER, LAFAYETTE, 138TH IL INF, Post
MINER, WILLIAM H., 44TH IL INF, Post 76
MINER, WILLIAM M., 42ND IL INF, Post 68
MINFORD, ROBERT J., 22ND OH INF, Post 25
MINFORD, ROBERT J., 22ND OH LINF, Post
MINGUS, ALONZO, 82ND OH INF, Post 235
MINGUS, O.P., 83RD OH INF, Post 220
MINICK, HIRAM O., 2ND NE CAV; CO. A; 49TH US, Post 53
MINICK, JOHN W., 130TH PA INF, Post
MINKLER, JOHN R., 27TH IA INF, Post 14
MINKNER, WILLIAM F., 4TH WI CAV, Post 342
MINKS, HERBERT, 179TH IA INF, Post
MINNICK, HERBERT T., 64TH OH INF, Post
MINNICK, J.W., 2ND NE, Post
MINNICK, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
MINNICK, ROBERT, 13TH KS INF, Post 84
MINNICK, S.S., 29TH IA INF, Post 259
MINNICK, SAMUEL S., 29TH IA INF, Post
MINNIX, HUGH C., 125TH IL INF, Post 161
MINOR, CYRUS, 5TH IA INF, Post 92
MINOR, DAVID N., 15TH OH INF, Post 9
MINOR, JAMES N., 54TH IL INF, Post
MINSHALL, E.T., 2ND NE INF, Post
MINSHALL, ELIAS T., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MINSHALL, ELIAS T., 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
MINTINK, HENRY, 1ST WI INF, Post
MINTON, ALBERT K., 14TH IL CAV, Post 7
MINTURN, DANIAL F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MINTURN, DANIEL F., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
MINTZ, POTTER, 12TH IL ART., Post
MISHLER, ABRAHAM, 54TH IN INF, Post
MISHLER, NOAH, 18TH IN INF, Post 146
MISNER, ALVA, 26TH IA INF, Post 93
MISNER, HIRAM M., 142ND IL INF, Post 19
MISNER, JEPHTHA H., 104TH IL INF, Post 25
MISNER, JEPHTHA H., 141ST IL INF, Post 25
MISNER, MICHAEL B., 4TH WI CAV; 7TH WI INF, Post 75
MISNER, MICHAEL B., 7TH WI INF; 4TH WI CAV, Post 75
MISNER, Z.E., 12TH IL CAV(_ERROR), Post 11
MITCHEL, AARON B., 21ST OH INF, Post
MITCHEL, RUFUS, 18TH US INF, Post 28
MITCHEL, THOMAS, 24TH OH ILNF, Post
MITCHELE, FRANCIS S., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MITCHELL, A.J., 11TH IL CAV, Post
MITCHELL, A.M., 21ST IL INF, Post 94
MITCHELL, A.R., 132ND IN INF, Post 154
MITCHELL, AARON B., 21ST OH INF, Post
MITCHELL, AARON B., 21ST OH INF, Post
MITCHELL, ANDERSON M., 21ST IL INF, Post 94
MITCHELL, DANIEL H., 2ND IA CAV, Post 79
MITCHELL, DANIEL H., 2ND IA CAV, Post 79
MITCHELL, ELAM H., 2ND MO INF, Post 91
MITCHELL, ELI, 21ST IN INF, Post 22
MITCHELL, EUGENE, 15TH MI INF, Post 83
MITCHELL, FRANCIS L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
MITCHELL, G.W., 2ND MO CAV, Post 46
MITCHELL, GILBERT H., 57TH PA INF, Post 152
MITCHELL, HARRY, 2ND US ART, Post 54
MITCHELL, JABEZ, 30TH IL INF, Post 188
MITCHELL, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MITCHELL, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV;CORP;CO. A;1S, Post 45
MITCHELL, JAMES A., 59TH IL INF, Post 165
MITCHELL, JAMES A., 59TH IL, Post
MITCHELL, JAMES L., 29TH IA INF, Post 24
MITCHELL, JAMES M., 66TH OH INF, Post
MITCHELL, JAMES M., 2ND OH INF;2 LIEUT;CO. B, Post 190
MITCHELL, JOHN B., 112TH IL INF, Post 116
MITCHELL, JOHN B., 126TH IL INF, Post 26
MITCHELL, JOHN C., Post
MITCHELL, JOHN C., 8TH IL CAV, Post 154
MITCHELL, JOHN R., 1ST MO INF MILITIA, Post 77
MITCHELL, JOSEPH, 5TH WI INF, Post
MITCHELL, M.B., 26TH IN INF, Post 34
MITCHELL, MATTHIAS C., 153RD OH INF, Post 105
MITCHELL, MICHAEL, 10TH OH ART., Post 120
MITCHELL, ROBERT, 86TH IN INF, Post
MITCHELL, ROBERT, 3RD MI CAV, Post
MITCHELL, ROBERT S., 18TH IN INF, Post 11
MITCHELL, ROBERT S., 13TH IN INF;18TH IN INF, Post 11
MITCHELL, SAMUEL B., 6TH WI INF, Post 192
MITCHELL, THOMAS E., 1ST MD INF, Post 9
MITCHELL, THOMAS K., 4TH IL CAV, Post
MITCHELL, W.W., US NAVY;USS ORIOLE, Post 11
MIXTURE, HORACE, 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 261
MIZNER, HENRY G., 14TH WI INF, Post 345
MNLVIHILL, THOMAS, MO INF, Post
MOATS, JOHN S., 9TH IA INF, Post 220
MOBLY, SETH P., 7TH IA CAV;DIED 1911 PHI, Post 11
MOCK, DANIEL, 61ST PA INF, Post 313
MOCK, JOHN B., 55TH PA INF, Post
MOCK, PETER B., 29TH IN INF, Post 46
MOCKETT, JOHN H., PVT;28TH WI INF;79TH US, Post 214
MOCKETT, JOHN H., 79TH US COLORED TROOPS;C, Post 214
MOCKETT, JOHN H., PVT;28TH WI INF;79TH US, Post 214
MOCKETT, RICHARD N., 43RD WI INF, Post
MOCROFT, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post
MOCROFT, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 38
MODLIN, JOHN D., 9TH IN CAV, Post
MODLIN, JOHN D., 9TH IN CAV, Post 70
MOE, CHARLES, 6TH OH CAV, Post 165
MOE, CHARLES B., 6TH OH CAV, Post
MOELLER, HERMAN F., 140TH IL INF, Post 130
MOERIS, RICHARD A., 10TH MO INF, Post
MOFFATT, THOMAS H., 1ST MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 110
MOFFITT, ANDREW, 104TH IL INF, Post 107
MOFFITT, OLIVER P., 124TH IN INF, Post 26
MOGER, EDWARD J., 93RD IL INF, Post 60
MOGIS, JOHN, 51ST IL INF, Post
MOHENSTECKER, GEORGE A., 33RD MO INF MILITIA, Post 24
MOHLE, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post
MOHLING, AUGUST, 4TH MO CAV, Post 201
MOHR, ANTON, BECKER'S BOONEVILLE, MO, Post
MOHR, JOHN, 9TH IL CAV, Post
MOLBY, G.W., 8TH MI CAV, Post 261
MOLBY, G.W., 8TH MI INF, Post 261
MOLDENHAUER, W.A., 26TH WI INF, Post
MOLE, WILLIAM H., 106TH US INF, Post
MOLER, DAVID, 36TH OH INF, Post 5:1
MOLER, HARISEN, 34TH IN, Post
MOLER, HARVEY, 34TH IN INF, Post
MOLES, JAMES, 53RD OH INF, Post 324
MOLES, WILSON, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post 77
MOLINE, FRED, 6TH IA INF, Post 218
MOLL, THOMAS, 153RD PA INF, Post 4
MOLLE, FRED, 27TH WI INF, Post 311
MOLLICKEN, JOHN A., Post 123
MOLLOY, STEPHEN, 9TH US INF, Post 30
MOLTBY, JAMES E., 27TH IA INF, Post 116
MONAHAN, ROBERT, 23RD WI INF, Post 11
MONCRIEF, WILLIAM F., 1ST VT CAV, Post
MONDAY, DANIEL, 16TH PA INF, Post 105
MONG, R.P., 2ND US, Post 329
MONG, ROBERT P., 150TH IN INF, Post 17
MONG, WILLIAM H., 150TH IN INF, Post 25
MONGOMERY, PRESLEY, 140TH IN INF, Post
MONK, WILLIAM, 6TH IA CAV, Post
MONN, NATHANIEL, 1ST EAST TN INF, Post
MONROE, C.F., 2ND NE INF, Post 125
MONROE, EDGAR H., 2ND WI CAV, Post 52
MONROE, HENRY W., 8TH US VETERANS, Post 118
MONROE, HENRY W., 5TH NY CAV, Post 118
MONROE, L.H., 7TH MN INF, Post 179
MONROE, LAYETTE W., US NAVY; STEAMER MICHIGAN, Post
MONROE, NATHAN, 140TH IN INF, Post 91
MONROE, SAMUEL, 16TH WI INF, Post 224
MONROE, STEPHEN C., 61ST US COLORED TROOPS: 5, Post 13
MONROE, STEPHEN C., 54TH IL INF: 61ST US COLO, Post 13
MONROE, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post 13
MONROE, WILLIAM F., 151ST NY INF, Post 68
MONROE, WILLIAM H., 132ND IN INF, Post 74
MONROE, WILLIAM L., 29TH OH INF, Post
MONSHANG, ODEL, 53RD OH INF, Post
MONTAGUE, H.R., 2ND VT INF, Post 108
MONTEITH, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
MONTEITH, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MONTGOMERY, FRANCIS M., 106TH IL INF, Post 142
MONTGOMERY, FRANCIS M., 28TH IL INF, Post 93
MONTGOMERY, HENRY C., 40TH KY INF, Post 180
MONTGOMERY, JACOB E., 106TH IL INF, Post 17
MONTGOMERY, JAMES, 10TH IN INF, Post 129
MONTGOMERY, JAMES E., 106TH IL INF, Post
MONTGOMERY, JASPER N., 34TH IN INF, Post
MONTGOMERY, JASPER N., 34TH IN INF, Post 351
MONTGOMERY, JOHN D., 19TH KY INF, Post 110
MONTGOMERY, JOHN D., 19TH KY, Post
MONTGOMERY, JOHN H., 83RD IL INF; 16TH US COLO, Post 95
MONTGOMERY, JOHN T., 17TH IN INF, Post 73
MONTGOMERY, JOSEPH H., 147TH IL INF, Post 344
MONTGOMERY, M., 25TH WI INF, Post
MONTGOMERY, MILTON, 25TH WI INF, Post 25
MONTGOMERY, MOSES G., 15TH IL ILNF, Post 98
MONTGOMERY, R.W., 2ND MN CAV, Post 131
MONTGOMERY, SAMUEL B., 33RD IA INF, Post 228
MONTGOMERY, SIMON B., 70TH OH INF, Post 16
MONTGOMERY, T.G., 62ND IN INF; ERROR), Post 51
MONTGOMERY, THOMAS, 63RD IN INF; PVT; CO. E; 65, Post 51
MONTGOMERY, V.W., 27TH IA INF; PVT; CO. G; 12, Post 45
MONTGOMERY, W., 1ST NE INF, Post 13
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 12TH IA INF, Post 82
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, PVT; 2ND IA CAV, Post 227
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF; CO. D; 12TH I, Post
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 128TH IN INF, Post 138
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM, 128TH IN INF, Post 138
MONTGOMERY, WILLIAM M., 139TH PA INF, Post
MONTZ, JOHN J., 10TH MO INF, Post
MOODEY, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV, Post
MOODEY, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV, Post
MOODY, JOSEPH, 1ST IA CAV, Post 302
MOODY, S.S., 1ST IA CAV, Post
MOODY, SAMUEL S., 145TH IL INF, Post
MOODY, STRONG B., 100TH IL INF, Post 177
MOODY, WILLIAM H., 156TH IL INF, Post 180
MOODY, WILSON B., 112TH IL INF; CO. A; 65TH, Post 180
MOODY, WILSON B., 65TH IL INF; CO. K; 112TH, Post
MOOMAN, BENJAMIN F., 23RD OH INF, Post 260
MOOMAN, SAMUEL J., 81ST OH INF, Post 108
MOON, B.F., 6TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 100
MOON, BENJAMIN F., 4TH OH CAV, Post 25
MOON, DENING R., 50TH IL INF, Post 130
MOON, EDWARD L., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 91
MOON, FRANCIS, 2ND KS CAV, Post 80
MOON, FRANCIS, 2ND KS MOUNTED INF, Post
MOON, HARRACE S., 89TH IL INF, Post 111
MOON, HARVEY G., 86TH OH INF, Post 62
MOON, ISAAC F., 40TH IA INF, Post 39
MOON, JACOB W., 24TH IA INF, Post
MOON, JAMES, 34TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 93
MOON, JESSE N., 8TH IA INF, Post 31
MOON, JESSE N., 8TH IA CAV, Post
MOON, JOB, 10TH IL INF, Post 38
MOON, JOHN, 68TH OH INF, Post 132
MOON, JOHN A., 3RD TN INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
MOON, JOHN M., 47TH IN INF, Post 265
MOON, JOHN R., 86TH IL INF, Post 10
MOON, JOHN WILKES, 20TH IA INF, Post 15
MOON, MERI, OH INF, Post
MOON, Q.E., 12TH MI INF, Post 34
MOON, THERON E., 11TH IL CAV, Post 33
MOON, THOMAS, 76TH NY INF, Post 136
MOON, WALTER, 21ST IA INF, Post 124
MOONEY, DAVID, 53RD IL INF, Post 112
MOONEY, JOHN A., 12TH IL INF, Post
MOONEY, LEWIS P., 8TH OH CAV, Post 91
MOOR, JAMES R., 128TH IN INF, Post
MOOR, JOHN W., 22ND IA INF, Post
MOORE, A.C., 5TH IA INF, Post 13
MOORE, A.Y., 62ND OH, Post
MOORE, ALAN, 28TH PA INF, Post
MOORE, ALBERT, 4TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 1
MOORE, ALBERT C., 5TH IA INF, Post 13
MOORE, ALFRED B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 48
MOORE, ALFRED B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
MOORE, ALONZO, 28TH IA INF, Post 84
MOORE, ANTHONY W., 133RD IL INF, Post 12
MOORE, BENJAMIN C., 8TH US COLORED HEAVY ART, Post 7
MOORE, BENJAMIN F., 6TH US CAV, Post 100
MOORE, BENJAMIN T., 6TH US CAV, Post
MOORE, C.E., 202ND PA INF, Post
MOORE, CHARLES, 102ND IL INF, Post
MOORE, CHARLES W., 13TH PA CAV, Post
MOORE, CLINTON, 1ST WV INF, Post 196
MOORE, CORNELIUS L., 176TH OH INF, Post 223
MOORE, CURRAN E., 202ND PA INF, Post
MOORE, CURTIS, 2ND CA INF, Post
MOORE, CURTIS, 2ND CO INF, Post 28
MOORE, D.H., DC INF, Post 100
MOORE, DANIEL, 5TH IA INF, Post 34
MOORE, DANIEL M., 50TH WI INF, Post
MOORE, DANIEL M., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 266
MOORE, DAVID, 24TH IA INF, Post 36
MOORE, DAVID E., 144TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, DAVID H., 13TH DC INF, Post 54
MOORE, DAVID H., , Post
MOORE, DAVID M., 64TH IL INF, Post 32
MOORE, DENNIS A., 61ST NY INF, Post
MOORE, DIOXES, 7TH WV INF, Post 91
MOORE, EDMOND V., 32ND IA INF;POST 348, Post 14
MOORE, ELEAZER, 11TH WI INF, Post 289
MOORE, F.M., 62ND OH INF, Post
MOORE, FRANCIS, 14TH IL CAV, Post
MOORE, FRANCIS, 14TH IL CAV, Post
MOORE, FRANCIS M., 12TH IN INF, Post 69
MOORE, FRANK, 8TH MI INF, Post 4;3
MOORE, FRANK FRAN, 67TH OH INF;62ND OH INF, Post 7
MOORE, FRANK M., 62ND OH INF;CO. I;67TH O, Post 7
MOORE, FRANK N., 12TH IL INF, Post 4
MOORE, GEORGE, 104TH IL INF, Post 152
MOORE, GEORGE B., 7TH ME INF, Post
MOORE, H.C., 170TH OH INF, Post 9
MOORE, H.S., 12TH MI INF, Post 17
MOORE, HARRISON S., 12TH MI INF, Post
MOORE, HARVEY G., 12TH OH CAV, Post
MOORE, HARVEY G., 12TH OH CAV, Post 62
MOORE, HENRY, 22ND KY, Post
MOORE, HENRY E., 8TH MO CAV, Post
MOORE, HENRY E., 8TH MO CAV, Post 54
MOORE, HENRY H., 27TH IA INF, Post 114
MOORE, HENRY H., 27TH IA INF, Post 114
MOORE, HOMER C., 170TH OH INF, Post
MOORE, ISAAC, 40TH IA INF, Post 13
MOORE, J. F., 7TH OH INF;CO. G;5TH OH, Post 17
MOORE, J. F., 5TH OH INF (7TH OH INF), Post 17
MOORE, J.C., 4TH IA INF, Post 88
MOORE, J.H., 80TH OH INF, Post 42
MOORE, J.W., 28TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, JACOB M., 11TH PA CAV, Post 198
MOORE, JACOB W., 834D PA INF, Post
MOORE, JAMES, 34TH IA INF, Post 44
MOORE, JAMES, 39TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, JAMES B., 20TH IA INF, Post 52
MOORE, JAMES F., 19TH IL INF, Post 155
MOORE, JAMES G., 16TH IA INF, Post 25
MOORE, JAMES J., 22ND IA INF, Post 5
MOORE, JAMES L., 72ND IL INF, Post
MOORE, JAMES M., 147TH PA INF, Post
MOORE, JAMES R., 128TH IN INF, Post
MOORE, JAMES R., 128TH IN INF, Post 29
MOORE, JESSE D., 74TH IL INF, Post 25
MOORE, JESSIE, 74TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, JOHN D., US NAVY; MISSISSIPPI SQUA, Post 11
MOORE, JOHN D., US NAVY; MISSISSIPPI RIVE, Post 11
MOORE, JOHN J., 166TH OH LINF, Post 1
MOORE, JOHN O., 125TH PA, Post
MOORE, JOHN S., 9TH IN INF, Post 15
MOORE, JOHN S., 17TH IN INF, Post 15
MOORE, JOHN T., 143RD IL INF, Post 98
MOORE, JOHN W., 18TH WI INF, Post 19
MOORE, JOHN W., 83RD RI INF, Post
MOORE, JOHN W., 18TH WI INF, Post
MOORE, JOSEPH D., 7TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, JOSEPH D., 7TH IL INF, Post 60
MOORE, KIMBER A., 77TH PA INF, Post 99
MOORE, KIMBER A., 77TH PA, Post
MOORE, LEWIS F., 140TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 204
MOORE, LEWIS F., 140TH IL INF; BORN FREEST, Post 154
MOORE, MATHEW, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MOORE, MATTHEW, 2ND NE CAV, Post 166
MOORE, N.L., 11TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 244
MOORE, NATHAN B., 12TH IL CAV, Post 32
MOORE, R.S., LIEUT. COL.; 81ST IN INF, Post 80
MOORE, R.S., CHAPLAIN; 82ND IN INF (ERR, Post 69
MOORE, RANNA S., 18TH IA INF; LT. COL.; 13TH, Post 80
MOORE, RANNA S., 18TH IN INF; LT. COL.; 13TH, Post 80
MOORE, RANNA S., 13TH IN CAV, Post 12
MOORE, RENNA S., 81ST IN INF; LIEUT COL.; 1, Post 12
MOORE, ROBERT, 1ST WI INF; 2ND CAV, Post
MOORE, ROBERT P., 50TH OH INF, Post
MOORE, RUSSELL L., 7TH WI INF, Post
MOORE, S.F., 140TH OH INF, Post 4
MOORE, S.V., 8TH MO CAV, Post 95
MOORE, SAMUEL F., 140TH OH INF, Post 7
MOORE, SAMUEL P., 150TH IN INF; 102ND IN IN, Post 161
MOORE, SAMUEL P., 102ND IN INF, Post 136
MOORE, SAMUEL T., 16TH PA CAV, Post
MOORE, SILAS, 1ST OH ART(39TH OH INF), Post 60
MOORE, SILAS, 39TH OH INF(1ST OH ART), Post 60
MOORE, T.A., 24TH MI INF, Post
MOORE, THOMAS, 96TH NY INF, Post
MOORE, THOMAS, 154TH IL INF, Post 326
MOORE, THOMAS, 145TH IL INF, Post
MOORE, THOMAS A., ARTIFICER; 1ST NY ENGINEER, Post
MOORE, THOMAS B., 14TH MO, Post
MOORE, THOMAS E., 4TH IA CAV, Post 1
MOORE, THOMAS E., 4TH IA CAV, Post 228
MOORE, WILLIAM, 2ND CO CAV, Post
MOORE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, Post 32
MOORE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, Post
MOORE, WILLIAM C., 60TH OH CAV, Post 60
MOORE, WILLIAM F., 40TH IA INF, Post
MOORE, WILLIAM F., 7TH IA CAV, Post
MOORE, WILLIAM F., 40TH IA INF, Post 38
MOORE, WILLIAM H., 91ST IL INF, Post 114
MOORE, WILLIAM H., 3RD OH HEAVY ART., Post
MOORE, WILLIAM H., 20TH IN INF, Post 195
MOORE, WILLIAM H.H., 16TH IA INF, Post 25
MOORE, WILLIAM S., 16TH OH INF, Post 1; 2
MOOREHEAD, PHILIP C., DIED 28FEB1936; GI; BD. MCP, Post 242
MOOREHEAD, SAMUEL, 67TH OH INF; 7TH NY HEAVY, Post 330
MOORES, FRANK E., 44TH OH INF; CO. D; 8TH OH, Post 7
MOORES, FRANK E., 8TH OH CAV, Post
MOORES, FRANK E., 11TH INF(8TH OH CAV), Post 7
MOORES, FRANK E., 8TH OH CAV(11TH OH INF), Post 7
MOORES, GEORGE D., 34TH IL INF, Post 32
MOORGAN, WILLIAM B., 13TH IN INF, Post
MOORIS, GEORGE F., OH SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 40
MOORMAN, MILTON J., 9TH IN INF, Post 141
MOOSE, JAMES B., 197TH OH INF, Post 58
MOP, GEORGE A.J., 54TH OH INF, Post
MORAN, ISAAC, 1ST NE INF, Post 140
MORAN, MICHAEL, 3RD OH LIGHT ART., Post 84
MORAN, ROBERT, 2ND WV INF, Post 9
MORAN, SAMUEL D., 11TH WI INF; 33RD WI INF, Post 25
MORAN, SAMUEL D., 33RD WI INF; CO. B; 11TH W, Post
MORAN, SAMUEL D., 33RD WI INF, Post
MORAN, WILLIAM C., 44TH WI INF, Post
MORAVEY, W.H., 54TH OH INF, Post 28
MORE, JOHN, 84TH PA INF, Post
MORE, SANFORD V., 8TH MO CAV, Post
MOREDICK, DANIEL H., 10TH IA INF, Post 77
MOREDICK, DAVID H., 10TH IL INF ERROR, Post 77
MOREFIELD, WILLIAM, 40TH IL INF, Post 65
MOREHEAD, JAMES, 99TH OH INF, Post 3
MOREHEAD, WILLIAM, 12TH MO CAV, Post 48
MOREHEAD, WILLIAM B., 12TH MO CAV, Post
MOREHEAD, WILLIAM H. H, 100TH OH INF, Post 43
MOREHOUSE, JESSE W., 9TH IN INF, Post 127
MOREHOUSE, KINGSLY, 3RD NY CAV, Post 4;1
MORELAND, H.A., 147TH IL INF, Post 81
MORELAND, JAMES, 166TH OH INF, Post 245
MORENSTECKER, GEORGE A., 33RD MO INF ERROR, Post 25
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, Post 256
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IN INF ERROR, Post 50
MORFORD, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, Post 50
MORFORD, JOSEPH, 2ND IA CAV; PVT; CO. D; 24T, Post 89
MORGAN, ALEX, 18TH IA INF, Post 15
MORGAN, ALLARD A., 12TH MI INF, Post 17
MORGAN, BENJAMIN, 31ST OH INF, Post 81
MORGAN, C.F.M., 1ST OR CAV, Post 207
MORGAN, C.F.M., 1ST OH CAV, Post 207
MORGAN, CHALPIN H., 112TH NY INF, Post
MORGAN, CHAPIN H., 112TH NY INF, Post
MORGAN, CHARLES, 1ST NE CAV, Post
MORGAN, D.A., 44TH IL INF, Post 280
MORGAN, D.A., 48TH IL INF, Post 280
MORGAN, DANIEL, 13TH WI INF, Post 3;4
MORGAN, DAVID, 13TH NJ INF, Post 91
MORGAN, DAVID, 140TH IN INF, Post 11
MORGAN, DAVID A., 41ST IL INF; CO. I; 53RD I, Post 255
MORGAN, DAVID A., 53RD IL INF; CO. D; 41ST I, Post
MORGAN, EDWARD, 1ST IL CAV, Post 81
MORGAN, EDWIN, 3RD OH CAV, Post 70
MORGAN, EDWIN A., 1ST WI CAV, Post
MORGAN, EDWIN A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 25
MORGAN, FLAVIS J., 21ST NY CAV, Post 28
MORGAN, FRANK P., 47TH OH INF, Post 110
MORGAN, FRANK P., 47TH IA INF, Post 110
MORGAN, GEORGE A., 12TH MI INF, Post 17
MORGAN, HARVEY N., 105TH IL INF, Post 17
MORGAN, ISAAC L., 2ND IL CAV, Post 130
MORGAN, J. FRANK, 14TH VT INF, Post 285
MORGAN, J.C., 143RD PA INF, Post 45
MORGAN, J.S., 43RD MO INF, Post 204
MORGAN, J.S., 14TH IL INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 204
MORGAN, JACOB, 31ST OH INF, Post 81
MORGAN, JACOB C., 44TH IA INF, Post 1
MORGAN, JAMES, 36TH IN INF, Post
MORGAN, JOHN, 69TH IN INF, Post
MORGAN, JOHN E., 143RD PA INF, Post
MORGAN, JOHN F., 66TH OH INF, Post 94
MORGAN, JOHN S., 43RD MO INF, Post
MORGAN, JOSEPH C., 19TH MI INF, Post 297
MORGAN, JOSEPH W., 2ND MN CAV, Post
MORGAN, JOSEPH W., 2ND MN CAV, Post
MORGAN, JOSEPH W., 2ND MI CAV (ERROR), Post
MORGAN, JOSIAH, NE INDIAN SCOUTS, Post 118
MORGAN, LEWIS, 33RD IA INF, Post 281
MORGAN, M.M., 10TH MN INF, Post 138
MORGAN, MILES, 16TH IA INF, Post
MORGAN, N.M., 2ND US ART., Post 32
MORGAN, N.M., 2ND US ART., Post 32
MORGAN, N.M., 2ND US ART, Post 264
MORGAN, SAMUEL P., 29TH MI INF, Post 82
MORGAN, SIMEON, 43RD MO INF, Post
MORGAN, STEPHEN, 13TH WI ING, Post 114
MORGAN, THOMAS, 126TH IL INF, Post
MORGAN, THOMAS D., 56TH PA LINF, Post
MORGAN, THOMAS D., 62ND PA INF, Post 233
MORGAN, W.E., 8TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 32
MORGAN, W.W., 9TH MI CAV, Post 17
MORGAN, WILLAIM H., 188TH OH INF, Post
MORGAN, WILLIAM, 97TH PA INF, Post 111
MORGAN, WILLIAM B., 12TH IA INF, Post 131
MORGAN, WILLIAM B., 13TH IN INF, Post 84
MORGAN, WILLIAM B., 13TH IN INF, Post
MORGAN, WILLIAM E., 8TH IL CAV, Post 32
MORGAN, WILLIAM H., 41ST IL INF, Post 180
MORGAN, WILLIAM H., 47TH WI INF, Post
MORGAN, WILLIAM J., 112TH IL INF, Post
MORGAN, WILLIAM J., 112TH IL INF, Post 149
MORGAN, WILLIAM S., 33RD IL INF, Post 3
MORGANSTEIN, DAVID, 43RD IL INF, Post
MORGANSTERN, DANIEL, 43RD IL INF, Post 47
MORGARICK, SIMON, 34TH IL INF, Post
MORIAN, C.A., 2ND NY CAV; SERG; CO. B; 2, Post 34
MORIANLY, JOHN J., 32ND IA INF; 8TH IA INF, Post 138
MORIARTY, JOHN J., 8TH IN INF; CO. D; 32ND IA, Post 138
MORIS, JOHN H., 7TH IA CAV, Post
MORISON, GEORGE W., 9TH OH CAV, Post
MORISON, WILLIAM, 60TH OH INF, Post
MORLAND, JAMES, 186TH OH NATL. GUARD, Post
MORLEDGE, ROBERT R., 4TH IA INF, Post 13
MORLEY, CALVIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
MORLEY, CALVIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 46
MORLEY, EDWIN, 101ST PA INF, Post 119
MORLEY, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, Post 25
MORONEY, JOHN, 1ST US ART, Post 7
MORONVILLE, J. WALLACE, 9TH VT INF, Post 80
MORONY, EDWARD, QUARTERMASTER DEPT, Post
MORR, PHILIP, 12TH IN INF, Post 321
MORRELL, DANIEL, 23RE IA INF, Post
MORRILL, CHARLES H., 11TH NH INF, Post
MORRILL, JAMES V., 2ND IL CAV, Post 17
MORRIS, ALEXANDER, 8TH IA INF, Post 347
MORRIS, ALLEN D., 18TH IA INF, Post 7; 1
MORRIS, B.S., 3RD WI CAV, Post 181
MORRIS, BANJAMIN J., 73RD IL INF, Post 209
MORRIS, BEANSFORD S., 3RD US CAV, Post 181
MORRIS, BEAUFORD S., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 181
MORRIS, BENJAMIN, 29TH IA INF, Post 42
MORRIS, D.M., 33RD IL INF, Post
MORRIS, DAVID E., 52ND IL INF, Post 38
MORRIS, DAVID E., 14TH & 15TH IL INF, Post 38
MORRIS, DAVID E., 15TH IL INF, Post 38
MORRIS, DAVID M., 33RD IL INF, Post 65
MORRIS, DENIS, IN INF, Post
MORRIS, E., 65TH IL, Post
MORRIS, EDGAR L., 5TH IN CAV, Post 9
MORRIS, F.S., 3RD MO CAV, Post 195
MORRIS, FOLEY, WI INF, Post
MORRIS, G., 8TH IL INF, Post 40
MORRIS, GEORGE H., 65TH IL INF, Post 33
MORRIS, GEORGE W., 95TH IL INF, Post 38
MORRIS, GEORGE W., 52ND IL INF, Post 38
MORRIS, GEORGE W., 65TH IL INF, Post 33
MORRIS, GEORGE W., 52ND IL, Post
MORRIS, HENRY, 106TH IL INF, Post 3
MORRIS, ISAAC N., 133RD IL INF, Post 91
MORRIS, J.P., 35TH IA INF, Post 42
MORRIS, JAMES, 26TH PA INF; PVT; CO. H; 99, Post 205
MORRIS, JAMES B., 122ND IL INF, Post 91
MORRIS, JAMES B., 122ND IL INF, Post 155
MORRIS, JAMES K., 11TH OH INF, Post 110
MORRIS, JOHN H., 106TH IL INF, Post 3
MORRIS, LEWDEN, 73RD IN INF, Post
MORRIS, LUTHUR H., 1ST IL CAV, Post 75
MORRIS, MICHAEL, US NAVY; USS ST. MORRIS, Post 242
MORRIS, PATRICK, IL INF, Post
MORRIS, PATRICK, 42ND IL INF, Post 116
MORRIS, RICHARD, 50TH IL INF, Post 187
MORRIS, SAMUEL, 8TH MN INF, Post 21
MORRIS, SYLVESTER L., 5TH MI CAV, Post
MORRIS, THOMAS, 52ND PA INF, Post
MORRIS, WILLIAM A., 113TH IL INF, Post 11
MORRIS, WILLIAM M, IL, Post
MORRISEY, ANDREW, US NAVY; USS SAVANNAH, Post 7
MORRISON, ARTHUR, 2ND IA CAV, Post 261
MORRISON, C.M., BISSELL'S ENGINEERS, Post
MORRISON, CLARK, 13TH MI INF, Post 13
MORRISON, GEORGE, 2ND VT, Post
MORRISON, GEORGE G., 7TH IL CAV, Post
MORRISON, JAMES, 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post
MORRISON, JAMES, 13TH CT INF, Post
MORRISON, JAMES C., 62ND OH INF, Post 95
MORRISON, JOHN A., 46TH WI INF, Post 115
MORRISON, JOHN C., 146TH IL, Post
MORRISON, JOHN G., 101ST IL INF, Post
MORRISON, JOHN G., 101ST IL INF, Post 8
MORRISON, JOHN H., 4TH PA CAV, Post 220
MORRISON, MARION, 9TH IL INF, Post
MORRISON, NATHANIEL C., 9TH OH CAV, Post
MORRISON, NATHANIEL C., TEAMSTER; 9TH OH CAV, Post 159
MORRISON, PETER, 2ND WI INF, Post 171
MORRISON, SAMUEL H., 2ND WI INF, Post 24
MORRISON, SAMUEL H., 2ND WI INF, Post
MORRISON, WILLIAM, 62ND OH INF; CO. D; 67TH O, Post
MORRISON, WILLIAM, 67TH OH INF; 62ND OH INF, Post
MORRISON, WILLIAM B., 2ND MO INF, Post
MORRISON, WILLIAM H., 20TH MI INF, Post
MORRISON, WILLIAM H., TEAMSTER; 20TH MI INF, Post 101
MORRISON, WILLIAM H., 11TH OH INF; PVT; CO. D; 31, Post 216
MORRISON, WILLIAM W., 186TH NY INF, Post
MORRISSEY, THOMAS W., 3RD NY INF, Post
MORROW, ALBERT, 2ND IL INF, Post 24
MORROW, AUGUSTUS, 69TH IL INF, Post
MORROW, B.F., 12TH IA INF, Post 98
MORROW, CHARLES W., 12TH IN INF, Post 131
MORROW, CHARLES W., 117TH IN INF, Post 131
MORROW, CHARLES W., 25TH IN ART., Post 187
MORROW, E.E., 155TH IN INF, Post
MORROW, ELI C., 155TH IN INF, Post 9
MORROW, EMMET, 146TH OH INF, Post 207
MORROW, HENRY A., 24TH MI INF, Post 12
MORROW, HENRY C., 66TH IL INF, Post 39
MORROW, HENRY C., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 177
MORROW, JAMES S., 60TH OH INF, Post 109
MORROW, JOHN, 9TH OH INF(139TH OH NAT', Post 60
MORROW, JOHN, 139TH OH NAT'L GUARD INF, Post 60
MORROW, JOHN, 70TH IL INF;SERG;CO. I;1, Post 247
MORROW, JOHN C., 12TH WV INF, Post
MORROW, R.G., 32ND OH INF;PVT;CO. F;26, Post 310
MORROW, RICHARD C., 18TH IN INF, Post 247
MORROW, ROGGEI, IA INF, Post
MORROW, ROZZELL, 15TH IA INF, Post 85
MORROW, SAMUEL, 9TH US INF, Post 162
MORROW, WILLIAM, 2ND IL ART., Post 24
MORROW, WILLIAM, 63RD PA, Post
MORROW, WILLIAM, 15TH IA INF, Post
MORROW, WILLIAM, 2ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 24
MORROW, WILLIAM, 15TH IA INF, Post 45
MORROW, WILLIAM G., 5TH OH CAV, Post 247
MORSE, ALFRED A., 24TH WI INF;51ST NY INF, Post 27
MORSE, ALFRED L., 95TH IL INF, Post 60
MORSE, AMOS E., 20TH WI INF, Post 110
MORSE, C.L., 40TH ME INF, Post 105
MORSE, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, Post 125
MORSE, CHARLES N., 2ND IA CAV, Post 261
MORSE, CHESTER L., 7TH MA INF, Post
MORSE, EDWARD N., 2ND IL ART., Post 4
MORSE, ELISHA, 65TAH IL ILNF, Post
MORSE, ELMER J., 104TH NY INF, Post 265
MORSE, H.W., 142ND NY INF, Post 1
MORSE, ISAAC D., 177TH OH INF, Post
MORSE, J. DANA, 177TH OH INF, Post
MORSE, JAY D., 2ND VT LIGHT ART., Post 120
MORSE, JOHN, 94TH NY INF, Post 27
MORSE, JOHN HENRY, 124TH IL INF, Post 27
MORSE, W. O., 8TH WI INF;9TH US INF, Post 262
MORSE, W.O., 9TH US INF;8TH WI INF, Post 262
MORSE, WILLIAM W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
MORSE, WILLIAM W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 356
MORSE, WINSLOW W., 148TH OH INF, Post 77
MORSMAN, WESTEL W., 22ND IA INF, Post
MORSMAN, WILLIAM H., 12TH VT INF, Post 231
MORTER, GEORGE, 42ND WI INF, Post 58
MORTIMORE, DANIEL T., 9TH IA CAV, Post 77
MORTON, ALFRED R., 96TH IL INF, Post 56
MORTON, ALFRED R., 96TH IL INF, Post
MORTON, E.H., 7TH IA INF, Post 119
MORTON, FRANCIS, 3RD WI INF, Post 3
MORTON, JAMES F., 30TH MO, Post
MORTON, JEREMIAH, 9TH IL INF, Post
MORTON, JEREMIAH, 46TH IL INF, Post 48
MORTON, JESSE B., 1ST NE INF, Post
MORTON, JESSE E., 1ST NE INF, Post 24
MORTON, JESSE L., 2ND KS CAV, Post 165
MORTON, JESSIE G., 2ND KS CAV, Post
MORTON, JOHN, 37TH IN INF, Post 95
MORTON, RALPH, 111TH PA INF, Post 261
MORTON, W.H., 22ND WI INF;8TH IL CAV, Post 191
MORTON, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL, Post
MORTON, WILLIAM H., 8TH IL CAV;22ND WI INF, Post 191
MORTY, PETER, 2ND MO INF, Post 220
MOSBARGER, JOHN A., 135TH IL INF, Post 17
MOSBY, JOHN W., 124TH IL INF, Post 98
MOSELY, ALFRED, 13TH MO CAV, Post 151
MOSELY, ALFRED, 13TH MO INF;3RD MO INF, Post 151
MOSENA, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF., Post
MOSENA, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, Post 84
MOSENS, WILLIAM, 1ST IA CAV, Post 84
MOSEY, THEODORE, 27TH MO INF;15TH MO INF, Post
MOSES, ALONZO H., 168TH PA INF, Post 8
MOSES, EBENEZER, 133RD OH INF;PVT;CO. D;1, Post 35
MOSES, EBENEZER, 187TH OH INF, Post 37
MOSES, EBENEZER, 187TH OH INF, Post
MOSES, Enoch R., 16TH OH INF, Post 37
MOSES, FRANCIS A., 2ND NY HEAVY ART;CO. M;9, Post 1;2
MOSHER, ELIJAH, 3RD IA INF, Post 206
MOSHER, MANGUOIS J., 185TH NY INF, Post
MOSIER, , , Post
MOSIER, ALFRED N., 16TH IA INF, Post 107
MOSIER, CROSS O., 10TH IA INF, Post 304
MOSIER, FRANCIS M., 110TH OH INF, Post 105
MOSIER, THOMAS B., 94TH OH INF, Post 88
MOSLEY, ALFRED, 8TH MO CAV, Post 151
MOSLEY, NOAH, 63RD IL INF, Post 352
MOSMAN, A.F., 19TH ME INF, Post
MOSMAN, ALPHUS T., 19TH WASHINGTON D.C. INF, Post 303
MOSS, G.A.J., 54TH OH INF, Post 95
MOSS, G.A.J., 54TH OH, Post
MOSS, JEROME H., 16TH WI INF, Post 216
MOSS, S.H., 8DTH IL INF(ERROR), Post 15
MOSS, SHERWOOD H., 8TH IL CAV, Post 250
MOSSHART, JOHN, 18TH OH INF, Post 144
MOSSHART, JOHN, 80TH OH INF, Post 144
MOSSMAN, ALVIN S., 5TH IA INF, Post 227
MOSSMAN, DAVID L., 9TH IL CAV, Post 227
MOSSMAN, THOMAS J., 8TH IA INF, Post 180
MOST, COMADE, 9TH IL CAV, Post 122
MOST, HENRY, 156TH IL INF, Post 122
MOSTELLER, EDWAARD C., 148TH IL INF; 10TH IL CAV, Post 179
MOSTELLER, EDWARD C., 10TH IL CAV; 148TH IL INF, Post 179
MOTE, JOHN R., 13TH MO CAV, Post 299
MOTE, JOHN R., 111TH MO STATE MILITIA; C, Post 1
MOTE, JOHN R., 11TH MO CAV, Post 299
MOTT, DANNS, 64TH IL INF, Post
MOTT, DARIUS, 64TH IL INF, Post 17
MOTT, DARIUS, 64TH IL INF, Post 17
MOTT, GILBERT, 8TH IL CAV, Post 80
MOTT, GRESHAM, 36TH IL INF; CO. F; 88TH I, Post 63
MOTT, GRESHAM, 88TH IL INF; CO. D; 36TH I, Post 63
MOTT, HENRY, 145TH IL INF, Post
MOTT, JOHN, 3RD US CAV, Post 7
MOTT, JOHN T., 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 286
MOTT, MANFORD, 35TH IA INF, Post 1; 2
MOTT, SAMUEL, 9TH MN INF, Post
MOTTER, W.S., 28TH IA INF, Post 153
MOTTINGER, DANIEL O., 10TH KS INF, Post 98
MOTTINGER, EMANUEL, 12TH MI INF, Post 8
MOTT, GODFREY, 16TH IA INF, Post 116
MOULICH, CHRISTOPHER, 1ST WI CAV, Post 41
MOULTON, G.H., 2ND OH INF, Post 22
MOULTON, GEORGE H., 2ND OH INF, Post 43
MOULTON, HENRY, 13TH WI INF, Post 31
MOULTON, HENRY N., 13TH WI INF, Post 21
MOULTON, IRA, 2ND IL ART., Post 89
MOULTON, L.M., 11TH IL INF, Post 96
MOUNT, JAMES S., 8TH IA INF, Post 33
MOUNTAIN, M.A., 11TH MO CAV, Post 106
MOUNTS, SAMUEL A., 35TH IN INF, Post 243
MOUNTS, WILLIAM S., 59TH IN INF, Post 107
MOUOD, EDWARD, 43RD WI INF, Post
MOUSE, FRANKLIN C., 75TH IL INF, Post 89
MOVERTY, J.A., 171ST PA INF, Post
MOVERTY, J.A., 43RD MO INF, Post 104
MOVERTY, J.A., 5TH MO CAV, Post
MOWAN, BALTZAR, LANDSMAN; US NAVY; USS BEN, Post 309
MOWER, SAMUEL, 146TH IL INF, Post
MOWER, SAMUEL G., 146TH IL INF, Post 84
MOWERY, B.W., 31ST MO CAV, Post
MOWERY, B.W., 12TH MO CAV, Post
MOWERY, JACOB B., 3RD OH CAV, Post 235
MOWERY, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, Post 51
MOWRY, CHRISTIAN C., 195TH OH INF, Post
MOWRY, JOSEPH C., 46TH PA INF, Post 261
MOXSON, HENRIE, 20TH IL INF, Post
MOYER, CHARLES J., 28TH IA INF, Post
MOYER, CHARLES J., 28TH IA INF, Post 318
MOYER, EDWARD, 46TH OH INF, Post 66
MOYER, W. C., 153RD OH INF, Post 47
MOYER, WILBER C., 56TH ON INF, Post
MOYERS, MICHAEL, 101ST IN INF, Post 30
MUCK, JOSEPH, 7TH IA CAV, Post 82
MUCK, JOSEPH, 74TH IL INF, Post 82
MUDGE, A.M., 25TH NY ART., Post 1
MUDGE, DAVID, 7TH IL CAV, Post 211
MUDGE, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE MILITIA, Post
MUDGE, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE INF, Post 35
MUFFLY, CHARLES T., 46TH IL INF, Post 182
MUHM, FREDERICK, 27TH IA INF, Post 316
MUHR, JOHN M., 58TH IN INF, Post 12
MUIER, ALBERT S., 20TH MI INF, Post 5
MUIR, ROBERT D., 145TH IN INF, Post 56
MULCAHY, THOMAS, 18TH ARMY CORPS, Post
MULENIX, ARCH, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 38
MULERTZ, FREDERICK, US NAVY; USS PITTSBURG, Post
MULERTZ, FREDERICK, US NAVY; USS PITTSBURG, Post
MULFORD, A.F., Post 25
MULFORD, MORGAN P., 132ND OH INF, Post 154
MULICA, ROBERT, 85TH IL INF, Post 38
MULIEA, ROBERT G., 85TH IL INF, Post
MULLARKEY, JAMES, 9TH US INF, Post 28
MULLEM, ARCH, 7TH IL INF, Post
MULLEN, B., 6TH IL CAV, Post
MULLEN, BARNEY, 6TH IL CAV, Post
MULLEN, BARNEY, 6TH IL CAV, Post 66
MULLEN, DANIEL, 15TH IL INF, Post 75
MULLEN, JOB, 47TH IA INF, Post 209
MULLEN, JOHN S., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
MULLEN, JOHN S., 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
MULLEN, JOHN W, 53RD IL INF, Post
MULLEN, JOSEPH, Post 123
MULLEN, L.D., 1ST IN CAV;3RD IN CAV, Post 32
MULLEN, PETER, 29TH WI INF, Post 163
MULLEN, W., 7TH IA INF, Post 209
MULLEN, WILLIAM, 95TH IL INF;CO. D;47TH I, Post 52
MULLEN, WILLIAM, 47TH IL INF;95TH IL INF, Post 52
MULLEN, WILLIAM C., 14TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
MULLEN, WILLIAM C., 14TH IL CAV, Post 11
MULLER, HENRY P., 3RD WV, Post
MULLIGAN, DANIEL, PVT;62ND NY INF, Post 2
MULLIKEN, JOHN W., 18TH IN INF;SERG;CO. H;1, Post 22
MULLIN, JOSEPH, 9TH IA CAV, Post 123
MULLIN, JOSEPH, 9TH IA CAV, Post
MULLIN, L.D., , Post 123
MULLIN, OBIDAH, 14TH IL CAV, Post
MULLIN, S.C., 107TH PA INF, Post
MULLINS, JAMES P., 14TH KS CAV, Post
MULLINS, JASPER N, 46TH IN INF, Post
MULLINS, MICHAEL, 2ND PA ART., Post
MULLINS, MICHAEL S., 122ND PA INF;PVT;CO. D;2, Post
MULVAND, WILLIAM, 28TH IA INF, Post
MULVANEY, JOHN, 66TH IN INF, Post 237
MUMES, BRICE P., 7TH MO INF, Post 10
MUMFORD, C.C., 1ST IL INF, Post 25
MUMFORD, JACOB W., 23RD WI INF, Post
MUMFORD, THOMAS T., 2ND NE, Post
MUMFORD, WILLIAM, 5TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
MUMFORD, WILLIAM, 1ST PA CAV, Post 321
MUMFORD, WILLIAM, 5TH MO CAV, Post 48
MUMMA, DAVID, 124TH IL INF, Post
MUMPER, WILLIAM, 190TH PA INF, Post 45
MUNDORF, BENJAMIN F., 10TH IL INF, Post 25
MUNDORF, H. ELI, ADJUTANT;11TH IL CAV, Post 189
MUNDORF, ZACHARY, 11TH IL CAV, Post 189
MUNDORF, ZACHARY P., 11TH IL CAV, Post 52
MUNEY, IRA C., 17TH IL CAV, Post
MUNFORD, JOHN, 47TH IN INF, Post
MUNFORD, JOHN, 47TH IN, Post
MUNFORD, JOHN, 47TH IN, Post 106
MUNGER, ALPHEUS D., 12TH MI INF, Post 60
MUNGER, CHARLES, 112TH NY INF, Post 80
MUNGER, OREN S., 50TH IL INF, Post 32
MUNGER, SILAS O., 40TH IA INF, Post 77
MUNGER, WILLIAM H., 9TH IA INF, Post
MUNHALL, COARNElius S, 26TH IL INF, Post 1
MUNN, FRANK L., 11TH WI INF, Post
MUNN, FRANK L., 40TH WI INF, Post
MUNN, FRANK W., 11TH WI INF, Post 60
MUNN, SIMEON J., 9TH MI INF, Post
MUNROE, JOHN, 12TH MO CAV, Post
MUNROE, NATHANIEL, 1ST EAST TN INF, Post 163
MUNSELL, L.F., 8TH WI INF, Post 80
MUNSELL, LAFAYETTE H., 8TH WI INF, Post 80
MUNSELL, WILLIAM, 128TH OH INF, Post 163
MUNSEN, IRA, 7TH WI INF, Post 129
MUNSHAW, JOHN B., 124TH IL INF, Post 33
MUNSON, AUGUSTINE, 7TH WI INF, Post 50
MUNSON, B.F., 96TH IL INF, Post 17
MUNSON, JOHN S., 149TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 69
MUNSON, JOHN S., 147TH IL INF, Post 69
MUNSON, ZEPHARIAH J., 3RD MD CAV, Post
MUNT, JOHN, 154TH IL INF, Post 177
MUNTZ, PETER, 12TH IL CAV, Post 53
MUNTZ, PETER, 13TH IA INF, Post 296
MURASY, MURRAY, 32ND IA INF, Post
MURDAUGH, JAMES, US NAVY;SHIP 'VERMONT', Post 235
MURDOCK, ARTHUR, 15TH OH INF, Post 33
MURDOCK, C.M., BUGLER;9TH KS CAV, Post 115
MURDOCK, CHARLES M., 9THKS CAV, Post
MURDOCK, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
MURDOCK, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 61
MURDOCK, JOSEPH, 22ND IL INF, Post
MURDOX, ELI, 11TH IL INF, Post 354
MURFIN, HENRY, , Post 123
MURFIN, HENRY, 182ND OH, Post
MURFIN, HENRY H., 182ND OH INF, Post 123
MURFORE, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 285
MURKEL, F.C., 47TH IN INF, Post 179
MURLEY, WILLIAM, 16TH WI INF, Post
MURPHEY, J.W., 79TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 64
MURPHEY, JAMES E., 5TH WI INF, Post
MURPHEY, PATRICK H., 13TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
MURPHY, A.D., 16TH IA INF, Post 197
MURPHY, AARON N., 144TH IL INF, Post 28
MURPHY, ALEXANDER, 28TH IL INF, Post
MURPHY, ANDREW, 9TH US INF, Post 30
MURPHY, CHARLES H., 13TH IA INF, Post 11
MURPHY, CHARLES H., 13TH IA INF, Post 11
MURPHY, DENNIS, 12TH IN INF, Post 261
MURPHY, EDWARD P., 7TH IA CAV, Post 120
MURPHY, FRANCIS, 11TH IL INF;PVT;CO. D;57, Post 7
MURPHY, GEORGE W., 79TH IL INF, Post 30
MURPHY, GEORGE W., 79TH IL INF, Post
MURPHY, H. ALEXANDER, 49TH WI INF, Post 32
MURPHY, J.B., 29TH IA INF, Post 95
MURPHY, JAMES E., 5TH WI INF, Post 139
MURPHY, JEFFERSON, 81ST NY INF, Post

MURPHY, JEFFERSON, 84TH NY INF, Post
MURPHY, JESSE B., 19TH IA INF, Post
MURPHY, JOHN, 7TH IN CAV, Post 98
MURPHY, JOHN F., NY INF, Post
MURPHY, JOSEPH H., 147TH IN INF, Post 1;2
MURPHY, JOSEPHUS H., 88TH IL INF, Post 11
MURPHY, MICHAEL, 177TH PA INF, Post 267
MURPHY, MICHAEL, 1ST US DRAGOONS, Post
MURPHY, MICHAEL A., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
MURPHY, RICHARD, 15TH IN INF, Post 25
MURPHY, RICHARD, 15TH IN, Post
MURPHY, ROBERT, 124TH IL INF;33RD IL INF, Post
MURPHY, ROBERT, 33RD IL INF, Post
MURPHY, THOMAS, 67TH PA INF, Post 318
MURPHY, THOMAS, 67TH PA INF, Post
MURPHY, THOMAS R., SURGEON;2ND EAST TN INF, Post 10
MURPHY, TIMOTHY, 4TH US INF, Post 7
MURPHY, TIMOTHY J., 4TH US INF, Post 7
MURPHY, W. PERRY, 11TH IL CAV, Post 139
MURPHY, W. T., 13TH IA INF, Post 193
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 34TH IN INF, Post 120
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 29TH MO INF, Post 154
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 2ND US CAV, Post 110
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post 111
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 1ST MO INF, Post 154
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 2ND US CAV, Post
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 90TH IL INF, Post 7
MURPHY, WILLIAM, 2ND NY CAV, Post
MURPHY, WILLIAM T., 11TH IL CAV, Post
MURPHY, WILLIAM T., 53RD IN INF, Post 80
MURPHY, JEREMIAH, 37TH NY INF, Post 267
MURRAY, CHRISTIAN, 1ST MO CAV, Post 59
MURRAY, CHRISTIAN, 14TH IL INF;1ST MO CAV, Post 59
MURRAY, GEORGE B., 15TH IA INF, Post
MURRAY, J.P., 53RD PA INF;52ND PA INF, Post 354
MURRAY, JAMES, 28TH WI INF, Post 4
MURRAY, JAMES, 92ND OH INF, Post 231
MURRAY, JAMES, 61ST OH INF, Post 80
MURRAY, JAMES, 28TH WI INF, Post 4
MURRAY, JAMES, 53RD IL INF, Post 323
MURRAY, JAMES E., 5TH OH CAV, Post 231
MURRAY, JOHN, 90TH PA INF, Post 259
MURRAY, JOHN, 3RD US CAV, Post 69
MURRAY, JOHN B., 6TH IA CAV, Post
MURRAY, JOHN B., 6TH IA CAV, Post 55
MURRAY, JOSEPH P., 52ND PA INF, Post 299
MURRAY, JOSEPH P., 52ND PA INF, Post 354
MURRAY, MAXWELL, 1ST CO INF; 1ST CO CAV, Post 299
MURRAY, PATRICK, 2ND DIST. OF COLUMBIA CA, Post 34
MURRAY, THOMAS, 17TH IN INF, Post 2
MURRAY, THOMAS, 84TH IL, Post
MURRAY, THOMAS, 24TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 159
MURRAY, WILLIAM M., 2ND EAST TN INF, Post 76
MURRELL, JOHN W., 40TH OH INF, Post 105
MURREY, JAMES H., 40TH IA INF, Post
MURREY, MAXWELL G., 9TH IL CAV, Post 342
MURREY, PATRICK, 168TH OH INF, Post
MURREY, THOMAS, 84TH IL INF, Post 159
MURRY, A.B., 38TH IL INF, Post
MURRY, ARTHUR B., 137TH IL INF, Post 25
MURRY, CHARLES F., 41ST OH INF, Post
MURRY, JAMES, 167TH OH INF, Post 80
MURVIN, PATRICK H., 46TH IL INF, Post 263
MUSCUBACK, EDWARD, 3RD MO VOL. INF, Post 159
MUSICK, JOHN R., 2ND IL CAV, Post 16
MUSSELMAN, LEWIS B., 108TH IL INF, Post
MUSSELMAN, LEWIS B., 108TH IL INF, Post 26
MUSSER, CHARLES O., 29TH IA INF, Post 228
MUSSER, WILLIAM B., 201ST PA, Post
MUSSELMAN, WILLIAM H., 148TH IL INF, Post 299
MUSTARD, EDWARD E., 59TH IN INF, Post
MUTCHEL, PETER, 2ND WI ART., Post 112
MUTCHLER, JOHN, 10TH IN INF, Post 24
MUTH, GEORGE, 22ND WI INF, Post 17
MUTTON, ROBERT B., 86TH IL INF, Post
MUZZA, BENJAMIN, 67TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
MUZZEY, IRA C., 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
MUZZY, BANJAMIN, 65TH IL INF, Post 11
MUZZY, IRA C., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
MYER, GEORGE H., 12TH TN CAV, Post 7
MYER, JOHN W., 86TH IL INF, Post 80
MYER, LOUIS T., 37TH IL INF, Post 13
MYER, TAYLOR, 23RD IL INF, Post 235
MYERS, A. A., 13TH IN INF, Post 127
MYERS, ADOLPHUS, 25TH OH INF, Post 47
MYERS, ALONZO, 16TH MI INF, Post
MYERS, ALONZO, 16TH MI INF, Post
MYERS, ANGELLO A., 10TH IA INF, Post 137
MYERS, ANGELO A., 10TH IA INF, Post
MYERS, ASAHEL W., 23RD IA INF, Post 116
MYERS, AUREA O., 71ST IL INF, Post 5
MYERS, CHARLES C., 20TH IA INF, Post 8
MYERS, CHARLES H., 13TH WI INF, Post 68
MYERS, CHARLES H., 13TH WI INF, Post
MYERS, DAVID, 74TH PA, Post
MYERS, DAVID, 8TH NY CAV, Post 170
MYERS, DAVID W., 3RD CO CAV, Post 22
MYERS, E.W., 22ND IL INF; SERG; CO. K, Post 289
MYERS, EDWARD, 2ND IA INF, Post
MYERS, EDWARD H., 18TH IA INF, Post 129
MYERS, EDWARD H., 8TH IA INF, Post 129
MYERS, EDWARD H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 129
MYERS, FRANCIS, 6TH IA CAV, Post 44
MYERS, FREDERICK, 9TH NY ART., Post
MYERS, HENRY, 107TH IL INF, Post 25
MYERS, HENRY, 107TH IL, Post
MYERS, HENRY H., CORP; 154TH IL INF, Post 256
MYERS, J.B., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 44
MYERS, JACOB, 1ST IA INF, Post 44
MYERS, JAMES, 17TH IN, Post
MYERS, JAMES M., 38TH OH INF, Post 38
MYERS, JAMES M., 38TH OH INF, Post
MYERS, JEFFERSON, 33RD IA INF; PVT; CO. D; 34, Post
MYERS, JOHN, 31ST IA INF, Post
MYERS, JOHN, 9TH US INF; 19TH US INF, Post 2; 1
MYERS, JOSEPH, 171ST PA INF, Post 287
MYERS, JOSHUA B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 44
MYERS, S.H., 24TH IA INF, Post 4; 3
MYERS, THOMAS, 33RD OH INF, Post 43
MYERS, THOMAS G., 8TH IA CAV, Post
MYERS, THOMAS L., CHIEF BUGLER; 8TH IA CAV, Post 44
MYERS, THOMAS S., 23RD IA INF, Post 116
MYERS, WESLEY H., 24TH IA INF, Post 26
MYERS, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 217
MYERS, WILLIAM H., 9TH IA CAV, Post
MYNICK, THOMAS, 7TH IA INF, Post
MYRES, BETTHASER, 106TH IL, Post
MYRES, GEORGE H., 21ST PA CAV, Post
MYRES, J.A., 11TH NY CAV, Post 1
MYRICK, MYRON N., 127TH IL INF; 16TH IL INF, Post 32
MYRICK, MYRON N., 16TH IL INF; 127TH IL INF, Post 32
NABRECK, JOSEPH, 58TH IL INF, Post
NADEN, JOHN H., 91ST IL INF, Post 25
NADER, JOHN H., 91ST IL INF, Post
NAEGELE, JOSEPH, MUSICIAN; 6TH WV INF, Post 190
NAFTZENGER, JACOB, 8TH IL INF, Post 196
NAGEL, HENRY, 4TH IA CAV, Post 91
NAGEL, NICHOLAS, 52ND IL INF, Post
NAGENGAST, GEORGE, 10TH IL CAV, Post 238
NAGLE, HENRY, 12TH IL CAV; CO. C; 4TH IL, Post 91
NAGLE, HENRY, 4TH IL CAV; CO. K; 12TH IL, Post 91
NAGLE, NICHOLAS, 52ND IL INF, Post 16
NALL, B.F., 32ND IL INF; 6TH WV INF, Post 5
NALL, BENJAMIN B., 32ND IL INF, Post 16
NALL, JAMES H., 14TH IL INF, Post
NANCE, ALEXANDER H., 1ST VA INF, Post
NANCE, ELIAS, 91ST IN INF, Post 64
NANCE, JOHN, 5TH NC CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
NANGLE, EDWARD J., 213TH PA INF, Post 5
NANLY, SAMUEL H, 1ST IA; 70TH US COL. INF, Post
NANNAH, HENRY J., 23RD OH INF, Post 52
NANSER, JAMES W., 125TH IL INF, Post
NANSER, JAMES W., 125TH IL INF, Post 66
NASH, AARON, 12TH WI INF, Post 13
NASH, C.A., 39TH US, Post
NASH, CHESTER, 47TH WI INF, Post 43
NASH, DANIEL C., 7TH IN CAV, Post 111
NASH, FREEMAN W., 29TH IA INF, Post 102
NASH, GEORGE W., 135TH OH INF, Post 40
NASH, HENRY C., COMMISARY DEPT., Post
NASH, M.L., 5TH NY CAV, Post 232
NASH, NELSON A., 42ND WI INF, Post 13
NASH, NEWLAND, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post
NASH, U.S., 12TH WI INF, Post 13
NASH, WILLIAM A., 47TH IL INF, Post 95
NASH, WILLIAM A., 47TH IL INF, Post
NAST, CHARLES A., 9TH IA CAV, Post 91
NATIONS, JOHN W., 5TH MO CAV, Post 7
NATIONS, JOHN W., 5TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
NAUGLE, EDWIN, 213TH PA INF, Post 5
NAUMAN, JOHN G., 12TH IA INF, Post 69
NAUSLAR, JOHN, 37TH IL INF, Post 84
NAVARSE, OLIVER, 2ND OH LIGHT ART., Post 30
NAVE, ORVILL J., 111TH IL INF, Post 2
NAVE, ORVILL J., 111TH IL INF, Post
NAYLE, HENRY, 4TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 91
NAYLEN, THOMAS, 2ND MA CAV, Post
NAYLOR, FLARROUS, 2ND IL ART., Post 17
NAYLOR, WILLIAM B., 12TH IL INF, Post
NEAL, BARNET, 15TH IL INF, Post
NEAL, G.W., 5TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. A; 7TH, Post 53
NEAL, HARISON, 29TH IA, Post
NEAL, HENRY, 13TH IA INF, Post
NEAL, HENRY H., 13TH IA INF, Post
NEAL, WILLIAM M., 12TH IL INF, Post
NEAL, WILLIAM M., 143RD IL INF, Post
NEALAND, J.P.K., 22ND NY INF, Post
NEALEY, BENJAMIN F., 148TH IL INF, Post 61
NEALLY, BENJAMIN F., 148TH IL INF, Post
NEALS, GEORGE W., 5TH KS CAV; CO. A; 7TH KS, Post
NEALS, W.S., 2ND MO CAV, Post 39
NEARY, JAMES, 13TH US INF, Post 119
NEBEL, HENRY, 28TH OH INF, Post
NEBEL, HENRY, 28TH OH INF, Post
NEBERGALL, B.P., 84TH IL INF, Post 26
NECKEL, WILLIAM, COMMISSARY DEPT; US ARMY, Post
NEEDEL, LEWIS M., 12TH IN INF, Post
NEEDROW, JOSEPH, 142ND PA INF, Post
NEEDHAM, A.A., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 3RD IA, Post 196
NEEDHAM, ARTHUR H., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 2ND IA, Post 62
NEEDHAM, GEORGE W., 119TH IN CAV, Post
NEEDHAM, JAMES, 10TH IA INF, Post 47
NEEDHAM, JAMES F., 10TH IA INF, Post
NEEDHAM, PERRIN O., 32ND IA INF, Post 55
NEEDROW, JACOB, 8TH MD INF, Post 253
NEEL, GEORGE W., 6TH IA CAV, Post
NEELY, J. MARSHALL, 120TH IN INF, Post 123
NEELY, J.M., 120TH IN INF, Post
NEELY, W.J., 6 WV INF, Post 1; 2
NEELY, TRUMAN, 43RD WI INF, Post 223
NEER, JOHN W., 13TH IL INF, Post 122
NEFF, ADAM J., 48TH IL INF, Post
NEFF, COLUMBUS, 7TH IA CAV, Post 45
NEFF, CORNELIUS F., 7TH IA CAV, Post 45
NEFF, DANIEL, 4TH IL CAV, Post 280
NEFF, JOHNATHAN, 133RD IL INF, Post
NEFF, JONATHAN, 133RD IL INF, Post 115
NELSON, JOHN B., 17TH OH INF, Post
NELSON, JOHN J., 148TH IL INF; 44TH IA INF, Post 10
NELSON, JOHN J., 91ST OH INF, Post 276
NELSON, JOHN J., 44TH IA INF; 148TH IL INF, Post 10
NELSON, JOHN M., 30TH IA INF, Post 342
NELSON, JOSEPH W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 12
NELSON, JOSIAH B., 153RD IN INF, Post 234
NELSON, JOSIAH D., 15TH IL INF, Post 47
NELSON, JOSIAH D., 15TH IL INF, Post
NELSON, MYRON, 102ND IL INF, Post 187
NELSON, NELSE, 20TH IL INF, Post
NELSON, PAUL H., 29TH IA INF, Post 193
NELSON, PETER, 19TH WI INF, Post 25
NELSON, SHOWERS A., 4TH KY INF, Post
NELSON, TYRA, 13TH KS INF, Post 250
NELSON, W.R., 16TH IA INF, Post
NELSON, WALTER H., 10TH VT INF, Post 235
NELSON, WILLIAM, GREAT WESTERN MARINE, Post 24
NELSON, WILLIAM A., 8TH IN INF, Post
NELSON, WILLIAM A., 8TH IL INF, Post
NELSON, WILLIAM R., 16TH IA INF, Post 84
NELSON, WILLIAM R., 2ND IL ART., Post 89
NELSON, WILSON, 8TH IN INF, Post 141
NELZLEY, JOHN W., 156TH IL INF, Post
NENMASTER, GOTTLIEB, 14TH MO INF, Post
NERE, FRED, 83RD IN, Post
NERVATT, EDWARD S., 25TH MA INF, Post
NESBET, WILLIAM A., 16TH IL INF, Post 11
NESBIT, E.G., 14TH IA INF, Post 261
NESS, JOHN P., 83RD IND, Post
NETHAWAY, HENRY F., 29TH MI INF, Post 61
NETHERCUTT, WILLIAM M., 22ND KY INF, Post 38
NETHRCUTT, WILLIAM, 22ND KY INF, Post
NETTLE, DAVID, 14TH WV INF, Post 139
NETTLES, ANDREW, 49TH US COLORED INF, Post 25
NETTLES, ANDREW, 49TH MO, Post
NETTLETON, ELI, Post
NETTLETON, LUTHER C., 49TH MA INF, Post
NETTLTON, DAVID M., 4TH IL CAV, Post 43
NETZEL, JOHN, 26TH MO INF, Post 84
NETZER, HENRY V., 9TH IL CAV, Post 276
NEU, FRED, 83RD IN INF, Post 24
NEUBAUER, JULIUS, 2ND KS INF, Post 12
NEUITT, JAMES W., 72ND IL INF, Post
NEUMEISTER, GOTLEIB, 14TH MO INF, Post 61
NEUTAN, SENY O., 103RD PA, Post
NEVETT, JAMES W., 72ND IL INF, Post
NEVETT, WILSON J., 72ND IL INF; PVT; CO. H; 33, Post 184
NEVILLE, JAMES, 80TH IL INF, Post 7
NEVILLE, JOSEPH S., 5TH IL CAV, Post 7
NEVILLE, WILLIAM, 142ND IL INF, Post 69
NEVINS, STEWARD G., 133RD IL INF, Post
NEVINS, STEWART G., 133RD IL INF, Post 100
NEVIT, HENRY C., 14TH IL CAV, Post 75
NEWBERRY, JOHN, 49TH IL INF, Post 4
NEWBERRY, JOHN, 4TH IL CAV, Post 298
NEWBERRY, JOHN S., 2ND PA RESERVE CORPS, Post 217
NEWBERRY, JOHN S., 3RD NY ART., Post 217
NEWBOLD, JAMES, 57TH IN INF, Post 156
NEWCAMB, JOSEPH, 4TH WI CAV, Post
NEWCOMB, PETER, 129TH IN INF, Post 219
NEWCOMB, WILLIAM, 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 215
NEWCOMER, JOSEPH, 38TH WI INF, Post 44
NEWELL, DAVID C., 10TH MO INF, Post
NEWELL, G.W., 138TH OH INF, Post 58
NEWELL, HENRY, US NAVY; SLOOP OF WAR OSS, Post 52
NEWELL, HENRY L., US NAVY; USS OSSIEPEE, Post
NEWELL, I.D., U.S. MARINE BRIGADE; 7TH, Post 13
NEWELL, ISAAC C., 18TH WI INF; 8TH LA COLOR, Post
NEWELL, ISAAC D., US MARINE CORP; 7TH IL IN, Post 6; 1
NEWELL, ISAAC D., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 6; 1
NEWELL, JAMES, 30TH IN INF; POST 321, Post 81
NEWELL, JAMES, 30TH IN INF, Post 221
NEWELL, S.A., 21ST WI INF, Post 32
NEWELL, W.H., 91ST OH INF, Post 45
NEWELL, WILLIAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
NEWELL, WILLIAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post
NEWELL, WILLIAM H., 91ST OH INF, Post
NEWHOUSE, JAMES H, 25TH IA INF, Post
NEWKIRK, WILLIAM H., 132ND IN INF, Post 154
NEWKIRK, WILLIAM H., 54TH IN INF, Post 88
NEWLAND, JEREMIAH S., 82ND OH INF, Post
NEWLAND, JEREMIAH S., 1ST NE INF, Post
NEWLON, JOHN S., 5TH WV CAV, Post 23
NEWMAN, ABRAHAM H., 3RD LA INF, Post
NEWMAN, ADELBERT, 112TH IL INF, Post 222
NEWMAN, CHARLES, 7TH IL CAV, Post 19
NEWMAN, FREDERICK, 42ND IL INF, Post 76
NEWMAN, FREDERICK, 42ND IL INF, Post
NEWMAN, GEORGE S., 38TH IN INF, Post 32
NEWMAN, HOWARD, 57TH IL INF; 43RD WI INF, Post 19
NEWMAN, ISAIAH E., 8TH IA INF, Post 7; 2
NEWMAN, ISAIAH E., 8TH IA INF, Post
NEWMAN, JAMES, 4TH US, Post 220
NEWMAN, M.C., 144TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 148
NEWMAN, MALDEN C., 141ST IL INF, Post 148
NEWTON, , NATIONAL GUARD, Post 60
NEWTON, ABLE S., 78TH OH INF, Post
NEWTON, BERRY H., 11TH GA RIFLES, Post
NEWTON, CHARLES, 12TH MI INF, Post 13
NEWTON, CHARLES H., 108TH IL INF, Post
NEWTON, EDWARD D., 11TH WI INF, Post 116
NEWTON, EDWARD P., 175TH OH INF, Post 255
NEWTON, FRANCIS E., 29TH U.S. COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
NEWTON, FRANK E., 7TH KS CAV, Post
NEWTON, GEORGE JR., 75TH IL INF, Post 110
NEWTON, J.M., 3RD MN INF, Post 227
NEWTON, JOHN J., 14TH OH INF, Post 98
NEWTON, JONATHAN, OH, Post
NEWTON, STEPHEN D., 10TH IA INF, Post 179
NEWTON, WEST, 47TH IA INF, Post 120
NEY, , Post
NEYHART, SAMUEL, 8TH WI INF, Post
NEYHART, SAMUEL, 8TH WI INF, Post 22
NICHOLSON, BENJAMIN, 7TH IN INF, Post 86
NICHOLSON, ISAAC, 123RD IN INF, Post 86
NICHOLSON, JAMES B., 24TH IA INF, Post 106
NICHOL, D.F., 33RD IA INF, Post 68
NICHOLAS, DANIEL F., 38TH IA INF, Post 161
NICHOLLS, FRANK, 152ND IL INF, Post
NICHOLS, AXTEL B., 39TH IA INF, Post
NICHOLS, BURKETT, 17TH IL CAV, Post 323
NICHOLS, C.H., 50TH WI INF, Post 42
NICHOLS, CHALRES N., 11TH MI INF, Post 28
NICHOLS, CORNELIUS, 1ST IL ART., Post 262
NICHOLS, EDWIN R., 3RD WI INF, Post 179
NICHOLS, FRANCIS, 95TH IL INF, Post 150
NICHOLS, FRANK A., 18TH IL ART., Post
NICHOLS, FRANKLIN W., 202ND PA INF, Post 299
NICHOLS, GEORGE W., 12TH IL CAV, Post 107
NICHOLS, GEORGE W., 12TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 107
NICHOLS, H. M., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 32
NICHOLS, J., 1ST CT HEAVY ART., Post 318
NICHOLS, J.H., , Post
NICHOLS, JEROME D., 7TH IA CAV, Post 63
NICHOLS, JOHN, 14TH WI INF, Post 63
NICHOLS, JOHN H., 30TH WI INF, Post
NICHOLS, JOHN R, 8TH IN INF, Post
NIGHTINGALE, W.A., US NAVY, Post 262
NILES, B.F., 33RD WI INF, Post 164
NILES, BENJAMIN M., 11TH WI INF, Post
NILES, GEORGE F., 9TH IN, Post
NIMITZ, JOSEPH, MO INF, Post
NIMS, CHARLES E., 1ST WI ART., Post 66
NIMS, CHARLES E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 66
NIMS, JOHN T., 1ST WI CAV, Post 61
NIMS, T. O., 56TH IL INF, Post 25
NINCEHELSER, A., 19TH IA INF, Post
NINCEHELSER, ABSALOM, 19TH IA INF, Post
NINELINE, WILLIAM, 198TH OH INF, Post
NINOW, AUGUST, 26TH WI INF, Post
NIOSEN, CHARISTIAN, 15TH WI INF, Post 117
NIRK, FREDERICK, 45TH NY INF;CORP;CO. A;3, Post 12
NISONGER, AYERS, 121ST OH INF, Post 182
NISSON, FREDERICK, 16TH WI INF, Post 166
NITZEL, JOHN, 26TH WI INF, Post
NIX, SAMUEL, , Post
NIXON, GEORGE T.A., 5TH US CAV;CO. B;4TH US, Post 69
NIXON, JOHN W., 1ST MN INF, Post
NIXON, JONAS P., 70TH OH INF, Post 43
NIXON, ROBERT, 11TH U.S. INF, Post 25
NOASGRT, JACOB S., 8TH NJ INF, Post
NOAH, M.M., 4TH IA CAV, Post
NOAH, MORTON M., 4TH IA INF;DIED 13AUG192, Post 25
NOBEL, CHARLES S., 23RD IA INF, Post
NOBLE, A.B., 46TH IL, Post
NOBLE, ALONZO, 46TH IL, Post
NOBLE, ALONZO B., 46TH IL INF, Post 47
NOBLE, CHARLES H., 39TH IA INF, Post 63
NOBLE, CHARLES H., 12TH WI INF, Post 18
NOBLE, Enoch, 51ST IL INF, Post
NOBLE, F. A., 17TH MI INF(10TH MI CAV), Post 44
NOBLE, F.A., 10TH MI CAV(17TH MI INF), Post 44
NOBLE, G.C., 55TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 255
NOBLE, G.W., 27TH US INF, Post 43
NOBLE, GEORGE D., 46TH WI INF, Post 18
NOBLE, GEORGE W., 27TH US INF, Post 43
NOBLE, GOODMAN C., 4TH IA CAV, Post 44
NOBLE, WILLIAM, 45TH IL INF, Post 255
NODDING, WILLIAM A., 44TH IN INF, Post 10
NODDINGS, BENJAMIN F., 142ND IN INF, Post 20
NOE, ALBERT, 15TH OH INF, Post 110
NOEL, CHARLES W., 12TH MO CAV, Post 254
NOEL, CHARLES W., 41ST MO INF, Post 354
NOEL, HENRY B., 3RD KY INF;1ST KY LIGHT, Post
NOEL, HENRY B., 3RD KY INF, Post 163
NOEL, MATHEW B., 39TH IA INF, Post 154
NOEL, SAMUEL, , Post
NOEL, THEODORE C., 78TH IL INF, Post
NOKES, MYRON, 3RD IL CAV, Post
NOLAN, FRANCIS, 27TH US INF, Post 12
NOLAN, JAMES, 118TH IL INF, Post 9
NOLAN, JOHN, US NAVY, Post 9
NOLAND, SAMUEL, 4TH MO CAV, Post 95
NOLL, BENJAMIN F., 20TH IL INF, Post 219
NOLZ, F.N, 4TH MN INF, Post
NOONAN, THOMAS, 15TH IL INF, Post 98
NOONAN, THOMAS, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF(ERROR, Post 180
NORADYKE, CALVIN J., 18TH IA INF, Post 116
NORCROSS, LANSON P., 13TH WI INF, Post 26
NORD, JOHN M., 57TH IL INF, Post 30
NORDEN, MURREN H., 18TH IA INF, Post
NORDIN, ALBERT H, 18TH IA, Post
NORELL, THOMAS JEFFE, 13TH WI INF, Post
NORLIN, OLOF, 57TH IL INF, Post 91
NORMAN, A., 6TH MI CAV, Post 130
NORMAN, HENRY H., 11TH IL INF;53RD IL INF, Post 262
NORMAN, HENRY H., 53RD IL INF;11TH IL INF, Post 262
NORMAN, JAMES R., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 17
NORMAN, PETER J., 27TH MA, Post
NORRIS, ABLES T, 144TH OH INF, Post
NORRIS, ABRAHAM, 32ND OH INF, Post 63
NORRIS, ALBERT L., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 105
NORRIS, C.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
NORRIS, CHARLES B., US NAVY;19 ME INF, Post 11
NORRIS, CHAUNCEY H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 165
NORRIS, COMMODORE PE, 8TH IN INF, Post 144
NORRIS, JOSEPH B., 51ST OH INF, Post 5
NORRIS, OSWALD H., 35TH WI INF, Post 163
NORRIS, OSWALD H., 5TH WI INF, Post 163
NORTH, FRANK, 1ST BATTERY PAWNEE SCOUT, Post 9
NORTH, JACOB, 83RD IN INF, Post 95
NORTH, JACOB, 83RD IN INF, Post
NORTH, LUTHER H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 9
NORTHCUT, JOHN P., 13TH IN INF, Post 66
NORTHCUTT, JOHN P., 13TH IA INF, Post
NORTHROP, CHARLES J, 16TH MI INF, Post
NORTHROP, JAMES O., 7TH OH CAV, Post 11
NORTHROP, S.L., 7TH MN INF, Post 115
NORTHWAY, DANIEL C., 29TH IN INF, Post 73
NORTON, A.J., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 51
NORTON, ALBERT B., 3RD NY ART., Post
NORTON, ALEXANDER, 5TH IA, Post
NORTON, BELA, 12TH MI INF, Post 171
NORTON, CHARLES O., 43RD IL INF, Post 59
NORTON, EDGAR S., 20TH WI INF, Post 66
NORTON, EDGAR S., 20TH WI INF, Post
NORTON, ETHERAIC A., 14TH IL INF;133RD IL INF, Post 8
NORTON, ETHAN A., 133RD IL INF;14TH IL INF, Post 8
NORTON, FRANCIS W., 93RD IL INF, Post
NORTON, FRANK A., 142ND IL INF, Post 307
NORTON, GEORGE N., 58TH MO INF, Post
NORTON, GEORGE W., 3RD WI INF, Post 61
NORTON, GEORGE W., 38TH WI INF, Post 8,3
NORTON, GEORGE W., 3RD WI INF, Post
NORTON, HARVEY S., 2ND IL CAV, Post 125
NORTON, HARVEY S., 11TH MN INF, Post 125
NORTON, JOHN I., 12TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
NORTON, JOHN T., 12TH WI ART., Post 66
NORTON, JOSHUA;JR., 6TH MI CAV, Post 44
NORTON, L.M., 5TH IA CAV, Post 82
NORTON, MILES, 150TH OH INF, Post
NORTON, R.W., 11TH MI CAV, Post
NORTON, REUBEN D., 107TH IL INF, Post 32
NORTON, REUBEN W., 11TH MI INF, Post
NORTON, WALTER H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 134
NORTON, WASHINGTON, 23RD IL INF(ERROR), Post 114
NORTON, WASHINGTON, 23RD IA INF, Post 114
NORTON, WILLIAM, 192ND OH INF, Post 205
NORTON, WILLIAM H., 13TH WI INF, Post 8
NORTON, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, Post 104
NORVAL, ANDREW J., 42ND MO INF, Post 287
NORWELL, THOMAS V., 2ND IN CAV, Post 247
NORWOOD, JOB, 76TH NY INF;2 LIEUT;CO., Post 287
NORWOOD, JOHN, 8TH NY ART., Post 222
NORWOOD, W.W., 6TH KS CAV, Post 15
NORWOOD, WILLIAM E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 116
NOURIE, CHARLES, 1ST VT CAV, Post
NOVAL, WILLIAM, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 9
NOWLIN, ELIJAH B., 2ND IL CAV, Post 264
NOWLON, R.H., US NAVY;GUNBOAT CHAMPION, Post 81
NOYES, DAVID, 2ND NY CAV, Post
NOYES, DAVID, 2ND NJ, Post
NOYES, EVAN H., 124TH IL INF;CO. I;33RD, Post 205
NOYES, JOHN M., 92ND IL INF, Post 250
NOYES, LUCIUS A., 7TH IL CAV, Post 160
NOYES, N. E., MUSICIAN; 7TH MI INF, Post 52
NUGARSON, GEORGE, 42ND WI INF, Post 81
NUGENT, EDWARD, 107TH IL INF, Post 142
NUGENT, WILLIAM H, 10TH WI INF, Post 12
NULAND, JORDAN, 10TH KS INF, Post 142
NULL, HENRY, 2ND MI INF, Post 104
NUMELY, JOHN R., 150TH IN INF, Post 174
NUNDORFF, BENJIMAN F., 10TH IL INF, Post 212
NUNGER, S. REED, 7TH IL CAV, Post 212
NUNN, MILTON, 77TH IL INF, Post 28
NUNN, SMITH B., 10TH IN INF, Post 212
NUNN, THOMAS, 96TH IL INF, Post 12
NUNN, THOMAS, 92ND IN INF, Post 104
NUSS, GEORGE W, 10TH IN INF, Post 13
NUSSBAWM, MARTIN V., 10TH IA INF, Post 212
NUTE, CHARLES H., 2ND DC INF, Post 66
NUTT, ALBERT R., 4TH NY INF, Post 66
NUTT, THOMAS H., 7TH OH CAV, Post 21
NUTT, WILLIAM M., 88TH IN INF, Post 154
NUTTALL, WILLIAM, 16TH IL INF, Post 4
NUTTER, ROBERT W., 59TH IN INF, Post 160
NYCE, J.F., 92ND IN INF, Post 160
NYCE, J.F., 4TH IN INF, Post 160
NYCE, JOHN F., 44TH IN INF; CO. A; 72ND I, Post 13
NYCE, JOHN F., 72ND IN INF; CO. A; 44TH I, Post 160
NYE, ALFRED, US SIGNAL CORPS, Post 112
NYE, ALFRED, US ARMY SIGNAL CORPS, Post 112
NYE, CHESTER F., 1ST VT INF, Post 13
NYE, ENOCH R., 77TH IL INF, Post 246
NYHOFF, C.W., 5TH MI CAV, Post 9; 3

O

O'BANNON, OSCAR F., 62ND IL INF, Post 13
O'BRIAN, GEORGE M., 7TH IA CAV, Post 7
O'BRIAN, P., 118TH PA INF, Post 13
O'BRIEN, DENNIS, 9TH US INF, Post 2
O'BRIEN, GEORGE MORGA, 42ND IA INF, Post 212
O'BRIEN, JAMES, 10TH IL CAV, Post 212
O'BRIEN, JAMES, 10TH IL CAV, Post 95
O'BRIEN, JOHN, 1ST NY DRAGOONS CAV, Post 4
O'BRIEN, MICHAEL, 11TH OH INF; PVT; CO. H; 23, Post 354
O'BRIEN, MOSES P., BRIG. GEN.; 7TH CAV, Post 212
O'BRIEN, PATRICK, 148TH IL INF, Post 127
O'BRIEN, THOMAS, 7TH IA CAV, Post 2
O'CONNELL, JOHN G., 69TH IL INF, Post 47
O'CONNELL, MIKE J., Post 262
O'CONNER, CORNELIUS, 186TH PA INF; BD. CALVARY, Post 343
O'CONNOR, DENNIS, 47TH IL INF, Post 215
O'CONNOR, GEORGE, 52ND PA INF, Post
O'CONNOR, THOMAS, 2ND OH CAV, Post 9
O'CONNER, JOHN, Post
O'CONNER, THOMAS, 139TH IL INF, Post 25
O'CONNER, THOMAS, 148TH IL INF, Post 25
O'CONNOR, GEORGE, 52ND PA INF, Post
O'CONNOR, THOMAS, 2ND OH CAV, Post 9
O'DANIELS, FRANK, 20TH IL INF, Post 153
O'DEY, ANDREW, 21ST MO INF, Post
O'DONNELL, JAMES, 187TH NY INF, Post 139
O'DONNELL, JAMES, 187TH NY, Post
O'DONNELL, JOHN, 4TH US INF, Post
O'DONNELL, JOSEPH, 10TH NY INF, Post 95
O'HAMMER, CHARLES O., 20TH IL INF, Post 12
O'HARA, JOHN, 3RD US ART., Post
O'HARE, C.T., 89TH IN INF, Post
O'HARRA, CHARLES T., 89TH IN INF, Post
O'HARRY, DANIEL J., 3RD WI CAV, Post 267
O'HEARN, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 2
O'KANE, JAMES, 92ND IL INF, Post 1:2
O'KANE, JOHN W., 92ND IL INF, Post 90
O'KEIFFE, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, Post
O'LAUGHLIN, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
O'LAUGHLIN, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
O'LEARY, A.J. KELLY, US NAVY; SHIP 'GELATEA'; C, Post 67
O'LEARY, MICHAEL, 53RD IL INF, Post 24
O'LINN, DANIEL H., 92ND OH INF, Post
O'NEAL, HUGH M., 4TH IA INF, Post 55
O'NEIL, E.J., 16TH NY ART., Post
O'NEILL, E.J., 69TH NY INF; LIEUT; CO. D, Post 95
O'NEILL, EUGENE, 4TH US REGULARS, Post
O'NEILL, MICHAL, 24TH KY CAV, Post
O'NEILL, WILLIAM P., US MARINES, Post 7:1
O'NEL, EUGENE, 4TH US INF, Post 7
O'NIEL, THOMAS, 16TH OH, Post
O'REAR, WALLACE H., 116TH IN INF, Post 54
O'REAR, WALLACE H., 11TH IN INF, Post 192
O'RILEY, THOMAS F., 2ND KS INF; 12TH KS INF, Post 262
O'RILEY, THOMAS F., 12TH KS INF; 2ND KS INF, Post 262
O'ROURK, JOHN, 17TH WI INF, Post
O'ROURK, JOHN, 17TH WI INF, Post
O'ROURKE, JOHN, 6TH WI INF, Post
O'ROURKE, JOHN A., 2ND IL CAV, Post 104
O'ROURKE, M.J., US NAVY, Post 7
OAKLEY, JOHN, 13TH IL LINF, Post
OAKS, WILLIAM G., 19TH MI INF, Post 59
OARD, MARTIN, 76TH OH INF, Post 1;2
OARE, CHARLES, 1ST OH INF, Post 35
OARE, CHARLES, 17TH OH INF, Post 35
OATES, HENRY E., 2ND CO CAV, Post 33
OATLEY, SIMEON, 14TH NY INF, Post
OATMAN, CHARLES A., 32ND WI INF; CO. C; 16TH W, Post 40
OATMAN, HARVEY, 10TH MO INF, Post 63
OATMAN, JOHN, 34TH IL INF; 1ST US ENGIN, Post 17
OATNEY, JOSEPH, 1ST MI HEAVY ART., Post 120
OBERLIES, JOHN, 40TH IA INF, Post 107
OBERLY, AUGUST, 31ST IL INF, Post 335
OBERT, FRANCIS M., 38TH WI INF, Post 40
OBERT, FRANK, 2ND IA CAV, Post
OBLINGER, URIAH A., 6TH IN INF, Post 298
OBLINGER, URIAH W., 39TH IN INF, Post 298
OBST, FRANK G., 9TH WI INF, Post 5
OBST, FRANT, , Post
OCKER, HENRY, 151ST IN INF, Post 44
ODELL, BENJAMIN F., 21ST IA INF, Post
ODELL, ISAAC H., 65TH IN INF; 120TH IN IN, Post 214
ODELL, ISAAC H., 120TH IN INF; 65TH IN INF, Post 214
ODELL, JAMES, 5TH MO CAV, Post
ODELL, ROBERT, 17TH KS INF, Post 3
ODELL, SAMUEL, 1ST TN CAV, Post
ODELL, THOMAS S., Post
ODEN, J. H., 18TH KY INF, Post 35
ODONOLL, JOHN, 8TH TX, Post
ODREN, GEORGE, 2ND MI INF, Post 317
ODREN, JOSEPH, 4TH MI CAV, Post 125
OEWN, GEORGE, 124TH IL, Post
OFELT, EDWARD, 1ST NE INF, Post
OFIELD, WILLIAM, 1ST NY ART, Post 11
OGAN, AARON, 12TH IL INF, Post 4;3
OGAN, GRANVILLE, 57TH IL INF, Post 326
OGBORN, JOHN E., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 35
OGDEE, ISAAC, 166TH OH INF, Post 25
OGDEN, ANDREW, 5TH MO CAV, Post
OGDEN, ANDREW, 5TH MO CAV, Post 48
OGDEN, ANDREWS, 5TH MO CAV, Post
OGDEN, CHESTER, 33RD WI INF, Post 171
OGDEN, JONATHAN E., 13TH IA INF, Post 10
OGG, GEORGE W., 3RD IL CAV, Post 22
OGG, JEFFERSON, 15TH IA INF, Post 3;4
OLIVER, LUTHERAN, 1ST NE INF, Post
OLIVER, R.W., PORT OF WASHINGTON D.C., Post 1
OLIVER, SAMUEL, 29TH IA INF, Post 350
OLIVER, SAMUEL J., 29TH PA INF, Post
OLMART, GEORGE W., 73RD IL, Post
OLMSTEAD, HENRY J., 9TH IN INF, Post 80
OLMSTEAD, L.C., 5TH MI ART., Post 80
OLMSTEAD, WILLIAM T., 7TH IN CAV, Post
OLMSTEAD, WILLIS, 36TH IA INF(=ERROR), Post 10
OLMSTEAD, WILLIS A., 36TH IL INF; PVT; I; 180TH, Post 10
OLMSTED, HORACE, 12TH MI INF, Post
OLMSTED, JAMES M., 123RD IL INF, Post 111
OLNEY, E.W., 13TH IL INF, Post
OLNEY, J.D., 105TH IL INF, Post
OLNEY, JAMES A., 10TH KS, Post
OLNEY, JOHN D., ARTIFICER; 105TH IL INF, Post 313
OLNEY, MARTIN V., 142ND IN INF, Post 83
OLSON, BARNEY, 12TH IA INF, Post 197
OLSON, IVER A., 88TH IL INF, Post 35
OLSON, JOHN P., 1ST CO CAV, Post 111
OLSON, L.C.(ALIAS W, ORD. SEAMAN; US NAVY; SHIP, Post
OLSON, NELSE, 22ND OH, Post
OLSON, OLE, 129TH IL INF, Post 146
OLSTROM, JEROME B., 147TH NY INF, Post 346
OLTHOFF, ANTON, 46TH IL INF, Post 65
OLTHOFF, WILLIAM, 46TH IL INF, Post 65
OMAN, JACOB F., 21ST OH INF, Post 34
OMAN, JOHN H, 12TH MI INF, Post
OMANS, GEORGE W., 147TH NY INF, Post 195
OMSTREAD, LEVI, 32ND IA INF; 51ST IN INF, Post 185
ONEAL, HUGH M., 4TH IA INF, Post
ONEY, BEDFORD, 7TH MO CAV; CORP; CO. H; 3R, Post 150
ONG, IRA C., 129TH IL INF, Post 76
ONG, WILSON, 44TH IL INF, Post 16
ONSTOTT, DAVID C., 5TH IA INF; SERG; 5TH IA C, Post 265
ONSTOTT, DAVID C., 5TH IA CAV; 5TH IA INF, Post 265
OPELT, ALFRED, 33RD MO INF, Post 309
OPELT, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE, Post 309
OPIR, GEORGE W., IA INF, Post
OPPIE, JOHN R., 1ST NE CAV, Post
ORCUTT, LORENZO, 29TH IL INF, Post 13
ORCUTT, LORENZO S., 29TH IL INF, Post 65
ORENDER, U.S., 4TH KY CAV, Post 140
ORENDORFF, BENJAMIN F., 6TH WV INF, Post 276
ORENDORFF, SEYMORE, 20TH WI INF, Post
ORENDORFF, SEYMORE J., 20TH WI INF, Post
ORENDORFF, SEYMOUR J., 20TH WI INF, Post 17
ORERMAN, JOHN O., 7TH IN CAV, Post
ORIM, MORRIS, 25TH IA INF, Post 196
ORME, GEORGE, 12TH IL, Post
ORMSBY, G.N., 25TH MI INF, Post 24
ORMSBY, GEORGE H., 23RD MI INF, Post
ORMSBY, GEORGE W., 25TH IN INF, Post 24
ORNEE, GEORGE, 124TH IL INF, Post 90
ORR, CHARLES W., 151ST IL INF, Post 125
ORR, GEORGE W., 125TH PA INF, Post 65
ORR, HARRISON E., 7TH MO CAV, Post 118
ORR, JOHN, 35TH IA, Post
ORR, W.H., 7TH MO CAV, Post 118
ORR, WILLIAM, 153RD NY INF, Post 95
ORR, WILLIAM, 9TH MO CAV, Post
ORR, WILLIAM, 120TH OH INF, Post
ORR, WILLIAM, 120TH OH INF, Post
ORR, WILLIAM L., 33RD WI INF, Post 320
ORR, WILLIAM M., 120TH OH INF, Post 25
ORRIS, C.F., 125TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 81
ORSBOND, WILLIAM, 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
ORT, JACOB, 1ST IL ART., Post
ORT, JACOB, 1ST IL ART., Post 31
ORT, JACOB, WATERHOUSE; IL ART., Post
ORT, JOHN, 9TH IA INF, Post
ORT, JOHN, 9TH IA INF, Post 75
ORTON, EDWARD, 7TH IL INF, Post 13
ORTON, JAMES C., 5TH CT INF, Post
ORTON, STEPHEN W., 13TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
ORTON, STEPHEN W., 6TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 61
ORTON, STEPHEN W., 13TH NY HEAVY ART; CO. L, Post 61
ORTON, WESLEY H., 13TH IA INF, Post 147
ORVIS, CLARKSON F., 145TH IL INF, Post 81
ORVIS, HENRY C., 12TH IL CAV, Post 96
OSBOARN, GEORGE, 24TH NY INF, Post
OSBOM, WILLIAM, 4TH IA CAV, Post
OSBORN, FELIX, 33RD OH INF, Post 201
OSBORN, GEORGE W., 38TH WI INF, Post
OSBORN, GEORGE W., 139TH IL INF, Post 1;4
OSBORN, JOHN A., 45TH PA INF, Post 32
OSBORN, JOHN M., 97TH IN INF, Post 95
OSBORN, JOHN M., 36TH IL INF, Post
OSBORN, JOHN M., 97TH IN INF, Post
OSBORN, JOHN R., 39TH IA INF, Post 110
OSBORN, L.W., 142ND NY INF, Post 52
OSBORN, OLIVER, 75TH IL INF, Post 169
OSBORN, THEODORE, 176TH OH INF, Post 266
OSBORN, THOMAS, 151ST IL INF, Post 26
OSBORN, THOMAS J., 101ST IL INF, Post
OSBORN, THOMAS J., 64TH NY INF, Post
OSBORN, WILLIAM, 7TH & 11TH OH CAV; 4TH IA, Post 55
OSBORN, WILLIAM, 4TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 55
OSBORN, WILLIAM, 4TH IA CAV; 7TH OH CAV, Post 55
OSBORN, WILLIAM H., 20TH IA INF, Post 92
OSBORN, WILLIAM H., 29TH IA INF; 20TH IA INF, Post 92
OSBORNE, DAVID J., 1ST CO CAV, Post 207
OSBORNE, JOHN, 13TH KS INF, Post 141
OSBORNE, JOHN R., 39TH IA INF, Post
OSBORNE, LEONARD W., 120TH IN INF, Post 95
OSBORNE, S.H., 4TH MI INF, Post 350
OSBORNE, SAMUEL H., 88TH IN INF; CORP; CO. A;1, Post 350
OSBRN, CHARLES A., 24TH NY CAV, Post
OSENBAUGH, LAFAYETT, 176TH OH INF, Post
OSGOOD, WILLARD, 9TH IL CAV, Post
OSGOOD, ZARA T., 39TH IL INF, Post
OSHAMAN, JOHN, 173RD OH INF, Post 91
OSIER, CYRUS M., 68TH OH INF, Post 10
OSOUROHA, M.J., US NAVY; STEAMSHIP, Post
OSENKENOP, HENRY, 39TH WI INF, Post
OSENKENOP, HENRY, 39TH WI INF, Post 175
OSTANDER, W.P., 47TH WI INF, Post 137
OSTAROM, H.J., US NAVY; USS Santee, Post 7
OSTEEN, WILLIAM H., 54TH IL INF, Post
OSTENBERG, OTTO, 11TH WI INF, Post
OSTENBERG, OTTO, 11TH WI INF, Post
OSTENBUG, OTTO, 11TH WI, Post
OSTER, JOSEPH, 2ND DC CAV, Post
OSTERHAUT, JESSE, 15TH IL CAV, Post 69
OSTERHOUT, CHRISTIAN, 11TH MI CAV, Post 75
OSTERHOUT, HENRY C., 101ST OH INF, Post 23
OSTERHOUT, JESSE, 15TH IL CAV, Post 7
OSTERLOH, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 133
OSTERMAN, AUGUSTUS C., 29TH NY INF, Post
OSTOLL, HARRY, 130TH PA INF, Post 207
OSTRAM, HENRY J., 10TH NY CAV, Post
OSTRANDER, DAVID B., 50TH WI INF, Post
OSTRANDER, WALTER P., 42ND WI INF, Post
OSTRANDER, WALTER P., 42ND WI INF, Post 137
OSTROM, HARRY J., US NAVY, Post
OSULLINAN, DANAL J., 1ST MD INF, Post
OSVY, JOHN, 12TH IL INF, Post 129
OSWALD, WILLIAM, 44TH OH INF, Post
OSWALD, WILLIAM, 8TDH OH CAV; 44TH OH INF, Post
OSWALD, WILLIAM, 44TH OH INF; CO. H; 8TH OH, Post 84
OSWALT, GEORGE, 2ND IN CAV, Post 45
OTIS, ANSON M., 16TH WI INF, Post 32
OTIS, ANSON M., 16TH WI INF, Post
OTIS, FRANK, 3RD NH INF, Post
OTIS, JONATHAN F., 12TH NY CAV, Post
OTIS, WILLIAM H., 6TH IN INF, Post 233
OTT, ALLOWAY, 100TH IN INF, Post 251
OTT, JOHN W., 136TH IN INF, Post 5; 3
OTT, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post 24
OTT, WILLIAM S., 77TH IL INF, Post
OTT, WILLIAM S., 77TH IL INF, Post 7
OTTE, WILLIAM H.R., 3RD MO CAV, Post
OTTERMAN, CHRISTIAN, 5TH US CAV, Post 12
OTTERMILLER, FREDERICK, 166TH PA INF, Post 260
OTTESON, JOHN, 23RD IA INF, Post
OTTMER, HENRY, 142ND IL INF, Post
OTTO, J.H.B., 11TH MO INF, Post 4
OTTO, J.H.B., 11TH MD INF, Post 4
OUDERKIRK, W.J., 61ST IL INF; CO. G; 83RD I, Post
OUDERKIRK, WILLIAM J., 83RD IL INF; CO. G; 61ST I, Post 136
OUGH, THOMAS, 52ND IL INF, Post
OUGH, THOMAS, 52ND IL INF, Post 22
OUTHWAIT, WILLIAM J., 151ST IN INF, Post 74
OUTHWAITE, MILTON C., 128TH IN INF, Post 32
OUTSON, JACOB P., BLACKSMITH; 2ND WI CAV, Post 150
OUTWAITE, W.J., 51ST IN, Post
OVEATT, ELISHA L., 5TH IA INF, Post
OVERHALSER, GEORGE W., 8TH OH CAV, Post
OVERHOLSER, GEORGE E., 8TH OH CAV, Post 159
OVERHOLSER, JEREMIAH W., 8TH OH CAV, Post 159
OVERHOLSER, JOSEPH B., 140TH IL INF, Post 10
OVERHOLT, MARTIN, 98TH OH INF, Post 184
OVERLY, JAMES, 47TH IN INF, Post 171
OVERLY, JAMES, 17TH OH INF, Post 171
OVERMAN, ALLEN S., 3RD IA CAV, Post 209
OVERMAN, C.O., 95TH IN INF, Post 81
OVERMAN, CHARLES, 45TH IA INF, Post 209
OVERMAN, JOHN C., 7TH IN CAV, Post 230
OVERMAN, LEVI, 36TH IA INF, Post 169
OVERMAN, LEVY, 36TH IA INF, Post
OVERMIRE, FRANKLIN, 7TH IL CAV, Post
OVERSTAKE, PETER, 60TH OH INF, Post 187
OVERSTREET, T.J., 39TH MO INF, Post 212
OVERTON, JOHN, WI, Post
OVERTON, MARTIN V., 112TH PA INF, Post
OVERTON, S.C., 2ND PA, Post
OVERTON, SAMUEL, 35TH PA INF, Post
OVERTURF, SAMUEL N., 4TH WI CAV, Post 113
OVIATT, ELISHA L., 5TH IA INF, Post 154
OVIATT, JOSEPH Q., 177TH OH INF; CO. A; 2ND U, Post 8
OVIETT, J.D., 5TH US ART., Post 32
OWEN, ALBERT R., 46TH IL INF, Post
OWEN, E.J.L, 117TH IL INF, Post 180
OWEN, EDWARD, 93RD IL INF; MUSICIAN; CO., Post 31
OWEN, EDWARD J., 93RD IL INF, Post
OWEN, EPHRAIM, 76TH IN INF, Post 25
OWEN, EPHRAIM, 135TH IN INF, Post 25
OWEN, EPRIAM, 135TH IN INF, Post
OWEN, HARVEY, 102ND IL INF, Post
OWEN, HARVEY, 102ND IL INF, Post
OWEN, IONIA E., 23RD IA INF, Post 1; 1
OWEN, J.C., 56TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
OWEN, JAMES, 29TH IA INF, Post 25
OWEN, JOHN, 197TH OH INF, Post 62
OWEN, JOHN, US VOL. VET., Post 44
OWEN, JOHN J., OH CAV, Post
OWEN, JOHN J., 37TH IN INF, Post 25
OWEN, MOROM, 77TH IL INF, Post 4
OWEN, THOMAS, 31ST WI INF, Post 142
OWEN, WILLIAM S., ARTIFICER; 50TH NY ENGINE, Post 36
OWENA, CORNELIUS W., 4TH IA INF, Post
OWENS, DANIEL C., 10TH KS INF, Post 9; 1
OWENS, EDWARD, PVT; 146TH IL INF, Post 31
OWENS, ENOCH, 18TH OH INF (53RD OH INF), Post 43
OWENS, ENOCH, 53RD OH INF (18TH OH INF), Post 43
OWENS, HARVEY, 102ND IL INF, Post 159
OWENS, ISAAC T., 1ST KS INF, Post 11
OWENS, J.H., 182ND OH INF, Post 340
OWENS, JAMES H., 187TH OH INF, Post 340
OWENS, JOHN, 3RD MN INF, Post
OWENS, JOHN, 164TH OH INF, Post
OWENS, JOSEPH, 7TH OH CAV, Post
OWENS, JOSEPH W., WAGONER; 7TH OH CAV, Post 25
OWENS, PATRICK, 29TH PA INF, Post 105
OWENS, THOMAS S., 1ST NE, Post 45
OWENS, WALTER, 4TH MO CAV, Post 97
OWENS, WILLIAM B., 4TH TN CAV, Post 117
OWENS, WILLIAM T., 2ND WI CAV, Post 124
OWINGS, CHRISTOPHER, 123RD IN INF, Post 25
OWINGS, DOUGLAS C, 3RD IA CAV, Post
OXFORD, JAMES L., 6TH MO CAV, Post 98
OYLER, THOMAS, 3RD MO, Post
OYLER, THOMAS E., 3RD MO CAV, Post 1:2
OZMAN, WILLIAM L., 109TH NY INF, Post 35
OZMAN, WILLIAM L., 109TH NY INF, Post
OZMAN, WILLIAM L., 109TH NY, Post

P

PABTISON, WILLIAM P., 91ST IL, Post
PACAE, L.C., 25TH MO INF;11TH MO CAV, Post 214
PACE, CAD C., 21ST MO INF, Post 214
PACE, CARL C., 21ST MO INF, Post
PACE, JAMES W., 13TH KS INF, Post
PACE, JAMES W., 13TH KS INF, Post
PACE, JOHN L., 1ST MO CAV, Post
PACE, JOHN M., 114TH OH INF, Post 15
PACE, L.C., 11TH MO CAV;25TH MO INF, Post 214
PACKARD, JUDSON L., 27TH WI INF, Post 70
PACKARD, W.M., 33RD MA INF, Post 84
PACKARD, WILLIAM M., 33RD MA INF, Post
PACKER, CHARLES, 5TH U.S. CAV, Post
PACKER, ISAAC Z., 37TH IL INF;2 LIEUT;CO., Post 37
PADDLEFORD, WILLIAM E., 91ST OH INF, Post
PADDOCK, JOHN W., 6TH KY CAV, Post
PADDOCK, JOHN W., 6TH KY CAV, Post
PADDOCK, JOSEPH W., 1ST NE INF, Post 110
PADDOCK, ORIN K., 46TH IA INF, Post 2
PADDOCK, ORRIN K., 46TH IA INF, Post
PADDOCK, SOLOMAN, 128TH IN INF, Post 118
PADEN, JOSEPH L., 12TH IL INF, Post 34
PADGET, REUBEN, 8TH IA CAV, Post 271
PADGETT, GEORGE W., 1ST IL CAV;CO. B;15TH IL, Post 24
PADGETT, GEORGE W., 15TH IL CAV, Post
PADGETT, GEORGE W., 15TH IL CAV;CO. H;1ST IL, Post 24
PADGETT, GEORGE W., 14TH IL CAV(ERROR), Post 24
PADLEFORD, H.C., 153RD IL INF, Post 1
PAFF, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, Post 227
PAGE, CHARLES F., 6TH WI INF, Post 29
PAGE, CHARLES M., 45TH OH INF, Post 40
PAGE, D. C., 28TH MI INF, Post 77
PAGE, ELAM M., 25TH IL INF, Post 25
PAGE, ERASTUS H., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 1:1
PAGE, HANIBAL, 92ND OH INF, Post 94
PAGE, HENRY, 14TH PA CAV, Post
PAGE, HENRY M., US NAVY;USS CHENANGO, Post
PAGE, I.G., 46TH WI INF, Post 259
PAGE, JAMES, 28TH IL INF, Post 228
PAGE, LEVI, 15TH WI INF, Post 299
PAGE, RALPH A., 26TH IA INF, Post
PAGE, STEPHEN M., 6TH WI INF, Post 217
PAGE, ZENO D., 12TH IL CAV, Post 82
PAGLES, JOHN R., 92ND IN INF; CO. I; 65TH I, Post
PAGLES, JOHN R., 65TH IL LINF, Post 35
PAIGE, ELBRIDGE G., 12TH IN INF, Post 10
PAIGE, ELBRIDGE G., 88TH IN INF, Post 10
PAINE, CHARLES H., 29TH OH INF, Post
PAINE, H. OLNEY, 41ST WI INF, Post 171
PAINE, HENDRICK E., 59TH IL INF, Post
PAINE, PHELPS, 9TH IL INF, Post
PAINE, PHELPS, 9TH IL INF, Post
PAINE, PHELPS, SERG MAJOR; 9TH IL INF, Post 25
PAINE, WILLIARD D., 95TH IL INF, Post 76
PAINTER, CHARLES, 168TH OH INF, Post 13
PAINTER, CHARLES, 168TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 13
PAINTER, F.J., ARTIFICER; 1ST MI ENGINEE, Post 354
PAINTER, L., 5TH TN INF, Post 84
PAISLEY, ISIAH N., 16TH IA INF, Post 102
PAIST, CHARLES E., 13TH IA INF, Post 36
PAIST, J.F., 29TH IA INF, Post 1
PAKER, WILLIAM M., 4TH ME INF, Post
PALESTER, JOHN W., 18TH US INF; 1ST US VOL., Post 24
PALL, JOHN P., 1ST WI INF, Post
PALLARD, PHARAGUS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PALMANTEER, JOSEPH, 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 118
PALMATIER, ANSON J., 77TH NY INF, Post 250
PALMER, A.L., 12TH IA INF, Post
PALMER, A.S., US NAVY, Post 284
PALMER, ALBERT A., 44TH WI INF, Post 3
PALMER, ANSON, 30TH IL INF, Post
PALMER, ASTYANX M., 1ST IN CAV, Post
PALMER, ASTYANAX, 153RD IN INF, Post
PALMER, BONAPARTE, 77TH IL INF, Post 67
PALMER, CHARLES, 15TH MI INF, Post 43
PALMER, CHARLES G., 76TH PA INF, Post 229
PALMER, CLARK, 105TH IL INF, Post 75
PALMER, DEWITT G., 28TH WI INF, Post
PALMER, DEWITT G., 28TH WI INF, Post 6
PALMER, E.R., 23RD WI INF, Post 82
PALMER, EBER, 7TH IA CAV, Post 4
PALMER, ELY, 30TH IL, Post
PALMER, ELY, 30TH IL INF, Post 4
PALMER, EMER A., 177TH OH INF, Post
PALMER, EMMER A., 181ST OH INF; CO. H; 177TH, Post 54
PALMER, EQEKIEL O., 2ND CA INF, Post 92
PALMER, FRANCIS H., 21ST IA INF, Post 146
PALMER, GEORGE, 1ST MI ART., Post 1
PALMER, GEORGE T., 75TH IN INF, Post 59
PALMER, GEORGE W., 24TH IA INF, Post 310
PALMER, GEORGE W., 23RD WI INF, Post
PALMER, HARVEY, 38TH IA INF, Post 80
PALMER, HENRY E., 1ST KS INF; CAPT; CO. A; 11, Post 45
PALMER, HENRY E., 11TH KS CAV, Post
PALMER, J.C., 9TH KY CAV, Post 172
PALMER, JACOB, 19TH US INF, Post
PALMER, JAMES E., 19TH NY INF, Post 12
PALMER, JOHN C., 9TH MO CAV, Post
PALMER, JOHN S., 15TH IL INF, Post 109
PALMER, JOHN T., 3RD IA CAV, Post
PALMER, JOHN T., 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
PALMER, JUDSON A., 18TH MI INF, Post 114
PALMER, JUSTUS W., 104TH IL INF, Post 190
PALMER, LEVI J., 15TH IL, Post
PALMER, LEVI J., 15TH IL INF, Post 159
PALMER, LUCIUS B., 62ND IL INF, Post 13
PALMER, M.M., 6TH WI INF, Post 33
PALMER, MARION, 93RD IL INF, Post 60
PALMER, MYRON E., 83RD IL INF, Post
PALMER, OSCAR A., 111TH OH INF, Post 73
PALMER, R.H., 9TH OH INF, Post 57
PALMER, RALPH L., 36TH WI INF; 34TH WI INF, Post 246
PALMER, RALPH L., 34TH WI INF, Post 246
PALMER, RAMAIN, 112TH NY INF, Post
PALMER, ROMAINE, 112TH NY INF, Post 110
PALMER, SAMUEL B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 24
PALMER, T.L., 19TH ME INF, Post 34
PALMER, WILLIAM, 16TH MI INF; 10TH MI CAV, Post 243
PALMER, WILLIAM H., 53RD IL INF, Post 52
PALMER, WILLIAM L., 36TH IA INF, Post
PALMER, WILLIAM W., 12TH IN CAV, Post 52
PAMCO, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post 160
PAMCO, COYDEN A., 9TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
PAMCO, EDWARD C., 144TH OH INF, Post
PAMCOAT, EDWARD C., 144TH OH INF, Post
PANGBOOM, HIRAM, 39TH MO INF, Post 35
PANGBORN, , 2ND NE CAV, Post
PANGBURN, CHARLES D., DRUMMER; 88TH IL INF, Post 70
PANGBURN, HERSCHEL N., 2ND IA CAV, Post 142
PANGHORN, HIRAM, 39TH MO, Post
PANGLES, MORDICAI, 6TH OH ART., Post 22
PANISKEY, JACOB, 1ST NE, Post 125
PANTZER, AUGUSTUS B., 2ND IA INF, Post 59
PARADAY, ALANSON, 2ND WI INF, Post 50
PARADIS, JOSEPH S., 156TH IL INF, Post 39
PARADY, ALSON, 2ND WI CAV, Post 129
PARBET, ANDREW, 2ND OH, Post
PARCELLES, WILLIAM H., 2ND NY CAV, Post
PARDEE, W. H., 104TH OH INF, Post 22
PARDEE, WILLIAM E., 10TH NY ART., Post 244
PARDOE, CHARLES, 169TH NY INF, Post 354
PARDOE, JAMES H., 141ST PA INF, Post
PARDOE, T.J., 19TH IL INF, Post
PARDOE, JOSEPH W., 18TH IA INF, Post
PARISH, BENJAMIN R., 41ST IL INF, Post
PARISH, EDWARD B., 36TH WI INF, Post 52
PARISH, JOHN, 115TH IL, Post
PARISH, JOHN G., 36TH WI INF, Post 19
PARISH, LAWSON L., 74TH IL INF, Post 265
PARISH, WILLIAM M., 46TH WI INF, Post 25
PARK, EDWIN M., 40TH WI INF, Post
PARK, EDWIN M., 40TH WI, Post
PARK, JOHN Q.A., 2ND OH CAV, Post 25
PARK, JOHN S., 22ND OH INF, Post
PARK, R.H., 1ST IL, Post
PARK, SAMUEL N., 11TH PA INF, Post 109
PARK, WILLIAM, 140TH PA INF, Post 140
PARKER, A.A., 6TH OH INF, Post
PARKER, A.G., 13TH IL INF, Post 331
PARKER, ALBERT G., 13TH IN CAV, Post 24
PARKER, ALBERT G., 13TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 24
PARKER, ALBERT G., 13TH IN CAV, Post
PARKER, ARTHUR A., 6TH OH INF, Post 110
PARKER, C.M., 46TH IN, Post
PARKER, CHARLES, 71ST IL INF; MAJOR; 17TH I, Post 261
PARKER, CHARLES, 19TH OH INF, Post
PARKER, CHARLES M., 46TH IN INF, Post 25
PARKER, CHARLES N., 19TH OH INF(85TH OH INF), Post 94
PARKER, CHARLES N., 85TH OH INF(19TH OH INF), Post 94
PARKER, CRAWFORD, 58TH IL INF, Post 233
PARKER, FRANK F., 41ST WI INF, Post 58
PARKER, GEORGE K., 80TH IL INF, Post 52
PARKER, GEORGE W., 7TH OH INF, Post 94
PARKER, HOBSON, 40TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, J.W., 84TH OH INF; SERG; CO. I; 2, Post 1
PARKER, JAMES H., 44TH NY INF, Post 131
PARKER, JAMES H., 20TH IA INF; Pvt; Co. G; 29, Post 247
PARKER, JAMES L., 12TH IN INF; 135TH IL INF, Post 188
PARKER, JAMES L., 135TH IL INF; 12TH IN INF, Post 188
PARKER, JOHN H., 94TH IL INF, Post 32
PARKER, JOHN M., 29TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, JOHN W., 13TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, MARTIN, 14TH IL Cav, Post 10
PARKER, MOSES W., 30TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, NATHAN S., 82ND OH INF, Post
PARKER, NATHANIEL, 42ND OH INF, Post 158
PARKER, NATHANIEL, 42ND OH INF, Post 158
PARKER, NATHANIEL G., Saddler; 6TH IA ACAV, Post 70
PARKER, OSCAR, See Lewis LeClaire, Post
PARKER, S.B., 29TH MO INF, Post 47
PARKER, SAMUEL, 34TH IA INF, Post 28
PARKER, SAMUEL, 34TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, SAMUEL, 13TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post
PARKER, SAMUEL, 34TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, SAMUEL B., 29TH MO INF, Post
PARKER, SAMUEL (Color), 13TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 110
PARKER, STERLING A., 1ST DAKOTA CAV; 45TH IL, Post 179
PARKER, STERLING L., 45TH IL INF, Post 23
PARKER, T.N., 46TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, THERON N., 46TH IA INF, Post
PARKER, THOMAS B., 33RD US INF, Post
PARKER, W.B., 4TH WI INF, Post 32
PARKER, W.J., 68TH IL INF, Post 59
PARKER, WILLIAM B., 4TH WI CAV, Post
PARKER, WILLIAM B., 11TH VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 154
PARKER, WILLIAM B., 4TH WI CAV, Post 32
PARKER, WILLIAM J., 86TH IL INF, Post 59
PARKER, WILLIAM J., 86TH IL INF, Post 59
PARKER, WILLIAM T., 10TH IA INF, Post 182
PARKES, WILLIAM, 3RD IA ART., Post 80
PARKHURST, BENJAMIN F., 37TH IL INF, Post 1:2
PARKHURST, CHARLES A., 9TH IL CAV, Post 70
PARKHURST, DAVID S., 5TH IL CAV, Post 110
PARKHURST, JOEL, 28TH IL INF, Post 33
PARKHURST, MILTON W., 26TH IL INF, Post 98
PARKHURST, S., 8TH IN INF, Post 141
PARKINS, JOHN, 47TH WI INF, Post 327
PARKINSON, JOSEPH, 103RD IL INF, Post 8:2
PARKINSON, THOMAS K., 103RD IL INF, Post 8
PARKISON, RYAN, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
PARKS, B.F., 147TH PA ILNF, Post 56
PARKS, BENJAMIN F., 147TH PA INF, Post
PARKS, BENJERMAIN, 22ND IA INF, Post
PARKS, DAVID, 36TH IA, Post
PARKS, DAVID, 36TH IA INF, Post
PARKS, EDMUND R., 7TH WI INF, Post
PARKS, GEORGE S., 26TH IL INF, Post 13
PARKS, GEORGE W., 28TH IA INF, Post 161
PARKS, HAMMOND, Post
PARKS, HENRY, HOSPITAL STEWARD; US ARMY, Post 111
PARKS, J. HENRY, 1ST NH CAV; HOSPITAL STE, Post 111
PARKS, JAMES H., 1ST CA CAV, Post
PARKS, JAMES L., 39TH IA INF, Post
PARKS, JAMES L., 37TH IA INF, Post 31
PARKS, JOHN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 52
PARKS, MADISON E., 12TH IN CAV, Post
PARKS, MORGAN S., 4TH IA INF, Post 196
PARKS, ROBERT B., 140TH IL INF, Post 107
PARKS, SAMUEL S. 24TH IA INF, Post
PARKS, SAMUEL S. 24TH IA INF, Post
PARKS, SAMUEL S., 24TH IA INF, Post 90
PARKS, SAMUEL S., 72ND US VET. RESERVE COR, Post 90
PARKYN, JOHN L., 20TH WI INF, Post 198
PARLEY, JOHN B., 155TH IL INF, Post
PARLI, ARNOLD, 2ND NE, Post
PARLI, FREDRICK, 2ND NE, Post
PARMLEE, JOHN B., 51ST WI INF, Post
PARMELEE, JOHN B., 51ST WI INF; 53RD WI INF, Post 24
PARMELEE, LEANDER B., 20TH WI INF, Post
PARMENTER, F.M., 9TH OH CAV, Post 1
PARMENTER, G.W., 46TH IN INF, Post
PARMENTER, GEORGE W., 65TH OH INF, Post
PARMENTER, GEORGE W., 65TH OH INF, Post 318
PARMILEE, EDWARD A., 23RD OH INF, Post 1:1
PARMLEE, J.B., 5TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 24
PARMLEE, M.P., 3RD VT INF, Post 56
PARNELEE, LEANDER B., 20TH WI INF, Post 162
PARNELL, JOHN C., 65TH IL INF, Post 39
PARR, Enoch, 34TH IA INF; LPVT; CO. E; 3, Post 131
PARR, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, Post 238
PARR, JOHN M., 34TH IA INF, Post
PARRAZO, ELI, 7TH CT INF, Post 110
PARRETT, JACOB, 153RD IN, Post
PARRISH, ALONZO, 1ST IA CAV, Post
PARRISH, AMBROSE M., 20TH WI INF, Post 52
PARRISH, GILBERT R., 27TH IA INF, Post 94
PARRISH, ISAAC, 37TH IL INF; CO. C; 97TH I, Post 47
PARRISH, ISAAC, 97TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 47
PARRISH, JOEL D., 19TH WI INF, Post 16
PARRISH, WATSON, 39TH IL INF, Post 58
PARRISH, WILLIAM M., 46TH WI INF, Post
PARRITT, DAVID, 5TH OH CAV, Post
PARROTT, THOMAS J., 2nd IA INF, Post 25
PARRY, JOHN M., 1TH NY LIGHT ART., Post 21
PARSSELLS, WILLIAM H., 2ND NY, Post
PARSHALT, JONAS, 49TH WI INF, Post 338
PARSON, GEORGE B., 4TH IA CAV, Post 133
PARSONS, BANJAMIN F., 193RD OH INF; 18TH OH INF, Post 206
PARSONS, BENJAMIN F., 18TH OH INF; 193RD OH INF, Post 206
PARSONS, EMMIT D., 29TH WI INF, Post 76
PARSONS, GEOARGE, 20TH WI INF, Post 82
PARSONS, GEORGE W., 92ND OH INF, Post 206
PARSONS, HENRY C., Post
PARSONS, HENRY H., 118TH IL INF, Post
PARSONS, JOHN G., 4TH IA CAV, Post 138
PARSONS, JOHN G., 4TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 138
PARSONS, O.H., 177TH OH INF, Post 306
PARSONS, RALPH D., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 4TH IL, Post 247
PARSONS, SEWELL J., 9TH IA CAV, Post 138
PARSONS, SIMEON, 36TH IL INF, Post 10
PARSONS, WILLIAM H., 21ST MI, Post
PARSONS, WILLIAM H., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 10TH MI, Post 110
PARSONS, Z.J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 166
PARSONS, ZACHARIA J., 2ND NE CAV, Post
PARTCH, GEORGE S., 12TH IL CAV, Post 111
PARTLOW, NATHAN H., 57TH IL INF, Post 13
PARTRIDGE, ZELALUS B., 13TH IL INF, Post 11
PARTRIDGE, ZELOTUS B., 17TH IL CAV, Post 11
PARVELKA, F., 8TH MN INF, Post 70
PASCO, JOSEPH, 2ND WI CAV, Post
PASKO, JOSEPH, 2ND WI CAV, Post 115
PASLEY, JOHN B., 155TH IL INF, Post
PAST, EDWARD S., 1ST MN INF, Post 17
PAST, EDWARD S., 1ST MI INF, Post
PATE, GEORGE W., 65TH IL INF, Post 43
PATE, ROBERT F., 142ND IN INF, Post 13
PATE, THOMAS J., 94TH IL INF, Post 207
PATERSON, HUGH A., 4TH KY INF, Post 120
PATERSON, W.A., 4TH MO CAV, Post 318
PATMORRE, ALFRED N., 6TH IA INF, Post 80
PATRICK, ALBERT S., 51TH IL INF, Post 11
PATRICK, EDWIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PATRICK, J.H.M., QUARTERMASTER; 5TH IA, Post
PATRICK, JOHN, 7TH IN INF, Post 189
PATRICK, JOHN, 9TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 189
PATRICK, JOHN, 7TH IN INF, Post 315
PATRICK, M.T., 1ST NE CAV, Post
PATRICK, MATTHEWSON T, 5TH IA CAV, Post
PATRICK, PHILIP F., 3RD WI INF;CO. D; 22ND W, Post 66
PATRICK, PHILLIP F., 22ND WI INF;3RD WI INF, Post 66
PATRICK, PHILLIP F., 22ND WI INF, Post
PATRICK, ROBERT E., 97TH IL INF, Post 110
PATRIDGE, ALFRED M., 1ST WI CAV, Post 63
PATRIDGE, Z.B., 13TH IL INF, Post 11
PATTAN, DAVID M, 36TH IL INF, Post
PATTEN, HARVEY, 28TH MI INF, Post 40
PATTEN, O.W., 1ST IA INF;7TH IA INF, Post 162
PATTEN, OLIVER W., 7TH IA INF, Post 162
PATTEN, SAMUEL, 12TH IL CAV, Post
PATTERSON, ALANANE E, 31ST WI INF, Post
PATTERSON, ALEXANDER W., 38TH WI INF, Post 8;5
PATTERSON, ARCHIBALD B., 24TH IA INF, Post 70
PATTERSON, ARMER W., 1ST PA CAV, Post 56
PATTERSON, G.W., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
PATTERSON, GEORGE W., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 207
PATTERSON, GRIFFIN L., 12TH IL INF, Post
PATTERSON, GRIFFIN L., 12TH IL INF, Post 25
PATTERSON, HENRY C., NY INF, Post
PATTERSON, HENRY G., 86TH OH INF, Post 5
PATTERSON, HENRY G., 182ND OH INF, Post 104
PATTERSON, IMEN W., 23RD WI INF, Post 86
PATTERSON, JAMES J., 148TH PA INF, Post 56
PATTERSON, JAMES J., 148TH PA INF, Post
PATTERSON, JOHN, 74TH IL INF, Post
PATTERSON, JOHN, 1ST US ENGINEERS, Post 169
PATTERSON, JOHN, 1ST US ENGINEERS, Post 169
PATTERSON, JOHN, 3RD MO CAV, Post 152
PATTERSON, JOHN, 31ST WI INF, Post 23
PATTERSON, JOHN, 74TH IL INF, Post
PATTERSON, JOSEPH F., 153RD IL INF, Post 96
PATTERSON, JOSEPH T., 63RD OH INF, Post 136
PATTERSON, MARTIN, 1ST MN INF, Post 42
PATTERSON, SAMUEL, 37TH IA INF, Post 29
PATTERSON, T.L., 1ST NE INF, Post 13
PATTERSON, THOMAS C., 19TH IL INF;1ST IL LIGHT, Post 69
PATTERSON, THOMAS C., 1ST IL LIGHT ART.;CO. E;, Post 69
PATTERSON, THOMAS C., 1ST IL ART.;CO. E;19TH I, Post 69
PATTERSON, THOMAS J., Post
PATTERSON, THOMAS S., 2ND NE CAV, Post 105
PATTERSON, W. HARRISON, 100TH IL INF, Post 4
PATTERSON, W.W., 61ST NY INF, Post 91
PATTERSON, W.W., 12TH US INF; COLONEL; 61ST, Post 1
PATTERSON, WILLIAM, 101ST IN INF, Post
PATTERSON, WILLIAM A., 7TH MO CAV, Post 275
PATTERSON, WILLIAM F., 2ND NY CAV, Post 109
PATTISON, JAMES L., 9TH IA CAV, Post 55
PATTISON, JOHN J, 7TH IA CAV, Post
PATTON, DAVID, 100TH PA INF, Post
PATTON, JOHN S., 2ND IA INF, Post 25
PATTON, JOHN W, 118TH IL INF, Post
PATTON, LAVINUS H., 8TH MI CAV, Post
PATTON, ROBERT, 45TH OH INF, Post 19
PATTON, SIMEON, 5TH MO CAV, Post 331
PATTON, THOMAS, 93RD IL INF, Post
PATTON, THOMAS M.C., 93RD IL INF, Post 123
PATTON, THOMAS M.C., , Post 123
PAUL, ALEX, 47TH IA INF, Post
PAUL, ALEXANDER, 47TH IA INF, Post 4
PAUL, HENRY, 21ST IA INF, Post 42
PAUL, JAMES I., 14TH US INF, Post
PAUL, JAMES N., 140TH OH INF, Post 8
PAUL, THOMAS, 2ND IA CAV, Post 79.
PAUL, W.L, 1ST US CAV, Post 1
PAULEY, ROBERT A., 1ST IL CAV, Post 19
PAULUS, VALENTINE, 45TH WI INF; 34TH WI INF, Post 60
PAULUS, VALENTINE, 34TH WI INF; 45TH WI INF, Post 60
PAUP, WILLIAM, 31ST IA INF, Post 42
PAXTON, JOHN C., 78TH IL INF, Post
PAXTON, JOSEPH K., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 260
PAXTON, THOMPSON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 53
PAXTON, WILLIAM A., 3RD IA INF, Post
PAYNE, ANSELL F., 9TH IN INF, Post 57
PAYNE, EDWARD S., 47TH IA INF, Post
PAYNE, HORACE J., 49TH WI INF, Post 71
PAYNE, JESSE O., 36TH IA INF, Post 306
PAYNE, JOHN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 119
PAYNE, LUCIUS A., 34TH IL INF, Post 13
PAYNE, SAMUEL G., 104TH IL INF, Post
PAYNE, STEPHEN, 16TH IL CAV, Post 76
PAYNE, STEPHEN, 70TH IL INF, Post 127
PAYNE, STEPHEN, 5TH US INF; CO.E; 23RD VET, Post 67
PAYSON, GEROME, 3RD NY, Post
PAYSON, JEROME A., 3RD NY INF, Post 184
PAYTON, DANIEL, 6TH MO CAV, Post 163
PAYTON, HENRY C., 5TH IA INF, Post
PAYTON, J.D., 53RD US INF, Post 2
PAYTON, JOHN D., 2ND IL CAV, Post 2
PAYTON, JOHN D., 2ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 2
PAYTON, PRESLEY M., 3RD IN CAV, Post 233
PEABODY, J.H., US ARMY, Post
PEABODY, JAMES H., US, Post
PEABODY, JAMES H., AST SURGEON;US ARMY, Post 7
PEABODY, V.P., 17TH IL INF, Post
PEABODY, VALENTINE P., 77TH IL INF, Post
PEABODY, VALENTINE P., 17TH IL INF, Post 53
PEABODY, VALENTINE P., 77TH IL INF, Post
PEACE, STEPHEN S., 100TH NY INF, Post
PEACH, WILLIAM, 182ND OH INF, Post 7
PEACOCK, JOHN, 137TH ILL, Post
PEACOCK, JOHN, 148TH IL INF, Post
PEACOCK, JOHN, 137TH IL INF, Post 172
PEACOCK, THOMAS, 77TH NY INF, Post 229
PEACOCK, WILLIAM, 144TH OH INF, Post 323
PEAKE, GEORGE, 132ND IL INF, Post
PEAKE, WILLIS J., 187TH PA INF, Post
PEAKE, WILLLIS J., 187TH PA INF, Post
PEAKER, JOHN N. T., 7TH OH CAV, Post 112
PEAKS, GEORGE F., 6TH MI INF, Post 182
PEALE, RUEBEN, 16TH VET. RESERVE CORP;9, Post 69
PEARCE, DAVID, 50TH NY, Post
PEARL, SAMUEL E., 14TH WI INF, Post
PEARL, SAMUEL E., 13TH WI INF, Post 25
PEARL, WILLIAM, 79TH IL INF, Post
PEARL, WILLIAM H., 57TH IL INF;DIED 17FEB19, Post
PEARMAN, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PEARMAN, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 110
PEARMAN, WILLIAM A., 152ND IN INF, Post 43
PEARRIN, ROBERT, 59TH IL INF, Post 5
PEARSALL, SMITH J., 9TH MI INF, Post
PEARSON, ALBERT, 2ND WI CAV;CAPT;CO. K;1S, Post 95
PEARSON, DAVID W., 71ST OH INF, Post
PEARSON, GEORGE, 3RD IL CAV, Post 269
PEARSON, GEORGE W., 26TH IA INF, Post 20
PEARSON, JAMES, 8TH NY ART., Post 116
PEARSON, JOHN, 100TH NY INF, Post
PEARSON, LEVI, 149TH OH INF, Post 238
PEARSON, LUKE L., 1ST IA CAV, Post 20
PEARSON, SETH W., 88TH IL INF, Post 269
PEARSON, WESLEY, 152ND OH INF, Post
PEARSON, WESLEY, 152ND OH INF, Post
PEARSONS, IRA A., 33RD IA INF, Post 77
PEASE, A. H., 1ST MI INF, Post 52
PEASE, ALONZO T., 83RD IA INF, Post
PEASE, B.F., 8TH MI INF, Post 4;2
PEASE, GEORGE L., 28TH CT INF, Post 35
PEASE, GRANVILLE A., 83RD IL INF, Post 8
PEASE, JAMES, 56TH OH INF, Post
PEASE, JAMES A., 7TH CT INF, Post
PEASE, STILLMAN A., 83RD IL INF; CO. G; 61ST, Post 8
PEASE, STILLMAN A., 61ST IL INF; CO. K; 83RD I, Post 8
PEASE, WILLIAM H., 6TH WI INF, Post 125
PEASE, WILLIAM P., 99TH IL INF, Post 20
PEASLEE, JAMES J., 8TH IL CAV, Post 179
PEASLEY, MOUNT, 30TH IA INF, Post 242
PEASON, JAMES, 184TH NY INF, Post
PEAVY, BENJAMIN, 34TH IN INF, Post 17
PECK, ADELBERT V.B, 46TH IL INF, Post 44
PECK, AMOS, 2ND KS CAV, Post
PECK, AMOS, 2ND KS CAV, Post 38
PECK, C.C., 6TH OH INF, Post 46
PECK, E.C., 4TH MN INF, Post 299
PECK, EMORY, 1ST NE INF, Post 1
PECK, GEORGE W., 2ND WI INF, Post 15
PECK, GEORGE W., 2ND NY CAV, Post
PECK, HENRY, 2ND MN INF, Post 278
PECK, HIRAM, 34TH OH INF, Post 25
PECK, JOSEPH H., 8TH VT INF, Post 153
PECK, ROYAL B., 3RD OH CAV, Post 8;2
PECK, SHELDON, 6TH IA CAV, Post 52
PECK, WILLIAM, Post
PECK, WILLIAM F., 120TH IL INF, Post 71
PECK, ZOLMAN E., 9TH IL CAV, Post 289
PECKENICGS, JESSE, 50TH IL INF, Post 65
PECKHAM, GEORGE F., PVT; 11TH WI ART. (ERROR), Post 25
PECKHAM, GEORGE F., 11TH WI INF, Post 1;2
PECKHAM, P.P., 1ST MI INF, Post
PEDAGO, JAMES A., 79TH IN INF, Post 207
PEDEN, HIRAM, 34TH IL INF, Post
PEDLEY, WILLIAM H., 83RD NY INF; 97TH NY INF, Post
PEDLEY, WILLIAM H., 97TH NY INF, Post 334
PEEBLES, J.M., 45TH IA INF, Post 119
PEEBLES, J.S., 150TH IN INF, Post 13
PEEBLES, JOHN M., 34TH IA INF, Post
PEER, DANIEL, 33RD WI INF, Post 82
PEERY, WILLIAM S., 1ST MO STATE MILITIA, Post
PEETZKE, WILLIAM, 37TH WI INF, Post 44
PEFFENBERGER, JAMES L., 39TH IL INF, Post 62
PEGG, W.J., 9TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 115
PEGG, W.J., 9TH IA CAV, Post 115
PEIRCE, CHARLES E., , Post 123
PEIRCE, FRANKLIN L., 28TH IL INF, Post 289
PEIRCE, GEORGE N., 3RD MN INF, Post
PEIRCE, HENRY A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 4
PEIRCE, LLOYD, 2ND WI CAV, Post
PEIRCE, PLUMMER F., 102ND IL INF, Post 136
PEIRONET, THOMAS A., , Post 123
PEIRREMOT, THOMAS A., 46TH IL INF, Post
PELEN, CHARLES, 13TH IL INF, Post 87
PELTON, CHARLES, 5TH OH INF(7TH OH INF), Post 61
PELTON, CHARLES H., 7TH OH INF(5TH OH INF), Post 61
PELTON, DANIEL R., 27TH IA INF, Post 90
PELTON, HARLAND P, 49TH OH INF, Post
PELTON, OLIVER, 4TH IA CAV, Post
PELVER, C.M., 8TH CA INF, Post
PEMBERTON, AMBROSE C, 1ST MI, Post
PEMBERTON, C.C., 10TH MI INF, Post
PEMBERTON, CHARLES C., 29TH MI INF, Post 23
PEMBERTON, CHARLES C., 10TH MI CAV, Post 25
PEMBERTON, WILLIAM D., 10TH WV INF;1ST WV INF, Post 11
PEMBLETON, WALTER S., 50TH PA INF, Post
PEMBROOK, CHARLES A., 104TH IL INF;34TH IL INF, Post
PEMBROOK, CHARLES A., 107TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 60
PEMBROOK, CHARLES A., 34TH IL INF;104TH IL INF, Post 60
PEMBROOK, JOHN W., COGSWELL’S IL ART., Post 58
PENCE, JAMES M., 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
PENDARVIS, JOHN F., 91ST IL INF, Post 130
PENDELL, GEORGE M., 75TH NY INF, Post
PENDERGART, JAMES, US NAVY;GUNBOAT 'NAIAD', Post 193
PENDLETON, BURGESS, 22ND IN INF, Post 196
PENDLETON, CHARLES, 15TH MI INF, Post
PENDLETON, CHARLES, 15TH MI INF, Post 159
PENDLETON, CHARLES C., 15TH MI INF, Post 172
PENDLETON, JOSEPH, 10TH WI INF, Post 20
PENFIELD, H.W., 108TH IL INF, Post
PENFIELD, H.W., 108TH IL INF, Post 50
PENMAN, JAMES, 153RD IL, Post
PENN, CHARLES, 24TH IA INF, Post 32
PENN, COLUMBUS, 2ND VA CAV, Post 68
PENN, GEORGE W., 23RD OH INF, Post
PENNEL, H.C., 1ST MD INF;SERG;CO. K;13, Post 260
PENNEL, JOSEPH, 16TH IN INF, Post
PENNEY, JOHN W., 2ND KS CAV, Post 7
PENNEY, THOMAS R., 68TH IL INF, Post 262
PENNIGTON, THOMAS F., 11TH IL CAV, Post 32
PENNINGER, JOHN, 11TH IL INF, Post 6
PENNINGTON, WILLIAM H., 93RD IN INF, Post 108
PENNINGTON, FRANCIS M., 11TH IL CAV, Post 297
PENNINGTON, LEWIS, 83RD IN INF, Post 8
PENNINGTON, LOUIS, 83RD IN INF, Post
PENNINGTON, WILLIAM R., 11TH IL CAV, Post 297
PENNINGTON, WILLIAM R., 11TH IL CAV, Post
PENNY, JOHN, 1ST MO ENGINEEARS; PVT; CO, Post 31
PENNY, JOHN T., 1ST MO, Post
PENSE, A., 24TH IA INF, Post 212
PENSE, GEORGE W., 75TH IL INF, Post 180
PENSE, HIRAM J., 138TH IL INF, Post 60
PENSE, ROBERT J., 148TH IL INF, Post 180
PENSON, ROBERT, 103RD OH INF, Post 113
PENTICE, MATTHEW, 5TH PA HEAVY ART., Post
PENTICO, MATHIAS, 5TH PA CAV, Post
PENTICOFF, SAMUEL, 92ND IL INF, Post 179
PEPOON, JOSEPH B., 1ST OR CAV, Post
PEPOON, JOSEPH B., 1ST OR CAV, Post 165
PEPOON, THEODORE, 21ST IL INF, Post
PEPOON, THEODORE W., 96TH IL INF; CO. K; 21ST I, Post 84
PEPOON, THEODORE W., 21ST IL INF; CO. K; 96TH I, Post 84
PEPPER, ALEXANDER C., 59TH IL INF, Post 338
PEPPER, CLARK, 3RD WI INF (ERROR), Post 31
PEPPER, CLARK, 3RD WI CAV, Post 31
PEPPER, CLARK, 3RD WI CAV, Post
PEPPER, EZRA, 33RD WI INF, Post
PEPPER, EZRA, 5TH WI INF; CORP; CO. F; 33, Post 321
PEPPER, HUBBELL, 38TH IA INF, Post 10
PEPPER, W.B., 2ND MO CAV, Post 262
PEPPLE, JONATHAN, 25TH IA INF, Post
PEPPLEBAUM, H., 1ST MO INF, Post
PERCIFAL, JUDD, 8TH IL, Post
PERCIVAL, JUDSAN, 8TH IL CAV, Post
PERCIVAL, JUDSON, 8TH IL CAV, Post 95
PERDUE, JOSEPH W., 18TH IA INF, Post 173
PERDUE, THOMAS, 32ND IA INF, Post 137
PERDY, MARION A., 2ND MN CAV, Post 278
PERINE, CHARLES W., 122ND NY, Post
PERINE, HENRY, 3RD WI INF, Post 50
PERKEY, CHARLES, 7TH OH INF (104TH OH INF), Post 90
PERKEY, CHARLES, 104TH OH INF (7TH OH INF), Post 90
PERKEY, WILLIAM, 7TH OH INF, Post
PERKEY, WILLIAM, 7TH OH INF, Post 84
PERKINS, ALFRED, 186TH NY INF, Post
PERKINS, ALFRED, 186TH NY INF, Post
PERKINS, C.A., US NAVY; GUNBOAT ANTONIA, Post 262
PERKINS, CLARK G., 28TH WI INF, Post 220
PERKINS, G.M., 14TH WI INF, Post 37
PERKINS, GOVENEUR M., 14TH WI INF, Post
PERKINS, H.G., 4TH MN INF, Post 262
PERKINS, HUGH C., 7TH WI INF, Post 223
PERKINS, J.R., 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLES, Post
PERKINS, JAMES P., 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLES, Post
PERKINS, JAMES R., 1ST NY MILITIA RESERVE; 8, Post 25
PERKINS, JOHN P., 16TH WI INF, Post 50
PERKINS, JOHN S., 6TH WV INF, Post 303
PERKINS, JOSHUA, 44TH KY INF; PVT; CO. E; 53, Post 96
PERKINS, LEVI F., 44TH MO INF, Post
PERKINS, LORENZO T., 7TH IA CAV, Post 52
PERKINS, NEIL J., 2ND IA CAV, Post 91
PERKINS, RICHARD C., 23RD KY INF, Post 8; 9
PERKINS, SOLOMAN, 48TH IA INF, Post 10
PERKINS, W.J., 1ST RI CAV, Post
PERKINS, WILLIAM, 1ST MO ART., Post
PERKINS, WILLIAM J., 1ST NH CAV, Post 1
PERKINS, WILLIAM M., 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 262
PERKY, CHARLES, 104TH OH INF, Post
PERKY, CHARLES, 104TH OH INF, Post
PERRIN, ROBERT, 59TH IL INF, Post 5
PERRINE, ERASTUS, 53RD IL INF, Post 50
PERRINE, WILLIAM H.H., 18TH IL INF, Post 31
PERRONET, THOMAS A., 46TH IL INF, Post 61
PERRY, ALBERT, 17TH IL INF, Post 91
PERRY, AVERY A., 20TH IA INF, Post 7
PERRY, AVERY A., 20TH IA INF, Post
PERRY, BENJAMIN F., 31ST IA INF, Post 136
PERRY, COMODORE, US NAVY, Post 262
PERRY, EDWARD, 6TH CT INF, Post
PERRY, HENRY, 31ST WI INF, Post 231
PERRY, HENRY H., 128TH OH INF, Post 16
PERRY, HORACE, 127SDTH IL INF, Post
PERRY, JAMES K., 11TH IL INF, Post 157
PERRY, JOSEPH B., 29TH IL INF, Post 63
PERRY, JOSEPH C., 138TH IL INF, Post 44
PERRY, LOUIS, 89TH IL INF, Post
PERRY, NOAH, US NAVY; SHIPS 'SWITZERLA', Post 80
PERRY, RONEY D., 156TH IL INF, Post 190
PERRY, THOMAS J., 119TH IL INF, Post 220
PERRY, WILLBUR D., 10TH NY INF, Post
PERRY, WILLIAM H., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 157TH N, Post
PERRY, WILLIAM H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 144
PERSINGER, NEWTON R., 20TH OH INF, Post 23
PERSON, EDWIN, 47TH PA INF, Post 326
PERSON, STEPHEN, 215TH PA INF, Post
PERSONS, EDWIN W., 16TH WI INF, Post 354
PERTLION, C., 15TH NY LIGHT ART., Post
PESSAN, HARRISON, 55TH IL INF, Post
PETER, C.T., 86TH IN INF, Post
PETER, JACOB, 65TH OH INF, Post
PETERMAN, ELIAS, 13TH OH INF, Post 76
PETERS, ASHLEY, 11TH MO CAV, Post 69
PETERS, E.P., QUARTERMASTER; US NAVY; US, Post 277
PETERS, F., 204TH HEAVY ART., Post 343
PETERS, FREDERICK, 5H PA ART., Post 332
PETERS, J. FREDERICK, 18TH KS INF, Post
PETERS, JAMES E., 2ND NE CAV, Post
PETERS, JOHN, 10TH IL INF, Post 42
PETERS, MELANCHTHON W., 1ST WI INF, Post 13
PETERS, SAMUEL S., 2ND OH INF, Post 110
PETERS, SAMUEL S., 5TH OH CAV, Post
PETERS, WILLIAM, 9TH IL CAV, Post 50
PETERSON, FRED M., 1ST IA INF, Post
PETERSON, G.W., , Post 123
PETERSON, GEORGE W., 51ST IL INF, Post 54
PETERSON, GEORGE W., 51ST IL, Post
PETERSON, HANS J., 27TH WI INF, Post
PETERSON, HANS J., 22ND WI INF, Post 2;4
PETERSON, JASPER, 79TH IL INF, Post 166
PETERSON, JOHN, 9TH VT INF, Post 26
PETERSON, JOHN, 31ST MA INF; PVT; CO. G; 9T, Post 29
PETERSON, JOHN, KEATE; NO. 55, Post 313
PETERSON, JOHN, 1ST PA CAV, Post
PETERSON, JOHN, 9TH VA LINF, Post
PETERSON, JONAS, 43RD IL INF, Post 111
PETERSON, L.P., 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
PETERSON, MYRON J., 75TH IL INF, Post 11
PETERSON, ODELL, 26TH IN INF, Post 354
PETERSON, THOMAS E., 1ST INCAV, Post
PETERSON, WASHINGTON H., 29TH IA INF, Post 54
PETHICK, THOMAS M., 42ND IL INF, Post 29
PETITT, JAMES L., 3RD IA INF, Post 195
PETITT, FRANK R., 15TH IL INF, Post 77
PETITT, FRANK R., 15TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 77
PETITT, FRANK R., 14TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 77
PETITT, JOSEPH, 15TH IL INF, Post 175
PETRO, GEORGE M., 151ST IN INF, Post 354
PETTEBONE, EDWARD D., 74TH IL INF, Post 4
PETTENGILL, C.H., 7TH IL INF, Post 84
PETTIJOHN, ROBERT S., 6TH OH CAV, Post 67
PETTIS, SEDWICK W., 27TH WI INF, Post 32
PETTIS, WILLIAM H., 86TH IL INF, Post 264
PETTIT, DAVID F., 35TH WI INF, Post 333
PETTIT, EDMUND F., 14TH WI INF, Post
PETTIT, FRANK R., 14TH & 15TH IL CAV, Post 77
PETTIT, JOHN B., 112TH IL INF, Post 52
PETTIT, SAMUEL, 9TH WV INF, Post 138
PETTIT, WILLIAM H, NY HEAVY ART., Post
PETTITT, JOSEPH, 15TH IL INF, Post
PETTITT, WILLIAM, 5TH WV INF, Post 138
PETTY, GEORGE F., 73RD OH INF, Post 25
PETTY, JAMES A., 49TH OH INF, Post 137
PETTY, JOSHUA, 53RD IN INF, Post 37
PETTY, JOSHUA, 6TH US VETERAN RESERVE C, Post 37
PETTY, JOSHUA, 53RD IN INF, Post
PETTY, WILLIAM M., 32ND IA INF, Post 84
PETTYGROVE, N.A., 25TH WI INF; PVT; CO. I; 1, Post 108
PETTYGROVE, NEAL A., 25TH WI ART.; CO. I; 12TH, Post 108
PETTYGROVE, NEAL A., 12TH WI INF; PVT; CO. B; 25, Post 108
PEW, ALFRED, 3RD MI INF, Post 8; 1
PEW, WILLIAM, 122ND OH INF, Post
PFINGERSTINE, ADOLPH, 75TH PA, Post
PFISTER, JULIUS, 6TH CA INF, Post 25
PFUG, JACOB, 9TH NY ART., Post
PFUG, JACOB, 27TH NY INF; 2ND NY HEAVY, Post 76
PFUG, JACOB, 2ND NE, Post
PFURRIMMER, CHARLES W., 66TH IN INF, Post 179
PFUNDNER, FRED, 150TH IN INF, Post 86
PHEALAN, J.A., 71ST IL INF, Post
PHEASANT, JOSEPH C, 149TH PA INF, Post
PHEBUS, CARLISLE, 48TH IN INF, Post 17
PHEBUS, JOSEPH S., 1ST NE CAV; POST 163, Post 75
PHELAN, JAMES A., 71ST IL INF, Post 270
PHELPS, AUSTIN, 30TH IL INF, Post 23
PHELPS, BENJAMIN, 129TH OH INF, Post 7
PHELPS, C.L., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 212
PHELPS, CALVIN A., 139TH IL INF, Post 258
PHELPS, CHARLES K., 80TH NY INF, Post 242
PHELPS, CHARLES W., 130TH IL INF, Post
PHELPS, CHARLES W., 113TH IL INF, Post 90
PHELPS, D.R., 130TH NY INF; SERG; CO. C, Post 4
PHELPS, DOUGLAS R., 1ST NY DRAGOONS, Post
PHELPS, DOUGLAS R., 1ST NY DRAGOONS, Post
PHELPS, EPAPHRUS K., 36TH IA INF, Post 112
PHELPS, FABIUS E., 104TH IL INF, Post 284
PHELPS, FRANK P., 17TH IA INF, Post 11
PHELPS, FRANK P., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
PHELPS, GEORGE, 17TH PA CAV, Post 187
PHELPS, GEORGE B., 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
PHELPS, JAMES H., 30TH IA INF, Post 16
PHELPS, JEREMIAH J., 11TH WI INF, Post 195
PHELPS, JOHN S., 85TH IL INF, Post 47
PHELPS, JOSEPH, 9TH IL CAV, Post 23
PHELPS, MARCUS E., 8TH IA INF; 95TH PA INF, Post 140
PHELPS, THOMAS J., 30TH IA INF, Post 73
PHELPS, WRIGHT, 5TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 1; 9
PHENICE, SAMUEL C., 57TH PA INF, Post 163
PHETER, SAMUEL ESTHE, 24TH OH INF, Post 155
PHETTEPLACE, DELOSS, 20TH WI INF, Post 39
PHILBRICK, ORLANDO, 121ST OH INF, Post 40
PHILFOT, ROBERT H., 176TH OH LINF, Post
PHILIPPAR, PETER, 9TH US INF, Post 91
PHILIPS, GEORGE N., 96TH IL INF, Post 17
PHILIPS, JOHN, 1ST NE CAV, Post
PHILIPS, MYRON S., 94TH IL INF, Post 17
PHILIPS, W.G., 1ST MI INF, Post 235
PHILIPS, WILLIAM, 8TH IN, Post
PHILIPS, WILLIAM H., 16TH IL INF, Post
PHILIPS, Z., CARPENTER; US NAVY; MISSOU, Post 4
PHILIPS, Z., CARPENTER; US NAVY; MS RIV, Post 4
PHILLEO, EDGAR W., 156TH IL INF, Post 152
PHILLEO, WILLIAM W., 37TH IL INF, Post 151
PHILLEO, WILLIAM W., 12TH IL INF; 92ND US COLO, Post 151
PHILLES, WILLIAM W., 92ND US COLORED; CO. A; 37, Post 151
PHILLIP, SLOB, 9TH OH CAV, Post
PHILLIPP, GEORGE H., 46TH IL, Post
PHILLIPS, ALBERT J., 7TH IL CAV, Post 241
PHILLIPS, ALEX, 9TH IA INF, Post 138
PHILLIPS, ALEX, 21ST IA INF, Post 138
PHILLIPS, ALEXANDER J., 31ST IA INF, Post 116
PHILLIPS, ANDREW, 25TH PA INF, Post 207
PHILLIPS, BENJAMIN, 104TH IL INF, Post 119
PHILLIPS, CALEB, 7TH WV CAV, Post
PHILLIPS, CHARLES, 16TH WI INF, Post 170
PHILLIPS, CHARLES, 32ND WI INF; PVT; CO. G; 16, Post 170
PHILLIPS, CHARLES E., 12TH IA INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, CHARLES E.</td>
<td>12TH IA INF</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, DAVID</td>
<td>NY MILITIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, DAVID</td>
<td>15TH IA INF</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, DAVID</td>
<td>11TH IN CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, EDMUND P.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, EDMUND P.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, ELISHA PERRY</td>
<td>26TH IA INF</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, FRANCIS</td>
<td>15TH IA INF</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, FRANK</td>
<td>19TH WI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, G.H.</td>
<td>46TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, GEORGE M.</td>
<td>96TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, HENRY C.</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, HENRY G.</td>
<td>129TH OH INF</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, HIRAM</td>
<td>72ND OH INF</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, J.W.</td>
<td>9TH IA INF</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JAMES A.</td>
<td>66TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JAMES A.</td>
<td>66TH IL INF</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JAMES C.</td>
<td>94TH NY INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JAMES N.</td>
<td>28TH NY INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN</td>
<td>1ST US CAV; 3RD US CAV</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN</td>
<td>110TH NY INF</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN</td>
<td>25TH OH INF</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN</td>
<td>26TH IL INF</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN</td>
<td>27TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOHN H.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, JOSEPH S.</td>
<td>2ND WI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, LEVI R.</td>
<td>159TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, LEWIS</td>
<td>5TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, LEWIS</td>
<td>2ND TX CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, LORENZO D.</td>
<td>77TH IL INF</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, MORREL</td>
<td>156TH IL INF</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, MYRON S.</td>
<td>94TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, O.H.</td>
<td>71ST IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, PERRY</td>
<td>26TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, PETER</td>
<td>34TH &amp; 38TH IA INF</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, R.O.</td>
<td>12TH PA LIGHT INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, RAY</td>
<td>NY CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, ROLLA O.</td>
<td>85TH PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, SILAS E.</td>
<td>50TH WI INF</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, SMITH</td>
<td>46TH IL INF</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, STEPHEN B.</td>
<td>9TH IA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, STEPHEN R.</td>
<td>151ST IL INF</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, THEODORE</td>
<td>155TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, WILLIAM</td>
<td>7TH IA INF</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>TN (CONFEDERATE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, WILLIAM H.R.</td>
<td>151ST IL INF</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM Y., 1ST MI LIGHT ART, Post 263
PHILOPS, WILLIAM, US NAVY; GUNBOAT BRILANT, Post
PHILPOT, CHARLES H., 80TH OH INF, Post 47
PHILPOT, JAMES E., 80TH OH INF, Post 25
PHILPOT, JAMES H., 21ST KY INF, Post
PHILPOT, ROBERT, 176TH OH INF, Post 66
PHILPOTT, CHARLES H., 80TH OH INF, Post
PHILPOTT, J.E., 18TH OH INF, Post
PHILPOTT, JAMES E., 80TH OH INF, Post
PHILPOTT, WILLIAM I., 80TH OH INF, Post
PHILPOTT, WILLIAM J., 23RD IL INF, Post
PHILPS, EURIE, 136TH NY INF, Post
PHILSON, JOHN W., 104TH IL INF, Post
PHILSON, JOHN W., 104TH IL INF, Post 326
PHINNEY, CALVIN C., 15TH IA INF, Post 139
PHINNEY, JOHN B., 46TH OH INF, Post 17
PHINNEY, LEANDER D., 46TH IA INF, Post 25
PHIPPS, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV, Post
PHOEBUS, JOSEPH S., 2ND NE CAV; 61ST NE CAV, Post 75
PIATT, JACOB, 89TH IL INF, Post 278
PIATT, JOHN H., 107TH IL INF, Post 44
PICKARD, DAVID, 95TH IL INF, Post 19
PICKARD, JAMES, 8TH KS INF, Post 7
PICKENS, HARVEY M., 6TH NY CAV, Post 180
PICKENS, WILLIAM N., 5TH NE CAV, Post
PICKERAL, DAVID, 116TH IN INF, Post
PICKEREL, CHRISTIAN, 14TH IL CAV, Post
PICKEREL, WILLIAM, 11TH IN INF, Post 169
PICKERELL, BENJAMIN F., 72ND IN INF, Post 314
PICKERING, JAMES B., 98TH OH INF, Post 47
PICKERING, JOSEPH, 5TH US ART., Post 50
PICKERING, MILO, 12TH WI INF; POST 335, Post 224
PICKERING, RESSE, 15TH OH INF, Post 37
PICKERING, W.F., 182ND OH INF, Post 1
PICKERING, WILLIAM, 100TH NY INF, Post
PICKERTS, FRANCIS, 12TH MO CAV, Post
PICKET, JAMES H., 23RD IN INF, Post 220
PICKET, THOMAS J., 132ND IL INF, Post 255
PICKETT, GEORGE B., 37TH IL INF; 132ND IL INF, Post 289
PICKETT, HORACE G., DRUM MAJOR; 37TH IL INF, Post 122
PICKETT, JACOB, 1ST IA CAV, Post 177
PICKETT, JOHN E., 11TH WI INF, Post 163
PICKETT, RICH I., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
PICKETT, RICHARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
PICKETT, RICHARD, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PICKETT, THOMAS J., 69TH IL INF; 132ND IL INF, Post 25
PICKETT, WILLIAM O., 23RD IN INF, Post 220
PICKITT, JOHN H., 4TH IA INF, Post
PICKLE, LORENZO, 96TH NY INF, Post 324
PICKREL, HARVEY, 14TH IL CAV, Post 32
PICKRELL, DAVID F., 57TH IN INF, Post 228
PICKRELL, WILLIAM, 11TH IN INF, Post
PIEFFERMAN, S., 129TH IL INF, Post 35
PIERCE, A. BENNITT, 89TH IL INF, Post
PIERCE, ADELBERT D., 11TH WI INF, Post 88
PIERCE, ADELBERT D., 11TH WI INF, Post
PIERCE, ALBERT S., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 27TH MO, Post 13
PIERCE, BENJAMIN R., 2ND IA CAV, Post 11
PIERCE, BERMES, 13TH CT INF, Post
PIERCE, CHARLES C., 100TH IN INF, Post 11
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 21ST WI INF; 1ST WI INF, Post 61
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 1ST WI INF; CO. I; 21ST WI, Post 38
PIERCE, CHARLES E., 21ST WI INF, Post 61
PIERCE, CHARLES W., 85TH IL CAV, Post
PIERCE, CHARLES W., 85TH IL INF, Post
PIERCE, CHARLES W., 85TH IL INF, Post 38
PIERCE, D.B., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 95
PIERCE, DWIGHT, 47TH WI INF, Post 40
PIERCE, EDWARD G., 11TH WI INF, Post 114
PIERCE, G. E., 20TH MI INF; BORN NY, Post 217
PIERCE, G.D., 1ST US COLORED TROOPS; CO, Post 13
PIERCE, HENRY H., 8TH KS INF, Post 48
PIERCE, HENRY H., 8TH KS INF, Post
PIERCE, JAMES, 1ST MN CAV, Post
PIERCE, JAMES P., 51ST IL INF, Post 299
PIERCE, JAMIE, 1ST MN CAV, Post 274
PIERCE, JOHN H., 11TH IL CAV; 9TH US INF, Post 7
PIERCE, JOHN H., 9TH US INF; 11TH IL CAV, Post 7
PIERCE, MARTIN H., 203RD PA INF, Post
PIERCE, MARTIN H., 203RD PA INF, Post 217
PIERCE, NATHAN D., 2ND WI INF, Post 254
PIERCE, NATHAN D., 2ND WI INF, Post
PIERCE, O.A., 3RD VT INF, Post 31
PIERCE, ORION A., 3RD VT INF, Post 31
PIERCE, ORION H., 3RD VT INF, Post
PIERCE, R.M., 11TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 169
PIERCE, RUFUS M., 11TH IL CAV, Post
PIERCE, SAMUEL N., 20TH WI INF, Post 264
PIERCE, SAMUEL W., 6TH WV CAV, Post 43
PIERCE, SIDNEY D., 164TH NY INF, Post 93
PIERCE, WILLIAM, 2ND NY CAV, Post 262
PIERCE, WILLIAM BURT, 16TH MI INF, Post 7
PIERCY, DAVID A., 1ST MN CAV, Post
PIERSOL, JOSEPH M., 102ND IL INF, Post 22
PIERSOL, THOMAS B., 13TH IA INF, Post 32
PIERSOL, THOMAS B., 13TH IA INF, Post
PIERSOL, THOMAS F., 103RD MO CAV, Post
PIERSON, GEORGE W., 7TH IA INF, Post
PIERSON, GEORGE W., 7TH IA INF, Post 54
PIERSON, ISAAC F., 89TH IL INF, Post 18
PIERSON, JAMES W., 40TH IN INF, Post 285
PIERSON, JOHN L., 25TH IA INF, Post 110
PIERSON, JOHN L., 25TH IA INF, Post
PIFER, HENRY, 107TH IL INF, Post 166
PIFER, WILLIAM HENR, 107TH IL INF, Post
PIFER, WILLIAM HENR, 1ST IL ART.; CO. G; 107TH, Post 166
PIFER, WILLIAM HENR, 107TH IL INF, Post 166
PIGER, ALFRED, 2ND CO CAV, Post
PIGG, WILLIAM P., 86TH IL INF, Post
PIGGOTT, WILLIAM H., 56TH OH INF, Post 45
PIKE, DAVIS, 115TH IL INF, Post 17
PIKE, GILMAN L., 39TH IA INF, Post 18
PIKE, GILMAN L., 39TH IA INF, Post 18
PIKE, JACOB S., 63RD IN INF, Post 110
PIKE, LEVI, 139TH INF, Post
PIKE, LEVI L., 139TH IN INF, Post
PIKE, OZIA H., 2ND NY CAV, Post
PIKE, WARREN, 2ND IL ART., Post
PIKE, WILLIAM, 25TH IA INF, Post 299
PILCHER, JOHN C., 23RD IL INF, Post 74
PILE, HENDERSON, 1ST NE INF, Post 331
PILES, WILSON, 33RD OH INF, Post 52
PILGRIM, ALFRED P., 7TH IA CAV, Post 170
PILGRIM, FREDERICK, 8TH NY CAV, Post 311
PILGRIM, MARTIN, 14TH NY, Post
PILGRIM, WILLIAM W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 170
PILLSBERRY, NEHEMIAH, 152ND IN INF, Post 23
PILSBURRY, N. M., U.S. NAVY; USS MONTGOMER, Post 4
PINE, GEORGE W., 99TH IN INF, Post 32
PINE, R.D., 53RD IL INF, Post
PINE, RUSSEL D., 53RD IL INF, Post 31
PINE, RUSSEL D., 53RD IL INF; 23RD IL INF, Post 31
PINE, RUSSELL D., 23RD IL INF; 53RD IL INF, Post 31
PINE, WILLIAM A., 33RD WI INF, Post 25
PINK, JAMES H., 3RD WI CAV; POST 335, Post 224
PINKERTON, J.F., 91ST IL INF, Post 16
PINKHAM, CALEB, 12TH WI INF, Post 91
PINKHAM, JOSEPH, 12TH WI INF, Post 91
PINKNEY, CHAUNCEY M., 47TH IL INF, Post 127
PINNELL, WILLIAM H., 150TH IL INF, Post 44
PINNEY, JOHN H., 31ST WI INF, Post 121
PINNEY, WILLIAM T., 120TH IL INF, Post 25
PINSETT, JOHN G., 28TH IL INF, Post 133
PIPER, B.N., 99TH OH INF; PVT; CO. C; 50, Post 338
PIPER, E.T., AST. SURGEON; 34TH IL INF, Post
PIPER, EDWARD P., AST. SURGEON; 34TH IL, Post
PIPER, EDWARD T., 34TH IL INF, Post 62
PIPER, LEWIS S., 198TH PA INF, Post 58
PIPER, RALPH R., 177TH OH INF, Post 73
PIPS, GEORGE B., 19TH KS CAV, Post
PITCHER, JASPER, 7TH IA INF, Post
PITMAN, A., 34TH NJ INF, Post 22
PITMAN, JOHN, 34TH IL INF, Post
PITS, PETER, 9TH WI INF, Post
PITTENGER, REUBEN S., 8TH IL CAV, Post 169
PITTENGER, REUBON, 8TH IL CAV, Post
PITTMAN, ALBERT, 13TH KS INF, Post
PITTMAN, J.K., 3RD MD INF, Post 150
PITTMAN, JOSEPH K, 3RD MD, Post
PITTMAN, RICHARD, 11TH MO CAV, Post 69
PITTMAN, W.G., 4TH IA CAV, Post 25
PITTMAN, WILLIAM G., 4TH IA CAV, Post
PITTS, FRANKLIN E., 42ND IN INF, Post 50
PITTS, JOEL, 11TH IL INF, Post
PITTS, JOURDAN, 11TH IL INF, Post
PITTS, WILLIAM, 74TH IN INF, Post 51
PITZ, PETER, 9TH WI INF, Post 45
PITZER, LABEN A., 115TH IN INF; PVT; CO. E; 4, Post 91
PIXLEY, DANIEL, 1ST OH HEAVY ART., Post
PIXLEY, GEORGE, 152ND IL INF, Post 257
PIXLEY, LUTHER, 74TH IN INF, Post 110
PLACE, D.C., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 303
PLACE, EDWARD D., 15TH IL CAV, Post 22
PLACE, GEORGE M., 15TH OH INF, Post 245
PLACE, ISAAC, 49TH IL INF, Post 289
PLACE, WILL A., 11TH MI CAV(117TH US COL, Post 25
PLACE, WILL A., 117TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 25
PLACE, WILLARD, 70TH NY INF, Post 220
PLANK, CONRAD L., 48TH IN INF, Post 96
PLANK, JACOB, 132ND OH INF, Post 30
PLANK, JACOB, 132ND OH INF, Post
PLANT, LOUIS, 13TH ME INF, Post
PLANT, PETER, 1ST VT HEAVY ART., Post 9
PLANTS, GEORGE W., 30TH IN INF, Post 22
PLANTS, LEMUEL B., 2ND IN CAV, Post 320
PLANTZ, F.C., 2ND US CAV, Post 223
PLANTZ, LEMUEL B., 2ND IA CAV (ERROR), Post 320
PLARISH, ISAAC L., 97TH IL, Post
PLASTERS, JOHN, 85TH IL INF, Post 37
PLASTERS, JOHN, 85TH IL INF, Post
PLAT, JAMES, 100TH IL INF, Post
PLATEE, BERT, 150TH IL INF, Post
PLATNER, DANIEL, 33RD IL INF, Post 299
PLATNER, WILLIAM H., 13TH IA INF, Post
PLATT, JAMES, 100TH IL INF, Post
PLATT, JAMES, 100TH IL INF, Post 100
PLATT, MILTON, 4TH IA CAV, Post 42
PLATT, MILTON, 4TH IA CAV, Post 42
PLATT, NATHAN, 9TH MI INF, Post 11
PLATT, PETER, 7TH IN CAV, Post
PLATT, PETER, 7TH IN CAV, Post 47
PLATT, PURDY, 16TH IN INF, Post 47
PLATT, PURELY, 16TH IN INF, Post
PLATTER, THOMAS H., 86TH OH INF, Post
PLATTS, MARTIN L., 119TH IL INF, Post 262
PLEASANT, PRATHER, 4TH IA INF, Post
PLEHN, GODFREY, KY, Post
PLEHLER, FRED, 1ST PA ART., Post
PLESKO, ROBERT, 6TH WI CAV, Post 25
PLETCHER, J. CASPER, 105TH PA INF, Post 240
PLOCK, JOHN, 15TH IL INF, Post
PLOOF, JOHN W., 12TH MI INF, Post 119
PLOOFF, JULIUS, 8TH MI INF, Post 45
PLOTNER, JOHN F., 92ND IL INF, Post
PLOTT, MARTIN L., 119TH IL INF, Post
PLOWMAN, ELI H., 77TH IL INF, Post 17
PLUCKATT, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PLUCKETT, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 89
PLUCKNETT, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PLUEMPER, ANTON, 4TH WI CAV, Post 3
PLUERER, WILLIAM F., 2ND US INF, Post 104
PLUERER, WILLIAM F., 37TH IL INF; 2ND US INF, Post 104
PLUMB, FRANK M., 69TH IL INF, Post 150
PLUMB, GEORGE M., 40TH WI INF, Post 25
PLUMB, H.C., 35TH NY INF, Post 298
PLUMB, L.E., 88TH OH, Post
PLUMB, LEWIS E., 88TH OH, Post
PLUMER, WILLIAM, 18TH NY INF, Post 262
PLUMLEIGH, CHARLES, 15TH IL INF, Post 179
PLUMMER, ALPHEUS, 107TH IL INF, Post 134
PLUMMER, GEORGE W., 154TH IL INF, Post 134
PLUMMER, H.V., LANDSMAN; CHAPLAIN; US NAV, Post 261
PLUMMER, JOHN H., 6TH MO CAV, Post 224
PLUMMER, JOHN W., 16TH OH INF; CAPT; CO. A; 1, Post 109
PLUMMER, JOHN W., 108TH OH INF, Post 124
PLUMMER, JOSEPH N, US NAVY; GUNBOAT GAZELL, Post
PLUMMER, JOSEPH N., 71ST IL INF, Post 270
PLUMMER, JOSEPH N., 150TH IL INF, Post 95
PLUMMER, JOSEPH N., 9TH MO INF, Post 95
PLUMMER, T.J., 139TH PA INF, Post 95
PLUMMER, THOMAS, 2ND MO CAV, Post 7
PLUMMER, THOMAS G., 2ND MO CAV, Post
PLUMMER, W.S., 11TH IL INF, Post
PLUNKETT, JOHN, 4TH MI CAV, Post 344
PLUNKETT, THOMAS, 4TH MI CAV, Post
PLUSS, JAMES C., 47TH IL INF, Post 17
PLYBON, JOHN, 11TH PA INF, Post 84
PLYMATE, BENSON, 16TH IL INF, Post 149
PLYMATE, GEORGE F., 16TH IL INF, Post
PLYMATE, ISAAC R., 6TH IA INF, Post
PLYMATE, ISAAC R., 6TH IA INF, Post 90
PLYMATE, JAMES, 16TH IL LINF, Post 149
PLYMESSER, SAMUEL J., 6TH IA INF, Post 113
PLYMPTON, JOHN V., 137TH IL INF, Post
POCOCK, JOHN W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 29
POE, ISAAC S., 12TH IN INF, Post 66
POE, THOMAS B., 101ST IL INF, Post
POE, THOMAS B., 101ST IL INF, Post 115
POEBRFILD, JAMES N., 40TH IA INF, Post
POFF, SILAS, 130TH IN INF, Post 141
POFFENBARGER, DAVID, OH CAV, Post
POHLMAN, JOHN H., 47TH IL INF, Post 47
POINTER, BENJAMIN F., 11TH OH CAV, Post 102
POINTER, J.F., 7TH MO CAV, Post 289
POINTER, JUSTUS, 7TH WI INF, Post 31
POINTER, JUSTUS, 7TH WI INF, Post
POINTS, JOHN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 180
POLACK, WILLIAM A., 2ND MI, Post
POLAND, ANDY J., 58TH OH INF, Post
POLAND, HUMPHREY C., 47TH IA INF, Post
POLAND, HUMPHRY C., 47TH IA INF, Post
POLAND, JOHN, 58TH OH LINF, Post
POLAND, JOHN W, 51ST OH INF, Post
POLANDER, JOSEPH, 1ST MI INF, Post 118
POOLE, AARON, 86TH IL INF, Post 8
POOLE, AUGUSTUS F., 11TH WI INF, Post 13
POOR, B.E., 1ST US ART, Post 77
POOR, CHARLES, 13TH KS INF, Post
POOR, DANIEL W., 46TH IA INF, Post 11
POOR, ELIJAH, 29TH IN INF, Post 84
POOR, ELIJAH, 29TH IN INF, Post
POOR, Enoch W., 14TH NH INF, Post 37
POOR, GEORGE, 34TH IN INF, Post
POORE, THOMAS J., 5TH IA INF, Post 91
POOST, J.S., 50TH MA INF, Post 42
POPE, ABRAHM, 92ND IN INF, Post
POPE, BENJAMIN F., 22ND WI INF; 3RD WI INF, Post 47
POPE, BENJIMAN F., 22ND WI INF, Post
POPE, CAREY, 14TH IA INF, Post 164
POPE, GEORGE M., 10TH WI INF, Post 114
POPE, HUGH G., 40TH IA INF, Post
POPE, JOHN, 9TH IN CAV, Post 4
POPE, JOHN F., 2ND NE, Post
POPE, LOWELL E., 2ND IA INF; DIED 17NOV192, Post 124
POPE, MYRON C., 44TH IA INF; 14TH IA INF, Post 267
POPE, MYRON C., 14TH IA INF; 44TH IA INF, Post 267
POPE, THEODORE, 10TH IL CAV, Post 24
POPPERT, MICHAEL, 4TH WI CAV, Post 114
PORMELEE, EDWARD A., 23RD OH INF, Post
PORE, CHARLES, 13TH KS INF, Post
PORSALL, GEORGE H., 18TH IA INF, Post 45
PORTER, A.S., 91ST NY INF, Post 80
PORTER, ABNER A., 8TH MI CAV; PVT; CO. I; 24T, Post 33
PORTER, ALBERT, 67TH OH INF, Post
PORTER, ALBERT, 150TH OH INF, Post 121
PORTER, ALPHEUS G., 8TH CT INF, Post
PORTER, ALPHEUS G., 8TH CT INF, Post 25
PORTER, ALVIN, 2ND WV CAV, Post 64
PORTER, ANDREW J., 55TH PA INF, Post
PORTER, BENNETT, 45TH IL INF, Post
PORTER, CHARLES, Post
PORTER, CHARLES M., 46TH IN INF, Post
PORTER, D.J., 18TH KY INF, Post 45
PORTER, DAVID S., 130TH IN INF, Post 95
PORTER, DAVID S., 130TH IN INF, Post
PORTER, ELISHA B., 130TH IN INF, Post
PORTER, ELISHA B., 130TH IN INF, Post 66
PORTER, F.M., 76TH OH, Post
PORTER, FRANCIS H., 17TH IL INF(ERROR), Post
PORTER, FRANCIS H., 17TH IL CAV, Post 10
PORTER, G.A., 49TH OH INF, Post 125
PORTER, JAMES H., 24TH IA INF, Post 179
PORTER, JAMES S., 15TH IA INF, Post 192
PORTER, JOHN B., 69TH OH INF, Post 1
PORTER, JOHN B., 67TH OH INF, Post 52
PORTER, JOHN F., 30TH MI INF, Post 207
PORTER, JOHN W., 30TH OH INF, Post 129
PORTER, JOSHUA, 15TH OH ART., Post 121
PORTER, MANLEY J., 5TH MI INF, Post 137
PORTER, MANLEY J., 5TH US CAV, Post 180
PORTER, N.S., 1ST NE, Post 116
PORTER, S.B., 104TH IL INF, Post 235
PORTER, STEPHEN D., 4TH OH CAV, Post 1
PORTER, STEPHEN D., 4TH OH CAV, Post 47
PORTER, THOMAS, 44TH IL INF, Post 32
PORTER, THOMAS C., 47TH WI INF, Post 179
PORTER, W.H., 17TH OH INF; PVT; CO. E: 2N, Post 190
PORTER, WILLIAM, , Post 1
PORTER, WILLIAM, 4TH IA INF, Post 70
PORTER, WILLIAM A., 149TH IN INF, Post 23
PORTER, WILLIAM C., 57TH IL INF, Post 91
PORTER, WILLIAM H., 16TH OH INF, Post 1
PORTER, WILLIAM K., 112TH IL INF, Post 192
PORTER, WILLIAM R., , Post 1
PORTER, WILLIAM S., 25TH OH INF, Post 45
PORTER, WILLIAM S., 25TH OH LINF, Post 1
PORTERFIELD, GEORGE A., 15TH OH INF; PVT; CO. E: 13, Post 159
PORTERFIELD, JAMES NELSON, 40TH IA INF, Post 1
PORTERFIELD, ROBERT S., 82ND OH INF, Post 11
PORTOR, HAMPSON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 1
POSEY, THOMAS H., 9TH IN INF, Post 140
POSSON, ALBERT Z., 13TH WI INF, Post 18
POST, BAKER, 179TH OH INF, Post 81
POST, CHARLES W., 48TH IA INF, Post 40
POST, DAVID A., 28TH IA INF, Post 40
POST, EDWARD, , Post 123
POST, EDWARD, 114TH NY INF, Post 1
POST, GEORGE S., 22ND IA INF, Post 28
POST, GEORGE W., 45TH IA INF, Post 32
POST, GEORGE W., 46TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 32
POST, JARED, 30TH OH INF, Post 96
POST, JOHN T., 104TH IL INF, Post 59
POST, MARK T., 84TH IN INF, Post 125
POSTON, E.L., 22ND OH INF, Post 95
POSTON, ELIPHALET L., , Post 123
POSTON, ELIPHALET L., 7TH OH CAV, Post 123
POTTER, PETER, 5TH IN CAV, Post
POTTER, ADAM H., 6TH WI INF; 14TH WI INF (E, Post 143
POTTER, CHARLES F., 4TH IL CAV, Post
POTTER, CHARLES R., 19TH IA INF, Post 248
POTTER, CHARLES R., 19TH IA INF, Post 342
POTTER, CHARLES W., 56TH IL INF; 13TH IL INF, Post
POTTER, CHARLES W., 13TH IL INF; CO. I; 56TH I, Post
POTTER, GILBERT M., 4TH OH INF, Post 260
POTTER, HENRY J., 30TH IL INF, Post
POTTER, IRA M., ARTIFICER; 5TH MI CAV, Post 314
POTTER, ISAAC N., 2ND IA CAV, Post 25
POTTER, ISAAC N., 2ND IA CAV, Post
POTTER, JAMES, 17TH IL CAV, Post 254
POTTER, JAMES, 17TH IL CAV, Post 253
POTTER, JEROME, 66TH OH INF; 2ND U.S. INF, Post 7
POTTER, JEROME, 66TH OH INF, Post
POTTER, JEROME JERR, 2ND US INF; 66TH OH INF, Post 7
POTTER, JOHN Q., 2ND IA CAV, Post
POTTER, MARTIN V., 23RD IN INF, Post 163
POTTER, THOMAS L., CHIEF BUGLER; 4TH IL CAV, Post 61
POTTER, WELLINGTON, 30TH PA INF, Post 178
POTTER, WILLIAM, 37TH IA INF, Post 179
POTTORFF, JOHN, 42ND IL INF, Post 216
POTTORFF, JOHN W., 41ST IL INF, Post 216
POTTTS, ABRAHAM W., 27TH OH INF; PVT; CO. B; 56, Post 87
POTTTS, CHARLES, 28TH IL INF, Post 39
POTTTS, HENRY L., 119TH IL, Post
POTTTS, J.J., 1ST NE INF, Post 201
POTTTS, JOHN W., 13TH IN CAV, Post 73
POTTTS, L.H., 119TH IL INF, Post 39
POTTTS, LEVI, 128TH PA INF, Post 334
POTTTS, LEWIS H., 119TH IL INF, Post 39
POTWIN, GEORGE C., 34TH MA, Post
POULSON, ANDREW J., 66TH IL INF, Post 34
POUND, H.E., 2ND MY MOUNTED INF RIFLE, Post 80
POUNDS, HENRY, 139TH IL INF, Post 51
POUNDS, ROBERT W., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 60TH OH, Post 3; 1
POUNDSTONE, ALFRED M., 10TH IN INF, Post
POWEL, M.E., 151ST IL INF, Post 284
POWELL, A.W., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 155
POWELL, B.P., 130TH IL INF, Post 25
POWELL, BANJAMIN P., 130TH IL INF, Post 25
POWELL, DAVID L., 70TH PA CAV, Post
POWELL, FRANCIS, 44TH WI INF, Post 243
POWELL, FRANK A., 94TH IL INF, Post
POWELL, GEORGE E., 37TH NJ INF, Post
POWELL, GEORGE E., 37TH NJ INF, Post
POWELL, GIDEON, 6TH IN INF, Post 129
POWELL, J. THOMAS, 9TH IA, Post
POWELL, JAMES, 87TH IN INF;42ND IN INF, Post 10
POWELL, JAMES D, 53RD OH INF, Post
POWELL, JAMES E., 75TH IN INF, Post 26
POWELL, JAMES E., 75TH IN INF, Post 26
POWELL, MORRIS E., 152ND IL INF, Post 284
POWELL, NELSON, 3RD WI INF, Post 231
POWELL, REUBEN B., 4TH WV CAV, Post 324
POWELL, RICHARD F., 74TH OH INF, Post
POWELL, RICHARD F., ADJUTANT;74TH OH INF, Post 24
POWELL, T.J., 9TH IA INF, Post 300
POWELL, T.J., 104TH NY INF, Post 50
POWELL, URIAH D., 100TH IN INF, Post 11
POWELL, W.J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
POWELL, WALTER, 73RD IN INF, Post 109
POWELL, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post 21
POWELL, WILLIAM V., 39TH IN INF, Post 32
POWER, CHARLIE, 1ST MO RESERVES, Post
POWER, HENRY C., 1ST NE INF, Post 2;2
POWER, WILLIAM H., 28TH IA INF, Post 43
POWER, WILLIAM S., US ARMY SIGNAL CORP, Post 66
POWERS, AARON F., 11TH IL INF, Post 160
POWERS, AARON F., 11TH IL INF;CO. F;8TH IL, Post 160
POWERS, AUGUST W., 1ST MN INF, Post 96
POWERS, BENJAMIN W., 9TH IA IF, Post 116
POWERS, CHESTER B., ARTIFICER;1ST IL ART., Post 155
POWERS, CYRUS H., 173RD OH INF, Post 217
POWERS, F.D., 37TH WI INF, Post 70
POWERS, JOHN F., 10TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 223
POWERS, JOHN H., 104TH IL INF, Post 65
POWERS, JOSEPH H, 21ST OH INF, Post 122
POWERS, MERRITT C., 134TH IL INF, Post 11
POWERS, S.W., 7TH IA CAV, Post 1;1
POWERS, T.F., 16TH MI INF, Post 227
POWERS, THOMAS, 1ST MI CAV LANCERS, Post 227
POWERS, THOMAS F., 2ND MI INF, Post 227
POWERS, WILLIAM A., 3RD VT INF, Post 192
POYNTER, JESSE S., 79TH IN INF, Post 52
PRACHT, WILLIAM C., 106TH IL INF, Post
PRATHER, GEORGE W., 4TH IA INF, Post 131
PRATT, ADELBERT, ME INF, Post
PRATT, E.R., 9TH IL INF, Post
PRATT, EDWIN T., 66TH IL IILNF, Post
PRESSON, REUBEN B., 28TH IL INF, Post 24
PRESSON, WILLIAM A., 73RD IL INF, Post
PRESSUR, JOHN D., 22ND WI INF, Post 44
PRESTON, CORNELIUS K., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
PRESTON, EDGAR D., 36TH WI INF, Post 44
PRESTON, HENRY M., 4TH IL CAV, Post 66
PRESTON, ISAAC, 43RD MO INF, Post 16
PRESTON, J. C., 30TH IN INF, Post 114
PRESTON, J.M.C., 30TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 114
PRESTON, J.W., 13TH MN INF, Post 180
PRESTON, JAMES McCLEA, QUARTERMASTER;152ND IN I, Post
PRESTON, JOHN M., 151ST IL INF, Post
PRESTON, JOHN W., 13TH WI INF, Post 180
PRESTON, JOSEPH P., 88TH OH INF, Post 70
PRESTON, LENOARD J., 12TH IN INF;48TH IN INF, Post 254
PRESTON, LEONARD, 48TH IN INF;CO. B;12TH I, Post 301
PRESTON, LEONARD, 12TH IN INF, Post 301
PRESTON, LORENZO, 6TH WI INF, Post 5
PRESTON, MARTIN, 86TH IL INF, Post 116
PRESTON, SMITH, 1ST MN INF, Post 112
PRESTON, THOMAS W., 5TH IA INF, Post
PRESTON, WILLIAM, 13TH MO CAV, Post 51
PRESTON, WILLIAM, 5TH IA CAV, Post
PRESTON, WILLIAM E., 15TH IL INF, Post 11
PREVENCHI, TREFFLE, 53RD IL INF, Post 170
PREWITT, GOLDSON, 30TH IA INF, Post
PREWITT, GOLDSON, 30TH IA INF, Post 32
PREWITT, JAMES, 30TH IA INF, Post 32
PREWITT, WILLIAM W., 2ND CO CAV, Post
PRICE, A.W., 11TH IA INF, Post
PRICE, ALLEN, 10TH PA INF, Post
PRICE, FRANCIS C., 57TH IN INF, Post 180
PRICE, JACOB F., 138TH PA INF, Post
PRICE, JAMES, 14TH MI INF, Post 91
PRICE, JAMES V., 2ND NY CAV, Post 137
PRICE, JESSE, 1ST NE INF, Post 84
PRICE, JOHN, 1ST NE, Post 261
PRICE, JOHN M., 12TH IN INF, Post 177
PRICE, JOHN S., 37TH IN INF, Post 77
PRICE, JOHN W., 69TH OH INF, Post 52
PRICE, JOHN W., 18TH US INF, Post 151
PRICE, JOHN W., 13TH US INF, Post 157
PRICE, LEANDER H., 153RD IN INF, Post 43
PRICE, NATHAN, 10TH KS INF, Post
PRICE, PHILLIP K., 133RD IL INF, Post 323
PRICE, ROBERT, 3RD IA CAV, Post 18
PRICE, THOMAS, 124TH IN INF, Post
PRICE, THOMAS E., NE, Post
PRICE, THOMAS E., 2ND NE CAV, Post 2;2
PRICE, WILLIAM, 24TH IN INF;67TH IN INF, Post 75
PRICE, WILLIAM, 67TH IN INF;24TH IN INF, Post 75
PRICE, WILLIAM, 14TH IL CAV, Post 280
PRICE, WILLIAM B., BAND;16TH MI INF, Post
PRICE, WILLIAM J., 4TH WI CAV, Post 214
PRICKETT, JOHN W., 72ND OH INF, Post 69
PRICKETT, JOHN W., 77TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 69
PRIDDY, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF, Post
PRIDE, ORLANDO H., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 227
PRIDEMORE, JEREMIAH, 43RD IL INF, Post 36
PRIDEMORE, THEODORE, 97TH IL INF, Post 11
PRIEST, BENJAMIN, 16TH IA INF, Post 14
PRIEST, BENJAMON, 16TH IA INF, Post
PRIEST, LARKIN B., 77TH MO INF, Post
PRIMLEY, WILLIAM F., HOSPITAL STEWARD;9TH IL, Post 90
PRIMLEY, WILLIAM F., 9TH IL INF, Post
PRINCE, ALBIAN B., US NAVY;USS SAVANAH, Post
PRINCE, ALLEN B., US NAVY, Post 25
PRINCE, BRADLEY L., 3RD OH CAV, Post
PRINCE, GEORGE M., 5TH US ART., Post 34
PRINCE, H. R., 41ST OH INF, Post 289
PRINDLE, EDWIN R., 16TH WI INF, Post 63
PRINDLE, OWEN I., 6TH IA INF, Post 1
PRINE, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, Post 279
PRINE, WILLIAM H., 34TH IN INF, Post
PRINGLE, ROBERT, 85TH IL INF, Post 32
PRINGLE, WESLEY, 3RD IA CAV, Post 44
PRINK, WILLIAM F., 4TH WI CAV, Post 11
PRINZING, CHARLES R., 138TH PA INF, Post
PRIOR, GARVIN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
PRIOR, STEPHEN, 50TH IL INF, Post 53
PRITCHARD, THOMAS, 47TH IL INF, Post 91
PRITCHATT, GEORGE E., 126TH NY INF, Post
PRITCHETT, GEORGE E., 126TH NY INF, Post 110
PRITSHET, JOSEPH, 68TH KY INF, Post
PRITSIR, LEWIS W., 150TH MD INF, Post
PRITTS, JACOB J., 142ND PA INF, Post
PRITTS, JOSEPH H., 15TH US INF, Post 6;1
PRIZELLE, MELVIN T., 5TH IA CAV, Post
PROBST, JOHN G., 32ND IN, Post
PROCHT, WILLIAM C., 106TH IL INF, Post 104
PROCTOR, CLIFFORD, 146TH IL INF, Post
PROCTOR, J.H., AST. PAYMASTER;US NAVY;B, Post 262
PROCTOR, PLEASANT H., 34TH IA INF, Post
PROCTOR, WILLIAM, 33RD IA INF, Post
PROCUNIER, FREDERICK M., 7TH IL CAV, Post 261
PROFIT, WILLIAM L., 54TH IN INF, Post
PROMANT, JOHN W., 68TH OH INF, Post
PROOF, JULIUS, 8TH MI INF, Post 45
PROPER, D.D., 19TH IA INF, Post 110
PROPPER, HENRY, BENTON CADETS; MO INF, Post
PROST, NICHOLAS, 28TH IL INF, Post 47
PROSSER, JOSEPH, 103RD IL INF, Post 47
PROSSER, WILLIAM, 6TH KS CAV, Post
PROSSER, WILLIAM H., 6TH KS CAV, Post 279
PROUDFIT, W.H., 47TH IN INF, Post
PROUDFIT, WILLIAM H., 47TH WI INF, Post 214
PROUTY, FRANCIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 302
PROUTY, FRANCIS L., 1ST NE, Post 302
PROUTY, LEVI O., 16TH IA INF, Post 218
PRUYN, JAMES W., 23RD IA INF, Post 90
PUGH, THOMAS J., 1ST IA INF, Post 147
PUGH, WILLIAM H., 1ST MO STATE MILITIA INF, Post 217
PUGH, WILLIAM M., 12TH MO INF, Post
PUGSLEY, J.F., 2ND NE CAV, Post 150
PULLEN, ARCHIE, 60TH US COLORED INF, Post 25
PULLEN, ARCHIE, 60TH IA INF, Post
PULLEN, JAMES H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 261
PULLEN, JAMES H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 26
PULVER, CASSIUS M., 8TH CA INF, Post 26
PULVER, WILLIAM O., 100TH IN INF, Post 67
PUMP, FRED, 37TH OH INF, Post 62
PUMP, FREDERICK, 37TH OH INF, Post
PURBAUGH, GEDION, 75TH IL INF, Post
PURBAUGH, GIDEON, 75TH IL INF, Post 25
PURCELL, DENNIS, 9TH US INF, Post 2
PURCELL, FRANK G., 1ST NE INF, Post 4
PURCELL, JAMES, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 178
PURCELL, WALTER W., 10TH IA INF, Post 25
PURCELL, WALTER W., 10TH IA INF, Post
PURCELL, WILLIAM D., 10TH IL INF, Post 32
PURDY, S. C., 8TH OH INF, Post 60
PURDY, SAMUEL C., 12TH OH INF;CO. K;23RD O, Post 59
PURDY, W.S., 6TH WV CAV, Post
PURDY, WILLIAM, 2ND KY CAV, Post
PURDY, WILLIAM S., 6TH WV CAV, Post 45
PURDY, WILLIAM S., 6TH WV CAV, Post
PURINGTON, ALONZO C., 5TH WI INF, Post 129
PURINTON, WILLIAM F., 46TH WI INF, Post 139
PURKEYPILE, DAVID, 61ST OH INF;CORP;CO. B;8, Post 258
PURSEL, JACOB, 35TH IL INF;10TH IL INF, Post 23
PURSEL, JACOB, 10TH IL INF, Post 23
PURTLION(ALI, CHARLES(McFA, 15TH US ART;15TH NY ART., Post
PURVIS, DAVID, 137TH PA, Post
PURVIS, ENOCH, 126TH IL INF, Post
PURYEAR, PHILIP, 4TH IN CAV, Post 32
PUTMAN, C.W., 49TH WI INF, Post 1
PUTMAN, GEORGE, 58TH OH INF, Post
PUTMAN, HENRY, 95TH IL INF, Post 118
PUTMAN, PETER J., 186TH NY INF, Post 291
PUTMAN, WILLIS C., 18TH NY, Post
PUTNAM, A.C., 31ST IA INF, Post 304
PUTNAM, F.C., 1ST WI INF, Post 167
PUTNAM, GILBERT H., 28TH MI INF, Post 318
PUTNAM, PORTER S., 47TH IL INF, Post 25
PUTNAM, SIMEON, 3RD IL CAV, Post 262
PUTNAM, WILLIAM H., 127TH IL INF, Post 285
PUTNAM, WILLIS E., 18TH NY INF, Post 110
PUTNAM, WILLIS E., 18TH NY, Post
PUTNEY, GEORGE J., 29TH OH INF;102ND PA INF, Post 90
PUTNEY, GEORGE P., 29TH OH INF, Post
PUTNEY, WILLIAM G., 2ND IL ART., Post 214
PUTT, GEORGE W., 122ND OH INF, Post 35
PVERSON, BUBLER, 73RD IL, Post
PYFFER, JOHN, 150TH PA INF, Post
PYGALL, JOHN O., 32ND WI INF, Post
PYGALL, JOHN O., 32ND WI INF;16WI INF, Post 38
PYKE, JACOB S., 146TH NY INF, Post 110
PYLE, EDWARD, 175TH PA INF, Post
PYLE, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
PYLE, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 172
PYLE, J.B., 1ST DE LIGHT ART., Post
PYLE, JAMES C., 124TH IL INF, Post
PYLE, JAMES C., 124TH IL INF, Post
PYLES, WILSON, 33RD OH INF, Post
PYZALLO, JOHN, 32ND WI, Post
PYZER, ALFRED, 2ND CO CAV, Post 123
PYZER, ALFRED, 2ND CO CAV, Post 123
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QUACKENBUSH, REUBEN W., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 17
QUADE, JEROME, US NAVY;SHIP 'ST. WESTER, Post 12
QUAIL, E.M., 7TH MI CAV, Post
QUANN, EDMUND, US CAV, Post
QUANTE, AUGUST, 1ST IN CAV, Post
QUANTY, AUGUST, 1ST IN CAV, Post 104
QUEEN, AMOS, 1ST DE ART.;PVT;CO.K;7TH, Post 35
QUEEN, WESLEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
QUEEN, WESLEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
QUEENAN, ANTHONY, 17TH WI INF, Post 42
QUEENAN, MICHAEL MIK, 11TH WI INF, Post 2;4
QUEM, AMOS, 7TH PA CAV, Post
QUICK, CHALRES D., 10TH IN INF;PVT;CO. D;4, Post 34
QUICK, GEORGE W., 99TH OH INF, Post 157
QUICK, HENRY S., 59TH IL INF, Post 105
QUICK, LORENZO V., 138TH IL INF, Post 25
QUICK, MATHEW, 10TH WV INF, Post 74
QUICK, SAMUEL W., 115TH IL INF, Post 122
QUICK, T.M., 2ND MO CAV, Post 27
QUICK, WILLIAM E., 4TH MI INF, Post 70
QUIGGLE, ROBERT H., 46TH IL INF, Post 135
QUIGLEY, GEORGE, 13TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 44
QUIGLEY, GEORGE W., 5TH OH ART; PVT; CO. D; 5TH, Post 44
QUIGLEY, GEORGE W., 13TH OH CAV, Post 44
QUIMBY, FREEMAN B., 7TH WI INF, Post 112
QUINBY, DARIUS C., 37TH IA INF, Post 11
QUINBY, STILLMAN, 61ST US INF, Post 110
QUINCY, LEMON, 91ST IL INF, Post 229
QUINCY, SAMUEL A., 43RD WI INF, Post 31
QUINCY, SAMUEL A., 43RD WI INF, Post
QUINEY, S., 8TH IL CAV, Post
QUINLAN, MIKE, 4TH IA CAV, Post
QUINLAN, PATRICK, 26TH IA INF, Post
QUINLEN, THOMAS, 69TH NY INF, Post
QUINLIN, MICHAEL, 4TH IA CAV, Post 164
QUINN, ALFRAED H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
QUINN, CHRISTOPHER, 39TH IL INF, Post
QUINN, ELIAS, 50TH IL INF, Post
QUINN, LEONIDAS, 1ST NE INF, Post
QUINN, LEWIS, 11TH MI INF, Post
QUINN, LUMAN, 128TH IN INF, Post
QUINN, LUMAN W., 128TH IN INF, Post 331
QUIVEY, WILLIAM W., 1ST MO ART., Post 193
QUIVEY, WILLIAM W., 12TH IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 1S, Post 191
QULLIVAN, ALEXANDER, 83RD IL INF, Post
Nebraska Civil War Veterans Data R-Z

These files are made up from two sources:
Source I: An extract of Civil War veterans for south central and southeastern Nebraska counties without GAR Post numbers which was taken from the 1890 U.S. Census for Nebraska of Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil War. Those veterans listed with GAR Post numbers were extracted from the first 6,200 entries on the Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society microfilm. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number.

Source II: An extract of Civil War veterans which was taken from Grand Army of the Republic, Series Ten Rosters of Soldiers, Rosters by States, Vol. 1 through 4, Dept. of Nebraska, (1911), Nebraska State Historical Society Microfilm Roll No.'s 14374 and 14395. Information provided includes the veteran's name, unit served, and GAR post number. The information provided in the data files is only a partial extract. More complete information for the veteran may be found by reviewing the name in the Index to Civil War Veterans from Nebraska which is a microfilm alphabetical index of approximately 45,000 Nebraska Civil War veterans at the Nebraska State Historical Society Library, 1500 "R" Street, P.O. Box 82554, Lincoln, NE 68501-2554, Phone 1-800-833-6747 or 402-471-3270. Copies of the soldier's military and pension records may be obtained by writing the Reference Services Branch (NNRG-P), National Archives and Records Administration, 7th and Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20408.

Arrangement: Last name, First name, Unit, GAR post if available
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R7UMMEL, [Rummel?] DANEL, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
RAAB, CHARLES, 9TH US INF, Post 30
RAAB, JOHN, 36TH NY, Post
RAASCH, AUGUST, 26TH WI INF, Post
RABEN, MOSES, 5TH IA CAV, Post
RABER, JOSEPH, 33RD WI INF, Post 90
RABER, LEWIS W., 194TH PA INF, Post
RABER, WILLIAM L., 194TH PA INF, Post
RABERN, ROBERT, 44TH MO CAV, Post
RACKLEY, GENERAL L., 39TH IA INF, Post
RACKLEY, GEORGE L., 39TH IA INF;PVT;CO. G;7T, Post
RADDICK, D.J., 4TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 117
RADDICK, D.J., 5TH IA ART.(ERROR), Post
RADEL, FRANCIS, 97TH NY INF, Post 258
RADER, WILLIAM H.H., 46TH IN INF, Post 25
RADMORE, CHARLES C., AST.SURGEON;107TH IL IN, Post 25
RADMORE, CHARLES C., 44TH IL INF, Post 25
RADMORE, CHARLES E., 114TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post
RAFFERTY, M.H., 129TH PA INF, Post 70
RAGAIN, DAVID, 97TH IN INF, Post 280
RAGAN, GEORGE, 145TH IL INF, Post 97
RAGAN, GEORGE W., 19TH KY INF, Post
RAGAN, OSCAR C., 8TH IL INF, Post 139
RAHM, CONRAD, 7TH US INF; PVT; CO. H; 9TH, Post 341
RAICHART, DANIEL, 129TH IN INF, Post
RAIEHART, JONATHAN T., 5TH IA INF, Post 94
RAINBOLT, N.A., 7TH IN INF, Post 109
RAINCHART, JOSEPH, 53RD IN INF, Post 219
RAINES, G.W., 101ST IL INF, Post 262
RAINEY, ANDREW J., 14TH KS CAV, Post 85
RAINEY, I.J., 14TH KS CAV, Post
RAINEY, I.J., 14TH KS CAV, Post
RAINS, JOHN H., 7TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
RAISED, WIND, OMAHA NE SCOUTS, Post
RAISOR, THOMAS, 9TH IL CAV, Post 23
RAKE, ASHER W., 64TH IL INF, Post 70
RAKES, JACKSON, 42ND VA INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
RALLINS, JOHN A., 45TH IL INF, Post 25
RALPH, BENJAMIN F., 44TH IL INF, Post 10
RALPH, JOHN B., 104TH IL INF, Post
RALPH, JOHN B., 104TH IL INF, Post 110
RALPH, WILLIAM, 72ND IN INF, Post 298
RALPHS, JOHN, 21ST WI INF, Post 11
RALSTON, DAVID R., 119TH IL INF, Post 32
RALSTON, E.D., 21ST PA CAV, Post 34
RALSTON, JAMES T., 7TH KS CAV, Post 84
RALSTON, W.H.H., 110TH PA INF; SERG; CO. A, Post
RAMEZ, WILLIAM N., OH INF, Post
RAMICK, WILLIAM, 88TH PA INF, Post 91
RAMINE, RALANDUS, 86TH IN, Post
RAMSDELL, WILLIAM, 6TH MI CAV, Post 22
RAMSDELL, WILLIAM, 156TH IN INF, Post 284
RAMSEY, ELIAS C., 3RAD IA CAV, Post
RAMSEY, GEORGE W., 1ST ME INF, Post 176
RAMSEY, JACOB T., 40TH IA INF, Post 19
RAMSEY, JOHN T., PVT; 8TH IA CAV, Post 250
RAMSEY, JOSEPH H., 3RD IA CAV, Post
RAMSEY, JOSEPH H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 277
RAMSEY, JOSEPH H., 3RD IA CAV, Post
RAMSEY, SILAS C., PVT; 3RD IA CAV, Post 309
RAMSEY, W.F., Post
RAMSEY, W.F., 2ND PA CAV, Post 278
RAMSEY, W.F., 2ND IA CAV, Post
RAMSEY, WILLIAM F., 2ND IA CAV, Post 5; 2
RAMY, J.H., 33RD IA INF, Post 177
RANADALL, JOHN D., 2ND OH INF, Post 113
RANDALL, JOHN, 2ND MO CAV, Post
RANDALL, A.D., 18TH WI INF, Post 1
RANDALL, ALBERT C., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 292
RANDALL, ALBERT C., 8TH OH INF;1ST OH LIGHT, Post 4
RANDALL, ALONZO, 5TH MI LIGHT ART., Post 326
RANDALL, ANDREW J., 14TH IL INF, Post 144
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH MO INF, Post 239
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH MO CAV, Post 80
RANDALL, E.J., 5TH IN CAV(ERROR), Post 80
RANDALL, EDY, 29TH OH INF, Post 88
RANDALL, EDY, 29TH OH INF, Post
RANDALL, H. CLAY, 1ST NE INF, Post 25
RANDALL, HARRISON, 7TH OH INF(6TH OH CAV), Post 80
RANDALL, HARRISON, 6TH OH CAV(7TH OH INF), Post 80
RANDALL, HENRY C., 1ST NE INF, Post
RANDALL, HIRAM G., 18TH WI INF, Post
RANDALL, HIRAM L., 18TH WI INF, Post 6;8
RANDALL, IRA, 6TH WI INF, Post
RANDALL, J.P., 56TH MO IFN, Post 302
RANDALL, JAMES M., 36TH WI INF, Post 265
RANDALL, ORLANDO T., 138TH IL INF, Post
RANDALL, ORLANDO T., 138TH IL INF, Post
RANDALL, R.R., 73RD IL, Post
RANDALL, RICHARD H., 148TH IL INF, Post 110
RANDALL, RICHARD R., 73RD IL INF, Post 25
RANDALL, RICHARD R., 73RD IL INF, Post
RANDALL, RILEY, 1ST HEAVY ART., Post 37
RANDALL, WILLIAM, 179TH NY INF, Post 227
RANDELL, CHARLES W., 13TH NH INF;PVT;CO. B;2N, Post 35
RANDLE, RILEY, 11TH VT HEAVY ART., Post
RANDLE, W.C., 1ST NE CAV, Post
RANDELS, JOHN, 25TH WI, Post
RANDELS, JOHN, 25TH WI, Post
RANDOLPH, D.B., US NAVY;MISSISSIPPI RIVE, Post 117
RANDOLPH, D.B., US NAVY;MISSOURI SQUADRO, Post 117
RANDOLPH, DAVID, 65TH OH, Post
RANDOLPH, EDWIN, 29TH WI, Post
RANDOLPH, EDWIN, 29TH WI INF, Post 24
RANDOLPH, J.F., 27TH MO INF, Post 32
RANDOLPH, JAMES, 20TH WI INF, Post
RANDOLPH, JAMES L., 25TH WI ART., Post 129
RANDOLPH, JASPER, 7TH WI INF, Post 29
RANDOLPH, JERIAH F., 3RD IA CAV, Post 196
RANDOLPH, JOHN A., 4TH MO INF, Post
RANDOLPH, JOHN A., 4TH MO CAV, Post
RANDOLPH, WESLEY, 149TH IN INF, Post 92
Raney, D., 14TH KS CAV, Post 149
Raney, Elihu M., 25TH MO STATE MILITIA IN, Post 217
Rank, Newson, 15TH IN INF; 1 SERG; CO. K, Post 17
Rankin, Abraham, 53RD OH INF, Post 154
Rankin, Archer, 1ST U.S. CAV, Post
Rankin, Arthur V., 140TH IL INF, Post 180
Rankin, P. Allison, 18TH IL INF, Post 74
Rankin, Silas P., 138TH IL INF, Post 313
Rankin, Silas P., 11TH IL CAV, Post 313
Rannells, Samuel D., 133RD IL INF; CO. F; 101ST, Post 8
Rannells, Samuel D., 101ST IL INF; 133RD IL IN, Post 8
Rannry, James, 35TH IA INF, Post 159
Ransdell, John C., 7TH IN INF, Post 9; 2
Ransell, Franklin, 89TH IL INF, Post
Ransher, Henry, 25TH IA INF, Post 82
Ransom, Frank F., 14TH IL CAV, Post
Ransom, Ira, 74TH IL INF, Post 48
Ransom, James F., 14TH IL CAV, Post 262
Ransom, John P., 144TH IL INF, Post 72
Ransom, Samuel C., 20TH WI INF, Post
Raper, Francis A., 84TH IL INF, Post 32
Raper, John, 157TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 255
Raper, John M., 151ST IL INF, Post 255
Raper, John M., 15TH IL INF, Post 351
Raper, W.B., 1ST NE INF, Post 95
Raper, W.B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
Raper, William B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
Raphael, William, 4TH PA INF, Post 64
Raphael, William L., 4TH PA INF, Post
Rapp, William, 4TH US ART; 2 LIEUT; 3RD N, Post 76
Rarben, Charley, 2ND NE CAV, Post
Rarnaue, Nathaniel, 44TH IL INF, Post 134
Raser, Adam H., 112TH IL INF, Post 47
Raser, John J., 3RD IA INF, Post 23
Raser, William W., 28TH IA INF, Post 158
Rashaw, Orin C., 1ST WI CAV, Post 354
Raskie, Charles B., Berden's Brigade, Post
Rasler, Phillip N., 11TH MI INF, Post 226
Rasp, Jacob, 10TH TN INF, Post 316
Rasser, Christian, 17TH WI INF, Post 80
Rasser, Edward, 3RD WI CAV, Post 80
Rasser, Gotlieb, 3RD WI CAV, Post 80
Ratcliff, James R., 43RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 23
Ratcliff, James R., 43RD IN INF, Post 23
Ratcliff, William I., 20TH IN LIGHT ART., Post
RAYMAN, JACOB, 30TH PA, Post
RAYMER, CHARLES F., 26TH IL INF, Post 65
RAYMER, JOHN A., 26TH IL ILNF, Post 56
RAYMOND, E., BUGLER; 4TH IA CAV, Post 17
RAYMOND, HARLAN, 86TH IN INF, Post 75
RAYMOND, HENRY C., 32ND IA INF, Post
RAYMOND, JOHN A., 26TH IL INF, Post 56
RAYMOND, WALLACE B., 2ND IN CAV, Post 98
RAYNARD, JOHN, 16TH KS CAV, Post 13
RAYNER, SAMUEL, 2ND IA INF, Post 142
RAYNO, JAMES, 13TH WI INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 72
RAYNOR, JAMES, 31ST WI INF, Post 8; 7
RAYPOLE, J., 7TH IN INF, Post 65
RAYPOLE, JOHN, 17TH IN INF, Post 65
RAZEE, SANFORD R., 10TH IL INF, Post 150
RAZEE, SANFORD R., 127TH IL INF, Post 150
RAZEG, H., 2ND IA CAV (ERROR), Post
RAZEG, HENRY, 2ND WI CAV, Post 208
RAZEG, HENRY, 2ND IA INF, Post 249
RAZOR, WILLARD W., 24TH KY INF, Post 77
READ, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV, Post 310
READ, GEORGE W., 55TH IN INF, Post 227
READ, GEORGE W., 10TH IN CAV, Post 113
READ, GEORGE W., 65TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 113
READ, JAY F., TRUMPETER; 22ND NY CAV, Post 265
READ, JOSEPH L., 1ST US INF, Post
READ, JOSHUA R., CONFEDERATAE, Post
READ, SYLVESTER H., 15TH OH INF, Post 256
READ, WILLIAM H., US NAVY, Post
READ, WILLIAM H., 138TH IN INF, Post 223
READHEAD, JOSEPH, 45TH OH INF, Post
READY, JESSE, 53RD IL INF, Post 24
REAGEL, WILLIAM, 8TH IL INF, Post
REAL, H.F., 4TH IA CAV, Post 7
REAL, PETER S., 90TH IL INF, Post 33
REAM, CHAUNCY F., 2ND IA INF, Post 4; 1
REAM, FREDERICK, 1ST IL ART., Post 46
REAM, JOHN B, 25TH IA INF, Post
REAM, JOHN T., 33RD IA INF; PVT; CO. C; 3, Post 98
REAMINGTON, F., 16TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 221
REAP, JACOB, 9TH IL CAV, Post 116
REAP, JACOB, 9TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 116
REAS, P.S., 7TH MO INF, Post 33
REASER, CORNELIUS, 42ND IN INF; CO. K; 75TH I, Post 206
REASER, CORNELIUS, 75TH IN INF; CO. E; 42ND I, Post 205
REASONER, STEPHEN L., 17TH IA INF, Post 234
REAVES, ROBERT, 92ND IL INF, Post 32
REAVIS, DANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
REBER, LEVI M., 46TH IL INF, Post 44
REBERSON, DANIEL, 3RD WI INF, Post
RECHARD, BARRETT, 44TH IN INF, Post 107
RECKARD, AMOS S., 108TH IL INF, Post 189
RECKARD, BARRETT, 44TH IN INF, Post 67
RECKARD, BARRETT, 1ST US ENGINEERS; 44TH IN, Post
RECKARD, BARRETT, 44TH IN INF, Post 75
RECORD, MORGAN S., 39TH IA INF, Post 224
RECORDS, HENRY C., 31ST IN INF, Post 173
RECORDS, JOHN S., 129TH IL INF, Post 77
RECTOR, EDWIN O., 33RD WI INF, Post 9; 1
RECTOR, FRANKLIN, 8TH PA CAV, Post 292
RECTOR, LEVI, 8TH IL INF, Post
RECTOR, LEVI, 8TH IL INF, Post
RECTOR, SAMUEL, 1ST NE CAV, Post
RECTOR, SAMUEL, 11TH IN INF, Post
RECTOR, SAMUEL, , Post 123
RECTOR, SAMUEL, 1ST NE INF, Post 61
REDDEN, JOHN N., 16TH IA INF, Post 138
REDDENBAUGH, D.B., 8TH IN CAV, Post 9
REDDICK, WILLIAM M., 1ST OH CAV, Post 154
REDDICK, WILLIAM Y., 52ND KS INF; 17TH KS CAV, Post
REDDING, GASTON J.E., 29TH MI INF, Post 25
REDDING, JAMES J., 10TH IN INF; PVT; CO. C; 15, Post 3; 1
REDDISH, A.W., 9TH WI CAV, Post
REDDISH, ADELBERT W., 9TH NY CAV, Post
REDFERN, CHARLES W., 75TH IL INF, Post 54
REDFERN, HENRY B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
REDFERN, HENRY B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 302
REDFIELD, CHARLES, 42ND MO, Post
REDFIELD, FRANK A., 77TH IL INF, Post 169
REDFIELD, FRANK A., 77TH IL INF, Post
REDFIELD, JOSIAH B., 8TH WI INF, Post 7
REDFIELD, NATHAN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 24
REDFORD, FARINGTON, 40TH WI INF, Post 25
REDFORD, FORRINGTON W., 40TH WI INF, Post
REDFORD, WILLIAM, 4TH WI INF; SERG; CO. F; 40, Post 3
REDGATE, THOMAS J., US NAVY; RECEIVING SHIP N, Post 75
REDINGER, WILLIAM M., 35TH IA INF, Post 242
REDINGTON, CHARLES F., 22N NY CAV, Post
REDINGTON, HENRY V., 16TH NY INF; LIEUT; 118TH, Post 12
REDLON, JOHN W., 25TH MI INF, Post 11
REDLON, NATHANIEL K., 8TH WI ART., Post 57
REDLON, THOMAS L., 8TH WI ART., Post 57
REDMAN, W.B., 25TH IA INF, Post 153
REDMAN, WILLIAM B., 25TH IN INF, Post 14
REDMOND, AMAZIAH C., 175TH OH INF, Post
REDPATH, WILLIAM M., 8TH IA INF, Post 250
REDWOOD, S.L., 8TH NY INF, Post 84
REDWOOD, S.L., 8TH NY, Post
REECE, ALVIS S., MO MILITIA CAV, Post
REECE, JESSE, 146TH OH INF, Post
REECE, SIDNEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
REED, ALMERON, 1ST NY MILITIA RESERVE, Post
REED, ALMERON, 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLES CA, Post 298
REED, ALPHEUS N., 14TH NY HEAVY ART., Post 25
REED, ALVAH T., 7TH IA CAV, Post 80
REED, AMAZIAH, 63RD OH INF, Post 305
REED, CHARLES J., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 264
REED, DAVID, 71ST PA INF, Post 7;1
REED, DAVID, 71ST PA, Post
REED, DAVID M., 51ST IL INF, Post
REED, DAVID S., 86TH OH INF, Post
REED, DAVID U., 51ST IL INF, Post 37
REED, EMMANUEL, 214TH PA INF, Post
REED, EMERSON, 21ST IA INF, Post 92
REED, ENOS H., 93RD IL INF, Post 155
REED, ENOS H., 93RD IL INF, Post
REED, ERASTUS H., 100TH IL INF, Post
REED, EUGENE, 1ST NE CAV, Post 61
REED, EUGENE D., 1ST NE INF, Post
REED, FRANCIS B., 1ST NE INF, Post
REED, FRANCIS B., 1ST NE, Post 302
REED, GEORGE M., 126TH IL INF, Post 88
REED, GEORGE R., 166TH OH INF, Post 32
REED, GEORGE R., 166TH IL INF, Post 32
REED, GEORGE W., IL INF, Post
REED, HENRY C., 5TH IL CAV, Post 205
REED, HEZEKIAH B., 8TH IL INF, Post 15
REED, HIRAM H., 122ND NY INF, Post 110
REED, I.H., 5TH WI ART;177TH PA INF, Post 140
REED, IRVIN D., 1ST & 7TH MI CAV;1ST MI, Post 21
REED, J.J., 22ND NY INF, Post 265
REED, J.M., 25TH IA INF, Post 1
REED, J.P., 43RD WI INF;16TH WU INF, Post 126
REED, J.P., 16TH US INF;43RD WI INF, Post 126
REED, JAMES C., 13TH IN CAV, Post 8;1
REED, JAMES K., 102ND IL INF, Post 81
REED, JAMES L., ENSIGN;US NAVY;SHIP DAK, Post 8;3
REED, JAMES R., 103RD IL LINF, Post
REED, JESSE, 146TH OH INF, Post 84
REED, JOHN A., 2ND IL ART., Post 241
REED, JOHN D., 133RD IN INF, Post 32
REED, JOHN R., 43RD VA CAV(CONFEDERATE), Post
REED, JOHN T., 21ST OH INF, Post 22
REED, JOSEPH, 92ND OH INF, Post 158
REED, LUTHUR T., 31ST IA INF, Post 5
REED, MATHIAS H., 45TH OH INF, Post 4
REED, PULASKI, 154TH IL INF, Post
REED, ROBERT, 25TH NE CAV, Post
REED, ROBERT, 206TH PA INF, Post
REED, S.B., US NAVY;MISSISSIPPI SQUA, Post 7
REED, SAMUEL C., 1ST OH CAV, Post 91
REED, THOMAS, 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
REED, THOMAS, 101ST IN INF, Post 46
REED, THOMAS A., 45TH OH INF, Post 159
REED, W.H., US NAVY; Post 25
REED, WESLEY, 78TH OH INF, Post 190
REED, WILLIAM, 15TH MO INF, Post 92
REED, WILLIAM H., 8TH OH INF;PVT;CO. E;1ST, Post 22
REED, WILLIAM H., 30TH IL INF, Post 13
REED, WILLIAM M., 105TH IL INF, Post
REED, WILLIAM M., 103RD IL INF, Post 38
REED, WILLIAM M., 105TH IL INF, Post
REEDEY, CHARLES C., 10TH IL CAV, Post
REEDER, CHARLES A., Post
REEDER, GEORGE, 2ND OH INF;PVT;CO. E;1ST, Post 140
REEDER, GEORGE H., 18TH OH INF, Post
REEDER, JOHN D., 13TH MD INF, Post 17
REEDEY, GEORGE W., 13TH KS INF, Post
REEDY, A.J., 1ST MO CAV, Post 37
REEDY, A.J., 1ST MO CAV, Post 35
REEDY, ANDREW J., 1ST MO CAV, Post
REEDY, GEORGE W., 1ST KS MOUNTED INF;13TH, Post 24
REEDY, GEORGE W., 13TH KS INF, Post 24
REEL, HIRAM L., 4TH IA CAV, Post
REEMEY, HIRAM, 6TH IL INF, Post 215
REENE, L.F., 5TH NY CAV, Post 21
REES, ISAAC W., 147TH IN INF, Post 90
REES, JAMES, 149TH OH INF, Post
REES, JAMES W., 149TH OH INF, Post 62
REES, JAMES W., 124TH IN INF, Post 72
REESE, DEWITT CLINT, 2ND CA CAV, Post 11
REESE, JOHN, 113TH OH LINF, Post 98
REESE, JOHN, 113TH OH INF, Post 98
REESEGUE, DAVID C., 5TH MN INF, Post 190
REESMAN, S.H., 155TH OH INF, Post 318
REESOR, WILLIAM S., 151ST IL INF, Post 13
REEVE, ABRAHAM, 8TH IN INF, Post
REEVE, ABRAHAM, 8TH IN INF, Post 138
REEVES, ABNER M., 46TH IA INF, Post 303
REEVES, E.W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 67
REEVES, GEORGE J., 1ST NE INF, Post 2
REEVES, HENRY S., 97TH IL INF, Post 220
REEVES, HIRAM M., 1ST OH INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 25
REEVES, JAMES F., 10TH KY CAV, Post
REEVES, JOSEPH H., 39TH IL INF, Post 112
REEVES, MORRIS, 26TH IN INF, Post 61
REEVES, SAMUEL, 52ND IL INF, Post 233
REEVES, WILLIAM, 8TH MI, Post
REGAN, JOHN, 23RD WI INF, Post 13
REGESTER, JOB G., 28TH IL INF, Post 144
REIBER, GEORGE, 2ND VA CAV, Post
REICE, I.W., 91ST PA INF, Post 258
REICHSTEIN, LOUIS, 1ST IA CAV, Post 243
REID, CHARLES J., 15TH IL INF, Post 126
REID, MATHIAS, 6TH IA CAV, Post 125
REIDGLEY, ELI, 11TH MO CAV, Post
REIGEL, WILLIAM, 8TH IL INF, Post 39
REIGER, DANIEL, 156TH IL INF, Post
REILLY, WILLIAM, 12TH US INF, Post 8;2
REIMAN, AUG, 6TH WV CAV, Post 124
REINDIET, JAMES M, 72ND IL INF, Post
REINHART, GEORGE W., 23RD WI INF;CO. A;35TH W, Post 44
REINHART, S, 2ND MI INF, Post 13
REINHEIMER, PETER, 36TH WI INF, Post 20
REINHERT, JOHN G., 8TH IA CAV(ERROR), Post 284
REINHERT, JOHN M., 7TH IA CAV, Post
REIS, ANTHONY, 21ST WI INF(ERROR), Post 69
REISCHICK, ADOLPH, 4TH MO CAV, Post 207
REISDOEPH, FRANCIS E., 168TH PA INF, Post
REISE, ANTON, 51ST WI INF, Post
REISNER, WILLIAM, 27TH IA INF, Post 220
REISS, JACOB, 2ND MO CAV, Post 322
REITERMAN, PHILLIP, 9TH IA INF, Post 163
REITZ, ADAM, 36TH IL INF, Post 348
REITZEL, GEORGE, 64TH IL INF, Post 19
RELLER, HENRY, 56TH OH INF, Post 25
RELLER, HENRY C., 56TH OH INF, Post
REMALY, EDWARD, 153RD PA INF, Post
REMALY, EDWARD, 47TH PA, Post
REMALY, EDWARD, 153RD PA, Post
REYNOLDS, ANDREW E., 10TH NY CAV; 1ST NY PROVI, Post 81
REYNOLDS, CHARLES T., 88TH PA INF, Post
REYNOLDS, CHARLES W., 7TH MN INF, Post 10
REYNOLDS, DARIUS, NY HEAVY ART, Post 124
REYNOLDS, DAVID C., 1ST MI INF, Post 20
REYNOLDS, DAVID C., 148TH IL INF, Post 25
REYNOLDS, EDWARD, 1ST IA CAV, Post 5; 1
REYNOLDS, ELY H., 4TH MI INF, Post 57
REYNOLDS, EZRA E., 13TH VA INF (CONFEDERATE), Post
REYNOLDS, FRANK, US NAVY; USS DAWN; ROANOKE, Post 110
REYNOLDS, H. J., 16TH WI INF, Post 109
REYNOLDS, ISAAC, 12TH IL INF, Post
REYNOLDS, ISAAC B., 22ND IL INF (ERROR), Post 43
REYNOLDS, ISAAC B., 12TH IL INF, Post 43
REYNOLDS, JACOB, 148TH IL INF, Post
REYNOLDS, JAMES B., 106TH IL INF, Post 139
REYNOLDS, JAMES D., 88TH PA INF, Post 79
REYNOLDS, JOHN, 7TH PA RESERVE CORP, Post 155
REYNOLDS, JOHN S., 40TH IA INF, Post 100
REYNOLDS, JOHN S., 40TH IA INF, Post
REYNOLDS, JOSEPH, WI INF, Post
REYNOLDS, M. G., 35TH IA INF, Post 258
REYNOLDS, M. M., 2ND US INF, Post 1
REYNOLDS, MORTIMER J., 30TH WI INF, Post 17
REYNOLDS, OLIVER F., 1ST WI CAV, Post 114
REYNOLDS, PHINEAS B., 34TH IL INF, Post 44
REYNOLDS, R. W., 14TH OH MILITIA INF, Post 278
REYNOLDS, REUBEN A., 38TH IL INF, Post 139
REYNOLDS, ROBERT M., 10TH IL CAV, Post 43
REYNOLDS, ROBERT M., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., Post 1
REYNOLDS, RUFUS W., 166TH OH INF, Post 278
REYNOLDS, SAMUEL S., 7TH IN INF, Post 34
REYNOLDS, SAMUEL W., 75TH OH INF, Post 141
REYNOLDS, THOMAS M., 3RD IA CAV, Post
REYNOLDS, THOMAS M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 70
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM B., 4TH MO, Post
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM H., 16TH IN INF, Post 8; 1
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM H., 106TH IL INF, Post 220
REYNOLDS, WILSON, 5TH IA CAV, Post
RHEA, DAVID V., 7TH IL CAV, Post
RHEA, DAVID V., 7TH IL CAV, Post 51
RHEA, H. D., 154TH IL INF, Post
RHEA, HENRY D., 154TH IL INF, Post 62
RHEINMILLER, HENRY, 129TH IL, Post
RHINE, ISAAC G., 34TH IN INF, Post 228
RHINE, JAMES W., 34TH IN INF, Post 75
RHINEHART, GEORGE W., 35TH WI INF; 23RD WI INF, Post 60
RHINEHART, GEORGE W., 139TH IL INF, Post 129
RHINEHART, GEORGE W., 139TH OH INF, Post 11
RHINEHART, J., 7TH IA, Post
RHOADES, A.K., 1ST NE CAV, Post 262
RHOADES, ALBERT K., 1ST NE INF, Post
RHOADES, HENRY, 52ND IL INF, Post 97
RHOADES, ISAAC P., 147TH IL INF, Post 84
RHOADS, HENRY, 53RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 97
RHOADS, HERMAN, 88TH IN INF, Post
RHOADS, WILLIAM H., PA, Post
RHOADES, A.K., 1ST NE INF, Post 125
RHOADES, D.E., 150TH PA INF, Post 8
RHOADES, GEORGE H., 30TH WI INF, Post 7
RHOADES, GEORGE H., 13TH US INF; MUSICIAN; CO., Post 354
RHOADES, GEORGE H., 30TH WI, Post
RHOADES, HARRISON, 88TH IN INF, Post 7
RHOADES, HENRY W., 4TH WI MOUNTED INF, Post 34
RHOADES, J.L., McCLENAHAN ART., Post
RHOADES, JAMESON M., 39TH IA INF, Post 186
RHOADES, JOEL, 46TH OH INF, Post 352
RHOADES, JOHN G., 3RD MI CAV, Post 26
RHOADES, MELVYN P., 10TH IA INF, Post 17
RHOADES, R.B., 12TH MO CAV, Post 74
RHOADES, RUFUS A., 3RD WI CAV, Post 11
RHOADES, W.C., 1ST MO INF, Post 159
RHOADES, W.C., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 37
RHONE, Z.S., 199TH PA INF, Post 1
RHUR, LOUIS, 8TH MO INF, Post 104
RHYN, RUDOLPH, 8TH PA RESERVES, Post
RHUFF, FRANCIS F., 85TH PA INF, Post 272
RIBLETT, JACOB, 126TH OH INF, Post 20
RICE, A.D., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 13
RICE, A.T., 91ST IN INF, Post
RICE, ALLEN T., 91ST IN INF, Post 35
RICE, ALONZO, 9TH MI INF, Post 223
RICE, BISSEL P., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 105
RICE, BRISTON C., 7TH IA INF, Post
RICE, CHARLES, 91ST OH INF, Post
RICE, ELLIS S., 35TH IA INF, Post 205
RICE, H.E., 17TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 117
RICE, HENRY, 4TH IL CAV, Post
RICE, HENRY, 83RD IL ING, Post 204
RICE, HENRY, 4TH IL CAV; CO. L; 12TH I, Post 115
RICE, HENRY, 12TH IL CAV; CO. D; 4TH IL, Post 115
RICE, HIRAM E., CHIEF BUGLER; 17TH IL CAV, Post 117
RICE, J.M., US NAVY; USS DAKOTA, Post
RICE, JACOB, 20TH IN INF, Post 4;1
RICE, JEROME S., 7TH WI INF, Post 330
RICE, JOHN G., 27TH IA INF, Post
RICE, JOHN G., 27TH IA INF, Post
RICE, JOHN H., 106TH IL INF, Post 115
RICE, JOHN S., 26TH MO INF, Post 81
RICE, JOHN W., 42ND MO INF, Post 40
RICE, L.H., 104TH IL INF, Post
RICE, LANCE, 104TH OH INF, Post 112
RICE, MARTIN V., 8TH WI INF, Post 68
RICE, N.V., 4TH MO CAV, Post 84
RICE, NATHAN N., 77TH NY INF, Post 9;2
RICE, NELSON J., 4TH P. E. M.M., Post 98
RICE, PRESTON C., 7TH IA INF, Post
RICE, S.H., 133RD PA INF, Post 56
RICE, SAMUEL H., 7TH PA CAV, Post
RICE, STEPHEN, 6TH ME INF, Post 88
RICE, THOMAS J., 21ST IA INF, Post 205
RICE, W.J., 4TH MO, Post
RICE, W.W., 10TH MA INF; CORP; CO. H; 1, Post 9
RICE, WILLIAM H.C., 11TH MI INF, Post 11
RICE, WILLIAM J., 8TH IA CAV, Post
RICE, WRIGHT R., 41ST IN INF, Post 5
RICH, CHARLES, HENDERSON'S LIGHT ART. B, Post 57
RICH, CHARLES H., HINSHAWS IL LIGHT ART., Post 57
RICH, FRANCIS M., 120TH IL INF, Post
RICH, JOHN W., 40TH IA INF, Post 297
RICH, LIBERTY G., 6TH IA INF, Post
RICH, RICHARD W., 12TH IA INF, Post 328
RICHARDS, CURTIS H., 68TH OH INF, Post 69
RICHARD, ALEXANDER, , Post
RICHARD, WILLIAM, 8TH CA, Post
RICHARD, WILLIAM H., 12TH IA INF, Post
RICHARDS, AMAZIAH L., 8TH IN INF, Post 147
RICHARDS, C.H., 7TH OH CAV, Post
RICHARDS, CHARLES, 22ND IL INF ERROR), Post 187
RICHARDS, CHARLES, 22ND IA INF, Post 187
RICHARDS, CHARLES H., 42ND IN INF, Post 163
RICHARDS, CHARLES H., 8TH OH CAV, Post
RICHARDS, CHARLES H., 3RD TX CAV, Post
RICHARDS, CHARLES H., 7TH OH CAV, Post 184
RICHARDS, CURTIS H., 68TH OH INF, Post 206
RICHARDS, DANIEL, 48TH IN INF, Post
RICHARDS, DANIEL, 100TH IN INF; 48TH IN INF, Post 8;1
RICHARDS, DAVID, MI INF, Post
RICHARDS, ELGEN B., 7TH CA INF, Post
RICHARDS, ELGIN, 7TH CA INF, Post 45
RICHARDS, ELI M., 153RD IN INF, Post 289
RICHARDS, EPHRAIM, 8TH CA INF, Post
RICHARDS, EPHRAIM, 8TH CA ART., Post
RICHARDS, FRANCIS M., 70TH OH INF, Post 35
RICHARDS, HARVEY V., 14TH PA CAV, Post 4
RICHARDS, HENRY CLINTO, 15TH NH INF, Post
RICHARDS, J.J., 38TH IL INF, Post 275
RICHARDS, JACOB H., 82ND IN INF, Post 210
RICHARDS, JAMES, 63RD US COLORED INF, Post 331
RICHARDS, JAMES, 63RD US COLORED TROOPS, Post 24
RICHARDS, JAMES D., 2ND IA CAV, Post 262
RICHARDS, JOHN L., 11TH OH INF, Post 89
RICHARDS, JOSEPH M., 13TH US INF, Post 110
RICHARDS, JOSEPH M., 193RD OH INF, Post
RICHARDS, MARTIN, 35TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 32
RICHARDS, MARTIN, 34TH IL INF, Post 32
RICHARDS, MYRON, 1ST OH ART., Post 25
RICHARDS, P. COURSEY, 5TH IA CAV, Post
RICHARDS, P. COURSEYOR, 5TH IA CAV, Post 25
RICHARDS, P. COURSEY, 1ST NE CAV, Post
RICHARDS, PELATIAH J., 42ND WI INF, Post 147
RICHARDS, PIERRIE, 175TH OH INF, Post 104
RICHARDS, T.W.T., 8TH VA INF, Post
RICHARDS, THEODORE, 8TH IA CAV, Post
RICHARDS, THOMAS, 45TH IL INF, Post 7
RICHARDS, THOMAS, 45TH IL INF, Post
RICHARDS, TRUMAN S., 33RD WI INF, Post 37
RICHARDS, WILLIAM, 8TH CA INF, Post 66
RICHARDS, WILLIAM L., 33RD WI INF;CO. H; 11TH W, Post 131
RICHARDS, WILLIAM L., 11TH WI INF; CO. D; 33RD W, Post
RICHARDS, WILLIAM S., 60TH OH CAV(ERROR), Post 43
RICHARDS, WILSON S., 68TH OH INF, Post 43
RICHARDS, BYRON C., 51ST IN INF, Post
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN H, 4TH NY INF, Post
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN M., 104TH NY INF, Post 27
RICHARDSON, AUSTIN W, 104TH WI INF, Post
RICHARDSON, BYRON C., 51ST IN INF, Post 31
RICHARDSON, CHARLES D., 30TH MA, Post
RICHARDSON, CHARLES W., 7TH KS CAV; PVT; CO. K; 45T, Post 37
RICHARDSON, D, 13TH IN INF, Post 201
RICHARDSON, D., 102ND IL INF, Post
RICHARDSON, DANIEL, 102ND IL INF, Post
RICHARDSON, DANIEL, 102ND IL INF, Post 169
RICHARDSON, DICK, 1ST KS INF, Post
RICHARDSON, DICK, 16TH KS CAV; CO. C, 1ST KS, Post 25
RICHARDSON, E.A., 28TH NE INF, Post
RICHARDSON, F.N., 46TH IN INF, Post 80
RICHARDSON, FREDERICK W., 21ST IA INF, Post 109
RICHARDSON, FRIGBY N., 46TH IN INF, Post 80
RICHARDSON, G.W., 39TH IL INF, Post 164
RICHARDSON, GEORGE A., 39TH IL INF, Post
RICHARDSON, GEORGE E., 14TH IA INF, Post
RICHARDSON, GEORGE H., 13TH IN CAV, Post 17
RICHARDSON, GEORGE H., 13TH IN INF, Post 201
RICHARDSON, GEORGE S., 53RD PA LINF, Post 319
RICHARDSON, GEORGE W., 3RD OH CAV, Post
RICHARDSON, JAMES E., 42ND IL INF, Post
RICHARDSON, JOHN F., 15TH IN INF, Post 118
RICHARDSON, JOHN G., 47TH WI INF, Post 223
RICHARDSON, LEVI, 139TH IL INF, Post 45
RICHARDSON, MARC L., 5TH KS CAV, Post 10
RICHARDSON, MARC L., 5TH KS CAV, Post 186
RICHARDSON, OLE, 104TH IL INF, Post 18
RICHARDSON, PARIS, 14TH IL INF, Post
RICHARDSON, STEPHEN H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 60
RICHARDSON, THOMAS C., 34TH IL INF, Post 13
RICHARDSON, THOMAS H., 2ND FIREMAN; US NAVY; USS, Post 262
RICHARDSON, W.J., 34TH IL INF, Post 22
RICHARDSON, WILLIAM H., 52ND IN INF, Post
RICHARDSON, WILLIAM H.S., 38TH WI, Post
RICHARDSON, WILLIUSHBY, 5TH KY INF, Post 1
RICHART, WILLIAM K., 1ST MN INF; BORN WESTMORE, Post 227
RICHARZ, THEODORE, 8TH IA CAV, Post
RICHEY, ALEXANDER, 102ND OH INF, Post 217
RICHEY, CRONWELL O., US NAVY, Post 139
RICHEY, SILES P., 12TH IL CAV, Post
RICHEY, W.G., 159TH OH, Post
RICHIE, LAFFAYETT, IL INF, Post
RICHMON, SETH, 83RD IL INF, Post
RICHMOND, CHARLES P., 16TH OH INF, Post 26
RICHMOND, CHARLES P., 16TH WI INF, Post 39
RICHMOND, EDWARD R., 34TH IL INF, Post 116
RICHMOND, GALEN J., 2ND OH CAV(25TH OH ART; 19, Post 41
RICHMOND, GALEN J., 19TH OH INF(2ND OH CAV; 2, Post 41
RICHMOND, GALEN J., 25TH OH ART(CO. L; 2ND OH, Post 41
RICHMOND, GALEN J., 25TH IN ART.(ERROR), Post 41
RICHMOND, JOHN S., 7TH IL INF, Post
RICHMOND, JOHN S., 26TH IL INF, Post 51
RICHMOND, SETH, 83RD IL INF, Post 139
RICHTER, AUGUST, 24TH IL INF, Post 11
RICHTER, WILLIAM, 50TH IL INF, Post 32
RICKARD, ALVIAH W., 153RD IL INF, Post 92
RICKARD, DAVID, 211TH PA INF, Post
RICKARD, DAVID, 211TH PA INF, Post
RICKARD, LEMUEL W., 8TH IA CAV, Post 182
RICKARD, P.S., 200TH PA INF, Post
RICKEL, WILLIAM T., 112TH IL INF, Post
RICKE MEYER, WILLIAM, 27TH IL INF, Post 46
RICKER, ELI S., 102ND IL INF, Post 227
RICKER, GEORGE F., 8TH IL CAV, Post 264
RICKER, GEORGE H., 8TH IL INF, Post 89
RICKER, HERMAN, 34TH OH INF, Post 147
RICKER, WILLIAM, 45TH IL INF, Post 25
RICKER, WILLIAM, 85TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 32
RICKETS, ANDREW J., 1ST OH ART., Post 11
RICKETT, HARVEY, 78TH IL INF, Post 12
RICKETTS, A.C., 135TH OH INF, Post
RICKETTS, A.J. 1ST IN ART., Post 98
RICKETTS, ANDREW D., 134TH OH INF, Post
RICKETTS, ANDREW D., 21ST OH INF, Post
RICKETTS, ARNOT C., 134TH OH INF, Post 214
RICKETTS, ARNOT T. C., 134TH OH INF, Post
RICKETTS, LEANDER, 152ND IN INF, Post 55
RICKETTS, ROBERT, 29TH OH INF, Post
RICKEY, I.N., 13TH IA INF; PVT; 8TH IA C, Post 52
RICKEY, JEREMIAH W., 53RD OH INF, Post 143
RICKMAN, W.H., 4TH IA CAV, Post 119
RIDDLE, JOSEPH A., 33RD IA INF, Post
RIDDELL, CHARLES, 95TH OH INF(72ND OH INF), Post 11
RIDDELL, JAMES L., 30TH IL INF, Post 10
RIDDELL, S.T., 8TH NY CAV, Post 34
RIDDELL, JAMES H., 10TH IL INF, Post 75
RIDDLE, F.S., 14TH WV INF, Post 235
RIDDLE, GEORGE H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 310
RIDDLE, JOHN, 18TH US INF, Post 96
RIDDLE, JOSEPH A., 33RD IA INF, Post
RIDDLE, SIMPSON, 24TH IA INF, Post 107
RIDDLE, WILLIAM M., 122ND IL INF, Post 245
RIDELL, CHARIST C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 147
RIDELL, CHARLES, 72ND OH INF(95TH OH INF), Post 11
RIDENOUR, JOHN D., 44TH IA INF, Post 228
RIDER, CYRUS W., 3RD WI CAV, Post
RIDER, ELLIOTT P., 9TH IA CAV, Post
RIDER, ELLIOTT P., 5TH WI INF; CO. G; 9TH IA, Post 43
RIDER, J.W., 47TH PA, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Description</th>
<th>Post No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIDER, JOHN W.</td>
<td>47TH PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDEWY, WILLIAM O.</td>
<td>1ST PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGLEY, ELI</td>
<td>11TH MO CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGEWAY, WILLIAM O.</td>
<td>1ST PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGLEY, JACOB</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGLEY, RICHARD</td>
<td>54TH MA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDLEY, WILLIAM C.</td>
<td>118TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIEBEY, FERDINAND</td>
<td>8TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIED, CHRLES</td>
<td>15TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIED, JULIUS</td>
<td>15TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIELLY, WILLIAM</td>
<td>13TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIEPER, BARNEY H.</td>
<td>10TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIER, EDWARD W.</td>
<td>35TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIER, JOHN H.</td>
<td>106TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIERSOHN, J.F.</td>
<td>89TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIES, ANTHONY</td>
<td>51ST WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIES, HENRY</td>
<td>9TH MI INF</td>
<td>1:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIES, JOHN W.</td>
<td>49TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIFE, SAMUEL L.</td>
<td>138TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIFFLE, JOHN W.</td>
<td>21ST PA CAV</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGBY, HENRY</td>
<td>20TH OH INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGDON, CHARLES H.</td>
<td>106TH IL INF</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGER, JACOB</td>
<td>156TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGG, JOSEPH</td>
<td>187TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGINS, ASA B.</td>
<td>123RD IL INF</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGINS, CHARLES W.</td>
<td>123RD IL INF</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, ANDREW</td>
<td>18TH WI INF;PVT;CO. E;3R</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, ANDREW</td>
<td>3RD WI CAV</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, HENRY</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, JASPER</td>
<td>45TH IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, JASPER</td>
<td>45TH IL INF</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, JOHN W.</td>
<td>97TH OH INF</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, JOSEPH F.</td>
<td>2ND MN INF</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGS, JOSEPH T.</td>
<td>2ND MN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHMIRE, W.H.</td>
<td>28TH NJ INF</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGLES, WILLIAM</td>
<td>3RD IN CAV</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGSBY, JAMES V.</td>
<td>37TH KY MOUNTED INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIKER, JAMES L.</td>
<td>1ST NJ INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, ALEXANDER</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, ALEXANDER</td>
<td>US NAVY;USS FOREST BAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, CHARLES</td>
<td>112TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, D.F.</td>
<td>46TH WI INF;PVT;CO. I;14</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, DANIEL F.</td>
<td>142ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RILEY, EDWARD</td>
<td>2ND CO CAV</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RILEY, EDWARD LILLY, 7TH WI INF, Post 29
RILEY, EMANUEL I., 25TH OH INF, Post 94
RILEY, JAMES, 9TH MI INF, Post
RILEY, JAMES, 9TH MI INF, Post
RILEY, JESSE, 5TH WI LIGHT ART., Post
RILEY, JOHN, 13TH IN INF, Post
RILEY, JOHN, 13TH IN INF, Post
RILEY, JOHN O., 28TH OH INF, Post 135
RILEY, JOHN T, MO, Post
RILEY, LUCIUS R., 133RD OH INF, Post 192
RILEY, MADISON J., 134TH IN INF, Post
RILEY, PETER H., 2ND IA INF, Post 153
RIME, WARREN, 7TH IA INF, Post 4
RIMERS, AUGUST F., 2ND NE CAV, Post
RIMEY, WILLIAM T., 120TH IL INF, Post
RINE, MICHAEL P., 7TH IL CAV, Post 25
RINE, RUSSELL D., 23RD IL INF, Post
RINEHART, E.D., 2ND MN SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 301
RINEHART, JAMES K., 5TH IA INF, Post 284
RINEHART, JAMES K., 9TH IA CAV, Post 94
RINEHART, JAMES K., 5TH IA CAV(ERROR), Post 94
RINEHART, JOHN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 47
RINEHART, JOHN T., 9TH IA CAV, Post 94
RINGER, BRADFORD, 2ND OH INF, Post
RINGER, BRADFORD, 2ND OH INF, Post 25
RINGER, GEORGE, 6TH IA CAV, Post 130
RINGOLD, A.C., 4TH MO CAV, Post 72
RINKER, FRED N., 64TH IL INF, Post 13
RINSMON, JAMES W., 93RD IL LINF, Post
RIORDON, MICHAEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post
RIPLEY, CHARLES H., 9TH IA CAV, Post
RIPLEY, JAMES B., 10TH WI INF, Post
RIPLEY, SAMUEL A, 29TH IA INF, Post
RIPLEY, SAMUEL A., 29TH IA INF, Post 61
RIPLEY, SAMUEL A., 29TH IA INF, Post
RIPPATOE, JAMES E., 18TH IN ART., Post 81
RIPPEY, J.N., 1ST NY CAV, Post
RIRIE, ALEXANDER, 80TH OH INF, Post
RIRIE, ALEXANDER, 80TH OH INF, Post 38
RISE, GEORGE W., 74TH IL INF, Post 150
RISHALL, DANIEL R., 46TH IL INF, Post
RISHER, OLIVER, 12TH IL CAV, Post 275
RISK, JOHN W., 42ND OH INF, Post 109
RISLEY, SAMUEL M., 140TH IL INF, Post 60
RISOR, WILLIAM H., 7TH IL CAV, Post 247
RISS, JOHN, 1ST WI INF:2ND WI CAV, Post 11
RISS, JOHN, 2ND WI CAV; 1ST WI INF, Post 11
RITCHAS, WILLIAM, 19TH NY INF, Post
RITCHESON, JAMES, 4TH IA CAV, Post 13
RITCHEY, D.L., 33RD IA INF, Post 48
RITCHEY, LAFAYETTE, 83RD IL INF; CO. I; 61ST I, Post 25
RITCHEY, SILAS P., 12TH IL CAV, Post 25
RITCHE, CHARLES F., 47TH WI INF, Post
RITCHEY, LAFAYETTE, 61ST IL INF; CO. H; 83RD, Post 25
RITCHE, SIMON, 16TH IL INF, Post 330
RITCHE, THOMAS, 7TH WI INF, Post 7
RITCHE, THOMAS W., 5TH IA CAV, Post
RITCHTER, EDWARD, 6TH CT INF, Post
RITTENBURG, JAMES, 102ND IL INF, Post 296
RITTENHOUSE, JAMES R., 157TH OH INF, Post 124
RITTER, HENRY, PA HOME GUARDS, Post
RITTER, J, 128TH IN INF, Post 52
RITTER, JACOB, 128TH IN INF, Post 52
RITTERBUSH, JACOB, 29TH WI INF, Post 15
RITTHALLER, MICHAELS, 82ND IL, Post
ROACH, JAMES, 13TH IA INF, Post
ROACH, JAMES H, 9TH DE INF, Post
ROACH, L.D., 28TH IN INF, Post 147
ROACH, MICHAEL, 87TH IN INF, Post
ROACH, MICHEL E., 87TH IN INF, Post
ROACH, THOMAS, 77TH IN, Post
ROACH, THOMAS, 27TH US INF, Post 2; 3
ROACK, JOHN, 23RD PA INF, Post 1
ROAD, GEORGE B., 30TH WI INF, Post 57
ROADES, ISAAC P., 147TH IL INF, Post
ROADS, DAVID, 8TH IL INF, Post 24
ROBB, CHARLES O., 130TH IN INF, Post
ROBB, ELIJAH C., 8TH IA INF, Post 217
ROBB, I.H., 3RD IA ART., Post 91
ROBB, JAMES L., 2ND IL CAV, Post
ROBB, SAMUEL H., 1ST KY INF, Post 113
ROBB, W.C., 134TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 88
ROBB, W.C., 134TH PA INF, Post 88
ROBB, WALLACE N., 37TH IL INF; CO. C; 76TH I, Post 262
ROBB, WALLACE N., 76TH IL INF; 37TH IL INF, Post 262
ROBB, WASHINGTON, 95TH IL INF, Post 104
ROBB, WASHINGTON, 95TH IL INF, Post
ROBB, WILLIAM, 48TH IL INF, Post 112
ROBBIN, FRANK B., 20TH NY CAV, Post 57
ROBBIN, LORENZO D., 15TH MI ART., Post
ROBBINS, DANIEL C., 104TH IL INF, Post 13
ROBBINS, ELI, 178TH PA INF, Post 73
ROBBINS, GEORGE M., 8TH WI INF, Post 7
ROBBINS, JAMES S., 95TH IL INF, Post 47
ROBBINS, JOHN, 11TH OH ART., Post
ROBBINS, L.M., Post
ROBBINS, L.M., 4TH ME INF, Post 118
ROBBINS, LORENZO D., 4TH IA CAV; PVT; CO. B; 1ST, Post 24
ROBBINS, MONTRAVILLE, 68TH IN INF, Post 32
ROBBINS, WILLIAM G., 10TH IL CAV, Post 71
ROBBINS, WILLIAM K., 2ND US VETERAN RESERVE C, Post 112
ROBBINS, WILLIAM K., 33RD IL INF, Post 319
ROBERSON, NATHANIEL, 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
ROBERSON, W.M., 34TH IN INF, Post 84
ROBERTAS, W.S., 32ND OH INF, Post
ROBERTS, ALBERT M., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post
ROBERTS, ANDREW J., 83RD IL INF, Post 20
ROBERTS, AURELIUS, 1ST IA INF, Post 20
ROBERTS, AURELIUS, 30TH IA INF, Post 20
ROBERTS, BENJAMAN F., 12TH KS INF, Post
ROBERTS, BENJAMIN L., 16TH KS INF, Post
ROBERTS, C.B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 12TH IL CAV; 4TH IL CAV, Post 11
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 4TH IL CAV; CO. B; 12TH IL, Post
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 5TH IL CAV, Post 11
ROBERTS, CHARLES, 5TH IL ART. (ERROR), Post 11
ROBERTS, CHARLES N., 46TH IL INF, Post
ROBERTS, CHARLES W., 46TH IL INF, Post 230
ROBERTS, CHARLY, 42ND MO INF, Post
ROBERTS, CORNELIUS B., 2ND NE CAV, Post
ROBERTS, CORNELIUS B., 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
ROBERTS, G.B., 106TH IL INF, Post 22
ROBERTS, G.B., 106TH IL INF, Post 151
ROBERTS, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF, Post 75
ROBERTS, HUGH M., 39TH WI INF, Post 109
ROBERTS, J.M., 77TH IL INF, Post 122
ROBERTS, JACOB J., 34TH IN INF, Post 1
ROBERTS, JAMES A., 39TH IA INF, Post 16
ROBERTS, JAMES M., 15TH IA INF, Post
ROBERTS, JAMES T., 9TH IA CAV, Post 112
ROBERTS, JAMES T., 35TH VET. RESERVE CORP, Post 38
ROBERTS, JOHN, 18TH OH ART., Post 47
ROBERTS, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 106
ROBERTS, JOHN A., 1ST IA CAV, Post 112
ROBERTS, JOHNSON F., 11TH IL INF, Post 47
ROBERTS, JOHNSTON F., 11TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 47
ROBERTS, JOSEPH, 76TH IL INF, Post 328
ROBERTS, L.C., 5TH MN INF, Post 127
ROBERTS, MOSES, 86TH OH CAV, Post
ROBERTS, N., 76TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 130
ROBERTS, N., 2ND MO CAV, Post 49
ROBERTS, NATHANIEL, 46TH WI INF, Post 127
ROBERTS, NATHANIEL, 7TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. C; 2ND, Post 49
ROBERTS, O.F, 138TH NY INF, Post
ROBERTS, RICHARD H., 5TH MO CAV, Post
ROBERTS, ROBERT, 1ST NY ART, Post 15
ROBERTS, RUSSELL G., 2ND OH ART, Post
ROBERTS, RUSSELL G., 9TH IL INF, Post
ROBERTS, S.L., 10TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 94
ROBERTS, SAMUEL L., 15TH IA INF, Post 94
ROBERTS, SAMUEL L., 75TH IL INF, Post 118
ROBERTS, SCOTT, 32ND OH INF, Post 118
ROBERTS, STEPHEN, 7TH IA CAV, Post 2; 1
ROBERTS, STEPHEN, 7TH IL CAV(ERROR), Post 2
ROBERTS, STEPHEN S., 155TH IL INF, Post 107
ROBERTS, STEPHEN S., 155TH IL INF, Post
ROBERTS, STOKLEY D., 75TH IL INF, Post 25
ROBERTS, STOOKLEY D., 75TH IL INF, Post
ROBERTS, T.M., 26TH WI INF(ERROR), Post 118
ROBERTS, T.M., 26TH MO INF, Post 118
ROBERTS, W.D., 33RD KY INF, Post 206
ROBERTS, WILLIAM, 1ST NE INF, Post 169
ROBERTS, WILLIAM, 5TH WI CAV(ERROR), Post 69
ROBERTS, WILLIAM A., 47TH IL INF, Post 182
ROBERTS, WILLIAM B., 1ST IA LIGHT ART, Post 45
ROBERTS, WILLIAM B., 11TH WI INF, Post 17
ROBERTS, WILLIAM B., 1ST IA ART, Post
ROBERTS, WILLIAM D., 1ST IL ART, Post 112
ROBERTS, WILLIAM D., 1ST KY LIGHT ART, Post 112
ROBERTS, WILLIAM M., 15TH IA INF, Post 25
ROBERTS, WILLIAM R., 47TH IA INF, Post 63
ROBERTS, WRIGHT, 43RD OH INF, Post 54
ROBERTSON, COLLON, 93ND IL INF, Post
ROBERTSON, EDWARD C., 40TH MO INF, Post 25
ROBERTSON, ELI, 21ST MO INF, Post
ROBERTSON, G.A., 24TH IA INF, Post 127
ROBERTSON, GEORGE, 2ND NY ART; 9TH NY ART, Post
ROBERTSON, HENRY C., 2ND NE CAV, Post
ROBERTSON, HENRY C., 2ND NE CAV, Post 66
ROBERTSON, JAMES T., 19TH IA INF, Post 2; 3
ROBERTSON, JAMES T., 19TH IA INF, Post 2
ROBERTSON, JAMES T., 19TH IA INF, Post
ROBERTSON, JAMES W., 13TH IA INF, Post 33
ROBERTSON, JOHN, 35TH IN INF, Post 199
ROBERTSON, JOHN B., 51ST IL INF, Post 104
ROBERTSON, JOHN H., 35TH WI INF, Post 60
ROBERTSON, LEWIS, 140TH IL INF, Post 76
ROBERTSON, MILO B., 7TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 198
ROBERTSON, MILO B., 7TH IN INF, Post 111
ROBERTSON, NORRIS L., 117TH IL INF, Post
ROBERTSON, SAMUEL G., 14TH OH INF, Post 328
ROBERTSON, SIMON C., 12TH IL CAV, Post
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM, 21ST MO INF, Post 6;5
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM D., 122ND OH INF, Post
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM M., 142ND IL INF, Post 109
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM S., 1ST IL ART., Post 66
ROBERTSORE, JAMES W., 13TH IA INF, Post
ROBEY, FRANCIS A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 81
ROBEY, JAMES P., 33RD OH INF, Post 73
ROBEY, TRUEMAN A., 90TH IL INF, Post 20
ROBIE, BENJAMIN F., 3RD WI INF, Post 193
ROBIE, HENRY O., 27TH ME INF, Post
ROBINS, CHARLES E., 91ST IL INF, Post
ROBINS, F.F., 129TH NY INF; CORP; CO. G, Post 18
ROBINS, F.F., 8TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
ROBINS, JAMES S., 95TH IL INF, Post
ROBINSON, A.E., 14TH IA INF, Post
ROBINSON, A.G., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 47
ROBINSON, A.G., 1ST MI INF, Post 43
ROBINSON, A.G., 4TH IL ART., Post 15
ROBINSON, ALLEN, 9TH TN CAV, Post
ROBINSON, ALONZO, 21ST WI INF, Post 119
ROBINSON, ALONZO, 12TH IA INF, Post
ROBINSON, C. M., 15TH OH INF (12TH OH INF), Post 8;2
ROBINSON, C. M., 12TH OH INF (15TH OH INF), Post 8
ROBINSON, C.C., 8TH VT INF; PVT; CO. G; 35T, Post 286
ROBINSON, CHARLES T., 15TH IL INF, Post 69
ROBINSON, CLARK, 129TH IL INF, Post 18
ROBINSON, D.A., 71ST IL INF, Post 322
ROBINSON, D.C., 7TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 75
ROBINSON, DANIEL F., 8TH IL CAV, Post
ROBINSON, DANIEL F., 8TH IL CAV, Post
ROBINSON, DAVID S., 13TH WI ART., Post 76
ROBINSON, DELOS L., 22ND NY CAV, Post 91
ROBINSON, DeWITT C., 17TH IL CAV, Post 75
ROBINSON, ELIJAH, 111TH PA INF, Post 125
ROBINSON, ENOCH, 35TH IL INF, Post
ROBINSON, F.B., 64TH OH INF, Post 67
ROBINSON, FRANCIS M, 11TH PA CAV, Post
ROBINSON, G. W., 1ST MI LIGHT ARTILLERY, Post 229
ROBINSON, GEORGE, 80TH OH INF, Post
ROBINSON, GEORGE, 80TH OH INF, Post 56
ROBINSON, GEORGE A., PVT;152ND IN INF, Post 74
ROBINSON, GEORGE P., 72ND IL INF;CO. E;33RD I, Post
ROBINSON, GEORGE P., 33RD IL INF;72ND IL INF, Post 280
ROBINSON, GUSTAVNS D., 54TH IL INF, Post 50
ROBINSON, HARVEY, 112TH IL INF, Post 32
ROBINSON, HARVEY, 10TH IA INF, Post 32
ROBINSON, HARVEY L., 65TH IL INF;112TH IL INF, Post 139
ROBINSON, HARVEY L., 112TH IL INF;65TH IL INF, Post 139
ROBINSON, HENRY, 9TH, Post
ROBINSON, HENRY C., NE INF, Post
ROBINSON, ISAAC, 103RD IL INF, Post 58
ROBINSON, J.L., 149TH OH INF, Post 244
ROBINSON, JABEZ B., 34TH IL INF, Post 9
ROBINSON, JAMES, 61ST OH INF;CO. I; 82ND, Post 91
ROBINSON, JAMES K., 132ND IL INF, Post 25
ROBINSON, JAMES S., 11TH WI INF, Post 190
ROBINSON, JEREMIAH B., 42ND WI INF, Post 74
ROBINSON, JOHN D., 135TH IN INF, Post 25
ROBINSON, JOHN E., 154TH IN IN, Post
ROBINSON, JOHN Q., 81ST IL INF, Post
ROBINSON, JOHN Q., 81ST IL INF, Post 135
ROBINSON, JOHN S., 11TH WI INF, Post 74
ROBINSON, JOHN W., 3RD IL ART., Post
ROBINSON, JOHN W., 36TH IA INF, Post 262
ROBINSON, RASLIN B., 128TH IN INF, Post 184
ROBINSON, ROBERT D., 25TH WI INF, Post 70
ROBINSON, ROBERT T., 11TH WI INF, Post 74
ROBINSON, ROLLIN B., 128TH IN INF, Post
ROBINSON, SAMUEL T., WI CAV, Post
ROBINSON, THOMAS F., 64TH OH INF, Post 67
ROBINSON, WHITMAN D., 9TH IA INF, Post 228
ROBINSON, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF, Post 81
ROBISE, CHARLES, 1ST NE INF, Post
ROBISON, A.G., 1ST, Post 43
ROBISON, A.R., 9TH TN CAV, Post 159
ROBISON, JOHN M., 21ST MO, Post
ROBISON, ROBERT D., 25TH WI INF, Post
ROBISON, THOMAS S., 38TH OH INF, Post 114
ROBISON, WILLIAM M., 34TH IN INF, Post
ROBLYERE, JACOB, 171ST PA INF;CO. G;1ST N, Post 96
ROBY, F.A., 3RD IA CAV, Post 226
ROBY, GEORGE H., 1ST WI CAV, Post 33
ROBY, JACOB W., 10TH WI INF, Post 32
ROBY, WILLIAM B., 33RD OH INF, Post 80
ROCHEK, JOSEPH, 2ND MN INF, Post 8
ROCK, ALEXANDER M., 36TH OH INF;34TH OH INF, Post 262
ROCK, ALEXANDER M., 34TH OH INF;36TH OH INF, Post 262
ROCK, DAVID, 4TH IA INF;CO. D;25TH IA, Post 82
ROCK, DAVID, 25TH IA INF, Post
ROCK, REUBEN A., 8TH IA CAV, Post 119
ROCK, REUBEN A., 8TH IA CAV, Post 58
ROCKAFELLOR, SAMUEL, 198TH PA INF, Post
ROCKBUD, PATRICK, 40TH NJ INF, Post
ROCKBUD, PATRICK, 40TH NJ INF, Post 354
ROCKE, JACOB, 94TH IL INF, Post 25
ROCKE, JACOB, 94TH IL INF, Post
ROCKENBUGH, CHARLES, 23RD WI INF, Post
ROCKHILL, JONATHAN H., 149TH OH INF, Post 345
ROCKHOLD, SAMUEL, 103RD IL INF, Post
ROCKHOLD, SAMUEL N., 103RD IL INF, Post 115
ROCKHOLD, Z. CHARLES, 4TH IA CAV, Post
ROCKHOLD, ZUR, 4TH IA CAV, Post
ROCKWELL, CALVIN, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
ROCKWELL, DANIEL, 151ST IL INF, Post
ROCKWELL, DANIEL S., 8TH IL INF, Post
ROCKWELL, DANIEL S., 151ST IL INF, Post
ROCKWELL, JOHN H., 30TH IN INF, Post
ROCKWELL, LEWIS, 2ND IL ART., Post 22
ROCKWELL, LEWIS, 2ND IL CAV, Post 22
ROCKWELL, S.F., 151ST IL INF, Post 175
ROCKWELL, SETH, 151ST IL INF, Post
ROCKWOOD, DAVID, , Post
RODDY, MARTIN, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 24
RODENBAUGH, DAVID J., 60TH OH INF, Post 89
RODENBAUGH, SAMUEL H., 105TH IL INF, Post 89
RODER, CHARLES, 5TH US ART., Post 70
RODERICK, DANIEL C., 5TH OH INF, Post 50
RODES, ANDREW J., 4TH KY INF, Post
RODGERS, ALEX, 54TH IL INF;1ST IL CAV, Post 81
RODGERS, ALEXANDER, 4TH IA CAV, Post
RODGERS, ALEXANDER, 1ST IL CAV;54TH IL INF, Post 81
RODGERS, ALEXANDER, 4TH IA CAV, Post
RODGERS, BROOKS E., 1ST NH HEAVY ART., Post
RODGERS, E., 23RD KY INF, Post 157
RODGERS, EDWIN J., 1ST NY VET. CAV, Post 157
RODGERS, ENOS H., 6TH MI HEAVY ART., Post
RODGERS, HIRAM, 160TH OH INF, Post 133
RODGERS, JAMES, 84TH IL INF, Post
RODGERS, JOHN, 29TH WI INF, Post 20
RODGERS, JOHN W., 8TH MI INF, Post 20
RODGERS, MADISON, 44TH IN INF, Post 20
RODGERS, MADISON, 152ND IN INF, Post 22
RODOCKAR, GEORGE, 4TH PA CAV, Post 286
ROE, D. W., 69TH NY INF, Post 1
ROE, JOHN P., 24TH WI INF, Post
ROE, REES, 14TH OH ART., Post 112
ROE, THOMAS, 52ND IL INF, Post 195
ROEDEL, FRANK, 104TH IL INF, Post 109
ROELOFSZ, PETER, 3RD MO CAV, Post
ROESKE, CHARLES, 13TH WI ART., Post 193
ROGERS, ALBERT H., 20TH IA INF;PVT;CO. G;29, Post 41
ROGERS, ALBERT H., 29TH IA INF;20TH IA INF, Post 32
ROGERS, ALPHEIUS W., 1ST IL ART.;SERG;CO. F;6, Post 1
ROGERS, BENJAMIN, 1ST VT CAV, Post 144
ROGERS, CHARLES M, 20TH INF, Post
ROGERS, CHARLES M., 20TH IA INF, Post
ROGERS, DANIEL, 1ST WI INF, Post 355
ROGERS, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV, Post 95
ROGERS, DAVID, 2ND NE CAV, Post
ROGERS, E.D., 32ND IA, Post
ROGERS, ELIJAH, 32ND IA INF, Post 209
ROGERS, EZRA D., 32ND IA INF, Post 53
ROGERS, EZRA D., 32ND IA INF, Post
ROGERS, FRANCIS E., 21ST IA INF;34TH & 38TH, Post 226
ROGERS, FRANCIS E., 21ST IA INF;34TH & 38TH, Post 226
ROGERS, FRANCIS M., 15TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 1
ROGERS, GEORGE M., 18TH WI INF, Post 13
ROGERS, GEORGE M., 18TH WI INF, Post 13
ROGERS, GEORGE W., 13TH MO CAV, Post 253
ROGERS, GEORGE W., 13TH MO CAV, Post 254
ROGERS, GILBERT J., 9TH NY CAV, Post 234
ROGERS, HENRY G., PROVISIONAL MO STATE MIL, Post 297
ROGERS, HESECHISA, 4TH MO INF, Post
ROGERS, HIRAM S., 14TH IA INF, Post 13
ROGERS, ISAAC, 156TH OH INF, Post 265
ROGERS, J.W., 8TH MI CAV, Post 233
ROGERS, JAMES, 2ND MO CAV, Post 15
ROGERS, JAMES, 105TH OH INF, Post
ROGERS, JAMES, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 136
ROGERS, JAMES W., 34TH IL INF, Post 297
ROGERS, JERS, 2ND IA INF, Post
ROGERS, JESSE, 2ND IA INF, Post 31
ROGERS, JOHN, 52ND IN INF;50TH IN INF, Post
ROGERS, JOHN W., PVT;107TH IL INF, Post 32
ROGERS, JOSELPH A., IL, Post
ROGERS, MICHAEL, 85TH I INF, Post 275
ROGERS, NELSON, 2ND IA INF, Post 91
ROGERS, NOYES C., 15TH VT INF, Post 91
ROGERS, OLIVER C., 44TH IL INF, Post 152
ROGERS, ORSEN C., 95TH IL INF, Post 318
ROGERS, PATRICK, 48TH NY INF, Post 319
ROGERS, THOMAS F., 40TH IL INF, Post 10
ROGERS, W.L., 1ST IA INF, Post
ROGERS, WATSON J., 113TH IL INF, Post
ROGERS, WATSON J., 113TH IL INF, Post 257
ROGERS, WILBER F., 1ST WI INF, Post
ROGERS, WILBUR, 1ST IL INF; CO. K; 13TH IA, Post 35
ROGERS, WILBUR L., 13TH IN INF, Post
ROGERS, WILLIAM, 74TH IL INF, Post 25
ROGERS, WILLIAM T., 45TH IL INF, Post 7
ROGESS, LEWIS M., 2ND NE CAV, Post
ROGGGEN, EDWARD P., 177TH OH INF, Post
ROGGGEN, EDWARD P., 177TH OH INF, Post
ROGGGEN, EDWARD P., 177TH OH INF, Post 25
ROGGENSEES, CHRISTIAN L., MO HOME GUARD, Post
ROGGY, JOSEPH R., 139TH IL INF, Post
ROGMAN, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, Post 192
ROHAN, THOMAS J., 21ST WI INF, Post 22
ROHBACK, FRITZ, 32ND WI INF, Post 28
ROHMS, AUGUST, US NAVY; USS NIAGRA, Post
ROHR, R.H., 10TH IA INF, Post 108
ROHR, SILAS, 10TH IA INF, Post 39
ROHRS, AUGUST, US NAVY; FRIGATE NIAGURA, Post 7
ROLAND, ISAIAH, 4TH IL CAV; CO. L; 12TH IL, Post
ROLAND, ISAIAH, 12TH IL CAV; 4TH IL CAV, Post
ROLF, ANDIS G., 23RD IL INF, Post 262
ROLF, ARTHUR, 74TH IL INF, Post 223
ROLFS, H.J., 2ND IL CAV, Post
ROLFS, JAMES C., 3RD IA CAV, Post
ROLL, JASPER P., 7TH CA INF, Post
ROLL, JOHN F., 1ST WI INF, Post
ROLLER, J. T., 6TH U.S. CAV; 110TH PA IN, Post 25
ROLLER, JOHN, 46TH IL INF, Post
ROLLES, SILAS S., 13TH US INF, Post
ROLLINS, CHARLES, 4TH IA CAV, Post
ROLLINS, GEORGE W., 33RD WI INF, Post 9; 3
ROLLINS, JAMES, 95TH IL INF, Post 258
ROLLINS, L.W., 1ST NY CAV, Post
ROLLO, JAMES, 13TH WI INF, Post 87
ROLOSON, BENJAMIN, 4TH OH INF, Post 339
ROLP, HENRY J., 2ND IL CAV, Post
ROMAN, ISAAC, 63RD OH INF, Post 77
ROMIG, HENRY, 161ST OH INF, Post 262
ROMIG, JOHN H, 180TH OH INF, Post
ROMINE, JAMES, 36TH OH INF, Post 134
ROMINE, JAMES, 154TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 134
ROMINE, R., 86TH NE INF, Post
ROMINE, ROLAND, 86TH IN INF, Post 174
ROMINE, WILLIAM, 32ND OH INF, Post
ROOCH, JONATHAN, 25TH WI INF, Post 119
ROOD, CHARLES P, 37TH WI INF, Post
ROOD, GEORGE B., 30TH WI INF, Post 57
ROOD, HOMER M., 74TH IL INF, Post 20
ROOD, WILLIAM H., 37TH WI INF, Post 11
ROODE, JOHN K., 6TH MI INF, Post 14
ROOK, ELEAZER T., 65TH IL INF, Post 35
ROOK, JOSEPH C., 20TH IA INF, Post 144
ROOKER, HIRAM W., 18TH IN INF, Post 341
ROONEY, PAUL, 24TH KY CAV, Post
ROONEY, PETER, 12TH US INF, Post
ROONEY, PETER, 12TH IA INF, Post 169
ROOP, JACOB, 45TH IL INF, Post 66
ROOP, JOHN V., 7TH IA INF, Post 37
ROOT, ANDERSON, 2ND OH CAV, Post
ROOT, BENJAMIN, 196TH OH INF, Post 16
ROOT, HENRY D., 19TH MI INF, Post
ROOT, LEVINGS W., 37TH NY INF; CORP; CO. B: 2, Post 5; 1
ROOT, ORSAP, 5TH IA CAV, Post 173
ROOT, ORSAP, 5TH IA CAV, Post
RORK, P.L., 2ND MI INF, Post 118
ROSA, BURTIS, 3RD MN INF, Post 227
ROSBEN, JOHN, 12TH IL INF; D(ERROR), Post 299
ROSE, ABRAHAM D., 11TH IA INF, Post 52
ROSE, ALFORD, 92ND NY INF, Post
ROSE, ALFORD, 92ND NY INF, Post
ROSE, ASA W., 1ST IA CAV, Post 116
ROSE, CALEB H., 161ST OH INF; 114TH OH IN, Post 31
ROSE, CALEB H., 114TH OH, Post
ROSE, CALEB H., 114TH OH INF(161ST OH IN, Post 31
ROSE, CALEB H., 114TH OH INF(161ST OH IN, Post 31
ROSE, F.M., 2ND IA CAV, Post 228
ROSE, G.W., 2ND US INF, Post 326
ROSE, GEORGE, 1ST DAKOTA CAV, Post 52
ROSE, GEORGE D., 14TH IA INF, Post 263
ROSE, GEORGE W., 147TH IL INF, Post 69
ROSE, HENRY, 51ST WI INF; CO. D; 53RD, Post 262
ROSE, HENRY N., 3RD OH INF, Post
ROSE, HENRY N., 31ST OH INF(3RD OH INF), Post 21
ROSE, HENRY N., 3RD OH INF; 31ST OH INF, Post 21
ROSE, HENRY W., 4TH IA INF, Post 61
ROSE, J.A., 1ST MN CAV, Post 262
ROSE, JAMES M., 55TH PA INF, Post
ROSE, JOSIAH, 28TH IA INF, Post 235
ROSE, PETER, 62ND OH INF, Post 152
ROSE, WILLIAM E., 97TH IN INF, Post 256
ROSEBOOM, JOHN, 10TH IL INF, Post 299
ROSEBURG, JOHN E., 17TH WV INF; 4TH WV INF, Post 60
ROSECRANS, E.J., 13TH IN INF, Post 31
ROSECRANDS, JOHN H., 33RD IL INF, Post 280
ROSECRANDS, HIRAM H., 33RD IL INF, Post 280
ROSIER, AMOS, 25TH WI INF, Post
ROSIER, AMOS, 28TH WI INF, Post 62
ROSIER, AMOS, 45TH WI INF, Post 62
ROSITER, GEORGE, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF; 106TH, Post 32
ROSKIE, WILLIAM F., 44TH WI INF, Post
ROSS, CEPHAS, 1ST NJ CAV, Post 304
ROSS, CHARLES, 66TH IL INF, Post 1
ROSS, DAVID, 14TH KY INF, Post
ROSS, FRANKLIN M., 13TH WI INF, Post 8; 2
ROSS, GEORGE A., 29TH IA INF, Post 118
ROSS, GEORGE H., 101ST IL INF, Post 25
ROSS, HENRY H., 57TH IL INF, Post 31
ROSS, HENRY S., 87TH IN INF, Post 28
ROSS, HENRY W., 12TH IA INF, Post 80
ROSS, HENRY W., 1ST IA INF, Post 80
ROSS, J.T., 4TH U.S. ART; 14TH IN INF, Post 13
ROSS, JACOB, 20TH IA INF, Post
ROSS, JAMES A., 2ND IA INF, Post 13
ROSS, JAMES BA, 4TH NY INF, Post
ROSS, JESSE, 12TH IA INF, Post 80
ROSS, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 13
ROSS, JOHN, US NAVY, Post 105
ROSS, JOHN E., 10TH IL CAV, Post
ROSS, JOSEPH F., 46TH IN INF, Post
ROSS, JOSEPH T., 14TH IN INF; 4TH US ART., Post 13
ROSS, MILTON C., 3RD IA INF; 1 SERG; CO. C, Post 13
ROSS, OLIVER Y., 156TH OH INF, Post 69
ROSS, THOMAS, 29TH IA INF, Post 272
ROSS, THOMAS, 20TH IA INF; PVT; CO. K; 29, Post 272
ROSS, THOMAS F., 14TH KS CAV, Post 24
ROSS, WILLIAM, 84TH IN INF, Post 94
ROSS, WILLIAM, 37TH WI INF, Post 42
ROSSIGNIL, WAKEMAN, 4TH NY ART., Post 88
ROSSITER, GEORGE, 106TH IL INF; 7TH IL INF, Post 32
ROSSITER, RICHARD, 41ST OH INF, Post 36
ROSSITER, THOMAS O, 7TH OH CAV, Post
ROSSMAN, NAYES, 9TH IA INF, Post 63
ROTH, AMASA A., 6TH TN INF, Post
ROTH, BARLOW, 83RD IL, Post
ROTH, CHARLES E., 2ND NY CAV, Post
ROTH, GREGORY, 80TH IN INF, Post 81
ROTH, JACOB, 1ST NE INF, Post 94
ROTHSCHILD, LEE, LANDSMAN; US NAVY; SHIPS C, Post 110
ROUDABAUGH, HENRY, 126TH OH INF, Post 102
ROUND, LOUIS B., 50TH OH INF, Post 31
ROUNDS, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post
ROUNDS, GEORGE W., 42ND WI INF, Post 157
ROUNDS, JOHN W., 69TH IL INF, Post 82
ROUNDS, LORAIN, 40TH WI INF, Post
ROUNDS, LORENZO, 13TH US INF, Post 47
ROUNDS, LORENZO, 13TH US INF, Post 47
ROUNDS, LORIN, 13TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 47
ROUNDS, LORONZO, 17TH US INF, Post
ROURKE, JOHN O., 6TH WI INF; CAPT; CO. L; 1, Post 45
ROUSE, ABRAHAM F., 1ST MI LIGHT ART., Post 251
ROUSE, CHARLES G., 33RD WI INF, Post 82
ROUSE, GEORGE, 1ST IA CAV, Post 231
ROUSE, GEORGE W., 37TH IL INF, Post 15
ROUSE, JAMES R., 153RD IL INF, Post 109
ROUSE, JOHN D., 57TH IL INF, Post 15
ROUSE, ROBERT E., 34TH IL INF, Post 82
ROUSH, JACOB M., 174TH OH INF, Post 144
ROUSH, JEREMIAH J., 13TH IL INF, Post
ROUSH, RICHARD J., 53RD OH INF, Post 5
ROUSH, RICHARD J., 53RD OH INF, Post 5
ROUSH, SAMUEL, 71ST IL INF, Post 333
ROUSH, TIMOTHY S., 86TH IN, Post
ROUSH, TIMOTHY S., 86TH IN, Post
ROUTONG, WILLIAM, 44TH IN INF, Post
ROUTSON, ABRAHAM, 22ND IA INF, Post
ROUTSON, JOHN G., 104TH OH INF, Post 9
ROW, JACOB F., 2ND IA INF, Post 17
ROW, PHILIP, 142ND PA INF, Post 70
ROWDEN, DAVID C., 84TH IN INF, Post 262
ROWDEN, DAVID C., 84TH IN INF, Post
ROWE, EBEN L., Post
ROWE, H.P., 49TH IL INF; ALIAS GEORGE, Post 152
ROWE, HENRY C., 4TH IA CAV, Post 173
ROWE, JAMES E., 7TH RI INF, Post
ROWE, JAMES R.P., 22ND IA INF, Post 154
ROWE, PERRY, 19TH IN INF, Post 267
ROWE, RICE, 22ND IA INF, Post
ROWE, SYLVANUS B., 22ND IA INF, Post 96
ROWELL, JOHN, 49TH WI INF, Post 42
ROWELL, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, Post
ROWLAND, ANTHONY, 36TH IA INF, Post
ROWLAND, DAVID W., 33RD IA INF, Post
ROWLAND, DAVID W., 33RD IA INF, Post
ROWLAND, HENRY C., 12TH IN INF, Post 269
ROWLAND, JAMES, 14TH NY INF, Post 272
ROWLAND, JOHN, 53RD OH INF, Post 207
ROWLAND, JOSEPH S., 27TH WI INF, Post
ROWLAND, WILLIAM M., 13TH IA INF, Post 25
ROWLAND, WILLIAM M., 13TH IA INF, Post
ROWLEE, HENRY M., 1ST WI CAV, Post 120
ROWLES, WILLIAM D., 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
ROWLETT, EZEKIEL, 100TH IN INF, Post 143
ROWLEY, JEHEIL, 21ST IA INF, Post 19
ROWLEY, JOHN M., 98TH OH INF, Post 97
ROWLEY, NATHAN, 16TH US INF, Post 235
ROWLEY, RICHARD, 1ST NY INF, Post 248
ROWLISON, JAMES D., 82ND IN INF, Post 16
ROWLISON, JAMES D., 82ND IN INF, Post 16
ROY, JOSEPH L., 2ND NE MOUNTED INF, Post
ROY, JOSEPH L., 2ND NE CAV, Post 309
ROY, L.P., 7TH MO CAV, Post 224
ROYAL, JARVIS, 57TH IL INF, Post 40
ROYALL, WILLIAM B., 3RD US CAV; 2ND US CAV, Post
ROYCE, BENJAMIN R., 344TH IL INF, Post 43
ROYCE, O.W., 1ST IL ART., Post 55
ROYCE, ORLANDO W., McCALLALENS ART., Post
ROYCE, ORLANDO W., 10TH IL INF, Post 55
ROYCE, WILLIAM, 22ND NY CAV, Post
ROYER, ISAAC, 65TH IL INF; CO. G: 92ND I, Post 72
ROYER, ISAAC A., 92ND IL INF; CO. I: 65TH I, Post 72
ROYER, JOEL., Post 123
ROYER, JOEL B., 149TH PA INF, Post
ROYSE, JAMES W., 23RD IN INF, Post 15
ROZELL, J.J., 16TH IL INF, Post 171
RSEDER, JOHN D., 1ST MD INF, Post
RTEHEZ, GARENCO D., 33RD IN INF, Post
RUBLEE, MARCUS D., 5TH IA INF, Post 124
RUBOTTOM, PLEASANT L., 43RD IN INF, Post 233
RUBY, B. F., 96TH OH INF, Post 85
RUBY, BENJAMAN F., 82ND OH INF, Post
RUBY, HENRY C., 3RD WI CAV, Post 171
RUBY, JAMES A., 7TH IL CAV, Post 142
RUBY, JOHN W., 42ND OH INF, Post 85
RUCE, WORTHY, 28TH WI INF, Post
RUCH, PHILLIP, 8TH IL INF; 17TH IL INF, Post 32
RUCH, PHILLIP J., 17TH IL INF; CO. E; 8TH IL, Post 32
RUCHONG, JAMES, 20TH IN INF, Post 180
RUCKER, WARREN, 42ND OH INF, Post 227
RUCKER, WARREN, 42ND OH INF, Post 227
RUCKHAM, ROBERT M., 12TH MO CAV, Post
RUCKMAN, P.G., 30TH NJ INF, Post 235
RUDDICK, DAVID J., 5TH IA CAV, Post 117
RUDDY, PATRICK, 11TH WI INF, Post 25
RUDDY, PATRICK, 11TH WI INF, Post 25
RUDEMAN, OLOF, 57TH IL INF, Post
RUDISILL, GEORGE, 12TH IN INF; BD. 3NOV1826, Post 18
RUDOLPH, CHARLES U., 125TH IL INF, Post 20
RUEBEE, CHARLES CAR, 43RD WI INF, Post 179
RUGER, GEORGE W., 3RD OH CAV, Post 262
RUGG, WILLIAM F., 143RD PA INF, Post 22
RUGGLES, CHARLES S., 177TH OH INF, Post
RUHE, ERNEST, 2ND MN INF, Post
RUHL, DAVID, 6TH OH CAV, Post
RUHL, PETER A., 132ND IL INF, Post
RULON, HENRY, 47TH IL INF, Post
RUMBEL, RUDOLPH, 48TH PA INF, Post
RUMBOLZ, WILLIAM, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
RUMBOLZ, WILLIAM, 2ND US INF; 7TH IL INF, Post 2
RUMBOLZ, WILLIAM, 1ST MO CAV; 2ND US INF, Post
RUMELHART, GEORGE, 8TH IL CAV, Post 42
RUMMANS, ABNER, 10TH KY CAV, Post
RUMMEL, D.B., 26TH IL, Post
RUMMERFIELD, A.E., 36TH OH INF, Post 37
RUMMERFIELD, AARON E., 36TH OH INF, Post
RUMON, WARREN, 83RD IL INF, Post 47
RUMSEY, JAMES B., 139TH IN INF, Post
RUMSEY, JOHN, 1ST VT CAV, Post 112
RUMSEY, NATHAN, 7TH MI INF, Post 70
RUMSEY, WILLIAM, 161ST NY INF, Post 137
RUNDALL, ADDISON P., 19TH IA INF, Post 43
RUNDALL, REUBEN W., 86TH IL INF, Post 261
RUNDALL, WARREN N., 8TH IA INF, Post 43
RUNDALL, WILLIAM S., 8TH IA INF, Post 43
RUNDELL, A., 7TH WI INF, Post 56
RUNDOLL, ABRAHAM, 1ST WI INF, Post
RUNION, WARREN, 83RD IL INF, Post
RUNNETS, VITALIS S., 136TH OH INF, Post 11
RUNNION, WARREN, 83RD IL, Post
RUNYAN, JOHN H., 68TH IN INF, Post 303
RUNYON, MILTON M., 30TH IA INF, Post
RUNYON, ORISON J., 39TH IA INF, Post 265
RUPERT, JOHN C., 139TH PA INF, Post 291
RUPPER, JOSEPH A., 39TH WI INF, Post 60
RUPKA, HENRY, 7TH WI INF; LIEUT; CO. K, Post 101
RUPKA, HENRY, 7TH WI INF, Post
RUPKE, HENRY, 51ST WI INF; CO. F; 7TH WI, Post 101
RUPP, CHRISTIAN D., 28TH IA INF, Post 114
RUPPEL, L.F., 47TH IA INF, Post 96
RUR, LOUIS E., 8TH MO INF, Post
RUSCO, BENJAMIN S., 10TH OH CAV (88TH OH INF), Post 58
RUSCO, BENJAMIN S., 88TH OH INF (10TH OH CAV), Post 58
RUSELL, THOMAS T., 3RD WI CAV, Post
RUSH, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, Post 116
RUSH, JEREMIAH E., 24TH PA INF, Post 242
RUSH, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, Post
RUSH, JOHN, 20TH WI INF, Post
RUSH, JOSEPH, 15TH KY INF; US SIGNAL CO, Post
RUSH, NICHOLAS, 2ND IL LIGHT ART., Post
RUSH, Z.C., 141ST OH INF, Post 140
RUSHONG, JAMES, 10TH OH INF, Post 274
RUSK, W.H., 18TH MO INF, Post 303
RUSNOGLE, ALEXANDER, 91ST OH INF, Post 3
RUSS, JOHN N., 44TH IL INF, Post 114
RUSSEL, WILLIAM, 12TH MI INF, Post
RUSSELL, A. P., 77TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 139
RUSSELL, ALMER P., 177TH OH INF, Post 306
RUSSELL, C. P., 140TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 180
RUSSELL, CONVERSE P., 14TH OH INF, Post 180
RUSSELL, DEXTER, 74TH IL INF, Post 201
RUSSELL, FRANKLIN, 89TH IL INF, Post
RUSSELL, GEORGE W., 31ST WI INF, Post 12
RUSSELL, GEORGE W., 5TH IL CAV, Post
RUSSELL, H.C., US SECRET SERVICE, Post 34
RUSSELL, HENRY C., 2ND IA INF, Post 34
RUSSELL, HENRY L., 11TH MO CAV, Post 52
RUSSELL, J.B., 72ND OH INF, Post 31
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV, Post 103
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV; DIED 26 AUG 191, Post 25
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV, Post
RUSSELL, JAMES G., 7TH KS CAV, Post
RUSSELL, JEFFERSON B., 72ND OH INF, Post
RUSSELL, JOHN C., 32ND IA INF, Post 120
RUSSELL, JOHN F., 3RD US ART., Post 10
RUSSELL, JOHN F., 3RD WI INF, Post 10
RUSSELL, JOHN L., 1ST MI INF; CORP; CO. F; 23, Post 153
RUSSELL, JOHN L., 23RD IL INF, Post
RUSSELL, L.S., 11ST MA INF, Post 316
RUSSELL, LEVI S., 1ST MA INF, Post 4
RUSSELL, LUMAN L., 7TH WI INF, Post 118
RUSSELL, MITCHELL H., 20TH IA INF, Post
RUSSELL, NATHANIEL F., 5TH IA CAV, Post
RUSSELL, NELSON S., 26TH IA INF, Post 183
RUSSELL, SAMUEL L., 29TH PA INF, Post
RUSSELL, THOMAS, 23RD IA INF, Post 114
RUSSELL, THOMAS O., 43RD WI INF; 13TH WI INF, Post 11
RUSSELL, THOMAS O., 13TH WI INF; 2 LIEUT; CO., Post
RUSSELL, TOLBERT, 19TH IA INF, Post
RUSSELL, W.P., US MARINES, Post 246
RUSSELL, W.T., 5TH IA CAV, Post 53
RUSSELL, W.T., 89TH OH INF; QM SERG; CO., Post 53
RUSSELL, WILLIAM, 12TH MI INF, Post 136
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 180TH OH INF, Post 17
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 17TH MI INF, Post
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 81ST OH INF, Post
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 38TH OH INF, Post 98
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 35TH IN INF, Post 98
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 38TH OH INF, Post 98
RUSSELL, WILLIAM H., 17TH MI INF, Post 110
RUSSELL, WILLIAM J., 88TH IL INF, Post 32
RUSSELL, WILLIAM P., 59TH IL INF, Post 143
RUSSELL, WILLIAM W., 127TH IL INF, Post 60
RUSSELL, TOLBERT, 19TH WI INF, Post
RUST, HENRY, 14TH OH V ol. MILITIA; 68T, Post 25
RUSTECHUTLAY, LEVI, 74TH IL INF, Post
RUSTERHOLTZ, LEVI, 74TH IL INF, Post 85
RUTH, JOHN B., 13TH PA INF, Post 110
RUTHERFORD, ELIJAH L., 19TH KY INF, Post
RUTHERFORD, GEORGE M., 10TH MI INF, Post 122
RUTHERFORD, JACOB S., 8TH WI INF, Post
RUTHERFORD, JACOB S., 8TH WI INF, Post 35
RUTHIFORD, JOHN M., 53RD IN INF, Post
RUTLEDGE, JOHN, US NAVY;SHIP 'MAINE', Post 1
RUTLEDGE, WILLIAM M., 71ST OH INF, Post
RUTTER, DAVID H., 1ST IA CAV, Post
RUTTER, GEORGE A., 42ND IN INF, Post 67
RUTZLER, FREDERICK, 38TH IL INF, Post 323
RUWE, AUGUST, 27TH IL INF, Post 4
RUZICKA, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF, Post
RUZICZKA, JOSEPH, 45TH WI INF, Post 51
RYAN, CORNELIUS, 58TH IL INF, Post 4
RYAN, J.L., 122ND IL INF, Post
RYAN, JACOB, , Post 123
RYAN, JACOB S., 33RD IA INF, Post
RYAN, JOHN, 3RD MA CAV, Post
RYAN, LAWRENCE, 2ND NY ART., Post 76
RYAN, MICHAEL P., 8TH IL CAV, Post
RYAN, MIILLERN, 12TH IN INF, Post
RYAN, ROBERT R., 41ST IL INF, Post 97
RYAN, ROBERT R., 53RD IL INF;41ST IL INF, Post 97
RYAN, THOMAS, 7TH MI CAV, Post
RYAN, WILLIAM, 13TH KY, Post
RYAN, WILLIAM, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
RYAN, WILLIAM E., 2ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 35
RYAN, WILLIAM E., 152ND IL INF, Post
RYAN, WILLIAM E., 2ND IL ART., Post 35
RYAN, WILLIAM M., 13TH KY CAV, Post 7
RYBURN, K.M., 14TH KS CAV, Post 89
RYCKMAN, CHARLES W., 36TH IA INF, Post 131
RYDER, JAMES J., 101ST IL INF, Post
RYDER, SAMUEL M., 3RD NY ART., Post 154
RYDER, WILLIAM, 15TH NY CAV, Post
RYDER, WILLIAM, 15TH NY CAV, Post
RYKER, WILLIAM R., 6TH IN INF, Post 138
RYMACE, GEORGE W., 9TH IN CAV, Post 33
RYMAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH IN CAV, Post 25
RYMAN, BENJAMIN F., 7TH IN CAV, Post
RYNEARSON, JOSIAH, 69TH OH INF, Post 15
RYNEN, JAMES H., 46TH OH INF, Post

S

SAAARE, H., 42ND WI, Post
SAAARE, HERMAN, 42ND WI INF, Post 313
SABIN, GEORGE W., 148TH NY INF, Post
SABIN, JOHN, 27TH WI INF, Post 10
SABLE, HENRY, 10TH IN LIGHT ART., Post
SACARIDER, JOSEPH, 33RD IL INF; 124TH IL INF, Post 10
SACKETT, JAMES K., 19TH MI INF, Post 285
SACKETT, N.A., 1ST CT LIGHT ART., Post 192
SACKETT, SAMUEL L., 38TH NY INF, Post 292
SACKETT, SAMUEL L., 111TH NY INF, Post
SACKETT, WILLIAM C., 154TH IL INF, Post
SACKRISON, J.P., 40TH IL INF, Post 13
SACKS, BENJAMIN F., 15TH IL INF, Post 11
SACREDER, JOSEPH, 124TH IL INF; 134TH IL IN, Post 10
SACRIDER, JOHN H., 65TH IL INF, Post 10
SACRIDER, JOSEPH, 134TH IL INF; 124TH IL LI, Post 10
SADDLER, WILLIAM G., 13TH KY CAV, Post 13
SADLER, HENRY C., 3RD WI INF, Post
SADLER, ROBERT H, 19TH IL INF, Post
SADLER, SAMUEL, 3RD IA CAV, Post 13
SADORIS, JACKSON, 2ND NE CAV, Post 15
SAER, LEONARD B., 12TH OH INF, Post 76
SAFELEY, JOHN H., 4TH IA CAV, Post 282
SAGE, E.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 303
SAGE, EDWARD B., 2ND WI CAV, Post
SAGE, ELIAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SAGE, HARVEY, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SAGE, LEONARD B., 3RD WI CAV, Post 76
SAGE, MORRIS H., 35TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 65
SAGE, MORRIS H., 33RD IL INF, Post 45
SAGE, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SAGE, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 262
SAGER, HENRY, 102ND PA INF, Post
SAGER, HENRY, 1ST WI ART., Post
SAGESER, JAMES W., 45TH IL INF, Post 247
SAGESERE, FRANCIS M., 148TH IL INF, Post 177
SAGSTER, F.M., 148TH IL INF, Post 177
SAILEY, JAMES, 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
SAILORS, ANDREW J., 58TH IN INF; CO. K; 101ST, Post
SAILORS, ANDREW J., 101ST IN INF; 58TH IN INF, Post
SAILORS, JAMES A., 2ND IN CAV, Post 269
SAINT, WILLIAM R., 17TH OH INF, Post 13
SAINT, OLIVER P., Post 123
SAINT, OLIVER P., 7TH IN CAV, Post 26
SALA, EDWARD Q., 4TH IA INF, Post 5
SALADEN, ADAM, 11TH OH CAV, Post
SALEE, WASHINGTON G, 102ND IL INF, Post 171
SALEM, ABRAM H., 11TH IL CAV, Post
SALEM, JOSEPH, US NAVY; USS CHILLCOTTTEE, Post
SALISBURY, HENRY W., 141ST IL INF, Post 1
SALISBURY, WARREN, 47TH IL INF, Post 330
SALMON, JAMES, 23RD MO INF, Post 284
SALMON, JAMES, 28TH MO INF, Post 284
SALOMON, JOHN J., 47TH MA;22ND MA, Post
SALSBURY, JOHN S., 1ST NE CAV, Post 220
SALSBURY, NATHAN, 156TH IL INF, Post 129
SALTE, JAMES H., 13TH MI INF, Post 28
SALTER, GEORGE W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 234
SALTER, JAMES H., 15TH MI INF, Post 28
SALTER, JOHN L., 8TH MN INF, Post 25
SALTS, PETER, 76TH OH INF, Post
SALTS, PETER, 76TH OH INF, Post
SALYARDS, DAVID, 81ST OH INF, Post 34
SALYER, GEORGE D., 68TH IN INF;7TH IN CAV, Post 18
SALYER, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV;CO. C;68TH IN, Post 18
SALZMAN, ANDREW, 129TH IL, Post
SALZMAN, ANDREW, 129TH IL INF, Post
SALZMAN, ANDREW, 129TH IL INF, Post 47
SAMES, EDWARD, 15TH IA INF, Post 187
SAMMONS, BANJAMIN F., 116TH OH INF, Post 28
SAMMONS, JOHN B., 34TH OH INF(ERROR), Post
SAMMONS, JOHN B., 36TH OH INF, Post 299
SAMPLE, ALEXANDER, 8TH IA CAV, Post 35
SAMPLE, ALEXANDER, 8TH IN CAV, Post
SAMPLE, JAMES K., 50TH OH INF, Post 333
SAMPLE, JOHN N., 3RD IA CAV, Post
SAMPLE, SAMUEL, 51ST MO INF, Post
SAMPLE, THOMAS W., 148TH IL INF, Post 13
SAMPLES, A. J., MERRILL'S MO HORSE, Post 94
SAMPSON, ELI, 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
SAMPSON, EZEKIEL, 28TH IA INF, Post
SAMPSON, J.W., 1ST CO INF, Post 264
SAMPSON, LUTHER H., 152ND PA HEAVY ART., Post
SAMPSON, S.W., 2ND WI INF, Post 4;5
SAMPSON, SAMUEL W., 2ND WI INF, Post
SAMS, DAVID E., 13TH IA INF, Post 192
SAMS, JEREMIAH, 13TH KS INF, Post 11
SAMUEL, JOHN C., 7TH IA CAV, Post
SAMUELS, A., 1ST US INF, Post 37
SANBORN, CHARLES S., 11TH NH INF, Post 65
SANBORN, DIVID B., 15TH IL INF, Post 16
SANBORN, JOSEPH K., 15TH IL INF, Post 16
SANDERLIN, ISAAC S., 100TH OH INF, Post 104
SANDERS, ABRAHAM, 154TH IN, Post
SANDERS, BENJAMIN, 1ST NN INF, Post 86
SANDERS, CHARLES, 2ND U.S. ART, Post 25
SANDERS, HARRY, 53RD IL INF, Post
SANDERS, HENRY, 53RD IL INF, Post 309
SANDERS, HENRY H., 5TH IL CAV, Post 3
SANDERS, JACOB, 34TH IA INF, Post
SANDERS, JAMES K., 68TH IL INF, Post 77
SANDERS, JAMES K., 68TH IL INF, Post
SANDERS, JAMES M., 32ND IL INF, Post
SANDERS, JAMES M., 32ND IL INF, Post 35
SANDERS, JEREMIAH, 23RD MO, Post
SANDERS, JOHN, 13TH MD INF, Post 174
SANDERS, JOHN, 18TH IL INF, Post
SANDERS, JOHN, 120TH IN INF, Post 76
SANDERS, JOHN L., 17TH IA INF, Post 250
SANDERS, JOHN P., 139TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 47
SANDERS, JOHN P., 151ST IL INF, Post 47
SANDERS, JONATHAN G., 38TH WI INF, Post 86
SANDERS, O.S., 4TH MN INF, Post 14
SANDERS, SAMUEL F., 137TH IL LINF, Post 111
SANDERS, SAMUEL S., 7TH IA CAV, Post 42
SANDERS, SIMON, 3RD MD CAV, Post
SANDERS, WILLIAM P., 77TH IL CAV, Post 47
SANDERS, WORTHY S., 4TH IA CAV, Post 3
SANDERSON, FRANK, 28TH NY INF, Post
SANDERSON, HARRISON, 138TH IL INF, Post 138
SANDERSON, JOB B., 63RD OH INF(129TH OH INF, Post 43
SANDERSON, JOB B., 129TH OH INF(63RD OH INF, Post 50
SANDERSON, THEODORE D., 4TH IA INF, Post 230
SANDERSON, WILLIAM, 1ST NY DRAGOONS, Post
SANDERSON, WILLIAM A., 34TH IA INF, Post 32
SANFORD, D. H., 6TH MI INF, Post
SANFORD, ELI W., 36TH WI INF, Post
SANFORD, GEORGE, 3RD IA INF, Post 112
SANFORD, H.E., 24TH IA INF, Post 80
SANFORD, JAMES, 2ND CO, Post
SANFORD, NOBLE, 45TH IL INF, Post 80
SANFORD, WILMONT P, 17TH IL INF, Post
SANGER, JAMES A., 9TH CT INF, Post
SANGURETTE, AMBROISE T., 14TH KS CAV, Post
SANIDON, CELESTA, 43RD IL INF, Post 337
SANJUNETTE, AMBROSE T., 14TH KS CAV, Post 166
SANK, JOHN E., 14TH IN INF, Post
SANTEE, JONATHAN C., 22ND MI INF; CO.D; 23RD MI, Post 125
SANTILANDS, JAMES, 9TH IN INF, Post 276
SAPP, COLUMBUS C., 28TH IL INF, Post 104
SAPP, DAVID, 76TH IL INF, Post
SAPP, HENRY F., 2ND NE CAV, Post 15
SAPP, J.W., 58TH IL INF, Post 261
SAPP, JAMES F., 97TH IL INF, Post
SARE, THOMAS M., 9TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
SARGENT, DANIEL B., US NAVY; STEAMER KEARSAGA, Post 110
SARGENT, E.L., 22ND MI INF; 29TH MI INF, Post 74
SARGENT, GEORGE P., 6TH IA CAV, Post
SARGENT, THOMAS B., 83RD IL INF, Post 15
SARGES, SANFORD W., 12TH MO CAV, Post
SARRATT, AMOS B., 10TH IL INF, Post
SARRELS, THOMAS, Post
SASSE, AUGUST, 28TH IL INF, Post 114
SATCHELL, N.M., Post 123
SATIS, EMIL R., 1ST US CAV, Post 7
SATIS, EMIL R.J.G., 1ST US CAV, Post 7
SATTER, JOHN L., 8TH MN INF, Post
SATTERFIELD, C.E., 1ST WV LIGHT ART., Post 110
SATTERLEE, FRANCIS E., PVT; 46TH WI INF, Post 338
SATTERLY, ISAAC, 14TH WI INF, Post 192
SATTERLY, ISAAC, 29TH WI INF; CO. C; 15TH W, Post 192
SATTON, LEWIS, 46TH IN INF, Post 195
SAUEPEE, SAMUEL, 51ST MO INF, Post
SAUER, JONATHAN N., 41ST MO INF, Post 25
SAULE, ISAAC, 1ST IA CAV, Post
Sauls, JOEL H., 133RD IL INF, Post 93
SAULSBURY, JOHN, 33RD WI INF, Post 307
SAUM, MARTIN, 35TH OH INF, Post 16
SAUM, WILLIAM L., 95TH IL INF, Post 303
SAUNDERS, GEORGE L., 73RD IN INF, Post 96
SAUNDERS, GEORGE LEAND, 1ST IL ART., Post
SAUNDERS, GEORGE W., 17TH IL INF, Post 80
SAUNDERS, HARVEY, 140TH PA INF, Post 354
SAUNDERS, HENRY A., 2ND IA INF, Post 140
SAUNDERS, HENRY A., 3RD IA INF, Post 140
SAUNDERS, HENRY A., 2ND IA INF, Post 140
SAUNDERS, IRA S., 51ST WI INF, Post 149
SAUNDERS, IRA S., 51ST WI, Post
SAUNDERS, JACOB, 34TH IA INF, Post
SAUNDERS, JACOB, 34TH IA INF, Post 31
SAUNDERS, JOHN G, 38TH WI INF, Post
SAUNDERS, JOHN K., 3RD IA INF, Post
SAUNDERS, LEWELLYN W., 8TH IL CAV, Post 77
SAUNDERS, SAMUEL, 140TH IL INF, Post 80
SAUNDERS, WILLIAM, 146TH IL INF, Post 262
SAUSMAN, JOHN L., 46TH IL INF, Post 35
SAUSON, CHESTER O., 3RD OH CAV, Post
SAUTTER, MARTIN, 128TH IN INF, Post 36
SAVAGE, DANIEL, 37TH IL INF, Post
SAVAGE, GEORGE, 45TH IL INF, Post 219
SAVAGE, JAMES W., 12TH NY CAV, Post
SAVAGE, JOHN O., 37TH IL INF; DIED MENDOTA, Post 89
SAVAGE, JOHN O., 37TH IL INF, Post
SAVAGE, JOHN O., 37TH IL INF, Post
SAVIDGE, CHARLES H., 4TH MN, Post
SAVIDGE, CHARLES H., PVT; 4TH MN INF, Post 106
SAVILLE, J.J., 2ND CO INF, Post 1;2
SAVIN, JACOB J., 152ND IL INF, Post
SAW, OSCAR, US NAVY; USS JAMES ADAIR, Post
SAWDSY, JERRY, 12TH IL CAV, Post 25
SAWHILL, JOHN B., 4TH WV CAV, Post 7
SAWHILL, JOHN BUNYAN, 4TH WV CAV, Post
SAWTELL, ALFONSO, 3RD MN, Post
SAWTELL, CLARENCE S., 3RD WI INF, Post 95
SAWTELLE, CLARENCE S., 3RD WI INF, Post 95
SAWTTELLE, CLARENCE S., 3RD WI INF, Post
SAWYER, A. J., ART., Post
SAWYER, C.G., 50TH NY ENGINEERS, Post 125
SAWYER, D.S., 5TH ME INF, Post 96
SAWYER, DANIEL H., 6TH IA CAV, Post 126

SAWYER, DAVID H., 141ST IL INF, Post
SAWYER, GEORGE A., 34TH IA INF, Post
SAWYER, H. DAN, 6TH IA CAV, Post
SAWYER, IRA B., 1ST MI LIGHT ARTILLEY, Post 221
SAWYER, JACON G, 2ND MA INF, Post
SAWYER, JAMES L., 3RD IA INF, Post 70
SAWYER, JOHN, 2ND MN INF, Post 69
SAWYER, JOHN, PVT; 1ST US CAV, Post 150
SAWYER, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 17
SAWYER, JOHN, 2ND MN INF, Post 69
SAWYER, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post
SAWYER, JOHN A., 39TH WI INF, Post
SAWYER, JOHN A., 39TH WI INF, Post 17
SAWYER, JOHN C., 23RD OH INF; 1ST U.S. INF, Post 131
SAWYER, THOMAS, 8TH IN CAV, Post 75
SAWYER, WILLIAM H., 32ND IA INF, Post 138
SAXON, JOHN, 6TH OH CAV, Post
SAXON, JOHN, 6TH OH CAV, Post 77
SAYER, GEORGE C., 19TH IN ART., Post
SAYER, HENRY, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 6
SAYERS, ENOS, 26TH OH INF, Post 90
SAYK, BOYE, 2ND ART., Post
SAYLES, H., 16TH WI INF, Post
SAYLES, N., Post 123
SAYLES, NELSON, 113TH IL INF, Post 61
SAYLES, NELSON, 113TH IL INF, Post
SAYLES, WILLIAM H., 6TH MI CAV, Post 44
SAYLOR, W. H., 48TH OH INF, Post 155
SAYRE, HARRISON, 18TH WI INF, Post 185
SAYRE, HARRISON, 18TH WI INF, Post 116
SAYRE, SIDNEY A., 9TH OH CAV; 12TH OH CAV, Post 155
SCAMAHORN, JOHN A., 42ND IN INF, Post 261
SCAMAHORN, JOHN A., 42ND IN INF, Post 323
SCANLON, JOHN, 25TH OH LIGHT ART; CO. A, Post
SCANLON, JOHN, Post
SCANLON, JOHN, 1ST US INF, Post
SCANLON, JOHN, 1ST US INF, Post 2
SCANLON, JOHN, 2ND OH CAV; 19TH OH INF; 2, Post 167
SCANNELL, MORRIS J., 156TH IL INF, Post 262
SCARLE, EDWIN M., 138TH IN INF, Post 215
SCARLET, S.G., 13TH MO INF, Post 201
SCATHON, LEWIS M., 21ST OH INF, Post
SCATT, MELANAHAN, 49TH OH INF, Post
SCHAFF, JOSEPH, 4TH MO INF, Post 72
SCHAD, PETER, 9TH WI INF, Post 34
SCHAEFFER, ALVA T., 2ND MO MILITIA CAV, Post
SCHAEFFER, JACOB, 7TH KS CAV, Post 84
SCHAEFFER, THEODORE, 28TH IA INF, Post
SCHAFER, LEWIS, 6TH IA CAV, Post 32
SCHALL, JAMES H., 103RD PA INF, Post
SCHAMEL, JACOB, 3RD US CAV, Post
SCHAMP, EMANUEL, 21ST OH INF, Post
SCHAMP, J., 12TH IN CAV, Post
SCHAMP, JEROME, 12TH IN INF; 12TH IN CAV, Post 25
SCHAMP, JEROME, 12TH IN ART. (ERROR), Post 25
SCHAMP, WILLIAM A., 9TH IA CAV, Post 25
SCHANIEL, JACOB, 3RD US CAV, Post 7
SCHANOT, JACOB, 57TH IL INF, Post
SCHANTZ, CHARLES, 5TH MO INF, Post 103
SCHAPMAN, JOHN L., 20TH OH, Post
SCHARDT, GUSTAVE, 17TH MO INF, Post 120
SCHARICK, CYRUS, 3RD IA INF (ERROR), Post 211
SCHATTER, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 59
SCHAEFFER, THEODORE, 28TH IA INF, Post 61
SCHEBURG, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 329
SHECKELL, E.D.W., 10TH IL CAV, Post 66
SCHEE, JAMES, 33RD IA INF; PVT; CO. I; 34, Post 25
SCHIELE, FREDERICK, US NAVY; USS MIDNIGHT, Post
SCHMITT, J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 103
SCHIEBE, FRED., 27TH WI INF, Post 197
SCHELER, CONRAD, 27TH WI INF, Post 108
SCHELL, J.F., 2ND US INF; 14TH IA INF, Post 43
SCHELL, JOSEPH B., 14TH IA INF, Post 43
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 41ST IA INF; CO. L; 7TH IA, Post
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF, Post
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 1ST IA INF, Post
SCHELL, JOSEPH F., 2ND US INF, Post 13
SCHELL, WILLIAM, 65TH IL INF, Post
SCHELL, WILLIAM A., 138TH IL INF, Post 25
SCHENK, CYRUS, 3RD IA CAV, Post 80
SCHERLZBERG, AUGUSTED, 8TH OH INF, Post
SCHERTZBERG, AUGUST, 8TH OH INF, Post 64
SCHULTZ, ADOLPH, 108TH OH INF, Post 25
SCHFELA, JAMES, 19TH IN INF, Post
SCHICK, RUSH R., 1ST IL LIGHT ART., Post 3
SCHICK, F.A., 24TH MI INF, Post 28
SCHIELD, ROBERT, 10TH IN INF, Post 7
SCHIMERT, JOSEPH, 9TH WI, Post
SCHINDLER, JACOB, 9TH WI INF, Post 34
SCHLANG, FREDERICK L., USS 'KAWAWHA'; WEST GULF, Post
SCHLATTER, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 4TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. A; 1ST, Post 7
SCHLECHT, JACOB, 1ST MO CAV; PVT; CO. A; 4TH, Post 25
SCHLEGEL, B.F., 8TH OH INF; SERG; CO. H; 46, Post 155
SCHLEGEL, BENEVILLE F., 46TH PA INF, Post 155
SCHLICK, EDWARD F., 4TH MI ART., Post
SCHLITTE, CHRISTOPHER, 35TH WI INF, Post 104
SCHLOSSER, ALBERT, 128TH OH, Post
SCHLOSSER, FRANK, 128TH OH INF, Post
SCHLOTTERBACK, PETER, 18TH OH INF, Post
SCHLUMPH, WERNER, 17TH MO INF, Post
SCHLUND, MAX, 82ND IL INF, Post 220
SCHMUCKER, FREDERICK, 1ST MO INF, Post
SCHMALE, WILLIAM H., 153RD IL INF, Post
SCHMALZRIED, JONATHAN F., 16TH IN ART., Post 69
SCHMELING, HERMAN, 18TH WI INF, Post 311
SCHMID, CARL, 75TH PA ILNF, Post
SCHMIDLE, DEITRICH, 21ST AR INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
SCHMIDT, ANTON, 50TH PA INF, Post 2
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, Post 35
SCHMIDT, C.J., 103RD NY INF, Post
SCHMIDT, CARL A., 45TH WI INF, Post 62
SCHMIDT, CONRAD, 4TH MO MILITIA CAV, Post
SCHMIDT, GEORGE, 3RD WI CAV, Post 55
SCHMIDT, JACOB, 60TH IN INF, Post 102
SCHMIDT, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post 25
SCHMIDT, JOSEPH, 13TH MO INF, Post
SCHMIDT, LOUIS, 2ND US RESERVE CORP, Post 25
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM, 26TH WI INF, Post 193
SCHMINKE, JOHN, 7TH OH CAV, Post 24
SCHMITT, ISAAC, 13TH KS INF, Post
SCHMITT, ISAAC, 13TH KS INF, Post 48
SCHMITT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, Post 48
SCHMITT, WILLIAM, 13TH KS INF, Post
SCHMITZ, HENRY, 26TH IA INF, Post
SCHMUCKER, WILLIAM B., 93RD PA INF, Post
SCHMUTZ, JACOB A., 2ND OH HEAVY ART, Post 151
SCHNACKENBERG, HERMAN, MO INF, Post
SCHNEEKLOTH, AUGUSTUS, 1ST NE, Post
SCHNEIDER, CASPER, 31ST WI INF, Post 306
SCHNEIDER, JOHN M., 38TH MO INF, Post
SCHNEIDER, JOSEPH, 9TH WI INF, Post 4
SCHNEIDERE, CONRAD, 9TH WI INF, Post 4
SCHNEIDEWIND, OTTO, 16TH MI INF, Post 7
SCHNEIDEWIND, OTTO, 16TH MI INF, Post
SCHNEIDEWIND, OTTO, 16TH MI INF, Post
SCHNEIKTOSH, HARRS, 1ST NE CAV, Post
SCHNELLER, SIMEON, 24TH WI INF, Post 76
SCHNIDER, LEWIS H., 33RD WI INF, Post 354
SCHNIER, FREDERICK, 35TH IA INF, Post
SCHNIER, FREDERICK W., 35TH IA INF, Post
SCHOBER, FRED, 15TH IL CAV, Post
SCHOENAKER, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF, Post
SCHOENOT, JACOB, 57TH IL INF, Post 331
SCHOENTHAL, CHRISTOPHER, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post
SCHOFIELD, ANDREW L., 36TH IL INF, Post 27
SCHOFIELD, F.D., 27TH MI INF, Post 13
SCHOFIELD, HOMER T., 112TH IL INF, Post 44
SCHOFIELD, JAMES, 18TH IN INF, Post
SCHOFIELD, JAMES, 18TH IN INF, Post 38
SCHOFIELD, T.D., 1ST MI INF, Post 81
SCHOLLARD, PATRICK, 2ND NE CAV, Post 116
SCHOMERUS, DIETRICH J., 41ST MO INF, Post 24
SCHONEMANN, FREDRICK, 6TH IA CAV, Post
SCHONTAHAL, CHRIS, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 62
SCHOOLEY, C.A., 2ND IL ART., Post 221
SCHOOLEY, CHARLES A., 2ND IL ART., Post 221
SCHOOLEY, LEVI, 5TH IL CAV, Post 305
SCHOONORER, HIRAM, 51ST IL INF, Post 309
SCHOONOVER, E., 9TH IA INF, Post 262
SCHOONOVER, HIRAM, 51ST IL INF, Post
SCHOONOVER, JOHN L., 77TH PA INF, Post 1
SCHOPP, JOHN, 17TH OH INF, Post 206
SCHOREMAN, FREDERICK, 6TH IA CAV, Post
SCHOTTE, CHARLES, 66TH IL INF, Post
SCHOTTE, LOUIS, 66TH IL INF, Post 129
SCHRACK, LEWIS D., 4TH IA CAV, Post 94
SCHRACK, THEODORE, 4TH IA CAV, Post 94
SCHRADER, JOHN J., 9TH IL CAV, Post 48
SCHRADER, JOHN J., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SCHRAGER, AUGUSTUS F., 185TH OH INF(154TH OH IN, Post 23
SCHRAGER, AUGUSTUS F., 154TH OH INF(185TH OH IN, Post 23
SCHRECHENGAS, SAMUEL, 127TH PA INF, Post 87
SCHREFFLER, EDWARD, 7TH OH INF, Post 24
SCHREIER, AUGUST, 20TH IL INF, Post 247
SCHRITSMEIR, RASMUS P., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
SCHROBER, FREDERICK, 15TH IL CAV;10TH IL CAV, Post
SCHROEDER, GEORGE H., 151ST IL INF, Post
SCHRODER, FREDERICK, 52ND IL INF, Post 19
SCHRODER, GEORGE H., 151ST IL INF, Post
SCHRODER, JOHN, IL, Post
SCHRODER, LUCIEN, 14TH PA CAV, Post
SCHROEDER, AUGUSTUS, 10TH WI INF, Post 311
SCHROEDER, CHARLES, 13TH WI ART., Post 311
SCHROEDER, JOHN W., 85TH IL INF, Post
SCHRoyer, FRED, 189TH OH INF, Post 264
SCHUCK, GEORGE C., 31ST OH INF, Post
SCHUHT, JOHN, IA CAV, Post
SCHULER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SCHULER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SCHULER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 84
SCHULL, A.A., 38TH OH INF, Post 244
SCHULTZ, ANDREW, 12TH MO INF, Post 3
SCHULTZ, FREDRICK, 9TH IL CAV, Post 4
SCHULTZ, JACOB, 13TH MO INF, Post
SCHULTZ, JOSIAH, 102ND OH INF, Post 19
SCHUMAN, JONN D., 129TH IL INF, Post
SCHUMANN, JOHN, 129TH IL INF, Post
SCHURTY, JOSEPH, 3RD NE CAV, Post
SCHUSTER, SEDA, 42ND IL INF; 10TH KS INF, Post 1
SCHUSTER, SEDE, 10TH KS INF; 42ND IL INF, Post 1; 1
SCHUSTER, WILLIAM S., 90TH OH INF, Post 22
SCHUTZ, JOSEPH, 2ND NE CAV, Post 103
SCHUYLER, WILLIAM N., Post 163
SCHWAB, JACOB, 2ND NE CAV, Post 133
SCHWAB, PHILLIP H., 52ND IL INF, Post 19
SCHWARTZ, JOHN, 13TH IA INF, Post 11
SCHWARTZ, LEWIS, 37TH OH INF, Post 8; 1
SCHWATZENBER, A., MUSICIAN; 14TH US INF, Post 2
SCHWENDENER, CHRISTIAN, 12TH WI INF, Post 50
SCHWERDTFEGE, WILLIAM, 10TH IL CAV, Post 12
SCHWERE, CHARLES P., 41ST MO INF, Post 17
SCHWETGER, HENRY, 9TH WI INF, Post 312
SCHWETGER, HENRY, 9TH WI INF, Post
SCHWINGLE, GEORGE, 52ND IL INF, Post 16
SCICK, FERDINAND, 3RD IA INF, Post 284
SCIEKNAL, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, Post 13
SCKEYE, JAMES, 33RD IA INF, Post
SCOFIELD, EUGENE R., 29TH IA INF, Post 261
SCOFIELD, J.F., 79TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 103
SCOFIELD, JOHN F., 73RD IN INF; PVT; CO. B; 29, Post 312
SCOFIELD, JOHN F., 29TH IN INF; 73RD IN INF, Post 103
SCOMB, S.C., 4TH MO CAV, Post 84
SCOTHORN, LEWIS MONROE, MUSICIAN; 21ST OH INF, Post 25
SCOTT, A.A., 2ND IA CAV, Post 19
SCOTT, A.R., 54TH PA INF, Post
SCOTT, AARON, 34TH OH INF; CO. D; 36TH O, Post
SCOTT, ABRAM, 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 243
SCOTT, ALBERT, 105TH IL INF, Post 107
SCOTT, ALEXANDER R., 54TH PA INF, Post
SCOTT, ALFRED N., 14TH IL CAV, Post 8
SCOTT, ANDREW, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SCOTT, ANDROE, 2ND NE, Post
SCOTT, BOOKER S., 25TH IN INF, Post 44
SCOTT, C.F., 150TH OH INF, Post
SCOTT, C.M., 8TH MO INF, Post 152
SCOTT, CLARENCE F., 150TH OH INF, Post 25
SCOTT, CONRAD C., 35TH MO INF, Post 163
SCOTT, D.W., 4TH MO CAV, Post 48
SCOTT, D.W., 4TH MO CAV, Post
SCOTT, DAVID, US NAVY; REINDEER, Post 96
SCOTT, DAVID P., 25TH OH INF; CO. C; 75TH OH, Post 52
SCOTT, F. W., 14TH IA INF, Post
SCOTT, F. W., 14TH IA INF, Post 62
SCOTT, FIELDING E., 102ND IL INF, Post 36
SCOTT, FRANCIS W., 21ST IN INF, Post
SCOTT, FREEMAN, 2ND IA CAV, Post 217
SCOTT, GANALILL, 112TH IL INF, Post 316
SCOTT, GEORGE W., 55TH OH INF, Post 19
SCOTT, H. A., 9TH RI INF, Post 26
SCOTT, H. C., 15TH WV INF, Post 80
SCOTT, H. C., 15TH WI INF (ERROR), Post 80
SCOTT, H. M., 17TH MI INF, Post 96
SCOTT, HENRY A., 3RD IA INF, Post 66
SCOTT, HENRY A., 3RD IA INF, Post
SCOTT, HENRY H., 3RD OH CAV, Post 23
SCOTT, HIRAM W., 45TH IA INF, Post 38
SCOTT, HUGH, 130TH IL, Post
SCOTT, JACOB, 46TH IL INF, Post
SCOTT, JACOB, 89TH OH INF, Post 53
SCOTT, JACOB, 89TH OH INF, Post
SCOTT, JAMES A., 1ST VA; 21ST VA, Post 83
SCOTT, JAMES H., 23RD MO INF, Post
SCOTT, JAMES W., 31ST IN INF, Post 137
SCOTT, JESSIE, 27TH MO INF, Post 224
SCOTT, JOB, 91ST OH INF, Post 134
SCOTT, JOB, 91ST OH INF, Post 134
SCOTT, JOEL C., 92ND OH INF, Post 32
SCOTT, JOHN, 3RD MI CAV, Post
SCOTT, JOHN H, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
SCOTT, JOHN W., 54TH IN INF, Post 51
SCOTT, JOHN W., 54TH IN INF, Post
SCOTT, JOSEPH, 34TH OH INF; 36TH OH INF, Post 214
SCOTT, JOSEPH, 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post 214
SCOTT, M. H., 1ST IA CAV, Post 22
SCOTT, M. P., 2ND OH INF; SERG; 24TH OH, Post 152
SCOTT, MELANCHTHON, 49TH OH INF, Post 173
SCOTT, MENERA C., 29TH WI INF, Post 143
SCOTT, MILTON C., 24TH OH LIGHT ART., Post
SCOTT, MILTON M., 68TH OH INF, Post 27
SCOTT, NAAM S., 112TH NY INF, Post
SCOTT, NAHUM S., 112TH NY INF, Post
SCOTT, NATHAN C, 25TH IL INF, Post
SCOTT, OLIVER, 59TH IN INF, Post 26
SCOTT, ORVILLE, 13TH NY ART., Post 105
SCOTT, ROBERT J., 5TH MO CAV; PVT; CO. F; 12T, Post 163
SCOTT, ROBERT T., 19TH IL INF, Post
SEAMEN, ALLEN G., 2ND WI CAV, Post 65
SEARCE, HENRY, 133RD IN INF, Post 318
SEARCH, GEORGE, 110TH OH INF, Post
SEARCH, GEORGE W., 110TH OH INF, Post
SEARCH, JAMES W., 3RD IL CAV, Post 262
SEARLE, GEORGE A., 93RD IL INF, Post 270
SEARLES, ALBERT H., 12TH IL INF, Post 45
SEARLES, CHARLES H., 50TH IL INF, Post
SEARLES, D.D., 8TH IL CAV, Post 314
SEARLS, ALBERT, 12TH IL, Post
SEARS, G.W., 22ND WI INF, Post
SEARS, GEORGE W., 22ND WI INF, Post
SEARS, GEORGE W., 22ND WI INF, Post 203
SEARS, GEORGE W., 22ND WI INF, Post 48
SEARS, HENRY M., 28TH IA INF, Post 331
SEARS, JOHN, 11TH KY CAV, Post 223
SEARS, WILLIAM I., 79TH OH INF; PVT; 73RD OH, Post 260
SEATON, CHARLES H., 12TH KY CAV, Post 189
SEATON, JOHN S., 1ST NE, Post
SEATON, MILAN D., 6TH IA CAV, Post 74
SEATON, PHILIP E., 31ST MO, Post
SEATON, ROBERT, 16TH US ART, Post 24
SEATON, ROBERT, 136TH OH INF, Post 71
SEATON, URIAH C., 146TH IL INF, Post 146
SEATON, WELLINGTON S., 146TH IL INF, Post 50
SEATON, WILLIAM C., 12TH KY CAV, Post 52
SEAVER, EUGENE F., 50TH WI INF, Post 110
SEAVER, EUGENE F., 15TH WI INF; 50TH WI INF, Post
SEAVER, SAMUEL R., 2ND CA CAV, Post 47
SEAVER, SAMUEL R., 2ND CA CAV, Post 47
SEAVER, SAMUEL R., 2ND CA CAV, Post
SEAVEY, J.B., 7TH MO INF, Post 137
SEAVEY, JOSIAH B., Post
SEAVEY, WEBBER S., 5TH IA CAV, Post 7; 1
SEAVEY, WEBBER S., 5TH IA CAV, Post
SEAY, ENOS M., Post
SEAY, JAMES H., 85TH IL INF, Post
SEBERG, JOHN, 28TH IL INF; POST 329, Post 131
SEBURG, JOHN, 28TH IL INF, Post 91
SECHLER, JAMES M., 92ND IL INF; PVT; CO. H; 46, Post 256
SECHRIST, JACOB, 136TH LPA INF, Post
SECOR, J.W., 12TH MI INF, Post 40
SECORD, ROBERT A., 126TH IL INF, Post 24
SEDAM, ABRAM, 45TH IL INF, Post 4
SEDAN, THOMAS, Post 123
SEDAN, THOMAS R., 126TH IL INF, Post 123
SEDENS, THOMAS B., 98TH IL INF, Post
SEDGEWICK, GERMAN B., US NAVY; USS GREATMASTER, Post
SEDGWICK, JEEMIAH B., US NAVY; USS BENTON, Post 7
SEDOBIS, JOHN, 1ST NE INF, Post
SEDOBIS, NATHAN, 1ST NE INF, Post
SEDOBIS, NATHANIEL, 2ND NE CAV, Post 309
SEE, CHARLES F., 25TH IA INF, Post 107
SEEGER, CHARLES, 33RD WI INF, Post 8
SEECH, LEONIDAS M., 9TH IA CAV, Post
SEED, ANDREW J., 14TH IL CAV, Post
SEELEMIRE, HENRY, 7TH IL CAV, Post 55
SEELEY, BURR W., 35TH WI INF, Post 258
SEELEY, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, Post 239
SEELY, H.H., 6TH KS CAV, Post 1
SEELY, HORACE B., 2ND IA CAV, Post 233
SEELY, JOHN L., 20TH WI INF, Post 69
SEELY, SIMON V., 124TH OH INF, Post 11
SEELY, WILLIAM H., 62ND IL INF, Post 1
SEGG HMAN, JOHN, 108TH IL INF, Post 77
SEIBEL, JOHN J., 11TH PA INF, Post 2
SEIBERT, BENJAMIN, 15TH PA INF; PVT; US SIGNA, Post 110
SEICKE, C. LOUIS, 16TH WI INF; 10TH IA INF, Post 129
SEIMILLER, ISRAEL F., 4TH IA INF, Post 206
SEIP, AARON K., 2ND PA CAV, Post
SEIP, CHARLES, 5TH PA CAV, Post
SEIP, WILLIAM H., 1ST US COLORED CAV; 1ST P, Post 214
SEIP, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF; LT. COL.; 1ST U, Post 22
SEIT, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA INF, Post
SEITZ, JOHN, LANDSMAN; USS GETTYSBURG, Post 19
SEIVERS, JOHN, 112TH IL INF, Post 4; 1
SELBE, C.B., 7TH WV CAV, Post 95
SELBY, CHARLES M., 24TH WI INF, Post 82
SELBY, GEORGE W., 20TH IL INF, Post 107
SELBY, THOMAS, 170TH OH INF, Post 219
SELDON, GIDEON, 2ND IL INF, Post
SELDONRIDGE, M.R., 40TH NE INF, Post
SELKIRK, JOHN H., 13TH IN ART., Post 116
SELL, HIRAM, 39TH IL INF, Post 90
SELL, ISAAC, 13TH KS INF, Post 271
SELL, HIRAM, 30TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 90
SELLERS, CYRUS, 8TH IL INF, Post
SELLERS, DAVID, 42ND OH INF, Post 159
SELLIN, J.C., 45TH IL, Post
SELLMAN, HOWARD, WHITE'S CAV, Post
SELLS, DANIEL M., 107TH US COLORED INF, Post
SELLS, DAVID M., 107TH US COLORED TROOPS; Post 7
SELLS, DAVID M., 2ND IA INF;LT.COL.;107TH, Post 7
SELSER, WILLIAM H., 99TH IN INF;100TH IN INF, Post 181
SELSOR, WILLIAM, 99TH IN INF, Post 143
SELZER, VOLNEY B., 32ND OH INF, Post 104
SENTER, JOHN, 17TH IL, Post
SENTER, THOMAS M., US NAVY, Post 58
SEOTENS, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, Post 218
SERENN, WILLIAM, 23RD OH INF, Post 86
SERFOSS, HIRAM, 7TH IA INF, Post 196
SERGEANT, LUMAN D., 32ND WI INF, Post 81
SERIVNER, VOLENTINE H., 8TH KY INF, Post
SERLE, WILLIAM, 8TH MI CAV, Post 135
SERROCK, STEAVEN, 17TH OH INF, Post
SERVASS, TRUMAN, 52ND IL INF, Post
SESSIONS, MILAN H., 21ST WI INF, Post 25
SETTLES, JAMES, 4TH TN INF, Post 95
SETZER, VOLNEY, 32ND OH INF, Post
SEUTHURCK, J.G., 35TH IA, Post
SEVERANCE, HORACE J., 100TH IL INF, Post 305
SEVERN, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 83
SEVERN, WILLIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post
SEVERNS, BLAIR, 126TH IL INF, Post 230
SEVERNS, GEORGE W., 140TH IL INF, Post 25
SEVERNS, LEMIEL J., 10TH MO INF, Post
SEVERNS, Z.J., 10TH MO INF, Post 51
SEVERSON, JAMES, 25TH WI INF;PVT;CO. E;12, Post 185
SEVERTSON, C., 8TH WI INF, Post 129
SEWARD, HORATIO L., 2ND CA INF, Post 2
SEWELL, REUBEN, 20TH PA INF, Post 227
SEWELL, REUBEN, 23RD PA INF, Post 227
SEWELL, SYLVESTER H., 9TH IA INF, Post 104
SEWELL, THOMAS, 127TH IL INF, Post 25
SEWELL, THOMAS, 127TH NY INF, Post
SEWELL, THOMAS, 127TH IL, Post
SEXON, ENOCH A., 4TH IA INF, Post 55
SEXTON, ARETUS L., 32ND WI INF, Post 250
SEXTON, ARETUX, 23RD VOL. RESERVE CORP, Post 250
SEXTON, F.L., 27TH IL INF, Post 22
SEXTON, JOHN R., 99TH OH INF, Post
SEXTON, T.L., 19TH OH INF, Post
SEXTON, T.M., 83RD IL INF, Post 296
SEXTON, THOMAS L., 19TH OH INF;1 LIEUT;12TH, Post 3
SEYBOLT, JAMES H., 107TH NY INF, Post 68
SEYMOM, C.W., 2ND OH INF, Post
SEYMORE, BENJAMIN F., 22ND WI INF, Post 32
SEYMORE, HENRY, 14TH IL CAV, Post 32
SEYMOUR, S.A., 189TH NY INF, Post 201
SEYMOUR, FRANCIS M., 1ST MO CAV, Post
SHACKLEFORD, MERRIT J., 86TH IL INF, Post 32
SHADBOLT, JOHN W., 37TH WI INF, Post
SHADDUCK, LESTER, 11TH WI INF, Post 91
SHADE, DANIEL A., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 162
SHADE, DANIEL A., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF(ERROA), Post 162
SHADER, A.L., 52ND WI INF, Post
SHADER, ARTHUR, 42ND WI INF, Post
SHADER, ARTHUR L., 52ND WI INF, Post 214
SHADINGER, CLYMER, 2ND MN CAV, Post 308
SHADLE, WILLIAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post
SHAFFER, CHARLES H., 9TH PA CAV, Post
SHAFFERMAN, GOTLIEB, 16TH IL INF, Post 189
SHAFFER, CHARLES, 105TH OH INF, Post 351
SHAFFER, CHARLES, 105TH OH INF, Post
SHAFFER, DANIEL, 57TH OH INF, Post
SHAFFER, FRANK, 32ND IA INF, Post 94
SHAFFER, JOHN, 5TH WI ART., Post 91
SHAFFER, JOHN, 5TH WI ART., Post
SHAFFER, JOHN A., 84TH IL INF, Post 32
SHAFFER, ROBERT W.M., 29TH IA INF, Post 235
SHAFFER, SAMUEL., 1ST OH CAV, Post 24
SHAFFER, WESLEY, 109TH NY INF, Post 34
SHAFF, MARSHALL Z., 22ND IA INF, Post 114
SHAFFER, D.W., 57TH OH INF, Post 172
SHAFFER, DAVID, 38TH IA INF, Post
SHAFFER, DAVID, 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post
SHAFFER, G.H., 100TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
SHAFFER, GEORGE H., 6TH OH CAV, Post 309
SHAFFER, J.C., 4TH US INF, Post 208
SHAFFER, JOSEPH, 38TH IA INF, Post 70
SHAFFER, MICHAEL, 76TH OH INF, Post 39
SHAFLER, ROBERT, 24TH IL INF, Post 60
SHAFFNER, MICHAEL, 2ND US INF, Post
SHAFFORD, ANDREW J., 25TH IA, Post
SHAFTNER, FAYE, 2ND MN CAV, Post 35
SHAMMS, J.H., 9TH PA CAV, Post 327
SHAMP, EMANUEL B., 21ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 25
SHAMP, JEROM, 12TH IN CAV, Post
SHAMP, JEROME, IN CAV, Post
SHAMP, JEROME, 12TH IN CAV, Post 25
SHAMP, W.A., 9TH IA CAV, Post
SHAMPT, EDWARD, 21ST OH INF, Post 354
SHAN, THOMAS, 4TH OH CAV, Post 34
SHANAFELT, G.W., 1ST MI CAV, Post 75
SHANE, EFFIS, 38TH IA, Post
SHANE, ELLIS, 34TH IA INF, Post 25
SHANE, ELLIS, 38TH IA INF; PVT; CO. I; 34, Post 25
SHANE, WILLIAM E., 46TH IL INF, Post 193
SHANK, GEORGE F., 1ST MD, Post
SHANK, JOHN, 80TH OH NATL. GUARD ART., Post
SHANKLAND, OSCAR D., 135TH IN INF; 10TH IN INF, Post 44
SHANKLAND, OSCAR D., 10TH IN INF; 135TH IN INF, Post 44
SHANKLIN, GORDON S., 10TH KY CAV, Post 79
SHANKLIN, GORDON S., 10TH KY CAV, Post
SHANKLIN, MARSH W., 38TH IA INF, Post 70
SHANKLIN, MARSHALL W., 6TH IA CAV, Post 70
SHANKLIN, WILLIAM B., 91ST IL INF, Post 18
SHANKS, ABSALOM, 37TH IL INF, Post 195
SHANKS, FRANKLIN F., 1ST US MARINES; 7TH US MA, Post 274
SHANNAHAN, RICHARD, 22ND WI INF, Post 342
SHANNON, AARON, 16TH IL INF, Post 24
SHANNON, BERNARD, 24TH PA, Post
SHANNON, D.W., 15TH US INF, Post 88
SHANNON, GREENVILLE, 2ND NE CAV, Post 159
SHANNON, GREENVILLE, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHANNON, HARVEY G., 39TH IA INF, Post 274
SHANNON, JOHN, 99TH NY INF, Post 261
SHANNON, JOSEPH O., 9TH IA CAV, Post 45
SHANNON, THOMAS H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHANNON, THOMAS H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHAPERS, HENRY, 13TH MO INF, Post 24
SHAPLAND, GEORGE, 4TH NY CAV, Post
SHAPLAND, GEORGE, 9TH NY CAV; 4TH NY CAV, Post
SHAPLAND, JOHN, Post
SHAPLAND, JOHN, 104TH IL INF, Post 32
SHAPLUND, RICH H., 26TH IL INF, Post 225
SHAPPELL, WILBER H., 40TH IA INF, Post 91
SHARADER, CHARLES D., 41ST WI INF, Post 226
SHARP, ALONZO P., 12TH IL INF, Post 154
SHARP, BENJAMIN F., 150TH IL INF, Post
SHARP, FRENCH, 8TH IA CAV, Post 12
SHARP, JAMES, 49TH WI INF, Post 327
SHARP, JOHN N., 116TH IN INF, Post 25
SHARP, JOHN N., 116TH IN INF, Post
SHARP, JOSEPH, 15TH US INF, Post 91
SHARP, JOSEPH G., 1ST NE INF, Post 145
SHARP, JOSEPH G., 1ST NE INF, Post
SHARP, MITCHELL B., 15TH IN INF, Post 129
SHARP, OLIVER, 12TH IA INF, Post 226
SHARP, PETER A., 2ND IL CAV, Post 66
SHARP, R., 2ND MI INF, Post 23
SHARP, WILLIAM H., 10TH IN CAV, Post 91
SHARPE, JOSELPH G., 1ST NE INF, Post 145
SHARPLESS, JAMES F., 15TH OH INF, Post 180
SHARPLESS, OSCAR B., 93RD PA INF, Post
SHARVL, I.J., 37TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 98
SHATSWELL, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, Post 153
SHATTO, DAVID E., 209TH PA INF, Post
SHATTUCK, BENJAMIN J., 73RD OH INF, Post 3
SHATTUCK, GEORGE M., 9TH IL CAV, Post 212
SHATTUCK, J.V., 161ST NY INF; DIED 23 APR 1, Post
SHATTUCK, WILLIAM C., 43RD IN INF, Post 323
SHAUB, JEROME R., 76TH OH INF, Post 76
SHAUGHNESSY, MICHAEL, 7TH IL INF, Post
SHAUGHNESSY, MICHAEL, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 47
SHAUL, IRA J., 37TH IA INF, Post 98
SHAUL, RICHARD A., 89TH IN INF, Post 222
SHAW, A.G., 11TH OH CAV, Post 208
SHAW, E.D., 1ST IA ART. (ERROR), Post 23
SHAW, E.D., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 23
SHAW, E.M., 68TH OH, Post
SHAW, EDWARD A., 76TH AND 114TH US COLORE, Post 110
SHAW, EDWARD A., 20TH IA INF, Post 110
SHAW, EDWARD D., 7TH IA INF, Post 23
SHAW, EDWARD L., 15TH IA INF, Post 25
SHAW, EGBERT, 1ST NE INF, Post 100
SHAW, EGBERT, 1ST NE INF, Post
SHAW, ENUS E., 68TH OH INF, Post
SHAW, GEORGE, 79TH IN INF, Post 5
SHAW, GEORGE D., 2ND WI CAV, Post 111
SHAW, GEORGE W., 47TH IL INF, Post
SHAW, H.J., 3RD NY ART, Post
SHAW, HARLEY J., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., Post
SHAW, HENRY, 139TH IL INF, Post
SHAW, I.N., 14TH VA, Post
SHAW, J.I., 1ST NE INF, Post 100
SHAW, J.R., 3RD NY CAV, Post 244
SHAW, JAMES, 154TH IN INF, Post
SHAW, JAMES I., 1ST NE INF, Post 7; 1
SHAW, JAMES I., 1ST NE CAV, Post
SHAW, JAMES I., 1ST NE INF, Post
SHAW, JOHN, 99TH IN INF, Post
SHAW, JOHN, 7TH IA INF, Post 69
SHAW, JOHN, 99TH IN INF, Post 34
SHAW, JOHN H., 83RD IL INF, Post 8
SHAW, JOHN W., 37TH IA INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Regiment</th>
<th>Post No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, John W.</td>
<td>15th IL INF</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, John W.</td>
<td>15th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Loring D.</td>
<td>125th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Orin F.</td>
<td>44th IA INF</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Owen L.</td>
<td>Color Bearer: Lieut</td>
<td>44th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Robert M.</td>
<td>115th IL INF</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Robert W.</td>
<td>Color Bearer: 183rd OH INF</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, William</td>
<td>118th OH INF</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw, Winfield S.</td>
<td>45th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnsr, Charles A.</td>
<td>105th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay, Darius</td>
<td>7th IL CAV</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea, Thomas</td>
<td>21st MO INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shean, Francis</td>
<td>6th IA CAV</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shearer, George S.</td>
<td>20th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shearer, James H.</td>
<td>32nd WI INF</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shearow, Levi</td>
<td>42nd IN INF: CO. D</td>
<td>87th I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheckels, John A.</td>
<td>38th IN INF</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shedd, Charles F.</td>
<td>1st IA ENGINEERS</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shedd, Charles F.</td>
<td>1st IA ENGINEERS</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shedd, Hebbard H.</td>
<td>43rd IA INF</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shedd, Hebbard H.</td>
<td>45th IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheed, Henry E</td>
<td>11th NY INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheedy, Thomas</td>
<td>6th US INF</td>
<td>1;9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheehan, Edward</td>
<td>US NAVY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheeks, Denton P.</td>
<td>8th IA CAV</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheeler, William R.</td>
<td>139th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheeley, Thomas C.</td>
<td>15th IL INF: CO. C</td>
<td>17TH I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheelman, Henry</td>
<td>85th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheelon, John</td>
<td>27th IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheely, Michael</td>
<td>35th IA INF</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheenan, Edward</td>
<td>US NAVY</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep, John O.</td>
<td>44th IL INF</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet, J.V.</td>
<td>140th OH INF: US NAVY</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Albro B.</td>
<td>18th IA INF</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Allen</td>
<td>10th IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Charles A.</td>
<td>26th IL INF</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Jacob</td>
<td>40th IN INF</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Jacob H.</td>
<td>45th OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheets, Solomon</td>
<td>12th IL CAV</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffer, Burr H.</td>
<td>49th OH INF</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffer, Samuel S.</td>
<td>67th OH INF</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shefffield, J.W.</td>
<td>1st MI ENGINEERS</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield, J.W.</td>
<td>1st MI INF</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffner, Alonzo N.</td>
<td>58th IL INF</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffner, Michael</td>
<td>2nd US INF</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shehan, Daniel W.</td>
<td>102nd IL INF</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHEIBLEY, T.J., 1ST PA INF, Post 116
SHEIBLEY, T.J., 1ST PA INF RIFLES, Post
SHEILDS, CHARLES, 16TH IL INF, Post 202
SHELBURNE, JOHN, 17TH IL INF, Post 313
SHELBURNE, P.P., 29TH OH INF, Post
SHELBURNE, PETER P., 29TH OH INF, Post 7
SHELDEN, GEORGE N., 7TH IA CAV, Post 259
SHELDON, ALFRED, 18TH IL INF, Post
SHELDON, C.M., 15TH MI INF, Post 83
SHELDON, CHAUNCEY H., ADJUTANT; 20TH OH INF, Post 9
SHELDON, D.D., 14TH MO INF, Post 88
SHELDON, GEORGE N., 9TH IL INF, Post
SHELDON, HENRY L., 8TH IL CAV, Post 22
SHELDON, HENRY M., 7TH OH, Post
SHELDON, HIRAM W., 6TH WI ART., Post
SHELDON, HIRAM W., 6TH WI ART., Post
SHELDON, J.M., 1ST MO CAV, Post
SHELDON, J.W., 23RD IL INF, Post 67
SHELDON, J.W., 4TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 67
SHELDON, JOHN, 57TH OH INF, Post 25
SHELDON, JOSHUA W., 4TH IN CAV, Post 67
SHELDON, JUDSON H., 8TH WI INF, Post 68
SHELDON, KIRK W., 19TH WI INF, Post 112
SHELDON, O.H., 22ND WI INF, Post 189
SHELDON, WILLIAM C., 2ND WI INF, Post 254
SHELDON, WILLIAM C., 2ND WI INF, Post 254
SHELDON, WILLIAM C., 2ND WI INF, Post 254
SHELHAM, PETER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 318
SHELL, BENJAMIN, 182ND OH INF, Post 22
SHELL, CHARLES A., 1ST IN HEAVY ART., Post 55
SHELL, CHARLES A., 21ST IN INF, Post 192
SHELL, HIRAM, 18TH IA INF, Post 79
SHELLABARGER, JOHN W., 85TH IL INF, Post 209
SHELLBORN, E.J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 25
SHELLBURNE, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, Post
SHELLBURNE, WILLIAM H., 83RD IL INF, Post
SHELLERS, ALFRED, 60TH US COLORED TROOPS, Post 262
SHELLEY, JOHN, 74TH IN INF, Post
SHELLEY, MICHAL, 24TH AL INF(CONFEDERATE), Post
SHELLEY, SYLVESTER A., 1ST WI CAV, Post 11
SHELLEY, T.C., 15TH IL INF, Post
SHELLHART, VALENTINE, 8TH IA CAV, Post 86
SHELLHORN, EDMON J., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHELLHORN, PETER S., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHELLING, JOHN A., 1ST AL CAV, Post 90
SHELLING, PETER, 22ND IA INF, Post
SHELLKOPHT, GEORGE, 2ND DE ING, Post 12
SHELLY, THOMAS C., 17TH IL INF, Post 84
SHELTON, ELIAS D., 2ND MO CAV, Post 309
SHELTON, GEORGE W., 145TH IN INF, Post 141
SHELTON, J.P., 11TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 11
SHELTON, JAMES P., 11TH IL CAV, Post 11
SHELTON, JOHN, 99TH IA INF, Post
SHELTON, JOHN J., 19TH IN ART., Post
SHENTON, CHARLES O., 6TH MI CAV, Post 144
SHEPARD, ALONZO, 25TH IA INF, Post
SHEPARD, CHARLES, 2ND OH LIGHT ART., Post 31
SHEPARD, GEORGE W., US NAVY, Post 274
SHEPARD, J.W., 1ST TN; BATTERY 6, Post
SHEPARD, JASPER N., 10TH IN INF, Post
SHEPARD, JOSIAH, 13TH IL INF, Post 22
SHEPARDSON, K.A., 18TH MI INF, Post 104
SHEPARDSON, MAYLAND, 15TH IA INF, Post 115
SHEPARDSON, MILTON, 30TH MI INF, Post
SHEPARDSON, ZENO L., 2ND VT INF, Post 115
SHEPHERD, ALONZO, 25TH IA INF, Post 110
SHEPHERD, ANDREW P., 106TH IL INF, Post 84
SHEPHERD, HENRY, 13TH IA INF, Post
SHEPHERD, HENRY B., 103RD OH INF, Post
SHEPHERD, JAMES F., 18TH IL INF, Post 223
SHEPHERD, JAMES W., 1ST TN LIGHT ART., Post 274
SHEPHERD, JOSEPH N., 10TH IN INF; PVT; CO. H; 58, Post 45
SHEPHERD, ALEXANDER S., 23RD IA INF, Post 18
SHEPHERD, GEORGE, 117TH IL INF, Post 32
SHEPHERD, ISAAC N., 23RD IA INF, Post 207
SHEPHERD, JOHN, 155TH IN INF, Post 141
SHEPPARD, GEORGE W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 131
SHEPPARD, H. B., 103RD OH INF, Post 262
SHEPPARD, JOSIAH, 8TH KS INF, Post 22
SHEPPARD, JOSIAH, 8TH KS INF, Post 252
SHEPPARD, LANDER C., 106TH IL INF, Post
SHEPPARD, LEANDER C.D., 106TH IL INF, Post 7
SHEPPARD, SOLOMAN, 34TH IA INF, Post 9; 2
SHEPPERD, CHARLES, 20TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 31
SHERAR, HARDY H., 28TH IL INF, Post 1; 2
SHERARD, ALEXANDER, MO STATE GUARDS, Post 220
SHERBONDY, GEORGE W., 111TH OH INF, Post 11
SHERER, JOHN B., 16TH KS CAV, Post
SHERLY, SAMUEL L., 130TH IN INF, Post 135
SHERMAN, A.E., 3RD MI INF, Post
SHERMAN, ABE, 15TH OH INF, Post 47
SHERMAN, ABRAM, 15TH OH INF, Post
SHERMAN, C.W., , Post 123
SHERMAN, CHARLES W., 3RD IA CAV, Post 45
SHERMAN, DARIUS, 13TH IL CAV, Post 116
SHERMAN, DAVID, Post 123
SHERMAN, DAVID, 1ST MI IN; 1ST MI ENGINE, Post 123
SHERMAN, DAVID T., 154TH OH INF, Post 90
SHERMAN, EDMOND, 133RD IL, Post
SHERMAN, ELI, 4TH IA CAV, Post 51
SHERMAN, GEORGE E., 1ST WI CAV, Post 120
SHERMAN, GERSHOM H., 39TH WI INF, Post 14
SHERMAN, JAMES, 36TH KY INF, Post
SHERMAN, JAMES D., 27TH IN INF, Post 262
SHERMAN, JOHN F., 10TH IL INF, Post
SHERMAN, JONATHAN C., 54TH PA INF, Post 111
SHERMAN, KANSFORD M., 83RD PA INF; PVT; CO. K; 98, Post 31
SHERMAN, KANTSFORD MY, 83RD PA INF, Post
SHERMAN, S.M., 16TH WI INF; 46TH WI INF, Post 52
SHERMAN, SAMPSON M., 46TH WI INF; 16TH WI INF, Post 52
SHERMAN, SILAS H., 15TH IL INF, Post 8
SHERMAN, SILAS T., 13TH WI INF, Post 317
SHERMAN, THEODORE T., 50TH WI INF, Post 335
SHERMAN, W.H., 43RD MA INF, Post
SHERMAN, WARREART HOB, 43RD MA, Post
SHERMAN, WATTS, 11 MI INF, Post
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, Post 25
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 52ND NY INF, Post
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 8TH IA INF, Post
SHERMAN, WILLIAM, 53RD IL INF, Post 195
SHERMAN, WILLIAM A., 122ND IL INF, Post 101
SHERMAN, WILLIAM O., 111TH PA INF, Post
SHERMAN, ZERA H., 6TH CA INF, Post 154
SHEROW, LEVI, 87TH IN INF; CO. D; 47TH I, Post
SHERRICK, STEPHEN, 17TH OH INF, Post
SHERRILL, JOHN, US NAVY, Post 75
SHERWIN, HARLAR P., 12TH IN CAV, Post
SHERWIN, HERLAN P., 12TH IN CAV, Post 25
SHERWIN, JOHN C., 89TH IL INF, Post 109
SHERWIN, JOHN O., 83RD IL INF, Post 16
SHERWIN, WILLIAM H., 18TH WI INF, Post
SHERWITHE, JOHN, 27TH IA INF, Post 352
SHERWOOD, A.G., 18TH WI INF, Post 19
SHERWOOD, A.M., 12TH MI INF, Post 58
SHERWOOD, ALLEN GH., 8TH WI INF, Post 43
SHERWOOD, ANDREW, 31ST WI INF, Post 19
SHERWOOD, CHARLES W., 17TH IN INF, Post 73
SHERWOOD, DANIEL P., 18TH WI INF, Post 116
SHERWOOD, DAVID A., 37TH WI INF, Post 17
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 59TH IL INF; CO. A; 89TH I, Post
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 19TH IA INF, Post 35
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 89TH IL, Post
SHERWOOD, FRANK, 89TH IL INF; CO. F; 59TH I, Post 17
SHERWOOD, FREDERICK OS., 50TH IL INF; DIED 26DEC19, Post
SHERWOOD, GEORGE, 1ST CAV, Post
SHERWOOD, J.D., 138TH IN INF; 4TH PA CAV, Post 7
SHERWOOD, J.M., 66TH IN INF, Post 95
SHERWOOD, THEODORE J., 16TH IL INF; 105TH IL INF, Post 181
SHERWOOD, THEODORE J., 105TH IL INF; CO. A; 16TH, Post 181
SHERWOOD, WILLIAM H., 5TH IN COLORED CAV; PVT; C, Post 115
SHETLER, JEREMIAH, 115TH IL INF, Post 231
SHEWERY, JAMES M., 44TH IA INF, Post 172
SHICEY, CHRIS R., 15TH WV INF, Post 130
SHICK, HENRY, 177TH PA INF, Post
SHICK, HENRY, 152ND PA INF, Post 155
SHICK, ISAIAH, 114TH IL INF, Post
SHICK, URIAS, 114TH IL INF, Post
SHICKLEY, B.F., 74TH OH INF, Post 22
SHICKLEY, JERRY B., 74TH OH INF, Post 18
SHIDER, HIRAM B., 57TH IN INF; CO. B; 84TH I, Post
SHIEBLY, G.W., 1ST PA INF; SERG; CO. I; 6T, Post 170
SHIELDS, C.B., 4TH OH INF, Post 327
SHIELDS, HENRY B., 103RD IL INF, Post 1; 2
SHIELDS, HOMER J., 105TH OH INF, Post 5
SHIELDS, ISAAC B., 46TH IN INF, Post
SHIELDS, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, Post
SHIELDS, JAMES, 8TH IL CAV, Post 17
SHIELDS, LARKIN CRAIG, 2ND KS INF, Post 13
SHIELDS, LARKIN CRAIG, 15TH KS CAV, Post 13
SHIELDS, SILAS, 18TH MO INF, Post
SHIELDS, WILLIAM F., 16TH IL INF, Post 131
SHIELDS, WILLIAM H., 59TH IL INF, Post
SHIELDS, WILLIAM H., 2ND PA ART.; PVT; CO. F; 20, Post 110
SHIFFIELD, BYRON, 68TH OH INF, Post
SHIFLEY, GEORGE, OH INF, Post
SHILDNECK, HIRAM, 18TH IL INF, Post 48
SHILL, JOHN, 26TH IN INF, Post 88
SHILL, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 7
SHILLING, EDWARD S., 32ND IN INF, Post 135
SHILLING, JOSEPH, 1ST MD INF; 7TH MD INF, Post 295
SHILLING, WILLIAM, 30TH OH INF; 19TH OH INF, Post 111
SHINDLER, MICHAEL, 5TH IA INF; CORP; CO. B; 8T, Post 268
SHINDOLL, JOHN J., 4TH WI CAV, Post 201
SHINER, FRANKLIN, 32ND WI INF; PVT; CO. G; 16, Post 4
SHINESPRING, WILLIAM, 6TH WV INF, Post
SHINKLE, H.A., 12TH IL INF, Post 80
SHINKLE, W.B., 59TH OH INF, Post 258
SHINN, QUILLEN H., 3RD WV INF;CORP;CO. G;12, Post 110
SHINTAL, CHRISTOPHER, , Post
SHIPHARD, CORWIN, 14TH IL INF, Post 89
SHIPLEY, A.J., 8TH NY INF, Post
SHIPLEY, A.J., 8TH NJ INF, Post 231
SHIPLEY, LAFAYETTE, 2ND NE CAV, Post 262
SHIPLEY, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHIPMAN, A., 5TH IA, Post
SHIPMAN, ALFRED, 5TH IA INF, Post
SHIPMAN, ALFRED, 5TH IA INF, Post 45
SHIPMAN, B.F., 2ND MI CAV, Post
SHIPMAN, JAMES J., 99TH IN INF, Post
SHIPMAN, JOSEPH S., OH VETERAN INF, Post
SHIPMAN, RICHARD, 6TH IA INF, Post 32
SHIPMAN, WILLIAM O., 4TH IL CAV, Post 114
SHIPPEE, GEORGE W., 29TH IN INF, Post 182
SHIPPEE, JAMES H., 2ND VT INF, Post
SHIPPLEY, JAMES, 1ST NE, Post 272
SHIPPLEY, ROBERT S., 122ND IL INF, Post 321
SHIRE, H.J., 45TH US VOL. RESERVE COR, Post 164
SHIERES, THOMAS J., 93RD IL INF, Post 22
SHIRK, JOSEPH, 15TH PA INF, Post 1
SHIRLEY, ALFRED, 1ST NE CAV, Post
SHIRLEY, ALFRED, 1ST NE CAV, Post 61
SHIRLEY, FRANCIS FRA, 8TH IA CAV, Post 76
SHIRLEY, FRANK M., 8TH IA CAV, Post 76
SHIRLEY, GEORGE W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHIRLEY, HENRY B., 68TH IL INF;SERG;CO. C;1, Post 57
SHIRLEY, JOHN W., 7TH CO INF, Post 19
SHIRLEY, JOSEPH, 7TH OH INF, Post
SHIRLEY, PETER V., 26TH IA INF, Post 61
SHIRLEY, SAMUEL J., 83RD IL INF, Post 12
SHIRLEY, THOMAS J., 14TH IL CAV, Post 139
SHIRLEY, W.R., 23RD MO INF, Post 154
SHIRTLEFF, MARCELLUS C., 17TH WV INF, Post 66
SHIVELY, J.W., 23RD MO INF, Post 15
SHIVELY, WILLIAM T., 10TH KY INF, Post
SHNAFEL, JEREMIAH, 3RD PA INF, Post
SHNEE, JAMES L., 9TH KS CAV, Post
SHNEIDERWIND, PETER, 15TH NJ INF, Post
SHOAFSTULL, JACOB, 9TH IL CAV, Post
SHOBAR, FRANK M., 113TH IL INF, Post 265
SHOBE, CHARLES W., 32ND IA INF;PVT;CO. K;8T, Post
SHOCK, GEORGE W., 169TH OH INF, Post 84
SHOCKEY, ABRAHAM C., 135TH PA INF, Post 32
SHOCKLEY, JOHN M.G., 83RD IL INF, Post 185
SHOCKLEY, W.N., 5TH KY CAV, Post
SHOCKLEY, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA INF;5TH IA CAV, Post 298
SHOCKLEY, WILLIAM C., 5TH IA CAV;5TH IA INF, Post 298
SHOE, DANIEL, 45TH OH INF, Post 25
SHOEMAKER, ADAM H., 7TH IN CAV, Post 98
SHOEMAKER, DAVID, 21ST OH INF, Post 18
SHOEMAKER, HENRY J., 1ST IL LIGHT RT., Post 354
SHOEMAKER, J.N., 47TH IL INF, Post 59
SHOEMAKER, JAMES, 7TH IA CAV, Post 89
SHOEMAKER, WILLIAM A., 3RD IL ART., Post
SHOEMAKER, WILLIAM H., 12TH IN INF, Post
SHOEMAKER, WILLIAM P, 7TH NY ART., Post
SHOEMAKER, WILSON S., BUGLER;1ST NE INF, Post 110
SHOLES, JOSEPH G., 8TH IL CAV, Post 20
SHOLLER, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV;PVT;CO. C;2MD, Post 7
SHOMAKER, ALBERT, 47TH IL INF, Post 32
SHOPELL, JOSEPH, 47TH IL INF, Post 129
SHOND, ARTHUR, 153RD NY, Post
SHONSE, JOSEPH, 1ST MD INF;CO. H;13TH MD, Post 84
SHONS, WILLIAM H., 7TH MO CAV, Post 274
SHOOK, JOHN H., 15TH IA INF, Post 103
SHOOK, JOHN H., 15TH IA INF, Post
SHOOK, WILBUR W., 39TH OH INF, Post
SHOOP, HENRY K., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SHOOPMAN, DAVID OWEN, 11TH MO INF, Post
SHOOP, GEORGE J., 6TH PA RESERVE CORP;CO., Post 91
SHORB, GEORGE, 134TH IN INF, Post 60
SHORE, JAMES H., 101ST IL INF, Post
SHORE, ORACLE M., 87TH IN INF, Post
SHORE, ORACLE M., 87TH IN INF, Post 38
SHORES, HOPEWELL P., 2ND IA CAV, Post 26
SHORES, RANSOM, 13TH MO INF;SERG;CO. A;2, Post 76
SHORES, RANSOM, 23RD MO INF;CO. E;13TH M, Post 76
SHORT, CHARLES A., 2ND MA CAV, Post
SHORT, CHRISTOPHER, 104TH IL INF, Post 44
SHORT, HENRY W., 1ST IL ART., Post 15
SHORT, L.D., 8TH IL INF, Post 50
SHORT, MYRON, 1ST RI CAV, Post 318
SHORT, MYRON, 1ST RI CAV, Post
SHORT, N.W., 47TH MO INF;3RD MO STATE, Post 113
SHORT, SAMUEL, 59TH IL INF, Post 69
SHOTTENKIRK, WILLET, 113TH IL INF, Post
SHOTTENKIRK, WILLIT, 113TH IL INF, Post 35
SHOUP, GEORGE, 9TH IN INF, Post 17
SHOUP, JOHN L., 8TH IL INF, Post 131
SHOUSE, JOSEPHUS, 13TH MD, Post
SHOWALTER, BENJAMIN F., 25TH IA INF, Post 121
SHOWALTER, JOHN H., 6TH WV INF, Post 4
SHOWALTER, WILLIAM H., 17TH OH INF, Post
SHOWERS, JOHN, 27TH IL INF, Post 260
SHRADER, ANTHONY, 2ND IL ART., Post
SHRADER, CASPER H., 25TH IA INF, Post 220
SHRADER, VANBUREN, 4TH IA ART., Post
SHRECHRENGAS, SAMUEL, 12TH PA INF, Post 19
SHREEVE, WALTER, 2ND US ART., Post 178
SHREFFLER, EDMUND, 7TH IL INF, Post 22
SHREYES, EDSON, 12TH WI INF, Post 309
SHREYES, WILLIAM C., 9TH IL CAV, Post 70
SHREYHUBER, GEORGE, 192ND OH INF, Post 264
SHRIMP, HENRY, 112TH IL INF, Post 107
SHRINER, ISAAC T., 165TH PA INF, Post 105
SHRINGER, AUGUST, 13TH NY ART., Post
SHROADE, J.W., 91ST IN INF, Post 153
SHROPSHIRE, JOEL S., 14TH IA INF, Post 7
SHROUD, OLIVER W., 29TH IA INF, Post 10
SHROY, SAMUEL, 16TH MI INF, Post 1;1
SHRUM, W. B., 160TH OH INF, Post 169
SHUBBE, JOHN, 1ST MO CAV, Post 84
SHUBER, JOHN W., 44TH MO INF, Post
SHUBERT, JOHN W., 44TH MO INF, Post 6;3
SHUCK, GEORGE C., 31ST OH INF, Post 25
SHUCK, GEORGE W., 169TH OH INF, Post
SHUCK, JOHN S., 20TH IN INF;7TH IN INF, Post 147
SHUCK, JOHN S., 7TH IN INF;20TH IN INF, Post 147
SHUEFELT, SYLVESTER P., 32ND IL INF, Post
SHUEY, J.L., 9TH KS, Post
SHUEY, JAMES L., 9TH KS CAV, Post 21
SHUEY, THOMAS, 16TH IA INF, Post
SHUFELDT, HIRAM W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 130
SHUGART, J.H., 15TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 138
SHUGART, JACOB, 15TH IL INF, Post 25
SHUGART, JACOB H., 69TH IL INF;CORP; CO. H, Post 110
SHULER, JAMES, 10TH WV INF, Post 112
SHULER, JAMES C., 15TH WV INF;PVT;10TH WV, Post 112
SHULL, DAVID A., 72ND IN INF, Post 21
SHULL, DAVID A., 72ND IN INF, Post
SHULL, H.I., 7TH MO CAV, Post
SHULL, HARRISON L., 7TH MO CAV, Post
SHULL, LEONARD, 118TH IN INF;6TH MI INF, Post 10
SHULL, RICHARD R., 15TH IA INF, Post 27
SHULL, WILLIAM C., 46TH IN INF, Post 192
SHULOR, W.K., 139TH IL INF, Post
SHULTS, JACOB, 13TH MO INF, Post 7
SHULTZ, C.A., 45TH IL INF, Post 65
SHULTZ, CALVIN D., US NAVY;USS GRANT, Post 110
SHULTZ, CALVIN D., US NAVY;GUNBOAT, Post
SHULTZ, CHARLES, 2ND IA CAV, Post 134
SHULTZ, CUYLER A., 4TH WI CAV, Post 65
SHULTZ, CUYLER A., 45TH IL INF, Post
SHULTZ, DAVID H., 137TH IL INF;11TH IL CAV, Post 32
SHULTZ, DAVID H., 11TH IL CAV;137TH IL INF, Post 32
SHULTZ, DAVID J., 23RD IN INF, Post 8
SHULTZ, ELI, 39TH IL INF;POST 91, Post 77
SHULTZ, HENRY, 96TH IL ART., Post
SHULTZ, J.W., US NAVY;MARINE REGIMENT, Post 34
SHULTZ, JACOB, 28TH IL INF, Post 91
SHULTZ, JOHN, 34TH IN INF, Post 237
SHULTZ, JOSIAH, 93RD PA INF, Post 2
SHULTZ, JOSIAH M., 12TH IL CAV, Post 28
SHUMAKER, FRANCIS, 36TH IA INF, Post 50
SHUMAKER, JAMES L., 4TH IA INF, Post 7
SHUMAN, ROBERT, 82ND IL INF, Post 12
SHUMAN, WILLIAM, 30TH INF INF, Post
SHUMARD, ALBERT M., 48TH OH INF;83RD OH INF, Post 284
SHUMATE, ALBERT W., 115TH IN INF, Post 25
SHUMWAY, J., 5TH MN INF, Post 58
SHUP, DANIEL, 123RD IL INF, Post 31
SHUPE, DANIEL, 123RD IL INF, Post 90
SHUPE, DANIEL, 123RD IL INF, Post
SHUPE, FRANK E., 197TH OH, Post
SHUPE, FRANK E., 8TH OH INF, Post
SHURTLEFF, W. CLAY, 17TH WV INF, Post 66
SHUTS, DAVID, 40TH IA INF, Post 12
SIBBETT, BENJAMIN T., 23RD IA INF, Post 154
SIBERT, ANDREW S., 104TH IL INF, Post 174
SIBERT, FRED A., 47TH IN INF, Post 228
SIBLEY, ALBERT, 35TH IA INF, Post
SICAR, J.W., 12TH MI INF, Post 40
SICKAFOSE, MICHAEL, 44TH IN INF, Post 25
SICKLEY, JACOB, 49TH OH INF, Post 37
SIDDENS, THOMAS B., 98TH IL INF, Post 25
SIDDONS, JOSEPH, 67TH IL INF, Post 135
SIDDONS, WILLIAM H., 14TH IL INF, Post 135
SIDELL, GEORGE H., 92ND IL INF, Post 3; 1
SIDERS, CYRUS W., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SIDES, ALEXANDER, 126TH IL INF, Post
SIDES, JACOB A., 206TH PA INF; 4TH PA ART., Post 170
SIDES, JOHN L., 126TH IL INF, Post 60
SIDES, PAUL, 37TH IL INF, Post 91
SIDLES, CHARLES G., 46TH IL INF, Post 25
SIDLES, CHARLES Z., 46TH IL, Post
SIDNER, HARVEY M., 140TH IL INF, Post 262
SIDNER, WILLIAM H., 9TH IL, Post
SIDNER, WILLIAM H., 96TH IL INF, Post 262
SIDNEY, JAMES P., 12TH CA CAV, Post
SIECK, HENRY, 56TH OH INF, Post
SIED, HENRY, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF (ERROR), Post 11
SIED, HENRY, 17TH IL INF; CO. E; 8TH IL, Post 11
SIED, HENRY, 8TH IL INF; CO. G; 17TH IL, Post 11
SIEFKEN, HERO S., 10TH IL CAV, Post 60
SIEFKEN, HERO S., 10TH IL INF, Post 13
SIEFKEN, KERO S., 10TH IL INF, Post 60
SIEMILLER, CYRUS, 39TH IA INF, Post 12
SIFFORD, CHRISTOPHER, 10TH IA INF, Post 115
SIGMAN, ISAAC, 78TH OH INF, Post
SIGMAN, LABAN, 78TH OH INF, Post
SIGNOR, STEPHEN A., 104TH IL INF, Post 44
SIGOURNEY, ANTHONY W., 8TH OH INF, Post 124
SILANCE, WILLIAM F., 102ND OH INF, Post 3; 2
SILCOTT, LANDON W., 5TH IA CAV, Post
SILCOTT, LANDON W., 5TH IA CAV, Post
SILVER, HENRY H., 6TH IL INF, Post
SILVER, HENRY H., 6TH IN INF, Post
SILVER, JACOB, 15TH US INF, Post 81
SILVERNAI L, GEORGE H., 5TH WI INF, Post 113
SILVERS, E. M., 36TH IA INF, Post 140
SILVERS, HENRY H., 6TH IN INF, Post 184
SILVERS, JOHN S., 34TH IN INF, Post 63
SILVERS, WILLIAM, 40TH IN INF, Post 42
SILVIS, J. B., 50TH PA CAV, Post
SILVIS, JOHN B., 1ST CA CAV, Post
SIMANTON, BREVET, 138TH IN INF, Post 84
SIMANTON, MARIEN B., 138TH IN INF, Post 84
SIMERAL, JAMES M., 1ST IA CAV, Post 110
SIMINGTON, M. BRAVET, 138TH IN INF, Post
SIMKINS, GEORGE W., 83RD IL INF, Post 68
SIMMERMAN, G.H., 3RD IL CAV, Post 122
SIMMONS, BAILEY K., 2ND IA ART., Post 27
SIMMONS, CHARLES E., 95TH IL INF, Post 147
SIMMONS, CHARLES E., 57TH IL INF, Post 155
SIMMONS, CHARLES E., 57TH IN INF, Post
SIMMONS, DAVID, 7TH IA CAV, Post 163
SIMMONS, DeWITT C., 137TH IL LINF, Post
SIMMONS, DEWITT C., 73RD IL INF, Post
SIMMONS, DeWITT C., 73RD IL INF, Post
SIMMONS, DEWITT C., 73RD IL INF, Post 203
SIMMONS, JOHN F., 127TH IL INF, Post 163
SIMMONS, JOHN G., 14TH MO CAV, Post
SIMMONS, JOHN H., 1ST MI CAV, Post 25
SIMMONS, MARVIN L., 2ND IA CAV, Post 4
SIMMONS, SAMUEL, 78TH IL INF, Post 68
SIMMONS, STEPHEN, 24TH IA INF, Post
SIMMONS, WALLACE A., 127TH IL INF, Post 4
SIMMS, D.W., 8TH MO LINF, Post 22
SIMMS, DAVID W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 122
SIMMS, DAVID W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 122
SIMMS, JOHN, 78TH IL INF, Post 111
SIMMS, JOHN M., 47TH MO INF, Post 24
SIMMS, WILLIAM A., 8TH MO INF, Post 122
SIMMS, WILLIAM A., 8TH MO INF, Post 22
SIMMS, WILLIAM R., 5TH MO INF, Post
SIMON, CHARLES A., 69TH IN INF, Post 24
SIMOND, GEORGE W., 6TH WI ART., Post 50
SIMONS, EDWARD, 80TH IL INF, Post 274
SIMONS, L.G., 130TH NY INF;PVT;CO. A;1, Post 340
SIMONSON, RICHARD, 94TH IL INF, Post
SIMONSON, THOMAS, 22ND WI INF, Post 60
SIMONSTON, WILLIAM L., 9TH IL CAV, Post 311
SIMONTON, RICHARD, 94TH IL INF, Post
SIMPAN, J.A., 62ND OH INF, Post
SIMPKINS, ALONIS W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 36
SIMPKINS, ARLONIS, 2ND NE CAV;BROTHER OF AR, Post 10
SIMPKINS, ARLONIS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 55
SIMPKINS, GEORGE, 89TH OH INF, Post 69
SIMPSON, ALBERT MILTO, 97TH PA INF, Post 3;1
SIMPSON, CHARLES, 156TH IL INF, Post 69
SIMPSON, FREDERICK W., 9TH NY INF, Post
SIMPSON, H.J., 19TH ME INF, Post 171
SIMPSON, JOHN, 4TH TN INF, Post 2;3
SIMPSON, JOHN, 5TH TN CAV, Post
SIMPSON, JOHN, 28TH TN MOUNTED INF, Post
SIMPSON, JOHN, 5TH OH CAV, Post
SIMPSON, JOHN H., 10TH IN INF, Post 25
SIMPSON, JOHN S., 62ND OH INF, Post 62
SIMPSON, MATLOCK, 15TH KY INF, Post
SIMPSON, NELSON B., 21ST IA INF, Post 80
SIMPSON, NELSON R., 21ST IA INF, Post
SIMS, ALBERT T., 2ND IA CAV, Post 307
SIMS, GEORGE W., 9TH IA CAV, Post 302
SIMS, J.A., 1ST MO INF, Post 280
SIMS, JOHN M., 43RD MO INF, Post 17
SIMS, THOMAS L., 46TH IA INF, Post 317
SINCLAIR, HUGH, 22ND IA INF, Post
SINCLAIR, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, Post 74
SINCock, WILLIAM, 41ST WI INF, Post 131
SINGER, JOSEPH, 140TH NY INF, Post
SINGERLAND, JOHN G., 36TH WI INF, Post 122
SINGLEY, JOHN A., 8TH IA CAV, Post 320
SINNET, JOSEPH W., 125TH IL, Post
SINSEBAUGH, LEMUEL E., 46TH PA INF, Post 21
SIPFLE, FREDERIC, 14TH PA CAV, Post
SIPHERD, J.M., 83RD IL INF, Post 55
SISCA, ORRIN B., 75TH IL INF, Post
SISCO, DANIEL, 95TH OH, Post
SISCO, OREN D., 75TH IL INF, Post 172
SISK, THOMAS, 45TH IL INF, Post 37
SISSON, FRANCIS L., 5TH WI ART., Post 140
SISSON, GEORGE W., 169TH PA MILITIA, Post
SISSON, GEORGE W., 160TH PA INF, Post
SISSON, HENRY H., 134TH IL INF, Post
SISSON, HENRY H., 124TH IL INF; PVT; CO. C; 3, Post 144
SISSON, JAMES R., 147TH IL INF, Post 104
SISSON, SAMUEL F., 1ST IA CAV, Post 4
SISSON, W.J., 41ST IL INF, Post 35
SISSON, WILLIAM F., 41ST IL INF, Post
SISSON, WILLIAM J., 41ST IL INF, Post 35
SITES, HENRY, 116TH IL INF; CO. F; 55TH, Post
SITES, HENRY, 55TH IL INF; CO. B; 116TH, Post
SITES, HENRY J., 116TH IL INF, Post
SITTRELL, JOHN H., 12TH IA, Post
SIXBURRY, CHARLES H., 15TH MI INF, Post 229
SIZER, J.S., 1ST MA CAV, Post 1
SIZER, REUBEN, 144TH OH INF, Post 333
SKAGGS, HARDON, 12TH IL CAV, Post 101
SKALA, IGNATZ, 26TH WI INF, Post 326
SKAW, ENOS M., 68TH OH INF, Post 104
SKEDGEL, ABRAM, 74TH IN INF, Post 114
SKEEL, SAMUEL N., 136TH OH INF, Post 67
SKEELLS, ARTHUR L., 65TH IL INF; 92ND IL INF, Post 72
SKEELLS, ARTHUR L., 92ND IL INF; CO. I; 65TH, Post 72
SKEELTON, JACOB D., 42ND IN INF, Post 183
SKEELTON, JAY N., 58TH IL INF, Post 59
SKEELTON, JEREMIAH, IA, Post
SKEELTON, JOSEPH W., 17TH IN INF; 7TH IN CAV, Post 98
SKILES, ALEXANDER F., 13TH US INF, Post
SKILES, GEORGE W., 13TH US, Post
SKILES, J.M., 3RD MO CAV, Post 111
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA CAV, Post 5
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA INF, Post
SKILES, ROBERT, U.S. NAVY, Post 5
SKILES, ROBERT, 4TH IA CAV, Post 5
SKILLIN, , 20TH IN AART., Post
SKILLMAN, I.W., 8TH MO CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
SKILLMAN, J.D., 20TH IL INF, Post 215
SKINNER, CARMI O., 31ST OH INF, Post
SKINNER, CARMI O., 31ST OH INF (22ND OH INF), Post 25
SKINNER, CARMI O., 22ND OH INF (31ST OH INF), Post 25
SKINNER, DAVID H., 126TH PA INF, Post 187
SKINNER, DOLPHUS, 86TH IL INF, Post 25
SKINNER, ELISAH M., 144TH PA INF, Post
SKINNER, ELISHA M., 141ST PA INF, Post 1
SKINNER, FRANK, 22ND MI INF, Post
SKINNER, HENRY, 2ND IL ART., Post 212
SKINNER, HENRY E., 7TH IA CAV, Post 5
SKINNER, JAMES M., 44TH IA INF, Post 25
SKINNER, JOHN B., 4TH WI CAV, Post
SKINNER, LEMUAL S., 123RD NY INF, Post
SKINNER, LEMUEL S., 123RD NY INF, Post 110
SKINNER, RICHARD, 67TH OH INF; 62ND OH INF, Post 305
SKINNER, RICHARD, 62ND OH INF; PVT; CO. F; 67, Post 350
SKINNER, RICHARD, 62ND OH INF, Post 305
SKINNER, SIDNEY S., 8TH NY HEAVY ART.; PVT; CO, Post 118
SKINNER, WILLIAM H., 46TH WI INF, Post 255
SKIPPER, JAMES G., 28TH IL, Post
SKIRVING, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, Post 186
SKIRVING, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 86
SKLENAR, ADOLPH, 168TH US INF, Post
SKRABAL, ALBERT, 22ND IA INF, Post
SKRABAL, ALBERT, 22ND IA INF, Post
SLACK, ANDREW, 2ND NJ CAV, Post 84
SLACK, ANDREW L., 2ND NY CAV, Post
SLACK, GEORGE E., MERRILLS CAV, Post
SLACK, JOHN R., 22ND PA CAV; CORP; CO. K; 3, Post 91
SLACK, JOSEPH M., 22ND PA CAV, Post 91
SLACK, WILLIAM H., 17TH IL INF;CO. F;8TH IL, Post
SLACK, WILLIAM H., 8TH IL INF;CO. H;17TH IL, Post 262
SLADE, C.M., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 25
SLADE, CLARK M., 1ST IA CAV, Post
SLADE, CLARKE M., 1ST IA CAV, Post 191
SLADE, GEORGE E., 113TH IL, Post
SLADE, GEORGE E., 113TH IL INF, Post 54
SLADE, JOHN, 55TH IL, Post
SLADE, W.W., 1ST IA CAV, Post 38
SLADE, WILLIAM W., 1ST IA CAV, Post
SLADE, WILLIAM W., 1ST IA INF (ERROR), Post 52
SLADER, CHARLES L., 5TH IA CAV, Post 52
SLAGLE, HIRAM, 5TH MO CAV, Post 53
SLAGLE, JAMES, 39TH IL INF, Post 170
SLAGLE, JAMES W., 5TH MO CAV, Post
SLAGLE, JAMES W., 5TH MO INF; CORP; CO. E; 16, Post 6; 5
SLAGLE, JAMES W., 5TH MO CAV; CORP; CO. E; KS, Post 53
SLANE, JACOB A., 13TH IN ART., Post
SLAUGHTER, W.B., 39TH IL INF, Post
SLATER, HENRY, 5TH IN CAV, Post
SLATER, LUTHER, 111TH OH INF, Post 316
SLATER, SANFORD, 10TH OH CAV, Post 10
SLATER, WILLIAM W., 2ND VT INF, Post
SLATER, WILSON, 182ND OH INF, Post 70
SLATTERY, MICHAEL, 6TH US CAV, Post 86
SLATTERY, MICHAEL, 6TH US CAV, Post
SLAUGHTER, RUFUS, 13TH KY ART., Post 261
SLAUGHTER, WILLIAM B., 39TH IL INF, Post 170
SLAUTER, JAMES, Post
SLAVENS, MILTON, 148TH IN INF; 51ST IN INF, Post 107
SLAVENS, MILTON, 51ST IN INF; 148TH IN INF, Post 107
SLAWSON, EARL B., 34TH IL INF, Post 54
SLAWSON, JOSEPH N., 5TH PA HEAVY ART., Post
SLAWSON, RANDOLPH E., 95TH IL INF, Post 88
SLAWTER, JOHN M., 8TH IN CAV, Post 70
SLAYMER, HENRY, BRACKETTS BATTERY, Post 39
SLAYMAN, JAMES, 121ST OH INF, Post 84
SLAYTER, ISAIAH, 1ST MI INF, Post
SLAYTON, G.A., 15TH MI INF, Post 48
SLAYTON, GEORGE A., 15TH MI INF, Post
SLEAHERSON, WILLIAM A., 5TH ME CAV, Post
SLECKNER, HENRY C., 13TH IL CAV, Post
SLEEM, MATHEW, 8TH MI INF, Post
SLEUGER, DERRICK P., 25TH MI INF, Post
SLICK, HENRY, 56TH OH INF, Post 75
SLIGER, ADAM, 16TH MO INF, Post 15
SLITTEY, BENJAMIN F., 20TH OH INF, Post 76
SLOAN, DAVID, 26TH IN INF, Post 32
SLOAN, J.G., 47TH OH INF, Post 95
SLOAN, JOHN F., 84TH IL INF, Post 137
SLOAN, JOSEPH G., 47TH OH INF, Post
SLOAN, JOSEPH G., 47TH OH INF, Post 159
SLOAN, WILLIAM, 170TH OH INF, Post
SLOAT, B.R., 2ND CA CAV, Post 60
SLOAT, BURGET R., 2ND CA CAV, Post 60
SLOAT, SAMUEL C., 8TH OH INF, Post 60
SLOCUM, A.J., 160TH NY INF, Post 323
SLOCUM, CHARLES H., 34TH IL INF, Post 73
SLOCUM, MALVIN B., 1ST MN INF, Post 308
SLOCUM, WILLARD, 23RD OH INF (120TH OH INF, Post 86
SLOCUM, WILLARD, 120TH OH INF (23RD OH INF, Post 86
SLOEUM, ELEAVER, 93RD NY, Post
SLOGGETT, WILLIAM, 15TH IL INF, Post 179
SLOUGHTON, MILTON, 19TH IL INF, Post
SLOTE, JAMES, 11TH MI INF, Post 231
SLUGH, G.W., 92ND OH INF, Post 9
SLUSHER, JOHN D., 9TH OH CAV, Post 101
SLUSSER, GEORGE, Post
SLUSSER, GEORGE A., 29TH OH INF, Post 91
SLUSSER, LEVI M., 138TH IN INF, Post 91
SLUSSER, OBADIAH B., 48TH IN INF, Post 91
SLYTER, D.R., 8TH IL INF, Post 51
SLYTER, ROBERT, WIDOW ANN J, Post
SMAILSE, JAMES H., 29TH US INF, Post
SMALL, GEORGE W., 7TH MO INF, Post 90
SMALL, H., US ENGINEERS; 11TH OH INF, Post 207
SMALL, H., 11TH OH INF, Post 207
SMALL, HERMAN L., 6TH VT INF, Post 9
SMALL, J. WARREN, 2ND IL ART., Post 43
SMALL, THOMAS, 23RD IA, Post
SMALL, THOMAS C., 23RD IA INF, Post
SMALL, THOMAS C., SERG; 23RD IA INF, Post
SMALDON, JOHN, 26TH IL INF, Post 77
SMALLEY, DANIEL SR., 52ND IN INF, Post 59
SMALLEY, HARRISON J., 11TH PA CAV, Post
SMALLEY, HARRY J., 11TH PA CAV, Post
SMALLEY, HENRY, 102ND PA INF, Post 241
SMALLEY, JAMES H., 72ND IL INF, Post 82
SMALLEY, JOHN M., 70TH OH INF, Post 127
SMALLEY, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF, Post 249
SMALLWOOD, ALEXANDER, 31ST IN INF, Post
SMALLWOOD, ALEXANDER, 31ST IN INF, Post
SMALLWOOD, MATTHEW, Post
SMALLY, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF, Post
SMART, SHAKESPERE, 22ND IA INF, Post 107
SMART, WILLIAM S., 22ND IA INF, Post 107
SMARTWOOD, WILLIAM O., 77TH OH INF, Post
SMEAD, EJAIJOH O., 2ND NE CAV, Post 91
SMEAD, P.F., 46TH PA INF, Post 1:9
SMEDELEY, G.W., 51ST IL INF, Post
SMEDELEY, GEORGE W., 51ST IL INF, Post 104
SMEDELEY, GEORGE WAllA, 96TH IL INF, Post
SMEDELEY, S., 28TH NY, Post
SMEDELEY, EPHRAIM, 28TH IA INF, Post
SMEDELEY, EPLHRAIM, 28TH IA INF, Post 26
SMELTZER, SOLOMON S., 1ST MD CAV, Post
SMETHURST, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, Post 115
SMIDT, C.A., 45TH WI INF, Post
SMILEY, D.T., 2ND IL INF, Post 53
SMILEY, DAVID T., 118TH IL INF, Post 53
SMILEY, DAVID T., 118TH IL INF, Post
SMILEY, JOSEPH M., 13TH IA INF, Post
SMILEY, LEE H., 19TH IA INF, Post 56
SMILEY, WILLIAM C., 45TH IA INF, Post 56
SMILIE, HERSCHEL, HOSPITAL STEWARD;37TH IL, Post 6
SMILIE, HERSEHELL, 37TH IL INF, Post
SMILIE, HERSHALL, 37TH IL HOSPITAL, Post
SMILIE, NORMAN, 77TH IL INF, Post 6:3
SMILIE, NORMAN, 77TH IL INF, Post
SMIRL, JAMES M., 124TH IL INF, Post 77
SMITH, A.C., 1ST KY CAV, Post
SMITH, A.J., 7TH WI INF;LIEUT;CO. K, Post 338
SMITH, A.K., 33RD IL INF, Post 115
SMITH, A.K., 33RD IL INF, Post
SMITH, A.W., 73RD IN INF, Post 54
SMITH, ABNER J, 3RD IA CAV, Post
SMITH, ADAM, 26TH IN INF, Post 40
SMITH, ALBERT, 116TH NY INF], Post
SMITH, ALBERT C., 45TH IA INF, Post 52
SMITH, ALBERT F., 116TH NY INF;CApT;75TH U, Post 91
SMITH, ALBION C., 2ND IA CAV, Post 118
SMITH, ALBION C., 2ND IA CAV, Post
SMITH, ALBION C., 2ND IA CAV, Post
SMITH, ALEXANDER L, 1ST KY CAV, Post
SMITH, ALFRED, 24TH NY INF, Post 2
SMITH, ALFRED, 22ND IA INF, Post 166
SMITH, ALFRED, 22ND IA INF, Post
SMITH, ALFRED A., 14TH NY ART., Post
SMITH, ALFRED L., 16TH IA INF, Post 8
SMITH, ALLEN, KY STATE MILITIA, Post
SMITH, ANDERSON, 128TH IN INF, Post 4
SMITH, ANDERSON L., 23RD IA INF, Post 6
SMITH, ANDERSON L., 23RD IA, Post
SMITH, ANDREW, 7TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, ANDREW U., 28TH IA INF, Post 45
SMITH, ASA, 124TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, ASA, 3RD MI INF, Post 156
SMITH, AUGUSTUS, 28TH PA INF, Post 9;1
SMITH, AUSTIN L., 4TH MI CAV, Post 25
SMITH, B.F., 1ST MI SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 81
SMITH, B.F., 28TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, BARTLETT, 103RD IL INF, Post
SMITH, BARTON C., 56TH PA ART., Post
SMITH, BENJAMIN F., 13TH PA CAV, Post
SMITH, BENJAMIN R., 93RD IN INF, Post 17
SMITH, BENJAMAN F., 137TH PA CAV, Post
SMITH, BRUNE K., 4TH IA CAV, Post 24
SMITH, C.D., 9TH MI INF, Post 229
SMITH, C.E., 25TH NJ INF;US NAVY;USS, Post 235
SMITH, C.H., 4TH MI CAV, Post 4
SMITH, C.O., 6TH MI CAV, Post 136
SMITH, C.R., US MARINE;NORTHERN SQUAD, Post 265
SMITH, CAMILLUS, 1ST WI INF, Post
SMITH, CAMILLUS A., 1ST WI INF;21ST WI INF, Post 54
SMITH, CAMILLUS A., 21ST WI INF;1ST WI INF, Post 54
SMITH, CAREY, 3RD IA CAV, Post
SMITH, CHAR E, , Post
SMITH, CHARLES, 98TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES, 5TH MO CAV, Post 8
SMITH, CHARLES, 5TH MO, Post
SMITH, CHARLES, 96TH IL INF, Post 48
SMITH, CHARLES A., 17TH MI INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES A., 13TH IL CAV, Post 125
SMITH, CHARLES B., INDIAN SCOUTS, Post
SMITH, CHARLES B., 71ST OH, Post
SMITH, CHARLES E., BAND;39TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES E., 148TH IN INF, Post 25
SMITH, CHARLES H., US NAVY;WEST GULF SQUADR, Post 244
SMITH, CHARLES H., 4TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES H., 132ND IL INF, Post 267
SMITH, CHARLES H., 62ND OH INF, Post 17
SMITH, CHARLES H., 62ND OH INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES L., 30TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES L., 30TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, CHARLES L., 9TH IN INF, Post 29
SMITH, CHARLES M., 3RD OH CAV, Post 169
SMITH, CHARLES R., 2ND NY HEAVY ART., Post 165
SMITH, CHARLES T., 27TH ME INF; PVT; CO. G; 6, Post 110
SMITH, CHARLES T., 6TH US VETERAN, Post
SMITH, CHARLES W., US NAVY, Post 69
SMITH, CHARLES W., US NAVY, Post 69
SMITH, CHARLES W., 1ST NY MOUNTED INF, Post 12
SMITH, CHARLES W., 46TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, CHESTER K., 126TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, CONSTANTINE, 97TH IL INF, Post 47
SMITH, COOLEY P., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SMITH, COOLEY P., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SMITH, D. C., 5TH WV INF, Post 7
SMITH, D.W., 145TH IL INF; ERROR, Post 21
SMITH, D.W.C., 5TH WI INF; CAPT; CO. G; 45, Post 96
SMITH, DAN W.C., 5TH WI INF, Post
SMITH, DANIEL J., 6TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, DANIEL J., 6TH IA INF, Post 7
SMITH, DANIEL M., 11TH OH CAV, Post 12
SMITH, DANIEL M., 106TH IL INF, Post 88
SMITH, DANIEL W., 75TH IL, Post
SMITH, DAVID, 3RD OH CAV, Post 84
SMITH, DAVID C., 5TH WV INF, Post
SMITH, DAVID J., 52ND IL INF, Post 20
SMITH, DAVID P., 11TH IL INF, Post 157
SMITH, DAVID R., 3RD OH CAV, Post
SMITH, DAVID W., 89TH IN INF, Post 15
SMITH, DAWSEY W., 145TH IN INF, Post 21
SMITH, DAWSEY W., 145TH IN INF, Post
SMITH, DENAS B., 207TH PA INF, Post
SMITH, DEUAREST J., 6TH MD INF, Post
SMITH, DONALD, McLAIN'S IN BATTERY COLOR, Post 136
SMITH, DONALD, McLAIN'S INDEPENDENT CO B, Post 136
SMITH, DWIGHT A., 23RD CT INF, Post
SMITH, E.A., 12TH MI INF, Post 218
SMITH, E.E., 6TH MI INF, Post 44
SMITH, EDWARD, 20TH IL INF, Post 35
SMITH, EDWARD D., 20TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, EDWARD J., 1ST MO CAV, Post 16
SMITH, EDWARD P., 1ST IN, Post
SMITH, EDWIN, 139TH IL INF, Post 13
SMITH, EDWIN L., 113TH IL INF, Post 28
SMITH, EDWIN T., 3RD MI CAV, Post 4
SMITH, ELEXANDER, 3RD IA, Post
SMITH, ELIAS, 6TH ME INF, Post
SMITH, EMMANUEL, 8TH OH INF(177TH OH INF), Post 60
SMITH, EMMANUEL, 177TH OH INF(8TH OH INF), Post 60
SMITH, ENOS W., 12TH WI INF, Post 38
SMITH, ENOS WILLIAM, 12TH WI, Post
SMITH, ERASTUS, 7TH KS CAV, Post 69
SMITH, EUGENE E., 9TH MI INF, Post 71
SMITH, F.A., 25TH IN ART., Post
SMITH, F.M., 64TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, FRANCIS, 2ND WI CAV, Post
SMITH, FRANCIS, 2ND WI CAV, Post 153
SMITH, FRANCIS, 9TH PA RESERVE CAV, Post
SMITH, FRANCIS A., 18TH NY ART., Post 146
SMITH, FRANCIS G., 18TH WI INF, Post 87
SMITH, FRANCIS M., 25TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 7
SMITH, FRANCIS M., 2ND IA INF, Post 7
SMITH, FRANCIS M., 2ND IA INF, Post
SMITH, FRANK, 71ST NY INF, Post 107
SMITH, FRANK J., 71ST NY INF, Post 34
SMITH, FRANKLIN, Post
SMITH, FRANKLIN, 12TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, FREDERICK, 37TH WI INF, Post 31
SMITH, FREDERICK A., 3RD WI CAV, Post 63
SMITH, FREDERICK C., 17TH IL INF, Post 47
SMITH, FREDERICK S., 17TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, G.A., 5TH NY ART., Post 354
SMITH, G.H.Q., 5TH WI ART., Post 208
SMITH, G.N., 1ST NE INF, Post 52
SMITH, G.W., 1ST MO CAV, Post 52
SMITH, GEORGE, 2ND IA CAV(ERROR), Post 70
SMITH, GEORGE, 2ND IA INF, Post 70
SMITH, GEORGE, 62ND IL INF, Post 38
SMITH, GEORGE, 7TH IA CAV, Post
SMITH, GEORGE, 9TH OH CAV, Post 63
SMITH, GEORGE A., 5TH WI INF, Post
SMITH, GEORGE A., 99TH IN INF, Post 23
SMITH, GEORGE B., 38TH IL INF, Post 154
SMITH, GEORGE D., 4TH IA CAV, Post 25
SMITH, GEORGE F., 1ST ME ART., Post 110
SMITH, GEORGE L., 7TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, GEORGE N., 1ST NH HEAVY ART., Post 1
SMITH, GEORGE P., 30TH WI INF, Post 112
SMITH, GEORGE T., 144TH IL LINF, Post 91
SMITH, GEORGE T., 144TH IL INF, Post 91
SMITH, GEORGE W., 153RD IL, Post
SMITH, GUY M., 9TH IL CAV, Post
SMITH, H.B., 82ND IA INF, Post 83
SMITH, H.S., 10TH MO INF; CORP; CO. K; 1S, Post 8
SMITH, H.W., 73RD IN INF, Post 100
SMITH, HANFORD N., 14TH WI INF, Post 8
SMITH, HENRY, 9TH IN INF, Post 207
SMITH, HENRY, 47TH IL INF, Post 135
SMITH, HENRY C., 10TH IL INF, Post 70
SMITH, HENRY C., 127TH IL INF, Post 70
SMITH, HENRY D., 100TH PA INF, Post 1
SMITH, HENRY P., 39TH MO INF, Post 195
SMITH, HERMAN C., 39TH WI INF; PVT; CO. C; 48, Post 32
SMITH, HERMAN C., 48TH WI INF, Post 41
SMITH, HIRAM, 1ST NE CAV, Post
SMITH, HIRAM, 26TH IN INF, Post 21
SMITH, HIRAM, 1ST NE CAV, Post
SMITH, HIRAM W., 73RD IN INF, Post
SMITH, HOLSEY R., 8TH IA INF, Post 10
SMITH, HOMER E., 16TH MI INF, Post 118
SMITH, HORATIO P., 7TH IA CAV, Post 233
SMITH, I.A., 50TH IN INF, Post
SMITH, J.D., 17TH NY INF, Post 19
SMITH, IRA, 2ND IA CAV, Post 136
SMITH, ISAAC, 1ST NE CAV, Post 11
SMITH, ISAAC, 1ST NE INF, Post 50
SMITH, ISAAC C., 18TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, ISAAC L., 25TH WI INF, Post 29
SMITH, ISAAC N., 136TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, ISAAC O., 132ND IL INF, Post 275
SMITH, J.A., 21ST IA INF, Post 74
SMITH, J.A., 1ST MO CAV, Post
SMITH, J.C., 1ST MI INF, Post 75
SMITH, J.D., 5TH KY INF, Post 106
SMITH, J.D., 14TH OH INF, Post 155
SMITH, J.G., 2ND US INF, Post 269
SMITH, J.H., 65TH IL INF, Post 28
SMITH, J.H., 44TH IN INF, Post 155
SMITH, J.K., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SMITH, J.M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 299
SMITH, J.T., 16TH IL INF, Post 24
SMITH, J.W., 101ST OH LINF, Post
SMITH, J.W., 4TH US ART.; SERG. MAJ.; 9T, Post 196
SMITH, JACOB, 11TH MO INF, Post 60
SMITH, JACOB, 7TH MO INF; 11TH MO INF, Post 60
SMITH, JACOB, 30TH IN INF; 6TH IN INF, Post 13
SMITH, JACOB, 11TH MO INF; 7TH MO INF, Post 160
SMITH, JACOB, 6TH IN INF; 30TH IN INF, Post 147
SMITH, JACOB, 67TH IN INF; CAPT; CO. G; 2, Post 341
SMITH, JACOB, 7TH MO INF, Post 60
SMITH, JACOB, 19TH US INF, Post 32
SMITH, JACOB W., 101ST OH LINF, Post
SMITH, JACOB W., 101ST OH INF, Post 37
SMITH, JAMES, 50TH IN INF, Post 75
SMITH, JAMES, 186TH OH INF, Post 40
SMITH, JAMES, 94TH IL INF, Post 130
SMITH, JAMES A, 44TH IN INF, Post
SMITH, JAMES A., 22ND IA INF, Post 67
SMITH, JAMES A., 44TH IA INF, Post 74
SMITH, JAMES A., 10TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, JAMES B., 22ND WI INF, Post
SMITH, JAMES D., 12TH OH CAV, Post 13
SMITH, JAMES D., 136TH NY INF, Post 216
SMITH, JAMES E., 44TH IA INF; 47TH IA INF, Post 239
SMITH, JAMES H., 44TH OH INF; CORP; CO. E; 8, Post 166
SMITH, JAMES H., 77TH NY INF, Post 222
SMITH, JAMES H., 38TH WI INF; POST 265, Post 206
SMITH, JAMES H., 12TH IL INF, Post 354
SMITH, JAMES H., 88TH PA INF, Post
SMITH, JAMES K., 55TH IL INF; POSTS 228 & 1, Post 112
SMITH, JAMES M., 12TH MO CAV, Post 52
SMITH, JAMES O., 8TH MN INF, Post 39
SMITH, JAMES W., 11TH IA INF, Post 70
SMITH, JAMES W., 46TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, JAMES W., 2ND WI CAV, Post 98
SMITH, JEREMIAH, 8TH KS INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 9TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 136TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 57TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN, 105TH IL INF, Post 127
SMITH, JOHN, 1ST IN CAV, Post 300
SMITH, JOHN, 6TH CA INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN B., 13TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN C., 11TH MO CAV, Post 22
SMITH, JOHN C., 99TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN C., 17TH IA INF, Post 165
SMITH, JOHN C., 8TH IL CAV, Post 15
SMITH, JOHN E., 41ST OH INF, Post 125
SMITH, JOHN E., 41ST OH INF, Post 125
SMITH, JOHN E., 20TH IA INF, Post 330
SMITH, JOHN F., 10TH WV CAV, Post 80
SMITH, JOHN H., 23RD IA INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN H., 45TH IA INF, Post 28
SMITH, JOHN H., 130TH IN INF, Post 25
SMITH, JOHN H., 42ND IL INF, Post 333
SMITH, JOHN H., 87TH OH INF, Post 6
SMITH, JOHN M.W., 86TH IL INF, Post 44
SMITH, JOHN T., 16TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH KY MOUNTED INF; SERG, Post 9
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH WI INF, Post 104
SMITH, JOHN W., 37TH OH INF, Post 318
SMITH, JOHN W., 4TH CA INF, Post 9
SMITH, JOSEPH, 151ST IL INF, Post 25
SMITH, JOSEPH, 11TH OH INF, Post 34
SMITH, JOSEPH, 45TH IA, Post
SMITH, JOSEPH, 2ND US CAV, Post 11
SMITH, JOSEPH, 75TH IL INF, Post 144
SMITH, JOSEPH H., 1ST NE INF, Post 28
SMITH, JOSEPH S., 40TH IA INF, Post
SMITH, JOSHUA, 151ST IL INF, Post 330
SMITH, JOSIAH, 9TH MI INF, Post 253
SMITH, JOSIAH, 9TH MI INF, Post
SMITH, L.C., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 1ST MI L, Post 34
SMITH, LUTHER B., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 58
SMITH, LUTHER B., 10TH WI INF; 1ST WI ART., Post
SMITH, MALON J., 2ND PA INF; PVT; 195TH PA, Post 42
SMITH, MARTIN V., 31ST IA INF, Post 65
SMITH, MATISON, 2ND MI INF, Post 140
SMITH, MICHAEL, 172ND MI INF, Post
SMITH, MORDECAI, 28TH IA INF, Post 116
SMITH, MORRIS D., 16TH WI INF, Post 40
SMITH, MOSES, 40TH IA INF, Post 56
SMITH, MOSES, 40TH IA INF, Post 56
SMITH, MYRON C., 77TH IL INF, Post 50
SMITH, N.P.S., 22ND IA INF, Post
SMITH, NATHAN, 76TH OH INF, Post 276
SMITH, NATHAN, 76TH OH INF, Post
SMITH, NATHANIAL P., 22ND IA INF, Post
SMITH, NATHANIEL P., 22ND IA INF, Post
SMITH, NATHANIEL P., 22ND IA INF, Post 104
SMITH, NATHANIEL T., 1ST IA INF, Post 32
SMITH, NEHEMIAH L.D, 10TH WI INF, Post 80
SMITH, NELSON A., 12TH MI INF, Post
SMITH, NERI, 43RD OH INF, Post 60
SMITH, O. J., 4TH MI INF; CO. E; 6TH MI, Post 34
SMITH, O.B., 17TH IA INF, Post 66
SMITH, O.C., 7TH IA CAV, Post 335
SMITH, OLIVER, 9TH NY CAV, Post 4
SMITH, OREN L., 13TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, OTIS B., 77TH IL INF, Post 1
SMITH, PARRIS, 58TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, PATRICK, 9TH CT ART., Post 39
SMITH, PATRICK, 90TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, PATRICK, 9TH CT ART., Post 39
SMITH, PHILLIP, 45TH WI INF, Post 10
SMITH, PROSPER A., 136TH NY ART., Post
SMITH, R.R., 45TH IN INF, Post 67
SMITH, RANKIN, 30TH IA INF, Post 167
SMITH, RICHARD B., 2ND IA CAV, Post 210
SMITH, ROBERT, 76TH WI INF, Post 40
SMITH, ROBERT E., 97TH IL INF, Post 110
SMITH, ROBERT R., 45TH IN INF, Post 67
SMITH, ROBERT B., 12TH OH CAV, Post
SMITH, ROYAL A., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 147
SMITH, S.A., 84TH IL INF, Post 319
SMITH, S.G., 3RD IN ART. (ERROR), Post 86
SMITH, S.W., 17TH MI INF, Post 84
SMITH, SAMUEL, 35TH WI, Post
SMITH, SAMUEL A.C., 83RD IL INF, Post 20
SMITH, SAMUEL R., 83RD IL INF, Post
SMITH, SAMUEL R., Post 123
SMITH, SAMUEL R., 83RD IL INF, Post 61
SMITH, SILAS G., 3RD MN INF, Post 86
SMITH, SOLOMAN, 4TH IN CAV, Post 12
SMITH, SPEAR S., 94TH IL INF, Post 35
SMITH, STEPHEN A., WAGONER; 12TH OH CAV, Post 32
SMITH, STEPHEN W., 75TH IL INF, Post 92
SMITH, STOVER, 134TH IN INF, Post 141
SMITH, SURF F.B., 16TH NY INF; PVT; CO. G; 2N, Post 222
SMITH, T., 6TH NY CAV, Post
SMITH, T.S., 23RD MO INF, Post 247
SMITH, T.V., 10TH IA INF, Post 32
SMITH, THEODORE H., 144TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, THEODORE H., 1ST NY ENGINEERS, Post
SMITH, THEODORE H., 10TH IA INF, Post 32
SMITH, THEODORE W., 53RD IN INF, Post 7
SMITH, THOMAS, 38TH OH INF, Post 19
SMITH, THOMAS, 12TH CT INF, Post 12
SMITH, THOMAS, 69TH IL INF, Post 44
SMITH, THOMAS, 27TH IN INF, Post
SMITH, THOMAS B., 141ST IL INF, Post 265
SMITH, THOMAS J., 27TH IA INF;PVT;CO. F;12, Post 336
SMITH, THOMAS J., 13TH US INF, Post 171
SMITH, THOMAS S., 59TH IL LINF, Post 36
SMITH, THOMAS W., 29TH IA INF, Post 37
SMITH, W. R., 2ND OH HEAVY ART(2ND OH, Post 117
SMITH, W.A., 16TH KY INF, Post 13
SMITH, W.H., 1ST MI INF, Post 207
SMITH, W.H., 11TH MI INF, Post 207
SMITH, W.H., 21ST MO INF, Post 154
SMITH, W.M., 59TH IN INF, Post 234
SMITH, W.R., 119TH OH INF, Post 15
SMITH, WALTER, 4TH MI CAV, Post 11
SMITH, WATSON, 5TH NY ART., Post
SMITH, WATSON B., 8TH MI CAV(5TH MI CAV), Post 7
SMITH, WATSON B., 5TH MI CAV(8TH MI CAV), Post 7
SMITH, WILLARD R., 3RD PA ART., Post
SMITH, WILLARD R., 3RD PA INF;152ND PA INF, Post 172
SMITH, WILLIAM, 10TH OH CAV, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM, 124TH IL INF, Post 299
SMITH, WILLIAM, 5TH WI INF, Post 144
SMITH, WILLIAM, 130TH IN INF, Post 66
SMITH, WILLIAM, 16TH KS CAV, Post 15
SMITH, WILLIAM, 3RD KS LIGHT ART;2ND KS, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM, 33RD MO INF, Post 172
SMITH, WILLIAM, 31ST WI INF, Post 144
SMITH, WILLIAM, 33RD MO INF, Post 169
SMITH, WILLIAM, 16TH KS CAV, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM, 33RD WI, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM, 123RD NY INF, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM, 30TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM A., 57TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM A., 106TH IL INF, Post 34
SMITH, WILLIAM C., 19TH IL INF, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM C., 8TH IL CAV, Post 77
SMITH, WILLIAM E. T, 2ND IA CAV, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM G., 57TH IL INF, Post 219
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 146TH NY, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 15TH KS CAV, Post 302
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 123RD NY INF, Post 31
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 139TH IN INF, Post 234
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 8TH IA CAV, Post 19
SMITH, WILLIAM H., US NAVY, Post 31
SMITH, WILLIAM H., 14TH VT INF; 1 LIEUT; CO., Post 1
SMITH, WILLIAM J., 11TH IL CAV, Post 169
SMITH, WILLIAM K., , Post
SMITH, WILLIAM R., 197TH OH INF, Post 117
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 176TH NY INF, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 8TH IL INF; CO. K; 11TH IL, Post 204
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 67
SMITH, WILLIAM S., 11TH IL INF; CO. C; 8TH IL, Post
SMITH, WILLIAM V., 96TH IL INF, Post 25
SMITH, WINSLOW W., 13TH KS INF, Post 205
SMITH, Y. U., 48TH MO INF, Post 99
SMITH, ZENCES, 207TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 90
SMITHURST, JAMES, 43RD WI INF, Post
SMITHWICK, JOHN, 20TH IL INF, Post 134
SMITT, WILLIAM A., 43RD IN INF, Post 74
SMively, SAMUEL H., 21ST PA INF, Post 13
SMOCK, CHARLES I., 17TH IL INF, Post
SMOLINSKY, ANTON, 30TH MA INF, Post 208
SMUTZ, ABNER R., 8TH IA CAV, Post 164
SNAVELEY, SILAS, 152ND IN INF, Post 107
SNDDUTH, PATRICK HENR, 69TH OH INF, Post
SNGGAN, WILLIAM S., 13TH MO, Post
SNearly, WILLIAM, 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post 227
SNEATH, RICHARD, 5TH PA INF, Post
SNEATH, ROBERT, 3RD PA INF, Post 129
Snee, JUGH R., 39TH IL LINF, Post 260
SNELL, ALFRED, 77TH IL INF; CO. E; 130TH, Post
SNELL, ALFRED, 130TH IL INF; CO. F; 77TH, Post
SNELL, CHARLES A., 82ND OH INF, Post 101
SNELL, GEORGE H., 3RD IL CAV, Post 180
SNELL, JAMES, 20TH WI INF, Post 31
SNELL, JAMES, 20TH WI, Post
SNELL, JEREMIAH D., 30TH WI INF, Post 106
SNELL, JERRY D., 30TH WI INF, Post
SNELL, JOHN, 4TH IA, Post
SNELL, LEVI, 138TH IN INF, Post 187
SNELL, S.M., 12TH TN CAV; 18TH MA INF, Post 11
SNELLING, GEORGE T., 10TH IL CAV, Post 69
SNELLING, J.A., 1ST AL CAV, Post 90
SNELLING, JOHN A., 11TH IL INF, Post
SNELLING, JOHN A., 15TH IL CAV, Post 90
SNELLING, W.H., 10TH IL CAV, Post
SNELLING, WILLIAM H., 10TH IL CAV, Post 25
SNETHEN, JOSEPH S., 10TH IN INF, Post 66
SNGGS, JAMES, 55TH US COLORED INF, Post
SNIDER, CHARLES H., 20TH WI INF, Post 182
SNIDER, DAVID D., 43RD WI INF, Post 71
SNIDER, HIRAM B., 84TH IN INF; CO. K; 57TH I, Post
SNIDER, JOHN H., 76TH IL INF, Post
SNIDER, SAMUEL, 12TH IL INF, Post
SNIDER, SAMUEL, 12TH IL INF, Post
SNIDER, THOMAS L., 32ND WI INF, Post 106
SNIDOW, JAMES H., 23RD VA, Post
SNIFF, AMOS, Post 123
SNIFF, AMOS, 16TH IA INF, Post
SNIFF, AMOS, 13TH IA INF (ERROR), Post 123
SNIFF, AMOS, 16TH IA INF, Post 123
SNIPES, NATHAN, 16TH US INF, Post 84
SNIVELY, J.W., 11TH IL CAV, Post
SNIVELY, JOHN W., 11TH IA CAV, Post 2
SNIVELY, SAMUEL H., 21ST PA CAV, Post 152
SNIVELY, SAMUEL H., 1ST PA CAV; PVT; CO. I; 21S, Post 152
SNODGRASS, JAMES, 10TH IN INF, Post 79
SNODGRASS, O.K., 40TH IA INF, Post 63
SNOKE, HENRY, 33RD IA INF, Post
SNOOK, DEWITT, 15TH NY CAV, Post
SNOOK, JAMES W., 7TH IA INF, Post 63
SNOOK, JOHN G., 9TH IA CAV, Post 45
SNOOK, JOHN G., 19TH IA INF; CORP; CO. I; 9, Post 221
SNOOK, JOHN G., 9TH IA INF, Post 63
SNOOK, JOHN G., 15TH IA INF, Post
SNOOK, JAMES M., 24TH IA INF, Post
SNOOK, JAMES MORTIM, 24TH IA INF, Post 79
SNOOK, MARTIN, US NAVY; USS BARK; ETHAN A, Post 52
SNOOK, MARTIN, US NAVY; USS ETHAN ALLEN, Post 52
SNOOK, MARTIN, US NAVY; OMAHA NE SCOUTS, Post
SNOOK, PHILIP, 11TH PA INF, Post 220
SNOOK, TRUFFLE, 1ST WI CAV, Post 116
SNOBALL, CHARLES, 17TH IL CAV, Post 188
SNOBALL, ROBERT, 38TH IL INF, Post
SNOODEN, A.J., 15TH VA, Post 1
SNOODEN, JOHN M., 15TH PA CAV, Post 146
SNOODEN, JOHN M., 15TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 148
SNOODEN, JOHN W., 11TH IL CAV, Post
SNOODEN, JOHN W., 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
SNOWDEN, PRESTON R., 30TH OH INF, Post 323
SNOWDON, WILLIAM B., 1ST NE INF, Post 7
SNURE, C.W., 6TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 143
SNURE, CHARLES W., HORSE DOCTOR; 12TH IL CAV, Post 143
SNURR, LEWIS E., 1ST MD, Post
SNYDER, ABRAHAM C., PVT; 3RD WI CAV, Post 8
SNYDER, ANDREW J., 30TH IN INF, Post 124
SNYDER, ANTHONY W., 7TH IN INF, Post 100
SNYDER, CARLISLE, 130TH IN INF, Post 172
SNYDER, CHRISTIAN H., 36TH OH INF; 34TH OH INF, Post 35
SNYDER, CHRISTIAN H., 34TH OH INF, Post 35
SNYDER, DAVID, 48TH IN INF, Post
SNYDER, DAVID A., 103RD IL INF, Post 25
SNYDER, EDWARD, 23RD WI INF, Post 25
SNYDER, ELAM, 6TH PA CAV, Post 8
SNYDER, ELIAS, 38TH WI INF, Post 77
SNYDER, FRANCIS M., 36TH IA INF, Post 222
SNYDER, GEOLL, 3RD WI INF, Post 170
SNYDER, GEORGE B., 71ST IN INF, Post
SNYDER, GEORGE E., 4TH MN INF, Post 96
SNYDER, HENRY, 2ND MN CAV, Post 265
SNYDER, HIRAM W., 19TH IA INF, Post 13
SNYDER, ISAAC J., 90TH OH INF, Post 161
SNYDER, J. W., 163RD OH INF, Post 43
SNYDER, JAMES, 129TH OH INF, Post 69
SNYDER, JAMES, 197TH OH INF, Post 69
SNYDER, JAMES A., 7TH WI INF, Post 13
SNYDER, JAMES M., 74TH IN INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN, 163RD OH INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN, 21ST IA INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN, 39TH IA INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN, WAGON MASTER; 118TH IL IN, Post 21
SNYDER, JOHN, 118TH IL INF, Post 21
SNYDER, JOHN F., 39TH IA INF, Post 48
SNYDER, JOHN F., 4TH MN INF, Post 182
SNYDER, JOHN H., 18TH OH INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN M., 2ND IA INF, Post
SNYDER, JOHN N., Post
SNYDER, JOSHUA M., 83RD IL INF, Post 124
SNYDER, JOSIAH W., 22ND IN INF, Post 347
SNYDER, LAWRENCE D., 3RD NY LIGHT ART., Post 165
SNYDER, LEWIS L., 6TH IA CAV, Post 82
SNYDER, SOLOMAN, 53RD PA INF, Post 141
SNYDER, SOLOMON, 52ND PA INF, Post
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 10TH MO INF, Post 47
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 83RD IN INF; 48TH IN INF, Post 110
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 48TH IN INF; CO. K; 83RD I, Post
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 10TH MO INF, Post
SNYDER, WILLIAM, 10TH MO, Post
SNYDER, WILLIAM F., 83RD IN INF, Post
SNYDER, WILLIAM M., 74TH OH INF, Post 34
SOAPER, LYMAN, 10TH WI INF, Post 89
SOESBSE, WILLIAM, 24TH IA INF, Post
SOHULER, JOHN, 31ST WI INF, Post 19
SOLACE, CHESTER L., 46TH IL INF, Post 269
SOLLARS, CHARLES M., 116TH IL INF, Post
SOLOMON, JOHN, 10TH PA INF, Post 230
SOLTZMAN, CHRISTIAN, 8TH IL INF, Post 197
SOMES, WRIGHT E., 26TH NY CAV, Post
SOMES, WRIGHT E., 26TH NY INF, Post 174
SOMMER, ANDREW, 108TH IL INF, Post 256
SOMMER, JOSEPH, 146TH IL INF, Post 256
SONDEN, J.G., 107TH IL INF, Post 40
SONDERS, J.P., 139TH IL INF, Post
SONDERS, W.P., 77TH IL INF, Post
SONGSTER, CALVIN A., 55TH IL INF, Post 76
SONNABAND, JOHN, 29TH MI INF, Post 4
SONNENSHEIN, GUSTAVE, 4TH MO CAV, Post 190
SOPER, ALLEN, 5TH IA CAV, Post 11
SOPER, ALLEN, 5TH IA CAV, Post 11
SOPER, ELIJAH E., 7TH PA CAV; DIED 10APR191, Post
SOPERS, MICHAEL, 62ND OH INF, Post 305
SOPP, CHRISTOPHER, 28TH IL, Post
SORENSEN, CHRISTIAN, 28TH WI INF, Post 8
SORRICK, L.L., 22ND PA INF; PVT; CO. I; 3, Post 32
SORSON, HORACE B., 16TH US INF, Post
SORTER, ELIJAH, 150TH OH INF, Post
SORTOR, GEORGE W., 72ND IL INF, Post 225
SORTORIS, JOHN G., 34TH IL INF, Post 89
SOSEE, JOSEPH W., 13TH IL INF, Post
SOTT, JACOB, 46TH IL INF, Post
SOUDER, B.F., 20TH IL INF, Post
SOUDERS, JOHN P., 139TH IL INF, Post
SOUDERS, JOHN P., 139TH IL INF; CO. E; 151ST, Post 47
SOUDERS, WILLIAM P., 77TH IL INF, Post
SOULE, EDWIN, 7TH MO CAV, Post
SOULE, EDWIN, 118TH IL INF, Post
SOULE, EDWIN, 7TH MO CAV; CO. C; 118TH I, Post 35
SOULE, GEORGE A., 25TH NY CAV, Post
SOULE, ISAAC, 1ST IA CAV, Post
SOULE, ISAAC, AST. SURGEON; 8TH MO CAV, Post
SOUNERS, WILLIAM P., 130TH IL INF; CO. E; 77TH, Post 47
SOUTH, JOHN R., 8TH VA CAV (CONFEDERATE), Post
SOUTHARD, EDWARD, 5TH WI INF, Post
SOUTHARD, J.B., DRUM CORPS; 11TH IN, Post
SOUTHARD, JOHN B., 55TH IN INF; 133RD IN INF, Post 7
SOUTHARD, WILLIAM R., 32ND IA INF, Post 8
SOUTHARD, WILLIAM R., 32ND U.S. COLORED INF; 32, Post 8
SOUTHARD, WILLIAM T., 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
SOUTHLAND, JOHN B., 133RD IN INF; 55TH IN INF, Post 7
SOUTHWICK, ELI C., 3RD WI CAV, Post 207
SOUTHWICK, J.B., 2ND CO CAV, Post 261
SOUTHWICK, MYRON H., 8TH MI INF, Post
SOUTHWICK, WARON H., HOSPITAL STEWARD; 8TH MI, Post 115
SOUTHWORTH, L.P., 36TH IL INF, Post 220
SOUTHWORTH, MILO H., 50TH WI INF, Post 262
SOVEREIGN, LEWIS, 83RD IL INF, Post 7; 1
SOVERIGN, MILTON, 39TH IL INF, Post 32
SOVERIYN, MILTON, 31ST IL INF (ERROR), Post 32
SOWARDS, DARWIN B., 16TH WI INF; PVT; CO. M; 1S, Post 42
SOWASH, FRANK A., 100TH PA INF, Post 220
SOWDA, J.A., 3RD WI INF, Post 120
SOWER, CALVIN, 6TH OH CAV, Post 13
SOWER, CALVIN, 6TH OH INF (ERROR), Post 13
SOWER, WILLIAM, 180TH OH INF, Post 328
SOWERS, ADAM H., 19TH OH INF, Post 13
SOWERS, GEORGE, 30TH OH, Post
SOWERS, GEORGE, 30TH OH INF, Post 184
SOWERS, THOMAS A., 99TH IL INF, Post
SOWERWINE, GEORGE, 2ND CA CAV, Post 265
SOWLS, THOMAS M., 29TH IA INF, Post 63
SOWMAN, JAMES I., 12TH WI INF, Post
SPADE, ABRAHAM, 21ST OH INF, Post 70
SPADE, WILLIAM W., 66TH IL INF, Post 18
SPAFFORD, WILLIAM H., 1ST OH ART., Post 11
SPAIDS, COMMODORE C., 4TH IL CAV, Post 1
SPAIN, PATRICK, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 12
SPAIN, SANFORD Q., 9TH IA CAV, Post 4
SPAINHOWER, WILLIAM M., 17TH IA INF, Post 101
SPALDING, S.K., 2ND IA CAV, Post 262
SPANDUN, JOHN M., 77TH IL INF, Post 33
SPANGLER, HENRY C., PVT; 21ST IA INF, Post 182
SPANOZLE, DANIEL B., 49TH PA INF, Post
SPARKS, CALVIN, 97TH IN INF, Post 280
SPARKS, CORNELIUS W., 12TH IL CAV; 4ATH IL CAV, Post 29
SPARKS, CORNELIUS W., 4TH IL CAV; CO. K; 12TH IL, Post 29
SPARKS, JASON C., 11TH IA INF, Post
SPARKS, JONATHAN E.N, 151ST IL IF, Post 44
SPARKS, MILES G., 45TH IA INF, Post
SPARKS, S.G., 19TH KS CAV, Post 330
SPARKS, WILLIAM A., 145TH IL INF, Post 1
SPARKS, WILLIAM H., 4TH IL CAV, Post 339
SPARLING, ISAAC W., 63RD IL INF, Post 19
SPAULDING, H., 9TH NJ INF, Post 70
SPAULDING, J.Y., 15TH WI ART.(ERROR), Post 183
SPAULDING, JABEZ Y., 1ST WI LIGHT ART., Post 183
SPAULDING, JAMES L., 44TH IA INF, Post
SPAULDING, JAMES T., 83RD IL INF, Post
SPAULDING, MOSES N., PVT;48TH IL INF, Post
SPEAKS, ROBERT S., 89TH OH INF, Post 98
SPEAR, E.M., US NAVY, Post
SPEAR, E.M., US NAVY, Post
SPEAR, LEVI BOWLIN, 151ST IL INF, Post 330
SPEAR, LORENZO, 18TH MI INF, Post
SPEAR, MIRON L., 12TH IN CAV, Post 22
SPEAR, ROBERT B., 42ND IL INF, Post 22
SPEAR, WILLIAM, 7TH WI ART., Post
SPEARMAN, JAMES D., 25TH IA INF, Post 106
SPEARMAN, JAMES D., 25TH IA INF, Post
SPEARMAN, JAMES D., 25TH IA INF, Post
SPEARS, BENJAMIN H., 134TH IL INF, Post 324
SPEARS, WILLIAM T., 44TH IN INF, Post 43
SPEER, M.W., US SIGNAL CORPS, Post 63
SPEILMAN, JESSE, 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
SPELLMAN, ABRAHAM G., 93RD IL INF, Post
SPELLMAN, ABRAM G., 93RD IL INF, Post 25
SPELLMAN, HENRY, 85TH IL INF, Post 62
SPELLMAN, J.P., 9TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 27
SPELLMAN, JOHN P, 9TH IA INF, Post 27
SPELTS, ALLEN, 26TH IL INF, Post 56
SPELTS, GEORGE A., 26TH IL INF, Post
SPELTS, GEORGE A., 26TH IL INF, Post
SPELTS, LEWIS, 26TH IL INF, Post 10
SPENCE, ALEX, 16TH WI INF, Post 169
SPENCE, ALEXANDER, 16TH WI INF, Post 354
SPENCE, ANDREW, 96TH NY INF, Post
SPENCE, DANIEL, US NAVY;GUNBOAT FLOTILLA, Post 77
SPENCE, EZEKEL T., 99TH OH INF, Post
SPENCE, EZEKIEL L., 50TH OH INF, Post 159
SPENCE, EZEKIEL T., 99TH OH INF;50TH OH INF, Post 159
SPENCE, GEORGE, 10TH IL CAV;CO. K;106TH, Post 34
SPENCE, JAMES J., 10TH RESERVE MILITIA CAV, Post 187
SPENCE, WILLIAM, PA INF, Post
SPENCER, A.W., 51ST MO INF, Post 52
SPENCER, ALEXANDER, 16TH WI INF, Post
SPENCER, ANDREW, 3RD IA CAV, Post 94
SPENCER, DANIEL, 68TH OH INF, Post 23
SPENCER, DAVID C., 33RD MO INF, Post 354
SPENCER, ELI F., 146TH IN INF, Post 150
SPENCER, FREDERICK, 19TH US INF, Post 30
SPENCER, HARLOW N., 7TH OH INF; CAPT; CO. K; 17, Post 135
SPENCER, HIRAM, 23RD MI INF, Post 84
SPENCER, HIRAM, 5TH MI INF, Post
SPENCER, J.W., 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 180
SPENCER, JAMES, 39TH IN INF, Post 167
SPENCER, JAMES, 8TH IN CAV, Post
SPENCER, JOHN, 22ND IA INF, Post
SPENCER, JOHN F., 146TH IL INF, Post
SPENCER, JOHN F., 146TH IL INF, Post
SPENCER, JOSEPH, 94TH IL INF, Post 62
SPENCER, JOSEPH E., 33RD IL INF, Post 50
SPENCER, JOSIAH W., 38TH IA INF, Post
SPENCER, LUCIEN H., 15TH CT, Post
SPENCER, MARCUS, 13TH IN INF, Post 159
SPENCER, MARQUIS, 13TH IA INF, Post
SPENCER, NATHAN O., 5TH NY CAV, Post 131
SPENCER, P.J., 3RD WV ING, Post 149
SPENCER, THEODROE B., 63RD IN INF, Post 1
SPENCER, WILLIAM, 5TH NJ INF, Post 239
SPENCER, WILLIAM, 53RD OH LINF, Post
SPENCER, WILLIAM F., 45TH OH INF, Post 11
SPERLING, PETER, 2ND US ART, Post 7
SPERLING, PETER, 2ND ART., Post
SPERRY, AMI D., 2ND WI CAV, Post 73
SPERRY, AMMIE, 2ND WI CAV, Post
SPERRY, CHARLES B., ARTIFICER; 4TH WI ART., Post
SPERRY, CHARLES B., ARTIFICER; 4TH WI ART., Post 13
SPERRY, J.W., 15TH KS CAV, Post 318
SPERRY, JOHN, 7TH IA CAV, Post
SPERRY, JOHN S.G., 76TH OH INF, Post
SPERRY, JOHN S.G., 76TH OH INF, Post 25
SPERRY, JOSEPH J., 19TH IA INF, Post 43
SPERRY, MORTON D., 24TH MA INF, Post 35
SPERRY, WALLER J., 3RD IA CAV, Post 61
SPETHMAN, LEOPOLD, 15TH IA INF, Post
SPICER, ROBERT E., 23RD US INF, Post 10
SPICKNALL, JAMES H., 52ND IN INF, Post 79
SPICKNALL, RICHARD S., 52ND IN INF, Post 79
SPICKNELL, GEORGE W., 7TH IN CAV, Post 13
SPIDLE, ALFRED, 130TH IL INF; CO. A; 77TH, Post
SPIDLE, ALFRED J., 77TH IL INF; PVT; CO. D; 13, Post 34
SPIETH, BENJAMIN, 73RD IL INF, Post 134
SPIKER, S.R., 28TH IL INF; 10TH IL INF, Post 52
SPIKER, SAMUEL R., 10TH IL INF; 28TH IL INF, Post 52
SPIKER, THOMAS L., 118TH IL INF, Post
SPIKER, THOMAS L., 118TH IL INF, Post 35
SPINDLER, ISRAEL, 28TH IA INF, Post 155
SPINK, FREDERICK U., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 91
SPINNER, GEORGE, 33RD IN INF, Post 297
SPINT, FREDRICK W., 12TH MI, Post
SPINTE, FREDERICK, 12TH MI INF, Post 282
SPINTE, WILLIAM, 3RD MI INF, Post
SPIRES, MARTIN L., 29TH IA INF, Post
SPIRES, WILLIAM, 10TH NY LIGHT ART., Post
SPIVEY, ISMAEL B., 8TH IL CAV, Post
SPIVEY, JASPER N., 58TH IL INF, Post
SPLENCER, LYMAN, 1ST NY DRAGOONS, Post
SPOERRY, HENRY T., 2ND WI INF, Post 9
SPONABLE, EDWARD E., 95TH IL INF, Post 37
SPONABLE, GEORGE W., 95TH IL INF, Post 88
SPONSER, ANDREW W., 139TH IN INF, Post
SPONSER, ANDREW W., 139TH IN INF, Post
SPOONER, CHARLES, 46TH IL INF, Post 91
SPOTTES, JOSEPH, 31ST IA INF, Post 60
SPRADING, WILLIAM, 49TH MO INF, Post
SPRAGENS, D., 4TH IL INF, Post
SPRAGINS, GEORGE W., 58TH IN INF, Post 266
SPRAGINS, J.D., 45TH IL INF, Post
SPRAGINS, JOHN D., 45TH IL INF, Post 84
SPRAGUE, C.S., 5TH IA INF, Post
SPRAGUE, CHARLES S., 5TH IA CAV; PVT; CO. F; 5TH, Post 99
SPRAGUE, CHARLES S., 5TH IA INF; CO. G; 5TH IA, Post 99
SPRAGUE, E.A., 3RD WI CAV, Post 31
SPRAGUE, EDWARD, 1ST NY INF SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 299
SPRAGUE, EDWARD, 4TH NY CAV, Post 154
SPRAGUE, EDWIN A., 3RD WI CAV, Post
SPRAGUE, HARRISON, 116TH IL INF, Post 55
SPRAGUE, HARRISON, 116TH IL, Post
SPRAGUE, HARRISON, 106TH IL INF, Post
SPRAGUE, HENRY, 6TH MI CAV, Post
SPRAGUE, HENRY H., 51ST MO INF, Post 184
SPRAGUE, K.S., 12TH IA INF, Post 1
SPRAGUE, L.L., 39TH IN CAV, Post
SPRAGUE, LEWIS, 8TH IN CAV, Post 50
SPRAGUE, LUTHER, 2ND MO INF, Post 284
SPRAGUE, LUTHER A., 2ND CAV, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Description</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, SILAS</td>
<td>4TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, SILAS</td>
<td>121ST OH INF (4TH &amp; 69TH)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, SILAS</td>
<td>69TH OH INF (4TH OH INF;1)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, SILAS</td>
<td>4TAH OH INF (69TH &amp; 121ST)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, WALLACE J.</td>
<td>7TH IL INF</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAGUE, WILLIAM</td>
<td>36TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAY, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>38TH IL INF</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRAY, JOHN</td>
<td>131ST IN INF</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRECHER, HENRY SCOTT</td>
<td>110TH OH INF</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRECHER, J.P.</td>
<td>34TH OH INF</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRECKER, BENJAMIN F.</td>
<td>152ND OH INF</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRECKER, GEORGE</td>
<td>34TH OH INF</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRECKER, JOHN P.</td>
<td>34TH OH INF; CO. F; 5TH U</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRENKLE, KANAN</td>
<td>8TH MD INF</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRIGGENS, EMANUEL</td>
<td>COLO, 6TH US COLORED ART.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRING, GEORGE L.</td>
<td>16TH VT INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, ALFRED</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, GUSTAVUS A.</td>
<td>1ST OH CAV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, J.H.</td>
<td>1ST IA CAV</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, JAMES F.</td>
<td>18TH OH INF</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, JAMES F.</td>
<td>116TH OH INF</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, JOSEPH H.</td>
<td>1ST IA CAV</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, R. D.</td>
<td>5TH OH INF (ERROR)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, RICHARD D.</td>
<td>5TH OH CAV</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>76TH OH INF</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGLE, KANAN</td>
<td>8TH MO INF</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGERMAN, ADAM</td>
<td>46TH IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGERMAN, ADAM</td>
<td>46TH IL INF</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPROUCE, JOHN A.</td>
<td>33RD IL INF</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPROUSE, DAVID E.</td>
<td>89TH IL INF</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPROUT, JOHN A.</td>
<td>153RD IL INF</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPROUT, WILLIAM</td>
<td>141ST IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRUDLING, WILLIAM</td>
<td>49TH MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRY, MILTON J.</td>
<td>25TH IA INF</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPURBECK, ANDREW</td>
<td>10TH IA INF (ERROR)</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPURBECK, ANDREW A.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARS, ORIN</td>
<td>36TH IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRE, BENJAMIN M.</td>
<td>50TH NY ENGINEERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRE, NATHANIEL J.R.</td>
<td>52ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRE, NATHANIEL SR.</td>
<td>52ND IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRES, CHARLES E.</td>
<td>20TH IA INF</td>
<td>7:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRES, CHARLES S.</td>
<td>37TH IL INF</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRES, EPHRAIM M.</td>
<td>3RD WI CAV</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRES, EZRA</td>
<td>2ND VT INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRES, FRED C.</td>
<td>2ND VT INF</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SQUIRES, FRED O., 2ND VT INF, Post
SQUIRES, GEORGE E., 44TH IA INF, Post 110
SQUIRES, H.G.D., 14TH MI INF, Post 67
SQUIRES, JABEZ, 1ST NE INF, Post 42
SQUIRES, NATHAN R., 52ND IL INF, Post 24
SQUIRES, NORMAN I., 29TH IA INF, Post 303
SQUIRES, ORIN, 24TH IL INF, Post 3
SQUIRES, WILLIAM P., 75TH IL INF, Post 1;7
ST. JOHN, LEONARD H., 166TH OH INF, Post
St.BOHNE, A., 3RD U.S. VET. RESERVE CO, Post 11
ST.CLAIR, JOHN L., 110TH IL INF, Post 42
ST.JOHN, CHARLES A., 20TH WI INF, Post 107
ST.JOHN, SYLVESTER S., 12TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 1
ST.PETERS, ALEXANDER, 40TH IA INF, Post 1;2
STAAB, LIBORIUS, 45TH WI INF, Post 273
STABLER, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, Post 13
STABLER, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, Post
STACK, GEORGE, 5TH MO CAV, Post
STACK, JAMES, 5TH IA INF, Post
STACKERMAN, CHRISTIAN, 91ST IN INF, Post 142
STACKHOUSE, CHARLES W., 10TH IN INF; PVT; CO. D; 58, Post 118
STACKHOUSE, JAMES H., 9TH IL CAV, Post
STACKHOUSE, P.C., 10TH US INF, Post 100
STACKMAN, WILLIAM H., 1ST IA INF, Post
STACKS, GEORGE W., 17TH IA INF, Post 70
STACY, HENRY, 112TH IL INF, Post 258
STAEEN, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post 4;9
STAEWART, WILLIAM, 45TH OH INF, Post 13
STAFFORD, ADMIRAL N., 7TH IA INF, Post 26
STAFFORD, ALFRED J., 78TH IL INF, Post 10
STAFFORD, H.B., 33RD WI INF, Post 193
STAFFORD, JOSEPH R., 16TH IN ART., Post 7
STAFFORD, JOSEPH R., 16TH IN ART., Post
STAHL, ABRAHAM, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 15
STAINES, GEORGE T., 158TH PA INF; PVT; CO. B; 1, Post 6;4
STAINS, GEORGE T., 158TH PA INF, Post
STAKE, ELI, 202ND PA INF, Post 172
STAKE, GIDEON, 103 PA INF, Post 126
STAKER, JOSEPH, 8TH IL INF, Post 43
STALCUP, HENRY H., 144TH IN INF, Post
STALCUP, HORATIO G., 22ND IA INF, Post 314
STALE, R.N., 6TH OH SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
STALEY, ABNER, 39TH IL INF, Post 171
STALEY, F.M., 132ND PA INF, Post 32
STALEY, GEORGE S., 12TH IN CAV, Post 51
STALEY, JAMES W., 46TH WI INF, Post 187
STALEY, JOHN F., 11TH OH INF; SERG; CO. B; 3, Post
STALEY, JOHN F., 11TH OH INF, Post
STALEY, JOHN N., 129TH IL INF, Post 171
STALEY, O.P., 7TH WV INF, Post 299
STALEY, WILLIAM H., 20TH IN INF, Post 89
STALKER, JOHN, 71ST IN INF, Post 298
STALL, JEREMIA H., 23RD IA INF, Post
STALL, JEREMIAH H., 23RD IA INF, Post 95
STALL, ROBERT A., 6TH OH INF, Post 62
STALLINGS, WALTER W., 150TH IL INF, Post
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, Post 5
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, Post 5
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, Post 5
STALLSMITH, JOHN B., 34TH IL INF, Post 5
STALTER, ANTON, 44TH IL INF, Post 69
STALTS, WILLIAM W., 4TH IA CAV, Post 204
STALY, JAMES K., 4TH IA CAV, Post 116
STAMBAUGH, JOHN G., Post
STAN, SAMUEL K., 74TH IN INF, Post
STANARD, N. M., 5TH MI INF., Post 33
STANDIDGE, THOMAS, 141ST IL INF, Post 254
STANDISH, R.A., 5TH IA CAV, Post 36
STANDLEY, WILLIAM M., 5TH MO CAV, Post
STANFIELD, AUGUSTUS B., 8TH IA INF, Post 278
STANFIELD, FERDINAND, 106TH OH INF, Post 7
STANLEY, AQUILLA W., 106TH IN INF, Post 91
STANLEY, ELIJAH, 101ST IN INF, Post
STANLEY, J.C., 2ND WV INF, Post 334
STANLEY, JAMES C., 2ND VA CAV, Post 1;1
STANLEY, JOEL, 105TH OH INF, Post 75
STANLEY, LUCIAN B., 115TH OH INF, Post
STANLEY, WILLIAM A., 8TH IN CAV, Post 38
STANLEY, WILLIAM H., 8TH IN CAV, Post
STANLEY, WILLIAM M., 5TH MO CAV, Post 54
STANTON, ANDREW H., 106TH IL INF, Post 47
STANTON, BARCLAY G., 8TH IA CAV, Post 182
STANTON, GREEN, 82ND OH INF, Post 13
STANTON, GREEN, 82ND IL INF(ERROR), Post 13
STANTON, J.S., NY ENGINEERS, Post 118
STANTON, JAMES, 24TH IA INF, Post
STANTON, JAMES A., WAGONMASTER; BESSELL’S EN, Post 249
STANTON, T.H., 19TH IL INF, Post
STANTURF, ARON, 23RD MO INF, Post
STANTZ, JACOB H., 97TH IN, Post
STANWOOD, S.C., 15TH IA INF, Post 3
STANWOOD, SABIN C., 2ND IA ART., Post
STAONBLE, LEWIS G., 15TH US INF, Post 24
STAPLES, DAVID K., 10TH MN INF, Post 68
STAPLES, F.M., 118TH IL INF, Post 21
STAPLES, J.S., 28TH ME INF, Post 22
STAPLES, MARCUS M., 4TH MO CAV, Post 165
STAPLES, MARCUS M., 4TH MO CAV, Post
STAPLES, ROSWELL C., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 25
STAPLETON, JAMES, 2ND NE CAV, Post 292
STARBUCK, ISAAC, 10TH IN INF, Post 28
STARBUCK, WILLIAM H.H., 139TH IN INF, Post 73
STARE, CHARLES, 16TH US ILNF, Post
STARING, J.P., 42ND WI INF, Post 42
STARING, JAMES P, 42ND WI INF, Post
STARK, BENJAMIN F., 12TH OH CAV, Post 12
STARK, JAMES J., 54TH IN INF, Post 40
STARK, JULIUS B., 87TH IN INF, Post 110
STARK, PETER D., 5TH TN CAV, Post 271
STARK, W.R., 12TH US INF, Post 207
STARRETT, A.H., 29TH OH INF; ADJUTANT; 40T, Post 28
STATIA, HIRAM, 3RD WI CAV, Post 58
STATLER, JACOB, 9TH IN INF, Post
STATLER, OBEDIAH H., 69TH IN INF, Post 11
STATLER, SAMUEL, 25TH MI INF, Post 56
STATON, ROBERT, 10TH MO INF, Post 1
STATTON, CURTIS H., 63RD IN INF, Post 316
STAUBER, BENJAMIN C., 36TH IA INF, Post 17
STAUBER, WILLIAM, 3RD IA CAV, Post 17
STAUBRO, WILLIAM, 112TH IL INF, Post 19
STAUEDEVEN, JOSEPH, 30TH MO, Post
STAUFFER, CHRISTIAN, 5TH IA CAV; DIED 18NOV190, Post
STAUFFER, DANIEL W., 13TH IN INF, Post
STAUFFER, HENRY, 7TH IL INF, Post
STAUFFER, JACOB, 112TH IL INF, Post
STAUFFER, JOHN D., 44TH IA INF, Post
STAV, AMON, 17TH IA INF, Post
STAVER, HUGH Q., 11TH IL INF, Post
STAVER, HUGH Q., 11TH IL INF, Post 48
STAVER, HUGH Q., 6TH US HEAVY ART., Post 48
STAYLER, PARRAN R., 7TH MD INF, Post
STAYNER, CYRUS, 2ND IA INF, Post 16
STEADMAN, AARON C., 31ST IA INF, Post 136
STEADMAN, CHARLES P., 75TH IL INF, Post 194
STEADMAN, GEORGE W., 7TH IL CAV, Post
STEAR, JOHN K., 78TH PA INF, Post 205
STEARN, JOHN, 1ST TN, Post
STEARN, JOHN O., 37TH IL INF, Post 55
STEARN, ORSON E., 8TH WI INF, Post 147
STEARN, PETER, 1ST MN INF, Post 96
STEARN, T.J., 60TH WI INF ERROR, Post 27
STEARN, THOMAS A., 38TH IA INF, Post 69
STEARN, THOMAS J., 16TH WI INF; 60TH NY INF, Post 27
STEAVENS, PAASIA, 63RD OH INF, Post
STEAVSON, THOMAS B., 1ST NE CAV, Post
STEBBINS, LUCIUS, 8TH CA INF, Post
STEEL, RICHARD F., 1ST MI CAV, Post 25
STEEL, SAMUEL R., 144TH OH INF, Post 89
STEEL, WILLIAM M., 94TH IL INF, Post 25
STEERE, AMBROSE J., 128TH IN INF, Post 191
STEERE, CALVIN F., 2ND IL CAV, Post 77
STEERE, D.M., 3RD IA CAV, Post 1
STEERE, FRED P., 156TH IL INF, Post 10
STEERE, GEORGE K., 2ND IA INF; LIEUT; 63RD US, Post 52
STEERE, H.S., 54TH OH INF, Post 178
STEERE, HENRY, 5TH OH CAV, Post
STEERE, JAMES, 1ST NE CAV, Post
STEERE, JAMES, 1ST NE INF, Post 7; 1
STEERE, JOHN A., 1ST PA INF; 1 SERG; CO. I, Post 20
STEERE, JOHN N., 4TH IL CAV, Post 184
STEELE, JOHN N., 4TH IL CAV, Post
STEELE, PATRICK H., 3RD IA CAV, Post 1;1
STEELE, R.B., 51ST MO INF, Post 179
STEELE, T.G., 6TH WV INF, Post 144
STEELE, T.G., 6TH WV CAV, Post 144
STEEN, HENRY, 12TH IA INF, Post 58
STEEN, OTTO F., 15TH WI INF, Post 7;9
STEENIS, JOHN, 6TH WI INF;14TH WI INF;P, Post 9;1
STEENIS, JOHN, 14TH WI INF;62ND WI INF, Post 143
STEEPELTON, FRED, 66TH IN INF, Post 32
STEERE, SMITH D., AST. SURGEON;73RD OH INF, Post 113
STEERLE, SAMUEL R., 144TH OH INF, Post
STEES, GEORGE W., 55TH PA INF, Post 12
STEEVER, AMON, 17TH IA INF, Post 25
STEEVER, ORLANDO, 96TH NY INF, Post 81
STEFFEN, HENRY C.F., 114TH IL INF, Post 80
STEFFEY, HENRY T., 75TH IN INF, Post 144
STEFFIE, HENRY, 86TH IN INF, Post 23
STEFFIN, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, Post
STEFFINS, JAMES, 15TH IL INF, Post 13
STEGE, JACOB, 9TH NY CAV;76TH NY INF, Post 262
STEGENGA, DURK P., 25TH MI INF, Post 354
STEIGER, CHRISTIAN, 23RD KY INF, Post 7;7
STEIN, PAUL, 27TH US INF, Post
STEIN, ROBERT P., 1ST PA ART., Post 91
STEINAN, E., 21ST MO INF, Post 13
STEINBRINK, AUGUST, BENTON'S HOME GUARD, Post
STEINBRINK, FREDERICK, GERMAN REGULARS, Post
STEINHOF, GEORGE N., 139TH IL INF, Post
STEINILE, WILLIAM, 19TH MA INF, Post
STEINKE, GOTTLIEB, 34TH WI INF, Post 328
STEINKE, WILLIAM, 91ST IN INF;PVT;CO. D;7T, Post 8
STEINKE, WILLIAM, 7TH IL MOUNTED INF;CO. F, Post 8
STEINMAN, MALCHIOR, 6TH MN INF, Post 180
STEINMEIER, FREDERICK, 56TH OH INF, Post
STEINMETZ, ABRAHAM R., 110TH OH INF, Post 141
STEINMETZ, JACOB, 186TH OH INF, Post 19
STENORH, JOHN W., 64TH IL INF, Post
STENZEL, GODFRIED, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 275
STEPHAN, HENRY, 27TH WI INF, Post 227
STEPHEN, DANIEL F., 116TH IN INF, Post 252
STEPHENS, C.C., 9TH MI INF, Post 76
STEPHENS, D.V., 118TH IN INF, Post 81
STEPHENS, GARRETT, 22ND IA INF, Post 114
STEPHENS, GARRETT, 30TH IA INF(ERROR), Post 114
STEPHENS, HENRY R., 8TH IA CAV;POST 319, Post 112
STEVENS, ITHAMER C., 8TH IA CAV, Post
STEVENS, ITHNOR C., 8TH IA CAV, Post 64
STEVENS, JOEL R., 23RD IA INF, Post 64
STEVENS, JOHN T., 138TH IN INF, Post 72
STEVENS, JUHDSON D., 111TH NY INF, Post 285
STEVENS, MARTIN E., 22ND & 35TH WI INF;1ST W, Post 42
STEVENS, THOMAS L., 10TH NY CAV, Post 13
STEVENS, V.T., 13TH IN INF, Post 96
STEVENS, WILLIAM H., 11TH IN CAV, Post 81
STEVENS, WILLIAM H., 45TH IL INF, Post
STEVENS, WILLIAM H., 45TH IL INF, Post 7
STEVENS, CHARLES P., 117TH IL INF, Post 3
STEVENS, DAVID V., 48TH MO INF, Post
STEVENS, DAVID V., 48TH MO INF, Post
STEVENS, DAVID V., 5TH MO CAV;2 LIEUT;CO. K, Post 84
STEVENS, DIKE B., 14TH IL INF, Post 202
STEVENS, E.A., 152ND NY INF, Post
STEVENS, FRANKLIN, 6TH IA CAV, Post
STEVENS, FRANKLIN, 6TH IA CAV, Post 43
STEVENS, JAMES, 48TH MO INF, Post 159
STEVENS, JOHN, 5TH MO MILITIA, Post
STEVENS, PETER C., 16TH WI INF, Post 65
STEVENS, SIMON, 1ST OR CAV, Post 27
STEVENS, THOMAS, 25TH OH INF, Post 188
STEVENS, THOMAS, 13THIA INF, Post
STEVENS, THOMAS, 13TH IA INF, Post 115
STEVENS, W.H., 19TH US INF, Post 179
STEVESON, JAMES, 119TH IL INF, Post
STERLING, JOHN, 14TH WI INF, Post 40
STERLING, JOHN, 14TH WI INF, Post 40
STERLING, R.H., 1ST NY LIGHT ART., Post 28
STERN, JOHN T., 67TH IL INF, Post 65
STERN, FRANKLIN L., 88TH PA INF;DIED 5JAN193, Post
STERN, JOHN, 28TH PA INF, Post 23
STERNER, W.D., 130TH PA INF, Post
STERN, JOHN, 4TH TN CAV, Post
STERS, JOHN A., 4TH TN INF, Post 95
STERS, JOHN A., 4TH TN INF, Post 95
STERRAETT, ROBERT, 3RD IA CAV, Post
STERRETT, ROBERT, 3RD IA CAV, Post 25
STEUART, C.F., 2ND NE INF, Post
STEUR, JOHN, 12TH IA INF, Post
STEVEN, ARCHIBALD H., 153RD IL INF, Post 22
STEVENS, AMOS S., 24TH IA INF, Post 140
STEVENS, CHARLES H., 28TH MI INF, Post 111
STEVENS, D.W., 9TH US INF, Post 262
STEVENS, DAVID, 8TH MI INF, Post
STEVENS, DAVID, 33RD IA INF, Post
STEVENS, EPHRAIM, 23RD OH INF, Post 122
STEVENS, EZRA M., 27TH IA INF, Post 10
STEVENS, FRANCIS M., 40TH IN INF, Post 168
STEVENS, FRANK P., 11TH NH INF, Post 319
STEVENS, H.C., 120TH IN INF, Post
STEVENS, HENRY, 99TH IL INF, Post 1;1
STEVENS, HUGH M., 33RD IA INF, Post
STEVENS, ISAAC N., 102ND IL INF, Post
STEVENS, ISAAC N., 102ND IL INF, Post 17
STEVENS, J.F., 17TH PA INF, Post 322
STEVENS, J.W., US NAVY, Post 228
STEVENS, JACOB, 47TH IL INF, Post
STEVENS, JAMES M., 42ND IN INF, Post 183
STEVENS, JAMIER E., 10TH IA INF, Post
STEVENS, JOHN, 4TH WV INF, Post 348
STEVENS, JOHN, 10TH IA INF, Post 346
STEVENS, JOHN A., 48TH OH INF, Post 231
STEVENS, JOHN A., 83RD OH INF, Post 231
STEVENS, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, Post 68
STEVENS, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, Post 68
STEVENS, JOHN A., 102ND IL INF, Post 144
STEVENS, JOHN B., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 92
STEVENS, LAWSON G., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
STEVENS, LAWSON G., 1ST OH ART., Post 25
STEVENS, LEWELLYN, 16TH IL LINF, Post
STEVENS, LOYAL A., CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE B, Post 69
STEVENS, MARTIN E., 35TH WI INF; CO. C; 22NE W, Post
STEVENS, MARTIN E., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 259
STEVENS, P.A.C., 7TH; 49TH & 97TH IL INF; 2, Post 110
STEVENS, PERRY A. C., 47TH IL INF, Post
STEVENS, PERRY A.C., 97TH IL INF, Post
STEVENS, PETER, 2ND NE CAV, Post 165
STEVENS, PETER, 2ND NE, Post
STEVENS, THOMAS F., 122ND IL INF, Post 32
STEVENS, VINCENT F., 13TH IA INF, Post 140
STEVENS, WILLIAM, 97TH OH INF, Post
STEVENS, WILLIAM H., 13TH WI INF, Post 124
STEVENS, X.C., 50TH VT INF, Post
STEVENSEN, ANDREW S., 24TH KY INF, Post 17
STEVENSEN, C.W., 152ND NY INF, Post 4
STEVENSEN, CHARLES P., 117TH IL LINF, Post
STEVENSEN, FRANCIS A., 211TH PA INF, Post
STEVENSEN, GUSTAVUS, CHICAGO LIGHT ART., Post
STEVENSEN, JAMES, 119TH IL INF, Post 25
STEVenson, James, 53rd In Inf, Post 98
STEVenson, john, 4th Mo Cav, Post
STEVenson, John W., 124th In Inf, Post 25
STEVenson, Josiah V., 96th OH Inf, Post 9
STEVenson, Peter, 28th WI Inf, Post 20
STEVenson, Thomas, 18th WI Inf, Post
STEVenson, Thomas B., 1st NE Inf, Post 24
STEVenson, William, 18th WI Inf, Post 116
STEVer, Robert W., 4th WI Art; 2nd WI Inf, Post 275
STEVer, Robert W., 2nd WI Inf; 4th WI Art., Post 275
STEW, otto F., 15th WI Inf, Post
STEWART, Adam C., 1st IL Art; Co. A; 19th IL, Post 30
STEWART, Adam C., 19th IL Inf; Pvt; Co. B; 1st, Post 30
STEWART, Alexander S., 2nd NE Cav, Post
STEWART, alfred, 7th IL Cav, Post
STEWART, alza M., Musician; 96th IL Inf, Post 11
STEWART, Andrew, 22nd IA Inf, Post 25
STEWART, Charles, OH Inf, Post
STEWART, cyrus, 53rd OH Inf, Post 10
STEWART, David, 158th PA Inf, Post
STEWART, David G., 96th IL Inf, Post 83
STEWART, E.P., VT, Post
STEWART, Edward, 1st WI Cav, Post 57
STEWART, Edward, 1st MO Cav, Post 36
STEWART, Francis M., 148th IL Inf, Post 74
STEWART, George A., 99th In Inf, Post 120
STEWART, George H., 46th IL Inf, Post 110
STEWART, George W., 1st WI Cav, Post 91
STEWART, Henry C., Wagoner; 6th IA Inf, Post 118
STEWART, Irwin C., 83rd IL Inf, Post
STEWART, James, 40th IA Inf, Post 26
STEWART, James H., 4th KS Inf; 10th KS Inf, Post 25
STEWART, James H., 4th KS Inf; Serg; Co. H &., Post 25
STEWART, James H., 2nd CA Cav, Post 32
STEWART, James H., 10th KS Inf; 4th KS Inf, Post 25
STEWART, James T., 172nd NY Inf, Post 159
STEWART, James W., 86th IL Inf, Post 228
STEWART, John, 39th OH Inf, Post 1
STEWART, John, 27th PA Inf, Post
STEWART, John, 64th IL Inf, Post 146
STEWART, John B., 98th OH, Post
STEWART, John E, 146th OH Inf, Post 41
STEWART, John S., 98th IL Inf, Post
STEWART, John W., Post
STEWART, John W., 64th IL Inf, Post 18
STEWART, John W., 64th IL Inf, Post
STEWART, JONATHAN S., 98TH IL INF, Post 2
STEWART, JOSEPH E., 7TH IA CAV, Post 42
STEWART, ROBERT H., 77TH IL INF; CO. A; 130TH, Post 19
STEWART, ROBERT H., 130TH IL INF, Post
STEWART, ROBERT Q., 111TH OH INF, Post 150
STEWART, RUFUS P., 66TH IL INF, Post 131
STEWART, SAMUEL J., 142ND IL INF, Post 106
STEWART, THOMAS, 2ND IA CAV, Post
STEWART, THOMAS M., 11TH MI CAV, Post
STEWART, VERGIL A., 129TH IL INF, Post 21
STEWART, WILLIAM, 33RD IL INF, Post
STEWART, WILLIAM, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post
STEWART, WILLIAM, 33RD IL INF, Post 318
STEWART, WILLIAM, 1ST US SHARPSHOOTERS, Post 104
STEWART, WILLIAM E., 92ND IL INF, Post 130
STEWART, WILLIAM H., 134TH IN INF; DIED 25DEC1, Post 22
STEWART, WILLIAM H., 33RD IL INF, Post 107
STEWART, WILLIAM H., 1ST PA CAV, Post
STEWART, WILLIAM J., 10TH WI INF, Post
STEWART, WILLIAM W., 47TH IL INF, Post 43
STEWART, YATES, 1ST IL CAV, Post 254
STGEYER, DONNIE, 74TH PA INF, Post
STICKEL, JOSEPH H., 33RD WI INF, Post
STICKEL, JOSEPH S., 33RD WI INF, Post 17
STICKNEY, JULIUS Z., 6TH IA CAV, Post 80
STIERS, JOHN B., 16TH KS CAV, Post
STILES, ACIL, 6TH IL CAV, Post 40
STILES, DAVID M., 3RD IN INF (ERROR), Post 60
STILES, DAVID M., 3RD IA INF, Post 43
STILES, PHILLIP P., 82ND OH INF, Post
STILES, SETH F., 4TH IA INF, Post 4
STILGEBONER, SOLOMON W., 14TH IL INF, Post 154
STILLIAMS, JOHN C., 6TH VA CAV, Post
STILLWELL, JONATHAN, 33RD IL INF, Post 172
STILSON, SAMUEL E., 4TH IL CAV; DIED 7MAR1931, Post 4
STILWELL, JOHN, 33RD IL INF, Post
STILWELL, LEMIEL, 98TH OH INF, Post
STIMPSON, A. B., 2ND MI CAV, Post 218
STIMPSON, ABNER B., 12TH IN CAV, Post 12
STINE, FRED, 93RD OH INF, Post 11
STINE, FREDERICK, 93RD OH INF, Post 220
STINE, JOHN D., 154TH OH INF, Post 63
STINEBACK, MARGAN, 24TH MI INF, Post 153
STINEMAN, JACOB, 57TH IL INF, Post 67
STINEMURE, FRED, 56TH OH INF, Post
STINEZ, EDMUND, 28TH NY INF, Post
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Details</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STINGER, JOHN R.</td>
<td>2ND DC INF, Post 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STINGLY, JAMES</td>
<td>31ST IA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STINOR, CARL E W.</td>
<td>24 WI INF, Post 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STINSON, JAMES W.</td>
<td>3RD IL CAV, Post 131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIRE, FRAN H.</td>
<td>104TH IA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIRK, J.W.</td>
<td>34TH IA INF, Post 109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIRK, JOSEPH W.</td>
<td>38TH IA INF, Post 272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STITT, WILLIAM R.</td>
<td>16TH OH INF; CO.A; 114TH O, Post 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STITT, SAMUEL C.</td>
<td>WAGONER; 108TH IL INF, Post 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STITT, WILLIAM</td>
<td>114TH OH INF; 16TH OH INF, Post 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIVERS, H.B.</td>
<td>18TH MI INF, Post 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIVERS, H.R.</td>
<td>18TH MI INF, Post 264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOAKBERRY, JAMES</td>
<td>185TH OH INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOBER, SAMUEL</td>
<td>3RD MO ART.; PVT; CO. K; 4T, Post 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK, THEODORE F.</td>
<td>142ND IL INF, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK, W.H.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCK, WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKDALE, JOHN WESLEY</td>
<td>3RD IA INF, Post 129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKER, HENRY D.</td>
<td>16TH IL CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKER, IRVIN</td>
<td>1ST MI INF, Post 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKHAM, DAVID M.</td>
<td>47TH IN INF, Post 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKHAM, JOSEPH</td>
<td>33RD OH INF, Post 87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKHOUSE, JAMES H.</td>
<td>9TH IL CAV, Post 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKING, CHARLES</td>
<td>1ST NE, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKING, D. B.</td>
<td>3RD MI INF, Post 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKMAN, T.J.</td>
<td>18TH MO LINF, Post 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKMAN, THOMAS J.</td>
<td>1ST NE CAV, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKTON, RICHARD E.</td>
<td>106TH IL INF, Post 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCKWELL, DAVID</td>
<td>19TH MI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOCTON, SAMUEL J.</td>
<td>138TH IL INF, Post 183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, JOHN</td>
<td>18TH IA INF, Post 177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, ALBERT M.</td>
<td>102ND IL INF, Post 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, ALONZO D.</td>
<td>77TH IL INF, Post 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, ELIJAH</td>
<td>43RD MA INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, HUGH</td>
<td>149TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, WILLIAM</td>
<td>149TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, WILLIAM</td>
<td>149TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, WILLIAM</td>
<td>42ND IL INF, Post 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOELTING, FREDERICK</td>
<td>12TH WI INF, Post 286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOKE, DANIEL</td>
<td>103RD PA, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOKES, DANIEL</td>
<td>103RD PA INF, Post 104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOLER, OLERICH</td>
<td>31ST WI INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOLL, FREDERICK</td>
<td>46TH IL INF, Post 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOLL, FREDERICK</td>
<td>46TH IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOLLARD, JOHN</td>
<td>73RD IL INF, Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STOLLARD, JOHN, 73RD IL INF, Post 47
STOLLARD, JOHN, LST WV CAV, Post 33
STOLTERY, ERWIN, 16TH WI INF, Post
STOLTING, FRED H., 20TH WI INF, Post 13
STONAKER, ALFRED, 14TH NY INF, Post 1
STONE, C.C., 151ST PA INF, Post 134
STONE, CHARLES C., 3RD WI INF, Post 79
STONE, CHARLES C., 7TH IL INF, Post 22
STONE, CHARLES C., 47TH WI INF, Post 79
STONE, CHARLES L., CHICAGO MERCANTILE BATTE, Post 13
STONE, E.J., 1ST NY ART, Post 60
STONE, EDWARD, AST. SURGEON; 15TH OH INF, Post 50
STONE, FRANKLIN, 3RD IN CAV, Post 194
STONE, GEORGE G., 112TH IL INF, Post 193
STONE, GEORGE N., 3RD MI CAV, Post 25
STONE, HENRY J., 10TH IA INF, Post 11
STONE, HENRY S., 112TH IL INF, Post 13
STONE, JAMES S., 124TH IL INF, Post
STONE, JASPER, 35TH IA INF, Post 47
STONE, JULIUS O., 14TH NH INF, Post
STONE, M.D., 1ST MI ENGINEERS, Post 94
STONE, M.W., AST. SURGEON; 7TH IA INF, Post
STONE, W. GOLDSMITH, 1ST IA INF, Post
STONE, WILLIAM, 27TH WI INF, Post 34
STONEHOCKER, WILLIAM, 51ST OH INF, Post 115
STONEHOCKER, WILLIAM, 11TH OH CAV, Post 302
STONEHOCKER, WILLIAM, 79TH OH INF, Post 302
STONEBARGER, DAN, 63RD IL INF, Post 28
STONEBARNER, DAVID, 17TH OH INF, Post 8; 1
STONEBRAKER, WILLIAM, 15TH OH INF, Post 159
STONEBRAKER, WILLIAM J., 15TH OH INF, Post
STONEBURNER, DAVID, 17TH OH, Post
STONECYLPHER, DAVID, 37TH IN INF, Post 285
STONEHOCKER, WILLIAM, 51ST OH INF, Post 115
STONEKING, WASHINGTON, 128TH IL INF, Post
STONER, DAVID H., 77TH PA INF, Post
STOOPS, HENRY J., 1ST IA CAV, Post 101
STOOTSBERRY, JAMES, 185TH OH INF, Post
STOOTSBERRY, JAMES, 185TH OH, Post
STOPHER, EDGAR A., 14TH IA INF, Post
STOPHER, EDGAR A., 2ND NE CAV, Post 123
STOPHER, EDGAR A., 14TH IA INF, Post
STOPHER, EDWARD, Post 123
STOPHER, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
STOPHER, WILLIAM, 2ND NE CAV, Post
STORCH, PETER, 14TH OH INF, Post 147
STOREY, S.S., 4TH US ART, Post 130
STOREY, W. H., 5TH OH INF (ERROR); 5TH W, Post 7
STOREY, WILLIAM H., 5TH WI INF; 5TH OH INF, Post 7
STORK, JOHN HENRY, 2ND NE CAV, Post 118
STORK, JOHN M., 22ND WI INF, Post 8
STORM, GEORGE, 3RD IN CAV, Post 302
STORM, JOHN D., 55TH IN INF, Post 302
STORM, PETER, 36TH WI INF, Post 153
STORMS, GEORGE I., 3RD IN CAV, Post
STORMS, JOHN D., 55TH IN INF, Post
STORRY, JOSEPH, 7TH IL INF, Post 53
STORY, ALEXANDER M., 2ND NE, Post
STORY, B.F., 5TH MO CAV, Post 84
STORY, CHARLES A, 186TH PA INF, Post
STORY, EPHRAIM D., 21ST IA INF, Post 180
STORY, JOHN, 8TH IN INF, Post 68
STORY, SAMUEL T., 1ST AR CAV, Post
STORY, SOLOMON R., 32ND WI INF, Post 344
STORY, WILLIAM, 33RD IN INF, Post 208
STORY, WILLIAM H., 5TH WI INF, Post
STORY, ZACHEUS, 1ST MN INF, Post 171
STOUT, GEORGE W., 6TH MN INF, Post 317
STOUT, ABNER, 7TH OH ART., Post 139
STOUT, C.S., 5TH WI INF, Post 235
STOUT, JOSEPH, 31ST OH INF, Post 264
STOUT, THEODORE H., 108TH IL, Post
STOUT, THOMAS W., 92ND IL INF, Post
STOUT, W.H., 8TH MO INF, Post 89
STOUT, W.H.B., 1 NE VETERAN MOUNTED INF, Post
STOUT, WILLIAM H. B, 39TH OH INF, Post 52
STOUT, Z.M., 49TH IN INF (ERROR), Post 198
STOUT, ZEBEDEE M., 49TH WI INF, Post 198
STOUTE, JOSEPH, 31ST OH INF, Post 264
STOUTER, JOHN, 203RD PA INF, Post 289
STOUTSENBERG, DANIEL R., 68TH OH INF, Post 219
STOVER, ALBERT J., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 1:2
STOVER, B.F., 2ND US CAV, Post 43
STOVER, B.F., 2ND US CAV, Post 43
STOVER, EZRA E., 2ND IL ART., Post 116
STOVER, GEORGE W., 151ST PA INF, Post 286
STOVER, SAMUEL, 13TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 40
STOVERR, SAMUEL, 4TH MO CAV, Post
STOVIN, ANTHONY T., 57TH IL INF, Post 27
STOWE, JOHN M., 17TH IL INF;CO. A;8TH IL, Post 163
STOWE, THOMAS J., 37TH IL INF, Post 73
STOWE, WILLIAM A., 112TH IL INF, Post 163
STOWE, WILLLIAM G., 1ST MO CAV, Post 16
STOWELL, C.H., 6TH NY ART., Post 240
STOWELL, DANIEL, 4TH MN INF, Post 330
STOWELL, LUTHER E., 86TH IL INF, Post 22
STOWELL, MARTIN T., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post
STOWELL, MARTIN T., 1ST US HEAVY ART., Post 114
STOWELL, O.J., 35TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 104
STOWELL, ORVILLE J., 70TH IL INF, Post 104
STOWELL, ORVILLE L., 33RD IL INF, Post 104
STOWELL, RALPH W., 113TH IL INF, Post 22
STOWERS, JAMES, 7TH IA INF, Post
STOWERS, JOHN J., 9TH IN INF, Post 77
STRAHL, WILLIAM S., 125TH OH INF(18TH OH INF, Post 62
STRAHL, WILLIAM S., 18TH OH INF(125TH OH INF, Post 62
STRAIGHT, C.L., 2ND MO CAV, Post 262
STRAIGHT, HENRY J., 5TH MO CAV, Post
STRAIGHT, OLIVER P., 5TH OH CAV, Post
STRAIGHT, OLIVER P., 5TH OH CAV, Post 262
STRAIGHT, TADIUS E., 6TH IA CAV, Post
STRAIGHT, THADIUS E., 6TH IA CAV, Post
STRAIGHT, WILLIAM H., 5TH OH CAV, Post 7
STRAIN, DAVID M., 15TH IA INF, Post 125
STRAIN, JAMES E., 138TH IL INF, Post
STRAIN, JOHN A., 23RD IA INF, Post 298
STRAIN, JOHN S., 15TH IA INF, Post 125
STRAIN, WILLIAM G, 83RD IL INF, Post
STRAIN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IA INF, Post 125
STRAIN, WILLIAM S., 10TH IA INF, Post 44
STRAINT, PILSON, 35TH MO INF, Post 16
STRAINT, PILSON, 35TH MO INF, Post
STRANATHAN, SAMUEL, 29TH IA INF, Post 164
STRAND, H.B., 8TH VT INF;CAPT;CO. A; 1, Post 13
STRANG, A.L., 36TH IL INF, Post 110
STRANG, A.L., 36TH IL CAV, Post
STRANG, THOMAS O., 8TH IA CAV, Post 25
STRANS, AUGUST, 99TH IL INF, Post 44
STRASSMAN, ADOLPHUS, KNAPP'S PA ART., Post
STRATER, JOHN P., 3RD IA, Post
STRATMANN, G.E., 6TH TN CAV, Post
STRATTON, D.C., 147TH OH, Post
STRATTON, GEORGE, 34TH NY CAV, Post
STRATTON, HENRY C., 2ND VT HEAVY ART., Post 53
STRATTON, HENRY C., 14TH VT INF, Post 8:2
STRATTON, HENRY C., 2ND VT LIGHT ART.;CORP;1, Post 8
STRATTON, JACOB S., 8TH IA INF, Post
STRATTON, WILLIAM M., 25TH IL INF, Post 265
STRATTON, ZACHEUS, 176TH OH INF, Post 25
STRAUT, H.B., 1ST US INF, Post 146
STRAW, H.B., OH ART.(ERROR), Post 24
STRAW, HENRY B., 2ND OH HEAVY ART.(ERROR), Post 24
STRAW, HENRY B., 7TH WI LIGHT ART., Post 331
STRAW, HENRY B., 29TH WI INF, Post 4
STRAWN, CHARLES, 105TH IL INF, Post
STRAWN, CHARLES A., 105TH IL INF, Post
STRAWN, CHARLES A., 105TH IL INF, Post 66
STRAWN, NICHOLAS, 32ND IA INF;8TH IA INF, Post 95
STRAYER, AHAB K., 111TH PA INF, Post 105
STRAYER, DANIEL N., 5TH OH CAV, Post 219
STRAYER, JOHN M., 49TH OH INF, Post 3
STREET, ELLISON, 42ND IL INF, Post 151
STREET, GEORGE N., 7TH MO CAV, Post
STREET, J.A., 19TH IA INF, Post
STREET, JOSEPH A., 19TH IA INF, Post 90
STREET, JOSEPH A., 19TH IA INF, Post
STREET, MUNFORD J, OMAHA NE SCOUTS, Post
STREET, THOMAS, 156TH IL INF, Post 32
STREET, WILLIAM L., 134TH IL INF, Post 61
STREET, WILLIAM L., 134TH IL INF, Post
STREET, WILLIAM L., 134TH IL INF, Post
STREET, WILLIAM L., 134TH IL INF, Post 12
STREET, GEORGE O., 7TH KS CAV, Post 12
STREETER, VOLNEY, 9TH IL INF, Post 47
STREETER, WILLIAM H., 1ST WI CAV, Post 44
STREETS, AARON, 17TH IA INF; CO. F; 36TH I, Post
STREETS, AARON, 31ST IA INF; CO. E; 17TH I, Post
STREIGHT, HENRY J., 2ND NE CAV, Post 145
STREIGHT, HENRY J., 6TH IA CAV, Post 145
STREIGHT, THADDIUS A., 6TH IA CAV, Post 145
STREIGLE, BENEDICT, 81ST IN INF (ERROR), Post 1
STREIGLE, BENEDICT, 81ST IL INF, Post 1; 2
STRETCH, W.S., 1ST US INF, Post 84
STRETCH, W.S., 1ST IN INF, Post
STRETCH, WILLIAM S., 1ST US INF, Post
STREVE, JOHN, 3RD MO CAV, Post 104
STREVEY, JOHN, 3RD MO CAV, Post
STRGDILL, ROBERT, 46TH IN INF, Post
STRICKER, DAVID, 68TH IL INF, Post
STRICKLAND, SILAS, 50TH OH INF; 1ST NE INF, Post 7
STRICKLAND, SILAS A., 1ST NE INF; 50TH OH INF, Post 7
STRICKLAY, CHARLES, 1ST AR CAV, Post 208
STRICKLER, ROBERT P., 16TH IL INF, Post 41
STRICKLETT, JAMES, 45TH KY INF; CAPT; 19TH & Post
STRICNER, DAVID, 68TH IL INF, Post
STRIGEL, PANKRATZ, 46TH WI INF, Post 271
STRIKER, DAVID, 68TH IL INF, Post
STRIKER, FRED, 145TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 90
STRIKER, FREDERICK, 145TH NY INF, Post
STRIKER, FREDERICK, 145TH NY INF, Post 90
STRIKER, JOHN W., 9TH OH CAV, Post 91
STRINGER, MARK, 16TH U.S. INF, Post 5; 2
STRINGER, MARK, Post 5
STRINGFIELD, W.H., 4TH IA CAV, Post 22
STRINGFIELD, WILLIAM H., 4TH IA CAV, Post
STROBEL, GEORGE, 15TH US INF, Post 24
STROBLE, GEORGE, 15TH US INF, Post 24
STROBRE, GEORGE, 104TH IL INF, Post
STROBRIDGE, HENRY A., 4TH US ART., Post 301
STRODE, JESSE, 50TH IL INF, Post 13
STRODE, JESSE B., 50TH IL INF, Post
STRODE, NEWTON, 15TH IA INF, Post
STRODS, JESSIE B., 50TH IL INF, Post
STROEBAL, JOHN J., 188TH OH INF, Post 24
STROGLE, PANCRAZT, 46TH NH INF, Post
STROM, DAVID, US NAVY, Post
STROMAN, SAMUEL, 1ST IN ART.; PVT; CO. D; 4, Post 73
STROMAN, SAMUEL, 44TH IN INF, Post
STRONG, A.A., 7TH OH LIGHT ART., Post 96
STRONG, ABRAM C., 38TH NJ INF, Post 342
STRONG, ABRAM C., 38TH NY INF, Post 342
STRONG, ALBERT L., 37TH MA INF, Post 98
STRONG, ALIJAH L., 36TH IL CAV, Post
STRONG, BAXTER H., 1ST MI INF, Post 112
STRONG, D.M., 4TH WI INF, Post 105
STRONG, HENRY L., 118TH IL INF, Post 1
STRONG, HERMAN J., 28TH IA INF, Post 8
STRONG, HEXEKIAH B., 8TH KS INF, Post 47
STRONG, HEZIKIAH B., 8TH KS INF, Post
STRONG, JOHN P., 12TH IA INF, Post 34
STRONG, JONAS D., WAGONER; 17TH IL CAV, Post 44
STRONG, NORVILLE B., 88TH OH INF, Post 262
STRONG, ROBERT H., 105TH IL INF, Post 100
STRONG, ROLLON M., 19TH WI INF, Post
STROSNIDER, MIKE, 129TH IL INF, Post
STROTSTEFFEN, JOHN, MO, Post
STROTSTEFFEN, JOHN, ARTIFICER; 1ST MO ENGINEE, Post 25
STROUD, DUDLEY, 1ST IA CAV, Post 144
STROUD, MONTGOMERY, 25TH IN INF, Post 124
STROUP, JOHN, 100TH PA INF, Post
STROW, JOHN, 4TH IA CAV, Post 4
STROW, WILLIAM PETE, 9TH IA CAV, Post 17
STRUBLE, ALFORD, 130TH OH INF, Post 89
STRUBLE, RILEY, 26TH IA INF, Post 32
STRUNK, ALBERT D., 9TH IA INF, Post 95
STRUNK, ALBERT D., 9TH IA INF, Post
STRUNK, MORTIMER, 21ST IA INF, Post 223
STUART, ALMON, 9TH IN INF, Post 91
STUART, ISAAC M., 2ND PA INF, Post 59
STUART, J.W., 15TH IA INF, Post 92
STUART, J.W., 19TH IA INF, Post 92
STUART, JAMES H., 4TH MO CAV, Post
STUART, JAMES H., 13TH MO CAV, Post
STUART, JAMES W., 139TH IL INF, Post 34
STUART, ROY H., 6TH IA INF, Post 11
STUART, T.Y., 1ST IL INF; 1ST IL CAV, Post 254
STUART, WILLIAM, 18TH NY INF, Post
STUART, WILLIAM, 19TH IA INF, Post
STUBBERT, T.M., 3RD IL INF, Post 105
STUBBS, HARDIN H., 132ND IL INF, Post 97
STUBBS, HUDSON F., 132ND IL INF, Post 97
STUBBS, JAMES M., 30TH IA INF, Post 186
STUBBS, OSCAR A., 9TH MN INF, Post 23
STUCKER, J.H., Post 123
STUCKER, J.H., Post 123
STUCKER, JACOB K., 19TH OH ART., Post 61
STUCKMAN, GEORGE, 19TH MI INF, Post
STUDEBAKER, ENOS, 29TH IN INF, Post 8
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 2ND KS CAV, Post 25
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 2ND KS CAV, Post
STUDEBAKER, WILLIAM C., 2ND KS CAV, Post 25
STUDLEY, H.O., 5TH MI CAV, Post
STUDLEY, HENRY H., 125TH ILL INF, Post 57
STUECK, HERMAN, 110TH MO INF, Post
STUHT, CHARLES, 28TH WI INF, Post 262
STUKER, J.K., 19TH OH ART., Post
STULL, JOHN S., 3RD IL CAV, Post
STULL, JOHN S., 3RD IL CAV, Post
STULL, JOHN S., 3RD IL CAV, Post
STULL, MORRIS C., 8TH IL CAV, Post 26
STULL, WILLIAM, 120TH OH INF, Post 261
STULTZ, ALLEN, 13TH IN INF, Post
STULTZ, ALLEN, 13TH IN INF, Post
STULTZ, GEORGE W., 45TH IL INF, Post 22
STUMBAUGH, JOHN G., 50TH IL INF, Post 56
STUMBO, FRANCIS M., 7TH KS CAV, Post
STUMP, FRANSISCO, 3RD IA CAV, Post 208
STURDEVANS, WILLIAM L, 38TH IA, Post
STURDEVANT, P.D., 14TH VT INF, Post 22
STURGEON, JAMES A., 18TH WI INF, Post
STURGEON, JAMES K., 46TH OH INF, Post 319
STURGEON, JOHN L., 18TH WI INF, Post 9;2
STURGES, HENRY B., AID DE CAMP STAFF WOODS, Post 70
STURGES, J.B., 9TH US INF, Post 147
STURGIS, GEORGE, 108TH IL INF, Post 58
STURM, JOHN T., 69TH IL INF(ERROR), Post 65
STVERHAM, DAVID M., 47TH IN INF, Post
STVNTER, JACOB, 11TH PA INF, Post
SUBBE, IMER, 1ST NE CAV, Post
SUCKA, FRANK, 51ST MO INF, Post 273
SUDBOROUGH, THOMAS K., 9TH MI CAV, Post 110
SUDDEN, W., 143RD PA INF, Post 171
SUDETH, PATRICK H., 98TH OH INF(74TH AND 69T, Post 38
SUDDUTH, P.H., 98TH OH, Post
SUDDUTH, PATRICK H., 69TH OH INF(74TH & 98TH, Post 38
SUDDUTH, PATRICK H., 74TH OH INF(69TH & 98TH, Post 38
SUDNOW, JOHN, 4TH MO CAV, Post
SUDELY, CHARLES F., 67TH NY INF, Post
SUIDELL, WILLIAM H., 67TH OH INF, Post 113
SUIPHIN, LAFAYETTE, 3RD US INF, Post
SUIT, SALATHIEL B., 3RD IA ART., Post 218
SUITER, FRANK M., 2ND IA INF, Post 25
SULEK, VANDERBILT, 13TH US INF, Post 7
SULLIVAN, JOSIAH, 146TH IN INF; DIED 19 MAY 1, Post 250
SULLENBERGER, COLUMBUS C., 13TH IA INF, Post 282
SULLENBERGER, OLIVER P., 7TH IA INF, Post 116
SULLIVAN, A. L., 134TH OH INF, Post 318
SULLIVAN, AARON, 134TH OH INF, Post
SULLIVAN, DENNIS, 55TH IL INF, Post 36
SULLIVAN, DENNIS J., 1ST WI INF, Post 221
SULLIVAN, ED, 23RD IL INF; 22ND US INF, Post 262
SULLIVAN, EDWARD, 22ND US INF; 23RD IL INF, Post 262
SULLIVAN, EDWARD C., 33RD IN, Post
SULLIVAN, JAMES, 27TH OH INF, Post 23
SULLIVAN, JERSE, 146TH IN INF, Post
SULLIVAN, JOHN, BLACKSMITH; 2ND NY MOUNT, Post 171
SULLIVAN, JOHN B., 18TH WI INF, Post 54
SULLIVAN, MARTIN, 49TH PA INF, Post
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL, 100TH IL INF, Post 130
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL, 32ND OH INF, Post 120
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL E., 13TH OH INF, Post 187
SULLIVAN, P. D. O., 29TH & 22ND MI INF, Post 129
SULLIVAN, URIAH, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL CAV, Post 7
SUMGLY, OLIVER H., 4TH IL CAV, Post
SUMMER, JARRAD, 32ND INF, Post
SUMMER, THOMAS, 6TH IA INF, Post 239
SUMMER, ULRICH, 31ST WI INF, Post 149
SUMMERFIELD, JOHN, 56TH MO INF; 56TH US COLO, Post 25
SUMMERS, ELIJAH J., 4TH IN CAV, Post 32
SUMMERS, JOSHUA, 142ND PA INF, Post 316
SUMMERVILLE, JAMES, 7TH IN CAV; PVT; CO. I; 1ST, Post 180
SUMMERVILLE, JOHN, 1ST WI CAV, Post 1
SUMNER, AMOS, 5TH US ART., Post 34
SUMNER, EPHRIAM, 36TH IA INF, Post 43
SUMNER, JAMES M., 5TH VET. VOL. INF, Post 309
SUMNER, JAMES M., 5TH WV INF, Post
SUMNER, JARED W., 32ND IA INF, Post 84
SUMNER, JARED W., 32ND IA INF, Post 63
SUMNER, JEROME, 25TH IN INF, Post 354
SUMNER, JOHN, 2ND NE CAV, Post 288
SUMNER, JOHN D., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SUMNER, PETER, 36TH IA INF, Post 43
SUMNER, THOMAS, 6TH IA INF, Post 43
SUMNER, THOMAS, 87TH IN INF, Post
SUMNER, MARK, 5TH VA INF, Post
SUMPTER, JOHN W., 109TH IL, Post
SUMPTER, JOHN W., 106TH IL INF, Post
SUNGEANHAUSAN, FRANK, 12TH MI INF, Post
SUNTAG, CHARLES, 24TH NY CAV, Post
SURBER, AUGUSTUS H., 4TH IA INF, Post 116
SURBONDY, GEORGE W., 8TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 217
SURRETT, AMOS B., 10TH IL INF, Post 17
SURTZS, F.J., 42ND, Post 1
SUTCHAL, N.M., 10TH IA INF, Post
SUTCHELL, NICHOLAS M., 10TH IA INF, Post 61
SUTHERLAND, ABRAM, 22ND IN INF, Post 52
SUTHERLAND, BATES, 157TH OH NATL. GUARD INF, Post 34
SUTHERLAND, DAVID, 36TH IL INF, Post 14
SUTHERLAND, ROBERT, 2ND WI CAV, Post
SUTHERLAND, V.W., 157TH OH INF, Post
SUTLIEF, CHARLES E., 24TH MI INF, Post 348
SUTTER, BENJAMIN F., 7TH IA CAV, Post 23
SUTTON, A.Y., 77TH IL INF, Post
SUTTON, ALANSON H., 2ND WI CAV, Post 170
SUTTON, CHARLES, 96TH NY INF, Post
SUTTON, ELIJAH, 4TH IA CAV (ERROR), Post 80
SUTTON, ELIJAH, 4TH IA INF, Post 80
SUTTON, JOHN H., 114TH IL INF; PVT; CO. D; 5, Post 23
SUTTON, LEWIS, 46TH IN INF, Post
SUTTON, ROBERT A., 71ST OH INF, Post 74
SUTTON, ROBERT B., 126TH NY INF, Post 275
SUTTON, SAMUEL C., 9TH IA INF, Post 136
SUTTON, SCHUYLER, 18TH IA INF, Post
SUTTON, SMITH, 113TH IL INF, Post 31
SUTTON, SMITH, 113TH IL INF, Post
SUTTON, SYLVESTER, 114TH IL INF, Post
SUTTON, TINGLEY W., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post
SUTTON, TINGLEY W., 1ST OH ART., Post 88
SUTTON, WILLIAM, 3RD NE CAV, Post
SUTTON, WILLIAM, 3RD MO CAV, Post 165
SUTTON, WILLIAM C., 1ST MI LANCERS CAV, Post 140
SUTTON, WILLIAM D., 71ST OH INF, Post 74
SUTTON, WILLIAM N., 67TH IN INF, Post 222
SUVES, WILLIAM, 105TH IL INF, Post
SWAIN, JOSHUA I., 13TH IN, Post
SWAIN, JOSHUA I., 11TH IA INF, Post 309
SWAIN, MARSHALL L., 5TH WI INF, Post 192
SWALLEY, DANIEL, 52ND IN INF, Post
SWALLEY, DANIEL JR., 12TH IN INF, Post 59
SWALLEY, DANIEL JR., 41ST IN INF, Post 59
SWALLEY, DANIEL JR., 2ND IN CAV, Post
SWALLEY, JOHN, 152ND IN INF, Post 59
SWALLEY, JONATHAN, 156TH IN INF(ERROR), Post 59
SWALLEY, JONATHAN R., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SWALLEY, JONATHEN, 2ND NE CAV, Post
SWALLOW, JOHN W., 146TH IL INF, Post 19
SWALLOW, JONATHAN P., 91ST IL INF, Post 99
SWALLOW, RASSILAS O., 69TH IL INF, Post
SWAN, CHARLES G., 4TH IA CAV, Post 91
SWAN, DANIEL, 85TH PA INF, Post 190
SWAN, E.B., 102ND PA INF, Post 323
SWAN, J.H., 3RD MI CAV, Post 25
SWAN, JOSEPH, 11TH IL CAV, Post 25
SWAN, P.G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 53
SWAN, PLEASANT G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SWAN, SQUIRE J., 189TH NY INF, Post 57
SWAN, W.G., 2ND NE CAV, Post 47
SWAN, W.G., 1ST NE, Post
SWAN, WILLIAM G., 2ND NE CAV, Post
SWAN, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL INF, Post 36
SWANBACK, H.F., 11TH KS INF, Post
SWANEY, W.S., 22ND PA INF; PVT; CO. C;1, Post 95
SWANK, EMANUEL G., 10TH PA INF, Post
SWANK, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, Post 54
SWANK, SAMUEL, 13TH KS INF, Post
SWANSON, ALFRED, 112TH IL INF, Post 176
SWANSON, CHARLES G., 51ST IL INF; PVT; CO. G;57, Post 176
SWANSON, JOHN, 52ND IL INF, Post
SWANSON, NELS, IL INF, Post
SWANSON, SWAN, 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 32
SWANSON, SWEN, 83RD IL INF, Post 147
SWARTARD, JAMES, 35TH IL INF, Post 329
SWARTS, DANIEL, WAGONER; 86TH IN INF, Post 33
SWARTSFAGER, H., 148TH PA INF, Post 232
SWARTWOOD, CHARLES, 17TH IL INF, Post 111
SWARTWOOD, CHARLES, 33RD IL INF, Post 111
SWARTWOOD, JAMES, 33RD IL INF, Post 111
SWARTZ, CHARLES, US ARMY ORDNANCE DEPT., Post 201
SWARTZ, CHARLES, 40TH OH INF, Post
SWARTZ, FRANCIS FRA, 55TH PA INF; 1ST US ART., Post 220
SWARTZ, JOHN, 12TH IL INF, Post 4
SWARTZLANDER, FRED, 6TH PA CAV, Post
SWAYZE, DANIEL W, 2ND IL CAV, Post
SWAYZE, DANIEL W., 2ND IL CAV, Post 28
SWAZEY, HORATIO, 22ND IA INF, Post 11
SWEANEY, A.M., 1ST MO CAV, Post 65
SWEARINGEN, ELBERT P., 9TH IA CAV, Post
SWEARINGEN, JOSEPH, 140TH PA INF, Post 56
SWEARINGER, JACOB W., 113TH IL INF; CO. B; 120TH, Post 87
SWEASY, WILLIAM H., 65TH IN INF, Post
SWEAZEY, BYRON O., 38TH NY INF; CO. F; 8TH NY, Post 110
SWEAZEY, WILLIAM, 65TH IN INF, Post 18
SWEEDEN, D.M., 15TH IL INF, Post 40
SWEELY, MICHAEL, 139TH IL INF; 14TH IL INF, Post 43
SWEELY, MICHAEL, 14TH IL INF; 139TH IL INF, Post 76
SWEEN, JOSEPH, 47TH IA INF, Post
SWEENEY, EDWIN, 4TH US CAV, Post 321
SWEENEY, H.L., 4TH MO INF, Post 188
SWEENEY, HIRAM, 10TH MO INF, Post 301
SWEENEY, J.H., 17TH IL INF, Post
SWEENEY, JAMES, 11TH MI INF, Post 108
SWEET, C.A., 2ND NY CAV, Post 70
SWEET, EARL E., 1ST MI INF, Post
SWEET, EDGAR N., 4TH WI CAV, Post 197
SWEET, GEORGE W., 146TH IL INF, Post 195
SWEET, WILLIAM A., 14TH WI INF, Post 74
SWEETEN, WILEY, 23RD MO INF, Post 262
SWEETICY, JAMES, 8TH MI CAV, Post
SWEETWOOD, JACOB, 191ST PA INF, Post 45
SWEZY, SAMUEL G., 8TH IA INF, Post 181
SWENSON, JOHN, 52ND IL INF, Post
SWENSON, JOHN E., 43RD IL INF, Post 227
SWERSON, ANDRED, Post
SWEZZEY, LESTER C., 74TH IL, Post
SWIATOWIAK, THOMAS, Post
SWIFT, ALBERT O., 45TH IL INF, Post 24
SWIFT, MOSES A., 6TH US CAV, Post 232
SWIGGART, SALATHIEL E., 6TH IA INF, Post 25
SWIHART, WILLIAM E., 1ST NE INF, Post 52
SWINGER, TRUMAN W., 5TH VT INF; 7TH VT INF, Post 1
SWINGER, TRUMAN W., 7TH VT INF, Post 1
SWINGLEY, OLIVER H., 12TH IL CAV; 4TH IL CAV, Post 262
SWINGLEY, OLIVER H., 4TH IL CAV; 12TH IL CAV, Post 262
SWITHART, SALATHIE E., 6TH OH INF, Post
SWITZ, F.J., 42ND OH INF, Post 1
SWITZER, GEORGE F., 2ND OH HEAVY ART., Post 61
SWITZER, GEORGE F., 2ND NE CAV (ERROR), Post 61
SWITZER, GEORGE F., 2ND OH ART., Post
SWITZER, JOHN, 17TH IA INF, Post
SWITZER, JOHN, 17TH IA INF, Post 23
SWOBE, THOMAS, 12TH MI INF, Post 110
SWOBE, THOMAS, 12TH MI INF, Post
Swope, Thomas E., 13th MD Inf, Post
Swope, Thomas E., 13th MD Inf, Post 37
Swoortwood, W.O., 77th OH Inf, Post 29
Swoyer, Jeremiah, 1st IL Art., Post 184
Syberger, George, 1sr KS Cav, Post 26
Sydow, William, 23rd IL Inf, Post 77
Syford, Dewitt N., 132nd Pa, Post
Sykes, J.M., 99th IN Inf, Post 51
Sykes, Jasper M., 99th IN Inf, Post
Sykes, N. P., 10th OH Inf, Post 7
Sykes, William, 4th US Art., Post 17
Syvester, John, 79th US Colored Troops, Post 262
Sylvis, James, 105th OH Inf (Error), Post 305
Symore, Abram, 15th KS Cav, Post 148
Synder, Henry W., 91st National Guard Inf, Post
Synder, Lawarence D., 3rd NY Light Art., Post
Sydn, James, 167th LPA Linf, Post
Sypherd, Flavins J., 124th IL Inf, Post
Sypherd, John M., 83rd IL Inf, Post
Syvertson, Carl, 15th WI Inf, Post

Tablor, George H., 3rd IA Cav, Post 10
Tabor, Freeman H., 3rd WI Cav, Post 55
Tabor, W. J., 2nd MI Light Art., Post 73
Taft, John, 26th NY Inf, Post
Taft, John, 26th NY Inf, Post
Tagg, Thomas C., 44th WI Inf, Post 262
Tagg, Thomas C., 46th WI Inf (Error), Post 262
Taggart, R.M., 1st NE Inf, Post 54
Tagne, David, 5th IN Inf (Error), Post 113
Tague, David, 5th IN Cav, Post 113
Tague, J.W., 2nd NE Inf, Post
Tahralls, Michael J., 57th IN Inf, Post
Tait, John H., 5th IA Inf, Post 141
Tait, Thomas, 1st NE Inf, Post
Tait, William, 1st PA Art., Post 17
Takker, Claus D., 37th IL, Post
Talbert, Harrison B., 3rd IN Art., Post 13
Talbitzer, Charles W., 19th OH Inf, Post 9;2
Talbot, Abram, 7th IA Inf, Post 22
Talbot, Andrew M., 32nd IL Inf, Post
Talbot, Andrew M., 32nd IL Inf, Post 59
Talbot, John, 77th IL Inf, Post 121
Talbot, R.C., 132nd IN Inf, Post 98
TALBOTT, DAVID, 28TH IA INF, Post 159
TALBOTT, JOHN, 1ST ME, Post 91
TALBOTT, L. DAVID, 28TH IA INF, Post
TALBOTT, RICHARD J., 33RD IA INF, Post 1:6
TALBOTT, THOMAS J., 29TH IA INF; 19TH IA INF, Post 60
TALBOTT, THOMAS J., 19TH IA INF, Post 60
TALBOTT, THOMAS J., 1ST IL CAV, Post 60
TALBOTT, WILLIAM, 13TH US INF, Post 113
TALCOTT, C.F., 14TH US INF, Post 25
TALCOTT, CHARLES, 59TH NY INF, Post 198
TALCOTT, D.L., 9TH CAV, Post
TALCOTT, DWIGHT L., 9TH IL CAV, Post 149
TALCOTT, RANSOM W., 3RD U.S. CAV, Post 25
TALIAFERRO, JAMES, US NAVY; NORTH ATLANTIC, Post 1
TALKINGTON, JOHN B., 14TH IL INF, Post 22
TALLEHUFF, DAVID D., 24TH MI INF; 1ST MI SHARP, Post 229
TALLEY, JOHN G., 115TH IN INF, Post 340
TALLMAN, JOSEPH B., 50TH WI INF, Post 274
TALLON, JOHN, 16TH MS INF, Post
TALMADGE, J.W., 21ST IN INF; SERG; CO. A; 1, Post 20
TALMAGE, H.F., 38TH WI INF, Post 22
TALMAGE, JOSEPH W., 1ST IN ART.; PVT; CO. A; 2, Post 18
TALMAN, DAVID, 6TH MI INF, Post
TANGARD, BENJAMIN, 85TH IL INF, Post 209
TANNAHILL, JOHN, 156TH IL INF, Post 9
TANNEHILL, JOHN M., 7TH IA CAV, Post 263
TANNEHILL, S.B., 23RD WI INF, Post 325
TANNER, F.B., 12TH MO CAV, Post 17
TANNER, HENRY, 83RD PA INF; 216TH PA RES, Post 73
TANNER, ISAAC, 1ST WI INF, Post 177
TANNER, JACOB J., 1ST NE INF, Post 84
TANNER, JACOB J., 1ST NE INF, Post 84
TANNER, JACOB T., 1ST NE CAV, Post
TANNER, NATHAN, 191ST OH INF, Post
TANSEY, VURLIN G., 125TH IL INF, Post 175
TANSY, VURLIN F., 8TH IL INF, Post 173
TAPPAN, GEORGE A., 24TH NY INF, Post 1
TAPPER, DADRICK, 37TH IL INF, Post 175
TAPPER, DEIDLICK, Post
TARBET, JAMES H., 170TH OH INF, Post
TARBLE, JOHN A., 112TH IL INF, Post 102
TARBOX, A.P., 28TH ME INF, Post
TARKET, ISAAC, 15TH NY CAV, Post 212
TARKINSON, JOHN, 7TH PA CAV, Post
TARPENNING, JAMES M., 12TH IA INF, Post 145
TARPENNING, JAMES M., 47TH IA INF, Post 24
TARPENNING, JOHN, 15TH IA INF, Post 126
TARPEY, J.P., 96TH IL INF, Post
TARTSCH, AUGUST, 7TH WI HEAVY ART., Post
TARTSCH, AUGUST, 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 45
TATE, DANIEL, 13TH US INF, Post 74
TATE, DANIEL H., 9TH IA INF, Post 74
TATE, G.W., 1ST OR ING, Post 103
TATE, JOHN H., 133RD IN INF, Post 110
TATE, PERRY H., 14TH OH INF, Post 245
TATE, SAMUEL, 6TH INF, Post
TATERO, JOSEPH, 36TH WI INF, Post 33
TATMAN, ELIAS R., 10TH IA INF, Post 13
TATMAN, J.W., 10TH IA INF, Post 277
TATMAN, JOHN W., 10TH IA INF, Post
TAULBEE, LEVI L., 126TH IL INF, Post 71
TAULBEE, LEVI L., 126TH IL INF, Post 71
TAWNEY, JOHN E., 165TH PA INF, Post
TAWSON, BEMER, 1ST NE CAV, Post
TAYLOR, A.J., 83RD PA INF; LANDSMAN; US, Post 229
TAYLOR, A.W., 52ND IL INF, Post 5
TAYLOR, ALFRED, 40TH IN INF, Post 118
TAYLOR, AMOS, 53RD IN INF, Post 16
TAYLOR, ARCHIBALD G., MERRILL’S MO HORSE CAV, Post
TAYLOR, BRENTWELL B, 18TH OH INF, Post 83
TAYLOR, BYRON E., 3RD IA INF, Post 10
TAYLOR, CHARLES W., 7TH IL MOUNTED INF, Post 10
TAYLOR, CHESLEY, 7TH IA CAV, Post 13
TAYLOR, CORDINE, 14TH IA INF, Post 222
TAYLOR, DANFORD, 12TH IL CAV; 1ST IL CAV, Post 39
TAYLOR, DANFORD, 1ST IL CAV; 12TH IL CAV, Post 39
TAYLOR, DANIEL, 52ND IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, DAVID, 97TH OH INF, Post
TAYLOR, DAVID F., 14TH IA INF, Post 45
TAYLOR, DAVID F., 14TH IA INF, Post
TAYLOR, E.F., 17TH IL CAV (ERROR), Post 25
TAYLOR, EDGAR, 3RD NY CAV; SERG; CO.B; 1ST, Post
TAYLOR, EDGAR, 3RD NY INF (ERROR), Post
TAYLOR, EDWARD H., 1ST MN INF, Post 96
TAYLOR, EDWARD H., 1ST MN CAV, Post 96
TAYLOR, EDWARD H., 147TH IL INF, Post 96
TAYLOR, ELSWORTH F., 72ND IL INF; 33RD IL INF, Post 25
TAYLOR, ELSWORTH F., 33RD IL INF; 72ND IL INF, Post 25
TAYLOR, F.M., 4TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV, Post
TAYLOR, FRANCIS M., 10TH IN ART., Post 205
TAYLOR, FRANKLIN, 83RD IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, FRANKLIN, 83RD IL INF, Post 47
TAYLOR, G.W., 11TH MO INF, Post 52
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 1ST US INF;1ST CA INF, Post 110
TAYLOR, GEORGE, 6TH CT INF, Post 130
TAYLOR, GEORGE, 25TH CT INF; BORN YORKSHI, Post 127
TAYLOR, GEORGE, 8TH IL INF, Post 166
TAYLOR, GEORGE A., 1ST WI ART., Post
TAYLOR, GEORGE A., 1ST WI HEAVY ART., Post 130
TAYLOR, GEORGE M., 16TH CT INF, Post 127
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 25TH IA INF, Post 354
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 17TH IL CAV, Post 111
TAYLOR, GEORGE W., 2ND WI CAV, Post
TAYLOR, ISAAC, 20TH WI INF, Post 135
TAYLOR, J.W., 5TH IN CAV, Post 76
TAYLOR, J.W., 59TH IN INF, Post 95
TAYLOR, JAMES A., 106TH IL INF, Post 97
TAYLOR, JAMES B., 16TH OH INF, Post 61
TAYLOR, JAMES B., 34TH IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, JAMES C., 43RD WI INF, Post
TAYLOR, JAMES E., 75TH IL LINF, Post
TAYLOR, JAMES I., 59TH IN INF, Post 79
TAYLOR, JAMES N., 152ND IL INF, Post 20
TAYLOR, JAMES W., 140TH OH INF, Post
TAYLOR, JAMES W., 27TH WI INF, Post 43
TAYLOR, JOHN, 16TH IA INF, Post
TAYLOR, JOHN, 66TH OH INF, Post 16
TAYLOR, JOHN, 155TH IN INF, Post
TAYLOR, JOHN C., 57TH PA; 14TH PA, Post
TAYLOR, JOHN P., 34TH IL INF, Post 124
TAYLOR, JOHN R., 44TH WI INF, Post
TAYLOR, JOHN R., 44TH WI INF, Post 38
TAYLOR, JOHN W., 11TH IA INF, Post 52
TAYLOR, JOHN W., 186TH PA INF, Post 343
TAYLOR, JOHN W., 73RD OH, Post
TAYLOR, JOHNATHAN, 29TH OH INF, Post 11
TAYLOR, JOHNATHAN V., 8TH IL CAV, Post 25
TAYLOR, JOSEPH, 11TH IA INF, Post
TAYLOR, JOSEPH, 42ND IL INF, Post 122
TAYLOR, JOSEPH M., 9TH US INF; 11TH IA INF, Post 24
TAYLOR, JOSEPH M., 11TH IA INF; 9TH US INF, Post 24
TAYLOR, JOSEPH M., 11TH IA INF; 9TH US INF, Post 24
TAYLOR, JOSEPH W., 140TH OH INF, Post 45
TAYLOR, JULIUS S., 19TH IA INF, Post
TAYLOR, L.F., 130TH IN INF, Post
TAYLOR, LEANDER W., 90TH OH INF, Post
TAYLOR, LEWIS C., 39TH MO INF, Post
TAYLOR, LEWIS P., 130TH IN INF, Post 25
TAYLOR, LORENZO D., 5TH IA INF;CO. F;5TH IA, Post 50
TAYLOR, LORENZO DOW, 5TH IA CAV;CO. G;5TH IA, Post
TAYLOR, MOSES, 30TH OH INF, Post 22
TAYLOR, N.G., 92ND IL INF, Post 252
TAYLOR, NELSON, 102ND IL INF, Post 3;3
TAYLOR, NOBLE D., 118TH IL INF, Post 54
TAYLOR, NORMAN A., 8TH IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, NORMAN A., 8TH IL INF, Post 30
TAYLOR, R.B., 25TH MO CAV, Post
TAYLOR, RICHARD B., 2ND MO CAV, Post 48
TAYLOR, ROBERT, AST. SURGEON;178TH OH IN, Post 124
TAYLOR, ROYAL O., 38TH OH INF, Post 233
TAYLOR, S.F., 41ST WI INF, Post 212
TAYLOR, SAMUEL H., 154TH IL INF, Post 134
TAYLOR, SYLVANNUS, 27TH IA INF, Post 5
TAYLOR, SYLVANNUS, 27TH IA INF, Post 5
TAYLOR, SYLVANUS, 27TH IA, Post 5
TAYLOR, THEODORE, 46TH IN INF, Post 80
TAYLOR, THOMAS B., 16TH IL INF, Post 91
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY A., 25TH MI INF, Post 112
TAYLOR, W.M., 22ND PA CAV;SERG;CO. M;3, Post 296
TAYLOR, W.M., 22ND PA CAV;SERG;CO. M;3, Post 35
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 22ND PA INF;SERG;CO. M;3, Post 37
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 54TH IL INF, Post 13
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 57TH IN INF, Post 22
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 22ND PA INF;SERG;CO. M;3, Post 37
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 28TH IA INF, Post
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 11TH WI INF, Post 32
TAYLOR, WILLIAM, 11TH IA INF, Post 52
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 1ST OH LIGHT ART., Post 265
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL INF, Post 90
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL INF, Post 45
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 11TH IL INF, Post 45
TAYLOR, WILLIAM H., 15TH IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, WILLIAM M., 134TH IL INF, Post
TAYLOR, WILLIAM R., 12TH IL INF, Post 20
TAYLOR, WILLIAM Z., 46TH IA INF, Post 146
TAYLOR, WILLS, 22ND IN INF, Post 36
TEACHMAN, LUKE, 50TH NY INF, Post
TEACHWORTH, CHARLES H., 4TH MI CAV, Post 38
TEAL, JOSEPH, 15TH IL INF, Post 107
TEAL, OLIVER F., 153RD OH INF, Post
TEAL, PETER, 14TH WI INF, Post 11
TEAS, J.B., 1ST IA CAV, Post 25
TEBBETTS, CHARLES, 150TH OH NATL. GUEARD;18, Post 7
TEBBINS, HERMAN, ARTIFICER;1ST MO ENGINEE, Post 7
TEDRO, JOHN D., 1ST IA CAV, Post 40
TEELE, E.F., 1ST MO ENGINEERS, Post 4
TEEPER, HOUSTON, 107TH IL INF, Post
TEETER, FRANK F., 11TH IN INF, Post 24
TEETER, JEREMIAH C., 62ND OH INF, Post
TEETER, JOSEPH, 34TH IL INF, Post 25
TEETER, JOSEPH, 34TH IL INF, Post
TEETERS, IN, 1ST MN HEAVY ART., Post 231
TEETERS, JEREMIAH C., 62ND OH INF, Post 59
TEITZE, HERMAN, 34TH KY INF, Post
TELFORD, ROBERT, 105TH IL INF, Post 119
TELNON, JAMES R., 30TH IA INF, Post
TEMPANY, JOHN, 1ST US CAV, Post 261
TEMPLE, HUTCHISON, 2ND NE CAV, Post
TEMPLE, WILLIAM E., 100TH IL INF, Post
TEMPLE, WILLIAM E., 100TH IL INF, Post
TEMPLETON, J.S., 13TH VT, Post
TEMPLETON, T.A., 139TH PA INF, Post 155
TEMPLETON, WESLEY G., 8TH IA CAV, Post 110
TEMPLIN, CYREL, 17TH IA INF, Post
TEMPLIN, CYRILL, 4TH IA CAV, Post
TEMPLIN, JACOB B., 19TH OH INF;6TH OH CAV, Post 25
TEMPLIN, WILLIAM, 146TH OH INF, Post
TEN EYCK, THOMAS D., 11TH IN, Post
TEN EYCK, THOMAS D., 11TH IN INF, Post 6;8
TENEYCKE, JACOB, 11TH IL CAV, Post 38
TENNEY, ROBERT W., 17TH WI INF, Post
TENNY, ROBERT W., 17TH WI INF;3RD KS INF, Post 25
TEOCHOUT, WILLIAM F., 5TH MI CAV, Post
TEODORSKI, B.W., 1ST NE INF, Post 175
TEODORSKI, BENON, 1ST NE VET, Post
TEODORSKI, BENON W., 1ST NE INF, Post 175
TEPNER, FREDERICK, 10TH WI INF, Post 137
TERREL, BASCOM W., 14TH PA CAV, Post 280
TERRELL, JAMES G., 83RD PA INF, Post
TERRILL, NEWTON E., 5TH IA INF, Post 88
TERRY, BENJAMIN F., 31ST IA INF, Post
TERRY, DAVID C., 113TH US COLORED TROOPS;., Post 25
TERRY, DAVID C., 83RD IL INF;113TH US COL, Post 25
TERRY, GEORGE, 2ND MN INF, Post
TERRY, GEORGE, 2ND MN INF, Post 278
TERRY, JAMES W., 45TH IL INF, Post 131
TERRY, R.I., 43RD MO INF, Post 320
TERRY, TIMOTHY N., 20TH WI INF, Post
TERRY, W.R., 6TH IN CAV, Post 122
TERRY, WILLIAM, 67TH OH INF, Post 11
TERWACHTER, SAMUEL S., 8TH OH INF, Post 108
TERWELLIGER, CHARLES F., 14TH MI INF, Post 1;9
TERWILLIGER, ADELBERT, 32ND IA INF; PVT; CO.E; 8TH, Post 146
TERWILLIGER, ALDELBERT, 8TH IN INF; CO. K; 32ND I, Post 146
TERWILLIGER, BENJAMIN, 16TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
TESTMAN, J. C., 123RD OH INF, Post 47
TESTMAN, JOHN E., 23RD OH INF, Post 50
TETER, EDWARD E., 26TH IL INF, Post 88
TETER, WESLEY, 130TH IL INF; CO.G; 77TH I, Post 88
TETERS, SAMUEL, 115TH IL INF, Post 88
TETERS, SAMUEL, 53RD IN INF, Post 296
TETRN, JOSEPH, 36TH WI INF, Post
TETTER, WESLEY, 77TH IL INF; 130TH IL INF, Post 88
TEWARD, HORATIO S., 2ND CA CAV, Post
TEWKSBERY, CHARLES E., 11TH OH INF, Post 70
TEYON, LEVI, 10TH NY HEAVY ART., Post
THAIN, ALEXANDER R., 96TH IL INF, Post 110
THALEN, WILLIAM M., 73RD IL, Post
THALER, WILLIAM MORG, 78TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 54
THALER, WILLIAM MORG, 73RD IL INF, Post 54
THAMANN, BERNARD, 197TH OH INF, Post 331
THAMER, CASPER G., 47TH IL INF, Post 32
THAMER, V.H., 2ND NE CAV, Post
THARP, ALBERT, 34TH & 38TH IA INF, Post 11
THARP, HATHAN D., 2ND IA INF, Post
THARP, L.R., 77TH IL INF (ERROR), Post 191
THARP, N.D., 20TH IA, Post
THARP, NATHAN D., 2ND IA INF, Post 90
THARPS, CHARLES F., 9TH KS, Post
THATCH, A.J., 5TH US, Post
THATCHER, ISAAC C., 21ST PA CAV, Post
THATCHER, JACOB M., 10TH IN INF, Post 41
THATCHER, THOMAS H., 9TH IL CAV, Post 25
THATCHER, WILLIAM, 1ST NJ INF, Post 30
THATCHER, WILLIAM, 13TH IN CAV, Post 110
THATCHER, WILLIAM B., 1ST NJ CAV, Post
THATCHER, WILLIAM H., 13TH IN CAV, Post
THAYER, ASHAEL M., 2ND WI INF, Post 36
THAYER, CHARLES, 124TH IL INF, Post 51
THAYER, CHARLES, 124TH IL LINF, Post
THAYER, ELBRIDGE M., 7TH IA INF, Post 10
THAYER, FLOYD A., 10TH NY CAV, Post 96
THAYER, FLOYD A., 10TH NY CAV; CO. D; 1ST NY, Post
THAYER, JOHN M., 2ND NE CAV, Post 11
THAYER, JOHN M., 1ST NE INF, Post 11
THAYER, JOHN M., 1ST NE INF, Post
THAYER, LEVI D., 140TH PA INF, Post 8
THEDE, CARSTEN, 3RD MN INF, Post 240
THEEMAN, CHARLES A., MO, Post
THEIBAULT, CELESTEN, 8TH KS INF, Post 25
THEINHARDT, HUGO, 41ST NY, Post
THEURER, JACOB, 8TH OH IN ART., Post
THEURER, JACOB, 2ND US INF; PVT; CO. A; 45T, Post 2
THEUSES, JACOB, 8TH OH ART., Post 2
THEW, RICHARD J., 135TH OH INF, Post 105
THIEBAUT, C., 8TH KS CAV, Post
THIEDE, AUGUST, 3RD WI INF, Post 190
THIERY, JOHN W., 130TH OH INF, Post 44
THILL, NICHOLAS C., 15TH IL INF, Post
THOEMING, CHARLES H., 1ST MO ART., Post 80
THOM, PETER C., 86TH IN INF, Post 37
THOMAS, A.A., 44TH IA INF, Post 118
THOMAS, A.J., 6TH PA INF, Post 207
THOMAS, ALBERT, 8TH IA INF, Post 89
THOMAS, ALBERT A., 44TH IA INF, Post 118
THOMAS, ALEXANDER N., 73RD IN INF, Post 44
THOMAS, ALFRED, 163RD OH LINF, Post
THOMAS, ALFRED, 163RD OH INF, Post 27
THOMAS, ARCHABALD, ART., Post 24
THOMAS, B.F., 52ND OH INF, Post 261
THOMAS, BARRETT, 2ND US CAV, Post
THOMAS, CHARLES, 59TH IL INF, Post
THOMAS, CHARLES, 9TH MO INF, Post 122
THOMAS, CHARLES L., 55TH IN INF; 12TH IN INF, Post 7
THOMAS, CHARLES L., 12TH IN INF, Post
THOMAS, CHARLES S., 12TH IN INF; 55TH IN INF, Post 7
THOMAS, DANT W., 84TH OH INF, Post
THOMAS, DEXATER L., 88TH IN INF, Post 7
THOMAS, DEXTER, 88TH IN INF, Post
THOMAS, DEXTER L., 27TH IN, Post
THOMAS, EDWARD W., 22ND OH INF, Post 1
THOMAS, ELIJAH, 11TH MO INF; PVT; CO. I; 5, Post 309
THOMAS, EUGENE T., 46TH IL INF, Post 231
THOMAS, FORD, , Post
THOMAS, FRANK, 49TH WI INF, Post 59
THOMAS, G.W., 58TH IL INF, Post 40
THOMAS, GEORGE W., 9TH TN CAV, Post 93
THOMAS, GEORGE W., 9TH TN CAV, Post 93
THOMAS, GILES S., 99TH IN INF, Post 18
THOMAS, GRIFF J., 32ND WI INF;1ST WI HEAVY, Post 60
THOMAS, GRIFFITH J., 1ST WI HEAVY ART;32N WI, Post 60
THOMAS, H., 81ST NY INF, Post 261
THOMAS, H.B., , Post 25
THOMAS, HENRY, 49TH WI INF, Post 188
THOMAS, HIRAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post
THOMAS, HIRAM, 4TH IL CAV, Post
THOMAS, HIRAM B., 37TH NY INF, Post 220
THOMAS, J.B., 47TH WI INF, Post
THOMAS, J.C., 30TH MO INF, Post 63
THOMAS, J.C., 5TH NY ART., Post 208
THOMAS, J.W., 133RD IN INF, Post 318
THOMAS, J.W., 79TH IL INF(ORDER), Post 90
THOMAS, JAMES, 115TH IL INF, Post 142
THOMAS, JAMES, 65TH IL INF, Post 119
THOMAS, JAMES, 3RD WI INF, Post 188
THOMAS, JAMES A., , Post
THOMAS, JAMES B., 1ST TN INF, Post 37
THOMAS, JAMES B., 10TH EAST TN INF, Post
THOMAS, JAMES B., 1ST TN INF, Post 93
THOMAS, JAMES R., 44TH IA INF, Post 143
THOMAS, JAMES W., 2ND NE CAV, Post 45
THOMAS, JAMES W., 77TH OH INF, Post 61
THOMAS, JAMES W., 12TH WV INF, Post 296
THOMAS, JAMES W., 77TH OH INF, Post
THOMAS, JAMES W., 2ND NE CAV, Post
THOMAS, JOHN, 101ST PA INF, Post 180
THOMAS, JOHN B., 47TH WI INF, Post 25
THOMAS, JOHN C., 41ST WI INF, Post
THOMAS, JOHN C., 37TH WI INF, Post 125
THOMAS, JOHN C., 30TH IL INF, Post 3
THOMAS, JOHN C., 37TH WI INF, Post 86
THOMAS, JOHN C., 30TH OH INF, Post
THOMAS, JOHN M., 1ST IL CAV, Post 41
THOMAS, JOHN W., 50TH IL INF;78TH IL INF, Post 90
THOMAS, JOHN W., 78TH IL INF;50TH IL INF, Post 90
THOMAS, JOSEPH, 13TH PA INF, Post
THOMAS, JOSEPH, 77TH PA INF, Post
THOMAS, JOSEPH, 2ND PA INF;CAPT;CO. H;77, Post 122
THOMAS, JOSEPH H., 77TH OH INF, Post 151
THOMAS, LEWIS W., 33RD IL INF, Post 104
THOMAS, LUTHER B., 15TH IA INF, Post 4;1
THOMAS, MARK, 1ST US ART., Post 146
THOMAS, MARVIN H., 47TH IL INF, Post 7
THOMAS, MORRIS, 16TH US INF, Post 17
THOMAS, MORRIS, 16TH US INF, Post
THOMAS, NATHAN, 18TH IA INF, Post 95
THOMAS, PETER C., 86TH IN INF, Post
THOMAS, PHILIP D., 4TH IA INF, Post 7
THOMAS, R.T., 28TH IL INF, Post 156
THOMAS, ROBERT S., 40TH IA INF, Post 94
THOMAS, S.C., 15TH IA INF, Post 18
THOMAS, SAMUEL E., 77TH IL INF, Post
THOMAS, SPENCER, 4TH MI CAV, Post 111
THOMAS, STEPHEN, 6TH WI INF, Post 2
THOMAS, STEPHEN, 6TH WI, Post
THOMAS, TIMOTHY, 8TH US COLORED INF, Post 103
THOMAS, VALENTINE H., 2ND NE CAV, Post 174
THOMAS, VAN J., 1ST IL ART., Post 57
THOMAS, W.T., 13TH NY INF, Post
THOMAS, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post
THOMAS, WILLIAM, 13TH WI INF, Post 212
THOMAS, WILLIAM, 46TH IL INF, Post 107
THOMAS, WILLIAM A., 84TH IL INF, Post 33
THOMAS, WILLIAM H., 153RD OH INF, Post 187
THOMAS, WILLIAM M., 16TH IN INF, Post 13
THOMAS, WILLIAM N., 3RD WI INF, Post 20
THOMAS, WILLIAM P., 10TH KS INF, Post 100
THOMAS, WILLIAM P., 10TH KS INF, Post
THOMASON, JOHN W., 8TH VA CAV(CONFEDERATE), Post
THOME, DAVID J., 35TH IA INF, Post 42
THOMKINS, JOHN D., 105TH IL INF, Post
THOMON, JOSEPH J., 149TH PA INF, Post
THOMPSEN, NATHAN W., 33RD WI INF, Post
THOMPSON, A. S., 12TH OH INF(ERROR), Post 155
THOMPSON, A.E., 14TH CT, Post
THOMPSON, A.J., 15TH IL INF, Post 207
THOMPSON, ABEL S., 123RD OH INF, Post 155
THOMPSON, ANDREW J., 183RD OH INF(104TH OH IN, Post 11
THOMPSON, ANDREW J., 104TH OH INF(CO.I;183RD, Post 11
THOMPSON, ANDREW J., 146TH IL INF, Post 169
THOMPSON, ANDREW J., 146TH IA INF, Post
THOMPSON, ANDREW L., 20TH IA INF;PVT;CO. E;29, Post 177
THOMPSON, ANDREW R., 6TH WI INF, Post 5;1
THOMPSON, ASA, 1ST TN INF, Post 299
THOMPSON, BENJAMIN B., 11TH US COLORED INF, Post 309
THOMPSON, C.P., 35TH NY INF, Post 217
THOMPSON, CHARLES, 148TH IL INF, Post
THOMPSON, CHARLES, 50TH MO INF, Post 83
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Regiment</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, CHARLES</td>
<td>70TH IL INF</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, CHARLES B.</td>
<td>29TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, CHRISTOPHER</td>
<td>17TH KY CAV</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, CLEM</td>
<td>OMAHA NE SCOUTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, D.M.</td>
<td>33RD OH INF</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, DANIEL H.</td>
<td>5TH WI INF</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, DAVID</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, DAVID</td>
<td>16TH NY ART.</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, DAVID T.</td>
<td>4TH MO MILITIA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, DAVID W.</td>
<td>123RD OH INF</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, E.C.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, ELI M.</td>
<td>1ST PA CAV;PVT;CO. C</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, ELIJAH C.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, ELIJAH C.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, F.M.</td>
<td>19TH MI INF</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, FRANCIS M.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, FRANCIS M.</td>
<td>7TH IL CAV</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, FREDERICK G.</td>
<td>18TH US INF</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE</td>
<td>5TH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE A.</td>
<td>17TH IL CAV</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE C.</td>
<td>29TH IN INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE C.</td>
<td>5TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>3RD WI VET.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, GEORGE W.</td>
<td>3RD WI INF</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HAMILTON</td>
<td>115TH IL INF</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HAMILTON</td>
<td>115TH IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HENRY</td>
<td>US MARINES;GREAT WESTERN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HENRY E.</td>
<td>20TH WI INF</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HUGH</td>
<td>US NAVY;USS WABASH</td>
<td>2:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, HUGH R.</td>
<td>US NAVY;USS CONEMAUGH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, IRA</td>
<td>112TH NY INF</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, ISAAC G.</td>
<td>13TH US INF</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, ISAAC N.</td>
<td>79TH IL INF</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, J.J.</td>
<td>13TH IN INF</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES</td>
<td>5TH CA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES</td>
<td>ARTIFICER;2ND US ART.</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES</td>
<td>149TH PA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES A.</td>
<td>1ST MI CAV</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES F.</td>
<td>18TH IA INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES L.</td>
<td>12TH IA INF</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES M.</td>
<td>55TH IL INF</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES M.</td>
<td>58TH IL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES M.</td>
<td>58TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES M.</td>
<td>58TH IL INF</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES R.</td>
<td>111TH OH INF</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMPSON, JAMES R.</td>
<td>111TH OH INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THOMPSON, JAMES W., 19TH MI INF, Post
THOMPSON, JAMES W., 19TH MI INF, Post 55
THOMPSON, JAMES W., 19TH MI INF, Post
THOMPSON, JOHN, 2ND NE, Post
THOMPSON, JOHN, 14TH IL INF, Post 12
THOMPSON, JOHN, 1ST CO CAV, Post 116
THOMPSON, JOHN, 175TH OH INF, Post
THOMPSON, JOHN, 2ND NY CAV, Post 91
THOMPSON, JOHN, 41ST PA INF, Post
THOMPSON, JOHN N., 186TH OH INF, Post 23
THOMPSON, JOHNSON, 7TH IL INF, Post
THOMPSON, JOSEPH L., 28TH IA INF, Post 52
THOMPSON, KNUDT, 31ST WI INF, Post 224
THOMPSON, L.F., 10TH KY INF, Post 285
THOMPSON, LEWIS, 131ST IN INF;13TH IN CAV, Post 25
THOMPSON, LEWIS, 13TH MD CAV, Post
THOMPSON, LEWIS C., 129TH IL INF, Post
THOMPSON, LOREN, 26TH IL INF, Post
THOMPSON, MARTIN, 25TH NY ART;12TH NY INF, Post 59
THOMPSON, MOSES, 77TH NY INF, Post 258
THOMPSON, OLIVER E., 3RD CA INF, Post
THOMPSON, R.M., 11TH WI INF, Post 19
THOMPSON, RESCUM H., 124TH IL INF, Post 21
THOMPSON, RICHARD A., 2ND CA CAV, Post
THOMPSON, RICHARD A., 2ND CA CAV, Post 129
THOMPSON, ROGER, 7TH IA CAV;41ST IA INF, Post 303
THOMPSON, ROGER, 41ST IA INF;14TH IA INF, Post
THOMPSON, ROGER, 14TH IA INF;CO. L;7TH IA, Post 303
THOMPSON, SAMUEL, 142ND OH INF, Post 163
THOMPSON, SAMUEL, 85TH IL INF, Post 40
THOMPSON, SAMUEL, 146TH IL INF, Post 60
THOMPSON, SMITH, 2ND NE CAV, Post
THOMPSON, THOMAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post
THOMPSON, THOMAS, 2ND NE CAV, Post 106
THOMPSON, W.H., 26TH NJ INF, Post 9
THOMPSON, W.H., 13TH KY INF, Post 40
THOMPSON, W.W., 1ST REGULAR WESTERN TER, Post 208
THOMPSON, WESLEY, 7TH OH INF, Post
THOMPSON, WILLAIM H., 89TH IL INF, Post 19
THOMPSON, WILLIAM, 117TH IN INF, Post
THOMPSON, WILLIAM F., 48TH MO INF, Post 309
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H., 16TH PA CAV, Post 196
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H., 37TH IN INF, Post
THOMPSON, WILLIAM P., 12TH IL INF, Post 120
THOMSEN, JESSEY J.W., 5TH WI ART., Post
THOMSON, ELIJAH H., 1ST WI CAV, Post 86
THORTON LORENZO R. 140TH IL INF Post 66
THORTON LORENZO R. 52ND IL INF Post 24
THRASHER J.H. 19TH IL INF Post 45
THRASHER JAMES H. 19TH IL INF Post
THRASHER W.P. 4TH MI CAV Post 37
THRASHER WILLIAM 40TH IA INF Post
THRASHER WILLIAM P. 4TH MI INF Post 124
THROCKMORTON ALONZO W. 1ST NE INF Post 31
THRONGATE CHARLES 4TH IA Post
THROOP SILAS V. 4TH US ART. Post 91
THRUSTON DAVID W. 5TH ME INF Post 187
THURBER ELMER 17TH IN INF;15TH IN INF Post 16
THURBER ELMER 15TH IN INF;17TH IN INF Post 16
THURLOW AMOS 42ND WI INF Post 2
THURLOW AMOS 42ND WI INF Post
THURMAN DAVID 30TH IA INF Post
THURMAN H.C. AST. SURGEON;50TH IA INF Post
THURMAN JOHN M. 83RD IL INF Post 3
THURMAN JOHN M. 83RD IL INF Post 3:9
THURNER CHRISTOPHER 51ST IL INF Post
THURSTON ROBERT G. 31ST IA INF Post
TIBBETS SAMUEL E. 105TH IL INF Post
TIBBETTS AARON 42ND OH INF ERROR) Post 159
TIBBETTS AARON G. 42ND IL INF Post 159
TIBBETTS CHARLES 188TH OH INF;150TH OH IN Post 7
TIBBETTS HORACE 27TH MI INF Post 43
TIBBETTS J.P. 15TH IA INF Post 51
TIBBETTS OLIVER H. 9TH IN INF Post 18
TIBBETTS RICHARD S. 1ST OH ART. Post 79
TIBBITES MOSES MO STATE MILITIA Post
TIBBITS WILLIAM H. 52ND IL INF Post 44
TIBBITS AARON G. 42ND IL INF Post
TIBBITS NATHAN 34TH IL INF Post
TIBBETTS WILLIAM N. 9TH IL CAV Post 159
TICKNOR ELIAS W. 27TH IL INF Post 110
TICKNOR WILLIAM H. 27TH IL INF Post
TIDBALL DAVID A. 3RD IA CAV Post 11
TIDBALL THOMAS S. 100TH PA INF Post
TIDBALL THOMAS S. 100TH PA INF Post
TIDD ELIJAH 15TH US VET. RESERVE COR Post 60
TIDD ELIJAH 33RD OH INF Post 45
TIDYMAN RICHARD 3RD WI INF Post 41
TIDYMAN THOMAS 10TH WI INF Post 137
TIDYMAN THOMAS 5TH WI INF Post 137
TIERNAN CHRIS 15TH NY ENGINEERS Post
TIERNAN CHRISTOPHER 15TH NY ENGINEERS Post
TIESHOTTER WILLIAM 18TH US INF Post
TIESKOTTER W. 2ND US INF Post
TIFANY WILLIAM A. 1ST NE CAV Post
TIFANY CHARLES 24TH NY INF Post 45
TIFANY CYRUS A. 188TH PA INF Post
TIFANY CYRUS A. 49TH PA INF Post 354
TIFANY DAVID J. 44TH IN INF; 1ST US ENGIN Post 18
TIFANY J. F. 27TH MI INF Post 11
TIFANY N.B. 138TH IL INF Post
TIFANY NORATUS B. 138TH IL INF Post 49
TIFANY WILLIAM A. 1ST NE Post 45
TIFT SEMER B. 2ND IL CAV Post
TIFT SILAS J. 2ND IL CAV Post 56
TIGARD SAMUEL 13TH WV INF Post 107
TIGARD SIMON 10TH WV INF Post 107
TIGH EDWARD C. 6TH MO INF Post
TILBURY JACOB WAGONER; 3RD IN CAV Post 43
TILDEN JOSIAH H. 139TH IL INF Post 97
TILLINGHART ROBERT E. 18TH OH INF; 24TH OH INF Post 23
TILLIPS ALBERT J. 7TH IL CAV Post
TILLMAN CHARLES 23RD NY INF Post 282
TILSLEY WILLIAM 14TH KS CAV Post
TILSON MINOR W. 70TH IN INF Post 133
TILSON WARNER S. 93RD IL INF Post 241
TILTON SAM 46TH IN Post
TILTON AARON NY ENGINEERS Post
TILTON G.W. 65TH IL INF Post 260
TILTON SAMUEL 128TH IN INF Post 62
TILTON SAMUEL 128TH IN INF Post 62
TILTON SAMUEL 46TH IN INF Post
TILTON W.B. 8TH IA CAV Post 31
TIMMERMAN SIDNEY E. 9TH IL CAV Post 63
TIMM CHRISTOPHER 39TH IL INF Post 26
TIMMERMAN JOHN 9TH IL CAV Post 138
TIMMERMAN ROMAINE PVT; 9TH IL CAV Post 6; 3
TIMMERMIER GEORGE J. 4TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV Post 25
TIMMONS MILBY H. 39TH MO INF Post
TIMMONS RICHARD M. 29TH IN INF Post 112
TIMMONS WILLIAM H. 107TH IL INF Post
TIMMS FRED 11TH MI INF Post 26
TIMMS LEWIS 11TH MI INF Post 26
TIMOTHY THOMAS 8TH US COLORED INF TROOP Post 24
TINDALL GEORGE E. 17TH IL CAV Post 56
TINDELL NATHAN 43RD WI INF Post 258
TINDER EDWARD P. 5TH IA CAV Post
TINGLEY GEORGE W. 124TH IN INF Post 236
TINGLEY S. MASON 2ND PA ART. Post 178
TINGLY ALLEN F. 13TH NJ CAV Post 6
TINKER E.P. 5TH IA CAV Post 66
TINKER EDWARD P. 5TH IA CAV Post 66
TINKER R.L. US NAVY; SLOUP 'HOUSATONI Post 207
TINKER WILLIAM K. 5TH IA CAV Post 66
TINKER WILLIAM R. 5TH IA CAV Post
TINKHAM IRA A. 83RD IL INF Post 149
TINMAMAN ROMAIN 9TH IL CAV Post
TINNEMAN JOHN 9TH IL CAV Post
TINNEY STEPHEN 16TH WI INF Post 70
TINSLEY CHARLES 151ST IL INF Post 13
TINSLEY PHILIP R.S. 36TH IA INF Post 171
TINSMAN WILLIAM R. 174TH OH INF Post
TIPPLE JAMES W. 67TH OH INF; 10TH OH CAV Post 209
TIPPIN JOSEPH W. 10TH OH CAV; 67TH OH INF Post 209
TIPPS HARRISON 6TH IN CAV Post 77
Tipton George W. 40TH IN INF Post 116
Tipton John S. 2ND IN CAV Post
Tipton Thomas W. 1ST NE INF Post
Tipton Winfield S. 11TH OH CAV Post 8
Tisdale James M. 95TH IL INF Post 1
Tisdel P.A. 79TH US COLORED INF Post
Tissier Michael 27TH WI INF Post 19
Titterington Thomas 17TH KS INF Post
Titus Charles 1ST NJ CAV Post
Titus John B. 15TH OH INF Post 71
Tividale William 9TH MI CAV Post 81
Tobey George F. 13TH IL INF Post 73
Tobey Henry 75TH IL INF Post 73
Tobey Henry 75TH IL INF Post
Tobias Daniel 152ND OH INF Post 27
Tobias Israel L. 86TH IL INF Post 195
Tobias John M. 12TH IN INF Post 355
Tobias Joseph W. 27TH IN INF Post
Tobman David 6TH MN INF Post 115
Todd Alonzo 12TH IN CAV Post 49
Todd Aloezo 12TH IN CAV Post
Todd Ammi B. 2ND NE CAV Post
Todd Dennis 119TH US INF Post 262
Todd George S. 24TH IA INF Post 234
Todd George W. 28TH CT INF Post 68
Todd Harace Post 249
Todd Horace 23RD MI INF Post
Todd John F. M. 26TH IL INF Post 73
TOILLION JOHN B. 47TH OH INF Post 69
TOLAND ISAAC W. 88TH OH INF Post
TOLAND ISAAC W. 88TH OH LINF Post 149
TOLAND JAMES W. 64TH OH INF Post
TOLAND JAMES W. 64TH OH INF Post 149
TOLAND JOHN P. 71ST IL INF Post 270
TOLARD JAMES W. 15TH OH INF Post 49
TOLE RUFUS G. 2ND US INF Post 262
TOLLE GEORGE M. 12TH MO CAV Post 24
TOLLE MARSHALL 23RD MO INF Post 43
TOLMAN DAVID 15TH US VET. RESERVE COR Post 115
TOLMAN JAMES R. 30TH IA INF Post 293
TOLTEN EDWIN 8TH IA INF Post 205
TOLTEN JOHNSON 15TH IA INF Post 11
TOMB JOHN H. 86TH IL INF Post
TOMBLESON GEORGE W. 157TH OH INF Post 146
TOMBLESON SILAS W. 46TH IL INF Post 15
TOMBLINS H.F. 151ST NY INF Post 120
TOMLIN JOHN H 85TH IL INF Post
TOMLINSON JOSEPH 5TH WI INF Post
TOMPHELLS C. 5TH IA INF(ERROR) Post 167
TOMPKINS ANDREW J. 12TH WI INF Post
TOMPKINS CHARLES 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post
TOMPKINS CHARLES 5TH IA CAV;CO. G;1ST OH Post 11
TOMPKINS CHARLES 5TH IA INF(ERROR) Post 11
TOMPKINS ISAIAH 102ND IL INF Post
TOMPKINS ISAIAH 102ND IL INF Post 279
TOMPKINS JABEZ S. 177TH OH INF Post 116
TOMPKINS JOHN D. 105TH IL INF Post 61
TOMPKINS JOHN L. 186TH US INF Post
TOMPKINS LAWRENCE W. 63RD IN INF Post 301
TOMPLIN WILLIAM 146TH OH INF Post
TOMPSON D.P. 4TH MO CAV Post 84
TOMPSON GEORGE C. 5TH MO CAV Post 84
TOMPSON JOHN S. 151ST IL INF Post
TONUER HENRY B. 17TH MO INF Post 13
TOOF HENRY A. 14TH IL INF Post 44
TOOGOOD THOMAS B. 29TH WI INF Post 75
TOOGOOD THOMAS B. 29TH WI INF Post
TOOKER ALBERT 1ST WI CAV Post 19
TOOKER GEORGE W. 153RD IL INF Post 16
TOOKER HARVEY E. 1ST WI CAV Post
TOONEY JAMES 5TH WI INF Post 86
TOPHAM DAVID B. 5TH IA CAV Post 14
TORBERT BRISON 2ND IA CAV Post 224
TORRANCE ADAM C. 9TH IA INF Post
TORRENCE BARNUM 4TH IA INF Post 61
TORRENCE BARNUMN S. 4TH IA INF Post
TORRENCE O.M. 46TH IA INF Post 61
TORRENCE OSCAR M. 46TH IA INF Post 61
TORRENCE OSCAR M. 46TH IA LINF Post
TORREY WILLIAM H. 50TH WI INF Post 195
TOTERSMAN JOHN W. 1ST IN INF Post 1;2
TOTHILL RICHARD 51ST IL INF Post 30
TOTHILL RICHARD 51ST IL INF Post
TOTTEN JACKSON 68TH OH INF Post 4
TOTTEN JASPER 72ND IN INF Post 45
TOTTEN JASPER 72ND INF Post
TOTTEN WILLIAM 53RD WI INF Post 352
TOTTON JASPER 72ND IN INF Post
TOUT JOHN M. 8TH IN INF Post
TOVEY THOMAS 15TH IL INF Post 47
TOWER MYRON 9TH MN INF Post
TOWER MYRON 9TH MN INF Post 17
TOWER SAMUEL R. Post
TOWER WILLIAM W. 49TH IN INF Post 11
TOWLE ABNER C. 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 256
TOWLE EDWARD S. 2ND NE CAV Post
TOWLE EDWIN S. 2ND NE CAV Post 84
TOWLE HENRY D. 8TH IL INF Post 86
TOWLE JOHN T. 3RD WI INF Post 32
TOWN DAVID C. 1ST MI LIGHT ART. Post 11
TOWN FRANKLIN E. 96TH NY CAV;118TH NY INF Post
TOWN FRANKLIN E. 118TH NY INF;96TH NY INF Post
TOWN W.R. BARKERS DRAGOONS IL VOL. Post 208
TOWNE C.E. 56TH MA INF;36TH MA INF Post 134
TOWNE JOHN M 19TH IA INF Post 118
TOWNER ABRAHAM JR. 3RD CA INF Post 73
TOWNER M.D. 2ND NE CAV Post 318
TOWNLEY THOMAS KNAPPS ART. Post
TOWNS WILLIAM H. 64TH IL INF Post 136
TOWNSEND A.H. 11TH PA CAV Post 219
TOWNSEND ANTHONY W. 148TH IL LINF Post 326
TOWNSEND B.E. 6TH NY HEAVY ART. Post 352
TOWNSEND H.G. 16TH IA INF Post
TOWNSEND HENRY 12TH IN INF Post
TOWNSEND JOHN R. 4TH IA CAV Post 10
TOWNSEND JOHN W. 12TH IN INF Post 107
TOWNSEND JONATHAN 18TH WI INF Post 86
TOWNSEND W. SCOTT 7TH IL INF Post 261
TOWNSEND WILLIAM C. 18TH WI INF Post 86
TOWNSLEY THOMAS KNAPPS INDEPENDENT PA AR Post
TOWSLEE DARIUS 139TH IL INF Post 29
TRACE WILLIAM 110TH OH INF Post
TRACEY ADDISON E. 29TH OH INF Post 1;8
TRACEY DENNIS 26TH IN INF Post 74
TRACEY FRANKLIN 81ST OH INF Post
TRACEY GEORGE H. 14TH IL INF Post 51
TRACEY GEORGE H. 14TH IL INF Post 42
TRACEY IRA A. 3RD US INF Post 69
TRACEY IRA A. 3RD US INF Post 69
TRACEY J.A. 95TH IL INF Post 32
TRACEY JAMES A. 95TH IL INF Post 32
TRACEY JAMES F. 72ND NY INF Post 12
TRACEY JAMES W. 28TH IA INF Post 114
TRACEY JOHNATHAN F. 81ST OH INF Post 262
TRACEY LEONARD P 3RD MO CAV Post
TRACEY T. F. 5TH IA INF Post 177
TRACEY THOMAS H. 8TH IL CAV Post 109
TRACEY WILLIAM H. 7TH OH INF Post 11
TRAFTS MICHAEL 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 74
TRAIN J.B. 92ND IL INF Post
TRAIN JOSEPH B. 92ND IL INF Post
TRAIN JOSEPH B. 92ND IL INF Post 159
TRAINOR J.W. 3RD MO INF STATE MILITIA Post 114
TRAMBLIE JULIUS 8TH WI INF Post 35
TRANSUE HENRY W. 52ND IL INF Post 39
TRAOMBLA DANIEL 13TH IL INF Post 130
TRAPP BENJAMIN F. 14TH MO INF;7TH MO INF Post 7
TRAPP BENJAMIN F. 7TH MO INF;14TH MO INF Post 7
TRAPP PHILIP M. 112TH IL INF Post
TRASH THEODORE P. 8TH IA CAV Post
TRASK TEODORE P. 4TH IA INF Post 82
TRAUT J.H. 11TH WV INF Post 134
TRAUTWINE JOHN H. 18TH IN INF Post
TRAVIS 12TH KY INF Post
TRAVIS BUCKLES C. 47TH WI INF Post 134
TRAVIS HENRY 42ND WI INF Post 70
TRAVIS J.M. US NAVY Post 153
TRAVIS JOHN H. 10TH WI INF Post 38
TRAVIS JOHN P. 14TH WI INF Post 116
TRAYER JOHN 2ND PA HEAVY ART. Post
TRAYNER ANDREW Post
TRAYNER ANDREW 1ST MI CAV Post
TRAYNOR A 1ST MI CAV Post
TRAYNOR ANDREW 1ST MI CAV Post 110
TREADWAY DAVID P. 14TH & 15TH IL VET. INF Post 10
TREADWELL CHARLES 74TH IL INF Post 18
TREAT HENRY 5TH MO INF Post 100
TREAT JAMES B. 8TH NY INF Post 131
TREE DANIEL 4TH IN CAV Post 98
TREE OLIVER 2ND NE CAV Post 37
TREFFRON GEORGE H 186TH IN INF Post 124
TREHEARNE THEODORE S. 130TH IN INF Post 163
TREEX ANDREW J. 67TH OH INF Post 35
TREAT GARRY 29TH IA INF Post 25
TREAT JOHN 42ND VA INF(Confederate) Post
TREAT JOHN B. 113TH IL INF Post 280
TRENT CYRUS 47TH IA INF Post 190
TRENT WILLIAM P. 14TH IL INF Post 16
TREVETT T.M. 6TH NY HEAVY ART. Post
TREVRS JOHN H. 10TH WI INF Post
TRIGGS E.F. 19TH IA INF Post 118
TRIGGS TOBIAH 7TH KS CAV Post 118
TRIPPE J.C. 5TH IA CAV Post 51
TRITION MILTON L. 124TH IN INF Post 25
TRIPPE THOMAS M. 99TH IL INF Post 25
TRIPP BENJAMIN 22ND IA INF Post 125
TRIPP BRADFORD H. 7TH WI INF Post 305
TRIPP DAVID R. 2ND NE CAV Post 51
TRIPP JOHN 5TH WI INF Post
TRIPP WILLIAM R. 9TH IA CAV Post
TRIPPE J.C. 5TH IA CAV Post 51
TRISTER MILTON L. 124TH IN INF Post 25
TRITES WILLIAM H. 17TH IL INF Post 146
TRITES WILLIAM H. 67TH IL INF Post 146
TRITT ZENAS C. 37TH WI INF Post 14
TRIVELPIECE FRANK M. 11TH MI INF Post 287
TRIVELPIECE JAMES 178TH PA INF Post 1
TROBEE A.P. 51ST MO INF Post 339
TROBEE ALEXANDER 65TH IL INF Post 237
TROBEE FRANCIS M. 19TH IA INF Post 94
TROBEE JOHN L. 6TH IA INF Post 44
TROBEE WILLIAM W. 14TH IA INF Post 44
TROBLE ISRAEL 19TH IA INF Post
TROLLOPE WESLEY 115TH IL INF Post 41
TROLT JAMES 24TH OH INF Post 58
TROMBLIE JULIUS 8TH WI INF Post
TROOP ROBERT 20TH IA INF Post 45
TROSTLE ISRAEL 19TH IA INF Post 101
TROTH CLAYTON 5TH IA CAV(ERROR) Post 183
TROTH CLAYTON 5TH IN CAV Post 183
TROTTER JOHN 91ST OH INF Post
TROUBRIDGE OLIVER 12TH MI INF Post 305
TROUP JOHN H. 11TH IN CAV Post 314
TROUT A. 90TH OH INF Post 289
TROUT ABRAHAM 90TH OH INF Post 11
TROUT ABRAHAM 90TH OH INF Post 40
TROUT E.P. 58TH PA INF Post 260
TROWBRIDGE ALBERT E. 1ST WI INF;2 LIEUT;CO. E Post 245
TROWBRIDGE FRANK H. 39TH WI INF Post 68
TROXEL JOHN F 3RD MA INF Post
TROXELL JACOB 80TH OH INF Post 17
TROXELL JACOB 20TH OH INF Post
TROXTELL OSCAR 3RD WI INF Post 68
TROYER JOHN G. 112TH IL INF. Post 11
TROYER WILLIAM 112TH IL INF Post 75
TRREDELL SIMON 2ND ART. Post
TRUAX CHARLES 10TH MI INF Post 2;3
TRUAX JAMES M. 48TH MO INF Post 96
TRUAX JAMES N. 89TH IN INF Post
TRUAX JOHN 25TH MO INF Post 25
TRUAX JOHN H. 1ST WI CAV;POSTS 210 & 3 Post 70
TRUAX SAMUEL M. 65TH IL INF Post 10
TRUCKS M. 2ND IA CAV Post 125
TRUCKS MICHAEL 2ND IA CAV Post 129
TRUDELL FRANCIS 9TH MI INF Post
TRUE E.L. 2ND OH CAV Post 34
TRUE EDWARD L. 5TH OH CAV Post 34
TRUE JAMES M. 38TH IL INF;BREV T B.GENE Post 3
TRUE MELVILLE B. BUGLER; 2ND IA CAV Post 309
TRUE MELVILLE B. C 2ND IA CAV Post 16
TRUE WILLIAM 31ST WI INF Post 52
TRUEAX CHARLES 10TH MI INF Post
TRUEAX WILLIAM L.E. 40TH IN INF Post 118
TRUELL F.A. 12TH WI INF Post
TRUELL FERDINAND A. 12TH WI INF Post
TRUELL FERDINAND A. 12TH WI INF Post 25
TRUELL WARREN F. 47TH WI INF Post
TRUGLEY ALLEN G. 13TH NY CAV Post
TRUIN ISAAC 7TH OH CAV Post
TRUMBE ABNER W. 2ND NE CAV Post
TRUMBLE ABRUM W. 2ND NE CAV Post
TRUMBLE WALTER M. 19TH MI INF Post
TRUMBLE WALTER N. 19TH MI INF Post 288
TRUMBLE WILLIAM 29TH WI Post
TRUMBULL WILLIAM 29TH WI INF; 2ND OH ART. Post 38
TRUMP JOSEPH 94TH OH INF Post 40
TRUNKY ALMOND M. 8TH IA INF Post 28
TRUNITLE JOHN 6TH WV INF Post 25
TRUSS EDWARD H. 47TH IN INF Post 120
TRUXES HENRY 2ND MN INF Post 170
TRYON LEVI 10TH HEAVY ART. Post 163
TSCHUDY JAMES B. 2ND MN INF Post 9
TUBBS C.B. 11TH IL INF; PVT; CO. K; 13T Post 282
TUBBS LESTER 12TH MI INF Post 223
TUBET FRED 1ST KY INF Post 154
TUCKER CHARLES 5TH US COLORED TROOPS Post
TUCKER CHRISTOPHER 2ND NE Post
TUCKER DAVID 7TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 65
TUCKER EPHRAIM 97TH IL Post
TUCKER EPHRIAM 16TH IN CAV Post
TUCKER EPHRIAM 16TH IN CAV Post
TUCKER FRANCIS C. 39TH IL INF Post
TUCKER GEORGE P. QUARTERMASTER; 2ND NE CAV Post
TUCKER GEORGE P. 2ND NE CAV Post
TUCKER GRANVILLE 48TH MO INF Post 16
TUCKER J.C. 1ST NE INF Post 1
TUCKER JAMES M. 11TH IL CAV Post
TUCKER JAMES P. 39TH IA INF Post 299
TUCKER JASPER 4TH MO CAV Post 51
TUCKER JOHN WESLEY 80TH IN INF; 24TH IN INF Post 52
TUCKER JOHN WESLEY 24TH IN INF; 80TH IN INF Post 52
TUCKER ROBERT H. 16TH MO CAV Post 35
TUCKER W.H. 1ST NE INF Post 95
TUCKER W.H. 4TH IA INF(ERROR) Post 115
TUCKER W.H. 1ST NE INF Post
TUCKER WILLIAM 8TH MO Post
TUCKER WILLIAM H. 6TH IA INF Post
TUCKER WILLIAM H. 1ST NE INF Post
TUCKER WILLIAM H. 6TH IA INF;4TH IA CAV Post 115
TUCKER WILLIAM L. 1ST NE INF Post
TUCKER WILLIAM L. 1ST NE INF Post
TUCKER WILLIAM N. 4TH IA CAV Post 115
TUFFS JOSEPH O. 16TH IA INF Post 1;9
TULIVER J.C. 10TH IL INF Post 171
TULL ISAM 6TH IN INF Post 266
TULL ISAM 44TH IN INF Post 17
TULLIS C.W. 7TH MO INF Post
TULLIS H.C. 132ND IL INF Post
TULLIS HENRY C. 132ND IL INF Post
TULLIS HENRY C. 132ND IL INF Post 25
TULLUS JOHN S. 39TH IA INF Post 80
TULLY FREDERICK M. 138TH IN INF Post 74
TUNKAY CLINTON 150TH IN INF Post
TUNKS ALBERT 147TH IL INF Post 23
TUNNICLIFF CORNELIUS C. 66TH IL INF Post 3
TUNNICLIFF MERRITT J. 147TH IL INF;CO. A;132ND Post 308
TUNNISON BARNEY 1ST NE CAV Post 55
TUPKER LOUIS HOME GUARDS Post
TUPPEN JAMES Post
TURBLE FREDERICK PVT; 157TH NY INF Post 350
TURK W.W. 6TH PA HEAVY ART. Post
TURK WILLIAM W. 6TH PA HEAVY ART. Post
TURNAN LOUIS H. 5TH NY ART. Post 70
TURNER A.L. 88TH OH INF Post 325
TURNER AARON 39TH MO INF Post 52
TURNER ADAM 118TH OH INF Post 44
TURNER ANDREW L. 88TH OH INF Post
TURNER B. H. 6TH MI CAV Post 18
TURNER BENJAMIN F. 133RD IL INF Post 11
TURNER CAMILLUS P. 48TH OH INF Post 25
TURNER CAMMILLUS P. 48TH OH INF Post
TURNER CHARLES 7TH NY CAV Post
TURNER CHARLES C. 1ST WV CAV Post 139
TURNER CHARLES M. 31ST IA INF Post
TURNER CHARLES M. 81ST IA INF Post
TURNER CHRIS 99TH IL INF Post 3
TURNER E.I. 16TH US INF Post 107
TURNER E.I. 16TH US INF Post 107
TURNER E.I. 16TH US INF Post 107
TURNER EDWARD S. 73RD IL INF Post 13
TURNER Enoch P. 99th IL Inf Post
TURNER F. B. 94th OH Art. Post 22
TURNER Frank W. 138th IL Inf Post 11
TURNER Franklin B. 94th OH Inf; Serg; Co. E; 1s Post 22
TURNER G. R. 46th WI Inf Post
TURNER G. R. 46th WI Inf Post 37
TURNER George W. 25th IL Inf Post 187
TURNER Henry H. 27th IA Inf Post 60
TURNER James H. 104th OH Inf Post
TURNER James M. 7th IN Inf Post 11
TURNER Joseph A. 16th US Inf Post 2
TURNER Joseph S. 211th PA Inf Post
TURNER Joshua J. 116th IN Inf Post 24
TURNER Judson M. Inf Post
TURNER M. B. 2nd NJ Cav Post 174
TURNER M. B. 2nd NJ Cav Post
TURNER M. B. 2nd NJ Cav Post
TURNER R. 11th MO Cav; Pvt; Co. E; 39 Post 80
TURNER Robert 36th IA Inf Post 22
TURNER Robert 36th IA Inf Post
TURNER Thomas 19th NY Inf (Error) Post
TURNER Thomas 19th NY Art. Post
TURNER Thomas Ezra 34th IL Inf Post 60
TURNER Thomas H. 10th OH Inf; 5th OH Inf Post 7
TURNER Thomas J. 2nd DE Inf Post 261
TURNER W. H. 147th IL Inf Post
TURNER W. J. 5th MO Cav Post 80
TURNER William M. 8th IA Inf Post 11
TURNER William S. 2nd VA Post
TURNERY D. P. 1A Inf Post
TURNERY Darius 11th IA Inf Post 90
TURNERY Darius P. 11th IA Inf Post
TURNERY Patrick 3rd VT Inf Post
TURPENNING Alfred F. 11th MI Cav Post 10
TURPIN John H. 69th OH Inf Post 250
TURPIN Thomas J. 9th PA Cav Post 27
TURRY Richard 74th IN Inf Post 17
TURSS Charles S. 33rd IN Inf Post 303
TURTON Henry A. 45th IA Inf Post 112
TUSEY David 89th IL Post
TUSSEY James 34th IL Inf Post 32
TUSSEY Richard 43rd MO Inf Post
TUSSEY Richard 43rd MO Inf Post 89
TUTEN Robert P. Pvt; 26th NY Cav Post 110
TUTIN Nathaniel 96th IL Inf Post 38
TUTTLE Albert 82nd OH Inf Post 178
TUTTLE C.W. 101ST IN INF Post
TUTTLE CHARLES T. 1ST IA STATE MILITIA Post
TUTTLE CLEVELAND J. 127TH IL INF Post 251
TUTTLE EARL 1ST CT HEAVY ART. Post
TUTTLE ELIJAH 3RD WI INF Post 118
TUTTLE GEORGE 2ND CO CAV Post 48
TUTTLE GEORGE 2ND CO CAV Post
TUTTLE HIRAM 100TH IN INF Post 80
TUTTLE JOHN S. 50TH NY ENGINEERS Post 8
TUTTLE MYRON 2ND CO CAV; PVT; CO. D; 3RD Post 319
TUTTLE SMITH P. 1ST NE INF Post 13
TUTTLE SMITH P. 1ST NE INF Post 13
TUTTLE WALTER 5TH IA CAV Post
TUYTON J.W. 21ST MO INF Post 243
TWEDELL SIMON 2ND US ART. Post
TWEDELL SIMON 2ND NY ART. Post
TWEEDY JOHN 18TH IN INF Post 44
TWEEDY WILLIAM W. 183RD OH INF Post 4
TWEEDY WILLIAM W. 104TH OH INF; PVT; CO. I; 1 Post 230
TWIGGS J.L. 17TH IL INF Post 11
TWIGGS JAMES L. 108TH IL INF Post 195
TYLEE AUGUSTUS A. 49TH IL INF Post
TYLEE JAMES S. 114TH IL INF Post
TYLEE JAMES S. 114TH IL INF Post 25
TYLER ASA 47TH IL INF Post 229
TYLER AUGUSTUS R. 45TH IL INF Post 37
TYLER CHARLES C. 132ND IL INF Post 15
TYLER GEORGE B. 6TH IA CAV Post 13
TYLER GEORGE W. 106TH IL INF Post 318
TYLER GEORGE W. 106TH IL INF Post
TYLER HARLAN H. 52ND IL INF Post 10
TYLER HENRY 12TH ME INF Post 120
TYLER J.P. 27TH WI INF Post 99
TYLER JAMES S. 114TH IL INF Post
TYLER S. S. 45TH OH INF (ERROR) Post 37
TYLER WILLIAM E. 27TH IA INF Post
TYNER URIAH H. 11TH IN CAV Post 74
TYREE WILLIAM W. 37TH KY MOUNTED INF; 55TH Post 227
TYREE WILLIAM W. 55TH KY INF; 37TH KY MOUN Post 227
TYRELL ISAAC B. 179TH PA INF Post 19
TYSON G.A. 5TH MO INF Post 188
TYSON JOHN W. 146TH IL INF Post 270
TYSON JOHN W. 146TH IL INF Post
TYSON THOMLON K. 3RD CO CAV Post
TYSON THORNTON K. 3RD CO CAV Post 209
TYWISS CHARLES S. 33RD IN INF Post
TZSCHNCK F.W. BRUNS ARMY ENGINEER DEPOT Post

U

UEBEL GEORGE W. 108TH IL INF Post 51
UHLER FRANCIS M. 78TH IL INF Post 25
UHLER HENRY C. 1ST IA CAV Post 86
ULCH S.P. 88TH PA INF Post
ULER JAMES 6TH CA INF Post
ULER LEWIS C. 118TH IL INF Post 182
ULFERST JOHN B. 16TH IL CAV Post
ULLERY ABRAHAM 17TH OH LIGHT ART Post 234
ULLOUR SILAS W. 3RD WI INF Post 82
ULREY WILLIAM M 44TH IN ART. Post
UMPHERSON WILLIAM 39TH WI INF Post
UNDERHILL ISAAC 98TH OH INF Post 233
UNDERHILL J. 13TH IL INF Post 91
UNDERHILL JOHN W. 13TH OH CAV Post 207
UNDERHILL NATHAN P. 114TH OH INF Post 262
UNDERWOOD C.C. 101ST IL INF Post 244
UNDERWOOD CALLOWAY H. 6TH MO CAV Post
UNDERWOOD JAMES F 9TH KY CAV Post
UNDERWOOD JAMES S.D. 44TH MO INF Post 268
UNDERWOOD JOHN I. 108TH IN INF Post
UNDERWOOD SYLVESTER 1ST NH HEAVY ART. Post
UNGER JOHN E. 75TH IL INF Post 13
UNGER M.L. 21ST PA INF Post
UNLAND F.H. 114TH IL INF Post 46
UNLAND G.F. 14TH IL INF Post 46
UNLAND GEORGE F. 114TH IL INF Post 46
UPDIGROVE ORSON N. 2ND NE CAV Post
UPDIKE W. 24TH IA INF Post 193
UPMHRESON WILLIAM 7TH WI INF Post
UPRIGHT WILLIAM 2ND PA HEAVY ART. Post 57
UPRIGHT WILLIAM 137TH PA INF Post
UPSHAW GEORGE W. 47TH IL LINF Post
UPTON DAVID 40TH IA INF Post 188
UPTON HENRY 104TH IL INF;121ST NY IN Post 191
UPTON HENRY 121ST NY INF Post 191
UPTON HENRY 121ST NY INF Post
UPTON MARAC A. 3RD CO CAV Post 110
URBAN FRANK 38TH IL INF Post 90
URBAN FRED 22ND WI INF Post 7
URBEL GEORGE W. 108TH WI INF Post
URICH WILLIAM 6TH OH CAV Post
URLAN FRED 32ND IN INF Post 262
URLAU F.G. 32ND IN INF Post
URLAU JULIUS 32ND IN INF Post
URLAU WILLIAM 32ND IN INF Post
URRYY JESSE 9TH IL CAV Post
URRYY JESSE 9TH IL CAV Post 139
URWILLER JACOB 6TH MI HEAVY ART. Post
URWIN JOHN 1ST NE INF Post 175
URWIN JOHN 1ST NE CAV Post
UTTER ABRAHAM 151ST OH INF Post 296
UTTER ALBERT W. 12TH IA INF Post 25
UTTER ALBERT W. 12TH IA INF Post
UTTER W.H. 13TH WI INF ERROR Post 143
UTTER WILLIAM H. WAGONER; 11TH WI INF Post 143
UTTERBACK JOHN S. 46TH IL INF Post 120
UTTERBUCK JOHN 6TH KY INF Post
UTTLEY ALVAH R. 1ST WI CAV Post 39
UZZELL WILLIAM F. 26TH IL INF Post 88

V

VADER ISAAC S. 112TH IL INF Post
VADER ISAAC S. 112TH IL ILNF Post 6;3
VAIL HUBBARD F. 129TH IL INF Post 25
VAIL J.W. 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 95
VAIL J.W. 1ST WI INF ERROR Post 95
VAIL JAMES 1ST WI ART. Post
VAIL JAMES W. 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 95
VAIL WILLIAM T. 9TH IN INF Post 215
VAILE ELI 67TH IL INF Post 63
VAILS WILLIAM H. 85TH IN INF Post 84
VALDER OLE H. 13TH IL INF Post
VALE AMOS ROBERT 139TH IL INF Post 72
VALENTINE CHAUNCEY B. 118TH IL INF Post 157
VALENTINE EDWARD K. 67TH IL INF; 7TH IA CAV Post 197
VALENTINE EDWARD K. 7TH IA CAV Post 197
VALENTINE HENRY C. 50TH OH INF Post 214
VALENTINE JAMES H. 32ND IA INF Post 25
VALENTINE JOHN 30TH IL INF Post
VALENTINE JOHN N. 45TH IA INF Post
VALENTINE LEVI C. 93RAD IL INF Post 220
VALENTINE MILLER 103RD IL INF Post 22
VALENTINE SAMUEL P 91ST IL INF Post
VALIER TALBOT D. 19TH WI INF Post 42
VALINDHAM WILLIAM 7TH IA INF Post
VALKENBURG B.J. 21ST WI INF Post 91
VALLANDINGHAM WILLIAM 7TH IA INF Post
VALLETTE EDWARD O. MUSICIAN; 141ST IL INF Post 94
VALLETTE JOHN O. HOSPITAL STEWARD; 141ST I Post 94
VAMIES JOHN 60TH IN INF Post 2
VAN GEORGE 58TH IN INF Post 231
VAN GEORGE 58TH IN INF Post
VanAKIN JOHN M. 81ST IL INF Post 77
VanALLEN A. 7TH MI INF Post 230
VANALSTLINE ALPHONSO W. 21ST WI INF; CO. E; 1ST WI Post 183
VANALSTYNE ALPHONSO W. 1ST WI INF; 21ST WI INF Post 183
VANAMBURTH EUGENE 2ND MI CAV Post
VANAMUAAU ST. JOHN 6TH IL INF Post
VanANDA JOHN A. 44TH IA INF Post
VanANDA JOHN A. 12TH IA INF Post 4
VANANDAL JOHN 1ST MO INF; 1ST MO CAV Post 56
VANANDALE JAOHN 1ST MO CAV. 1ST MO INF Post 56
VANANTWERP DAVID H. 7TH WI INF Post 96
VANARMAN HIRAM H. 16TH NY INF Post
VANARSDALE JOHN 29TH IA INF Post 86
VANATAA S.P. 25TH IA INF; CAPT; CO. D; 2 Post 45
VANATTA SAMUEL P. 28TH IA INF Post 25
VANATTA SAMUEL P. 28TH IA INF Post
VANATTA WILLIAM T. 99TH IN INF Post 303
VANBAROCKLIN DANIEL 27TH WI INF Post 70
VANBERG CHARLES 5TH MI INF Post 32
VANBERG CHARLES 5TH MI CAV Post 44
VanBIBBER JESSE 67TH OH INF; 62ND OH INF Post 94
VANBIBBER JESSE 116TH OH INF; CO. K; 62ND Post 94
VANBIBBER JESSE 62ND OH INF; 67TH OH INF Post 94
VANBRUNT JAMES B. 4TH MI CAV Post 220
VANBRUNT RALPH 23RD WI INF Post
VanBUREN EVERETT 147TH IL INF; CO. E; 132ND Post 4; 3
VanBUREN EVERT 147TH IL INF Post 133
VanBUREN EVERT 132ND IL INF Post 133
VanBUREN PETER 1ST IL LIGHT ART. Post 101
VANBUREN S. 5TH MN INF Post 227
VANBUREN SAMUEL S. 16TH NY HEAVY ART. Post
VanBURT J.B. MERRILLS HORSE; 2ND US VO Post 220
VANBUSKIRK ASHER 41ST MO MILITIA INF Post
VANCAMP E.B. 61ST NY INF Post
VANCE DAVID A. 91ST IL INF Post 1
VANCE DAVID A. 91ST IL INF Post
VANCE EZRA G. 17TH IA Post
VANCE EZRA T. 17TH IA INF Post
VANCE GEORGE C. 2ND CORP Post 77
VANCE ISAAC N. 122ND IL INF Post 51
VANCE J.N. 173RD OH INF Post 31
VANCE JAMES N. 60TH OH INF Post
VANCE JAMES R. 39TH OH INF Post 13
VANCE JERAMIAH 14TH WI ART. Post
VANCE JEREMIAH 29TH WI INF;PVT;CO. A;1 Post 66
VANCE JEROME 91ST IL INF Post 138
VANCE JOHN CALVIN 102ND IL INF Post 144
VANCE JOHN L. 23RD OH Post
VANCLEEVE CAMBERN R. 137TH IN INF Post 158
VANCLEEVE HENRY 15TH IA INF Post
VANCLEEVE ROBERT 1ST IN HEAVY ART. Post
VANCLEEUM ALBERT 33RD IA INF Post
VANCLEEVE J.B. SIGNAL CORPS;15TH IA INF Post 280
VANCLEEVE J.C. 15TH IA INF Post 149
VANCLEEVE R.C. 1ST IN HEAVY ART. Post 25
VANCLEEVE ROBERT C. 21ST IN INF;1ST IN HEAVY Post 25
VANCLOY JOHN 1ST OH HEAVY ART. Post
VANDAL JOHN 2ND MO CAV Post
VANDAVORT JOHN D. 35TH IA Post
VANDERBECK SAMUEL J. 2ND NJ CAV Post
VANDERBELT WILLIAM H. 27TH IA INF Post 116
VANDERBILT H.M. 89TH NY INF Post 65
VANDERBURG ADDISON H. 42ND IL INF Post 104
VANDERFORD WILLIAM 129TH OH INF Post 7
VANDERGRIFT EVENS B. 11TH KS CAV Post 259
VANDERHOFF M 7TH MI INF Post 262
VANDERHOOF JOHN W. 29TH IN INF Post 12
VANDERHOOF NATHAN 155TH IN INF Post 140
VANDERHOOK HENRY 12TH MI INF Post 3
VANDERKARR S.K. 5TH MI CAV Post 83
VANDERMANN JOHN D. 2ND OH HEAVY ART. Post
VANDERMEN JOHN D. 60TH OH INF Post
VanDERMORT PAUL 16TH IL CAV;68TH IL INF Post 2
VanDervoock PAUL 68TH IL INF;16TH IL INF Post 2;1
VANDERVOORT JOSHUA A. 45TH IL INF Post 48
VANDERVOOT JOSHUA 45TH IL INF Post
VANDERVOORT J.D. 35TH IA Post
VANDERVOORT JOHN D. 35TH IA INF Post 104
VANDERWALKER MARTIN L. 29TH IN INF Post 44
VANDERWEGE MARTIN 47TH WI INF Post 101
VANDERWOORT J.M. 9TH OH LIGHT ART. Post 48
VanDEVOORT HUGH C. 45TH IL INF Post 48
VANDEVOORT J.D. 35TH IA INF Post 104
VanDEVOORT JOSHUA 45TH IL INF Post 48
VANDEVOORT PAUL 88TH IL INF Post
VANDEVORT ISAAC 140TH IL INF Post 81
VANDEVORT J.D. 50TH IA INF Post
VANHORN COARNEILUS A 16TH MI INF Post 1;8
VANHORN GEORGE W. 30TH IN INF Post 240
VANHORN JAMES H. 48TH WI INF Post 193
VANHORN MARTIN 111TH WI Post
VANHORN MARTIN H. 1ST WI INF Post
VANHORN MILO M. 147TH IL INF Post 110
VANHORN ORSON H. 5TH IA CAV Post 59
VANHORN PETER 34TH NJ INF Post 273
VanHOUSEM DANIEL BERDEN’S SHARPSHOOTERS Post
VANHOUSEN DANIEL 120TH NY INF Post 34
VANHOUSEN WILLIAM 1ST IA CAV Post 163
VANHOUTEN JOHN R. 151ST IN INF Post 81
VANHOUTEN RALPH 52ND IL INF Post 96
VANHUSEN NATHANIEL K. 100TH NY INF Post 110
VANIS WATERMAN 100TH IA INF Post
VANLANDINGHAM GEORGE 44TH WI INF Post
VanLANINGHAM CYRUS J. 22ND IL INF;148TH IN INF Post 136
VanLANINGHAM CYRUS J. 148TH IN INF;22ND IL INF Post 136
VANLEER JOHN W. 62N IN INF(ERROR) Post
VANLEER JOHN W. 63RD IN INF Post 147
VANLEER MILTON 10TH WV INF Post
VanLeer NEWTON 10TH WV INF Post 25
VanLOON CHARLES 19TH IA INF Post 75
VANLOON ELIJAH 24TH PA RESERVE CORP Post 223
VANLOON ELIJAH C. 143RD PA INF Post 223
VANMATRE CARY N. 5TH WI ART. Post
VanMETER STANFORD G. 106TH IL INF Post 51
VANNATTA AARON B. 47TH WI INF Post 25
VANNESS CHARLES G. 148TH NY INF Post
VANNESS CHARLES G. 142ND NY INF Post
VANNESS DANIEL 33RD IA INF Post 230
VANNESS O.C. HOSPITAL NO. 43;VA Post
VANNESS RALPH G. SHIPS TAYLOR;RED ROVER;M Post 110
VANNESS WATERMAN G. 153RD IL INF Post
VANNEST ISAAC 8TH OH CAV;44TH OH INF Post
VANNEST ISAAC 11TH OH INF;CAPT;CO. E;8 Post 103
VANNEST ISAAC 44TH OH INF;CAPT;8TH OH Post 103
VANNEST ISAAC 15TH OH INF(ERROR) Post 309
VANNICE WESLEY M. 8TH IA CAV Post 98
VANNORTWICK GEORGE 12TH IL CAV Post 159
VANOCHOO SAMUEL 2ND IA INF Post
VANORSDELL F. 184TH PA INF Post 192
VANOSDEL SAM 1ST POCOT’S CAV Post
VANOSDEL SAMUEL 1ST DAKOTA CAV Post 6;2
VanosDOL NATHAN W. 123RD IN INF Post 169
VanosDOL NATHAN W. 123RD IN INF Post
VANOSTRAN JAMES W. 66TH IL INF Post 273
VANOVER SAMUEL 86TH IN INF Post 63
VANPELT C.E. 16TH OH INF;CAPT;17TH KY Post 3
VanREPER C.A. 12TH MI INF Post 21
VANSCOY J. PETER 16TH IA INF Post
VANSCOY JONATHAN P. 16TH IA INF Post 2
VANSCOYHOC OWEN K. 14TH IA INF Post
VANSCOYOC OWEN K. 14TH IA INF Post
VANSCOYOE OWEN 14TH IA INF Post
VANSCYOC S. 7TH IA INF Post
VanSCYOE SAMUEL 2ND IA INF Post 4
VANSICKEL SOLOMON PVT;3RD IA CAV Post 288
VANSICKEL SOLOMON 3RD IA CAV Post
VANSICKLE GEORGE 111TH OH INF Post 90
VANSICKLE OLIVER A. 121ST OH INF Post 158
VANSKIJE JAMES 12TH IN INF Post 36
VANSLIKE M.T. 9TH MI INF Post 22
VANSLYKE LORENZO P. 6TH MI ART. Post 18
VANSTEENBURG ROBERT 2ND WI CAV Post 136
VANTILE G.H. 5TH MI INF Post 111
VANTINE A.D. PA Post
VANTREUMP ISAIAH C. 45TH IA INF Post 74
VANTUYL EBENEZER 1ST NY INF Post 24
VANVALKENBER J. 3RD WI INF(ERROR) Post 148
VANVALKENBERG JACOB 3RD WI CAV Post
VANVALKENBUR DUDLEY 3RD WI CAV Post 166
VANVALKENBUR JACOB 3RD WI CAV Post 148
VANVERWEGE MARTIN 47TH WI INF Post
VANVLECK DeFORREST 64TH IL INF Post 223
VANVLECK ROBERT A. 110TH NY INF Post 68
VANVRANKEN E.A. 2ND NY CAV Post 22
VANWINKLE WILLIAM 1ST CA INF Post 17
VANWJEK CHARLES H. 56TH NY Post
VANZANT DAVID M. 57TH IN INF Post
VARNER HARMAN 36TH IA INF Post 72
VARNEY A.P. 20TH IA INF(ERROR) Post 62
VARNEY A.P. 2ND IA CAV Post
VARNEY ALLEN P. 2ND IA CAV Post 62
VARNEY J.P. 47TH IA INF Post
VARNEY JOHN P. 47TH IA INF Post 62
VARNEY WILLIAM 42ND OH INF Post 309
VASBINDER D.J. 105TH PA INF Post 46
VASSAR NICHOLAS S. 2ND NE CAV Post 279
VASTINE BENJAMIN M. 11TH IA INF Post 146
VAUGHAN CHARLES R. 16TH IL CAV Post 231
VAUGHAN GEORGE B. 38TH WI INF Post 25
VAUGHAN GEORGE B. 38TH WI Post
VAUGHAN IRAD W. 19TH WI INF Post
VAUGHAN MINER C. 17TH NY INF Post 116
VAUGHEN SAMUEL 14TH IA INF Post 9;2
VAUGHN DANIEL O. 7TH MI CAV;1ST MI INF Post 67
VAUGHN ELSA 8TH IA CAV Post 321
VAUGHN ELISA 8TH IA INF;8TH IA CAV Post
VAUGHN JAMES L. 7TH IL CAV Post
VAUGHN RUDOLPHUS 11TH IL INF Post
VAUGHN WILLIAM C. 9TH IN INF Post 52
VEDDER HERBERT A. 134TH IL INF Post 26
VEDDER JOHN I. 3RD WI ART. Post 51
VEFQUAIN VICTOR 97TH IL INF Post 214
VELIE ORVILLE A. 2ND CO CAV Post 45
VELVICK CHARLES 2ND NE CAV Post
VENKER HENRY 59TH IN INF;CO. A ; 12TH Post 81
VENNER WILLIAM H. 134TH IN INF Post
VENNUM ALBERT B. 8TH IL CAV Post 76
VENTERS GEORGE 36TH OH INF Post 44
VERINCKS FRANK 29TH MI INF Post
VERLEY CHARLES 3RD WI INF Post
VERLEY FRANK M. 31ST WI INF Post 121
VERLEY GEORGE L. 31ST WI INF Post 40
VERLEY JOHN S. 45TH IL INF Post 40
VERLEY WILLIAM A. 5TH WI LIGHT ART. Post 234
VERMULEN JOHN A. 36TH IA INF Post 10
VERNARY WILLIAM 7TH KY CAV Post
VERNON HARISON F. 7TH OH INF Post
VERNY WILLIAM 42ND OH LINF Post
VERPLANK T. A. 1ST MI LIGHT ART. Post 23
VERSAY FRANCIS E. 3RD MI CAV Post
VERSAY FRANCIS Fra 3RD MI CAV Post
VERTREES G.D. 29TH IL Post
VERTZ JOHN B. 16TH IL INF Post 52
VESSEY JOSEPH 4TH IA CAV Post 147
VESPER ADAM 12TH MO CAV Post 40
VEST JOHN 13TH IA INF Post 69
VEST JOHN W. 3RD IA CAV Post 172
VEST W.H. 7TH IL CAV(ERROR) Post 193
VEST WILLIAM H. 17TH IL CAV Post 193
VESTAL HILLARD HEL 40TH IA INF Post
VESTAL HILLERY L. 40TH IA INF Post
VETTER ALBERT 77TH OH INF Post 112
VETTER ALBERT 159TH OH INF Post 112
VETTER JOSHUA 12TH MI INF Post 47
VICKERS WILLIAM H. 5TH OH INF(35TH OH INF) Post 262
VICKERS WILLIAM H. 35TH OH INF Post
VICKERS WILLIAM H. 35TH OH INF (5TH OH INF) Post 262
VICKROY LOUIS 33RD IA INF Post
VICKROY ORBIN G. 55TH PA INF Post
VIELE SYDNIA B. 93RD NY INF Post
VIETH FREDERICK 49TH MO INF Post 77
VIFQUAIN VICTOR 53RD NY INF Post 214
VIFQUAIN VICTOR Post
VILHOUSE JOHN 44TH IL INF Post
VINCENT C.J. 15TH IA INF Post 253
VINCENT EDMUND A. 65TH IL INF Post 26
VINCENT H.G. 15TH IA INF Post 187
VINCENT HENRY K. 33RD WI INF Post 114
VINCENT HORACE C. 66TH IL INF Post 40
VINCENT JOHN 52ND KY INF; PVT; CO. G; 17 Post 112
VINCENT JOHN 17TH KY CAV Post 112
VINCENT THOMAS 17TH KY CAV Post
VINESS G.W. 76TH PA INF Post 171
VINKER HENRY 12TH IN INF; 59TH IN INF Post 81
VINSON DAVID C. PVT; 53RD IL INF Post 77
VINSON GEORGE 13TH IA INF Post 193
VINSON GEORGE 46TH IL INF Post 109
VINTON SAMUEL F. 65TH IL INF Post 50
VIRGIN ALEXANDER C. 4TH IA CAV Post 139
VOGEL GOTTLOB 25TH IN INF Post 3; 2
VOGEL GOTTLOB 25TH IN Post
VOGT J.H. 22ND NY CAV Post 125
VOIGHT AUGUST 57TH IL INF Post 69
VOIGHT GEORGE HENRY 27TH WI INF Post 177
VOIGHTLANDER THEODORE 45TH WI INF Post 22
VOILLS W.H. 85TH IN INF Post
VOLGAMORE JESSE M. 13TH IA INF Post 182
VOLKHORDT JOHN M. INF Post
VOLKMAN JOHN 20TH WI INF Post 60
VOLLBEHR JOHANN 26TH IA INF Post
VOLLBEHR JOHN L. 26TH IA INF Post
VOLLBRECHT HENRY 4TH MO CAV Post
VOLLBRECHT HENRY TRUMPETER; 4TH US CAV Post
VON SAMUEL 25TH IL INF; 8TH WI LIGHT Post
VON SAMUEL 8TH WI INDEPENDENT LIGHT Post
VOORHEES ALEX 21ST IA INF Post 140
VOORHEES CHARLES C. 21ST IA INF Post 42
VOORHEES JOHN F. 2ND MO CAV Post 95
VOORHERS CHARLES C. 21ST IA INF Post 109
VORACE W.H. 16TH WI INF Post 127
VORCE WILLIAM H 16TH WI INF Post 204
VORE IRA J. 26TH IL INF Post
VORE MAHLON 26TH IN INF Post 44
VORHEES E.L. 14TH IA INF Post
VORHEES WILLIAM W. 7TH IL INF Post 187
VORHES DAVID 13TH IN INF Post 111
VORHIES LEMUEL E. 14TH IA INF Post 25
VOSBURG MARION E. 76TH NY INF;15TH PA CAV Post
VOSBURG MARION E. 76TH NY INF Post 114
VOSBURG MARVIN E. 15TH NY CAV;CO. B;2ND NY Post
VOSBURG ZUSA S. 203RD PA INF Post
VOSBURGH MARTIN J. 21ST IA INF Post 147
VOSE SAMUEL R. 6TH MI CAV Post 55
VOU SAMUEL 25TH IL INF Post
VOYER C.W. 15TH IA INF Post 116
VREELAND GARRETT G. 36TH IL INF Post 81
VROOMAN A.G. 1ST MN HEAVY ART. Post 110
VROOMAN DAVID K. 49TH WI INF Post 333
VTRTN ABRAHAM 151ST OH INF Post
VULGAMORE WILLIAM 67TH IL INF Post 163
VYETTE LOUIS 150TH IL INF Post 155

W

WACHTELL W.R. 5TH MO CAV;PVT;CO. G;12T Post 318
WACHTER JOHN C. 82ND IL INF Post 315
WACHTER JOHN C. 2ND IL INF(ERROR) Post 315
WACHTER JULLIUS J. 2ND WI ART. Post
WACKER JOHN W. 13TH IN CAV Post 2
WACKER JULIUS 2ND WI LIGHT ART. Post 288
WADDELL H.S. 40TH IA INF Post 150
WADDELL JOSEPH M. 115TH IL INF Post 95
WADDELL JOSEPH W. 115TH IL INF Post
WADE BENJAMIN F. NE CAV Post
WADE CHARLES 6TH WV INF Post 152
WADE H.H. 4TH IN CAV Post
WADE HORACE H. 41ST IN INF;PVT;CO. D;2N Post 88
WADE IRA 23RD IL INF Post
WADE JAMES B. 37TH IL INF Post 217
WADE SAMUEL W. 7TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 163
WADE SIMICH 2ND US COLORED ART. Post
WADE THOMAS H. 18TH OH INF Post 20
WADE WILLIAM H. 97TH NY INF;83RD NY INF Post
WADLEY J 7TH IN INF Post
WADLEY JONATHAN 7TH IN INF;13TH OH CAV Post 63
WADLEY JONATHAN 13TH OH CAV Post 63
WADLEY JOHN S. 146TH IN INF Post 201
WADSWORTH DANIEL B. 96TH NY INF Post 4
WADSWORTH GEORGE H. 8TH WI INF Post 262
WADSWORTH HERMON N. 11TH WI INF Post 289
WADSWORTH JOSEPH M. 4TH WI CAV Post 317
WADSWORTH W.F. 169TH NY INF Post
WADSWORTH WILLIAM F. 169TH NY INF Post 25
WADY WILLIAM 3RD MA HEAVY ART. Post
WAEKER ISAAC B. 2ND US INF Post 2
WAEKER JOHN J. 36TH US INF;60TH OH INF Post 10
WAEKER LESTER 2ND US CAV Post 69
WAFL WILLIAM 153RD NY Post
WAGERS LIVINGSTON L 7TH WI INF Post 71
WAGERS SYLVESTER M. 7TH WI INF Post 86
WAGERS W. J. 166TH OH NATL. GUARD INF Post 151
WAGES JOHN 51ST IL INF Post
WAGES JOHN 51ST IL INF Post
WAGGONER ALFRED 158TH PA INF Post 245
WAGGONER JONES 5TH MO MILITIA CAV Post
WAGNER FREDERICK 18TH OH LIGHT ART. Post
WAGNER GEORGE 2ND NE CAV Post 133
WAGNER HENRY 75TH IN INF Post 206
WAGNER JACOB 9TH IL CAV Post 2
WAGNER JAMES W. 30TH OH INF Post 306
WAGNER JOHN 2ND WI INF Post 9
WAGNER JOHN J. 47TH WI INF Post 322
WAGNER JOSEPH 16TH US INF Post
WAGNER R. 149TH PA INF Post
WAGNER SAMUEL J. 76TH OH INF Post 306
WAGNER SAMUEL J. 17TH OH INF Post 32
WAGONER JERRY 11TH IL INF Post
WAGONER JOHN O. 11TH IL CAV Post
WAGONER JOHN O. 11TH IL CAV Post 62
WAGONSELLER W.H. 139TH IL INF Post 262
WAGY ALBERT W. 8TH CA INF Post 98
WAHL JOHN 1ST NE CAV Post
WAHL JOHN 1ST NE CAV Post 34
WAHL JOSEPH 68TH OH INF Post 250
WAHL JOSEPH 68TH OH INF Post
WAHL WILLIAM 68TH OH INF Post
WAHN LOUIS 192ND PA Post
WAINWRIGHT GEORGE W. 52ND IL INF Post 52
WAIT ADDISON 140TH OH INF Post 21
WAIT ADDISON 145TH OH INF Post
WAIT ADDISON 145TH OH INF Post
WAIT MINOR F. 2ND NY MOUNTED INF Post
WAIT SEYMOUR G. 50TH WI INF Post 70
WAIT WILLIAM 195TH OH INF Post 3
WAITE HARRISON 28TH ME INF Post 58
WAITE SHAREZER 70TH OH INF Post
WAITE WILLIAM 37TH WI INF Post 18
WAITS ANTHONY W. 7TH OH CAV Post
WAKE ALPHONSO 9TH IA CAV Post 166
WAKE CHARLES US SIGNAL CORPS Post 205
WAKE CHARLES 72ND IL INF; U.S. SIGNAL Post 205
WAKEFIELD ALPHONSE 11TH MI INF; PVT; CO. I; 7T Post 108
WAKEFIELD HARVEY 74TH IN INF Post 31
WAKEFIELD HARVEY 74TH IN Post
WAKEFIELD HARVEY B. 1ST MN HEAVY ART. Post 7
WAKEFIELD ORSON 18TH IN INF Post 25
WAKEFIELD SCHUYLER 95TH IL INF Post
WAKEFIELD SCHUYLER 95TH IL INF Post 7
WAKEFIELD SCHUYLER 95TH IL INF Post; U.S SIGNAL Post 74
WAKEFIELD THOMAS 1ST MI ENGINEERS Post
WAKELAND PRESTON D. 70TH IN INF Post 74
WAKELIN WILSON 1ST MI ENGINEERS Post
WAKLEY J.T. 1ST CA CAV Post 180
WALBACH DAVID 4TH IL CAV Post 258
WALBRIDGE HENRY R. 160TH NY INF Post
WALCH GEORGE B. 161ST OH Post
WALCH JAMES 95TH IL INF Post 38
WALCH JOHN 17TH IL INF Post 37
WALCOTT CLAYTON 197TH OH INF Post 91
WALDEN D.A. 3RD IA ART. Post
WALDEN GEORGE W. 47TH IL INF Post 11
WALDO HARMON 4TH IA CAV Post
WALDO HORATIO H. 5TH IA CAV Post 131
WALDO IRA 6TH IA CAV Post 207
WALDO L.M. 1ST MI LIGHT ART. Post 10
WALDO MILES 4TH MI LIGHT ART. Post 83
WALDRON ISAAC H. 105TH IL INF Post 11
WALDRON JASPER 1ST MO ENGINEERS Post 32
WALDRON LAFFORD 9TH IL INF; CO. E; 27TH IL Post 28
WALDRON LAFFORD 27TH IL INF; CO. E; 9TH IL Post 28
WALDRON THOMAS 2ND WV INF Post 316
WALDS HARMON 4TH IA CAV Post 89
WALDSMITH HENRY M. 36TH IL INF; 4TH US ART. Post
WALDSMITH HENRY M. 4TH US ART.; 36TH IL INF Post
WALDTER LOUIS 2ND NE CAV Post 115
WALDTER LOUIS 2ND NE CAV Post
WALES THOMAS 1ST CO CAV Post 45
WALIMER J. 6TH KS CAV Post 69
WALINER C. 31ST IL INF; (ERROR) Post 44
WALIZER E.R. 4TH PA RESERVE CORP; CO. Post 244
WALJONTWOOD C. 11TH MI INF Post 18
WALKER ALEXANDER 2ND MD INF Post 141
WALKER ALEXANDER 2ND PATOMAC BRIGADE Post 66
WALKER ANDREW 125TH IL INF Post 65
WALKER BENJAMIN F. 16TH WI INF; 35TH WI INF Post 157
WALKER BENJAMIN F. 35TH WI INF; 16TH WI INF Post 157
WALKER CALVIN 49TH PA INF; 29TH PA INF Post 156
WALKER CHARLES 33RD WI INF Post 123
WALKER CHARLES 33RD WI INF Post
WALKER CHARLES Post 123
WALKER CHARLES R. 42ND WI INF Post 71
WALKER DELOS D. 7TH IL INF Post 67
WALKER DELOS D. 7TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 67
WALKER DILARD W. 5TH MO MILITIA CAV Post
WALKER ENOCH 21ST IL INF Post 88
WALKER ENOCH 21ST IL INF Post
WALKER FRANKLIN 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 95
WALKER GEORGE 52ND IL INF Post
WALKER GEORGE M. 1ST IA CAV Post
WALKER GEORGE M. 1ST IA CAV Post
WALKER GEORGE P. 35TH IA INF Post
WALKER GEORGE W. 4TH IA CAV Post
WALKER HAMILTON A. 98TH OH INF Post
WALKER J. I. 22ND OH ART. Post 23
WALKER J. D. 24TH IA INF Post
WALKER J. D. 3RD WI INF Post 60
WALKER JAMES A. 33RD IA INF Post 96
WALKER JAMES H. 137TH IL INF Post 3
WALKER JOHN 29TH IN INF Post 301
WALKER JOHN 29TH IA INF Post 154
WALKER JOHN 115TH IL INF Post 65
WALKER JOHN 5TH IA CAV Post
WALKER JOHN W. 64TH IL ART. Post
WALKER JOSEPH 74TH OH INF Post 100
WALKER JOSEPH 74TH OH INF Post
WALKER JOSEPH M. 172ND OH INF Post 22
WALKER LANDY 151ST IN INF Post 111
WALKER M. R. 12TH IA Post
WALKER MAXWELL K. 20TH IA INF Post
WALKER MAXWELL K. 20TH IA INF Post 11
WALKER MORBY 107TH IL INF Post
WALKER MOSES 107TH IL INF Post 104
WALKER O. S. 12TH NY CAV Post 37
WALKER PETER H. 14TH WI INF Post 38
WALKER PETER H. 1ST WI CAV Post 38
WALKER PETER H. 14TH WI INF Post
WALKER PHINIA A. 7TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 7
WALKER PHINIAS A. 8TH IL CAV Post 7
WALKER RANSOM 1ST IA CAV Post
WALKER RANSOM 1ST IA CAV Post 25
WALKER ROBERT H. 20TH IL INF Post
WALKER ROBERT H. 20TH IL INF Post 7
WALKER ROSA T. 2ND OH HEAVY ART. Post 91
WALKER SAMUEL 170TH OH INF Post 28
WALKER SAMUEL N. 21ST IA INF Post
WALKER SAYS B. 48TH OH INF; CO. E; 83RD O Post 16
WALKER SAYS B. 83RD OH INF; CO. G; 48TH O Post 16
WALKER THOMAS 9TH IL CAV Post 34
WALKER THOMAS 9TH IL CAV Post 238
WALKER THOMAS M 137TH PA INF Post
WALKER W.H. 32ND WI INF Post
WALKER WALTER 2ND NE Post
WALKER WALTER 1ST NE CAV Post
WALKER WALTER 1ST NE INF Post 7
WALKER WESLEY S. 24TH IA INF Post
WALKER WILLIAM 17TH KS INF Post
WALKER WILLIAM D. 25TH IN INF Post 131
WALKER WILLIAM H. 139TH IL INF Post 3
WALKER WILLIAM H. 78TH OH INF (CO. F; 1ST O Post 22
WALKER WILLIAM H. 1ST OH ART (78TH OH INF) Post 122
WALKER WILLIAM H. 93RD IL INF Post
WALKER WILLIAM H. 139TH IL INF Post
WALKER WILLIAM H. 93RD IL INF Post 35
WALKER WILLIAM M 43RD MA INF Post
WALKUP ALPHEUS 4TH IA INF Post 40
WALKUP DAVID 19TH IA INF Post 32
WALKUP JAMES 19TH IA INF Post 4
WALKUP JAMES 19TH IA INF Post
WALKUP JOHN 13TH NE INF Post
WALL A.W. 13TH IA INF Post 90
WALL GEORGE 32ND IN INF Post 207
WALL GEORGE S. 44TH IA INF Post
WALL JOSHUA 3RD IA CAV Post
WALL WILLIAM H. 7TH IA INF Post 89
WALLACE D.W. 2ND MO SCOUTS Post 28
WALLACE GILES 1ST IN CAV Post 76
WALLACE HEZEKIAH J. 6TH PA RESERVE INF Post
WALLACE HIRAM 6TH WI LIGHT ART. Post 4
WALLACE JAMES 32ND WI INF; CO. K; 16TH W Post 74
WALLACE JAMES 16TH WI INF; 32ND WI INF Post 74
WALLACE JAMES 2ND PA CAV Post 205
WALLACE JAMES 10TH IN INF Post
WALLACE JAMES H. 122ND OH INF Post
WALLACE JOHN 42ND IL INF Post 7
WALLACE JOHN W. 133RD IL INF Post
WALLACE LUKE W. 25TH MO CAV Post
WALLACE ROBERT B. 73RD OH INF Post 77
WALLACE THOMAS KY LIGHT ART. Post 98
WALLACE THOMAS 1ST KY LIGHT ART. Post 180
WALLACE WILLIAM 4TH OH INF Post
WALLACE WILLIAM H. 2ND OH ART. Post
WALLACE WILLIAM H. 2ND OH HEAVY ART Post 24
WALLACE WILLIAM M. 28TH IA INF Post 188
WALLACE WILLIAM M. 4TH OH INF Post 110
WALLAN R U.S. NAVY Post 13
WALLER G.L. 8TH PA CAV Post 42
WALLER JOHN R. 36TH OH INF Post 183
WALLICK ABRAHAM 22ND IA INF Post 3
WALLIN WASHINGTON I 1ST IA CAV Post 273
WALLING AUGUST M. 8TH IA INF Post 10
WALLING AUGUST M. 88TH US COLORED INF Post 34
WALLING EDEN 22ND WI INF Post 338
WALLINGER JOHN 9TH NE INF Post
WALLIS JOHNATHAN 1ST EAST TN CAV Post 233
WALLIS JONATHAN 1ST TN CAV Post 233
WALLS SOLOMON 31ST IN INF Post 323
WALMER TEODORE US NAVY; FLAGSHIPS 'FARRA Post 86
WALMER THEODORE US NAVY; FLAGSHIP 'HARTFO Post 171
WALRATH ABRAHAM N. 84TH IL INF Post 16
WALRATH ALVIN Post
WALRATH ARCHIBALD A. 68TH NY INF Post
WALROD WILLIAM M. 124TH IL INF Post 97
WALROTH HENRY G. 7TH WI INF Post 16
WALSCHLAGER HERMAN 9TH IL CAV Post 311
WALSH FRANCIS 3RD WI INF Post 60
WALSH JAMES 95TH IL INF Post 38
WALSH JOHN 17TH IL INF Post
WALSH JOHN 49TH MO INF Post 47
WALSH JOHN 64TH IL INF Post 32
WALSH JOHN 17TH IL INF Post
WALSH JOHN F. 5TH OH CAV Post
WALSH JONATHAN F. 5TH OH CAV(ALIAS JAMES G Post 66
WALSH JOSHUA B 1 IL Post
WALSH PATRICK 5TH US INF Post 28
WALSH WILLIAM L. 19TH IL INF Post 4
WALSWORTH H. J. 28TH MI INF Post 75
WALTER BOWARTER S. 86TH IL INF Post 10
WALTER FREDERICK 26TH WI INF Post 140
WALTER JACOB H. 28TH PA INF Post
WALTER JACOB L. 28TH PA INF Post 20
WALTER W.H. 1ST IN LIGHT ART. Post 150
WALTER WILLIAM H. 3RD IN LIGHT ART. Post 80
WALTERMEYER MICHAEL 14TH MO INF Post
WALTERMIRE MICHAEL 14TH MO INF;PVT;7TH OH S Post 110
WALTERS CYRUS 1ST IL INF Post 16
WALTERS ELI P. 17TH OH INF Post 13
WALTERS JAMES 2ND IA CAV Post
WALTERS JOHN A. 16TH PA INF Post
WALTERS JOSEPH 61ST IL INF Post 25
WALTERS JOSEPH S. 103RD IL INF Post 107
WALTERS NEAL 6TH MI CAV Post 70
WALTERS R.C. 86TH IL INF Post 10
WALTHER ADOLPH 20TH WI INF Post 179
WALTHER CHARLES W. 27TH WI INF Post 19
WALTHER CHARLES W. 27TH WI INF Post
WALTHER THOMAS 70TH IL Post
WALTON A. 112TH IL INF Post
WALTON ABRAHAM 82ND IN INF;PVT;CO. I;22 Post BD.
WALTON ANDREW D. 67TH IL INF Post 5
WALTON ANDREW DEKAL 67TH IL INF Post 301
WALTON JAMES 112TH IL INF Post
WALTON JAMES 20TH IA INF Post 70
WALTON JAMES 112TH IL INF Post
WALTON JAMES 10TH IA INF Post 163
WALTON JAMES G. 12TH IL CAV Post 70
WALTON JOHN 18TH US Post 76
WALTON MERRITT 86TH IN INF;CORP;CO. I;2 Post 16
WALTON MILTON W. 40TH IN INF Post
WALTON NICHOLAS 65TH IL INF Post 204
WALTON PRESSON T. 31ST IA INF Post 19
WALTON WILLIAM S. 1ST NE Post
WALTZ MARTIN M. 124TH IA INF Post
WALTZ MARTIN W. Post 123
WALTZ MARTIN W. 124TH IN INF Post
WALTZ MARTIN W. 124TH IN INF Post 123
WAMBAUGH IRA B. 176TH OH INF Post
WAMBAUGH IRA B. 62ND IL INF Post 1
WAMBOLD J.W. 104TH PA INF Post 234
WAMD ORA 21ST OH INF Post
WAMSLEY C.C. 2ND MI CAV Post 29
WAMSLEY L.B. 7TH MO INF Post 195
WAMSLEY LAFAYETTE B. 5TH MO CAV;SERG;CO. K;3R Post 36
WAMSLEY ROBERT B. 44TH IA INF Post 298
WANAMAKER BENJAMIN F. 20TH OH INF Post
WANDLING DAVID 112TH IL INF Post
WANDLING JACOB 33RD IA INF Post 112
WANDS GILBERT 65TH IL INF Post 70
WANESS JSVEK 44TH OH Post
WANKER IGNATIUS 18TH IA INF Post
WANSSER WILLIAM 47TH IL INF Post 193
WANTE ROBERT C. 1ST OH CAV Post 25
WAPLES JOHN 44TH IL INF Post 77
WARANKE JOHN 8TH WI Post
WARD A. 129TH IL INF Post 264
WARD A. N. 4TH OH LIGHT ART (ERROR) Post 2
WARD AARIN M. OH CAV Post
WARD AARON N. 4TH OH CAV Post
WARD AMOS N. 4TH IN ART. Post 337
WARD ASAHEL 17TH IA INF; 48TH IA INF Post 40
WARD ASAHEL 48TH IA INF; 17TH IA INF Post 40
WARD BENJAMIN 2ND NE CAV Post 175
WARD BENJAMIN 2ND NE CAV Post
WARD CASWELL B. 145TH PA INF; PVT; CO. I; 5 Post
WARD CHESTER 15TH MI INF Post 154
WARD D.O. 6TH MN INF Post 63
WARD DAVID 139TH IN INF Post 175
WARD DAVID J. NY Post
WARD ELIAS P. 22ND IA INF Post
WARD FRANCIS FRA 50TH IL INF Post 13
WARD GEORGE 94TH IL INF Post 26
WARD H.L. 49TH KY INF Post 95
WARD HOWARD 47TH IL INF Post 354
WARD HOWARD 47TH IL INF Post
WARD JAMES M. 9TH IA CAV Post
WARD JAMES M. 9TH IA CAV Post 7
WARD JOH C. 3RD MI CAV Post 71
WARD JOHN 33RD MI INF Post 31
WARD JOHN 14TH US INF Post 185
WARD JOHN 14TH US INF Post
WARD JOHN 33RD IA INF Post
WARD JOHN A. 1ST NE CAV Post
WARD JOHN A. 55TH IN INF; 1ST NE INF Post 95
WARD JOHN A. 1ST NE INF; 55TH IN INF Post 95
WARD NATHANIEL M. 17TH MA INF Post 1
WARD OBEDIAH S. 1ST OH INF Post 25
WARD OLIVER 2ND NE INF Post
WARD OLIVER 2ND NE CAV Post
WARD ROBERT 6TH IA CAV Post 182
WARD SPENCER 1ST MI ENGINEERAS; 1ST MI Post 17
WARD STEPHEN 2ND IA CAV Post
WARD WILLIAM H. 25TH IL INF Post 42
WARDEMAN JOHN H. 39TH IL INF Post 9:2
WARDLARR JOHN M. BAND: 20TH IL INF Post
WARDLAW JOHN M. 20TH IL INF Post 35
WARE GEORGE 20TH IA INF; 44TH IA INF Post 124
WARE GEORGE 23RD IA INF (ERROR) Post
WARE GEORGE 44TH IA INF; 20TH IA INF Post 8:4
WARE GEORGE 20TH IA INF Post 124
WARE IRA M. 9TH MI INF Post 11
WARE WILLIAM F. 21ST KY INF Post 89
WARES EDWARD H. 14TH IA INF Post
WARES EDWARD H. 14TH IA INF Post
WARFAN WILLIAM 97TH PA INF Post
WARFIELD J.E. 46TH IN INF; 120TH US COL Post
WARFIELD JAMES W. 68TH IL INF Post 318
WARFIELD JAMES W. 67TH IL INF Post
WARFIELD PHILO B. 7TH IL INF Post 25
WARINER SYLVESTER C. 4TH WI CAV Post 47
WARING WILLIAM US NAVY Post
WARLEY WILLIAM 12TH IL CAV (ERROR) Post 42
WARNE AMAZIAH L. 78TH OH INF Post 8
WARNER ADNA 4TH WI CAV Post 225
WARNER ADNA 4TH WI CAV Post 225
WARNER ANAXAMANDER 173RD OH INF Post 82
WARNER ANDREW 26TH MI INF Post 120
WARNER B.F. US MARINE Post 52
WARNER BENJAMIN F. 60TH NY INF Post 330
WARNER BENJAMIN L. 130TH IN INF Post 321
WARNER CHARLES 2ND NY HEAVY ART. Post
WARNER CHARLES A. 34TH IL INF Post 22
WARNER DAVID 42ND IL INF Post 22
WARNER DAVID 174TH OH INF Post 73
WARNER EDWARD 85TH IL INF Post 120
WARNER EDWARD A. 5TH MI CAV Post 32
WARNER GEORGE A. 48TH OH INF Post 231
WARNER GEORGE E. 10TH US COLORED HEAVY AR Post 110
WARNER GEORGE L. 144TH OH INF Post 28
WARNER GEORGE W. 15TH NY ENGINEERS Post 316
WARNER HIRAM 108TH IL INF Post 109
WARNER J.C. 8TH NY CAV Post 80
WARNER JESSE F. 7TH IA INF Post 170
WARNER JOHN F. 24TH IA INF Post 106
WARNER JONATHAN 54TH IN Post
WARNER JOSHUA C. 121ST OH INF Post 101
WARNER JOSHUA C. 121ST OH LINF Post
WARNER M.H. 3RD IL CAV Post 222
WARNER MARK H. 130TH NY INF Post
WARNER ORSON A. 15TH IA INF Post
WARNER ORSON A. 15TH IA INF Post 21
WARNER PETER W. 2ND WI CAV Post 79
WARNER SAMUEL JR. 4TH OH INF Post
WARNER SAMUEL P. 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post
WARNER STAUNTON D. 47TH IL INF;CO. D;95TH I Post 60
WARNER STAUNTON D. 95TH IL INF Post 60
WARNER THOMAS E. 135TH IL INF Post 112
WARNER W. JETHRO 103RD PA INF Post
WARNER W.S. 11TH MO INF Post 15
WARNER WILLIAM 80TH OH INF Post
WARNER WILLIAM 158TH PA INF Post
WARNER WILLIAM H. 58TH IL INF Post 70
WARNER WILLIAM H. 8TH IL INF Post 11
WARNER WILSON C. 7TH IL CAV Post 17
WARNKE JOHN 1ST MO Post
WARNock JOHN C. 140TH IL INF Post
WARNock SAMUEL W. 104TH IL INF Post 69
WARNock WILLIAM 126TH IL INF Post 116
WARNock WILLIAM 13TH IL INF(ERROR) Post 185
WARRAN JAMES D. 18TH MO INF Post
WARREN CHARLES Y. 4TH IL CAV Post 306
WARREN DAVID M. 36TH IA INF Post 63
WARREN F. 50TH NY ENGINEERS;CORP;C Post 22
WARREN G.W. 6TH IL INF Post
WARREN GEORGE 119TH IL INF Post 47
WARREN GEORGE 119TH IL INF Post 47
WARREN GEORGE F. 4TH IL CAV Post 60
WARREN GEORGE F. 4TH IL CAV Post 60
WARREN GEORGE W. 61ST IL INF Post 13
WARREN GEORGE W. 61ST IL INF Post 8;1
WARREN HORACE H. 12TH WI INF Post 15
WARREN HURON COGSVALL’S IL ART. Post
WARREN JAMES H. 8TH KS INF Post 63
WARREN JOSEPH W. 11TH IA INF Post 80
WARREN LEWIS 15TH IA INF Post 115
WARREN MILES 8TH MI CAV Post 83
WARREN MILES 11TH MI INF Post 83
WARREN POND 25TH MD INF Post
WARREN S.S. 182ND OH INF Post
WARREN SAMUEL F. 48TH IN INF Post 1
WARREN SOLOMON S. 182ND OH INF Post 25
WARREN THOMAS R. 17TH ME INF Post
WARREN WARRHAM W. 66TH IL INF Post 83
WARREN WARRHUM W. 66TH IL INF Post
WARRENBURG JOHN W. 13TH IN LIGHT ART. Post
WARRENBURG JOHN W. 13TH IN LIGHT ART. Post
WARRICK AMOS 51ST IN INF Post
WARRINER HENRY M. 41ST OH INF Post 136
WARRINER SYLVESTER C. 4TH WI CAV Post
WARRINGTON GEORGE M. 34TH IA INF Post 114
WARRINGTON JAMES C. 13TH IA INF Post 10
WARRINGTON THEODORE L. BUGLER;12TH IL CAV Post 112
WARSHAM HENRY E. 119TH IL INF Post
WART JACOB 176TH OH INF Post 317
WART JOHN 133RD OH INF Post
WARTHEN IRA S. 79TH IN INF Post
WARTHEN JAMES H. 6TH IA INF Post 168
WASHBURN CHARLES 35TH IA INF Post 7
WASHBURN ERASTUS P. 64TH IL INF Post 34
WASHBURN GEORGE H. 25TH WI ART. Post 60
WASHBURN GEORGE W. 39TH IL INF Post 25
WASHBURN JAMES H. 143RD NY INF Post 342
WASHBURN MONTROSE 16TH IL INF Post 59
WASHBURN W. OREGON 6TH MO INF Post 26
WASHINGTON GEORGE 7TH US INF;7TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 24
WASHINGTON GEORGE 7TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 24
WASSON G.W. 12TH WI INF Post
WASSON GEORGE W. 25TH WI INF Post
WASSON WILLIAM 3RD IA ART. Post
WASSON WILLIAM 7TH IA CAV Post
WASSON WILLIAM 3RD IA ART. Post
WATENLPAUGH AL 10TH IL CAV;15TH IL CAV Post 113
WATENPAUGH H. 15TH IL CAV;CO. L;10TH I Post 113
WATERHOUSE EDMUND 2ND IL ART. Post 156
WATERHOUSE JAMES 34TH IA INF Post 105
WATERMAN ANDREW J. 23RD IA INF Post 56
WATERMAN DAVID 5TH MI INF;6TH MI CAV Post 170
WATERMAN DELOS A. 44TH IA INF Post 297
WATERMAN I.A. 8TH IL CAV Post 1
WATERMAN JOHN 39TH NY INF Post
WATERMAN JOHN HENRY 2ND OH HEAVY ART; Post 130
WATERMAN JOHN M. 39TH NY INF;1 LIEUT;CO. Post 175
WATERMAN M. 11TH IN INF Post 109
WATERS ALBERTUS A. 100TH IN INF Post 241
WATERS B.M. 16TH PA INF;SERG;CO. E;1 Post 25
WATERS GEORGE 85TH NY INF Post 27
WATERS GEORGE W. 28TH IA INF Post 154
WATERS GEORGE W. 28TH IA INF Post 254
WATERS HENRY 25TH WI INF Post 1
WATERS JAMES A. 26TH IA INF Post
WATERS WINFIELD S. 45TH IA INF Post 71
WATHAN GEORGE 8TH IA INF Post 104
WATHAN GEORGE MS MARINE BRIGADE Post
WATHAN GEORGE 8TH IA INF Post
WATKINS GEORGE 1ST MI CAV Post
WATKINS OLIVER M. 132ND OH INF Post 77
WATKINS RICHARD P. 3RD OH INF Post 60
WATKINS S.J. 5TH US COLORED ART. Post 52
WATKINS S.J. 5TH CO CAV Post 52
WATKINS THOMAS 16TH IN INF Post 47
WATKINS THOMAS J. 43RD IN INF Post 47
WATKINS THOMAS J. 16TH IN INF Post
WATKINSON THOMAS 79TH OH INF Post 112
WATKINSON WILLIAM 79TH OH INF Post 112
WATSBaUGH JOHN W. 73RD IL INF Post 27
WATSON ANDREW M. 137TH IL INF Post 42
WATSON ARTHUR 11TH IN CAV Post 237
WATSON CHARLES 10TH MI CAV Post 57
WATSON CHARLES 13TH IN INF Post 16
WATSON CHARLES F. 5TH IA CAV Post 234
WATSON DAVID B. 116TH OH INF Post
WATSON DAVIS B. 116TH OH INF Post 55
WATSON GEORGE 5TH IA INF Post 236
WATSON GEORGE 30TH WI INF Post
WATSON GEORGE 5TH IA CAV; CO. B; 5TH IA Post 11
WATSON GROSSMAN 1ST MO LIGHT ART. Post
WATSON HENRICK L. 161ST OH INF Post 100
WATSON J.K. 14TH IL INF Post 95
WATSON JAMES 4TH IA CAV Post 24
WATSON JAMES ARTIFICER; 1ST NY ENGINEE Post 108
WATSON JAMES 7TH NY INF Post 108
WATSON JAMES D. 7TH CA INF Post 128
WATSON JAMES D. 7TH CA INF Post 111
WATSON JOHN 2ND IL CAV Post 25
WATSON JOHN Q. 31ST IN INF Post
WATSON JOHN V. 23RD MO INF Post 4
WATSON JOSEPH 12TH IL INF Post 321
WATSON LEONARD N. 1ST MI ENGINEERS Post
WATSON LEWIS W. 2ND CO CAV Post
WATSON SAMUEL 17TH IL INF; CO. A; 8TH I Post 113
WATSON SAMUEL 8th IL INF; CO. I; 17TH IL Post 113
WATSON THOMAS 88TH PA INF Post 34
WATSON THOMAS 11TH IL CAV Post
WATSON WELLINGTON 93RD IL INF Post 261
WATSON WILLIAM A. 11TH IN INF Post 110
WATSON WINSLOW Z. 16TH NY INF Post 247
WATT JAMES G. 5TH OH CAV Post
WATT JOHN K. 4TH IA INF Post 33
WATT JOHN K. 4TH IA INF Post
WATT JONATHAN Q. 32ND OH INF Post 159
WATT SAMUEL J. 9TH IL CAV Post
WATT THOMAS S. 66TH IL INF Post
WATT OR WAIT JAMES G. 5TH OH CAV Post
WATTERS GEORGE S. 12TH MO CAV Post 34
WATTERS JACOB L. 28TH PA INF Post
WATTERS JAMES 11TH US INF Post 261
WATTERS JAMES H. 8TH IL CAV Post 28
WATTERS JAMES H. 71ST IL INF; CO. K; 8TH IL Post 28
WATTERS LEWIS K. 35TH IA INF Post 273
WATTERS RANDOLPH H. 7TH IA INF Post 7
WATTERS SAMUEL M. 40TH IN INF Post 260
WATTERS WILLIAM W. 36TH IL INF Post 11
WATTLES ELISHA 31ST WI INF Post
WATTLES WILLIAM W. 74TH IL INF Post 43
WATTTS ANDREW O 12TH PA CAV Post
WATTTS BENJAMIN F. 21ST IL INF Post
WATTTS JAMES H. 116TH IL INF Post 11
WATTTS JAMES H. 98TH IL INF Post 74
WATTTS JOSEPH H. 105TH IL INF Post 275
WATTTS LOTT 98TH IL INF Post 74
WATTTS REUBEN A. 89TH IN INF Post 98
WATTTS THOMAS 1ST TN CAV Post
WATTTS WILLIAM 10TH IA INF Post 74
WATTTS WILLIAM P. 9TH KS CAV Post 157
WATTTS WILLIAM P. 9TH KS CAV Post
WATTSON G.F. 7TH WI INF Post
WAUGH HIRAM 1ST WV INF Post 216
WAUGH HIRAM 1ST VA; PVT; CO. H; 9TH VA Post 216
WAUGH HIRAM VET. US INF Post 67
WAXHAM JAMES 18TH PA CAV Post
WAXHAM JAMES 18TH PA CAV Post
WAY A.J. 138TH IL INF Post
WAY ANDREW J. 86TH IL INF Post
WAY BENJAMIN F. 39TH IA INF Post 227
WAY JACOB 7TH IL CAV Post 20
WAY JOHN H. 122ND OH INF Post 120
WAY JOHN H. 122ND OH INF Post
WAY WALTER A. 25TH OH INF; CO. C; 75TH Post 64
WAYHAM J.R. 91ST IL INF Post
WAYLAND A. P. 19TH MI INF Post 61
WAYMIRE ANDREW W. 40TH IN INF Post 51
WAYMIRE HARVEY 12TH IN CAV; 54TH IN INF Post 51
WAYNICK JOHN S. 46TH IA INF Post 210
WAYS W.B. ARTIFICER; 1ST MO ENGINEE Post 118
WEAKELEY W.C. 140TH PA INF Post
WEANER WILLIAM W. 1ST MO CAV Post
WEAR JAMES A. 1ST WV CAV Post 11
WEAR JOHN 47TH IL INF Post 100
WEATHERABY THOMAS J. 136TH OH INF Post
WEATHERBY E.P. 44TH IA INF Post 109
WEATHERMAN MILES F. 25TH MO INF Post 217
WEATHERMAN MILES F. 1ST MO ENGINEERS Post 217
WEATHERS HAMILTON 123RD IN INF Post
WEAVER A.F. 12TH IL INF; 2 LIEUT; CO. Post 229
WEAVER ANSON R. 29TH WI INF Post 76
WEAVER GEORGE W. 46TH IL INF Post
WEAVER J.J. 2ND NE CAV Post 45
WEAVER JOHN 28TH IA INF Post 262
WEAVER JOHN B. AST SURGEON; 2ND NC INF Post 7
WEAVER JOHN B. AST. SURGEON; 2ND NC INF Post 7
WEAVER JOSEPH E. 146TH IL INF Post 51
WEAVER LEVI E. 28TH IA INF Post 14
WEAVER PHILIP 2ND MN CAV Post 4
WEAVER SAMUEL 81ST LIN INF Post 237
WEAVER SANFORD 40TH IN INF Post 45
WEAVER SOLOMAN 57TH IL INF Post 88
WEAVER W.H. 6TH MO CAV Post 25
WEAVER W.M. 35TH NY INF Post 286
WEAVER WILLIAM 74TH IL INF Post 34
WEAVER WILLIAM 94TH NY INF; PVT; CO. K; 14 Post 286
WEBB AUSTIN 2ND US Post
WEBB EDWARD B. 74TH IL INF Post
WEBB EDWIN W. 92ND IL INF Post 327
WEBB G.J. 38TH IA INF Post 150
WEBB GEORGE A. 5TH MI ART. Post 114
WEBB GEORGE W. 2ND IA CAV Post 91
WEBB GEORGE W. 19TH TN INF Post
WEBB JAMES 28TH WI INF Post 47
WEBB JAMES 28TH WI INF Post
WEBB JAMES 28TH WI INF Post
WEBB JAMES B. 18TH IA INF Post
WEBB JAMES B. 18TH IA INF Post 25
WEBB JOHN 118TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 37
WEBB JOHN 19TH OH INF Post 110
WEBB JOHN 118TH IL INF Post 35
WEBB JOHN F. 5TH IA INF Post
WEBB LEWIS H. 38TH IN INF Post 147
WEBB LUCIUS 42ND IL INF Post 230
WEBB P. E. 3RD MI CAV Post 47
WEBB PHILANDER E. 3RD MI CAV Post
WEBBER CALVIN B. 163RD OH INF Post 18
WEBBER FREDERICK 103RD OH INF Post 177
WEBBER FREDERICK L. 103RD OH INF Post 227
WEBBER FREDERICK L. 103RD OH INF Post 171
WEBBER JACOB 7TH IN INF Post
WEBBER OSBORN L. 19TH OH INF Post 98
WEBBER WILLIAM C. 20TH IA INF Post 70
WEBBERT DAVID 131ST OH INF Post 1;2
WEBER ANTON 62ND IL INF Post 50
WEBER FREDERICK 38TH NJ INF Post 352
WEBER GEORGE 37TH OH Post
WEBER GEORGE 37TH OH INF Post 25
WEBER GEORGE P. 11TH MO INF Post
WEBER JACOB 7TH IN Post
WEBER JACOB 7TH IN INF Post 95
WEBER LEWIS C. 65TH IN INF Post 46
WEBER LOUIS 145TH PA INF;PVT;CO. F;5 Post 80
WEBER LOUIS 29TH OH INF Post 80
WEBER PETER 44TH IL INF Post 306
WEBSTER ALBERT L. 113TH IL INF Post
WEBSTER CHARLES BERDAN'S SHARPSHOOTERS Post 212
WEBSTER CHARLES A. 29TH IA INF Post 61
WEBSTER CHARLES A. 29TH IA INF Post
WEBSTER HARVEY 7TH IL CAV Post 15
WEBSTER JOHN L. 167TH OH INF Post
WEBSTER JOHN L. 170TH OH NATIONAL GUARD Post 110
WEBSTER JOHN W. 46TH IA INF Post 112
WEBSTER JOSEPH R. 88TH & 11TH IN INF;44TH Post 25
WEBSTER JOSEPH R. 11TH & 88TH IN INF;44TH Post 25
WEBSTER JOSEPH R. 44TH US COLORED TROOP;11 Post 25
WEBSTER JOSHUA B. 4TH NH INF Post 261
WEBSTER LUMAN H. 16TH NY INF Post
WEBSTER O.W. 64TH OH Post
WEBSTER ORLANDO 164TH OH Post
WEBSTER ORLANDO W. 64TH OH INF(197TH OH INF Post 214
WEBSTER ORLANDO W. 197TH OH INF(64TH OH INF Post 214
WEBSTER RICHARD F. 15TH IA INF Post
WEBSTER RICHARD F. 15TH IA INF Post
WEBSTER SANFORD 2ND MN CAV Post 81
WEBSTER SPENCER H. 4TH WI CAV Post 40
WEBSTER W.I. 1ST MS INF Post
WEBSTER W.S. 8TH MI CAV Post 81
WEBSTER WILLIAM 21ST MO INF Post 115
WEBSTER WILLIAM I. 15TH IA INF Post
WEBSTER WILLIAM I. US NAVY ;MS MARINE BRIGA Post
WECHERLEY W.E. 53RD PA INF Post 299
WEEDEN SIDNEY 92ND IL INF Post
WEDIKING C. 20TH IL INF Post 122
WEED BENJAMIN M. 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post 354
WEED CHARLES 2ND WV CAV Post 52
WEED JAMES L. 8TH WI INF Post 74
WEED JOHN 65TH IL INF Post 189
WEED JOHN 60TH IL INF(ERROR) Post 315
WEED SAMUEL M. 2ND US CAV Post 64
WEED SAMUEL M. 47TH IA INF Post 64
WEED THEODORE P. 5TH WI INF Post 57
WEEDEN THOMAS B. 62ND OH INF Post 187
WEEKER CHARLES W. 13TH OH INF Post
WEEKER JOHN J 60TH OH INF;36TH U.S. IN Post 10
WEEKLY JOHN W. Post
WEEKS C.E. 7TH WI INF Post
WEEKS CHARLES 14TH WI INF Post 262
WEEKS CHARLES E. 7TH WI INF Post 25
WEEKS JOHN W. 4TH VT INF Post 265
WEEKS JOHN W. 7TH VT INF Post 265
WEEKS JOSEPH 188TH OH INF Post 69
WEEKS LYMAN 10TH VT Post
WEEKS NICHOLAS 1ST IL CAV Post
WEEKS P.L. 46TH WI INF Post 109
WEESNER ANDREW 138TH IN INF Post 209
WEHLING CHARLES F. 9TH IL INF Post 224
WEHRS H. AUGUST 106TH OH INF(87TH & 85TH Post 331
WEHRS HENRY A. 106TH OH INF Post
WEHRS HENRY A. 106TH OH INF Post
WEHRS HENRY AUGUST 87TH OH INF(106TH & 85TH Post 331
WEIDENKIEL LOUIS US NAVY;USS LOUISVILLE Post 262
WEIDENALL JACOB 84TH PA INF Post
WEIDMANN FREDERICK 1ST MO CAV;PVT;CO. E;5TH Post 16
WEIDMANN GEORGE 44TH IL INF Post
WEIDMANN GEORGE P. 44TH IL INF Post 45
WEIER BENJAMIN 133RD PA Post
WEIKE LEOPOLT 28TH CT INF Post
WEILER FERDINAND 14TH US INF Post
WEIMER EDWARD 34TH IL INF Post 337
WEIMER EDWARD 34TH IL INF Post 2
WEIMER EDWARD 34TH IL INF Post 60
WEINAND PHILIP 73RD IN INF Post 130
WEINER FRANK 1ST WI CAV Post 262
WEINNER D. H. 39TH OH INF Post 98
WEINTZ CHARLES 17TH IN CAV Post 207
WEIR AUSTIN H. 2ND CO CAV Post 25
WEIR AUSTIN H. CO CAV Post
WEIR ELISHA F. 109TH US COLORED INF Post
WEIR JAMES A. 21ST IN INF Post
WEIR JOHN 5TH US INF Post
WEIR ROBERT Post 31
WEIRICH FRANK 29TH MI INF Post 243
WEIS PETER 4TH IL CAV;CO. I;12TH IL Post 11
WEIS PETER 12TH IL CAV;CO. B;4TH IL Post 11
WEISER CHARLES F. 97TH IL INF Post 120
WEISER PETER 2ND IA CAV Post 102
WEISER SOLOMON R. 15TH IL INF Post 35
WEISHEIMER VICTOR IN ART. Post
WEISMAN JOHN T. 8STH IL INF Post
WEIST EDWIN B. 20TH IN INF Post 7
WEITZEL MICHAEL 39TH IL INF Post 32
WEITZEL WILLIAM 139TH IL INF;PVT;CO. G;9 Post 34
WELBER FRED L. 103RD OH INF Post 177
WELBURN JOHN L. 26TH IA INF Post
WELBY JOHN M.S. 7TH IL CAV Post
WELCH A. 2ND NE MOUNTED INF Post
WELCH ALFRED L. 13TH OH INF Post
WELCH ARTHUR 50TH OH INF Post
WELCH BRADFORD 2ND MN INF Post 18
WELCH E.B. 2ND MN CAV Post 18
WELCH FREDERICK P. 74TH IL INF Post 236
WELCH GEORGE B. 161ST OH INF Post
WELCH HENRY C. 15TH IA INF Post 127
WELCH ISAAC S. Post
WELCH JACOB 79TH IL INF Post 41
WELCH JAMES H. 95TH IL INF Post
WELCH JOHN 2ND OH CAV(ERROR) Post 77
WELCH JOHN W. 46TH IN INF Post
WELCH JOHN W. 46TH IN INF Post 64
WELCH M.B. 100TH PA INF Post 257
WELCH PETER 47TH OH INF Post 34
WELCH R.F.G. 15TH IA INF Post 229
WELCH SAMUEL S. 43RD IN INF Post 13
WELCH STEPHEN E. 9TH IA CAV Post 233
WELCH SYLVESTER B. 28TH IL INF Post
WELCH W.G. 31ST IN INF(ERROR) Post 89
WELCH WILLIAM 27TH MO INF Post
WELCH WILLIAM 170TH OH INF Post
WELCH WILLIAM 37TH IL INF Post
WELCH WILLIAM G. 51ST IN INF Post 89
WELCH WILLIAM G. 15TH IN INF Post 89
WELDEN SIDNEY 72ND IL INF Post
WELDEN WILLIAM G. 43RD MO INF Post 112
WELDIN LEWIS W. 104TH OH INF Post 220
WELDIN T.C. 38TH OH INF Post 1
WELDIN ZEPHANIAH A. 178TH OH INF Post
WELDIN ZEPHERIAH A. 86TH OH INF Post 113
WELDON ASA L. 8TH IL CAV Post 52
WELDON LEE A. 92ND IL INF Post 3
WELER JOSEPH P. 94TH OH INF Post
WELKER JONOTHAN D. 12TH WI INF Post 170
WELKER WILLIAM A. 142ND IN INF Post 262
WELL W.J. 50TH OH INF Post
WELLENGER DAVID 1ST IL ART. Post
WELLER AMOS A. 185TH MI INF Post
WELLER CHARLES F. 15TH PA CAV Post 110
WELLER HENRY D. 11TH PA INF Post
WELLER J.A. 161ST OH INF Post 32
WELLER PHILIP 16TH IN INF Post 107
WELLER WILLIAM H. 11TH MI INF Post 10
WELLER WILLIAM J. 161ST OH INF(78TH OH INF Post 25
WELLER WILLIAM J. 78TH OH INF(161ST OH INF Post 25
WELLER WILLIAM J. 78TH OH INF Post
WELLES PHILIP 16TH IN INF Post
WELLEVER JOSEPH 16TH KS CAV Post 206
WELLEVER JOSEPH 6TH KS CAV(ERROR) Post 142
WELLINGTON HORACE 7TH IL CAV Post 41
WELLINGTON HORACE 7TH IL CAV Post 41
WELLINGTON T.S. 5TH WI CAV Post 170
WELLIVER CHRISTOPHER 31ST IA INF Post 44
WELLIVER LEMUEL 5TH IA CAV Post 93
WELLMAN ALONZO 105TH OH INF;U.S. NAVY Post 32
WELLMAN LORENZO D. 4TH IA CAV Post 125
WELLMAN SAMUEL M. 42ND OH INF Post 8
WELLMAN THOMAS E. 146TH OH INF Post 219
WELLS ABRAHAM 25TH MI INF Post 13
WELLS ALVIN 27TH MI INF Post 81
WELLS APOLLO 25TH OH INF Post 11
WELLS ASA E. 1ST WI INF Post 118
WELLS B.E. 3RD US INF Post 316
WELLS B.E. 33RD IA INF;2 LIEUT;CO. Post 193
WELLS C. EDWIN 74TH IL INF Post 18
WELLS C.J. 4TH CO INF Post 142
WELLS CHARLES J. 4TH IA CAV Post 158
WELLS CHESTER A. 74TH IL INF Post
WELLS D.F. 48TH MO INF Post 141
WELLS D.R. 23RD IL INF Post 228
WELLS DANIEL D. 40TH IL INF Post 354
WELLS DANIEL D. 15TH OH LIGHT ART. Post 182
WELLS DREW 23RD MI ING Post
WELLS E.D. 3RD IA INF Post 143
WELLS E.D. 3RD IN INF(ERROR) Post 143
WELLS E.K. 1ST MI Post
WELLS EDWIN 1ST MN INF Post 52
WELLS EPLRIAM 46TH MA INF Post 16
WELLS ERIC G. 10TH MI CAV;1ST MI CAV Post 246
WELLS ERIC G. 1ST MI INF Post 246
WELLS F.S. US NAVY;MISSISSIPPI RIVE Post 13
WELLS F.S. US NAVY;MISSOURI SQUADRO Post 13
WELLS FRANK S. 45TH IL INF Post 122
WELLS FRANK S. 45TH IL INF Post
WELLS GEORGE W. 9TH MI INF Post 211
WELLS GRAFTON 2ND PA CAV Post 241
WELLS H.C. 81ST NY INF Post 53
WELLS HARVEY 59TH IA INF Post 319
WELLS HARVEY 59TH IN INF Post 112
WELLS HARVEY 59TH IN INF Post 183
WELLS HENRY 18TH IL INF Post 40
WELLS HORACE M. 39TH WI INF Post 75
WELLS J.M. 7TH MO CAV;CORP;CO. B;11 Post 10
WELLS JAMES A. 20TH IA INF Post 141
WELLS JAMES M. 118TH IL INF;7TH MO CAV Post 10
WELLS JOACHIN 1ST DAKOTA CAV Post 47
WELLS JOHN F. 15TH IA INF Post 143
WELLS JOHN W. 33RD IA INF Post
WELLS JONATHAN 3RD IA INF Post 125
WELLS JOSHUA 3RD LA INF Post 354
WELLS L.C. 52ND IL INF Post 63
WELLS LEANDER 23RD WI INF Post 50
WELLS LEWIS N. 4TH IL CAV Post 79
WELLS LOIVER C. 45TH IL INF Post 22
WELLS LUCIAN H. 72ND IL INF Post 156
WELLS MATTHEW G Post
WELLS MILTON F. 38TH OH Post
WELLS OSCAR F. 28TH IL INF Post 7
WELLS R.O.M. 8TH IA INF Post 91
WELLS SALON B. 7TH KS CAV Post
WELLS SILAS S. 30TH WI INF Post 79
WELLS SOLOM B. 7TH KS CAV Post 157
WELLS SOLOM B. 7TH KS Post
WELLS TROY 62ND OH INF Post 256
WELLS V.S. 2ND NE CAV Post 66
WELLS W.E. 27TH IL INF Post 91
WELLS WILLIAM B. 8TH OH CAV Post
WELLS WILLIAM J. 59TH IL INF Post 25
WELLS WILLIAM L. 1ST NE Post
WELLS WILLIAM L. Post 123
WELLS WILLIAM L. 1ST NE Post 45
WELLS WILLIAM T. 14TH KS INF Post
WELSH ASA A. 29TH IA INF Post 11
WELSH JOHN 26TH IA INF Post 7
WELSH JOHN 26TH IA INF Post
WELSH JOHN 54TH NY INF Post
WELSH JOHN B. 2ND OH HEAVY ART. Post 77
WELSH JOHN H. 79TH IL INF Post 3
WELSH JOHN M. US NAVY; USS OSSIPEE Post
WELSH MICHAEL 37TH IL INF Post 9
WELSH PETER 15TH IA INF Post 72
WELSH PETER 46TH IL INF Post
WELSH S.M. 13TH IN LIGHT ART. Post 3
WELSH WILLIAM 37TH IL INF Post 101
WELSHANS J.L. 29TH MO INF Post 7
WELSHANS JOSEPH L. 27TH MO INF; 5TH MO INF Post
WELSHANS JOSEPH L. 7TH MO INF; CO. B; 27TH M Post 7
WELSHAW WILLIAM J. 45TH MO INF Post
WELSTEAD JAMES 136TH NY INF Post
WELSTEAD JOHN H. ARTIFICER; 1ST IL ART. Post 4
WELSTEDT JAMES 136TH NY Post
WELTON BARNABAS 7TH MN HEAVY ART. Post 86
WELTON BARNARD 1ST MN CAV; 1ST MN HEAVY Post 86
WELTON JAMES A. 17TH IL CAV Post
WELTON JAMES H. 17TH IL CAV Post
WELTON MAJOR 57TH IL INF Post
WELTON MAJOR 57TH IL INF Post 149
WELTON URI 126TH IL INF Post 38
WELTON URI 125TH IL INF Post
WELTON WARREN E. ARTIFICER; 3RD MI CAV Post 60
WEMPLE EDWIN A. 26TH IA INF Post 262
WENCH S.J. 9TH MN INF Post 98
WENCK THEODORE 45TH WI INF Post 9; 3
WENDELN MATTHEW 97TH IL INF Post
WENDORFF FERDINAND 9TH WI INF Post 51
WENDT FRED 139TH IL INF Post
WENDT FREDERICK 139TH IL INF Post 26
WENIER JAMES H. 40TH MO INF Post 110
WENKLEMAN LORENZ 1ST NE INF Post 7
WENSE AGUSTUS VOND 1ST FL CAV Post 172
WENTWORTH MILTON H. 45TH IL INF Post 180
WENTWORTH BENJAMIN 149TH IL INF Post 352
WENTWORTH BENNING 149TH OH INF Post 5:3
WENTZ AUGUST 14TH NY HEAVY ART. Post 108
WENTZ JESSE W. 46TH WI INF Post 136
WENTZ PHILIP W. 46TH IL INF Post 89
WENTZEL ADAM 10TH WI LIGHT ART. Post 170
WERBER JOHN C. 53RD IL INF Post 195
WERHAN W.J. 16TH US INF Post 141
WERNER FREDERICK J. 104TH OH INF Post 16
WERRSE AUGUST 1ST FL CAV Post
WERT AARON W. 18TH US INF Post 32
WERT ANDREW 51ST PA INF Post 87
WERT H.J.F. 101ST OH INF Post
WERT HENRY J.F. 1ST CO CAV Post
WERTH WILHELM 9TH IL CAV Post
VERTZ DAVID 3RD MO CAV Post 96
VERTZ JACOB A. 26TH IL INF Post 97
VERTZ JACOB A. 26TH IL INF Post
WERTZ S.S. 14TH IL INF Post 34
WERTZ WILLIAM C. 46TH IA INF Post
WERTZ WILLIAM C. 46TH IA INF Post
WESCOATT RILEY 1ST IA CAV Post 134
WESCOTT E.E. 2ND NY INF Post
WESCOTT J.E. 9TH MN INF Post 18
WESCOTT JOHN E. 46TH WI INF Post 274
WESSEL KARL 11TH MN CAV Post
WEST ALEXANDER 10TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 25
WEST B.F. 1ST NY MOUNTED RIFLE INF Post 248
WEST BENJAMIN F. 7TH NY CAV Post 342
WEST CHARLES 14TH IL CAV Post
WEST CHARLES 40TH IL CAV Post
WEST CHARLES 14TH IL CAV Post 25
WEST DANIEL P. 85TH NY INF Post 163
WEST FRANK 111TH US COLORED TROOPS: Post 11
WEST G.M. 29TH IA INF Post 172
WEST H.F. 10TH IA INF Post 222
WEST H.F. M. M. BRIGADE Post 173
WEST HENRY S. 29TH IA INF Post 154
WEST ISAAC J. 9TH IA CAV Post 10
WEST JAMES 9TH IA INF Post 179
WEST JAMES A. 1ST MI ART. Post 20
WEST JAMES M. 115TH IL INF Post 79
WEST JAMES O. 20TH IN INF Post 8;1
WEST JOHN 3RD IA CAV Post 25
WEST JOHN E. 2ND NE CAV Post 52
WEST JOHN W. 17TH IN INF Post 189
WEST JOSEPH 2ND IA Post
WEST JOSEPH B. 11TH PA CAV Post
WEST JOSEPH B. 11TH PA CAV Post
WEST MILES 13TH IN INF Post 189
WEST NELSON S. 9TH IA CAV (ERROR) Post 297
WEST NELSON S. 9TH IA INF Post 297
WEST PARLEY B. 65TH IL INF Post 338
WEST SAMUEL 12TH IA INF Post 80
WEST SANFORD C. 13TH IL INF Post 52
WEST T.C. 2ND IL INF Post 116
WEST WILLIAM 104TH US COLORED INF Post
WEST WILLIAM 4TH OH INF Post 34
WEST WILLIAM 129TH OH INF; CORP; 2ND OH Post 34
WEST WILLIAM F. 11TH IL CAV Post
WEST WILLIAM L. 145TH IN INF Post 105
WEST WILLIAM W. 182ND OH Post
WESTBROOK AMOS M. 74TH IL INF Post 195
WESTBROOK CHARLES 1ST NY CAV Post 98
WESTBROOK CHARLES 4TH PROVISIONAL CAV Post 98
WESTBROOK CHARLES 1ST NY INF Post
WESTBROOK IRA IL MERCANTILE BATTERY Post 125
WESTBROOK JOSEPH 41ST IL INF Post 140
WESTCOTT JOHN 46TH WI INF Post
WESTCOTT L.O. 27TH WI INF (ERROR) Post 199
WESTCOTT LOURY O. 22ND WI INF Post 89
WESTER JOSEPH P. 94TH OH INF Post 35
WESTERFIELD FRANCIS 11TH IL CAV Post
WESTERFILD FRANCIS 11TH IL CAV Post
WESTERHOFF JOHN 2ND MO CAV Post 3
WESTERMANN LOUIS 43RD IL INF Post
WESTERN GEORGE 100TH IL INF Post 142
WESTERVELT JAMES 170TH NY INF Post 265
WESTERVELT PETER J. 146TH IL INF Post 32
WESTFALL D.C. 151ST PA INF Post 4
WESTFALL MARION 134TH OH INF Post 354
WESTFALL MICHAEL B. 45TH OH INF Post 77
WESTFALL NEWTON C. 45TH ON INF Post
WESTFALL SAMUEL 43RD WI INF Post 334
WESTFALL T.J. 10TH KS INF Post 95
WESTFALL THOMAS 10TH KS INF Post
WESTLEY JOSEPH 112TH IL INF Post 321
WESTON BYRON 41ST WI INF Post 180
WESTON DANIEL 113TH IL INF Post 36
WESTON DANIEL B. 35TH IA INF Post 4
WESTON MARVIN 68TH IL INF Post 115
WESTON MARVIN F. 139TH IL INF Post
WESTON P.E. 39TH IL INF Post
WESTON PERRY E. 39TH IL INF Post 62
WESTON WILLIAM 161ST OH INF Post
WETHERALL RALPH T. 93RD IL INF Post 27
WETHEREL HARRISON B. 8TH IA INF Post
WETHEREL HARRISON B. 8TH IN INF; PVT; CO. F; 5TH Post 31
WETHERS JOHN L. 16TH IA INF Post 149
WETHERWAX JOHN E. 11TH MI CAV Post 35
WETMORE GEORGE 11TH WI INF Post 4
WETMORE HORACE H. 125TH OH INF Post 187
WETTENEL WINZEL 34TH WI INF Post
WETZEL CLARK P. 143RD IN INF Post 343
WETZEL HENRY T. 22ND VA INF (CONFEDERATE) Post
WETZEL JOHN JACOB PVT; 12TH IL CAV Post 36
WEYANTA JAMES A. 8TH CA INF Post
WEYER JOHN 80TH OH INF Post
WEYGINT WILLIAM B. SERG; 10TH NY CAV; POST 22 Post 68
WEYTMAN JOHN 13TH KS INF Post 13
WHALEY CHARLES D. 129TH IL INF Post 264
WHALEY EMERY 156TH IL INF Post 264
WHALEY JOHN 19TH MI INF Post 95
WHALEY JOHN 19TH MI INF Post
WHALEY SIMEON O. 38TH OH INF Post 26
WHALEY SIMEON O. 196TH OH INF Post
WHARTON F.L. 124TH IL INF Post
WHARTON FLETCHER L. 154TH OH INF Post
WHARTON J.W. 124TH IL INF Post
WHARTON JAMES W. 124TH IL INF Post 3; 3
WHEADING FRANK M. 2ND NE CAV Post 69
WHEALAN JOHN W. 16TH KS CAV Post 223
WHEAT GEORGE T. 74TH IL INF Post 79
WHEATCRAFT JAMES F. 40TH IA INF Post 40
WHEATON ALONZO 7TH MI INF Post 114
WHEATON FRANK 2ND RI INF Post
WHEATON JAMES 123RD OH INF Post 25
WHEATON JONATHAN 84TH OH INF Post 131
WHEELER ALLEN 55TH IL INF Post 77
WHEELER ALONZO C. 67TH IN INF Post 81
WHEELER ARTHUR 1ST NE CAV Post 107
WHEELER ARTHUR 1ST NE CAV Post
WHEELER DAMIEL 11TH IL CAV Post
WHEELER GEORGE 16TH IL INF Post
WHEELER GEORGE R 6TH NY HEAVY ART. Post
WHEELER GIDEON 32ND IA INF Post 147
WHEELER H.C. 142ND US INF Post 262
WHEELER H.C. 142ND NY INF Post 262
WHEELER H.H. 9TH NY INF Post
WHEELER HARDAN P 60TH IN INF Post
WHEELER HENRY 18TH IA INF Post 51
WHEELER HILAND H. 9TH NY INF Post
WHEELER HORATIO N. 135TH OH INF Post 118
WHEELER HUBBARD E. 145TH PA INF;PVT;CO. F;5 Post
WHEELER JAMES 1ST WI CAV Post
WHEELER JAMES H. 7TH KS CAV Post 109
WHEELER JOHN 23RD IA INF;PVT;CO. G;29 Post 91
WHEELER JOHN A 60TH US COLORED INF Post
WHEELER JOHN Q. 87TH IN INF Post 146
WHEELER JOHN R. 5TH MI ART. Post 109
WHEELER JOSEPH 55TH IL INF Post 157
WHEELER JUSTUS E. 4TH IL CAV;CO. L;12TH IL Post 60
WHEELER JUSTUS E. 12TH IL CAV;4TH IL CAV Post
WHEELER L.A. 2ND NE CAV Post 66
WHEELER LEMUEL A. 2ND NE CAV Post
WHEELER LOYAL E. 20TH IL INF Post 35
WHEELER LOYAL E. 20TH IL INF Post
WHEELER LUCIUS G. 102ND NY Post
WHEELER MERRITT P. 39TH WI INF Post 278
WHEELER MYRON 55TH IL INF Post 77
WHEELER ROBERT 112TH PA HEAVY ART. Post
WHEELER SAMUEL 3RD IA CAV Post 77
WHEELER SAMUEL 154TH NY INF Post 322
WHEELER SAMUEL A. 2ND NE CAV Post 95
WHEELER SAMUEL J. 154TH NY INF Post 9;3
WHEELER STERLING 74TH IL INF Post 79
WHEELER THOMAS B. 1ST MN INF Post 12
WHEELER W.W. 4TH MI CAV Post 32
WHEELING JOHN 41ST IL INF Post 282
WHEELOCK J.F. 13TH MA HEAVY ART. Post 228
WHEELOCK MATHEW G. 199TH PA INF Post 220
WHELPLEY DAVID P. 4TH NY INF;SEAMAN;US NAV Post 34
WHERFEL JACOB B. 16TH OH INF Post
WHERFELL JACOB B. 16TH OH INF Post 47
WHERMAN HENRY 10TH OH CAV Post
WHERRETT CHARLES 1ST OH INF Post 8
WHERRY R.A. 79TH OH INF Post 84
WHERRY ROBERT A. 79TH OH INF Post 84
WHETSHIRE JOHN C. 18TH IA INF Post
WHETSTINE JOHN 18TH IA INF Post
WHIBKEY CHARLES F. 88TH IN INF Post
WHIBKEY HENRY 91ST IN INF Post
WHIFFEN THOMAS U. 124TH IL INF;33RD IL INF Post 89
WHIFFEN THOMAS U. 33RD IL INF;124TH IL INF Post 89
WHIFFIN THOMAS U. 124TH IL INF;33RD IL INF Post 89
WHILLOCK WILLIAM N. 6TH IA CAV Post
WHIPPLE ABNER S. 9TH IN INF Post 88
WHIPPLE CLARK B. 7TH NH INF Post 140
WHIPPLE E.J. 1ST NE CAV Post
WHIPPLE EDWARD J. 1ST VT CAV Post
WHIPPLE FRANK B. 57TH MA INF Post
WHIPPLE I.D. US NAVY; STEAMER BRILLIAN Post 91
WHIPPLE IRA 1ST MN INF Post 276
WHIPPLE WILLIAM 37TH WI INF Post
WHIPPS FLETCHER N. 34TH IN INF Post
WHIRTH FRITZ MEDICAL STAFF; 2ND MI Post
WHITAKER CHARLES A. 88TH IN INF Post
WHITAKER EDWARD S. 95TH OH INF Post 24
WHITAKER EDWARD S. 95TH OH INF Post
WHITAKER ETHAN C. 34TH IA INF Post
WHITAKER ETHAN O 34TH IA INF Post
WHITAKER J.C. 19TH MI INF Post 95
WHITAKER JAMES 33RD WI INF Post 25
WHITAKER JAMES 22ND IN INF Post 237
WHITAKER JAMES H 3RD MA INF Post
WHITAKER JOHN C. 19TH MI INF Post
WHITAKER THOMAS 9TH IN INF Post
WHITAKER THOMAS 8TH MI ENGINEERS Post
WHITAKER WILLIAM A. 47TH OH INF Post 84
WHITAKER WILLIAM A. 47TH OH Post
WHITAKER WILLIAM B. 24TH VA INF Post
WHITCHER GEORGE A. 46TH IN INF; 2ND IN CAV Post 25
WHITCOMB DANIEL H.K. 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 111
WHITCOMB EDWARD 34TH IL INF Post 130
WHITCOMB LYMAN 37TH IN INF Post 66
WHITCOMB MILO M. 1ST KS ART. Post
WHITCOMB MOSES 100TH IN INF Post 129
WHITCOMB OLNEY M. 13TH KS INF Post 66
WHITCOMB OLNEY M. 13TH KS INF Post
WHITCOMB WILLIAM A. 15TH IL INF Post 130
WHITE A.J. 31ST NY INF Post
WHITE A.M. 2ND IA INF Post 26
WHITE AARON J. 74TH IL INF Post 10
WHITE ALBERT 114TH IL INF Post 11
WHITE ALBIN J. 31ST NJ INF Post
WHITE ALFRED 1ST NE CAV Post
WHITE ALFRED 1ST NE Post
WHITE ALFRED 1ST NE CAV Post 47
WHITE B.C. 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF Post 40
WHITE BARNABUS B. 18TH IA INF Post
WHITE BENJAMIN C. 41ST IA INF; 7TH IA CAV Post 40
WHITE BENJAMIN C. 14TH IA INF; 41ST IA INF Post
WHITE CHARLES 5TH Y MO ART. Post
WHITE CHARLES C. 9TH IL CAV Post 64
WHITE CYRUS K. 91ST OH INF Post
WHITE CYRUS K. 91ST OH INF Post 61
WHITE DAVID O. 2ND IA CAV Post 64
WHITE DENNIS 100TH IL INF Post
WHITE E.H. 116TH OH INF Post 19
WHITE ELIHU C. 18TH IA INF Post
WHITE ELIJAH 103RD IL INF Post
WHITE ELISHA 146TH IL INF Post 168
WHITE ERASTUS R. IN Post
WHITE GEORGE 96TH OH INF Post 90
WHITE GEORGE 96TH OH Post
WHITE GEORGE 148TH IL INF Post
WHITE GEORGE 5TH WI CAV (ERROR) Post 39
WHITE GEORGE 5TH WI ART. Post 39
WHITE GEORGE J. 21ST IA INF Post 194
WHITE GEORGE J. 31ST IA INF Post 119
WHITE GEORGE J. 21ST IN INF Post
WHITE GEORGE W. 91ST NY INF Post 8
WHITE GEORGE W. 148TH IL INF Post 19
WHITE GEORGE W. 5TH MI INF Post 208
WHITE HARVEY 140TH IN INF Post 33
WHITE HERMAN 3RD IL INF Post
WHITE IVON S. 2ND NE CAV Post
WHITE J. WELLINGTO 3RD WI ART. Post 139
WHITE J.B. 8TH VET. RESERVE CORP; 3R Post 23
WHITE J.S. 28TH IL INF Post
WHITE JACOB 93RD OH INF Post 311
WHITE JAMES 33RD IL LINF Post 239
WHITE JAMES C. 16TH OH INF Post
WHITE JAMES C. 16TH OH INF Post
WHITE JAMES C. 16TH OH LINF Post
WHITE JAMES H. 17TH IL CAV Post
WHITE JAMES H. 17TH IL CAV Post 25
WHITE JAMES S. 28TH IL INF Post 80
WHITE JAMES S. 14TH IL CAV; PVT; CO. H; 28 Post 135
WHITE JAMES T. 152ND IL INF Post 284
WHITE JAMES T. 15TH IL CAV Post 350
WHITE JAMES T. 152ND IL INF Post
WHITE JOHN 172ND OH INF Post 25
WHITE JOHN E. 86TH IL INF Post 116
WHITE JOHN E. 20TH IA INF Post 94
WHITE JOHN E. 18TH IA INF Post 94
WHITE JOHN H. 152ND OH INF Post 149
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit Description</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOHN M.</td>
<td>11TH IN INF Post 346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOHN M.</td>
<td>10TH TN CAV Post 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOHN M.</td>
<td>10TH TN CAV Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOHN P.</td>
<td>10TH NY CAV; CO. E; 1ST NY Post 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOHN W.</td>
<td>10TH VA CAV(CONFEDERATE) Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH</td>
<td>23RD OH INF Post 113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH</td>
<td>102ND US COLORED TROOPS Post 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH</td>
<td>48TH WI INF Post 88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH</td>
<td>23RD VET. RES. CORP Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH B.</td>
<td>3RD IA INF Post 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE JOSEPH B.</td>
<td>31ST IA INF Post 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE LEANDER</td>
<td>11TH LIN INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE LEO NIDAS</td>
<td>11TH IN INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE LEWIS U.</td>
<td>26TH IA INF Post 118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE M.</td>
<td>9TH IA CAV Post 338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE PATRICK S.</td>
<td>10TH MN INF Post 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE PERRY A.</td>
<td>2ND OH HEAVY ART. Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE ROBERT L.</td>
<td>10TH OH ART. Post 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE ROBERT S.</td>
<td>97TH NY INF Post 91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE SAMUEL H.</td>
<td>7TH IA INF Post 193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE SAMUEL M.</td>
<td>39TH MO INF Post 227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE SILAS S.</td>
<td>77TH NY INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS</td>
<td>1ST MO ENGINEERS Post 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS A.</td>
<td>11TH MI INF Post 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS H.</td>
<td>49TH WI INF Post 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS H.</td>
<td>16TH IL INF; CO. C; 102ND Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS H.</td>
<td>102ND IL INF; CO. H; 16TH Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE THOMAS J.</td>
<td>85TH PA INF Post 227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE W.C.</td>
<td>105TH PA INF Post 153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE W.H.</td>
<td>4TH IA CAV Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE W.J.</td>
<td>4TH TN INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE W.S.</td>
<td>3RAD MO(CONFEDERATE) Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WALTER C.</td>
<td>148TH OH INF Post 88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WARREN R.</td>
<td>170TH OH INF Post 111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WELCOME B.</td>
<td>172ND OH NATIONAL GUARD Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WELLINGTON</td>
<td>3RD WI ART. Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM</td>
<td>4TH TN INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM</td>
<td>81ST IL INF Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM</td>
<td>1ST OH HEAVY ART. Post 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>12TH OH LIGHT ART; 25TH O Post 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>25TH OH INF; 12TH OH ARTI Post 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM H.</td>
<td>30TH IL INF Post 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM J.</td>
<td>4TH TN INF Post 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WILLIAM R.</td>
<td>11TH CT INF; CO. E; 2ND US Post 173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITEAKER JOHN C.</td>
<td>21ST MO INF Post 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHITEBEEK JOHN 18TH NY INF Post 8
WHITED ISAAC 2ND IA CAV Post 25
WHITED ISAAC 2ND IA CAV Post 25
WHITED ISAAC 2ND IA CAV Post
WHITED JOHN 15TH MO INF Post 22
WHITEHALL MILES G 62ND NY COLORED INF Post
WHITEHEAD FREDERICK 32ND WI INF Post 134
WHITEHEAD JAMES 19TH WI INF Post 264
WHITEHEAD JAMES 27TH WI INF; 13TH US INF Post 264
WHITEHEAD JAMES 13TH US INF Post 264
WHITEHEAD JOHN M. 15TH IN INF Post 24
WHITEHEAD JONATHAN A. 89TH IL INF Post 51
WHITEHEAD WILLIAM 3RD WI CAV Post 134
WHITEHEAD WILLIAM W. 147TH IN INF Post
WHITEHEARD I.J. VETERINARIAN SURGEON; 1ST Post 60
WHITEHORN LORENZO 2ND NE CAV Post 110
WHITEHORN SAMUEL 2ND NE CAV Post 170
WHITEHOUSE WILSON 1ST MN LIGHT ART. Post
WHITELOCK JOHN G. 1ST NE INF Post 31
WHITEMAN CALVIN 62ND IL INF Post
WHITEMAN MILO J. 8TH IA INF Post 187
WHITESSELL GEORGE 20TH IA INF Post 94
WHITESSELL LEANDER 1ST IN HEAVY ART. Post 91
WHITESIDES BENJAMIN 6TH US CAV; 105TH NY INF Post 7
WHITFIELD N.B. 3RD IL; 14TH IL Post
WHITFORD A.D. 13TH MI INF Post 176
WHITING A.H. 43RD MA INF Post
WHITING A.V. 43RD MA INF Post 77
WHITING EDWARD L. 1ST NY LIGHT ART; POST 32 Post 241
WHITING GEORGE L. 4TH MN INF Post 116
WHITING GEORGE W. 8TH MI CAV Post 3
WHITING L.H. 160TH NY INF Post
WHITING LUTHER H. 50TH NY INF Post 42
WHITING R.G. 30TH IL INF Post
WHITING THOMAS 8TH Post
WHITINGEN W.H. 6TH IA INF (ERROR) Post 255
WHITINGER WILLIAM H. 6TH IA CAV Post 90
WHITINGER WILLIAM H. 6TH IA Post
WHITLOCK WILLIAM N. 6TH IA CAV; CAPT; CO. A; 3R Post 35
WHITLOW PETER 2ND NE CAV Post
WHITMAN E.A. 4TH MI CAV Post 143
WHITMAN GEORGE E. 33RD IL INF; 72ND IL INF Post 108
WHITMAN GEORGE E. 72ND IL INF; 33RD IL INF Post 13
WHITMAN GEORGE W. 26TH IA INF Post 162
WHITMAN LPETER E. 94TH OH INF Post
WHITMAN NATHANIEL A. 9TH PA CAV Post 118
WHITMAN S.B. 2ND VT INF Post
WHITMAN S.B. 2ND US SHARPSHOOTERS Post 13
WHITMAN T.W. 60TH MA INF Post 34
WHITMAN WASHINGTON B 83RD IL INF Post 90
WHITMARSH JOHN W. 77TH WI Post
WHITMER CHRISTIAN 80TH OH INF Post 66
WHITMER THOMAS 35TH IA INF Post 207
WHITMORE A. R. 185TH OH INF(ERROR) Post 142
WHITMORE BENONA G. 50TH WI INF Post
WHITMORE HARRISON 2ND IL ART. Post 130
WHITMORE S.L. N.S. SHARPSHOOTERS Post 317
WHITMOYER M. 132ND PA INF Post 9
WHITNEY A.V. 43RD MO INF(ERROR) Post 77
WHITNEY CHARLES F. 47TH IA INF Post 110
WHITNEY CHARLES W. 30TH MO INF Post 216
WHITNEY DAVID 128TH IN INF Post 133
WHITNEY DAVID V US NAVY;USS PRESSTON Post
WHITNEY EBEN B. 15TH ME INF Post
WHITNEY GEORGE A. 14TH NJ INF Post 31
WHITNEY GEORGE C. 12TH IL INF Post 177
WHITNEY HARRISON 76TH NY INF;147TH NY INF Post 11
WHITNEY HARRISON 147TH NY INF;76TH NY INF Post
WHITNEY J.W. 6TH ME LIGHT ART Post 156
WHITNEY JACOB W. 49TH WI INF Post 170
WHITNEY JOHN B. 17TH NY Post
WHITNEY JONES H. 99TH IL INF Post
WHITNEY JONIS H. 99TH IL INF Post 11
WHITNEY OMAR 9TH KS CAV Post
WHITNEY R.B. 1ST MI INF Post 67
WHITNEY SILAS D 7TH IL CAV Post
WHITNEY VESPVASIAN W. 25TH WI INF Post 65
WHITSIDE BENJAMIN 6TH US CAV;105TH NY INF Post 7
WHITSON WILLIAM H. 51ST IL INF Post 189
WHITT JAMES 13TH MO CAV Post 42
WHITT JAMES 3RD MO CAV;13TH MO CAV Post 74
WHITT JOHN W. 1ST WI CAV Post 74
WHITT NOAH B. 23RD MO INF Post 74
WHITTAKER A.J. 5TH MI INF Post 9
WHITTAKER FRANCIS M. 4TH IL CAV Post 22
WHITTAKER FREEDOM H. 126TH IL INF Post 110
WHITTAM JAMES S. 137TH IN INF Post 228
WHITTECAR JASPER N. 48TH IA INF Post 67
WHITTECAR WESLEY A. 48TH IA INF Post 67
WHITTED JOSEPH M. 2ND NE CAV Post 55
WHITTERMORE AUSTIN B. 12TH IA INF;PVT;CO. H;31 Post 67
WHITTERMORE AUSTIN B. 31ST IA INF Post 252
WHITTEMORE BENONI G. 50TH WI INF Post 103
WHITTEMORE WALTER L. 31ST IA INF Post 67
WHITTEN DAVID J. 12TH MI INF Post
WHITTEN W. T. 7TH IA INF Post
WHITTEN WARRON 7TH IA INF Post 6:5
WHITTEN WARRREN T. 7TH IA INF Post
WHITTIER GEORGE E. 1ST MD INF Post
WHITTIER JAMES J. 6TH VT INF Post 1
WHITTIG JOSEPH 2ND NE Post
WHITTINGHAM JAMES 12TH WV INF Post
WHITTINGTON DAVID W 60TH MO CAV Post
WHITTLESY THOMAS B. 4TH MI Post
WHITTNER CHRISTIAN 80TH OH INF Post
WHITROCK FREDERICK GERMAN REGULARS Post
WHITROCK FREDERICK S. GERMAN REGULARS Post
WHITTSTRUCK CARL M. 11TH IL CAV Post
WIAICK HARRISON 102ND OH INF Post
WIA JOHN 47TH IL INF Post
WIAARD AUGUST J. 17TH WI INF Post 29
WIBBNER WALKER R. 198TH PA Post
WICHER GEORGE 48TH IN INF; PVT; CO. A; 52 Post 313
WICK WILLIAM H. 41ST OH INF Post
WICKER SAMUEL 39TH IA INF Post 212
WICKERSHAM BAYARD 178TH OH INF Post
WICKHAM ANDREW G. 74TH OH INF Post 98
WICKHAM JOEL 43RD MO INF Post 25
WICKHAM JOHN 9TH PA RESERVE CORP Post 1
WICKHAN JAMES 18TH MO INF Post
WICKKISER D. 88TH PA INF Post 306
WICKLINE SAM 11TH PA INF Post
WICKLINE SAMUEL 9TH PA Post
WICKS CLARK 83RD IN INF Post 104
WICKS JAMES M 119TH PA Post
WICKWIRE FRANK E. 21ST WI INF Post 4
WICKWIRE MYRON R. INDEPENDENT PA MILITIA Post 4; 2
WICKWIRE W.R. PA INDEPENDENT REGIMENT Post 1
WIDAMAN JACOB 8TH IN INF Post 276
WIDDERSHEIM HENRY 108TH IL INF Post 51
WIDDIS THOMAS US NAVY; SHIP 'HARTFORD' Post
WIDEBERG E. 1ST IL CAV Post 318
WIDENER WILLIAM 9TH NY CAV Post
WIDHAM R.B. 46TH IA Post
WIDICH ANDREW J. 116TH IL INF Post
WIDICK ANDREW J. Post
WIDLE JOHN 34TH WI INF Post 41
WIDLE JOHN 43RD WI INF Post
WIDMAN WILLIAM H. 2ND OH INF Post 109
WIDMER JACOB 12TH PA CAV Post 12
WIDSNER JAMES M. 1ST IL LIGHT ART; ALIAS J Post 10
WIEDEBURG EDWARD 1ST MO HEAVY ART; B. 9APR Post 318
WIEMER DAVID F. 19TH OH INF Post 98
WIENER CHARLES US NAVY; GUNBOAT NEW HAM Post 80
WIER A.H. 2ND CO INF Post 25
WIER JOHN 24TH OH INF Post 24
WIESCHENDORF WILLIAM 1ST CO CAV Post
WIESMAN JONATHAN T. 1ST IL ART; 8TH IL INF Post 25
WIGGINS J.W. 8TH MO INF Post 113
WIGGS MATHEW C TN CAV Post
WIGHTMAN G.W. 7TH WI INF Post 50
WIGHTMAN W Post 123
WIGHTMAN WILSON 20TH IA INF Post 25
WIGLON ALONZO L. 88TH OH INF Post 13
WIGNALL CHARLES 72ND IL INF Post
WIKE LEOPOLD 28TH CT INF Post 242
WIKER ALBERT 11TH IA INF Post 319
WILAM WILLIAM 7TH IL CAV Post 73
WILBER ALBERT G. 41ST OH INF Post 51
WILBER CHALES D 11 MI INF Post
WILBER REUBEN H. 102ND NY Post
WILBERT HENRY 108TH NY INF Post 118
WILBUN ROBERT 2ND NY CAV Post
WILBUR C.A. 3RD IA INF Post 261
WILBUR HIRAM L. 51ST NY INF; 109TH NY INF Post
WILBUR R.H. 102ND NY INF Post
WILBUR WARD J. 24TH IA INF Post 231
WILBURN GEORGE W. 2ND NE CAV Post 2; 2
WILCOX A.E. 8TH MI CAV Post 32
WILCOX ALFRED 91ST OH INF Post
WILCOX ANDREW 142ND IL INF Post 40
WILCOX B.L. 137TH PA INF Post 165
WILCOX BYRON L. 137TH PA INF Post
WILCOX CLARK 2ND NE INF Post
WILCOX EDWARD M. 30TH WI INF Post 25
WILCOX ELI J. 1ST CO CAV Post 344
WILCOX ELIJAH D. 36TH WI INF Post 157
WILCOX F.W. 5TH VT INF Post 67
WILCOX FRED W. 158TH OH INF Post 8
WILCOX GEORGE H. 7TH PA CAV Post 91
WILCOX GEORGE W. 29TH MI INF Post 74
WILCOX GEORGE W. 22ND MI INF; 29TH MI INF Post
WILCOX GEORGE W. 5TH IN ART. Post 25
WILCOX JEREMIAH C. 5TH IA CAV Post 7
WILCOX JESSE 7TH IA INF Post
WILCOX JOHN 2ND IL CAV Post 209
WILCOX JOHN 108TH IL INF Post
WILCOX LEVI 150TH IL Post
WILCOX LEVI W. 2ND IL CAV Post 99
WILCOX LORANCE 133RD OH Post
WILCOX NEWEL R. 2ND NE CAV Post 55
WILCOX NORVEL R. 2ND NE CAV Post
WILCOX R. 34TH WI INF(ERROR) Post 8
WILCOX R.P. Post
WILCOX RANSFORD 24TH MI INF Post 8
WILCOX ROBERT S. 1ST NY ART;CORP; CO. C;1 Post 110
WILCOX S. 150TH OH INF Post 36
WILCOX THEADORE 7TH MD ART. Post
WILCOX THEODORE 7TH IN ART. Post 25
WILCOX THOMAS J. 7TH IL CAV Post
WILCOX W. R. 25TH MI INF Post 32
WILCOX W.R. 28TH MI INF Post 253
WILCOX WILLIAM 13TH IA INF Post 111
WILCOX WILLIAM 15TH IA INF Post
WILCOX WILLIAM M. 95TH IL INF Post 226
WILCOXEN JOE W. 134TH IN INF Post 44
WILCOXEN JOSEPH 147TH IN INF Post 44
WILDE MERRITT M. 31ST IA INF Post 227
WILDEMAN ROBERT B. 1ST US ART. Post
WILDER BYRON 7TH NY CAV Post
WILDER GEORGE F. 18TH MO INF Post 152
WILDER GEORGE F. 36TH IL INF Post 139
WILDER JAMES W. 3RD KY INF Post
WILDER JOSEPH P. 42ND MO INF Post 152
WILDER LOREN H 18TH MO INF Post
WILDER OTIS H. 14TH IL INF Post 112
WILDER TRUMAN G. 8TH IL CAV Post 80
WILDERMAN ROBERT B. 1ST US ART Post 262
WILDERMUTH EDWIN C. 11TH WI INF Post 82
WILDESON DANIEL S. 7TH WI INF Post 155
WILDMAN BENSON E. 171ST OH INF Post 23
WILDMAN IRA H. 1ST IA CAV Post
WILDMAN WILLIAM D. 88TH IN INF;12TH IN INF Post 25
WILDMAN WILLIAM D. 12TH IN INF;88TH IN INF Post 146
WILDMAN WILLIAM H. 2ND OH CAV(25TH OH INDEP Post 129
WILDMAN WILLIAM H. 25TH OH ART(CO.D;2ND OH Post 129
WILES CHARLES 1ST CO CAV Post
WILES ISAAC 2ND NE CAV Post 45
WILES ISAAC 2ND NE CAV Post
WILES THOMAS 29TH IA Post
WILES THOMAS JR 29TH IA INF Post
WILES THOMAS JR. 29TH IA INF Post 45
WILEVT THORNTON F. 42ND IL INF Post
WILEY CHARLES P. 38TH IL INF Post 168
WILEY ELZA 9TH OH CAV Post 224
WILEY ELZA 9TH KS CAV; PVT; CO. E; 4TH Post 222
WILEY JACOB L. 7TH IL INF Post
WILEY JAMES 5TH KS CAV Post 212
WILEY JOHN H. 45TH IL INF Post 112
WILEY SETH C. 92ND IL INF Post
WILEY SOLON L. 52ND MA INF Post 110
WILEY WALTER S. 33RD IL Post
WILFORD GEORGE W. 73RD IN INF Post 37
WILHELM JERRY 3RD MD INF Post
WILHELM NOAH 34TH IL ILNF Post
WILHITE J.R. 14TH IL INF Post
WILHITE JAMES R. 14TH IL INF Post
WILHITE JAMES R. 14TH IL INF Post
WILHITE WILLIAM C. 30TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMSON SAMUEL H. 105TH IL INF Post
WILK ISAAC 4TH IN CAV Post
WILKEE FREDERICK G. 16TH NY HEAVY ART. Post 111
WILKEN HERMANN 105TH IL INF Post
WILKENING HENRY 144TH IL INF Post
WILKENNING HENRY 144TH IL INF Post
WILKENSON HIRAM M. 11TH IL CAV Post 180
WILKEY WILLIAM C. 1ST PA CAV Post 4
WILKIE DAVE 95TH IL INF Post 104
WILKIE DAVID 14TH WI INF Post
WILKIE JAMES US NAVY Post 113
WILKINS BENJAMIN 11TH OH INF Post
WILKINS BENJAMIN F. 11TH OH INF Post 21
WILKINS FRANCIS M. 151ST IL INF Post 349
WILKINS HERMAN 105TH IL INF Post 9
WILKINS JAMES H. 14TH IL INF Post
WILKINS SAMUEL 84TH IL INF Post
WILKINSON DANIEL S. 7TH WI INF Post 43
WILKINSON GEORGE C. 93RD IL INF Post 37
WILKINSON GEORGE C. 93RD IN INF Post
WILKINSON H.M. 21ST IN INF Post 140
WILKINSON HORACE B. 8TH IL INF; 17TH IL INF Post
WILKINSON HORACE B. 17TH IL INF; 8TH IL INF Post 188
WILKINSON J.W. 1ST MO CAV Post 309
WILKINSON LEWIS 102ND IL INF Post 144
WILKINSON LOVINSKI B. 53RD IL INF Post 25
WILKINSON ROBERT 7TH IL CAV Post
WILKINSON WILLARD W. 28TH IA INF Post 82
WILKINSON WILLIAM 2ND WI CAV Post 135
WILKINSON WILLIAM 11TH IL CAV Post 72
WILKINSON WILLIAM 104TH IL INF Post 72
WILKINSON WILLIAM 22TH IL INF Post 72
WILKINSON WILLIAM H. 2ND WI CAV Post
WILKS ALONZO 156TH IL INF Post 144
WILKS ALONZO W. 156TH IL INF Post
WILL CHARLES 54TH PA CAV Post
WILL CHARLES 54TH PA INF Post 84
WILL G.A. 142ND PA INF Post
WILL GEORGE A. 142ND PA INF Post
WILL GEORGE W. 1ST WV INF Post
WILL JOACHIM DAKOTA VOL. Post
WILL JOCIN 1ST IA CAV Post
WILL JOSEPH M. 84TH IL INF Post 67
WILL JURGEN H. 1ST IA CAV Post 344
WILL LOUIS 4TH NY CAV Post
WILLAIRMS WARREN T. 7TH IA INF Post 8
WILLARD DAVID B. 37TH WI INF Post 1;2
WILLARD GEORGE 209TH PA INF Post
WILLARD ISAAC 63RD IL INF Post 1
WILLARD LEWIS D. 40TH IL INF Post
WILLARD LEWIS D. 140TH IL INF;POST 252 Post 169
WILLBARGER FRANK 12TH IN CAV Post 25
WILLBARGER FRANK L. 12TH IN CAV Post
WILLCOCK STEPHEN 40TH IA INF Post
WILLCOX ALFRED 91ST OH INF Post
WILLCOX EDMAN H. 22ND IA ILNF Post
WILLCOX EDMUND H. 22ND IA INF Post 95
WILLERAAN THOMAS M. 192ND OH INF Post 23
WILLETS FRANK 83RD US COLORED TROOPS Post 262
WILLETS HORACE 27TH IL INF Post 27
WILLETT JAMES L. 116TH IL INF Post 117
WILLETT THOMAS 30TH IL INF Post 247
WILLEY ALGY 145TH IL INF Post
WILLEY ANDREW JACKS AST. SURGEON;10TH IA INF Post
WILLEY ANDREW JACKS 7TH IA CAV Post 207
WILLEY GILMAN D. 42ND WI INF Post
WILLEY HENRY 17TH US INF Post 28
WILLEY JOHN T. 6TH WI INF Post 22
WILLIA KERR 46TH IL INF Post
WILLIAM HAPPER 6TH TN Post
WILLIAMS A.H. 15TH OH LIGHT ART. Post 42
WILLIAMS A.J. 3RD IA CAV Post 3;1
WILLIAMS A.Z. 83RD PA INF Post 22
WILLIAMS AARON 51ST US ART. Post 34
WILLIAMS ABRHAM 35TH WI INF Post 79
WILLIAMS ALFRED 52ND PA INF Post 227
WILLIAMS ANDREW J. 20TH WI INF Post 11
WILLIAMS B.F. 8TH WI INF Post 4
WILLIAMS BEN 22ND IA INF Post 129
WILLIAMS C.A. 21ST MO INF Post 50
WILLIAMS CHARLES G. 37TH IL INF;CO. C;37TH I Post 270
WILLIAMS CHARLES G. 76TH IL INF;CO. C;37TH I Post
WILLIAMS CHARLES G. 76TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMS CHARLES W. 105TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMS CHARLES W. 105TH IL INF Post 104
WILLIAMS CHESTER E. 52ND IL INF Post 254
WILLIAMS DANIEL 37TH IA INF Post 216
WILLIAMS DANIEL S. 149TH IN INF Post 76
WILLIAMS DAVID 32ND WI INF Post 262
WILLIAMS DAVID K. 105TH PA INF Post 216
WILLIAMS DAVID W. 32ND WI Post
WILLIAMS DELANO M. 105TH IL INF Post 70
WILLIAMS EDWARD 47TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMS EDWARD 1ST WI ART. Post 275
WILLIAMS ERASMUS 1ST WI CAV(ERROR) Post 13
WILLIAMS ERASTUS 1ST WI HEAVY ART. Post 13
WILLIAMS FRANCIS M. 2ND KS ART. Post 25
WILLIAMS FREDERICK 38TH NY INF Post 2
WILLIAMS G.B. 6TH MO CAV Post 218
WILLIAMS G.V.B. 1ST MO CAV Post 303
WILLIAMS GEORGE 6TH IA CAV Post 180
WILLIAMS GEORGE 6TH IN CAV(ERROR) Post 180
WILLIAMS GEORGE 10TH MN INF Post 11
WILLIAMS GEORGE D. 51ST PA INF Post 28
WILLIAMS GEORGE M. 105TH IL INF Post 154
WILLIAMS GEORGE V.B. 1ST MO INF Post 303
WILLIAMS GEORGE W. 23RD OH Post
WILLIAMS H.D. 9TH KY CAV;CORP;CO. L;8T Post 65
WILLIAMS H.S. 6TH IN CAV Post 91
WILLIAMS HALEY W. 5TH MO INF(CONFEDERATE) Post
WILLIAMS HENRY 8TH TN CAV Post 208
WILLIAMS HEUN 78TH NY INF Post
WILLIAMS HIRAM 34TH IA INF Post 109
WILLIAMS HOBART 151ST NY INF Post
WILLIAMS HOBART 151ST NY INF Post
WILLIAMS HOBART W. 151ST NY INF Post 110
WILLIAMS HORO A. 20TH PA CAV;CO. M;1ST PA Post 4
WILLIAMS ISAIAH 6TH WI INF Post 49
WILLIAMS ISAIAH 6TH WI INF Post 49
WILLIAMS J.E.R. 89TH IL INF Post 1
WILLIAMS J.W. 36TH OH INF Post 22
WILLIAMS JACOB 43RD WI INF Post 110
WILLIAMS JACOB O. 143RD PA INF Post
WILLIAMS JAMES 33RD WI INF Post 71
WILLIAMS JAMES 83RD LA INF Post 261
WILLIAMS JAMES A. 101ST IL INF Post 8
WILLIAMS JAMES E. 46TH IL INF Post 288
WILLIAMS JAMES E. 15TH IL INF Post 83
WILLIAMS JAMES F. 3RD MI CAV Post 112
WILLIAMS JAMES F. 9TH IL INF Post 112
WILLIAMS JAMES H. 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post 134
WILLIAMS JAMES R. 15TH IA INF Post 12
WILLIAMS JAMES W. 2ND KS ART. Post
WILLIAMS JEFFERSON 75TH IN INF Post 234
WILLIAMS JESSE 7TH IA LINF Post 116
WILLIAMS JOHN 136TH OH INF Post 25
WILLIAMS JOHN 1ST NY ART. Post
WILLIAMS JOHN 10TH IL CAV Post 207
WILLIAMS JOHN 126TH IL INF Post 44
WILLIAMS JOHN C. 100TH NY INF Post
WILLIAMS JOHN C. 18TH WI INF Post 25
WILLIAMS JOHN H. 77TH IL INF Post 17
WILLIAMS JOHN H. 9TH IN INF Post 147
WILLIAMS JOHN N. 11TH KS INF Post 136
WILLIAMS JOHN S. 13TH IA INF Post
WILLIAMS JOHN S. 1ST CO CAV Post 35
WILLIAMS JOHN S. 13TH IA INF Post
WILLIAMS JOHN W. 20TH IN INF Post
WILLIAMS JOHN W. 52ND INF Post
WILLIAMS JOHN W. 20TH IN INF Post 277
WILLIAMS JOHN Z. 8TH IA INF Post 44
WILLIAMS JONAS A. 6TH OH CAV Post 51
WILLIAMS JONATHAN S. 17TH IA INF Post 116
WILLIAMS JOSEPH 99TH IN INF Post 123
WILLIAMS JOSEPH A. Post 123
WILLIAMS JOSEPH B. 4TH U.S. INF; 4TH US LIG Post 8
WILLIAMS JOSEPH B. 4TH WI ART; 4TH US INF Post 8
WILLIAMS JOSEPH C. 23RD IA INF Post
WILLIAMS JOSEPH I. 99TH IN INF Post
WILLIAMS JOSEPH L. 99TH IN INF; POST 235 Post 54
WILLIAMS JOSEPH S. 8TH IL CAV Post 136
WILLIAMS JOSEPHUS 47TH IA INF Post 155
WILLIAMS JOSIAH 2ND WI CAV Post
WILLIAMS L.H 35TH IL INF Post 34
WILLIAMS LEVANT MI INF Post
WILLIAMS WILLIAM H. Post
WILLIAMS WILLIAM H. 8TH IL INF;5TH US CAV Post 40
WILLIAMS WILLIAM O. 128TH IN INF Post 32
WILLIAMS WILLIAM W 1ST IL Post
WILLIAMS WILLIAM W. 151ST NY INF Post
WILLIAMSON FRANK 14TH IL INF Post 24
WILLIAMSON FRANK 139TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMSON GEORGE S. 72ND IL INF Post 163
WILLIAMSON H.C. 8TH OH CAV Post 17
WILLIAMSON HENRY C. 44TH OH INF;CO. E;8TH OH Post 17
WILLIAMSON HENRY C. 44TH OH INF Post
WILLIAMSON HENRY H. 10TH MN Post
WILLIAMSON HIRAM F. 112TH IL INF Post 23
WILLIAMSON HIRAM H. 89TH IN INF;CO. E;26TH I Post 15
WILLIAMSON HIRAMK H. 26TH IN INF;CO. A;89TH I Post
WILLIAMSON J.R. 105TH IL INF Post 66
WILLIAMSON JAMES R. 105TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMSON JOHN 50TH WI INF Post 80
WILLIAMSON PRESTON H. 89TH IN INF Post 15
WILLIAMSON RICHARD M. 119TH IL INF Post 279
WILLIAMSON RICHARD M. 119TH IL INF Post
WILLIAMSON SAMUEL A. 4TH IL CAV Post 349
WILLIAMSON SAMUEL H. 105TH IL INF Post 66
WILLIAMSON SAMUEL T. 117TH IL INF Post 24
WILLIAMSON SIMON 65TH US COLORED INF Post
WILLIAMSON WILLIAM A 1ST MI CAV Post
WILLIAMSON WILLIAM J. 73RD IN INF Post 72
WILLIS ALEXANDER G. 2ND IA CAV;CO. I;61ST US Post 13
WILLIS FULLERTON 59TH IL Post
WILLIS GEORGE 33RD NJ Post
WILLIS HAMILTON J. 90TH OH INF Post
WILLIS JAMES 176TH OH INF Post 269
WILLIS JOHN 77TH IL INF Post 262
WILLIS JOHN G. 17TH IL CAV Post 7
WILLIS JOHN G. 17TH IL CAV Post
WILLIS JOHN G. 17TH IL CAV Post
WILLIS JOHN G. 17TH IL CAV Post 7
WILLIS JOHN G. 17TH IL CAV Post 262
WILLIS L.W. 10TH US INF Post 22
WILLIS PARCEL 90TH OH INF Post 142
WILLIS R.A. 8TH MN INF Post
WILLIS R.A. 8TH MN INF Post 262
WILLIS S.P. 1ST IA CAV Post 48
WILLIS SYLVESTER 1ST WI CAV Post 310
WILLIS SYLVESTER P. 1ST IA CAV Post
WILLITS CHARLES F. 9TH IL CAV Post 59
WILLITS CHARLES F. 9TH IL CAV Post
WILLMOT EDGAR E. 17TH IA INF Post 108
WILLOUGHBY LEVI B. 31ST IN INF Post 23
WILLOUGHBY THEODORE 6TH WV INF Post 1;2
WILLOUGHBY W.A. 2ND TN INF Post
WILLOUGHBY WILLIAM G. 25TH WI ART.;CO. I; 12TH Post 60
WILLOUGHBY WINFIELD S. 150TH IL INF Post 157
WILL CHARLES H. 7TH WI ART. Post
WILLS CHARLES C. 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post 354
WILLS DAVID W. 8TH IN INF Post 26
WILLS JOHN P. 193RD OH INF Post 19
WILLS OLIVER T. 1ST MO CAV Post
WILLS WILLIAM 23RD IL INF Post
WILLS WILLIAM W. 36TH IA INF Post
WILSEY GEORGE W. 4TH WI CAV Post
WILSEY HORACE N. 4TH WI CAV Post
WILSEY JUDSON T. 10TH IA INF Post 10
WILSON DANIEL R. 47TH IL INF Post
WILSON JOHN G. 149TH IN INF Post 90
WILSON R. 6TH WI INF(ERROR) Post 18
WILSON REUBEN S. AST. SURGEON;8TH WI INF Post 18
WILSON WILLIAM H. 57TH IL INF Post
WILMOTH W.H. 25TH IA INF Post 250
WILMOTT JAMES W. 50TH IL INF Post 248
WILMS F.W. 3RD WI INF Post 120
WILOBY THOMAS W. 163RD NY INF Post
WILSEY ALBERT 147TH IL INF Post 32
WILSON A. 25TH IA INF Post 343
WILSON A.J. 1ST IA INF(ERROR) Post 124
WILSON A.R. 9TH IA CAV Post
WILSON AARON 28TH IA INF Post
WILSON AARON 3RD CO INF Post
WILSON ADAM C. 16TH IA INF Post 50
WILSON ADELBERT J. 1ST IL ART. Post 231
WILSON ALBERT J. 118TH IL INF Post 2;3
WILSON ALBERT P. 98TH IL INF;CO. H; 61ST Post
WILSON ALBERT P. 61ST IL INF;CO. I;98TH I Post 47
WILSON ALBERT P. 135TH IL INF Post 47
WILSON ALEX 99TH IL IN Post 44
WILSON ALFRED R. 9TH IA CAV Post 17
WILSON ALLEN L. 21ST IA INF Post 82
WILSON ALLEN P. 18TH KY INF Post 22
WILSON ALMON H. 126TH NY INF Post
WILSON AMBROSE 20TH OH INF Post
WILSON AMOS 36TH OH INF Post 81
WILSON ANDREW 78TH IL INF Post 198
WILSON ANDREW J. 1ST IA CAV Post 8:1
WILSON ANTHONY I. 33RD WI INF Post
WILSON ARTHUR D. 141ST IL INF Post
WILSON ARTHUR W. 36TH IL INF Post 17
WILSON B.F. 1ST MO ENGINEERS Post 25
WILSON BENJAMIN 6TH MO INF Post 65
WILSON C.B. 13TH MI INF Post 296
WILSON CHARLES B. 34TH IL INF Post
WILSON CHARLES G. 47TH IN INF Post 135
WILSON CHARLES H. 2ND OH CAV Post 82
WILSON CHARLES H. 49TH PA Post
WILSON CHARLES N. 193RD NY INF Post 215
WILSON CHARLES S. 26TH IL INF Post 35
WILSON CHARLES W. 8TH IA INF Post 13
WILSON CHAUNCEY P. 25TH WI INF Post 10
WILSON COTTRILL Post
WILSON DANIEL R. 47TH IL INF Post 35
WILSON DANIEL T. 134TH IL INF Post
WILSON DAVID 108TH KS INF Post
WILSON DAVID I. 134TH IL INF Post 56
WILSON DAVID K. 26TH IN INF;115TH IN INF Post 90
WILSON DAVID K. 115TH IN INF;26TH IN INF Post 90
WILSON E.M. AST. SURGEON;25TH OH Post
WILSON EDWARD L. 21ST IL INF Post
WILSON EDWARD L. 21ST IL INF Post 47
WILSON ELI M. AST. SURGEON;25TH OH INF Post 84
WILSON ELWOOD C. 29TH VA INF(CONFEDERATE) Post
WILSON ENOS H. 1ST IA CAV Post
WILSON ERASTUS 7TH IA CAV Post 91
WILSON EVAN 8TH IA CAV Post 110
WILSON EVAN T. 26TH IA INF Post 25
WILSON FREDERICK E. 69TH OH INF Post 20
WILSON G.R. 21ST IA INF Post 62
WILSON GEORGE 1ST WI CAV Post
WILSON GEORGE 1ST WI CAV Post 25
WILSON GEORGE H. 2ND IL CAV Post 321
WILSON GEORGE L. 80TH IN INF Post 227
WILSON GEORGE R. 21ST IA INF Post 25
WILSON GEORGE R. 21ST IA INF Post
WILSON GEORGE R. 21ST IA Post
WILSON H.H. 35TH MO INF Post 166
WILSON HENRY 30TH IL INF Post
WILSON HENRY 101ST IL INF Post 23
WILSON HENRY 77TH IL Post
WILSON HENRY C. US ARMY GENERAL STAFF Post
WILSON HENRY R. 119TH IL INF Post 280
WILSON HOMER 44TH WI INF Post 210
WILSON IRA 11TH OH INF; 8TH OH CAV Post 44
WILSON IRA M. 8TH OH CAV; 11TH OH INF Post 44
WILSON J.H. 6TH IA CAV Post 70
WILSON JAMES LOUDOUN; VA INDEPENDENT C Post 284
WILSON JAMES 13TH KY INF Post 25
WILSON JAMES 13TH KY INF Post
WILSON JAMES A. 149TH PA Post
WILSON JAMES A. 2ND IA INF Post 227
WILSON JAMES H 104TH IL INF Post
WILSON JAMES N. 87TH IN INF Post 81
WILSON JAMES O. 4TH IL CAV Post
WILSON JAMES O. 4TH IL CAV Post
WILSON JASPER 5TH WV CAV Post 156
WILSON JESSE W. 7TH IA INF Post 201
WILSON JOHN 19TH MI INF Post 260
WILSON JOHN 12TH IL Post
WILSON JOHN 2ND IA INF Post
WILSON JOHN 62ND US COLORED TROOPS Post 262
WILSON JOHN 35TH NJ INF Post
WILSON JOHN 5TH IL CAV Post 44
WILSON JOHN 12TH IL INF Post
WILSON JOHN 30TH IL INF Post 23
WILSON JOHN 12TH IL INF Post
WILSON JOHN 12TH IL INF Post 47
WILSON JOHN A. 81ST OH INF Post 143
WILSON JOHN C. 85TH IL INF Post
WILSON JOHN C. 85TH IL INF Post 49
WILSON JOHN C. 28TH IA INF Post 40
WILSON JOHN E. 11TH MO INF Post 154
WILSON JOHN G 135TH PA Post
WILSON JOHN G. 149TH IN INF Post
WILSON JOHN L. 24TH IA INF Post 118
WILSON JOHN L. 114TH IL INF Post 41
WILSON JOHN M. 9TH OH CAV Post 58
WILSON JOHN M. 48TH OH INF Post
WILSON JOHN P. 21ST MI INF Post 56
WILSON JOHN R. 1ST NE Post 45
WILSON JOHN W. 15TH IL INF Post 222
WILSON JOHN W. 57TH IN INF Post 1; 6
WILSON JOHN W. 1ST NE INF Post 37
WILSON JONATHAN M. 22ND WI INF Post
WILSON JOSEPH 76TH OH INF Post
WILSON JOSEPH D. 7TH PA CAV Post
WILSON JOSHUA C. 117TH IN INF Post 13
WILSON JOSIAH P. 1ST IA CAV Post 84
WILSON MARCUS L. 47TH IL INF Post 35
WILSON MATTHEWS D. 66 PA Post
WILSON McGIN 41ST IL INF Post
WILSON McLAIN P. 41ST IL INF Post
WILSON MILAN 13TH VT INF Post 80
WILSON MILES C. 46TH WI INF Post 67
WILSON MOSES 3RD OH CAV Post 79
WILSON NEWTON 119TH IL INF Post 23
WILSON O.P. 138TH IL INF Post
WILSON OTIS T. 17TH IL CAV Post 61
WILSON OTIS T. 17TH I CAV Post
WILSON OWEN 13TH IA INF Post 26
WILSON PARLEY E. 16TH WI INF; CO. H; 32ND W Post 112
WILSON PARLEY E. 32ND WI INF Post 112
WILSON PARLEY E. 1ST WI INF; CO. H; 32ND WI Post 112
WILSON PORTS 46TH IN INF Post 25
WILSON PORTS 46TH IN INF Post
WILSON RALPH L. Post 94
WILSON RAOBERT J. 26TH IL INF Post 60
WILSON RESIN 134TH OH INF Post 208
WILSON ROBERT 15TH IA INF Post 25
WILSON ROBERT 46TH IL INF Post
WILSON ROBERT B. 146TH IL INF Post
WILSON ROBERT C. 22ND IA INF Post 80
WILSON ROBERT H. 27TH IA INF Post
WILSON ROGER J. 19TH WI INF Post 124
WILSON S.A. 3RD IA CAV Post
WILSON S.J. 22ND PA CAV Post
WILSON S.J. 22ND PA CAV Post 76
WILSON SAMUEL 16TH PA CAV Post
WILSON SAMUEL J. 22ND EAST TN INF Post
WILSON THOMAS US NAVY; RAMBOAT ARKANSAS Post
WILSON THOMAS 102ND IL INF Post 9
WILSON THOMAS A. 21ST IA INF Post
WILSON THOMAS H. 160TH OH INF Post
WILSON THOMAS J. 67TH IN INF Post 227
WILSON THOMAS J. 6TH IN INF Post 227
WILSON THOMAS W. 155TH IL INF Post 47
WILSON W.A. 2ND IA INF Post 124
WILSON W.L. ADJUTANT; 142ND PA INF Post
WILSON W.W. 29TH IA INF Post 25
WILSON WILLIAM 4TH IA INF Post
WILSON WILLIAM 2ND OH HEAVY ART. Post 303
WILSON WILLIAM 79TH IN INF Post 99
WILSON WILLIAM 4TH IA INF Post 262
WILSON WILLIAM 143RD IL INF Post 52
WILSON WILLIAM 23RD MO INF Post 284
WILSON WILLIAM 99TH IN INF Post 57
WILSON WILLIAM A. 46TH IA INF Post 136
WILSON WILLIAM C. 83RD IL INF Post 1;2
WILSON WILLIAM C. 83RD IL INF Post 1;2
WILSON WILLIAM F. 5TH PA HEAVY ART. Post
WILSON WILLIAM H. 57TH IL INF Post 25
WILSON WILLIAM H. 78TH IL INF Post
WILSON WILLIAM H. 36TH PA INF;BUGLER;CO. D Post 4
WILSON WILLIAM I. 6TH KS INF Post
WILSON WILLIAM J. 10TH IN INF;PVT;CO. F;52 Post 118
WILSON WILLIAM J. 52ND IN INF Post 118
WILSON WILLIAM P. 10TH IA INF Post 17
WILSON WILLIAM P. 10TH IA INF Post
WILSON WILLIAM W. QUARTERMASTER;29TH IA IN Post 25
WILT DANIEL M 74ATH IL CAV Post
WILT ISAAC 4TH IN CAV Post 7
WILT J.A. 87TH PA INF Post 1
WILT SOLOMON 7TH IL CAV Post
WILTIG ED 4TH MO INF Post
WILTON WILLIAM 83RD IL INF Post 163
WILTSE CHAUNCEY 44TH IA INF Post 7;8
WILTSE JEROME 15TH MO CAV Post 84
WILTSE JEROME 48TH MO INF Post
WILTSE JEROME 48TH MO INF Post
WILTSE JEROME 48TH MO Post
WILTSHIRE GEORGE B. 95TH IL INF;PVT;CO. D;47 Post
WILTZE MERRITT H. 3RD WI INF Post 58
WIMBERLY FRANCIS M. 1ST IA CAV Post 73
WIMER PETER 48TH VA MILITIA Post
WINAND GEORGE 9TH IN CAV Post
WINAND GEORGE W. 9TH IN CAV Post 137
WINCH FRED 27TH IA INF Post 25
WINCH FREDRICK 27TH IA INF Post
WINCH S.J. 9TH MN INF Post 180
WINCHEL HENRY 8TH IA CAV Post 230
WINCHELL JOHN K. 132ND IL INF Post 52
WINCHELL NERUM L. 13TH IN CAV Post 190
WINCHESTER MICHAL S. 2ND PA HEAVY ART. Post
WINCHESTER REUBEN B. 73RD IL INF Post
WINCHESTER THOMAS 79TH MO INF Post 219
WINDBIGLER VALENTINE M. 151ST IN INF Post 318
WINDBIGLER VALENTINE W. 138TH IN INF Post
WINDEL WILLIAM 46TH IL INF Post
WINDER JOHN E. 17TH IA INF Post 116
WINDHAM R.B. 46TH IA INF Post
WINDHAM ROBERT B. 46TH IA INF Post 45
WINDLE JOHN A. 197TH OH INF Post
WINDLE JOSEPH 136TH OH NATL. GUARDS Post 107
WINDLE JOSEPH W. 136TH OH NATL. GUARD Post
WINDLE WILLIAM 46TH IL INF Post 48
WINDLE WILLIAM 18TH IL INF Post 48
WINDSHIP JEFF 1ST CA CAV Post 10
WINDSHIP JEFF 1ST CA CAV Post 10
WINDSHIP JEFFERSON 1ST CA CAV Post 10
WINDSICKER JOHN 50TH IL INF Post 3
WINEGOR JOSEPH L. 6TH IA INF Post 51
WINELAND GEORGE W. 139TH IN INF Post 25
WINES CHARLES E. 104TH NY INF Post 91
WINETEER THOMAS S. 65TH IL INF Post
WINETEERS THOMAS S. 65TH IL INF Post 99
WING HARRISON 95TH IL INF Post 60
WING LUSIUS L. 46TH IA INF Post 14
WING SENECAP 35TH WI INF Post 60
WINGENT LOUIS F. 3RD WI ART. Post 69
WINGER J.W. 112TH PA Post
WINGET HENRY 1ST WI INF Post
WINGSLEY NOAH J. 1TH IN HEAVY ART. Post
WININGS JOHN Y. 37TH WI INF Post 217
WINKELMAN LORENZ L. 1ST NE VET. VOL. Post
WINKLEMANN J 5TH US ART Post 124
WINKLER HENRY 37TH WI INF Post 81
WINKLES HENRY 27TH WI INF(ERROR) Post 81
WINLAND G.W. 139TH IN INF Post 25
WINLERTIN WILLIAM 72ND IL INF Post
WINLIRINGER MOSES IA CAV Post
WINN A.G. 14TH MA INF Post 316
WINN A.G. 1ST MA HEAVY ART.;7TH;11 Post 68
WINN W.B. 1ST MN HEAVY ART. Post 275
WINN WILLIAM A. 93RD IL INF Post 98
WINN WILLIAM S. 2ND OH INF Post 134
WINNIE JAMES 8TH IA INF;26TH IA INF Post 13
WINNIE JAMES 26TH IA INF;8TH IA INF Post 13
WINSHIP HENRY D. 33RD IL INF;BORN PRINCET Post 227
WINSHIP HENRY D. 122ND US COLORED INF Post 227
WINSHIP PEARL D. 148TH IL INF Post 288
WINSLOW CHARLES F. 48TH IA INF Post 11
WINSLOW HIRAM A. 43RD NY Post
WINSLOW IRA 31ST WI INF Post 130
WINSLOW JEHU 53RD IN INF Post 1
WINSLOW L.B. 7TH MN INF Post 33
WINSLOW L.B. 7TH MN INF Post 23
WINSLOW W. G. 15TH WI ART.(ERROR) Post 130
WINSLOW WILLIAM G. 5TH WI ART. Post 130
WINSTUR THOMAS A. Post 123
WINTER JAMES M. 8TH IA INF Post 70
WINTER JOHN R. 186TH OH INF Post 13
WINTER WILLIAM H. 9TH IA CAV Post 116
WINTERBOTTOM JOHN G. 3RD MO CAV Post
WINTERBOTTOM J.S. 3RD MO CAV Post 166
WINTERBURN GEORGE W. 179TH OH INF Post 50
WINTERMATE ALEXANDER 35TH IA INF Post 107
WINTERRINGER W.R. 7TH IA CAV Post 179
WINTERS GEORGE 65TH IL INF Post 99
WINTERS GEORGE 65TH IL INF Post
WINTERS GEORGE W. 14TH IA INF Post 91
WINTERS JAMES 103RD IL INF Post
WINTERS JAMES 103RD IL INF Post 25
WINTERS JAMES 103RD IL INF Post
WINTERS NATHAN 27TH WI INF Post 177
WINTERS THOMAS J. 6TH IN CAV Post 151
WINTERSTEEN C.H. 177TH OH Post
WINTERSTEEN CHARLES H. 171ST OH INF Post 114
WINTERSTEEN PHILETUS H. BUGLER;13TH OH CAV Post 4;3
WINTERSTEIN G.P. 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post 22
WINTWORTH H.P. 15TH IA INF Post 84
WINTZ CHARLES 7TH IN CAV Post 84
WION JOHN W. 3RD WI INF Post 163
WIRKEL GEORGE 1ST IA CAV Post 285
WIRRICK HARRISON 102ND OH INF Post 7;2
WIRT A. M. 18TH OH INF(ERROR) Post 32
WIRT AARON W. 18TH US INF Post 97
WIRT DAN B. 46TH IN INF Post 13
WIRT THOMAS D 34TH IA INF Post
WIRTH FRED HOSPITAL STEWARD;2ND MO Post 7
WIRTH FREDERICK 2ND MO INF Post
WIRTS R.H. 1ST MI INF;CO. C;5TH MI Post 18
WISARTON JAMES W. 124TH IL INF Post
WISE JOHN 103RD IL INF Post 1
WISE JOHN J 14TH VA INF Post
WISE MILTON 25TH IA INF Post 91
WISE PERRY 89TH IN INF Post 216
WISEGARVER WILLIAM S. 12TH IA INF Post 86
WISELEY JAMES 139TH IL INF Post 7
WISEMAN GEORGE 3RD MO CAV Post 113
WISEMAN GEORGE W. 18TH OH INF Post 250
WISEMAN JOHN 10TH IL INF Post 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN JOHN</td>
<td>22ND IA INF</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN JOHN C.</td>
<td>1ST MO INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>7TH WI INF</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISEMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISER PETER</td>
<td>41ST IL INF</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN THEODORE</td>
<td>22ND IL INF</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>7TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN WILLIAM</td>
<td>9TH WI INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISERMAN W.</td>
<td>47TH IL INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISGARVER DAVID</td>
<td>55TH PA INF</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHARD JAMES H.</td>
<td>28TH IA INF</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHART JOHN P.</td>
<td>96TH OH INF</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISHERMAN GUS</td>
<td>4TH MN INF</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WOLCOTT MARTIN P. 46TH IA INF Post 74
WOLCOTT S.E. 1ST VT CAV Post 80
WOLCOTT THOMAS 6TH OH INF Post 24
WOLCOTT W. 8TH MI CAV Post 186
WOLF AUGUST 2ND IL ART. Post 17
WOLF CHARLES MAKE 13TH IA INF Post
WOLF D.D. 13TH KS Post
WOLF DAVID 13TH KS INF Post
WOLF DAVID D. 13TH KS INF Post 172
WOLF GEORGE R. 8TH IA INF Post 22
WOLF HENRY C. 79TH IL INF Post 52
WOLF I.M. 2ND MO INF Post 75
WOLF JACOB 1ST MO INF Post 105
WOLF JAMES 107TH IL INF Post 79
WOLF JEREMY H. 5TH MO STATE MILITIA CAV Post
WOLF JOHN 42ND MO INF Post
WOLF JOHN 51ST OH INF Post
WOLF JOHN 43RD MO INF; 5TH MO INF Post 264
WOLF JOHN 5TH MO INF; 43RD MO INF Post 264
WOLF JONATHAN 51ST OH INF Post 115
WOLF LEWIS C. 21ST IA INF Post 119
WOLF SAMUEL 17TH WV INF Post
WOLF WASHINGTON C 2ND IL CAV Post
WOLF WASHINGTON C 2ND IL CAV Post 336
WOLF WILLIAM S. 74TH IN INF Post 149
WOLF WILSON W. 7TH IA CAV; 41ST IA INF Post 298
WOLF WILSON W. 41ST IA INF; CO. L.; 7TH I Post 298
WOLFE A LEWIS 153RD IN INF Post 58
WOLFE ALBERT H. 5TH OH INF Post 58
WOLFE C.H. 78TH PA INF Post 150
WOLFE C.H. 87TH PA INF Post 136
WOLFE GEORGE N. 12TH IL INF Post 63
WOLFE GEORGE R. 175TH OH INF; 313TH OH IN Post 13
WOLFE JACOB A. MO ENGINEERS Post
WOLFE JAMES W. 12TH WV ART. Post 154
WOLFE JOHN W. 10TH WV INF Post 154
WOLFE JOSEPH R. 107TH IL INF Post 58
WOLFE LEVI 9TH IA CAV Post 38
WOLFE PORTER A. 15TH IA INF Post 31
WOLFE PORTER A. 15TH IA INF Post
WOLFE WILLIAM 14TH IN INF(ERROR) Post 149
WOLFORD ALFRED B. 97TH OH INF Post
WOLFORD ALFRED B. 97TH OH INF Post
WOLFORD ISAAC B. 188TH OH INF Post 1
WOLFORD LEWIS E. 8TH IA CAV Post
WOLFORD MILLER 82ND OH INF Post 273
WOLLMOUTH JOSEPH 118TH IN INF Post 32
WOLLRUE DAVID 95TH IL INF Post
WOLONERTON CHARLES 70TH IL INF Post 190
WOLLOHAN WILLIAM B. 3RD IA INF Post 8
WOLLOHAW WILLIAM B. 2ND IA INF Post 8
WOLRING JACOB A. 96TH OH INF;CO. K;42ND O Post 11
WOLSTENHOLM JOHN D. 77TH IL INF Post 76
WONDERLICH EMERY A. 28TH IA INF Post
WONDERLY DANIEL W. 47TH IL Post
WONDERLY DANIEL W. 47TH IL INF Post 184
WONG LEWIS 33RD WI INF Post 38
WOOD A.F. 96TH IL INF Post
WOOD AARON 21ST IA INF Post
WOOD AARON 21ST IA INF Post 80
WOOD ABRAM 78TH OH INF Post 91
WOOD ALBERT F. 96TH IL INF Post
WOOD ALBERT F. 96TH IL INF Post 48
WOOD ALEXANDER 10TH VA INF Post
WOOD BARTON W. 85TH OH LINF;PVT;CO. G;8 Post 116
WOOD C.J. 7TH KS CAV Post 48
WOOD CLAYBONE 33RD OH LINF Post
WOOD DAVID 18TH OH INF Post 254
WOOD EDGAR J. 16TH WI INF Post 95
WOOD EDWIN M. 117TH IL INF;CO. G;33RD Post
WOOD EDWIN M. 33RD IL INF;CO. G;117TH Post
WOOD EGAR 16TH WI INF Post
WOOD ELI 24TH IN INF Post
WOOD FRANCIS BLACKSMITH;10TH NY CAV Post 212
WOOD FRANCIS M. 70TH OH INF Post 140
WOOD G.N. 7TH WV CAV Post 262
WOOD GEORGE M. 7TH VT CAV Post
WOOD GEORGE W. 2ND WI CAV Post 259
WOOD GRIGGS 87TH IN INF Post 144
WOOD HARDFORD 23RD IA INF Post 22
WOOD HARTFORD 23RD IA INF Post 122
WOOD HENRY 187TH PA INF Post 231
WOOD HENRY 121ST NY INF Post 1
WOOD IRA 11TH MI INF Post 262
WOOD IRA A. 11TH NE INF Post
WOOD IRA B. 9TH IL CAV Post 245
WOOD ISAAC L. 179TH OH INF Post 118
WOOD ISRAEL A. 47TH IL INF;CO. E;95TH I Post 303
WOOD ISRAEL A. 95TH IL INF;CO. E;47TH I Post 250
WOOD JAMES 3RD CO CAV Post
WOOD JAMES 97TH PA INF Post 150
WOOD JAMES A. 10TH IL CAV Post
WOOD JAMES M. 2ND IA CAV Post 56
WOOD JESSE D. 119TH IL INF Post 137
WOOD JOHN 19TH IA INF Post
WOOD JOHN 19TH IA INF Post
WOOD JOHN A. 89TH NY INF Post 192
WOOD JOHN J. 53RD IL INF Post
WOOD JOHN M.C. 94TH IL INF Post 69
WOOD JOHN R. 72ND OH INF Post 262
WOOD JOHN S. 7TH PA CAV Post
WOOD JOHN S. 7TH PA CAV Post
WOOD JOHN W. 10TH IN CAV Post 69
WOOD JOSEPH D. 83RD IL INF Post 59
WOOD JOSEPH H. 50TH NY ENGINEERS Post
WOOD LAFAYETTE 68TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 262
WOOD LORENZO D. 3RD WI INF Post 259
WOOD LOTROP V. 127TH IL INF Post 155
WOOD LYMAN 129TH IL INF Post 25
WOOD MART V. 8TH IL CAV Post 123
WOOD MARTIN V. Post 123
WOOD ORLANDO 15TH IL CAV Post 125
WOOD ORSON 33RD IL INF Post 1
WOOD PATRICK H. 83RD IL LINF Post
WOOD R.L. 78TH MO STATE MILITIA Post
WOOD ROBERT 40TH IN INF Post
WOOD S. 11TH OH INF Post 70
WOOD SAMUEL C. 7TH IA CAV Post 159
WOOD STILLMAN 7TH WI INF Post
WOOD THOMAS 4TH IL INF Post
WOOD THOMAS 59TH IN INF Post
WOOD THOMAS 46TH IL INF Post 119
WOOD THOMAS G. 5TH TN CAV Post
WOOD W. P. 11TH OH INF Post 70
WOOD WARNER J. 3RD MO CAV Post
WOOD WILLIAM 32ND IA INF Post
WOOD WILLIAM H 23RD IA INF Post
WOOD WILLIAM H. 13TH WI INF Post 168
WOOD WILLIAM H. 13TH WI INF Post
WOOD WILLIAM P 11TH OH CAV Post 70
WOODARD ABION P. 19TH MI INF Post
WOODARD ABRAM P. 19TH MI INF Post 61
WOODARD DAVID Post 123
WOODARD DAVID 151ST IL INF Post
WOODARD DAVID 28TH IA INF Post 61
WOODARD W. 10TH MI INF Post 76
WOODARD W.D. 141ST IL INF Post
WOODARD W.H. 4TH US CAV; 85TH NY INF Post 179
WOODARD WILLIAM N. 7TH IL MOUNTED INF (ERROR) Post 36
WOODARD WILLIAM N. 7TH IL CAV Post 36
WOODARD WILLIAM W. 64TH VA CAV (CONFEDERATE) Post
WOODBURY ARTOIDES O. 53RD IL INF Post 65
WOODBURY EDWARD B. 29TH OH INF Post
WOODCOCK ALBERT 92ND IL INF Post 110
WOODCOCK ALBERT 92ND IL INF Post
WOODCOCK G.B. 121ST NY INF Post 229
WOODCOCK JAMES M. 14TH OH INF Post 241
WOODEN JOSEPH W. 43RD MO INF Post 43
WOODFORD WILLIAM 161ST OH INF Post
WOODFORD WILLIAM J. 161ST OH INF Post
WOODHEAD JAMES A. 33RD WI INF Post 16
WOODIVARD JAMES B. 47TH IA INF Post 91
WOODLAND RICHARD 6TH WI INF Post 172
WOODLAND RICHARD 6TH WI INF Post
WOODMAN FREEMAN 52ND IL INF Post 20
WOODMAN JOHN H. 75TH IL INF Post 188
WOODRIDGE SAMUEL 2ND IL CAV Post 76
WOODRUFF ALBERT 123RD NY INF Post 285
WOODRUFF ALONZO E. 153RD IL INF Post 5
WOODRUFF CHARLES H. 53RD IL INF Post 142
WOODRUFF DAVID 14TH NY HEAVY ART. Post
WOODRUFF FRANCIS M. 76TH NY INF Post 130
WOODRUFF GEORGE W. 55TH PA INF Post
WOODRUFF GEORGE W. Post 123
WOODRUFF LEE 74TH IL Post
WOODRUFF LEVI E. 74TH IL INF Post 47
WOODRUFF ORLANDO D. 74TH IL INF Post
WOODRUFF ORLANDO D. 74TH IL INF Post 47
WOODRUFF U.D. 74TH IL Post
WOODRUFF WILLIAM D. 17TH IL ILNF Post
WOODRUFF WILLIAM M. 8TH IL CAV Post 299
WOODS ALLEN 112TH IL INF Post 73
WOODS DANIEL 29TH IA INF Post 44
WOODS ELIAS M. 139TH IL INF Post 27
WOODS ENOS M. 33RD IA INF Post 298
WOODS F.A. 27TH IL INF Post 1;2
WOODS F.M. 5TH IL LIGHT ART. Post
WOODS FRANKLIN L. 1ST NH CAV; PVT; CO. C; 13T Post
WOODS FRANKLIN L. 1ST NH INF Post
WOODS FRED M. ELGIN'S ARTA. Post
WOODS FREDERICK M. 5TH IL ART. Post 25
WOODS GEORGE H. 140TH IL INF; d. 2SEP1935 Post 61
WOODS GEORGE H. 140TH IL INF Post
WOODS GEORGE T. 2ND NE CAV Post 170
WOODS H.H. 115TH OH INF Post 34
WOODS HENRY 15TH IL INF Post 9
WOODS HENRY 15TH IN INF Post
WOODS J.T. US NAVY ORDINANCE Post 63
WOODS JAMES W. 139TH IL INF; CO. I; 148T Post 3
WOODS JERRY D. 132ND IN INF Post
WOODS JOHN 7TH OH CAV Post 3
WOODS JOHN 14TH KY INF Post
WOODS JOHN E. 2ND NE CAV Post
WOODS JOHN R. 10TH IL CAV Post
WOODS JOHN R. 72ND IL INF Post 31
WOODS JOHN R. 72ND IL I. INF Post
WOODS JOHN W. 99TH IL INF Post 44
WOODS JOHN W. 99TH INF (ERROR) Post 44
WOODS JOHN W. 36TH IA INF Post 45
WOODS JOSEPH C. 6TH WI INF Post
WOODS JOSEPH D. 83RD IL INF Post
WOODS JOSEPH F. 87TH OH INF Post
WOODS JOSEPH F. 132ND IN INF Post
WOODS JOSEPH F. 87TH OH INF (2ND OH HEAVY) Post 34
WOODS JOSEPH F. 2ND OH HEAVY ART (87TH OH Post 34
WOODS JOSHUA G. 115TH OH INF Post 34
WOODS JOSHUA G. 115TH OH INF Post
WOODS M.V. 8TH IL CAV Post
WOODS MATTHEW 102ND OH INF Post
WOODS N.B. 133RD OH INF; SERG; CO. I Post 34
WOODS NATHAN B. 192ND OH INF Post
WOODS PATRICK H. 83RD IL I. INF Post 149
WOODS S.M. 37TH PA INF; PVT; CO. D; 57 Post 59
WOODS SAMUEL 13TH IA INF Post 23
WOODS SETH B. 148TH PA INF Post 20
WOODS W.H. 10TH MO INF Post
WOODS WILLIAM 153RD IL INF Post 96
WOODS WILLIAM A. 2ND NE CAV Post
WOODS WILLIAM F. 1ST ME INF Post
WOODS WILLIAM H. 87TH OH INF; SERG; CO. A; 1 Post 34
WOODSON HENRY 9TH TN INF; PVT; CO. L; TN Post 208
WOODSON JAMES M. 25TH VA (CONFEDERATE) Post
WOODWARD EDWIN F. 49TH WI INF Post 216
WOODWARD ELISHA 19TH MI INF Post 90
WOODWARD HOWARD B. 22ND IL INF Post 216
WOODWARD HUBBARD D. 141ST IL INF Post 38
WOODWARD J.C. 5TH MO CAV Post
WOODWARD JAMES H. AST. SURGEON; 128TH IN INF Post
WOODWARD JAMES THOMAS 31ST IA INF Post
WOODWARD JASEN I Post
WOODWARD L.A. 13TH MO INF Post 247
WOODWARD NELSON 112TH NY INF Post
WOODWARD SIDNEY D. 16TH WI INF Post 304
WOODWARD W.R. 2ND MI CAV Post 156
WOODWARD WALTER M. 1ST TN MOUNTED INF Post
WOODWARD WALTER M. 1ST EAST TN INF Post 25
WOODWARD WILLIAM A. 19TH IA INF; CO. A; 29TH I Post
WOODWARD WILLIAM R. 2ND NE CAV Post 91
WOODWARD WILLIAM A. 29TH IA INF; CO. B; 29TH Post
WOODWARD WILLIAM H. 56TH IL INF Post 25
WOODWORTH CHARLES D. 52ND IL INF Post 7; 1
WOODWORTH CHESTER 52ND WI INF Post 25
WOODWORTH DANIEL W. 1ST WI INF Post 176
WOODWORTH HENRY 74TH IL INF Post
WOODWORTH HOMER S. 100TH IN INF Post 158
WOODWORTH J.C. 121ST OH INF Post 152
WOODWORTH L.P. 12TH WI INF; CO. B; US CO Post 1
WOODWORTH ORVILLE H. 4TH IL CAV Post 94
WOODWORTH P.G. 39TH IA INF Post
WOODWORTH P.G. 39TH IA INF Post 90
WOODWORTH WILLARD C. 35TH WI INF Post 76
WOODY AUGUSTES C. 20TH IA INF Post
WOODY AUGUSTUS C. 20TH IA INF Post
WOODY AUGUSTUS C. 29TH IA INF; CO. F; 20TH Post 25
WOODY WILLIAM T. 4TH OH CAV Post 112
WOOLARD JOSEPH 56TH OH INF Post 150
WOOLDRIDGE SAMUEL 2ND IL CAV Post 76
WOOLDRIDGE WALTER 7TH WI INF Post
WOOLEN DAVID 125TH IL INF Post
WOOLETHER JOSEPH 23RD MO INF Post 101
WOOLEVER GEORGE 9TH IL Post
WOOLEY RICHARD B. 102ND IL INF Post 1
WOOLEY THOMPSON MUSICIAN; 106TH OH INF Post 7
WOOLEY THOMPSON 106TH OH INF Post
WOOLEY WILLIAM A. 82ND OH INF Post
WOOLEY WILLIAM A. 82ND OH INF Post 293
WOOLF CHARLES M. 13TH IA INF Post
WOOLFORD SOLOMON 118TH OH INF Post
WOOLSEY ALONZO A. 125TH IL INF Post 44
WOOLSEY G.W. 7TH IL CAV Post
WOOLSEY GEORGE W. 7TH IL CAV Post 49
WOOLSEY RICHARD M 1ST NE CAV Post
WOOLSEY WILLIAM 145TH PA INF Post 201
WOOLSEY WILLIAM 145TH PA INF Post
WOOLSEY WILLIAM H. 7TH IL CAV Post
WOOLWORTH LEONARD 13TH WI INF Post 114
WOOSTER CHARLES 2ND MI CAV Post 29
WOOSTER ERWIN 151ST IN Post
WOOSTER JACOB 36TH OH INF Post 13
WOOSTER TILLAN K. 2ND NY INF Post
WOOTING JACOB 20TH OH INF; PVT; CO. E; 96 Post 286
WORDAN WILLIAM S. 1ST OH LIGHT ART. Post 1
WORDEN DAVID 97TH NY INF Post 290
WORDEN DAVID J. 44TH IN INF Post 316
WORDEN H.S. 7TH MO CAV Post 148
WORDEN SOLOMON 35TH WI INF Post 176
WORDEN WARREN H. 18TH IA INF Post 45
WORICK JOHN F. 1ST WI LIGHT ART. Post 117
WORICK JOHN F. 1ST WI LIGHT ART. (ERROR) Post 117
WORK D.C. 28TH IA INF Post
WORK DAVID C. 28TH IA INF Post 3; 2
WORK GEORGE T. 1ST PA CAV Post
WORK ORVILLE 3RD IA CAV Post 250
WORK T.P. 4TH IA INF Post 82
WORK; GEORGE d. 4DEC1937; C 5TH IA INF; 65TH US COLOR Post 13
WORKMAN JOHN T. 3RD IA CAV Post
WORKMAN WILLIAM S. 10TH IL CAV Post 76
WORLEY ELIAS 135TH IL INF Post 64
WORLEY G.W. Post 123
WORLEY GEORGE 35TH IL INF Post 64
WORLEY GEORGE 35TH IL INF Post 64
WORLEY GEORGE W. 16TH KS INF Post
WORLEY GEORGE W. 5TH MO INF Post 45
WORLEY HARRISON Post
WORLEY JOHN C. 135TH IL INF Post 32
WORLEY JOHN L. 78TH IL INF Post 172
WORLEY ROBERT 2ND NE CAV Post
WORLEY WILLIAM H. 107TH IL INF Post 38
WORLEY WILLIAM M. 12TH IL INF Post 43
WORKLINE WILLIAM 94TH IL INF Post 25
WORMWOOD F.P. 41ST OH INF Post 326
WORMWOOD F.P. 41ST OH INF Post 326
WORRELL JAMES R. 13TH IN INF Post 16
WORRICK JOHN F. 5TH WI ART. Post 117
WORSTER HIRAM 20TH IN INF Post 16
WORTH JEHOIADA 4TH IA CAV Post 136
WORTHEN WILLIAM E. 9TH IA CAV Post 88
WORTHEN WILLIAM E. 18TH IA INF Post 88
WORTHINGTON GEORGE 4TH NY HEAVY ART. Post 272
WORTHINGTON JACOB U.S. NAVY Post 18
WORTHINGTON JAMES M 3RD VA CAV Post
WORTHINGTON R.J. 13TH MI INF Post 81
WORTHINGTON THOMAS 36TH IA INF Post 71
WORTHINGTON THOMAS 36TH IA INF Post
WORTMAN D.D. 7TH IA CAV Post 40
WORTMAN THOMAS H. 43RD TN CAV(CONFEDERATE) Post
WOSTE HENRY 5TH MO CAV Post 272
WOTRING JACOB A. 42ND OH INF Post 11
WOURSLEY CHRISTOPHER 2ND MI CAV Post
WRAY EDWARD S. 150TH IL INF Post 298
WRAY FRANCIS M. 11TH IL CAV Post 163
WRAY JOHN M. 33RD WI INF Post 17
WRAY JOHN S. 60TH IL INF;CO. F;125TH Post 259
WRAY JOHN S. 125TH IL INF;CO. A; 60TH Post 42
WREDE CHARLES 2ND US INF Post 251
WREKHANS AREL NY Post
WRIGHT ABRAHAM C. 76TH OH INF Post 198
WRIGHT ABRAM C. 9TH IA CAV Post 56
WRIGHT ALBERT M. 5TH WI INF Post 227
WRIGHT ALPHA CHAPLIN;25TH MO INF Post 45
WRIGHT ALPHA 25TH MO INF Post
WRIGHT ALPHUS 49TH OH INF Post 125
WRIGHT CHARLES A. 17TH IA INF Post 45
WRIGHT CHARLES A. 17TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT CHRISTOPHER 91ST IL INF Post 33
WRIGHT CYRUS 33RD WI INF Post 71
WRIGHT DAVID 49TH IL INF Post
WRIGHT EDWARD R. 35TH IA INF Post 7
WRIGHT EDWARD W. 154TH IL INF Post 68
WRIGHT EDWIN 13TH MO INF Post 95
WRIGHT ERABABMUS D. 20TH WI INF Post 139
WRIGHT FERDINAND A. 54TH IN INF Post
WRIGHT FRED US NAVY; FRIGATE MINNESO Post 69
WRIGHT FRED US NAVY;FRIGATE MINNESOT Post 68
WRIGHT GEORGE D. 17TH OH INF Post 139
WRIGHT GEORGE D. 17TH OH INF Post 73
WRIGHT GEORGE W. 19TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT GILMAN J. 128TH OH INF Post 318
WRIGHT H.M. 76TH OH INF Post 139
WRIGHT HENRY 13TH IA INF Post 136
WRIGHT HENRY E. 64TH IL INF Post 32
WRIGHT HENRY H. ORDERLY MESSENGER AT WAS Post 261
WRIGHT HENRY M. 76TH OH Post
WRIGHT HENRY Q. 11TH IL INF Post 32
WRIGHT J.B. 28TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT J.G. 44TH IL SHARPSHOOTERS Post 25
WRIGHT J.T. 21ST NY INF Post
WRIGHT JAMES 1ST MO ART. Post 108
WRIGHT JAMES H. 33RD IA INF Post 3
WRIGHT JOEL H. 5TH IL LIGHT ART. Post 110
WRIGHT JOHN 173RD OH INF Post 193
WRIGHT JOHN A. 83RD IL INF Post 95
WRIGHT JOHN A. 17TH IL INF Post 95
WRIGHT JOHN B. 28TH IA INF Post 25
WRIGHT JOHN C. 3RD MO CAV Post
WRIGHT JOHN S. 71ST IL INF Post 305
WRIGHT JOHN W. 2ND MN CAV Post 354
WRIGHT JONATHAN R. 3RD IN CAV Post
WRIGHT JONATHAN R. 8TH OH INF; 3RD INF CAV Post 13
WRIGHT JOSEPH L. 7TH IN INF Post 15
WRIGHT JOSEPH L. 114TH IL INF Post 217
WRIGHT JOSEPH(COLOR) 1ST OH ART. Post
WRIGHT LEONARD R. 5TH IA CAV Post 25
WRIGHT M.J. 15TH IA INF Post 304
WRIGHT O.H. 12TH MI INF Post 155
WRIGHT OSCAR J. 45TH IL INF Post 36
WRIGHT PHILANDER 9TH NY ART.; 138TH NY INF Post 74
WRIGHT PHILANDER A. 138TH NY INF; 9TH NY ART. Post 74
WRIGHT R.N. 9TH IA Post
WRIGHT RICHARD N. 9TH IA CAV Post
WRIGHT RICHARD N. 9TH IA CAV Post
WRIGHT RICHARD N. 9TH IA CAV Post
WRIGHT S.A. 43RD MO INF Post 140
WRIGHT SAMUEL 3RD MD INF Post
WRIGHT SAMUEL A. 78TH IL INF Post 95
WRIGHT SAMUEL A. 78TH IL INF Post
WRIGHT SPENCER 126TH IL INF Post 1; 2
WRIGHT T.J. 38TH IL INF Post 242
WRIGHT THOMAS 8TH IL CAV Post 23
WRIGHT W. W. 2ND MI CAV Post 186
WRIGHT WILLIAM 40TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM 40TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM 40TH IA INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM 176TH PA INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM H Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM H. 176TH PA INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM K. 22AUG1862 Post 113
WRIGHT WILLIAM M. 28TH IA INF Post 226
WRIGHT WILLIAM R. 23RD MO INF Post
WRIGHT WILLIAM W. 14TH IL INF Post 217
WRIGHTER WILLIAM D. 62ND PA INF Post
WRIST B.F. 7TH NY CAV Post 342
WRIST JOSEPH 73RD IL INF Post 1;9
WULLORN ERIAN F. 9TH OH CAV Post
WUNDERLICH JACOB C. 35TH IA INF Post 10
WURTS WILLIAM L. 7TH OH INF Post
WURTZ WILLIAM L. 7TH OH INF Post 27
WYANT JAMES A. 8TH CA INF Post 25
WYANT JOHN J. 66TH OH INF Post
WYATT ANDREW A. 16TH IL INF Post 111
WYATT ATEEERMAN M. 72ND MI INF Post
WYATT CHARLES C. 22ND IA INF Post 143
WYATT FRANK M. 62ND OH INF Post 8
WYATT JOHN E. 6TH OH CAV Post 143
WYATT WILLIAM H. 12TH KS INF Post
WYATT WILLIAM H. 7TH MO CAV Post 111
WYCKOFF ALFONZO D. 64TH IL INF Post 32
WYCKOFF EDMUND 16TH IL INF Post 298
WYCOFF JOHN W. 33RD IA Post
WYERS EDWARD C. 8TH IN INF Post 129
WYGENT WILLIAM H. 66TH IL INF Post 40
WYKOFF THOMAS R. 129TH IL INF Post 60
WYLE WILLIAM 93RD IL INF Post 127
WYLEY JACOB L. 7TH IL MOUNTED INF Post 25
WYLIE JAMES E. 106TH IL INF Post 91
WYLIE WILLIAM 95TH IL INF Post 130
WYMAN CHARLES M. 5TH VT INF Post 222
WYMAN E 104TH IL INF Post
WYMAN E. 104TH IL REGULARS Post
WYMAN EMORY 6TH WI INF Post
WYMAN EMORY 19TH WI INF;PVT;CO. A;6T Post 28
WYMAN EVAN 104TH IL INF Post 7
WYMAN HENRY C. 8TH IA INF Post 112
WYMAN JACOB C. 8TH IA INF Post 112
WYMAN JOHN US MARINE;GUNBOT MONARCH Post
WYMORE ABRAHAM 15TH KS CAV Post
WYMORE C.S. 2ND KS CAV Post
WYMORE C.S. 2ND KS INF Post 159
WYMORE C.S. 2ND KS CAV Post 159
WYMORE CORNELIUS S. 2ND KS CAV Post
WYMORE J.T. 2ND NE CAV Post 95
WYMORE JAMES 139TH IN INF Post 264
WYMORE JAMES W. 40TH IA INF Post
WYMORE JAMES W. 40TH IA INF Post
WYMORE PHILANDER 24TH KY INF Post 77
WYMORE PHYLAND 4TH IN CAV Post 31
WYMORE WILLIAM 9TH KS CAV Post
WYNAND W.J. 7TH WI INF Post 42
WYNE JOHN C. TEAMSTER; 2ND NE CAV Post 302
WYNE JOHN C. 2ND NE CAV Post
WYNEGAR DAVID A. 147TH IL INF Post 73
WYNEGAR PETER G. 134TH IL INF Post 329
WYNEGARD ABRAM 39TH NY INF Post
WYNN ROBERT Post 123
WYNN ROBERT 33RD IA INF Post 112
WYNORE JAMES T. 2ND NE CAV Post
WYSCAVER JOHN 1ST MN INF RANGERS Post 63
WYSEAVER GEORGE 7TH IA INF Post 63

Y

YAGER MARTIN L. 15TH IL CAV Post 207
YAKELEY EMANUEL 44TH NY INF; CO. H; 140TH Post
YAKELEY EMANUEL 140TH NY INF Post
YALE FRANCIS B. 8TH IA INF Post 25
YALE J.H. 38TH WI INF Post 50
YALE J.H. 39TH WI INF Post 50
YAMMEL Z.S. 6TH OH LIGHT ART. Post 101
YANT PETER 65TH MO INF Post 84
YARGER JOHN H.L 49TH OH INF Post 207
YARINGTON JOHN 194TH OH INF Post
YARNALL ZIBA S. 6TH OH ART. Post
YARNELL RICHARD Post
YARNS EZRA 156TH IL INF Post 23
YARRAR WILKINSON 65TH OH INF Post
YARTON EDWARD 147TH NY INF; 76TH NY INF Post
YARWOOD NORMAN B. 42ND IL INF; 6TH US INF Post 104
YATES IMRY 65TH IN INF Post
YATES JOHN C. 28TH IL INF Post 47
YATES JOHN C. 28TH IL INF Post
YATES JOHN P. 37TH IN INF Post 127
YATES JOHN T. 16TH KY INF Post 84
YATES JONATHAN W. 137TH IN INF Post 22
YATES SAMUEL B. 125TH IL INF Post 166
YATES SYLVESTOR 8TH MO INF Post
YATES WILLIAM J. 137TH IN INF Post 22
YAZEL JACOB 1ST IA INF (ERROR) Post 145
YAZEL JACOB 33RD WI INF Post 145
YEAGER JOHN 12TH IL INF Post 13
YEAGER JOHN 37TH IL INF Post 13
YEARIK FRED 8TH IA INF Post 75
YEATMAN GRIFIN 1ST IN LIGHT ART. Post
YEHRUNG DAVID 14TH IA INF Post
YEIGH LUCIAN W. 93RD IL INF Post
YEIGH LUCIUS W. 93RD IL INF Post 194
YEOMAN FRED F. 30TH IN INF Post 132
YEOMAN GILBERT 30TH IA INF Post 71
YEOMAN WILLIAM F. 8TH IL CAV Post 29
YINGLEY HENRY POTAPASCO MD INF GUARDS Post 204
YOAKUM MICHAEL 22ND IA INF Post 69
YOCUM AARON D. 62ND OH INF;1 LIEUT;CO. Post 13
YOCUM AARON D. 67TH OH INF(17TH OH INF) Post 13
YOCUM AARON D. 17TH OH INF(67TH OH INF) Post 13
YOCUM AMOS 89TH IN INF Post
YOCUM FREDERICK 14TH IN INF Post
YOCUM JOSEPH 67TH OH INF;62ND OH INF Post 13
YOCUM REUBEN US NAVY;USS FT. HINDMAN Post 110
YOCURN JOSEPH 62ND OH INF;67TH OH INF Post 13
YODER B.Y. PA ART. Post 197
YOEMAN GILBERT 30TH IA INF Post 71
YOHO P.F. 7TH WV INF;CORP;CO. G;18 Post 139
YOKEM PHILIP 150TH PA Inf Post 112
YONKER JOHN 12TH IL CAV Post 217
YONKIN A.S. 5TH IA CAV Post
YONTZ EDWIN A. 92ND IL INF Post 77
YOOCKE JAMES 2ND NE INF Post
YORK CHARLES 43RD MO INF Post 47
YORK MOSES 7TH IA INF Post 24
YORK PARRIS C. 138TH IL INF Post 205
YORTY JACOB C. 3RD WI CAV Post 111
YOST ALONZO N. 2ND NE CAV Post 109
YOST HORIZONTAL 6TH IA CAV Post 262
YOST SAMUEL B. 15TH IA INF Post 93
YOST SIMON L. 73RD OH INF;AGENT;11TH A Post 45
YOSTINE WILLIAM H. 96TH OH INF Post 116
YOTHIE HENRY 108TH IL INF Post
YOUGS J. G. 28TH MI INF Post 40
YOUKIN ALEXANDER C. 124TH IL INF Post
YOUN ANDREW 14TH NY INF Post
YOUNF FRANCIS M. 1ST NE CAV Post
YOUNF NATTAN M. 63RD IL Post
YOUNG A.F. 1ST NY VET. CAV Post
YOUNG ANDERSON H. 4TH IA INF Post
YOUNG ANDREW 4TH IL CAV;CO. I;12TH IL Post 23
YOUNG ANDREW 12TH IL CAV;CO. B;4TH IL Post 23
YOUNG ANDREW G. 9TH TN CAV Post
YOUNG ANTHONY 108TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 8
YOUNG ARTHUR B. 30TH IA INF Post 146
YOUNG BENJAMIN D. 5TH MN INF Post 125
YOUNG BENJAMIN F. 23RD IA INF Post 17
YOUNG BYRON F. 20TH WI INF Post 17
YOUNG CALVIN H. 13TH IA INF Post 8
YOUNG CHARLES 1ST OH INF Post 291
YOUNG CHARLES H. 10TH NY LIGHT ART. Post 9
YOUNG CHARLES H. 1ST MI CAV Post 32
YOUNG CHARLES M. 86TH IL INF Post 231
YOUNG CHARLES S. 135TH OH INF Post 74
YOUNG CLAUS 19TH IN INF; 20TH IN INF Post 109
YOUNG CLAUS 20TH IN INF; 19TH IN INF Post 143
YOUNG DANNIAL H. 122TH IL INF Post
YOUNG DAVID 30TH WI INF Post 120
YOUNG EDWARD 3RD PA RESERVE CORP; CO. Post 2
YOUNG EDWARD 3RD PA CAV Post
YOUNG ELIAS 92ND IL INF Post 270
YOUNG ELIAS 92ND IL MOUNTED INF Post
YOUNG FRANCES MARI 2ND NE CAV Post
YOUNG FRANCIS M. 11TH IN INF Post 83
YOUNG FRANCIS M. 22ND IN INF Post 83
YOUNG G.T. 28TH IL INF Post 88
YOUNG GEORGE E. 137TH IL INF Post 17
YOUNG GEORGE E. 137TH IL INF Post
YOUNG GEORGE M. 2ND IL ART. Post 135
YOUNG GEORGE M. 2ND IL ART. Post 135
YOUNG GUSTAVUS S. 8TH VT INF Post 153
YOUNG HENRY 7TH OH CAV Post 25
YOUNG HENRY 7TH OH CAV Post
YOUNG J.G. 28TH IL INF Post 65
YOUNG J.H. 46TH PA INF Post 278
YOUNG J.L. 3RD MO CAV Post
YOUNG J.M. 129TH IN INF Post
YOUNG J.R. 1ST CO CAV Post
YOUNG JAMES M. 1ST AR CAV Post 227
YOUNG JAMES O. 1ST NE INF Post 25
YOUNG JEHU J. 5TH IN CAV Post 296
YOUNG JOACHIM 93RD IL Post
YOUNG JOEL F. 22ND PA CAV Post 241
YOUNG JOEL T. 22ND PA CAV Post
YOUNG JOHN 18TH WI INF Post 13
YOUNG JOHN 143RD IL Post
YOUNG JOHN 143RD IL INF Post
YOUNG JOHN 143RD IL INF Post 25
YOUNG JOHN F. 1ST OH CAV Post 354
YOUNG JOHN F. 8TH IN INF Post 354
YOUNG JOHN G. 28TH MI INF Post 40
YOUNG JOHN J. 143RD OH INF Post 23
YOUNG JOHN M. 8TH IL CAV Post 138
YOUNG JOHN M. 129TH IN INF Post 89
YOUNG JOHN M. 1ST IA CAV Post 63
YOUNG JOHN T. 132ND IL INF Post 182
YOUNG JOHNSON M. 125TH IN INF Post 296
YOUNG JOSEPH 76TH IL INF Post
YOUNG JOSEPH 76TH IL INF Post 25
YOUNG JOSEPH SADDLERA;6TH OH CAV Post 31
YOUNG JOSEPH E. 10TH VT INF Post 28
YOUNG JOSEPH G. 1ST WI CAV Post
YOUNG JOSEPH L. 1ST WI CAV Post 149
YOUNG JULIUS L. 3RD MO CAV Post 49
YOUNG JULIUS L. 3RD MO CAV Post
YOUNG LANDY R. 28TH IL INF Post 88
YOUNG LEWIS 23RD IA INF;29TH IA INF Post 50
YOUNG LEWIS H. 1ST NE CAV Post 136
YOUNG LEWIS HARVEY Post
YOUNG LOUIS E. 109TH PA INF Post
YOUNG LOUIS E. 109TH PA INF Post
YOUNG M.A. CORP;122ND OH INF Post
YOUNG M.F. 2ND NE CAV Post 264
YOUNG MARSHAL 14TH IL INF Post
YOUNG MATHEW 89TH IN INF Post 22
YOUNG MILTON J. 67TH OH INF Post 32
YOUNG MILTON J. 62ND OH INF;CO. D;67TH O Post 32
YOUNG MOSES 116TH IN INF Post
YOUNG MOSES 116TH IN INF;150TH IN Post
YOUNG NATHANIEL J. 6TH VT INF Post 153
YOUNG P.D. 29TH IL INF(ERROR) Post 47
YOUNG PHILIP D. 29TH IA INF Post 47
YOUNG R.W. 10TH NY LIGHT ART. Post 9
YOUNG R.Z. 1ST MO CAV Post 33
YOUNG RICHARD A. 35TH MO INF Post
YOUNG ROBERT 1ST IL CAV Post 153
YOUNG ROBERT 108TH US COLORED TROOPS Post 8
YOUNG SAMUEL 201ST PA INF Post 111
YOUNG SAMUEL W. 70TH IL INF Post 300
YOUNG SAMUEL W. 117TH IL INF;33RD IL INF Post
YOUNG SAMUEL W. 9TH IL INF Post
YOUNG SAMUEL W. 33RD IL INF;117TH IL INF Post 46
YOUNG SIMON 93RD IL INF Post 25
YOUNG SIMON 93RD IL INF Post
YOUNG SOLOMON 115TH IL INF Post 79
YOUNG SQUIRE S. 10TH IN CAV;31ST IN INF Post 25
YOUNG SQUIRE S. 31ST IN INF;10TH IN CAV Post 25
YOUNG WILLIAM 113TH IL INF Post 124
YOUNG WILLIAM C. 24TH MI INF Post 88
YOUNG WILLIAM H 17TH IA INF Post
YOUNG WILLIAM J. 5TH PA CAV Post
YOUNGBLOOD E.M. 15TH IA INF Post 70
YOUNGBLOOD JAMES 15TH IA INF Post 70
YOUNQUEST JOHN 64TH IL INF Post 44
YOUNGSON PETER 128TH IN Post
YOUNKIN AARON S. 5TH IA CAV Post 35
YOUNKIN JOHN 131ST IN INF Post 37
YOUNT DANIEL 78TH PA INF Post 265
YOUNT ENOCH 37TH IA INF Post
YOWELL FIELDEN W. 28TH IL INF Post 24
YRTHEM PETER 45TH WI INF Post 306
YULE HENRY G. 16TH WI INF Post 262
YULE HENRY G. 16TH WI Post
YULE THOMAS 23RD WI INF Post
YULE THOMAS 23RD WI INF Post 114
YUTZY J.C. 54TH PA INF Post
YUTZY JOSEPH C. 54TH PA INF Post
YUTZY SAMUEL 28TH IA INF Post 187

Z

ZABRISKIE EDGAR 8TH NY ART. Post
ZAHN HUGO 4TH IA CAV Post 190
ZEA GEORGE W. 9TH IN INF Post 15
ZEDIKER JAMES F. 12TH IA INF Post 25
ZEEKE GOTLIEB 69TH IL INF Post 84
ZEHNER CHARLES L. 79TH IN INF Post 348
ZEHNLBAUER JOHN M. 59TH IL INF Post 44
ZEHRING DAVID 14TH IA INF Post 60
ZEIGLER J.F. 2ND MN INF Post 94
ZEIGLER PHILIP 208TH PA INF Post 16
ZEIGLER WILLIAM 21ST IL INF Post 43
ZEILINGER JOHN 180TH OH INF Post 10
ZEIS JOHN 27TH NY LIGHT ART. Post 174
ZEISSING G. 3RD MO INF Post
ZELLAR WILLIAM 12TH WI IN Post
ZELLER JOSIAH 17TH CAV Post 37
ZELLERS JOHN 68TH IL INF Post 123
ZELUF GEORGE 1ST MI CAV Post 286
ZENOR CHARLES A. 47TH IL INF;139TH IL INF Post 107
ZENOR CHARLES A. 139TH IL INF;47TH IL INF Post 107
ZESET JOHN 25TH MO Post
ZIEGLER MICHAEL 146TH IL INF Post
ZIESE JOHN 27TH NY CAV Post
ZIGLER FREDERICK 15TH NY ENGINEERS Post
ZIKE ALEXANDER 22ND IA INF Post 125
ZIKE SAMUEL P. 44TH IA INF Post 346
ZIMMER FERDINAND 9TH OH INF Post 98
ZIMMER NICHOLAS 36TH IL INF Post 13
ZIMMER NICHOLAS 36TH IL INF Post
ZIMMERMAN ANDREW J. 36TH IL INF Post 14
ZIMMERMAN GEORGE 1ST MO ART. Post 12
ZIMMERMAN JACOB 32ND IN INF Post 137
ZIMMERMAN JACOB 73RD IN INF Post
ZIMMERMAN LEVI 152ND IN INF Post 176
ZIMMERMAN P.J. 26TH KY INF(ERROR) Post
ZIMMERMAN PHILIP 36TH IL INF Post 79
ZIMMERMAN PHILLIP J. 26TH WI INF Post
ZINGRE THEODORE E. 1ST IA CAV Post
ZINK JOHN 14TH OH INF Post
ZINK N.M.C. 35TH MO INF Post 177
ZINK V. 38TH OH INF Post
ZINK VALENTINE 38TH OH INF; DIED 18OCT1 Post 99
ZINK VALENTINE 38TH OH Post
ZINN WILLIAM 7TH CA INF Post 22
ZION ISAAC 7TH IA CAV Post 190
ZOBEL JOHN 15TH NY HEAVY ART. Post 12
ZOBLE PETER 32ND IN INF Post 13
ZOLAND ISAAC 88TH OH INF(ERROR) Post 149
ZOOK DAVID M. 57TH IL INF Post 93
ZOOK I.V. 1ST NE CAV Post 69
ZOOK JAMES H. 2ND NE CAV Post 309
ZOOK WILLIAM T. 5TH MO CAV Post 309
ZUCKEY BRYEN 11TH IS INF Post
ZUIMERMAN PHILLIP J. 26TH WI INF Post
ZULTZ AUGUST M. 23RD US INF Post
ZUMBERBRUNN BENJAMIN C. 6TH MO CAV Post
ZUMBRUM B.C. 6TH KY CAV Post 84
ZUMBRUM HENRY F. 6TH MO CAV Post 15
ZUMWALT WILLIAM 33RD IA INF Post 1
ZUVER BYRON P. 12TH IA INF Post 100
ZUVER BYRON P. 12TH IA INF Post
ZWEIFEL ALBERT 46TH IL INF Post 14
ZWIAG WILLIAM 1ST WI CAV Post 41